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the Law

As the New York City five per
cent amusement tax goes into effect
today, 13 days after Mayor Wagner
signed it into law, exhibitor counselors
are stepping up their investigation of
the tax's major fraction provision,
which they intend to prove will violate
the state law empowering the city to
levy the tax.
Irving Greenfield, assistant to
Loew's Theatres general counsel, yesterday said legal representatives of
New York City exhibitors are studying the tax law with an intent to
bring a motion into the State Supreme
Court declaring the tax "inviolate of
the state's enabling act."
Greenfield was referring to a provision in the tax which would permit
the city to levy as much as six per
cent on certain admissions. The state
{Continued on page 7)
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Break-Figure

Fuss

LONDON, June 30.— Yet another
industry leader has joined the publicly
conducted Eady Plan controversy here.
Latest participant is Sir David Griffiths, president of the Kinematograph
Renters Society, who refutes John
Davis's, managing director of the J.
Arthur Rank Organization, allegation
"that certain members of the K.R.S.
were attempting to get the C.E.A. into
the position of being the people who
stopped the Eady Scheme from operSir David says : "I think Mr. Davis
should
ating." bring some evidence to support
such a statement, and in this connection I suggest he should consult Mr.
Hargreaves, the representative of
General Film Distributors on the
K.R.S. , to inquire if he has ever heard
such an intention expressed or implied at any meeting- of the K.R.S.
"May I remind Mr. Davis that the
K.R.S. has repeatedly oiTered to go
with the C.E.A. for consultation with
the Board of Trade in relation to the
break figure dispute, and that this suggestion has never been accepted by
the C.E.A.?
"May I remind Mr. Davis also that
{Continued on page 7)

CENTS

Suspended

Chides
in U.K.

TEN

Moclair

Named

Roxy

Managing Director
William Moclair has been appointed managing director of
the Roxy Theatre here by
Charles P. Skouras, president
of National Theatres. Moclair,
formerly house manager and
acting head of the theatre since
his predecessor, Dick Dickson,
returned to the Coast, has been
with the theatre since 1937.
William L. Miller, assistant
manager, has been promoted to
house manager of the Roxy.

$77,114,000 Allotted
Information Agency

WASHINGTON, June 30.— Congress approved and sent to the White
House a bill appropriating $77,114,000
for the operations of the U. S. Information Agency in the year starting tomorrow.
This was much closer to the $75,814,000 originally voted by the House
than to the $83,814,000 originally
voted by the Senate. A House- Senate
conference produced the final total.
The Administration had asked $89,000,000 for the agency.
Just how the Motion Picture Service will fare will be up to the agency
Pembrex
Will Unveil to determine. The film branch would
have received $2,931,000 under the
New Optical System
original House bill and $3,931,000
HOLLYWOOD, June 30. — The under the original Senate bill, so
Pembrex Corp. will demonstrate with- that the amount it finally gets will be
in two weeks at an undesignated major somewhere between those figures, but
studio a new optical system which, it obviously closer to the House total.
is claimed, will give 20 per cent more The film program would have received
light on the screen and a markedly $6,964,000 under the original budget
request of $89,000,000 for the entire
improved image, the company dis- agency.
closed.

Paramount's Los Angeles branch,
managed by Alfred R. Taylor, was
first among the ten winning branches
in the Adolph Zukor Golden Jubilee
Salute sales drive, A. W. Schwalberg,
president of Paramount Film Distributing Corp., announced yesterday.
PACT
WITH
ITALY
SIGNED;
Second and third positions were NEW
captured by Chicago and New York,
2 YEARS
STARTING
SEPT.
1
respectively. J. H. Stevens is Chicago FOR
branch manager, and Myron Sattler
is New York branch manager.
By ARGEO SANTUCCI
Winning salesman in the drive was
{Continued on page 7}
ROME, June 30. — Eric Johnston , president of the Motion Picture
Association of America, and Eitel Monaco of ANICA, the Italian
government film organization, today signed a new two-year agreement
Eastman
Ceremonies
governing American film imports here
and remittances of earnings to AmerIn Rochester July 12
ica. The new agreement becomes
Texas
to
Welcome
ROCHESTER. June 30.— The cenoperative Sept. 1.
tennial of the birth of George EastDetails of the agreement were not
Today
man, founder of the Eastman Kodak Cinerama
announced inasmuch as Johnston
Co., which will occur on July 12, will
DALLAS, June 30. — The Texas
to himself the right to disbe marked by a ceremony in the East- State Fair Band and a 90-member reserved
close them to MPAA members followman Theatre here at which the U. S. bagpipe group flown here from Oklaing his return to Washington, where
Post Office Department will release a
homa City will be prominently fea- he is scheduled to arrive on Sunday.
commemorative stamp bearing the
tured in large-scale welcome cereEastman likeness.
monies tomorrow which will greet Meanwhile, the official statement anCinerama
at its Lone Star State debut ncuncing the signing said merely that
The ceremony will mark the culmiwhich
will
be held at the Melba ''the free importation of American
nation of several days of special observances honoring Eastman as an in- Theatre. Radio coverage is planned. motion pictures has been respected."
ventor, industrialist, civic leader and
However, it has been widely reGuests on the opening night will in{Continued on page 10)
philanthropist.
{Continued on page 7) •
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Preference

WASHINGTON, June 30. — Although Allied States leaders who
visited here this week and met to discuss current exhibition problems insist that Allied's plan to influence
production-distribution company policies by acquiring voting rights to their
stock is not dead, it appears to be in
ament.
decidedly comatose state at the moIt was ascertained that there
was no discussion of the stock
and proxy acquisition plan at
the meeting here and one Allied
official indicated that the plan
was "suspended" until the
Makelim production plan has
had a chance to move along.
Another Allied leader who insisted
the stock plan is not dead, said Allied
did not believe it advisable to "take
too big a bite" at one time and that
the plan{Continued
could be on
reactivated
page 7) if and
CIO

Film

Affiliate

Union
with

to

lA

The Association of Documentary
and Television Film Craftsmen, with
approximately 300 members engaged
at independent studios in the New
York ■ City area, has voted to disaffiliate from the National Association of Broadcast Employes and Technicians (CIO) and to dissolve so
that its members may join the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employes and Moving Picture Machine Operators of the United States
and Canada (AFL).
This action followed a joint meeting of{Continued
ADTFC representatives
arnl
on page 7)
Studio
Rose

Employment
19,4%

in May

HOLLYWOOD, June 30. — The
production pickup that began in April,
following a long lull, resulted in a
19.4 per cent increase in studio employment inMay over same month last
year, according to statistics reported by
the Security First National Bank,
which works in close contact with the
State Division of Industrial Relations
{Continued on page 7)
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Seventeen
Eersonal
%ntion
RT J. O'DONNELL, viceROBE
president and general manager of
the Interstate Circuit, left New York
yesterday for London via B.O.A.C.
Monarch.
■

Joseph Mason, of the Columbia
Pictures purchasing department, is the
father of a son born Tuesday _ to
Mrs. Mason at Physicians Hospital,
Queens.
•

Motion Pictures Weren't Invented
O., Passed Blue Law
Columbus,
When
COLUMBUS, June 30. — Motion pictures weren't invented until a halfcentury after enactment of a local "blue law" which forbids Sunday
ces, so they're not included in the hst of entertheatrical performan
tainments which were forbidden on the Sabbath. The ancient law was
uncovered by local newspapers during a squabble over another law
which forbids sale of groceries on Sunday. The ordinance against
nce of
Sunday shows includes: "An equestrian or circus, performa
show,
variety
a
exhibition
sparring
dancing,
rope
acrobats,
jugglers
dramatic
and
theatrical
g,
balloonin
statuary,
Negro minstrels, living
law.
performances." Police do not plan to enforce the anti-entertainment

Inducted

Paramount's
Into Per
100
Cent Club
Seventeen distribution employees in
Paramount's five divisions have been
inducted into the company's "100 PerThe "100
Cent Club"
was ago
established byPer
Paramount
29 years
cent Club."
for the purpose of recognizing accomplishment. Membership is limited to
persons whose work has been conprevious stantly
year. outstanding throughout the

members
The neware: "100 Per Cent Club"
Eastern-Southern Division — Gordon
Set for 267 Cities
To Pass on Titles
W. Bugie, salesman, Albany; Joseph
Cutrell, salesman, Charlotte; John
More than 267 cities across the naHOLLYWOOD, June 30. — In a
manager-head booker, Atwill be visited by 20th Century- Huff, office
lanta, and Anthony Mercurio, office
move to do away with title difficulties Fox'stiontwo
mobile exhibits on Darryl manager-head booker, Buffalo.
which have become a growing problem
Mid-Eastern Division — Betty R.
in the industry, Allied Artists studio F. Zanuck's personal CinemaScope
has set up a committee which will pass production of "The Egyptian" in the Fussner, head booker, Detroit; Harold
on titles for all productions planned campaign scheduled to get underway Henderson, salesman, Pittsburgh, and
by the company.
Tuesday, it was announced yesterday.
One truck will tour the Northern Anthony Lomonaco, booker, PhiladelAvailability, merchandising value
section
of the country while the other
marquee power of picture names
■fosEPH S. BoRENSTEiN, manager of and
Central Division — Howard DeT amthe Southern region in an
cover
will
work
of
n
inceptio
the
at
will be sifted
ble, salesman, Chicago ; James F.
Strand, New Briattention
the Stanley Warner
to generate public
Ondracek, head booker, Chicago, and
tain, Conn., and Mrs. Borenstein are on any film. Definite title will be attempt
Linford Pitts, salesman, Omaha.
picked after consultation with Allied for the lavish production three months phia.
observing their 25th wedding anni- Artists sales department and selection in advance of its world premiere.
versary.
South-Central Division — Henry T.
will be final.
Preparing for the visits of the Bahner, office manager-head booker,
(•■■ ■
•
Southern
and
Northern
the
in
trucks
By eliminating title switches the
Doris Johnson, secretary to Philip
S. Donahue, salesfeels it will avoid loss of pub- regions respectively will be Leo Pillot, St. Louis; Thomas
studio
eManag
Smith
of
Smith, president will marry Walter
Lillard C. Wayand
company,
the
man,
Memphis,
of
director
when
events
special
licity value which always results
ment Co., Boston,
land, salesman, Dallas.
deafter
or
publicity
,
during
in
Feldman
,
occurs
Edward
Mass.
,
change
and
ester
name
Bamberg, of Dorch
Western Division — Milton S. Anmid-September.
partment staff member.
production. Title, committee at Allied
•
derson, salesman, San Francisco;
BranRalph
G.
of
consist
will
Artists
Harlan Brunt, head booker, Los
of
,
or
Minsch
direct
,
Walter
ing
ton, vice-president;
Ben Domingo, manag
Angeles; Francis Doty, salesman,
for GJ/s
the Keith Memorial Theatre, Boston, executive producer ; John C. Flinn, Tapes
Portland, and Robert Blair, merchana
sing,
for
y
adverti
d
famil
and
his
ty
lete
with
publici
of
HCC
by
Comp
there
r
directo
has left,
dising representative, Los Angeles.
and Sandy Abrahams, advertising
Ondracek, Bahner, Donahue and
The
manager.
HOLLYWOOD, June 30. — tee
Cape Cod vacation^ /'""'"w,,
Hollywood Coordinating Commit
Brunt had been members of the "100
here announced the completion of_ a Per
Florei«!e Abrams^n,- secretary to
Cent Club" in the past.
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iews
interv
United
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record
series of
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following a heart attack
Personalities enlisted for this HCC
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ed308,00
design
week period
0,000 people project, scheduled in cooperation with
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Office
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Stack,
through
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Robert
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motion pictures of outstanding merit,
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at the RKO Palace
•Ray McNamara, of the Allyn The- Vorld premiere
series will be broadcast to Gl s among the peoples of the world.
The Webb.
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'Uncle Joe' Swedie
Color TV Pictures
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ty Club
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The Film Producers' Association,
M-G-M.
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NBC
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Boyle,
James
t showing on July 12 at
standing and goodwill, has been won
circui
closed
York.
thony "Uncle Joe" Swedie. Swedie
man, is in Memphis from New
tlie Colonial Theatre here.
known for six years only as "Uncle this year by the Austro- Yugoslav picThe demonstration will be the first Joe" by ailing children and officials
ture, "Die Letzte Brucke," produced
Gary Cooper arrived• here yesterday
to feature 35nim. as well as 16mm. of several hospitals, was honored at by Cosniopol Films, Vienna, directed
from Hollywood.
color.
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Leonard Spigelgass, M-G-M writer, arrived in New York from the
Coast on Tuesday and will sail from
aboare.d the "Liberte" on Saturday
here Europ
for
•
his wife, Melba,
and
Bob Mathias
in "The
both of whom play themselves arrive
in
Bob Mathias Story," will
from Hollywood toCity
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Film

Head

A comedy tentatively titled "Trouble With Harry" scheduled to go
before the cameras in the fall, will
Against
Warns
be Alfred Hitchcock's second VistaVision production for Paramount reHitchcock declared here yeslease,
Measure
TV
terday. It will be filmed on location
in New England, he said, and added
that casting has not yet been comWASHINGTON, June 30.— Harold E. Fellows, president oi the Na- pleted.
Hitchcock yesterday flew to the
tional Association of Radio and Tele- Coast where he will finish work on
vision Broadcasters, told the House
"To Catch A Thiei," the VistaVision
Armed Services Committee that under production
in color which he has been
a pending bill, the armed services directing for Paramount in the South
"might unintentionally establish au- of France.
thority for the operation of governSees 'Costume' Films Back
ment-owned broadcasting facilities in
competition with those operated by
The current trend of shooting on
location and particularly abroad was
."
citizens
private
The bill
was originally designed to viewed by the director as merely part
permit the military to set up radio of a cycle. He pointed out that before
and television broadcasting facilities the advent of talking pictures, most of
at overseas installations or isolated the silent films were shot in whatever
posts in the U. S. Fellows declared location the story called for. When
that the bill was ambiguously written sound became a factor, technicians
and lacked proper safeguards to make found it diificult to control stray noises
sure that the military did not get into
shifted to the Hollycompetition with private broadcasters. and production
wood lots. With modern advances and
He suggested various amendments to techniques the pendulum has started
its return journey and the lots are
make sure this wouldn't happen.
slowly but surely relegated to "costume pictures" once again, declared
Mexico Distributors
Hitchcock.
Face

Strike

July

12

MEXICO CITY, June 30.— Operators of the Churubusco-Azteca, Clasa
and San Angel Inn studios have
granted salary increases of from four
to 20 per cent to members of the
National Cinematographic Industry
Workers Union (STIC), thus eliminating the possibility — for these
studios, at least — of the threatened
strike scheduled for July 12. The
strike threat remains, however, for
American and other foreign and Mexican distributors, as well as for the
operators of 1,200 theatres throughout the country.
The distributors stress that they
are now paying the highest wages in
Mexico for the services involved. They
point out that the devaluation of the
peso, now worth eight cents, has increased their costs to the point where
they are unable to meet the STIC
demand for a 35 per cent hike.
The Labor Ministry is seeking to
avert the walkout aimed at the distributors, since such a development
would result in the shutting off of
product from the theatres.
2,000 Attend Italian
VV Demonstration
ROME,

June 30.— The Italian demonstration ofVistaVision, held here at
the Supercinema Theatre, attracted
\ 2,000 viewers including over 700 exhibitors. Several times during the
showing of the special VistaVision
reels, the sound track was drowned
out by audience applause.
Example of the widespread interest
in Paramount's spectacular new process of production and screen presentation is found in the fact that director
Raoul Walsh interrupted his current
shooting schedule on "Helen of Troy"
for a full day in order to allow the
cast and technical crew to attend
the VistaVision demonstration, and
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer officials presently conducting an Italian convention
called off all meetings for a full day
to allow all personnel to be present

Goldstein
Picture

Sets

for

2nd

UA

"Stranger on Horseback," a Technicolor western, will be the second film
to be made by Leonard Goldstein Productions under its new ten-picture releasing arrangement with United Artists.
Robert Goldstein will produce and
Jacques Tourneur will direct
"Stranger on Horseback," which is
scheduled to go into production in
Hollywood shortly after the start of
the first film on the Leonard Goldstein

Dutch
For

3

DAILY
Concern

Chromatic

Signs
Tubes

'Out*
Paramount
Ritz
Telecast

Chromatic Television Laboratories,
Inc., makers of the Chromatron
(Lawrence) color TV tube has signed For
a licensing arrangement with N. V.
Philips of Eindhoven, Holland, Richard Hodgson, president of Chromatic,
announced.
"The Philips organization including
Mullard, Ltd., its affiliated tubem.anufacturing British company, have
undertaken to manufacture the Lawrence tube and sub-license all Chromatic patents
Hodgson
said.on a worldwide scale,"
The agreement covers all markets
with the exclusion of the United
States and Canada. (A licensing and
sub-licensing agreement was recently
signed between Chromatic and Famous Players of Canada, Ltd., Canadian
affiliate of Paramount Pictures Corporation.)
Negotiations at Two Points
Negotiations were carried on in
Eindhoven and London with O. M. E.
Loupart, member of the board of
management of Philips, and S. S.
Eiiks, managing director of the
Philips organization in Great Britain
and of Mullard, and Hodgson representing Chromatic.
Hodgson said the 10-year agreement
called for a straight royalty arrrangement on tubes manufactured by Philips
or through its sub-licensees.
Ullman

Top

Golfer

'Voice

of

The plan of integrating "The Voice
Firestone'
of
Firestone" into the regular film
program on the Paramount Theatre
here on Monday evenings is assumed
"dead," it was learned yesterday, as
the American Broadcasting Co. prepared to broadcast the half-hour
musical show from the Ritz Theatre
off Broadway beginning on July 12.
The Paramount Theatre had planned to ofTer the half-hour radio and
television program to its patrons on
a "free" basis, but in preparing the
Broadway showcase for the simulcast,
technical difficulties arose forcing postponement of the show.
Much of the difficulties, it was understood, arose in the planned conversion of the Paramount Theatre stage
and the number of seats which were
to be allowed for guests of the Firesors. stone Tire and Rubber Co., the sponABC would not definitely state
whether the Ritz Theatre, a house
which had been converted for TV
shows, would be the permanent site of
the program. It was learned that the
July 12 simulcast from the Ritz Theatre would be considered by ABC and
Firestone officials as an "experiment."

ALBANY, June 30.— Irwin Ullman, won
managertheof 12th
Fabian's
Drive-in,
annual Mohawk
Variety
Golf tournament at Shaker Ridge Deal for 51 Pictures
Country Club, with a score of 86.
Ralph Ripps, Metro salesman and Set by Cinex, Iglesias
MEXICO CITY, June 30. — The
with year's
o7.
last
champion, finished second,
largest recent sale of Mexican pictures, that of $638,000 for 51 films
Ripps also won the prize for the
longest drive, while Ullman made the from Manuel Espinosa Iglesias, a
second longest drive. Chief Barker major distributor, has been closed by
Jules Perlmutter took the award for Cinex, the company the Government
coming closest to the pin.
recently organized to distribute Mexprogram, "Black Tuesday."
ican filrrK in the United States,
Canada, Alaska, Europe, Asia and
Australia, and later, in South America.
127 AMERICAN
FILMS
DOMINATED
Payment will be ill twol annual
equal installments and be made by
ARGENTINE
MARKET
DURING
1953
the trade's own bank, the semi-official Banco Nacional Cinematografico,
S.
A. and the Nacional Finana
sustained
period,
the
report
said.
Of the 240 films which were disThe introduction of CinemaScope agency.
tributed in Argentina last year, 127
ciera, S. A., the Government's fiscal
were American produced, according to and 3-D helped American films to
a government report. In 1952, U. S. retain their basic predominance in the
distributors released 210 films for market despite the prospects of increasing imports from other countries 'Duel in the Sun* to
Argentine exhibition.
The drop in U. S. releases in that and the greater local production, the State Right Market
said. Argentine studios turned
South American market was attrib- report
Following up on the reception to
uted to limitations on the import of out 39 films in 1953.
the
fifth release of his "Gone With
The Argentine government, seeking
new films, periodic restrictions on perthe
Wind," David O. Selznick has
mits and the inability to remit blocked to protect the local producer, has re- now scheduled "Duel in the Sun" for
stricted
the
exploitation
of
his
foreign
earnings, the report stated.
early re-release.
The picture will be released through
With the Argentine subsidization of competitor. Under existing regulations, all first-run houses must show the state-right market, the first
local production and the increasing Argentine
films one week out of every
popularity of local product, there was month while all others must exhibit franchise being granted to Harold
Schwarz, Tower Pictures Co. of
the
a growing agitation to increase
number of theatres designated for first local films three weeks out of every Dallas, covering the Texas and Oksix. The playing time of an Argenlahoma Territory. All new advertistine film is one week at first run
simultaneous reruns, byleases permitting
ing accessories, trailers and material,
in downtown and suburban houses.
houses.
including prints, will be available for
Top U. S. films which grossed over wide-screen exhibition.
The increasing competition from 500,000 pe^os in Argentina last year
Si,anish and French films to U. S.
product was another reason for the are : "Detective Story," "An American New 'U' Salesman
decrease in exhibition of American In Paris," "The Great Caruso," "High
ALBANY, June 30.— Robert Friedfilms, the report stated. The Argen- Noon," "Desert Fox," "Father's Little
man is a new Universal-International
Dividend,"
"Salome,"
"A
Streetcar
reto
able
been
not
tine producer has
salesman here. He succeeded Harry
Named
Desire,"
"The
African
place the U. S. picture in open comAlexander, who resigned to take over
petition as yet due to the inability to Queen," "My Favorite Spy," "Cheaper
Middletown Drive-in. Friedman,
maintain high quality in more than By The Dozen," "On The Riviera," the
five or six features a year. Foreign "David and Bathsheba," "Royal Wed- an employee of Universal for five
"Affair in Trinidad," and years, had been a booker in the Philaproducers suffer from the lack of sup- "Wabash ding,"
delphia exchange.
Avenue."
clying films in sufficient quantity for

MESSAGE

SOUND

A

!
FROMM-G-M
fact that all M-G-M
The most important news we can convey to the trade is the
One-Channel Sound.
available to all theatres in Stereophonic and Optical
^'Knights

of the Round

Table",

Marie",

"Rose

starting in July (with the exception
release
sound categories:
CINEMASCOPE

Magnetic

most

Stereophonic

with

ambitious

-

or Perspecta

by Dore

the announcement

production

^

Stereophonic

Schary,

headlines

to win box-office

.

, ^
^.u
, a
^
or Optical One-Channel bound.

Sound.

Chief, of the launching of one of the
brings to the trade a group of re eases

Studio

in its history, M-G-M

programs

starting in July that are destined

for months

to come.

We

list a few of them.

PRODUCTIONS

CINEMASCOPE

M-G-M

Men")

Twelve

of "Her

as well as all productions for
will be available in the following

Prince"

Student

'
PICTURES
OTHER
Channel
Onel
Perspecta Stereophonic or Optica

ALL
Concurrently

PICTURES

"The

pictures will be

musical since "An
For Seven Brothers" is the most talked about color
BRIDES
"SEVEN
you see it you
When
ry.
territo
American in Paris." Watch for the trade showing in your
will reaUze why it is the talk of the industry.
Tommy Rail. Screen Play by
Starring Jane Powell, Howard Keel. With Jeff Richards, Russ Tamblyn,
Sobbin Women
■ ^ Albert Hackett & Frances Goodrich and Dorothy Kingsley. Based on the Story ''The
raphy by
Choreog
Paul.
de
Gene
by
by Stephen Vincent Benet. Lyrics by Johnny Mercer. Music
s.
Cumming
Jack
by
Produced
Donen.
Stanley
by
Michael Kidd. Directed
"BRIGADOON"—

r

M-G-M

has brought

many

famed

musical

Broadway

hits to the screen

sensation. It is rich in songs,
but none so brilliantly as this great, prize-winning color
humor, action and romance, big in visual wonders.
Barry Jones, Albert Sharpe.
Starring Gene Kelly, Van Johnson, Cyd Charisse. With Elaine Stewart,
by Vincente
Lyrics by Alan Jay Lerner. Music by Frederick Loewe. Directed
Screen Play, Bookd and
Freed.
Arthur
by
Minnelli. Produce

"JUPITER'S

DARLING"—

Bigness

is inherent

in the theme

of Hannibal

and his famous

who tricked them. A spectacular
legions about to besiege Rome and a beautiful girl
musical, packed with songs and production pageantry.
on, George Sanders With Richard
Starring Esther Williams, Howard Keel, Marge and Gower Champi
on the Play Road To Rome by
Haydn, William Demarest. Screen Play by Dorothy Kingsley. Based
d by George Sidney. Produced
Directe
n.
Adamso
Harold
Robert E. Sherwood. Songs by Burton Lane and
by George Wells.

"GREEN

FIRE"— A

truly BIG

color production

that required

taking

color

an entire company

South America to enact the drama
to the danger-infested mountains of Colombia in
d of green fire.
lust for the most concentrated wealth of all— the emeral
. With Murvyn Vye. Written for
Starring Stewart Granger, Grace Kelly, Paul Douglas, John Ericson
Marton. Produced by Armand Deutsch.
the Screen by Ivan Goff and Ben Roberts. Directed by Andrew
SPECIAL

RELEASE

"GONE

WITH

THE

(WIDE

WIND"

of

SCREEN)

(Technicolor)— It is breaking

records

everywhere.

A new

ever in Wide Screen, the many spectacular
generation is packing theatres to see, greater than
tion 10 Academy Awards and the accolade
episodes that have won for this stupendous attrac
"The Greatest Picture Ever Made."
Old South. Starring Clark Gable,
David O. Selznick^s Production of Margaret MitchelVs Story of the
ional Picture. Directed by Victor
Vivien Leigh, Leslie Howard, Olivia deHavilland. A Selznick Internat
Sterner.
Max
by
Music
Howard.
Fleming. Screen Play by Sidney
{continued)

(continued)

7

M-G-M

PRODUCTIONS

(WIDE

SCREEN)

"VALLEY
OF THE KINGS"— Soon to make its bow is the biggest color adventure drama
of the year which, because of its theme and its filming in Egypt, ties in with current headlines
of Egyptian discovery and is launched on the wave of the year's biggest publicity breaks
Starring Robert Taylor, Eleanor Parker, Carlos Thompson. With Kurt Kasznar, Victor Jory, and
«
Samia Gamal. Written by Robert Pirosh and Karl Tunberg. Suggested by Historicg,l^Data
in "Gods,'
Graves and Scholars" by C. W. Ceram. Directed by Robert PirO^h.i
"BETRAYED"—
company
beautiful

For another

of its mighty

color entertainments

M-G-M

'

sent a Complete

to Holland to film this power-packed story of spy intrigue in the^ unique and
setting of its romantic adventure. It is thrilling in its narrative :and nSagnificent

in its production.
:;
f
. I
Starring Clark Gable, Lana Turner, Victor Mature. Co-Starring Louis Calhern. Screen Play by
Ronald Millar and George Froeschel. Directed by Gottfried Reinhardt.
i i

!—

"ROGUE
COP" — A great popular book has been made into a trigger-fast, top quaUty
audience attraction. An absorbing dramatization of organized crime written from the private
records of a noted crime reporter, the picture comes
and deluxe production values.

to the pubHc

with

a star-studded

-caSt

Starring Robert Taylor, Janet Leigh, George Raft, Steve Forrest. Co-Starring Anne Francis. Screen
Play by Sydney Boehm. Based On the Novel by William P. McGivern. Directed by Roy Rowland.
Produced by Nicholas Nayfack.

"ATHENA"— A 21-gun salute to youth, music and love. A big song-and-dariee, romantie^^^
production in color by the producer and director of such gloriou^ musicals as "The Great
Caruso" and "The Student Prince." A musical score destined for Hit Parade honors. ■
Starring Jane Powell, Edmund Purdom, Debbie Reynolds, Vic Damone, Louis Calhern. With Linda
Christian, Evelyn Varden, Ray Collins. Written by William Ludwig and Leonard Spigelgass. Songs
by Hugh Martin and Ralph Blane. Directed by Richard Thorpe. Produced by Joe Pasternak

■

|

■

1

"THE LAST TIME I SAW PARIS"— The provocative title promises an absorbing romantic
drama and M-G-M delivers with power and passion a great Technicolor audience- offering
inspired by a famous F. Scott Fitzgerald story. Filmed in part abroad in the playground
of the wealthy, the picture is high-lighted by a thrilling sports car race from
The title song as well as others enrich the entertainment.

^
;

Nicq to Paris.

'

Starring Elizabeth Taylor, Van Johnson, Walter Pidgeon, Donna Reed. With Eva Gabor, Kurt Kasznar.
Screen Play by Julius J. & Philip G. Epstein and Richard Brooks. Based On a Story by F. Scott
Fitzgerald. Directed by Richard Brooks. Produced by Jack Cummings.

!

"DEEP
IN MY HEART"— Glowing with Big-Name musical extravaganza brilliance, based '
on the life and melodies of Sigmund Romberg. The cast alone bespeaks its stature as probably . ;
the year's most ambitious color musical.
Starring Jose Ferrer, Merle Oberon, Helen Traubel, Doe Avedon, Walter Pidgeon, Paul Henreid,
Tamara Toumanova. With Russ Tamblyn, Paul Stewart, Isobel Elsom, David Burns, Jim Backus.
And Guest Stars (in the order of their appearance) : Esther Williams, George Murphy, Rosemary Clooney,

\^f'
■ j

Gene and Fred Kelly, Jane Powell, Vic Damone, Ann Miller, William Olvis, Cyd Charisse, James
Mitchell, Howard Keel, Tony Martin, Joan Weldon. Screen Play by Leonard Spigelgass from the book
by Eliott Arnold. Directed by Stanley Donen. Produced by Roger Edens.

'
'

"CREST
OF
co-operation
Islands

THE WAVE"— Against a background of intrigue involving Anglo-AmericarT
in the armed services, this thriUing story, filmed in its entirety on the Channel

off the coast

of France

and

in London,

yields suspense,

humor,-

unusual

scenic

^

'
'
,

values that make for a stirring audience attraction.
Starring Gene Kelly. With John Justin, Bernard Lee, Jeff Richards. Screen Play by Frank Harvey
and Roy Boulting. From the Play "Seagulls Over Sorrento" by Hugh Hastings. Produced and Directed
by John & Roy Boulting.

v^j
- '

Space limitations prevent the listing of the many, many more outstanding M-G-M
entertainment
projects, in production and being readied for the cameras. No matter what the sound needs of your

,

theatre may

'

be, M-G-M

is ready

with an uninterrupted

flow of product

to serve

you.
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Thursday, July 1, 1954

Allied

Stock

Motion

Purchase

Plan

Picture

7

Daily

Brewer

Ends

Tour

Davis

C hided

Confident of Election
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued fram page 1 )
HOLLYWOOD, June 30.— A
the four trade associations signed
firm conviction that he will win
when industry conditions seemed to features at the rate of one monthly
starting next fall.
warrant it.
documents on Nov. 15 last, guaranteethe presidency of the lATSE
ing to the Government continuation
from
the
encumbent,
Richard
Rembusch's stock plan aroused conangiven toin Allied's
Thenual plan
national as
convention
Boston last
of the Eady Fund for a further three
Walsh, at the August election
siderable enthusiasm at Allied's nawas expressed by Roy M.
tional convention and among indefall by Trueman Rcmbusch of Franpendent exhibitors subsequently. A
"It was upon that guarantee that
Brewer on his return today
klin, Ind., proposed that individual exthe president
of the Board of Trade
years
?
from a tour of the Midwest,
hibitors buy stock in major film com- national committee was named to adrescinded his plan of going forward
vance the plan and all Allied affiliated
panies and, with others who already
East and Canada.
to the House of Commons asking for
own such stock, give proxies to an units canvassed their membership to
Brewer said he already has
Allied committee to vote it at annual determine how many shares of proa statutory scheme. Under these cir688 votes pledged and expects
cumstances, how Mr. Davis can say
meetings of stockholders in support of
duction-distribution company stock are
to
gather
a
substantial
addithat
some
members
of the K.R.S. are
owned
by
exhibitors
and
how
many
trade policies which would benefit extion to his support between
hibitors.
would be willing to give their proxies
attempting
to
manoeuvre
the C.E.A.
now and election time. Six
into the position of breaking their
The plan was envisioned at the time to the Allied representatives to vote
hundred votes are required to
elect.
as being a possible solution for the at annual stockholders' meetings. The
signed agreement with the Governproduct shortage through the influence study also sought information on how
ment, Ireallymaintains
fail to understand."
Sir David
that the break
in favor of increased production pro- many exhibitors would be willing to
figure
dispute
is
an
industry
problem
purchase company stock for this purgrams could
which Allied's
proxy-holding
committee
be expected
to wield
pose either on their own or in conand not tied in any way to the conUnion
tinuance of the Eady Plan. He hoped
junction with their local Allied unit. Film
at stockholders' meetings.
No report on the results of these
the C.E.A. will agree to a meeting
The Makelim plan, which Allied
under the independent chairmanship
leaders indicated is being given the surveys was made by Allied and dis(Continued from page 1)
cussion of the plan began to fade as
of Cyril Salmon, Q.C., but made no
right of way while the stock purchase
and proxy solicitation plan is side- Allied's spring board meeting featured the lATSE's East Coast Motion Pic- reference to the exhibitors' intention
tracked, calls for the production of 12 the Makelim plan instead.
ture Studio Council, at which Richard to retain Sir Hartley Shawcross,
Q.C., for the presentation of their
F. Walsh, president of the Alliance, case.
declared that enrollment of the new
The whole industry here hopes that
Cinerama
in Texas
members would go a long way toward
all sides will now drop the public
(Contin
ued
from
page
1)
bringing
all
film
production
employes
Employment
under one union banner in order that wrangling and get down to a statesmanlike settlement of the dispute.
elude Sen. George Parkhouse, who their interests might best be promoted.
{Continued from page 1)
The dispute was touched off by the
will represent Gov. Allan Shivers ; Lt.
The former ADTFC members are
in keeping track of employment in all Gov. Ben Ramsey of Texas ; Governor being taken into the lATSE radio British Film Producers Association's
industries.
Johnston Murray of Oklahoma ; Si and television department. Plans call statement. Sam Eckman, M-G-M
The report shows that 12,000 were Fabian, president of Stanley Warner for them later to be obligated by their managing director here, took frank
exception to parts of the statement
employed in picture production during Corp. ; Secretary of State C. E. Fulgand was, in turn, answered by Davis.
ham
of
Texas
;
Sam
Rosen,
executive
respective
craft
locals
—
Cameramen's
Local
644,
Studio
Mechanics
Local
52,
May. How much of this was in producing films for television is not in- vice-president of Stanley Warner ; Editors and Cutters Local 771, Asdicated, but several guilds have stated Mayor W. Thornton of Dallas ; Nat
sistant Directors Local 161 and MakeVacations
previously that television-film produc- Lapkin, vice-president in charge of 798.
Up Artists and Hair Stylists Local Two-Week
tion has been a boon to their member- production for Cinerama ; Mayor EdCloses DuMont
Labs
The East Coast Motion Picture
gar Deen of Fort Worth ; Harry Kalship as far as employment is concerned.
More
than
4,000
employees
of Allen
mine, vice-president and general man- Studio Council, headed by John J.
ager of Stanley Warner Theatres, and Francavilla, an international represen- B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc., will
Lester B. Isaac, national director of
tative of the Alliance, was organized begin their vacation at the colse of
Para. L.A. Branch
exhibition for Cinerama.
in 1952 and has been working for business tomorrow, when DuMont's
{Continued from page 1)
more than a year to eliminate dual plants and offices located in Paterson,
unionism from the studios here. It East Paterson, Clifton, Passaic, and
Louis J. Aurelio of Chicago, with 'Story' Grosses $6,000
is engaged also in a drive to sign Teterboro, N. J., shut down for the
J?ck E. Thompson of Detroit second,
"Side
Street
Story"
wliich
opened
agreements with all in- company's
period, Duand Ernest B. Lund of Minneapolis at the Art Theatre broke the house lATSE basic
Mont will annual
reopen vacation
on July 20.
dependent
film
producers in the area.
third. A total of 25 salesmen will box-office record with a $6,000 gross
The mass vacation policy for all
for television proshare in cash prizes.
for the week, the management re- Supplyinggramspictures
has greatly increased the plants was initiated at DuMont for
The branches finishing in fourth to
volume of this production, it was said. the first time last year.
tenth places were as follows, in the ported.
order named: New Haven, Detroit,
Memphis, Seattle, San Francisco, Des
Moines and New Orleans.
of Fractional
Issue
of Tax
Other salesmen among the top
Probe
Up
Step
twenty-five winners finished in this
order : Thomas P. Thompson, New
(Continued from page 1)
gins, general manager of Associated became law, there was no hope and
Orleans ; Tom S. Donohue, Memphis ;
Prudential Theatres, Inc., said six of the theatres were closed," Higgins
Ephriam L. Goldberg, Chicago; "enabling act," passed in 1947 and the circuit's theatres have closed, or
repeated.
Exhibitor spokesman continually
Joseph E. Armgardt, Chicago; Milton empowering a municipality of 25,000 may close within a week.
warned city officials when they were
S. Anderson, San Francisco ; Eugene or more to impose the tax, specifies
Higgins
Prudential
cir- deliberating passage of the tax that
A. Jacobs, Kansas City; Edgar Shinn, that an admissions tax, "of up to
cuit housessaid
havethree
already
shut down
New Orleans ; Harold S. Wycoff, five per cent," may be levied on "in anticipation of the New York City at least 87 houses would shut down
once it became law. They named a
New Orleans ; Ralph T. Carman, amusements.
five per
centhad
tax."
The circuit
felt total of 144 which have closed in the
Philadelphia ; W. Donald Foster,
houses
a chance
to recover,
The law's major fraction provision, these
Dallas.
city in the past four years.
where any fraction of one-half or
more cents is involved, resulting in Higgins said, but when the tax was
Meanwhile, Clarence L. Bird, chairField Representatives Included
man of the state commission which
houses "there
closed. was no hope" and the
the city's collecting the full, amount, passed
Also, John E. Kent, Seattle ; Con- appears to be the most potent weapon
In addition, Higgins told of definite was recently appointed by Gov. Dewey
rad F. Rose, Salt Lake City ; Frank exhibitors have in their fight to have plans to close two other houses, while to study the validity of the tax, yesW. Saviola, Buffalo ; James L Doyle, the tax repealed.
terday saidhave
the committee's
research
"a question
Cincinnati ; C. Wayland Lillard, DalA notable example involves an ad- still
to be another
resolved iswithin
a week. mark" staff "may
to work through
the
mission of 50 cents. The tax on a
las ;Eugene L. Jones, Salt Lake City ;
holidays"
before
completing
its
study.
The
six
make
a
tentative
total
Robert E. Caskey, Pittsburgh ; James 50 cent admission would total two
"We After
hope the
to finish
it byis then,"
Bird
said.
research
completed,
S. Smith, Indianapolis ; Horace D. and one-half cents ; five per cent.
of nearly one-half of the circuit's
14
houses
within
the
limits
Lewis, Boston ; Abraham D. Isaacs, However, with the major fraction,
statistics will be prepared by commitof Metropolitan New York. As
tee members for a formal report to
Charlotte ; Charles H. Newman, Los the tax would actually amount to
to
the
possibility
of
reopening
the governor.
Angeles, and Glenn E. Brogger, Port- three cents, or six per cent.
the houses should the tax be reland.
Greenfield said the study of the law
In another development, the Warpealed, Higgins said that this
ner Theatre and the Radio City Music
The following field representatives has just begun and that a definite
will share in the prizes won by the date for court action could not be
Hail, only houses in the city having
was highly unlikely since "once
advance tickets sales, are awaiting a
branches : Robert Blair, Los Angeles ; named as yet.
a theatre is closed, it is dead."
E. G. Fitzgibbon, Chicago ; Arnold
Meanwhile, the first sign that local
When the Federal levy on admis- decision in New York County Supreme Court on an injunction against
sions was cut in half. Prudential felt
Van Leer, New Haven; Robert Bix- cii cuits may be forced to close down
ler, Memphis; Walter Hoffman, Seat- many of their houses because of the the houses in question "had a chance," the city to prevent levying of the tax
tle, and Dave Friedman, Des Moines. tax appeared yesterday. Walter Hig- Lliggins said. But when the city tax on advance sales.

Roaring

oldsters

...

right

in

your

lap!

Ihe thrill of being close up— actually there and taking part ! Entertainment so believable that make-believe

overcomes

reality.

These are dynamics of today's wide-screen pictures— v/here every
seat in the house is down front.
With new^ technics of presentation have come new problems
of production, processing, and projection— problems which the
Eastman Technical Service for Motion Picture Film helps the industry to solve. Branches at strategic centers. Inquiries invited.
Address: Motion Picture Film Department
EASTMAN

KODAK

Easf Coast Division
342 Madison
New

Avenue

York 1 7, N. Y.

COMPANY,

Rochester

Midwest

Division

1 37 North Wabash
Chicago

4, N. Y.

Avenue

2, Illinois

West
6706

Coast Division

Sarita Monica

Hollywood

Blvd.

38, California
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Motion

Italian Decoration
To

Eric

Reviews

Pact

{Continued from page 1)
ported here for some time that the
principal features of the new agreement niclude a reduction of the American film companies' remittances at
tiie official rate from $6,000,000 annually to appro.ximately $3,750,000, in
return for elimination of the 12J/^
per cent subsidy heretofore paid by
the American companies to Italian
Films Export. Year end remittance
of five per cent of funds frozen here
is believed to be continued, as well
as liberalized permitted uses of frozen
balances. The number of American
film imports is said to be continued
unchanged at around 225.

"Francis
( Universal)

Joins

Thursday, July 1, 1954

daily

In

Johnston

ROME, June 30.— Eric Johnston, president of the Motion
Picture Association of America,
today received from the Italian
government the decoration of
Knight of the Order of the
Italian Republic for his contributions to cooperation between the American and Italian
film industries.
Johnston left here for Paris
and is scheduled to leave for
the United States by plane on
Saturday.

Italian

Picture

the

the

THEATRE

WACS"

ACCORDING to followers of the "Francis" films, many of whom recorded
their opinions on cards following a New York "sneak" preview, this Equipment
Mleireshment
is the best of the series. One of the cards read: "Silly, but very funny." A
Those four words sum it up very well.
Hilarious laughter is the acid test of a comedy and there were times when
the iiowls of the audience drowned out 30 seconds or more of dialogue after a World
[larticularly funny scene. If there were Oscars for sheer, unadulterated
nonsense, this picture would win one hands down. A person would have to
be somewhat of a sourpuss not to get some enjoyment from it.
•
• with RAY GALLO
.A. little more plot, a little more sex, a little more romance have been
injected into this edition of the "Francis" sagas. In fact, the basic premise
of a talking mule is somewhat submerged to allow for some semblance of a
story line.
A DIFFICULT
problem
curtain operation has
been in
encountered by many exhibitors ii\ installing
Donald O'Connor does a capable job as the ex-army ofilicer who is
recalled to duty and, by mistake, is assigned to a WACS outfit. Adequate a new wide-screen due to the fact that
performances also are turned in by Julia Adams, Chill Wills, Mamie Van the distance between the edge of the
Doren, Lynn Bari and others. Even without a talking mule, the idea of £ screen frame and the stage wall is
male officer being forced to serve with a company of distaff soldiers is the extremely small. To meet this probbasis for complications. And there are plenty.
lem Vallen, Inc., of Akron, Ohio, has
developed
a new track designed to
"Francis Joins the WACS" was made strictly for laughs, and to that
end it has accomplished its purpose. It was produced by Ted Richmond and "fanfold" stage curtains into an undirected by Arthur Lubin from a story by Herbert Baker and a screenplay by
usually small area. It is called the
Devery Freeman and James Allardice.
"By-Pass Curtain Track" and installation is achieved very simply. CurRunning time, 94J/2 minutes. General classification. For August release.
tains installed on the new track responded easily to both manual and
electrical operation by a Vallen Curtain Control, the manufacturer states.
'^Daughters of Destiny*'
(Franco London-Arlan)
THE story of three women affected by war in three historical periods ;
one in modern times, one in medieval France, and the third in ancient
Greece, should create notable box office success for art houses. In the film's
three stories, the first two consist of a mixture of English, French and Italian
dialogue,
the third is in French with sub titles. All tnglish dubbing is excellent.

The international cast which makes "Women of Destiny" a superior film
in its class includes Claudette Colbert, Martine Carol, Micheie Morgan,
RKO
Pictures '53
Eleonora Rossi-Drago and Raf Vallone.
In the first sequence, "Elizabeth," Miss Colbert, as an American war
Loss Is $3,607,967
widow, comes to an Italian village to visit her husband's military grave.
she meets Miss Drago, who sheltered the former's husband after he
RKO Pictures Corp. consolidated There
fled a German prison camp during World War II. Also, she meets the
loss for 1953 amounted to $3,607,967, Italian girl's son, who turns out to be the son of her dead husband.
Grief-stricken, she pleads for the uoy, but Miss Drago refuses to give him
the company's annual report filed with
the Securities & Exchange Commis- up. The following morning, Miss Colbert abandons the foreign soil, leaving
sion revealed.
behind the boy and the buried soldier.
Since the company now is an in"Jeanne" with Micheie Morgan as Joan of Arc, tells of a dramatic moment
active holding company whose assets in tlie heroine's life just outside of Coinpiegne, site of her last battle. Abanliave been sold to Howard Hughes,
doned by all but three faithful friends, she stops at a fortified town to enlist
no further financial reports will be the aid of a professional soldier. He refuses to join her when he learns she
sent to stockholders of the company, is penniless.
nor will the 1953 report be distributed
But a miracle performed by Miss Morgan sways the warrior and with the
to holders who have not yet tendered soldier's force at her side, she rides to her destiny. The story contains a
their stock in the company for re- strong contrast of crude earthiness and extreme religious devotion.
demption under the offer which conRounding out the trio of stories is "Lysistrata," the classic Aristophanes
tinues in effect until July 31.
story done in a delightful tongue-in-cheek presentation. The women of Athens
The company's gross income for led by Miss Carol as the wife of Valline, commander-in-chief of the Athenian
last year was reported at $56,287,880, forces, revolt against the endless wars being waged by the ancient city against
40 per cent of which
earned
abroad. Total current and working Sparta.
The women storm parliament demanding peace, but without success. Finally,
assets were given as $24,737,956, and Miss Carol convinces the Athenian women to deny their charms to their
current liabilities as $9,138,777. The war-like husbands. They take the oath of abstinence, which they hold in tlie
report notes that maturities on bank face of temptation, and peace fiially comes to Greece.
loans amounting to $4,000,000 have
Christian-Jaque, Jean Delannoy and Marcel Pagliero directed the film's
been extended to Sept. 30.
sequences with an eye toward pleasing the tastes of adult audiences.
Running time, 104 minutes. Adult classification. For release, July 5.
'Show' in Benefit Bow
BARABOO, Wise, June 30.—
RCA
Engineers Aid
The proceeds of the re-release of 36 Pictures Shooting
Cecil B. DeMille's "The Greatest
C'Scope Showings
At Coast Studios
Show on Earth" at the Ringling
Theatre here on Saturday, will be
CAMDEN, N. J., June 30.— The
donated to the Wisconsin State HisHOLLYWOOD, June 30. — Four
torical Society to further the estab- pictures got started, three others were RCA Service Co. is giving technical
lishment and maintenance of the imished and 32 were continuing before assistance in the special CinemaScope
being conducted by 20th
Baraboo Circus World Museum.
the cameras, to bring tlie shooting showings
Century Fox.
total to 36 at weekend.
RCA's field service engineers will
Started: "Wyoming Outlaws" (Co- be in attendance at 16 special screenLong Chance," Mastlumbia) "The
;
ings to gather technical data for use
liead (Ind.) ; "Captain Lightfoot," in maintaining up-to-date field service
CinemaScope, Technicolor, and "Man and maintenance techniques on CinWithout a Star," Technicolor (U-I).
emaScope equipment. The series of
ANNOUNCEMENT
Finished : "Bob Mathias Story," demonstrations, which began in New
Mathlon (A-A) ; "Joseph and His York on June 22, will continue at
rRAIUERSH
Brethren," CinemaScope, Technicolor selected theatres across the country
Darling,"
; "Jupiter's
1127 S. Wakiih - Chici(i. III. S30 Ninlh An. - No York. N. Y. em.aScope,
(Columbia) Eastman
color
(MGM).Cin- until mid-July.

"Xpansalite" is the name of a new
optical attachment which can be
adjusted to vary the focal length of
a projection lens, made by the
Pacific Optical Corp., Los Angeles.
It is designed to permit projection
in different aspect ratios, and alternation of standard with anamorphic
prints with use of projection lenses
in a single focal length. Movement
of a knob along a calibrated metal
scale sets the lens according to the
picture width desired and allows
previously determined settings to be
repeated. All surfaces of the "Xpansalite" lens are hard-coated for
maximum light transmission.
•
The Electronic Towel Corp., New
York, has a new hand and face dryer
for imshrooms it>hich employs the GE
Calrod heat transmission principle for
proindinq hot dry air electronically. It
is trade-named the "Steri-Dry Electronic Tozi'cl." By means of the
"Hect Bin," zi'hich stores hot air, a
hcai'y load is not put on the electrical
system as in the case of heating coils,
according to the manufacturer. Also,
the elimination of heating coils remoz'es the danger of fire inherent in
their use due to dust accumulating
around the coils themselves, it is
claimed. The dryer is constructed
zi'ith a porcelain enamel finish. It is
14 by 18 by 9J4 inches.
•
Commercial refrigeration and air
conditioning products of the Frigidaire division of General Motors
Corp., Dayton, Ohio, are illustrated
in a new brochure just published,
which also has a complete listing of
the cities where the company's dobranch offices and distributors aremestic
located.
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"The Black Shield of Falworth,"
U-I's first CinemaScope release, will RKO
Pictures Stock
be made available to theatres which
are eciuipped only for conventional
Two
Theatres
Again
projection, Charles J. Feldman, Uni- In Demand
versal's general
sales
manager,
announced. The two versions will be
RKO Pictures' stock after a numMeanwhile, Exhibitors
available simultaneously, Feldman
ber of weeks of comparative quiet
added, and declared that he expected came to renewed life on the New
Passing Levy to Public
all exhibitors who are equipped for York Stock Exchange yesterday, a
wide screen presentation could play total of 67,200 shares being traded,
The five per cent amusement tax, the picture in that medium.
with the issue closing at a new high
On the hypothetical question of for the year of 6i/%, a gain for the
in effect one day, was amended yesterday offering partial relief to the two clearance or run in any given situa- day of Yi.
tion, Feldman said that runs would
theatres in the city which have adThe renewed activity was attributed
vance ticket sales.
be negotiated absolutely without ref- in financial circles to the possibility
(Continued
on
page
7)
City officials agreed to amend the
of an Atlas Corp. -Howard Hughes
law at special meetings yesterday of
deal which would clear the way for
the City Council and Board of Esti- TESMA
an Atlas take-over of the inactive
Trade Show
mate, exempting pre-sold tickets.
RKO company. Floyd Odium, head
Mayor Wagner must wait until July
of Atlas, has stated his company
Exhibits
Exceed
100
10 to sign the amendment, however.
would
like to preserve RKO by havIn the interim the Warner Theatre
ing it engage in a new business.
and the Radio City Music Hall, the
RKO's huge tax loss carry over,
Roy Boomer, secretary of the Theatheatres affected, must absorb the tax.
tre Equipment and Manufacturers As- regarded(Continued
as its most
attractive
feaon. page
7)
All tickets bought yesterday were
sociation, reports additional reservasubject to the tax. It applies to all
of exhibit space at the TESMAadmissions over 10 cents except horse TOA tionstrade
show in Chicago, Oct. 31
(Continued on page 7)
through Nov. 4, that bring the total Six Studios, AMPP
number of booths already taken past
the 100 mark. The latest reservations Host Newspapermen
Thin Profit Margin
have been received from :
HOLLYWOOD, July 1. — More
Da-Lite Screen Corp., Chicago ; than 100 delegates to the National
General Register Corp., Long Island Newspaper Advertising Association at
Compo's Ad Theme
City, N. Y. ; Orange-Crush Co., Chi- Coronado were entertained today, enFew, if any, important industries
cago ;Hershey Chocolate Co., Her- route home, by six major studios at
operate on such a thin margin of profit shey. Pa. ; Helmco, Inc., Chicago ; a luncheon and on studio tours. The
as the motion picture theatre business, Walter Futter Co., New York; Hub- delegates were joint guests of the Association ofMotion Picture Producers
it is declared in the 19th of the series
ert Mitchell Industries, Hartselle,
of 26 COMPO ads, which will appear Ala., and Superdisplay, Inc., Mil- and the Los Angeles Newspaper Publishers Association.
waukee.
in "Editor & Publisher" tomorrow.
The ad points out that the country's
film theatres' profit in 1953, in relation
to gross sales, was 1.9 per cent against
OF
3-D, CINEMASCOPE
a 4.6 per cent profit relation to gross COMBINING
sales achieved by all U. S. industry.
IMMINENT
BY
FELLOWS
"That is why," says the ad, "the IS SEEN
movie theatre is so sensitive to any
change increasing the cost of operaA combination of CinemaScope and 3-D is a possibility in the not too distion. A severe storm, a popular local
tant future, producer Robert M. Fellows, president of Batjac Productions,
attraction, night baseball or racing, a
Inc.,
formerly known as Wayne-Fellows Productions, said here yesterday.
widely-publicized television show, any
(Continued on page 7)
"The new 3-D system of having
both images on one film strip, eliminat- Alley," to be filmed in CinemaScope
ing many projection difficulties, makes "unless something better comes along,"
Republic to Release
a CinemaScope and 3-D merger a and "Give Away Hill." Another
property which the Batjac organizaprobability," Fellows said.
Preparing to leave here today for
*Roogie*s Bump*
tion is working on is "The Billy
the
West
Coast
after
conferences
with
"Roogie's Bump," a baseball story
Mitchell
Story," for which negotiafilmed at Ebbets Field in Brooklyn
tions are now taking place for the
and in other New York locations, will Warner Brothers executives on "The rights, he said.
High and the Mighty," and "Ring of
be released by Republic, which an- Fear," recent productions of his or"Warners puts up all of the costs
nounced the acquisition of world-wide
ganization, the producer said that his and has first right of refusal on our
distribution rights from John Bash partner, John Wayne, and himself
properties," the
"Our
Productions.
withproducer
the studiosaid.
is better
have only four more films to complete arrangement
The picture stars Robert Marriot out of the five-year, 10-picture deal than the deals which banks give to
as the youngster who makes the which is in effect with Warners.
organizations,"
Brooklyn team, and features Ruth
The four films, Fellows said, are independent
he said. In producing
the forthcoming
product,
Warrick, Robert Simon and Olive "Track of the Cat," in CinemaScope Wayne will star in one of these. FelBlakeney, and the Brooklyn Dodgers now filming, starring Robert Mitchum
lows said. "He is committed to Warners for one film per year for the
with Billy Loes, Carl Erskine, Russ who is on loan-out from RKO Pic(Coniinued on page 3)
Meyer and Roy Campaneila.
tures; "Quality of Mercy," "Blood

Area Is in 'Distress/
Relief from Terms a
'Must/

Allied

Unit

Says

CINCINNATI, July 1.— The formation of a state-wide film buying
combine to include every theatre in
West Virginia is proposed by West
Virginia Allied Theatres Assn. in a
current bulletin to its members as a
possible solution for what the organitionszation
in thedescribes
area. as "distress" condiThe proposal will be formally
discussed, the bulletin indicates,
at
the organization's
annual
convention
at the Greenbrier
Hotel, White Sulphur Springs,
Aug. 24-25.
The region's "critical" conditions,
the organization charges, are aggrevated by current terms and policies
of national-distribution companies.
"New York must realize that we
are in a distress area and give us a
fair shake," the bulletin states. "Show
business is not good anywhere in the
nation but West Virginia is in a very
critical area. Talking to the film companies
has been to no
(Contimted
on avail.
page 7)The guy
Altec
For

Lansing

Perspecta

Pact
Units

The whereby
signing of
a licensing
m.ent
Altec
Lansing agreeCorp.
will manufacture Perspecta stereophonic sound integrator units, was announced by C. Robert Fine, president
of Perspecta Sound, Inc. The integrator unit is said to be the only
piece of special equipment required
in the theatre booth for the standard
opticaltemtrack
stereophonic
sound syswhich has
been adopted
by
M-G-M, Paramount, Warner Brothers and other companies.
Fine stated : "Demonstrations of
Perspecta
stereophonic
sound
(Contiimed
on page
7) in im-

AA Slates One 'Scope,
Three in Technicolor
HOLLYWOOD, July 1.— One film
in CinemaScope, and three having
color in Technicolor, are among the
five features for which starting dates
have been set by Allied Artists, it
was disclosed here today by Walter
Mirisch, executive producer. The company plans to produce 15 features
within the next six months, said
Mirisch.
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Head

Yeshiva

Mention

Scholarship

of
JOSEPH VOGEL, vice-president
will
l
Voge
Mrs.
and
Inc.,
's,
Loew
sail from New York for Europe tomorrow aboard the• "Liberte."
Walter Brooks, director of The
Manager's Round Table of "Motion
Picture Herald," is the author of an
article titled "TV, What It Will Be
issue of
Like in 1955," in the July
Magazine.
"The American Legion
•

Russell V. Downing, president and
managing director of Radio City
has been renamed chairMusic Hall,
man of the Motion Picture Industry
Scholarship Fund at Yeshiva University here, it was announced by Dr.
Samuel Belkin, president of the university.

Edward L. Hyman, vice-president
of American Broadcasting-Paramount
treasTheatres, and Simon B. Siegel, Buffal
o
urer, have returned here from
and Detroit.
•
Martin Moskowitz, manager of
the 2'Oth Century-Fox New York,
Philadelphia and Washington offices,
has returned to New York from the
latter city.
•

Leon J. Bamberger, RKO Radio
sales promotion manager, returned to
New York yesterday from Edgewater
Park, Miss.
e
Ben Thau, M-G-M studio executive, is due in New York Tuesday
from Europe, and will go directly to
the Coast.
•
Charles E. Skinner, producer-di
rector, is the father of a daughter
Skinner at St. Joseph's
born to MRS.
Hospital,
Stamford.•
• Henry Berman, M-G-M producer,
and Mitchell Leisen, director, will
arrive Tuesday from Hollywood enroute to London and
Paris.
•

Ed Lachman, president of Lorraine Carbons, Boonton, N. J., has
left there for a tour of the Southern
and Southwestern states.
•
S. E. PierpO'INt, Paramount Pictures Latin American district manager, will return to New York over
the weekend from Hollywood.
•
Gary Grant and Mrs. Grant will
arrive here today aboard the "Maure•
tania."
Harold Rand, 20th Century-Fox
trade press contact, will leave New
York today for Hollywood.
John P. Byrne, M-G-M Eastern
sales manager, will return to New
York today from New Haven.
•
Foster Blake, Universal Pictures
Western sales manager, will return
to New York today from Chicago.
•

Fund
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Screen

Gems

NYC

Offices

Expanding

Ralph M. Cohn, vice-president and
general manager of Screen Gems, Inc.,
yesterday announced further expansion of the Columbia Pictures television subsidiary's New York offices.
The New York stafi: has, increased 45
per cent in the past three months, according to Cohn.
In the latest expansion moves, Ben
D. Kranz has been named production
layout art diBrandt,
manager,
rector andJohn
Arthur
Topol, assistant to
the sales service manager, Cohn said.

In accepting the chairmanship _ of
the industry-wide committee. Downing
declared that the Fund will attempt
to better last year's record of 53
scholarships. Since its inception in See 'Caine' Topping
1939, the industry committee has sponsored the number of annual scholar- 'Eternity' in Phila.
ships corresponding to the year to
enable students to receive the benefits
Indications are that Columbia's
The Caine Mutiny," in its first outof an education at the first American
engagement at the 2,500-seat
University conducted under Jewish of-town
Randolph Theatre in Philadelphia will
auspices.
top the exceptional gross records set
Industry Leaders Aiding
by the company's "From Here to
Downing announced that the fol- Eternity," which played at the 2,932joined
have
lowing industry leaders
seat Stanley. "The Caine Mutiny"
the committee which is now in forma- set
an opening-day mark at the Rantion: Honorary chairmen, G. S. Eydolph by grossing $9,814, approxisell. Rockefeller Center, and George
mately equal to the opening-day
:
are
committeemen
The
J. Schaefer.
by "From Here
mark
$9,842
Barney Balaban, Paramount; Robert to Eternity" scored
at the Stanley, a conlarger
siderably
house.
B.
Max
Artists;
United
Benjamin,
Blackman, Warner Brothers; Nate J.
In reporting the figures to the
Blumberg, Universal; Harry Brandt Columbia offices here, the theatre
Brandt Theatres; Leo Brecher, Leo m.unagement stated that the film is
Brecher Theatres; Jules W. Catsiff, playing to SRO business daily.
In its third opening at the State
Skouras Theatres; Robert Christenben-y. Hotel Astor ; Max A. Cohen,
Mutiny"
"The
Lake, Chicago,
an all-time
highCaine
of $7,721
for
Cinema Circuit ; Jack Cohn, Columbia grossed
National
the preview showing late Wednesday
Pictures ; George Dembow,
Screen Service ; Simon H. Fabian, afternoon, Columbia reported. Previous record holder for the B & K house
Stanley Warner Corp. ; William Gehring, 20 th Century-Fox; Leonard was "The Robe" which chalked up
Goldenson, American Broadcasting $6,566, it was said.
Paramount Pictures, Inc. ; Irving
Loew's, Inc. ; Ben Kal- Einfeld Holds Paris
Greenfield,Warner
minson,
Brothers ; J. H.
Lang, 20th Century-Fox ; Al Lichtman, 20th Century-Fox; Nick Mat- Meet on 'Egyptian'
soukas, Skouras Theatres ; Charles
PARIS, July 1.— Charles Einfeld,
vice-president
of 20th Century-Fox,
C. Moskowitz, Loew's, Inc.; Burton on the first leg
of a six-week trip
Robbins, National Screen Service.
setting international premieres on
Serve
Skouras
Spyros
and
George
"The Egyptian" in CinemaScope, held
And Sam Rosen, Fabian Theatres;
meetings
here yesterday with exhibiJacob Salzman, Yeshiva University ;
tors andorganization.
executives of Fox's inter
national
Adolph Schimel, Universal InternaColumbia
Discussions centered on advance
tional ; Abe Schneider,
Pictures ; Sam Schneider, Warner
F. Zanuck's
firstwhich
perBrothers ; Alfred Schwalberg, Para plans for
sonalDarryl
CinemaScope
production
mount Pictures ; George P. Skouras, will have an invitational opening here
Skouras Theatres; Spyros P. Skour- early in the fall. Promotional activias, 20th Century-Fox; Spyros P.
ties are targeted to surpass the record
Jr., Skouras Theatres ; RobSkouras,
ert M. Weitman, American Broad
launching "The Robe" last
campaign
year,
Einfeld said.
casting Company, and William Zim
merman, RKO Pictures. '
Slow Progress on

Berlin

July-May
Under
But

Survey

Total

Previous

Not

Year

Comparable

AdmisGTON, s July
WASHIN
sion tax collection
from 1.—
last
July
through May of this year totalled
00,comparabl
$271,997,0
compared
to $286,941,e period
000
for the
a year
earlier,
the
Internal
Revenue
Service
reported.
The figures are not strictly comparable due to a change in reporting
requirements last June from a monthly
to a cjuarterly basis. The service listed
admission collections in May as
amounting to $45,608,000 compared to
$23,630,000 in May last year. Here
again the figures are not comparable.

Festival

'Hohson'
Names
's
"Hobsonand
1. — feature,
July made
N, British
BERLIthe
Choice,"
Walt Disney's documentary, "The
rated
by ataudiWASHINGTON, July 1. — The LivingencesDesert,"
Alex Nicol, actor, has arrived in
as the best were
in their
class
the
New York via B.O.A.C. Mayflower. Commerce Department's survey of
fneatre conditions in foreign countries 12-day fourth international film festival held here. They were selected
is progressing very slowly, according
to film chief Nathan D. Golden.
from the film contributions of 30 nations under a four-ply rating system ;
No Paper Monday
The Department had asked all U. S.
embassies
and
other
diplomatic
posts
MOTION PICTURE DAILY
excellent, good, medium or bad. Secoverseas to submit reports on theatre
ond place among the features went
will not be published Monday,
seating capacity, screen time devoted to the Italian production, "Bread,
July 5, a legal holiday for observance of Independence Day.
to U. S. films, and other vital informa- Love and Dreams." The French piction. So far, Golden said, only one
ture, "The Renegade," won fourth
embassy has reported.
place.
Overseas

Tax

'Ring

of Fear'

Opens

Today in Phoenix
PHOENIX, Ariz., July 1.— Mayor
Frank G. Murphy, members of the
City berCouncil
and the
Phoenix
of Commerce
headed
up aChamgood
sized reception committee to greet film
stars Pat O'Brien, Marian Carr,
Gonzalez-Gonzalez, Ann Doran and
Anne Robinson, who arrived in town
today for the world premiere tomorrow of the Wayne-Fellows production
for Warners "Ring of Fear." After
a luncheon and radio and TV appearances the stars will join Lieutenant-Governor Wesley Bolin for a
series of premiere activities on a circus theme in keeping with the picture,
which will culminate in the initial
showing of the picture at the Fox
Theatre.

'Pinocchio'
25 Canadian

Opens

in

Houses

Walt Disney's "Pinocchio" opens
today in 25 theatres in Canada, it was
announced by Charles Boasberg, general sales manager for RKO Radio,
distributor. Ten of the houses are
in Toronto, where a Pinocchio day
celebration sponsored by the Toronto
Telegram and a local grocery chain
was held as part of the advance promotion.

NEW

YORK

THEATRES

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
. Rockefeller Center.
CinemaScope starring
THE In STUDENT
PRINCE"
Ann BLYTH • Edmund PURDOM
and the Singing Voice of MARIO LANZA
Color by ANSCO
An M-G-M Picture
and SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

WARNER BROS ,.<>-. WILLIAM K WELLMAN'S
"'HlGH^MlGHTY

CBNEmaScOP^ axdWarnerColor
JOHN WAYNE • ciajreTREVOR • Iaraine DAY- roberiSTACK
ianSTERLING-philHARRIS-DobertNEWTON-oavid BRIAN
A WAYNE -FELLOWS PRODUCTION
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FCC

Motion

Dropping

Proclaim
For

Study

of

Interests

Film
in

TV

WASHINGTON, July L — The
Ftderal Communications Commission
has abandoned plans to compile a complete listin of all nmotion picture interests televisio stations.
The Commission had started work
on a project to collect the names of
all film industry corporations and
individuals with television station
licenses and applications. However,
the division working on the project
has lost several of its staff members,
and the project has been abandoned.
Report

Matty

Fox

'Circus

*Show'

Picture

Day'

Opening^

BARABOO, Wis., July 1.— In tribute to the re-release world premiere
of Cecil B. DeMille's "The Greatest
Show On Earth," Governor Walter
J. Kohler of Wisconsin has issued_ a
proclamation naming Saturday "Wisconsin Circus Day."
The premiere will be held at Baraboo's Ringling Theatre amid celebrations marked by parades, decorated
thoroughfares and ceremonies joined
Chamber of Comin by city
leaders and other prominent
merce officials,
Baraboo citizens.
All proceeds of the premiere performance at the theatre managed by
Pershing Moyle will go to the Wisconsin State Historical Society to
further the establishment and maintenance of the Baraboo Circus World
Museum, Inc.

CinemaScope

Has

Its

Albany Drive-In Bow
ALBANY, July 1. — Hathaway's
Drive-in, first in the Albany exchange
district to show CinemaScope, charged
$1 for "The Robe." "Perils of the
jungle" was the co-feature. There was
no charge for children under 12. F.
Chase Hathaway advertised that it
would be the only show at advanced
price this season.
Murrow Visits M & L
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis will
be interviewed tonight on the Edward
R. Murrow "Person to Person" CBS
Television program at 10:30 P.M.,
E.D.T.
"visit"
and their Murrow
families will
at home
on the
the boys
west
coast.

4,306 in Services
Guests of Studios
HOLLYWOOD, July L —
Richard Russell, chairman of
Los Angeles area, USO, today
disclosed that the Hollywood
studios, through cooperation of
the Association of Motion Picture Producers, were hosts to
4,306 service men and women,
on conducted tours, from June
1953 through May 1954.

Songwriter

Sues

Lauds

Nagata
Warner

WB

Over *Jazz Singer'
Songwriter Leo Russotto filed suit
in Federal Court here yesterday
against Warner Brothers and Stanley Warner Corp. charging that his
of the song "Kol Nidre"
version
new used
was
without consent in the Warner Brothers production, "The Jazz
Aaronoff Joins 'U*
Publicity Staff Here
The action seeks an injunction,
Ed Aaronoff, motion picture and damages sustained and an accounting
independent press representative for
of
the that
picture's
profits.
Singer."
he wrote
the Russotto
version,
the past 19 years, will join the home claims
office publicity department of Univer- which is sung in the film, before 1946.
sal Pictures here under Philip Gerard,
Eastern publicity manager on Tuesday, replacing Burt Hirschfeld who S.F. Debut Launches
has resigned, it was announced by 'Francis'
Openings
Charles Simonelli, Eastern advertising

Buys New
Novel
Matthew Fox interests were reported yesterday from Toronto to have
purchased the screen rights to a novel
by Igor Gouzenko titled "The Fall
of a Titan" for $100,000. Gouzenko
is the former code clerk of the Soviet
Embassy in Canada who exposed a
Russian spy ring. His story is said
to be based in part on the life of the
Russian poet, Maxim Gorki.
Whether Fox plans to produce the
picture could not be learned yester- and publicity department manager.
day. Fox is on the Coast where he
Aaronoff started as a press repreVvfill be married this weekend.
sentative with the George D. Lottman office and for seven years he was
a member of the home office publicity
One Film Placed in
staff of Warner Brothers.
Calls 9 'A'
AsTheLegion
Swedish film, "One Summer
of Happiness," has been placed in
Class C by the National Legion of
Decency in its current listing.
The remaining nine productions reveiwed have all been placed in Class
A, five in Section 1 and four in Section 2. In Section 1 are "Bowery
Boys Meet the Monsters," "Gog,"
"The Immortal City," "Them" and
"The Vanishing Prairie." The four
films in Section 2 are "Princess of
the Nile," "Pushover," "Return to
Treasure Island" and "Seven Brides
for Seven Brothers."

3

Daily

"Francis Joins the Wacs," Universal-International's newest "Francis"
comedy
starring
Donald
O'Connor,
Julia Adams, Chill Wills and
Mamie

Japan

Aid

to

Industry

BURBANK, Calif., July 1.— The
contributions of Jack L. Warner to
the anti-Communist film interests of
Japan were recited here yesterday by
Masaichi Nagata, president of the
Federation of Motion Picture Producers of Southeast Asia at a film
industry luncheon sponsored by the
Motion Picture Association.
Nagata gave personal thanks to
V\Aarner Brothers Pictures, Inc. and
its executive producer : "My film company, Daiei, has enjoyed great success
of late in winning Film- Festival
Awards and the respect of the nonCommunist world," Nagata said.
"This would have been impossible if
the Warner studio had not given us
itsHe
unselfish
relatedsupport."
how Warner had unselfishly turned over his laboratory
and other technical facilities to a
group of scientists from Daiei who
had come to America in 1951 in search
of knowledge.
At the luncheon, which was arranged by the MPAA International
Committee,sociatesNagata
his pay
aswho also introduced
wished to
tribute : Kenzi Mizoguchi, president
of the Film Directors A.ssociation ;
Kazuo Miya Gawa, Daiei chief cameramanWuki
;
Hiko Tamura, foreign
publicity director of Daiei.

Van Doren, will have its world premiere at the Golden Gate Theatre in
San Francisco on Wednesday, launch- Drive-In Operator
ing more than 100 dates in the San
Francisco territory as part of a series Loses Zoning Case
'Apache' in Chi. Has
of territorial saturation openings.
$6,100 Opening Day
PHILADELPHIA, July 1.— The
A second territorial saturation will
"Apache," Technicolor adventure be held in the South starting July 25 Bucks County Common Pleas Court
film starring Burt Lancaster and Jean at the Melba Theatre in Birmingham has upheld the Lakefield Board of
Peters, broke a lO-year opening-day and the Ritz in Anniston, Ala.
Supervisors' judgment against drivebox office record at the Roosevelt
in operator Robert H. Baronoff in a
Theatre in Chicago yesterday grossing
case described as "without precedent."
$6,100 in its world premiere engage- 'Holy GraiV Second
Two
acres
of Baronoff's
risville
Drive-In
Theatre$90,000
are inMorthe
ment, William J. Heineman, viceRelease
from
Arias
president in charge of distribution for
residentially zoned section of LakeUnited Artists announced.
With its first release in distribution viile and the township has refused
him permission to operate. Baronoff
In regional premieres at Loew's in key areas, Arias Quality Pictures now has 20 days to file exceptions.
Ohio Theatre in Columbus and Loew's announces that its second film, "The
Majestic its
in Chicago
Bridgeport,
"Apache"at Holy Grail," formerly titled "Parsifal,"
duplicated
performance
will be ready for release by July 15. 'Student Prince' At
the box office with high grosses,
Heineman said.
Starring Ludmilla Tcherina, "The New
Phila, Theatre
Holy Grail," in French with English
titles, is the narrative of the search
PHILADLEPH.IA, July 1. — The
for the Holy Grail by the knights of V'king, a new first run house, had
30 'Carnival' Dates
the Sixth Century.
its maiden program tonight, a special
Headed by Henry R. Arias, Leo preview of "The Student Prince," for
King
Brothers
"Carnival
Story"
the benefit of United Service Clubs.
opens in more than 30 New York
and Myer P. Beck, the firm's
and Brooklyn houses of the RKO Abrams
first release was Josef von Stern- The seating capacity of the new theaTheatre chain on July 7.
tre is 991 and it boasts a 57 foot wide
berg's "Ana-ta-Han."
screen. It was built under the roof
of the old Aldine theatre and designed
by artist William H. Lee.
Sees

^Scope^
S-D
Combined
(Continued from page 1)

next four years and has to complete
one film for RKO," he added.
Budgets have ranged on the past
Wayne-Fellows productions from

$600,000
to arrangements
$1,400,000, Fellows
said.
"Under the
with 'Warners, we have a right to go 10 per
cent over the set budget for a particu169 'Demetrius' Dates
lar film and no limitations in computOne hundred-and-sixty-nine domesing one, he stated.
Fellows also stated that filming pictic playdates have been set for "Demetures in foreign locales is about on a
trius and the Gladiators" in Cinema
Scope and Technicolor through the par with costs on U. S. production.
erd of July, 20th Century-Fox dis- "The public has 'been accustomed to
closed. The Biblical film will debut authentic backgrounds and if we were
in 80 key theatres this month.
to try to reproduce some foreign lo-

cales, the cost would be exorbitant.
The cost in transportation of a whole
company to the locale is on a par if
we tried to build a set here," he said.
The producer also commented on
CinemaScope, saying that "you do not
see any black-and-white films produced in that medium because of the
grain which would show up in the
development
of negatives."
When asked
about the change in
name, from Wayne-Fellows Productions to Batjac Productions, Fellows
said "that Wayne does not want to
be connected with pictures which he
is not in."

Jack

Warner

Signs

Two

HOLLYWOOD, July 1.— Jack L.
Warner has assigned Meryyn LeRoy
to direct Warner Brothers first Cinproduction,
"Lewis
and Clark."
Warnereramaalso
signed
William,
Powell
for a role in "Mister Roberts," a
CinemaScope film.
'^Susan' Trade Shows
RKO's "Susan Slept Here" will be
trade shown in all exchanges on July
7. The Technicolor comedy goes into
general release on July 24, with the
world premiere set for the Golden
Gate Theatre in San Francisco on
July 14.
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For
Time
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SPILLANE

ALSO STARRING

PATO'BRIEN

SEAN McCLORY - MARIAN CARR - JOHN BROMFIELD • GONZALEZ -GONZALEZ • wrihen by PAUL FIX- PHILIP MacOON 5j
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in

SOUND

Gun-butting his way out of the hottest
corner any man ever got blonded into!

EDWARD GRANT PRODUCED BY ROBERT M. FELLOWS a WAYNE-FELLOWS production • directed by JAMES EDWARD GRANT • distributed byWARNER

BROS
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"Ring of Fear"
((CineniaScope)
Warners)

HAPPY days are ahead for exhibitors who get this picture. John Wayne
and Bob Fellows have really turned out a top-notch CinemaScope pageant
utilizing the entire Clyde Beatty Circus and an unusual and highly effective
cast. Mickey Spillane, the crime writer who has enjoyed a meteoric rise in
It is reported tliat at a recent ex
popularity, makes his film debut playing himself. His acting is unpretentious
hibitor meeting', a tineatre owner re
and nonchalant, more than adequate. Clyde Beatty also playing himself, is a
marked that he was operating a pro- bit
stifif and unnatural for comparison, but once inside the animal cages he
jector that he had had for 35 years.
gives
a performance that is downright breathtaking. His handling and mas"Of course," he added, "it's had six
tery of the savage cats is a rare thrill to behold. At one point Beatty goes as
new pedestals, four new lamps, three
new mechanisms, several sound head far as working a tiger outside of the cage in a tent, outside the tent and on
replacements, five new lenses and a a truck. Numerous close-up shots by photographer Edwin DuPar in Warnerdozen new magazines. Outside of them, Color with stereophonic sound leaves no doubt in the mind of the audience
that this cat would take the greatest pleasure in ripping his trainer to shreds.
it's the same *
projector."
* *
Beatty proves to be one of the top men in the handling of wild animals.
But it is the performance of Sean McClory that holds the out-of-the-ordiA former Shakespearean actor ivho
nary
cast together. He plays the part of a cunning homicidal maniac with
specialised in playing Mark Anthony
such
intense
force and vitality that although the audience is aware of his
became an engineer for Cinerama. He
chicanery the element of suspense is maintained. McClory is a brilliant actor
couldn't refrain from saying to the
exhibitor on his first assignment : "If who really lives his role. Pat O'Brien in the feature role of circus general
you have tiers, prepare to shed them manager, turns in his usual competent performance, and Jack Stang does a
bang-up job portraying the Hollywood version of a New York private detec* * *
now."
tive. He and Spillane complement each other smoothly as the big city crime
We know an exhibitor who busters who finally tear the pretense of sanity from McClory.
bought an ineffective gadget for his
Dublin O'Malley (McClory) breaks out of a m.ental institution where he
hernia. Out of habit he filed an was held under maximum security. He manages to cover his tracks and
returns to the Clyde Beatty Circus to square an imaginary grudge against
anti-truss suit.
Beatty. Since the circus people know nothing of his twisted mental condition,
he is hired as ringmaster. He blackmails a clown named Twitchy (Emmett
Then there was the Dum Dora who Lynn), and together they engineer serious acts of sabotage against the circus.
thought that Columbia's "Charge of Mickey Spillane and detective Paul Martin (Jack Stang) are hired by general
the Lancers" was about the fees manager Frank Wallace (Pat O'Brien) to solve the disasters which are begincharged by dentists.
ning to be regarded as a jinx by the performers. The pair move casually on
and off the screen and eventually bring their mission to a successful finish.
McClory, when discovered, releases a tiger to keep his pursuers busy while
Everybody was happy to know thai
he
climbs into a nearby freight car in an effort to escape. The tiger is maHal Danson zms named advertisingneuvered into the car by Beatty who is unaware of McClory's presence and
publicity head of National Screen Serpicture screams.
ends as the freight train slowly rolls off to the tune of McClory's
vice, because he's a svifell, capable guy. the
terrifying
But it ivas generally believed that the
appointee zuould be named Platinum.
The pace of the picture is maintained nicely by the well-timed introduction
of various acts from the Beatty company. The picture was ably directed by
You
see,
his
predecessors
ivere
Mel'
James Edward Grant. Robert Fellows produced.
Gold and Milton Silver.

— by
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P.S. The above is an old gag around
the NSS office, but on a hot day it
might leave you cold.
And speaking of hot weather, it
must be torrid if this one gets by
the editor, proof-reader and copy
boy:
A chap asked for a job in the
concessions department of a theatre.
"Any
experience?"
asked the
manager.
"Sure," said the fellow, "I used
to be a mechanic at a candy
stand."
"A mechanic at a candy stand?
What did you do?"
"I tightened the nuts in the peanut brittle."

Running time, 93 minutes. General classification.

For Release, July 24.

Edge
of Divorce
(Group 3-Kingsley)

DESPITE highly competent performances by Valerie Hobson, Philip
. Friend and the entire British cast in a story about the effect of an impending divorce on the children, this production holds only limited appeal.
Adapted by Warren Chetham- Strode and Don Sharp from the latter's play
"Background," it is somewhat slow-paced and phraseology and accents of the
players are likely to baffle the uninitiated.
John Lomax (Philip Friend) and his wife Barbie (Valerie Hobson) married 16 years are parents of three children, teenaged Jess (Janette Scott),
adolescent Adrian (Jeremy Spenser), and little Linda (Mandy Miller), before
they decide to separate. Friend is a lawyer working hard to further his
career and as a result is constantly short tempered precipitating numerous
squabbles with his wife. Miss Hobson is presented with an easy-way-out
solution when her husband's best friend, Bill Ogden (Norman Wooland),
declares his love for her and pleads for a chance to make a new life for her.
She finally decides on a divorce, to which Friend gives his consent.
The reaction of the children to the plan is the point of the story. Janette
Scott
because Wooland can offer her more in the way of practical
If you hear Charley Boasberg be- luxuriesis pleased
than her father. Little Mandy Miller becomes tearfully morose, and
referred
to as
here's Jeremy Spenser brings the picture to its climax by wounding Wooland in
the ing
reason
: At
the"Slugger,"
recent industry
an attempt on his life in order to prevent the separation of his parents. This
junket to Herman Robbins' Schroou incident also provides a happy ending since it is instrumental in convincing
Lake resort, some of us old fossils
(??) chose up sides and played base- the estranged pair that life together is after all much more pleasant.
bail. Boasberg accidentally hit a
Daniel Birt directed and Herbert Mason produced.
grounder to Arthur Krim on third
Running time, 83 minutes. General classification. July release.
base. The United Artists president
reached for it and scooped up his own
toe. He managed to find the ball and was a fly-ball, ran for it and knocked
to
threw it to Yours Truly who was over the pitcher, Al Picault, who was Sandy Cummings
playing first base. Naturally, we on the third stool in the bar. And so Disneyland Post
fumbled it, retrieved it and tossed it for making a home-run, or rather a
Sandy Cummings, television, motion
to Charley Alicoate at second base, home-walk, on nothing more than a
picture and radio producer, has joined
who might as well have been taking
a shower. Meanwhile, to add insult bunt, Charley won the title of "Slug- the American Broadcasting Co. as
*
* *
coordinator of Disneyland-TV.
to injury, "Slugger" Boasberg, instead
of running, leisurely walked around
A patron telephoned a theatre and
Disneyland, the full-hour Walt Disney television program, premiering
the bases, stopping at short stop to asked it'hat zms playing.
over the ABC television network on
sell a couple of pictures to Sam Rosen.
"'Long Wait'," said the cashier.
Oct. 27, has been completely sold out
Just then a duck flew overhead and
Said the caller: "I don't mind wait- to three sponsors.
Gene Arneel in right field thought it
ger."
ing in line, but zvhat's the picture f"

Shown
in '54
TOKYO, July 1.— About 20 films
with anti-American tendencies Iiave
been released here in the last year as
against none which could be classified
as pro-American, according to latest
reports. Since the biggest foreign
market for Japanese pictures has always been Asia, it appears that some
Japanese producers have sounded out
the current feeling and are acting accordingly. Many of these productions
have been finding their way abroad
for such substantial prices that many
observers feel the income is actually
hidden subsidies for more such films.
Soviet Firm Bought One
Sovexport Films of Russia is reported to have paid $30,000 for an
anti-American film "The Life Of A
Miner," produced by the Japanese
Miners Union and distributed by
Hokusei. This is probably the biggest
sale of the year. To balance the bargain, it is reported that Sovexport
sold Hokusei
about
$19,440. "Young Guard" for
Records indicate that Red China has
purchased four Japanese anti-American pictures ; "But We Are Alive,"
"Hakone Mountains," "Life Of A
Miner" and "Half-Blood Orphan," all
at high prices.
Most of this anti-American product
can be traced to independent production units which are made up of men
who were blacklisted by the Occupation Forces before the industry was
returned to native hands. Unfortunately their work has been generally
conceded to maintain pretty high artistic standards, the reports say.
Hopes
Law

N.

Y.

Censor

Will

Be

Clarified

Strongly in favor of a classification
system in the licensing of films, Dr.
Hugh M. Flick, director of the Motion. Picture Division of the New
York State Education Department,
stated that he hopes the Board of
Regentslatureand
the N. Y.
Legis-at
will consider
suchState
a plan
their next meetings.
After recent Supreme Court decisions which limited the powers of
censorship. Dr. Flick advocated that
a law be passed allowing caisors to
classify films by categories, adult,
general, family, etc., a plan which is
practiced in England.
Although not committing himself to
pushing such a plan at the coming
meetings of the Board of Regents and
the state legislature. Dr. Flick stated
that "a classification system of licensing would prevent the use of bad
advertising, exploitation and publicity
The present law states that all films
should be licensed unless termed
"immoral" or "indecent" and it needs
of films."clarification, Flick said.
further
'Waterfronf

to Astor

"On the Waterfront," Columbia
Pictures' presentation of the EJia
Kazan production starring Marlon
Brando, will have its world premiere
at the Astor Theatre here following
the engagement of "Indiscretion of an
American Wife."
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Amendment

RKO RADIO PICTURES, Inc.

(Continued from page 1)
races, boxing and wrestling matches
and charity benefits.
Exhibitors
in the city have announced they would pass the tax on to
the public.
Other sections of the
amusement
industr}'- have not said
whether they would follow suit or absorb the tax.
The decision to exempt tickets
bought before 3'esterday for events
after July 10 was made at a special
executive session of the Board of Estimate on Wednesday. It was attended
by. Council majority leader Sharkey
(D., Bronx) and Councilman Cunningham (D., Bronx), chairman of the
Finance Committee.A public hearing will be held next
Friday before action by Mayor Wagner, who yesterday indicated that he
definitely would approve the amendment. Exhibitors have not yet indicdieQ wneiner iney wni appear ac ine
hearing. It would be the fourth such
hearing" at which they have presented
their arguments against the tax.
Meanwhile, Irving Greenfield, as-

study of
fraction
provision the
with antax's
intentmajor
to bring
a motion
into the court declaring the tax "inviolate of the act
state's
enabling
The enabling
empowers
the act."
city
to levy a tax on amusements of "up
to five per cent." The tax in the
city, on certain admissions, collects
as much as six per cent.
Exhibitor counselors intend to bring
the motion into court soon after completing their study of the tax. It will
take the form of a motion asking the
court to "restrain the city from collectiiig Liie lax, on iiie grouiius it vio
lates a state law, Greenfield said.
If the motion is rejected by the
court, "we will appeal it to higher
state courts," Greenfield said.

West

Compo
Ad Theme
(Continued from page 1)

Va.

Asks

sistant to Loew's Theatres general
counsel, yesterday said a proposed motion planned to be submitted before
the State Supreme Court, could restrain missions
the city
tax. from collecting the adOn Wednesday Greenfield said exhibitor counselors had launched a

of these will cut attendance. And
(Continued from page 1)
of course a new tax from any source
with the brass ears in New York can't could close up the theatre for good."
"In other words," the ad continues,
hear us. He still says 'National pol"most
American movie theatres are
icy' with every other breath.
not the gold mine they appear to be on
"What can we do about it?
"We can throw this entire state into Saturday night."
The ad, which is captioned "The
a singleperatebuying
a desmove but combine.
desperate It's
conditions
Hidden Side of the Movies," states
showman is by nature optimisrequire desperate measures.
If it's that the
tic. He deals in good cheer, not
the only way to save our theatres, we
gloom. He stays in the business bemust take the only solution."
cause he likes it above all other ways
National Allied leaders last year
weighed the possibility of forming a of making a living. What's more, the
ad says, he is proud of his theatre,
national film buying combine, with ini- of
its service to the community, of
tial units to be launched in the Midwest with the participation of Allied its creation of happiness among his
Theatres of Illinois, headed by Jack patrons. Like other Americans he is
confident of the future, especially the
Kirsch's buying organization in Chi- future of his business.
cago, and Co-operative Theatres of
Michigan in Detroit. The idea was
that the buying service would be extended as rapidly as practicable until 'Black Shield'
(Continued from page 1)
it had attained national proportions.
Actual start of the project was de- erence as to whether or not one of the
layed several times and currently ap- applicants for a particular run was
pears to be in a completely inactive
state.
Lack of interest on the part equipped for CineniaScope.
The CinemaScope versions will be
of key theatres reportedly is responavailable with four-track magnetic
sible for the inactivity.
stereophonic sound or optical directional sound which can also be used
Perspecta
as a conventional optical track, Feldman said.
(Continued from page 1)
There will thus be a mininrum of
portant film centers in the United three different kinds of prints available on the picture at what Feldman
States and abroad, sponsored jointly
by the companies using the Perspecta indicated was a very considerable increase in print cost.
st<reophonic sound system, have resulted in its adoption by exhibitors
on a world-wide scale. Altec Lansing RKO
Pictures Stock
will join Fairchild Recording Equip(Continued
from page 1)
h:cnt Co. and other licencees throughout the world in filling the growing ture to prospective purchasers, could
demand for integrator units."
not be utilized by Atlas unless it was
able to acquire 95 per cent of the
outstanding RKO stock. An estimated
Aviatrix to Plug 'Mighty' 500,000 shares of a total of about
Jean Sewall, Wayne-Fellows entry 2,900 000 outstandino' are still in the
in the Women's Transcontinental Air hands of the public. Hughes holds
Force will fly cross-country in her 1,260,000 shares which he can tender
aercoupe labeled "The High and the to the company for $6 per share up
Mighty," starting- tomorrow morning to July 31 or, presumably, could sell
from Long Beach, Cal., and making to Atlas. In either case. Atlas still
frequent stops between that point and would be substantially short of the 95
Knoxville, Tenn. The film is being per cent ownership but comfortably
released by Warner Brothers over the in control of the corporate shell that
is RKO.
July 4 holiday.
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"SUSAN

DEBBIE

SLEPT

of

REYNOLDS

HERE"

CO star ring ANNE
FRANCIS*TE
CHNICOLOR
Directed by
Produced by
Screen Play by
FRANK TASHLIN
. HARRIET PARSONS
. ALEX GOTTLIEB
ALBANY

Fox Screening Room, 1052 B'way
ATLANTA
RKO Screening Rm., 195 Luckie St., N.W
BOSTON
RKO Screening Room, 122 Arlington St
BUFFALO
Operators Screening Room, 498 Pearl St
CHARLOTTE
Fox Screening Room, 308 S. Church St
CHICAGO
RKO Screening Rm., 1300 S. Wabash Ave
CINCINNATI
RKO Palace Screening Room, 12 E. 6th St
CLEVELAND
Fox Screening Room, 2219 Payne Ave
DALLAS

Wed. 7/7 2:00 PM
Wed. 7/7 2 :00 P M
Wed. 7/7 2-00 PM
Wed. 7/7 2:00 PM
Wed. 7/7 2:00 PM
Wed. 7/7 2:00 P.M
Wed. 7/7 8:00 PM
Wed. 7/7 2:30 PM

Republic Screen. Rm., 412 S. Harwood St
Wed.
DENVER
Paramount Screening Room, 2100 Stout St. Wed.
DES MOINES
Paramount Screening Room, 1125 High St
Wed.
DETROIT
Blumenthals Screen. Room, 2310 Cass Ave
Wed.
INDIANAPOLIS
Universal Screen. Rm., 517 N. Illinois Ave
Thurs.
JACKSONVILLE
Fla. State Screen. Rm., 128 E. Forsyth St
Wed.
KANSAS CITY
Paramount Screen. Room, 1800 Wyandotte . . Wed.
LOS ANGELES
United Artists Screening Room
Thurs.
1851 S. Westmoreland Ave.
MEMPHIS
Fox Screening Room, 151 Vance Ave
Wed.
MILWAUKEE
Warner Bros. Screening Room
Wed.
212 W. Wisconsin Ave.
MINNEAPOLIS
Fox Screening Room, 1015 Currie Ave
Wed.
NEW HAVEN
Fox Screening Room, 40 Whiting St
Wed.
NEW ORLEANS
Fox Screening Room, 200 S. Liberty St
Wed.
OKLAHOMA
Fox Screening Room, 10 N. Lee St
Wed.
OMAHA
Fox Screening Room, 1502 Davenport
Wed.
PHILADELPHIA
Vince St. Screening Room, 251 N. 13th St
Wed.
PITTSBURGH
RKO Screen. Rm., 1809-13 Blvd. of Allies Wed.
PORTLAND
Star Film Exchange, 925 N.W. 19th St
Wed.
ST. LOUIS
RKO Screening Room, 3143 Olive St
Wed.
SALT LAKE CITY
Fox Screening Room, 216 E. 1st South
Wed.
SAN FRANCISCO
Fox Screening Room, 245 Hyde St.
Wed.
SEATTLE
Jewel Box Theatre, 2318 Second Avenue Wed.
WASHINGTON
Film Center Screening Room
Wed.
932 New Jersey Avenue

7/7 2:00 P.M
7/7 1:45 P.M.
7/7 2:00 PM

7/7 2:00 P.M.
7/8 1:00 P.M.
7/7 2:00 PM
7/7 2:00 P.M.
7/8 2:00 P.M.
7/7 2:00 P.M.
7/7 2:00 P.M.
7/7 2:00 P.M.
7/7 2:00 P.M.
7/7 2:30 P.M.
7/7 2:00 P.M.
7/7 2:00 P.M.
7/7 2:00 P.M.
7/7 2:00 P.M.
7/7 2:00 P.M.
7/7 2:00 P.M.
7/7 1:30 P.M.
7/7 2:00 P.M.
7/7 1:30 P.M.
7/7 2:00 P.M.
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KANE

nPROPOSAL that productio
distribution companies underwrite anational motion
picture promotion and sales program on television, keyed to stimulate theatre attendance throughout the country, was discussed with
key company executives here last
week by Trueman T. Rembusch of
Syndicate Theatres, Indiana.

TOA

Officials

in

Global

in

London

A

The plan, originated by Joseph
P. Finneran, Rembusch's business
associate, envisions a 15-minute
weekly program, planned and executed to create a high amount of
"want-to-see" on the part of the
public for forthcoming films. On
a 52-time basis on a Monday or
Tuesday evening, the program
could be put on the air for approximately $1,000,000, according to
preliminary estimates.
•
Rembusch believes the project
goes direct to the heart of the
problem of winning back the theatres' old customers and gaining
new ones. A former president of
national Allied States and for
many years president of Allied of
Indiana, as well as having been
until last fall one of the governing
triumvirate of the Council of
Motion Picture Organizations,
Rembusch said his experience has
convinced him of the accuracy of
findings by the Sindlinger Organization which showed that the
motion pictures' lost audience Is In
large part watching television.

"That's where we have to go to
find them and lead them back,"
Rembusch said prior to leaving for
his home in Franklin, Ind., after
several days of conferences here.
"The success of such television
campaigns as those for 'Roman
Holiday' and 'Stalag 17' shows
that a great 'want-to-see' can be
built up through this medium. It
Is absolutely essential that we do
something to increase theatre
attendance and this looks like the
thing to do.
"Thousands of theatres need
help and need it quickly. It is a
fact that If the Federal tax relief
had not come this spring, a great
(.Continued on page 2)

Allieince
St.
With

Paul

Threatened

Admission

Tax;

Talks

Starr and O'Donnell Meet CEA
Executives
In Exploratory Move; British Leaders to
Be

*Lie'
Kane Hits AMA
MINNEAPOLIS, July 5.— St.
Paul City Council has authorized a
committee to investigate the possibility of imposing- a theatres admission
tax, in a move to seek new sources
of revenue. The Council claims that
under the city charter, such a levy
could be imposed without the passage
of an enabling act by the Minnesota
legislature.
Meanwhile, Stan Kane, executive
counsel of Nortli Central Allied, has
charged that the Minnesota League of
Municipalities and similar leagues in
Wisconsin and North and South Dakota with using the "big lie" to gain
support for their proposed legislation
to enable the municipalities to impose
a tax on admissions.
Specifically, Kane charges the state
leagues with following the line of the
American Municipalities Association
in falsely declaring the reason the cut
in the tax was granted by Congress
and signed by the President was for
the purpose of turning the levy over
to the municipalities.
Kane called the action of AMA "unmitigated gall" and said the record is
"replete with irrebuttable evidence that
the sole purpose of Congress ( in cutting the tax) was to give help to our
(Continued on page 4)

Asked

to Attend

TOA

Fall

Convention

By WILLIAM PAY
LONDON, July 5.— Exploratory talks on the practicability of the proposed
international association of exhibitor organizations were held here last week
by Alfred Starr, chairman of Theatre Owners mittee,ofand Walter
America's
comR. executive
Fuller, general
secretary of the Cinematograph ExNew Ore. TOA
Unit
hibitors AssoRobert
ciation,
O'Donnel J1,.
Sets Regional Meets
member of the
PORTLAND, Ore., July 5.— Re- T.O.A. board of
gional meetings of the newly formed
Theatre Owners of Oregon will be directors,
rived herearat
held shortly for the purpose of the weekend
strengthening the latest affiliate of the and met with
Theatre Owners of America. Sessions Starr to hear
will be held in Pendleton, Eugene and
fore conferring
Medford. Delegates to the national his report
beTOA in convention in Chicago this
O'Donnell,
with
C.E.A.
offall will be selected at the meetings.
who
ficials himself.
Alfred Starr
Officers of the TOA are Albert
Forman, president, and James Clark, will be here for
secretary-treasurer.
about 10 days before returning to
The board of directors consists of : America, said he thinks the idea of
Forman ; Art Adamson, operating an international alliance
of exhibitor
"interesting
and
organizations
theatres in Portland, Vancouver, Corvallis and Albany ; Tom Moyer,
Moyer circuit ; Walter Tibbets, LauThe T.O.A.
relhurst theatre; Ray Grambacher,
Esquire Theatre ; Jesse E. Jones,
board
and exexciting."
Jones Theatres ; William Graeper,
ecutive commitJr., Egyptian
teecent
at their
(Continued Theatre
on page; 4) Thomas
meeting rein
Los Angeles
authorized Starr
and O'Donnell,
as well as other
GOVERNMENT
APPROVAL
OF
NEW
rep resentatives
ITALIAN
PACT
REPORTED
NEEDED
to explore
of the tion,organizawith C.E.A.
officials during
By ARGEO SANTUCCI
visits here the
ROME, July 5. — The new two-year American film import and
R. J. O'Donnell
national working agreement.
lira remittance agreement signed here last week by Eric Johnproposed oninterConsiderable correspondence
the
ston, president of the Motion Picture Association of America,
subject also has been exchanged beand Eitel Monaco of ANICA, Italian government film body, is
tween officials of Allied States Assoconditioned upon being given the approval of government
ciation and C.E.A, and the basis of a
departments of both countries. The pact is scheduled to become
working
agreement with Continental
effective Sept. 1.
exhibitors exists through the Union
The Italian Foreign Office and the Ministry of Foreign Trade
Internationale de I'Exploitation Cineare known to have been disappointed over not having been inmatographique in Paris.
formed of details of the agreement in advance of its closing.
Following his meeting Starr told
Motion Picture Daily that the presThey learned from newspapers that an accord had been reached
ident of the C.E.A. and Fuller would
and the pact signed. Further, it is believed here that they will
not receive the full details until after Johnston has reported
be invited to T.O.A.'s annual convention in Chicago next November. He
to American authorities in Washington, possibly tomorrow. Both
envisaged
an annual convention of Britthe American State Department and the Federal Trade Comish and American exhibitors where inmission are known to be interested in details of the agreement.
terests common to exhibitors in both
(Continued on page 4)

2

Eastern,
Personal

Theatres
For

Mention

ERNEST TURNBULL, managing
director of Hoyt's Theatres, Ltd.,
of Australia, left New York yestervia B.O.A.C. Mayflower.day for London
•
Mary Cay Rembusch, daughter of
Trueman T. Rembusch of Syndicate
Theatres, Franklin, Ind., will be married Aug. 14 to WiLLiARi Johnson
in St. Thomas R. C. Church, Indianapolis.
•
'Bruce Ross, assistant production
manager for Charles E. Skinner Productions, isthe father of a daughter
born to Mrs. Ross at Polyclinic Hospital here.
Eugene Van Norman, of the
Times Theatre, Milwaukee, was married there last week to Mrs. Hattie
Johnson of Wauwatosa.
•

Send

Dates

RKO

Canadian

Sales

Meeting

III Distributor

INDIANAPOLIS, July 5. —
With the cooperation of members of the local Variety Tent
and of Allied Theatre Owners
of Indiana, the illness of Joseph
Bohn, Realart branch manager
and one of the real veterans of
Film Row here, was made considerably less disturbing to
him.
Through the two organizations, Indiana exhibitors were
urged to send in playdates to
the Realart branch, operated in
Bohn's illness by his wife. A
list of available pictures accompanied the request. The reponse eased the worries of the
stricken Bohn and his wife and
is expected to be a big factor
in his recovery.
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{Continued from page 1)

Tomorrow

RKO staffs
Radio's
andMembers
Canadianof sales
willEastern
arrive
in New York today for a two-day
meeting which begins tomorrow morning at the Warwick Hotel. Similar
conferences were held recently in New
Orleans and Chicago. Local sales
executives also will attend the sessions
which will be presided over by Charles
Boasberg, RKO's general sales manager.
J. R. Grainger, president of RKO
Radio, will detail activity at the studio
and outline plans involving forthcoming product.
screening
of "Susan
Slept
hasA been
scheduled
for the
firstHere"
day.
The Technicolor comedy goes into release July 24, following its world premiere in San Francisco on July 14.
Highlights of other RKO productions
have been prepared for showing to
the sales personnel.
From All Sections

Dispute Before Gov't
Those arriving from Eastern diviLONDON,
July 5.— Association
Tom O'Brien,of
head
of the National
sion offices are Robert J. Folliard,
Theatrical Kine Employes, is using Eastern district manager, from Philadelphia, and the following branch
the industry debate over the entertainment tax remission division as a means managers : Hattan F. Taylor, Boston ;
Howard G. Minsky, Paramount of bringing his union's demands for Barney Pitkin, New Haven; Charles
increased wages to the attention of Zagrans, Philadelphia ; Dave C.
Mid-eastern division manager, has re- the government.
Silverman, Pittsburgh, and Joe B.
turned to Philadelphia from New
Brecheen, Washington, D. C.
O'Brien,
for
his
part,
claims
a
share,
•
York.
Canada will be represented by Jack
Minnie Ginsberg, secretary to if not all, of the tax remission should
LaboWj,
Canadian district manager,
go
to
raise
the
wage
levels
of
his
Alan F. Cummings, M-G-M ex- members and has asked the Chancellor who headquarters in Toronto, and
change operations head, has left New
of the Exchequer to receive a union branch managers Myer Nackimson
York for Long Branch.
•
delegation for a hearing.
and Harry Cohen, Toronto and Montreal, respectively.
The wage negotiations between
Vincent Flynn, M-G-M manager
Another two-day sales conference
and the Cinematograph Exin Omaha, is in New York from NATKE hibitors
Association have broken down has been scheduled for Western and
there.
•
and the dispute has been reported to Rocky Mountain area executives in
Herb Steinberg, Paramount nation- the Ministry of Labor for arbitration. San Francisco on July 12-13.
al exploitation manager, will return
to New York today from Philadelphia.
•
TECHNICAL
TAX
BILL
CERTAIN
Robert Bassler and Erich PressBEKGEK, producers, have left New TO
BECOME
LAW:
NO
CHANGES
York for London via B.O.A.C.
•
Harold Zeltner, M-G-M New
WASHINGTON, July 5. — Most with respect to firms with more than
York salesman, has returned here provisions of the technical tax bill of $100,000 of tax liability.
from Florida.
Both bills permit a firm to carry
interest to the film industry are iden•
tical in both House and Senate ver- one year's losses back two years —
sions of the measure and cannot be rather than the present one year — to
Larry Callahan, M-G-M field
auditor in the Atlanta territory, is in changed in conference. They are now get tax refunds from the earlier, more
New York from there.
certain to become law.
profitable years. Both bills would per•
mit firms to pay on the basis of a
The Senate passed its version of the
Nat L. Lefton, retired Cleveland measure Friday. House-Senate con- 52-week or S3-week year, helping
distributor and now vacationing in the
ferees will get to work on the final out many theatre firms which keep
Hawaiian Islands, is recovering from bill late this week or early next and their books on a weekly basis for
an operation at Wilcox Memorial the final law is certain now to con- business purposes but most now keep
Hospital, Lihue, Kauai.
tain a provision permitting business- separate books for tax purposes, since
men to write off more quickly any law requires returns based on a period
investment in new equipment and ending the last day of a month.
Another Extension
buildings.
The final law would levy a new
Whereas under present law, only one per cent per month charge on
For SW Divestiture
half the cost of an item can be writ- underpayments of withholding or excise taxes into depositary accounts and
ten off in the first half of the item's cut from four years to three the time
WASHINGTON, July 5.— The life, both House and Senate bills con- limit for assessments or refund claims
Justice Department has agreed to extain provisions allowing a two-thirds
on excise taxes. All corporations
tend for another six months, until write-ofif in that period.
Both
bills
continue
the
52
per
cent
would be given an automatic threenext Jan. 4, the Stanley Warner divestiture deadline.
corporate tax rate through April 1, month extension, under both bills, of
1955.
This will make the fourth six-month
the deadline for filing income tax reextension of the divestiture deadline,
The House bill would require corturns, providing they file an approporations with more than a $50,000 tax
priate form with the Treasury and
originally set at Jan. 4, 1953. So far,
the circuit has disposed of 40 of the bill to pay part of their taxes cur- pay an estimated tax. Both bills set
54 theatres it was supposed to sell
rently— starting in 1955 instead of up clear rules for the first time —
under the original Warner consent de- entirely in the following year. The though slightly difference rules in
cree, justice officials said.
Senate bill would do the same thing each bill — for taxing partnerships.

Oscar Morgan, Paramount general sales manager in charge of short
subjects, will return to New York
today from the Midwest.
•

Tradewise

many theatres would have had to
close. A great many more are
hanging on now only in the hope
of an upturn soon. The plan we
have in mind could bring that
•
about, I believe."
Rembusch feels that productiondistribution companies are needed
to underwrite the plan and that
the program could be so arranged
as to permit exhibitors to participate locally.
A break-down
of costs indicates
that it could average out to
around $9,000 per picture advertised on the program. Should that
estimate be sustained, the project
appears
be be
wholly
feasible costwise. It to
is to
commended
also,
and is deserving of the most serious consideration, as well, for the
stimulus It is capable of providing
to all those interested in contributing something extra in the way
of helping to sell films and the
theatres to the public at this crucial period in their existence.
Enthusiastic, effective promotional work is sorely needed. The
Finneran-Rembusch plan may well
show the way.

Atlanta's WOMPI
Holds Anniversary
ATLANTA, July 5. — The Women
of the Motion Picture Industry Club
of Atlanta celebrated the anniversary
date
WOMPI's
meeting
Atlantaof with
a dinnerfirst
at the
Atlantain
Variety Club.
The occasion climaxed a membership drive initiated April 4, which has
garnered
12 new members.
total membership
is now 105.The club's
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"Valley of the Kings
countries would be discussed. Nothing
(M etro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
A NAME cast and some brillian.t color in Technicolor photography of would interest him, or his organization, more than an international agreeEgyptian cities and landmarks serve to stimulate a moderately paced
ment of some kind, but the incentive
story
ences. and mark "Valley of the iCings" a top draw attraction for general audi- must come from the C.E.A., he said.
"W e have common problems ; as for
The film stars Robert Taylor, Eleanor Parker, Carlos Thompson and Vic- instance,
the need for a steady flow
tor Jory. Kurt Kasznar, Aldo Silvani and Leon Askin head a supporting
of good product, a rental system encast which turns in notable performances.
abling exhi'Ditors to make a reasonable
The period is the turn of the century when Taylor, as an American archeologist, agrees to help Miss Parker search for the tomb of the Pharoah, Ra- living and the necessity for not treathotep. The girl is searching for the tomb to achieve a life long ambition of said. ing all theatres exactly alike," Starr
her deceased father, a famed archeologist. Deeply religious, her father had
St. Paul
He commented on the difference besought confirmation of biblical stories in Egypt. Miss Parker believes he was
producer/exhibitor relations in
(Continued from page 1)
on the verge of discovering positive proof, a tomb with evidence in it that Americatween
and Britain. In America, he
the Old Testament account of Joseph in Egypt is literally true.
distressed industry," and he called on
Taylor, although skeptical, agrees to accompany the girl, perhaps motivated said, we have a nmch more partisan
exhibitors to start now to kill enabling
atmosphere with nothing like the exby her charm and good looks. It isn't until he agrees to go on the expedichange of information as there is here.
legislation plans.
tion that he learns that she is married to Thompson, a soldier of fortune.
The archeologist is immediately suspicious of Thompson, who seems to Sees CEA Victor Over 20th-Fox
have
a knack of being wealthy although" unemployed. The suspicions are borne
RKO
Stock Hits 6%;
He gave the C.E.A. full credit for
out when Taylor and Miss Parker reach an Egyptian temple, to find Thompson
having won the battle against 20th
plundering its treasures. The two men engage in a fight on a clifi^ high above
Chills Tenders at 6
Century-Fox on stereophonic sound
the temple in which Thompson falls to his death.
for
CinemaScope productions. He perIn the temple Taylor finds a clue to the location of the Pharoah's tomb.
sonally took a dim view of the new
RKO Pictures stock continued its During digging operations there, he and Miss Parker discover by accident a
newest advance on the N. Y. Stock door that leads into a secret chamber. The room contains great treasures and cinema developments : "The only way
Exchange last Friday, gaining % of also writings that prove the ancient Egyptians did worship one God and that to fill the cinemas is for the industry
a point to set a new high for the Joseph must have visited Egypt.
to produce better pictures. The play's
After the discovery, the couple leave the tomb together, with a new life the thing. The American industry has
year for the second consecutive trad- ahead.
been through a troubled time but I am
ing day. It closed at 6% on a turnoptimistic about the future following
over of 11,200 shares. Atlas Corp.
Robert Pirosh directed "Valley of the Kings" and collaborated on the
interest in the stock is regarded as screenplay with Karl Tunberg. Director of photography Robert Surtess and the post-war transition."
Starr is here on a two-month visit
the reason for its continued advance. Miklos Rozsa. who v/rote the score, deserve special commendation for their
and plans to meet exhibitors all over
With the company ofifering $6 per contributions to the film.
the country. He also anticipates furRunning time, 86 minutes. General classification. For release, July 23.
share, few tenders of the stock by
ther informal talks with the C.E.A.
holders are likely to be made when it
No
comment has yet emerged from
can be sold on the market at the curHirschhorn
New
20th C.E.A. headquarters, but there is every
rent quotation, observers point out.
Upper Midwest
Area
likelihood that the subject will be disNew
Haven
Manager
at the Association's
tivecussedmeeting
on July 14. next execuIn C'Scope Spurt
10-Story High Screen
Herman Hirschhorn, formerly sales
MINNEAPOLIS, July 5.— With
For ChL Drive-in
35 theatres in the upper Midwest area manager of the 20th Century-Fox's Jack Felix Named
CHICAGO, July 5.— Skyhi Drive installing CinemaScope in the last Philadelphia branch, has been proIn is completing installation on a new two
moted to branch manager of the com- AA Denver Manager
weeks, the slow but steady switch
CinemaScope screen, said to be the
pany's New Haven exchange, it was
to
the
new
medium
is
gaining
molargest in the Chicago area. The mentum.
announced at the weekend by Al
Lichtman,
director of distribution.
$30,000 screen is 10 stories high. ImHOLLYWOOD, July 5.— Harold
It is reported that at least a dozen
provement ofits concession stands also other
Hirschhorn
replaces Ben Simon, Wirthwein, Allied Artists western
exhibitors have placed orders.
is costing the outdoor theater $48,000,
The new installations iDring the total who is voluntarily retiring after many division sales manager, announced the
years with the company.
the major item in a $100,000 remodelappointment of Jack Felix as manager
installations in Mining of the drive-in which will show of CinemaScope
In Philadelphia, salesman Shep of the company's Denver exchange, to
nesota, the Dakotas, Iowa, Wisconsin
CinemaScope films exclusively fol- and Nebraska to well over 400, just Bloom has been elevated to sales man- fill the vacany created last week by
lowing the July 25 re-opening.
ager under branch rnanager Sam the unexpected death of Charles Duer.
a little under a tenth of the 4,644 reFelix joined the company five years
ported nationally last week by officials Diamond, while "Hi" Bettinger will
handle duties previously under the ago after 15 years with Paramount in
of 20th Century-Fox.
'Caine' Mark in Huh
the Denver area, and since January,
supervision of Bloom.
Although many of the new installaHirschhorn
joined
20th
CenturyBOSTON, July S.— "Caine Mutiny"
1951, has been manager of the Porttions, particularly those in the smaller
in its opening day, is reported to have
land exchange. A native of Denver,
Fox in 1949 as a salesman after sevbroken every house record at the out-state situations are for single-track
Felix
will take over his new post on
eral sales posts with other companies
Astor theatre here, where it took in optical sound, equipment dealers in- in the industry. He served with the
dicate that almost all installations be$5,700 in the 1,300-seater at $1.20 top.
United States Navy during World
ing ordered for the larger towns where War
II.
July 12.
competitive houses are playing CinemaScope with full stereophonic sound
are also getting the full treatment.
RKO RADIO PICTURES, INC.
Balaban
Back from
Only
One
Drive-in
Equipping
Corrected Dates For
in Europe
Still lagging badly behind the rest 3 Weeks
7 DAYS IN,
TRADE SHOWS OF
of the country are the area's drive-in
theatres. Only new drive-in reported
Barney Balaban, president of Para$469
HAWAII
mount Pictures, returned to New York
is W. R. Frank's Chief now under
construction at Willmar, Minn., which yesterday by plane from Paris follow''Susan Slept Here''
CLEVELAND
has ordered a Ballantyne installation
ing a three-week European trip in
Fox Scr. Rm.
from Al Aved in Minneapolis. Frank conjunction with demonstrations of
(from New York), including
Thurs. 7/8 2:30 P.M.
2219 Payree Ave.
has also ordered a full stereophonic Vista Vision in four countries.
DETROIT
round-trip transportation
sound installation for his Boulevard,
The demonstrations, all of which
Blumenthals Scr. Rm.
and hotel accommodations
2310 Cass Ave.
a south Minneapolis neighborhood were attended- by Balaban, were held
Wed. 7/7 10:30 A.M.
Fly United DC-6 air tourist
house. Equipment dealers expected, in London June 16 at the Plaza TheaMEMPHIS
service all the way, with stopFox Scr. Rm.
however,
that
the
grosses
reported
at
tre,
Paris
June
21
at
the
Paramount,
over on the West Coast, if you
151 Vance Ave.
Wed. 7/7 10:30 A.M.
7-Hi Drive-in in Minneapolis and the Rome June 26 at the Supercinema,
OMAHA
like.
Only United features 2Minot Drive-in at Minot, N. D., would and Frankfurt June 30 at the Turm
Fcx Scr. Rm.
abreast seating and wide censtimulate interest among the operators Palast. Following the demonstration
1502 Davenport
Wed. 7/7 10:30 A.M.
ter aisles on all planes.
of outdoor stands.
in London, John Davis, the managing
PORTLAND
UNITED AIR LINES
Star Film Exchange
Minnesota leads the parade of new director of the J. Arthur Rank Organ925 N.W. 19th St.
Fare plus fax.
Fri. 7/9 8:0D' P.M.
installations reported last week with
ization, announced in London his supSAN FRANCISCO
22 of the 35 total. Seven of the theaport of the VistaVision process and
Fox Scr. Rm.
tres are located in St. Paul and two that the Pinewood studios would be245 Hyde St.
TKurs. 7/8 2:00 P.M.
in Minneapolis, bringing the Twin
come the first film production center
Cities total to thirty.
COMPARE THE FARE AND YOU'LL GO BY AIR
in Britain to adopt the system.
Walsh, representing J. J. Parker Theatres Russ
;
Brown, general manager,
Evergreen Theatres ; John Matlock,
Rivoli Theatre, Pendleton ; Lee Corbin, Lipper Theatres, Medford ; Jack
Lovett, Oregon Theatre Co-op, representmg some 40 Oregon show houses,
and Roy Brown, who operates a buying agency for another large group of
theatres.
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Q

WHERE'S
THE
MAGIC
IN
DYNALITE?

A.

Right in the seams of this
new, all-purpose silver screen that
adds brilliant illumination for 2-D,
3-D and wide-screen films. Best
thing about these seams is that
your patrons will scarcely ever be
able to discern them. The reason:
they're electronically welded by a
special process to eliminate those
annoying reflections and distortions. Made of tear-proof vinyl
plastic, your RCA Dyna-Lite
Screen can be stretched drumtight for a smooth, uniform surface end to end.

WHO

has

the amaz-

inglylow
- cost figures
on the netv all-purpose RCA
Dyna-Lite Screen ?
A,-• Your local independent
RCA Theatre Supply Dealer can
show you how the electronically
welded Dyna-Lite Screen brings
better pictures within financial
reach of every house . . . the
smallest or the largest.

CORPORATION

of AMERICA
THEATRE IQUIPMENT
CAMDCN, N. J.

to

the

Set

to

Open on the Coast
HOLLYWOOD, July 5. — The
Cinof the Warner's
world preimere
emaScope
- WarnerColor
production
"King Richard and The Crusaders"
has been set for July 8 at the Egyptian Theatre here, it was announced
by Warners. Stars and press will be
accorded the "red carpet" treatment,
including trumpeteers and page boys
dressed in keeping with the picture.

THEATRE

Here

Public

The majority of motion picture theatres here, both circuit owned and
independent, are passing the New York City five per cent admissions tax on
to the public, according to a weekend checkup of the situation.
A spokesman for the Randforce
Amusement Corp., said indications are circuit's neighborhood houses have followed suit, adding on the cost of the
that "90 per cent of neighborhood
tax to old admissions.
houses"
are
passing
on
the
tax,
but
with no actual increase in admissions.
However, two first run Brandt
In other words, the houses have not houses, the Globe and the Mayfair,
increased old admissions, but have in- will absorb the tax rather than pass it
formed the public that, according to on to the public.
law, the increases are for payment of
Two of the city's showcases,
the city imposed levy.
the Roxy and the Radio City
The Randforce price scale affords a
Music Hall, have also begun to
typical example of the increases
pass the tax on to the public.
brought on by the tax. Including preThe Roxy's new prices, as of
tax admissions and current prices, the
July 1, include: Weekdays from
scale is as follows :
noon to 4:00 P.M., $1.20, as
compared to the pre-tax price
Advi. (pre-tax)
Current
of $1.15; Saturday, from noon
20 (cents)
21
26
25
to 3:00 P.M., $1.50, as compared to a previous price of
37
$1.40; for Sunday, from opening
47
32
to 1:00 P.M., a 10 cent increase
35
30
of from $1.40 to $1.50.
45
40
42
The Radio City Music Hall prices,
50 After 50 cents, the Federal 10 per for weekdays are : From opening to
cent tax becomes effective. Examples,S3 noon, 95 cents ; from noon to closing,
including increases combining the Fed- $1.90. On Saturdays, from opening
eral and city taxes are as follows : A until noon, $1.05, an increase of five
hike from 60 to 63 cents, eight cents cents; and $1.45 on Sundays, as compared to $1.40 previously.
of which goes toward payment of both
RKO theatres in the city are adding
taxes ; 65-68 cents, 70-73 cents. For
first run houses, Randforce Circuit the tax to standard admissions in al!
houses, a company executive said. The
prices jumped from 75 to 78 cents.
One of the major circuits in the
only way
exception
is at the
first run house,
thecircuit's
Palace, Broadwhere
city, Loew's Theatres, Inc., announced
the
50
cent
childrens'
admission
is
at the weekend that all Loew's neigh- standing pat.
borhood houses are passing the tax
on to the public. However, Loew's
Skouras 'Passing On' Tax
officials said two of the circuit's first
The Skouras circuit is "passing on
run Broadway houses, the Capitol and
the taxofficial.
in all He
cases,"
to a
the Loew's State, are absorbing the circuit
said according
Skouras houses
tax at present.
Brandt Theatres, Inc., spokesmen have not increased old admissions, but
adding on the tax as required by
said at the weekend that most of the are
law.
In another tax development, Supreme Court Judge Samuel Di Fa'cf
Wants
^Oklahoma'
to
at the weekend dismissed as "academic" two suits brought by a group
Be Shot in Oklahoma
of theatre owners including the Warner Theatre and the Radio City Music
WASHINGTON, July 5.— Rep. Hall, against the city. The two motion
Wickersham (D., Okla. ) suggested picture houses, only ones in the city
that producer Arthur Hornblow scrap with advance ticket sales, sought to
present arrangements to shoot most enjoin the city from collecting the five
of the film "Oklahoma" in California per cent tax on tickets sold in advance
and Arizona and instead go to Okla- of Thursday for performances on and
homa to make the film.
after that date.
Wickersham rose in the House of
Citing the action taken by the Wagner administration Thursday to amend
Representatives to express "natural
resentment" at newspaper stories that the tax law, Di Falco declared that it
"Oklahoma isn't good enough for the made unnecessary any further consideration of the litigation placed before
filming of 'Oklahoma'." He said he
had written to Hornblow, suggesting
him.
that "should there still be time, reconsider the step you have taken,"
and "carry on the fine tradition of our
motion picture industry to shoot the
MITCHELL MAY, Jr.
story where it happened."
'Crusaders^

RADIO

Tax

Theatres

the

CO., INC.
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•
Specializing
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75 Maiden Lane, New York
3720 W. 6th St., Los Angeles
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THE
SyntheticOhio,
VisionhasCorporation
of Dayton,
developed
equipment designed to provide pushbutton adjustment of both screen
masking and curtains to projection in
various aspect ratios. The curtain and
masking materials are combined and
are operated by motor on a track with
control, which includes preset positions
for regularly used picture dimensions,
from the projection room. The set-up
is called an "automatic formatting system." For installation of the system
complete equipment is supplied, including the curtain and masking fabric,
plus a valance, a frame for these and
the screen-incorporating traveler track,
a rnotor and related electrical control
devices. The manufacturer states the
screen itself can also be supplied,
e
A new coffee vendor (see photo)
produced by Mills Industries of

Chicago is designed custo allow each
tomer to flavor
coffee to his
own personal
taste. Each
patron
selects
the exact
amount of
cream and sugar desired
stead"none"
of just
to
"rich"
infrom
choos
ing
•with" or "without" as on many
the "CofCalled
machines
previous
fee Service"
the. unit
employs
all
drj', powdere
nts Itand
d ingredie
quires no refriger
has re-a
ation.
full 5 00 -cup and drink capacity.
c
Appointment of the Superior Theatre Equipment Co. of Philadelphia and
Sterling Sales and Serince, Inc. of
Dallas as dealers for Lorraine carbons
has been announced by Ed Lachman,
president of Lorraine Carbons, Inc.,
of Boonton, N. J.
The Charles E. Hires Co., Philadelphia, has introduced a new snack
bar, incorpor:iting a built-in refrigerator havingfurters.a It is
capacity
of 2,000
frankdesigned
to provide
large-size
withat
food
serviceoperations
requirements
operating
expense,"
according
Clarke, Hires
general
sales
of the Fountain division.
s

"volume
a lower
to C. D.
manager

The Steber Mfg. Co., Broadview,
111., has announced a new aluminum
floodHght with thermal shock and
impact resistant lens for 200-300
watt lamps. The reflector and neck
of this unit are spun of heavy gauge
aluminum in one piece. The floodlight is furnished with a heavy-duty
round base for mounting to any flat
surface
let box. or directly to a 4-inch out-
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AB

C -TV

Billings

Motion

Picture

RCA

June
Total

Television-'Hadin
-.with Pinky

$18,652,700

During the past 30 days, a total of
rep$18,652,700 in gross timenewsales—
business
resenting $15,820,400 in
and $2,832,300 in renewals— was
placed with the American Broadcasting Co. television network by 14
of the nation's leading advertisers,
R. Abry, ABC-TV's national
Charlesdirector,
sales
reported here at the
weekend.

'Fear* Premiere
Gets Coverage
PHOENIX, July 5.— In addition to
the crowds in the roped off street,
an estimated 95,000 families witnessed
the premiere festivities of "Ring _ of
Fear," the Wayne-Fellows production
for Warners, over the weekend as
KOOL-TV did a remote telecast from
the front of the Fox Theatre.
Arizona Newsreel covered the event
for KPHO-TV, and radio station
KOY aired a description and interviews. In person viewers included
Lieutenant Governor Bolin and Mayor
Murphy.

StudioVAskABC'TV
For Show Kinescope
HOLLYWOOD, July 5.— Twentieth Century-Fox is reported to be
the fourth picture studio to ask for
a print of the ABC-TV telecast of
"Fearful Decision" Qn The U. S.
Steel Hour.
Warner Brothers, Paramount and
Allied Artists previously requested
kinescopes of the program, which was
seen on June 22 on the network.
To Show Color Reel
The second in a series of meetings
to be held by the National Television
Film Council production committee
techniques, applicacovering methods, ial
utility of color
tions and commerc
d for Thursschedule
is
TV
for
films
day at the NBC studios. It is slated
to feature the first closed circuit
screening of a special color test reel
developed by the national TV system
committee.
Johnston

in Radio

Talk

president of the MoEriction Johnston,
Picture Association and President
Eisenhower's special emissary to the
Near East, will describe his work in
the two unrelated fields on CBS
Radio's "Washington, U. S. A.." on
Saturday.
Re-release 2 WB Films
Two Warner Brothers films,
"Smart Money" and "The Roaring
Twenties," opened at the Holiday
Theatre here over the weekend, the
film company announced.

E. STARK"
iHOWARD
Brokers and Financial ConsuHanfs
TELEVISION STATIONS
RADIO STATIONS
50 E. 58th St., N. Y.
EL 5-0405
Stecialists to Motion Picture Industry

7

Daily

Hermam

POTENTIALLY one of the most dramatic events in racing history,
the 'dream race' between the only two humans ever to run a mile
in less than four minutes. Jack Landy of Australia and Roger Bannister of England, will be viewed by millions of Americans AugTJst 7
between 5 and 6 P.M. TVia NBC. The telecast, arranged between
NBC and the Canadian Broadcasting- Corporation, will be shot by a
CBS crew, beamed from Vancouver to Seattle, thence via closed
circuit across the country to Buffalo and fed to NBC-TV as well as
to the CBC-TV network. . . . With prexy Abe Saperstein currently
in Europe unearthing scenic and sports films, the firm bearing his
name has opened N. Y. offices and is offering its initial telefilm series,
"Kid Magic." . . . Phil Clarke, whose CB Sleuthing these past five
years as "Mr. Keen, Tracer of Lost Persons," stamps him as one of
radio's better thespians, is a country squire in his leisure moments
whose rose garden is a showplace out at Baldwin, L. L Every day
during the summer months Phil wears a rose in his lapel to his program (10:00-10:15 P.M. with an additional half-hour, 8:00-8:30 P.M.
Fridays) which he gives to one of his staff.
i>
^
Good looking young Bud Palmer whose ace spieling nitely
on the NBC-TV "Sports Final" augurs well for the former
athlete, is a chip off the old block. His dad, Lefty Flynn, was
a stunt man in the old silent movies. ... In
demonstrating the latest development in
color film telecasting Friday, utilizing the
new Eastman 35mm color, NBC on the
"Mrs. U.S.A." program, used Owen Murphy Production's "Rural Reserve." ... At
the Atlas Film Corp. studios in Oak Park,
111., they recite their ABC's thusly: A is
for the A-nnouncement by Sunbeam Corp.
that TV color spots will start production
next week. B is for B-estowal by Cleveland
Film Festival of top honors on "500,000 to
One," the color flicker made by Atlas for
Bud Palmer
Sinclair Refining Co. C is for C-ompletion
by director Lou Marlowe of "Top Assignment" for the Milwaukee Community Chest Fund. Q.E.D. . . .
Harry Forwood, Sid Caesar's urbane press rep, off to Sachem's
Head, Conn., for a two-week holiday with his beauteous frau,
Maggie. Members of Sachem's Head Yacht Club are hereby
warned to heave to when the Forwood sloop, Para, storms in.
. . . Paul Taubman's organ wizardry provides musical background for Louise Albritten's new NBC-TVehicle "Concerning
Miss Marlow," seen across the board in the 3:45-4:00 P.M. slot.
Colgate PalmoUvc Co. has renezved. Walt Framer's "CBStrike
It Rich" TV'er for another 52 weeks via the Win. Esty Agency.
This noon-time series has thrilled millions, hcus helped thousands
and, in our book, seem^s to get better and
mellower ivith the passing six years. . . .
Since the meeting in Chicago six zvceks ago,
members are so enthusiastic about the new
Television Advertising Bureau (TVAB) that
more than half its members are paid up three
months in advance. . . . Comic Peter Donald,
whose mom & dad were vande hcadliners,
made his debut when, at the age of three,
the late Will Rogers picked him up from a
trimk and carried him onstage for several
bows. . . . CBScnsational is the only zuay
to describe the success of the CBS-TV film
Walt Framer
series, "Amos 'n' Andy" which last week zvas
sold to II more stations, bringing to 108 the
number of syndicated outlets for the Freeman Gosden-Charles
Correll production.
it ^

On
And

Dividend
Preferred
Common

A quarterly dividend of 25 cents
per share on the common stock of
the Radio Corporation of America,
payable Aug. 23, to holders of record
at the close of business July 16, was
announced by David Sarnoff, chairman of the board, following a regular
meeting of the board of directors.
At the same meeting, a dividend of
87^2 cents per share was declared on
the first preferred stock for the period
July 1 to Sept. 30, payable Oct. 1,
to the holders of record of such stock
at the close of business Sept. 13.

'U' Home

Office

Staff

To
PlugPictures'
'Obses
Universal
Eastern
adversion'
tising and publicity department executive cabinet and home office advertising, publicity and exploitation staff
members will join the company's field
exploitation representatives for the
first time to launch the Cleveland
world premiere and the initial key city
openings of "Magnificent Obsession."
"Magnificent Obsession," which
stars Jane Wyman, Rock Hudson and
Barbara Rush, will have its world
premiere at the RKO Palace Theatre
in Cleveland on July 15 with openings
scheduled for key cities across the
country in advance of the August national release of the film.
Charles Simonelli, Eastern advertising and publicity department manager ;
Pliil Gerard, Eastern publicity manager ;Jeff
Eastern advertising Livingston,
manager, and Herman
Kass,
Eastern exploitation manager, are
scheduled to cover these early key city
openings.
Finish *Manhunt' Editing
Final editing and scoring on United
Artists' "Operation Manhunt" were
completed at the weekend, almost
four months to the day the picture
went before the cameras. It will be
placed into release as soon as prints
can be made available.
Filmed entirely on location in Canada, "Operation Manhunt" is based on
the life in hiding of former Russian
code clerk Igor Gouzenko since he
exposed an international Soviet atom
espionage ring some nine years ago.
United
has
Julian
'Sailors'
e acquired
Releas
to Artists
UA
Wintle's production, "You Know
What dent
Sailors
for release,
presi-at
Arthur Are,"
B. Krim
announced
the weekend.
2nd 'Duel' Franchise
The second franchise covering rerelease of "Duel in the Sun" has been
granted to Joseph E. Levine, Embassy
Pictures Corp. of Boston, covering
the entire New England territory.

Howdy Doody's' alter ego (his what?) who started an adult radio
series over NBC last week, will launch a TVersion, "The Bob Smith
show," Monday, to be seen daily (12:00 noon-12:15 P.M.) across
the board. Clark Dennis, the Honeydreamers and the Bobbie Nicholson ork will be featured with Roger Muir, the producer ....
Singing star of the NET "Bride & Groom" series, Phil Hanna,
has qualified for the Eastern Lawn Tennis Association tournament
to be held at Schroon Lake, July 14-17. While playing the lead in
the London production of "Brigadoon" in 1950, Phil was runner-up
to Jean Borotra in the British tennis championship games.

1327 S. Wakaih - Chicato, III. S» Ninth An. - Nc< York, N. Y.
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HOLLYWOOD, July 6.— Allied
Artists this month^will launch what
is said to be the most important sixmonth production schedule in its history, with 15 films to go before the
July4Weekend
cameras during that period, it was
announced by Walter Mirisch, executive producer.
Theatre Box-Office Jingle
Of these, one will be in CinemaDue To Bad Weather
Scope and three will be filmed in
color by Technicolor. Eight of the
New York's first-run grosses hit a pictures will roll between now and
lively pace this week, bolstered by the the end of September.
Also reflecting the stepped-up acJuly 4 weekend, with top box-office
tivity at the studio are one picture,
performances racked up by sucJi at"The
Police
Story," now before the
tractions as "The Caine Mutiny,"
{Continued on page 5)
"The Student Prince," "The High and
the Mighty," "Gone With the Wind,"
"Demetrius and the Gladiators" and
Say West Germans
"About Mrs. Leslie."
All of the Broadway showcase
Prefer U. S. Films
houses reported that business "was
excellent," many attributing the big
grosses to overcast skies and rainy
HOLLYWOOD, July 6. — West
weather here during the three-day Germans regard the American motion
weekend.
picture as "the most welcome film
Russell V. Downing, president and in Germany because of its freedom
managing director of the Radio City from all sorts of propaganda," said
Helmensdorfer, editor-in-chief
Music Hall,- reported that M-G-M's Eriich
"The Student Prince" grossed $91,000 of the Bavarian district office in the
over the holidays with an estimated Deutsche Presse-Agentur, and Roland
{Continued on page 2)
{Conthiued on page 5)

Grosses

First

JULY

An

Drafting

of

Formula

Starts

Arbitration
on

Friday

The eight-man exhibition-distribution drafting committee, which is to set
up rules and regulations for an arbitration system, will meet Friday in a
luncheon meeting at the Harvard Club here in the first of a series of highly
concentrated meetings, the Motion
Picture Association of America rePatrons Irked at City
ported yesterday.
The "sub-committee" is composed of
Al Lichtman, 20th Century-Fox direcOver N.Y.C. 5% Tax
tor of distribution ; A. W. Schwalberg,
president
of Paramount Film DistribScattered reports throughout the
uting Corp. ; A. Montague, vice-presicity indicate some resentment on the
dent and general sales manager of
part of the theatre-going public to the Columbia Pictures ; Adolph Schimel,
New York City five per cent amuse- general counsel of Universal Pictures ;
ment tax, which will be a week old
Herman Levy, general counsel for
tomorrow.
Theatre Owners of America; Si FaAlthough
most officials
independent
bian, TOA treasurer ; Leo Brecher,
tors and circuit
said exhibiit was
Metropolitan
Motion Picture Theatre
too soon to evaluate public opinion Owners Association
and Max A.
on the ta.x, one theatre manager yesCohen, Independent Theatre Owners
terday commented, "The public is re- Association. Charles Feldman, general
signed to the five per cent tax insales manager of Universal, is an alternate member for distribution. There
crease, even though they don't like
is
no
alternate
member for exhibition.
Patrons of the Randforce circuit,
Disagreements May Develop
according to Emanuel Frisch, Randforce Amusement Corp., treasurer, late
While both industry branches ap{Continued on page 4)
peared to be in accord on the general
principles of the proposed arbitration
system, which, when formulated and
Johnston to Report
approved tribution
by the
full
committee,
willexhibition-disalso be preItalian Pact Today
sented
to
the
Department
of Justice
Says Policy Closes Theatres
for its approval, indications were yesterday that there may be some definite
WASHINGTON, July 6.— Motion
Picture Association president Eric A. disagreements when the group starts
Johnston will report to the MPAA to put the proposals in writing.
Rembusch
Hits
Goldwyn
Previous to the agreement by both
board's executive committee in New
York tomorrowit."on the details of the
sides in{Continued
letting aon "sub-committee"
page 2)
new Italian film agreement.
F orecast
o f Fewer
Films
MPAA officials said Johnston might
discuss the terms of the Italian agree- Services Today for
INDIANAPOLIS, July 6. — A sharp exception was registered by Trueman
ment with the press after the execuT. Rembusch of Syndicate Theatres, Franklin, Ind., to the prediction by
tive committee meeting. In Rome,
{Continued, on page 4)
Samuel Goldwyn, as reported by Hollywood columnist Erskine Johnson in
Canada's Ray Lewis
his syndicated column of July 1, that
another SO per cent reduction in film
TORONTO,
July 6. — Funeral
services will be held here tomorrow
production in Hollywood will occur 31 U. S. THEATRES
IN TENTATIVE
at Holy Blossom Temple for Ray
within two years.
Lewis, publisher and editor of the
"The fact is that right now the mo- AGREEMENT
TO
TELECAST
OPERA
tion picture industry is operating on
Canadian Mova level of production far below the
minimum necessary to maintain a
ing Picture
DiMonday
Tentative agreements have been reached with 31 of some 40-odd theatres
gest,night.
who died
healthy industry," Rembusch said. "A throughout the U.S. that have expressed interest in the closed circuit telecast
responsible statistician told me that
r oBorn
n t o, inMrs.
Toproduction-distribution with its stupid of the Metropolitan Opera's opening night presentation on Nov. 8 through the
facilities of Theatre Network TeleLewis founded
shortage releasing policies of the last
vision.
the
two and a half months destroyed over
1915. Digest in
A representative of TNT reported
East Today
$60,000,000 of potential revenue to the Makelim
Educated at
motion picture industry.
yesterday
that
the
opera's
initial
fall
To Talk U.K. Pacts
performance would be available to 97
"Theatres are closing right and left
Harbord Colbecause they cannot exist on the
legiate, she also
HOLLYWOOD, July 6.— Producer theatres in the country using perattended
the
manent
and
portable
equipment.
Hal
R.
Makelim
will
leave
here
by
meager number of hit pictures thrown
Conservatory of
Among the theatres that have
off by the 10% hit batting average of plane for New York tomorrow for
the industry. Reduce the number of conferences with circuit heads on the agreed, but not yet contracted, for the
Music, legesthe
Colpictures produced further as Sam Makelim plan and to meet William
of Music
Mrs. Ray Lewis
and Dramatic
program
are Fabian
Stanley theatres.
Warner, Loew's
several
TNT,
Goldwyn wants to do and the batting Gell, chairman of the Monarch Film and
average will not be changed, only the Co., London, who is arriving from working closely with Metropolitan Art, Toronto, and the School of Languages, London. Sheon built
number of hit pictures available will England to discuss the obtaining of Opera Guild officials, have approached
{Continued
page the
4) Pylon
{Continued on page 5)
{Continued on page 4)
{Continued on page 4)

2

Motion
Decrease

Personal
Mention

RICHARD WALSH, presidentrdayof
the lATSE, left here yeste
for Hollywood, where tomorrow he
will debate lA administration issues
with Roy Brewer, challenger for the
I. A. presidency. •
LoYD Wright, industry attorney
and president-elect of the American
Bar Association, will sail from New
York for Europe with Mrs. Wright
•
Mary."
today aboard the "Queen
E. K. O'Shea, vice-president of
Paramount Film Distributing Corp.,
was in Buffalo over the weekend from
New York.
•
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Arbitration
Clarify

Prices

At Music Hall
Box-office prices at the Radio
City Music Hall were inadvertently reported erroneously in
the Motion Picture Daily's
story yesterday on the New
York City five per cent tax on
admissions. Russell V. Downing, president and managing
director of the Broadway showcase, said that weekday prices
are: from opening to 12 noon,
95 cents; from noon to 6 p.m.,
$1.20; from 6 p.m. to closing,
$1.60. On Saturdays, from
opening to 12 noon, $1.05; from
noon to 3 p.m., $1.45; from 3
p.m. to closing time, $1.75. On
Sunday, from opening to 1 p.m.,
$1.45; from 1 p.m. to closing,

WASHINGTON, July 6.— Universal International in a report to the
Securities and Exchange Commission here announced a decrease in
tile number of securities outstanding,
including warrants for the purchase
of common stock of the registrant of
the $1 par value.
The warrants become exercisable on
or before April 1, 1956, at $10 a
share.
The number outstanding, as of May
31, and as last previously reported
on June 9, amounts to 77,S7Z warrants, excluding 2,500 warrants held
in th€ treasury, U-I said.
The amount outstanding as of June
30 is 64,658 outstanding, with 8,200
warrants held in the treasury. Warrants for the purchase of 7,215 shares
$1.75.
of common stock were exercised during June and a like number of shares
of common stock issued for which RKO
Theatres Stock
registrants received on each, $10 per
share.
Day's Most Active

{Continued from page 1)
draft a set of rules and regulations for
arbitration, exhibition and distribution
agreed to base the new formula on the
1952 arbitration proposals, covering
clearances, runs, conditioning, contract
violations, print shortage, competitive
bidding and the pre-release of pictures.
The sales managers committee of
the MPAA and representatives of
TOA, ITOA, MMPTOA and the
Southern California Theatre Owners
Association entered into the initial
meetings on arbitration at the Hotel
Astor meetings in May with the understanding that film rentals were not
to be included on the agenda. After
three days of convening at the Astor,
at which Ralph Hetzel, MPAA vicepresident, was chairman, the sole
agreement which was reached by both
sides was in naming the joint drafting committee. Hetzel will conduct the
Harvard Club session on Friday.

Harold J. Mirisch, vice-president
of Allied Artists, has returned to the
studio after having been confined to
ia.
his home with pneumon
•
Germans
Prefer
Ben Thau, M-G-M studio execu{Continued
from page 1)
y
yesterda
RKO
Begins
2-Day
York
New
to
tive, returned
RKO Theatres stock was a top perfrom Europe. He will remain here a Sales Meeting Today
former on the New York Stock Exweek before leaving• for the Coast.
change yesterday with trading in the A. Buschmann, editor of the NurenHome office and Eastern sales ex- issue aggregating
65,200 shares. The berger Nackrichten, who were guests
Henry Berman, M-G-M producer,
ecutives will attend RKO's Eastern- closing price was 7%, a gain for the of the Association of Motion Picture
and Mitchell Leisen, director, left Canadian two-day sales meeting be- day of
The activity gave rise to Producers and Warner Brothers toginning
here
today
at
the
Hotel
Warreports,
none
confirmed, of dividend
Lonfor
day. The visitors, touring the counB.O.A.C.
here donyesterday
wick. Charles Boasberg, general sales
and Paris. by
try, with San Francisco, Denver and
action and a possible liquidation of
•
Chicago on their itinerary enroute
manager, will preside. J. R. Grain- some properties.
to New York and home, said :
Harry Mandel, RKO Theatres
ger, president of RKO Radio Pic"We West Germans would rather
RKO Pictures in Demand
tures, will describe current and funational director of advertising-pubsee
one American western than 20
ture
products.
licity, is in Washington from New
RKO Pictures also continued in
Other home office executives who
York.
Soviet-style
propaganda films ; we can
•
will attend are Edward L. Walton, good demand with a turnover of 15,- smell propaganda under the heaviest
700
shares
for
the
day,
but
closing
Barry Jones, British actor, and executive assistant to the president ; without gain at 6%, almost a point
Noel Angley, writer, arrived here Nat Leyy, eastern-southern division more than the company is offering
yesterday from London via B.O.A.C. sales manager ; Sidney Kramer, short Howard Hughes for his 1,620,000 NATKE
Head
Visits
Monarch.
subjects sales rnanager ; Frank Derdisguises."
vin, assistant to Walton; Harry shares.
National Theatres was another acGittleson, executive assistant to Boasin August
tive issue with 30,500 shares traded, Hollywood
berg ; Frank Mooney, assistant to
Columbia, Warwick
Levy ; Mike Poller, assistant to J. H. and a gain for the day of The closing price was 7j4.
LONDON,
July 6.—
Tom O'Brien,
Sued Over Film Title Madqtyre, western division sales
M.P.,
and general
secretary
of the
manager ; Milton Piatt, assistant to
National Association of Theatrical
H; H. Greenblatt, central division
and Kine Employees, has sent a cable
HOLLYWOOD, July 6.— Carvtth siles manager, and Leon J. BambergMaddox,
Ohio's 1st
to Delph Thomas, chairman of the
Wells, explorer-lecturer, today filed
Censor Head, Dies
er,sales
_
promotion manager.
Hollywood A.F.L. Films Council,
a Federal Court suit against Columbia
COLUMBUS, O., July 6.— James threatening retaliatory measures if
Pictures Corp. and Warwick ProducA. Maddox, 79, pioneer local theatre- the American unions do not discontions for $750,000 direct damages, plus Gabriel Pascal Dies
man and first chairman of the Ohio
a like amount in exemplary damages,
tinue their campaign to exclude Britfilm censor board, is dead here folIn N,Y, Hospital
ish and other foreign-made product
charging the defendents' use of the
lowing astroke. Maddox was chosen from TV screens.
Gabriel Pascal, 56, British film di- chairman of the Ohio board when the
title
"Hellamount.
Below Zero"
in that
Wellsdamaged
asserts him
he
"If you carry your campaign too
rector and producer, who became body was organized 40 years ago. A
used the title for a film he made in
far," O'Brien said, "British cinema
native
of
Hillsboro,
O.,
Maddox
came
George
Bernard
Shaw's
official
cineprojectionists may refuse to project
1929 while conducting an expedition
matic interpreter in 1938, died yestersent out. by the Chicago Geographical
day at Roosevelt Hospital after a to Columbus almost half-a-century American TV and feature films on
ago as manager of the Princess
Society • and released widely there- three-week illness.
after.
O'Brien intends to visit Hollywood
A native of Arad, Hungary, Pascal Theatre. Later he became manager
of the Colonial, leaving that post to British screens."
Wells also asks a preliminary in- was the only man to have persuaded join the censor board. While on the in August and is prepared to meet
the Council for frank discussions. In
junction and an accounting on the Shaw to permit him to produce his
board he acquired managership of the the meantime, he advises Thomas to
Warwick production bearing the same plays on the screen.
title.
His first venture with a Shaw work Majestic and Southern theatres.
the campaign and withdraw
He left the entertainment field in suspend
the threats in the the interests of
was "Pygmalion,"
produced
Eng- 1922 to become district manager of international amity.
land in 1938. Other
screen in
versions
the Missouri State Life Insurance Co.
Hunter y Former Para,
of Shaw plays by Pascal were "Major
Barbara" and "Caesar and Cleopatra."
Camera
Heady Dies
A requiem Mass will be celebrated Mrs. Mildred Wall, 53
Heavy Film-Star Aid
HOLLYWOOD, July 6. — C. Roy in the Paulist Fathers Church for
For Patriotic Causes
LEWISTON,
Ida.,
July
6.
—
Mrs.
Hunter, 64, former head of the Para- Pascal on Friday. Surviving are the
Mildred Wall, 53, Lewiston-Clarkston,
mount camera department, died sudHOLLYWOOD, July 6. — Hollydenly last week following a heart at- producer's wife, and a brother in Italy. pioneer theatre owner, died yesterday
wood personalities made 1,762 appearof a heart attack at Lewiston Hospital.
tack in Pittsburgh while touring the
ances for the Government, Armed
Mrs. Harry Sherman, 64 She and her mother, the late Mary
East.
Services,
hospitals
inHunter was head of the Paramount
stallations, in the and
firstoverseas
half 1954,
HOLLYWOOD, July 6.— Funeral Pulver, operated four theatres in
camera department from, 1937 to 1944 services were held here today for Mrs. Lewiston and Clarkston. Mrs. Wall Hollywood Coordinating Committee
when he resigned because of ill health. Lillian Sherman, 64, who died in her was formerly ■ president of Pacific president George Murphy today reHe entered the motion picture industry sleep Sunday. She was the widow Northwest and Alaska Theatres Assoported. More than 290 individual
in 1916.
of the late producer, Harry Sherman. ciation.
players took part, he said.
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"BETRAYED"
Co -Starring
LOUIS CALHERN
Screen Play by RONALD MILLAR and GEORGE FROESCHEL
Photographed In EASTMAN COLOR
Directed by GOTTFRIED REINHARDT
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Tax
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Rembusch-Goldwyn

of Policy

On

Subsidies

Of

Dulles

Asked

( Continued from page 1 )
To Replace City's
Amusements
Levy

liedcluded : Theatre Owners of Indiana, conbe reduced in number. Further, theatheainsufficient
tres will close until
"At the moment I am in the mood
tres or no theatres will remain open
to defray production costs. Then where to get a real estate man in and see
will Sain Goldwyn play his pictures? what type of retail business would be
With the objective of laying a
in leasing my theatre prop"The fewer pictures, fewer-theatres interested
erties for retail establishments. If I
fomulatioii for an equitable system of
many in produc- am forced to go this route I know
by
adopted
philosophy
tion is sheer madness and certainly
city taxes consisting of a few broadbased levies in place of the existing points up a wonderful locale for the I will deal with sane men who know
collection of "nuisance" taxes, a study newly graduated psychiatrist to set up that reduction of manufacturing units
is not the way to achieve success in
of possible sources of additional city
this
country and have the satisfaction
revenue to meet larger budget requireLooks for Sanity
of knowing that I am cooperating with
ments in 1955-56 will be conducted
shop."
soon by Dr. Luther H. Gulick, New
Rembusch, former member of the Mr. Goldwyn in his fewer pictures,
York city administrator, and his staff. Council of Motion Picture Organiza- fewer theatres plan. So that in another
few years I can sit back and sing
Gulick and his staff hope to make
tions' governing triumvirate, former
the results of their study available president of Allied States and of Al- "I Wonder What Became of Sammy? '
in time to be of value to Mayor
Wagner when he prepares a fiscal
program for consideration by the
Patrons
Fret
1955 state legislature.
Ray
Lewis
One of the broad-based taxes to be
given consideration by the Gulick
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from- page 1)
group, which may, according to City
Hall observers, possibly do away with last week indicated a knowledge that Theatre here, acted in Shakespearian
the current five per cent tax on amuse- admissions increases were due to the plays and lectured extensively throughments, will be some form of city in- tax, and not the fault of theatres.
out the Dominion.
come or payroll tax.
Mrs. Lewis was an importer of forMost objections were directed toFear Political Embarrassment
ward the city, rather than against
eign language films to Canada, bought
the Avenue Theatre, Toronto, and
the
houses,
Frisch
said.
He
was
referIt is common knowledge that soine
ring to comments reported by the opened the Alliance Film Exchange in
top city officials believe that a local
circuit's
managers before the weekend. 1940. She was a partner affiliate of
income tax would be an equitable Frisch said
that it was too early to Famous Players Theatre Corp., B & F
method of raising budget funds. But evaluate the reports, however. He Theatre Circuit, a member of the
they are convinced that serious politi- planned a meeting with Randforce Woman's Music Club of Toronto and
cal embarrassment would result for circuit managers last night, at which
those who would sponsor such a tax. fuller reports were to be discussed. the Women's Committee of Toronto
Symphony Orchestra.
They concede, however, that such
Some audience comments overhead
On 'Pioneers' Board
a tax would make possible the elimina- at Randforce circuit houses late last
tion of such irritating and discrimina- week, according to Frisch, voiced
Mrs. Lewis was also on the board
tory taxes as those on amusements.
of trustees of Canadian Moving PicCity officials, while contemplating en- opinions like, "The city's always lookture Pioneers and the Independent
ing for new money, why don't they Benevolent Fund.
actment of the amusement tax, adtry economy
for acomments
change." expressed
In most
mitted that a payroll tax would yield cases,
Frisch said,
upwards of $60,000,000 a year, as com- antagonism against the city for impared to the $16,700,000 estimate of
posing the tax and not film houses, Johnston to Report
the current admissions tax.
for the hike in admissions.
(Continued from page 1)
Expect Report This Week
Meanwhile, the research staff of
the Temporary State Commission on
foreign distribution rights to pictures Fiscal Affairs of State Government,
requested by Gov. Dewey three weeks
made under the Makelim plan.
Makelim will attend meetings of ago to study the validity of the levy,
exhibitors in Charlotte on Monday, indicated a report should be completed
in Atlanta Wednesday, and will confer this week.
After study of the statistics comwith Allied executives in Washington,
piled by the research staff, commisbefore returning to Hollywood.
sion members will file a formal report
to the Governor. Gov. Dewey on June
Two Close for Summer
15 asked the commission to determine
CLEVELAND, July 6.— Two thea- whether the legislature at its next
tres in this area have closed for the regularly scheduled session in January,
summer, while the operators of a third should not be asked to repeal the 1947
are opening the house only on week- "enabling act" which authorizes the
ends. The two suspended theatres are city to levy the amsuement tax.
In another phase of the tax picture,
the Kinsman, in Kinsman, and the
State, Barnesville. The Falls, in Cuya- Irving Greenfield, assistant to Loew's
hoga Falls, is being operated on week- Theatres general counsel, yesterday
ends.
said industry legal representatives are
still in the midst of their study of
the tax's major fraction provision.
Exhibitor counselors intend to prove
PREVIEW
SCREENINGS
that the tax is in violation of the
state law empowering the city to levy
the tax.
Greenfield said that no target date
^^^^^^
could be set for presenting a motion
before the State Supreme Court until
"we develop our best case."
Makelim
East
(Continued from page 1)

"SHOWPLACE OF THE EAST"
• Three Channel interlock projection
• ITVimm & 35mm tape interlock
• 16mm interlock projection
CUTTING & EDITING ROOMS AVAIIABIE
MOVIEIAB THEATRE SERVICE, inc.
619 W54lhSt., N Y. 19, N. Y. • JUdion 6-03A7

Bollengier to Coast
A. E. Bollengier, treasurer of
United Artists, left for Hollywood
yesterday to be gone three to six
months. He will set up a program to
coordinate accounting procedures with
independent producers whose pictures
are distributed by United Artists.

by Arnall

The U. S. Department of State has
been requested to make a complete
investigation of the Motion Picture
Export
Association's onpact
the
French government
the with
grounds
tiiat it is in restraint of fair export
trade practices of domestic competitors
of the MPEA by Ellis Arnall, president of the Society of Independent
Motion Picture Producers.
In a letter to Secretary of State
John Foster Dulles, Arnall asked that
if the Anglo-French film agreement,
in which it appears that MPEA has
"in truth and in fact made an outright gift, grant and subsidy to the
French motion picture industry, found
violative of the policy or law, it should
be abrogated and set aside."
See Export Trade Hurt

Arnall said that such a grant restrains the export trade of MPEA
domestic competitors in doing business
in France. It also enables the French
motion picture industry to obtain funds
from MPEA for use in an unrestricted
fashion for the production, exploitation, advertisement or even the exhibition of French pictures in the
U. S. as well as other countries in
competition with American producers,
the former Georgia governor stated.
The effect of the so-called agreement, Arnall advised Dulles, amounts
to a purchase of certain economic
privileges from the French government by the MPEA. "These privileges
are denied to American competitors
of MPEA who may desire to do
business in France," he said.
Since MPEA president Eric Johnston is consummating trade agreements containing subsidy commitments
with foreign governments concerning
motion pictures, it is vital, Arnall said,
Johnston had refused to make the to SIMPP that "we know whether
such agreements have the approbaterms public, saying he wanted to retion and approval of the Department
port to the board first.
of State and whether they are in line
Johnston, who returned to this coun- with the general economic and foreign
try over the weekend, reported to
President Eisenhower at the White
of the government."
House this afternoon the mission he policies
Decries 'Subsidy' Theory
carried out for the President in the
said that "we strongly feel
Near East. Later, he discussed the thatArnall
if the theory of subsidy payments
situation with State Department offispreads, as it inevitably will if apcials.
proved by the State Department,
It is reported that the new Italian
American
nationals doing motion picagreement contains no clause which
ture business in foreign countries will
would require approval of the U. S. be restricted and restrained, and will
government.
be required to pay a price for permission to engage in foreign trade and
Skouras Abroad for
The letter to the head of the Decommerce."partment of State was termed by Gov.
C'Scope Showings
Arnall as a formal request for a statement of policy as to its approval or
LONDON, July 6. — Spyros disapproval of the trade practices
Skouras and Murray Silverstone are employed by the MPEA in the socalled French agreement.
expected here for the London demonstration of "The Advancing Tech- 'Liv
ing' Bows Today
of CinemaScope"
ton,niquesHaymarket,
on July at13.the CarlThe London demonstration, before today.
Paramciunt's "Living It Up" will
exhibitors and newspapermen, will open at the Criterion Theatre here
be followed throughout the British
Isles and Eire in the following towns :
Essoldo, Newcastle ; DeansJuly 16,
gate;
Manchester. July 20, La Scala,
ONLY A LITTLE MORE
Glasgow ; Futurist, Liverpool. July
GO FIRST CLASS
21, Futurist, Birmingham; Dominion,
Live in
Leeds. July 23, Park Hall, Cardiff ;
Hippodrome, Belfast. July 27, Savoy,
Areas
Sunset Sfn'p
Beverly Hills
Dublin.
ED FOWLER CO. REALTOR
Meanwhile, 20th-Fox London of8373 Sunset Blvd. - Hollywood 46, Calif.
fice is confident that 500 British theatres will have installed CinemaScope
Hollywood 2-7236
by the end of the year.
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{Continued from page 1)
Pre-Selling
U-I's "The Black Shield of Falworth" will be advertised in full
pages in color in "Life," "Look,"
"Seventeen" and the• fan magazines.
In the July issue of "Woman's
Home Companion," the pictures reviewed and recommended by Phil
Hartung are: "About Mrs. Leslie,"
"The High and the Mighty," "Her
Twelve Men" and "The Student
Prince."
•
"Life" reports in the current issue
that " 'Mr. Hulot's Holiday' is the
year's funniest film and a modern masterpiece ofslapstick. A throwback to
the days of Keaton and the Keystone
shorts when a comedian made you
laugh by what he did and not what he
said."
•
"American Weekly" gave a substantial plug to "Apache" and "Vera
Cruz" in Sunday's issue. Liza Wilson, the Holl5rwood editor, wrote an
interesting profile of Burt Lancaster, the star and co-producer of
these films. Photos were used of
Burt when he was an acrobat in
vaudeville. Burt remembers when
"he worked one week and laid off
five."
•
"Look's" current issue has two
striking full page ads : "Knock on
Wood" in full color and "The Caine
Mutiny" in two colors.
Also in the issue are photographs
taken on the production sets of M-G-M
films now in production : "The Glass
Slipper," "The Last Time I Saw
Paris," "Deep In My Heart,"
"Athena," "Jupiter's Darling" and
"Green Fire."
•
"Parent's Magazine" has selected
20th Century-Fox's "The Royal
Tour of Queen Elizabeth" for its
Family Medal Award. Phil Willcox
of "Parent's" made the medal presentation here to Charles Einfeld,
vice-president of •20th Century-Fox.
Arthur Davis' release, "Carol
Cherie," receives considerable help
from an amusing five-page story in
the July issue of "Esquire" on the
career of Martine Carol, the French
picture's star.
•
The picture companies made good
use of "Seventeen's" theatre issue
(July) by inserting four full page
ads. The pictures advertised in the
issue are: "Knock on Wood,"
"Magnificent Obsession," "T h e
Caine Mutiny" and "Gone With
the Wind."
•
Peggy Bell, beauty editor of "McCall's,
reports
the July
issue that
Hollywood
starsin have
discovered
the
natural look. The trend is to let stars
look like the girl who lives next door.
To prove her point, she used photos
of Audrey Hepburn in "Sabrina,"
Grace Kelly in "Rear Window," Debbie Reynolds in "Susan Slept Here,"
Donna Reed in "The Last Time I
Saw Paris" and Maggie McNamara
in "Three Coins in the Fountain."
Florence Somers, film editor of
"RediboDk," has seletted and reviewed "The Student Prince,"
"Three Coins in the Fountain" and
"Apache' for the July issue.
WALTER HAAS

''King Richard and The Crusaders"
{Warner Brothers)
Hollyivood, July 6
(CinemaScope)
REX HARRISON, George Sanders, Virginia Mayo, Laurence Harvey,
Robert Douglas Paula Raymond, Michael Pate and literally hundreds —
maybe thousands — of other players take an audience quickly back to the year
1192 and into the very heart of the Third Crusade in this wide-sweeping production of Sir Walter Scott's "The Talisman" in CinemaScope and WarnerColor. The picture is no more than seconds old when the screen swarms with
fighting men in pell-mell combat, and that's just a short sample of the action
that's to come, frequently and on an ascending scale, throughout the next 113
minutes. It's a very big picture, a very fast and often fascinating picture, and
it's got one of the most exciting final sequences (two men in a death grapple
on the slanted edge of a half-lifted drawbridge athwart a castle moat) ever
contrived. It ought to do very well at the box office nearly everywhere.
The production is by Henry Blanke, to whom the handling of big properties
and important projects is standard procedure, and the direction is by David
Butler, one of the action-est directors, over the years. Both the production and
the direction are aimed at the mass of theatregoers, rather than at the literary
or scholastic groups who might be interested in the Scott story from the artistic or educational points of view primarily, and the aim is good. The vicissitudes of Richard the Lionhearted, whose royal allies are deadlier in their
intent toward him than his Saracen enemy, are many and varied and cut always
to the pattern of adventure on the grand scale.
Sanders' portrayal of Richard is in the properly pompous manner. Harrison's enactment of the Sultan Saladin is graceful, sure and completely competent. Miss Mayo is, of course, a delight to the eye and so is Miss Raymond,
as the monarch's niece and wife, respectively.
The script, written in the broad, loose manner by John Twist, has as its
central incident the attempted assassination of Richard by minions of Sir Giles
Amaury, an aspirant for the king's leadership, and the efforts of Sir Kenneth
(played by Laurence Harvey with considerable authority) to discover the
identity of the would-be killer. From this incident stems literally dozens of
others, reaching in many directions and involving large numbers of people, all
interesting, independently and collectively.
Running time, 113 minutes. General audience classification. For release
Aug. 7.
WILLIAM R. WEAVER
Opera
{Continued from page 1)
those circuits and independent theatre
owners in cities where the Guild maintains charity groups. Within the next
few weeks, as the Opera Guild continues to schedule cross-country charity tie-ins, TNT is expected to expand
its closed circuit theatre TV distribution of the performance.
The 1954 telecast of the opera is
expected to reflect the technical advances over the past three years by
TNT. Special emphasis has been
placed by TNT on perfecting the
visual clarity and lighting of largescreen reproduction of such a complicated show.
Unions Cooperating
Officers of both the Metropolitan
Opera and TNT stated that this plan
had been made possible through the
cooperation of the national and local
unions involved in the telecast, including particularly the American Federation of Musicians, James C. Petrillo,
president ; International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employees, Richard
Walsh, president ; and the American
Guild of Musical Artists, John Brownlee, president.
Among the theatres which will
carry the Metropolitan Opera opening
night are the Paramount — Denver ;
Loew's Capitol — Washington, D.C. ;
Loew's State — St. Louis ; and the
Stanley theatres in Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh. Included among the benefit organizations which will sponsor
the event, in cooperation with the
Metropolitan Opera Guild, at the
above-mentioned theatres, are the
Philadelphia Inquirer Charities, which
have taken the Stanley Warner theatres in Philadelphia, Chester and
Camden ; the National Opera Guild —
Washington ; the Denver Symphony
and Denver Symphony Guild ; the St.
Louis Grand Opera Guild, and the
burgh Opera, Inc., assisted by the
Pittsburgh Opera, Inc.

AA

Program
{Continued from page 1)

camera with Hayes Goetz producing
and Joe Newman directing, two films
in the dubbing rooms and three being
edited, Mirisch pointed out.
Scheduled to roll in July are "The
Annapolis Story," which he personally
will produce, to be filmed in Technicolor and to start on July 1 ;
"Ketchikan," to be produced by
Lindsley Parsons with John H. Burrows as associate producer, July 17 ;
"Bowery to Bagdad," to be produced
by Ben Schwalb and directed by Edward Bernds, July 7, and "Target
Earth," to be produced by Herman
Cohen, July 14.
'Black Prince' in England
To be filmed in England, "The
Black Prince," a CinemaScope production to be jointly made by Allied
Artists and 20th Century-Fox, will
roll on Aug. 2 with Henry Levin directing ;and also to go before the
cameras next month will be the Technicolor production of "Wichita."
Mirisch personally will hold production reins on these films.
In September,
in
Technicolor,
will "Legionnaire,"
go before the
cameras with Richard Heermance
producing, and during the same
month producer Vincent M. Fennelly
will
launch filming of John Brown's
"Raiders."
Other films to be made this year,
Mirisch said, include "Gun Point,"
which Fennelly will produce ; "Dreamland," to be made by Scott R. Dunlap; "Singapore East," to be produced
by William F. Broidy, and "Hold
Back
In the
the Night."
dubbing rooms now are
"Jungle Gents," produced by Schwalb,
and "Killer Leopard," produced by
Ford Beebe. Being edited are Walter Wanger's "Hajji Baba," "The
Police Story" and William E. Selwyn's nroduction of "The Bob Mathias Story."

weekly total of $163,000 now expected.
Columbia's "The Caine Mutmy" is
expected to gross a high $115,000 in
its second week at the Capitol Theatre
as the film pulled in a strong $93,000
during the first five days. The reissue "Gone With the Wind" at the
Loew's
State earned $33,000 over the
day.
weekend and is expected to add $50,000 to the theatre's coffers on ThursWarners' "The High and the
Mighty" did an excellent $33,000 over
the weekend with an estimated weekly
gross of $62,000 expected.
"Demetrius and the Gladiators," a
2'Oth Century-Fox production at the
Roxy Theatre, grossed a fair $39,500
over the four-day holiday, Friday,
Saturday, Sunday and Monday, with
an estimated weekly gross of $50,000
in view. Paramount's "About Mrs.
Leslie" at the Astor Theatre did a
"healthy" week-end business and will
gross about $27,500 by the end of its
second week at the theatre.
'Indiscretion' Strong
Republic's
"Johnny
is the
reported to have
pulled Guitar"
$6,200 at
Mayfair Theatre with an $11,500
week expected. "Indiscretion of an
American Wife" grossed $11,000 during the weekend and a second week
high of $18,000 is expected. The
United Artists release, "The Long
Wait," currently at the Criterion, reported a four-day weekend gross of
$16,100 with a weekly total estimated
at $26,500. "Hell Raiders of the
Deep" at the Globe Theatre pulled
$6,200 over the weekend with a
weekly gross of $11,500 expected.
Cleveland
Leases

Circuit

W.B,

House

CLEVELAND, July 6.— The 1,900seat Variety Theatre has been leased
to the Community Circuit Theatres,
headed by Henry Greenberger and
Max Lefkowich, who took over the
lease from Edward and William
Wargo, who recently purchased the
property from Warner Brothers, operators of the house for the past 26
years. Sheldon Silverman will be
manager. Extensive remodeling and
decorating are planned.
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NEW

J. ALLIED

RELIEF

IN

MAY

SEEK

LEGISLATIVE

YORK,

U.S.A., THURSDAY,

RENTALS
MOVE

Drastic action in the form of seeking legislative relief from
alleged "exorbitant" film rentals may stem from a special membership meeting of Allied Theatre Owners of New Jersey next
at the Allied unit's New York headquarters.
Tuesday
Recommendations on ways and means of meeting the situation
are expected to be made and they, in turn, will be submitted to
the national Allied board which is slated to convene in White
Va., in late August. In the past, AUied's
Springs, W.
Sulphur directors
national
have by-passed summer sessions but, because
of conditions described as "perilous," the board will hold the
August parleys.
Pathe
Files

Laboratories
$400,000
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Would
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Maximum
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$4,200,000
in

By LESTER

Italian

in
Pact

DINOFF

The new two-year film agreement between American distributors and the
Italian government allows the release of 224 films per year in Italy by the
U. S. companies and the remittance of $4,200,000 annually, Eric Johnston,
president of the Motion Picture Export Association, disclosed yesterday
in a trade press conference here.
The MPEA-ANICA pact which beTodd-AO,
Also
gins Aug. 31, Johnston said, allows
eight major companies 189 permits
yearly with United Artists permitted
'Scope
Filming
20 and Allied Artists, 15. "The U. S.
distributors will have a guaranteed
remittance of $3,000,000, a dubbing
loan of $950,000 and about $250,000
will be remitted as five per cent of
'Oklahoma'
Of
the blocked balance at the year's end,"
"Oklahoma" will be filmed both he said.
"The American distributor will be
with Todd-AO and CinemaScope
cameras, it was disclosed yesterday allowed to remit their earnings in dollars," Johnston stated.
by Michael Todd, in behalf of the
Recently returned from a mission to
Magna Theatre Corp. The decision
was made, said Todd, because the the Near East for the U. S. State
bankers, Rodgers and Hammerstein, Department, the MPEA president revealed that the new two-year pact
and other Magna interests, "consider- eliminates all subsidy payments to the
ing the 11-million-dollar investment
involved in developing and launching Italians and that there wasn't any increase in the dubbing tax which is
the Todd-AO process with the production of 'Oklahoma,' are apprehenU. S. product.
sive that unsettled conditions in levied menton
is approximately
the "The
same agreeas the

WASHINGTON, July 7.— A oneman Senate Judiciary Subcommittee
today reported favorably to the full
Charging improper use of the trade- committee a bill to boost the maximum
mark, "Technicolor," and attempt to fine for violating the anti-trust laws
create a monopoly in the motion pic- from
$5,000 to $50,000.
ture film processing business, Pathe
The
subcommittee consisted of Sen.
Laboratories, Inc., yesterday, filed a
Langer
(R., N. D.), chairman of the
$400,000 damage suit in United States
full
judiciary
committee. The bill,
District Court here against Techni(Continued on page 3)
color Motion Picture Corp., Technicolor, Inc., and DeLuxe Laboratories,
Inc.
The suit is based on what Pathe Foreign Remittances
charges are violations of the Lanham Seen Even with 1953
Act, which regulates use of tradeU. S. distributors foreign remitmarks, and the Sherman Anti-Trust
tances, including those from Canada Europe, where the Todd-AO equip(Continued on page 3)
ment is being manufactured might
which some companies consider as part
of
the
domestic
market,
this
year
will
possibly
interrupt the flow of ToddTechnicolor Answers
"be about the same" as the approxi- AO projectors and print-down mamate $210,000,000 which American
to theatworld
market." the idea
companies remitted here in 1953, Eric
Todd, chinery
who
first resisted
Pathe's Complaints
(Continued on page 3)
(Continued on page 3)
In commenting on a suit filed here
yesterday by Pathe Laboratories Inc.,
against Technicolor Motion Picture
Radio
Sets
Schedule
Corp., and a previous complaint filed RKO
by Pathe with the Federal Trade
Commission, Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus,
president and general manager of
On
12
Through
Next
March
Technicolor yesterday said that :
"Pathe Laboratories recently issued
(Continued on page 3)
RKO Radio will release 12 all-color productions from July 24 through
March, 1955, J. R. Grainger, president of RKO Radio Pictures, announced
here yesterday at the initial session of the company's Eastern-Canadian sales
meeting' at the
MPEA
May Extend
Hotel Warwick.
Offices Abroad
Shavelson-Rose
Sign
Charles BoasWith Para, and Hope
Eric Johnston, president of the
berg, RKO general sales manMotion Picture Export AssoHOLLYWOOD, July 7.— Melville
ciation, revealed here yesterday
ager, isover
presidShavelson and Jack Rose, co-workers
ing
the
two - day sales
on many major film productions, have
that "a good portion" of the
conference.
filed incorporation papers for Scribe
MPEA's budget is allocated for
the operation of overseas offices.
Grainger told
Productions, their own company, and
the sales group
Although he did not disclose
have made a partnership deal with
the amount of money spent on
that the RKO
Paramount and Bob Hope Enterforeign operation and expenses
prises for "Eddie Foy and the Seven
next nine
incurred through communicaLittle Foys," which Rose and Shavelmonths was, the'
in
tions and travel, Johnston said
son co-scripted and which the former
product for
that the MPEA is "considerwill produce, with the latter directing.
strongest
ing opening offices in other
his
opinion, array
"the
Jules Goldstone and George Rosenof
salable
product
RKO
has
ever
ofareas throughout the world."
berg are associated in Scribe Pro(Continued on page 3)
ductions.

previous (Continued
one," he said.
Funds2) granted
on page
Breen's

Retirement

Indefinite:

Johnston

Joseph duction
I. Code
Breen,
head of theof ProAdministration
the
Motion Picture Association of America, was highly praised and complimented for doing a "magnificent job"
yesterday by MPAA president Eric
Johnston at a trade press conference.
Johnston,
when thequestioned
on rumors concerning
possible retiring
(Continued on page 3)

UA

Tie With

MPAA

May Be Renewed
United Artists may rejoin the
Motion Picture Association and
the Motion Picture Export Association, Eric Johnston, president of MPA and MPEA, revealed here yesterday.
Johnston said that UA's reinstatement was "under discussion." In the meantime, UA
continues to take part in all
MPA matters and meetings.
The company withdrew from
the association several years
ago.

2

Motion
Federal

Personal
Mention

Cinecolor

Suit

Picture

Against

Dismissed

Operational
In
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Daily

Evergreen

Changes

'French

Line'

Still

Circuit

'Under Ad judication'
PORTLAND, Ore., July 7.-The
The
matter
of violation
RKO Pictures'
"French
Line"
of the
recent retirement of Frank Newman,
Production
Code
and
the
$25,Sr., as head of Evergreen Theatres
and the transfer of his 20 per cent
000 fine levied against the company by the Motion Picture
stock to National Theatres, has resulted in several changes in the circuit.
Association of America, is "still
under adjudication," Eric JohnsNew general manager William H.
ton, MPAA president, said here
Thedford yesterday announced that
yesterday.
the Portland booking office will be
shifted to the main Evergreen office
in Seattle, where Fran X. Christie,
head film buyer for the circuit, will
Pact
handle bookings for all Evergreen Italian
houses.
The Portland district office under
{Continued from page 1)
Says SIMPP
Aware
Russell Brown, will be continued, according to Thedford. The new Fox
Of French Pact Talks Theatre, slated to open in the near to the Italian industry can't be used
promoting Italian releases in the
The U. S. Department of State and future, will be added to the other for
U. S., he said.
the Society of Independent Motion Evergreen theatres in Vancouver and
Questioned on the Italian Film ExPicture Producers were kept fully in- two houses in Eugene, Ore., Thedport certificates which are still outford said.
formed of all negotiations between the
Motion Picture Export Association
Another change occured when Louis
standing, Johnston said that "IFE has
and the French government for the S. Metzelar, Portland booker since never entered an expenditures accounting of the funds which were given
two-year film agreement which was 1944, resigned. Thedford has been in
the promotion and distribusigned recently, Eric Johnston, presi- charge of Evergreen district offices in them tionfor
of Italian films in the U. S. We
dent, of MPEA, stated yesterday.
both Portland and Seattle since 1947.
Preferring not to elaborate on
Prior to his retirement, Newman have asked for an accounting but have
never received it. MPEA has only reArnall's
Gov.of Ellis
SIMPP topresident
ceived a $150,000 settlement for the
letter
Secretary
State
John presented his colleague and wellknown theatre manager, Harold Mur- 'B' bonds. The 'A' certificates are still
Foster Dulles, Johnston said that
phy, manager of the Egyptian in
"both SIMPP and the State Depart- Seattle, with a retirement check as
Commenting on the two-year Angloment were aware of the progress in he reached his 65th and retirement
outstanding."
French pact which allows U. S. disthe French pact agreement. Under
tributors 109 permits annually, Johnthe agreement, a special number of
permits have been reserved for MPEA
ston saidconsider
that under
agreement
any the
payments
made"I
year.
B & H Extends
Pact do not
non-members."
Arnall, in releasing the contents of
as a subsidy. We have made a settleWith Rank Concern
ment of all outstanding disputes. Of
his letter to Secretary of State Dulles,
the reserve fund, we have turned over
asked that a complete investigation
LONDON, July 7. — J. Arthur
of the pact be made on the grounds Rank's British Optical & Precision to the French government $320,000.
that it is in restraint of fair export Engineers has announced a further American companies will remit here
about $2,400,000 yearly. Dollars will
trade practices of domestic competi- extension of a long-term license agree- not
be used for the distribution of
tors of the MPEA.
ment under which the Rank Organ- French films in America.
ization will continue to manufacture
Company film equipBeing Sent to Washington
WASHINGTON, July 7. — Motion Bell &ment inHowell
England for sale in sterling
Picture representatives in the State
The industry and the State DepartDepartment here, questioned regarding area countries.
ment knew of our negotiations and
The
first
agreement
between
the
the letter written by Ellis Arnall to
agreement
with the French governtwo
companies
was
signed
in
1946.
Secretary of State John Foster Dulles Since then British Acoustic Films
ment, Johnston said. The documents
regarding the film agreement with have manufactured Bell & Howell are in the process of being forwarded
France, stated that, to their knowl- 35mm studio equipment and amateur to Washington now, he said.
edge, the communication had not yet
With the conclusion of agreements
motion picture cameras and projecbeen received.
with France and Italy, the MPEA
tors under the trade name of "G.B.- still has to negotiate pacts with England and with Germany. Johnston said
Bell & Howell." have also been comArrangements
'Golden Mistress'
that
the British pact expires Aug. 31
pleted for a long term extension of
and
the German expiration date is
Acquired by UA
an existing agreement for the distribution
by
Bell
&
Howell
Company
Sept. 30. A British delegation is ex"The Golden Mistress," filmed in
pected to negotiate the new pact on
color by Technicolor on location in of high precision Taylor, Taylor and
Haiti and elsewhere in. the Caribbean Hobson lenses in the U. S. A. and Sept. 22 in Washington.
has been acquired for release by other countries.
United Artists, president Arthur B
Technicolor Dividends
Krim announced. John Agar stars in
A dividend of 25 cents a share on
To Bar Press When
"The Golden Mistress," which intro
duces Rosemarie Bowe.
the new $1 par common stock of Technicolor, Inc., and 50 cents a share on
Richard Kay and Harry Rybnick Walsh, Brewer Meet
common stock not exproduced the film with Sam X. Abar
HOLLYWOOD, July 7.— The din- the old no-par
changed was declared yesterday by the
banel as executive producer. Joel
ner meeting of the lATSE deleJudge directed from a screenplay he
gates tomorrow night at the Holly- compan}' board of directors. The diviwood Athletic Club, when incumbent
dends are payable Aug. 2 to holders
co-authored with Lew Hewitt based
of record at the close of business on
president Richard Walsh and candion Hewitt's original story.
date Roy M. Brewer are expected to
debate contested issues in the election July 16.
'Richard' Opens Tonight
campaign, will be closed to press, Pat
HOLLYWOOD, July 7. — "King Offer, secretary of the committee for
Richard and the Crusaders," Warner Brewer, today disclosed. Offer said
Brothers CinemaScope production Walsh's communication accepting the
with color in WarnerColor, will have invitation to the dinner was condian invitational world premiere here
tioned on the meeting being limited
tomorrow night at the Egyptian Thea
exclusively to qualified delegates, and
tre. Radio, newsreel and newspaper that this assurance was given.
Walsh could not be reached today
coverage will be accorded the open
ing.
1327 S. Wakaih ■ Chiuto, III. S30 Ninlh An. ■ Nea York, N. Y.
for comment.

HOLLYWOOD, July 7.— The Federal Court here dismissed by stipulation the treble damage suit by the
nt
reside
Government against Cinecolor Corp.,
JOSEPH R. VOGEL, vice-p
of Loew's, Inc., will leave New filed April 15, 1953, and seeking $39,York bv plane today for France, and 121 on the ground the company had
will join Mks. Vogel in Paris for a exceeded the Oftice of Price StabilEuropean vacation. •
ization ceiling in charging for certain
processing and services.
Dismissal followed acceptance of a
Herc McIntyre, South Pacific supervisor for Universal International, compromise oflfer by the defendant,
and William Hislop, U-I manager who did not admit liability or willful
for New Zealand, have left New York violation.
ive territories.
to return to their respect
•

Edith Hershkovitz, M-G-M booker in Pittsburgh, who was married
there last week to Martin Gerson, is
York.
honeymooning in New
•
Frederica "Freddie" Eidelsberg, of
the New York COMPO office, has
in Canada.
left here for a vacation
•

Eugene Picker, in charge of operahas retions for Loew's Theatres,Californi
a.
from
turned to New York
•

William Zimmerman, film attorney, has left here by plane for London
and the Continent.
•
John Ireland sailed from here
Tuesday on the "Queen Mary" for
London.
•

Columbia Pictures proJoNiEducer Taps,
and music executive, is in New
York from the Coast.
•
producJoop Geesink, Amsterdam
er, has arrived in New York from
Holland.
•
Ella Raines, president of Cornwall Productions, will leave here today for Baltimore. and Washington.
'Caine/ 'Eternity'
Grosses Near-Equal
Columbia's "Caine Mutiny" appears
to be running neck-and-neck with its
"From Here to Eternity" and in some
situations, passing it gross-wise, the
company has reported.
At the State-Lake in Chicago,
"Caine" pulled $73,000 in its first five
days.
its first
days
at the"Eternity,"
Oriental, in
which
has seven
500 more
six
first
its
In
$83,000.
seats, grossed
days at the Randolph in Philadelphia,
the picture garnered $66,000 against
$63,000 for "Eternity" at the Stanley
in seven days, the latter having 550
more seats than the Randolph, Columbia reported.
New records were reported set at
the St. Francis, San Francisco, and
the Astor, Boston. The picture drew
$93,000 at the Capitol here in the
first five days of its second week.
"Caine" is said to be outrgrossing
"Eternity" in Detroit and Portland,
Ore.
Mrs.

Olshan,

57

MILWAUKEE, July 7.— Mrs. Cele
Olshan, 57, wife of Harry Olshan,
branch manager here for Columbia
Pictures, passed away at Columbia
hospital after an illness of several
months.
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RKO

Schedules

(Continued from page 1)
fered to the exhibitor and the public."
"These 12 films represent the kind
of entertainment we know the public
wants," Grainger said. "Each film is
in color, many utilize the various widescreen techniques and each film has
top star and story material."
Grainger disclosed that negotiations
by RKO are currently under way for
certain additional top-level films to be
released during this period.
Leaves Today for Coast
Grainger will leave Thursday for
Hollywood for conferences at the studio with Hughes and C. J. Tevlin,
vice president in charge of studio operations. He will go to San Francisco
for the fourth and final RKO sales
meeting, set for the St. Francis Hotel
July 12-13, and will return to the

Motion

Twelve,

AH

Picture

in

studio following the San Francisco
meeting. Schedule of RKO' product,
with release dates is as follows :
"Susan Slept Here," to be world
premiered in San Francisco on July
14, and scheduled for national release
on July 24. The film co-stars Dick
Powell and Debbie Reynolds and was
produced by Harriet Parsons in Technicolor "Passion,"
;
Aug. 22, co-stars
Cornel Wilde and Yvonne de Carlo, in
Technicolor ; "This Is My Love," Sept.
18, starring Linda Darnell, Rick Jason,
Dan Duryea and Faith Domergue,
Pathe Color ; "Africa Adventure,"
Oct.
Robertof C.hisRuark's
Africa9, story
safari, filmed-inin color ;
"The Americano," Oct. 23, starring
Glenn Ford, Ursula Thiess, Cesar
Romero and Frank Lovejoy, in Technicolor; "Jet Pilot," Nov. 13, Howard Hughes' aviation production, starring John Wayne,
in Technicolor ;

Daily

Color

"Son of Sinbad," Nov. 27,
g
Dale Robertson, Sally Forresstarrin
t, Dili
St. Cyr and Vincent Price, in Technicolor; "Cattle Queen of Montan
Dec. 11, co-starring Barbara Stanwya,"
ck
and Ronald Reagan, in Technicolor.
"The Big Rainbow," Dec. 25, starring Jane Russell with Gilbert Roland,
Richard Egan and Lori Nelson, in
Technicolor; "The Conqueror," midJanuary, 1955, starring John Wayne,
Susan Hayward and Pedro Armendariz, in CinemaScope, Technicolor;
"The Girl Rush," mid-February, starring Rosalind Russell in Technicolor,
and "The Sea Is a Woman," midMarch, with an all-star cast in Technicolor.

Todd'

^Scope

(Continued from: page 1)
of simultaneous filming in both ToddAO and CinemaScope, yesterday said
that he now welcomes the use of
CinemaScope for reasons of compar-t:
ison, whether or not the need for
using the CinemaScope print evef
arises. This reasoning is in line with
Todd's previous procedure in shooting test scenes in Todd-AO similar
to those he has already shot for
Cinerama, which were shown for comparative purposes at the recent unveiling of Todd-AO in Hollywood. ;
Second Production Planned

Todd also stated that it is planned
"Son of Sinbad," listed among the that the second production to be made
above releases, is reported as still in Todd-AO will be independently
lacking the Production Code Seal. produced under the auspices of his
Moves to obtain such seal are said new firm, the Michael Todd Co., Inc.,
not to have been consummated as yet. an organization that has been set up
to make 10' pictures in five years. ;
Todd left yesterday for Europe to
purchase a property for the launching
Remittances
Pathe 'Technicolor
Suit
of his program. These pictures, he
said, will be made in the Todd-AO
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
process
only. the
Dr.Todd-AO
Brian O'Brian,
who developed
process,
made
in
the
Eastman
color
process.
It
has perfected a print-down system
Johnston, president of the Motion Pic- Act. Pathe, a subsidiary of Chesa- charged that the practice— followed
in that will take the large 65mm Toddpeake Industries, Inc., has film proc- "The
ture Export Association, stated yesRobe" and other CinemaScope AO master prints and reduce them
essing laboratories in New York City
terday.
pictures— brought intentional deception for any of the existing screens.
The MPEA president said that and Hollywood.
of producers, distributors and the pubCanada, in his opinion, was a sovereign
Under the Lanham Act, ' Pathe
lic, which had over the years come to
state and considered part of the for- makes generally the same charges it
Trust Cases
eign market despite the fact that levelled at the two Technicolor cor- associate the term "Technicolor" only
(Continued from page 1)
that firm's traditional, patented
American distributors include Canaporations in a complaint to the Fed- with
transfer imbibition process.
eral Trade Commission on June 8. At dye"We
dian earnings in domestic figures.
are encouraged greatly by the which passed the House last year, also
that
time,
Pathe
asked
the
commission
"The net remittances in dollars by
indu
stry
's
reaction to our efforts to passed the House in two previous
U. S. companies last year were about to prevent further use of the word bring the fact
s in the battle of color Congresses but never has before received Senate action.
"Technicolor"
to describe pictures before
$160-170 million," Johnston said.
the public," William C. MacMillen,_Jr., president of Chesapeake
The bill was endorsed by Rep. CellIndustries, said. "The motion picture
er (D., N. Y.), author of the House
audience ,s entitled to the guarante
e bill, and by Stanley Barnes, Assistant
that an advertised product is not mis- Attorney General in charge of the
Anti-Trust Division.
;
The
New
York
and
Illinois
B^r
The
repr
esenPath
ted."e suit asks for an injuncEXPERIENCE
A PRICELESS
ASSET
Associations approved the bill providtechnicolor for anything but
ing it specified that wilful criminal
the
f'^"
useon ofproc
theess.
description intent be proven before heavy fines
patented ^JoP,
imbibiti
It also
requests $100,000 damages on the basis are imposed. The Chamber of ComOF ALTEC
STEREOPHONIC
SERVICE!
merce opposed the bill, saying that
ot Pathe s loss of customers through
such alleged false description. Pathe tougher penalties should be postponed
until Congress has passed bills to
using the Eastman process, which
refers to as Pathecolor, is a competit it "relieve business of the major confuor laws.
The finest service
of the defendants.
sions and harassments" of the present
ivLTBtstm^-;: ,
......
Unde
r
"
•
the
N.
„,nBATlO
antiENT
experience in stereoplionic
trust
..CEM
secti
on
of
its
K,..,. "'-•"^'^ W-) •»« ,..-.«.. „■ ».»
action filed yesterday in U. S. District
sound is yours when
Court for the Southern District of Breen Retirement
(Continued front page 1)
you sign an Altec contract.
New York, Pathe is requesting an adExperience bought and
ditional $300,000 damages. It char<.es
that through a licensing agreemen
paid for in countless
t of Breen, stated that "the administrator, not feeling too well during the
filed last winter, the Technicolor comhours of pioneering effort
panies now control the operation and past few years, has had a difficult
and research ,.. experience
profits of a previous competitor, job" and that the MPAA was mulling
DeEuxe Laboratories, Inc., thus cre- a plan where he would take a less
in supervising critical
role in the Code Administration.
ating amonopoly- in the moti
picture active
CinemaScope industry
laboratory business. Pathe onasks
that
the court cancel the Technicolorshow/ings and first run
There is nothing
Breen's
LJeLuxe agreement
said.
retirement
at the definite
present,onJohnston
premieres, experience w/ith
an unceasing flov^ of
stereophonic installation and
Technicolor
service orders, experietnce
Answers
implemented by Altec(Continued from page 1)
devised precision tools.
a press release with respect to a com- later, to attempt to sell New York
YOUR experience with an
plaint that it said it was filing with
Altec stereoplionic service contract
the Federal Trade Commission con- Pathe Laboratory facilities to Technicerning Technicolor, but Pathe Lab- color.
will prove pleasant and profitablel
"Complaints by Pathe La'ooratoicies
oratories never 'has sent Technicolor that
it is unable to compete with Techa copy of that complaint.
nicolor are in no way due to any
"Techn
icolor
has ;had . little to do illegal or improper action by Techni161 Sixth Avenue
with Pathe Laboratories except that color.
New York 13, N.Y.
ALTEC
on its own initiative, Pathe Labora"Technicolor will answer in the
tories sometime ago commenced nego- courts any action that Pathe Laboratiations with Technicolor ; first, to obSPECIALISTS IN MOTION PICTURE SOUND
tories .brings against it and is confident
tain a license from Technicolor, and.
of the result."
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'Great'

is the

only word

iVIarlon Brando's
Waterfront'.

simply

BRANDO

MARLON

AGREE!

to

performance

Elia Kazan's

ON

"A

describe

Marlon

in 'On the

direction

powerful

Brando

wonderful

gives one

est performances we

is

magnificent."

Bacall

picture.

of the great-

have

Bernstein's

score

Betty Comden

and

Leonard
Lauren

and

GREATEST!

IS THE

WATERFRONT

THE

ever

seen.

is exciting."
Adolph

Green

COLUMBIA PICTURES presents
MARLON

i,U *

. 'It '.

AN ELIA KAZAN

co-starring KARL

MALDEN

• LEE ]. COBB

PRODUCTI

ON

• with ROD STEIGER • PAT HENNING • and introducing EVA MARIE

|
SAINT

Produced by SAM SPIEGEL • Screen Play by BUDD SCHULBERG • Music by LEONARD BERNSTEIN • Directed by ELIA KAZAN
A HORIZON PICTURE

''Marlon

actors

Brando

is one

of the

finest

of our time. 'On the Waterfront'

gives him

a fine opportunity

his extraordinary

to show

ability."
Joshua

Logan

"One

of the finest movies

for Marlon
remember

Brando's
few

ever made.

performance,

As

I can

if any dramatic

perform-

ances on celluloid to compare

with it"
Billy Rose
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Arbitration

NEW

Group

Meeting Here Today
The eight-man joint exhibition-distribution drafting committee will meet for the first
time in a luncheon meeting at
the Harvard Club here today.
The "sub-committee" is to
draft a set of rules and regulations for arbitration for presentation and approval by the full
sales managers committee of
the MPAA and representatives
of the Theatre Owners of
America, Southern California
Theatre Owners Association,
Independent Theatre Owners
Association and Metropolitan
Motion Picture Theatre Owners Association. Allied States
Association is not taking part
in the arbitration proceedings.

U.S.

C 'Scope

Installations

Total

5,301

5

U.S.A., FRIDAY,

Theatres

Order

Names

20th,

Zanuck,

Suit
Skouras,

3 Directors

Listing a variety of charges, Rebecca G. Berkowitz, a 20th CenturyFox stockholder, yesterday filed suit
in N. Y. Federal Court asking that
the employment contracts of Darryl
F. Zanuck, vice-president in charge
of production, and Spyros Skouras,
president, be declared null and void.
Three directors also were named in
the action ; namely, Daniel O. Hastings, L. Sherman Adams and Murray
Silverstone, as well as the company
itself.

Show

NYC

Queens
Of

TEN

9, 1954

Houses

Levy;

Cases

Than

Theatres

Cuts

Stock

Dickers
WASHINGTON, July 8.— RKO
Theatres Corp., in a report to the
Securities and Exchange Commission
here, announced a decrease in the
amount of securities outstanding for
the month of June.
In RKO's proxy statement dated
April 9, 1954, the company reported
there were 3,764,913 shares of its
common stock outstanding, not including 150,000 shares held by the
company. On June 30, 1954 there were
3,225,363 shares of RKO common outstanding, not including 689,550 shares
held by the company, the report
showed. In addition, RKO mailed to
{Continued on page 6)

5%

Challenge

Charge
Law

Rate

Tax

Constitutionality

Is Higher

Allows;

CENTS

Cause

on

Hearing

in Some
Monday

The opening salvo in New York City exhibitors' fight to have the
recently passed city five per cent amusement tax declared unconstitutional was filed yesterday as Supreme Court Justice Nicholas M. Pette
signed an order requiring the City of
New York, Robert F. Wagner,
Issue of Taxes on
Mayor; Lawrence E. Gerosa, City
Trust
Goes

Case

Damages

to High

Court

WASHINGTON, July 8. — The
government today asked the Supreme
Court to decide whether exhibitors
and others who win punitive damages
in private anti-trust suits must pay
Federal income taxes on those damages.
The government appealed to the
high court a decision of the Third
Circuit Court of Appeals that William
Goldman Theatres was not taxable
on such damages. Goldman won an
anti-trust suit against Warner Theatres and the major distributors, and
was awarded $125,000 damages,
trebled to $375,000. Goldman maintained that the first $125,000 represented lost profits and was taxable,
but that the remaining $250,000 was
not taxable. The Internal Revenue
Service objected, but the tax court
and the Third Circuit Court of Apupheld courts
Goldman's
The peals
lower
based stand.
their action

'Conspiracies' Charged
The plaintiff alleges that the three
directors and Skouras control the
actions of the board, causing 20th-Fox
and its subsidiaries to engage in conspiracies to restrain trade and eliminate competition in the production,
distribution and exhibition of pictures. These acts, Mrs. Berkowitz
charges, have resulted in law suits
totalling $400,000,000 which stemmed
from carelessness in permitting certain transactions.
The complaint states that because
Skouras and his family hold an interest in Skouras Theatres, license
agreements for houses of that circuit call for lower prices than those
charged for competitive theatres. The
plaintiff further claims that Skouras
and his family have an interest in
Joseph Bernhard Productions and Ed- on a previous Supreme Court decision to the effect that taxable income
ward L. Alperson Productions, thereby giving them preferences on rental consists {Continued
of "gain derived
on pagefrom
6) capital
{Continued on page 6)

Outstanding
For Own Building
Columbia Pictures is in the
process of concluding a deal for
the purchase of a seven-story
office building at 55th Street and
Fifth Avenue here. Ever since
its formation as the CohnBrandt-Cohen Sales Corp. in
1924, the present-day Columbia
has had its headquarters at 729
Seventh Avenue.
The new location is occupied
at this time by Mark Cross,
leather dealers.

JULY

Get

Vs.

Stockholder's

The number of Cinema Scope and
stereophonic sound installations in the
United States, as of June 26, totalled
5,301, with orders approximating 400
weekly, a checkup reveals. It is estimated that at the present rate of installation the figure will exceed the
15,000 mark by the end of the present
year.
A total of 3,236 theatres currently
are equipped with the full four-track
sound syste'ms, 138 are operating with
"mixers," 232 are equipped for onetrack magnetic sound and 1,695 have
one-track optical equipment. Of the
U. S. houses equipped with the medium, 4,759 are in four-wall theatres,
519 are drive-ins and 23 are in military theatres.
Equipment dealers, however, say
RKO
{Continued on page 6)
Columbia

YORK,

TOA

Unit

Makelim

Sponsors
Meeting

For the first time, a unit of the
Theatre Owners of America will
sponsor a meeting with Hal Makelim
for the purpose of hearing his plan
to produce a series of pictures under
an exhibitor-participation agreement.
The unit is the Theatre Owners of
North and South Carolina and the
session will be held in Charlotte at
the Charlotte Hotel next Thursday.
Previous exhibitor meetings with
Makelim have been promoted by units
of Allied States Association, although
the conferences have been open to all
exhibitors. It is reported that the
Carolina meeting was called at Makelim's request.

Comptroller; and George M. Bragalini. Treasurer of the City of New
York ; "to show cause" on Monday
"why a temporary injunction should
not be granted restraining and enjoining them from enforcing the provisions of the New York City admissions tax law."will be held in
A hearing
Supreme Court, Queens County, at 10:00 A.M., Monday, at
which time it is believed the
city
order.will ask for a delay in the
The "show cause" order was signed
yesterday in connection with an action instituted by five New York City
theatres. The action was submitted to
the Supreme Court yesterday on behalf of RKO's Flushing Theatre,
Flushing ; Loew's Willard Theatre in
Jamaica
CenturyTheatres
Circuit'sin Community and; Queens
Queens
Village
; and Brandt's Strand Theatre
in
Astoria.
They filed against the City of New
York, the Mayor, the Comptroller and
the Treasurer, "to have the New York
City Admissions Tax Law," which
has been in effect since July 1, "declared unconstitutional, illegal, in(Continued on page 6)

'Scope

in 3 Forms

Available in August
With the August release of
"Broken Lance," all of 20th
Century-Fox's past and future
CinemaScope productions will
be available to exhibitors for
bookings with three different
stereophonic sound tracks, fourtrack magnetic, one-track magterday. netic and one-track optical
sound, it was learned here yesPast 20th-Fox productions,
on June 19 with "The
beginni
Robe," ngwere
made available by
the company in one-track optical sound along with fourtrack magnetic sound.

2

Motion

Picture
Trust

Personal
Mention

MIL, president
R.salRACK
]y|IJ
Pictures, left New
Univer
of/rON
York by plane yesterday for California.
•

of M-G-M's
n, ,head
Ohlma
Abe subsid
iaries
arrived in New
music
York ye; terday from the Coast and
will leave here on Wednesday for
Europe.
•
LoREN L. Ryder, head of the Paramount studio technical research department, left New York yesterday
for the Coast.
•
William B. Zoellner, head of
M-G-M short subject sales, is scheduled to return here Monday from
Germany
•
Philip Gerard, Universal Pictures
Eastern publicity manager, will leave
New York this weekend for Chicago.
•
William R. Gell, director of Monarch Film Corp., will arrive here from
London today via •B.O.A.C. Monarch.

Studio

Union

Wage

Up to $124 in May
HOLLYWOOD, July 8.— The
weekly earnings of union workers in the studios here averaged $124.33 in May, with the
work week averaging 41.6
hours, it was disclosed in
the monthly report of the Department of Industrial Relations. These figures exceed the
April averages, which were
$117.54 for 39.4 hours.
The averages for May of
1953 were $107 for 39.1 hours.
Canadian

to Join

Roy Brewer Slate
A Canadian official of the lATSE
will seek a vice-presidency at the coming international convention in Cincinnati on August 9 as a member of
the Roy M. Brewer ticket, it was
learned here yesterday.
Brewer, accompanied by Russell
M. Moss, executive vice-president
of Home Office Employees, H-63,
lATSE, left here yesterday for Hollywood after conferences with Eastern
union leaders concerning his candidacy
for the LATSE presidency, in opposition to the incumbent Richard Walsh.
Philip Dunne, 20th Century-Fox
Walsh
and Brewer are expected to
writer, has arrived in New York from
engage in a debate over pertinent
Hollywood.
lATSE matters at a dinner tonight
the Hollywood Athletic Club before
Russ Stewart, of the M-G-M pub- at
licity department, will return here Southern California union delegates.
n, West Va.
Monday from Charlesto
•
Para, Color Cartoons
Leon Webb has been named manager of the Portland Drive-in, Port'Packages'
in make
Offered
land, Conn.
Paramount will
available to
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Vogue

Suit

Filed

by

in Chicago

Million-Dollar
Finalized

Deal

by Goldwyn

CHICAGO, July 8.— Coniglio Vogue
Theater Corp., which operates the For 'Guys and Dolls'
l,6o6-seat Vogue theatre, here, has
HOLLYWOOD, July 8.— Samuel
filed an anti-trust suit against Colum- Goldwyn today announced that after
bia Pictures, Warner Brothers and four months of negotiations, the conBalaban and Katz Theater Corp.
tract providing for the payment of
more
than $1,000,000 for the motion
charging "monopolistic practices."
The Vogue, a north side first-run been
signed.
neighborhood house, claims it has picture rights to "Guys and Dolls" has
Simultaneously, Goldwyn disclosed
sought Columbia and Warner releases
since January for exhibition concur- the engagement of Joseph L. Manrentlyborhood
with houses.
the B&K first-run neigh- kiewicz, four-time Academy Award
winner, to write and direct the picture.
"Our request has been ignored,"
said attorney Seymour Simon, who
filed the suit in U. S. District Court
for the plaintiffs, Dick Felix, Howard
Corp.
Lambert and Coniglio Vogue Theater

Mankiewicz, now in Europe, will report to the Goldwyn studio the first
week in September to begin writing
the screenplay.
In making this announcement, Goldwyn saidhearsalsheon Oct.
expected
to begin
start the
re15 and

The Vogue is; seeking an injunction
tu compel the distributors named to actual photography of the picture on
release product to the theatre for firstrun neighborhood showings.
Jan. 15.
Zukor to Launch
Bill to Extend
FUIS
Eastman
Stamp
Passed by the House
ROCHESTER, N. Y. July 9.—
WASHINGTON, July 8. — The Adolph Zukor, Paramount Pictures
House passed and sent to the Senate board chairman, will be honor guest
a bill to extend the Federal Unem- and principal speaker at the George
ployment Insurance System to any Eastman commemorative ceremony
firm hiring four or more workers in Monday at the Eastman Theatre. The
each of 20 weeks during a year. Such ceremony will inaugurate the George
firms would have to pay Federal un- Eastman commemorative stamp honoremployment taxes, and their workers
ing the late inventor's
contributions
will be entitled to unemployment in- to photography
and motion
pictures
surance benefits. At present, the law and his philanthropy to education,
covers only firms with eight or more music and health.
workers in each of 20 weeks.
Zukor will discuss George EastThe bill, which now goes to the
man's contributions to motion picture
Senate for action, would also permit history. The invitation to speak was
reduced tax rates for new employers extended by the George Eastman
and would do away with the em- stamp committee.
luncheon will follow at the
exhibitors, beginning Aug. 1, "packployer's present privilege of paying 'UA' Di
vidend
Howard Minsky, Paramount Midaged" Technicolor cartoons with a the tax in quarterly instalments, George
Eastman
House.
East division manager, was in Cleve- choice of new or reissued subjects, rather than in a lump sum.
land yesterday from
Philadelphia,
geno
Morgan, inParamount's
Oscareral A.
sales manager
charge of short
Invitation-Premiere
The board of directors of Universal
subjects, announced yesterday.
out-of-town
Loew's
Levy,
Joel has
Pictures Co. has declared a quarterly
to New York
returned
booker,
Each group of four or more in- For 'Victory' Monday
dividual subjects will carry a specially
from Miami.
dividend of $1.0625 per share on the
High officers of the Army and Navy
produced main title, "Presenting a will join with notables in the civic 4]/4 per cent cumulative preferred
stock of the company. The dividend
Paramount Cartoon Carnival." At
James Stewart has left New York the
same time. Paramount cartoons and social life of the city in welcom- is payable Sept. 1, to stockholders of
for Hollywood.
will still be available singly, Morgan
ing "Victory at Sea," at an invitational record on Aug. 16.
said.
preview to be held here Monday evenRoss Hunter, producer, will leave
ing at the Trans-Lux 60th Street
Theatre. The premiere of the United
Hollywood next week for Cleveland.
•
'Mighty' Scores
Artists film for the general public
"The High and the Mighty," a will be held at the theatre the follow- NEW YORK THEATRES
Jose Ferrer and Mrs. Ferrer have
ing day.
arrived in New York from Hollywood. Wayne-Fellows production in CinemaScope for Warner Brothers, played
"Victory at Sea" is a production
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Spencer Tracy has returned to in approximately 200 situations across of the NBC Film Division made
the country over the July 4 holiday
originally by the network for televiHollywood from New York.
Rockefeller Center
to gross receipts 25 per cent above
sion presentation. It was produced
"Hondo," which was one of company's by Henry Salomon and co-authored
"THE STUDENT PRINCE"
top grossers for the past year, the by Salomon and Richard Hanser.
In CinemaScope starring
company reported.
'Tour';
To Withdraw
Ann BLYTH • Edmund PURDOM
Will Cut to 52 Mins.
WB Dividend Declared
lA Television Contract
and the Singing Vaice of MARIO LANZA
A dividend of 30 cents per share
Twentieth Century-Fox's CinemaColor by ANSCO
An M-G-IH Picture
on
the
common
stock
of
Warner
Television production employes of
Scope production, "Royal Tour of
and SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. now Brothers Pictures, Inc., was declared
Queen
Elizabeth
and
Philip,"
has
been
withdrawn from exhibition because
are working under union contract for
the 96-minute film has been termed the first time, following signing of an yesterday by the board of directors
of the company. The dividend is payWARNER BROS
WILLIAM A. WELLMAN'S —
able Aug. 5 to holders of record at
by company officials as "lengthy" after agreement last week by the Interna
"'HlGHf^MlGHTY
a series of sneak previews through- tional Alliance of Theatrical Stage the close of business on July 19.
out the U. S.
Employes and Moving Picture Ma
llarHng
Exchanges and branches have been chine
Operators.
C|NEMaScOP£ .mWARNERCOLOR
notified to accept no more playdates
Gaspins Open Drive-in
lOHN
WAYNE ■ CLAIRETREVOR -lARAINE DAY- ROBERT STACK
for the CinemaScope documentary and
SAVANNAH, July 8.— Sam and
Alorris
Gaspin
have
opened
their
JANSeUNG-FHiiHARRIS-KOBERTNEWTON-OAViD
BRIAN
to cancel any playdates that are on
e Bow for 'Wizard*
file so that prints, after being shipped Palac
* WAYNE-FEUaWS FBODUCTDB
"The Diamond Wizard" will have negro-patronage 500-car Lincoln Park
to the company's home office, can its New York premiere at the Palace Drive-in, featuring also a large playPARAMOUNT
be re-edited and reduced to 52-minutes. Theatre here today.
ground and ranch-style snack bar.
daily, except Saturdays,
MOTION PICTURE DAILY, Martin Quigley, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher; Sherwin Kane, Editor; Terry Ramsaye, Consulting Editor. PubhshedCable
address: Uuigpubco,
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William R Weaver,
Buildmg,
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Canada

Motion

Picture

Daily

Dates
Independents

'Wagner
Set

for

'Scope

Reel
Twentieth Century-Fox's hour-long
demonstration film, "The Advancing
Techniques of CinemaScope," which
will conclude its domestic screenings
today, will be presented to Canadian
exhibitors beginning Tuesday and will
also be forwarded to London for exhibition on Wednesday.
The Canadian screenings of the
demonstration reel will start in University Theatre in Toronto on Tuesday, It was learned yesterday, with
screemngs set as follows: Montreal,
Palace Theatre, July 15; St. John,
-t'aramount Theatre, July 20; Winnipeg, Capitol Theatre, July 23- Calgary, Capitol Theatre, July 27 •' Vancouver, Capitol Theatre, July 29.
T\yo prints of the CinemaScope film
will leave the 20th Century-Fox home
office on Tuesday for London and
screenings throughout England and
the continent. Additional prints will
tollow to offices in Paris, South America the Far East and Australia.
After tne film has been presented
throughout the world, 20th-Fox is
planning to edit the reel into two
separate 20-minute short subjects
for
public exhibition. One is to deal with
stereophonic sound and lenses with
the other telli of the forthcoming
product from theng studi
o.-

Seaton

Tax^

—

Bottled

20th's

Heads

SDG

piawiies Of MswwTE m*iw 011*01 WHO MGGtD
■noil. TO WLt
THE RUINOUS
TAX,
AGAIN
we URGES-fcAPMSSKW
vou.

M
CHIT ^
THE COTTO
KEYOUR
tTAOF
EARS.N SOB
AN HEAR. THIS PRjOTEST FROM
AVENUE UTHEATIEMTf^NS
WHO Mf KIMtNtJ »n« VCSIS, OawCTdOUS TAX
WAGNER

SOTTLE^,

Albert Greene, Brooklyn exhibitor, wants his patrons to know they
are paying an admission tax to the city, and he wants them to know
whose tax it is.
Greene placed the "Wagner Tax Bottle" shown above next to the
box office of his Avenue U Theatre. He supplied his cashier with
special "tax pennies," pennies which he had chrome-plated, and, instead of adding the tax to his ticket prices, he provided pennies in
change and, by the signs shown above on the tax bottle and at right,
he directed his patrons to deposit the tax in the "Wagner" bottle —
one cent on children's admissions and three cents on adults. The sign
tells patrons their pennies "will help pay the salaries for juicy patronage plums" of City Hall appointees named by Mayor Wagner recently.
Come Aug. 1, Greene says he will take his tax bottle to City Hall
where some of the Mayor's "high-priced, payroll politicians" could be
used to count them. Greene wants other New York City exhibitors
to join in his penny payment and Aug. 1 march on City Hall campaign.
Greene is the man who sold New York City subway tokens for 10
cents when the Transit Authority raised the fare to 15 cents before
it had an adequate supply of the tokens ready for the public.

Critics' Award
■HOLLYWOOD, July 8.beaton
Geo
rge
has been appointed cha
irm
an
of the Screen Directors' Guild critic's
award committee by George Sidn
ey, Tax Collections Up
Guild president. Seizing with Seaton
on the committee •^tjiis .year will be In Chicago for June
Claude Bmyon, Delmer Daves, Will
is
Goldbeck, E. H Griffith, Rouben
Mamouhan and Robert Wise
CHICAGO, July 8.— Theatre tax
The committee will check reviews collections for June were $103,520, as
written by more than 300 critics compared with $85,921 for June, 1953.
Total amusement tax collected for
throughout the country and the awar
d
to the outstanding critic will be pre- June, 1954, was $156,751, as compared
$148,007 for June, 1953.
sen ed at the Guild's annual dinner with
Theatre taxes collected in the first
early m 1955.
six months of 1954 totalled $573,314,
and total amusement taxes for the
same period were $912,169.
TV's 'Treasury Men'
This was a marked improvement
For Theatre Screens
over 1953 when theatre taxes for the
"Treasury Men in Action," tele- first six months totalled $518,856, and
vision program of the past four years, total amusement taxes collected were
will be made into a full length motion
picture. Bernard J. Prockter, presi- $867,294.
dent of Prockter Television Enterprises, is in Europe now inspecting Nat, Carbon Names
French and English locales for production early in the year. The pic- 3 Vice-Presidents
Arthur C. Bryan has been appointed
ture, like the TV show, will be made
with the cooperation of the Treasury vice-president and general manager of
Consumer Products, William H.
Department.
The picture has been financed but Feathers has been named vice-presicasting and distribution matters are
dent and general manager of Industrial Products of National Carbon
still indefinite.
Co., a division of Union Carbide and
Carbon Corp., and Walter A. Steiner
'Zero' July 16
has been appointed vice-president in
Hell Below Zero," Columbia's charge of development, it was anTechnicolor adventure drama of the
nounced here yesterday by A. S.
Antarctic whaling fleet starring Alan
Johnston,
National Carbon's president.
Ladd, will have its New York premiere at the Globe Theatre on July 16. 'Caesar' Opens
Strong

'Living' July 23
Paramount's "Living It Up," starring Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis,
will open on July 23 at the Criterion
Theatre here.

TAX

8. — M-G-M's
O, July
CHICAG
released at popular
Caesar,"
"Julius
prices, opened at the Loop Theatre
with a strong box office that indicates
a healthy gross of $18,000 for the first
week ending tomorrow.

Chesapeake
Net

Up

24- Week

Attend
Sales

RKO
Meet

Representatives of independent producers who release through RKO
were among those attending the final
session yesterday
RKO's
two-dayat
EasternCanadian ofsales
meeting
the Hotel Warwick. Charles Boasberg,
at the general
meeting.sales manager, presided
Those present included James A.
Mulvey, president of Samuel Goldwyn Productions ; Irving H. Ludwig,
sales executive of Walt Disney Productions, and Irving Lesser and Seytives. mour Poe, of Producers' RepresentaHome Office Executives Attend
Additional RKO executives from
the home office who attended the final
day included : Charles Drayton, assistant treasurer; William J. McShea,
manager of branch operations; Emmet J. Cashman, manager of the print
and negative department ; Edward
McGuire, legal department ; Arthur
Good, head of the 16mm department;
Frank Angotti, purchasing agent and
home office manager ; Milton Altholz,
assistant to Sidney Kramer, short
subjects sales manager; Seymour I.
Feig, head of competitive bidding departmentWilliam
;
Dahler, Lou Miller and Art Joswig, sales approval
department ; Irving Cane, head of
contract department ; Ben H. Grimm,
advertising manager ; Dave Cantor,
advertising manager, and Dave Cantor, exploitation manager.
RKO will hold its final regional
sales meeting for Western and Rocky
Mountain sales areas on July 12-13
cisco.
at
the St. Francis Hotel, San Fran-

to $502,271

Chesapeake Industries, Inc., yes- SPG College Awards
terday reported net income of $502,271
for the 24 weeks ended June 19, com- Are Being Expanded
pared to $468,181 for the similar
HOLLYWOOD, July 8.— An experiod last year.
panded program for the Screen Producers Guild intercollegiate awards
competition, established a year ago,
Krushen
Touring to
has been put into effect by SPG
president Arthur Freed, who disAid UA Promotion
patched invitations to 104 American
Alori Krushen, United Artists ex- colleges and universities to participate.
ploitation manager, today - will begin
competition
is for
the "best
a cross-country swing to meet with The
amateur
motion picture
conceived
and
exhibitors, UA branch personnel and
in colleges
and universities."
field exploitation representatives on created
Prizes are
gold, silver
and bronze
advance promotion plans for the com- medallions, as well as honorable mentions, and the student principally
pany's forthcoming releases, including
responsible
for the winning film is
Joseph L. Mankiewicz' "The Barefoot Contessa," starring Humphrey given a week in Hollywood.
Bogart and Ava Gardner; the HechtLancaster "Vera Cruz," starring Gary 'Crusoe' Opens Today
Cooper and Burt Lancaster ; "The
Purple Plain," starring Gregory Peck,
and "Suddenly," starring Frank Sinatra and Sterling Hayden.

Medieval

Trappings

As 'Richard' Bows
HOLLYWOOD, July 8.— Knights
in armor, heraldic trumpeters and
costumed page boys peopled the forecourt of the Egyptian Theatre here
tonight for the invitational world
premiere of Warner Brothers "King
Richard and the Crusaders." A distinguished audience attended the opening, which was dedicated to by-line
celebrities of the press as well as
to box-office personalities.

"Adventures of Robinson Crusoe,"
a United Artists release in Pathecolor, is set for premieres today at
the McVickers, Chicago ; Downer,
Alilwaukee; Loew's Palace, South
Bend, and Loew's Strand, Syracuse.
Publicists

Ball

Set for Oct. 15
The Screen Publicists Guild
(New York) will hold its second annual Movie Page Ball at
the Hotel Pierre here on Oct.
15. Tickets will be $5.00 per
couple plus tax.

Get

20th
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Damages

Review

{Continued from page 1)

{Continued from page 1)
deals. It is charged, too, that the ''Bowery
{Allied Artists) Boys Meet the Monsters"
money invested in Eidophore and
Miracle Mirror screens has been THE latest episode in the longest series now making the rounds of theatres
wasted.
doesn't live up to past films in the group. The film is a distinct letdown,
despite
the fact that the picture's basic ideas, of which there are three, were
In asking
that
ment contract
of Zanuck's
September,employ1949, individually promising. Whatever audience impact may be felt is derived from
seeing Leo Gorcey and Huntz Hall do again the personal bits of business
and that of Skouras' dated January,
1951, be declared null and void, the they've been doing so well so long.
One of the three basic ideas has Gorcey setting out to obtain permission
plaintiff asks that 20th Century-Fox for the Bowery kids to use a vacant lot for their ball games. Another has
be enjoined from performing the em- Gorcey and Hall learning, on arrival, that the owners of the vacant lot are
ployment agreements which pays the
executives retirement benefits in the monsters, a mad scientist, his addled brother, his spinster sister who keeps
meat-eating plants as pets, and his blood-thirsty niece who welcomes them as
"guise of compensation for advisory likely
victims of their respective manias. A third basic idea has one of the
services." An accounting of losses monsters successfully activating a clanking, man-shaped robot by remote
and damages sustained by 20th-Fox
through the alleged acts and of profits microphone control. Nearly all of the action occurs in the monsters' house,
and it becomes overstretched, ultra-repetitive and more morbid than comic
to Zanuck and Skouras is asked.
before it is finished.
Ben Schwalb produced from a screenplay by Elwood Ullman and Edward
Bernds, the latter also directing.
'Scope Installations
Ruruiing time, 65 minutes. General classification.
{Continued from page 1)
that most of the balance of the theaNew 850-Car Conn,
tres to be equipped are in the lower Reactivated O, Tent
run brackets and that many of them^ Elects New
Drive-in Opens
Officers
because of physical drawbacks or for
HARTFORD, July 8.— Associated
economic reasons, never will equip
COLUMBUS, O., July 8.— James
for CinemaScope or other wide screen Busjiman, sales promotion director Management Corp. has opened Conof WTVN television station, was
media.
necticut's newest outdoor project, the
named chairman of the temporary 85q-car capacity, $125,000 Bridge
board of directors of the reactivated Drive-In Theatre, Route 1, Groton,
Italo-French Films
Columbus Variety Club, Tent No. 2. Conn.
Charles Sugarman, World, was chosen
Ed O'Neill, formerly general manLead French Market
secretary and Milton Yassenoff,
ager of the Markoff Bros. Theatres,
During the 1953-54 season in Academy Theatres, treasurer. Pro- is serving as general manager of the
France, Italp-French co-productions
spective members have been invited new venture.
led the field as the biggest earners at to a dinner meeting on July 14 at the
Tie East Hartford Family Drivethe box-office, according to Italian Seneca Hotel, where clubrooms are In, South Windsor, Conn., being
Film Export. Of the 18 pictures expected to be established.
built by South Windsor Realty Corp.,
which grossed over 50 million francs
is being readied for a July 15 preduring their first runs in Paris, six
miere. Abraham Bronstein of HartUA
Will
Release
were jointly produced by Italian and
ford
heads
the project. Cost is estiFrench studios and four were strictly
mated over the $125,000 mark.
French productions. The other box- 'Good Die Young'
office leaders included seven from
"The Good Die Young," has been
various foreign countries and one acquired for release by United Artists, Caribe to Release
Franco-Mexican production, IFE dis- president Arthur B. Krim announced. AA in Colombia
A Remus Production directed by
closed.
During the first five months of this Lewis Gilbert for Romulus Films, the
Norton V. Ritchey, president of Allied Artists International, has anyear, 21 Italo-French co-productions picture stars Richard Basehart, Gloria
nounced that an agreement has been
have been filmed. According to Cine- Grahame, John Ireland and Laurence
mundus, Italian trade journal, Italy Harvey. Filmed on location in Eng- reached with Dario Vasquez, general
and France have jointly produced a
land, "The Good Die Young" was manager of Caribe Film, Medellin,
total of 83 motion pictures from 1948 written for the screen by Vernon Colombia under which Vasquez will
handle 48 Allied Artists releases.
through 1953. Of these, 36 were made Harris and Gilbert.
in France, 41 in Italy and six were
filmed in both countries and given
double nationalities.
Challenge
NYC
Ticket
Tax
Buffalo

Theatre

Sold

For Over $600,000
BUFFALO, July 8.— At a figure
reported to be "more than $600,000,"
the Teck Theatre building and the
adjoining former Jaines Vernor Co.
property have been sold by Louis J.
Rosokoft' and family, in what was
said to be one of the largest downtown real estate transactions in recent
years.
The purchasers of the building, which
houses Shea's 1,700-seat Teck, are
undisclosed New York City interests
with other properties here. Under the
agreement, the Rosokofl: family is
leasing back both properties for a
long term and will continue to operate
the buildings.

{Continued from page 1)

or labor or both combined." They
said that punitive damages did not
come in this category, and therefore
were not taxable.
In appealing the case to the Supreme Court, the Government said
other cases have been decided differently in other lower courts, that the
question is obviously one which will
recur frequently in the future and
that it is therefore important for the
Supreme Court to decide the question
once and for all.
RKO

Theatres
{Continued from page 1)

stockholders invitations to tender
company shares of its common stock
at prices not exceeding $6.50 a share.
In connection with the invitations for
tenders, RKO purchased during
June, 524,062 shares of its common
stock at an aggregate cost of
$3,391,751.30.
On June
RKO Trust
also purchased from22,the1954,
Bankers
Co.,
as distribution agent under the plan
of reorganization dated Feb. 18, 1949,
of Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corp., 15,488 shares of its common stock at
an aggregate cost of $100,672.
Complete

9 Films

in

Hollywood
Studios
HOLLYWOOD, July 8.— Production dipped sharply, as is usual when
holidays shorten the work week, with
completion of nine features offset only
slightly by the start of two new ones.
However,stage.
27 others continued in
shooting
New are "A Prize of Gold," Warwick, Technicolor (Col.) ; "Carmen
Jones," Carlvle, CinemaScope, Technicolor20th-Fox
(
).
Finished are "Wyoming Outlaws"
(Col.) ; "Private Hell 36" ( Filmmakers) "The
;
Long Chance," Masthead, "Walk the Dark Street," Valor,
"Return of Columbus," Paal-Real,
"Day of Triumph," Century (Ind.) ;
"Deep In My Heart" (M-G-M) ;
"Love Is a Weapon" (Para.) ; "Americano," RKO.
Para,

Moving

Its

Albany Exchange
tax which
instances"
will be
more
than "in
fivemany
per cent,
according
to
ALBANY, July 8.— The Paramount
exhibitor counselors.
exchange will be moved on July 16
enforcing the provisions thereof."
The
complaint
cited
the
Federal
and
from
the film district to a downtown
The plaintifl^s alleged that the tax
violates four respective city, state and
office
building
at 547 Broadway, across
State constitutions
"violated"
Federal laws. They are :
because,
according asto being
the action,
the from the railroad station. Paramount
estate department manager E. H.
CU Section B32-5.0, of the Administra- city
is "discriminatory."
Alllevy
defendants
named in the action real
Erickson visited here for conferences
tive Code of the City of New York.
were served with individual copies with branch managers Dan Houlihan
if The New York State "enabling yesterday, according to Irving H. on the transfer.
act," which empowers a state munici- Greenfield, Loew's attorney.
Paramount recently transferred its
pality of 25,000 and over to levy a tax
Bird's Report Due
shipping
and inspection to Clark Film
on amusements, "of up to five per
In another development in the tax Distributors, which, took new and
largerRow.
quarters at the north end of
d The Constitution of the United picture, the Bird Commission, ap- Film
pointed by Gov. Dewey to study the
States.
validity of the city tax and the efficit|cent."
The Constitution of the State of
ency of the state's "enabling act," yes- Carlson Temporary
New York.
terday expected to have a preliminary
In the first instance, the section of staf¥ report completed by ne.xt week.
the City Administrative Code named
Frederick L. Bird, committee chair- A A Portland Mgr,
'Ring' Grosses $9,826
man, said he is still waiting for final
Harold Wirthwein, Allied Artists
specifies that a theatre owner commits a misdemeanor when charging information before his staff can com- western division sales manager, has
PHOENIX, July 8. — Wayne-Felplete its preliminary report. When appointed Dick Carlson, booker, as
lows CinemaScope production, "Ring more than "the fixed admission price
completed,
the report will be forbranch manager of the Portof Fear," grossed $9,826 during its plus the federal tax." With the city
warded to commission members for acting land,
opening weekend here at the Fox The- tax law in effect, admissions now inOre., exchange, to take effect
clude the additional tax.
their scrutiny prior to filing a final when Jack Felix leaves to take over
atre,
far
"exceeding
the
gross
of
any
previous Warner Brothers film to play
The "enabling act" passed by the opinion to the Governor, Bird said. his new post as exchange manager in
the house, the distributors of the film State Legislature in 1947 is allegedly Bird reported the preliminary report Denver. Carlson joined the company
three years ago.
reported.
being violated by the five per cent city would not be made public.
valid and void and for an injunction
restraining and enjoining them from
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Lawyers
Tradewise
By SHERWIN

.

KANE

not his own
WHETHERure or
is the right one,
proced
there is much to commend
in Albert Greene's general idea of
refusing to take New York City's
five per cent admissions tax lying
down.
Greene, operator of the Avenue
U Theatre in Brooklyn, prepared
chrome-plated pennies to provide
his patrons for payment of the tax.
He also provided a huge medicine

MAKELIM

CLAIMS

1,700

Why shouldn't it, above all else,
be made a nuisance to the politicians responsible for it?

IRVING MACK'S Rimack Trailer
I Co. in Chicago is 35 years old
this month. To observe Irving
greeting, and being greeted by,
(Continued on page 2)

Sai/

DEALS

Approximately 1,700 theatres have signed to play the product
to be produced under the Hal Makelim plan, initiated by Allied States Association, Makelim said here at the weekend. The
deals, he said, represent about $2,000,000 in guaranteed playdates.
Meanwhile, Harry C. Arthur, Jr., chairman of the Southern
California Theatre Owners Association, has sent a letter to
the SCTOA membership, stating that the organization's board
of directors had decided unanimously to "approve and sponsor" the 12 pictures which Makelim plans to produce shortly.
The SCTOA, at a special meeting called for July 20, will hear
Makelim present his plan personally.
Continuing his tour of the country to present his project to
exhibitors, Makelim will meet with showmen today in Charlotte, on Wednesday in Atlanta, on Friday in Chicago and
on Saturday in Milwaukee.

bottle labeled the "Wagner Tax
Bottle," and directed his patrons
to drop their pennies into the bot- Makelim, Gell Talk
Clearance Question
tle which he said he will deliver to
Involved in Another
Mayor Wagner on Aug. I.
U.K. Distribution,
•
High Court Appeal
Co-Production
Deals
A sign near the boxoffice told
WASHINGTON, July 11. — The
Preliminary talks which may lead
the patrons their pennies "will help to the distribution in England of the Supreme Court has been asked to
pay the salaries for these juicy pa- 12 pictures planned by Hal Makelim review another lower court decision
involving the extent to which the
tronage plums" at City Hall. He were held here at the weekend by
government's
Paramount decrees can
then reproduced newspaper stories Makelim and William Gell, head of
be used by theatre owners to help win
of recent appointments by Mayor Monarch Pictures of London. At the their
private anti-trust suits against
Wagner of politically connected same time, they discussed plans for a the distributors.
co-production
deal
for
three
pictures
individuals to non-essential but to be made in England.
_ The decision also involves the question of whether clearances growing
Makelim said that the three British
well-paying city jobs.
out
of
a conspiracy must be held ilpictures
would
be
separate
and
apart
The point, of course, being that
legal, even if reasonable.
the program to be made in
the Mayor said he had to have the from
F. E. Harrison, owner of the Bryn
Hollywood. Makelim will supply the
five per cent admission tax in or- stars and directors and participate in Mawr Theatre in suburban Philadelder to balance the record new city the financing, he said.
phia, on Friday appealed to the high
If a deal should be concluded for court a decision of the Third Circuit
budget. "Would you have us econ- the distribution of the 12-picture pro- Court of Appeals throwing out his
omize on the schools, the police,
suit against eight major disgram in England, it will be an out- anti-trust(Continue
d on page 5)
(Contiiiued on page 5)
the unemployed, the hospitals?"
the Mayor had asked opponents of
the tax.
Greene, whatever else he is do- NO
'HURRY-UP'
JOB
PREDICTED
ing, isgiving the Mayor an answer
to that one.
IN MAPPING
ARBITRATION
DRAFT
If enough theatres did the same
or something similar, the city administration could be made so
weary of the tax it would very
likely hasten its end.
Why should the tax be a
nuisance only to exhibitors and patrons of entertainment?

CENTS

Members of the joint distribution-exhibition subcommittee which was set
up to draft an arbitration formula are not planning a "hurry-up" job, it was
indicated at the weekend following an exploratory meeting of the' group
" s,
committee
joint in
the time
However,
specific proposal
s s: clearance
out a sevenect
mapping exp
waste no
to
preliminary draft and will undertake runs, conditioning, contract violations,
to tackle the project officially today. print shortage, competitive bidding and
Another session will be held tomor- pre-release of pictures. Disagreement
may develop, it is understood, over the
row, with succeeding meetings schedlegal terminolog-y covering
uled as are deemed necessary.
as both sides will be relyingeachon point,
their
A committee spokesman said that respecti
ve lawyers.
while the group has a blueprint from
Representing exhibition will be Herwhich to work, meaning the 1952
man Levy, counsel for the Theatre
drafts that were prepared by distribu- Owners of America;
Si Fabian, Max
tor and exhibitor segments, there was
still considerable work to be done in A. Cohen and Leo Brecher. Counterparts of the exhibition team will be
re-phrasing, adding to and deleting
general counsel of
Adolph
from the provisions of those docu- Universal Schimel,
Pictures, with Al Lichtman,
ments. One prediction was that a
tentative draft might be ready for A. W. Schwalberg and A. Montague.
submission to the full arbitration com- On the sidelines will be Charles Feldman who is an alternate representative
mittee by mid-August.
The "sub-committee" will discuss on sales managers team.

5%
Be

An

Tax

Could

Halted

By

Injunction

Meanwhile,
Hearing

Show

Cause

Off to Thursday

Attorneys for the City of New
York were granted a delay at the
weekend until Thursday at which time
they must appear in Supreme Court
to "show cause" why a temporary injunction
not be granted "restraining and should
enjoining them from enforcing the provisions of the city five
per cent amusement tax."
A spokesman for Edward C.
Raftery, attorney for the plaintiffs, said that Stanley Bucksbaum, assistant corporation
counsel, contacted Raftery after
the "show cause" order had
been filed, and requested a postponement was agreed to by Raftder to prepare a case. The postonement was agreed to by Raftery, but the city must present
its case on Thursday or the
temporary injunction will be incounsel. voked, according to exhibitor

The order was signed by Supreme
Court Justice Nicholas M. Pette, after
an action instituted by five Queens
theatres. The suit was filed against
the City of New York, the Mayor, the
Comptroller and the Treasurer, "to
have the New
York City Admissions
Tax Law," in effect since July 1, "declared unconstitutional, illegal, invalid
and
foring
an them
"injunction
restrainingvoid"
and and
enjoin
from
enforcing the provisions thereof."
The newly
schedul
will
(Contimied
oii,edpagehearing
5)
Reopen

Guatemala

American

to

Pictures

Member companies of the Motion
Picture Export Association will resume film shipments to Guatemala,
the MPEA announced at the weekend,
following the overthrow of the proCommunist government in that country which imposed a 20 per cent excise tax on gross rentals on top of a
previously
ment tax. imposed 15 per cent amuseThe MPEA stated that the board
of directors of the association has
already agreed to reopen Guatemala
to American films on a limited basis.
Full-scal{Continue
e resumptio
of 5),
shipments
d on n page
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Motion
Name

Personal
Mention

R, board chairADOLPH of ZUKOount
Pictures, is
man Param
in Rocliester from New York today
to speak at the ceremonies commemorating- the cent<'nnial of George Eastman's birth.
LoTTE VoRCHHEiMER, secretary to
Jerome Pickman, Paramount advertising-publicity vice-president, and
Helen Feibelmann, secretary to Sid
Blumenstock, advertising manager,
will return to New York today from
Hollvwood.

Majors,

In Trust

Suit

Picture

Loew
Here

An anti-trust suit asking $2,664,000
was filed in New York Federal Court
at the weekend by Associated Prudential Playhouses against eight distributors and three Loew's Theatres subsidiaries. The plaintiff, which operates
theatres in Bayshore, Babylon, Lindenhurst and Amityville, L. L, charges
restraint of trade and monopoly.
It is claimed that the defendants
have refused to deal in good faith
for the first "community" run of product,areevennotthough
the competition
plaintiff's theatres
in direct
with
Loew houses. It is charged that in
settlement of an action in 1945, the
plaintiff's theatres were given rights
to first run after Broadway engagements, but that since 1951, the clearances have been cut to 21-31 days
after Jamaica, L. I.

Fal Parnell of the Moss Empire
Circuit, Great Britain; Robert ParRisH, director; and Gregory Peck
left here Sunday for Europe by
B.O.A.C. Monarch.
•
Arnall Now
on Coast
Robert J. O'Donnell, vice-president and general manager of the In- For SIMPP
Meeting
terstate Circuit, arrived here yesterB.O.A.C. Monarch. day from London via
HOLLYWOOD, July 11.— Ellis G.
Arnall, president of the Society of
Independent Motion Picture ProMrs. Betty Cooley, executive secducers will arrive here Monday to
retary to W. H. Morten SEN, of
organization's annual meetBushnell Memorial Auditorium, Hart- attending atthe
Thursday noon, when he will
ford, has been discharged from St. report to the membership on his recent
Francis Hospital of that city.
request to Secretary of State Dulles
•
for clarification of the Government's
J. Raymond Bell, Columbia Pic- position
with respect to foreign subtures public relations executive, has
sidies such as he contends are provided
been elected vice-president of the New
York chapter of the Public Relations in the Motion Picture Export Association's recently completed French
Society of America.
•
While here Arnall will confer with
Arthur Silverstone, 20th Cen- pact.
board chairman Gunther Lessing, exury-Fox assistant general sales manecutive secretary Marvin Paris, and
ager, left over the weekend for Mon- individual SIMPP members.
treal and Toronto.
•
Clay V. Hake, Paramount divi- 'DueV
in 250-Date
sion manager for Australia and New
Zealand, has left Hollywood for Syd- Bow in New
England
ney.
Budd Rogers, sales manager of Selznick Releasing Organization, Inc., anDon Felix, manager of the Bevnounces that the newly re-issued "Duel
erly Theatre, Bridgeport, and Mrs.
in
the
Sun"
in the New England
Felix are marking their 2Sth wed- territory withopens
250 saturation bookings
ding anniversary.
•
arranged by Joseph E. Levine, Embassy Pictures Corp., blanketing the
Lawrence Ady, chief of the mo- Boston and New Haven exchange
areas.
tion picture service of the Far East
Army and Air Force, has arrived in
Starting with day-and-date openings
Washington from Tokyo.
at the Paramount and Fenway, Bos•
ton, July 29, "Duel in the Sun" will
Sid Blumenstock, Paramount adall the "A" theatres of the entire
vertising manager, will return to New play
New England Theatre Circuit and
York today following a vacation.
other circuits and every key run in
•
the territory, Rogers said.
Al Fitter, Paramount home office
The services of Terry Turner and
sales executive, has left New York Don Thompson of General Teleradio
for Cape Cod.
have been engaged to produce the
•
material for the saturation television
Belle Meyer, assistant to the for- and radio exploitation which Turner
eign manager at Madison Pictures, will supervise,
has left New York for Canada.

Dr.

Monday, July 12, 1954

Daily
C. F. McKhann

Named

to SW

Board

Dr. Charles F. McKhann has been
elected a member of the board of directors of Stanley Warner Corp., it is
announced by S. H. Fabian, President.
Dr. Mckhann is chairman of the
board of the Playte.x Park Research
Institute, a public service foundation,
sponsored by International Latex
Corp., which is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Stanley Warner.
Fabian also announced the resignation of Lester Crown, who because of
the pressure of other business and his
residence in Chicago, found it necessary to resign as a director of Stanley
Warner.

Tradewise

. . .

(Continued from page 1)
exhibitors from every corner of the
land at national theatre owners'
conventions at which he is a regular visitor, the impression is that
no man could have made so many
friends in only 35 years.
Our own congratulations on Filmack's anniversary may leave but
small impress among the huge volume it and Irving are certain to
receive, but they are warm and
sincere wishes, nevertheless, for a
bright and prosperous future for

RKO

Radio

Ending

the
tain. young company and its energetic, always good-natured cap-

Sales Meets in S,F,
SAN FRANCISCO, July 11.—
RKO's fourth regional sales meeting, TV Set Production
for the Western Division and the remainder of the Rocky Mountain area
in 21 Weeks
branches, will begin here tomorrow Down
at the St. Francis Hotel. Charles
Boasberg, general sales manager, will
"WASHINGTON, July 11.— Television set production during the first
preside at the two-day conference,
and J. R. Grainger, president of RKO 21 weeks of this year was almost oneRadio Pictures, will address the sales third below the comparable 1953
staff. Edward L. Walton, executive
the Radio-Elecassistant to the president, also will period, according to
tronics-Television
Manufacturers Association.
The association said 2,301,005 sets
J. H. Maclntyre, Western division
speak.
sales manager, and A. L. Kolitz, were produced during the 1954 period,
Rocky Mountain district manager, will compared with 3,309,757 sets in the
be present with the following branch like 1953 weeks. May output of television sets was put at 396,287 units
managers ; Seymour Borde, Los Ancompared
with 481,936 sets last May.
geles ;;Richard
Joe C. Emerson,
Fran- ; RETMA blamed
the May drop largely
cisco
H. Lange, San
Portland
Eddy A. Lamb, Seattle; Giff Davison, on a strike in one large plant.
Of the total 2,301,005 sets produced
Salt Lake City, and Marvin Goldduring the first 21 weeks of this year,
farb, Denver.
The schedule for the two-day ses- 7,713 sets were color sets and 537,052
sion will follow the pattern of the units included UHF tuning facilities.
recent regional meetings held in New Of the 7,713 color sets produced, just
York, Chicago and New Orleans.
under 3,000 were produced in May.
Reade

Personnel

in

Drive for President
The home office and managerial
staffs of the Walter Reade Theatres
will honor their president, Walter

Disney,
Contract

Daiei
for

Extend
Japan

HOLLYWOOD, July 11. — Roy
Disney, president of Walt Disney
Reade, dent's
Jr., Month
withDrive"
a five-week
"Presifrom Aug. 5 Productions, and Masaichi Nagata,
through Sept. 8, the circuit an- head of Daiei Co., Japan, have signed
nounced.
a deal extending for two years the
Designed to honor Reade by in- distribution contract covering districreasing grosses and nets during the
bution of Disney product in Japan,
summer period, the drive will carry where Daiei distributes Disney films
a minimum of $2,500 in weekly and
series prizes for the managers of the jointly with RKO.
nearly 40 competing drive-in and conventional theatres in the independent 'Brides* Premiere
circuit.

In Houston
Thursday
M-G-M will hold the world premiere of "Seven Brides for Seven
Get Special Train
Brothers" at Loew's State, Houston,
BOSTON, July 11.— The manage- on Thursday with producer Jack
ment of the Boston Theatre where Cummings and five of the seven
"This
Is Cinerama" is in its 28th "brides" in the picture on hand to
'Raiders' in L.A.
week, has tied in with the New Haven celebrate the occasion.
'Casey' Release Friday
"Hell Raiders of the Deep," I. F. E. Railroad for a special excursion train
Cummings will arrive in Houston
American-language
release, will have next Sunday to carry patrons to Bos- tomorrow from Hollywood while the
"Casey at the Bat," starring Jerry
ton for the 5 :30 performance. The
Colonna, fourth in Walt Disney's six- its Los Angeles premiere simultane— Ruta Lee, Betty Carr, Virously in seven houses of the Fox West train will pick up passengers at Pro- five girls
series "Marquee Musicals," will be
ginia
Gibson, Julie Newmeyer, and
vidence, Pawtucket, Attleboro and
placed in national release on Friday, Coast unit there on Wednesday. SharNorma
Doggett
— arrived yesterday in
Route 128 to Boston and will return
was disclosed by Sidney Kramer,
the Texas city to begin a round of
ing the bill with it will be "Girls
them
to
their
respective
towns
after
RKO Radio short subjects sales man- Marked Danger," another new I. F. E.
publicity and exploitation activities to
release.
ager.
the performance.
herald the event.
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"Return
the Sea''
(Allied Artists) From
the cooperation of the United States Navy, Allied Artists has an
LONDON, July 11.— In spite of WITH
Britain's improved dollar reserve posiinteresting
picture here, bolstered, too, by Neville Brand's performance
tion there is not likely to be any radi- in a rugged role.
cal change in the form and terms of
In it the convict-leader of "Riot in Cell Block 11" adds to his actingthe Anglo-American film remittance stature
in portraying convincingly a 22-year veteran of the Navy whose
agreement which is scheduled for re- experiences, at sea and ashore, make up the story by Jacland Marmur and
negotiation Sept. 22 in Washington. script by George Waggner. He has Jan Sterling, a drawing name, opposite
This view was expressed by a Board
him, and he is given effective acting support by John Doucette, Lloyd Corof Trade spokesman in reply to press rigan and Paul Langton, particularly, with Alvy Moore supplying expert,
questions tliat American reports sug- though brief, comedy relief. The picture is beneficiary of Navy cooperation
gested that Britain might agree to and stock footage that would have served a stronger story adequately and adds
allow- full convertibility. The spokes- greatly to the box office potentialities of this one.
man said that the Americans might
Following a briskly exciting first sequence in which a landing party sent
well be expected to ask that as our ashore
on Korea blows up a bridge and escapes without loss, the picture
position has improved, there was settles down to a leisurely story of Chief Petty Ofificer Maclish (Brand)
surely no need to continue the pact. and the girl he meets at a San Diego bar (Miss Sterling) after drinking
He likened the situation to "that of a himself into a stupor under the expert offices of the proprietor (Corrigan).
sick man taking medicine — the medi- She and Doucette, brother of her dead husband, take good care of Maclish,
cine had done us a bit of good, but and before his shore leave is over he has fallen in love with her and they
we had still to go on taking it for a
out to save up money to buy a home. Next time out he gets shot up
while. There was always the risk of set
in an action ofif Korea, the top melodramatic spot in the film, and comes
a sudden relapse. We shall fight for
home, a hero, to claim Miss Sterling's hand, receive the official recognition
the agreement as we have done be- of
the Navy for his gallantry, and to retire to permanent shore duty.
fore," he said.
It is not a tremendously dramatic story, having no heavy and sticking more
Cites Economy of Production
closely to probability than most, but it is played by the cast, and directed by
In reply to further questions about Lesley Selander, in a way to make the most of every asset it's got.
Scott R. Dunlap produced.
the likeliliood of Americans slowing
Running time, 80 minutes. General audience classification. For release
down on production here, he said, even
without the agreement there would
still be incentives for American pro- July 25.
duction in Britain. Not only was it
Heavy Col. Campaign
cheaper to produce here but they are N.E. Tents Prepare
assured of Eady money through the
quota regulations.
For 'Long Gray Line'
The spokesman confirmed that For 'Jimmy' Drives
American companies have been able
Columbia Pictures has announced
BOSTON, July 11. — Theodore the release of a feature production
to absorb their earnings which cannot
be remitted by the permitted uses in Fleisher, general chairman of the 1954 seven months in advance and has
the agreement.
"Jimmy Fund Drive," is holding Con- begun its advertising campaign at the
necticut and Maine luncheon meetings
Figures, in sterling, of the gross
to
spearhead
the local campaigns. The same time. The feature in question
dollar expenditure on American films
remaining
four
New England state is the John Ford CinemaScope proshown in the United Kingdom in the
luncheons will follow shortly.
duction, "The Long Gray Line," a
years 1950-53, were revealed in the
story of West Point. In a letter
House of Commons last week as :
Fleischer and Bill Koster, execu- sent to key exhibitors throughout the
tive director of the Variety Club of
1950, £6,900,000; 1951, £8,730,000;
New
England, journeyed to New country, A. Montague, Columbia's
1952, £8,630,000; 1953, £8,100,000.
sales manager, has requested
Haven last week to sit in with Con- general
necticut chairman Harry Feinstein, that the advertising campaign begin
Figures Not AU-Inclusive
immediately on the February release.
These figures included royalties, Warner Brother's New Haven manThe picture, with color in Techniager.
On
Wednesday,
Fleisher,
Kosimport costs of exposed but not tuacolor and starring Tyrone Power and
ter,
Arthur
Lockwood,
president
of
exposed films, the cost of bills, posters
and other materials, but excluded the Children's Cancer Research Foun- Maureen O'Hara, tells the story of
Marty Maher, who for over 50 years
dation, and Benn Rosenwald, M-G-M was
profits and payments into unremittable
an athletic instructor at the
accounts under the Anglo-American manager will drive to Augusta, Me., "Point." Much of the film was made
to meet the two Maine co-chairmen,
film agreement.
Ralph Tully and Connie Russell, Sr., on location at the Military Academy
and meet with the theatre owners and on the Hudson.
manager, will drive to Augusta, Me.,
Fox Personally to
will be made to procure a 100 per VV Demonstrations
cent theatre collection from the theaProduce 'Titan'
tres of that state.
Start in Latin Amer,
Matthew Fox, who recently purchased the film rights to the BookDemonstrations
Vista this
"V'ision
Purchases
Of-The-Month Club selection "The M-G-M
Latin
America willofbegin
week,in
with
Frank
LaGrande,
Paramount
Fall of a Titan," will personally supervise production of the picture which Plaza in Capetown
home office technical engineer and
is scheduled to go before the cameras
The Plaza Theatre, Capetown, supervisor of the demonstrations
within the next six months.
South Africa, has been purchased from scheduled to leave New York tomorTo be filmed in color by Techni- Schlesinger interests and is being oprow for Mexico Cit}^, where the new
color, the picture is expected to be
erated as an M-G-M showcase, it was production and screen presentation
ready for release late in 1955, accord- announced by Morton A. Spring, first process will be shown Thursday.
ing to Basil Estreich, executive as- Corp.
The second Latin American demonstration ofVistaVision will be held
sistant to Fox, who conducted the ne- vice-president of Loew's International
gotiations for the film rights.
The theatre, which seats 1,748, is July 20 in Havana. This will be
"The Fall of a Titan" was written already being improved to meet the followed by one in Caracas, Veneby Igor Gouzenko, the former Rus- M-G-M standards. Panoramic screen
zuela, July 23 ; in Sao Paulo, Brazil,
sian code clerk who exposed a Soviet and Perspecta stereophonic sound July 30, and in Lima, Peru, August 3.
atom spy ring in Canada nine years equipment are being installed. As soon
ago and has lived in hiding ever since. as government regulations permit,
CinemaScope equipment will also be Space Expert to Disney
installed.
HOLLYWOOD, July 11. — Walt
Deliquency Film Booked
The Plaza, which will soon be re- Disney has signed Dr. Hans Haber,
named the Metro, is the third M-G-M ranking high-altitude and space-flight
The juvenile delinquency film featheatre in South Africa. The other authority, to serve as technical conturette, "Glass Houses," has been
booked into five Stanley Warner two are the Metro Theatres in Johansultant on space medicine for his Disneyland series which makes its debut
Theatres in Pennsylvania and New
nesburg and Durban. Acquisition of
Jersey, the distributor, Noel Meadow, the Plaza Theatre brings the number Wednesday, Oct. 27, over the ABC
Television Network.
announced.
of M-G-M theatres abroad to 41.

Of

Perspecta

In Exchange

Sound
Cities

Following tlie naming of the Bishop
and Green Corp., of New York, as
distributors of Perspecta sound integrators, the company has announced
that demonstrations for exhibitors will
be held in various exchange cities of
the nation.
H. A. Goldstein, Bishop and Green
president, said the demonstrations will
employ a film consisting of footage
from a number of pictures recorded
optically with Perspecta sound frequencies. The company recently installed Perspecta equipment in theatres of the Interstate Circuit at Ft.
Worth, Dallas, San Antonio and Austin, Tex.
The equipment distributed by Bishop
and Green will be manufactured under
license from Perspecta at Stamford,
Conn., Camden, N. J., and Houston,
Tex.
TV

Station,

Circuit

Exchange
'Trailers'
DAYTON, O., July
11.— WLW-D,
the Dayton outlet of the Crosley
Broadcasting Corp., and RKO have
completed an agreement, whereby
three RKO theatres in Dayton will
show a WLW-D trailer after each
feature film throughout the day. In
return, the Gem City television station will give RKO spots on WLW-D
each day,
plugging
the current pictures running
in Dayton.
Hirshfeld

Joins

IFE Publicity Staff
The addition of Burt Hirshfeld to
the publicity staf¥ of I.F.E. Releasing
Corp. was announced at the weekend
by Jonas Rosenfield, Jr., vice-president
in charge of advertising, exploitation
and publicity.
Hirshfeld, formerly a feature writer
for Universal-International, will replace Johanna Grant who has resigned
to finalize plans for a new public relations venture, details of which will be
announced next month.
Hochfeld
President

Re-Named
of SPG

The membership of the Screen Publicists Guild (CIO) here reelected
Harry Hochfeld, 20th Century-Fox,
to a second two-year term as president of the organization. As additional results of the balloting, Hal
Siegel, Warner Brothers, was named
vice-president and Martin Blau, Columbia, was chosen secretary. Ben L.
Berman was retained by the Guild as
organizer.
'Valley'

Here

July

29

M-G-M's "Valley of the Kings,"
filmed in Egypt in color, will open at
the Plaza Theatre here on July 29.
The world premiere of "Valley of the
Kings" will take place at the Metro
Theatre in Cairo, Egypt, on July 21.
Screen

Test

to Winner

July_
11.—a FilmakersHOLLYW^OOD,
Productions will
give
screen
test to the winner of the second annual National College Queen contest
to be selected in Asbury Park, N. J.,
in September.
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^~^HE
Recordin
Equiphas
Co., Whiteston
ment Fairchild
e, N.g Y.,
announced a new model of the Perspecta Sound "Integrator" with the
standard "Integrator" and power supply mounted on a vertical chassis of
the recessed type. Designated Model
3 ISC, the new unit is designed for
mounting in theatres where horizontal
booth space is at a premium. The unit
is made for normal rack mounting and
features easy accessibility to all components for installation as well as service. All under-chassis wiring may
be reached by removal of the front
panel. Shipments of the new model
are already being made, according to
company head.
Sherman M. Fairchild,
•
For large theatre operations Manley, Inc., Kansas City, Mo., has developed a new model of its "Super
Stadium" popcorn machine featuring an enclosed top. The new design is to "enable operators to take
advantage of the extra merchandising possibilities afforded by a closedtype
machine."
The top
has flashy
red corners
to attract
customer
attention and lights from the top "reflect on the fully-enclosed mound of
corn in the case to show it off to its
best advantage." •
Charles H. Brinkinann has been appointed vice-president in charge of
sales of the Rowe Manufacturing Co.,
New York,
makers of coinoperated equipment for the
vending of a
great variety of
products. H e
was formerly
assistant sales
manager, h i s
post since 1950.
The appointment zvas anno unc e d by
Robert Z . C. H. Brinkmann
Greene, president of both the company and its parent body, the Roive Corporation, who
also reported that Roive is currently
expanding its nationwide sales organisation zfith additional offices and personnel. The expansion ivill mean "better service for our customers throughout the country," Greene
said.
•
Rollin K. Stonebrook, former theatre manager, has been named national
manager of theatre sales for the Cole
Products Corp., Chicago, manufacturers of beverage dispensing equipment.
During his many years of association
with theatre operation he was connected with Paramount, Loew's and
Arthur M. Wirtz. Before joining Cole
he was_ at the Northcenter and the
Palace in Chicago, both of which have
"ColeSpa" equipment, which includes
a 6-drink dispenser combining carbonated and non-carbonated beverages.
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Makelim

( Continued from^ page 1 )

{Continued from page 1)

tributors, Warner Brothers Circuit
Management Corp. and Stanley Co. of
.■\merica. The suit charged a conspiracy tomake the Bryn Mawr Theatre play films behind the Warner
i heacre in tne area. The District
Court threw out the case, and was
sustained by the Circuit Court.
in appealing the case to the SuCourt,court
Harrison's
said the preme
trial
was in attorneys
error in
refusing to allow the Paramount decree as prima facie evidence of the
unlawful motives of the distributors
and in refusing to direct a verdict for
Harrison on the basis of the Paramount decree and other evidence.
Several cases on all sides of this
point have been appealed to the high
court recently, but the court has
turned them all down.
The appeal also said the circuit ruling conflicted with the ruling of other
circuit courts as to whether clearances
growing out of a conspiracy must be
held illegal, even if reasonable. The
appeal brief declared the Third Circuit Court had held that even if
clearances were imposed as part of
the Paramount conspiracy, the distributors could still prove that they
were reasonable and thereby avoid
consequences. This rule, the brief said,
directly conflicts with the Second Circuit
Court's
J. J. Circuit
Theatres case
andruling
with in
thetheNinth

right sale or an "equitable" percentage
arrangement, Makelim stated. He
stressed that it would not follow the
pattern of the U. S. plan under which
exhibitors sign for guaranteed playdates.
The first picture in the co-production deal will be based on a book
which is reported to be popular in
England
"Solid,
the Earl."
The film titled
title has
been Said
tentatively
set

Break-Figure
Pact

as "G. I. in Ermine."

By

Is

U.K.

Sought

Trade

LONDON,
11.— A Board of
Trade
reminder July
that a statutory Eady
le^y will be introduced failing agreement on a voluntary scheme appears
Lo have jolted the industry toward
a
settlement of the "break-figure"
dispute.

^ Following two more meetings of the
Four Trade Associations and a speReopen Guatemala
cially convened meeting of the Kinematograph Renters Society it has
( Continued from page 1 )
finally been decided that exhibitors
would undoubtedly be approved at a and distributors should meet before
board meeting scheduled for tomor- an independent chairman, Cyril Salrow, the MPEA indicated.
mon, Q. C. Altiiough the preliminary
The major 10 American film dis- meeting will decide only whether or
tributors suspended film shipments to not either side shall be represented
the Latin America country in June, by lawyers at subsequent hearings,
1953, after the pro-Communist regime both sides are expected to abide by
imposed additional taxation in a move man.
the decision of the independent chairto force the U. S. product out of the
local market.
Object to Attorneys
The junta, Guatemala's interim
governing body, has eliminated the
K. R. S. earlier agreed to a meetexcise tax, according to reports reing before the independent chairman
ceived at MPEA offices here. The but objected to the C. E. A. retaining
decision to resume immediate shipment Sir Hartley Shawcross, Q. C. to preof films is motivated by a determinasent the exhibitors' case. The renters
tion on the part of U. S. companies maintain that the conciliatory
atmosto extend fullest cooperation to the
phere of the meetings would be
new regime in its effort to restore destroyed by the introduction of lawpre-Red morale to Guatemala.
yers. There is no legal question inCourt's ruling in the Chorak case.
volved, so why employ counsel, they
ask.
It is understood, however, that the
C. E. A. intends to have Sir Hartley
Tax
Halt
Could
Injunction
Shawcross representing the Association at the preliminary meeting. The
{Continued from page 1)
K. R. S. on the other hand will be
take place in Supreme Court, Queens to the recently imposed tax is that represented by its own officers. No
County, at 10:00 A.M. At that time they are required under one city law hearing.
date has yet been fixed for the first
the city attorneys must show cause to do what another city law forbids.
why the law is not in violation of The admissions tax law, like the city
Meanwhile, progress has also been
four respective city, state and Fed- sales tax measure, they argue, requires made between the exhibitors and proeral laws. They are :
that the levy be passed on to the theaducers over the sharing of the entertregoer, with the theatre acting merely
tainments tax remission. Exhibitors
€| Section B32-5.0, of the Administra- as a collector for the city.
tive Code of the City of New York.
that the
This, they assert, is in direct con- complained
inal memorandum
did producers'
not contain origsufflict with the administrative code that
^ The New York State "enabling
ficient
information
to
justify
their
forbids
a
theatre
to
make
any
charge
act," which empowers state municipalities of 25,000 and over to levy a other than its stated admission fee, claim for a higher levy. Exhibitors
tax on amusements of up to five per
are now determining what extra inplus any Federal law.
cent.
formation they want and the Four
In another development, Mayor Trade
met again last
^, The Constitution of the United Wagner on Friday signed an amend- rt-eek to Associations
discuss this.
States.
ment to the tax law offering partial
'Compulsory' Plan Ready
^ The Constitution of the State .of relief to the two motion picture
New York.
houses in the city which have advance
The Board of Trade reminder of
If the Supreme Court issues the ticket sales.
the possibility of a statutory levy was
The
amendment
exempts
pre-sold
temporary injunction, one of several
issued at a press conference last week
possibilities may result, pending a tickets bought before July 1, and af- when a spokesman said :
fects
the
Warner
Theatre
and
the
trial. The most important of these
"The president of the Board of
is that the injunction could cease col- Radio City Music Hall. The tax was Trade had stated that
if there is no
lection of the tax by motion picture absorbed by the Radio City Music
Hall
on
tickets
sold
prior
to
June
be a new
will
there
levy
voluntary
houses in the city, Raftery spokesGovernme
The
one.
statutory
nt is
20
for
perforrnances
after
July
1,
acman reported. Among other possibilicording
to
Russell
V.
Downing,
gencaresituation
present
the
watching
ties, outlined by exhibitor attorneys,
eral manager.
fully and while it hopes the industry
is one permitting the city time to
will reach a voluntary agreement to
amend the tax law in order to remove
extend the present scheme beyond
the alleged violations. Another would
July 31, a draft of a compulsory
have exhibitors holding the collected 'Waterfront* Invited
scheme is ready, if necessary, to go
tax money, while the injunction is in For Venice Festival
effect,
"in trust,"
termination of
the
restriction
or until
a trial.
"On the Waterfront," Elia Kazen before Parliament."
If the case goes to trial, industry production starring Marlon Brando,
Conn, Drive-in
spokesmen believe it will be an im- has been requested for inclusion in New
the international competition of the
portant "test case," which may set a 15tii annual Venice Film Festival, Opens on July 15
precedent all over the country. While
HARTFORD, July 1 1.— Connectithe five per cent tax law was being which will open in the famous Italian
cut's newest drive-in project, the East
deliberated by the city, exhibitors and city on Aug. 22 and will run for 16
Hartford Family Drive-In, is being
film industry union leaders warned days.
Italy. The invitation was tendered to readied
a July 15 opening by South
that it would spread throughout the Sam Spiegel, producer, currently in Windsor forRealty
Corp. headed by Abe
nation, with state municipalities using
Bronstein, Hartford.
the New York City law as a precedent
The film will have its world preCost of construction is estimated
for imposing new levies.
miere engagement at the Astor Thea- over $125,000.
tre
later
this
month.
The latest argument by exhibitors
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Preparing

NEW
Draft

Italian
New

Arbitration

Group

Starts

Initial

Parley

Sub-Committee
Meet;

in 5-Hour
Tomorrow

Again

First steps leading to the drafting
of an industry arbitration system got
under way here yesterday by the subcommittee composed of exhibitor and
distributor representatives. While the
actual drafting of proposed provisions of an initial blueprint was not
undertaken, the group did explore the
possible subjects for arbitration.
The committee recessed yesterday
after more than five hours of con(Continued on page 4)
Arnall

Asks

MPEA

by

Probe

the

of

FTC

In addition to asking the U. S.
■ Department of State to make a complete study of the Motion Picture
Export Association's pact with France,
Ellis Arnall, president of the Society
of Independent Motion Picture Producers, has similiarly requested the
Federal Trade Commission to "investigate and determine" the MPEA's
operations and basic authority in entering foreign trade agreements.
Releasing the contents of a letter
to FTC chief counsel Bernard B.
Smyth, the former Georgia governor
requested that a thorough and complete investigation and determination
be made by the FTC as to :
"The eration
detail
involved
of the and
MPEA
and opits
basic authority under the law
and trade policies of the U. S.
{Continued on page 4)
Film
Stock

Executives
Sales:

In

SEC

WASHINGTON, July 12.— Harold J. Mirisch sold 18,125 shares of
Allied Artists common in May, according to a report yesterday to the
Securities and Exchange Commission.
The stock was held through Kenilworth Investment Co. Mirisch still
owns 28,240 shares through Kenilworth, 1,320 shares in his own name
and 200 shares through Harry Mandell and Co.
Barney Balaban was reported sell{Continued on page 4)

YORK,

Reds

U.S.A., TUESDAY,

TEN

13, 1954

RANK

Hit

U. S. Film

JULY

CUTS

CENTS

U.S.

Pact

ROME, July 12. — Communist
members of Parliament on Saturday asked that the new film
agreement with American companies be made more favorable
to the Italian film industry than
it is. The expressions came
during debate on the government's new budget.
Communist Senator Egisto
Cappellini asked that Parliament be informed as to how
the frozen money of the American film companies here was
used. Communists, he said, assume it was used to finance
anti-Communist propaganda.

PLA
YIN
GJ^
IME
Two
Circuits
Said
to Increase
U.K,
Films

Quota

from

SO to 35 Per

Cent

By PETER BURNUP
LONDON, July 12.— Withdrawal of 20th Century-Fox films from the
J. Arthur Rank Odeon and Gaumont-British circuits has resulted in a toughening of the Rank attitude towards Hollywood
Orders films
have generally.
been given, it is understood, to step
the circuit's official 30 per
cent upBritish
film quota
RKO
Radio Lists 70
to 35 per cerit in all Rank houses.
John Davis, managing director of
the group, declares that in some of
Shorts for '54-55
the theatres an even greater number
SAN FRANCISCO, July 12.— of British pictures will be screened.
"British films are increasingly popuRKO will release 44 one-reel and
Judge Dismisses Suit 26
two-reel short subjects during
in every country in the world",
1954-55, it was announced by Charles says larDavis
. "Only in America is it
Filed Against Majors Boasberg, general sales manager, to- still
difficult to get a fair showi
ng of
day at the opening session of the them. We want to support our own
HOLLYWOOD, July 12.— Supe- company's two-day Western sales produc
and help
earn money".
rior Judge Ellsworth Meyer dismissed meeting at the St. Francis Hotel here.
It isersreported
thatthem
the Rank group
the $51,750,000 damage suit against Eighteen Walt Disney one-reelers found itself faced with a booking gap
the major studios and their executives will be in color by Technicolor, Boas- of up to 24 weeks in the current year
yesterday which was filed in 1952 by
following the 20th-Fox withdrawal.
berg added.
Anne Revere, Michael Wilson and
J. R. Grainger, president of RKO Other America
(Continuned companie
on page s 4)had alri
21 other plaintif¥s who charged the
Pictures,
RKO'sRKO
fustudios deprived them of employment Radio ture
production outlined
plans. The
unlawfully after they had declined to president just completed a series of
Film Strike
answer questions asked by House conferences with Howard Hughes and Mexican
Un-American
Activities committee. C. J. Tevlin, vice-president in charge
The court ruled, in 24-page opinion, of studio operations. Grainger also Off Until July 23
that the defendants were within their discussed the release schedule of 12
rights, and quoted a Supreme Court pictures in color through March of
MEXICO CITY, July 12.— A strike
decision sustaining this opinion. The 1955, which he announced at the East- scheduled
to start today against 1,200
ern-Canadian sales meeting in New Mexican theatres and against foreign
jurist
ruled facts
that plaintiff's
lacked also
sufficient
for cause bill
of York last week.
and domestic distributors has been
action, and dismissed the suit withotit
Edward
L. Walton,
executive
as- deferred until July 23. The walkout
(Continued
on page
4)
leave to amend.
had been called by the National
Cinematographic Industry Workers
Union to force its demand for a 35
per
cent wage increase, but the de?9
'Rear
Window
ferment was ordered by the Confederation of Mexican Labor, to which
the union belongs.
[Paramount]
The Confederation seeks a general
24
per cent wage increase and it hopes
ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S latest serving of murder, romance and
intriguing camera work adds up to excellent entertainment. First to win its demands during the strike
rate performances from James Stewart, Grace Kelly, Wendell abeyance period. The trade has hopes,
Corey, Thelma Ritter and Raymond Burr, plus intelligent, humorous too, that the labor trouble will be
dialogue contribute a buoyancy which permeates the entire film. No erased, probably with a wage hike of
from 10 to 20 per cent before July 23.
matter how gruesome things become (and they can be pretty gruesome
when a hacksaw murder is involved), there is waiting a light touch to
RKO May Dispose
relieve matters without diminishing suspense. "Rear Window" impresses this reviewer as being one of Hitchcock's best because it has
Of 3 Coast Houses
much of the same sort of zing and originality typical of some of' his
earlier films. Part of this attraction is to be found in the way HitchDisposal of the Pantages and
Hillside Theatres in Hollywood
cock stretches plausibility and gets away with it, because it is done so
colorfully.
and the Golden Gate in San
Francisco is under consideraSince the story is just as much a slice of life as it is a slice of murtion by RKO Theatres. Sol
der, the picture starts at a leisurely pace. The camera tours the courtSchwartz, president of the ciryard of a Greenwich Village apartment before it settles on Jeffefies
cuit, returned here from the
(James Stewart), a magazine photographer invalid with a broken leg. On the
Coast yesterday, it is reported,
way it passes Miss Lonely Hearts CJudith Evelyn), a man-hungry female
he discussed the sale of thewho spurns them when they do arrive ; a young ballet dancer ; a former
atres with an interested group.
bird-whistler and her husband who sleep' on the balcony, a Miss Hearing Aid
(Continued on page 4) .
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Brewer
Personal
Mention
T EONARD H. GOLDENSON,
-Lj president of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, will arrive
here today from Europe aboard the
Queen Elizabeth, accompanied by
Mrs. Golden.son.
•
Harrv Corlew, formerly with the
Stanley-Warner Capitol Theatre, Willimantic, Conn., has been appointed
assistant to Jack Sanson, manager
of the S-W Strand Theatre in Hartford.
•
Jack Simons, former manager of
Loew's Poll Theatre, Hartford, has
been named manager of the StanleyWarner Palace Theatre in South
Norwalk, Conn.
•
George A. Smith, Paramount
Western Division manager, was honored over the weekend at a Beverly
Hills (Calif.), dinner celebrating his
65th birthday.
•
Jules Lapidus, Warner Brothers
Eastern and Canadian division sales
manager, will arrive in Cleveland today from here.
•
Colette Powers, secretary at Film
Exchange Transfer Co., Boston, was
married in Natick, Mass., on Saturday to George Davis.
•
Betty Pick, secretary to E. M.
LoEW, is recovering from automobile
accident injuries at here home in Boston.
•
RiccARDO Pontremoli, executive director of Italy's
Thetis Films, arrived
hfere over
the weekend.
•

Colo. Projectionist
Is Poet Laureate
DENVER, July 12.— Milford
E. Shields, projectionist at the
Kiva Theatre, Durango, Colo.,
has been named poet laureate
of the state of Colorado by
Gov. Dan Thornton. Shields,
who has had four books of
poetry published, writes many
of his verses in the projection
booth, getting his ideas from
the pictures' themes, from travelogues and newsreels.

McLendon,
Tri-State
Head, Dies in Dallas
DALLAS, July 12.— Jeff D. McLendon, theatre and radio station
owner, and former criminal lawyer,
died in a hospital her after a two-year
illness. He was 77 years old.
McLendon attended the University
of Georgia and its law school. In
1930 he founded the Tri- State Theatre
circuit that opeartes 20 theatres in
Texas, Oklahoma and Louisiana. He
was board chairman at his death and
also owned an interest in several radio
stations.
Surviving are his widow, a son.
Barton McLendon; two brothers, two
grandchildren and four great-grandchildren.
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Travers

Ticket
for

VP

Adds
Slot

HOLLYWOOD, July 12.— lATSE
presidential candidate Rov M. Brewer
: nnounced today that Pat Travers,
business agent, Toronto Projectionists
local, will be a candidate for the
Canadian vice-presidency on the
Brewer slate.
Brewer supporters who attended
the dinner given last week by California, Arizona and Nevada lATSE
delegates, returned to their homes
over the weekend after expressing
satisfaction with the outcome of the
debate between Brewer and encumbent international president Richard
Walsh. They said the debate lasted
more than five hours.
Those who traveled West for the
occasion were James V. Sipe, Russell
Moss, William L. Bennett and Oscar
E. Olson, all Brewer supporters. The
press was excluded from the meeting
and although the debate was recorded,
no
tion.quotes were released for publicaCleveland
'Obsession*

Set

for

Debut

Sign

With

Exhibitors
Makelim

CHARLOTTE, N. C, July 12.—
A number of Carolina exhibitors
signed agreements with independent
film producer Hal E. Makelim here
today after he told them of his prodution plans calling for one film a
month and the flat rental fee basis
for each.
Makelim told the exhibitor group
that they would not have to pay for
the pictures until they had booked the
top quality attractions for showing.
The independent producer said he
would remain here an additional day
because of the interest which was
shown by the local theatrenien. Makelim announced plans of leaving for
Atlanta tomorrow.
Seven

Films

Start,

Three Completed
HOLLYWOOD, July 12.— Seven
pictures were started and three others
completed last week.
Started were "Bowery to Bagdad"
(AA) ; "End of the Affair" (Col.) ;
"Unchanged" (Ind.) ; "Hell's Outpost" (Rep.) Technicolor
; "Blue Horizons",
VistaVision,
(Para.);
"Air Rescue" and "Black Tuesday"

July 12.— Universal-International's "Magnificent Obsession" will have its world premiere
at the RKO Palace Theatre here,
Thursday evening.
(UA).
Completed were "Police Story"
Motion picture critics and newsmen (AA) ; "Many Rivers to Cross"
from 10 Ohio cities including Akron, (M-G-M) ; "Five Bridges to Cross"
Senate Group Passes Canton, Youngstown, Warren, Toledo, (U-I).
Columbus, Dayton, Cincinnati and Mass. Exhibitor Dies
Steubenville are scheduled to come
Insurance Tax Bill
BOSTON, July 12. — Abraham
to Cleveland for the ceremonies, which
will be televised and broadcast.
Mogul, 48, real estate and insurance broker who owned the Capitol
In connection with the premiere,
WASHINGTON, July 12.— The
Senate Finance Committee approved Mayor Anthony J. Celebreeze has Theatre, Maiden, Mass., died at the
weekend. Funeral services were held
without change the House-passed bill proclaimed the seven day period beSunday at the Congregation Ezrath
to extend Federal unemployment inginning Thursday as "Magnificent Israel, Maiden.
surance taxes and coverage to firms
Obsession Week" in Cleveland as part
which have four or more workers of
the civic activities centering around
during 20 or more weeks of the year. the opening.
Present
law
covers
firms
which
have
Bob Lynch, M-G-M's Philadelphia
"Apache," for
which
opened
district manager, was here yesterday eight or more workers for 20 or
Included in U-I's advertising cam- $45,0
he'Friday at
'Apac
00
paign for the picture will be a number the Mayfair,
piled up $25,000 in three
for home office conferences.
more
weeks
of
the
year.
•
of receptions for the film's stars, a days ; the anticipated gross for the
comprehensive series of merchandising first week is $45,000, the theatre
Irving Greenfield, Loew's attortieups involving Cleveland department stated. The figure was 15 per cent
ney, will leave here today for Eu- 'The Beachcomber*
stores and the launchine of the new higher than a comparable period for
rope.
Decca album of the sound track of the "High Noon" at the same theatre, it
Acquired by UA
•
was said.
"The Beachcomber," starring RobP. T. Dana, Universal's Eastern
ert Newton and Glynis Johns in the
sales manager, left here yesterday for Technicolor film version of Somerset picture.
Cleveland and Pittsburgh.
100 to Attend Bow
•
Maugham's story of the tropics, will
by United Artists, presi: Isaac Sh.\piro, director of films for be released
NEW YORK THEATRES
Of 'Living* in A,C,
dent Arthur B. Krim announced.
France, arrived here over the weekend
ATLANTIC CITY, July 1?.— Four
It
was
written
for
the
screeii
by
fr6m London via BOAC Flying Scot.
bus loads of columnists, news writers,
•
Sydney Box, directed by Muriel Box
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
and prroduced by William MacQuitty editors, radio and TV personalities
■ Noel Langley, British playwright, for London Independent Producers "■ill leave New York and Philadelphia
has arrived in Hollywood from Lon- and the J. Arthur Rank Organization. Thursday morning for this seaside
Rockefeller Ci^ntrr
don.
resort and the celebration of the world
"THE In STUDENT
PRINCE" {|
CinemaScope starring
H. M. Bessey, executive vice-president of Altec Service Corp., has left
here for a tour of the Southern states.
•
Oscar Doob, M-G-M executive, is
.-ia Chicago from New York.
Gerald Geraghty Dies
HOLLYWOOD, July 12.— Services
were held yesterday at Forest Lawn
Cemetery for screenwriter Gerald
Geraghty, 47, who died of a cerebral
hemorrhage. Surviving are a widow,
a son, a daughter, a brother, and two
sisters.

Mass. Drive-in Opens
BOSTON. July 12.— The newest
drive-in of the E. M. Loew Theatres
chain is set to open its gates in
Burlington, Mass., on Thursday.
Called the Route 128 Drive-in, it accommodates 1,000 cars and has John
Ugolini as manager.

CLEVELAND,

Carolina

nremiere of Paramount's "Living It
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis, the
film's stars, will serve as hosts to
the more than 100 attending newsmen
from 18 cities across the country.
Ten events are scheduled for the twoday program.
Joe Leffert, 49

Ann BLYTH • Edmund PURDOM
and the Singing Voice ftf MARIO LANZA
Color by ANSCO
An M-G-M Picture
and SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

{
|
|
j

WARNER BROS
WILIIAM k WaiMAfTS "
"•HlGHisMlGHTY

CINEmaScoP^ «<oWarnerColoi)
Cowboy*' Premiere
HOLLYWOOD, July 12.— Funeral
johhWAYNE-cuireTREVOR -uraine DAY-robertSTACK
"The Cowboy", full-length color services will be held today for Joe
uwSTERUNG-niaHARRIS-KoBERT
KEWTON-david BRIAN
documentary film on the life of Leffert, Up."
49, veteran assistant direc« WAYHE-fgiOWS
American cowboys, will have its New
~ TIMES SQUAREWODUCnOII
tor, who died of a heart attack ThursYork premiere at The Baronet,
day. He leaves a widow, a son, two
PARAMOUNT
sisters and a father and mother.
Aug. 2.
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4,000,000

They're

(average

age: only 28) — box-office

lars, the movie "opinion leaders" whose enthusiastic
mouth advertising ushers millions down the aisles.
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They're the wage -earner readers of TRUE STORY magazine,
4,000,000 strong, and quick to thrill to a tale well told.

Paramount,

in the magazine
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cries," and
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productions

Leading

be

IE

they turn

audience

to first for entertain-

A TRUE STORY DOUBLE
FEATURE. 1,500,000 men read

STORY.

TRUE STORY, too. That's more
box-office potential!
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Motion

Rank
(Continued from page 1)

HERE'S

EDITORIAL

readi' filled their renting-books.
The gap was filled partly with increased booking of British films ;
partly with French films which
hitherto would not have stood a
chance of a Rank booking. One of
the latter — "Wages of Fear" — has
gone round the Odeon circuit with
immense success.
With an eye obviously on the impending Anglo-American monetary
agreement talks in Washington in
September, Davis returns to his
earlier plaint of unfair discrimination
against British films in the U. S.
Speech Misunderstanding

sistant to the president, and Perry
Lieber, national head of advertising,
publicity and exploitation, are attending also.
In addition to the 18 Disney Technicolor cartoons, the shorts schedule,
as prepared by Sidney Kramer, short
subjects sales manager, lists 13 Sportscopes and 13 Screenliners, both onereelers, from RKO Pathe. Two-reel
subjects from Pathe include eight
specials, one "Football Highlights"
and one "Basketball Highlights."
RKO Radio will re-release the following two-reel subjects: six Leon Errol,
six Edgar Kennedy, two Ray Whitley
and two My Pal.
Film Bows Tomorrow
The first feature in RKO's new releasing schedule, "Susan Slept Here,"
will have its world premiere in San
Francisco, at the Golden Gate Theatre, on Wednesday.
Attending this fourth regional sales
conference, for the Western division
and the remainder of the Rocky
Mountain branches, are J. H. Maclntyre, Western division sales manager,
and A. L. Kolitz, Rocky Mountain
district manager. Branch managers
from the areas who are present are
Seymour Borde, Los Angeles ; Joe C.
Emerson, San Francisco; Richard H.
Lange, Portland; Eddy A. Lamb, Seattle ;Gif¥ Davison, Salt Lake City,
and Marvin Goldfarb, Denver.

PRESS

RELATIONS:

PROMOTES

PICTURES

theatres, that's news. The Memphis Press-Scimitar expressed
its sentiments in an editorial which was placed ahead of political and international comment.
Under the heading of "Let's Go to the Movies — Five Good
Ones Downtown," the editorial stated:
All five of Memphis' downtown, first-run theatres are featuring first-rate films.
Loew's State has that screen classic, "Gone With the Wind,"
whose appeal has not diminished one whit in the 14 years
since it was first presented. The Malco, with "Garden of
Evil" filmed in Mexico, and Loew's Palace with "Three Coins
in the Fountain" filmed in Italy, are offering magnificent
CinemaScope views of the world we live in. The Strand is
rocking with laughter inspired by Danny Kaye's antics in one
of his best comedies, "Knock On Wood." And the Warner's
long suit is excitement as passengers and crew of a crippled
airliner face an uncertain fate in "The High and the Mighty."
Memphis' response to all these films has been such that, for
the first time in recent memory, all five downtown theatres are
holding their current attractions over for a second week.
Have you been to the movies lately? This is a good time
to go.
3 American

Radio
{Continued from page 1)

Daily

MEMPHIS, July 12. — When a newspaper gives its lead-off
editorial to space advocating attendance of motion picture

'.'You take out of Britain at least
$22 millions a year", he tells America.
"Yet the results of our films in America are still disappointing. We are
even told the accents of our players
are not understood by Americans, _ but
Hollywood is using the same British
actors and actresses we use in our
films with no special voice training".
Joan Greenwood, Peter Finch and
Peter Ustinov are cited as among the
latest British stars to go to Hollywood for film-making.
RKO

GOOD

Picture

At

Venice

Films
Festival

HOLLYWOOD, July 12.— Four
films have been selected to represent
the U. S. at next month's Venice Film
Festival, with two of the four coming
from Columbia Pictures.
"On the Waterfront," a Sam Spiegel production for Columbia release,
has been added to the original trio of
American pictures announced for the
competition.
"The Caine Mutiny" is the other
Columbia entry with M-G-M's "Executive Suite" and 20th Century-Fox's
"Three Coins in the Fountain" rounding out the list.
Spiegel recently flew to Italy and
personally showed "On the Waterfront" to festival authorities, who
put it on the list of American films.
Ordinarily, only three films are permitted to be entered by each nation.

'Victory at Sea* In
Invitational Premier
More than 100 naval, military and
civilian notables attended the invitational premiere
of "Victory
the United
Artists
release, atatSea,"
the
Trans-Lux 60th St. Theatre here
last night.
The National Broadcasting Co.
Film Division's production will have
its New York premiere at the same
house today.
Among the military men present
at the invitational premiere were
Fleet Admiral William F. Halsey,
Admiral John J. Towers, Vice Admiral Laurence T. DuBose and Brig.
IGen. David Sarnoff, chairman of the
Radio Corporation of America.
Joining the notables at the premiere
were some 200 enlisted members of
the Navy stationed in the New York
area.
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Arbitration
(Continued from page 1)
ferences and will resume discussions
tornorrow. There appeared to be an
indication that faster progress will
be made in drawing up a plan than
was first anticipated. While no date
was set for the submission of a completed draft to the general arbitration
committee, there was some hope expressed that it might be available by
Aug. 1.
Submit to Government
If the formula is approved by the
committee and the exhibitor organizations involved, it may be that
the format can be submitted to the
Department of Justice by early September.
Arnall
(Continued from page 1)
in entering private film agreements with foreign governments containing subsidy payments and thereby to arrogate
unto itself the control, domination and monopolization of the
American export film business.
"The terms, conditions and
contents of the so - called
MPEA-French film agreement,
including covering letters, collateral and oral understandings,
working arrangements and subsidy provisions as well as their
legality or illegality and their

propriety or impropriety."
Arnall, in a letter last week to Secretary of State John Foster Dulles,
asked the State Department to make
with
France.
a study
of the MPEA's agreement
Eric A. Johnston, MPEA president,
in a trade press conference last week,
denied that that new two-year agreement with France includes a subsidy
payment. "I do not consider any
payments we have made a subsidy,"
Johnston said when questioned about
the first Arnall letter. "We have made
a settlement of all disputes outstanding," he said.
Stock Sales
(Continued from page 1)

Rear

Window^ ^
{Continued from page 1)

and a pair of honeymooners. From his rear window across the way, Stewart
studies these people through binoculars.
He observes a quarrel between the jewelry salesman (Raymond Burr)
and his invalid wife, followed by several excursions of the husband with
a suitcase, the wrapping of a saw and the sudden death of the birdwhistler's dog after it becomes too curious about the courtyard garden.
Stewart concludes that the wife has been chopped up and buried in the flower
bed. Lisa Fremont (Grace Kelly), a Park Avenue beauty who loves him,
finds the murdered woman's wedding ring, the needed proof. The killer
catches her signaling Stewart who has frantically phoned the police. Aware
of his pursuer's whereabouts, Burr crosses over to his apartment. Unable to
Marks 35th Anniversary
get
out of his the
chair,
Stewartreaches
flashes Stewart,
blinding upsets
red camera
bulbschair
in Burr's
face.
Nevertheless,
murderer
his wheel
and pushes
HARTFORD, July 12.— Hugh J. the agonized victim out of the open window. His fall is broken by police
Campbell, manager of the Central
Theatre, West Hartford, Conn., is below, sufficiently to save his life.
marking his 3Sth year in the industry.
There are plenty of potent exploitation angles in addition to the stars' and
producer-director's names. Accordingly, the box office prospects for this one
are exceptionally bright and it should enjoy long and satisfying runs in theatres of every description.
Credit Hal Pereira with his theatrical looking set ; it tightens the story,
enclosing the action without smothering it. And of course there is always
the Hitchcock-directed camera, never idle but constantly interested. John
ALWAYS
Michael Hayes wrote the screenplay from a story by Cornell Woolrich.
Hitchcock produced as well as directed.
COOD!
Running time, 112 minutes. General classification. For release in September.
R. G.
1327 S. Wikuli - ChiuKa, III. S30 Ninlli Alt. - N» Yoik, N. Y.

ing 400 shares of Paramount Pictures common, dropping his holdings
to 24,500 shares, while Austin C.
Keough increased his holdings by
100 shares to 500. Harry Cohn
sold his remaining 400 shares of
Columbia Pictures preferred, while
Jack L. Warner bought 3,100 shares
of Warner Brothers Pictures common. His holdings now total 274,899
shares in his own name and 13,400
in trust accounts.

WANTED
An outstanding first-run
2short
or 3 subject
reel
to play with
The N. Y. Premiere Engagement of
"THE COWBOY"
starting Monday, August 2nd
at The Baronet Theatre, N. Y. C.
Phone, write or wire:
JACK P. HARRIS.
Walter Reade Theatres,
701 Seventh Ave., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
Circle 5-5250
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Latest

COMPO

Aimed

at Newsmen

Eulogized

By Adolph Zukor
ROCHESTER, N. Y., July 12.—
The basic accomplishments of the late
George Eastman were reviewed yesterday by Alodph Zukor, chairman of
the board of Paramount Pictures, at
the commemorative ceremony at the
Eastman Theatre here.
Zukor, in his eulogy of Eastman,
said that "Eastman's accomplishments
are part of the daily lives of millions
scattered all over the world. Like the
truly great, he used his life to make
the world a better, a more productive
andThe
a more
enjoyable atplace
live in."
ceremonies
theto Eastman
Theatres also inaugurated the George
Eastman commemorative stamp honoring the late inventor's contributions
to photography and motion pictures
and his philanthropy to education,
music and health.
Altec

Starts

Tooling

For Perspecta Units
A. A. Word, Altec vice president
in charge of manufacturing, announced
today that tooling for the production
of Perspecta Sound integrator units
has been started in Beverly Hills.
It is expected that these units will
be available to the theatres by early
fall. Sales to theatres will be handled by the theatre supply companies.
James Hughes Retires
HARTFORD, July 12. — James
Hughes, chief of the service staff at
Loew's Poli Theatre here, has retired
after 20 years with the first-run house.
He was tendered a testimonial dinner
by 100 friends and colleagues.

'HOWARD E. STARKE
Brokers and Financial Consultants
TELEVISION STATIONS
RADIO STATIONS
50 E. 58th St^ N. Y.
EL 5-0405 |
Steeialists to Motion Picture Industry

TelevisiDn--Hadio
-tmfh

Pinky

5

Daily

Ad

Motion pictures are made for the
people who read newspapers and for
this reason they are newsworthy, says
the 20th of the series of COMPO ads
in the Editor & Publisher, which was
published Saturday.
Suggesting- to newspapermen that
they attend the theatres if they "want
to know what the people are thinking about," the ad points out that
"movies are really made for the millions, for the people who follow the
comics, who read your woman's page,
who devour your sports pages, the
people to whom you appeal for circulation."
They are made, the ad continues,
"for the millions who must count the
cost of their recreation, who need
hours of economical relaxation to refuel and freshen up for the time they
spend on the assembly line, at the
desk, behind the counter, in the
kitchen. Yes, and among the movies'
patrons is the business man who finds
relief from the day's anxieties in the
darkened movie theatre."
The ad, which is directed primarily
to newspapermen, says : "Just about
75 percent of your able-bodied readers
go to the movies more than you do.
Eastman

Picture

Hi^rmnn

THE telecast last May of the NBC-TV "Home" program direct
from Gimbel's department store in Philadelphia proved so successful that the network will originate next Monday's program from the
Jordan Marsh store in Boston. Incidentally, Arlene Francis, the
series femcee, hails from Beantown, so she should feel right at
"home." (ouch). . . . With nine radio programs a week plus four
TV newscasts regularly, Bob Trout, who's been doing 11 o'clock
news over CBS-TV on a temporary basis, will continue as a regular.
Don't be surprised if the "CBSunday News Special" successor to the
late Don Hollenbeck turns out to be Raymond (Gram) Swing. . . .
One of the best produced summer replacement programs on video is
"Stage Show," the Jimmy &■ATommy
ik Dorsey musicale, filling in for
Jackie Gleason, CBSaturdays. This long-time aggregation can't miss
copping a TV sponsor in the Fall.
Betty Hutton will be the first star in the new "Max Liebman
Presents" series which will NBTee-off Sunday, Sept. 12. The
program, originating at the new NBC-TV studios in Brooklyn
(former Warner Bros. Vitaphone studios)
will be seen twice a month on Sundays
from 7:30-9:00 P.M. and alternate Saturdays in the same time slot formerly occupied by "Your Show of Shows." Incidentally producer-director Max Liebman completes apersonal cycle having started as a
child actor at this studio. . . . After a week
in New York conferring with TV Programs of America on distribution, Norman
Pincus, co-producer of "Ellery Queen"
telefilm series, returned to Hollywood
where latest chapter of the whodunit,
Max Liebman
"Death on a Field Trip," went before the
cameras under the direction of Gerald
Mayer. Hugh Marlowe stars in the series,
. Charlie Peterson has a winner in the "Men About Town" quartet, the lads
Bob Davis, Charles Grey, John Schmidt and Jack Paddock,
doing a fine job on Arthur Godfrey's morning program after
having won the Red Head's "Talent CBScouts" contest last
week. . . . The Walt Framers became parents of their fifth
child last Monday at St. Joseph's Hospital in Far Rockaway.
Like the others in the family, the latest arrival has four letters
in his name, Mory Benn. (Lesee now — Walt, his wife, Evvy,
Jill, Gary, Ladd and June.)
■A
^
^
Years ago ork pilot Saiiiiiiy Kayc had an idea that millions of
people iiourislied secret ambitions to lead a band. His "So Yon
Want to Lead a Band" m.otif was a most
successful novelty ever since in theatres,
clubs, dance halls and radio, and comes
Thursday, Aug. 5, Kaye will present his
"S.Y.W.T.L.A.B." series TVia ABC and
sponsored by Brillo. {Aside to Mitch Miller;
Sammy Kaye's Columbia platter of "Lighthouse in the Harbor" is covered, with Stardust.
Gii'e a listen and don't thank ns — just send
a generous contribution to the Damon Runyon Cancer Fund.) . . . NBC -TV's so-called
"Spectaculars" zuhich will be produced in the
Fall by Max Liebman and Leland Hayward,
Sammy Kaye
respcctiz'ely, may have yet another dramatic
segment produced by Tony Miner if and when
sponsors for same are found. . . . Gary Stevens, back in New York
to wind up his affairs and. flies back to Hollywood ne.vt week
where he starts on a major TV assignment.
Prexy of Music of Distinction, Inc. and
the tape recording field, John R. Andrew has
Tapeway, Inc., which will record conventions,
complete dramatic shows, etc.
George

one of the pioneers in
set up a new company,
meetings, musicals and
V. Denny w.k. radio
their "Park-Besidelaunched
moderator and his wife have officially
the-Pool" restaurant in West Cornwall, Conn. . . . Dorothy McGuire
will make her TV debut Tuesday, July 20, on the U.S. Steel Hour's
ABCast of "A Garden in the Sea," Michael Dyne's adaptation of
Henry James' classic novel "The Aspern Papers." Miss McGuire
rocketed to screen fame in "A Tree Grows in Brooklyn" and is currently co-starred in the 20th Century-Fox production "Three Coins
in the Fountain." . . . Ballerina Mary Ellen Terry has been signed
to appear in Florian ZaBach's new telefilm series.

Anglo-U.

S. Meet

TV

Suggested

Films

on

LONDON,
July of12.—Labor
The Hollywood Federation
Films
Council
has & told
O'Brien,Union,
head
of Theatre
KineTom
Employees
that it is prepared to discuss the
problems arising from its threatened
boycott of British TV films.
He received a cable from Dolph
Thomas stating : "Your telegram. We
shall be happy to meet with you here
concerning your problems during your
visit. In any case will try to see you
at Cincinnati during I.A.T.S.E. convention to arrange
date".to visit AmerO'Brien
is scheduled
ica at the end of this month, and will
attend the International Alliance of
Theatrical, Stage Employees annual
convention starting Aug. 9.
Rules

in Favor

of

Groton Drive-in
HARTFORD, July 12. — Superior
Court Judge William J. Shea has denied an appeal from State Police
Commissioner
Johnapplication
C. Kelly's byaction
in
approving an
the
Groton Open Air Theatre, Inc., for
permission to build a drive-in theatre
at Groton, Conn.
At the same time, Judge Shea directed Kelly to grant permission for
the theatre.
The appeal was filed by area residents who charged that presence of
the drive-in project would result in a
litter of papers in the area and an
excess of carbon monoxide gas from
automobiles in the air.
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Allied Theatre Owners of New Jersey may take legal action, if necessary, and possibly enlist the aid of the Department of Justice in order
to end the unconscionable holdup of pictures and the shortage of prints,"
Wilbur Snaper, president of the unit,
stated here yesterday.
The Jersey Allied unit additionally Cites
Product
named a committee, Lee Newbury,
Sidney Stern and Irving Dollinger,
to plan campaigns whereby exhibitors
in Brita
in
will be able to have more films avail- Lag
able to them and have more prints,
By FRANCIS BACKILMAN
Snaper said. "One of these campaigns may include going to the public
The American product shortage is
for assistance in the same fashion as currently being felt in Europe and
the campaign against taxes," he said. Britain, according to Leonard H.
Dollinger, the local unit's national Goldenson, president of American
director, will take these to the NaB r o a dcastingParamount
tional Allied board meeting, Aug. 2324, at White Sulphur Springs.
Theatres, who
returned here
New and
Jersey
Alliedthereafter
will "insist"
on
action,
is free
to take
on the Queen
its own action, Snaper stressed. He
Elizabeth yesterday after a
also stressed that "Legal steps are
one month tour
contemplated along the lines of the
of nine cities
Jackson
Park mean
case." a localized attack
This would
throughout the
on clearance, to ease a situation which
European
conwas the basis of the meeting in New
tinent.
During the
York. It might be taken by the local
unit, or because of better opportunity
trip, Goldenson
conferred with
and depending on the force of precedence in law, might be taken elseL. Goldenson
European mowhere, Snaper commented.
tion picture studio
heads
in
an
effort
to stimulate
the
"Our membership is very bitter,"
release
of
European
made
films
in
this
Snaper said. "Any benefits they might
have gotten from the Congressional country.
action, have been lost. The product
Although
he didn't
acquire
any
{Continued
on page
4)
{Continued on page 2)
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By J. A. OTTEN
WASHINGTON, July 13.— Allied States general counsel Abram F.
Myers said today that he could not predict how long Allied
would conindustry.
tinue its belief that there should be no government regulation of the

1,500

Hail

"in depriving
Myers that
also
charged

C'Scope

the exhibitors
of the benefits
of the excise
tax reduction
bill the film
companies not

Advances
at 20th' s
U,K, Demonstration
By PETER BURNUP
LONDON, July 13.— Nearly 1,500
industry executives, leading exhibitors,
equipment manufacturers and others
were on hand at the Carlton Theatre
here today to witness 20th CenturyFox's demonstration of its improved
new CinemaScope camera lens and
stereophonic sound technique.
The unanimous and enthusiastic
view of the audience appeared to be
that the new lens represents an important advance in CinemaScope photography, especially in night and distance shots, and by way of eliminating
screen edges which were present in
some of the earliest CinemaScope

Abram

F. Myers

only are
relegating them
to
the precarious
state they occupied prior to
the bill's
ment,enactbut are

thwarting
the will
of wide
Congress."
In a bulletin
given
circulation
in the industry Myers detailed recent
exhibitor complaints of raised film
rentals by
distributors
and 4)said that
{Continued
on page
E

&

P Plan

Rejected

By COMPO
Group
A proposal that individual distribution companies buy advertising
space to run in conjunction with the
26th and final COMPO ad in "Editor
& Publisher" was discussed and voted
down by the COMPO press relations
committee at a meeting at the Motion
Exhibitors
generally,
however,
are
99
Association of America ofstill not sold on the necessity of having Picture
fices here yesterday.
'On
stereophonic
sound. Genuinely imWaterfront
future."
{Columbia) the
The proposal, advanced by Oscar
pressed by the demonstaration reel of
Doob of{Continued
M-G-M, was
that 4)
individual
on page
the
20th-Fox
studio
symphony
orchesto
adjective "flawless" sometimes, although sparingly, is used
THE
{Continued on page 2)
describe an outstanding- production, but a careful dissection often
will turn up a flaw here and there if a critic or patron wants to be
fussy about it. But "On the Waterfront" comes about as close to fitting
AND
STATE
DEPT.
OFFICIALS
the adjective as is humanly possible. That goes for the acting, direction, FTC
screenplay and production quality. A delicate theme has been handled
with equal deftness and, one might say, with great courage. A story
ARNALL'S
MPEA
COMPLAINT
about a labor union and its almost totalitarian power over its helpless STUDY
members can be a touchy subject unless handled with kid gloves, as the
ready for the former Georgia governor
WASHINGTON, July 13. — Of- by the end of the week or early next
saying goes.
ficials of both the Federal Trade ComThey
Again Columbia has come up with a solid picture which has neither
mission and State Department said week.
it might
say. refused to indicate what
color
new techniques. It can be played without "scopes" or multiple today they were studying the recent
track nor
sound.
FTC officials pointed out that the
complaints lodged against the Motion commission
has, on its own, been
Pictures
Export
Association
by
Ellis
The combination of Elia Kazan's direction, Marlon Brando, a stellar
cast including newcomer Eva Marie Saint and a screenplay by Budd Arnall, president of the Society of investigating the MPEA for "well
over a year." They said the Arnall
Schulberg, in itself, is drawing power.
Independent Motion Picture Pro- complaint
is being studied now, and
One of the most impressive factors of the picture is its realism, the natural- ducers.
Arnall has been up in arms over the that the complaint could change the
ness of the performances. It is an accomplishment in which Kazan e.xcells.
The picture was made in its entirety along with the New York and New agreement negotiated with the French speed or the direction of the commission's own investigation, or could conJersey waterfronts, tenement districts and the housetops of the tenements. government recently by MPEA presceivably have no efifect at all. They,
ident Eric A. Johnston.
These natural locales itl the metropolitan area add to the realism of the pictoo,
indicated
it would be a week or
State Department officials said they
ture. There are no phoney sets or backgrounds. Brando, as the tough errand
hoped to have some sort of reply so before they would know.
W .V . .
.
{Continued on page 4)
projA ections.
typical comment was that by
Mark Sheckman, prominent exhibitor,
who said : "CinemaScope's new look
surpasses anything I have yet seen.
The industry now looks forward confidently to an exciting and profitable

2

Motion

Personal
Mention

M. PICKER, s vice-presARNOLDident of United
Artist in charge
of foreign distribution, left here yesterday for Mexico City.
•
Robert Keeier, 20th Century-Fox's
managing director in Austria and Germany, and his wife will leave here
today for Europe aboard the "Queen
Elizabeth."
William Dozier, executive vicepresident of Cornwall Productions,
will leave New York today for Hollywood and Hawaii.
•

M-G-M's
of from
, head
Olman
Abe subsidi
aries,
New
will sail
music
York today for Europe aboard the
"America."
Irving H. Greenfield, Loew attorney, will leave New York by plane
today for Europe and Israel.

Favor

Of

Ryder

In

Media

Uniformity

HOLLYWOOD, July 13.— Strongly in favor of a standardization of all
film processes, Loren Ryder, Paramount's research head who recently
returned from a five-week tour of Europe, said here today that he "will go
a long way to bring it about."
Demonstrating Paramount's widescreen VistaVision to European exhibitors, Ryder said that "standardization appeared relatively easy to
achieve within a comparatively short
time." J. Arthur
Rank
has adopted
VistaVision
for all of
his theatres
and
pictures in England, he said.
The research head, in response to
questions, stated that European theatres, large and small, can use VistaVision with little, if any, modification of present equipment.
Pointing out that the economy factor is especially prized by European
theatremen, who are limited legally as
well as economically in expenditures
for modernization, Ryder said that
showmen from all parts of the continent were uniformly enthusiastic
about the Paramount medium. Asked
how much this economic factor would
amount to, per exhibitor, he said a
fair estimate might be "equal to one
year's profit."
Ryder revealed that field teams
sent out from Kansas City in May to
check U. S. theatres on their facilities
for handling VistaVision have reported virtually total readiness for it.
Where some small changes were
recommended in projectors, lenses,
etc., he said these would be equally
advantageous to other pictures as well
as Y'staVision pictures.
Ryder also disclosed that between
60 and 70 per cent of American theatres where screens big enough for
anamorphic print uses have been installed, exhibitors have had the foresight to buy taller screens than required for anarnorphic prints so that
VistaVision pictures can be accommodated without a physical change.
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Council

Are

Set

Motion picture shares continued in good demand on the
New York Stock Exchange
yesterday, several reaching new
highs for the year.
On a turnover of 46,500
shares Loews gained 54 to
close at a new high of 16%.
National Theatres also gained
54 and set a new high at 7%
on a turnover of 14,100. Twentieth Century-Fox gained a full
point to close at 21 14. with
17,400 shares changing hands.
Universal Pictures preferred
also gained a point to set new
high for the year of 71. Warners gained ^ to equal the
high of 16^.

Supports
MPEA

Arnall

In

Disagreement

HOLLYWOOD, July 13.— The
AFL Film Council unanimously voted
today in favor of a resolution supporting SIMPP president Ellis Arnall's position with regard to the MoExport
pact
with tion
thePicture
French
filmAssociation's
industry.
The resolution, voted at a regular
meeting of the Council, reads in part,
"Whereas on July 2, the honorable
Ellis Arnall wrote Secretary Dulles
reciuesting a statement of i>olicy from
the State Department as to its apor disapproval
of the toMPEA's
action inproval granting
a subsidy
French
industry, which can adversely affect
employment in the U. S. of motion
picture craftsmen ; and whereas on
July eral
8, Arnall
also requested
the FedTrade Commission
to launch
an

Stockholder-Hughes

investigation of the MPEA-French
agreement ; be it resolved that the
SEC Suit Dismissed
AFL Film Council joins in request
with Arnall for a thorough investigation by our government of the MPEAHOLLYWOOD, July 13.— Federal
Judge Ben Harrison dismissed by French agreement and into other
stipulation the minority stockholder agreements containing subsidy provisions negotiated between American
suit brought against Howard Hughes,
RKO Radio Pictures and Ned E. producers and other foreign governments, in order to ascertain propriety
Depinet on March 6, 1953, which
and legality of such agreements and
charged violation of the S.E.C. Act.
Dismissal was without cost to either
National Theatres president Charles
side, but does not bar counsel from
seeking compensation for services Skouras, conducting a general meetrendered.
ing of the Southern California division
practices."
at the circuit's headquarters, said,
"We have lots of faith in this business
and as long as we continue to prog^Window* to Reopen
ress we have nothing to fear. TeleviRivoli Here Aug, 4
sion is the worst competitor we have
ever had in the history of the picture
Alfred Hitchcock's "Rear Window,"
Technicolor production starring James business, but we have also found the
Stewart and Grace Kelly, will launch answer on how to get people to come
the fall season at the Rivoli Theatre out to our theatres." He credited
here on Aug. 4 with a world premiere stereophonic sound, CinemaScope and
the miracle mirror screen for conto 'benefit the American-Korean
tributing large
a
part in producing the
Foundation.
recent box office upsurge.
Hollywood and Broadway stars,
General manager Edwin F. Zabel,
radio and television personalities and
civic and social leaders will be invited after distributing $34,000 in awards
to the opening of this Paramount for the recently concluded "Eddie
Zabel Inaugural" drive, announced the
production.
start
a "13-week-more dollars in
1954" of
campaign.

'GWTW
Nears

5th

UK

^Scope

Strong;

Trip

$1,000,000

FPA

Unveils

Series

"Gone With the Wind," in its fifth
time around, has grossed close to
$1,000,000 in its first 24 engagements,
M-G-M reports. Of these engagements, 15 have been held over for a
week or more, the longest being seven
weeks.
In several of the new openings, such
as in Philadelphia and Nashville, the
picture has been found to top the
original release in 1939. In New
York alone, where the picture is in
its seventh week at the Loew's State,
it has -grossed better than $325,000,
the company said.

Of New Color Films
At a special closed circuit demonstration in NBC's Colonial Theatre,
attended by representatives of over
fifty top ad agencies, labs, film suppliers, members of the association and
representatives of the press, the Film
Producers Association of New York,
yesterday unveiled its new series of
test TV color films.
The tests, made in cooperation with
NBC's Color Corp. were shot and
shown both in 35mm and 16mm, using
a wide variety of commercial products
and packages, many of which were
supplied by the agencies themselves.

Columbia Dividend
Columbia Pictures announced that
the board of directors at a meeting
held yesterday declared a quarterly
dividend of %l.06% per share on the
$4.25 Cumulative preferred stock of
the company, payable on Aug. 16 to
stockholders of record Aug. 2.

Irving Pichel Dies
HOLLYWOOD, July 13. — Film
director Irving Pichel, who last week
completed directing "Day of Triumph,"
a religious production for theatrical
release, died at his home here of a
heart attack today.

(Continued from page 1)
tra, one exhibitor nevertheless was
heard to ask : "How often do we see
a symphony
in a left
film was
?" that
The generalorchestra
impression
the demonstration was forceful evidence of 20th-Fox president Spyros
Skouras's unshakable faith in his new
medium. Also, most of those present
remarked that in the demonstration
reel, Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th-Fox production chief, read a sharp lesson to
the trade not only in showmanship but
also in motion picture salesmanship.
The Skouras - Zanuck enthusiasm
clearly was contagious. Despite the
stereophonic sound controversy, a
great upsurge in CinemaScope installations, with or without stereophonic
sound, can be counted on as one of the
tion.
direct consequences of the demonstraAmong stration
those
at the
today were
: J.Carlton
Arthur demonRank,
John W. Davis, Sir Philip Warter,
D. J. Goodlatte, Ernest Turnbull,
Robert Clark, John Woolf, Marcel
Hellman, many
of Britain's
leading
exhibitors
and most
of the American
distribution executives here.
N.

J. Allied
(Coniimied from page 1)

shortage is intolerable because of the
many pictures which are on the shelf.
The holdup by Broadway has been
very damaging. It and other holdups
as well as the print shortage have
completely destroyed very expensive
advertising campaigns by the companies. There is no orderly system
"And there are all sorts of excuses
of clearance."
for the standprint
shortages.
I don't
underit. They
say they
cannot
get
the labs to turn out the prints. I
realize it's complicated. But I have
yet to hear anybody in distribution
take any of our suggestions or any
steps to stop this. I would like to ask
this question : "is anything being
Of the request, by telegram, from
Ben Marcus of National Allied and
Walter Reade, of TOA, to the companies to alleviate the print shortage,
Snaper said :
"They spat in the exhibitor's eye."
done?"
He
admitted receiving "letters from
one or more companies, but insisted
that was "all they ever do." He also
pointed up the possibility of raising
to the stockholders of the companies
the "unwisdom" of company policies
although short term gains are now
"There is no reason to believe we
apparent.
exhibitors will sit back and let them
Snaper
emphasized
grab
all this
money." the shortage of
prints and the holdups were occurring
in both standard and CinemaScope
versions of pictures. He denied arbitration could help. "There is not one
thing I have talked about that could
be arbitrated," was his comment.
Mrs. Cappellano, 82
ALBANY, July 13. — Services were
held at St. Teresa's Church for Mrs.
Lucia Cappellano, 82, sister of the
late Robert K. Vignola, motion picture director.
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Dorothy Kingsley • Based on the
Story "The Sobbin' Women" by
Stephen Vincent Benet • Lyrics by
Johnny Mercer • Music by Gene
de Paul • Choreography by Michael
Kidd • Color by Ansco • Directed
by Stanley Donen • Produced by
Jack Cummings.

Advance

Engagement—

July

15th

Going

M-G-M presents in CinemaScope
"SEVEN BRIDES FOR SEVEN
BROTHERS" starring JANE
POWELL • HOWARD KEEL
with Jeff Richards • Russ Tamblyn
Tommy Rail • Screen Play by Albert
Hackett & Frances Goodrich and

HOUSTON!
Special

Wh

I

(Choice of Sound: Magnetic Stereophonic, Perspecta Stereophonic or
Optical 1 -Channel.)

Hold on to your 10-galIon hats, Texas! They've never seen the like of M-G-M's promotion for its
new fresh-as-a-daisy Color musical. In the newspapers. On TV. On Radio. On the billboards.
Tie-ups. Fashion Shows. Personal appearances of five "Brides" from the picture with newspaper
contest to select the other two locally. In Person: Howard Keel, star, Jack Cummings, producer and
others. And more! More! More!
-,/

RIOT

M-G-M presents "VALLEY OF
THE KINGS" starring ROBERT
TAYLOR - ELEANOR PARKER
Carlos Thompson • with Kurt
Kasznar • Victor Jory • and Samia
Gamal • Written by Robert Pirosh
and Karl Tunberg • Suggested by
Historical Data in "Gods, Graves
and Scholars" by C. W. Ceram
Photographed in Eastman Color
Print by Technicolor • Directed by
Robert Pirosh.

IN

ROCHESTER!
Special

Advance

Engagement—

July

16th

I

(Choice of Sound: Perspecta Stereophonic or Optical I- Channel.)

It's comparable to the excitement caused by the news of Egyptian discoveries. M-G-M is capitalizing on those headlines, promoting this great romantic Color adventure filmed on the Nile. Every
promotional outlet used: newspapers, radio, TV, billposting, treasure hunts, ballyhoos, newspaper
prize contests, Rochester-to-Cairo

telephone

interview

newspaper

tie-up and lots of other stunts I
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Film
Rental
Policies
Assailed
by AUied's
Myers
creased receipts elevate a picture into
(Continued from page 1)
eral companies in the practices employed ; nor are the practices em- a higher percentage bracket in the
the clanger of government regulation,
ployed the same as to all pictures or scale, he explained, which reverts to
growing out of these trade practices,
the first dollar. "The film companies
of pictures."
The pattern
of uniformity among have refused to readjust their scales
"is here regardless of what course classes
the companies is not in their methods, by raising the ceilings so as to allow
AlHed may elect to pursue."
Myers declare that he was not "har- Myers continued, "but in the uniform- for increased grosses resulting from
tax revision and not due to the unboring athreat" so far as government
ity of the results obtained."
Allied's committee believes that the
regulation was concerned. "We all
usual drawing power of the pictures."
know," he -said, "that there are per- practices complained or are too seriMyers also charged that the minisons of substance and influence both
ous and too widespread for adjustment
mum percentage terms in percentage
within and outside of Allied who sin- on a case-by-case basis, Myers said. contracts, "already too high for most
cerely believe that nothing short of "The condition can be effectively exhibitors," have been further increased, so that exhibitors must now
government regulation can save the remedied only by a sweeping revision
motion picture business. But such
pay
more
for pictures that do not
policies and practices," he de- gross beyond
regulation, if it comes, will more of sales clared,
the lowest percentage
"and it is on that basis that bracket.
by the government." the committee hopes to enlist the symimposed
be
likely
The government might step in,
As a final complaint Myers declared
pathetic interest and cooperation of
Myers went on, in order to preserve
that
there are indications that picheads of the film companies."
tures which would formerly have
the industry as a communications and theThe
bulletin listed four objectioncultural medium ; in order to protect
been placed in the lower brackets are
able practices.
the heavy investments in the industry,
now placed in the top categories.
Rentals Too High
and especially in theatres ; and in
It charged that certain distributors
order to prevent the widespread unGroup
employment that would result from have stopped the practice of granting COMPO
(Continued
from page 1)
exhibitors
an
adjustment
of
the
stiputheIt industry's
was for collapse.
these reasons that the
lated film rental at the conclusion of
government regulated industries such an engagement. "It was in reliance companies advertise forthcoming prodas railroads, shipping, agriculture, se- on promises of adjustment (known in
uct to impress upon editors and publishers that pictures are good ; the
curities, electric power, radio and
the
trade
as
a
'look')
that
exhibitors
television, Myers pointed out.
for many years have been induced ads to run in association with the
"No one can predict what the ac- to sign contracts calling for higher final COMPO ad on Aug. 14.
tion of Congress will be," he said, "if film rentals than they could possibly
it becomes necessary to follow Col.
afford to pay," Myers said. This Golden Heads MPAA
Cole's suggestion that the facts re- practice was followed for so long a
garding the confiscation by the film
time, he explained, that "it became Ad-Pub
Committee
companies
thebenefits
exhibitors'
rightful an established trade custom and was
share of theoftax
be submitted
Gil Golden, advertising manager
implicit in every film deal" whether
to the House Ways and Means Com- or not it was in the contract. About of Warner Brothers Pictures, was
mittee and the Senate Finance Com- the time of the enactment of the tax named chairman of the Motion Picture
bill, Myers said, certain companies Association of America's advertising
mittee."
began notifying exhibitors that the and publicity directors committee at a
Fair Play Asked
contract prices would hold and that meeting yesterday at the MPAA offices here. The post is filled for a
Myers declared that "the mounting there would be no "look."
crisis in the motion picture business
As a second area of complaint My- six month term on a company rotacalls for fair-minded consideration
tion basis.
ers declared that under current perGolden succeeds Steve Edwards,
and prompt action for the moderation
centage film rental practices exhibiof selling policies and practices by
tors have been unable to keep the in- director of advertising and publicity
the executive heads of the film comcrease in gross receipts created by the for Republic Pictures, who served as
The in- chairman since December, 1953.
panies— not merely the sales heads, admissions tax reduction.
but the presidents, also.
He referred to complaints received
some time ago by Col. H. A. Cole
of the tax committee of the Council
of Motion Picture Organizations, who
"On
the
Waterfront''
said he had learned from exhibitors
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Goldenson
(Continued from page 1)
product in Europe, Goldenson said he
did lay a firm foundation for the
future in rhat direction. He stopped in
London, Stockholm, Copenhagen, Berlin, Munich, Frankfurt, Dusseldorf,
Eindhoven and Paris.
After conferring with J. Arthur
Rank, British industry leader, in London, Goldenson learned that a product
shortage is now being felt in the
British Isles. He explained that the
situation stems from the U. S. product
situation because approximately 65 to
70 per cent of the English market consists of American product, the other
30 per cent coming from British and
other European sources. Therefore,
what he called the American product
shortage, has a direct bearing on the
British and European shortages.
However, "business is very good,"
in these countries, "Goldenson said.
Despite the product shortage, which
he felt is temporary, all the nations
he visited were recording encouraging
box office results.
Goldenson said he thought the product situation for the future looked
"very encouraging" in the U.S. However he predicted a continuation of the
product famine for the "next few
months" here.
European Pictures
He named Germany, Sweden and
Denmark,fromas which
"particularly
adaptable"
nations
this country
could
get superior product. "They must first
learn our tempo however," Goldenson
said, can
andaudiences
"gear before
themselves to Ameribeginning any

Goldenson said he believes this
country's shortage of product can be
overcome by sending American producers and talent to these nations with
the
intent of producing films for
projects."
American audiences.
Goldenson firmly believes that films
produced in Europe could get comprehensive distribution in the U.S. if "the
story content is right" and "wellknown Hollywood stars are used."
He pointed to the fact that eight
Italian-made productions, especially
created for the American market, are
(Continued from page 1)
that "the benefits of his labors in their
being distributed in the U.S. annually
behalf were being drained oi¥ by the
the result of negotiations begun in
film companies in the form of in- boy for the waterfront mobsters, is at his best. Sometimes it is difficult to as
Italy three years ago.
realize
that
he
and
the
other
characters
are
acting
and
reciting
memorized
creased film rentals." Allied then conIn his conferences with European
ducted a survey, Myers continued and lines. The performances are so natural that the viewer gets the impression
recetly a committee met to consider that the picture was shot with a "candid camera" without the players knowing producers, Goldenson ofi^ered to estabthe subject.
hey were being photographed or their voices being recorded.
lish contacts for them with "reputable
Each player gives such a capable performance that it seems unfair to praise distribution outlets in this country so
Allied's committee found no evidence to support a charge that the film one without paying tribute to the others, but that is prevented by space limita- that there would be collaboration on
companies had formally agreed among
tions. Therefore, because of their importance to the theme, it becomes neces- stories and stars pointing to the
sary
to mention, aside from Brando and Miss Saint, the role of Karl Maiden
themselves "that by manipulation of
His meeting
with Rank also touched
market."
their pricing practices they would ap- as the parish priest who seeks to bring justice to the waterfront and that of American
propriate to themselves all or an un- Lee J. Cobb as the ruthless union boss. And, in his own way, Maiden is just on the proposed international association of exhibitor organizations, about
fair portion of the benefits of the tax as tough as Cobb.
which discussions were held in the
Schulberg
has
written
an
absorbing
screenplay,
sometimes
terrifying,
somebill," Myers said. "There is not even
times tender, but never losing pace from the opening shot. Although based British capital a week ago. Although
complete uniformity among the sevon an original story by Schulberg, the narrative was suggested by Pulitzer he didn't explore the subject too
deepl}' with Rank, Goldenson said he
Prize winning articles by Malcolm Johnson.
It is the story of a waterfront union whose boss and henchmen have control thought the idea was "making great
PREVIEW
SCREENINGS
of the docks in-the palms of their bloody fists. When a member strays from
the fold or is inclined to talk to the Crime Commission, he is liquidated
through convenient "accidents." Brando, as the kid brother of one of the
Kodak Officials to
musclemen, is the more-or-less innocent accomplice in the demise of one of
the rebel longshoremen. The victim is the brother of Miss Saint who, with
See 'Scope Reel
the help of the priest, seeks to expose the murderers. Through a series of
dramatic incidents, during which Brando and Miss Saint fall in love, the
Twentieth Century-Fox presunion's power is broken and the workers are free to set up an honest organident Spyros P. Skouras reization of their own.
vealed yesterday that represenThe musical background by Leonard Bernstein also contributes to the
tatives of the Eastman Kodak
'SHOWPLACE OF THE EAST'
Co. in Rochester will view the
impact
and
appeal
of
the
production,
while
Boris
Kaufman's
photography
• Three Channel interlock projection deserves high praise. Sam Spiegel produced.
hour-long demonstration reel,
• IT'/zmm & 35mm tape interlock
"The Advancing Techniques
Others important in the cast are Rod Steiger, Pat Henning, Leif Erickson,
morning.
• 16mm interlock projection
James Westerfield, Tony Galento, Tami Mauriello, John Hamilton, John
of CinemaScope," tomorrow
CUTTING & EDITING ROOMS AVAILABLE Heldabrand, Rudy Bond, Don Blackman, Arthur Keagan and Abe Simon.
MOVIEIAB THEATRE SERVICE, inc.
Running time, 108 minutes. General classification. For August release.
AL STEEN
619 W 54|hSl., N Y. 19. N.Y..JUdion 4-0367
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COLUMBIA PICTURES presents
ARLO

RAND

AN ELIA KAZAN

co-starring KARL

MALDEN

• LEE J. COBB

PRODUCTION

• with ROD STEIGER • PAT HENNING • and introducing EVA MARIE

SAINT

Produced by SAM SPIEGEL • Screen Play by BUDO SCHULBERG • Music by LEONARD BERNSTEIN • Directed by ELIA KAZAN
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City

Arbitration
To Start

5%TaxValidity
Hearing

Today

City to Answer Judge's
'Show-Cause' Order
Industry eyes will be on the proceedings in Supreme Court in Queens
this morning as city attorneys will
attempt to prove the validity of the
New York City, five per cent amusement tax.
They must answer a "show cause"
order signed last week by Supreme
Court Justice Nicholas M. Pette after
five Queens theatres filed a suit
against the City of New York, the
Mayor, the Comptroller and the
Treasurer.
Edward C. Raftery is the attorney
for the plaintiffs and assistant corporation counsel Stanley Bucksbaum
will present the city's arguments.
The hearing is scheduled to begin
in Supreme Court, Queens County,
Special Term, part one, at 10 :00 A.M.
A Raftery spokesman said yesterday
that the hearing "shouldn't last over
an hour." The proceedings will be
open to the public.
City attorneys will attempt to show
cause why the law is not in violation
{Continued on page 3)

Business

Area^

Next

Spotty

Senators

in

Agreement
on Tax
WASHINGTON, July 14.— HouseSenate tax conferees reached agreement on rules to permit exhibitors
and other businessmen to write off
more of the cost of new investments
in equipment and buildings during
the early years of the property's life.
The House-passed technical tax bill
authorized use of the so-called declining balance method of depreciation, under which about two-thirds
of the cost of an asset could be deducted for tax purposes in the first
half of its life, compared to half the
cost at present. The Senate version
accepted this method but added several other alternative methods of rapid
depreciation. The conferees, who
(Continued on page 3)
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Draft

The industry's arbitration subcommittee, following preliminary conferences, may start
drafting the provisions for the
proposed system next week.
The group met yesterday to
discuss the project, exploring
the various problems and clarifying certain points so that
work on the draft can start as
soon as possible. The committee has scheduled its next meet
for next Monday.

House,

TEN

15, 1954

Seen

By J. A. OTTEN
WASHINGTON, July 14.— Exhibitors in and around the national's capital give an uneven picture of recent theatre business. In the first of a series of
territorial business surveys by Motion Picture Daily correspondents, it was
found that some exhibitors in this area
report a recent pickup, others report
Sheriff Recommends
good business all year, others report
continued bad business. The most common reaction is an old industry axiom :
Drive-in Censorship
good business with good pictures, bad
business with bad pictures.
CHICAGO, July 14.— Cook County
Orville Crouch, Loew's eastern disSheriff John E. Babb has announced
trict manager, said over-all business
that he is recommending to the county is running about the same as a year
board that it try to establish a censor- ago. "On
the big pictures, business
ship board to govern the exhibition
continues to be very good," he deof films in drive-in theatres in the
clared, "but on the smaller pictures
unincorporated areas of the county.
it's
unbelievably
bad, horrible. There's
The action came as a result of
no middle ground." He listed
protests over the showing showing of just
"Men of the Fighting Lady,"
protests over the showing of RKO "Apache," "Executive
Suite," "StuPictures' controversial "The French
dent Prince," "Three Coins in a
Line" which opened last week at two Fountain" and "Garden of Evil" as
(Continued on page 3)
(Continued on page 3)

Maximum

Height

Screen

New

Report
Early

by

Allied

Seeks

Tolicy'

Meet

^ Complaints
of Allied
States policies
Association in regard
to rental
and clearances may be laid in the laps
of distribution heads during the week
of July 26. It is reported that a
delegation of Allied leaders will come
to New York during that week for
the conferences, with the intention of
meeting with the company presidents
as
tives.well as with the top sales execuAbram F. Myers, Allied general
counsel, in a bulletin on Tuesday, said
he could not predict "how long Allied
would continue its belief that there
should be no government regulation
of the industry." It is understood that
the planned sessions with the company heads might determine Allied's
position in regard to seeking such
regulation or some other drastic
action.
There were unconfirmed reports
that Allied had dispatched letters to
all distribution presidents, asking for
a meeting during the last week in
July. Presidents who were contacted,
however, said they had not received
such a letter, but stated that they
had received Myers' bulletin which
was tagged "An Appeal to Reason."

WB

to

^Scope

Device

BURBANK, July 14. — CinemaScope pictures may now be projected
to the maximum height as well as
maximum width of the theatre stage
through the installation of a simple
new aperture device perfected by
Warner Brothers and now available
to theatres as standard equipment, it
was announced today by Jack L. Warner. The aperture device is adaptable
to any size theatre and any size screen
and allows the exhibitor to obtain
the largest image possible in his auditorium, in both height and width,
Warner said.

"With this device," said Warner,
"the screen will have no more unused
space. Every foot will be utilized for
Developed in Warner Brothers' rethe picture."
search department, the aperture attachment was put into operation for
the first time for the world premiere
showing of "King Richard and the
Crusaders" at the Egyptian Theatre
in Hollywood. The screen image of
the CinemaScope and WarnerColor
film, starring Rex Harrison, Virginia
Mayo, George Sanders and Laurence
Harvey, was increased in height from
16 feet (Continued
to 19 feet, the
maximum
proon page
3)

Flick
Censor

Again
Law

Urges
Re-study

ALBANY, July 14.— Need for restudy of the 31 -year-old state censorship law was coupled with emphasis
In Pre-Conclave
TalJc on this survey as it could
affect the
Ofliicials of the International Pop- current "diet
of
violence,"
in
an adcorn Association and the Theatre
dress by Dr. Hugh M. Flick, director
Owners of America will confer at of the Motion Picture
Division in
the TOA headquarters today to plan the State Education Division at the
a combined theatre concessions forum weekly luncheon of the Albany Rotary
for the 1954 TOA convention and Club.
TESMA-TEDA-TOA-IPA trade
Dr. Flick said that violence seems
(Continued on page 3)
show, Oct. 31 to Nov. 4, at the Conrad Hilton Hotel in Chicago.
Attending the conference will be
J. J. Fitzgibbons, Jr., president of
Broidy to Produce 4
I PA; Thomas J. Sullivan, executive
secretary and general counsel of IPA ;
Films for AA Release
Nathan Buchman of American TheaHOLLY
WOOD,
July 14.—
tres, Boston, and Bert Nathan of
William F. Broidy will produce
Theatre Popcorn Vending Corp.,
four pictures for Allied Artists
Brooklyn, N. Y., first vice president
distribution during the remainof IPA, co-chairmen of TOA Conder of 1954 under terms which
cessions Committee ; Herman M.
were finalized today with WalLevy, TOA general counsel ; Howard
ter Mirisch.
L.
Byrant and Dick Pitts of the TOA
staff.
The contract additionally includes an option whereby AlParticipating in the combined forum
lied may release four more
will be the nation's leading theatre
Broidy films within the next
concessions manufacturers and supcalendar year.
pliers ;theatre concessions managers
and purchasing agents.
IPA,

TOA

Officials

2

Motion

Picture
RKO

Personal

3 Get Holes-in-1
In V.C. Tournament

Mention

DES

SCHWALBERG, president
Aw.
• of Paramount Film Distributing
Corp., will leave New York today for
Europe aboard the He de France accompanied byhis •wife.
George Josephs, Columbia Pictures
home office sales executive, is in
Washington today for meetings with
Mid-East division manager Sam
Galanty prior to visiting company
branches in Cleveland, Cincinnati and
Pittsburgh,
•
Vincent Trotta will leave here
today for Long Beach, Cal., with
"Miss Universe"
for the
contestants
contest
for which
he is to be the dean
of judges.
•
F. J. A. McCarthy, Southern and
Canadian sales manager for Universal
Pictures, will leave here today for
Cincinnati.
•
Pericles Alexander of the Shreveport, La., "Times," is in New Yorkvisiting M-G-M exploitation head
Emeky Austin.
•
Herb Steinberg, Paramount's national exploitation manager, and Burt
Champion, publcity manager, are in
Atlantic City from New York.
•
Americo Aboaf, vice-president and
foreign sales manager for UniversalInternational, will arrive here today
from London via B.O.A.C. Monarcli.
•
Albert E. Sindlinger, business
analyst, is in Indianapolis today enroute to Kansas City.
•
Sam Levsne will leave here over
the weekend for London via B.O.A.C.
Monarch.
William Hornbeck, film editor and
production executive, has arrived here
from London.
•
Harold Hecitt of Hecht-Lancaster
productions is in New York from the
Coast.
•
Milton Sperling of United States
Pictures has returned to the Coast
from New York.
Bob Mathias and wife have left
New York for Quantico, Va., where
he will enter the U.S. Marine Corps.
Calihan

Resigns

from

M-G-M
L. A, Branch
William A. Calihan, Sr., assistant
resident manager of the Los Angeles
Exchange, has submitted his resignation to George A. Hickey, Pacific
Coast sales manager of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer effective Saturday.
Calihan celebrated his 2Sth anniversary on June 24 at the Los Angeles exchange. Prior to coming to
Los Angeles, he was associated with
the Eastman, Regent and Piccadilly
Theatres of Rochester, N. Y. He is
planning a vacation in New York
City.

MOINES, July 14.— Golfers say the odds against a holein-one are 8,750 to one, but no
member of the Des Moines' Variety Club will believe it. Recently, during the club's charity tournament, three contestants had shot them at a cost
to the club of about $2,000 in
addition to the tournament proceeds. The money will go toward purchase of a new Cadillac
and Plymouth for the winners,
who will be selected by a shootoff later. About 6,000 tries were
taken in the tournament against
a total of 12,000 last year when
there were no winners and the
club's charity received $6,000.
Winners include Rudy Faulds,
a member of Tent No. 15 here.
Contestants paid $1 for two
shots on the 138-yard hole.
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Daily
Utilizes

Wide-Screen

All
Media

Theatre

$450,000

Trust

Files
Suit

HOLLYWOOD, July 14. — RKO Against 4 Majors
Pictures is utilizing all the available
The IDA Amusement Co., operator
wide-screen processes for pictures on
its latest release schedule, it was an- of tlie Fleetwood Theatre in the
nnounced by the studio. All of these Bronx, yesterday filed a $450,000
features will be in Technicolor.
anti-trust action against RKO, Warner Brothers, Universal Pictures, 20th
RKO is using the latest CinemaScope lenses for its biggest picture, Century Fox and J. J. Theatres, Inc.,
"The Conqueror," starring John operators of the Kent Theatre also
Wayne,
Susan Hayward and Pedro in the Bronx.
Armendariz.
The complaint charges that the
clearance given to the RKO split and
Superscope Film Completed

Superscope shooting of "The Americano" was finished, with Glenn Ford,
Ursula Thiess, Cesar Romero and
Frank Lovejoy in the stellar roles.
Superscope is the Tushinsky process
which was developed on the RKO lot.
"Cattle Queen of Montana," starring Barbara Stanwyck and Ronald
Reagan, began shooting in Superscope
on location at Glacier Park, Montana.
VistaVision will make its debut on
the RKO sound stages when Frederick Brisson starts production of
SCTOA-Makelim
"The Girl Rush," starring Rosalind
Russell. The comedy will have much
Meet Open to All
of its location work done at Las
HOLLYWOOD, July 14. — The
meeting scheduled for next Tuesday Vegas and nearby ranches.
"Son of Sinbad," "Jet Pilot" and
by the Southern California Theatre
Owners Association is open to all "The Big Rainbow" will get the
exhibitors and is not restricted to Tushinsky process of Superscope proSCTOA members, board chairman jection.
Harry C. Arthur, Jr., said here today.
The session was called to hear Hal Services Tomorrow
Makelim present his production plan
Rice
which, according to Arthur, is the For Grantland
Funeral
services
for
sportswriter
"only concrete solution thus far presented to alleviate the great shortage Grantland Rice, who died here Tuesof product without any financial asday night, in
willthe
be conducted
tomorrowBrick Presbyterian
sistance from exhibitors and certainly morning
warrants whole-hearted cooperation of Church, 1140 Park Ave., here at
11 :00 A.M.
all theatre owners."
In addition to his achievements in
the newspaper profession. Rice edited
$2,000,000 Topped
the Sportlight, film shorts and collaborated ina series of one-reel sports
films under the same name. One of
By Cinerama
in Chi.
CHICAGO, July 14. — "This Is these, "Amphibious Fighters," won an
Cinerama" has grossed over $2,000,000 Academy Award in 1943 for the year's
here and will have played to more best one-reel picture.
than 1,000,000 people at the Palace
as the film celebrates its first anniver- 'Sea' Grosse
s $1,600
sary at Eitel's Palace Theatre on
July 29. A special morning show for
Premie
underprivileged children will be held In Trans-Lux
during a week of activities honoring
The United Artists release, "Victhe motion picture. Otto K. Eitel,
tory at Sea," which opened at the
owner of the theatre, and Douglas Trans-Lux 60th St. Theatre here,
$1,600 on opening day and
Helgeson, managing director of Chi- grossed
is expected to earn a high of $12,000
cago Cinerama Corp.
More than 300 mayors from Illinois, in the initial week, it was revealed
Indiana and Wisconsin cities have yesterday by Tom Rodgers, general
been invited to attend the festivities manager of the Trans-Lux Theatres.
in which the City Council, State
Street Ciuncil and civic and business Screen Gems Active
groups will participate.
Production in the New York studios
of Screen Gems, Inc., is at an allNo Appointment
Yet time high with 17 commercials and
five "Big Playback" programs curOf Ohio Censor Chief
rently before the cameras, Ralph M.
Cohn,
vice-president
and general manCOLUMBUS,
p., July
14.—that
Goverager of the television subsidiary of
nor Lausche denied
reports
he
would appoint R. M. Eyman of Lan- Columbia Pictures announced.
caster, to theandpo'st
state film
director
of education
chiefof Ohio
censor. Eyman is assistant state education director. Resignation of Dr.
Clyde Hissong becomes effective Sept.
15. Gov. Lausche said he had received several applications for the
post but had made no decision.

Bronx

'Susan'

Here

July

to the wood
Kent
the plaintiff's
FleetTheatreover
is illegal.
The plaintiff
has operated the Fleetwood since 1952.
Prior to that, it was operated by
J. J. The complaint alleges that at
no time previously was any clearance
accorded the Kent over the Fleetwood.
Eurovision
Mull

Members

Closed-Circuit

Members of the recently established
European Television Network (Eurovision) are considering strengthening
inter-European communications by the
use of closed-circuit television, William Rosensohn, executive vice-presidentclared
of Box
recently. Office Television, deRosensohn, who just returned from
a 30-day tour of Eurovision installations, stated that he discussed plans
to utilize closed-circuit TV in the
fields of diplomatic relations, European Defense Community communications in economic, agricultural and
educational projects. •
Participating in discussions with
the BOT official were representatives
of the British Broadcasting Co., the
French Broadcasting Co., the Belgian Broadcasting Co., Cinema Television, Ltd., NicandBal,
chief
of information,
M. Belgium's
Michel Robida
of
caise. Radiodiffusion-Television FranCohen,D.C, Exchange
Man, Dies at 58
WASHINGTON, July 14.— Funeral services were held today for Max
Cohen, active in distribution circles
here and in New York for the past
30 years.
Cohen died of a heart ailment yesterday, at the age of 58. He had
been in Washington since 1940, working with the Universal and Lippert
exchanges, and about five years ago
establishing
his own Minerva Film
Exchange.

'Kings'

Bow

Moved

Up

_M-G-M's
the Theatre
Kings"
will
premiere"Valley
at the of
Plaza
here on July 22 instead of July 29
as previously announced.

29

RKO's "Susan Slept Here," Technicolor comedy starring Dick Powell
and Debbie
Reynolds
with Anne
Francis, will open in New York July
' 29 at the Victoria Theatre.
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Pre-Selling

DORESE has been appointed creative assistant to
Frank J. Kaus, director of advertisi n g planning
and research
for "American
Weekly." Dorese was formerly in the
advertising department of the
NBC network
and with the J.
Walter Thompson advertising
agenc}\
He will be in
charge of promotion for
Carl Dorese
" A m e r i c an
Weekly" third annual movie edition
to be published on Sept. 12. It will
feature previews of Hollywood productions under the title "You'll Be
purSeeing." Theatre owners can movie
chase copies of the third annual
edition at cost, for distribution, door to
door or in their lobbies. Snipes can
be attached with theatres' names and
playdates. •
Philip Hartung, motion picture
editor of "Woman's Home Companion," has reviewed and recommended "The Caine Mutiny" and
"Man With a Million" in the July
issue
According to a recent survey
made of the four and one-quarter
million subscribers of the "Companion," one-third of its readers attend one or more• theatres weekly.
CARL

being among the films that have
helped keep business up.
George Crouch, Washington zone
manager for Stanley- Warner theatres,
said business earlier this year was
"nothing to brag about," but that it
picked up some over the last holiday
weekend. "The High and the Mighty"
in first runs both here and in Baltimore built up impressive grosses over
the holidays, he said. The recent
Marciano-Charles fight films also
helped business, he indicated.
Marvin Goldman, general manager
of K-B Theatres, said April, May
and_ early June were slow, but that
business started picking up since midJune and recent average weekly
grosses have been considerably above
those earlier in the year. He attribututed the pick-up to the fact that kids
are now out of school and going to
more films, and to better pictures re
cently, such as "Beat the Devil,"
"Johnny Guitar" and "River of No

A powerful plug for "The Barefoot
Contessa" appears in the July 25 issue of "Collier's." There is a beautifully colored picture spread showing
Ava Gardner, barefooted doing the flamenco and being watched by 100 gypsies who were hired as extras. In
addition, there is a full colored_ photograph of Ava taken on location, on
the top of the front cover of the
«
issue.
M-G-M's star Pier Angeli is the
cover girl on "Life's" July 14 issue.
Four pages are devoted to an interesting personality story of Pier Angeli in the issue. Her next starring
role for M-G-M will be "Green
Mansions."
•
One of the most comprehensive series of merchandising tieups in the
history of Universal-International has
been set in connection with the "Magnificent Obsession" world premiere at
the RKO Palace, Cleveland. The 26
stores of the Eroger grocery chain are
tied into a special contest. The Federal Stores ; Euclid Av. Merchants ;
Standard Drug Stores ; Clark Restaurants and all large department stores
are saluting the premiere with special
promotions.
Exciting photographs taken on
the sets of "The High and the
Mighty" illustrate the "movie review" in the current issue of
"Look." "The High and the
Mighty" is a Warner Brothers
CinemaScope production.
•
Ed Miller of "Seventeen" selected
"Seven Brides for Seven Brothers"
as the picture of the month for August.
WALTER HAAS

year : "Julius Caesar," which set
house records, and "Captain's Paradise," now in its eighth week and still
going strong.
Jerry Baker, manager of RKO
Keith's Theatre, was also glowing.
He said business all year has been
running ahead of last year, thanks to
better films, and that right now business is "only sensational," with "The
Caine Mutiny" breaking every record
in the theatre's history. He estimated
'Caine' would run at least into September.
On the other hand, Morton Gerber,
head of District Theatres, reported
his circuit is running consistently behind last year and that even the
Fourth of July weekend didn't help.
"People are just more selective," he
said. "When we have a picture they
want, we'll still have business that
compares with the best of times. But
we just don't have as many of those
pictures
as we
should."Expected
Good
Summer

Vicious Circle
Return."
Lloyd Wineland, Jr., of Wineland
"It was a vicious circle," he said Theatres, was another who thought he
"The distributors earlier in the year detected a pick-up in the last few
held up the pictures because there was weeks. He said that earlier in the
no business, and there was no busi- year business had been just about at
ness because there were no good pic last year's levels, but that the last
week in June and early July were
Kenneth McGuire, manager of the much better because "we had some
Lopert-owned
Playhouse, said busi
tures."
good pictures, and more of them."
ness has been "fantastic" both at the On the basis of films now available
Playhouse and the Lopert-owned Du for the next four or five weeks, he
pont. "Last year was the best year stated, "I think things are going to
we had at the Playhouse since it
very Notaro,
good thisgeneral
summer."manager of
onenpd, and this year is ahead of last be Pat
year," he stated.
Danny Kave's Roth Theatres, thought "business has
"Knock on Wood" is now in its 13tl been very good." Most of the chain's
week at the Playhouse.
The Dupont theatres are running just about at a
so far has had only two films this par with last year, he said, while business at the chain's key art house, the
Plaza, has been running well ahead
of last year.
Warner
Device
(Continued from page 1)
to be the underlying theme of many
portions permitted by the structure of
the theatre. The full width of 42 feet,
in use before the aperture was placed
on the projection machine, was retained. The aspect ratio, stated Warner, was the proportion of 2.2 to 1.
New apertures, inexpensive to install,
will soon be made available to all
exhibitors, he said.

Agreement
(Continued from page 1)

of four
respective
city,: state and Federal laws.
They are
Section B32-S.0, of the Administrative Code of the City of New York;
act"
York State
the
whichNewempowers
state "enabling
municipalities
of 25,000 and over to levy a tax on
amusements of up to five per cent;
the Constitutions of the United States
and the State of New York.
Tax Collection May Stop
If Judge Pette issues a temporary
injunction restraining and enjoining
enforcement of the law, collection of
the tax by exhibitors could be stopped.
Among other possibilities that may
arise is one permitting the city time
to amend the law in order to remove
the alleged violations. Another would
have exhibitors holding the collected
tax money, while the injunction is in
effect, "in trust," until termination
of the restriction or a trial.
Flick Urges
(Continued from page 1)
current motion pictures and story
plots. He thought this might result
in "a sort of normalcy of vision"
being fostered in the minds of people.
The young growing up with such a
concept could be adapted to total itarianism. Dr. Flick warned.
He cited the age of the present
licensing statute as a reason for "a
thorough-going, full-dress study" of it.
Industry Polices Self
Tracing the history and need for
censorship. Dr. Flick commented that
the film industry does a very good
job of policing domestic pictures
against indecency. It is the 50 per
cent submitted for licensing which are
not subject to the production code
mechanism that cause most of the
trouble, he continued. Dr. Flick
stated that the Motion Picture Division screens, for licensing, about 1,500
pictures annually.

began work today, took the Senate Sheriff Recommends
version.
(Continued from page 1)
The conferees also approved a provision permitting businessmen to carry of the 10 outdoor theatres throughout
back losses for two years, rather the county.
than the present one year, to get
The Starlight, 95th Street and
refunds on taxes in the earlier period. Ridgeland, Oak Lawn, pulled the film
over the weekend following Babb's
survey of every car entering the theatre's grounds. The Starlight posted
Review
an "Adults Only" sign, but cars were
turned back from entering the outdoor
house by a vigilant group of police
Malta Story
officers. The Starview, the second
drive-in featuring the controversial
(Rank-United Artists)
THE name of Alec Guinness can be exploited in this import about the siege film, was seeking to cancel the booking, it was reported.
of Malta during World War II. But although Guinness is in the picture
and is supported by a distinguished cast of British actors, the film adds up
to little more than a series of film clips of the war and a rather slow moving- Additional Finance
documentary-styled drama. Patrons of import houses may be disappointed in Secured by Magna
"Malta Story" if for no other reason than having to look for Guinness beWith financial assistance provided
tween the battle scenes which dominate the film's 98 minutes.
In support of Guinness there are Jack Hawkins, Anthony Steel, Muriel by Kuhn, Loeb & Co., an investment
Pavlow, Renee Asherson and Flora Robson, all doing the best they can with banking firm, the Magna Theatre
the story.
Corp. is set to provide the necessary
As a pictorial glimpse of the efifect of the war on the Alediterranean island, capital, estimated at $6,000,000, for
the film at times reaches true realism. But as a drama, it fails to supply the production of Rodgers and Hammerstein's "Oklahoma" in the widemuch semblance of entertainment
Todd-AO screen process and
As a fighter pilot attached to a British squadron on the island. Guinness angle
falls in love with a local girl, Miss Pavlow. During their rendezvous some CinemaScope.
Magna, a new enterprise organized
excellent photography records explosions above and upon the besieged island.
to provide the capital, has, it was
In the film's climax. Guinness is given the task of finding a German con
voy, a job at which he is successful but sacrifices his life.
reported, bentures,
$6,000,000'
of of
five-year
de12,500 shares
cumulative
Peter De Sarigny produced and Brian Desmond Hurst directed "Malta preferred stock, and 2,200,000 shares
Story" from the screenplay by William Fairchild and Nigel Balchin.
of common stock.
Running time, 98 minutes. General classification. Release, not set.
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HOLLYWOOD, July 15.— The Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers re-elected Ellis Arnall as president and all other officers
as well as all members of the executive committee at the society's annual
meeting here today which was attended by 30 SIMPP members.
The organization unanimously
Johnston to Leave
adopted a resolution commending
Arnall for his services as president,
For Coast Holiday
and another endorsing the Motion
WASHINGTON, July 15.—
Motion Picture Association
Picture Relief Fund's project for
establishing an industry museum.
president Eric A. Johnston will
Arnall told the members that he
leave here early next week to
intends to take further action toward
spend the rest of July and a
obtaining a complete investigation and
good part of August at his
decisions by appropriate government
home in Spokane. MPAA aides
ofifices on foreign film pacts, despite
said it was possible Johnston
the reported statement by a Motion
would go to Hollywood while
Picture Export Association spokeson the West Coast.
man that MPEA will no longer cooperate with independents in the
foreign field. Citing the French pact
which, he said, contains a $390,000 Phila. House
Asks
subsidy arrangement, Arnall said
"legality or illegality, such subsidies Triple Damages
in
must be resolved once and for all."
Arnall also reported to the memberAnti-Trust Action
ship on the full year's activities.
Executive secretary Marvin Paris
of the producers association reported
PHILADELPHIA, July 15.— Herto the 30 members in attendance on
bert J. Elliott, owner of the Fern
his recent tour of Europe in behalf of Rock Theatre here, has filed a triple
SIMPP export program.
damage anti-trust suit against RKO
Radio, Columbia, Universal, United
Artists, Loew's, and Paramount, alKlune Resigns Fox
leging that the defendants are refusing to license pictures for his house
Production Position
on a key run basis but are imposing
unreasonable clearances in favor of
HOLLYWOOD, July IS. — Ray the Esquire and Bromley theatres.
The plaintiff asks the court for
Klune, for 11 years executive production manager at 20th Century-Fox triple damages in an unspecified
studios here, has tendered his resigna- amount and for injunctive relief giving it a key run and restraining
tion effective July 30 after signing a
long-term contract as general produc- the defendants from granting clearances favoring the Esquire and the
tion manager of Hecixt-Lancaster Bromley.
Productions.
About May 1, 1954, the plaintiff
Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th-Fox produc{Continued on page 5)
tion head, issued a statement regretting the loss of Klune' s services and
extended! the production manager
MANAGERS
"well wishes" in his future capacity. SALES
House, Senate Make
New Tax Provision
WASHINGTON, July 15. — The
House-Senate tax conferees decided
to make a new corporate tax speedup plan apply only to firms with tax
bills of more than $100,000 a year.
The original House bill made the
plan apply to firms with more than
$50,000 of corporate tax liability, but
the Senate increased this to $100,000.
The conferees took the Senate figure.
Under the plan, the large firms would
ultimately pay 50 per cent of their
tax in the current year, instead of
paying entirely in the following 'year
as at present.

JULY

MEET

WITH

5%

TAX

STATE
Meanwhile,
On

OVERSTEPS

ACT;
Judge

Injunction

COUNSEL

Pette

Plea

Reserves

to Halt

N,Y,C.

Decision
Levy

New York City assistant corporation counsel Stanley Bucksbaum yesterday admitted that the city is overstepping the provisions of the state
enabling act in collecting the five per cent amusement tax. The admission
of the violation was made at a hearing before Supreme Court Justice
Jos. Bernhard
Dies
Nicholas M. Pette who had ordered
the
city to show cause why a temFollowing Operation;
porary injunction should not be invoked against collection of the tax.
After listening to both sides present
Funeral Rites Sunday
their arguments in a one-and-a-halfJoseph Bernhard, executive of hour session. Judge Pette reserved
Stanley Warner Corp. and for many final deliberation.
years a national leader in the industry, decision on the injunction pending'
The hearing , resulted from a suit
died suddenly yesterday at the Mt.
filed
against the city by five Queens
Sinai Hospital, following a recent
houses last week, to have the admisoperation. He was 65 years old.
Funeral services will be held at
sions tax "declared unconstitutional,
the Frank E. Campbell Funeral Par- illegal, invalid and void" and for an
lor, Madison Ave. and 81st St., at "injunction restraining and enjoining
10 A.M. on Sunday. Interment will them from enforcing the provisions
be in Mt. Sinai Cemetery, PhiladelBucksbaum said that "there is no
phia at 1 :30 P.M.
Bernhard played a leading role in doubt that the city cannot tax admisthe real estate business in Philadel- thereof."
sions over five per cent." He was
phia before he started his varied referring to the state enabling act
career in the motion picture industy, passed in 1947, which empowers municipalities of 25,000 or over to levy
having built deluxe theatres in many
parts of the city and suburbs. He an admissions tax "of up to five per
joined the real estate department of
The plaintiffs allege, what seems
Warner Brothers in December 1930,
strongest point against the
and two years later was made general to be their
(Continued on page 5)
manager of Warner Brothers Theatres. Later he became vice president
and director of Warner Brothers, Inc., Stress Concessions
and took a leave of absence in 194243 to do a hitch as a civilian expert At TOA
Convention
for the United States Navy.
cent."
In 1945 Bernhard switched to proThe Theatre Owners of America
(Continned on page 5)
convention in Chicago next November
will devote more time to concessions
than
has given at previous national
READY
TO
conclaves. This was indicated here

ALLIED

HEADS

A majority of the companies' general sales managers have
agreed to meet with leaders of Allied States Association during the week of July 26 to discuss current trade practices and
problems, it was learned yesterday. The sessions will be held
on an individual basis with each company and probably will
be staggered throughout the week. One sales head, Charles
Boasberg of RKO Radio, is leaving on vacation on July 23
but has agreed to meet with the Allied representatives at a
later date.
The Allied delegation will be headed by Abram F. Myers,
general counsel, and Ben Marcus, Allied president. Others in
the Allied contingent will be Jack Kirsch of Chicago, Nathan
Yamins of Fall River, Mass., and Wilbur Snaper of the New
Jersey unit.

yesterday following a . meeting of
TOA representatives and officials of
the International Popcorn Association. The preparation of a tentative
agenda for the concessions phase of
the TOA convention was the principal
topic for discussion yesterday.
It was decided that the entire TOA
membership would be briefed on concessions and meetings held by the
I PA and other groups at the Nov. 4
program of the TOA convention.
Attending yesterday's sessions were
J J. Fitzgibbons,
Jr., ThomasandJ. Bert
Sullivan, Nathan Buchman
Nathan, representing IPA, and Lee
Koken of RKO Theatres, Carl Siegei
of Stanley Warner, Howard Bryant
and Dick Pitts, presenting TOA.
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Motion

Picture
U. K.

Over

Personal

160 Houses

Makelim
Mention
SOCHIN, Universal Pictures short subjects sales manager, is in Cincinnati today from here
after visiting Pittsburgh and Indianapolis this week.
IRVING

J. R. Grainger, president of RKO
execuRadio Pictures, E. L. Walton, nt,
and
tive assistant to the preside
Perry Lieber, national director of
advertising, publicity and exploitation, returned to Hollywood yesterday from San Franisc
• o.
H. Simon Ullman has joined the
staff of the Tri- State Automatic
Candy Corp. in Albany as assistant to
manager George H. Sci-ienck.
.•
Marge Sarpolis, secretary to 20th
Century-Fox Cleveland branch manager L. J. Sci-iMEETZ, will be married
tomorrow to Bud Howell.
•
Foster M. Blake, Western sales
manager for Universal Pictures, will
leave here Monday on a tour of his
territory.
•
Peter Roebeck, general sales manager of the film division of General
Teleradio, is in New York from the
Coast.
«
Marshall Fine of the Associated
Circuit in Cleveland is a patient at
the Lakeside Hospital there.
•

HOLLYWOOD, July 15.— Exhibitors in Charlotte, N. C,
representing more than 160 theatres oversubscribed to the Makelim Plan following its presentation by independent producer
Hal R. Makelim to the Theatre
Owners of America group in
that city yesterday, according to
word received here.
at the producer's
headquarters
Suits

Filed in Gr. Rapids
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich., July IS.
Five percentage actions were filed in
the Federal Court here against Nick
Kuris operating the N. K. Theatre
and N. K. Drive-in Theatre in Muskegon, Mich. Paramount, Twentieth
Century-Fox, Warner Bros., RKO
and Universal each filed a separate
action.
The Grand Rapids firm of Warner,
Norcross & Judd represents the distributors with Sargoy & Stein of
New York of counsel.
'Living It Up' Opens
In Atlantic City

ATLANTIC CITY, July 15.— "Living It Up," the new Dean Martin and
Jerry Lewis Technicolor comedy was
world premiered at the Warner Theatre here last night. More than 100
columnists, newspaper and magazine
writers and radio and television personalities from 18 cities witnessing the
Lex Benton of Benton Film Exproceedings.
Dean and Jerry cut the
press in Atlanta has returned from a anniversary cake
which commemorated
Florida vacation.
•
the eighth year of their teaming^ up. _
At the end of the ceremonies in
Joe Dumas, Repubhc Pictures of- front of the Warner, the comedians
fice manager in Atlanta, has returned
moved the proceedings inside the thethere from a Florida vacation,
atre where they put on a stage show
o
prior to the showing of the picture.
Mel Ferrer will leave for Italy today via LAI-Italian Airlines.
•
Geraldine Brooks will leave here Legion Puts 4 in 'A'
today for Rome via L.A.I.
ss in'B'
One in
Two
wereCla
placed
Class
d pictures
An
A, Section 1 ; two in Class A, Section
B, in this week's
Testimonial Tuesday
Class reviewed
and one
2listing
of in
pictures
by the
National Legion of Decency.
In N. H, for Simon
In Section 1, morally unobjectionNEW HAVEN, July 15. — More
able for general patronage, were "The
members of New England's Littlest Outlaw," Disney, and "The
than 300picture
motion
industry will attend a
testimonial dinner honoring Ben Malta Story," United Artists. Listed
in Section 2, morally unobjectionable
Simon, retiring local manager of the
20th Century-Fox branch at the for adults, were "A Day Out of
Life," IFE, and "King Richard and
Waverly Inn, Cheshire, Conn. Tues- the Crusaders," Warner Brothers.
day. New Haven's mayor and other
film, "Ugetsu," was
municipal, business and professional placed
The Japanese
in Class B, morally objectional
leaders plus delegations from Hart- in part.
ford, Boston, Bridgeport and Waterbury will be on hand.
Simon Leaving UA
Vicksburg House

Goes

Union

Dispute

in

Contracts

5 Percentage
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BUFFALO,- July 15.— Mike Simon,
former manager of the local and the
Detroit Paramount exchanges, has re
signed his position as United Artists
sales representative in the Albany area.

Back to Para, Gulf
NEW ORLEANS, July 15.— Floyd
Murphy, who has been operating the
Strand Theatre, Vicksburg, Miss., Under Government Rule
under a lease agreement from Paramount Gulf Theatres, Inc., announced
OTTAWA, July 15.— The National
that he has effected a cancellation of Film Board of Canada has been placed
the lease and returned the theatre to under the jurisdiction of the Departits former owners.
ment of Citizenship and Immigration

Denied

'Scope

Theatreman
Taken
to Gov't.
LONDON, July 12.— Although the
Ministry of Labor has not to date
taken official cognizance of the already reported dispute between Cinematograph Exhibitors Association and
Tom O'Brien's National Association
of Theatrical and Kine Employees,
the former's officers have been to the
Ministry for informal talks. They
were followed the next day by a delegation from the union.
The Ministry will now decide
to refer the matter to the Industrial
Disputes Tribunal or endeavour to
bring the parties together for further negotiation.
Prepares Case for Members
O'Brien, with characteristic zest for
publicity,
is preparing
his union's
case
for circulation
to Members
of Parliament, to municipal and licensing authorities and to trades councils
throughout the country.
He even talks of a strike in the
theatres. But the threat may be discounted. Apart from any merits in
his case, the NATKE boss is too
shrewd a strategist to risk a strike
which could not in any event be total.
Theatres would undoubtedly keep open
if O'Brien committed himself to strike
action.
Conn,
Form

Theatre
New

Men

Company

HARTFORD, July 15. — Nutmeg
Theatres, Inc., New Haven, a new
Connecticut corporation, has filed a
certificate of organization with the
Secretary
of State's
office here,
listing amount
of subscribed
capital,
$1,500; amount paid in cash, $1,500;
amount paid in property, none ; president, Norman Bialek, New York ;
secretary, Leonard Sampson, Woodbridge ; and vice-president and treasurer, Robert C. Spodick, New Haven ;
directors, same as officers.
The above-named men operate the
Crown and Lincoln, New Haven ; Art
Cinema, Bridgeport ; Fine Arts, W estport ; and Norwalk and Empress,
Norwalk, all in Connecticut.
3,200

in Cleveland

Films
Charges

OKLAHOMA CITY, July 15.—
Joe Turner, manager of a Lawton,
Okla, theatre, has filed a $75,000
damage suit in Federal District Court
here against 20th Century-Fox charging that he was denied the right to
exhibit CinemaScope pictures.
Turner said that he was contacted
early lasttative
year
by Osborne
20th-Fox and
represenMarion
had
agreed to install CinemaScope equipment in his house. Later, the theatreman said, he was offered two CinemaScope films, "The Robe" and "How
To Marry
but film
was
told
he could AnotMillionaire,"
book the second
until
had showncompany
"The Robe."
The hedistribution
had given
exclusive rights to CinemaScope bookings to a rival theatre, the Vaska,
Turner said.
Osborne denied that the Vaska had
exclusive CinemaScope rights, and
said "if he wants to outbid the
Vaska he can have the pictures."
Osborne said Turner "did not have
to show 'The Robe' first as we do
notHego also
for block
bookings."
said Turner
installed his
CinemaScope equipment after the
Vaska had done so, and said "if he
had gone ahead and equipped his theatre he could have been playing the
pictures, but he refused."
Drive-ins Getting
First

Runs

in Cinci.

CINCINNATI, July 15.— First run
product is being sold away from
downtown houses in favor of drive-ins,
both here and in the Cincinnati exchange territory. Currently, the Twin
Drive-in, the only outdoor operation
within the city limits, is playing 20thFox "Siege
of Red
River"
and Lippert's
"The Big
Chase.
Ashland,
Ky.,
and other area drive-ins also are playing first runs.
Hartford

House

Closes

HARTFORD, July 15.— The Hartford Theatre Circuit has closed its
first-run foreign film house, the 850seat Art, for the summer. A widescreen is among new equipment being
installed.

See 'Obsession' Bow
CLEVELAND, July 15. — Universal-International's "Magnificent Ob- NEW YORK THEATRES
session" had its world premiere here
last night before a capacity audience
of more than 3,200 at the RKO Place
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Theatre.
. Rockefeller Center.
In ceremonies before the screening,
the Motion Picture Council of Greater
"THE In STUDENT
PRINCE"
CinemaScope starring
Cleveland presented a citation to U-I
Ann BLYTH • Edmund PURDOM
through
Wyman,
one of the
stars. TheJanecitation
designated
thefilm's
film
and the Singing Vaice of MARIO LANZA
Color by ANSCO
An M-G-M Picture
as the woman's picture of the year.
and SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
New

Columbus

Tent

To Open Clubrooms
COLUMBUS, O., July 13.— Columbus Variety Club will be known as
the Showman's Club pending re-acquisition of a charter, said James Bushman,
of the club's
temporary
board ofchairman
directors.
Clubrooms
are
expected
to atbetheopen
soon Hotel.
in a basement suite
Seneca
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Motion

Tax

Picture

Oversteps

{Continued from page 1)
tax to date, that certain admissions
are taxed by as much as six and two
thirds per cent.
Edward C. Raftery, attorney for
the plaintiffs, cited the fact that lowest
admission prices are the ones "being
hardest hit." The city tax is "clearly
beyond
act as passed,"
Raftery the
told enabling
Judge Pette.
The plaintiffs'
were nar-of
rowed down to arguments
alleged violations
three state and city laws. They are
the enabling act, a section of the
City Administrative Code and the
State Constitution.
Raftery said the section of the
Administrative Code, B32-S-0, dealing
with theatre licenses, is iu direct conflict with the tax law. The code states
that a misdemeanor is committed if
a theatre charges more than the fixed
admission price plus a Federal admissions tax.
In this case, Raftery said,
theatre employes as well as
owners are subject to court
action for committing a misdemeanor. He added that licenses can be revoked for the
violation.
"If an employe sells tickets of
this kind, he and the owner can
be convicted of a misdemeanor,"
Raftery asserted. He called the
situation "wholly irreconcilable." Raftery summed up exhibitor arguments by saying
"we either violate one or the
other, if we try to live up to

years after it was passed is an abuse."
The industry is in a "faltering position" these days, he said.
Bucksbaum emphasized that the
state enabling act "said nothing about
a major fraction provision." He said
"it has been the custom" in New York
City to in
employ
the "major
fraction"
method
all forms
of business
and
banking. The city "had no alternative," Bucksbaum said, although the
decision "was an onerous one."
He did name an alternative, however. It would entail issuing "tokens
or stamps" to cover the fractions
resulting from collection of the tax.
The city is empowered to employ such
a system, Bucksbaum stated, but the
current system is not "a clear violation of the enabling act" although in
some
cases, stated.
"it does overstep it,"
Bucksbaum
He said the city "has no intention
of destroying the tax." This is a
matter for the legislature, "not the
judiciary," the city attorney concluded.
In rebuttal, the attorneys for the
plaintiffs said that if it is a matter
of using tokens or stamps, they would
do it. If the injunction is invoked,
"we will return the money to patrons,"
they promised. They said exhibitors
could hold the money "in trust" and
advise the public to keep their ticket
stubs for possible refunds should the
tax law be revoked.
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Mirisch
For

to England

Huston

Meeting

HOLLYWOOD, July 15.— Allied Artists vice-president Harold J. Mirisch will sail for England on Atigust 6 to confer with
producer John Huston on plans
for filming the latter's first picture for the distribution organization, "Man Who Would Be

Bernhard
{Continued from page 1)
duction, becoming the president, treasurer, and co-founder with Milton
Sperling of United States Pictures,
Inc. Resigning from this company in
1947, he became president of Film
Classics. In the next year he was
elected president of Cinecolor Corp.
S-W Consultant

In January this year, Bernhard
joined Stanley Warner Corp. as consultant on management relations for
the company. He is survived by his
alleges that it took possession after widow, Mrs. Florence Bernhard, four
termination of the Stanley Co. lease sons, Maurice, Jack, Robert and Louis
and renovated and modernized it, and -six; grandchildren.
installing CinemaScope equipment.
Company
Dividend
$32,000 for Cinerama
Payments
Increase
In 3rd Cinci, Week

Phila. House
King."
{Continued from page 1)

CINCINNATI, July 15. — Cinerama,, which opened here as the 12th
link in the nationwide chain, is building steadily, with an estimated third
week gross of $32,000. The Capitol
Theatre, an RKO operation until the
circuit disposed of the house under
the Government consent decree, is
scaled at $1.20 to $2.60. Seating capacity has been reduced from the original 2,000 to 1,375 in the remodeling
program at a reported cost of $250,000.

WASHINGTON, July 15.— Publicly reported cash dividend payments
of film companies in April and May
were well aheaede of last year, the
Commerce Department said.
Dividends in April were put at
$1,241,000 compared to $1,216,000
last April. May dividends this year
were well ahead of last year, the
$846,000 last May.
Walter

Wright

Dies

ATLANTA, July 15. — Walter
Wright, special representative of the
HARTFORD, July 15.— Connecti- Curtiss Candy Co. here, died on way
cut's newest drive-in venture, the to his East Point, Ga., home after
$23,000 to Clinic
$125,000 East Hartford Drive-in, attending the annual Southern WholeOf New
York V£,
slated to open tonight, will now have ida. sale Confectioners convention in Florboth."
its premiere early in August.
A
gift
of
$6,000
yesterday
brings
to
In another allegation, he said the
current tax is in violation of a pro- s-23, 000 the year's total given to the
vision in the state constitution restrict- N. Y. Variety Club Clinic for Children with Epilepsy at the Columbiaing abusive taxes. The exhibitor argument pointed out that "the state en- Presbyterian Medical Center by the
abling act had been legislated into law Variety Club Foundation to Combat
seven years ago when the film in- Epilepsy. William J. German, president of the Foundation, made the predustry was in good condition. HowHERE'S
SOUND
sentation to Dr. H. Houston Merritt,
ever, the advent of free television
ADVICE!
and the increase in number and director of Neurological Service at
If the confusion that surrounds the
amount of taxes paid by exhibitors the Medical Center.
2. Perspecta Stereophonic Sound is a
An additional $7,000, according to
in New York City constitute an
various sound systems being ofsystem every movie exhibitor can afford to install.
fered today has delayed your deci"abuse" in the levying of the new German, has been expended in the
tax, the attorney said.
3. Perspecta Stereophonic Sound Track
sion on just what you should install
past year on the Institute's public
operates identically with the optical
Thomas Bress, attorney for Loew's education services, vi'hich are designed
in your theatre, consider these facts :
about a better public undersound track you've been using for
Theatres, told Judge Pette that "ex- to bring standing
of epilepsy.
ecution of the enabling act now, seven
years except for the inclusion of three
Three of the majors — M-G-M,
Paramount and Warner Brothers
low-level, loiv-frequency tones "heard"
only by the Integrator, ivhich automat— have already announced that all
ically controls volume and direction
Review
for true stereophonic effect.
future productions will have Perspecta Stereophonic Sound. Other
The Perspecta Stereophonic Sound
studios are following their example.
Integrator, design-engineered by
"Dawn
at Socorro"
( Universal-International )
Fairchild, makes this system availWhy has Perspecta Stereophonic
able to you at a price you can
HAVING the names of Piper Laurie and Rory Calhoun for theatre marcjuees enhances this Western which follows familiar plot lines and
Sound been chosen as standard —
afford.
Only one Fairchild Intea standard certain to remain for
characterizations. Expert camera work and deft editing contribute excitement
grator
serves all projectors in the
to a stud poker game and a gun duel in the final minutes. During the fight
years to come? For three very
booth
—
controls
Perspecta Stereothe camera pans high and low to encompass a sequence of scenes for a collecgood reasons:
phonic Sound through any 3-chantive effect. But unfortunately, a routine, somewhat confused story and the
nel sound system of standard make.
absence of any outstanding performances leave the picture in the realm of
1. The movie industry wants to make
the ordinary. It is in color by Technicolor.
And projector modifications are
money. To do this they know they must
On the coach to Socorro, Brett Wade (Rory Calhoun) falls in love with
not required.
keep your box-office busy. Perspecta
Stereophonic Sound will do just that
Rannah Hayes (Piper Laurie), unjustly labeled "Jezebel" and who has been
Call, wire or write now
for full information on your
turned out of her father's home. She plans to be a Socorro saloon girl in
by giving the movie-going public the
dramatic realism they want.
Dick Braden's (David Brian) Big Casino. Tired of his life of dissipation
specific theatre sound problem.
plus the misery of an old lung wound, Brett hopes for a peaceful future. He
is
Lor'dsburg
where Traveling
he sided with
the McNairs
against(Alex
the Ferisses
in leaving
a stockyard
gun battle.
companion
is Jim Rapp
Nicol),
the Ferisses' friend and Brett's enemy. Sheriff Cauthen (Edgar Buchanan),
aware of the Brett-Braden hatred plans to meet Brett at Socorro and put
him on the 6 A.M. train to Colorado Springs to avoid trouble. The rivals
tangle.
Later,
Brettstation,
bets his
fortune
and for
Rannah's
and loses.
At the
Rapp
fires against
at Bretttheandcasino
is killed.
Braden
goes, love,
too.
On the train, Brett is joined by Rannah, who offers him her bottle of lung
tonic and her love.
The film was produced by William Alland, and directed by George Sherman
from a screenplay by George Zuckerman.
"Running time, 80^4 minutes. General classification. For release in September.
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owns 15
. . . Makelim
Story Properties;

annual
THE report aired at the
meeting of the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers inHollywood last week that
Motion Picture Export Association
will no longer cooperate with independent producers in the foreign field (because of SIMPP's
complaints to the State Department and Federal Trade Commission about features of the new film
agreement with France) are categorically denied by MPEA spokesmen here.
•
There is considerable criticism,
resentment and, even, amusement
among MPEA members over

SIMPP's or, rather, its president,
Ellis Arnall's attack against the
French agreement.. But no serious
proposal to end cooperation between the two organizations in the
foreign market has been made.
•
Discussion of Arnall's current
action frequently points up the
fact that mutually satisfactory foreign agreements were made when
SIMPP, a few years ago, assumed
its share of responsibility for such
pacts and sent a representative
along with Eric Johnston to participate intheir negotiation.
•

ITo

Start

Sept.

15

Hal Alakelini owns or has options
on 15 story properties, the first of
which will roll about Sept. 15 under
the exhibitor - guaranteed - playdate
project, the producer said here at the
weekend. Makelim said the stories
to be produced under the plan would
be in the action category and that he
planned
avoid
"problem"
pictures.
At the tofirst
exhibitor
meeting
to be

New

JULY
Eady

Rank

TEN

19, 1954
Levy

Dispute

Organization's

Theatres

CENTS

Resign

from

550
CEA

By PETER BURNUP
LONDON, July 18.— The J. Arthur Rank Organization with its 550 theatres resigned from all Cinematograph Exhibitors Association branches in protest against what the Rank company termed
a "flagrant
breach
of share
agreements"
by C.E.A.
officers
on the
of the
entertainment tax remission which is
to go to British producers.
Before the government granted enStill
sponsored by a unit of Theatre Own- MiUToken
tertainment tax reductions, C.E.A. had
ers of, America in Oiarlotte last week,
agreed voluntarily to continue the
Makelim
said that
the area's quota
Eady Plan for another , three years
was
overscribed
by approximately
50
rate. Aug. 1, 1954, but at a reduced
from
in
per cent and that practically all of Possibility
the 60 to 65 exhibitors present signed
contracts.
In ^ a second agreement, C.E.A.
promised to share any tax remission
Makelim added that practically NYCTaxScene
every circuit in the East, large and
in a proportion which would be acceptable tothe four trade associations.
small, was in a stage of negotiation
As local exhibitors and the New Since the tax was reduced, producers
for the product lineup. He will meet
with exhibitors in Milwaukee today York City administration waited for have repeatedly pressed for implementation of this agreement but C.E.A.
and with the Southern California a decision from a Supreme Court rul(Continued on page 3)
ing on a temporary injunction against repeatedly refused to discuss the matter until the British Film Producers
collection of the city five per cent
amusement ta.K, city officials at the Association had presented figures speNTS
Marketing
New
weekend said that a token or stamp
cifically showing the needs of produsystem has not been ruled out as a cers.
B.F.P.A. produced the figures but
Drive-in Speaker
substitute for the law's major frac- C.E.A. rejected them on the alleged
tion provision.
The possible system, now employed grounds that they were inadequate and
A new speaker for drive-in theatres
has just been announced by National by the cities of Elmira and Binghamp- were not sufficiently detailed.
Theatre Supply.
At last week's meeting of the C.E.A.
ton, supplies exhibitors with tokens or
The unit consists of a four-inch tax stamps in mill amounts covering executive committee, circuit represenAlnico-V, aluminum voice coil any fractions which may result .from
tatives including
Ranksupported
and A.B.C.'s
Sir Philip
Warter,
by a
speaker, spring mounted into the two collection of the ta.x.
number
of
independents,
pressed
halves of a die cast aluminum housAssistant Corporation Counsel Staning. This method of mounting is said
ley Buchsbaum, who presented the C.E.A. officers to agree to a continuance of the Eady levy at the old rates,
to assure a floating suspension which city's case for the tax before Supreme
reportedly reduces shock, minimizes Court Justice Nicholas M. Pette last pending settlement of the dispute with
(Continued on page 3)
(Continued on page 3)
the producers. They argued this would
at least demonstrate the exhibitors'
At the instance of C. H. Whincup,
(Continued on page 3)
"Betra
good faith.
yed

In fact, when James A. Mulvey,
president of Samuel Goldwyn
Prod., accompanied Johnston to
London on several negotiating assignments, some of the best features of the resultant fiscal agree- (M-G-M)
ments were credited to the SIMPP
FLAWLESS acting by a stellar cast of an absorbing- and suspenseful
representative.
spy story, "Betrayed" is a notable attraction destined for healthy
•
boxoffice returns. In color by Eastman Color, it tells the story of
There is no reason, other than the Dutch underground during World War II, and is one of the better
productions dealing with the war.
SIMPP's own negligence, disinter- Hollywood
Clark Gable, Lana Turner and Victor Mature head the cast, with
est, unwillingness to share responsibility, or whatever, for SIMPP Louis Calhern, O. E. Hasse, Wilfrid Hyde White and Ian Carmichael
representative' not ha 'inq accom- in support. Although all performers contribute outstanding portrayals.
panied Johnston to Paris at any Miss Turner's work is especially noteworthy. As an underground agent
parachuted into Holland before the Allied invasion of Western Europe,
time during the past year In which she handles this, for her, unique role with conviction and facility.
the recently signed French agreePhotographed mainly in Holland, cinematographer F. A. Young- caught
ment was under discussion.
a great deal of the beauty and color of the Dutch countryside and sea•
shore to further enhance the films attractions. Some of the scenes shot
at
dusk
compare with the finest heretofore seen on the screen. The
All that time SIMPP was kept
fully advised of developments. It Eastman Color also is impressive. It highlights not only the scenery,
but battle sequences as well the most memorable being filmed at night.
did register its opposition to subAll in all "Betrayed" shapes up as an entertainment-filled and expertly
sidy features in foreign agree- made
production which will make its impress upon every type of audience.
ments, true enough. But it did not
The story concerns the activities of the Dutch resistance, led by Mature.
go along, as It might have, to op- The Allies send Miss Turner
to Holland
coordinate
Mature's efforts with
(Continued
on to
page
6)
{Continued on page 2)

U.S.

Films

Favored

By German People
HOLLYWOOD,
July 18.—
Western pictures as produced
by American companies is "the
prime favorite of German peoeverjrwhere,"
to
Dr. ple
Heinz
Bartsch according
of the German News Agency, and Theodor M. Jest, chief editor of
"AUgemeine Zeitung," who
visited the 20th Century-Fox
studios as guests of the American Motion Picture Producers
Association.
Both Bartsch and Jost stated
that French and Italian films
have made recent inroads in
German exhibition at the expense of German products, but
had not affected American playing time.

2

Motion

Personal
Mention

MARC M. SPIEGEL, Motion Picture Export Association Continental manager, 'is •in New York from
Europe.
Stanley Morris, former exploitation man from Columbia and United
Artists, has joined the Mickey
Gross-Len Simpson public relations
firm.
•
L. F. Gran, president of Gran Enterprises, Milwaukee, was married to
Ann Claire Stolga recently and is
honeymooning in California.
•
Babbette J. Doninger, president of
Television Snapshots, left here at the
weekend for Lisbon.
•
Bert Ennis, director of publicity
for the Altec companies, is vacation- ing in Florida with his wife.
•

Maurice Hellman, Warner Brothers producer, has arrived here from
London via B.O.A.C. Monarch.
•
Arthur Lubin of Columbia Pictures has left here for London via
B.O.A.C. Monarch.
•
Betty Reinhardt of Buchanan &
Co. left here over the week-end for
a two week vacation in New England.
•

Berquist, Universal-International office manager in Atlanta, has
returned after a Florida vacation.
•
Ralph

Bill Brower, Universal sales representative inAtlanta, is the father of
a baby girl, Jennie Lee.
•
B. W. Smith of the Paramount
sales staff in Atlanta is the father of
a new-born son.
House

Group

Business

Vetoes

Poll

Funds

WASHINGTON, July 18. — The
House Appropriations Committee
vetoed an administration request for
money to take a comprehensive survey
of business and manufacturing next
year.
The survey, which would include
detailed statistics for all branches of
the film industry, was supposed to
have been taken this year, but Congress refused to vote funds. The Administration then put through legislation authorizing the survey for next
year, but the appropriations committee
has again vetoed the request for funds
to carry out the job. The money
could conceivably be restored in the
Senate.
Mrs.

Savini

Dies

Picture
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Tradewise
Greene s Chrome-Plated
'Wagner
Tax'
Pennies Back-Fir e^ But All Is Well
When Albert Greene, owner of the Avenue U Theatre in Brooklyn,
gave out "Wagner Tax" chrome-plated pennies to his patrons who,
in turn, dropped regular pennies into a bottle which, when filled,
would be taken to City Hall in payment of the city amusement
tax, he didn't think he would have Uncle Sam on his neck.
A United States Secret Service man took Greene before a U. S.
Commissioner and, after considerable discussion of law, Greene was
told that plating the pennies was a violation of a U. S. statute. Greene
had given out 29,000 pennies and now he's asking that his patrons
return them, offering two shiny new pennies in return for one plated
coin. The whole setup is explained in a large poster in front of his
theatre, with the catchline: "Keep Our Manager Out of Jail." However, the government is returning good legal tender to Greene for
the chrome-plated pennies.
MGM

to Reissue

2

Cooper

Houses

Break

. . .

(Continued from page 1)
pose whatever it objected to while
the negotiations were in progress,
or to endeavor to have included
in the agreement whatever safeguards itfelt were necessary.
•
SIMPP chose to remain at home,
to wait till the pact was signed
and then battle against it, largely
on theston"subsidy"
issue which Johndenies is valid.
•
SIMPP's position as a critic of
MPEA agreements would be deserving ofmuch greater consideration ifit accepted its full share of
responsibility in the shaping of
such agreements.

Okla. *Color' Wall
OKLAHOMA CITY, July 18.—
Cooper Foundation theatres have
M-G-M will reissue two pictures on
Oklahoma's Jim Crow barrier
a test basis in five situations today broken
during the past two weeks with no ill
and tomorrow as a combination pack- effects. Cooper City manager Eddie
'GWTW'
Tops Mark
age. The pictures are "The Asphalt Thorne stated.
Negroes have been admitted to the
Jungle" and "They Gave Him a
Criterion, Harber, Tower and Plaza In 1st E. Drive-in
Three Loew theatres will open the
Theatres, Thorne said, "but nobody in
TRENTON, N. J., July 18.— Playcombination Monday, in Akron, Syra- the theatre itself has actually proing what is said to- be its first drivecuse and Reading. On the following
tested even though we have had a few
Gun."
day,
the Loew houses in Harrisburg complaints from people who have in engagement in the East, "Gone
With the Wind" today was heading
and Memphis will begin showing the
double feature.
heard
it." to allow Negroes into for a first-week gross of more than
The about
decision
Special trailers are being prepared Cooper theatres came from a high $12,000 at Walter Reade's Lawrence
Drive-in Theatre. Reade said that
for theatres booking the combination.
level, Thorne said. "We are not ad- the opening day gross topped by more
vertising it,but anyone who wants to than 25 per cent the previous high
New
Service Staff
buy a ticket will not be refused be- for an opening day at the theatre.
Formed
by Ascap
cause of his color."
Filmrow Outing Set
The American Society of Com- Announce
Changes in
posers, Authors and Publishers has
ALBANY, N. Y., July 18. — Emannounced the formation of a new Evergreen Personnel
ployees ofall levels of the various film
station relations staff which will
concerns located along Filmrow here
SPOKANE,
Wash.,
July
18.—
service radio and television stations. Harry H. Schmidt, assistant manager will hold a steak roast and outing at
Picard's Grove on Aug. 16. Tickets
J. M. Collins, ASCAP sales man- of Evergreen's Paramount Theatre, dancing.
ager, said that the specially-trained Seattle, has been named manager of are $5.50 for the meal, games and
crew of men will include John T. the State Theatre here. He succeeds
Campbell with headquarters in Bos- James M. Leslie who resigned after
ton ;Fred N. Brown, Atlanta ; Wil- 16 years with Evergreen.
Projectionist Dies
liam J. Barzen, Chicago ; William E.
Jack T. Hamaker, Spokane city
MILWAUKEE, July 18. — Eugene
Fox, Jr., Dallas ; and William S. manager, also announces that Robert
Hoffman, San Francisco. These men, Cooley has succeeded James Keefe, W. Anacker, 60, former projectionist
all of whom have been associated with
at the Fox-Uptown theatre here,
theatre manager at the Orphthe Society for a number of years, veteran
passed away. He belonged to Local
eum Theatre.
ists' Union.
will be under the direct supervision
Dale Munkers has been named as- No. 164, Motion Picture Projectionof Samuel E. Feldman, assistant sales
sistant manager at the State Theatre
manager.
and Ronald Rogers, former assistant
at the State, is now at the Fox.
Canadian Imports Up
fabulous speed to
Frank,
UA
To
Talk
OTTAWA, July 18.— Imports of
films into Canada increased slightly
On ^BulV Release
to $2,744,000 during the first four
months of 1954 as compared to $2,HOLLYWOOD, July 18.— Exhibitor-producer W. R. Frank left
729,000 in the corresponding period
last year, the Canadian government here at the weekend for New York
where he will confer with United
reports.
Artists officials on details concerning
the distribution of his CinemaScope
Fly United's new
DC-7
NONSTOP
Disney Starting Two
production, "Sitting Bull," which he
plans to premiere on Aug. 19 in Rapid
More for TV Show
City, S. D.
"Tfje Advance Continental"
HOLLYWOOD, July 18. — Two
Leave at noon. Arrive before 5
new "Disneyland" television programs Sam Fields, 39
go into production immediately followp.m. on the nation's fastest airHOLLYWOOD, July 18.— Funeral
liner Many
!
extra comforts, fulling yesterday's wind up of the film- services were held today for film ediing of "Adventureland," the first in
course
meals.
DC-7 service also
tor Sam Fields, 39, a former member
the ABC-TV series to get underway.
to Chicago and San Francisco!
of the Quigley Publications bureau
The two programs are "The Story
who died late last week of a
of D Duck," and "How Do You here,
heart attack. Fields, who died in an
Doodle," both of which will combine ambulance en route to a hospital from
UNITED
AIR LINES
live action and cartoon animation." his Van Nuys home, is survived by
Disney TV shows have been set as
his wife, two sons and a brother.
Fall broadcasts.
On

a Test

Basis

Funeral services were held Saturday at Huntington, L. I., for Mrs.
Irene Savini, wife of Robert M.
Savini, president of Astor Pictures
Corp. Mrs. Savini died Thursday of
a heart attack in Huntington Hospital.
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Rank-CEA
(Continued from page 1)
C.E.A. president, rejected this proposal and, in consequence, a reduced
Eady rate will become operative Aug.
1, failing some last-minute development.
Nevertheless, C.E.A. intimated that
its officers, are ready to sit down with
government officials at any time to
discuss the matter, but still want the
reduced rates.
The B.F.P.A. already has reported
the matter to the Board of Trade and
requested government action which, if
taken, would virtually mean imposition
of a statutory rather than a voluntary
Eady levy.
On resigning
Rank's
theatres
announcedfrom
thatC.E.A.,
they proposed
to continue to make Eady payments at
the old levy rate, regardless of
C.E.A.'s position.
It is momentarily uncertain what
action A.B.C. will take in view of
Warter's having urged the meeting to
continue the old rate.
The defection of Rank's theatres
will seriously affect C.E.A.'s finances
by loss of dues payments. The Rank
Organization withdrew from C.E.A.
once before, in November, 1951, but
returned to the fold the following
month.
NTS

Speaker
(Continued front page 1)

Motion

Picture

N.
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Daily

Scene
rom page 1)
Project in Idaho
(Continued- /i
MOSCOW, Ida., July 18.—
week, said this system of collection enforced, it would avoid any overstepPlans are under way here for a
ping of the state law and the five per
544-seat indoor theatre to be
"is a definite possibility."
built on the same site as the
But, he explained, it would first cent limit. The current city tax law
a provision allowing for adophave to be reviewed by City Comp- contains
Auto Drive-in theatre, so that
tion of the token system.
troller Lawrence Gerosa before a final
film entertainment can be proIf enacted, however, such a system
vided in bad weather. The new
decision could be made. If enacted, the
token or stamp system could be an would create added hardships for local
enclosed theatre is expected to
alternative to the major fraction or exhibitors, according to Thomas Bress,
be completed during October
bracket system now used in the law. Loew's Theatres attorney. In addition
or shortly afterwards.
to existing taxes on film rentals, real
The latter was under fire in Su- estate
and licenses, among others, a
preme Court last week as attorneys
system
would add the inconvefor five Queens theatres called it a token
handling.niences of additional
bookkeeping and
Loew's Theatre Changes
of the state
"enabling
act"
which
empowers
the
city
to
impose
CLEVELAND, July 18. — Frank violation
the levy.
Bress said the current statute must
Alurphy, Loew's theatre division manfirst be amended so as to strike out
ager here has announced the followThe "enabling act," passed in 1947,
ing managerial changes : Sam Shubouf allows an amusement tax "of up to five the major fraction provision. Only
the token system be inlias transferred from Loew's Akron per cent.'' Attorneys for the theatres then could
stalled, he said.
to the Loew's Jersey City ; Harry calling for a temporary injunction reIn Supreme Court last week Buchsstraining collection of the tax, said the
Kloyz
has moved
fromin Loew's
to succeed
Shubouf
Akron Canton
and in city law taxes more than the permitted baum pointed out that the current collection method is included in a sepaturn is succeeded by Eugene Moulai- five per cent, in some instances.
rate section of the tax law that could
son of Syracuse.
If the substitute collection method is
be dropped without affecting the rest
of the law.
Indoor-Drive-in

Y.

C.

Tax

He nothing
stressed about
that the
"enabling
act"
said
a major
fraction
provision. Buchsbaum emphasized "it
has been the custom" to employ the
major fraction method in all forms of
business and banking.
— by Al Steen
Referring to another city statute under attack by the suing theatres, Bress
said that the law providing for licensing of theatres, if obeyed, places thear~\ UR friend Irving Lesser phoned the other day and said he had a
^ copy of the Jan. 29, 1910, issue of the "Moving Picture World,"
tres in the position of "Scylla and
which he said he'd be glad to lend us. Forgetting for the moment that Charybdis," or "between the devil and
the "World" in later years was married to Martin Quigley's "Exhibitors
was blue
referring
Herald" and became the "Exhibitors Herald World" and eventually "Motion theHedeep
sea." to a section of the
Picture Herald," we dashed to Irving's office and picked up that almost pre- city Administrative Code which places
historic industry trade paper. Later we learned that we have a whole set of
on collecting amounts exthose old issues in bound volumes right here in this office. Oh well, it was a restriction
ceeding the fixed admission price plus
nice to get away from the desk for *a while.
* *
a Federal tax. If theatres collect an

Asides

&

Interludes

magnet shifting and simplifies replacement. The housing also accommodates
a perforated, anodized aluminum
speaker screen, a volume control with
recessed control knob and an extruded
acrylic handle.
The housing, which is finished in
a silver hammertone enamel baked
Anyway^ as long as we have this loose copy before tts, let's take a look.
on over a zinc chromate base, has a
A cover ad revealed that the motiograph projector in 1910 had a price tag oj
two-step window bracket for position- $150 and up. Not a word about anamorphic lenses.
ing in a car as well as on the speaker
* * *
post coupling unit. The blue finish
A
full
page
ad
by
the
New
York
Motion Picture Co. was very outof the speaker screen matches the
spoken about its independent product and its competitors in language
transparent blue of the extruded
this: "We got 'em on the run since we started releasing four reels
acrylic handle. The handle, an oval like
a week. Nothing but headliners. Every licensed exhibitor is beating it
tube made by Anchor Plastics Co., for an Independent Exchange to get Independent Service. Do not be a
provides space inside for a phos- sucker all your life and listen to a lot of Bull that the Licensed Exchanges
phorescent theatre name or slogan are trying to hand you that the Independent service is no good. Let us
card which glows in the dark.
* * to the mast."
A "Koiled Kord" or straight neo- say right here that we have them* lashed
prene covered cable makes the connecthe big news stories of the issue told of how the Biograph Company
tion from the post unit to the speaker. hadOnejustof acquired
a new studio site in the Bronx, but that in the meantime a
whole troupe of Biograph players was being sent to California, headed by
Lawrence Griffith. He later became known as D. W. The headline was :
'Seventeen* Magazine
"Biograph
no
smog? Company Migrates to the Land of Sunshine and Flowers." What,
Highlights 9 Films
* * *
The August issue of "Seventeen,"
A letter to the editor from a Wisconsin exhibitor complained about being
which will be on the newsstands within a few weeks, has devoted consider- "soaked" $39 a week for pictures by a licensed exchange. And that the films
able space to films currently playing ivere in a state of puirefaction. At $39 a week for film rentals, a lot of exon Broadway here and pictures to be
hibitors today might say, "Give us more
* *pmtrefaction."
*
released shortly.
Special stories are used on Warner
A lecturer with motion pictures was able to fill the New York Theatre
Brothers' "A Star Is Born" and David
to capacity that week and the "World" remarked that the event "justifies
O. Selznick's "Gone With The Wind."
our arguments for an exclusive and model picture show house on upper
A double page spread, including a
* * ^
picture layout, has been used for Broadway."
"Ulysses,"
Douglas.
The way distributors used to advertise their pictures to the exhibitors
Other films starring
which areKirk
reviewed
are
was
a work of art. Here is one by Biograph for an opus titled "The Honor
"Living It Up," "The Student Prince,"
"Victory At Sea," "Magnificent Ob- of His Family," a Civil War yarn that ran 988 feet:
"To the Virginian family, pride and honor meant everything and when old
session," "The Unconquered" and
Col. Pickett bids his son George adieu on the young man's departure for the
"Her Twelve Men."
front, his injunction was, 'My boy, emulate the brave deeds of those who
have gone before you. Be fearless, brave and fight, fight.' George was the
Named Station Manager
last of the haughty military family, and there was not a prouder man in the
ALBANY, N. Y., July 18.— Leo South than the old Colonel as he bid him goodbye. George, however, was not
Rosen, formerly with the Fabian of the same metal and when the first skirmish occurred he ran away in fear.
Theatres circuit here, has been named
What a shock to the Colonel ! His son was a coward. The boy enters the
manager of the Schine circuit's tele- home and the father resorts to desperate means that the honor of the family
vision station, WPTR, succeeding Gus may remain unsullied. Taking the body to the field of battle, he makes it
Lampe, who resigned that post to
become managing director of the appear that he died, sword in hand, with face toward the enemy."
The synopsis doesn't say how Junior kicked off in the first place. Maybe
Cross County Hospital, Yonkers, N.Y.
the old man merely said, "Drop dead."

additional city tax, owners and employees
subject to penalty
of com-to
mitting aaremisdemeanor,
according
the code.
A spokesman for Edward C. Raf- ^
tery, attorney for the plaintiffs, said
at the weekend that he doubted the
city would switch to a token system
of collection.

Such a method would be "uneconomical for the city," he- said. The
money involved in bookkeeping, printuig and issuing the tokens or stamps,
would negate any amount collected by
the tax under the system, he asserted.
It would be easier for the city to
alter the amount of the tax to a lower
Meansaid. waited
the attorney
percentage,
while both sides
in the dispute
for a decision from Justice Pette.
Neither would guess at a target date
although Buchsbaum said it "may be
tomorrow or six months from now."
Makelim
(Continued from page 1)
row.
Theatre Owners Association tomorMakelim was in New York to conclude the agreement with William
Gell of Monarch Films of London,
whereby Monarch will release the
Makelim program in the United Kingdom, as well as a co-production deal
land.
between
Gell and Makelim for a threepicture slate to be produced in Eng'Window'

Bows

Aug.

4

Eighty-three business, civic and
social leaders will sponsor the world
premieredow,"ofwhichParamount's
Winwill reopen "Rear
the Rivoli
Theatre on Broadway, August 4.
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ZETTERLING

by TECHNICOLOR
Choreography by Michael Kidd
Words and Music by SYLVIA FINE
Written, Produced and Directed by
NORMAN PANAMA and MELVIN FRANK

'''
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—
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this

at

week

Criterion

on

Broadway— following its headline
in Atlantic City
Premiere
World
coast

that received
coverage.

to

coast

news

JERRY

SHIRLEY

BOOTH
MARTIN

lEWIS
in

ROBERTIN

RYAN
LIVING

PRODUCTION
WALLIS'
HAL
IT
UP
Co-starring
ABOUT

MRS

with
LESLIE
Co-starring
MARJIE

MILLAR
• ALEX
Directed by DANIEL MANN

FRED
NICOL

Screenplay by KETTI FRINGS and HAL KANTER
From the novel by Vina Delmar

CLARK

Color.by

• SHEREE

NORTH

TECHNICOLOR

Produced by PAUL JONES • Directed by NORMAN TAUROG
Screenplay by JACK ROSE and MELVILLE SHAVELSON
From the Musical Comedy HAZEL FLAGG • Book by Ben Hecht . Music by Jule Styne
Lyrics by Bob Hilliard • Based on a Story by James Street
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THEATRE

"The Diamond
Wizard"
(Pallos-Unitcd Artists)
A SUCCESSFUL low budget picture is always welcome, but one that looks
and sounds its cost has little to recommend it. Acting and photography Equipment
Reireshwnent
are routine and the direction, Dennis O'Keefe's first effort, lacks distinction. A
It was made in England for 3-D but is being released in 2-D.
O'Keefe, also the film's star, plays a T-man who goes to London and with
the help of Scotland Yard inspector, Philip Friend, searches for the slayer World
. . .
of his buddy, killed while trying to thwart thieves who have stolen $1,000,000
from the U. S. Treasury. Their London cohorts plan to give them flawless 9 •
with RAY GALLO
synthetic diamonds in exchange. At the Yard he meets Margaret Sheridan,
who does not know that her father has been forced to produce the synthetics.
When the wild-haired wizard rebels, Margaret is intercepted and both are
locked in the vault of a one-time brewery, now turned laboratory. Here the
intended 3-D effects of the hissing cauldrons and the flashing lights and T ITERATURE describing a comsparks of the control booth lose some of their effectiveness in the standard -L' plete line of "Standard" multichannel and single-channel sound sysfilm. O'Keefe rescue the pair while the ringleader is destroyed in the flames.
tems
designed specifically for small
The cast also includes Alan Wheatley, Francis De Wolff and Eric Berry. theatres has
been sent up by the
The screenplay is by John C. Higgins. Steve Pallos produced.
Westrex Corp. Last month the comRunning time, 83 minutes. General classification. Release date, not set.
pany announced similar equipment for
theatres of large seating capacity.
The new "Standard" systems include
the
"R9" reproducer for multi-channel
"Betray
ed
magnetic
sound(multi-channel
and the "Integrator"
for Perspecta
optical)
(Continued from page 1)
Sound. Also included are the "A116"
2 'Kings' Premieres
; the "T604-A" prethose of Allied armies. Gable is a Dutch agent who falls in love with Miss power amplifier
amplifiersand
;
the "33" cabinet asSeven Hours Apart
Turner.
sembly, which includes a muting amplifier for auditorium speaker conAfter several exciting and realistic battle sequences the group learns that
The world premiere of M.GM's "Val
trol in addition to the four magnetic
ley of the Kings" will be held in New it is suffering extraordinarily high casualities because of a spy in its own
York and Cairo seven hours apart, ranks. Gable is assigned to uncover the agent. He at first suspects Miss pre-amplifiers and switching arrangeWednesday evening, the company an- Turner but, after several escapades and a great deal of observation, he learns
ments. The Westrex "Standard 38"
nounced at the weekend.
that Mature is the guilty one. In a stirring climax. Mature is shot when he cabinet provides for three-channel or
In New York the film will open at
tries to escape capture and Miss Turner returns safely to Gable from behind four-channel magnetic or optical reproduction, self-contained monitoring
the Plaza Theatre, with box office re- the German lines.
and non-synchronous and emergency
ceipts to be turned over to the School
Gottfried
Reinhardt
directed
from
the
screenplay
by
Ronald
Millar
and
of Archaeology of the University ot
switching facilities. Stage loudCairo. The Cairo premiere will be at George Froeschel. Walter Goehr wrote the score.
speakers assemblies are also availthe Metro Theatre and the audience
Running time, 108 minutes. General classification. For release, Sept. 3.
FRANCIS
BACKILMAN
able,
including
the "L8" at a miniwill include local dignitaries.
mum cost ; the "L9" for somewhat
larger theatres
at
somewhat
higher and
cost the
than"TSOIA"
both.
•
COMPO
Ad Reprints
The nine shades of "Lustra
E & P Editorial
Double-Duty" fluorescent lamps are
described and illustrated in a new
CRASHOUr
The 21st in a series of COMPO brochure, "A Miracle of Light," issued by Lustra Corporation, Brookads in Editor & Publisher, which was
lyn, N. Y. The brochure presents
featurenew
a
published Saturday, reprints an ediWe plan shortly to put into production
torial from that publication which the company's expanded fluorescent
and, in addition to genstar"
"Crashout,
motion picture,
length black and whiteArthur
raises
the
question as to why news- lampseralline
Kennedy, Robert Strauss and
lighting information, contains
ring William Bendix,
papers give free space to television,
suggested applications for each of
other stars to be announced. It will be directed by Lewis
the papers' competitor, while applying the nine fluorescent shades.
R. Foster and has been written for the screen by Lewis R.
a penalty advertising rate to theatres,
•
which do not compete with news"The Cadet" is a new dispenser for
Foster, Hal E. Chester and Fred Freiberger. It is the story
non-carbonated beverages (see photo)
of six convicts who crash out of prison and leave a trail of
Headed "The $64 Question," the designed ns a siiinJlcr size coinpanion
papers.
blood and violence across the countryside.
model of the
editorial says : "The manager of a
group of moving picture houses preAt this time we are soliciting offers from theatres to
"Cascader"
sented a $64 question recently when
tured by the
play this picture.
he asked California admen why they
manufacgive free space to television listings
Upon telegraphic request, we will air-mail the synopsis
Frigidrink Diswhile charging movies premium rates
of this story. We plan to release this picture on or about
for advertising. A show of hands at
penser Co., Chithe meeting indicated about half of
November 15, 1954.
cago. Both disp
e
n
s
e r s are
those present accept local theatre
ads at the local rate, the other half
Any theatre operator who is interested in playing this
equipped forluminatedil-cascading action
getting a premium rate.
picture should write us prior to August 2, 1954, making
of the beverage
"The big' question," the editorial
an offer to license the picture for exhibition. In such
continues, "involves two questions :
unit's
capacity
offer he should identify the theatre, giving its seating
should newspapers be giving radio
for counter
display.
The new
and
television,
competitors
for
the
capacity, and state the terms he offers for playing the
The Cadet
is six gallon's,
advertising dollar, a free ride in propicture in such theatre.
gram listings ; should newspapers be and it has a J4 ^^-P- hermetically
charging local theatres, which do not sealed compressor. All working parts
If any offer so made is acceptable to us we shall advise
compete for advertising, premium ad are easily accessible for cleaning. The
the theatre operator and send him our usual form of
unit is 16 inches in diameter and
stands 25 inches high.
picture licensing agreement incorporating the terms of
•
such offer, within the period of ten (10) days.
Baron to Portland
_Arthur C. Bryan has been appointed
PORTLAND,
Ore., July 18.— A vice-president and general manager
?"
FILMAKERS RELEASING ORGANIZATION
rates
W. Baron, Warner Brothers sales- of consumer products and William H.
man, has joined the Portland sales Feathers, vice-presidetit and general
233 South Beverly Drive
staff. He was for a number of years manager of industrial products of the
located in San Francisco. He replaces National Carbon Co., a division of
Beverly Hills, Calif.
Carl Miller, who transferred to the the Union Carbide and Carbon Corp.,
San Francisco office in a sales ca- according to an announcement by A.
S. Johnson, president.
pacity.
TEL AVIV, Israel, July 18.— A
bill aimed at boosting the Israel motion picture industry has been passed
by parliament. Here are its main
provisions :
Film programs of 90 minutes or
more must include an Israel newsreel.
In addition, picture houses must perform locally-made films four hours
each week and more if the weekly
average of performances increases.
The main stipulation, aimed at
stimulating local production, is that
exhibitors will not be compelled to
show newsreels older than 90 days or
other films older than two years.
To benefit under the law, newsreels
must total a minimum of 250 meters,
out of which 200 should reflect matters of public interest. Also, 80 per
cent of a film must be developed and
processed in the country. Certain
foreign-made pictures can be shown
provided they have been processed in
Israeli studios.
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SHOWS

• TUESDAY,

JULY

20th

JAMES
in

AlPPSD

HITCHCOCK'S

WINDOW
Color hy

TECHNICOI.OR
GRACE

KELLY

WENDELL

• COREY

THELMA

• RrTTER

with RAYMOND
BURR • Directed by ALFRED HITCHCOCK
Screenplay by JOHN MICHAEL HAYES
BASED ON THE SHORT STORY BY CORNELL WOOLRICH
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

PLACE

OF SCREENING

ALBANY
FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1052 Broadway
ATLANTA
R.K.O. SCREENING ROOM, Atlanta
BOSTON
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 58-62 Berkeley Street
BUFFALO
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 464 Franklin Street
CHARLOTTE
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 305-7 South Church Street
CHICAGO
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 1306 South Michigan Avenue
CINCINNATI
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 1214 Central Parkway
CLEVELAND
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 1735 East 23rd Street
DALLAS
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 401 N. Pearl Expressway
DENVER
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 2100 Stout Street
DES MOINES
......PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 1125 High Street
,
DETROIT
.PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 479 Ledyard Avenue
INDIANAPOLIS ,
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 116 West Michigan Street
JACKSONVILLE..
;
....FLORIDA THEATRES SCREENING ROOM, Florida Thea. BIdg
KANSAS CITY
.
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 18th and Wyandotte Sts
LOS ANGELES...:.,
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 1613 West 20th Street
MEMPHIS,
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 362 South Second Street
MILWAUKEE
....PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 1121 North Eighth Street
MINNEAPOLIS
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 1201 Currie Avenue
NEW HAVEN
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 82 State Street
NEV/ ORLEANS
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 215 South Liberty Street
NEW YORK CITY
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 1501 Broadway (9th Fl.)
OKLAHOMA CITY
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 701 West Grand Avenue
OMAHA
FOX SCREENING ROOM, 15th & Davenport Streets
PHILADELPHIA
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 248 North 12th Street
PITTSBURGH
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 1727 Boulevard of Allies
PORTLAND
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 909 N. W. 19th Avenue
ST. LOUIS
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 2949-2953 Olive Street
SALT LAKE CITY
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 270 East 1st South Street
SAN FRANCISCO
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 205 Golden Gate Avenue
SEATTLE
B. F. SHEARER COMPANY, (PROJECTION ROOM) 2318 Second Avenue
WASHINGTON
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 306 H Street, N.W.

TIME
2.30 P.M.
2 P.M.
2 P.M.
2 P.M.
JO A.M.
7.-30 P.M.
2-30 P.M.
8.-30 P.M.
2 P.M.
2 P.M.
2 P.M.
2 P.M.
2 P.M.
2 P.M.
TO A.M.
) 30 P.M.
72.15 NOON
2 P.M.
2 P.M.
2 P.M.
70:30 A.M.
10 A.M.
..70:30 A.M.
7:30 P.M.
2 P.M.
2 P.M.
2 P.M.
J P.M.
7:30 P.M.
2 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
8 P.M
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Busy... yes,
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PACT

Arbitration
WASHINGTON, July 19.— Officials of the Motion Picture
Export Association are scheduled to meet with Federal Trade
Commission officials some time this week to give the Commission MPEA's side of the recent French agreement.
Ellis Arnall, head of the Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers, has protested to the FTC that the recent
French agreement brings MPEA into violation of the WebbPomerene Act. The Commission is investigating this complaint, and as part of the investigation has scheduled the
meeting with MPEA staff members.
Wide

Screen,

Sound

Installations
Slight

FT

Cause

Net

Drop

Increased depreciation charges, due
to the installation of new theatre wide
screen and sound equipment, were
primarily responsible for a small drop
in the net operating profit in Ameri
can Broadcasting- Paramount Theatres' second quarter, president
Leonard Goldenson explained here
yesterday in announcing 'second quarter and half-year earnings.
Goldenson reported that the estimated profit for the second quarter
was $715,000 or 14 cents per share
on the common stock, compared with
$756,000 or 16 cents per share in the
same period last year. For the first
six months of 1954, the estimated net
operating profit was $1,754,000 as
against $2,236,000 for the corresponding 1953 period.
Capital gains for the second quarter
and for the first six months were
to local European product, and one
(Continued on page 4)
IFE
Sales

to Hold

First

Convention

I.F.E. Releasing Corp., will hold its
first national sales convention in August, Bernard Jacon, vice-president in
charge of sales, announced. All division managers, district managers and
salesmen will meet with the New York
executives at conferences in New
York, commencing Aug. 6. Daily and
evening meetings and screenings will
be held through Aug. 10.
"The convention is being held at this
time," said
"because
circumstances haveJacon,
never been
so favorable
for I.F.E. at any time during its 20
months of operation. We intend to discuss the vast changes that have occurred throughout the nation distribution-wise during the past year and
acquaint the field force first-hand with
our strong product line-up for 1954-55,
so that fullest advantage may be taken
of both factors. We hope to demon(Continued on page 4)

CENTS

Agreement

Group
in

Seeks

Principle

Discussions to date on the formula for an industry arbitration system have
been centered on efforts to reach an agreement in principle on the entire scope
of arbitration, it was reported yesterday
following
a meeting
of tion
the joint
exhibit
or-distributor
arbitra
subcommittee. No effort has been made
as yet to put the proposed provisions
U-I's Aboaf Sees
into
"langua
Problem
s ge."
such as the issues that are
Boom
Era for Films
to be subjects for arbitration have
been explored in the sessions held thus
far. These problems are said to be
Set
Meet
on
In Overseas Market
those incorporated in the distributors'
In view of an upswing in product draft of an arbitration plan drawn up
Technically, the sub-commitquality, Universal-International faces in 1952.
tee is not a drafting group and the
Eady
Levies
a "record breaking'' year for distribu- ultimate formula may be placed in the
tion abroad, Americo Aboaf, U-I
LONDON, July 19. — Representa- vice-president and foreign sales man- hands of a dift'erent group, it is reager, said at a trade press conference
tives of British F'ilm Producers Asso- here yesterday.
The committee is scheduled to meet
ciation and Cinematograph Exhibitors
here again tomorrow.
Association have been invited by Peter
Aboaf last week completed an eightThorneycroft, president of the Board week tour of five European countries ported.
of Trade, to meet with him tomorrow studying the U-I distribution picture Korda Joins
Woolf ;
to discuss differences in views on fu- as well as attending a company forture Eady Plan payments. The differeign sales convention in Barcelona.
Plans Four Yearly
ences led last week to the resignation
This will be a record breaking year
from
of J. circuits.
Arthur Rank's for U-I, he stated, and "we are lookOdeon C.E.A.
and Gaumont
LONDON, July 19. — Sir Alexing forward
a "tremendous
year"
ander Korda, separated from British
Thorneycroft made it clear that the in 1955,
Aboaf tosaid.
He pointed to
his
Lion
since the government put the
meeting will be explanatory and ex- company as well as industry-wide emploratory and that there is no sugges- pasis upon quality over quantity in company in the hands of receivers
recently, will release through John
tion of the government acting as arbi- American product as the reason.
He called the trend the best answer Woolf's Independent Film Producers.
trator in the dispute between the two
(Continued on page 4)
Korda plans four films annually, the
(Contimied on page 2)
first of which will be Shakespeare's
"Richard
III," starring Laurence
Oli
vier. Robert Dowling is reported
Survey Reveals
to have offered Korda financing.
Woolf will provide distribution guarantees for the Korda productions.
N.E.
Grosses
Are
Topping
Korda's four, added to Woolf's
Romulus Films' output, should provide
a schedule of about 12 top-grade films
in the next year.
Same
Period
of Last
Year
Heretofore, the Woolf product has
been distributed by British Lion.
By FRANCES HARDING
Whether or not that arrangement will
BOSTON, July 15. — The general interest that the public has displayed be continued has not been determined
towards wide screen and CinemaScope productions, plus the 10 per cent
reduction in the admission tax has brought business to the point where
it is ahead of last year's figures in
many instances, according to a sur- Illinois Allied Elects
vey conducted among theatre circuits
Sid Rogell Succeeds
and independents throughout the five Office
rs on Thursday
yet.
New England states, excluding ConKlune at 20th-Fox
necticut. The suburban or neighHOLLYWOOD, July 19.— Sid
CHICAGO, July 19.— Officers and
borhood house is still suffering exdirectors of Allied Theatres of Illinois
Rogell has been appointed executive production manager of
cept when
a so-called
"big" will be held here on Thursday at a
picture,
not playing
necessarily
CinemaScope.
the 20th Century-Fox studio,
membership luncheon meeting in the
VVith the public's appreciation of Blackstone Hotel.
succeeding Ray Klune who reCinemaScope
presentations, however,
signed last week to join HechtAt a directors' meeting, Jack
theatre buyers and bookers are quick
Lancaster Productions. Rogell
to realize that not every CinemaScope Kirsch, unit president, echoed the
has held top executive posts
presentation means a -box-office bo- sentiments of Abram Myers, Allied
with RKO and Columbia, pronariza. The public, they say, still ex- general counsel, in scoring the disduced a western series starring
ercises discrimination in its film selectributors for allegedly demanding "unJohn Wayne for Warner Brothconscionable" terms for product which,
tions and the old adage remains true —
ers and has been with 20th-Fox
he
said,
"is
a
good
picture
will
do
good
business.
threaten
ing the existence
since December, 1952.
on anded is ondeprivin
Good product
is stillon scarce, film ren- of exhibiti
(Contimi
page g4) the ex(Contimied
page 4)
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Motion

Personal
Mention

F. SAMUELS, worldwide
distribution chief for Walt Disney Productions, returned' to New
York yesterday from the Coast.
•
LEO

Joseph H. AIoskowitz^ vice-president and Eastern studio representative of 20ih Century-Fox, returned
here yesterday from Hollywood.
Me\te;r Fine, president of Associated Circuit of Cleveland, accompanied by his wife, has left for a
European vacation.
•
Marty Wolf, assistant general sales
manager of Altec Service Corp., is in
Washington from here.
•
L. D. Netter, Jr., general sales
manager of Altec Service Corp., has
returned to New York from Chicago.
•
William D. Kelly, head of
M-G-M'sturned here
print
has refrom department,
a Florida vacation.
U-I

Reports

Record

^Obsession* Gross
Universal - International's "Magnificent Obsession," which had its world
premiere at the RKO Palace Theatre
in Cleveland Thursday night followed
by openings Friday in Chicago, Atlanta, Akron and Youngstown, is rolling up record business in all these
situations, the company announced yesterday.
The picture, which is being given
"The Glenn Miller Story" promotional
treatment by U-I, outgrossed its predecessor in its premiere and first three
days at the Cleveland Palace. It drew
$20,246. At the United Artists Theatre in Chicago, it is said to have broken the 20-year house record over the
weekend with a gross of $24,993. In
Atlanta, it was $10,318 at the Loew's
Grand and at the Warner in Youngstown it totalled $6,998. At the Akron
Palace the three-day figure was $7,220,
also outgrossing "Glenn Miller."
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This Year's Annual
Milestone Award
To Be Presented to Schenck Brothers

Pact

Better

HOLLYWOOD, July 19.— This year's recipients of the Screen
Producers Guild annual Milestone Aivard will be Joseph IVi. and
Nicholas M. Schenck, it was announced at the weekend by Arthur
Freed, SPG president.
Freed said that the Schenck
brothers had been elected
unanimously by the Guild for
their "historic contributions
to the motion picture industry." The award will be made
at the Guild's annual dinner
here in mid-November. Joseph
Schenck, who was a cofounder with Darryl F. Zanuck of 20th Century Film
Corp., which ultimately
merged with Fox Films, is
chairman of the board of
Nicholas Schenck
United Artists Theatre CirJoseph Schenck
cuit and of Magna Theatre
Corp. Nicholas Schenck is president of Loew's, Inc.
The Schencks entered the amusement field in 1908 with the construction of Paradise Park, Ft. George, N. Y., later purchasing
Palisades Park in New Jersey, in which Marcus Loew became a

Old, Rome

partner.

Oppose
Increase

Ticket

Tax

in Italy

ROME, July 19. — The government
was urged by the Parliamentary committee for entertainment to avoid imposing any new fiscal burden on
Italy's show business which, it was
stated, already is paying all that it
can bear.
The group issued a statement yesterday referring to the proposed increase
government's
tax. Thein the
statement
was admissions
signed by
deputies of all political affiliations, including Neo-Fascists, Democratic
Christians and Communists. It made
reference to the recent modification of
the Federal admissions tax in the U.S.
An exhibitor association bulletin
here said theatre owners may close
theatres one day in turn as a protest
against the tax increase if the government insists upon introducing the bill.

West Coast *Angels'
Formed
Company

Film
Than

Believes

By ARGEO SANTUCCI
ROME, July 19. — Official sources
here say tlie new film agreement with
the American industry is more favorable to Italy economically than the expiring agreement which authorized
the remittance to America of 40 per
cent of film profits.
The balance of the profits is to be
frozen here and, it was stated, 40 per
cent of it can be used only for coproductions, the purchase of Italian
films or in payment for American distributors' expenses here. The other 60
per cent can be used for "socially important" investments.
U. S. Allowed 225 Releases

Under the two-year agreement the
American companies are authorized to
release 189 features per year directly
and 35 through Italian distributors.
Of the 225 features which the Americans could import under the old agreement, only 16 were released through
independents.
Industry Leaders
It was also stated that I.F.E.'s debts
to American companies through funds
At Bernhard
Rites
advanced to it previously have been so
satisfactorily settled that I.F.E. could
More than 200 leaders of the in- plan a five-year program for the imdustry attended the funeral services
provement in distribution of Italian
for Joseph Bernhard of the Stanley releases in the American, Canadian
Warner Corp., for many years a and Far Eastern markets, including
prominent figure in industry activities, improved dubbing studios and sales
Sunday morning at the Frank E. to American television.
Campbell Funeral Parlor here. Rabbi
Wm. F. Rosenblum of Temple Israel
officiated. Intimate friends accompanied Mrs. Bernhard and their four Eady Tax
(Continued from page 1)
sons to the interment in Mt. Sinai
Cemetery, Philadelphia. Among those
trade associations. Exhibitors will conpresent in the Chapel were :
tinue to maintain that producers must
Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Fabian, Sam
and Arthur Rosen, Mr. and Mrs. show detailed figures demonstrating
Harry M. Kalmine, Major and Mrs. their need for the new Eady levies
A. W. Warner, Nathaniel Lapkin, they are demanding. Thorneycroft reportedly agrees with the exhibitors in
Louis deRochemont, J. Howard
Rubin, Mr. and Mrs. Spyros Skouras, this stand on the basis of a private
Al Lichtman, Ben Kalmenson, Ned showing already made to him.
The whole design is that the exhibiDepinet, David Fogelson, Moe Silver,
tors are ready to assist worthwhile
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Schlanger, Harry
producers
in accordance with their
Goldberg, Frank Damis, W. Stewart
McDonald, Sol Schwartz, Mr. and need, but are not willing to bolster
Mrs. Carl Siegel, Frank Cahill, swollen profits of the film makers.
Borden Mace, Wolf Cohen, Arthur
Rapp, Harold Berkowitz, William
German, Phil Harling, Frank Marshall, Stuart Aarons, Dan Triester,
Herb Copelan and William Brumberg. NEW YORK THEATRES

See $18,000 For 'Susan'
SAN FRANCISCO, July 19. —
HOLLYWOOD, July 19. — PresiRKO Pictures' "Susan Slept Here" is
dent Wallace Garland of Broadway
expected to gross $18,000 for the initial week of its world premiere at the Angels, Inc., which financed "Pajama
Golden Gate Theatre here, it was Game" and other stage plays, yesterday announced the fomiation of an ^Little Fug^itive' to UA
reported yesterday. The film's gross
for the first five days was better than affiliate organization, Hollywood AnFor Foreign Release
$14,000, it was said.
gels, Inc., which will finance theatricals, motion pictures, television
packages and other stage enterprises.
United Artists has acquired the disLawrence Schwalb, Jr., will head the
Dietz on New TV
tribution rights forCanada
"LittleandFugitive"
new company.
in Great Britain,
the 47
Commonwealth countries, it was aShow for Autumn
nounced by Fae R. Miske, treasurer
Howard Dietz, Loew's-M-G-M
of Joseph Burstyn, Inc., which is re'Apache' At May fair
vice-president, will be a panel
leasing the picture in the United
member on the new television
States.
Takes $43,000 in Bow
show, "Riddle in Rhyme," to be
International distribution for "Little
Hecht-Lancaster's "Apache," a
presented in the fall by Herbert
United Artists release currently at the Fugitive" has already been set in
Rudley. Ogden Nash will be
Mayfair Theatre here, recorded a high France, Belgium, Italy, Spain, Porstarred on the quiz type protugal, Sweden, Switzerland, Denmark,
gross of $43,000 in its first week at
gram with Faye Emerson, Ilka
Holland, Israel and Yugoslavia, while
the Broadway house, the theatre anChase and Abner Dean as other
negotiations are continuing with reppanelists.
nounced yesterday. The "Apache"
resentatives ofother foreign countries
gross was termed as "the best of the that import American films.
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tals are still high but it is first and
last the quality of the film that counts,
the bookers declare.
Breaking down the sectors into
downtown theatres, neighborhoods,
theatres in industrialized areas and
drive-ins, the downtown Boston theatres are generally ahead of last year's
figures, a survey shows. One of the
top circuits having three first runs,
Parathe Metropolitan and the twin
mount and Fenway Theatres, reports
that the installation of full CinemaScfepe with stereophonic sound has
proved its value. The choice CinemaScope films which the company buys
usually go into the 4,300-seat Metropolitan, with the Paramount and Fenway taking the second best selection.
These films do well. But with a
shortage of top CinemaScope productions, the twin houses sometimes have
to suffer from lack of good product
which causes the grosses to drop to
a degree. The Metropolitan, playing
d "big" pictures
more of the so-calle
and more of the better CinemaScope
films can report grosses ahead of last
year. The same is true with the Keith
Memorial Theatre, another motion
picture palace which installed the full
CinemaScope equipment in its earliest
stages. Loew's twin houses, the State
and the Orpheum, showcases for
Metro product, have done good business with the top M-G-M films, particularly CinemaScope films. The Astor, an independent house which plays
longer runs and "artier" films, is also
ahead of last year's figures. "The
Caine Mutiny," housed there for an
indefinite run, broke all house records
in its first week.
Lack of Public Interest
The neighborhoods and suburban
theatres without the new wide screen
equipment are suffering from lack of
public interest. These spots are really
hurt. Many have no adequate parking
facilities and the 10 per cent reduction
in the admission price is the only thing
keeping them alive. Even the neighborhoods with the single optical sound
track for showing CinemaScope pictures are behind last year's figures.
However, a top picture, one that is
recognized on its merits, can pull the
theatre out of the depression.
In the highly industrialized areas
where the textile business has suffered
losses of plants to the southern sections of the country throwing thousands out of work, the problem is
critical. South of Boston, for instance,
such as Fall River and New Bedford, the houses equipped with Cine
maScope are faring well. The others
are not. In Maine where television
made its entrance this fall, all the
spots, whether CinemaScoped or not,
are suffering. One circuit head maintains that it takes nearly four years
for a newly-developed TV section to
get its patrons back into the theatre.
The brightest star in the industry
horizon is the drive-in field. This
New England area was perhaps the
last to enter the drive-in category on
a large scale and the owners are
reaping the rewards today. In nearly
every instance the business is ahead
of last year. The Redstone circuit,
operating four large open airers in
Massachusetts with a fifth about to
open its gates late this month, is so
optimistic about the future of the business that the management is spending
large sums of money to add new wide
screens, CinemaScope equipment, additional ramps and larger and more

C^Scope
Pattern

Changing
of

20th
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By PETER BURNUP
LONDON, July 19. — A one-third cut in the price of Miracle, Mirror screens
— which are now being fully produced in Britain — is announced by J. Arthur
Rank's British Optical and Precision Engineers.
ow
of the screen are n
Two types
available
:
currently in process. Bernstein esti€| Head-on
pattern for theatres mates that the majority of his 55 theawhere projector and screen are ap-tr^s will be fully equipped by the end
proximately in horizontal line :
of 1954, So strong has the Bernstein
€]1 Tilted pattern with an in-built tilt CinemaScope booking position become
of 11 degrees for steep projection an- thai even the 3,67o-seated Davis Thegles.
atre — dominant m the London suburb
A bottle-neck in stereophonic sound of Croydon — must hold up its screeninstallations and anamorphic lenses is ing of the "The Robe" until the picstill being encountered by exhibitors stein
ture comes
house. to the neighboring Bernhere with a delay up to four months.
That situation may be corrected if
Twentieth-Fox states that it is doing
everything possible to unsnarl the talks reportedly now proceeding beequipment position and one exhibitor tween 2Qth-Fox and Associated Brithas found it possible to obtain a full ish Cinemas come to fruition. A.B.C.,
equipment from the Philips concern in which has not played a 20th-Fox pic
Eindhoven, Holland.
ture for many years, has given a release to the company's "Three TexTheaGranada
's
Bernstein
Sidney
tres promises to hold a significant ans."
position in ihe CinemaScope release It is understood that 20th-Fox has
pattern. The group has gone over hopes of A.B.C. taking over the Rank
of principal
wholeheartedly to full stereophony, group's traditionalofposition
20th Century-Fox
Seventeen of the Bernstein houses are release channel
now fully equipped with six others, product.

Aboaf

Sees

Overseas

Boom

{Continued from page 1)
said. Exhibitors are making money
of the strongest arguments against throughout Europe with good local
the growth of television in Europe.
and top U.S. product, according to
Aboaf said that European exhibitors the U-I executive. He cited West
fight
to
position
better
are in a much
Germany, Belgium and Italy as three
the television rise there than exhibi- of the best markets for U.S. pictures.
medium
new
the
tors were here when
The recent Italian agreement, he
came on the American scene.
said, is not the best thing in the
ex- world, but it "is workable." He went
t" heas said.
"caugh
won't
They hibitors
U.S.,
were inbe the
on to say that the future "is a very
Again he named top American prod- rosy one"
in Italy, as far as remittances are concerned.
deterthe
uct, of superior quality, as
In Germany, U-I is doing good
factor in European exhibition's business
as compared to last year
fight tominingstem the television tide.
despite
many
difficulties. The German
of
h
The increasing strengt
market
"is
a
very progressive one,"
to
eight
past
pictures over the
according to Aboaf, with a great deal
12 months, Aboaf said, is, in
of reconstruction and remodeling of
theatres in process.
addition, "our best defense
American product by far takes up
all foreign restrictions."
against
He pointed to the fact ^that
the largest proportion of playing time
"anxin Belgium, Aboaf said. In addition,
exhibitors were future
European know
of U-I's
ious" to
he said that Spain is in need of many
plans and production schedules.
more imports, but that the Spanish
Exhibitors in Europe, "gengovernment is placing strict limitations on foreign hlms tor that country.
nt,
appareus,"
Thisareis with
said.speaking,
Aboaf erally
He
had the same report to make
s
inroad
he continued, in spite of
about Britain where U-I product is
in
t,
produc
local
by
being made
currently doing very well as a result
Italy and Germany especially.
of the quality of pictures. Summing up
But the quality of U.S. product
tne entire European picture he said,
has "enabled us to hold our
"we can look forward to another
own," Aboaf said.
period of good business" abroad.
During his tour abroad, Aboaf said
Europe is now enjoying a "boom
ex- period" Aboaf said, and the continuthat approximately 200 foreigofn curance of prosperity abroad in the fuiiibitors were shown excerpts
ture would depend on U.S. aid to
ne
'i
ions,
product
U-I
rent and coming
U-I product was shown to theatremen the Continent. All industries, not only
in Belgium, Italy and West Germany, the film business, depend on subsidies
by the U.S. government,
with positive reactions from all, he granted
Aboaf asserted.

$25,000 and $96,000 respectively, as
compared with $62,000 and $4,314,000
in 1953. The latter figure was principally due to the sale of television
station WBKB in Chicago following
the merger with ABC.
The estimated cash throw-off for
the second quarter and for the first six
months of 1954 increased by $344,000
and $189,000 respectively over the
corresponding periods of 1953 as a
■tesult
charges. of ■ increased depreciation
Goldenson said that, while a shortage
of "box office" pictures and the effects
of television for the first time in a
number of communities continued to
be factors adversely affecting theatre
business in the second quarter, there
was a pick-up in theatre grosses and
earnings in June. The reduction in the
Federal admissions tax contributed to
the pick-up, he said. Further improvement is expected in the third quarter
based on the number of fine pictures
scheduled for release at that time, he
added.
Goldenson reported that the ABC
Division operated at about a breakeven point in the second quarter and
is now setting its programming for
the Fall broadcasting season. Substantially all of the important sponsored
TV programs that were on the network during the past year have been
renewed and, to date, several new
sponsored shows have been added.
IFE

Convention
{Continued from page 1)

strate that I.F.E. can play an important role in alleviating the product
shortage about which American exhibitors have been complaining."
Among those attending the convention will be Seymour Schussel, Eastern division manager ; Phil Levine and
Sal Di Gennaro of Greater New
York; Mike Siegel, Washington; Al
Herman, Northeast district manager,
Boston ; Dave Lefi', Buffalo ; Alex
Cooperman, Western division manager, Los Angeles ; Joseph Nercesian,
San Francisco; John Jarvis, Southeast district manager and David
Williams, Atlanta ; representing the
Southwest district will be Glenn Fannin, Dallas, and S. B. Zimmerman,
Kansas City ; Mark Goldman, Central
district manager, Cleveland, and Murray Baker, Cincinnati ; Bernard McCarthy, Midwest district manager, and
Samuel Chernoff, both of Chicago.
Illinois Allied
{Continued from page 1)
hibitor of his rightful share of the readmission taxalso
reduction."
Thecentdirectors
endorsed audience collections for La Rabida Jackson
Park Sanitarium the week of Aug. 6.
A special committee was created to
look into the matter of increased newspaper advertising rates.
UA

to Distribute

'The Steel Cage'
"The Steel Cage," based on Warden
Touching on foreign film festivals,
efficient concession stands with all Aboaf said there "is no doubt that a Clinton T. Duffy's book, "The San
sorts of gadgets to appeal to patrons certain amount of interference" is Quentin Story," has been acquired for
and children. The New England present
in relation to American films release by United Artists, it was announced bypresident Arthur B. Krim.
to
take
to
slower
entered in competition abroad. The
populace, perhaps
Starring Paul Kelly and Maureen
any new idea, has at last corne to festivals will eventually lose their
appeal of a drive-in values because so many have been O' Sullivan, "The Steel Cage" was
recognizeso the
that today New England added throughout Europe, he said.
theatre
produced by Berman Swartz and
VValter Doniger directed.
IS doing a flourishing business.
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Set ByPPC

Deny Divestiture to
Schine Defendant
BUFFALO, July 19.— A motion by
Elmart Theatres, Inc., one of the defendants with Schine Theatres, Inc.,
and others in civil and criminal contempt of court proceedings in Federal
Court, for permission to dispose of
certain theatre holdings has been denied by Federal Judge John Knight.
The government opposed the move
on grounds that pending contempt of
courts actions should be concluded
first. Contempt actions are based on
the contention that Schine, its officers
and other corporations failed to abide
by the 1949 anti-trust decree issued by
Judge Knight directing the Schine circuit to dispose of certain theatres and
make available first run films to competing theatres.
Judge Knight gave Schine permission to purchase furniture and other
equipment from the Lake Theatre,
Canandaigua. The Lake Theatre will
be converted into business property.
Court permission for the purchase was
requested so that Schine could comply
with the anti-trust decree.
Property

Bill

Could Affect Aniline
WASHINGTON, July 19. — The
Senate Judiciary Committee approved
a bill to return to its former owners
all alien property seized by the U. S.
Government during the war.
However, the President could direct
that a particular property be sold by
its former owners to U. S. nationals,
if he found that to be in the national
interest. Presumably this would coyer
the huge General Aniline and Film
Co., the largest single property seized
by the Alien Property Office : Under
the bill, U. S. District Courts would
the sale to American nasupervise
tionals in these cases.
Chances are slight that the bill will
clear both House and Senate this late
in the session.
Canadian

TV

Pact

OTTAWA, Ont., July 19. — Radio
and Television Employees Association
of Canada has signed its first collective pact with Canadian Broadcasting
Commission, covering over 1,300 employees, effective Aug. 1.
Provisions allow six per cent pay
boost retroactive to Feb. 1 and other
benefits.
—HOWARD
E. STARK^
Brokers and Rnanclal Consultants
TELEVISION STATIONS
I
RADIO STATIONS
50 E. SSth St^ N. Y.
EL 5-0405
Steeialists to Motion Pletare Industry

5

Daily

Charity

HOLLYWOOD, July 19.— Reflecting confidence in that the recent increase in film production is to continue, Regis Toomey, president of the
Permanent Charities Committee announced that the goal . for the 1955
campaign has been raised $25,000 to
$1,250,000.
"Many newcomers in both talent
and craft groups have been added to
company payrolls," Toomey said, "and
efficiency of our fair plan, providing
automatic payroll deductions on a percentage basis from one-half per cent
upwards, is increasing steadily."

Alien

Picture

Televisinn-'Hadio
—iiiif h Pinky

ffi>rrtinn

''E never thought we'd see the day when "Howdy Doody" would
w
- • be NBCancelled (even for a day) but the effervescent little
red-head will have a day off on Tuesday, August 10th. Of course all
the "future presidents of America" would be up in arms (not their
mothers) were it not for the fact that this most unusual pre-empting
is due to a special NBTelecast in honor of a former President of the
United States, Herbert G. Hoover, whose 80th birthday will be celebrated at this time at his birthplace, in West Branch, Iowa. But
comes Wednesday, Aug. 11, Bob Smith, producer Roger Muir, and
puppeteers Allan Swift, Rufus Rose and Lee Carney submerge their
personalities in favor of Howdy and his friends. . . . Charles Wynn,
w.k. songwriter and coach is grooming a youngster named Frank
Speach. The baritone was found working as a waiter at the Flamingo
Hotel in Miami Beach and sounds like "another Perry Como."
The cast of the forthcoming successor program to "Your
Show of Shows," which will preem Sunday, Sept. 12, TVia
NBC and titled, "Max Liebman Presents,"
has been assembled by Liebman and includes Hal Janis, NBC supervisor; Bill
Robin, assistant producer-director ; Charles
Sanford, musical director; Frederick Fox,
scenic designer. Clay Wamick, choral
director; Paul Du Pont, costume designer;
Max Siegel, assistant to Liebman; Aaron
Levine, music librarian, and Irwin Kostal
-^s:
and Harry Battista, arrangers. The new
writers include Billy Friedberg, Fred Saidy
and William Jacobson. . . . Screen star
Tony Curtis and Liberace will be on hand
Charles Sanford
to aid carrot-top Skelton when "the Red
Skelton Show" replaces carrot-top "Arthur
Godfrey & His Friends" tomorrow night (8:00-9:00 P.M.)
over CBS-TV. . . . Robert H. Harris, the beloved "Jake" on
"The Goldbergs" from the very start, celebrates his 25th year
as a thespian. . . . Le Roy Prinz, former Warner Bros, and
Academy Award winning director, has been signed by Louis
D. Snader to direct the "Koria Pandit" telefilm series of 52
half-hour musicals which go before the cameras in Hollywood
next week.
"The Imogene Coca Show," starring the versatile comedienne
of the former NBClassy "Your Shozv of Shows" will make its
debut Saturday, October 2, in the 9:00-9:30
P.M. slot and will be seen three out of four

Imogene Coca

Saturdays. . . . The "CB Search for Tomorrozv" TVehicle, now completing its 2rd year,
has been renewed by Procter & Gamble for
another 52 weeks. Well, the cast can relax
for another 365 tomorrows. . . . With new
offices and. quarters established both in New
York and Hollyivood, Emperor Films now
offers a four-fold service to TV producers, including shipping, titling, film processing and
splicing. . . . "Crossroads in Asia," which
bozved into the TV scene last CB Sunday (6 :307:00 P.M.) zuith Ambassador at Large Henry

Cabot Lodge, zvill have as this week's guest,
Averill W. Harriman. . . . Coca-Cola has renewed "Bob &" Ray"
for another 13 weeks over WINS, N. Y. The clever team rates
another shot at TV. . . . Chevrolet Dealers will sponsor the GrossKrasne telefilm series, "The Lone Wolf over WNBT starting in
September, making the Nezv York area the fourth market sponsored by G.M.'s Chevz'y division. Deal set by United Television
Programs' veep, Aaron Beckwith.
Ronzoni Macaroni and U. S. Tobacco, which co-sponsor the Ziv
telefilm series, "I Led Three Lives" on NBC, Sundays at 10 :30 P.M.
have been granted first refusal rights on the new series, which moves
to WABC-TV, Sept. 25, upon expiration of the NBContract. Phillips
Petroleum Co., which sponsors the series in 23 markets, has renewed
for another 52 weeks, according to M. J. Rifkin, v. p. in charge of
sales for Ziv TV Productions. ... 35 years and two weeks after he
won the world's heavyweight championship, Jack Dempsey will talk
about it on Martha Deane's WOR program Friday.

M.W.
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Good
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Steady

'Scope

Swing

MINNEAPOLIS, July 19.— CinemaScope installations in closed or
"four-wall" theatres are proceeding at
a steady rate and are liable to dent
the "good business" which upper Midwest drive-in operators are reporting.
Outdoor theatremen feel, it was
learned, that the "best season" which
they now have, has progressed too
far in order to convert a house to
CinemaScope. The drive-ins have been
exhibiting films with the conventional
1.33 to 1 aspect ratio.
Equipment dealers in this area seem
undisturbed by the lack of interest
expressed by theatre owners in converting to CinemaScope. Enclosed
theatres or "four-wall" are installing
CinemaScope and stereophonic sound
steadily. Within a six-state area, the
average is 17 closed houses to one
drive-in installation of equipment for
the medium.
One Minneapolis salesman said,
"After all, with the exception of the
Twin Cities, few of the drive-ins are
competitive and most of them are
playing off availibilities. There is
still
plenty of
good product
use."
Outdoor
theatremen
are to
worried
about the possible return to war-time
daylight saving time which is banned
in Minnesota. A bill legalizing the
switch may go before the legislature
this winter.
If passed, the starting time of drivein shows would be 9 :30 p.m. instead
time.
of 8 :30 p.m. well past children's bed
37 Pictures
Before

Now

Cameras

HOLLYWOOD,
July pictures
19. — "Oklahoma" and four other
were
started and four completed films were
transferred to cutting rooms, bringing the score, for the hottest week
anybody here remembers, to 37 in production.
Starting were "Oklahoma," R & H
Todd-AO, CinemaScope, Eastman
(Ind.); "Target Earth" (A-A) ;
"Outsiders," Hammer Film Prod.
(Lippert) ; "Cattle Queen of Montana," Bogeaus, SuperScope, Technicolor (Rep.)
; "White
Feather,"
Panoramic,
CinemaScope,
Technicolor
(20th-Fox), and "Stranger on Horseback," Goldstein, Technicolor (U-A).
Finishing were "Bowery to Bagdad"
(A-A) man,
; "Long
JohnTechnicolor
Silver," KaufCinemaScope,
(Ind.) ; "Black
Widow,"
Cinema- ;
Scope, Technicolor
(20th-Fox)
"Smoke Signal," Technicolor, and
Abbott & Costello Meet the Keystone
Kops" (U-I).
Gould

Joins

CBS

Jack Gould, radio-TV editor of the
New York Times, has been appointed
information adviser to CBS, it was announced by Frank Stanton, CBS president. Gould has resigned from his
newspaper affiliation and will assume
his new duties on Aug. 2.
LOOK

TO

FILMACK
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Once again 21,000,000 movieminded readers of The American
Weekly
STARRING

are invited to a section devoted exclusively to
movies and movie personalities.

. . . HOLLYWOOD
The visual highlight of this year's movie annual will be
the "You'll be Seeing" feature devoted to filmland's
forthcoming productions.

DIRECTED

BY...

MOVIE

MINDED

EDITORS

Ernest Heyn, Editor-in-Chief . . . Adele Fletcher,
Women's Features Editor . . . and Liza Wilson,
Hollywood Editor . . . are compiling a picture and
story package into one of the most effective
promotion pieces available to the Motion
Picture Industry.
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^"''AMERICAN

WEEKLY

Our more than 91/^ million movie-going families
will plan their movie going decisions from this issue.
Last year the readership of the Movie Annual
attained extraordinary heights ...
a fact of special
interest to movie producers

Branch Offices:
Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, Los Angeles, San Francisco
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Reveals

Is Unconstitutional,

Loew

40-Week

District

Court

Rules

KANSAS CITY, Kans., July 20._—
A ruling that the Kansas motion picture censorship law is unconstitutional
has been handed down here by District
Is $4,466,376
Court Judge Harry G. Miller who
stated that
law creating the'
censorit
board
was the
uriconstitutional
because
Increase of $1,280,505
violated the freedom of speech clauses,
Paul E. Wilson, first assistant state
Reported By Company
attorney general, indicated that Judge
Miller's opinion would be appealed to
Net profit of Loew's, Inc., for the the Kansas Supreme Court.
Wilson said that in the past the
40 weeks ended June 10 was $4,466,376, equivalent to 87 cents per share, state Supreme Court had held that the
compared with $3,185,871 or 62 cents censorship law was constitutional,
a share for the same period last year, pointing out that while there have been
an increase of $1,280,505, the com- recent decisions by the U. S. Supreme
pany reported yesterday. The net op- Court that may throw new light on
erating profit before Federal taxes and
question,
my view that
the
after reserve for depreciation was the
matter
should"itbeis submitted
to our
$7,345,482, compared with $6,685,184 Supreme Court for final determinain the similar 40-week period of 1953.
For the 12 weeks ended June 10, net
Judge Miller specifically ruled in
operating profit was $2,158,831 before the lower court that the State Board
Review could not enforce its ban
taxes and after reserve for deprecia- oftion."
tion and contingencies, compared with on "The Moon is Blue." Under the
$1,865,697 in the same period of the chairmanship of Mrs. Frances Vaughn
preceding year. After Federal taxes of Bonner Springs, the board had banned the picture in Kansas because of
the earnings were $1,267,210 compared with $1,014,142 a year ago. The "its sexy and suggestive dialogue."
earnings this year after taxes were 25 Holmby Productions and United Artcents a share compared with 20 cents
ists appealed
in 1953.
district
court. the board's ruling to the
Gross sales and operating revenues
The court said that it was a clear
{Continued on page 6)
{Continued on page 6)

Net

Earnings

Theatre

From

Receipts

^48;

Down

Concessions

1 7%

Up

WASHINGTON, July 20.— U. S. motion picture theatres had total receipts from customers in 1953 of $1,323,838,000, down 17.1 per cent from
1948, the Census Bureau estimated.
Receipts from admissions, excluding
U.K. Trade Groups
Federal and other admission taxes,
amounted to $989,868,000—20.5 per
cent below 1948. Receipts from candy
Discuss New
Eady
counter sales, sales of 3-D glasses,
vending machine receipts and other
Levy with B of T
earnings from customers were up 38.5
per
cent, however, to $126,027,000.
By PETER BURNUP
In other words, total receipts from
LONDON, July 20. — Representa- customers, excluding admission taxes,
tives of the four film trade associa- amounted to $1,115,895,000— down 16.5
tions joined in a two and one-half
cent Census
from 1948.
hour meeting at the Board of Trade perThe
Bureau figures were
today with Sir Morris Dean, alter- preliminary estimates based on a surnate for Peter Thorneycroft, B of T
vey of a representative group of theatres throughout the U. S. This was
president,cerningto
discuss
difi^erences
conthe new Eady Plan levies to the first survey of exhibition since
go into effect Aug. 1.
the complete census of all businesses
The government has warned that if in 1948. Portable motion picture establishments are excluded from the
the trade cannot agree on new volunbe settary
up.payments, a statutory levy will totals.
The bureau estimated that there
Developments at today's meeting were 18,205 theatres in the U. S. in
were not
disclosed, onthepage
official
{Continued
6) state- 1953, compared to 18,509 in 1948, a
drop of 1.6 per cent.
Total receipts from customers were
Senate Group Okays
put at $1,323,838,000 last year, compared to $1,596,665,000 five years
earlier. These totals include all adCopyright Project
missions taxes and also certain direct
WASHINGTON, July 20. — The receipts from customers such as the
First of Series
Senate Judiciary Committee has ap- candy and popcorn sales. They do not
proved legislation designed to implement the new International Copyright include commissions or other earnings
from similar facilities owned or operConvention.
by others,offices
nor receipts
it-*m renChances
are
dim,
however,
for
the
Meet
Officials
FTC
MPEA,
tal ated
of stores,
or apartments.
legislation to become law this year.
Total receipts from admissions were
The bill is being fought bitterly by
estimated at $989,868,000 in 1953,
the typographical unions and some compared to $1,244,355,000 for the
Complaint
Pact
French
On
book publishers, since it permits books earlier year. This was a drop of 20.5
(Continued on page 7)
by alien authors to get copyright protection in the U.S. without aictually
By J. A. OTTEN
WASHINGTON, July 20.— Ofl^cials of the Motion Picture Export having to have their books printed
Plan to Buy
Association met with Federal Trade Commission officials today to defend here. The Administration claims that Odium
{Continued on page 2)
the Association against charges that the recent French agreement brought
RKO
Not Finalized
it into violation of the Export Trade
Act.
GOES
INTERNATIONAL;
The charges were made by Ellis CINERAMA
HOLLYWOOD, July 20. — NegoArnall, head of the Society of Indetiations between
Corporation's
pendent Motion Picture Producers, in MATTY
Floyd Odium
andAtlas
Howard
Hughes
FOX
ASSOCIATED
IN DEAL
a letter to the Commission.
concerning the possible purchase of
Sidney Schreiber, MPEA general
RKO Radio Pictures by Atlas are not
Plans to establish Stanley Warner expected to reach finalistic status,
counsel ; vice-president G. Griffith Walker Leaves Bank
Cinerama theatres world-wide were either way, for the next few weeks, it
Johnson and special counsel Theodore
Hope met today with Bernard B. Of America Aug, 31
announced yesterday when S. H. Fa- was learned authoritatively today.
bian, president of Stanley Warner
Odium, whose activity in acquiring
Smyth, Division,
chief of and
the members
FTC's Export
Tom Walker, currently and for the Corp., signed an agreement with RKO stock has been a lively topic on
Trade
of his
staff.
past five years special representative Nicolas Reisini, president of Robin Wall Street and in trade discussions,
After the meeting, Smyth said that in New York of the Bank of America International, Inc., to open Cinerama arrived here Sunday to continue negoN. T. & S. A., announced yesterday theatres outside of the United States.
tiations with Hughes in person.
"nothing definitive" had b«en estab- he will terminate his association with
lished and that he expected ihat there
Reisini's associate in this venture,
.
Hughes'
firm offer to buy up all outMatthew Fox, film executive, initiated
standing RKO Pictures stock at $6
would be future meetings with both the bank on Aug. 31.
the
negotiations
some
months
ago.
MPEA and SIMPP officials. He said
Walker was for a period of years
per share runs until the close of busithe first job the FTC had to face was an officer of the Bank of America.
ness on July 31, but the offer already
It is planned to show "This Is
He
was
also
secretary
and
treasurer
Cinerama"
in
London
and
Paris
somehas
been
extended once and presumto attempt
to "narrow
the issues" be{Continwed on page 6)
tween the two
associations.
(Continued on page 6)
ably, can be extended again.
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a Bingo

Way

to

Winner

DAYTON, C, July 20. — The
Sherwood Drive-in Theatre
here witnessed an unexpected
real-life drama during a recent
Bingo game, held as an added
attraction. A Cincinnati man, his
wife and another woman were
arrested when one of the ladies
presented the winning card for
a $1,975 jackpot. Manager Sam
Levin, was suspicious and called
police. He said that the winning numbers were printed on
a small press set up inside the
car. The fourth party, a man,
escaped with the press. Levin
will file larceny charges.

In what is said to be the first move
of its kind by a circuit. Shea Theatrical Enterprises, Inc., this week
launched a study of its buying and
booking procedures as they relate to
costs in order to best meet the "circumstances and differences of opinion" in its dealings with distribution,
Abe Bernstein, United Artists exploitation representative, has an- Gerald Shea, circuit president and
nounced the wedding of his daughter, general manager, revealed yesterday.
The independent study is being
Marcia, to Jules J. Siegel of Hewlett, L. I. The couple presently is made by "a qualified certified public
accountant" for the Shea circuit and
honeymooning in Nova Scotia.
•
is a result of concern over the "ratio
George H. Mackenna, general of film rentals to grosses," Shea said.
He estimated the study would about
manager of Basil's Lafayette in Buf- be completed in about a month.
falo, and family, will vacation with
The circuit executive said that he VistaVision for Army
Elmer F. Lu.x of Elmart Theatres of
Buffalo, and family, at Shandur Lake felt this step was necessary in order Far East Theatres
in northern Ontario.
to be objective and to "satisfy our•
selves" to the fact that the cost of
All . of the Army Motion Picture
Arthur Krolick, American Broad- films "in so far as possible are within
1,500 theatres in the Far
casting-Paramount Theatres district the pervue of good business adminis- Service's
East will be converted for VistaVision
manager
in
Buffalo,
is
on
a
week's
presentation. Paramount reports. Plans
To Learn Existing Problems
vacation on Long Island with his wife.
•
tration."
are already under way for premieres
This is a "truthful expression of
P. E. EssiCK, head of Modern The- our position" that distribution prob- of Irving Berlin's "White Chri.stmas,"
the first film in the process.
atres of Cleveland, and his wife, are
lems, although not with all distribuDecision to swing over to the new
vacationing in Spring Lake, N. J.,
tors, do exist, Shea said. It was initiprocess followed an initial demonstrawith the Jack Essick family.
•
ated. Shea formation
continued,
our own in-a
tion at the 2,500-seat Ernie Pyle Theas well as "for
to implement
atre in Tokyo. Far East AMPS
Norman Kaplan, M-G-M home proper approach into continued dealchiefs are at work equipping theatres
office photographer, has returned here
with the largest screens possible.
ings with distribution."
from a Belgrade Lakes, Maine, vacaPointing
to recent differences betion.
tween distribution and exhibition,
•
Shea commented, "we must meet this Set 3 More Outlets
Leonard W. Brockington, presi- situation with intelligence and fact.
dent of J. Arthur Rank's Canadian The best way to meet the circumcompanies with offices in Toronto, is
Sun*
stances and differences of opinion are For
Frank'Duel
I. Davis,inJr.,
president of
visiting in England.
with facts," he added. Commenting on Selznick Releasing Organization, yes•
the same subject. Shea expressed
terday announced the closing of three
Marcel Hellman, British pro- "confidence in the industry as well as additional franchise agreements for
ducer, left New York yesterday for
distribution."
Hollywood.
Touching on the subject of new film the distribution of David O. Selznick's
•
"Duel in the Sun."
processes. Shea emphasized that CineThe new franchise holders are
Harold Hecht of Hecht-Lancaster maScope "has brought back realism
Productions has returned to the Coast to theatres." He said he has been Harold (Babe) Cohen, Lippert Pictures of Louisiana, serving the New
from New York.
completely sold on the showmanship Orleans territory ; Nina Bridges and
•
values of the new medium.
Bob Herrell, United Film Exchange,
Emery Austin, M-G-M exploitaserving the Kansas City territory, and
Good
'Scope
Business
tion head, is vacationing.
Explaining his enthusiasm for Cine- tory.
William M. Richardson, Capitol RemaScope, Shea cited the case of the
leasing Corp., for the Atlanta terriFulton Theatre in Pittsburgh, a Shea
Endres Wins MGM
house, which is currently showing
Signing of Dallas and New England
"Three Coins in the Fountain" in its franchises were confirmed earlier.
*Caesar* Award
ninth week, approaching a 10-week
J. M. Endres, manager of the Cal- mark set previously at the house. The
Pact
derone Theatre, Hempstead, L. I., has reason for the success in Pittsburgh, Altec Awarded
been announced as the winner of
according to Shea, has been "word of By VA Hospitals
M-G-M's "Julius Caesar" contest for
advertising."
theatre men in the Metropolitan New mouth
Avyarding of a contract to Altec
Of 45
theatres throughout Ohio,
York area.
Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, New Service Corp. by Veterans Administration Hospitals has been announced
With trade paper showmanship edi- York and New Hampshire, the Shea
L. D. Netter, Jr., general sales
tors as judges, Endres' campaign for circuit operates houses in 22 cities. by
manager.
the Shakespearean picture was de- CinemaScope has been installed in
The contract, covering a total of
clared the best submitted by exhibitors each of the 22 cities of which two
and managers in the local area. He have two houses with the new me- 178 V. A. hospitals, provides for the
of Altec service engineers in the
will receive a United States Savings
dium, resulting in a total of 24 Cine- use
inspection and maintenance of 35 mm.
Bond for $100 as a reward for his unmaScope
equipped
theatres.
usual efforts.
motion picture projection and sound
equipment, and radio and voice trans26 Italian Films
mission equipment.
'Malta' at Guild
Now
in Production
Einfeld in Paris
Takes $5,900 in Bow
Twenty-six Italian-produced films
are
currently
in
active
production,
it
PARIS, July 20.— Charles Einfeld,
J. Arthur Rank's "Malta Story," a
United Artists release currently at the was announced by Italian Films Ex- vice-president of 20th Century-Fox,
Guild Theatre here, grossed a record
port. Of these, 11 are under way in who is making a swing through
$5,900 in its first three days with an Rome Studios, seven are being filmed Europe, meeting with company representatives and leading exhibitors on
estimated first week gross of $14,000 on location in other parts of Italy and
expected, Norman W. Elson, president eight are before the cameras in other plans for "The Egyptian," arrived
countries.
of Guild Enterprises, announced.
here today en route to Scandinavia.

SILVERSTONE, assistant general sales manager for
20th Century-Fox, will leave here today for a tour of Western Canada
with Peter Myers, Candian division
manager. _
•
ARPHUR

Bigger
U.S.

Budget

Film

During

for

Program

Fiscal

Year

WASHINGTON, July 20. — The
government's Overseas Film Program
will operate on a considerably larger
budget during the fiscal year just getting under way than during the past
12 months.
This was revealed as officials of the
U. S. Information Agency indicated
how they intended to break down
among the various media the funds
just voted by Congress for the fiscal
year starting July 1.
Films Get to $4,132,000
The film branch will get $4,132,000
for its operations during the new year,
compared to $3,390,117 during the past
year. In the preceding 1953 fiscal year,
it operated on a budget of $7,557,582.
The administration had originally
sought $89,000,000 for the USIA for
this year, of which $6,964,000 was
earmarked for the motion picture service. The House voted $75,814,000, of
which $2,931,000 was for the film division, and the Senate voted $83,814,000,
iiicluding $3,931,000 for the film divi.
sion. The conference compromise finally put the total at $77,114,000, leaving it to the agency to allocate the
amount among the various media. The
film branch has now been allotted
$4,132,000 of the total.
New Myers Affiliation
TORONTO, July 20. — Joseph
Myers, formerly with Warner
Brothers in Chicago, has joined International Film Distributors, Ltd., as a
special dling
sales
hanBritishrepresentative
and Europeanhere
product
in Canada, it was announced by general manager D. V. Rosen.
5 From

UA

in Aug.

Five productions — "Crossed
Swords," "Dow^n Three Dark Streets,"
"Malta Story," "Victory At Sea" and
"The Diamond Wizard" — will be released by United Artists during the
month of August.
Senate
{Continued from page 1)
passage of the bill is essential to prevent other nations from withdrawing
the copyright proetction they now give
to U.S. films, books, songs and other
artistic works.

* Three Channel interlock projection
* 17' 2 mm & 35mm tape interlock
* 16mm interlock projection
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SEVEN

BRIDES

Here's

M-G-M

To

A

How

26-Year

IN

Launched

New

Ail-Time

HOUSTON!

A

Great

Record!

"BABY
Baby

Attraction

photos of M-G-M

STAR"

CONTEST

stars, including those in the picture,

were used in a "Baby Star" contest that was one of the most
widely publicized and successful contests in local annals.

An attractive model

RADIO AND TV
dressed as a bride visited all radio and

TV disc jockeys with the record-albvim of songs from the picture. Later the "Seven Brides" repeated the visits. Additionally
they modeled costumes from the pictvire in Style Shows and
were interviewed by 100 local teen-age girls in their modeling
school. They got reams of space.
WEALTH

Snowballs in July: The "Brides" were greeted, upon arrival at
the airport, by local critics and celebrities and a giant pile of

Men have been abducting reluctant maidens
since time began. Probably the most famous
most

wholesale

— abduction

real snow. A simulated snow-ball fight took place in 100-degree
weather.

happened

when the ancient roamin' Romans kidnapped
armloads of the Sabine women and carried
'em off, "sobbin' and throbbin'."
ings still tell the story.

Great

SEVEN
FOR

SEVEN

boys are seven

of MGM's

gay

BRIDES
BROTHERS'

But our girls are from Oregon
red-headed

and the
bachelor ^^^^/^^^^

brothers. It's original and too funny '^/W/'
for words (and it's in CinemaScope
/^^\^
and Color).
^^^K
You'll be carried away, too! *
^
starring JANE POWELL • HOWARD KEEL . with Jeff Richards
Russ Tamblyn • Tommy Rail • Screen Play by Albert Hackett &
Frances Goodrich and Dorothy Kingsley • Based On the Story "The
Bobbin' Women" by Stephen Vincent Benet' Lyrics by Johnny Mercer
Music by Gene de Paul • Choreography by Michael Kidd • Color by
Ansco • Directed by' Stanley Donen • Produced by Jack Cummings
Above: Sample of the off-beat ads. Other

rhe Houston

big display ads in large campaign.

"BRIDES"

"Just Married" Parade: Open cars carried the "Brides" and
local officials from the airport. Flying wedding ribbons and

paint-

Plutarch says the Sabine girls were soon
happily knitting little togas and refused to be
rescued. That's the theme
shot-gun wedding musical,

STUNTS

Romance in a Haystack: With a local jeweler's cooperation,
engagement and wedding rings were planted in a haystack
located in a downtown parking lot, with local girls taking part
in the search.

DAVID'S "RAPE OF THE SABINE WOMEN"
Louvre Museum, Paris

— and

OF

CONTEST

Post ran a contest to select two local "Brides".

Together with the five starlet "Brides" who actually appear
in the picture, Houston had the full complement of "Seven
Brides". Terrific attention -getters in press, on radio and TV.

"Just Married"

signs, with banners

advertised the picture.

Opening Night Square-Dance: Probably the most colorful open-

-Ti

ing night idea in the city's show business history was the squaredance with hillbilly band in front of the theatre in conjunction with the Gala World Premiere.
PROMOTION EVERYWHERE
Thirty stores carried posters, counter cards and other materials
in ticket-selling tie-ups. Complete coverage was obtained,
especially in stores where records were sold, thereby stimvilating attention for the records-album. A giant standee in lobby
three weeks ahead, and an appealing trailer far in advance
gave the show long-range attention.
PERSONALITIES
The arrival of Howard Keel, co-star of the picture, and Jack
Cummings, producer, climaxed the big promotion campaign.
An opening day extra was the personal appearance for three
shows on the stage of the State Theatre of Keel, together
with

the 5 starlet "Brides"

and

a popular hillbilly band.

WORD-OF-MOUTH
Critics and disc jockeys saw the picture three weeks in advance. Then came a screening for record-albimi promotion,
store personnel, TV and radio people and others. A sneak
studio preview took place five days before the opening.
IT MAKES

HISTORY

Local Texas showmen assert that the campaign for "SEVEN
BRIDES" set a new high in modern motion picture showmanship. Most of the activities, apart from personal appearances, are easily adaptable to any situation.
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"The Weak
and the Wicked"
{Marble Arch- A A)
Hollywood, July 20
\\/ITH the absence of top-player names, this British production which
* *^ deals with prison life favoring minimum-security
over the old,
iron-barred ball-and-chained institutions of confinement, isjails
given earnest dramatization bya cast headed by Glynis Johns, the principal player, who has
some U. S. following which may help the picture commercially. The film
contains plenty of melodramatic material, emotions and reactions of feminine
prisoners. The production appears to rely to a large extent on the sensationalized type of promotion, and it does present cases and dialogue lines that
As a Confederate major and prisoner of war, Heflin leads 11 other Rebel
prisoners in a break from a Union camp in northern Vermont. It is near suggest limitation to adult audiences.
The film, which is a collection of events rather than one single story, stays
tile end of hostilities and at this distant Northern location there are few
Union troops in the area. Heflin plans to destroy St. Albans, which he has on the high road and proves its point. The screenplay by J. Lee-Thompson
entered, posing as a neutral Canadian business man, and devastate other and Anne Burnaby, from a novel by John Henry, opens with the framing of
towns in retaliation for the destruction of Southern communities by Union Miss Johns, on a charge of fraud by a gambling house owner to whom she
owes more than she could pay. This is the story device to get her innocently
forces.
His plans are complicated when lie falls in love with his landlady, played into prison, so the audience can view through her experiences, the troubles
by Anne Bancroft, and becomes the hero of her small son, Tommy Rettig. and causes which got her fellow inmates into jail. After a period in the
Further complications are added by the hot temper of one of his Confederate maximum-security prison, she is moved to a minimum-security annex where
she, and the others, prove themselves trustworthy and are appropriately reassociates, Lee Marvin, vidioni Heflin is forced to kill to prevent a murder warded.
in the village church. The incident makes him a hero in the eyes of the
This film is a Marble Arch Production produced by Victor Skutezky and
townspeople, but Heflin, nevertheless, proceeds with the burning of the vil- directed by co-writer Lee Thompson.
lage. Before escaping, he dons- the Confederate uniform, revealing himself
Running time, 72 minutes. Adult classification. Release date, July 18.
in his true role to those who believed him their friend.
WILLIAM R. WEAVER
Robert L. Jacks was producer, with Goldstein as executive producer. Hugo
Fregonese directed and Sydney Boehm contributed the screen play, which was
based on the Herbert Ravenal Sass story, "AfTair at St. Albans."
Running time, 83 minutes. General classification. Release date, not set.
{Lippcrt-Abtcon)
Hollywood, July 20
Beat'
er American
RivITH
W
Phyllis Kirk heading a list of top British players, this
f-ff
film qualifies as a standard English melodrama for satisfactory exhibition on this side of the Atlantic. Because of its 73-minute running time, the
"The
Earrings of Madame
De''
(Arlan Pictures)
picture can be handily fitted into either panel of a dual program, or, if suitably
CHARLES BOYER and Danielle Darrieux head the cast of this Max surrounded by appropriate subsidiary subjects, the picture can play on a single
Ophuls' production, which also offers Italian director Vittorio De Sica bill. It is, in whatever way or connection it is booked, a properly professional
as an actor. Performances are uniformly good but the story is weak. What story of an American sea captain who does a spot of diamond smuggling
starts of? as something amusing soon begins to take itself too seriously and on the side, gets caught at it, plus some murdering, and is jolly-well given
becomes over-long and tragic. The necessary ingredients of wit, irony and the what's-for for the minions of the law, namely Scotland Yard.
Miss Kirk portrays an American girl who is a radio officer aboard a ship
spice are missing from this turn-of-the-century tale, and its prospects for
captained by the gentlemanly smuggler whose complicated operations include
other than "art" houses are not good.
Desperate for money, Madame De . . . (Miss Darrieux) sells her diamond using her as an unknowing conveyor of diamonds concealed in cigarette
earrings to a jeweler. They were a wedding gift from her husband, Monsieur packs. How she meets and falls in love with a man who turns out to be a
De . . . (their last name is not used), played by Boyer. Fearing a scandal, British detective and the ultimately successful victor over the perfidious seaman and his felonious associates is set forth in orthodox fashion, with occathe jeweler sells them back to the husband. The wife pretends they are lost.
sional violence and the usual climactic chase.
The husband presents them to his mistress who is bound for Constantinople.
The Am.erican Herman Cohen is down as executive producer, with EngShe loses them at cards, after which wealthy diplomat Baron Donati (Vittorio
De Sica) purchases them and presents them to his cherished mistress, Madame
land's Victor Hanbury as producer of this hands-across-the-sea melodrama
De. When she pretends to have found them, her husband, who loves her and which is directed by Guy Green from a screenplay written by Rex Rienitz.
Running time, 73 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
no other, realizes that the Baron, fresh from Constantinople, gave them to her.
W. W.
For the sake of honor, he demands that his rival take back the earrings and July 16.
sell them to the jeweler, so that he can buy them back again. ;
Madame De is caught in deceit and the Baron's love for her wanes. The
earrings change hands a bit more before the lover and the husband meet in Eady
Levy
Cinerama
a gun duel over honor. Madame De is overcome and dies of a heart attack.
"The Raid"
{20th Century-Fox)
VAN HEFLIN tops the cast of this well acted and well made Leonard
Goldstein production in color by Technicolor, based on an actual incident
of the Civil War involving a Confederate raid on the town of St. Albans, Vt.,
up near the Canadian border. The factual background enhances the drama
and, with a good measure of action, suspense and romance included, the picchances for healthy grosses are good, especially where adventure films
are in ture's
demand.

Marcel Archard and Ophuls wrote the screenplay. Ophuls directed as well
as produced.
Running time, 105 minutes. Adult classification. Release date,- July 19.
Walker
{Continued from page 1)
or Transamerica Corporation. For
nine years he was vice-president,
treasurer and general business manager of Edward Small Productions,
Inc., and, prior thereto, was vicepresident of United Artists Corp.

flyBQA

Fellerman
ARISTOCRAT

OF THE AIR

Direct
New York • London
aRITISH OVERSEAS
AIRWAYS CORPORATION
Reservations through your travel agent
or call 6.O.A.C. at 342 Madison Ave.,
New York 17. N. Y.. tel. MU 7-8900

to Coast

For Product Survey
Max Fellerman, vice president and
general manager of Lopert Films, Inc.,
operators of the Astor, Victoria and
Bijou Theatres in New York as well
as theatres in Washington and Chicago, will leave here today for his
annual trip to Hollywood.
Fellerman, who recently booked
Warner Brothers' "A Star is Born"
for a simultaneous showing in both
the Astor and Victoria Theatres, will
confer with major studios as well as
the independents on plans for the
Astor and Victoria Theatres for the
coming season.

(Continued from page 1)
ment merely confirming that the Eady
Plan was discussed and that the talks

{Continued from page 1)
time in the fall, to be followed by
Cinerama shows in Rome, Tokyo and
a city in Western Germany before the
end of 1954.

were
"friendly."
Observers
attribute the official reticence to the fact that the subject has
When "This Is Cinerama" is
been set down for discussion in the launched in these five countries, StanHouse of Commons on Thursday. In
ley Warner, in association with the
answering the question which will be Robin International group, will further extend its operations in certain
put to him then, Thorneycroft is ex- other foreign countries.
pected to make a full statement.
Robin International, Inc., is a corporation dealing exclusively in forLoew Net
eign trade, with offices in all parts of
{Continued from page 1)
the world. It represents some of the
largest American enterprises abroad.
for the 40 weeks ended June 10 were
This is not Mr. Reisini's first venture
estimated at $138,250,000 against in
motion pictures since he has been
$133,612,000. For the current June engaged in foreign film distribution.
quarter, these were estimated at $41,Commenting upon his association
144,000 against $39,684,000.
with Cinerama, Reisini said that there
is no doubt that "This Is Cinerama"
will be
"spectacular"
audience
Censor Law
cess aabroad,
perhaps even
more sucso
than in the United States.
(Continued from page 1)
"However," he continued, "I am
principle that the power to censor mo- fascinated by the future of Cinerama
tion pictures is reserved to the states, because its export to foreign countries
but only where "definite and specific is more than a commercial enterprise. •
standards" are provided by statute.
It is a remarkable example of American 'know-how' in the motion picThe Kansas statute "does not proture field, demonstrating a technical
said. vide these standards," Judge Miller
advance beyond anything known."
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Pre-Selling

'Magnificent Obsession' Condensation
JANE WYMAN, star of U.I.'s
"Magnificent Obsession" approves
of two-page editorial spread in full
color featured at the beginning of the
Lloyd C. Douglas story in the August
issue of "Woman's Home Companion."
The story continues through eleven
pages ! Looking at the layout with
Jane Wyman is her husband Fred
Karger. (Photo at• right.)

in 'Companion'

"Redbook" has four motion picture ads in the July issue. Two halfpages across a two-page spread on
"The Caine Mutiny" in color, a full
page ad on "About Mrs. Leslie," a
striking ad on "Magnificent Obsession" and a Picture-of -the- Month
ad on "The Student Prince" which
appears on the table of contents
page.
"Life," in reviewing "On the Waterfront" reports in the current issue that
"Marlon Brando gives his finest film
performance to date and gets sensitive
support in the love department from a
new discovery from TV, Eva Marie
Saint." Eva is the cover girl on the
issue. Almost seven years ago "Life"
said that "Miss Saint may some day
be a household word like Bankhead,
Bergman or Berle. But it will probably be as Edie in 'On the Waterfront' that she fulfills the prophecy
and starts her real fame."

worth" and
page ad on
Mrs. Leslie"
gust issue of

an eye-catching full
Paramount's "About
will appear in the Au"Seventeen."
•

"True Story" recommends and reviews in the August issue, "The High
and the Mighty," "Demetrius and the
Gladiators," "About Mrs. Leslie" and
"Betrayed." •
"Look's" cover girl on the current issue is Janet Leigh, star of
U.I.'s "The Black Shield of Falworth." The cover is in full color
and it should attract a substantia]
amount of attention on the newsA striking page ad in two colors stands.
WALTER HAAS
on U.I.'s "The Black Shield of Fal-

7

Daily

U. S. Survey
Quigley Awards
Judging on Friday
Judging for the Quigley Awards,
{Continued from page 1)
second quarterly entries, will be held
in the offices of Quigley Publications, per cent. Receipts from Federal, state
Friday, at 11:00 A.M., it was an- and local admissions taxes amounted
nounced yesterday.
to $207,943,000 in 1953, of which FedThe judges named are: Isabelle
eral taxes accounted for $194,294,000.
Austin, advertising and publicity di- In 1948, admissions taxes accounted
rector, Roxy Theatre ; Blanche Liv- for $261,330,000 of the total receipts,
ingston, advertising and exploitation with no separate figure available for
department, RKO Theatres ; and Bea- the Federal share.
trice Ross, exploitation manager. ReDirect Receipts Rise
public Pictures.
Direct receipts from customers,
other than admissions, was the only
FF
Demonstration
item to rise, going up 3.5 per cent
from $90,980,000 in 1948 to $126,Acclaimed
Abroad
027,000 last year. Again this includes
Acclaim for VistaVision, Para- only receipts from candy and popcorn
mount's new process of film produc- sales, vending machines, 3-D glasses
tion and screen presentation, in its and other sales directly by the theatre
overseas demonstrations, has matched management, and not from commisthe reception of exhibitors in every
sions, earnings or rents. These figpart of the United States, according
ures do not include sales of similar
to cabled reports received here by items by independent concessionaries
operating within theatres owned by
George mount
Weltner,
Internationalpresident
Films. of Para- others.
The demonstrations, all held last
Total theatre receipts from customweek, were in Mexico City and in
ers, excluding admissions taxes, therefore amounted to $1,115,895,000 last
Sydney and Melbourne, Australia.
year, compared to $1,335,335,000 in
1948.
'Kings' Bows Tonight
House Denies Funds for
M-G-M's "Valley of the Kings" Census Bureau Survey
premieres at the Plaza Theatre here
tonight at 8:30 P.M., just seven hours
WASHINGTON, July 20. — The
after the picture is to be opened at House today sustained the action of
the Metro Theatre in Cairo, Egypt. its appropriations committee in refusing a Census Bureau request for
Dr. Ahmed Hussein, Egyptian ambassador to the U.S., will attend with $8,430,000 to conduct a comprehensive
members of his staf¥. Box-office re- survey of business and manufacturing
year. The Senate, which might
ceipts will be turned over to the school next
next.
of Archaeology of the University of grant the funds, takes up the request
Cairo.

An MGM

Cinemascope

Color Production starring
JANE

POWELL

HOWARD

KEEL

It'll be history's biggest march
down the aisle ... in movie
SEVENTEEN'S

August Picture-of-the-Month :

theatres all over the country . . .
as Seventeen's 2% million readers
(on the arms of their Dads,
Moms, Best Friends, Best Beaux)
all say / DO want to see

for

seven

brothers

"Seven Brides for Seven Brothers" !

seventeen
The magazine that sends girls
and their friends and
their families to more movies.

20th
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improved
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it now

JEAN

RICHARD

PETERS

WIDMARK

KATY
JURADO

with HUGH O'BRIAN • EDUARD FRANZ
Produced by SOL C. SIEGEL • Directed by EDWARD DMYTRYK • Screen play by RICHARD MURPHY
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OFFSET

in the face of a temporary injunction.
Under the law, the mere filing of an
appeal would
the injunction"
or
permit
the city"stay
to continue
collecting
the tax, lavi'yers say.
The key to the statute's phrasing,
according to Thomas Bress, Loew's
attorney,
is "an ordinary
said that attorneys
for the case."
theatres Hein
this case will attempt to prove to the
Supreme Court that it is an "extraordinary case" and therefore negates
the statute's wording. Such action
would be necessary only if the city
filed the notice of appeal, however.
In addition, Bress stated, the allegations that the city is violating a section of the Administrative Code and
the New York State enabling act,
would eliminate the case from the
Civil Practice Act phrasing. With
(Continued on page 3)

Non-Raiding

Brackett

to

Commerce

TEN

22, 1954
Dept.

Reports

Confirms

Drive-ins
20%

of

Accounted

Grosses

lA

Meeting

Issue

in

for

1933

WASHINGTON, July 21. — Drive-in theatres accounted for more than
20 per cent of total theatre gross receiptsfilm
last branch
year, the
commerce department's
estimated.
It said that about 4,000 of the approximately 18,000 35 mm. theatres in
Allied-Distributors
the U. S. last year were drive-ins. It
estimated average weekly attendance
Meeting Off to Aug.
at all theatres in 1953 at 50,000,000.
These estimates were contained in
Although the projected meetings be- the introduction to a six-page pamtween leaders of Allied States Associphlet listing "basic information sources
ation and distribution sales managers,
on motion pictures" and published by
which had been scheduled to be held the
Motion Picture Division of the
during the week of July 26, has been
CommerceServices
Department's
Business and
postponed, the sessions definitely will Defense
Administration.
be held later in the summer, it was
Only yesterday the Census Bureau
reported here yesterday. The sales issued
a report estimating that 18,205
heads, it was learned, have expressed a theatres doing business last year had
willingness to discuss trade practices total receipts from customers of
and sales policies with the Allied executives, but because of vacations and $1,323,838,000.
The Commerce Department listing
the necessity of several of the distributors' representatives to be out of emphasized that the film industry "is
town on business during the slated one of the major industries in the
United States" and that these informaperiod, the meetings have been detion sources might be helpful in unferred.
derstanding the industry. The pamThe Allied board will meet in White
phlet
listed publications
{Continued
on pageby3) governSulphur Springs, W. Va., in late August and there is a strong possibility
that the meetings with the sales managers will be held prior to the di- No ^Radical' Changes
rectors' sessions. In that event, the
exhibitor-distributor parleys v^'ould be In Arbitration Draft
held in New York either during the
week of Aug. 9 or Aug. 16.
Several changes in the 1952 distributors' draft of an arbitration system
have been proposed by the sub-committee now working on the project, but

Academy
Difficulties
HOLLYWOOD, July 21. — Confirming reports that the Academy of
Delegates to the lATSE convention
in Cincinnati next month will press Motion Picture Arts and Sciences has
for an answer as to why the lA has experienced financial stress recently,
president Charles Brackett issued a
not signed the CIO-AFL non-raiding formal
statement that the Academy
agreement, it was stated here yesterday by a delegate to the convention. "has completed negotiations with the
It was pointed out that approximately American Motion Picture Producers
1,200 U. S. unions have signed the whereby they have agreed wholenon-raiding pact.
heartedly to continue to use the services of the Academy for which we
Whether the withholding by the
{Continued on page 3)
lATSE means that it intends to raid
other unions within the amusement industry appears to be a subject for
speculation among the affiliated units. Bright Future
Local H-63 of the Home Office Employes, a special department, is one
that has announced its intention to try
Report
to lure film publicists into its fold. At Baltimore
Exhibitors
ofhome
present, only the Paramount
fice publicists are represented by H-63.
Improved
Has
Business
Plan Public Showing
By GEORGE BROWNING
Of Lenticolor in Fall
motion picBALTIMORE, July 20.— Business is better in the Baltimore
ture territory and exhibitors have ample reason to expect a brighter future,
A public demonstration of Lenti- accarding to a consensus among theatre owners here. A particular note of
color is scheduled for the fall, the
optimism is sounded by Leon Back,
PicAllied ofMotion
of the
process having been sidetracked durpresident
ture Theatre
Owners
Maryland,
ing the last year because of the devel- Special Group Will
Inc., and general manager for the
opment and introduction of new screen
Problems Rome Theatres, a local chain.
techniques. It is reported that the Probe UHF
"Business has shown a marked im21.— A SenWASHINGTON, Julymittee
color process will be "taken out of
which
e
subcom
Commerc
ate
"
mothballs
provement," be
said Back,
"and indications are it will
even better
in the
utilization. and prepared for screen has been investigating the problems of
near
future,
particularly
the coming
in
made
sters
ion
UHF televis
broadca
agreed
A few test reels have been
the process by 20th Century-Fox to create a special advisory commit"The improvement, I'd say, is due
which, it is understood, may be the
tee to study various of the proposed
to the fact that pictures are better,
intreatits
full
a
during
d
system
first to give the
solutions it receive
autumn."
and
we also can thank the recent inment. The company holds an interest vestigation.
novations in projection along with
in Lenticolor.
The committee would include repthe
of
s
branche
all
of
resentatives
,
president
20th-Fox
Spyros Skouras,
theViewing
increasedthequality
of product."
forthcoming
months
this week met with Lenticolor repre- radio and television industry and of
the
discuss
brightly,
Back
added
that
he
believed
sentatives inNew York to
re{Continued on page 3)
subcommittee also
The ed
the public.
on page 3)
" (Continu
use of Lenticolor in future product.
Be

CENTS

INJUNCTION

As local exhibitors awaited a Supreme Court decision on the granting
of a temporary injunction which would
block collection of the New York Cityfive per cent amusement tax, pending
trial of a suit lodged by five theatres
against the city, city attorneys intimated they may resort to the Civil
Practice Act in order to sidestep the
possible injunction, if it is granted.
The "ace in the hole" afforded the
city, should the injunction be invoked,
stems from section 571 of the Civil
Practice Act which states that "in an
ordinary case involving a municipality,
the mere filing of a notice of appeal
stays execution" pending the appeal.
New York City assistant corporation counsel Stanley Buchsbaum this
week intimated that the statute provides the city with an opportunity of
continuing collection of the tax, even
Pact

JULY

the changes
are said
to be "not
radical." Committee
members,
however,
are reluctant to discuss the issues until
a new draft has been completed.
The committee will hold several
more meetings before actual work will
start on putting the formula into writing. The group met yesterday and
probably will hold sessions once or
twice a week until the assignment has
been completed.

*U' to Redeem
Debentures

33/4%

Sept.

1

Universal Pictures has completed
arrangements with the First National
Bank of Boston for the refinancing of
its debentures, it was announced here
yesterday b}^ Milton R. Rackmil, president.
In line with the arrangement. Universal has elected to redeem on Sept.
1 its outstanding 3% per cent sinking
fund debentures which were due on
March 1, 1959. There presently are
$2,393,000 of the debentures outstanding in the hands of the public.
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Business

MAX E. YpUNGSTEIN, United
Artists vice-presidciu, is scheduled to return to New York this weekend from a two months European visit.
•
Herb Coleman, Doc Erickson,
John Dumoulin and F. Sigle, Paramount Vista Vision unit men, have left
here for Hollywood follovvmg their return from France.
•
Elmer F. Lux, head of Elmart
Theatres in Buffalo and president of
the Common Council, is in Buffalo
General Hospital for minor surgery.
•
Howard G. Minsky, Paramount
Mid-East Division manager, is vacationing with Ills family in New Jersey
from Philadelphia.
•
Herbert Gillis, Paramount branch
manager in Cincinnati, has returned
there from home office conferences
here yesterday.
•
Don Hassler, office manager for
Astor Pictures in Atlanta, has returned from a Daytona Beach, Fla.,
vacation.
•
Dave Williams, southeastern sales
manager for IFE Releasing Corp., has
returned to Atlanta from Charlotte,
N. C.
•
Richard Howeix of Allied Artists
Southern Exchange in Atlanta is vacationing in Texas with his wife.
•
Tommy Rall, M-G-M actor, is in
New York from the Coast.

By
^Scope^
Cinerama
By LEONARD MENDLOWITZ
PITTSBURGH, July 21. — Picture business in general is better in the
Pittsburgh area now than it was a year ago with CinemaScope and
Cinerama l)oth coming in for their share of credit in revitalizing business.
Both circuit and independent exhibi
tors feel optimistic for a fine Fall only eight houses this Summer, and
season.
will re-open them this Fall.
Practically all of the circuits have
This has been a trying season for
installed
CinemaScope, and many of
Pittsburgh exhibitors due to several
the independent operators such as Al
factors which haven't been so pro- Weiss in McKeesport have realized
nounced in other sections of the country. Pittsburgh faced two major that the wide screen is a vital necessity. Weiss announced this week that
strikes, a crippling transit tie-up he will
install CinemaScope in his
which lasted 36 days, and a department store strike which began last second-run Capitol Theatre in addition to his major first-run Liberty.
November and is still in progress.
The Harris Amusement Co. pointed
This highly industrialized section,
too, was plagued with an alarming out that "Demetrius and the Gladiastayed three weeks in the J. P.
increase in unemployment and cut- Harris,tors"and
it looks forward to a long
backs in production due to the end of
the war in Korea. The lower payrolls run with "The Caine Mutiny."
■ Although business has been spotty,
in its many mills and factories have
caused a big dent in theatre patronage. quality pictures still draw. Bill Elder
However, the picture is still the postponed "Gone With the Wind"
because "Apache" held up surprisingly
thing.
Is theCinerama"
in its
seventh "This
month at
Warner Theatre
well. "The High and the Mighty"
did its biggest business in months last proved
Stanley. both high and mighty in the
week, and seems to be perking up
As usual, the drive-ins are mopping
appreciably. The Fulton had a life
up
too, especially those fortunate
saver this season in "Three Coins in
to have had CinemaScope
the Fountain." "La Ronde" is bucking enough
installed.
the heat well, too, at the Art Cinema
The Warner and Fox special
where it is now in its seventh week.
A Stanley Warner executive noted screenings of big pictures to come has
that the Pittsburgh zone which in- everybody proclaiming optimism for
cludes 87 houses throughout the Tri- the post-Labor Day period, — provided
of course, no more strikes, mar the
State area in Western Pennsylvania, local
scene.
Ohio and West Virginia has shuttered

New

House-Senate

RCA

Sound

to

14 Smitli Drive-ins
CAMDEN, N. J., July 21.— The
Smith Management Co. of Boston,
said to be one of the nation's largest
drive-in theatre circuits, has signed
for installation of RCA magnetic
sound conversion equipment in 14 outdoor houses in eight states, J. F.
O'Brien, manager of theatre equipment sales, of Radio Corp. of America,
announced yesterday.
RCA has already begun installation
of its new PG-391 sound system, designed to enable theatres equipped for
single-track optical sound to project
four-track magnetic sound films
through existing amplifier systems and
convert the four-track sound into single-channel magnetic sound.
Party for Hussein
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer gave a cocktail party for Dr. Ahmed Hussein,
Egyptian Ambassador to the U. S., at
the Waldorf Astoria yesterday in conjunction with the local premiere of
"Valley of the Kings" at the Plaza
Theatre last night.
Lesser

to Relief

Fund

HOLLYWOOD, July 21. — Producer Sol Lesser has been appointed
to the executive board of the Motion
Picture Relief Fund, representing the
Screen Producers Guild.

Helped

Group

Agrees on Tax Bill
WASHINGTON, July 21.— HouseSenate conferees on the tax bill
reached final agreement tonight.
One last minute decision was to
throw out House provisions to ease
the tax treatment of foreign income.
The provisions would have benefited
some industry firms with overseas
theatre holdings, though it would not
have helped the distributors.
Another decision was to give stockholders a $50 exclusion and a four
per cent credit on dividend income.
There may be a fight in the Senate
to reject the conference bill on this
provision.
Set Trade

Conclave

Date

May. Wag^ner to Open
Art Show at Rivoli
Mayor Robert F. Wagner and Korean Consul-General Dr. David Y.
Namkoong and others will open a
public exhibit of Korean art tomorrow
at the Rivoli Theatre for the benefit
of the American-Korean Foundation.
The show will continue until the
world premiere on August 4 of the
Paramount-Alfred Hitchcock film,
"Rear Window" ; the premiere is being sponsored by 83 business, civic
and social leaders.
Harriet

Parson

N.C. Drive-in Offers
Back-to-back Screen
FAYETTEVILLE, N. C, July
21.— H. B. Meiselman and Clyde
Stockton, owner and manager
respectively, of the Fox Drivein Theatre here, have come up
with the idea of placing two
screens, back to back, to enable
a larger audience to see the

"twin drive-i
film,
ng a house,
Thecreati
outdoor
which n."is
fully equipped with CinemaScope and stereophonic sound
equipment, allows occupants of
565 cars to view the picture
on one screen with 435 cars beother.ing able to see the film on the

Johnson

Clarifies

Italian Imports
G. Griffith Johnson of the Motion
Picture Association of America said
yesterday a breakdown of film import
permits in the new Italian agreement
cabled to Motion Picture Daily from
Rome and published last Tuesday was
in error.
Johnson said that of the 225 features
which the American companies could
distribute in Italy under the old agreement, 20 were assigned to United
Artists' Italian distributor and this
year they are not included in the Motion Picture Export Association total.
Thus, a fair basis for comparison j
would be 205 features in the old
agreement, rather than 225, Johnson
said. On the same basis, in the new
agreement, there are 209 authorized
features, plus 16 which can be distributed through Italian independents,
if the producers elect to do so.
Freed

Names

Eight

to SPG
Committee
HOLLYWOOD, July 21. — Screen
Producers Guild president Arthur
Freed announced today that Jerry
Bresler, Charles Brackett, Frank P.
Rosenberg, Sam Zimbalist, Robert
Fellows, Jerry Wald, and Larry
Weingarten have been chosen to represent production, under the acting
chairmanship of Carey Wilson, at the
Guild's monthly meeting with the press
on Monday, at the Brown Derby restaurant here.

Here

New Buffalo Drive-in
BUFFALO,
21.— A drive-in
Flarriet Parsons, producer of RKO's will
be built on July
the southeast
corner
"Susan Slept Here," will arrive in of Transit Road and Wehrle Drive.
New York today from Hollywood for The Lancaster Town Board has issued
three weeks of press interviews, radio
and TV appearances and receptions a permit for the outdoor theatre,
for her Technicolor comedy which which will cover six acres, to Sarkes
tre.
opens on Julv 29 at the Victoria Thea- Stephen of Kenmore. It will feature a
CinemaScope screen.

TORONTO, July 21.— The Motion
Picture Industry Council of Canada
will sponsor the second annual trade
exhibition on Nov. 23-25 at the King
Edward Hotel here in conjunction
Vv'ith the industry convention. Gerald
Fitzgerald is the organizer of the
Lytell on Tour
equipment show.
Bert Lytell will make a month-long
S W Dividend
tour of the Central and Eastern states
At a meeting of the board of di- on behalf of Darryl F. Zanuck's Cinerectors of Stanley Warner Corp. yesmaScope production "The Egyptian."
terday adividend of 25 cents per share Lytell, who is president emeritus of
was declared on the common stock of Actor's Equity, will cover 13 states
the company payable on Aug. 25 to in addition to Canadian territories and
the District of Columbia.
stockholders of record on Aug. 4.
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See M-G-M's 'Suite'
SOUTH ORANGE, N. J., July
suspense moiuiting on both sides as
21. — Dr. Austin Murphy, dean
they awaited Supreme Court Justice
of the School of Business AdNicholas M. Pette's decision on the
ministration atSeton Hall Uniissue, legal opinion became divided as
versity here, has instructed all
to whether the mere filing of a notice
graduate students of the adof appeal by the city would stay the
vanced course in the graduate
injunction.
business program concerning
the function and responsibilities
Injunction May Stay Tax
of top level executives, to see
The City Corporation Counsel, ac"Executive Suite" as a requirecording to Buchsbaum, feels that such
ment for passing the course.
filing, if the injunction goes into effect,
Dr.
Murphy's
course, Executive
will stay it. However, according to
Policies and Decision
Making,
Bress, attorneys for the theatres feel
provides
for
three
credits
in the
that section 571 deals primarily with
five week term. After the stusecurity on appeal and would not stay
dents see the picture, they must
an injunction, since in this case, it is
report
back to Dr. Murphy in
claimed that the city is in violation of
order to get credit.
a state law and a New York city
statute.
Bress said, if need be, an appeal by
either side may be taken to the Ap- Drive-Ins
pellate Division, second department,
{Continued from page 1)
should they be dissatisfied with the
ruling of the Supreme Court.
ment agencies such as the Census
Bureau, Library of Congress and Department of Health, Education and
Academy
Welfare ; books by private authors and
(Continued from, page 1)
publishers about the film industry ;
trade directories, such as the Motion
are compensated." The Brackett state- Picture and Television Almanac ; trade
ment explains that these include the
use of the Academy Theatre for pre- journals, including Motion Picture
Daily and Motion Picture Herald ;
views.
and trade associations. The pamphlet
"Temporary budget difficulties were
as business service Bulcreated mainly by capital expenditures is described
letin No. 40.
necessary for the installation of new
vi'ide-screen equipment, stereophonic
sound equipment and air conditioning Selznick in Bostonthe auditorium. An approximate $160,000 was spent before the Academy Phone Interview
Awards voting last winter so that the
BOSTON, July 21. — Producer
Academy could present 1953 pictures David
O. Selznick will meet the Bosin their proper sound and aspect
ton film critics tomorrow via coast-toratios," the statement said.
coast telephone interviews at the Hotel
Bradford here m order to discuss the
UHF
Problems
forthcoming re-release of "Duel In
{Continued from page 1)
Selznick,
Sun." who is in Hollywood, will
The
affirmed its earlier stand that the 10 talk
with Elinor Hughes, Boston Herper cent Federal excise tax should be
ald ;Alta Maloney, Boston American ;
removed from TV sets capable of re- Prunella Hall, Boston Post ; Mary X.
ceiving UHF as well as HF signals. Sullivan, Boston Advertiser ; Leo
Chances are that these are the only Gaffney, Boston Record, and Edwin
actions the subcommittee will take this Melvin, Christian Science Monitor.
session as the result of its hearings.
Representatives of the Yankee television and radio network will transcribe the proceedings.
^Egyptian' Exhibits
Reach 500,000 Mark
Zukor to Sell 1st
Attendance at the 20th Century-Fox
"Egyptian" traveling exhibits has
Window'
to *board
reached the half -million mark as the Ticket
Adolph Zukor,
chairman of
trans-continental tour of the dual ex- Paramount Pictures, today will sell
hibition trucks to the North-Central the first ticket to the Aug. 4 world
and Southern states met with acceptof Alfred Hitchcock's "Rear
ance from the public, the company an- premiere
Window" at special ceremonies in
nounced yesterday. Latest stops were front
of the Rivoli Theatre, where the
in Richmond, Va. and Syracuse, N. Y. premiere will be held.
Reports from all cities reached by
The premiere will benefit the Amerthe tour show the exhibit being visited
Foundation, and
the theatre
willtoday's
mark
by an average of 20,000 to 25,000 per- ceremonies atican-Korean
sons a day with larger groups being
the
opening
there
of
a
two-week
reached through personal appearances premiere lobby exhibit of Korean preart,
and TV and radio appearances by the ceramics and handicraft.
"Egyptian"
hostesses traveling with
the
show.
Set Canadian

*U' Florida Changes
JACKSONVILLE, Fla., July 21.—
Buford Styles, Ulniversal-International
branch manager here, has announced
the following personnel changes :
Oliver Matthews has been promoted
to head booker ; Barbara Greenwood
and Garret Newman have joined
the booking department ; Jacqueline
Vaughn and Flonia Lea Currie have
joined the secretarial staff of the
booking department.

Golf

Meet

3

Improvement
{Continued, from page 1)

motion picture theatre owners would of the films that are being released
be benefitted if a reasonable distribu- now and of those heralded for the
tion procedure might be established near future. Theatregoers are regaining their confidence in the screen atand if there could be more regularity
in release of pictures, particularly to
A third exhibitor, head of a Baltisub-run houses.
tractions.
more "chain, stated : "Business is slowHe further stated that the 'alleged'
ly
is Meyer Leventhal,
shortage of prints is interfering great- vice-prnsmg."
esidentHeand
general manager
ly with the orderly release of pictures of the Philip J. Scheck
Enterprises,
and mentioned these situations and
obstacles in the complete recovery of who admits he has "seen the movies
grow from their nickelodeon days."
the motion picture business.
"Statistics show that Baltimore is
near the top- of the list with home
Improved Business
s
that have telev
Striking another note in tune with this city will ision sets. Consequently,
be slower in getting back
Back's comments, Stanley Baker, gen- to normal where theatre busin
eral manager of the Hicks Theatres concerned. But, people are ess is
getting
of Baltimore, said he finds business over the TV-j
itters and going back
theat
to
res.
improved. _ He went on to state that,
in his opinion, people are beginning
Hopes for Better Films
to grow restless with watching television and that the industry has come
"I_ wish that Hollywood would stop
out at just the right time with its
ng what
giant screens, improved sound, new maki
is known as 'quickies'
and devot
e its entire
time
effort to
projection equipment and other inno- better stories and finer and
quality picvations favorable towards luring film
tures. They are improved to a great
fans into the theatre again.
exten
t
now
and that's
is help"It's also important to note," said
ing confidence among thewhat
movie-goers.
Baker, "the pictures are better and
But we must remefnber, we can't fool
thats' the word being passed around. the
puWic; better pictures will mean
There's a lot of value in word-of- better business, such as it has, in a
mouth advertising and the public has
started speaking favorably once more slow rise, recently."
Fox

Slates

24-Sheet

2 Units

to

MGM
Cartoon Staff
HOLLYWOOD, July 21.— Following the annual mass vacation
the
MGM cartoon studios, Aug. of
27 to
Sept. 20, two additional units will be
added to the present production staff,
nounced today.
Fred Quimby
, cartoon producer, anThe demand for additional product
in CinemaScope is responsible for the
increase, Quimby said. "Touche Pussy
Cat," "Brave Little Mousketeer,"
"Pete Peeve" and "Southbound Duckling" are new
subjects now in Cinema
work. Scope cartoon
_ The new units will resume production on the "Droop
and "Barney
Bear" series, both of y"
which were held
in abeyance during the filming of a
"Sinbad the Sailor" sequence for the
feature musical, "Invitation to the
^Bulldog Drummond'
Dance," starring Gene Kelly. This seFeatures to TV
quence will be completed before the
cartoon staff leaves for its vacation.
Eight
"Bulldog
Drummond"
features have been acquired by Governor
Television Attractions for TV sales
from Congress Films, it was an- Peckham Re-Elected
nounced by Arthur Kerman, president
HOLLY
of Governor. The films were made by Peckham WOOD, July 21. — Ralph
, business agent of the Motion Picture Set Painters, Local 729,
Paramount
in the
1930's. has acquired
In addition.
Governor
lATSE, was re-elected by a vote of
the TV distribution rights to a large
289 to aggregate 80 for all opposing
group of features and short subjects candidates. Peckham is co-chairman
from Moe Kerman's Regal Television of the committee supporting Roy M.
Pictures Corp. The group consists of
in his campaign for the
45 Hal Roach features, 52 Laurel and Brewer
lATSE international presidency.
Hardy comedies, 80 Charley Chase
two-reelers and 300 miscellaneous
shorts.

^Egyptian' Campaign
Darryl F. Zanuck's CinemaScope
production "The Egyptian" will employ a24-sheet billboard campaign, the
largest in 20th Century-Fox history,
the company amiounced. The film will
open nationally for Labor Day.
The campaign, which will utilize
3,500 posters placed in and around 51
key cities will be concentrated on large
urban _ centers as well as their surrounding communities.
Consisting of 100 per cent showings
in major cities, the campaign will include regular as well as illuminated
boards, with a posting period running
for an entire month starting in midAugust and continuing into September.

M'G-M Buys 'Tea'
HOLLYWOOD, July 21. — "Tea
TORONTO, July 21. — The third
annual Canadian Motion Picture Golf and Sympathy," Broadway stage hit,
has
been purchased for the screen by
Championships will be held on Aug.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, it was an12 at the St. Andrew's course here,
nounced by Dore Schary, studio prounder the auspices of the Canadian
duction head. Pandro S. Berman has
Picture Pioneers.
been assigned to produce the picture
but the director and stars , have not
New AA Title
yet been selected. There's a chance
Deborah Kerr, the play's original
"The Human Jungle" is the final that
star, and Elia Kazan, its director,
title for Alhed Artists' "The Police will reunite for the film version.
Story."

Adding

Ascap's Ball
Joins Music

Team
League
ASCAP has organized a softball team and has joined the
league here composed of various
music organizations. The team,
managed by Hank Hofschuster,
will make its initial appearance
next Tuesday at the 62nd St.
diainond in Central Park where
it will play the team representing Columbia Records.
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Born

to

be

• • • again

re-born
and

again

Consider the star. The color negative
captures her at her brilliant loveliest.
Here, time for processing the film is a
minor consideration. But in release prints
she must be "re-born" in all her original
beauty, again and again, at
money-ma/c/ng speed.
To do this— faster— calls for meticulous
attention to printing and processing . . ,
for color printing control systems, for
example, that not only provide exposures
at rates up to 200 fpm, but take care of
scene-to-scene variations in negative
density and in color balance.

Problems such as this are being solved
by the industry. As a means of co-operating
in all areas— especially in film selection,
film processing and projection— Kodak
maintains the Eastman Technical Service
for Motion Picture Film. Branches at
strategic centers. Inquiries invited.
Address: Motion Picture Film Department
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N. Y.
East Coast Division
342 Madison Avenue, New York 1 7, N. Y.
West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.
Midwest Division
137 North Wabash Avenue, Chicago 2, Illinois
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"Wants
Plan

SIMPP
Alert

to

Extend
Frencli

Protest
President

Other

to

Agencies

Ellis Arnall, president of the Society of Independent Motion Picture
Producers, who has charged that the
new French film agreement violated
the Export Trade Act, will bring the
matter to the attention of other government agencies in addition to the
Federal Trade Commission and the
State Department. Arnall told Motion Picture Daily yesterday that
he would be in Washington next week
in connection with the complaint
which he already has lodged with the
FTC and Department of State.
"All we want are the facts," Ar{Continued on page 5)
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of 19 Films
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Monday;

Over
First

Round

Hearing
Trial

of Court

on Form

Is Set

5%

of

for Sept,

13

Program

New York City exhibitors won a decisive victory in their fight against the
Columbia Pictures yesterday an- recently passed municipal five per cent amusement tax yesterday when Supreme Court Justice Nicholas M. Pette issued a temporary injunction against
nounced a lineup of 19 productions
which, according to the company, is
the tax's "major fraction" feature, ueclaring it illegal and setting the case
the strongest product schedule in the
for trial on Sept. 13.
company's history. The 19 films art
entering release, awaiting release, in
The September 13 hearing will decide whether the injunction issued
production or in final planning stages.
yesterday
should be made permanent.
'
ar
^W
"The Caine Mutiny" is being looked Censor
One effect of the ruling will be the
in Md.
upon b}^ the company as the pace-setter Seen
elimination of the tax on all admisfor the entire program, although Cosions of less than 20 cents. Admittedly,
lumbia executives say that future
product may top the marks set by
BALTIMORE, July 22.— A new this will apply to only a limited nusnber of theatres and almost entirely to
"From Here to Eternity" and "Caine censorship law for Maryland which children's
tickets in those.
would define how a picture can be
Indications are, according to Thomas
Ten of the 19 pictures are in color termed "immoral" or "tend to incite
Mutiny."
by Technicolor and four in Cinema- crime" was urged here yesterday by Bress, Loew's attorney, that the injunction v^'ould not become effective
Scope. Parts of virtually all of the Sydney R. Traub, chairman of the
productions, Columbia stated, were state's Board of Motion Picture Cen- until Monday. Today, the , exhibuor
sors. At a hearing before a special plaintiffs will file an order for the
filmed on location in this country and
committee
of the Legislative Council, court to sign, which will be argued
abroad,
the Waterfront" Traub cited
the recent censor law along with the form of order to be
was shot while
entirely"On
on location.
Among the early releases will be passed in New York and added that drawn up by the city. Amount of a
to be posted by plaintiffs also
"On the Waterfront," to be followed the current Maryland laws are "inade- bond
will be argued.
ciuate"
because
of
the
decisions
of
the
shortly by Columbia's first CinemaBress said plaintiffs will recommend
Scope film, "Three For the Show," U. S. Supreme Court.
a $500 bond be posted. On Monday
starring Betty Grable, the Champions
Yesterday's hearing by a Legisla- both sides will argue the provisions of
tive Council committee headed by
and Jack Lemmon. Already pencilled
Senator Layman Redden was the the order after which Justice Pette
in for February release is John Ford's State
"The Long Gray Line," also in Cine- first of several which will be held this will decide which to sign. At that time
the temporary injunction will go into
summer and fall. They will be pre- effect.
maScope{Continued
and Technicolor.
{Continued on page 5)
on page 5) "Joseph
The restraining order will not
halt collection of the tax. Although three other charges were
filed recently by five Queens
theatres against the city, the
^
Lance
Broken

Ben Kalmenson, Warner Brothers'
vice-president iu charge of distribution, headed a contingent of home
office executive and district managers
to the Coast
last night for a
two - day meeting at the studio.
The s e s s i ons
will get under
way on Monday.
The purpose o£
the meetings is
to give the sales
court found only the city tax's
heads an oppor[20th Century-Fox]
"major fraction" feature to be
tunity to see
illegal.
{CinemaScope)
completed product and other
Although exhibitors still will be remost notable acting- performances in reof
ONE
pictures that
quired to collect the tax from patrons,
years in a Tracy's
powerful, moving and, at times, tender story,
cent Spencer
Ben
Kalmenson
are n earing
any
part
of the levyon inpage
excess
{Continued
5) of the
places "Broken Lance" high on the list of top fihiis to come before
completion.
the CinemaScope lenses. In CinemaScope and color by De Luxe, the film
Awaiting national release are "A explores a violent family conflict which results in bloodshed, the color
Star Is Born,^' "Dragnet" and "Battle
{Coniimied on page 5)
line as it pertained to the American Southwest in the 1880''s and the Republic 26-Week
character of a self-made man who carved a cattle empire out of Indian Net in Slight Rise
country.
U.K. Declines Role
For the 26 weeks ended May 1,
"Broken Lance" shows every indication of achieving box ofHce success Republic Pictures Corp. and its subIn Eady Levy Fuss
everywhere. It is the type of film which should appeal to everj^ type of
sidiaries reported a net profit of $1,audience. Action, breath-taking scenery, engrossing story and realistic aqting 045,393 before Federal tax provisions,
LONDON, July 22.— The govern- by every member of the cast are combined to entertain and enthuse both young estimated Federal normal and surtaxes of $565,000, or a net after taxes
ment apparently has no intention of and old alike.
Tracy tops the cast, with Robert Wagner, Jean Peters, Richard Widmark of $480,393.
fixing the new Eady levy rate, as reFor the 26 weeks ended April 24,
quested by the British Film Pro- and Kat}^ Jurado matching the veteran's stellar performance. Hugh O'Brian,
1953,
Republic reported a net profit
ducers Association following the dis- Edward
Franz, Earl HoUiman and many others contribute important and comagreement with Cinematograph Expetent portrayals in support.
of $1,019,150 before Federal tax provisions,, estimated Federal normal and
hibitors Ass'n on the matter.
Although camera work is secondary to story and acting in "Brozen surtaxes of $546,000, or a net Sfter
Answering the question put to him
Lance," Joe MacDonald's ciliematography, employing the improved Cinema- taxes of $473,150.
■ {Continued on page 6)
' {Continued on page 5)
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KansaS'Missouri

Exhibitors

AHRAM F. MYERS, Allied States
Convention
Sept. 28-29
chairman and general counsel, Plan
,
returned to his Washington D. C,
KANSAS CITY, July 22.— The annual meeting of the Kansas-Missouri
headquarters yesterday from a Maine
vacation.
Theatre Association will be held Sept. 28-29 at the Hotel President here,
•
it was announced following a meeting of the association's board of direcTiiouNTON Sakgknt, publicity, di- tors on Wednesday. The meeting was
sulted in editorials and feature stories
rector for National Theatres in Port- presided over by Leo Hayob of Mar
helpful
to the industry.
land, Ore., is meeting with Russell shall. Mo., president of the group.
The prospective erection of a large
Brown and Willi.\m Thedfoud of
The directors also extended an in- outdoor billboard at an exchange
Evergreen Theatres• in Seattle.
vitation tothe newly organized West- brought suggestions that Film Row,
ern Kansas theatremen's association to with its attractive buildings, might
MoRius MEni.XNif, owner of the take part in the monthly meetings of eventually be so lighted and provided
New Theatre, Baltimore, is entertain- the Kansas-Missouri board.
with symbols of the industry as to being his brother. Bill Mechanic of
come a significant means of publicity
During the two-day convention, the
Florida, who is visiting with him.
executive board of the association de- for motion pictures to the passerby as
•
cided that there will be no commercial well as to visitors.
Carl Maghne, building supervisor
displays.
Promotion of public relaA talk by a contractor of drive-in
for Evergreen Theatres in Seattle, is
tions were discussed by Hayob and his structures
brought about a resolution
in Portland, Ore., to re-check the associates. A COMPO message on for inquiry to be made concerning inNew Fox Theatre.
selections of publicists of the industry
surance rates on particular materials
•
in this area to lead in regional work and constructions with a view to disJohn R. Patno, Jr., of the Para- was endorsed bv the group's board.
covering ways to keep insurance at a
mount Theatre, Springfield, Mass.,
Board members reported on inci- minimum, or secure reduction of rates
will vacation at Westerly, R. I., next
dents in which contacts were made by using materials and construction
•
month.
with
editors
and publishers had re- that will draw lower rates.
J. Lawrence Schanberger, owner
of Keiths Theatre, Baltimore, is vacationing atAtlantic City.
SAG, CBS Picture
Youngstein Back
•
Rodney Collier, manager of the From Europe Tour
Pact in Negotiations
Stanley Theatre, Baltimore, is vacaMax E. Youngstein, United Artists
HOLLYWOOD, July 22. — The
tioning in Hershey, Pa.
vice-president, will arrive here today Screen Actors Guild and the Columbia
•
from Paris after completing a 10-week Broadcasting Co., in a joint statement
Jim Larkin, B.O.A.C. theatrical
reports that the netsurvey
of the activities
company'sabroad.
production today, workconfirmed
representative, will leave here today and
is negotiating with the Guild for
promotion
for Bermuda and Europe.
bargaining agreements cov•
During his tour of Europe's ma- collective
ering actors in television films.
jor
film
centers,
Youngstein
conLew Grade, British actor, has left
The statement which was released
ferred with producers readying feaNew York for London aboard a
tures for UA release and examined reads in part : "Discussions now are
B.O.A.C. Monarch.
•
properties under consideration for ac- nearly completed and have had to do
quisition by the company. The UA with minor clarifications to the Guild's
Ralph Martin of "Seventeen" will executive also met with overseas sales basic television motion picture conleave here today for a three-week and publicity chiefs in Paris, Rome,
tract, necessitated by the fact that netvacation.
work operation is involved, CBS will
London, Stockholm, Copenhagen,
•
Helsinki, Brussels, Barcelona, Geneva be the first network enabled to proCharles Vanel, French actor, ar- and Frankfurt to map promotions for
duce its own films instead of contractrived here yesterday from Europe the roster of fall and winter releases.
ing with producing organizations as is
enroute to Hollyvi'ood.
Other networks
are expected to folpresently
done."
Disney Suit Hearing
low the CBS
example.
'La/ice' Bows July 29
Scheduled For Today
Twentieth Century-Fox's CinemaHOLLYWOOD, July 22.— Superior Counsel Asks 13 For
Scope production, "Broken Lance,"
will open at the Roxy Theatre here Judge Arnold Ptager will hear arguments tomorrow on a motion filed by Retractions Or Else
on July 29, the film company announced.
Walt Disney's counsel for a dismissal
HOLLYWOOD, July 22.— Attorof a minority stockholders' suit filed
ney Mabel Walker Willebrandt, repJune 17, 1953, against Disney and
resenting Howard Costigan, a former
others
by
Clement
J.
Melancon,
who
assistant to. Roy M. Brewer when the
Average Admission
charged the film producer has been latter was the lATSE international
Price Now at 49c
paid an excessive salary under terms representative here, served notice on
which are unfair to the stockholders. 13 resident lA members that unless
The average admission price at
Today's motion was based on the they publicly repudiate within 24
U. S. theatres today, according
plaintifif's failure to post a $70,000 hours assertedly libellous communicato a current Motion Picture
surety by July 14. Melancon, in his
tion attributed to them, imputing CosHerald Institute of Industry
suit against Disney, also said that the
Opinion survey, is 49 cents for
tigan's
membership appropriate
in Communistproducer has not paid out any divi- front organizations,
legal
adults and 16 cents for children.
dends to the stockholders since 1947. action against them will
be taken.
The average in 1938 was 22
cents and 10 cents, and in 1948
it was 44 cents for adults.
'Brides' in Houston
AA Signs Finch
Average adult price in towns
up to 7,500 population today is
40 cents; 7,500 to 30,000, 46
cents; 30,000 to 100,000, 57
cents, and over 100,000, 54
cents, for a combined average
of 49 cents, the survey, which
covers the Institute's exhibition
panel, disclosed.

Grosses

Over

$13,000
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Daily

HOLLYWOOD, July 22. — Allied
Artists executive producer Walter
HOUSTON,
July 22.— "Seven Mirisch announced the signing of
Brides for Seven Brothers," in the Peter Finch, British film star seen in
first four days of its world premiere
"Elephant Walk," to co-star with
engagement
at better
the Loew's
theatre Errol
Flynn and Joanne Dru in
here, garnered
than $13,000,
MGM announced.
"Black Prince," a CinemaScope production which AA and 20th CenturyThe film outgrossed every previousFox will jointly distribute.
MGM, picture at regular prices.

Roy M. Winkler has been named
vice-president and creative art head
of Buchanan & Co., advertising
agency. Winkler, who has been
with the agency for 12 j'ears, also
was elected to the board of directors.
Caryl Hamburger

will take over

the
Centremanagement
Theatre whenoftheBaltimore's
house reopens later this month as the
Cinema.
n
William Feld of Realart Pictures,
Des Moines, has been appointed
sales representative n for• Louis de
Rochemont's "Martin Luther" in the
Omaha and Des Moines territories.
n
Robert Rossen yesterday had an
audience with King Paul and Queen
Frederika of Greece. Rossen is in
Athens scouting locations for "Alexander, the Conqueror."
n
Herman Barnett has resigned as
art director of RKO Theatres here,
effective today. He will announce
his new affiliation shortly.
n
Ernest N. Arnberg, vice-president
of Theatre Drapery Supply Co. of
Seattle, was killed in an automobile
accident near there this week.
n
Harry Lewis, Oregon representative for National Screen Service,
became the father of a baby girl
this week.
n
Herman King has arrived in Rome
to merchandise
throughout
Europe."Carnival Story"
Green Signs New Pact
HOLLYWOOD, July 22.— Johnny
Green, head for the last five years of
M-G-M's music department, has
signed a new long-term contract with
the studio which gives him complete
tivities. of all the studio's music accharge
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Columbia
{Continued from page 1)
and His Brethren" is regarded by
Columbia as its most important picture. Location scenes have been made
in Egypt. This, too, will be in CinemaScope.
Now in release are "The Caine Mutiny," "Hell Below Zero" and "Indiscretion of An American Wife." Ready
for early release are "On the W aterfront," "Three For the Show,"
"Phffft," "The \'iolent Men," "Pushover," "Three Hours to Kill," "The
Black Knight" and "Human Desire."
In production are "Joseph and His
Brethren," "The End of the Affair"
and "Price of Gold." In final planning stages are "Picnic," "The Man
From Laramie," "Two Girls. From
Ohio," the latter a musical version of
"My Sister Eileen," and "Pal Joey."
Listed among directors on the Columbia roster are John Ford, Edward
Dmytryk, Mark Robson, H. C. Potter, Anthony ]\Iann, Elia Kazan, Alfred \Verker. Rudolph Mate, Fritz
Lang and, from Italy, Vittorio de
Sica. Independent
producers
"contributing to the program
are Stanley
Kramer, William Goetz, Sam Spiegel,
Harry Joe Brown, Irving Allen, Albert Broccoli and David Rose. Contract stars in the lineup include Judy
Holliday, Van Johnson, Glenn Ford
and Janet Leigh, while independent
stars are Humphrey Bogart, Jose Ferrer, Fred MacMurray, Betty Grable,
the Champions, James Stewart, Tyrone
Power, i^Iaureen O'Hara, Marlon
Brando, Alan Ladd, Jennifer Jones,
Montgomery Clift, Deborah Kerr,
Gloria Grahame, Broderick Crawford,
Barbara Stanwyck, Edward G. Robinson and Richard Widmark.
Censor *War'
(Continued from page 1)

liminary to what is expected to be a
major battle in next year's General
Assembly between forces fighting for
tight censorship and those urging
limited authority by the censors.
Traub and his followers, however,
are trying to salvage the right to outlaw a picture on the grounds that it is
"immoral" or will "incite to crime."
This right was put under a cloud
early thiscisions)'-ear
by Supreme
dewhich have
receivedCourt
various
interpretations. It was admitted yesterday by Traub that Maryland's present law provisions are too vague.
Eady Levy Fight
(Continued from page 1)
in the _ House, of Commons today,
Peter Thorneycroft, president of the
Board of Trade, said : "We have
arranged for a letter to be sent from
my department to the associations concerned saying, "I assume that in default of their reaching an early agreement among themselves that they will
;, .proceed to arbitration on the matter
in dispute."
The trade here interprets the
Board's stand as throwing the ball
back to the trade, especially the producers.
B14 Shorts

Produced

^ OTTAWA, July 22.— The Canadian government reports that 314 of
the theatrical and non-theatrical shorts
rof five minutes or longer produced
during 1953 were in English, 131 were
French and 16 in other languages.
The other 75 were silent films.
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Papers Reject Big 'Trench'' Ads
NYC
The New York "Times" and New York "Herald-Tribune"
rejected large display advertising of the scantily clad figure of

Sales

Meet

(Continued from page 1)

Cry." Pictures now before the cameras
are "Helen of Troy," "The Silver
Jane Russell in her dance posture in "The French Line" heraldChalice," "East of Eden," "Drum
ing the opening of the film in subsequent run houses in the
Beat" and "Track of the Cat."
Metropolitan area.
Home office executives accompanying Kalmenson to the west coast are
The ad copy prominently featured the catchwords: "That
Major
Albert Warner; Samuel
Picture" and "That Dance." Other New York newspapers carSchneider, vice-president ; Wolfe
ried the large display ads placed by RKO Radio on a cooperaCohen, president of Warner Brothers
tive basis. The "Times" and "Herald-Tribune" accepted small
International ; Roy Flaines, Western
ads on the film, using only a head-and-shoulders photo of Miss
division sales manager ; Jules Lapidus,
Russell.
Eastern and Canadian division sales
Newspapers in other sections of the country, notably Chicago,
rnanager ; John F. Kirby, southern
division sales manager ; Norman H.
also have refused the "French Line" advertising.
Meanwhile, Catholic clergymen and members of their parishes
Moray, short subjects general sales
manager ; Ed Hinchy, playdate dein Greenwich, Conn., picketed the Pickwick Theatre there which
partment head; Bernard R. Goodman,
opened "French Line" Wednesday for a three-day run. Prior to
coordinator of field sales activities ;
the opening, Rev. Michael J. Guerin asked Neil Welty, manager
Robert A. McGuire, auditor of exof the Pickwick, to cancel the booking, but Welty refused.
changes, and Howard Levinson, legal
The pickets carried cards describing the film as "moral filth"
department.
Also attending the meetings will be
and "spiritual polio."
Mort Blumenstock, vice-president in
charge of advertising and publicity.
District managers attending include
Norman J. Ayers, Eastern, New
York; William G. Mansell, Central,
Tax
City on
Enjoin
Philadelphia ; Robert H. Dunbar,
(Continued from page 1)
Midwest, Chicago ; A. W. Anderson,
North Prairie, Minneapolis ; Hall
der which it may levy the tax.
five per cent limit set by the state
Walsh, South Prairie, St. Louis ;
"In view of these circumstances, W. O. Williamson, Southeast, Atenabling act will be eliminated. Up to
by.^ of the law respecting a
now some prices have yielded a tax that portion
lanta; Ed Williamson, Southwest,
fractionally in excess of the legal five fraction of a cent whereby a tax in Dallas; Henry M. Herbel, West
excess of five per cent is levied on
per cent.
Coast, Los Angeles ; Haskell M.
All of the original allegations certain admission charges, must be de- Masters, Toronto, and Robert Smeltzagainst the city filed by the five stated. clared illegal," the judge's opinion
er, Washington.
Queens houses on July 8, including
violation of the state enabling act, will
It continued : "The local law con- Arnall
tains aseparability provision (section
be brought before the Supreme Court
(Continued from page 1)
G 46-22.0) which provides that if any
in the September trial, Bress said.
part
of
the
law
is
held
involved,
the
Violates Three Laws
remainder shall not be effected there- nail said. "We just want to know
whether the granting of subsidies is
The other alleged violations of three
respective city, state and Federal laws
"Under these circumstances, a tem- legal or illegal, proper or improper."
Arnall said that he had received
porary injunction will be allowed hereare : Section B32-S,0, of the Adminisan
answer to his complaint from
trative Code of the City of New York,
in restraining the defendants from collecting fractional parts of a cent to Bernard B. Smyth, chief of the
dealing with theatre license, which the
plaintiffs declare is in direct violation the extent that such collection imposes FTC's Export Trade Division, who
said that his unit would give the
of the tax law. The code states that a tax in excess of five per cent."
complaint
its fullest consideration.
a misdemeanor is committed if a the"Thus, the tax on an 11 cent admission charge computed at five per Arnall said that Smyth also informed
atre charges more than the fixed
him that a meeting would be set up
admission price plus a Federal admis- cent is slightly more than one half
sions tax. The remaining two allega- cent," the court said. A one cent tax at a later date with Arnall and memtions declare the city tax in violation on an 11 cent admission charge "is
bers of Smyth's staff.
of provisions outlawing discriminatory slightly more than nine per cent, and
taxation in the Federal and New York is thus in excess of the five per cent Cinerama
to Elect
State Constitutions.
tax
authorized by the enabling act,"
it added.
Directors Aug. 11
Stanley Buchsbaum, New
York City assistant corporation
Specifically Prohibits Tax
counsel, yesterday said he is
Election of directors of Cinerama,
"The enabling act under which the Inc., is the principal item on the
weighing the possibility of filing
city has enacted this tax specifically
a notice of appeal to the Apcompany's
stockprohibits a tax in excess of five per agenda of
holdersthemeeting
scheduled annual
for Aug.
11
pellate Division, second departcent. To the extent that this system
in Oyster Bay, L. I. Candidates for
ment, "depending on what the
respecting fractions exceeds the au- board membership are Hazard Reeves,
court does Monday."
thority granted by the enabling act,
president and director ; Harry KalSection 571 of the Civil Practice
it is illegal," the court declared.
mine,
vice-president of Stanley Warner
William Friedman, spokesman for
Act, city attorneys feel, provides the
city with an opportunity of continuing Edward C. Raftery, attorney for the and also a director; Edward Otis,
collection of the full tax, even in the plaintiffs, called the ruling a victory, vice-president of Gearhart & Otis, and
Sidney Wolf, president of Microface of the imposed injunction.
"considering the mountain we had to Wave
Services, both directors. A new
Under the law, the mere filing of crawl over" to get it. "It is as much
candidate will be nominated to fill the
an appeal would "stay the injunction" as the industry hoped for," Friedman vacancy left by the death of Joseph
or permit the city to continue collect- said.
Bernhard, a Stanley Warner execing the full tax pending the appeal,
In a late development in the tax utive.
attorneys said. Hov\'ever, legal opinion picture the Board of Estimate voted
In a message to stockholders.
is divided as to whether the mere filing a $209,160 appropriation yesterday to
of a notice of appeal by the city would 70 new jobholders who will help col- Reeves reported that a ■ promissory
lect the five per cent tax. They will note to Stanley Warner for $600,000,
stay the injunction.
payable July 3, had been reduced by
work
for the Department of Finance.
Judge Government
Pette's decision
: "The
50 per cent, with the balance extended,
Federal
has said
recognized
payable $150,000 on July 3, 1955, and
the economic straits in which theatres 'Obsession
^ Here Aug. 4
$150,000 on July 3, 1956.
and cinema houses are now placed and
The letter also revealed that the
has reduced the Federal tax from 20
"Magnificent Obsession," Universalcorporation's
accounts with Cinerama
International's
Technicolor
film,
based
per cent to 10 per cent. These argu- on the Lloyd C. Douglas novel and Productions Corp.
are in dispute and
ments which bear on the wisdom of
that
it
may
be
necessary
to submit the
the legislation rather than upon its starring Jane Wyman, Rock Hudson
arbitration. The issue inlegality are nevertheless important and Barbara Rush, will have its New matter to
volves claims aggregating $205,739
considerations for requiring the city York premiere at Loew's State on
against
the
company.
to adhere rigidly to the authority un- Aug. 4.
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Film
New

Motion
Shares
Highs

Active;
Are

Set

Amusement stocks, active and
strong on the New York Stock Exchange for some time, moved to several new highs in yesterday's trading.
American Broadcasting - Paramount
Theatres closed at a new 1954 high
of \7y%. Decca Records, with a 16,200
share turnover, closed at a new high
of 11 54- The issue has been heavily
traded recently, giving rise to reports
that unidentified interests were buying into the company, which controls
Universal Pictures. The latter at a
closing price of 24, was near its high
for the year.
Loew's and National Theatres were
other amusement issues whose trading
yesterday exceeded the 16,000-share
mark. Both closed fractionally near
their highs for the year, as did all
other major motion picture issues, although in less impressive demand for
the day than those mentioned.

^Living
Grosses

It Up'

Picture

Film

In its first 11 playdates, "Living It
Up," the Dean Martin and Jerry
Lewis comedy, has drawn a total
gross 16.5 per cent better than
"Shane," which set new house records
in many of the same theatres where
"Living It Up" has opened to date,
according" to Paramount.
In nine of the 11 engagements reported, "Living It Up" has beaten
"Shane" figures, and in the remaining
two engagements has matched the
western's grosses. Paramount said.
Theatres and opening day grosses
for the film are : the Metropolitan,
Boston, $5,004 ; Paramount, Buffalo,
$4,167; State, Portland, Me., $1,893;
Palace, Albany, $2,707 ; Olympia, New
Bedford, $1,954; Lincoln, Trenton,
$2,104; Boulevard drive-in, AUentov^'n, $1,317; Paramount, Springfield,
Mass., $2,176; Embassy, Reading,
$1,417 ; and Stanley, Philadelphia,
$5,516.

'Obsession' Tops
'Miller' Grosses
"Magnificent Obsession," UniversalInternational's Technicolor film based
on the Lloyd C. Douglas novel, continued to top "The Glenn Miller
Story," the biggest grosser in the
company's history, in new openings,
U-I announced today.
Opening days where the film topped
"The Glenn Miller Story," were the
State Theatre in New Bedford, with a
$1,548 gross; the Midwest in Oklahoma City, $1,683 ; the Lafayette in
Buffalo, $3,250; the Orpheum in Kansas City, $2,883 ; the Paramount in
Syracuse, $1,850; and the State in
Pittsfield, Mass., with a return of
$589.
Record first week grosses were reworded at the RKO Palace Theatre in
Clsveland, with a mark of $27,500 on
the basis of six days and the evening
premiere ; at the United Artists Theatre in Chicago, $49,000, a new house
record; at Loew's Grand in Atlanta,
$16,500; the Warner in Youngstown,
$11,000; and the Palace in Akron with
$10,500.

Quality

Quotes

Reviews
In New

''Pushover"
(Columbia)
IN addition to being' a Grade "A" murder melodrama, "Pushover" has the
added drawing power of Fred MacMurray in a role that fits him like the
proverbial glove. It also introduced Kim Novak, a siren type, who gives
a capable performance.
Director Richard Quine keeps the tempo running smoothly throughout the
grim action which deals with murder-for-profit and a $200,000 bank robbery.
MacMurray plays the role of a detective assigned to crack the robbery case
and, in so doing, takes up with Miss Novak, girl friend of the suspected thief,
Paul Richards, on the theory that Richards eventually will contact her. Their
friendship develops to a point bordering on love. When Miss Novak discovers
that MacMurray is a cop, she proposes that he shoot Richards when the latter contacts her, in violation of MacMurray's orders to bring Richards in
alive, so that the two can leave town together with the stolen money. MacMurrav's surrender to the lure of money provides the motives that lead to
the climax.
The scheme, however, backfires and MacMurray is killed in a gun battle
with
police.
The happy
supplied
by a Malone,
romance abetween
detective
partner,
Phil ending
Carey, isand
Dorothy
nurse, MacMurrav's
who occupies
the apartment next to that of Miss Novak.
The story by Thomas Walsh and William S. Ballinger was adapted for
the screen by Ro}^ Huggins.
Running time, 88 minutes. General classification. For August release.

Tops

of 'Shane'
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daily

"Broken

COMPO

Ad

The 22nd in the series of COMPO
ads being published in "Editor & Publisher," which will be printed in the
issue of tomorrow, summarizes some
of the recent favorable comments by
newspaper writers on the quality of
current films, and predicts tliat the
pictures coming up for the new fallwinter season will be even better.
The ad, captioned "Adjectives, Sure,
But
TimeOtis
They're
Not Jr.,
Ours,"
pointsThis
out that
Guernsey,
the
"New York Herald Tribune" critic,
in writing in his paper about the task
of selecting the 10 best pictures of
1953 had this to say : "The vastly
improved quality of recent movies
makes this a tough year for a man
trying to assemble a list of best films.
There's enough to justify a list of
Wayne Oliver, AP writer, is quoted
as follows : "The movie industry is
maintaining
20 or 30." its hard won gains of
recent months and looking for a new
boost later in the year from a crop
of Bob
top-flight
pictures."
Thomas,
another AP correspondent writing from Hollywood
said: "You, the ticket buyers, are going to the movies more often. The
'lost' audience has been found again.

Lance
{Continued, from page 1)

You and your neighbors don't stare
at TV sets as much as you used to."
The ad also quotes from the annual report last year of the motion
Told in flashback, as Wagner reminisces about his dead father, Tracy, the picture division of the General Fedfilm shows the effect of the domineering rancher on his four sons and the
eration of Women's Clubs which,
after calling attention to the fact
inhabitants of the Southwest territory.
that "two exceptionally fine motion
by Widmark,
three
of the
against
father's
andLedwrest
control of his
ranch
aftersons
he isrevolt
afflicted
by a their
stroke.
Their tyranny
hatred pictures were released every week,"
on to say that "American movie
stems from Miss Jurado, an Indian, as Tracy's second wife, and Wagner as went
goers saw a greater number of outher half-breed son.
standing motion pictures during the
Wagner returns from prison to fight it out with his antagonists, but soothed
past year than in any previous 12by the wisdom of his mother and his love for Miss Peters, as the governor's
daughter, he decides against further bloodshed. The love affair, between a month
periodus,"
on record."
"Believe
the ad says, "there
half-Indian and the daughter of the governor, is treated with tenderness and are plenty of good movies. And with
new wide screen devices and sweepgood taste.
ing improvements in production and
Sol C. Siegel produced and Edward Dmytryk expertly directed from Richprojection, they're getting better every
ard Murphy's screenplay. The film is base on a story by Philip Yordan.
Running time, 96 minutes. General classification. For release in August. day. If you're in the mood ' for a
movie, there's always one around
Scope lens, deserves mention. Nearly all of the film's panoramic shots, as
wellful as
story.many of the close-ups, enhance and add to the interest of the force-

"The
Law vs, Billy the Kid"
(Columbia)
BILLY THE KID rides again as a fugitive from the law in this Western
about
so fast
on the
draw Billy
that before
long St.
it didn't
matter
whothewasgunman
right. who
ScottwasBrady
makes
a manly
and Betta
John
is appealing as his girl.
Billy goes to work for British-born cattle rancher, Paul Cavanaugh, who
treats him like a son, knowing his niece, Betta, loves him. Alan Hale, Jr., a
jealous ranch hand who hates Billy, arouses the neighboring county's sheriff
and his men to action. Cavanaugh is murdered without cause, so Billy declares personal war on Hale.
Otis Garta, as Gov. Wallace (the same Lew Wallace, it is revealed, who
wrote "Ben Hur"), offers Billy freedom if he will lay down his arms and
keep
the peace.
retribution
for Cavanaugh's
slaying,Hale
he refuses.
He
is captured,
tried Desiring
and condemned
to hang
but escapes, shoots
and returns
to Miss St. John. Thereupon he is killed by duty-bound friend, James Griffith.
The picture has standard production values for its bracket and performances
are in kind. It should fill the bill where Westerns are in demand.
It was produced by Sam Katzman and was directed by William Castle
from a screenplay by John T. Williams.
Running time, 73 minutes. General classification. Release date, not set.
Gualino

Reelected

Jackson

to Seek

lATSE
V-P Office
President of ANICA
HOLLYWOOD,
July 22. — Alan
Dr. Renato Gualino has been reelected president of the International Jackson, business agent for the
Federation of Motion Picture Produ- lATSE Laboratory Technicians, Local 683, will run for the second vicecers Association for the third time.
An Italian film industry leader. Dr. presidency on the Roy M. Brewer
ticket opposing Carl Cooper, who is
^Living' Opens Today
Gualino is also chief of ANICA's an international representative here,
Paramount's "Living It Up" will foreign offices,' president of I.F.B.,
open at the Criterion Theatre- here director
general of Italian Films Ex- it was announced today. The lA adtoday.
ministration has uine vice-prtsidencys.
port and president of Lux Films.

worth seeing."
111. Allied
Kirsch,

Re-Elects

All

Officers

CHICAGO, July 22.— Jack Kirsch,
who has been president of Allied
Theatres of New Jersey since 1938,
has been re-elected president of the
group for a term of three years at a
Blackstone Hotel meeting here today.
Also re-elected, for one year terms,
were Van Nomikos, vice-president,
and Benjamin Banowitz, secretarytreasurer.
Directors who were re-elected for
the year are : Bill Charuhas, Jack
Clark, James Gregory, Robert V.
Harrison, Donald Knapp, Verne
Langdon, Charles Lindau, Howard
Lubliner, Sam C. Meyers, Richard B.
Salkin, Arthur Sass, Arthur Schoenstadt, Nate Slott, Joseph Stern and
Bruce Trinz. Harry Nepo was again
named
term. sergeant-at-arms for a one-year
Fla. Personal

Changes

TAVARES, Fla.. July 22.— Kenny
Sears, manager of the Lake Theatre
here, has moved over to Eustis, Fla.,
to manage the Movie Garden. Joseph
Gibson of Marietta, Ga., replaces him
in Tavares.
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Tradewise
. . .
By SHERWIN KANE
YORK CITY exhibitors
NEW
pinpointed a glaring flaw in
the municipal five per cent
adnnission tax which went into effect July I in their Suprenne Court
suit, decided in their favor last
week.

NEW

RKO

YORK,

Extends

U.S.A., MONDAY,

Stock

JULY

Purchase

Period

To Sept,
30 of
totime
Hughes
and ^Holders
Another
extension
in which stockholders
of RKO Pictures
may exercise their privilege of tendering stock to the corporation for
redemption at $6 per share was authorized by the board of directors
at the weekend, this time until Sept. 30.
The board also extended to the same date the period within which
Howard Hughes may accept the company's offer to purchase from
him, at $6 per share, all or any portion of the 1,262, 120i shares of
stock owned by him. The previous deadlines had been next Saturday.
At last reports, RKO stockholders had tendered an approximate
900,000 shares of stock for redemption. Hughes, however, has not
indicated one way or the other whether he will accept the corporation's offer to buy his holdings.
Meanwhile, the outcome of the Hughes-Floyd Odium maneuvers
for the ultimate control of the company remains speculative. For
the last few weeks, there have been reports that an announcement
of the wrap-up of the deal could come "any minute."

They charged, and the court
agreed, that the tax scale imposed
upon motion picture theatres by
the city, in some specific price instances, resulted in a tax of nine
per cent.
The enabling act under which
the state authorized the city to
impose an admissions tax limits
such tax to a maximum of five per Para, to Celebrate
cent of the ticket price.
40th Anniversary

Loew

Unfortunately, the city's pre- With Sales Drive
sumption inhelping itself to a tax
almost double the amount it is
The 40th anniversary of Paramount
legally entitled to, does not invaliPictures,
1914-1954, will be celebrated
date the entire tax ordinance. The
this autumn by the Paramount sales
city can continue to collect what organization with a national sales
the state enabling act authorizes drive titled, "Paramount's 40th Anit to, but no more.
niversary— A Salute to the Future."
The drive, envisaged by the sales
It is recalled that the city's organization as the biggest event of its
financial "experts" gave some con- kind in the company's 40-year history,
fused estimates of the probable will open Aug. 29 and continue for 14
{Continued on page 8)
yield of the tax during public hearings prior to its adoption. The explanation might be that some of Set Tentative Dates
the city's estimates were based on
an illegal nine per cent tax, if they
got away with it, and others on the
authorized five per cent tax, in the Allied

Gets

6-Month

Meeting

To

Divest

Another

Extension
8 Houses

Loew's
hasWASHINGTON,
received another July
six 25.—
months
extension of its divestiture deadline.
Under the original consent decree,
Loew's was to have gotten rid of 25
theatres by Feb. 6, 1954. Early this
year, this was extended to Aug. 6,
and now the Justice Department has
agreed to extend it again until Feb.
6,
Justice
officials
said Loew's
still1955.
has eight
theatres
to dispose
of.

With

Sales

event they didn't.
City financial authorities would
be well advised now to re-appraise
their income not only in the light
of the Supreme Court decision
with respect to the admissions tax,
and the cost of collecting and
policing that levy, but also in the
light of the effect of that d ecision
on the
city's three per cent sales
tax
collections.
These, too, have been confiscating an apparently illegal share of
breakage where the tax amounts
to less than one cent but more
than a half-cent. There is the possibility of recovery suits being instituted against the city involving
millions of dollars in that field.
•
There is also in the offing the
possibility that the state will revoke
{.Continued on page 2)

Heads

May

Start

Aug.

17

WASHINGTON, July 25.— Allied States Association's committee to
meet with distributor
to hold those meetings starting
■heads now hopes
on Aug. 17,
Mexican

Government

Enters Film Strike
MEXICO CITY, July 25. — The
Mexican Labor Ministry was earnestly
attempting to end the National Cinematographic Industry Workers Union
strike at the weekend which closed
1,237 theatres and the offices of 23
American and other foreign distributors here.
The government is eager to end the
strike because of the popularity of
films in this country and the heavy
loss in taxes which will result.
The union ordered the strike in
order to secure a 35 per cent blanket
pay increase after an all-night session
where an employers' offer was rejected. The Cinematographic Workers
want to have the same pay scale
throughout Mexico,

TEN

26, 1954

After talking by long-distance telephone to Allied president Ben Marcus,
general counsel Abram F. Myers said
Wilbur Snaper, president of New
Jersey Allied, who is arranging the
meetings for Allied in New York,
would be asked to try to set up sessions with the various companies for
Aug. 17,
19 andto 20.
Allied's
mittee is18,
planning
discuss
its comcomplaint that high rentals have been depriving exhibitors of the benefit oi
the recent excise tax cut and other
charges against the distributors.
Myers explained that Allied preferred to hold the meetings starting
the 17th because those days are just
before Allied's summer board meeting in West Virginia, and thus Allied
officials from the West could make
both the New York sessions and the
board meeting on one trip.

CENTS

Appeal

'Mandatory'

NYC

Theatres

Map

Strategy

Move

on

Meanwhile,
Queens

Tax

Hearing

Court

in

Postponed

By FRANCIS BACKILMAN
Exhibitors and attorneys representing five Queens theatres which won
a temporary injunction last week re-,
straining a provision of the New York
City five per cent amusement ta.x, at
the weekend called a strategy meeting for tomorrow morning to map future plans in their opposition to the
tax.
The meeting, at which suing exhibitors and their lawyers will discuss the
latest developments in the tax picture
and devise new strategy, will be held
tomorrow morning in the offices of
Joseph
R. Vogel, Loew's Thealtres
vice-president.
The new development postpones a
hearing previously set for today in
SupremehibitorCourt,
Queens, at
exand city attorneys
werewhich
to have
filed orders for the court to sign. The
exhibitor order, when presented, will
be argued along with the form of order
to be drawn
up by onthepage
city.8) Amount
{Continued
Johnston

to Address

IMPDAA

on Aug.

9

Eric A. Johnston, president of the
Motion Picture Association of America, will address a closed membership
meeting of the Independent Motion
Picture Distributors Association of
America at a luncheon on Aug. 9 at
Sardi's Restaurant here, it was announced by Arthur L. Mayer,
IMPDAA president.
Johnston will fully explain the newly concluded motion picture contract
with the French government. IMPDAA members are said to be greatly
{Continued on page 8)

'Brides'

Opening

Day

Record
Sets RCMH
The biggest opening day gross
ever recorded at the Radio City
Music Hall was announced at
the weekend. The M-G-M CinemaScope production, "Seven
Brides For
Brothers,"
grossed
$25,100
on opening
day
Thursday.
, Seven

2

Motion

Personal

French

Like

Showing:

Picture

'Scope

Einfeld

Mention
Enthusiasm for "The Advancing
Techniques
of CinemaScope" was
United
ARNOLD M. PICKER,
registered by more than 700 exhibiArtists vice-president in charge
tors, members of the press and repreof foreign distribution, will arrive in
sentatives ofthe French film industry
Hollywood over the weekend from
following
demonstrations
at the NorMexico City.
mandie Theatre in Paris, according
to a cable from Charles Einfeld, vicePhillip Smith, president of the president of 20th Century-Fox, reSmith Management Co., Boston, and
ceived over the weekend in New York
family, are vacationing in Bretton by the company.
Woods, N. H.
'Scope Reel Acclaimed
Einfeld, who is making a swing
Hauold Rand, 20th Century-Fox
trade press representative, has re- through Europe on behalf of the
turned here from a West Coast vaca- forthcoming CinemaScope production
tion.
"The
Egyptian," reported
acclaim for
the demonstration
with discussions
of
Ray McNamara of the Allyn its merits lasting long after the showTheatre, Hartford, and family have
ing was over. On hand for the showing and acting as hosts for the occareturned there from a Cape Cod vacation.
sion were Murray Silverstone, president of 20th Century-Fox International Corp., Albert Cornfield, manIra Tulipan, 20th Century-Fox
aging Director for Europe, and Giulio
publicity representative, is vacationing
Ascarelli, publicity manager for Euin Nantucket, R. I.
rope.
Einfeld also held meetings with the
Meyer Hutnek, of the 20th Cen- following company foreign managers,
tury-Fox publicity staff, has returned Federico Micucci, Italy, Sven Nyfrom a Woodstock, N. Y., vacation.
gren, Sweden, and Pedro Bistagne,
•
Spain, on "The Egyptian" and other
Robert Rossen, producer, arrived upcoming pictures.
in New York from Rome over the
Einfeld leaves for Scandinavia tomorrow for visits to Stockholm,
weekend via Pan American.
•
Copenhagen and Oslo.
Dennis Holy, British actor, will
arrive here today from London via 79 Italian Films in
B.O.A.C. Monarch.
Works
at Mid-year
A total of 79 films went before the
cameras in Italy in the first six
months of 1954, including 74 new
For lATSE
Post
productions, one
Roy M. Brewer, lATSE presiden- Rome-sponsored
tial candidate, left Los Angeles at the American project, and four features
weekend for a 10-day cross-country on which shooting, which began in
barnstorming campaign tour which 1953, was resumed this year, according to the latest figures received by
will culminate in Washington on Aug.
Italian Films Export.
4, according to Russell M. Moss, exnew pictures were begun
ecutive vice-president of Home Office lastFifteen
month, the same number as were
Employees, local H-63, lATSE.
started in March. Figures for the
Moss, candidate for vice-president
of lATSE, will meet Brewer when other months were: January, 19 ; February and April, 9 ; and May, 12.
he arrives in Washington after which
Of
the
74 new Italian films, 14 are
both candidates will proceed to Cinco-productions
with French companies
cimiati for the lATSE bi-annual conand one each is being co-sponsored by
vention on Aug. 9.
Brewer will make stops in Nebraska, a German, Spanish and Egyptian
Utah, Montana, Iowa and Illinois, re- company. Thirty-two of the pictures
cruiting support for his election, be- are color productions with 17 in Fereach in color by Techarriving in the nation's capital. raniacolor,nicolorsix
and Eastmancolor, two in
Moss fore
said.
Gevacolor and one in Warnercolor.
Brewer

Powell

Barnstorms

Cools

Closed
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111. Allied
Group

Equipment

Aids

Members

CHICAGO, July 25. — A special
equipment committee set up by Allied
Theatres of Illinois for the purpose
of studying the various wide-screen
and stereophonic sound systems has
served a definite purpose, president
Jack Kirsch said here in his annual
report to the membership.
"We earnestly believe," he said-,
"that the existence of this committee
has had a profound efYect on the
equipment trade to the extent of creating an element of competition among
the various manufacturers and dealers
with the result that prices originally
quoted to individual exhibitors were
gradually lowered after the committee
made
itselfsaid
known
trade."
Kirsch
that toasthesoon
as the

Tradewise

. . .

{Continued from page 1)
the
city's authorization
admissions
tax at all. to levy the

Indeed, the Wagner administration has excellent cause at the moment for regret that it refused to
heed exhibitors' arguments against
the tax at the public hearings at
City Hall in June. Had it done
so, it might have averted not only
some troublesome but, also, extremely costly consequences.
No matter what the Wagner administration says, it did have alternatives toan admission tax. In
enacting the levy, it was inviting
equipment "muddle" adjusts itself, in trouble.
the light of the many developments
The invitation, it would begin to
which are coming out, this committee
will resume its functions and pass all appear, is being accepted.
available
members. information to the unit's
Heller & Co, Profit
The purpose of the committee was
tv\'o-fold ; namely :
d To create a technical staff which Up for Half 'Year
CHICAGO, July 25. — Walter E.
would be responsible for a complete
Heller & Co., which is active in motechnical survey of each Allied thetion picture financing, reported conatre. This technical stafif would be
solidated net earnings of $1,179,996 for
made up of engineers from the various
sound and projection equipment firms, the six months ended June 30. Comparable earnings in the first half of
whose responsibility it would be to 1953 were $885,636.
determine exactly what additional
After preferred stock dividend reequipment was required for the proper
quirements, the 1954 half-year earninstallation of wide-screen and stereoings were equal to $1.78 a share on
phonic sound equipment.
569,118 shares of common stock outstanding, compared with $1.76 a share
€][ To obtain from dealers and manufacturers of quality merchandise the on 433,644 shares of common stock
best possible prices on the group pur- outstanding,
in the same period a year
chasing of equipment required for each before.
individual Allied theatre.
Walter E. Heller, president, said
that receivables acquired through the
As a result
of
this
committee's
activities, Altec Service Corp. made
November merger with Nasurveys of many of our theatres at company's
tional Discotint Corp. of South Bend,
no cost and the results of these surthrough
latter's
subseveys involved.
were turned over to the exhibi- Ind., and
quent operation
as a the
division
of Heller,
tors
had been sold in their entirety in June.
As a result of the merger and subseMilwaukee
50% Over
quent sale of receivables, Walter E.
Heller & Co. increased its capital and
Makelim
Plan Quota
credit without cost and has derived
MILWAUKEE, July 25.— Indepen- some gain from the sale.
dent producer Hal. R. Makelim announced that over 50 per cent of the
Indianapolis
exhibitors in the territory had sub- RKO
scribed to his production plan after a
meeting of the Allied Independent Shipping to NFS
Theatre Owners of Wisconsin at the
INDIANAPOLIS, July 25.— PhysHotel Schroeder here.
ical distribution of RKO Radio prod- .
Makelim explained his 12-picture uct here has been taken over here
plan to the representatives of over by States Film Service, an affiliate of
200 theatres.
National Film Service, Inc.
Outside of two shipping depots,
Ben ident,
Marcus,
NationaltheAllied's
pres-to RKO handles its physical distribution
who introduced
producer
the membership, summed up the Ma- through
its own offices. The arrangecity.
here marks the first time that
kelim plan as the "solution to the RKO ment
has assigned its shipping to an
many problems facing the independent
outside organization in a regular key
exhibitors of America."

'Detective* Selected
For Venice Festival
Columbia Pictures moved into a
ST. GEORGE, U., July 25.—
commanding lead in the Venice Film
Thanks to Dick Powell's recent
visit here with RKO's "The
Festival yesterday when the company
Conqueror" troupe, the local
announced
that "The Detective," based Files 'Piracy' Suit
theatre may stay open during
Authoress Edna Buckler has filed Resigns Hartford Circuit
on
G.
K.
Chesterton's
"Father Brown"
the Summer months, the first
stories, had been selected for showing suit in the N. Y. Federal Court against
HARTFORD,
July 25.— E. A.
time in its history.
ing.
at this all-important European judg- Paramount Pictures for an accounting Grecula, an executive with the HartThe producer-director had
ford Theatre Circuit since 1945, has
of profits. The suit charges that Paragiant fans installed to lessen
This makes the third Columbia film mount's "Sunset Boulevard" (released resigned to become office manager of
the heat while screening the
requested for showing by officials of in 1950) was pirated from her original the Symphony Society of Greater
daily rushes and left them bethe Venice Festival. Previously the
play entitled, "Fifth Freedom," which Hartford. Grecula had been serving
hind in appreciation of the inwas
written prior to- 1947 and allegedly as manager of the Colonial Theatre
company
has
announced
that
"The
terest shown by the townsCaine Mutiny" and "On The Water- submitted to Paramount. The com- here, and also was the Hartford cirpeople in his work.
plaint asks damage to the extent of
front" would be screened for the incuit's advertising and publicity manternational board at Venice.
$2,000,000.
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REDUCTIONS in the prices for
"Ampex Master" stereophonic
sound systems to be made effective
immediately have been announced by
Jim Mahon, theatre equipment sales
manager for the Ampex Corp., Redwood City, Calif. In announcing the
price reductions, termed "drastic" by
Mahon, he said that "enthusiastic acceptance of Ampex equipment in the
motion picture industry has_ enabled us
to achieve the economics inherent in
efficient, quantity production. The savings are being passed along to the
theatre owner in the form of decreased
prices," Mahon said.
•
Wallet-size cards containing projection formulae for calculating any lens
or screen dimensions or the screen
throzv-distance are being supplied free
of cost to the trade by the Projection
Optics Co., Inc., Rochester, N. Y .,
either directly or through its dealers.
One side of the card is devoted to
CinemaScope's 2.55 to 1 ratio while
the other is for standard films in any
aspect ratio. The data can he applied
both to indoor and• drive-in theatres.

"axis finder"
3-D image
pocket
Inc.,
by Polacoat,
marketed
hasA been
Blue A-sh, O. A projectionist viewing a polarizer in the projection
booth through the finder can instantly determine whether the axis
of a port is proper, it is said, and
also the efficiency of the polarizer
can be determined by the relative
density of wedge-shadows appearing
on the finder. The angle of the axis
of polarization is read directly on a
calibrated scale at the rim of the
lens, which is housed in a metal ring
that slides between the cover plates
of a rigid anodized aluminum case.
The case completely protects the
lens when carried as a pocket instrument.
•
Graham W. Dible, _ "The Orchid
King," Los Angeles, is offering orchid corsages to theatres which can
be used as gifts to theatre patrons in
special promotions to boost attendance.
Under the special offer, which is an
annual event conducted for a limited
time only, exhibitors buying 100 corsages at the regular price can purchase an extra 100 at only one cent
each. The corsages are available in
one, two or three blooms and require
only ordinary refrigeration, according
to Dible. He also states that shipment will be made to any location in
the country overnight via air.
Disneyland

Premiere

Set

Walt Disney's forthcoming television series, "Disneyland," will bow
on the American Broadcasting Co.
network on Oct. 27, ABC-TV has announced. The series of programs will
include cartoon animation, live action
and a combination of both with Disney hosting the above.

Okay
in
^Scope
Theatres
CINCINNATI, July 25. — A survey of theatre business in the local and
surrounding territories reveals that the turnstiles are clicking and the
receipt curves point upward in those houses which show CinemaScope
programs, although there are a few
isolated exceptions. The scales have First-Runs Above
been increased, but in one house, the
Paramount, larger of the two Northio Normal
in Memphis
units at nearby Hamilton, O., admisMEMPHIS, July 25. — First run
sions have been reduced from the
theatre attendance here is reported to
original 90 cents plus to the regular
house scale of 50 cents for matinee be "well above normal summer busito atocheckup.
and 70 cents evenings. Three downtheness,"
pullaccording
is due
strong Whethproduct
town and five suburban houses in or er
a desire on the part of the public
Cincinnati show CinemaScope pro- to cool off in the air-conditioned thegrams, although on a sporadic basis.
atres has been a topic for speculation,
When playing regular product, busi- but most theatre managers give full
ness conforms to the usual pattern, the credit to the pictures.
better pictures garnering good grosses,
"Gone With the Wind" drew "six
while those in the mediocre category
times
thecording toaverage-size
"wither on the vine" from the box ofArthur Groom,audience,"
manager acof
fice angle. Outstanding business cur- Loew's State, who said that the picrently in Cincinnati is being done by
ture in its first week drew the biggest
Cinerama at a scale of $1.20-$2.60. gross since "GWTW" first played the
This latest addition to the entertain- State in 1940. Recent standout busiment field appears to have helped
ness was reported here on "High and
CinemaScope business by "whetting the Mighty," "Three Coins in the
the public's appetite for something Fountain," "Knock on Wood" and
"Garden of Evil." In some cases, it
new in amusements."
was said, patronage was doubled over
Subsequent Runs Suffering
that of an average week.
Although CinemaScope has proved
The neighborhood houses report
a blessing for the theatres showing it, spotty attendance, depending on the
the subsequent run houses are suffering an adverse reaction, because of picture.
these showings.
Drive-ins Doing Better
F. W. Huss, Jr., president of Asso- Business in Nashville
ciated Theatres, one of the largest local chains of suburban subsequent run
NASHVILLE, July 25.— Drive-ins
houses, aptly expressed the mass apparently are doing the top business
plight of his fellow theatremen and in this area, although "Gone With the
their thinking on business conditions, Wind" was a sell-out four times daily
present and future.
Theatres of the Crescent circuit
at Loew's.
"Although business is normally bet- claim
there is no marked improvement
ter during the hot sumnler months, over patronage
a year ago, with top
because of the patrons taking advanpictures
doing
the
better busitage of the cooling systems, our
ness. The Rockwoodusual
Amusement
Co.
greatest problem, and it is indeed a reports that large screens have been
major problem, is securing product. installed in eight of its theatres but
Our bookings are becoming increas- that, as yet, there has been no imingly more difficult. Since downtown
provement inattendance.
showings of CinemaScope eliminates
On the other hand, the Colonial,
the regular product for subsequent run with a new screen measuring 50 by
availability. We are not equipped to
held over every Cinemashow CinemaScope, and even though 120 feet,Scopehaspicture
since it opened with
we were, the smaller houses could not "The Robe."
afford to pay the high percentage
Nashville will have its third teleterms which the distributors are devision station in operation next month.
be.
manding. This limitation is working Exhibitors
here have their fingers
a definite hardship and makes it im- crossed as to what the effect
oossible for us to plan or predict what
future business will be, if any."
35 Theatres Book
Hopeful With Crossed Fingers
"The consensus of exhibitor opin- Telecast of Opera
ion," Huss continued, "is that condiWith other, deals pending, 35 thetions will adjust themselves sooner or
atres in the Warner, Loew's and Falater. Othewise, the future outlook
bian circuits have been booked to telefor business in the suburban spots
vise the Metropolitan Opera's opening
does not present a very optimistic out- night on a coast-to-coast hook up.
look. I speak in behalf of mv fellow Theatre Network Television reports.
The special program will offer top
exhibitors," he concluded. "We are
keeping our fingers crossed and are singers in scenes from three operas :
"La Boheme," "The Barber of Seville" and "Aida." The cast for the
Some of the drive-ins here and in
honeful."
the
area are booking first run product, Nov. 8 opening will include, among
while others are plaving triple bills others, Robert Merrill, Roberta Peters, Richard Tucker, Norman Scott,
of the older releases. Business generally at the outdoor theatres is good, Jerome Heinz, Leonard Warren,
due in a large part, exhibitors say, Blanche Thebom, Vittorio De Los
Angeles and Mario Del Monaco.
to the fact that patrons can "come
Some of the theatres will operate
as they are" and the added economy
of not having to employ a baby sitter. on a commercial basis, while others
will be tied in with charities in asso
ciation with the Metropolitan Opera
Wants To Drop Charter
Guild. Committees to support the
OTTAWA, July 25. — Esquire program are being appointed throughout the country. TNT expects the
Films, Ltd., of Toronto, has applied
to the Secretary of State of Canada event to be the "greatest of its kind to
for leave to surrender its charter.

R. Keith Petzold, until recently
general manager of Jesse Jones
Theatres, Portland, Ore., and previously advertising manager of J.
J. Parker Theatres, has been named
executive secretary of the Portland
Junior Chamber of Commerce.
Mrs. Rose Lancaster,
who has
been on Atlanta's film row for the
last 27 years and with Astor Pictures for the past 10 years, has resigned to go with Strickland Film
Co. as laboratory technician.

Louis Orlove, M-G-M exploiteer
for Wisconsin and Upper Michigan,
rated a four-column feature story in
the Madison,
Wis.,
"Capitalneglected
Times"
for
his plan to
beautify
graves.

n

Gordon Scott, a six-foot-three
inch lifeguard from the Sahara Hotel, Las Vegas, is the newest "Tarzan." He will debut in "Tarzan's
African Legend," to be produced by
Sol Lesser for RKO release.

L. Roy Pierce, former district
manager for Fox- Wisconsin Theatres and recently a theatre man in
Milwaukee, has retired after 19
years in the industry to Klamath
Falls, Ore.
Walter Lantz, cartoon producer,
and Mrs. Lantz will leave here Aug.
20 for a six-week tour of Universal's
European offices to stimulate Lantz
product sales overseas.

Mary Fears, who has been with
the Interboro Circuit here for 19
years, has resigned to join another
industry. She was the personal secretary to Stanley Kolbert.

Nate Oberman, head booker for
the M-G-M exchange, in Boston, is
in the Allerton Hospital, Brookline,
for an emergency appendectomy.
n
Harold Young, director, is off to
Amsterdam to direct Robert Alda
in a TV series for Triangle Productions.
n
Albert D. Van Brunt also of Buchanan & Co., has been named a
vice-president.

'Line*
Herald-T. Ran
Ad; World'T. Balked
"Motion Picture Daily" inadvertently reported on Friday that the N. Y.
Herald-Tribune in addition to the
N. Y. Times had rejected the display
advertising on the "The French Line"
ordered by RKO Radio for the metropolitan area subsequent runs of the
The N. Y. Herald- Tribune ran the
picture.
ad
in question. It was the N. Y.
World-Telegram which, after running
the ad on Wednesday, declined to
repeat it on Thursday.
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Motion

Britain
Theatre

Opens

in 15 Years

Inception of the new screen techniques last year occasioned other delayg as proscenium and other adjustments had to be made involving alteration of the Aberdeen granite, about
the hardest stone known to construction engineers, of which the theatre
is built. It will open justly known
as Britain's most modern theatre. The
equipment includes wide screen, CinemaScope, 3-D film and Perspecta
sound.
The Harkness screen has a maximum size of 46 x 20^ feet. Magnascope masking permits a CinemaScope projection on a dimension of
45 feet by 19 feet two inches and
"Widescreen" of 33 feet six inches
by 19 feet two inches.
J. L. Laing, associated with the industry since 1923, heads the management of the new ABC theatre.

U.S.

Unions
TV

Hit

Policy

LONDON, July 25.— Four labor
unions, representing all phases of
British film making, have threatened
to retaliate if Hollywood unions
attempt a halt on the production of
U.S. television programs in Britain.
Hollywood reports were cited by
British unions to the effect that the
Film Council of the American Federation of Labor was insisting that
American productions in Britain be
sent back to the U. S.
The statement said, "An increasing
number of American films are. being
shown on British television, and witli
the introduction of commercial television it is clear that a not insignificant proportion of the program will
be of American recorded material.
"The present position, therefore,
gives a much too favorable balance
in favor of the American product and
our unions would be bound to unite in
taking counter-measures if the restrictionist attitude of the Hollywood
council is maintained.
Mexican

Film
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First

By PETER BURNUP
ABERDEEN, Scotland, July 25.—
Associated British Cinemas' 1,900seat Regal Cinema, the first new
theatre to be opened in Great Britain
in 15 years, will be dedicated here
tomorrow with many notables in attendance and a gala opening program
scheduled.
Work on the theatre was begun in
1939 and had to be suspended in 1941
with the outbreak of the war. Post
war building restrictions then pre
vented a resumption of construction
until last November, when the necessary license was issued.
Most Modern Theatre

4 UK

Picture

Extras

Win 10% Increase
MEXICO, CITY, July, 25.— Film
extras have won a 10 per cent wage
increase, retroactive to June 1, by a
decision mission
made
"by the and
Mixed
Com-of
of Employers
Labor
the Cinematographic Industry, it was
announced.
Benefitting some 1,000 extras, affiliated with the technical and manual
workers section of the Picture Production Workers Union (STPC), the
hike was granted due- to the rising
living costs since the devaluation of
the Mexican peso.

'LILF
WEEKS

HERE
IN

73

17

When MGM's "Lili" was booked
into the Trans Lux 52nd Street here,
it was set as an indefinite engagement.
Today, 73 weeks and 25 prints later,
the run is just as indefinite as it was
the day it opened. Regarded in some
quarters as an industry phenomenon,
"Lili" is a leader in the long-run
derby, having played 161 weeks in 17
cities outside of New York. A contender in the New York marathon is
Kansas City where it ran 28 weeks.
As it stands now, the end of the
New York engagement is not yet in
sight. Estimates are that it will stay
for another three to six months, while
the less conservative say that is could
stay for another year.
Nears $700,000 Mark
Gross-wise, both the distributor and
the theatre are withholding exact figures, but it's admitted that the 52nd
Street "take" is nearing the $700,000
mark. In the other 17 spots, the figure
is reported to have passed $750,000,
on a terms basis understood to be 50
per cent. At 'the New York spot, the
weekly gross stays close to $6,000,
with a control figure of about $3,500.
The figure for the July 4 weekend
alone was $8,200.
The picture played at the Hollywood
Vogue for 15 weeks; the Buffalo Mercury, 13 ; the Toronto Towne, 12 ; the
Baltimore Playhouse, 12; the Chicago
Ziegfeld, 11 ; the Houston River Oaks,
11 and the Rochester Little, eight. It
also played in other cities anywhere
from two to seven weeks.
Two excellent reasons for the picture's success have been offered by the
Trans Lux office— its intrinsic value as
entertainment and the unique advertisU,S, Attorney
Mulls Greene

Still
Case

The U.S. Attorney's oflice at the
weekend was pondering action in the
case of Albert Greene, Brooklyn exhibitor who had 36,000 pennies chromeplated to be distributed to patrons in
protest of tax.
the city's five per cent
amusement
To date, Greene, by offering two
cents for one to patrons, has recovered 23,800 of the 36,000 pennies he
had distributed. He had these dechromed and carried them in six sacks
into the Secret Service office at 90
Church Street last week.
As to action against him by the
government, Greene declined comsaid that isthehandling
U.S. Attorney's
office ment
in andBrooklyn
the case
now.
He did offer comment, however,

OTHER

161

CITIES

ing and publicity it has enjoyed. Many
have seen it several times, not that it
relies on repeat visits for business.
Interested in the film's art work, two
N. y. patrons, Stillwell Dickson and
his wife, have seen it more than 30
times, the Trans Lux manager reports.
There is a "How many times have
you seen 'Lili' ?" sign along with an
accompanying answer box in the lobby.
Thousands, it seems, have seen it more
than once.
Howard Deitz, vice-president of
Loew's took personal charge of the
advertising campaign. The caricature
of Lili was created by artist Oscar
Berger. The basis of the advertising
design was to handle it simply as a
good picture, not to sensationalize it.
MGM plans another "Things to See
in New
York"It attracted
campaign visitors
for "Lili"
this
summer.
last
year and doubtless will have the
same effect this year. Charity premieres, star appearances and display
ads during holiday seasons have also
sparked the picture's popularity.
The night "Lili" was premiered
here, Tex McCrary and Jinx Falkenberg sold tickets in the lobby. The
proceeds
went toa Long
Shore Hospital,
charityIsland's
of theirNorth
own
choice. This sort of formula has been
followed successfully in many cities, it
is reported.

3 More

Reveals

Projects

Independent producer Sam Spiegel,
whose Horizon picture for Columbia
release, "On the Waterfront" will
premiere here at the Astor on Wednesday, revealed over the weekend that
he has three major projects set to
unfold
future. in rapid succession in the near
The producer, who leaves soon for
Europe — to oversee the dubbing of
"On the Waterfront" in French, German and Italian and to attend the
Venice Festival in which the film is
entered — announced that his next production will be made in Europe in
the late summer and fall. It is to be
based upon a novel for which final
negotiations are now taking place.
Spiegel added that a top director and
first-run stars will be employed on
the picture.
To Use Connecticut Locales
The second of the next three Horizon films
is on
to the
be hit
"Morning's
at
Seven,"
based
comedy by
Paul Osborn which was staged on
Broadway in 1938 by Josh Logan.
"Morning's at Seven," which will require eight top stars to fill the eight
equally important leading roles, will
be made on location in Connecticut
next Spring. In this Spiegel and Elia
Kazan will be following the technique
employed in making "On the Waterfront," which was shot entirely on the
Hudson River piers and the adjacent
areas.

Following "Morning's at Seven,"
Spiegel will return to Europe to make
the screen version of Lion FeuchtAllied Seeks Data
wanger's Book-of-the-Month novel,
"This is the Hour." It is based on the
For Distributors
lives of Goya and the Duchess of
Alba. Spiegel observed that for this
All Allied States regional organiza project, with the exteriors to be
tions are urgently soliciting their photographed in Spain, the widest
membership for information to sup possible screen system available at the
port the charge of certain Allied lead time will be used.
ers that current sales terms are giving
distributors rather than exhibitors the
Seattle Censorship
major benefits of the reduced Federal
admissions tax.
Regional bulletins to members all Board Reappointed
feature the subject prominently and
SEATTLE, July 25.— Mayor Alan,
urge exhibitors to get documented information in the hands of their local
Pomeroy
reappointed nine mem-j
officers or to Ben Marcus, national hers of the has
Board of Supervisors here.,
Allied president, before the Allied This is a censorship body for motionj
committee meets with distribution executives here the week of either Aug. pictures and entertainments in general. Under a new ordinance, con9 or 16. Some organizations supply
firmation by the City Council is rea form which they ask members to
quired. Three members will be refill out, detailing substantiation for
placed each year.
whatever figures may be presented,
Appointed for one year were Mrs. ,
whether because of "higher fixed per- May F. Carroll, Robert A. Yothersi
centages, no adjustment in scales to and Frank Anthony
Ursino. TheyJ
allow for added net gross, floors un- will be subject to reappointment bj
der scalesuggests.
deals, etc.," as one regional Pomeroy, whose term of office ex|
bulletin
pires in 1956. Appointed for two year|
"If for some reason you are relucwere Maurice
and D.
Mrs.Saflle,
Jack ' Charles
C. Sperryl
tant to_sign your name," the bulletin Crickmore
says, "just
describe
your
type
of
theatre. But time is short. Send the
Three
appointees
are Mrs.Zednick
Mor*
ris
D. year
Kennedy,
Mrs. Victor
information now."
and Mrs. Thelma Dewitty.

concerning what he called "sore disap ointment infellow exhibitors" whO
failed to give him at least moral support when his problem arose. "I am AA
disheartened
and want no more of it,"
Greene commented.
He said that he was "through being a voice in the darkness" and that
the nation-wide publicity arising from
hisHeplan
me."
did "has
creditamazed
neighborhood
dealers
and merchants, however, who helped
him recover the chrome pennies after
they had been circulated. At the
same time, Greene said that business
at his Avenue U Theatre has been
"favorable" since the incident, although he couldn't credit it definitely
t - the- publicity he has received.

WEEKS;

Spiegel

Will

Use

TelV

Pattern for 'Jungle'
Allied Artists' "The Human Jungle," Gary Merrill-Jan Sterling starrer, will be put into national release
on Sept. 28, it was announced by
Morey R. Goldstein, vice-president and
general sales manager.
The same distribution pattern as
used in "Riot in Cell Block 11" will
be followed, with the saturation bookings being backed by an extensive
television, radio and newspaper advertising campaign.

Up Kalisch, MGM
To Home
Office Aide
Elias Kalisch, Loew's and MGM
salesman, has been promoted to home
office assistant to Burtis Bishop, Jr.,
Midwest sales manager. He succeeds
Sidney Lefkowitz, who died recently.
Kalisch started as an usher with
Loew's in 1934 and became assistant
manager
the circuit's
83rdofStreet
Theatre inof 1939.
A graduate
New
York University, hi? most recent position was salesman for MGM in the
company's Cincinnati office.
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presents

in CinemaScope

BROTHERS"
starring JANE
POWELL
Tamhlyn • Tommy Rail • Screen Play

"SEVEN

BRIDES

FOR

SEVEN

• HOWARD
KEEL
• 'with Jeff Richards • Russ
by Albert Hackett & Frances Goodrich and Dorothy

Kingsley . Based on the Story "The Sobbin' Women'' by Stephen Vincent Benet • Lyrics by
Johnny Mercer • Music by Gene de Paul • Choreography by Michael Kidd • Color by Ansco
Directed by Stanley Donen

• Produced

by Jack

Cummings.

★
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Soon!
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of course)
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Motion

Paramount

Theatres

(Continued from page 1)
weeks to Dec. 4. It will embrace
Paramount Week, Sept. 5-11, traditionally a period of sales effort
throughout the Paramount Film Distributins' setup.
Secretary Named Drive
The main title of the drive, "Paramount's 40th Anniversary," was submitted b}' Eleanore Odell, secretary
to Salt Lake City branch manager
F. H. Smith. She will receive a cash
prize for submitting the title in a contest conducted to determine the name
that should
be Boheim,
given thiscashier
year's atsales
drive.
Theresa
the
St. Louis branch, was awarded second
prize for the sub-title, "A Salute to
the Future," which she submitted.
Monroe R. Goodman, assistant to
A. W. Schwalberg, president of
Paramount Film Distributing Corp.,
has been appointed drive co-ordinator.
He said plans are being formulated
for the appointment of drive captains
and their special aides who will be
responsible for drive activity on local
levels. A large array of material to
assist the branches in the drive, such
as banners, sales kits, and blueprints
for special events, curently is being
prepared, Goodman said.

Picture

Map
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Tax

Strategy

(Coiitiiincd from page 1)
of a bond to be posted by plaintiffs
also will be argued.
Represented at the meeting will be
the Century Circuit, RKO Brandt circuit and Loew's Theatres. The law
firms present will be Weisman, Celler
& Allan, representing the Brandt circuit;Howell, Clarkson & Klupt, for
the Century circuit ; Leopold Friedman, representing Loew's ; and
O'Brien, Driscoll & Raftery, for RKO
Keith Orpheum.
Supreme Court Justice Nicholas M.
Pettc issued the temporary injunction
Thursday forbidding the city to collect
any "breakage" on amusement admissions tickets that would make the yield
on any one ticket more than five per
cent of the established price.

per cent on a given sale, it was said.
Administration spokesmen were displeased with the ruling pointing out
that if it is upheld on appeal, it would
materially reduce the estimated annual
yield of $16,700,000
from might
the city's
amusement
tax. The ruling
also,
they
cut from
deeplyits into
future feel,
revenue
threethe
per city's
cent
sales tax and raise the question of
liability for refunding possibly illegal
past collections of that levy.
Justice Pette fixed Sept. 13 as the
date for a hearing in whether the
temporary injunction should be made
permanent.
F & M

Labor

Dispute

Justice Pette, in reply to the city's
argument that this method of collect- Rejected by NLRB
ing on "breakage"' was standard proWASHINGTON, July 25. — The
cedure in banking, commerce, accounting and industry, declared that the National Labor Relations Board has
state enabling act of 1947 expressly
a trial examiner's
refusal
take jurisdiction
over a labor
disputeto
provided that the city could impose an upheld
involving
eight
Fanchon
and
Marco
amusement tax of "not more than five
theatres in California.
Corporation Counsel Adrian P.
The board sustained the examiner's
Burke
was out of town at the weekper cent."
end and not available for comment on finding that the theatres were "prelocal enterprises"
interstate
commerce and
and
the ruling, but members of his staff therefore not dominantly
indicated that it would be promptly subject to NLRB jurisdiction. The
appealed. City Hall observers said dispute was between lATSE and
Named House Manager
that an appeal was virtually manda- Fanchon and Marco and Southside
tory, not only because of the threat Theatres in Los Angeles. The examMIAMI, Fla., July 25.— Al Panetz,
assistant manager of the Olympia to the amusement tax yield, but also
iner found — and the board agreed —
Theatre here, has been named man- because the reasoning in the decision, that no showing had been made on
ager of the Coral Theatre in Coral if upheld, might apply also to the city which to base a finding that the disGables replacing D. V. Fuquay, who sales tax. The city's treatment of
pute would affect interstate commerce
moved over to the Lake Theatre in "breakage" in this tax often produces
to the extent to warrant the NLRB's
Lake Worth, Fla.
a yield of more than the required three asserting control.
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BOGART

HEPBURN

WILLIAM

HOLDEN
in
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A
with
WALTER
BR
HAM
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N,
IN
A"
JOHN WILLIAMS, MARTHA HYER, JOAN VOHS

Produced cfnd Directed by BILLY WILDER
Written for the Screen by
BILLY WILDER, SAMUEL TAYLOR
and ERNEST LEHMAN
From the play by SAMUEL TAYLOR

J
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M
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'Coins'

Goes

And

in Pitts.

On

On

PITTSBURGH,
July 25.—
It's
getting
to a stage where
nobody
pays much attention to the Fulton Theatre advertising "Three
Coins week.
in theThe
Fountain"
as its
final
CinemaScope
feature started its ninth — and
final — week on Thursday in the
2,000 seat house, but nobody
will be surprised if the run continues for a few more stanzas.
It topped $9,000 in its eighth
week to better its intake of the
fifth, sixth and seventh weeks.

Johnston
(Continued from page 1)
concerned that American funds may
be used by the French industry to set
up what they regard as an illegal distribution monopoly similar to what
Italian Films Export allegedly has
done with its U. S. subsidy.
Before taking action to prevent any
project through which the French industry might restrict U. S. distributors from competing freely for French
pictures, IMPDAA wanted to hear at
first hand from Johnston how the new
agreement with France will operate.
It is expected that Johnston will also
discuss the present status of the subsidy features of the Italian agreement.
Awarded

Contract

OTTAWA, July 25.— The Defense
Production Department of Canada has
awarded a contract to Associated
Screen Neva's of Montreal for motion
picture equipment.

CITY
PLACE OF SCREENING
TIME
ALBANY
FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1052 Broodwoy
2:30 P.M.
ATLANTA
R K O. SCREENING ROOM, Ailonlo
2 P.M.
BOSTON
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 58-62 Berkeley Streel
2 P.M.
BUFFALO
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 464 Franklin Street
2 P.M.
CHARLOTTE
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 305-7 South Church Street 10 A.M.
CHICAGO
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, )306 South Michigon Ave
1:30 P.M.
CINCINNATI
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 1214 Central Parkway
2 30 P.M.
CLEVELAND
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 1735 East 23rd Street
8 30 P.M.
DALLAS
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 401 N. Pearl Expressway 2 P.M.
DENVER
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 2100 Stout Street
2 P.M.
DES MOINES
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 1125 High Street
2 P.M.
DETROIT
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 479 Ledyord Avenue
2 P.M.
INDIANAPOLIS PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 116 West Michigon Street 2 P.M.
JACKSONVILLE FLORIDA THEATRES SCREENING ROOM, Florida Thea. BIdg
2 P.M.
KANSAS CITY
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 18th ond Wyandotte Sts
10 A.M.
LOS ANGELES PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 1 61 3 West 20lh Street
1:30 P.M.
MEMPHIS
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 362 South Second Street... 12:15 NOON
MILWAUKEE
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 1121 North Eighth Street
2 P.M.
MINNEAPOLIS PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 1 201 Currie Avenue
2 P.M.
NEW HAVEN
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 82 State Street
2 P.M.
NEW ORLEANS PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 215 South Liberty Street 10:30 A.M.
NEW YORK CITY. . PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 1501 Broadway (9th Fl.)
2:30 P.M.
OKLAHOMA CITY. . PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 701 West Grand Avenue 10:30 A.M.
OMAHA
FOX SCREENING ROOM, 15th & Davenport Streets
) ,.30 P.M.
PHILADELPHIA PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 248 North 12th Street
2 P.M.
PITTSBURGH
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 1727 Boulevard of Alliea
2 P.M.
PORTLAND
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 909 N. W.19th Avenue
2 P.M.
ST. LOUIS
PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 2949-2953 Olive Street
I P.M.
SALT LAKE CITY... PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 270 EosI 1st South Street J;30 P.M.
SAN FRANCISCO. . PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 205 Golden Gate Avenue
2 P.M.
SEATTLE
B. F. SHEARER COMPANY, (PROJECTION ROOMI 2318 Second Ave . . 1:30 P.M.
WASHINGTON. . . . PARAMOUNT PROJECTION ROOM, 306 H Street, N.W
8 P.M
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Allied

Prepares

Silver

Anniversary

National

Funds

Banks

Agreement Is Reached by
MPEA
and the ANICA

YORK, U. S. A., TUESDAY,
for

Convention

MILWAUKEE, July 26.— In preparation for Allied States Association's
"silver anniversary convention and
trade show," committee chairmen have
been appointed for the event which
will be held here Oct. 12-14. Ben
Marcus, national Allied president, and
Sig Goldberg, president of Wisconsin
Allied, will serve as convention cochairmen. William Ainsworth, former president and treasurer of Allied
States, has accepted the post of chairman of the national attendance committee.
Other committee chairmen who
have been appointed are E. E. Johnson, year book and booths ; Oliver
Trampe and Angelo Provinzano, publicity ;F. J. McWilliams, reception ;
Rita Goldberg and Cele Marcus, ladies
committee ; Russell Leddy, state attendance, and Marcus, advisory.
The convention will observe the
25th anniversary of the national organization.

ROME, July 26.— Fifty per cent of
the frozen funds of American film distributors here will be entered into the
accounts of selected banks, it was disclosed today in an authorized statement by ANICA. The arrangement
was settled under an agreement between the Motion Picture Export Association and ANICA, it was said.
The purpose of the agreement is to
allow the banks to partake to a greater
extent in allowing credit to native
Italian producers. It is expected that
the bank will be encouraged to finance
native production more generously in
view of getting a larger share of the Senate Unit Cuts Tax
American blocked deposits.
On UHF-VHF
Sets
Miss Parsons Frowns
WASHINGTON, July 26. — The
Senate Finance Committee today
On Standardization
voted to give television set manufacturers a$7 excise tax credit on each
An individual medium or process TV set capable of receiving both very
cannot be the salvation of the indus- high frequency and ultra high fretry, RKO Pictures producer Harriet
quency signals.
Parsons declared here yesterday. No
The provision, tacked on to a highly
one as yet has fully realized the im- technical estate tax bill passed by the
portance of color in helping the pres- House, is designed to stimulate proentation of the new media, she said.
duction of UHF television sets. HowIn New York for advance promotion
ever, the relief doesn't go as far as
of her film, "Susan Slept Here," Miss UHF partisans wanted ; they had rec(Continued on page 5)
. iContinued on page.S)
Survey

Shows

Product^
Grosses

Not
in

Scales^

Cleveland

CLEVELAND, July 26. — Comparing
May and June in 1953 with that of the
apparent : Downtown first run business
■
~
Technicolor 6-Month

Rules
Area

theatre business in this area of April,
same period in 1954, these results seem
is definitely on the, upgrade both in the
number of patrons and the gross
takes ; deluxe first run neighborhood
business is better with box-office attractions this year than it was last
Prom, $622,784
year ; subsequent run business is lower
The consolidated net profit after than it was last year.
taxes on income of Technicolor, Inc.,
_Frank manager,
Murphy, and
\ Lqcw's
for the six months ended June 30, is division
Dick; Theatres
Wright,
estimated to be $622,784, equivalent to Stanley Warner district manager, both
32 cents a share on the new stock out- corroborate, the statement that the first
standing. This compares with $1,608^ run houses in their jurisdiction are
769, or 84 cents a share for the six
generally bettering last year's grosses ;
months ended June 30, 1953.- ■
(Continued oii 'page 6),
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Injunctions

Y.

C.

EXHIBITORS

MUST

CONTINUE

City

Issues

Warning;

Hold

Strategy

Meeting

Theatre
Here

TAX
Men

Will

Today

As the plaintiffs and their attorneys in the amusement tax case congregate
this morning for a last minute strategy meeting in preparation to filing an
order to the Supreme Court for a temporary injunction againstamusement
a segment tax,
of
the New York Citv
the city, at the weekend, issued a
warning that exhibitors are expected
Wis. A Hied
for to comply strictly with the tax, despite
last week's court ruling.
Supreme Court Justice Nicholas M.
Pette on Thursday, in an action
Aid
by
GovH
brought in Queens by operators of five
motion picture houses, temporarily enjoined the city from collecting "breakMILWAUKEE, July 26.— Wisconon the admissions tax in cases
sin Allied is in favor of seeking gov- where age"the
local law required payment
ernment intervention in the event naof a full cent in place of a fraction
tional Allied's special committee fails
to reach an agreement on trade prac- exceeding one-half cent.
Order Expected Today
tices with distribution sales managers,
according to a resolution passed here
The temporary injunction will not
by
the unit's
board
resolution
reads
: of directors. The go into effect, however, until a formal
"Be It Resolved, that we, the board order is signed by the judge. Exhibi-of directors of Allied Independent tor lawyers are expected to present
Theatre Owners of Wisconsin, here- the order soon after today's huddle. ~by endorse the stand and statements
City Comptroller Lawrence E. Gerof Abram F. Myers, national Allied osa, who issued the warning to the
general counsel and board chairman, operators, said that he had been adas outlined in his statements to the
vised by Corporation Counsel Adrian
P. Burks that the city would file a;
trade
press
regarding
the
distributors'
current film rental policies ; and
notice of appeal from Justice Pette's
"Be It Further Resolved, that should decision "the moment an order is
the national Allied committee, ap- signed." The filing of appeal would'
pointed to meet with the heads of the automatically stay the temporary injunction, city ofiicials said.
distributing companies, fail in its attempts to persuade the distributors to
Gerosa told exhibitors and
return to a "live and let live," policy
others subject to the major fracas it relates to film terms, then we,
tion provisions of the tax that
the board of directors of Allied In"any theatre owner who failed
dependent Theatre Owners of Wisto collect the full tax from paconsin, urge that national Allied take
trons would be in danger of
(Continued on page 6 )
ultimately paying the uncollected tax out of his own pocket
Hold Goldstein Rites
should the appelate courts reOn

Coast;

Died

Fri.

HOLLYWOOD, July 26.— Funeral
services were held here today for
producer Leonard Goldstein, 51, at the
Church of the Recessional, Forest
Lawn. Goldstein died at Cedars of
Lebanon Hospital at the weekend.
Death occurred following a cerebral
hemorrhage suffered while in conference at Fox with Darryl F. Zanuck
and Spyros -Skouras. ,
„ _
Goldstein was a prcKdiiceri' at Uhiyersal-International for four' years
and at 20th Century-Fox for two
years before he formed his own company. Born in Bisbee, Arizona, the
producer 1 was a theatrical booking
■ iContinued on pi}ge, 6) u
i, ,

verse Justice Pette's decision."
Burke expressed confidence that the
city would win on appeal on the
(Continued on page 4)
Rites
Para/s

Tomorrow
Henry

for

Randel

Henry Randel, 58, Metropolitan
New York district sales manager for
Paramount Pictures, died Sunday at
his home here. He had been ill of a
heart ailment recently. Funeral services will be held tomorrow at the
Riverside Memorial Chapel, 76th
Street and Amsterdam Avenue.
Randel, who first joined Paramount
;
iQoj't<n}ie4 gi''\poge:, 6) :„,,_.,; ; .
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LONDON, July 26.— Two arbitrators appointed to resolve the monthslong film lalioratories labor dispute toH\\iR\ F1:LL1-:R\[AN, sales
day rejected
for a
head of the Universal-Interna- reduction
of the
the union's
weekly demand
work hours
tional special films division, will leave
from 44 to 40, and specified an averhere todav for Washington.
•
age weekly wage increase of nine
insteadincrease
of the union's
demand
William M. Pi/Cor, Lippert Pic- shillings
for an overall
of 30 shillings.
tures vice-president, and Arthur
Apart from a reduction of the
Greenblatt, general sales manager,
arrived here over the weekend from hourly work week in the Technicolor
plant from 45 to 44 hours, the deciHollywood.
sion places the laboratories in accord
•
with the hours and rates generally
MiciiAEi^ Havas, Latin America prevalent in the industry. Both sides
supervisor for RKO Radio, lias re- accepted the arbitrators' report, the
turned to Mexico City from New union issuing a statement that it was
York.
•
"pleased with the outcome."
Oscar Rubv, Columbia Pictures
branch manager in Cleveland, has left Sunday
Exhibitions
there for a vacation in Northern
endum
Refer
to
Put
Canada.
•
LUMBERTON, N. C, July 26.—
William Zimmerman, industry at- The City Council here has asked the
torney, will leave here today for the registered voters of Lumberton to approve or disapprove a referendum on
Coast.
•
July 30 on whether the present city
Ned S. Seckler, RKO Radio man- ordinance banning Sunday films and
ager for Brazil, has arrived in New baseball shall be amended to allow
exhibitions between the hours of 1 p.m.
York from Rio de Janeiro.
•
and 7 p.m. and between 9 p.m. and
midnight.
David Sandler, of Sandler Manufacturing Co., Cleveland, has left there
The election is best termed an "advisory referendum" and will aid the
with his family for a vacation in Ontario.
Council
City
•
ture course. in determining their fuGeorge Kregger, of Benton Film
Express, Atlanta, has returned there
from Jacksonville. •
Set 'Black Shield'
Pre-Release Dates
Alex Gottlieb, producer, is ex"The Black Shield of Falworth,"
pected in New York shortly from the
Universal-Liternational's first CinemaCoast.
•
Scope production in Technicolor starring Tony Curtis, Janet Leigh, David
E. E. Moyer, special representative Farar, Barbara Rush and Herbert
for Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, Marshall, has been set for a series
was in Atlanta from there.
of August pre-release openings from
•
coast to coast, the company announced.
Mrs. Alfred Hitchcock will arrive
Among the August pre-release
here by plane today from Europe.
openings are those set for Chicago,
Denver, Indianapolis, Salt Lake City,
Atlantic City, New Haven, Dallas,
Screen Gems
Opens
Kansas City, Boston, Cleveland,
Office in Detroit
Washington and Louisville.
Screen Gems, Inc., has opened an
office in Detroit, to take cai-e of the Giveaways Start in
business in the automotive center and
has named Ernest W. Montgomery as
central sales manager in charge of the Conn. Drive-ins
HARTFORD, July 26.— First preoffice, John H. Mitchell, vice-president
mium giveaway in el¥ect at a metroin charge of sales of the television
politan Hartford drive-in is reported
subsidiary of Columbia Pictures Corp.,
at the East Windsor (Conn.) Drive-In.
announced.
The Lockwood & Gordon unit has
This is the fifth branch office of
started
a 12-week encyclopedia giveScreen Gems to be opened this year.
away, charging regular admission, plus
Other offices opened in the last 12
months are in Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas a 50-cent service charge.
A similar giveaway was started
and San Francisco.
At the same time, Mitchell said that some weeks ago at the L&G Danbury
(Conn.) Drive-In, near the New York
Arnold Fetbrod has been named ad- state
line.
ministrative assistant to the sales department of Screen Gems, in New
York.
Named to Film Board

New Rodgers Firm
Moves Tomorrow
Amalgamated Productions,
Inc., recently formed production
company headed by William F.
Rodgers, former MGM executive, will move to new offices at
1270 Sixth Ave., here, tomorrow. The company will occupy
an office on the 19th floor of the
building.

'Egyptian' to
Here on Aug,

Open
24

"The Egyptian," 20th Century Fox's
filmization of Mika Waltari's bestseller, will have its benefit world
premiere at the Roxy Theatre here on
Aug. 24.
Darryl F. Zanuck, and other film
capital personalities will attend the
event, from which all proceeds will be
turned over to the Emergency March
of Dimes Drive. The Roxy will be
completely refurbished to launch the
picture.
'Schwalberg Week*
To Start Para, Drive
The initial week of Paramount's
forthcoming 14-week 40th anniversary
sales drive has been designated "A. W.
Schwalberg
Week" in
tribute
to the Anniversary
president of Paramount
Film Distributing Corp., Monroe R.
Goodman, drive co-ordinator, announced.
"A. W. Schwalberg Anniversary
Week" will run from Aug. 29 through
Sept. 4.

For

Pay

From

Demand
Hike

35%

Is Cut

to 24%

AIEXICO CITY, July 26. — The
National Cinematographic Workers
Union (STIC), whose demand for a
35 per cent blanket pay increase closed
1,237 theatres here as well as the offices of 23 American and other foreign distributors, has reduced its demand to a request for a 24 per cent
hike. The new figure conforms to the
demand made upon all employers of
union help by the Confederation of
Mexican Labor (CTM), to which
STIC belongs.
The 23 distributors, including the
Americans — Metro, Paramount, 20th
Century-Fox, RKO, Warners, Columbia, Universal-International and Republic— suspended work in sympathy
with the exhibitors and telegraphically
ordered their agencies in the provinces
tice.
to suspend operations until further noTheatres here showing stage shows,
which had been doing only fairly well,
are enjoying a marked increase in
business as a result of the elimination
c-'f their principal competitor.
Lynn
'Line'

Mayor
Closes
After Opening

LYNN,
Julyaction
26. — of
In its
whatkindis
said
to be Mass.,
the first
in this city, a film was banned after it
had begun an engagement. Lynn
Mayor Arthur J. Frawley ordered the
Capital Theatre today to stop showRKO's after
"French
Line."from Arthur
Heingacted
a report
Witham, police department censor and
Mrs. Anne McDermott, a police
woman. Mayor Frawley had sent
them to review the film after he had
received some unfavorable reports
from patrons.

Dignitaries to Attend
'Window' Premiere
Herbert Hoover, James A. Farley,
and Mrs. Wendell Willkie are among New TWA
Lounge
the dignitaries who have reserved
tickets for the world premiere of
Trans World Airlines yesterday announced the opening next Sunday of
Alfred
Hitchcock's
"Rear
Window,"
at the Rivoli Theatre on Aug. 4. The its new lounge of the Ambassador
opening is being held for the benefit of Club at Los Angeles International
the American-Korean Foundation. Airport.
The premiere is being sponsored by 83
business, civic and social leaders.

$12^32
'Apache'
Sets Phila,
RecordBow
United Artists'
"Apache,"
HechtLancaster
Technicolor
production,
grossed $12,232 in Philadelphia in the
first day of its engagement at the
Mastbaum Theatre, William J. Heineman, vice-president in charge of distribution for UA said yesterday,
claiming it a record.
Brenner

to Release

'Affairs of Dr, HolV
OTTAWA, July 26. The Canadian government has appointed Jules
Joseph Brenner Associates of New
Claire Chairman
of
Leger to membership on the National York has consummated a deal with
Film Board.
Moulin Productions for the distribuFilm Council Appeal
tion of the feature film "The Affairs
HOLLYWOOD, July 26. — Ralph
Claire, chairman of the AFL Film New Schwartz Office
of Dr. Holl," which stars Maria
Council, has been named chairman of
Schell.
The feature will be distributed nathe Permanent Charities Committee
Fred J. Schwartz, head of Century
tionally inboth the German language
for the 1955 appeal, which begins in Circuit, has moved to new headquarand the English dubbed version.
ters at 1560 Broadway here.
September.
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Mayor Acclaims Cinerama
CHICAGO. — Labelling Cinerama
as "one of the most important gestures of good will since 'A Century
of Progress in 1933,' " Mayor Kennelly hailed the anniversary of the
Lowell Thomas-Merian C. Cooper
entertainment medium in a proclamaof the film's
tion issued inonanticipation
anniversary
July 29.
"This Is Cinerama," which has been
playing here for almost a year, has
passed the 1,000,000 mark in attendance. Otto Eitel, head of the Palace
Theatre and president of the Chicago
Convention and Visitors Bureau, esti40 per cent of Cinerama's
mates thatcomes
patronage
from out of Chicago.
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Interludes
— by Al Steen

THIS column is beginning to have a bad influence on our readers. For
example, this came in the mail: COMPO's Bob Coyne, his wife and son
were hired by a theatre to take a bath in the lobby's drinking-water basm so
in the Fountain."
* *Coynes
*
that the house could advertise "Three
And from that ace of Hollywood press agents, Dave Epstein, we get
this gem: "With so many stars going into television nowadays, novelistscripter Frank Gruber points out that when you hear an actor say he's
flirting with the new medium, you don't know whether he just got an
r."
offer from video or met a pretty fortune-telle
* * *
Last zvcek this column was devoted to excerpts from a 1910 issue of the
"Moznng Picttire World." It zms so popular that we received thousands —
ivell, at least a half dozen — requests for more of the same. So we went to the
fde, closed our eyes and reached blindly for a bound volume. It turned out
to be a collection of issues of early 1927. Old-timers in the business will
recall that ztre had 3-D pictures before 1927, but perhaps they have forgotten
the startling announcement made by Tiffany Productions in that year.
It seems that Tiffany obtained control of a three-dimensional process which,
if it had materialized, zwuld have been quite different from the more recent
efforts in depth photography.
Here's a quote from Tiffany's announcement:
"For many years scientists and inventors have been striving to add depth to
motion pictures. None of the methods dezdsed have been wholly satisfactory,
most of them reqidring the we of colored spectacles by the audience in order
to bring out the stereopticon effects.
"According to the invention by Messrs. Emil and Jacques Burkhardt of
Sii'itzcrland, and controlled by Tiffany Productions, no accessories of any kind
arc needed, the entire process being applied to the negative. Furthermore, it is
maintained that, unlike Vitaphone, it does not require the installation of special

Special Highway Bus
TORONTO.— L. J. Williams of
the Port Elmsley Drive-in has arranged for special bus service in the
district every Tuesday and Thursday
evening for the convenience of patrons. Traveling on schedule, the
highway coach leaves Smiths Falls
for the drive-in theatre and picks up
passengers at intermediate points. The andIt e.vpensive
zms furtherequipment."
pointed out that the first picture under the process was about
maximum fare for the round trip is
to
go
into production. Wonder what happened to it?
75 cents.

Charles J. Bachman, in charge of
maintenance and sound for Stanley
Warner Theatres, Newark zone, has
resigned to join Fairchild Recording
Equipment Co. He will be succeeded by John Damis, while
Charles Piltz has been placed in
charge of the sound department.
n
Harry Rubin, chief of the United
Paramount Theatres projection department, has been in Buffalo supervising the installation of CinemaScope in the Niagara Theatre.
n
Ben Lorber, insurance manager
for Universal Pictures, will speak
today at a meeting of the Kiwanis
Club of Perth Amboy, N. J. He will
discuss motion picture insurance.
n
Val DiNobile, of the Pastime
Theatre, Adena, O., is acting mayor
of
town during the illness of
the that
mayor.
n

Margie Knight, of the booking
department of Allied Southern Exchanges, Atlanta, has resigned to
join Realart Pictures.
n
It's kind of fun to look through the trade papers of a couple of decades or
more ago. In the "Exhibitors Herald-World" of Aug. 18, 1928, there is a
story about ,the first motion picture television broadcast at East Pittsburgh,
Hector M. Frascadore, manager
Showman Retires
which started ofif : "Radio motion pictures are an accomplished fact." And of E. M. Loew's Farmington
HAMILTON, Ont — Mrs. Jean H. P. Davis, vice-president of Westinghouse, predicted "that there will be a
(Conn.) Drive-in, is a candidate for
Ford of Hamilton has retired after time
when radio listeners can sit in their homes and have motion pictures nomination
as one of the two Brisoperating the Windsor and York projected on their individual radio receiver." How right he was!
tol, Conn, posts for State Representheatres here for 12 years in partnertative on the Republican ticket.
ship with Odean Theatres, Ltd. Mrs.
Well, so much for the past. Director Roy Rowland tells us that after
Ford was secretary-treasurer of the giving a screen test to an actor who claimed that, during the war, he had
n
Hamilton Theatre Managers Associa- been an active worker in the French Underground, Rowland found out
tion.
that it was true. The actor had been a track-walker in the Paris subway.
Morris Mechanic, owner of the
Poem
New and Centre theatres, Baltimore, was victimized by burglars
A salesman from out of Salt Lake
Allied Moves Offices
who rifled his home in the BlytheSold a "sleeper" to an exhibitor named Jake.
KANSAS CITY.— The Allied Artwood Road section.
Said Jake to his projectionist,
ists exchange offices here will be
n
"That salesman's a perfectionist,
moved on August 1 from 114 West
18th St. to 130 West 18th St.
I can't get my audience awake."
Johnny Green, for the past five
years
music
at the
M-G-Mgeneral
studios,
has director
been signed
to
Exhibitors
Must
Continue
Tax
Theatre to Be Remodeled
a new long-term contract in the
same capacity.
SEATTLE. — Fred Danz of the
(Continued from page 1)
n
Sterling Theatres, operating the Lake
City Theatre here, has announced that
tion
Counsel
Stanley
Buchsthe major fraction proHarold Bennett, manager of the
the theatre has to be remodeled in or- ground visionthat
baum yesterday stated that it
in the law followed established
der to conform with city rules as the
Buffalo office of National Screen
would
"depend
on
what
they
suburb has been included in Seattle practice in tax administration, bankService, is recuperating from an
ask." He revealed that attoring and commerce. Burke advised
proper.
neys for the plaintiffs have inoperation
at Sisters Hospital.
Gerosa cision
that
the inSupreme
Court's
dedicated adesire to discuss the
did not,
his opinion,
in any
problems and proposals of the
way afifect the sales tax law.
case after the meeting today.
See Amusement
Tax
Sets Re-release
A spokesman for attorneys for the
During
the
meeting,
exhibitors
are
John Ford's "She Wore a Yellow plaintiffs yesterday said that the "enRise in Canada
tire situation" would be discussed and expected to work out the wording of
Ribbon" will be reissued by RKO
Pictures in September, it was an- reviewed at today's meeting. Before their proposed order, basis for which
OTTAWA, July 26.— Canadian
nounced by Charles Boasberg, gen- the principles draw up further action has been already drafted. It is ex- Government reports estimated net
eral sales manager. The Technicolor against the city, the spokesman said,
pected to name the City of New York, general revenues of provincial governments from amusement taxes will
outdoor drama was produced by they will analyze every aspect of the the mayor, the comptroller and the
increase
to
$21,680,000 during fiscal
treasurer
and
to
temporarily
enjoin
Ford's and Merian C. Cooper's Ar- case. He said that "nothing is certain
gosy Pictures.
as far as the plaintiffs are concerned," and restrain them from continuing col- year ending March 31, 1955, as comevery angle must be explored before
pared with estimated $20,000,000_ in
lection of the tax in excess of five per
further action can be taken.
the preceding twelve-month period.
cent, pending a final judgement.
High on the agenda of the meeting
By provinces, such revenues are
The order is expected to be sub- estimated
Disney Will Screen
will be the amount of bond to be
this year at $500,000 for
mitted to the Supreme Court "on be- Newfoundland; $100,000 Prince Edposted by the operators to assure the
'Prairie' Thursday
ward Island; $680,000, Nova Scotia;
half of all others similarly situated"
city of collecting the interim accumula- as well
as for the immediate plaintiffs. $350,000, New Brunswick; $4,900,000,
Walt Disney will screen "The Vantion of disputed breakage should there
This would mean that the case is beishing Prairie" for the trade press be a reversal on appeal.
Thursday night at the Johnny Victor
ing fought by exhibitors on behalf of Quebec; $9,325,000, Ontario; $1,As far as the amount the city
all other amusements coming within 200,000, Manitoba; $60,000, SaskatchTheatre, to be preceded by a dinner
ewan; $1,450,000, Alberta, and $3,the bounds of the tax law.
at the 21 Club.
will demand, Assistant Corpora115,000 British Columbia.
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{Continued from page 1)
Parsons said that "I do not see howthere can be any standardization of the
new processes due to the newly developed projection lenses which show different style of films in different ratios.
Addresses Trade Press
Speaking to the trade press at the
Sherry Netherland Hotel here, the
RKO producer, who has been with the
studio for 11 years and at present is
working under a salaried verbal agreement, said that the importance of color
has not been fully realized. "Its usage
in presenting new media such as CinemaScope, or VistaVision, has been
very important. A film is enhanced by
color and I for one do not care to
make another black and white film,"
Miss Parsons stated. "An exception
is when the story is a 'mood' one or
a mystery which lends itself to black
and white," she said. ■
Commenting on the various new
wide-screen processes. Miss Parsons
said that "the aspect ratios of 1.66 to
1 or 1.75 to 1 are more pleasing to
the eye. The CinemaScope medium
lacks height, but the general public
doesn't make distinctions, she asserted.
"Susan Slept Here," Miss Parsons
said, can be projected in aspect ratios
from 1.33 to 1 to 1.75 to 1. "However,
I prefer the ratio of 1.66 to 1 for the
film," the producer said. She clarified
this by saying that some of the film's
quality would be lost if a larger aspect
ratio were utilized.
'Susan' in Conventional Form
The picture will be released by
RKO conventionally, not in the Superscope process as announced, she said.
"The studio, I believe, plans to disshe said.tribute 'Jet Pilot' in Superscope first,"
Commenting on the latest sound developments in motion pictures. Miss
Parsons said that "the use of multiple
horns in music and other cases where
audience participation is required, is
excellent. When voices are used, at
distracting."
it isplenty
many
Theretimes
is still
of room for
additional developments in sound recording, Miss Parsons said. The use
of magnetic tape in recordings is
"wonderful," but in splicing, some difficulties may be encountered and the
results are not always satisfactory, she
said.
Cites Importance of Drive-ins
The RKO producer additionally
mentioned that Sol Lesser had told the
Screen Producers Guild some months
ago that 25 per cent of the gross revenue is derived from drive-in theatres.
Miss Parsons, commenting on this
topic of drive-ins, mentioned the possibility of RKO supplying the outdoor
theatre operators with separate prints
of films which have more than normal
light.
Having no definite picture commitments for the near future. Miss Parsons is traveling about the country in
advance of "Susan Slept Here" openings. "However, I am hoping to sefor
play, 'TheforRainmaker,'
cure
a future theproduction
director Frank
Tashlin and myself," she said.
iHOWARD
E. STARK~f
Brokers and Financial Consultants
TELEVISION STATIONS
RADIO STATIONS
50 E. Sath St., N. Y.
EL 5-0405
Specialists to Motion Pietttre Industry
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A B Chieftains have long planned invading the sports field and last
year inaugurated a series of Boxing Bout telecasts Saturdays
and Mondays, the latter originating at Eastern Parkway Arena.
Yesterdaynounced afootball
at a special
press
Toots starting
Shor's, Sat.
the Sept.
net anschedule
of luncheon
15 NCAA atGames
18
with California opposing Oklahoma. A series of basketball games
will follow the football jousts with another series of telecasts, featuring collegiate track and field events slated for the spring of 1955. . . .
Bud Kay, formerly story department head at Warner Brothers and
for the past four years story editor for Bing Crosby Enterprises, has
been named story editor for Roland Reed Productions. ... If NBC
is seeking a "Baby Snooks" they should give a listen to Athena
Lorde's interpretation of the famous Fanny Brice characterization
(and don't thank Uncle Louie. Thank Uncle Pinky.) ...
^
The Tuesday Nite 8:00-9:00 TV slot for 36 weeks is nothing else but NBComedy starting Sept. 21, when the "BerleBuick Show" resumes for a 20-week schedule. Bob Hope will star in six programs in
that time for General Foods and under a
new contract just signed by both parties,
Martha Raye will star in 10 programs for
Hazel Bishop, in a once-a-month schedule,
with the tee-off Sept. 28. . . . CBStarting
Aug. 16, Jack Paar and his nite-time regulars including songstress Betty Clooney,
Ork Pilot Pupi Campo and pianist Jose
Melis, join the "Morning Show." (7:009:00) This TVehicle features Charles Collingwood as newscaster with Bill & Cora
Milton Berle
Baird's Marionettes. ... In an unprecedented sales week, Du Mont has sold about
$4,000,000 worth of time (not including program and production costs) to 13 different sponsors, according to the net's
sales director, Gerry Martin. . . .
it

it

i^t

After a fmw-zveek sojourn in Europe during which time he
taped interviews with celebs, Freddie Robbins is en route home
to prepare for another series as host on the
"NBCoke Time, With Eddie Fisher" and
"Coke Time" on MBS (Radio), resJiming
Aug. 25 and Sept. 4 respectively. . . . A new
series of musical comedy telefilms {quarter
hour) starring "The Professors" zvill go into
production early in September at the Lance
Studios in N. Y. under the direction of
Jeanne Harrison. Produced by BeekmanLeeds Frodivctions, the pix will be released
nationally on regional, local and syndication
distribution deals. . . . Louis D. Snadcr has
signed Orval Anderson, KABC staffer, as
narrator for the Korla Pandit vidpix series Freddie Robbins
which goes' into production the end of this
month at the Goldwyn Studios in Hollywood, under the direction of LeRoy Prinz. . . .
it
it it
Cecil Barker, executive producer of the new hour-long "Red
CBSkelton Show" joined Selznick-International Studios in 1937 upon
his graduation from the U.S.C. School of Cinema and worked as
assistant director on "Gone With The Wind," "A Star Is Born,"
"Prisoner of Zenda," "Intermezzo," "Rebecca" and "Tom Sawyer."
Following a three-year hitch in the Armed Forces (1941-44) Barker
rejoined Selznick and left in 1949 to become executive producer of
Station KTSL in Los Angeles. Prior to taking over his new duties
he was exec, producer of "The Jack Benny Show," "Burns & Allen
Show," "My Favorite Husband," "That's My Boy" and Red Skelton's
former program. . . . Recently a talented accordioniste, Jo Botek
copped first honors on "Arthur Godfrey's Talent Scouts" but her
"talent scout" in turn, received a terrific amount of applause, cheers
and whistles. We checked later and discovered that the beautiful gal
was none other than Doris Costello, who is the current "Miss New
Jersey," an entrant in the "Miss Universe Contest." . . . Harriet
Parsons, daughter of Luella O. and producer of RKO's "Susan Slept
Here," will be interviewed by Martin Block tomorrow at 3 on M.B.'s
"Make Believe Ballroom," TVia ABC.

VHF

(Continued
ommended
repeal from
of thepage
10 1")
per cent
manufacturers' excise tax, which
works out to much more than $7.
The committee also voted to remove
the 10 per cent excise tax on component parts of radio and television sets
and phonographs
intended officials
for entertainment use.not
Committee
said it wasn't clear how this would
aft'ect borderline cases such as theatre
television equipment.
Says

Reel

Replace

Tax

Could

Censor

Fee

COLUMBUS, O., July ,26. — The
film industry may find itself saddled
with double or triple the $3 per reel
censor fee if the fee is nullified by the
courts, said Robert Vincent, International News Service writer, in a story
printed
Columbus
"Dispatch."
A tax inofthefrom
$5 to $10
a reel is a
"distinct possibility," Vincent predicted. He indicated the Ohio Legislature might approve such a tax,
divorced from censorship. Vincent
said "some of the state's highest legal
eagles say there is no bar to an outright tax on each reel of movie film
shown for profit.
"This could double or triple the
state's income from the film industry
and at the same time permit it to do
without the present expensive censorJudge
Ralph
BartlettPleas
of the
Franking County
machinery."
lin
Common
Court
has
under advisement the injunction sought
against the Ohio censor board by
RKO Radio Pictures, the Independent
Theatre Owners of Ohio, Martin
Smith of Toledo and Horace Adams
of Cleveland. If the judge decides in
favor of the plaintiffs, the $3 per reel
fee would be invalid and "censorship
would end in Ohio," according to Vincent. He said the case is "virtually
certain" to be fought "all the way up
to the U. S. Supreme Court" regardless of Judge Bartlett's decision.
Ben Babb Re- joins
SRO in New York
Ben Babb, New York and coast
public relations counsel rejoins Selznick Releasing Organization as advertising-publicity chief, it was announced
by Frank I. Davis, Jr., SRO president.
Babb was with Selznick from 1946
through 1949, operating from the coast
studio, later representing N. Peter
Rathvon, film financier, and various
independent producers.
Babb will start immediately on the
national re-release of "Duel in the
Sun," which he handled in the West
during 1946-1947.
Toronto

Drive-in

Opened

TORONTO, July 26.— Nat Taylor's 20th Century Theatres has
opened its third auto theatre here, the
400 Drive-In, with a capacity for
1,000 cars.
LOOK

TO

FILMACK
ALWAYS fiFOR THE FINEST
ANNOUNCEMENT
eOOD!
RAILERS
1327 S. Wahatli - Chi»c«, III. S30 Ninth Ait. - Nc« York, N. Y.
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(Continued from page 1)

to t'he
thisfinelargely
they
attractions ofnumber of
greaterattribute
fered and in interest in the new presentation media. Reduction of the federal tax, plus good pictures, has increased the takes. Both Murphy and
Wright look forward to a good season
because of tlie quality of entertainment
announced.
Deluxe first subsequent run houses,
like the Fairmount, Fairview, Richmond and the Mayland, according to
their circuit owners, with the big pictures, draw heavier attendance this
year than they did last year, clearly
indicating a new interest in quality
motion picture entertainment. But all
report that average pictures fall flat.
Subsequent run neighborhood
houses, the survey shows, are in
box-office trouble. MoSt of them
do not have new equipment.
This rules out the possibility of
playing the big, new product
even if it were available. But,
according to J. Stuart Cangney,
Jewel Theatre, the little neighborhood theatre has been going
through an arid picture period
the past six extended
months. runs
"The long
downtown
hold
up product so that we have long
stretches of weeks when there
are no availabilities to subsequent run theatres," Cangney
states. "As a result, we have to
run either second string pictures
or revert to repeat runs of the
old box-office hits. Result is
that even with the added ten per
cent Federal tax in our jeans, we
are still doing less business than
we did last year."
Leo Jones of the Upper Theatre,
Upper Sandusky, who has claimed
that his business, except for "The
Wise.

Allied

Vital

Picture

in

Daily

Cleveland

May
Re-Study
T-H's
Circuit
Kobe," has been way down, says that ture." The future, in Tysinger's opinion, released.
rests with the quality of the prod"January, February and March of this
uct
year indicated an upswing, but the
bottom dropped out of business in
Jack Hines of the Paramount TheaApril, May and June. The Fourth of
tre, Youngstown, says his June business this year was better than the
July and the release of 'Demetrius and
the Gladiators' indicated the first break same month last year because "I
in this downward slide." As to the played 'Three Coins in the Fountain' Application
WASHINGTON, July 26.— The
future, Jones refuses to make a guess. and 'Demetrius' and both attracted big National Labor Relations Board may
"At least we have an even break," he crowds. On this basis I would con- be ready to take another look at
clude that with quality pictures, the earlier rulings that theatres operating
said, "and with a steady flow of outstanding product we can do business future of our business looks good."
as part of interstate chains are sub"We're over the summer hump," is
ject to the Taft-Hartley Law.
in houses that have the latest equipthe opinion of Marvin Frankel, Elyria,
The board has recently issued seven
Reif Reports Upswing
O., theatre owner. "From early important changes in its standards for
spring until a few weeks ago, business determining whether it will take jurisHoward Reif of Modern Theatres was terrible. People were intrigued
ment."
diction of labor dispute cases. The
Circuit reports that attendance in its with outdoor entertainment, automo- changes were almost all in the direcbile rides, gardening and the like.
12 houses is better this year than last.
tion of deciding against asserting
"Better pictures, plus the Federal tax Now they are starting to come back jurisdiction any longer in various
reduction hints that business will be to the theatre and it looks good for
pretty good this season. I do not look our business." Frankel states that up specific fields.
for the war-time profits but in my to July 4, the 1954 grosses were less
Change Seen Likely
than those in the previous year.
opinion, we will do all right."
Board officials confirmed that none
George Manos, of Toronto,
of the new standards fits the theatre
Sees
'Good
Season
Ahead'
O., owner of a chain of a dozen
industry, but also confirmed that the
downstate theatres, says business
"If the coming product is as good various changes indicate that a change
in his situations is affected by
as the samples shown in the recent in board policy on theatre cases might
lay-offs in the steel industry.
20th-Fox demonstration and as indi- come if some new specific case were
"With many out of work due to
cated by announcements from the brought to it. The changes announced
major producers, we may anticipate a by the board all grew out of specific
plant
shutdowns,
we
can't
expect
much. And the future depends
cases in the retail, utility and other
good tre
season
a Cleveland
thea- fields.
entirely upon the economic situowner, ahead,"
who prefers
to remain
ation in ourBallin
towns."
board's policy in theatre cases
anonymous, states. Still another an- hasThebeen
Helene
of the Schenley
laid down in two decisions.
onymous circuit owner claims that
Theatre, Youngstown, where
his 1954 business is as much as 30 per In December, 1949, in the Princess
steel shutdowns are reflected in
cent under that of 1953 without taking Theatre case, the board asserted jurislower theatre attendance, says
the Federal tax reduction into conover theatres operated as "an
sideration. Even with all the new integral diction
"the business graph is one of
part"
of chains
business
in
more
than
one
state. doing
In July,
1950,
hills and valleys. The big picequipment and the new presentation
tures do well, but the lesser picin the Royal Theatre case, the board
media, he isn't too optimistic. "The said it should not take jurisdiction
tures do absolutely nothing."
future is anybody's guess," he says.
One major fact is established by this over theatres that are primarily local
Dale Tysinger,
of Shea's
Ashtabula
Theatre,manager
Ashtabula,
says, survey. Admission prices do not enter enterprises, and added that even a
"business is as good as the picture we the picture. The public will pay top family operating six theatres in two
states would not affect interstate comhave to sell. The big pictures do very
prices for
top entertainment.
It won't
a mediocre
picture program
for
well at the box-office. But there is no attend
merce enough to warrant the board's
taking jurisdiction.
place at all for the intermediary pic- any scale whatsoever.
One Action Last Week
Henry Randel
(Continued from page 1)

Only last week, it refused to take
jurisdiction over a dispute involving
Fanchon and Marco and Southside
(Continued from page 1)
Theatres in Los Angeles. Board officials said that no case had arisen
recently
involving a large interstate
agent tionbefore
entering
picture
producin 1942.
chain, and therefore the board had had
"Big Street" for RKO launched his no opportunity to change its standards
production career. This was followed over theatre cases as it had to change
by a series of moderate budgeted its standards in other industries. But,
Westerns for Columbia and "Irish they added, the changes in other industries certainly indicate that the
Eyes are Smiling" for 20th-Fox. The
Francis (talking mule) and Ma and board will consider changing its standards and possibly exempting all but
Pa Kettle series were also among his
productions. He recently concluded a the very largest theatres in the very
deal with United Artists to produce a largest chains.
program of pictures for release by that
organization.
U, S, Producers Have
Produced Many Top Films
35 Films in Work
Goldstein was executive producer of
U-I's "The Egg and I" and the forthHOLLYWOOD, July 26.— Production by Americans, in this country
coming 20th-Fo.x film, "The Raid." and abroad, climbed to a total of 35
Other recent pictures were : "Up features in shooting stages as of the
Front," "Tomahawk," "Meet Danny
weekend, following start of six new
Wilson," "Steeltown," "Scarlet An- projects and completion of three
gel," "Flesh and Fury," "Sally and
others during the seven-day period.
Saint Anne," "It Grows on Trees,"
Starters ; "Bugle's Wake," Techni"Willie and Joe Back at the Front,"
color (Col.) ; "New York Confidenand "Redhead from Wyoming." He
tial," Greene-Rouse (Ind.) ; "Bad Day
was named "Champion Producer 1950- at Black Rock" Technicolor (MGM) ;
1951
Season",
in "Fame."
Three
brothers,
including his twin "Racers," CinemaScope, color (20thFox) ; "Fo.xfire," Technicolor (U-I) ;
Robert, and two sisters survive.
"Young
at Heart," Arwin, WarnerColor (W.B.)
Goldstein

in 1916 as a salesman in Washington,
became Metropolitan New York district sales manager in April, 1947.
immediate steps to seek government
From 1941 to 1947 he was manager of
intervention ; and Wisconsin Allied's
national director, Sig Goldberg, is the company's New York branch, and
hereby directed to formally present from 1929 to 1941 was Brooklyn
such request for government interven- branch manager. Before joining Paration at the next national Allied board
mount he operated an insurance business in Miami, Fla., and was at one
meeting, scheduled at White Sulphur
time in the stock brokerage business
in Pittsburgh.
Springs."
Several years ago, Randel invented
Committee to Meet in N. Y.
a theatre ticket stub box called the
During Week of Aug. 17
stub rod control, in which that porThe Allied committee is tentatively
tion of tickets retained by theatres
set to meet with sales managers in were deposited and automatically kept
New York during the week of Aug. in sequence of purchase. The boxes,
17.
now in wide use, are regarded as an
aid in the maintenance of ticket sale
records.
Randel was active in Victory Loan
$S4M0
1st Week
for
and Red Cross drives within the industry during World War IL He
/Wind' in Pittsburgh
was president of the New York Film
PITTSBURGH,
July 26.— 'Gone Board of Trade for 1945 and for 1952.
y ,V/ith The Wind" took in an estimated
Survivors include a sister, Mrs.^ $34,000 in its first week in Loew's
, Pehn, topping its 1947 figures. Long Belle Perlman of New York, and a
lines since the opening day indicate son, Philip.
a run of at least three weeks in this
de luxe house, according to manager
Improve La. Drive-in
Bill Elder.
NEW ORLEANS. July 26.— Percy
Duplissey and L. R. Navarre, operators of drive-in theatres throughout
Louisiana, have announced plans to
'Pushover* Friday
"Pushover," from Columbia, will spend $20,000 for improvements at the
ng*
'LiviIt
have its New York premiere at the Melody Drive-in Theatre, Oakdale, $32,9
50 for"Living
Paramount's
Up" scored
Globe Theatre on Friday. The film La. The three-year-old outdoor house a big $32,950 in its first three days at
the
Criterion
Theatre
here.
stars Fred MacMurray.
originally cost $60,000 to build.
(Confinucd from page 1)
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Finishers : "Battle Taxi," Tors
(U.A.) ; "Chief Crazy Horse," CinemaScope, Technicolor (U-I) ; "Drum
Beat,," Batjac; CinemaScope, W^rnerColor (WB).
'^t^^^^
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Movietone
Is Mulling 'Scope Newsreel
Twentieth Century-Fox's Movietone News, which will celebrate
its 25th anniversary in September, is experimenting with and
planning a CinemaScope newsreel, it was learned here yesterday.
Edmund Reek, vice-president and producer of Movietone News,
said that "a CinemaScope newsreel is in the planning stages now."
Reek is marking his 35th anniversary with the 20th-Fox newsreel-producing subsidiary this month, having joined the old Fox
News in 1919.
Operators of CinemaScope equipped theatres have been inquiring for such a newsreel version, it was reported.

May Hold
Difference

the 'Breakage'
in Trust

The possibility that local exhibitors
may comply with the full provisions
of the New York City amusement
tax, in the face of a pending injunction
against the law's "breakage provision," grew yesterday after plaintiffs in the case and their attorneys
met to map strategy and policy before
filing their injunction order with the
Supreme Court.
Exhibitor attorneys expressed the
opinion that "principal consideration"
would be given to continued collection
of the full tax and the holding of the
breakage
difference "inof trust"
pending
a final determination
the suit.

TEN

28, 1954

TO

Discussion

A

M-G-M

Is Named

Head

in UK

LONDON, July 27.— Charles Goldsmith, assistant managing director
since 1952 here, will assume the duties
of managing director of M-G-M Pictures, Ltd. and the New Empire, Ltd.,
on Aug. 1, it was announced today.
Sam Eckman, board chairman in a
prepared statement,
: "The appointment of CharlessaidGoldsmith
as

Strike

Still

Mexican

Starting

Search

for

a

^Coordinator'
Association
Launch

Goldsmith

CENTS

Leaders

Financing

to
Study

Grips

Industry

MEXICO CITY, July 27.— Over
1,200 theatres and American and foreign distributors exchange offices
were still closed today as the Mexican
Labor Ministry, which is attempting
to end the five-day-old National Cinematographic Industry Workers Union
strike, said that "the wave of cheating
abuses which are victimizing the impresarios by the STIC leaders are
not benefiting the workers and are
plunging the industry into a chaotic

Preliminary discussions looking toward the employment, by Theatre
Owners of America, of an "industry
coordinator" were started this week
by TOA leaders at a meeting here.
A number of possible appointees were
considered, but as yet nobody has been
selected.
The decision to employ a coordinator to perform a variety of functions
was reached
at a meeting
of TOA's
executive
committee
last month
in Los
Angeles. His duties, according to the
plan, will cover a wide scope.
The TOA leaders directed that the

managing director of M-G-M, Ltd.,
and the New Empire, Ltd., possibly
may give rise to rumors of my retirement. In fact, there have been similar
and executive committee "preThe union leaders are obtaining per- officers
The attorneys will meet with Stan- rumors floating around the industry
pare and execute
plan defining"
the
functions
of the aliaison
officer. The
sonal
profits,
ignoring
the
needs
of
the
situation."
ley Buchsbaum, city assistant corpora- and they have no foundation. My conworkers,
the
governmental
agency
tion counsel, in his office today at 2:30,
tract with the company, which was rewas stated, will be "to comnewed in 1952, continues for several said. The government, which is eager plan, it (Continued
{Continued on page 4)
prehend all matters relating
on page to5) the exthe strike because of the
years. I never have intended to retire to settle(Continued
on
page
5)
{Continued on page 5)
Print Shortage Will
RKO
Theatres Net
Theodora, Security,
EOT
Negotiating
for
Close More Houses,
Up for 2nd Quarter
Ben Marcus
Declares TV of B'way Show
Combo'
*
A to Make July 27.— Walter And 1st Half Year
Box Office Television is currently A HOLLYWOOD,
negotiating to bring a top Broadway Mirisch, executive producer of Allied
MILWAUKEE, July 27.— Claim- legitimate show to theatres through- Artists today disclosed completion of
Consolidated net income of RKO
ing that the reduction in the number
out the country via closed circuit tele- an agreement with Theodora Productions and Security Pictures to jointly Theatres Corp. and subsidiary comof box-office productions had been
vision at cost, it was announced here
panies for the second quarter of 1954
responsible for the closing of many yesterday by William Rosensohn, exproduce "Big Combo," with Cornel was $418,666, after taxes and all other
subsequent-run theatres, Ben Marcus,
Wilde,
Jack
Palance,
Jean
Wallace
ecutive vice-president of BOT.
president of Allied States Association,
Negotiations are now underway with co-starred. Sidney Harmon will pro- charges (including profit of $12,267
charges that the reduction of prints the producers of seven important
duce from a script by Philip Yordan, on sale of capital assets, before taxes).
This compares with consolidated net
will "hasten the closing of consider- Broadway productions, Rosensohn his partner in Security Pictures.
income for the second quarter of 1953
ably more subsequent and small town said. The first such closed circuit
Theodora is Wilde's producing com- of $92,240, after taxes and all. other
houses.
(Conttmted on page 5)
The Allied president, in a statement
charges (Continued
(including on
profit
pageof 5)$5,569.59
pany.
here, alleged that M-G-M, "which
has always had enough prints for good To Hold Meetings
distribution, has now reduced, as much
AB-PT to Retain
as 40 per cent, the number of prints
(Continued on page S)
Arnall
in D.
C.
to Press
Texas Drive-in
American Broadcasting - ParaNYC Exhibitors Plan
mount Theatres was granted the
Protest
on
French
Pact
right to retain the Airport
Policy-Making Meet
Drive-in Theatre in Paris, Tex.,
As New York City exhibitors
and to dispose of the Buchner
government
should
declare
illegal
and
WASHINGTON, July 27. — Ellis
continued their fight against the
Drive-in in Northeast Dallas,
Arnall, president of the Society of out of line with U.S. foreign trade
city amusement tax, with court
under an order signed here yespolicy.
Arnall
earlier
wrote
the
State
Independent Motion Picture Producaction the next step, they were
terday by Federal Judge Henry
ers, arrived in town for a series of Department asking for such a policy
alerted yesterday for a policy
W. Goddard. In modifying the
declaration and also demanded that
talks
with
government
officials
to
making meeting set for next
consent decree, Judge Goddard
the Federal Trade Commission invesdrive
home
SIMPP's
protests
against
week. The gathering has been
ruled that the Dallas drive-in
tigate
whether
MPEA
has
violated
the recent French film pact.
must be sold to interests that
scheduled for Tuesday in the
Arnall and SIMPP contend that the the Export Trade Act.
were not defendants in the case
Arnall
met
this
afternoon
for
an
Loew's
Theatres
projection
French agreement, negotiated by the
room.
of U. S. vs. Paramount, et al.
Motion Picture Export Association, "off-the-record exploratory" talk with
(Continued on page 5)
has subsidy features which the U.S.
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INJUNCTION

JOSEPH H. MOSKOWITZ, viceJ president of 20th Century-Fox and
Eastern studio representative, will sail
from New York today aboard the
"Queen Mary" for England and the
Continent.
•
James McGuire, Jr., Dwight
Thompson, William Sapp, Jr., and
Erich Seelig, Paramount Pictures
technicians, are due in New York today enroute to Cairo,
• Egypt.
Ernest A. Marx, director of the
international division of the Allen B.
Du Mont Laboratories, will leave here
Aug. 14 on the "He de France" for
Europe.
•

CLARIFIES
IN

REASONS

PICKETING

Acting on the premise that exhibitors in other states may be faced
with a similar problem, Herman Levy,
general counsel of the Theatre Owners
of America, has prepared an "industry case digest"
covering
controversy between
Hugh the
Graham,
operator of the LaCosa Theatre in
St. Louis County and the projectionists' union.: Levy summarized the case
as follows
Early in 1952 Graham wanted to
hire a union projectionist and reCjuested the union having jurisdiction
of these projectionists to send him
one. The union representatives insisted
that ists
therather
plaintift'
hire They
two projectionthan one.
would not
send one. Graham refused to hire two.
He could not afl^ord "to pay an extra
man who- would not be doing practical
work . . . when one projectionist could
handle the work." There was no dispute between Graham and the union —
Graham was at all times willing to
pay union wages. Since the union refused to send a projectionist, Graham
hired a non-union projectionist and
paid him union wages. Thereupon, the
union picketed Graham's theatre.
Graham brought this suit to enjoin
the picketing, and the Court granted
the injunction on the grounds that the
picketing was for "an unlawful purpose and was, therefore, enjoinable."
Opposing Views Outlined
Graham claimed : ( 1 ) that while
the picketing was peaceful it was for
unlawful purpose; and, (2) that the
only purpose of the picketing was to
force unwanted services on the plaintiff.
The union claimed: (1) that there
was a labor dispute, and that, therefore, the picketing was lawful ; and,
(2) that the Court had no jurisdiction
in the matter.
The court found all issues for Graham.

FOR
CASE

principles, relief by injunction
has been afforded against picketing of this character which in
reality amounts to a boycott established against the business of
plaintiff to make him submit to
the arbitrary demands of the
defendants. In other words, the
defendants attempt by their
boycott to compel plaintiff to
regulate his business according
to their demands instead of by
plaintiff's own judgment. To
displace the law of the land by
the demands of the union as the
criterion of the rights of the
plaintiff would, at the least, be
unreasonable. Such demand of
the defendants appears to this
Court to be arbitrary and unlawful when all the evidence is
considered and as judged by

Of

Named

Disney

Character

Merchandisin
Appointment
as manager of
Merchandising
in New York

Head

g

of Vincent H. Jefferds
the Disney Character
Division, with offices
by
City, yesterday
was announced
Roy
Disney. to
In addition
the licensing of
Disney characduties will inters,clude
Jefferds'
supervision of all merchandising sales
tivities, as well
promotional
acas serving as
liaison
between
Walt Disney

Productions and
sponsors of the
Disneyland-TV show which premieres
Oct. 27 over the ABC network.
Jefferds, formerly vice-president of
other Missouri cases."
A. E. Bollengier, treasurer of
Times Square Store Chain, joined the
"Here the defendants are using Disney
United Artists, has left New York
organization three years ago.
for Hollywood.
picketing as a force to deprive plain- He will continue to direct national tietiff of the opportunity of managing his
own business ; his business is being in advertising promotions of all Disney
Robert Young, Mrs. Young and
destroyed
by the silent and insidious motion picture productions.
two of their daughters will sail today
force of a system of picketing or else
on the "Queen Mary"
for Europe.
defendants would not attempt to use
•
the system. Under such facts a court 'Vanishing Prairie*
Jack Sanson, manager of the
of equity should be allowed to relieve To Fine Arts Here
Stanley Warner Strand, Hartford, is
such a situation. This Court will go
Walt Disney's "The Vanishing
vacationing in downstate Connecticut.
as far as the law permits to encourage Prairie," second full feature-length
and help labor to ameliorate its con- True-Life Adventure and successor
dition, but it cannot join with de- to the Academy Award-winning "The
fendants in denying the plaintiff the
Firm's Position Now
Living Desert," has been set for its
opportunity to secure a livelihood for world premiere at the Fine Arts
himself
without
being
forced
to
hire
Theatre here following the current
Best, Says Warner
an unwanted man when, as he has
Transferredof "Mr.
to theHulot's
screenHoliday."
from a
proved to the Court, this man will not engagement
HOLLYWOOD, July 27. — Harry
be of any service to him and is not script written by James Algar, WinM. Warner, president of Warner
necessary, but is arbitrarily forced
Brothers, told home executives and
ston Hibler and Ted Sears, "The
district sales managers in the closing
Vanishing Prairie" was filmed with
the cooperation of the United States
sessions of a two-day meeting here,
Connecticut Precedent Cited
Department of the Interior National
that "our company is in the best posiupon
Levyhim."
said that reference should be Park Service, Wind Cave National
tion of its history."
made, too, to the case of Kenmike Park, Yellowstone National Park,
With an unprecedented line-up of
Theatres, Inc., vs. Moving Picture Fish and Wildlife Service, Bureau of
fine pictures completed, currently in
Operators, Local 304, A.F.L., et al, Indian Affairs and the Crow Indian
production and scheduled for producThese are some excerpts from the 139 Conn. 95, in which the Supreme Tribe. Its setting stretches from the
tion, "we can expect to further im- Court's decision :
Court of Connecticut rendered a Mississippi to the Rockies.
position,"
Warnerofficials
stated. to
"The Court believes that the plain- similar decision. In the Kenmike case
Otherprove our
Warner
Brothers
tiff has the right to carry on a lawful
address the sales meeting were Ben business without disturbance, that this the Court held, on substantially the Former
IA Official
Kalmenson, vice-president in charge right is, as the courts have declared same facts, that peaceful picketing
of distribution, and Mort Blumen- many, many times, a property right, "will be enjoined where there is no Dies After Operation
stock, vice-president in charge of ad- and acts committed without just cause labor dispute, and where it is being
ATLANTA, July 27.— William P.
vertising and publicity. Both outlined or excuse which interfere with the used to attempt to force the theatre Raoul,
former general secretary-treascampaigns on forthcoming product to
owner to employ only union projecurer of the International Alliance of
the executives and district managers. carrying on of plaintiff's business, deStage Employees and Movstroying his custom, credit, or his
The home office officials will return to
The Connecticut Supreme Court Theatrical
ing Picture Machine Operators of the
profits, do an irreparable injury and
New York today with Kalmenson re- authorize the issuance of an injunc- pointed
tionists." out that "sharp conflict of U. S. and Canada, A.F.L., died here
maining on at the studio for additional
authority" exists in this field "al- yesterday at Georgia Baptist Hospital,
talks with Warner and Jack L.
though the recent trend of the authori- where he had undergone an operation
Warner.
ties supports the conclusion we have last week.
"In numerous cases, although
not upon uniform reasoning or
Raoul, who retired from his lA
tion."
office
last August, joined the craft
Flynn Joins DuMont
union in 1910 helping to establish a
reached."
number of Atlanta locals. He was a
CLIFTON, N. J., July 27.—
59% of Pictures Sliown in Sweden
Are
charter member of the Atlanta Variety
Thomas C. Flynn has joined the public relations staff of Allen B. DuMont
Club. Services will be held at the
Of U,S, Origin, Commerce
Dept, Says
Laboratories, Inc., it was announced
H.
M. Patterson and Son Funeral
WASHINGTON, July 27.— U. S. feature films have held their grip
by Edward W. Allen, Jr., manager of
Home here tomorrow at 10 :30 a.m.
on the Swedish theatre market over the last five years, according
publicity and publications for the teleto the Commerce Department.
'Raid' Bows at Palace
vision and electronics firm. Flynn,
Film chief Nathan D. Golden said that during 1953, U. S. films
who was formerly with David O.
accounted for 190 or about 59 per cent of the 324 feature films
Alber Associates, the Columbia
"The Raid," Technicolored Panoreleased in Sweden, compared with 58 per cent of the 292 features
rama Production released by 20th
Broadcasting System and Radio Stareleased there in 1949. He declared that as of Jan. 1, 1954, there
Century-Fox, will have its New York
tion WOR, N. Y., will handle pubwere 2,494 theatres in Sweden exhibiting 35mm. films.
premiere at the Palace Theater on
licity on a number of technical accounts of the company.
Aug. 13.
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Mitchell Rawson, of the M-G-M
home office publicity department, is
vacationing in upstate
New York.
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George Schaefer has been retained
as producer's representative for to discuss the terms of their order
"The Good Die Young," to be re- and other particulars in the case.
leased by United Artists.
Buchsbaum called the attorneys durn
ing the course of their meeting yesterday and requested the meeting.
Bill Thomas, Universal-Interna- After the call exhibitor attorneys
tional's fashion designer who created quickly agreed to meet tlie city counsel.
the gowns for Jane Wyman and
Size of Bond a Factor
Barbara Rush in "Magnificent ObThe reasoning behind the move to
session," ispromoting the film in a
kejr-cities tour.
comply fully with the tax, motion picture attorneys said, is that the city
n
may not insist on a large bond to be
Nicky Langston, manager of the posted, or may waive the bond reCapitol Theatre, Hamilton Ontario,
quirement entirely, if exhibitors collect the tax in its entirety.
in 13 weeks scored 90.46 per cent of
The attorneys indicated that city
the maximum possible points in
will "in all probability" go
Odeon Theatres' Canadian show- theatres
manship contest, to wind up strong along with the procedure of collecting
the
tax,
although
it now exceeds the
man of the event. Second, for 11
points less was Don Gauld, manager five per cent limit set by state law,
of the Odeon at Fort William, On- and hold the difference in trust pendtario. Langston receives $300 in cash,
a week's extra vacation with pay Exhibitors Ask Fox
and the Odeon Champion Trophy
and miniature.
n
About 16mm. 'Scope
Dimitri Tiomkln and Ned WashForeign exhibitors in 24 territories
ington have completed words and throughout the world who are servmusic for the title song of the forthiced by 20th Century-Fox with 16mm.
coming Stanley Kramer film, "Not first-run prints, have been asking the
company about CinemaScope versions
as a Stranger."
n
of 16mm. films, it was learned here
yesterday.
Mrs. Edna
Wilma
Sharpe, 60,
An executive of 20th-Fox, at the
manager of a chain of 19 picture
houses in the Pacific Northwest, Roxy Theatre demonstration of "The
Advancing Techniques of Cinemadied in Missoula, Mont.
Scope" ashort time ago, stated that
n
the company's engineers have been
given the "green light" in order to
produce 16mm. CinemaScope films.
W. R. Frank, producer of "Sitting
One to Three Years Behind
Bull," first
CinemaScope
film for
United
Artists
release, arrived
in
foreign 16mm. market in the
New York yesterday with the pic- 24 The
distribution areas, which are one
ture's ference
first print
for aUA
four-day
con- to three years behind domestic release,
series with
executives
on sales and promotion plans for are serviced by 20th- Fox exchange
offices which in some- instances handle
the spectacle.
the distribution of prints in a number
n
of countries. In Mexico, a local distributor supplies exhibitors with
Danny Kaye, star of "Knock on 16mm. prints of 20th-Fox productions.
Wood," and Norman Panama and Recent new 16mm. markets for 20thMel Frank, who wrote, produced Fox, it was learned, are New Zealand,
and directed the film, have arrived Uruguay and Indonesia.
in
today's opening at
the Chicago,
Oriental for
Theatre.

*Silver' Completed
Principal photography on "Long
John Silver," Technicolor adventure
film, has been completed, according to
cabled word here from Joseph Kaufman, producer. "Long John Silver" is
being made on location in Sydney,
Australia, and is the first CinemaScope picture to be filmed in that
country.

• Three Channel interlock projection
• 17' 2"'"! & 3Smm tape interlock
• 16mni interlock projection
CUTTING & EDITING ROOMS AVAILABLE
MOVIELAB THEATRE SERVICE, inc.
619 W. 54th St., N Y. 19, N Y. • JUdson 6-0367

ing the ultimate decision in the suit.
Another point brought out at the
meeting, pointing to continued collection of the tax in the full amount, is
that abandonment of the "breakage
provision" would cost the city 17 per
cent of the estimated $16,700,000 annual yield expected from the amusement industry as a whole. The lost
revenue would amount to approximately $2,800,000 a year, exhibitor
lawyers pointed out.
Leading Circuits Represented
The lawyers attending yesterday's
strategy meeting included Mitchell
Klupt, representing the Century circuit ; Leopold Friedman, Thomas
Bress and Donald Schiff, Loew's ;
Edward C. Raftery, for RKO and
Cecilia H. Goetz, representing Brandt
'•

Theatres,
Image-Forming
For

Live

TV

Cuba Likes Vista Vision
Paramount's VistaVision was very
well received at its first demonstration
in Cuba, which was held last week in
Havana, according to Arthur Pratchett, Latin America division manager
for Paramount, who, in a wire to
George Weltner, president of Para"Vistasaid, in
mount Internatio
one
Havana
taken nal,
Vision has

frontal assault."
Plan New Mass. Booth Rules
The commissioner of public safety
of the State of Massachusetts has
called a public hearing for Aug. 18,
when he will propose a new set of
regulations affecting the operation of
projection booths in the state.

Plan

Shown

HOLLYWOOD, July 27. — The
"Inspacian Image-Forming System"
devised by Melville Terwilliger, research scientist, was given its first
press demonstration today at the
KTTV Television studio, where its
usefulness in connection with live-television was manifested in impromptu
tests that appeared to display considerable gain in definition and in background clarity. The system, developed
by Terwilliger prior to the film industry's 3-dimension phase, is claimed
to be adaptable with equal advantage
for motion picture and television purA motion picture demonstration will
poses.
be made in the near future, the inventor said.
Drive-in Opening Slated
HARTFORD, July 27. — South
Windsor Realty Corp., completing a
$125,000 drive-in theatre, to be known
as the East Hartford Drive-In Theatre, at South Windsor, Conn., has
scheduled an opening for early August.

Review

Three Japan Films to Italy
Italian Films Export, American representatives ofthe Venice Film Festival, have named three Japanese films
to be entered in the competition. They
are "I Sette Samurai," "Sansho Daju"
and "Albero de Osaka."
Normandie to T-L Circuit
The Normandie Theatre here has
been added to the Trans-Lux circuit.
Perceival E. Furber, president of
Trans-Lux, disclosed that the Normandie's first program under the new
regime, which will start Aug. 4, will
feature "The Adventures of Robinson

Balcon Plans 2 in August
Sir Michael Balcon. production chief
Crusoe."
at the Ealing studios in England, has
scheduled two top-budget films for
next month. The first will be "The
Night
NumberEvening
Came Up,"
on
the My
Saturday
Post based
story
by Air Marshall Goddard. Later in
August Sir Michael will put into work
"The Ship that Died of Shame," by
Nicholas Monsarrat, author of "The

Cruel Sea."
FPC Stock Close to $25
^'Crossed Swords'*
{Viva-United Artists)
In recent trading on the Toronto
SOME bright location filming in Italy is one of the main attributes of this stock exchange, the common shares of
otherwise flimsy costume piece, starring Errol Flynn and Gina LoUo- Famous Players Canadian Corp. maingibrida. With the exception of Flynn and English actress, Nadia Grey, the
tained aprice close to $25, which comcast is Italian. Their voices have undergone adequate dubbing into English.
pares with $23.50 per share at which
Set in the Renaissance and filmed in Pathecolor, momentary visual pleasures Paramount International sold a block
are provided when the camera turns its eye towards splendidly attired ladies of 328,000 shares on the open market
in "Palazzo" settings as well as some graceful outdoor scenes. But this is all last May to Canadian investors.
but overcome by a story that tries to combine sauciness ("Decameron" style)
with Borgia skullduggery. However, the picture should fit the bill wherever
this sort of item is in demand.
Two eligible bachelors of Sidona, Flynn and friend, Cesare Danova, are 20th Hosts UN Students
on their way home, unaware of a new law requiring all men over 20 either
United Nations student internes
to marry or leave town. Flynn has the reputation of a Don Juan and Danova, from 49 countries were guests of 20th
the duke's son, also returns from a year of adventure. The duke's daughter. Century-Fox at the Roxy Theatre
Miss Lollogibrida, falls in love with Flynn who resists her marital gleam. here last night, for a special preview
In the meantime, the duke's arch enemy plans to overthrow the ruler and
ascend the throne with his daughter. The bachelors are imprisoned, but the of the company's new CinemaScope
day is won through Flynn's prowess plus the aid of a previous amour. Miss
Grey, who induces the women of the town to amuse the mercenaries while
the two gentlemen of Sidona escape. Flynn, however, submits to Miss Lollogibrida.
The J. Barrett Mahon-Vittorio Vassarotti produced film was directed and
written by Milton Krims.
Running time, 86 minutes. General classification. For release, August.
R. G.

production, "Broken Lance."
To Process Documentary
Pathe Laboratories will process the
which
will be produced
by Joe Alau"
Rock
feature "Mau
documentary
in Pathecolor.
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Arnall

Motion

Protesting

(Continued from page 1)
FTC chairman Edward T. Howrey.
He said he had meetings set up for
tomorrow with officials of the FTC's
export trade division, the State Department's Office of Economic affairs,
Justice Department's antiand the
trust division.
"I also plan to talk with members
of Congress at the proper time, but I
don't know whether I'll do it this
visit," Arnall said. "Several committees of Congress are vitally interested
this problem."
in Arnall
indicated he fears that similar subsidy arrangements might be
thrown into the forthcoming trade
pacts with Germany and England unless SIMPP wins "its fight now. "If
Goldsmith
{Continued from page 1)
from the film industry which has been
my life and my livelihood for so many
years.
"My position with M-G-M will^ still
be on a full time and active basis as
I will remain as chairman of M-G-M
Pictures, Ltd., and the New Empire,
Ltd. Also I will continue as a director of Loew's International Corp. and
M-G-M British Studios, Ltd. Additional y, Iwill serve as chairman of
Robbins Music Corp., Ltd., Leo Feist,
Ltd., D. Feldman and Co., Ltd., Dix
Limited and British and Continental
Music
Agencies,
Goldsmith
firstLtd."
came to Britain in
1948 as an assistant to Eckman, but
after five months he found himself
unable for personal reasons to remain
in London. In 1952, he returned to
assume the duties of assistant managing director.

French

Picture

"I want the Federal Trade Commission and Justice Department to take
the position that subsidies are illegal,"
Arnall continued. "I want the State
Department to say they're not in keeping with our foreign trade policy."
Arnall said the State Department
had replied to his protest letter, but
that the effect of the department's
reply, "after you boil it all down, is
they welcome further discussion."
that
There definitely will be further conversations and further correspondence,
Arnall said. "This letter had no policy statement from the department,"
he declared. "Sooner or later I'm go-

Fox

Research

To Move

Dept.

Search

(Continued from page 1)

Para,
Drive

FTC Acknowledges Letter
Of Film Council on Pact
them."
HOLLYWOOD, July 27. — The
AFL Film Council has received acknowledgement from the Federal Trade
Commission's Bernard B. Smythe of
its letter and resolution supporting the
position of Ellis Arnall, president of
the Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers regarding the
French pact of the Motion Picture
Export Association. Smythe said the
Council will be kept informed on
developments.
The Council has recessed its regular
weekly meetings until September.

Print

Canadian
Head

Shortage

(Continued from page 1)

hibition, production and distribution of
motion pictures and the financing
RKO
Net
thereof, whether that financing be direct or indirect, and whether it be by
(Continued from page 1)
way of support to independent producers or through a company in broad
on sale of capital assets of the company before taxes).
principles substantially similar to those
Net income before deduction for
of the original First National Picspecial items for the first six months
of 1954 was $955,117, as compared
The discussions this week reportedly
with $368,553 for the first six months also
tures."extended to the launching of
of 1953. After deduction of special TOA's proposal to finance production.
items, the net income was $904,024 for
the 1954 period as compared with a
net income of $417,602 in 1953. The Strike in Mexico
(Continued from page 1)
special items in the 1954 period included losses from the disposal of
theatre properties amounting to $86,- losses from taxes, announced that 97
092, resulting in the elimination of per cent of all the theatres throughout
Federal income taxes of $35,000 which Mexico are closed.
otherwise would have been payable on
The entire industry, it is expected,
net income. Special items in the 1953 will soon come to a standstill due to
period included a profit of $10,949 the Film Production Workers Union
from the disposal of theatre proper- which sympathizes with the STIC, the
ties, which, however, resulted in a government said. It is also expected
reduction of $38,100 in Federal income that the STIC will force the closing of
taxes for that period.
playhouses and perhaps all other
amusements in an effort to force the
industry to meet the union demands,
according to reports.
BOT
Negotiating
(Continued from page 1)
telecast is expected to be produced in
the fall, with the actual date to be
announced later on.
Rosensohn estimated that the actual
costs to motion picture theatre owners
will run between 50 and 75 cents per
seat. This, he noted, represents actual
costs with all profits to be retained
by the theatres. Estimated costs of
the entire production will run well
over a $1,000,000, Rosensohn said.

ing to get such a statement from

Offices

Twentieth
Fox's research Century
department, -headed
by
Earl Sponable, will move shortly from the Movietone News
building on West 54th St. here
to quarters which are now beat 20th-Fox's
preparedbuilding
home ingoffice
at 444
West 56th St. The research department will locate in offices
formerly occupied by the 20thFox advertising department,
which has already moved to another section of the home office
building.

TOA

National

Agreement

you start to pay the French a submanded.sidy, where do you stop?" he de-

Sales

Named

5

Daily

for some of its exchanges," adding
that "other distributors report similar
Continuing his blast against alleged
reductions."
print shortages, Marcus said :
"This is a very short-sighted and
foolish economy and will further tend
to destroy all orderly clearance for
subsequent runs and will prohibit
small towns from showing the muchneeded box-office pictures within a
reasonable time after first-run in the
cities. It will waste the effective advertising and publicity that usually
precedes and follows the first-run city
opening.

Pre-Selling

t« TIT
VV OMAN'S
has createdHome
a new Companion"
format for
the reviewing and recommending of
motion pictures, for the August issue
and subsequent ones.
Each month, special emphasis will
be placed on one picture while several
others
readers. will be recommended to their
MGM's "Brigadoon" is the one selected for special treatment in the
August issue. Almost an entire page
is devoted to the review and photos
taken on the production sets of this
film. Phil Hartung, motion picture
editor, reports the basis theme of
"Brigadoon" is : "If you love anyone
•
deeply enough, anything
is possible."
"Look" has a very unusual cover
subject on the current issue; it is
the' villain of Walt Disney's "20,000
Leagues Under the Sea." The villain, a giant squid — a sea monster
modeled after actual squids that
prowl the sea depths and fight with
sperm would
whales,weigh
"Disney's
squid,
if
alive,
20 tons.
It is
probably the biggest special-effects
creature Hollywood has ever
spawned — making even King Kong
a pygmy by comparison."
seem
Threevoted pages
of the
issuedepicting
are deto a cover
story
how themarinegiant
Nautilus squid
and
itsattacks
crew. sub•

Louella Parsons selected "The High
and the
as the
produc-it
tion of Mighty"
the month
and best
awarded
"Cosmopolitan's" Movie Citation for
Calls Move 'Senseless'
July. "The High and the Mighty" was
"It is hard to conceive that the produced in CinemaScope and Warheads of the major producing com- nerColor. Miss Parsons says "It was
panies would embark on such a sense- so flawlessly acted, moving and susless economy move, particularly after penseful that it deserves Academy atthe excellent financial statements they
•
all have reported, which far exceeds
"Life" reports in the current isthe comparative figures of a year ago ;
sue that the "most pleasant surprise
and, whereas the exhibitors are fighta movie blue moon is a gay, offing for survival and existence under intention."
present conditions, I sincerely hope
beat piece of backwoods whimsy
the distributors will re-examine the called 'Seven Brides for Seven
print shortage and reduction situation Brothers'." Three pages are given
and increase instead of reduce the over to a review and a picture layout of this new release, produced
number of prints to the exchanges in
order to make box-office pictures
to "Life,"
woundwhoup according
with a midsummer
by MGM,
available to the much-needed subse- "has
•
quent-run and small town theatres to
hit on their hands."
help them survive.
"Collier's" color camera made beau"It is a fallacy, proven time and
again, to think of eliminating this type
"Verawhile
on location
in Mexico.
of U.A.'s
photographs
of theatre and retain the profitable Cruz" tiful
Theycurrent
appear issue.
on a two-page spread in
position the distributors have enjoyed the
this last year.
The caster
cast,
Cooper, Burt
Lanand a Gary
new Mexican
discovery,
Sarita Montiel, are shown in action
IFE Adding
Two
and romantic scenes that should create
a substantial amount of interest with
To Release Slate
•
I.F.E. Releasing Corp. announced
the readers of "Colliers."
yesterday the addition to its 1954-55
product lineup of two Pathe color
"Photop
t inlay"
Janet
rated
theseGraves
pictures of
excellen
the
productions — "Hurdy-Gurdy'' f former
"
title: "Neapolitan Carousel"), a August issue: "The Caine Mutiny,
n,"
musical, and "Theodora, Slave Em- "Three Coins in the Fountai
press," ahistorical adventure produc- "The High and the Mighty," "Men
of the Fighting • Lady," "Apache"
tion.
The screening of the two films will and "Dial M for Murder."
be one of the highlights of the I.F.E.
"McCall's" has three very striking
sales convention which will convene
ads
for motion pictures in the August
in New York Aug. 6, extending
through Aug. 10. The convention will issue : a two-color ad on UI's "Magnificent Obsession,"
writbe attended by division managers,
ten in review
form bya unique
John W.oneDailey,
district managers and salesmen from
the six major sales districts as well and
an entertaining "picture-of-theas executives from the New York month" ad on the table of contents

TORONTO, July 27. — Gordon
Lightstone, general manager for Paramount in Canada, today announced the
appointment of Winston Barron as
of Paramount' <; 40th
Dominion captain
anniversary
sales drive which will begin here and in the U.S. on Thursday
and extend for 14 weeks.
office.
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In every part of America— and even abroad— millions of people use the COMPANION

movie

\

movie review as their guide

to good pictures. And they couldn't he "right-er!"
All these movie-going Companion readers may not even know their power— hut it's a fact that they
carry weight with hoth theater owners and movie producers. Because the impact of Companion
shows up quickly in their revenue, theater owners seek it eagerly.
Hollywood
Currently
in the

advertised

About Mrs. Leslie

producers show their cognizance of the Companion's
influence by continuing their 7-year hahit of spending more

advertising money in the Companion

COMPANION

approval

1
I

than in any other monthly magazine.*
*Excepty of course^ the fan magazines.

Paramount

7 Brides for 7 Brothers

MGM

Brigadoon

MGM

ftOMPANION
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Arnall

Finishes

NEW
D.C.

French

YORK,

Pact

U.S.A., THURSDAY,
Talks

WASHINGTON, July 28.— Ellis Arnall, president of the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers, left here this
afternoon after discussing with various government officials
SIMPP's opposition to the recent French film agreement.
SIMPP contends the French pact, negotiated by the Motion Picture Export Association, has illegal subsidy features.
At a luncheon meeting with State Department film expert
Colton Hand, Arnall renewed SIMPP's argument that the department should declare that the pact violates United States
foreign trade policies. At meetings with Edward P. Hodges, acting chief of the Justice Department's anti-trust division, and
Bernard Smyth, head of the export trade division of the Federal
Trade Commission, Arnall urged that Justice and the FTC de-
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CENTS

Again

COMPROMISE

TAJ^
Waive

Consent

Bond
to Stay

ISSUE
and

Interest

If

Injunction

Stanley Buchsbaum, New York City Assistant Corporation Counsel,
oflfered two compromise measures on the city amusement tax issue to
legal representatives of four circuits suing the city over the legality of
tures. clare illegal MPEA's actions in connection with the subsidy feathe tax, at a Municipal Building meetGovernment officials involved would not comment on the
ing yesterday.
General Precision
meetings.
Thomas yesterday
Bress, attorney
Loew's
Theatres,
revealedfor that
the
city
is
willing
to
waive
bond
by the
Reports Sales, Net
plaintiffs if they consent to a stay to
Schine, Others Get
RCA
Earnings and
a temporary injunction pending final
Up
in
2nd
Quarter
Trust Suit Extension
determination on appeal from an or-,
Sales Hit New Mark
der. The order must be submitted to
Consolidated net earnings and sales
the Supreme Court by the plaintiffs
ALBANY, July 28.— Defendants in of General Precision Equipment Corp., before
For 6-Month Period
the injunction goes into effect.
the^ $750,000 triple damage anti-trust for both the second quarter and for
The city is attemptmg to stay the
action
brought
by
Smalley
Theatres,
the
first
half
of
1954
increased
over
Sales of products and services of
operation of the injunction in order
the Radio Corporation of America Inc., and Smalley Norwich Theatre similar periods of 1953, Hermann G. to continue full collection of the five
Corp.,
against
Schine
Chain
Theatres,
and subsidiaries attained an all-time Inc., other Schine corporations and Place, GPE president, reported. Con- per cent tax. After the early two-hour
solidated net profit for the three
record volume of $444,369,000 during eight major distributors have remonths
ended
June 30, after adjust- meeting" with Buchsbaum arfd his asthe first six months of 1954, exceeding
sistants, Bress said that exhibitor atceived a second extension of time to
ment for minority interest, amounted
torneys would now debate whether or
by $33,683,000— or 8 per cent— the Aug. 20 to file answers. The suit was to $1,485,993 compared with $804,156
not to consent to the proposed stay.
previous peak established for the first recently instituted in the U. S. District
for the second quarter of 1953. Conhalf of 1953, Brig. General David Sarsolidated
net
sales
for
the
quarters
He said that the plaintiffs' order
the Smalley companies' comnof¥, chairman of the board of RCA, Court, plaint
having been filed at Utica by were $30,816,064 against $20,985,580 would probably .be served to the city
announced.
before
the end of the week. It is a
Attorney Leonard L. Rosenthal, of for the same period of 1953.
RCA earnings before Federal in- Albany.
"common courtesy" practice to subAfter
deducting
dividends
on
the
come taxes, for the first six months
mit an order of this kind to an opA number of the attorneys are preferred and preference stocks, net
of 1954, amounted to $39,603,000— also
{Continued on page 2)
(Contimied on page 3)
ponent, Bress said, in order to enable
an all-time high. After providing
him to prepare a counter order.
$20,335,000 for Federal taxes, the net
According
to law,on a page
two-day
■ {Contiimed
2) delay
profit for the half year amounted to Should Aid Box Office
$19,268,000, an increase of $1,083,000
or 6 per cent over the 1953 period.
Balaban
to Europe
After payment of dividends on the
preferred stock, this represents earn- Provisions
of New
Tax
Law
For More VV Talks
ings on the common stock of $1.26 per
share, compared with $1.18 per share
earned in the first half of 1953.
Barney Balaban, president of Paramount Pictures, will leave New York
An all-time record volume of busi- To
Affect
Film
Companies
ness was achieved by RCA in the
today by plane for Paris for additional
second quarter of, 1954, with sales of
conferences with company representaBy J. A. OTTEN
products and services totaling $217,tives in Europe following the VistaWASHINGTON,
July
28.
—
The
most
comprehensive
revision
of
the
760,000 compared with $202,679,000 in
Vision demonstrations he attended rethe second cjuarter of 1953, an increase nation's tax laws since 1890 is about to go on the statute books, and
cently
in London, on
Paris,
and
{Contimied
page Rome
2)
dozens of provisions affect firms in the film industry.
of 7 per cent.
The industry will of course be affected indirectly by the fact that the
bill means another $1,363,000,000 of
Atlas Not Tendering
Call Off Mexican
tax relief, bringing to more than
7 Brothers' Sets
Its RKO
Stock
$5,000,000,000
the
extra
spending
New Hall Record
Industry Strike
The 884,900 shares of RKO Pictures money in taxpayer's pockets in the
MEXICO CITY, July 28.— The
stock held by the Atlas Corp. will not next year. Presumably some of this
The first week of M-G-M's
strike of employes in theatres
be tendered for redemption prior to extra spending money will go into
"Seven Brides for Seven Broand distribution offices here has
thers" at Radio City Music
the Sept. 30 deadline, James R. Grain- theatre cash registers.
Hall here was expected to hit
been
called off, but negotiations
ger, RKO president, told stockholders
Most of the provisions directly affor settlement, under governin a letter dated July 27. The date
a new record for a "normal"
fecting the industry are in the direcment supervision, will continue.
had been extended from July 31.
week, the figure reaching betion of tax relief, though some mean
Although some of the theatres
tween $187,000 and $188,000 by
tougher taxation. For example, the
Grainger
added
that
Howard
Hughes
reopened today, all of the
last night. The figure has been
has not indicated to the management bill extends until next March 31,
houses
that had been closed by
topped only when more than
retroactively
from
April
1,
1954,
the
whether the latter would or would not
the
walkout
are expected to refour shows daily were pretender his stock under an ofi:er by 52% corporate tax rate. Otherwise it
sume
operations
tomorrow.
sented during holiday periods.
to 47%.on Another
RKO to purchase all or part of the would drop
(Continued
page 3) provi1,262,120 held by him:

2

Personal
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daily

N,
Tax

Compromise

Is

(Continued from page 1)

Offered

Y, C, May

Plan

for

Change

Estimating

Annual General Fund
is required from the time an order of O'Brien, Driscoll and Raftery, attorneys for RKO Theatres in the suit,
is served, until the time it is actually
The offices of New York City ConR. RACKMIL, presi- submitted to the courts. If served by is currently drafting and will submit
MILTONdent of Uhiver
troller Lawrence E. Gerosa are cursal Pictures, will
rently
preparing local legislation which
the
plaintiff's
injunction
order
on
beHolthe
end
of
the
week,
the
plaintiffs'
from
today
return to New York
half of the suing group, Bress said.
order should be before Supreme Court
would change the city's method of
lywood. Alfiied E. Daff, executive Justice N. M. Pette early next week.
estimating^ its general fund each year.
Still Mull Bond Figure
vice-president, returned here from the
The other compromise offered the
The proposed local legislation is to
Coast yesterday. •
Although the city offered to waive be ready for the City Council in a
suing theatremen by the city, according to Bress, was that if they lost a a bond to be posted by the plaintiffs month. City Hall spokesman said.
Charles L. Levy, Walt Disney pending
trial scheduled for Sept. 13, should they consent to a stay of the
Under current law, the controller
director,
publicity
Productions Eastern
and
had
to pay the tax, no interest injunction, the latter are still giving must make an annual prediction of
will leave here tomorrow for Europe
consideration to a bond figure, if they what the general fund, the total of
would be added for late payment.
via B.O.A.C.
•
the miscellaneous taxes and fees the
The tax law stipulates a six per decide not to accept the offer.
Exhibitor counselors who met with city collects, will amount to for the
Hbxen Stevenson, office secretary cent payment on the amount due at Buchsbaum and his staff included coming
fiscal year.
the time of payment. First payment
at the Home Office Employees, H-63, of the new amusement tax is due on Bress and Donald Schiff, representing
Included
in the list are sales, busilATSE, will be married here Sunday
ness and amusement taxes and license
Oct. 1. Legal opinion is that the trial Loew's ; Mitchell Klupt, for the Cento Irving C. Hausler.
•
tury circuit ; Raftery and William revenues. The new bills would prowould last past this date if it began
Friedmann, representing RKO, and
vide that each year the controller
Irving Sochin, Universal Pictures in September.
Cecilia H. Goetz, for Brandt Theatres. would estimate a general fund at the
Edward
C.
Raftery,
of
the
law
firm
left
has
manager,
short subjects sales
average of the most recent three years.
for an extended trip
York
New
Gerosa's plans to get a general fund
s.
territorie
Western
the
through
•
change were disclosed earlier this week
Schine
Balaban
(Continued from page 1)
by first deputy Controller Louis Cohen
{Continued from page 1)
John Guilfoyle, of the Paramount
when he answered a charge by the
dehome office advertising production
presently
engaged
in
another
Sherman
Frankfurt.
Balaban
returned
to
New
Citizens
Budget Commission that Gepartment, has left New York for a
rosa had been $14,000,000 low in estivacation in Pennsylvania.
York July 5 from Europe, where he anti-trust law suit for $500,000, triple
•
spent three weeks in conjunction with damages, against Schine, et al., by
mating the city's 1953-54 general fund
Wilbur Snaper, president of New the demonstrations in the four cities James Papayanakos' St. Lawrence In- revenues at approximately $508,000,000.
vestors, Inc., operating the American
to- of Paramount's new production and
Jersey Allied, will leave New York
^ Large Saving Seen Likely
in
Canton,
and involving
Schine's
day for a vacation •in the Maine woods. screen presentation process.
Strand and Pontiac
in Ogdensburg.
The commission, a voluntary civic
Balaban's current European trip will
A series of pre-trial conferences group, contends that the $14,000,000
George A. Smith, Paramount West- be briefer than the previous one. He have been held before District Court additional revenues could have been
ern division manager, will leave Los and Mrs. Balaban, who now is in Europe, are scheduled to sail for New Judge Stephen W. Brennan in Utica used to provide the bulk of the estiAngeles on Sunday for Wyoming.
and Albany, the latest taking place
mated $16,700,000 yield of the newly
York from Naples on Aug. 9.
enacted city five per cent amusement
over
a
two-day
period
in
this
city.
The
Enthusiasm Reported
Gilbert Roland is scheduled to arcase, pending for two years, is ex- tax. The commission, in addition,
rive here tomorrow from England via
pected to go to trial this fall.
argues that city probably could have
Attending exhibitors, newspaper repB.O.A.C. Monarch.
avoided the levy altogether.
resentatives and others at the EuroExplaining the need for the new
pean demonstrations were said to have
'Obsession' Held
legislation,
Cohen said that the presSeeks
greeted Vista Vision with high enthuBoard
SAG
ent system puts on the Controller
siasm, and immediately following the In 18 Situations
London demonstration the J. Arthur
every year the responsibility of preData
Employment
dicting in his estimates, the exact
Rank Organization announced that its
"Magnificent Obsession," UniversalconA
28.—
July
HOLLYWOOD,
Pinewood studios would become the International's Technicolor film pro- health of the city's business for the
fidential questionnaire requestmg
duction isestablishing 18 holdovers in following year, as reflected in business,
first film production center in Britain
Screen Actors Guild members to re- to adopt the system.
its initial pre-release engagements sales, amusement and other taxes.
which started with the world premiere
port "the number of days you were
on salary in motion pictures during
at the RKO Palace Theatre in Cleve- 'Window' Selected
three different six-month periods" was Both Sides Confident
land on July 15, according to U-I.
Holdovers include the RKO Palace, For Venice Festival
dispatched today, returnable immediately, to the full membership, for In lATSE
Cleveland; the United Artists, ChiContest
"Rear Window," Alfred Hitchcock's
the purpose of supplying the guild
cago ;Warner, Youngstown ; Palace, latest
production for Paramount, has
with data that "may help the board
Akron
;
Paramount,
Syracuse
;
LaAs the date approaches for the
for showing at the Vento bring about more employment for
fayette, Buffalo ; Memorial, Boston ; been iceselected
Film Festival. Although closing
crucial lATSE convention in Cincin- Hollywood, Atlantic City ; Court,
actors."
nati starting on Aug. 9, the camps of Wheeling ; Grand, Atlanta ; Midwest, date for nominations for Festival
both president Richard Walsh and Oklahoma City ; Plaza, Asheville, Award films had been closed some
Roy Brewer, who is seeking election
Suit
the selection committee reAnthony-RKO
; Uptown, Salt Lake City; Or- time ago,
to the post, appear to be confident N.C.
opened its list to permit the inclusion
pheum, Kansas City ; Beverly, Los
of victory.
Is Settled Privately
of "Rear Window" after viewing a
Angeles ; Warner, Milwaukee ; Broad- print of the picture which had just
HOLLYWOOD, July 28. — The
Brewer, currently on a last-minute
way,
Portland,
Ore.,
and
Academy,
been made available.
two-year-old plagiarism suit against barnstorming tour for support, re- Provo, U.
The Venice Festival gets underway
RKO Pictures Corp. in which writer
portedly has received promises of supthe
on
port
from
a
number
of
locals.
The
Joe Anthony sought $2,500,000
on Aug. 22. "Rear Window," will,
however, have its world premiere
charge that "The Bachelor and the Walsh supporters, on the other hand, 'Scope, Technicolor
showing at the Rivoli Theatre, New
appear to feel certain that he will be
Bobby Soxer" had been taken from reelected.
York,
on Aug. 4 at a performance to
diswas
his work, "Sister Eve,"
'Gabriel's Horn'
missed with prejudice today by Judge
be held for the benefit of the AmeriLocal No. 4, of Brooklyn, is pass- For
HOLLYWOOD, July 28. — Cinecan-Korean Foundation. The regular
Ernest Tolin following a private setma Scope and color by Technicolor
which read : "We
ing like
out handbills
don't
to
write
letters
and
we
engagement of the picture will start on
tlement involving a sum called "subwill be used by Hecht-Lancaster Pro- August
5th.
don't discuss union affairs in the newsstantial."
for "Gabriel's
Horn,"andwhich
papers. But we do know that when Lancasterductionswill
both direct
star
the delegates have voted and the bal- in, Hecht today disclosed. The piclots are counted that Richard F.
SAG TV Pact Brings
ture will be filmed wholly on location.
FILMACK
Walsh
will
continue
to
be
president."
\630 NliHi A>e.
$62,240 to Members
Haw York, H.Y,
HOLLYWOOD, July 28. — Resid- 'Desire' Here
Aug. 6
FOR BETTER
ual payments to actors by television
eOOD!
The Criterion
is g*
expected to
'Livin
0 for here
sources since the Screen Actors Guild
1327 S Wabttk
ON
"Human Desire," Columbia's tense $59,50
SPECIAL Chicago S, Ul.
contract with video producers went drama of passion and violence will complete its first week of Paramount's
ALWAYS
into effect last year have amounted have its New York premiere at the "Living It Up" today with a heavy
TRAILERS
gross of $59,500.
to $62,240, the Guild today reported. Palace Theatre here on Aug. 6.
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Film

Motion

Industry

Affected

(Continued from- page 1)
sion will require ver}' large firms—
those with tax bills of over $100,000
a year — to pay some of their taxes in
the same year the income is earned,
starting next year. At present, all
corporate income taxes are paid in the
year following the year the income is
earned.
The provision that might be
of the most benefit to the industry— what with the quantities of new equipment that
must be installed as a result of
the new film processes — is one
that permits businessmen to depreciate more quickly the major
part of the cost of new machinery, buildings and other assets.
At present, most investment in
plant and machinery must be written
ofi under the so-called straight-line
method of depreciation,, which means
the cost of an asset is deducted evenly
over the asset's life. An asset with a
life of 10 j^ears is written off at the
rate of 10 per cent a year for 10 years.
The bill authorizes use of a method known as the declining balance
method. Under this method, twice the
percentage allowed under the straightline method is written of¥ each year,
but the percentage is applied not to
the original cost but rather to the stillundepreciated balance. This method
results in about two-thirds of the cost
being written of¥ in the first half of
the life of the asset, instead of half
the cost as under the straight-line
method.
The new depreciation rules
apply only to investments in
new machinery and buildings,
and are effective for any such
investments after January 1,
1954.

House
Tax

by

Picture

New

Approves

Bill Report

WASHINGTON, July 28. —
By a 315 to 77 vote, the House
approved the conference report
on the huge technical tax bill.
House approval came after
the lawmakers defeated 227 to
169 a Democratic motion to
send the bill back to conference
to eliminate a proposed dividend tax credit. The Senate is
expected to vote on the conference bill tomorrow or Friday.

from the declining balance method to
the straight-line method to write off
the remaining undepreciated cost.
Another provision affects firms that
are having a bad year after a couple
of good years. At present, net operating losses in one year can be carried
back to the preceding year to get a
refund on taxes paid then, or carried
forward five years to cut down taxes
in the later years. Usually firms operating at a loss prefer to carry the
loss back, since then they can get a
tax refund and have some cash on
hand to tide them over the bad period.
The bill permits net operating losses
in one year to be carried back two
years for refund purposes.
Will Aid Many Theatres
Many theatre companies keep books
on a weekly basis, and these firms
will have their tax-reporting job made
easier by the bill. At present, the
lawendrequires
corporation's
tax year
to
on the alast
day of a month,
and
firms which keep their business books
on a weekly basis must make a separate reckoning for tax purposes. The
bill will permit firms to pay on the
Taxpayers could use other methods basis of a 52-week or 53-week year.
of depreciation, provided there is a They'd pay for five years on the basis
method to what they propose and pro- of a 52-week year and then in the
vided it doesn't result in any greater sixth year on the basis of a 53-week
write-off during the first two-thirds year, picking up the extra days from
the previous years.
of an asset's life than under the declining balance method. A taxpayer
At present,
many theatre
firms must pay real estate taxes
could also switch any time he wanted

General

Precision

Net

Rises

(Continued from page 1)
profit for the second quarter of 1954
was enual to $1.86 per share on 749,509 shares of common stock, which
was the average amount outstanding
during the period. For the similar
1953 period the profit was equal to
$1.21 per share on 649,087 shares of
the company outstanding at the end
of that period.
Net Sales and Profit Up
For the six months ended June 30
consolidated net sales were $54,305,196
for 1954 as compared with $41,102,567
for 1953 and consolidated net profit,
after adjustment for minority interest,
was $2,541,652 for 1954 compared with
$1,469,066 for 1953. The net profit
after dividends on preferred and
preference stocks, was equivalent to
$3.37 per share on 700,352 shares of
common stock, the average number
outstanding during the period. For
the similar period of 1953 the profit
reported was $2.22 per share on 649,087 shares outstanding at the end of
that period.
Operating results of Link Aviation,

Inc., are included in the above figures
only from date of its acquisition by
GPE April 30.
During the six months ended June
30, the number of outstanding shares
of common stock increased due to acquisition of Link Aviation, Inc., a
partial exchange of "retained shares"
of the Kearfott Co., Inc., and the
conversion of part of the $2.90 cumulative convertible preferred and
preference stock. As a result of these
transactions, common stock outstanding as of June 30, amounted to 794,231 shares, compared with 649,087
shares Jan. 1 .
In his report. Place stated that the
management "feels that in view of
the changes in the number of shares
of common stock outstanding, and the
fact that the earnings of Link Aviation, Inc., are included for onlv May
and June, it is appropriate to state the
profit per share for the second quarter and for the six months period on
the basis of the average number of
shares of common stock outstanding
during those periods."

3

Daily

Tax

Law

for several years at one time.
The law now says that those
taxes can be deducted only in
the year they are paid. The bill
permits taxpayers on an accrual
basis to spread the tax deductions evenly over the years
which the tax payment covers.
Many theatre enterprises are operated by partnerships, and the new bill
provides — for the first time — clear
rules as to how partnerships should
be taxed. Moreover, small partnerships— those with fewer than 50 partners— could elect to be taxed as corpoadvantage.rations if they found that to their
Overseas Business Included
Right now, distributors and other
firms doing business overseas can
take a credit on their U.S. income
tax returns for the main taxes they
pay foreign governments. However,
at present, they must reduce their
foreign profits by their foreign losses
and take a credit only for the taxes
paid on that amount of profit that
exceeds the losses. The bill does away
with this requirement.
Many firms are depositing admission tax collections and wage withholding income taxes in so-called "depositary
accounts"
at banks
month. The
bill
provides
a new each
one
per cent per month charge for failure
to pay or for underpaying these taxes
into the depositary accounts.
The bUl tightens up on the
present law's ban on "collapsible corporations" and also acts
to prevent the use of "collapsiblevices
partnerships."
are dewhich have These
been used
in
the film industry to get profits
on producing a picture taxed at
capital-gains rates rather than
at ordinary income tax rates. A
firm is organized, produces a
film, and then liquidates, distributing ashare in the film's
profits to each partner or stockholder.
Many other provisions affecting
corporate reorganizations, pension and
profit-sharing plans, employe stock
options, "successor corporations," and
similar items will probably affect one
or another of the film industry firms.
Best advice to firms with problems in
these fields : get a good tax lawyer.

People
Sammy Fain and Paul Francis
Webster, last year's Academy
Award-winning songwriters, closed
an option deal on "His Highness,
the Bachelor," a comedy by Fred
Sheevin for which they will write
the score and then package indecompany. pendently for release by a major

William Richardson, president of
Astor Pictures of Georgia, is back
after a business trip to Tennessee.
Also back in Atlanta after visiting
his Miami branch, is Ed Stevens,
president of Stevens Pictures.

Michael Kidd, who created the
dances for "Seven Brides, for Seven
Brothers," has been signed to do the
choreography for Samuel Goldvvyn's
forthcoming film version of "Guys
and Dolls." Kidd created and staged
the musical numbers for the Broadway original.
Roberthas ("Valley
of the
Kings")
Pirosh
been signed
by producer
Frederick Brisson as director-writer
of the Rosalind Russell TechnicolorVista Vision musical, "The Girl
Rush," which RKO will release.

Rocky

Marciano, world heavyweight champion, has been added
to the Ralph Palma Benefit Revue
slated for the Yale Bowl, New
Haven, Aug. 3, for the benefit of the
family of the New Haven police officer shot in the line of duty. Harry
F. Shaw, division manager, Loew's
Poli, New England Theatres, is entertainment chairman.

Danny Kaye,
star of and
Paramount's
"Knock
on Wood,"
Melvin
Frank and Norman Panama, who
wrote, directed and produced the
comedy, have arrived in New York
on a publicity campaign for the film
that
has just
opened at
Loew's,
Skouras,
Randforce
and77 Century
theatres in the New York metropolitan area.

Near $7,000 for
Technicolor Print
'Waterfronf
Bow
With a gross of $3,400 reported at
Output Increases
4 :00 P.M., yesterday's opening of "On
the Waterfront" at the Astor TheaAs a result of about 25 per cent
tre was reportedly the biggest nonholiday opening day in the history of rise in release print manufacture Technicolor has added approximately 150
the theatre.
It was expected that a final gross employees to its staff since July 1, it
of close to $7,000 would be reached was announced by Dr. Herbert T.
by the end of the day, insuring the Kalmus, president and general mannew mark. SRO crowds were on
Dr. Kalmus said that improving
hand since the Astor opened its doors ager.
yesterday, with overflows in the lobby conditions at the box-office and an inand on the street in front of the
dustry wide call for more prints has
theatre.
accounted for much of the heightened
activity in Technicolor. He evidenced
particular satisfaction that the increase
being experienced by Technicolor was
PHILADELPHIA,
66 for 'Susan' July 28. — to a considerable extent due to its im$3,0
proved manufacturing techniques.
RKO's "Susan Slept Here" broke all
Dr. Kalmus said that the technical
preview-day records at the 1,000-seat
Midtown Theatre here Tuesday with improvements so far realized by Techa gross of $3,066. The Technicolor
nicolor are only a part of its current
comedy, starring Dick Powell and program and that Technicolor looks to
Debbie Reynolds, had its formal open- continuing increase of its manufacturing yesterday.
ing volumes.
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Canadian

organ of Famous

Players

circuit of 208 theatres — from a speech

by R. W. Bolstad, vice president and treasurer, at
a company

luncheon

Quigley Award

in honor of Charles Doctor,

winner.

At the luncheon in Toronto honoring Charles Doctor, winner of the Quigley Award: James R. Nairn, Charles Doctor, Bob Eves,
Mrs. Doctor, and R. W. Bolstad.
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Say
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Against

to Be Reason
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Rental

Taxes in Germany
WASHINGTON, July 29.— American film companies would no longer
pay income taxes to the German Government on their film rental earnings
in Germany under a tax convention
which the President submitted to the
Senate today.
The convention, which must be ratified by the Senate, also would relieve
German film companies of their obligations to pay U.S. income taxes on
their rental earnings here.
Scene
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CENTS

Bid

Odium

Case

On the eve of serving an injunction
order to the city calling for restraint
of the "breakage provisions" of the
New York City amusements tax, lawyers for the four circuits in the suit
against the city yesterday predicted
that the city will "fight the tax case
as hard as it can."
The attorneys for the plaintiffs in
the suit said that three pending suits
in which New York City is currently
involved, and which, they said, show
indications of being lost by the city,
would cost the defendants approxi{Conthmed on page 6)
Would

Story

YORK,

Changes;

Now

'Too Many Films'
Independent exhibitors who
were complaining about the
dearth of product in May and
June are now claiming that the
distributors who, allegedly, held
product back during those two
months are scheduling too
many pictures for July and August. One spokesman for a circuit of smaller town situations
in this area said that the distributors' promises of an "orderly release system" have not
been kept in view of the shortage two months ago and the
virtual abundance of product
now available.
On the other hand, a checkup reveals that approximately
140 features are slated for release between now and Dec. 31,
compared with 168 for the same
period last year.

New
'Cinerama
Holiday^
"Cinerama Holiday," produced by Louis de Rochemont, the second
edition of the wide-screen process which is credited with having paved
the way for the successive innovations in screen techniques, was presented
this week in a series of special screen
ings at the Warner Theatre here be- Editors Approve of
tween the matinee and evening performances of the original "This is
COMPO's
Ads
The
new
Cinerama." version is different from
the original edition in that it has the
Only one of 31 editors and publishers who have so far replied to a
semblance of a plot, a story line that
justifies the domestic and foreign COMPO questionnaire asking their
locales. Whereas "This is Cinerama" opinion of COMPO ads now running
in "Editor & Publisher" expressed disis
travelogue, with
"Cinerama
Holiday"
is aa travelogue
a narrative
that
Twenty-one of the 116 editors of
ties together the scenic shots. It fol- approval.
lows the travels of two couples, large and small papers in all sections
American and Swiss, on a jaunt to of the country to whom queries were
sent last week replied they had read
places of panoramic beauty.
the advertisements and liked them.
Swiss and U.S. Couple in Cast
Seven replied they had not read them,
This test showing, which was pro- one was non-committal and one card
jected fromtwo
a "rough
print," was a notice that a paper had ceased
takes the
couplesworking
about Europe
The survey covered at least two
and 'the United States. In place of publication.
the now famous scenic railway ride, daily papers in every state of the
a bob-sled trip down a Swiss mountain Union. The replies were received from
is equally exciting. There are aerial 26 states and the District of Columshots of the Swiss Alps, a tour of bia.
Paris, a ride in a Navy jet plane
Although editors were not asked to
which takes off and lands on a carrier, sign their names or to give the reasons for their approval or disapproval,
a New England county fair where the
viewer is taken for a ride in a ferris eleven of them not only signed their
wheel and a journey through the replies but expressed favorable comments on the subject matter of the
American west and southwest, includ{Continmd on page 6)
ing a visit to Las Vegas.

hes'
Hug
ks ft
Seecra
Air
Co.
Meanwhile
RKO

Stock

Deals

for

Continuing

Atlas Corp.'s negotiations with
Howard Hughes are reported to include
only a Pictures
bid for Hughes'
interestnotin RKO
but for the
purchase of Hughes Aircraft Corp. of
Culver City. Hughes Aircraft is a
principal producer of electronic devices and has extensive government
contracts.
Hughes and Floyd Odium, Atlas
president, two weeks ago were said
to have been on the brink of consumadeal whereby
ings inmatingRKO
Pictures Hughes'
would beholdacquired by Atlas, but that differences
developed over the appraisal of inventory. However, sources close to
the situation are of the opinion that
the differences may be ironed out
and that, inasmuch as the parties were
so close to a deal, the sale is likely
to be finalized in the near future.
According to reliable sources, the
{Continued on page 6)
Technical

Tax

Bill

Approved
by Senate
WASHINGTON, July 29. — The
Senate today approved the conference
report on the technical tax relief bill,
N.Y. Summer
Festival Effect Doubtful
sending it to the White House. The
President is expected to sign it. The
measure- went to the White House
sentatives when they say that there is exactly as reported by the conference,
Although New York City department stores report good business as a always lots of traffic in the summer- including provisions for faster deprecitime, but their general impression is
ation of new equipment, e.xtended loss
result of the current "Summer Festhat the influx is greater this year.
carryback,
new partnership rules and
tival," theatres, both first run and subsequent, have not been able to pinpoint
The Hotel Taft, right in the mid- other ta.x relief changes.
The bill also extends the 52 per cent
any conclusive proof that the cam- town area, reports that it does consistently good business but Monday is corporate tax rate until ne.xt April 1.
paign itself has attracted business.
Spokesmen for Broadway and "enormous," because Vincent Lopez
neighborhood theatres say that the offers a special production in the
patronage so far this summer has been hotel minus the 10 per cent Federal
excellent but that it can not be de- tax. This sort of thing lures the
Okays
'Sweeping"
Trust Laws
Study
termined whether the so-called festival tourist, so it seems probable that picture
houses
get
their
share
of
business,
has anything to do with it. Summer hotel men say.
WASHINGTON: July 29.—
months have been boom periods, anyThe Senate Rules Committee
One thing is certain : Picture houses
way, since air conditioning has become
approved a resolution of Sen.
practically universal, whereas the best currently are doing standout business.
McCarran (D., Nev.) authorizperiods used to be in the cooler Most of them have hits on their
ing the Senate Judiciary Commonths.
screens. As an example of current
mittee to make a sweeping
Although there is no way to prove patronage, these figures are indicative :
study
of the anti-trust
laws and
such a question on the effectiveness of
The Radio City Music Hall, showrecommendations
for changing
ing "Seven Brides for Seven Broththe project, there appeared to be logthem. The resolution, which
ical indications that Festival adverstill must be approved by the
ers," reports the greatest non-holiday
first
week
in
its
history
with
a
tising has carved a favorable edge in
Senate, directs that the study
motion picture business. Hotel man- figure of $188,000. "Living It Up" at
be
completed by next Jan. 31.
piled up $59,000 in its
agers and reservation clerks are con- the Criterion
{ConHmned on page 6)
sistent with railroad station repre-
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Houston
Drive-in
Finds Way to Stop

Mention
Stereo
Sound
in
Theatres
J. MIRISCH, Allied
HAKOLD
nt,
reside
s
left
has
Artist vice-p
Hollywood for New York. He will
By LESTER DINOFF
sail from here aboard the "United
All exhil)itors will eventually ctjuip for complete CineniaScope and
States" on Aug. 6• for England.
four-track magnetic stereophonic sound, W. R. Frank, the first independent producer to be granted a franchise for the medium, stated here yesterL. Dar»en^ consultant on Technicolor, and D. Sharp, executive in the
day. Frank, a Minneapolis exhibitor ^
Douglas Fairbanks organization, have turned producer, is in New York for 'forms of stereophonic sound and will
arrived in New York via B.O.A.C. conferences with United Artists sales eventually be available also for conventional screens. The Eastman color
Monarch.
and publicity executives for the release
•
picture was filmed in Mexico on
of his CinemaScope production, "Sit- a budget of about $1,(X)0,000, he said.
Edward Ai. Saunders, M-G-A-t asting Bull," which will have its world
sistant sales manager, has returned to 1/remiere
in Rapid City, S. D., on "Alany people who have seen a rougli
print have said that the CinemaScope
New York from a vacation in New Aug. 19.
lenses at times gave them a sort of
England and Canada.
Foreseeing
the
installation
of
full
•
stereophonic sound equipment in all 3-D impression," Frank asserted.
Sam Spiegel, Columbia Pictures
Hopes for 3.5 to 1 Aspect Ratio
theatres, Frank stated that "my partproducer, will leave New York toner and myself are installing fourIf it was at all possible, Frank detrack magnetic sound in our 18 houses
daj^ for Venice.
•
clared, itwould be a tremendous thing
which are located throughout Minif CinemaScope films could be shown
Harry Browning, home office executive of New England Theatres,
in a 3.5 to 1 aspect ratio. The proSees 'Big' Pictures Popular
ducer was enthusiastic in his praise of
has returned to Boston from Hartford.
The
independent
producer,
who
has
nesota."
•
been
an exhibitor for 43 years, stated the wide-screen medium saying that
Albert E. Sindlinger, business that "the people are going for Cinema- "the public has whole-heartedly acanalyst, has arrived in Hollywood
Scope films, and in small towns and
from New York.
"Somecepted
of CinemaScope."
the 125,000 feet which I
•
suburban areas, they like 'big' pic- filmed will also be used in my next
tures." A theatreman does not want
Horace McMahon, featured in the run-of-the-mill picture, any more, production, 'Dull Knife,' which I am
"Susan Slept Here," left here yes- he said.
now working on," he said. Frank also
terday for Chicago.
that "Red Rock Canyon" will
•
said that
"Sitting Bull"
beFrank
available
to exhibitors
with will
all stated
also be produced by his unit.
Stanley Donen, M-G-M director,
has arrived in New York from Hollywood.
ABC
Circuit Opens
Cartoon Producers

'Trunk

Crashers'

HOUSTON, July 29.— When Jack
Farr, owner of the Trail Drive-in
Theatre near here, got tired of catching "extra patrons" hidden in the
trunk compartments of cars, he decided to do something about it. Farr
had been bothered with the practice
for some time, having only recently
watched a registered nurse drive into
his open air theatre, calmly open the
trunk compartment when the car was
parked and release three other registered nurses. It's been the custom to
arrest
fine of the
$11. offenders who are given a
But that dfdn't stop the free-loaders.
The other night three young fellows
drove in and three of their pals
crawled out of the trunk case a few
minutes later. Farr gave them a
choice of going to jail or coming out
the next day and cleaning up the lot.
And so on the hottest day of the year,
the sextet labored for two hours picking up small stones and rocks. Farr
thinks he has the situation licked — at
least until cooler weather sets in.
864

N.Y£,

Theatres,

Notes Film Directory
According to figures listed in the
1954 New York Directory of Motion
Picture Theatres, houses located in the
New
Scottish House
Harry Rose, manager of the Loew's And lA Local Sign
Poll Majestic Theatre, Bridgeport,
metropolitan area total 864. This figure includes 821 conventional theatres
Conn., has returned there with Mrs.
ABERDEEN, SCOTLAND, July
HOLLYWOOD, July 29. — The
Rose from Atlantic City.
and
43 drive-ins.
Cartoon Producers Association and 29. — Associated British Cinemas' 1,900•
New
York City's five boroughs
the lATSE Cartoonists Local 839 Regal Cinema, the first new theatre to
Jack Ellis, president of Ellis have reached an agreement on terms be opened in Great Britain in 15 years, have 436 theatres and two drive-ins.
The break down is as follows : ManFilms, is in Boston from New York.
of a new four-year contract granting was dedicated in a formal opening
hattan, 160 ; Brooklyn, 146 ; Bronx,
here to the tunes of kilted Scottish
a five per cent wage increase and pen68;
Queens,
and Staten Island, 10.
Highlanders bagpipes and drums as The Bronx 79,
Minerva Marks 25th
sion provisions.
and Staten Island each
showmen throughout the country and
notables in attendances viewed have one drive-in.
Year, Release 7
Theatres in Long Island, outside of
M-G-M's CinemaScope production,
Alinerva Film of Rome, one of Balcon Resigns from
Queens, total 72, plus eight drive-ins,
while there are 93 theatres and 14
"Knights of the Round Table."
Italy's top distributors which is mark- U.K:s Group 111
Prior to the start of the film, theaing its 25th anniversary this month,
tremen were heard to comment that drive-ins in the southern f^art of New
York State, and northern New Jersey
has scheduled seven films for early
LONDON, July 29.— Sir Michael
1954-1955 release as a start of its Balcon, because of the pressure of "nothing is too good for the humblest has 220 theatres and 19 drive-ins.
second-quarter of operation, Italian other commitments, has resigned from customer." Actor Richard Todd said
the chairmanship of Group 111, Ltd. the theatre's opening was "a sign of
Films Export announced.
The Minerva releases are : "The Balcon who held the position since a great industry's revival."
The ABC circuit's guests at the
Woman of Rome," "Days of Love," the company's formation three years ceremonies
proclaimed the Cinemaago, notified the board in July 1953
"The Great Hope," "An American in of
Scope vision and stereophonic sound NEW YORK THEATRES
his wish to retire, but at its request
Rome," "The River Girl," "Toto' and
agreed to remain until the end of June as "unexcelled and heretofore not seen
Son" and "The Man Who Laughs." this
year.
by theatre audiences even in London's
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Group 111 was established and
, Rockefeller Center
A A Plans Big Drive
financed by the National Film Finance
'SEVEN BRIDES FOR
West End." Host to 204
AMPP
Corp.,
owingcrisis
to thein effect
of 1949-50's
production
discouraging
the
For *Yuman
Jungle'
HOLLYWOOD. July 29.— A cam- entry and training of new creative tal- Guests in 6 Months
N BROTHERS
"
paign patterned after that used for
inSEVE
CINEMASCOPE
starring
ent in the industry. To date, the
JANE POWELL - HOWARD KEEL
"Riot in Cell Block 11," and budgeted corporation has approved loans of
at $200,000, will be waged in behalf £568,935 to Group 111. Advance outHOLLYWOOD, July 29.— The InColor by ANSCO STAGE
- An M-G-M
Picture
ternational Committee of the Associand SPECTACULAR
PRESENTATION
standing is£441,029, of which no less
"Yuman Jungle" (formerly "Police
ation
of
Motion
Picture
Producers
Story"), Allied Artists' advertising- than £164,500 stands as provision
today disclosed that 204 distinguished
publicity director, John C. FHnn to- against loss.
day disclosed.
The provision for loss is made visitors, representing 32 countries,
have been official guests of the HollyCLYDE BeatiyomicisySpiu/uie
against the first 17 films of "moderate
wood branch of the film industry durbudget."
However,
the
Group
was
Roxy Dividend STYzC
ing the first six months of 1954.
RING
OF FEAR
partly responsible for the production
Roxy Theatre, Inc., yesterday de- of "Conquest of Everest," a film that Among them were Celal Bayer, presiC|NEMaScOP£ indWARNERCOLOR
dent of Turkey; Emperor Haile
clared a quarterly cash dividend of appears to be assured good profit.
A Wayne-Fellows Production mIs)
37^ cents per share on the outstand- David Kingsley, managing director, Selassie of Ethiopia and Dr. Dag
Hammarskjold, Secretary General of
ing preferred stock, payable Sept. 1 to ent.
will fill Balcon's vacancy for the pres- the United Nations.
stockholders of record Aug. 16.
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DETROIT. July 29.— With theatre
attendances growing bigger steadily, a
bright picture is foreseen for the
Detroit theatres. Exhibitors, press
agents, newspaper business and screen
writers, while optimistic as to what
the future actually holds, see a fairly
strong pattern beginning to develop as
business is on the upswing.
After speaking with a number of
local theatremen, and those in allied
fields, what they have to say and what
influences their opinions is this :
Dillon Krepps, first-run United
Artists managing director : "Every
exhibitor is happy with top product
and unhappy with minor product.
Business is better this year because
the product is better than last year.
There is a great shortage of AA product and if we had it business would
of summer weather."
up regardless
be
Krepps
has broken house records in
the last year and lately died with a
pair of pictures that have been on
local television for some time.
Harold Brown, head of United
Detroit Theatres : "Attendance is consistently pulling up past last year's
figures. The impact of television is
leveling off and people are returning."
Aldan Smith, Mutual Theatres,
drive-ins: "Everything is just about
the same as last year, no better, no
worse."
Bill Green, Music Hall, "This
Is Cinerama." "No figures at the moment but last week was better than
before. The reason, aggressive advertising and) out-of-town visitors."
Alotion Picture Herald recently devoted afull page to Green's "aggressive advertising."
Dan Lewis, Co-operative Theatres : Here the only gloom in the
Detroit picture. The better second
runs show increase in adults and decrease in children. Sample figures,
adults up 7,000, kids down 3,100;
adults up 8,000, children down 2,714.
Getting into the smaller neighborhoods figures ran frighteningly high
on the loss side. One showed a loss
of 50,000 adults and 4,000 children.
"The small neighborhood house is on
the way out in the same manner as
the neighborhood
it hadn'tof
been
for the tax grocer.
reductionIf many
them would be closed now."
Lewis is just back from an eastern
trip and says that the Detroit situation is about the same as in the East.
The big drive-ins and the better theatres are doing well, if not better than
last year.
Arthur Herzog, press agent :
"Last year was a peak year. In 1952,
the theatres drove a 'Take her out at
least sult
once
a week'
program.
The re-to
was that
business
increased
put Detroit in the top three in the
country in '53. Compared to '52 and
'51, business is very good. At least
no one is talking suicide this year ;

COLUMBUS, July 29. — This summer has seen indications of the
healthiest box-office returns in the Columbus area in the past six years.
Holdovers are becoming standard practice and there is renewed interest in
films, perhaps sparked by the new neighborhood houses particularly to
technical improvements such as wide
spend more money on advertising and
screen, CinemaScope, stereophonic promotion
and on physical upkeep.
sound and auditorium speakers.
This has been generally a good
"Gone With The Wind" proved to summer for drive-ins in the Columbus
be one of the biggest boxoffice attrac- area. One circuit in particular has
tions in the history of Loew's Ohio,
more money on newswhile "The Moon Is Blue" ran over been spending
paper and other advertising than in
three months at the World. "Three any recent year. This circuit has inCoins in the Fountain" did three and a
stituted free - coffee - and - doughnuts
half weeks at Loew's Broad and pic- midnight shows on Saturdays.
tures like "Garden of Evil" and "LivNeighborhoods' Fight Hard
ing It Up'' registered two weeks.
The trend is to big pictures, with
Extended runs and the product
the ordinary films doing just fair
business. Higher prices, such as those shortage have hit some neighborhood
situations, but these houses have councharged for most CinemaScope pictered by many revivals and by the intures and attractions like "Gone With
stallation of wide screens and, in a
The Wind,"
do
not
seem
to
deter
audihalf-dozen
cases, CinemaScope equipences who want to see those pictures.
ment. There have been no neighborPrice is less of an object today than
hood closings in the past several
it has been for some time.
months. The uneconomic small houses
Drive-ins Also Gain
have been eliminated and those reare in a better position than
"Film business is on the upgrade," for some maining
months past.
said one executive of a local circuit,
which has both indoor and drive-in
theatres. "The climb up is a gradual Central Ohio Summer
one and it may never reach the high
peaks of the 1945-47 period but the
technical improvements have created a Takes Higher: Shea
want-to-see psychology." He added :
"Television viewers are becoming
more selective about their programinmore
they're
habits
watching
clined to snap
off and
the set
and go
to see
Elimination of the federal and city
a movie."
tax
on lower admissions has enabled

parking is hurting the downtown
business and making Detroit a Saturday night town. There is less product.
Exhibitors are scratching and can't
get all good stuff. A house without
'gimmicks' that has to depend on six
square pictures a week is in bad
trouble."
Helen Bower, "Free Press"
screen writer ; "I was talking to Sol
Krim (Krim Theatre) and he says
that a year ago everyone was worried
year you
This
product.
about
t. There
to
seemsdon't
complain
hear that

N.C.Exliibitors
By EMERY

WISTER

CHARLOTTE, July 29.— Distributors' representatives and exhibitors in
this territory report that "business is
good whenognizingthe
picture is
Recthe problems
of good."
production,
the local theatremen are quick to point
out that the grosses rise and fall with
each attraction.
A manager of a leading theater here
said that business was better only
when a good film was the attraction.
"Why should anyone walk out of his
home to see a mediocre or fair picture when he can do as well by stayinghome manand
stated.watch television," the showCalls Product Vital
The business depends on the product, the theatre manager said. "There
is no such thing as regular business
anymore," he stated ; "it rises and falls
with
each to
attraction."
was quick
add that a The
good manager
picture

today draws better than ever.
An ofiicial of one of the larger
theatre circuits in the Carolinas said
the problem of product is acute, for
Hollywood cannot make all films as
top box-office attractions. He was in
accordance with the theatre manager
that business is up when a good film
is exhibited.
Despite what is called an "economic
Cy Dillon, manager of the Republic
lag" in Central Ohio, grosses in that
area for the first half of the summer exchange here, stated that "business
are reported higher as compared to has been good because of 'Johnny
the same period in 1953 in the houses Guitar,' a film that has been doing
of Shea Enterprises, according to
Rise Following
for us." Mar. 15
Gerald Shea, president and general good business
manager of the circuit.
Another exchange manager said
Shea predicted "optimistic business, business was improving steadily after
gross-wise," for the remainder of the months of below-normal conditions.
year for his 45 theatres throughout
Ohio, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, Up to and shortly after the March 15
income tax deadline, business was
New York and New Hampshire.
slow, but since then, he said business
He said there is a "response to good has been on the upswing.
pictures" which indicates continuing
public interest despite the economic
lag in Ohio. In his description of the
Central Ohio business picture. Shea CinemaScope
Strong*
only.
made reference to his first-run houses In the Atlanta Area
Mentions Three Films

Featured first-run films in the industrial, agricultural and mining area,
Theatre
" Krim'slong runs,
of product.
be
with usually
semi-art
is aplenty
which are doing well at present, inprobably doesn't run two dozen films
clude "The High and the Mighty"
a year.
and "Garden of Evil," both in CinemaScope "Living
;
It Up," in Technicolor
Consensus: Detroit's business index is down 15 per cent. Merging and "Gone With The Wind," in Technicolor and wide screen.
auto producers and seasonal changeShea also mentioned good response
overs returning to the scene have
raised unemployment to the highest to "The High and the Mighty" in
level in years. In the face of that, or his New England theatres. He called
perhaps because of that, attendance at the lively summer business being done
last year's level, admittedly record by the Shea circuit a "reawakening"
high, would be good. With only one which didn't occur until the last week
reporting business level and only one in July of 1953. This summer. Shea
reporting it low, the picture is bright. added, the reawakening of patrons to
of
goodJuly.
films occurred around the Fourth
Lastweek
year'sstand
peakof was
againstIf
a ten
Southmade
Pacific.
He summed up his thoughts on
there is any cloud on the horizon it
is the poorly run or economically un- business by saying "if we get the pictures, and if we do our part in selling
sound house that has been swept along
on the wave and will fall when put them, business will continue to be
on a competitive basis.

ATLANTA, July 29. — Business
conditions throughout the Atlanta area
are somewhat better than in 1953,
mainly due to CinemaScope and good
pictures. The Fox Theatre, the largest
house here, reports that CinemaScope
films which have 'a two to three-week
run, do tremendous business.
"The High and the Mighty," currently at the Fox, is doing "extra
good business," it is reported. "Pinocchio," at the Rialto Theatre, did more
business in its second run here, than
the first run at the Fox.
The suburban theatres reported that
business at this time is about 25 per
cent above last year.
Theatre managers agree that good
films make money and that small pictures are a thing of the past, even in
drive-ins. The outdoor managers and
operators report that they are enthusiastic over the business, which they
believe will continue on the upgrade.
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Directed by Douglas Sirk • Screenplay by Robert Blees • Produced by Ross Hunter
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Motion

People
Casey Shawhan, city editor of the
"Los Angeles Mirror," lias been appointed director of press and publicity for the National Broadcasting
Co. in Hollywood, it was announced
here by Syd Eiges, vice-president
for Press and Publicity.
n
Harriet Parsons, producer of
RKO's "Susan Slept Here," played
host to a group of 50 celebrities last
night during the presentation of the
film at the Victoria Theatre here,
prior
today. to the picture's official opening
n

Tax

Picture

Fight

(Continued from page 1)
mately
$14,000,000 in currently collcctal)le revenues.
This, and the fact that the amusement tax case may have a direct bearing
on tilethree
"breakage
provisions"
of
the local
per cent
sales tax,
which, like the ticket levy, oversteps
its taxing power in some instances,
points to an increasing danger to the
amount of revenue the city must collect in order to meet its record 1954
budget.
Three Suits Similar
The three law suits now being
brought against the city involve gross
receipts on taxes collected by the local
municipality. Although not directly related to the amusement tax, the trio
of suits have in common with each
other the question of whether the city
has the right to tax gross receipts of
business firms which have offices here
and operations in other parts of the
country.

J. E. Holston, Charlotte branch
manager for 20th Century-Fox, has
converted the screening room in his
office for CinemaScope and stereophonic sound. The screen which he
is installing is 14 feet wide in comparison to the present one of nine
feet.
At the
time, the
city'scriticism
taxing
laws
havesame
received
severe
n
from the Citizens Budget Commission
as well as other civic groups. The
Ira Uhr, former Hollywood ac- commission, loudest of the anti-admintors' agent and talent scout for Colistration critics, have repeatedly arumbia Pictures, has been signed by
gued that the city probably could have
Screen Gems, Inc., television sub- avoided the amusement tax or substituted other more equitable levies.
sidiary of Columbia, as casting director. He replaces Marvin Schnall,
Yesterday,
attorneys for the
who has resigned.
exhibitors in the local suit prepared their injunction order, exn
pecting to serve it to the city
today.
It
"commonan courtesy"
Bertha Fried Rosen, secretary to
practice tois submit
order of
this kind to an opponent in orSydney Braunberg, M-G-M attorney, will leave today for Denver,
der to enable him to prepare a
where she will be a delegate to the
counter order.
convention for the Jewish National
According to law, a two-day delay
Home for Asthmatic Children. Folis required from the time an order is
lowing the conclave, she will vacation at Lake Tahoe, San Francisco, served, until the time it is actually
submitted to the courts. If served to
Yosemite and Las Vegas.
the city
by tomorrow,
the plaintiffs'
order
should
go before Supreme
Court
Justice Nicholas M. Pette early next
Summer
Festival
week. The temporary injunction be{Continued jrom page 1)
comes effective as soon as he signs
first week. Its all time record was
Mayfair's "Apache" is
$63,000.
up
to aboutThe$106,500 total at the third
week's end. "The Caine Mutiny" is
still going strong in its fifth week at
"On the Waterfront"
Capitol.
the
grossed
close to $9,300 its first day
at the Astor and "Susan Slept Here"
at the Victoria climbed over $9,000 in
its opener.
'Wind' Breaks Records
Re-issued "Gone With the Wind"
broke all MGM records after seven
weeks at Loew's State and continues
at $19,000 in its eighth week. The
Paramount grossed $183,000 with "The
High and the Mighty" in the theatre's
first four-week run since April, 1953.
Its stage shows were dropped the following November. Its new picture,
"Ring of Fear," is expected to gross
$10,000 in its first two days.
COMPO
Ads
{Coniinued jrom page 1)
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daily

'Lance'

2nd

Biggest

Roxy 'Scope Film
Twentieth Century-Fox's CinemaScopegrossed
production, "Broken
Lance," had
a high
$3,250 at 4 p.m. on opening
day yesterday with an estimated gross of $13,000 expected for the day, 'William McClair, managing director of the
terday.
Broadway showcase, said yesThe film is outpacing all
other . CinemaScope pictures of
20th-Fox with the exception of
"The Robe," McClair said.

News
Roundup

Sunday Film Ban Upheld
The Lamberton, N. C, City Council, which called for a referendum on
the Question of lifting the ban on
Sunday motion pictures, reported that
as a result of the public opinion poll,
the ban will continue. Results of the
voting show that 679 were in favor of
continuance with 678 against.

ous revenue losses in other pending
cases, Buchsbaum said there is "no
question but that we will fight to the
hilt the basic principles of this case."
Earlier this week,
it was
learned that lawyers for the
plaintiffs' may agree to a stay to
the temporary injunction pending final determination on appeal from an order. Yesterday
motion picture attorneys admitted that there is some opposition to such a move within
their ranks.

Macy's In Film Tie-up
R. H. Macy's ran its first tie-up ad
for a motion picture in si.x months
when the department store devoted a
full-page to RKO's "Susan Slept

Cheesman

to New

RCA

Post

pany, and RKO Pictures, the holding
company.
Odium is due back in New York
next week from his conferences with
Hughes on the Coast. His return here
gave rise to some conflicting opinions,
some asserting that it meant that the
projected deal had bogged down again,
while others believed that Odium was
returning East to wind up final details.
'Susan' Opens Well

'Egyptian' Campaign Starts
Posting of more than 3,500 billboards in 51 cities for 20th CenturyFox's "The Egyptian" will commence
across
Here."the U.S. starting at the weektory.
end. This' is said to be the largest
If they agree to a stay of the in- campaign of its kind in company hisjunction, the tax would continue to be
collected in its full amount. If not,
exhibitors would then collect the tax
only up to the five per cent limit set M-G-M to Film 'Ben Hur'
"Ben Hur" as a brand new producby The
state latter
law. alternative, however,
tion has been given a Spring, 1955,
would expose them to serious financial starting date, according to an anloss should the trial of the issue,
nouncement byDore Schary, M-G-M
scheduled for Sept. 13, be lost, it was studio production
head, following discussion with Nicholas M. Schenck,
said.
City Could Lose 17% of Yield
If exhibitors decide to abandon the president of Loew's Inc.
law's "breakage provisions," the difference in the amount now being col- 'Boats' Author to Tour
lected and the amount adhering to the
Universal Pictures and Little
five per cent limit would cost the city
17 per cent of the estimated $16,700,- Brown and Co., publishers of "Away
000 annual tax yield expected from the All Boats," have joined in a promoamusement industry as a whole.
tional venture in the joint sponsorThe lost revenue for the city would
ship of a three-week, coast-to-coast
amount to approximately $2,800,000 a tour of Kenneth Dodson, author of
either the exhibitors' order or the year, exhibitor lawyers point out. If the novel, which Universal has purlocal operators go along with the pro- chased.
city's counter-order.
cedure of collecting the full tax, alBuchsbaum Truculent
though in certain cases it exceeds the
Odium
Assistant Corporation Counsel Stan- five per cent limit set by state law,
{Continued from page 1)
ley Buchsbaum yesterday emphasized they expect to hold the difference "in
trust"
the city's determination to vigorously the
suit.pending the final decision in Hughes-Odium parleys have involved
oppose the exhibitor suit. Facing serithe
of Hughes'
interest
both acquisition
RKO Radio,
the operating
com-in
Weshner

Represents

UA's
'Suddenly'
David E.
Weshner has been named
producer's representative for United
Artists' "Suddenly," a Robert Bassler
production starring Frank Sinatra,
UA announced yesterday.
"Suddenly," Bassler's first independent production after an 18-year association with 20th Century-Fox, was
directed by Lewis Allen from an original screenplay by Richard Sale.

ads and their method of presentation.
The lone dissenter felt the ads were

Still 'Alexander'
"Alexander The Great" has been
set as the new title for Robert Rossen's
for
United forthcoming
Artists release.production
The film was

too
longhave
and that
industry's
should
been the
made
to the appeal
public
through newspaper advertisements.
Signers included editors of some of
the largest and most widely circulated
newspapers in the country. Their
names are being kept confidential by
COMPO.

formerly entitled "Alexander the
Conqueror." The picture is scheduled
to start production overseas in the fall,
according to UA. Location sites under
consideration include Italy, Greece and
Iran. Rossen is now in New York for
meetings with UA executives to finalize production plans.

Sales

CAMDEN, N. J., July 29.— William E. Cheesman has been appointed
field sales representative for RCA
theatre products in the Eastern and
Northeastern regions, it was announced today by J. F. O'Brien, theatre equipment sales manager. Engineering Products Division, Radio
Corporation of America. Cheesman
succeeds Bernard Sholtz, one of the
industry's pioneer field sales repre- In 18 Houses: RKO
sentatives, who has retired after servRKO's "Susan Slept Here," opene
ing RCA in the same territory for
in 18 theatres this week in Buffalo,
more than a quarter of a century.
Product manager for RCA theatre Syracuse, Rochester, Los Angeles and
carpet and chairs for the last three Richmond, it was announced yesterday
years, Cheesman now assumes re- by Charles Boasberg, general sales
sponsibility for sales of RCA theatre manager.
sound systems, projectors, speakers,
The Century Theatre in Buffalo
screens, carpets, and chairs in the grossed $2,825 on opening day to outEastern-Northeastern region. This
distance any previous RKO feature,
area includes such major theatre cen- including those shown at advanced
ters as New York, Philadelphia, prices, it was said. In Syracuse,
Washington, Boston, Pittsburgh and Keith's drew an excellent $1,746, acBuffalo.
cording to Boasberg.
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M-G-M presents in Cinemascope "SEVEN BRIDES FOR SEVEN BROTHERS" starring JANE POWELL • HOWARD KEEL
with Jeff Richards • Russ Tamblyn • Tommy Rail • Screen Play by Albert Hackett & Frances Goodrich and Dorothy Kingsley
Based on the Story "The Sobbin' Women" by Stephen Vincent Benet • Lyrics by Johnny Mercer • Music by Gene de Paul
Choreography by Michael Kidd • Color by Ansco • Directed by Stanley Donen • Produced by Jack Cummings
*
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by DE LUXE
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perfected Anamorphic camera lenses in
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Autry-Rogers
Rep,
Case to High Court
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 1.— Spokesmen for Gene Autry and Roy Rogers
confirmed reports that their principals,
who sued Republic Pictures in connection with latter's right to sell for
television old pictures in which they
appeared, intend to petition the Supreme Court to hear an appeal from
the verdicts returned in their respective cases.

2, 1954

NYC
Theatres
Serve Injunction Order
Attorneys for four New York City circuits served a proposed
injunction order on Friday to Stanley Buchsbaum, assistant corporation counsel, which would enjoin the city from collecting
the fractional part of one cent as imposed by the five per cent
amusement tax and further would enjoin the city from attempting to collect a tax that would equal more than five per cent.
The order is returnable in Queens Supreme Court on Wednesday.
The amount of the bond which each of the plaintiffs will post
will be determined by Supreme Court Justice Nicholas Pette on
Wednesday. It is reported that the city wants the circuits to
post a large bond, while the circuits will advocate a moderate one.
It was reported at the weekend that Buchsbaum may get a
stay of the injunction by appealing to a justice in Brooklyn. He
claims that under Section 571 of the Civil Practices Act, the filing
of a notice of appeal automatically stays a temporary injunction.
The circuit-plaintiffs claim that such a move does not have that
effect.

MINNEAPOLIS, Aug. 1.— Stanley Kane, executive counsel of North
Central Allied, has been instructed by
the NCA to explore the possibility of
taking legal steps to force delivery of
prints on time in accordance with
their respective clearance dates. At a Films a Year-Round
membership meeting, the print shortAd
age situation was claimed to be set- Business: Compo
ting up a new and illegal system of
runs and clearances.
The 23rd in the series of COMPO
The NCA also discussed a demand
ads which appeared in "Editor & Pubby the projectionists' union for addion Saturday, stresses the change
tional pay when programs call for in showlisher" business
tradition which has
both CinemaScope and conventional made pictures an all-year-round business.
pictures.
According to Kane, his office has
"There is no holding back of the
been deluged with complaints from 'big ones' awaiting the resurgent Fall
exhibitors, both urban and outstate,
season,'' the ad says, pointing out that
that they are unable to get product schedules
of the major producers inon schedule because the film distribudicate that some of the most important
tors claim there are insufficient prints and costly motion pictures ever to
(Continued on page 4)
emanate from Hollywood are being
shown in the theatres this Summer.
The ad quotes the Bureau of AdSeek Basis for New
vertising: "You can find 94% of the
people at home any time during June,
Mexican
Wage
Scale
July and August — and they're still
spending
at a fast
In explaining
the rate."
reasons for the
MEXICO CITY, Aug. 1.— Following a six-day strike of theatre and ex- ending of the summer slump, the ad
change employes here, the Labor Min- says air conditioning is one factor
istry at the weekend sought to estab- because "today the cool comfort of
lish the basis for a wage scale that the movie house is increasingly the
{Continued on page 5)
would terminate the walkout permanently.
The union had asked for an increase
of 35 per cent.
"Sabrin
a
It was estimated that the strike had
cost the distributors and theatres approximately $500,000, with the exhibitors being the heaviest losers. Salaries continued during the strike.
Theatres reopened on Thursday to
slow business, but attendance picked
up at the weekend.
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96
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Krim

Estimates

a Gross

Of $90,000,000

from

on Group

United Artists plans to release 96
pictures between September, 1954,
and September, 1956, with an estimated return gross of $90,000,000 for
the 1954 and 1955 fiscal years combined, Arthur Krim, president of U-A,
Industry Aid to USIA
stated at a progress report conference
Friday held in view of vice-president
Is Praised by Smith
Max Youngstein's
return from an exploitation trip in Europe.
Krim called this fall a turning point
WASHINGTON, Aug. 1.— The recent willingness of American film com- in UA history, with the release of
panies to distribute U. S. Government ''The Barefoot Contessa." The company will release 48 pictures between
propaganda films into regular commer- September,
1954, and September, 1955,
cial theatres has given the U. S. Infour
per
month.
He said that a minifilm division
cess to a formation
new Agency's
overseas
audience acof
mum of one "blockbuster" a month
200,000,000 people weekly, division will be released. A "blockbuster" was
chief Andrew W. Smith, Jr., declared. defined as a film that makes at least
In a statement commemorating $2,000,000 in the U.S. and Canada.
He added that UA has climbed
USIA's first anniversary. Smith
steadily
the new management
pointed out that previously the agen- took oversince
three years
ago. 4)
The first
cy's films had been shown only
(Continued
on page
through non-commercial outlets such
as mobile field units, information
agency centers, and the like. USIA
Dividends
officials said there was very little Company
overlap between these non-commercial Rise in Half Year
audiences and the audiences in the
commercial theatres, and that therefore the showing of USIA films in
WASHINGTON, Aug. 1.— Pubthe commercial theatres represented a
licly reported cash dividends by motremendous gain for the program.
tion picture companies during the first
six
months
of 1954 were better than
During the last year, Smith said,
(Continued on page 5)
five per cent ahead of last year, the
Commerce Department reported.
It put first half 1954 dividends at
$11,717,000 compared to $11,108,000 in
the like 1953 period.
Dividends for June were put at
$3,482,000, compared with $3,932,000
in June last year.

mount']to an appealing story based on a Broadway stage success,
\_Paraaddition
IN
exhibitors have plenty to sell in this Billy Wilder production. Three
Academy Award winners in one picture should spell box-office and
this film has them — Audrey Hepburn, William Holden and Humphrey
Bogart, each turning in a sterling performance. And Wilder, himself,
owns an Oscar. An intelligent script, believable dialogue, good comedy
situations and striking backgrounds caught by Charles Lang's camera all
add up to the kind of film fare on which exhibitors can cash in. It's in
black and white, too.

Industry Past 8-Year
Doldrums : Sindlinger

HOLLYWOOD,
"The
theatre
business has Aug.
met 1.
and— passed
its low point for the eight-year
period," Motion Picture Daily was
informed here by Al Sindlinger, president of Sindlinger & Co., business
analysts.
"Sabrina" is a Cinderella-type of story, a format which usually has
Sindlinger, who will leave tomorrow
a certain fascination for all ages. Miss Hepburn, who lives up to her on a continuing tour of geographically
past performances, portrays the daughter of the chauffeur for a wealthy selected sampling points, has disLong Island family, high in social circles. Her romantic entanglements
patched to the Council of Motion Picture Organizations his report on the
with the sons of the family — Bogart and Holden — provide the love interest. When Holden becomesitoo interested in her to please his brother, effects of tax relief, which he compiled
in April.
(Continued on page 5)
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Tex.
Maco

Ad

Boasts

Assn.

Mention

DARRYL F. ZANUCK, vice-president of 20th Century-Fox in
charge of production, arrived in New
York from Hollywood on Saturday
and left here shortly thereafter by
plane for Europe.
•
Walter Branson, RKO Radio
general manager in charge of foreign
distribution, and Edward L. Walton,
executive assistant to president J. R.
Grainger, will leave here by plane tomorrow for the Coast.
•
H. R. DE JoNGE, general manager of
Gaumont British Kalee Corp., and
D. Robinson, chief technical adviser,
arrived here Saturday from London
via B.O.A.C. Monarch.
•
Victor J. Hoare, vice-president of
Selznick Releasing Organization in
charge of foreign sales, has arrived in
New York from London.
•
Charley Franke, Paramount trade
paper contact, has left New York for
a vacation in the Pocono Mountains.
•
Robert Rossen, producer, left New
York Friday by B.O.A.C
for Europe.
•

"Greatest

Movie

Adopts

Import

Controls

Film

to

Meet

Month

MGM's "Seven Brides for Seven
MINNEAPOLIS, Aug. 1. — Min- Brothers," U-I's "Magnificent Obsesnesota Amusement's executives took a
second look at the list of August film
sion," 20th-Fox's "Garden of Evil,"
releases and then drew up a four col- and Warners' "The High and the
umn 15-inch ad which calls the next CinemaScope.
Mighty." Three of the six are in
31 days "the greatest movie month in
Running first in the St. Paul papers,
the
ad will be used in the dailies in
history !" "August Hit Wave of
allBannered
each
of Maco's key situations.
the layout carWonder
New ries
One Maco official, commenting on
illustratedMovies,"
block ads for six top
features scheduled to go into general the ad, said : "We aren't kidding
either. Did you ever see a product
release. They are Columbia's "Caine- line-up as strong as this one?"
Mutiny," Paramount's, "Living It Up,"
Bolivia

Drive-in

August

Copyright

Action

Prospects

Brighter

22-24
August
SAN
ANTONIO,
Aug. to
1.—address
Industry executives
are scheduled
the convention of the Texas Drive-in
Theatre Owners Association here
Aug. 22-24. Among the speakers
slated to speak are Charles Einfeld,
vice-president of 20th Century-Fox ;
R. J. O'Donnell, vice-president and
general manager of Texas Interstate ;
William McCraw, executive director
of Variety Clubs International; William Foreman, vice-president of Pacific Drive-in Theatres ; Red Slocum,
specialist on concessions and snack bar
operations, and Dr. Frank Tiller, head
of the Lamar Research Center, who
will report on his 10-month study of
drive-in operations.
Landsman Is Chairman
The Texas association will be host
to a group representing the International Drive-in Theatre Owners Association, ofwhich Claude Ezell is president. Arthur Landsman of San Antonio is general chairman of the convention and his committee consists of
Al Reynolds, Tim Ferguson, Eddie
Joseph, Gene Muller, S. K. Barry,
Dan Goodwin, Eph Charninsky,
Charles Albert and Tom Summers.

WASHINGTON, Aug. 1— ProsWASHINGTON, Aug. 1. — The
pects have suddenly grown much
government of Bolivia put into effect brighter
for possible action before
on July 1 controls over film imports
Congress quits on implementing the
designed to "assure cultural and proposed International Copyright conartistic quality," according to Com- vention.
merce Department film chief Nathan
The Senate has already ratified the
D. Golden.
Golden said each distributor must Copyright Convention, but this is
until Congress enacts legnow submit a list of films which he meaningless
islation to remove certain restrictions
wants to import, giving title, producer, on the U.S. copyright protection given
stars, date of release in the country
Joanne Dru is scheduled to arrive of origin and the reviews of the film authors of other countries. This imin New York today from Hollywood. by U.S. and Argentine trade papers.
plementing legislation has been bitterly
opposed by the printing trade unions,
The, select
government's
bureau
it was believed that the bill was
Richard Burton will arrive in will
its filmsinformation
from the list
and and
dead for the year.
Lonfrom
today
allocate foreign exchange for the films
New York by plane
don.
But the Senate Judiciary Committee Set Jane Russell's
chosen.
First UA Film
approved
the bill in mid-July, and on
Bolivia has also acted to spur con"Gentlemen Marry Brunettes," said
Friday
the
House
Judiciary
Commitstruction of new theatres by waiving
tee also approved. The question now to be a multi-million-dollar musical
Rossen's 'Alexander'
all import taxes on construction ma- is whether House and Senate will
terials, supplies and equipment for new
comedy, will be Jane Russell's first
theatres, Golden reported. He added have time to pass the bills before starring film for United Artists reIn 'Scope or VV
Congress quits.
lease, itwas announced by Arthur B.
that the government plans other inThe convention, if implemented, Krim, president of U.A.
centives for the construction of new
Producer-director Robert Rossen's
would give U.S. films, books and
The musical will co-star Jeanne
"Alexander the Great" will be filmed theatres, also. There are now 82 the- other
artistic works more certain Scope.
atres in the country showing 35 mm.
for either CinemaScope or VistaGrain and will be produced in CinemaVision exhibition, Rossen said here films, and about 80 per cent of all copyright protection abroad.
Featuring a score comprised of hit
on the weekend. Rossen, who flew to films come from the United States.
songs by George and Ira Gershwin
Rome following a trade press conferBoston Papers Laud
and Richard Rodgers and Lorenz
ence, said that shooting on "Alexan- FBI Label on Films
'Duel' and 'GWTW
der" would start in November at
Hart,be "Gentlemen
Marry in
Brunettes"
will
filmed on location
London,
locales in Spain, Greece and Iran.
Here for talks with Arthur Krim,
BOSTON,
Aug.
1.—
"Big
Selznick
Paris
and
Monte
Carlo.
Need Gov't
May
WASHINGTON,
Aug. 1.OK
— The Pictures Act Like New Films."
president of United Artists, which will House
Judiciary
Committee
on Friday
distribute the picture, Rossen said
Developing this theme, the "Boston
Traveler," in a two-column box, has
Spain was becoming an important approved a bill to prevent motion called
attention to the heavy business
picture companies, television producers
production center and that the coun- and
other commercial enterprises from
being done by two of Selznick's retry was welcoming American proimplying that the Federal Bureau of
ducers.
issued films : "Duel in the Sun" and
Investigation endorsed their product "Gone with the Wind." Both films are
7 DAYS IN
when, actually, it had not.
situations.
currently playing here, "Duel" in two
The bill says it. will be illegal to
Chicago Celebrates
use the name of the Federal Bureau
$469
HAWAII
continued
popularity
of "Duel"
the subject
of a news
story
of Investigation or its initials, FBI, wasThealso
Year of Cinerama
to convey FBI endorse- in the "Boston Herald'' and in Peggy
in any mentway
or support of an enterprise Doyle's department of the "Evening
CHICAGO, Aug. 1— The Palace unless there is a written letter to that
(from New York), including
Theatre's lobby rang with high praise effect from the FBI head, J. Edgar
round -trip transportation
and tiotel accommodations
American."
for "This Is Cinerama" as city offi- Hoover.
cials, civic and business leaders and
Levy Added
to IFE
Fly United DC-6 air tourist
white-suited Waves sat down to a
service all the way, with stopSales Organization
Cinerama birthday luncheon in the Wise, Variety Club
over on the West Coast, if you
lobby.
Arthur H. Levy will join I.F.E. Relike.
Only United features 2leasing Corp. as sales representative
"This Is Cinerama" marked its first Outing Sept, 13
abreast seating and wide center aisles on all planes.
year of continuous exhibition at the
MILWAUKEE, Aug. 1.— Variety for the exchange areas of Washington and Philadelphia today, Bernard
Palace where it has played to more of Wisconsin's annual stage outing
UNITED
AIR LINES
than 1,000,000 persons and has grossed and golf tournament will be held on Jacon, vice-president in charge of
Fare
plus tax.
sales,
announced.
over $2,000,000 in the year.
Sept. 13 at the Brynwood Country
Levy, who replaces Mike Seigel, has
This is an all-time box-office record Club.
for Chicago.
Golf, cards, contests and other 23 years of sales and branch mana9
gerial experience with Columbia,
The lobby luncheon was the climax planned events will contribute to a
Eagle-Lion
and
United
Artists.
day of fun, the committee said.
COMPARE THE FARE AND YOU'LL GO BY AIR
of a week-long celebration.
MOTION PICTTJRE DAILY, Martin Quigley, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher; Sherwin Kane, Editor; Terry Ramsaye, Consulting Editor. Published daily, except Saturdays,
Sundays and holidays, by Quigley Publishing Company, Inc., 1270 Sixth Avenue, Rockefeller Center, New York 20, N. Y. Telephone Circle 7-3100. Cable address: "Quigpubco,
New York." Martin Quigley, President; Martin Quigley, Jr., Vice-President; Theo. J. Sullivan, Vice-President and Treasurer; Raymond Levy, Vice-President; Leo J. Brady,
Secretary; Al Steen, News Editor; Herbert V. Fecke, Advertising Manager; Gus H. Fausel, Production Manager; Hollywood Bureau, Yucca-Vine Building, William R. Weaver,
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and

See
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Everywhere!

How

SINGS

THE

Terrific!

You

Can

It Happened

Picture

KINGS!

Off

Duplicate

To

This

Flying

Start

Campaign

in New
Locally!

Special Marquee: Transparencies, flags and bunting around
marquee highlighted with strings of lights from top of theatre
in canopy fashion. Floodlights and special moving lighting

!

effects for "Hollywood
»

FOR

VALIEYOF
THE KIHGS
TODAY'S HEADLINES COME TO LIFE IN THE

Opening

Night" ballyhoo

Lobby : Big 40 x 60's around the theatre with newspaper stories
of the Cheops discoveries tieing in with picture. Tell-A-Story
display in prominent lobby spot illustrated with 8 x 10 color
photos and slides. Ushers wore ribbon arm bands.
Trailers : Teasers was used three weeks in advance followed by
regular trailer for two weeks ahead of opening.

Timeliest, IVIost Tliri fling Picture of the Year!

RADIO

AND

TV

Supplementing M-G-M's regular radio spots, there were three
contests, plus the Eleanor Parker interview record. Saturation
TV campaign over a three-day period prior to opening. Dr.
Carl Hersey, local authority on Egyptian culture interviewed
on TV; other TV interviews with Curator of Rochester
Museum regarding the significance of the Cheops discoveries;
visit of a girl in Egyptian costume to programs with perfume
tie-up and invitation.
STREET

STUNTS

Poles with 30 x 40 cards attached were stuck in the ground at
excavation with copy: "Danger! Men at work! Looking for
the Tomb in 'Valley of the Kings'." Also, sidewalk stencils
with copy: "Straight Ahead for 'Valley of the Kings'."
M-G-M's SPECTACULAR

ROMANCE

FILMED

TREASURE

IN EGYPT!

Thousands

„.H KURT

KASZNAR

Eleanor PIIRKER
• VICTOR

JORY •

SAMIA

City-wide tie-up with libraries was exploited with 18 Branches
posting material and photos on their bulletin boards.

M-G-M gave it the business, and Loew's Rochester Theatre
reaped the business in return. This test engagement has proved

WINDOW

WILL

AWAKE?"

NEWSPAPERS
Advertising: Underline 20 days in advance of opening. Large
scale teaser campaign followed by big display series.

of local penetration were thoroughly covered:

Posting: 800 cards attached to poles in mainstreets downtown
and suburban. 200 special 1 -sheets planted in store windows,
on buildings, at bus and railroad stations. (Shown above.)
100 pictorial posters on special 1-sheet boards city-wide. 75
regular pictorial 3-sheets posted in key locations. 4 beautiful
pictorial 24-sheets in downtown spots. 125 de luxe window
display cards placed in better stores. 50 cards (22 x 28 size)
tacked on newsstands downtown.
(Choice of Souyid: Perspecta

IN

contest; "GUESS WHAT
TIME SHE
Unusual publicity and word-of-mouth.

OF THE KINGS" showmen
attraction with a wealth of

FUNDAMENTALS
The fundamentals

HYPNOTISM

In the window of a leading downtown store, a girl dressed in
Egyptian costume was placed in a state of hypnosis with

BUSINESS!

beyond doubt that in "VALLEY
have a solid, up-to-the-minute
promotion angles.

for hidden

LIBRARIES

GAMAL

Special 1-sheet capitalizing on headlines of Cheops discoveries.
THE

searched

iiniraii

w,i„.„ Robert PHOTOGRAPHED
PIROSHIN o„dPBIMTKarl
TUN BERG
• ^^:^^l^r:^'l^T^:^::;
BT
DODCDX
DID/^OLI
EASWAN COLOR • TECHNICOLOR • Directed by r\UDLr\ I rlrAUon
ABOVE:

of bathers at local beach

envelopes containing certificates redeemable for prizes in tie-up
with local store chain. Widely publicized through the stores,
the newspapers and radio.

VAUEiroFTHEKINGS
IblKrt TAYU)R

HUNT

Publicity: Overseas telephone conversation between local
columnist and Cairo was just one of many press breaks, interviews, feature placements, contests.
WINDOW

TIE-UPS

Countless window flashes: Robert Taylor photos in men's
shops: Eleanor Parker coiffure photos in department stores
and beauty shops; travel shops, photography stores featuring
scenes of Egyptian backgrounds; jewelry stores.

Stereophonic

or Optical 1-Channel.)
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Albany

Area

Sees

Bright

year's gross was $18,000,000, the sec-,
ond, $29,000,000, the third, $37,000,000
this vear, $40,000,000, and an expected Fall-Winter
Prospects
$50,000,000 for next year.
Krim said that he is looking forALBANY, Aug. 1.— The business picture in the Albany exchange district
ward to more blockbuster deals of the
for drive-ins, of which there are approximately 55.
$2,000,000 category in 1956. Such deals is the brightest at present
than a year ago, for a number of firstare under way with Robert Rossen, run
by a smallThemargin,
also sharper, theatres,
It isconventional
situa
Hecht-Lancaster, Stanley Kramer,
even bitterly. Couples with several
tion is less encouraging for subse- children claim scales are getting beRussell's
Jane
and
Mankiewicz
Joseph
ciuent-run houses, and decidedly uncompany.
likely. yond them, making family visits to
promising for neighborhood spots.
Since the territory includes many the theatre less frequent and less
Sees Trend to 'Big' Films
"We feel extremely bullish about small and old theatres, the over-all
A leading independent exhibitor rethe motion picture industry, and we outlook would not be too rosy, except
marked :
want to demonstrate this bullishness for the phenomenal growth of drivethe exception of 'The Robe,'
with costlier pictures. The trend is ins. This type of theatre provides no"With
CinemaScope picture has been
substantial revenue for distributors in worth,
or should have been played, at
toward 'big' pictures," he added. At the exchange area.
other than regular prices. I might
awill
totalgocost"
of
$8,000,000,
four
pictures
into production within the
Feel TV Interest Is Declining
concede that 'How to Marry a Millionaire' justified increased charges,
next eight weeks. They are "GentleProspects
for
fall
and
winter
are
although I doubt it. No others, for
men Marry Brunettes," "Gabriel
Horn," in Cinema Scope ; "Not as a good, in the opinion of numerous industry men questioned. They based
and "Night of the Hunter."
Stranger,"
Say Older Folks Are Returning
All pictures are financed partly or their opinion on "strong product,
in full by UA, he said.
CinemaScope, plus other new sysExtra tariffs for 3-D and Cinematems, and a decline of public interest
The organization is backed by the
Scope productions may have pushed
Bankers Trust, Heller & Co., the in television." Jack Goldberg, Metro
some of the "lost" customers
Chemical Bank, the Bank of America, manager, summarized the situation for away
sure."they first attracted, certain inwhich
the
distributors
:
"Summer
business
is
and Lloyd's Ltd. of England, Krim
formants observed. "We have been
said.
great, because of fine product. Fall getting older
people back into the
and
winter
patronage
will
be
terrific,
On the subject of UA advertising
theatres the past year ; we should do
and exploitation of pictures here and again because of sterling pictures."
to keep them coming," they
Some of the small-situation exhib- everything
abroad, Max Youngstein said that
asserted.
itors
expressed
a
more
pessimistic
atthere isn't a place in Germany, Italy,
Why are drive-ins prospering?
titude. One well-informed source in
France, Belgium and Spain that has
Men
Harry Lamont say, "They
not been improved in this respect. this group said: "A product shortage cater like
to the family trade, they are not
He said that still-shot publicity is be- exists for small theatres. Cinema- bothered by the parking problem, they
coming more popular all the time. Scope is not the answer for them. On have a summer appeal and they are
Still shots of each scene in a particu- top of the hike in percentages for
lar script are followed for this type CinemaScopes, there are installation receiving weather breaks."
Lamont holds that "weather is the
costs. The small houses do not gross
of campaign. "Apache" and "The enough to ofiiset these additional most important single factor in driveBarefoot Contessa" have undergone
charges. Perhaps patrons will like in operation." He rates the current
product available to the automobilers
this treatment, he said. So has "Summertime" (formerly, "The Time of CinemaScope pictures to a greater dewith last
season."
gree than they do conventional re- as
the Cuckoo"), starring Katharine
Some"comparable
outdoor operators
think
it is
Hepburn.
leases, but you can't prove this with superior. Others disagree.
profit and loss figures. The elements
Lamont is not converting to CineSaw 'Romeo and Juliet'
that go into liking are intangible."
maScope or other special process, outYoungstein said that while in EuNeighborhoods Hard Hit
rope he saw the forthcoming UA
doors, until "the proper proportions
It is no secret that numerous or ratio is determined." He did inrelease,
"Romeo in and
Juliet,"
stall CinemaScope in the Vanderbilt,
in Technicolor
Verona.
He filmed
feels neighborhood theatres have fallen on
indoor theatre at Greenville, and
V,"
evil
days.
"They
look
to
be
dying"
"Henry
that it is on a par with
is the comment frequently heard in found it very satisfactory.
"Hamlet" and "The Red Shoes."
Krim said that within a few weeks area industry circles. Whether they
Expects Good Fall and Winter
he will be talking with Robert Gold- can be revived is a subject of debate
"The outlook for fall and winter is
stein to discuss the 10-picture deal and difference in opinion.
Many observers take the negative promising, because of strong product
Leonard Goldstein made with UA
shortly before he died. Two of the view, believing the old "neighbor- mont.
and CinemaScope," prophesied Lapictures have been made so far. They
hoods" are relics of the past. A few
Estimates of increase in drive-in
take
the
positive
viewpoint
;
opine
are : "Stranger on Horseback" and
patronage
this year range from 15 to
that
"with
a
different
break"
and
"Black Tuesday."
heroic measures, such houses might 30 per cent. With the spurt in cusbe salvaged.
tomers has come a higher level of
concession receipts.
One disadvantage under which
Conn. MPTO's
Golf
Saul J. Ullman, Fabian division
they operate, and certain others
Tournament
Aug, 24
manager, and one of the first to emwhich are termed in the trade as
The annual golf tournament and
phasize the revolutionary shift in busi"shooting galleries," is not a
dinner of the Motion Picture Theatre
ness from November-May to Mayproblem
confined
to
this
group.
Owners of Connecticut will be held at
November, said this trend "is becomThere are quite a few first-run
the Pacebrook Country Club at
ing more pronounced." Television
theatres
in
the
territory,
say
obOrange, Conn, on Aug. 24.
competition is weakest in the springservers, which should be extento-fall
period, which, with strong
Co-chairman of the exhibitors' comsively refurbished. They need
mittee will be George H. Wilkinson
screen product, has tipped the scales
not only modernizing but an exof Wallingford and Albert M. Pickus
for motion picture theatres, the vetpansion of personnel. Largereran executive reported.
of Stratford, who are being assisted
house understaffing, held to be
by Harry F. Shaw, division manager
far too common, is probably
of the Loew Poll N.E. Theatres ; hurting business. Surely, it is
Prospects
'Terrific' mild
He Calls
thinks
the so-called
James Bracken of the Stanley Fabian
causing patron complaints. Tied
weather
period
could
be
stretched if
theatres ; James Darby, manager of
into the drawback of skimpy
the Paramount, New Haven; Ted
there were enough big pictures availcrews, especially ushers, is the
able ;believes new season prospects
Jacocks of Branford and Max Hoffdifficult task of handling juvenile
man of New Haven.
are
"terrific."
The public is "fed up"
misbehavior and vandalism.
with the mediocre fare of television, in
The distributors' committee coStability in admission charges would Ullman's view. A sizeable number
chairmen are Henry Germaine, branch
of industry people hereabouts agree
manager of Paramount, and John be another boon, reported some in- with
Ullman on television.
formants. They asserted there has
Pavone, branch manager of Allied
Charles A. Smakwitz, Stanley WarArtists. Publicity is being handled by been too wide a fluctuation during the
ner zone manager, stated that June
Louis A. Brown of the Loew Poll past two years. Many customers have
complained, certain of them forcefully. trade was rather poor — it's now the
N.E. Theatres.

to service on time all of the theatres
requesting them.
Allied takes the position that
the shortage is an artificial situation brought about by the film
companies not so much to save
money in print charges as to
create a highly competitive
market and an excuse for
higher percentage terms. This,
Allied claims, is in violation of
the terms of the consent decree
which sets up a system of
"reasonable" runs and clearances.
North Central's complaint was an
echo of a complaint voiced earlier by
Wisconsin Allied and by Ben Marcus,
national Allied president.
The situation in Minneapolis has
grown particularly serious where
there are now 12 neighborhood and
suburban theatres playing in the 28day
slot asago.compared to four about
five years
Local Told to Conform
The exhibitors also instructed Kane
to instruct local 219 of the projectionist's union to "abide by the terms" of
its contract which expires Nov. 30
of this year. The union has demanded
that theatres play either a complete
CinemaScope show or complete 2D
show, including trailers, and that
where this is not possible, the exhibitor pay an additional 15 minutes per
day preparation time. The exhibitors
point out that since newsreels and
many coming attractions and advertising trailers are available only in 2D
it is impossible to comply with the
union demand and that it is, in any
case,
tract. a violation of the existing conThe Allied membership also voiced
disapproval of Minnesota Amusement's present policy of running advertised sneak previews at Radio City
in Minneapolis and Kane was instructed to write Harry B. French,
Maco president, asking that the policy
be discontinued.
"poorest" month of the year, with the
exception of December — but improved
in July. Fall and winter? They
should be "fine," said Smakwitz, because "product schedules appear im30% Above 1953
Harry A. Burke, Reade city managermation
in Saratoga,
pressive."
that business relayed
there forthetheinforfirst
three months of 1954 was about 30
per cent above that for the same period
in 1953.
slumped,
tween It
Decoration
Day asandusual,
July be4,
vi'hen a rebound was noted. The rest
of the summer — including the traditional August racing at the flat track
— should be profitable. The fall-winter season holds promise "due to product and CinemaScope." Reade's Community recently installed CinemaScope with single track optical sound.
Burke considers this year's business
"keep."
to
be aboveforlastthey-ear's,
even cent
making
allowance
10 per
tax
George Thornton, operating theatres in Saugerties, Tannersville and
Windham, stated that June, as usual,
was a poor month for him. Receipts
since have been better. He believes
the fall and winter period is challenging, "because of the good pictures
scheduled for release."
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People
Adolph Zukor, chairman of the
board of Paramount Pictures, will
visit Cit}' Hall today to present
Mayor Robert F. Wagner v\'ith the
first guest ticket to the world premiere of Alfred Hitchcock's "Rear
Window," to be held Wednesday
evening at the Rivoli Theatre. All
proceeds from this event sponsored
by 83 civic, social and business leaders, will be turned over to the American-Korean Foundation.
n
Gene Kilburg, former chief barker
of Wisconsin Variety Club, will be
given a testimonial luncheon on
Aug. 2 by the Wisconsin Variety
Club, Tent #14, in the Ranch Room
of the Boulevard Inn in Milwaukee.
Kilburg presently is associated with
the Mrs. Stevens Candy Co. of Chicago.
n
Stanley D. Kane, executive counsel for North Central Allied and
secretary of National Allied, has announced his candidacy for the Minnesota legislature. He will seek the
seat being vacated by Larry Haeg
of WCCO as representative of the
northern half of the 36th district.
n
Edward L. Hyman, vice-president
of American - Broadcasting - Paramount Theatres, became a grandfather once again when Susan
Louise Blatz was born at the Lenox
Hill Hospital in New York to Mrs.
Wm. E. Blatz, Hyman's daughter.

Motion

Picture

5

Daily

"Sabrina^^
(Coii/iiniL'd from paqe 1)

In

who has other romantic plans for Holden, Bogart takes it upon himself
to break up the affair, only to find himself, a confirmed bachelor, falling for
her, too. The incidents, complications and episodes, often bordering on slapstick, lead up to the expected payoff — that is, Bogart winning the girl.
A pleasing "side dish" of "Sabrina" is the authentic locales, the views of
the New York skyline, the Hudson River and the Long Island estates. In
fact, Paramount's president Barney Balaban's estate is included.
Light and amusing at all times, initiating a pace that is retained throughout,
"Sabrina" is the type of product that should bring back that so-called "lost
audience." Ernest Lehman and Samuel Taylor collaborated with Wilder in
the preparation of the screenplay. Those who have seen the stage play may
be inclined to feel that the picture has lost some of the sprightly dialogue of
the original. However, the number of people who saw the legitimate version
must, by necessity, be in the minority. The film version has been streamlined
to meet the tastes of the great majority and the result is oustanding.
The supporting cast, carefully selected, renders performances that match
those of the stars. Among them are Walter Hampden, John Williams, Martha
Hyer, Joan Vohs, Marcel Dalio and Francis X. Bushman. And speaking of
the latter, there is an old-timer who rates billing.
Running time, 113 minutes. General classification. For September release.

COMPO

Ad

A.

W.

Smith

{Continued from page 1)

(Continued frotn page 1)

refuge of the family, and the box
office graph goes up with the thermometer." Another important factor,
the ad continues, is that "the increased
leisure-time of the American wageearner — a boon to all entertainment
and service industries throughout the
year — rises sharply during the vacalion-with-pay months."
"Many a big advertising campaign
backs up many a good picture in the
midsummer months," the ad points
out. "While other entertainment media
drift sluggishly in their 'Summer replacement' doldrums, the movies give
of their best. It's a 12-month-a-year
business now — and newspaper pages

714 prints
fiveof of40 the
agency's were
new
films,
in a of
total
languages,
distributed through overseas exhibition
channels of Warner Brothers, RKO,
20th Century-Fox and Paramount. Altogether during the past year, USIA
provided 12,650 prints ol a total ot
203 pictures.
"With the industry's assistance,"
Smith said, "our new films may now
reach a maximum initial audience at
minimum cost, without diminishing
their value for the thousands of showings throughout the world arranged by
our own agency personnel for influential non-commercial audiences."
Smith also said that industry firms
were helping in producing films for
the agency at low cost.

Michael Myerberg of New York,
who invented "Bi-Oral" sound and reflect it." who demonstrated it to selected
soundmen at the Huntington Park
Theatre last week, will remain on 'Cattle Queen' Debut
the Coast this week for additional
In Butte on Dec. 1
demonstrations, which probably include ademonstration for the press.
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 1. — J. R.
Grainger, president of RKO Radio
n
Pictures, announced that in response
to a formal invitation from officials
Milton Saul, screen story analyst of Butte, Mont., the world premiere
for the MGM Eastern story departRKO's "Cattle Queen of Montana"
ment, married Marjorie Morse, of of
will be held in that city on Dec. 1.
the Paul Rosenberg Galleries over Two theatres — the Montana and the
the week-end.
Rialto — and possibly a third will parn
ticipate in the debut of the Technicolor drama which co-stars Barbara
Charles Le Maire, director of S.tanwyck and Ronald Reagan.
"Cattle Queen of Montana" was
wardrobe on "The Egyptian" and
head of women's wardrobe for 20th actually filmed in Glacier National
Century-Fox, will embark Aug. 15 Park and the territory around St.
on a personal appearances tour Mary's, Mont.
Grainger personally completed- the
through
cities ofto the
company's
Western division
herald
Darryl arrangements for the premiere, the
F. Zanuck's first personal Cinema- first in Butte's history, by telephone
Scope production.
with Robert W. Selig, general manager of Fox Intermountain Amusen
ments Corp. at Denver.
John Springer, RKO publicist
here, and his wife, singer Monica 'Crusoe' Thursday
Lane, had a seven-pound, thirteenThe New York Premiere at the
ounce baby, Gary John, born last
Trans-Lux Normandie Theatre of
week at the New York Lying-in
"Adventures
Robinson
Hospital.
Pathecolor filmofversion
of theCrusoe,"
Daniel
Defoe adventure classic, has been advanced to Thursday.
Canada Film for Reade

New

'Scope

Schedule

the

THEATRE

Equipment
&
Mleireshment

World

.

•

GALLO

•

with

RAY

.

.

THE
Projection
Co., Inc.,
Rochester,
N. Y.,Optics
has placed
into
production
a
new
"Hilux"
variable
anamorphic lens. It has a complete
anamorphic magnification spread from
the 1:1 ratio up to the full 2:1 ratio
for CinemaScope. The company plans
to demonstrate the new lens at trade
centers throughout the country soon.
•
Day-Brite Lighting, Inc., New
York, has added two new filament
lamp downlights to its line — one a
recessed and the other a semi-recessed unit. The "Deep Baffled
Semi-Recessed Derby" has a baffle
assembly finished in matt black and
the reflector assembly in hotbonded "super- white" enamel; while
the "Deep
Derby"
also
has itsBaffled
baffles Recessed
finished in
matt
black with the reflector assembly
and face plate in white enamel.
•
William D. Oldham, carpet sales
representative ivith James Lees and
Sons Co., Bridgeport, Pa., since 1929,
has been named central division sales
manager zvith headquarters in Chicago. He succeeds I. Stanley Bailey,
who resigned. The central division
includes Illinois, Michigan, PVisconsin,
Minnesota, lozm, Indiana, and part
of Ohio.

•

Development of a non-toxic film
cleaning
solution "which can be ofSet By 20th-Fox
fered to processors and users of motion picture film at a price comparMaintaining a print delivery pace of
able to that of conventional solutions
at least one CinemaScope production
per week in the single optical and sin- of the type" has been announced by
F. Neu, president of Neumade
gle magnetic sound forms, 20th Cen- Oscar
Products
Corp., New York. It is
tury-Fox has announced a new print
"Removex" and is said to be
availability schedule covering Cinema- called
non-inflammable as well as to render
Scope productions through "The film anti-static so that it repels dust
The output in the single sound sys- particles or lint. A two-color, illustems is in addition to the production
trated brochure giving prices and details of the solution will be supplied
of CinemaScope prints in full fourEgyptian."
track
magnetic high fidelity stereo- upon request.
•
phonic sound.
The first personal production in
Two new models of the "Ice-O.CinemaScope by Darryl F. Zanuck, Bar"
beverage dispenser have been
added
to its line of equipment for
"The Egyptian," will be available to
refreshment
service by Manley,
exhibitors in the single sound systems
starting Sept. II. On the same day, Inc., Kansas City, Mo. One is
prints of "Three Coins In The Founa "push-button"
device whichwith
automatically
draws each
in single
optical and magnetic equipped
sound tain"
will
be ready.
drink, and the other model is a

Availability of "Broken Lance" and
"Garden of Evil" in the one-track
sound forms has been scheduled for
Aug. 12 and 21, respectively; while
during the current month single-track
prints have been turned out on "Night
People," "Prince Valiant," "Hell and
High Water," "New Faces" ; and
"River of No Return."
Laboratory reports disclose that
"Stratford Adventure," the Cana- 'Waterfronf Score
s
dian Film Board's featurette on the
"King of the Khyber Rifles" in the
organization and launching of the anColumbia's "On The Waterfront" one-track sound systems will be ready
nual Stratford, Ont., Shakespearean continued its pace at the Astor Thea- by Sept. 18 and that a Sept. 25 date
Festival, has been booked by the Bartre Friday with a second-day gross of
been set for "Beneath the 12-Mile
onet, the Walter Reade theatre here, $8,700 and attendance that topped that bas
Reef," and "Demetrius and the Gladito accompany the New York premiere of any other picture to play in the
ators," Sept. 4.
house, Columbia reported.
of "The Cowboy" today.
Delivery of single-track prints on

smaller version of the company's
regular dispensing unit.
•
Nezt> literature describing its milk
shake
machine,
the "Millshake,"
has
been, issued
by Mills
Industries, Inc.,
Chicago. Operation of the neiv machine is explained in detail and illmtrated. Also included are tables giving costs and shozmng possible profit
margins on shakes of various capacities.
"The Robe" commenced June 19 followed by "How To Marry a Mil-

lionaire."
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Cinerama

NEW
Overseas

Bow

YORK,

U. S. A., TUESDAY,

in Damascus

The Department of State and the U. S. Information Agency
have announced that arrangements have been concluded with
S. H. Fabian, president of Stanley Warner Cinerama Corp., for
the showing
of "This
Cinerama"
as part of
representation of the
UnitedIs States
Government
at the
the official
International
Trade Fair, to be held in Damascus, Syria, from Sept. 2 to Oct. 1.
This Near East showing will be the first overseas presentation
of the medium.
A narration in Arabic will replace the current one by Lowell
Thomas. Engineers from Cinerama, Inc., which is providing the
equipment and technical services for the showing at the fair, are
already on their way to Damascus.
Expect

Counter

Order

Exhibitors

On

5%

Here

Tax

Fight

to

Decide

Strategy

Local industry's legal battle to enjoin the section of the New York
City amusement tax which exceeds the law's five per cent limit in certain
cases, will gain momentum today as exhibitors, their attorneys and representatives from major circuits, independents and exhibitor organizations, hold a strategy meeting to
discuss the issues of their suit.
30 Pictures on *U's
High on the agenda of the meeting
Production Schedule
is expected to be the question of
whether or not city exhibitors will
Starting on Nov. 1
continue to collect the tax in its full
amount in the face of an impending
Universal-International's executive injunction, or adhere to the five per
meetings at the studio have concluded cent limit set by state law. If collected
with the decision to place before the under current conditions, the excess
cameras its most ambitious program tax collections are expected to be held
of "top-budget top-starring produc- "in trust" by operators pending final
tions in many
years," the company settlement of the legal issue.
announced
yesterday.
Scheduled for 4 :00 P.M., the parley
U-I's 1954-55 production calendar, will take place in the Loew's Building,
commencing with its fiscal-year start with exhibitor attorneys representing
on Nov. 1, will see its sound stages four suing circuits conferring half
producing approximately 30 pictures an hour earlier prior to joining the
already blueprinted for production, 22 general gathering.
of which will be in color.
The attorneys will review a counter
Nearly half of this program will order which City Assistant Corporabe high-budget films providing for a
tion Counsel Stanley Buchsbaum yestotal expenditure of several millions
terday said would be served by the
(Continued on page 3)
of dollars in excess of previous production budgets, it was stated. Spark(Coiitinucd on page 3)

AUGUST

Judge

TEN

3, 1954

Declares

OHIO

CENSOR

Show

Set

Allied

Convention

for

MILWAUKEE, Aug. 2. — A
"silver anniversary" trade show
will be held in conjunction with
national Allied's "silver anniversary" convention here Oct.
12-14, it was announced by the
host unit, Allied Theatres of
Wisconsin.
Sixty-eight booths will be
available for displays. The exhibit space will be on the convention floor of the Schroeder
Hotel.

'Black
Shield
( Unii'crsal-Inteniatioual)

LAW

^CONSTITUTIONAL^
Rules

Supreme

Nullify

Police

Court
Powers

Decisions
of the

Did

Not

States

COLUMBUS, Aug. 2. — Constitutionality of Ohio's censor laws including the $3 per reel fee was upheld by Franklin County Common Pleas Judge
Ralph Bartlett in a 22-page decision in the injunction suit brought against the
board by RKO Radio Pictures, independent Theatre Owners of Ohio,
Martin Smith and Horace Adams.
UK
Grosses
Up, Judge Bartlett said that neither the
40-year-old law nor the collection of
fees violates any provision of Federal
or state constitutions.
The fees do not constitute a tax, he
said, as claimed by plaintiffs. He adO'Brie
Say
n
mitted that the fees "to some extent
BysLESTER
DINOFF
exceed the necessary cost for making
Film business conditions throughout
Great Britain have improved generally inspections" but that does not make
taxes. The judge said that recent
during the past few months mainly them
U.
S.
Supreme Court decisions have
because of the higher quality of not nullified
the police power of
British and American product and
"Sovereign States." He added the
CinemaScope, Tom O'Brien, general
secretary of the National Association Supreme Court has "not removed comof Theatrical and Kine Employees,
munity control of films by censorship"
and that his court "will not do so
Member of Parliament, and vice- under
the claim of complete unconpresident of the British Trade Union
stitutionality ofsuch
Congress, declared here yesterday at
The judicial
sensecensorship
supportinglaws."
the
the Essex House Hotel.
(Continued on page 3)
O'Brien,
who will onbe page
guest 3)of honor
[Continued
tes:
Italy

Admission

Tax

Up from 50% to 60%
ROME, Aug. 2. — Parliament today
approved a 20 per cent increase in
theatre admission taxes, thus raising
the levy from 50 to 60 per cent on
tickets costing 33 cents and more,
with a slightly smaller increase for
the lower-priced admissions.
The government has indicated that
the expected receipts of $7,500,000
^' •11 be used for aid to blind people.

Son

of Jack

of

Falworth

iCinemaScope; Technicolor-^
Hollywood, Aug. 2
YOU couM have figured, on form, the way you used to figure Citation, Universal-International would romp in, a wire-to-wire winner,
first time it went to the post in CinemaScope sweepstakes. For
how could the studio that breeds all those hard-ridden Westerns that win
so much money for everybody slip up on one of these knighthood-inflower events just because the jockeys wear hardware? It couldn't and
it didn't. It put the 'teen-agers" own Tony Curtis in the saddle astride
a role calling for a blend of the first Douglas Fairbanks and Eddie
Arcaro, it gave him the all-agers' Janet Leigh to ride for, and it won
in hand. The purse promises to equal a king's ransom.
"The Black Shield of Falworth" is U-I's title for the novel, "Men of
Iron," by Howard Pyle, (Continued
and it concerns
on pagelife,
3) love and combat as they

Cohn

Funeral services were held here
yesterday for Joseph H. Curtis, 37,
son of Jack Cohn, executive vicepresident of Columbia Pictures. Curtis, who &wasCoevice-president of the
Donahue
advertising agency,
died of (Continued
a heart attack
on 3)Saturday
on page

Conn.
State

Trade

CENTS

Police
Censor

Urge
Board

HARTFORD, Aug. 2. — The
Connecticut State Police Association, comprising 65 organized
departments throughout the
state, has approved a resolution
urging passage by the State
Legislature of the establishment
of a State Board of Censers to
pass upon motion pictures,
plays, literature and comic
books. Under the present situation, each community must
make a decision in individual
cases with the result that what
is
banned in one town may be
munity.
authorized in a nearby com-
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Sales

Mention

on

'Egyptian'

UUiS B. MAYER has returned
L to Hollywood from New York.

For

Mks. John E. Petroski, wife of the
manager of the Palace Theatre, Norwich, Conn., has left Lawrence Memorial Hospital, New London, Conn.,
following surgery. •

A two-day sales meeting at which
a merchandising program will be
established for "The Egyptian" and
other 20th Century-to.x releases
through the end of 1954 has been
called by Al Lichtman, director of
distribution, for Thursday and Friday
of this week. The conference will be
.;eid at the home office.
The company's field sales organization, represented by the nine dornestic
and Canadian division and assistant
division managers and 32 domestic
branch managers, will be in attendance
for the sessions to be conducted by
Lichtman and W. C. Genrmg, executive assistant general saies manager ;
Arthur Silverstone, assistant general
sales manager ; Glenn Norris, Eastern
sales manager ; and Alex Harrison,
Western sales manager.
Skouras to Speak

F. J. A. McCarthy. Universal Pictures Southern and Canadian sales
manager, will leave here today for
Miami.
•
William B. Zoellner, head of
M-G-M shorts and newsreels, will
leave here at the weekend for Jacksonville and Charlotte.
•
E. R. Lewis, managing director of
the Decca Record Co., Ltd., of London, arrived here from England yesterday on the "Queen
Elizabeth."
•
Rube Jackter, Columbia Pictures
assistant general sales manager, is in
Des Moines from New York.

20th-Fox

Wins

Point

Week

Executives

Opening the meeting will be an
address of welcome by president
Spyros P. Skouras following which
Jack H. Levin, president of Certi- discussions
will commence on the
fied Reports, has returned to New
York from the Poconos.
handling of "The Egyptian," Darryl
•
F. Zanuck's first personal production
Mike Simons, M-G-M exhibitor in CinemaScope. Representing vicerelations head, has left here for a president Charles Kmfeld's advertisvacation in Vermont.
and exploitation departing,mentspublicity
at the meeting will be Rodney
Richard Burton and Mrs. Burton Bush, exploitation manager, Abe
arrived here yesterday from Europe Goodman, advertising manager, and
Edward Sullivan, publicity manager.
aboard the "Queen• Elizabeth."
Murray Silverstone, president of
Arthur Lubin, producer, arrived 20th Century-Fox's International
in New York from England on Sun- Corp., and Leslie F. Whalen, director
of foreign publicity and advertising,
day via B.O.A.C. Monarch.
also will attend.
W. E. Banford, M-G-M district
Other Productions on Agenda
manager
in'
Chicago,
has
returned
there from New York.
Other CinemaScope productions to
be under discussion at the conclave
Ted Harris, managing director of will be "A Woman's World," Walter
the State Theatre, Hartford, has re- Wanger's "The Adventures of Hajji
turned there from Miami.
Baba," Otto Preminger's "Carmen
•
Jones," "Black Widow," "Desiree,"
John P. Byrne, M-G-M Eastern "White Feather" and Irving Berlin's
sales manager, is in Boston from "There's No Business Like Show
New York.
Business."
Panoramic Productions'
UA

Balaban

This

Meeting

in

'Vanishing Prairie'
Milw. Towne
Case
Bows Here Aug, 16
Aug. 16 has been set for the world
MILWAUKEE, Aug. 2.— A defense motion to stay the taking of premiere of Walt Disney's "The
second full feadepositions in a suit involving United Vanishing Prairie,"
ture-length True-Life Adventure, at
Artists and the Milwaukee Towne the Fine Arts Theatre here.
Corp. and its major stockholders, has
"The Vanishing Prairie," photobeen denied by Federal Judge Robert
graphed on the grasslands plains
E. Tehan on the grounds that the located between the Mississippi and
delay might prejudice the rights of
Rockies, is the successor to "The
the plaintiflfs and that the early oppor- the
Desert," Its
lastscript
year'swasAcademy
tunity to examine the records is essen- Living
Award winner.
written
tial to the case.
by James Algar, Winston Hibler and
In a suit filed last week, UA Ted Sears.
charged that the major stockholders
of the Milwaukee Towne Corp., operators of the Towne Theatre here,
0 for 'Waterfront'
violated the state laws and corpora- $65,00
Columbia's "On the Waterfront" is
tion by-laws by conducting business heading for a first week take of between $63,000 and $65,000 at the As"without corporate authority." UA
holds a one-third interest in Milwau- tor Theatre here, according to the diskee Towne which sought to rescind
tributor. First five days' gross was
its contract with UA.
reported to be $48,000.

"A Life In The Balance," "The Raid,"
"The Gambler From Natchez," and
"Princess of the Nile" also will be
included in the talks.
Division managers who will attend
the meetings are Martin Moskowitz,
Atlantic division; T. O. McCleaster,
central; J. M. Connolly, Northeast;
M. A. Levy, Midwest; H. G. Balance,
Southern; Herman Woober, Western,
and Peter Myers, Canauian. Assistant
division managers to attend are Paul
S. Wilson, Southern division ; and
Reville KnifTm, Western division.
Branch Managers to Attend
Branch managers to attend are Abe
Dickstein, New York; Sam E. Diamond, Philadelphia ; Ira Sichelman,
Washington; R. C. McNabb, Cincinnati ;I. J. Schmertz, Cleveland ;
J. J. Lee, dianapolDetroit
Conn,; Nat
InisAl
; Levy,; R.
I r.tsb^rgh
Rosen, Albany ; J. Feloncy, ^oston ; C.
B. Kosco, Buffalo; Heiman hL.rsCii
horn. New Haven.
Also T. R. Gilliam, Chicago; David
S. Gold, Des Moines ; J. R. Neger,
Kansas City ; J. H. Lorentz, Milwaukeej S. Malisow, Minneapolis ; J. E.
Scott, Omaha ; Gordon F. Halloran,
St. Louis; D. M. Coursey, Atlanta;
John E. Holston, Charlotte ; Mark
Sheridan, Jr., Dallas; T. P. Tidwell,
Jacksonville ; T. W. Young, Memphis ;
W. A. Briant, New Orleans ; M. W.
Osborne, Oklahoma City ; V. J. Dugan, Denver ; M. Sudmin, Los Angeles;Charles F. Powers, Portland;
ivenneth O. Lloyd, Salt Lake City ;
Jack M. Erickson, San Francisco,
and Jack Burk, Seattle.
Exploration Men Expected
Exploitation men to attend and
their respective home offices : Phil
Engel, Boston; Hal Marshall, PhiladelphiaTed
;
Tod, Chicago ; Sol Gordon, Detroit ; Eddie Yarbrough, San
Francisco ; Joe Lebworth, New York ;
Sam Glasier, Toronto ; James Gillespie and Chick Evans, Kansas City.
RKO

B'rith

Studio

Payroll

Hits Year's High
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 2.— According to Richard Ullman, head of
RKO Studios payroll department, the
studio has reached an all-time high
for the year in employment figures
with 1,260 people on the payroll.
Production of "The Conqueror,"
"Americano," "Cattle Queen of Montana," "Passion" and Carmen Jones,"
which is a 20th Century-Fox unit
renting stage space on the lot, accounts for the spurt in employment
on the Gower Street lot.

'Silver' for Christmas
With camera work completed on
location in Australia, "Long John
Silver," Technicolor film produced in
CinemaScope, has been set for naholidays.tional release during the Christmas

For

Aid

to Cite

at Dinner
to Israel

BarneymountBalaban,
Para-of
Pictures, willpresident
be the of
guest
honor ner,atto bea "Guardians
held Sept. of
26,Israel"
under dinthe
auspices of the Metropolitan Council
of B'nai B'rith, it was announced
yesterday by William I. Siegel, presi-'
dent, and Nat Klein, chairman of the
Israel Committee, of the Metropolitan
Council. "Guardians of Israel" is the
name of an honorary society for those
persons who have purchased $1,000 in
State of Israel development bonds.
Vote Was Unanimous
Balaban, active for many years in
major civic, welfare and philanthropic
enterprises, will be honored at the
dinner in accordance with the unanimous vote of the executive committee of the Metropolitan Council, which
undertook the sponsorship of the tribute to Balaban at its meeting last
week. Siegel, in the announcement,
stressed the fact that this was the
first time the Metropolitan Council
would be paying such tribute, and it
was only the "extraordinary nature
of the merging a great personality
with a great cause" that had motivated
executive
committee's
decision theto hold
the dinner
honoring
Balaban. This action is in keeping
with the
B'nai B'rith
program national
formulated earlier
this year
to involve all units in the sale of
$7,500,000 of State of Israel bonds
during 1954. This figure is one-tenth
of_ the $75,000,000 which must be
raised this year through the sale of
the bonds, now being conducted on
an international basis.
Johnston
IMPDA

to

Address

Here

Monday

Eric Johnston, Motion Picture
Association president, is expected to
return to Washington tomorrow
from Spokane. Johnston is scheduled to be in New York next Monday to address the International
Motion Picture Distributors Association on the recent French film

pact.
NEW

YORK

THEATRES
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{Continued from page 1)
at a Motion Picture Association of
America luncheon here today, is in
this country to attend the bi-annual
lATSE convention in Cincinnati ne.xt
week. He is also planning to address
the Motion Picture Industry Council
in Hollywood shortly thereafter.
The general improvement in exhibition also can be attributed, O'Brien
said, to the "decline of television's
popularity with the people and the bad
weather which have been experienced
in Great Britain during the recent
months." Attendance has increased in
theatres, he stated, because "the people
are now bored with television."
Commenting on the various media
and
techniques,installed
O'Brienin stated
that new
CinemaScope,
about
30 to SO theatres throughout Great
Britain, is well liked by the public.
British theatres shy away from 3-D
because the public does not like it,
O'Brien said. "That medium can be
dismissed and is dead," he said.
Paramount's wide-screen VistaVision has "captured the imagination
of the e.xhibitors" when the medium
was demonstrated in Britain, the
NATKE official stated. "We all are
anxiously awaiting the release of
VistaVision product," he said.
Feels TV Will Hurt
However, O'Brien disclosed that
the British exhibitors are expecting
a "business slump" when commercial
television gets rolling early next year.
"TV in a commercial form will be
a top competitor for films and will do
harm at the outset," he said.
Ticket prices in Great Britain vary
from 60 cents, American money, in the
provincial theatres to $2 in a London
house, O'Brien said. "There is nO
local
as in tax
America,"
he
stated.taxation
The national
which waS
recently reduced from 40 per cent to
an approximate 35 per cent, is the sole
taxation in the industry, O'Brien
stated. "The annual tax for exhibitors
amounted to an appro.ximate £38,000,000 annually, but after a long exhibition campaign, it was reduced about
£3,500,000 annually," he said.
O'Brien stated that his talk to the
lA delegates in Cincinnati will be
concerned with production difficulties,
television problems and industry con-

Exhibitors

city sometime today. Hte revealed
that the counter order would contain
a provision requesting a stay of the
pending injunction.
An order was served the city by
the plaintiffs last week and will be
submitted at Special Term, Part I,
in Queens, tomorrow, according to
Thomas
Bress, Loew's
attorney.
The exhibition
injunction
order will,
if signed by Supreme Court Justice
Nicholas M. Pettes, enjoin the city
from the collection of fractional parts
of one cent imposed or attempted to
be imposed by the tax law. It would
also block the city. Mayor Wagner,
comptroller Gerosa, and treasurer
Bragalini from enforcing the law insofar as it attempts to impose a tax
in excess of five per cent on admissions to places of amusement.
The temporary injunction would be
in effect for the duration of the action

'

were conducted in England during the reign of Henry IV, when knighthood was a going industry and jousting a sport as well as a court of more
or less divine justice.
The screenplay by Oscar Brodney dwells confidently and informatively,
as well as entertainingly, on the pleasantcr forms of villainy, and on the
nobler manifestations of romantic intent, throughout a fast-moving narrative
about a young man who doesn't know his august ancestry until it suits story
purposes for him to find out, and who undergoes a full course of training for
knighthood, together with incidental strife and adventure, in time to engage
in armored conflict to the death with his noble adversary.
Like all these knighthood stories, this one has many facets, several plots
within plots and a great many surprises, but it keeps them clearer, cleaner, better integrated and more unified than has been par for the course up to now.
In the earlier sections of the film, Curtis bounds about, leaps terraces,
routs countless brawny opponents, scales balconies, etc., as nimbly as the
great Fairbanks might have done had he lived in this era of extended dimensions. The story makes him as headlong, temper-driven and reckless as it
makes him doughty and indomitable later on when, wearing a title and riding
for honor and king, he furnishes focal point for sequences of wholesale
warfare that haven't been matched in previous pictures. And it makes Miss
Leigh, his noble sweetheart, an incomparable ornament to the royal court,
to the screen, and to CinemaScope.
Others in the practically innumerable cast are David Farrar, Barbara Rush,
Herbert Marshall, Torin Thatcher, Daniel O'Herlihy, Patrick O'Neal, Craig
Hill, Ian Keith, Doris Lloyd, Rhys Williams, Leonard Mudie and many,
many more.
Production, a well considered, carefully planned and brilliantly executed
exhibition of box office savvy, is by Robert Arthur and Melville Tucker.
Direction by Rudolph Mate, an assignment calling for versatility, balance
of rare order, and complete command of pace, may be his all-time best.
Running time, 100 minutes. General audience classification. For lease in
September.
WILLIAM R. WEAVER

Censor

Law

{Continued from page 1)
common sense still sustains the exercise of police power by a soverign
state, the judge stated. He said
Ohio's censor law as interpreted by the
Ohio Supreme Court is "sufficiently
clear, definite and comprehensive to
films." such
obscene
showing
prevent
The court
saidof that
to reject
films it is not necessary to determine
the right of censorship. He declared:
"Although liberty of expression by
means of motion pictures is included
within the freedom of speech and the
press guarantees of the LT. S. and
state constitutions, there still remains
a limited field in which decency and
morals may be protected from an offending motion picture by prior restraint under proper criteria and

dit ons. I
I standard."

Study

(Continued from page 1)

Shield
of Falworth
{Coiitimicd from page 1)

Tax

Fight

which is to be set down for trial on
Sept. 13. The order as well as the
city's counter order call for the posting by each of the plaintiffs of a bond,
Judge Pettes determining the amount.
The bond acts as security to the
city for any damages it incurs as a
result of the temporary injunction in
the event it should become permanent.
Exhibitor counselors believe that the
bond should be a nominal one since,
they say, the taxing machinery of the
city is so effective as to negate any
damage resulting from a temporary
injunction.
Bress expressed the opinion
that the city's request for a stay
of the injunction tomorrow
would create some legal complications. If the city follows
through with the stay request,
Judge Pette will be faced with
two contradicting orders at the
same time, one asking for the

Joseph
Curtis
{Continued from page 1)

{Continued from page 1)
ing the resolve to produce more of
these top-figure productions were this
season's "The Glenn Miller Story"
and the current "Magnificent Obsession," according to U-I.
Emphasis on subject matter also
was decreed to provide the widest
interest, a policy which has resulted
oyer the past years in a substantiai
rise in the company's grosses each
year, it was asserted.
As a result of the reported success
of "Walking My Baby Back Home"
and the reaction accorded the studio's
latestmeetings
musical,charted
"So This
Paris,"
the
the Is
production
of at least four comedies with music,
These decisions were reached at the
annual executive production meetings
just concluded, presided over by president Milton Rackmil and attended
by board chairman N. J. Blumberg ;
executive vice-president Alfred E.
Daff ; Edward Muhl, vice-president
in charge of production ; David A.
Lipton, vice-president ; James Pratt,
studio executive manager, and Morris
Davis, business manager.
'Song of Norway' Included
Among the scheduled productions
which have been allocated high budgets are the Broadway musical, "Song
of Norway,"
"Awaynovel
All Boats," current best-selling
by Kenneth
Dodson; "The Galileans," by Frank
Slaughter; "All That Heaven Allows," by Edna Lee and Harry Lee,
and
"New Goertz.
Heaven, New Earth," by
Arthemise

Also slated for major treatment by
the studio as a result of "The Glenn
Formerly a vice-president of the Miller Story" is "The Benny Goodman Story," the rights to which
Weiss & Geller agency, Curtis also
by Universal-Internapital.
was associated with various theatrical were secured
tional from Goodman himself. Others
interests. He served in the Columbia
slated to go before the U-I cameras
advertising department and had invest- during the 1954-55 fiscal year includes
ments in theatres in Washington,
are "Pillars of the Sky," story of the
Chicago and here. Curtis purchased
the screen rights to the newspaper Northwest ; "The Charles Russell
Story,'' based on the life of the Indian
articles, "Crime on the Waterfront," action phase of the War of 1812 ;
by Malcolm Johnson, later turning "Wind From Suva," drama of the
them over to Sam Spiegel who proSouth Seas ; a new version of "The
berg. duced "On the Waterfront" from the Spoilers," "A Day Called Tomorrow,"
screenplay as written by Budd Schulinspired by a Pirandello work; another Francis picture, a new producCurtis is survived by his parents,
tion starring Abbott and Costello and
his wife, Mrs. Jewel Hart Curtis ;
pictures
two sons, Bruce and Thomas, and two several tation
market. aimed for the exploibrothers, Ralph and Robert Colin.
Strate
'Brides' Scores in Chi.
gy
in the Northern Westchester Hos-

CHICAGO,
Aug.
2.— Brothers"
M-G-M's
"Seven
Brides for
Seven
scored a three-day gross of $19,196 at
the McVickers Theatre here, hitting
granting of an injunction, the
a new record for an M-G-M picture
other asking for the stay of the
at the house, the company announced.
injunction.
previous mark was made by "The
Another alternative afforded the The
Band
Wagon" at the same theatre
which,
in its first three days, grossed
city, should it lose its stay appeal in
Supreme Court, would be to obtain a reported $17,401.
a stay by applying to one of the
justices
Brooklyn.of the Appellate Division in
Such a stay can only be granted
after notice to the exhibitors who will
have an opportunity to argue against
it. Buchsbaum maintains that under
section 571 of the Civil Practice Act,
the filing of a notice of appeal by the
city stays the operation of an injunction. Attorneys for the exhibitors do
not believe the section pertinent, since,
they argue, any temporary injuction
against the city would be useless, because itwould be immediately stayed
by the serving and filing of a notice
of appeal within a matter of a few
hours.

UA Edinburgh
Enters 'Fugitive'
In
Festival
"Little Fugitive," which United
Artists will release in Great
Britain has been entered by the
distributing organization in the
Edinburgh Film Festival in
England on Aug. 22 to Sept. 12.
The Engel Ashley production, which was distributed in
the U. S. by Joseph Burstyn,
won the top American award at
1953 Venice Film Festival.
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HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 2.— Television is useful to the motion picture
industry in several ways, but never
can match the theatrical motion picture as an entertainment medium,
P'roducs of the Screen
seven membermaintai
ned, more or less
ers Guild
unanimously, in a round-table discussion with a similar number of press
guests at the Guild's second monthly
public-relations luncheon, held at the
Brown Derby today.
Super-sized pictures and modern
technologies of all kinds, came in for
incidental reference, as did the standard truism that "the story _ is the
thing," but television monopolized attention throughout.
Agreement was general that television properly employed, can serve
the motion picture industry well as
an advertising medium. Several present pointed out that television is useful, also, as a source of new talent
in the acting, writing and directing
fields. One said his studio maintains
a special department whose sole responsibility itis to watch all television programs and report on promising personnel.
The nearest approach to unanimity
was on the point that television vvill
never take the theatrical motion picture's place as the world's favorite
entertainment.
Guild members present were Carey
Wilson, who presided ; Charles Brackett, Jerry Bresler, Walter Mirisch,
Frank P. Rosenberg, Jerry Wald and
Lawrence Weingarten.
Senate Group Okays
Funds
for Census
WASHINGTON, Aug. 2.— The
Senate Appropriations Committee has
approved the Administration's request
for money to carry on a comprehensive
census of business and manufacturing
next year.
The survey, which would include all
branches of the film industry would be
based on 1954 business. The House
rejected the Administration's request
for funds for the new census, and assuming the Senate goes along with its
appropriations committee, the matter
will finally have to be settled in conference.
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"D EMINDS us of the time, back in 1945 or so, when Frank Sinatra
sold pieces of himself to so many friends, managers, etc. that
EVERYBODY participated in the "Sinatra Goldmine" but Frankie
himself. But this 'participation deal' is different in that the 78 cosponsors of Dave Garroway's early morning NBC-TVehicle, "Today,"
having cut theniselves in on a tremendously important program, still
left enough leeway (profitwise) for NBC, Dave and everyone associated with the show. Latest (#78) to sign up for 26 weeks starting
Oct. 5 is the Pan-American Coffee Co. (If we're permitted a slight
pun, "they all went Garraway.")
ik
ik i:^
Yesterday afternoon, together with a host of contemporaries,
we dropped into Toots Shor's to help International Boxing Prexy
Jim Norris, CBS-TV and the Pabst Blue Ribbon Execs, pay
tribute to Light Heavyweight Champ Archie
Moore and his tomorrow nite's opponent
Harold Johnson, celebrating the Pabst Blue

V. Monroe
voice, handsome

Ribbon 200th 'fight nite on Television.' . . .
"The Vaughn Monroe Show," a fifteen-minute
musical program will replace the "Dinah
Shore Show" TVia NBC for five weeks starting Tuesday, Aug. 31 and will be featured
Tuesdays & Thursdays in the 7:30-7:45 P.M.
slot. Richard Hayrnan will conduct the ork.
. . . Jim Waldrop, former ace NBC announcer
and newscaster, who's been conducting his
own popular (The Jim Waldrop Show) daily
program at WGAC, Augusta, Ga., for the past
two years, has returned to New York. Smooth
profile, the gift of gab and with plenty of radio

and TV savvy, Jim's talents should be signed, but pronto. . . .
Al Ward, BBD & O account exec for "Campbell's Soup," arrived
in Hollywood last week to confer with Peter Frank on production
and treatment for "Dear Phoebe," telefilm series which goes before the cameras tomorrow under the direction of Don Weis.
Series will be NBChanneled Fridays at 9:30 P.M. starting September 10.
ik
ik ik
Several weeks ago w^'e decided
to spend some time with our old
remembered that another chum,
( music executive who originally

to drive over to Huntington, L. I.
pal. Bob Savini. After we left we
Mort Browne
published such

standards as "Jersey Bounce," "Tuxedo Junction," "In the Mood," "After Hours," etc.) often
spent week-ends at his Mother-in-Law's home
situated but two blocks from Bob. At the 74year-old lady's home we saw Mort's gracious
Mother-in-Law (Mrs. Lena Rom) seated at her
TV set, eyes glued to the Yankee baseball game.
About the fifth inning while the Yanks trotted
out to their positions, we said, "Mrs. Rom, you
certainly must be a rabid baseball fan to sit
there so quietly for so long." "Well," answered
the Lady," I don't know a thing about baseball.
Mel Allen
I just watch because I love to hear Mr. Mel
Allen's Voice." . . . After a year's fling at TV down at WITV in
Florida, Stan Shaw is back and last Friday (6:30 P.M.) started a
new deejay series at WICC, Bridgeport, Conn. One of radio's pioneer
disk jockeys, Stan will undoubtedly corral the attention of those
Connecticut Yankees.
ik

Jr.
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If he isn't currently one of the busiest emcees now, he certainly
mill be, come Tuesday, August I7th when Bill Cullen CBStarts giving aivay money on the "Stop The Music" return to the air waves in
the 8:30-9:00 P.M. time slot. . . . Jack Lord, who's been seen in
"Suspense" and many other TV shozvs, opened yesterday in summer
stock in Boston, appearing opposite Marie Wilson in "The Little
Hut." . . . Roger Coleman, wlwse Decca waxing of "L'Amour Toujour, L'Amoii'r" is setting records- (sales) across the country, ivill
return to fulfill TV commitments late this month after closing at the
H orison Room in Pittsburgh. . . . {We never leave Pittsburgh without saying 'hozvdy' to an old pal. Slim' Bryant of KDKA, so while in
Pittsburgh (columnwise) "Hi, Slim, and how are tilings with the
Georgia Wild.cats?"

Ranger'

Wrathers,

For

Sold
Loeb

$3,000,000

DETROIT, Aug. 2. — George W.
Trendle, creator of "The Lone
Ranger," today disclosed the sale of
all stock to Jack Wrather and Mrs.
Mazie Wrather, Los Angeles and
Dallas oil operators, and John Loeb
and Associates, New York City. The
live radio show originating in Detroit
will be replaced in September by an
indefinate run of transcriptions of
former programs.
Trendle said the purchase price of
$3,000,000 was the highest ever paid
for a radio-television property. The
"Lone Ranger" stock was owned by
Trendle, H. Allen Campbell and Raymond J. Meurer, who retain control
of "The Green Hornet," "Sergeant
Preston of the Yukon," "The American Agent" and their production company, Trendle-Campbell-Meurer, Inc.
Castle
USIA

Challenges
Figures

The claim by Andrew W. Smith,
head of the motion picture division
of the United States Information
Agency,
reach an that
extraUSIA's
foreign pictures
audiencenowof
200,000,000 weekly by releasing pictures through commercial channels
was challenged here yesterday by Eugene W. Castle, who has been fighting
USIA services.
In a prepared statement. Castle
said :
"Thus, and in one press release, Mr.
Smith appropriates the entire weekly
audience for Hollywood's non-propaganda entertainment movies and he
adds this vast audience, and all of it,
to the small and unreported nontheatre audience that sees some of
the government produced films in
schools and through costly showings
obtained by means of U. S. mobile
trucks that circulate mostly in the
backward rural regions and Point
Four areas of foreign countries.
Sees 'Propaganda' Unwanted
"Despite Mr. Smith's completely tinsupportable claim, it is common
knowledge that foreign exhibitors will
not show the propaganda films of any
foreign government just as American
theatre managers would refuse to inflict the films sponsored by a foreign
power on U. S. theatre audiences who
have paid to be entertained.
"Moreover, in releasing this completely inaccurate claim that USIA
has deliberately misinformed the
U. S. wire services and the tens of
millions of newspaper readers served
by them at home and abroad."
Smith Receives Award
Producer-commentator Pete Smith
was awarded a "Pedestrian Safety"
plaque for his National Safety Council picture. Smiith, who has been so
honored four times, received the
plaque in the M-G-M offices of studio production head Dore Schary.
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M-G-M presents in CinemaScope "SEVEN BRIDES FOR SEVEN BROTHERS" starring JANE POWELL • HOWARD KEEL
with Jeff Richards • Russ Tamblyn • Tommy Rail • Screen Play by Albert Hackett & Frances Goodrich and Dorothy Kingsley
Based on the Story "The Sobbin' Women" by Stephen Vincent Benet • Lyrics by Johnny Mercer • Music by Gene de Paul
' Choreography by Michael Kidd • Color by Ansco • Directed by Stanley Donen • Produced by Jack Cummings
★
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HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 3.— A minimum of 27 feature films will be produced by M-G-M during the next 12
months, it was disclosed today by
Dore Schary, studio head. Eight of
the new pictures will go before the
cameras during the next 60 days, continuing an accelerated pace which has
been maintained since April, during
which time nine films were started.
Schary pointed out that a total of
52 story properties are now in completed script form or in various stages
of writing, including several stage
plays and well known novels.
Stage plays include the two current Broadway successes, "Tea and
Sympathy" and "The Tea House of
the August Moon," while a third,
"The Tender Trap," is scheduled for
fall opening in New York.
Among recently purchased novels
are "Mary Anne," "The Cobweb,"
{Continued on page 7)

Fox

Int'l

Banking

New Eidophor Lens
An improved model of the
Eidophor lens for wide-screen
television, which has been undergoing 20th Century-Fox laboratory tests, will be privately
demonstrated within the next
few weeks, Spyros P. Skouras,
20th-Fox president, disclosed
here yesterday.

TV,

Competition

Not

Destroy

Can

Film

Industry: O'Brien
The film industries of the world
will never be destroyed by television
or any other form of competition, Tom
O'Brien,
of Nationalgeneral
Association secretary
of Theatrical
and

Will

Facilitate

Currency

Reciprocal

for Production

$25,000,000

Allocated

Use
and

to Start

of Foreign
for Sales;
Operations

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 3. — An international exchange-banking arrangement designed "to enable United States motion picture producers
and distributors to be paid in dollars in this country for their foreign
sales, thus eliminating delays and
restrictions now in effect in practically
every country
announced today in
by the
New world"
York was
attorney
S. R. Kunkis. An initial fund of $25,000,000 has been allocated for commencement of operations.
"The Kunkis Plan," as it will be
15,000
'Scope
known, will facilitate wider utilization
of foreign currencies for production
abroad by Hollywood producers, and
for foreign producers to use their own
by '55
currencies to finance production here.
Houses
By the end of 1954, an approximate
15,000 theatres throughout the world, Kunkis declared : "This program provides liquidity for additional produc10,000 in the U. S. alone, will be
tion in America, eliminates present
equipped for CinemaScope films and
stereophonic sound, Spyros P. delays in receiving income from foreign sources, and therefore must result
Skouras, president of 20th CenturyFox, predicted yesterday.
in Inincreased
Hollywoodwithproduction."
direct discussion
the press,
E.xhibitors' interest in full foursaid that exchange-banking
inon page 3)
track magnetic stereophonic sound is Kunkis (ContiiiHcd
Skouras

Sees

BECAUSE of the natural dramatic impact of "The Living Desert,"
Walt Disney's first feature length True-Life Adventure, and its
subsequent success at the box-office, the question will arise as to
Samuel Goldwyn Post
Manny Reiner has resigned as whether "The Y^anishing Prairie" can come up to its predecessor. If the
foreign manager of Samuel Goldwyn newest edition doesn't surpass "The Living Desert" in excitement, it
Productions, it was announced here at least matches it and that, in itself, is an endorsement of its quality and
yesterday by James Mulvey, president. never-lagging interest.
Reiner had been with the Goldwyn
A brochure of the picture's credits has the following to say about the
organization since February, 1953, and
picture: "The drama deals with the vanishing wildlife of the American
made several trips abroad in connec- scene, those birds and animals that were brought to the verge of extion with foreign sales for the comtinction and yet manage somehow to continue their stubborn fight for
pany.
Reiner formerly was associated with survival. It's the story of the pronghorn antelope, the prairie dog, the
Paramount, M-G-M and Selznick bighorn sheep, the mountain lion or cougar, the buffalo or bison, the
Releasing Organization and subse- prairie chicken, the sagegrouse and numbers of other creatures who
quently was vice-president of Prockter
the prairie their home."
Thatmade
pretty well sums up the contents, but the manner in which it is
Television Enterprises and sales man- once
{Continued on page 7)
ager of Louis G. Cowan, Inc.
Resigns

Set

Trade'

Tree

Promote
to Demonstrate

Plan

Kine Employes, Member of Parliament, and vice-president of the British Trade Union Congress, stated here
yesterday during his address at a
Motion Picture Association of Amer- high, Skouras stated. "At present
UKPatronage
many houses are utilizing one-track
ica luncheon.
optical sound because of the high
Introduced to the representatives cost for four-track magnetic sound
of distribution companies, foreign ex- but eventually the exhibitors will have
ecutives, members of the MPAA staff
Do
wn
Sligh tly
sound,"
said.as of
and the trade press by 20th Century- fullThestereophonic
film executive
saidhethat
Fox president Spyros P. Skouras,
LONDON, Aug. 3.— The British
July 24, 6,370 theatres in the U. S.
urged the British executive "to were equipped for CinemaScope proBoard of Trade Journal today re- who
ported that the number of admissions inform his countrymen that American
ductions. Breaking down that figure, Skouras said that 3,289 houses
for the quarter ended March 27, was distributors do not control theatre
325,664,000, a slight decline from the bookings," O'Brien said that the were using four-track magnetic stereo"work (Continued
done by the onindustry
corresponding quarter of 1953.
phonic
sound, 308 theatres
page 6)for west(Confinucd
on pagewere
3) utilizThe 1954 quarter was .9 per cent
below the corresponding period last
year. The Journal comments, however, that although the slight admissions increase in the fourth quarter
'The
Vanishing:
Prairie
{Continued on page 6)
Reiner
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YORK,

Expect
Stay

Tax

Today

A temporary injunction restraining
New York City from collection of
the local amusement tax in excess of
its five per cent limit as set by law,
today.
is likely to be signed by Supreme
Court Justice Nicholas M. Pette
An injunction order, brought by
four suing circuits on behalf of five
Queens {Continmd
theatres andonthepage
city's
6) counter

from

29
For

Theatres

Contract

Philharmonic

TV

Twenty-nine theatres across the nation have signed contracts for the
Dor Theatre Television closed circuit
telecast of the New York Philharmonic Symphony's 113th opening
night of the season on Oct. 7 in
Carnegie Hall, it was announced here
yesterday.
According to Edmund Dorfmann,
president of Dor TV,
cuit telecast, which
have the
largest paid
{Continued
on

the closed ciris expected to
audience
page 6) for a

a
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president of CoHARRY COHN,
lumbia Pictures, is in New York
from Hollywood.
•
Charles Goldsmith, who succeeded Sam Eckman as managing director of M-G-M Pictures, Ltd., and
New Empire, Ltd., has arrived in
New York from London.
•
Robert Weitman, vice-president of
American Broadcasting - Paramount
Theatres, will leave here tomorrow for
a vacation of two weeks.
•
Nick E. Brickates, manager of the
Garde Theatre, New London, Conn.,
has returned there from Old Orchard
Beach, Me.
•
A. R. Broccoli, of Warwick Productions, leaves Hollyv\'ood by plane
today for New York enroute to
Europe.
•
Henry

F. Krecke, of Loew's International, will return to New York
at the weekend from Europe.
•
Robert
Bassler,
producer, will
leave here by plane today for London.
•
Sid Kaplan, booker for M-G-M in
Chicago, is in New York from there.
•
Hareiet Parsons, producer, will
leave here tomorrow for Chicago.
•
Errol Flynn arrived in New York
over the weekend from Rome.
in Move

to

Step Up Production
WASHINGTON, Aug. 3.— The
Commerce Department reported that
the government of Israel has taken
steps to encourage domestic film production by requiring minimum screen
time allocations for domestic films.
Commerce film chief Nathan D.
Golden said a new law requires all
film programs of 90 minutes or longer
to include an Israeli-produced newsreel and also requires that all exhibitors must show a minimum of four
hours of other types of Israel-produced
film each v\'eek.
Canadian

to Todd-AO

In the

Mention

Israel

Here

Exports

Drop in Half Year
OTTAWA, Aug. 3.— Canadian exports of films to foreign markets dropped to $2,095,000 in the first six
months of 1954, in contrast to $2,161,-,
000 in the corresponding period of
1953, Canadian Government announces,
adding such shipments have dropped
steadily in recent months.
Film exports declined to $302,000
in June compared with $351,000 in
May and $487,000 in April or $330,000.
in June of last year.

*Duer Bows Saturday
Warner Brothers' "Duel in the Jungle" will premiere at the Paramount
Theatre here on Saturday, the Broadway house has announced.

Conn.
Exhibitors^
Worry
HARTFORD. Aug. 3. — .^sk the average Connecticut exhibitor about
the status of box office revenue, and he'll undoubtedly observe, with
reflective calmness, that well known saying so often heard in industry
circles these days :
"There's, nothing wrong with the Holdovers Pace Good
business, yesterday, today or tomorrow, that enough quality pictures in
Kansas City Business
steady
supply Picture
won't cure."
A Motion
Daily survey
of leading executives, representing
KANSAS CITY, Aug. 3.— Holdboth circuits and independent interests
overs reflect a relatively high level
in this area, discloses that while the of theatre attendance in Greater Kanmajority of exhibitors are optimistic
sas City in late July and early August.
over future industry development, they Currently, of the six regular first run
are perplexed over unavailability of houses, two are holding bills over into
sufficient number of top attractions in the second week, two into the third
constant flow.
week, one into the fifth week, while
one of the art theatres is finishing
'Any Situation in the Country'
up the fourth month with a bill.
Barney Tarantul, partner in the
The extremely hot weather was a
Burnside Theatre Corp., operating decided spur to attendance in early
the deluxe suburban Burnside, East and mid-July, but somewhat milder
Hartford, declared: "If you haven't weather still is bringing a continuance
of attendance.
enoughthem
quality
product,
you can't
bring
in. This
is a truism
that
Subsequent run theatres have also
will stand for any situation in the had better attendance than last summer, generally.
country, whether it's a downtown
first-run or a suburban location with
more than enough parking facilities.
Pictures are our business and unless Lapidus Presides at
the distributor can give us enough
Sales Meeting
big releases constantly, our business WB
PHILADELPHIA, Aug. 3.— Folwill
simply
suffer."general manager of
lowing on the heels of the Burbank
Sperie
Perakos,
the Perakos Theatre Associates, ope- studio meeting of Warner Brothers
rating one of the largest independent sales heads, Jules Lapidus, company's
theatre circuits in Connecticut, includ- Eastern and Canadian division sales
ing a 1,000-car capacity drive-in manager, will preside over a two-day
theatre, summed up: "CinemaScope meeting of the company's Eastern and
has sparked much enthusiasm for the Central district managers and branch
theatre-going public." He singled out managers beginning today at the BelSpyros Skouras for contributing much levue-Stratford Hotel here.
Attending the meeting are Eastern
to current developments in the industry and predicted that technological district manager Norman J. Ayers,
advancements will bring increased branch managers Ray S. Smith, Alflow of trade to theatres, both conbany ;Ralph J. lannuzzi, Boston ; Nat
ventional and outdoor.
Marcus, Buffalo; Max Birnbaum,
New Haven and Ben Abner, New
Cites Two Winners
York_; William G. Mansell, Central
One large circuit eicecutive, who District Manager and branch mandeclined to have his name used, adagers James S. Abrose, Cincinnati :
mitted that "business, on the whole, Ernest Sands, Cleveland ; Claude W.
has been spotty in Connecticut, with McKean, Indianapolis ; Charles Beilan,
releases like 'Dail M for Murder' Philadelphia, and William Twig,
and 'Executive Suite' showing us that Pittsburgh, Robert Smeltzer and Ben
Bache of Washington, are also atregular attractions, without any spe- tending.
cial, wide-screen gimmicks, can still
draw tremendous crowds. All we
Home office executives present include Norman H. Moray, short subneed are good pictures — and enough
jects general sales manager, and Robert A. AIcGuire, auditor of exchanges.
of them !"
Brochure Sent to
'DueV Tops Its Own
Col. Stockholders
Columbia Pictures has circulated to Record in Boston
its stockholders a color brochure
BOSTON, Aug. 3.— After completillustrating nearly 20 films which the
ing its sixth day Sunday, David O.
company is now releasing and which Selznick's "Duel in the Sun" passed
are to be released.
itself at the boxoflice here, topping
The brochure consists of inserts its own 1947 Boston first-run regular
published in the motion picture trade release figures by over $1,000, according to Selznick Releasing Organpapers.
ization.
The film grossed nearly $29,000 in
Eastern Dividend
its first six re-release days in Boston
OTTAWA, Aug. 3.— Eastern The- and, according to Budd Rogers, SRO
atres Ltd., has declared a dividend of sales chief, becomes one of the first
situations of its kind in motion picture
$2, payable Aug. 18 to shareholders history.
of record Aug. 10.

Early

Fall

Conversion of the Rivoli Theatre
here to accommodate the Todd-AO
process will get under way in the
early fall, Mike Todd said here yesterday. "Oklahoma !" will have its
premiere in the Broadway house
shortly after Jan. 1.
Todd said that "Oklahoma !" would
be completed in October and that approximately four months would be
required for scoring, editing and processing. During that period, the Rivoli will undergo its conversion.
Commenting on a report that ToddAO's second production would be
"Richard III,'" Todd said that the
play was under consideration but that
no decision had been reached.
Far
In

East

Tokyo

Meet

Aug.

16

Universal-International's Far Eastern sales conference will convene in
Toyko on Aug. 16, U-I announced
yesterday.
Americo Aboaf, vice-president and
general sales manager, will preside
over the 25 delegates drawn from 11
countries during the five-day meet.
Fortunat Baronat, director of publicity
for Universal-International Films, also
will attend.
Vice-president and general sales
manager of Universal Pictures, Charles J. Feldman, now vacationing in
the Far East, has been invited to be
guest of honor at the meet.
Aboaf and Baronat will leave New
York on Friday for Tokyo.
Heading the Far Eastern headquarters contingent will be Arthur G.
Doyle, Far Eastern supervisor ; Wally
Orr, managing director for Japan
who also
functions
as Doyle's
assistant, and Paul
Fehlen,
head auditor.
Guatemala

Cancels

Distributors'
Tax3. — The
WASHINGTON, Aug.
Guatemala government has cancelled
the Guatemala City tax on distributors' grosspartment
receipts,
Desaid. The the
tax Commerce
was originally
set at 20 per cent in June, 1953, and
later reduced to 10 per cent in April
of this year. U. S. companies have
reportedly decided to resume shipments of films to the country.
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Motion
Hewitt

News

Fox

Takes

Wise.

Picture

daily

New

Term

Over

Post

MILWAUKEE, Aug. 3.— Gordon
Hewitt, film buyer and booker for the
Roundup
Fox-Wisconsin Amusement Corp.,
subsidiary of National Theatres, Inc.,
NT Host to Exhibitors
became district manager yesterday as
Six Kansas City exhibitors and Harold J. Fitzgerald retires as president. The announcement was made
their wives arrived in Hollywood
by
Edwin
Zabel, vice-president
yesterday to be g-uests of Charles P. and general F.
manager of Fox West
Skouras, president of National Theatres, and Elmer H. Rhoden, president Coast Theatres, who came here from
of the Fox Midwest division. They Los Angeles to supervise the changewill remain in the film capital and in over.
the Southern California area for a
Twenty Years with Company
week. The visiting showmen were
The change comes on expiration of
winners of the recent National Theatres showmanship drive.
Fitzgerald's contract as a National
Theatres executive. It marks his desire after 20 years with the company
to devote full time to other interests.
Fitzgerald is taking over the VarSenate Group OK's FBI Bill
sity Building office space vacated by
The Senate Judiciary Committee
Fox-Wisconsin in the change, as conyesterday approved the bill to prosolidated headquarters for several
hibit the commercial exploitation of
the name of the Federal Bureau of firms he operates. He said that six
of IS attached to Fox-WisInvestigation in motion pictures, tele- of a staff
consin here would go vi^ith Hewitt, the
vision and other entertainment media.
The bill is similar to the one re- others remaining with him. The circuit moved its offices to the Wisconported last week by the House Judisin Theatre Building, 536 West Wisciary Committee.
consin Ave.
Memphis Circuit Buys 2
United Theatres Corp. of Memphis
has purchased two more theatres ; the
Petit Jean at Morrilton, Ark., and the
Spa at Hot Springs, Ark., thus bringing United's operations to 26 houses
in eight Arkansas cities, according
to the statement issued by M. S. McCord, president.
Wise. Allied Meets Aug. 31
The Allied Independent Theatre
Owners of Wisconsin will hold its
next regional meeting Aug. 31 at the
VVarsau Hotel, Warsau, starting with
a noon luncheon.
4 New Canada TV Permits
The Canadian Government has
stepped up private television operations by approving four new private
TV licenses for stations" in Moncton,
Brandon, Peterborough and Saute Ste.
Marie, thus raising to 20 the number
of such private stations and eight
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. outlets.
Putter Moves Offices
Walter Futter and his Vidoscope
Lenses have moved from 511 Fifth
Ave. to 625 Madison Ave., New York.
■
Senator

Praises GWTW

Senator Kucel (R., Calif.) has inserted into the Congressional Record
, in Washington a statement praising
"Gone With the Wind." The Senator
, said that the film is "a shining example of the beneficial and enlightening values which attach to carefully
produced motion pictures."
Pathe to Process 2 for U-I
Pathe Laboratories, Inc., will process two Universal-International CinemaScope features, photographed in
Pathecolor. One of the films, "Captain
Lightfoot," is currently rolling in Ireland. The second, "Chief Crazy
Horse," is shooting in South Dakota.

M-G-M's

3
Pact

to

Quimby

Banking

Plan

(Continued from page 1)
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 3.— Fred C.
Quimby, head of M-G-M short subject production and cartoon producer,
yesterday was signed to a new longterm contract on the occasion of his
30th year with the company.
The signing of the new contract
also marks the 15th anniversary of

stitutions in all the principal nations,
outside of Iron Curtain countries, will
participate
in the handling
all national currencies
in such aof manner

as to prevent freezing or blocking of
funds while, at same time, complying
with all trade and currency regulations of all countries. The result, he
Quimby's cartoon characters, "Tom said, will be financial freedom of
and Jerry," who have been awarded
operation exchange
similar tomade
"freeavailable
trade," with
seven of the eight cartoon "Oscars" financial
at a
won by M-G-M since 1940.
Simultaneous with the signing of "reasonable charge, under flexible
terms, subject to amounts, conditions
Quimby's nounced
new
pact, the organization
studio an- diately.
the immediate
circumstances."
of two new, live-action short subject andOperations
will commence immeunits, one of which will be for the
No beoutright
production of dramatic subjects, while will
done. financing of production
the other will feature situation comeThere is no intention to undertake
dies. The addition of two cartoon
thawing of presently frozen funds,
units was announced last week.
sibility. that might be a future posalthough
M-G-M
thepreviously
organize
Quimby
t in d1924,
departmen
shorts
having been general mjanager of
Valuable to Independents
tors.
Pathe, Inc., and Associated ExhibiThe plan is especially useful at this
time to independent producers, Kunkis
said, although major producers are
House Bill Aids
not excluded from its application.
Gerald Brotman & Co., foreignexchange bankers since 1929, today
Copyright Issue
WASHINGTON, Aug. 3. — The opened an office in Beverly Hills to
^Window' Premieres
House today passed a bill to imple- accommodate producers here who wish
ment the new International Copyright to utilize the Kunkis plan.
At Rivoli Tonight
Convention.
Herman Yaras, former member of
Government officials claim that U.S.
The world premiere of Alfred
Hitchcock's "Rear Window" at the films and other works of art will get the Export Advisory Committee, Office of International Trade, U. S. DeRivoli Theatre tonight will be at- more certain copyright protection
partment of Commerce, has been aptended by notables of the diplomatic abroad if Congress approves the pend'Scop
pointed
e administrator of Kunkis plan
corps and leaders of society, Paraing legislation. A similar bill has been in charge
of the Beverly Hills office.
mount Pictures, distributors of the reported by the Senate Judiciary ComKunkis is general counsel and in
film, announced here yesterday.
mittee, and is awaiting Senate action. charge Eastern operations with offices,
Among those attending the premiere
1501 Broadway, New York.
will be Dr. You Chan Yang, Korean
Ambassador to the U. S. and top Indoor-Outdoor
ranking members of his staff. Ad- Theatre in Toledo
ditionally, there has been a huge public
{Continued from page 1)
TOLEDO, O., Aug. 3.— The Theasale of tickets for the film's bow.
tre Operating Co. of Toledo has an- ing mixers, 194 houses were equipped
nounced that ground has been broken
Hartford Drive-in Bows for a new theatre. In addition to ac- with one-track magnetic stereophonic
sound equipment, and 2,624 were using
commodating 1,500 cars, it will have one-track
HARTFORD, Aug. 3.— The East
optical sound.
Hartford Drive-in, South Windsor, an 800-seat indoor theatre.
"CinemaScope
and stereophonic
Conn., was opened at the weekend by
Known as the Glass Mile Drive-In
the South Windsor Realty Corp. and located across from Toledo's new sound equipment installations are averaging between 350 to 400 a week
which is headed by Abe Bronstein. Glass Mile Shopping Center, the theaThe outdoor house was built at a cost
througliout
the world," Skouras astre will be a $410,000 project. Openserted. "By the end of this year, there
over the $200,000 mark.
ing date will be within eight weeks.
will be about 15,000 installations
throughout
the world,"
The saturation
point heinsaid.
installing
Katzman
Launches
Slate
equipment has not yet been reached,
president stated.
the
are 20th-Fox
6,370 installations
now "There
and I
think that there will be about 10,000
Of
14
Columbia
Releases
in the U. S. alone by the end of the
year. In Great Britain, there are
about
250 theatres equipped at present
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 3.— With the color ; "Adventures of Captain Africa,"
assignment of writers on four new a serial to be directed by Spencer Ben- for CinemaScope and by 1955, there
pictures, producer Sam Katzman has net ; "Chicago Syndicate," which will will be about 600. Italy is also rapidly installing CinemaScope and by
launched his 1955 program of Colum- be produced on location in Chicago
bia releases with 14 properties and the from an original screenplay by Wil- the end of the year there will be an
possibility four more may be added to
liam Sackheim ; "Monster Beneath the approximate 1,000 houses equipped
the schedule between now and Decem- Sea," a science-fiction screenplay from for the medium in that country,"
Skouras said.
ber.
Steve Fisher's original story with
Writers newly assigned to 1955 screenplay by George Yates, which
product are Curt Siodmak, writing the will be shot largely in San Francisco 'Shield ^Premiere Set
screenplay of "The Creature With the with Navy cooperation ; "Duel on the
Atom Brain" from his own original ; Mississippi," original screenplay by In Chicago, Aug, 11
Robert E. Kent, doing an untitled Gerald Drayson Adams ; "Dressed to
"The Black Shield of Falworth,"
Technicolor Western ; Ray Buffum, Kill"
; "Devil Goddess," Dwight Babworking on his own original story of cock's original, to star Johnny Weiss- Universal-International's first CinemaScope production in Technicolor will
juvenile delinquency, and Berne Giler, muller.
have a premiere at the Grand
also developing his own original,
Other 1955 releases already filmed have
in Chicago on Aug. 11, the
day.
and in various stages of editing are Theatre
"Dressed To Kill."
the
following:
film company announced here yesterThe following are pictures which
will go before the cameras and be
"Masterson of Kansas," starring
Universal is backing the series of
completed this year :
George Montgomery, in technicolor ;
"Riot on Pier 6," to be shot largely "Jungle Moon Men," starring Johnny August key city pre-release openings
"Black Shield of Falworth" with
in New Orleans ; "Robin Hood, Out- Weissmuller, and "Seminole Upris- of
comprehensive promotional campaigns
law," from an original screenplay by
ing," starring George Montgomery, tied in with the national magazine
advertising campaign.
George Worthing Yates, in Techni- now before the Technicolor cameras.
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Motion

UK

Decline

{Continued from page 1)
of 1953 over tlie like 1952 period was
not continued in the 1954 quarter, the
latest decHne was considerably less
than for corresponding quarters in
past years.
The British publication also pointed
out that there were marked regional
variations in attendances, with both
London and the Southeastern area
sliovving increases in admissions for
the first 1954 quarter.
Small Houses Suffer
These regions, the Journal reports,
are where the larger circuits predominate and which tend to be affected first by new techniques and
films. The smallest British houses,
those seating 250 and under, showed
the greatest decrease, that of 8.5 per
cent.
For the corresponding period of
1953, boxoffice takings reached £277,560, .1 per cent lower than the corresponding quarter of 1953, but 6.7
per cent higher than the fourth quarter of the same year.
The Journal claimed as important a
definite increase reflected in theatres
e.xploiting new cinema techniques. The
published statistics covered 4,504 theatres in Great Britain.

TV

Picture

Competition
(Continued from page 1)

era civilization has not been sufficiently recorded or recognized."
He said that his "principal work is
to talk over in a friendly way and see
what we can do about maintaining
friendly relations between the film
unions in America and in Great Britain." The principal point currently
in dispute between the film unions on
both sides of the Atlantic Ocean is the
amount of television film production
in England by American interests.
O'Brien said he was in America
for discussions in New York, Washington, Cincinnati and Hollywood on
labor matters and to address the annual convention of the lATSE in Cincinnati and the Trade Union Congress
in Regina, Canada.
Skouras, in his talk prior to introducing the guest of honor, paid tribute to the British people and said
that "we have every desire to see
a prosperous film industry in Great

National

Injunction
{Continued from page 1)
order, will be submitted today for
Justice Pette's scrutiny.
The injunction would become effective immediately upon his signing of
the plaintiff's document. The counter
order, submitted by Assistant Corporation Counsel Stanley Buchsbaum for
the city, and served to the plaintiffs
yesterday, contains a notice of appeal
which could stay the injunction should
Justice Pette sign it.
Exhibitor attorneys, however, expressed doubt that the judge would
consider the city appeal since their
injunction request was previously
backed by Justice Pette. Pette issued
a temporary injunction against the
tax's "major fraction" provision on
July 22, which specified that the law
oversteps act.
the limits set by the state's
enabling

Rejection Expected
The Supreme Court justice is expected to adhere to his initial opinion
Britain."
Salary at New
High
and turn down the city's notice of
appeal. If he does and the injunction
For Craft Worker
becomes effective, Buchsbaum said he
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 3. — The would obtain a stay by applying to
average weekly earnings of craft one of the justices of the Appellate
workers in the studios here reached Division in Brooklyn, a higher court.
a new high during June when $130.38
If granted today, the temporary injunction would be in effect for the
was paid for a 43.2-hour week, the
duration
of the action which is to be
Department of Industrial Relations
''World" to Carroll
report disclosed. These fig- set down for trial on Sept. 13. The
"Out of this World," the Lowell monthly
ures compare with $124.33 averaged
Thomas-Lowell Thomas, Jr., Techniplaintiff'sorder,
order,callas for
welltheas posting
the city's
counter
by
color feature, will be distributed in the
in May inforJune
a 41.6-hour
week',foranda each of the plaintiffs of a bond. Judge
a year ago
Dominion of Canada, the Maritime $118.19
Provinces and Newfoundland, by 42.4-hour week.
Pette determining the amount.
Carroll Pictures, it was announced by
Yesterday suing exhibitors, their
He added that "meritorious British
Carroll L. Puciato, president of the films will be treated equally with attorneys and representatives from
releasing organization.
major circuits, independents and exAmerican pictures."
hibitor organizations, held a meeting
in anticipation of today's injunction

HERE'S

SOUMD

If the confusion that surrounds the
various sound systems being offered today has delayed your decision on just what you should install
in your theatre, consider these facts :
Three of the majors — M-G-M,
Paramount and Warner Brothers
— have already announced that all
future productions will have Perspecta Stereophonic Sound. Other
studios are following their example.
Why has Perspecta Stereophonic
Sound been chosen as standard —
a standard certain to remain for
years to come? For three very
good reasons:
1. The movie industry wants to make
money. To do this they know they must
keep your box-office busy. Perspecta
Stereophonic Sound will do just that
by giving the movie-going public the
dramatic realism they want.

ADVICE!

2. Perspecta Stereophonic Sound is a
system every movie exhibitor can ajford to install.
3. Perspecta Stereophonic Sound Track
operates identically with the optical
sound track you've been using for
years except for the inclusion of three
loiv-level, loiv-frequency tones "heard"
only by the Integrator, ivhich automatically controls volume and direction
for true stereophonic effect.
The Perspecta Stereophonic Sound
Integrator, design-engineered by
Fairchild, makes this system available to you at a price you can
afford. Only one Fairehild Integrator serves all projectors in the
booth — controls Perspecta Stereophonic Sound through any 3-channel sound system of standard make.
And projector modifications are
not required.
Call, wire or write now
for full information on your
specific theatre sound problem.

REGORDIHG,
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Pre-Selling

UFs
In

'Black

Shield'

'Photoplay'

Tie

The shield shown above will be the
key emblem used in a national tie-up
made by Universal-International with
"Photoplay" for "The Black Shield of
The fashion department of "Photoplay," under the direction 'of Lillian
Falworth."
Lang, has arranged with manufacturers of women's apparel to use the
"Black Shield" emblem on suits,
dresses, lingerie, handbags, accessories,
jewelry and other types of apparel.
Every fashion used will either be an
adaptation of clothes worn by Janet

Leigh and Barbara Rush in "The
Black Shield of Falworth" or will incorporate the emblem.
U.I.'s newsreel which is shown in
approval.
Emanual Frisch, president of Metropolitan Motion Picture Theatres 6,000 theatres, will have a special subAssociation of New York and Harry
ject of the two actresses wearing the
Brandt, president Independent Theatre costumes featured in the October issue
Owners Association, co-chairmen of of "Photoplay," on the newsstands
the New York City Emergency Tax Sept. 4.
Committee, addressed the exhibitor
Department
stores
andnation
women's
gathering and announced that another shops
in all parts
of the
will
meeting would be called after the in- feature the apparel. Theatre managers
junction becomes effective.
can originate Black Shield Ladies
Klupt Reviews Situation
Nights and tie-up with their local
Mitchell Klupt, Century circuit at- stores. Advertising for "Photoplay" is
torney, reviewed the legal events of being handled by Dick Shell and information about participating stores
the past week for the exhibitors prior City.
to
today's
submitting
of
the
injunction
from him at "Photoobtained
order. Those in attendance included can be play"
205 West 42 St., New York
attorneys for the suing circuits as
•
well as representatives from the Rand"Woman's Home Companion" has
force, Fabian,
Stanley-Warner,
mount and Brecher
circuits. ParaAlso three motion picture ads in the August issue: a striking full page on
present were representatives from the
Hall.
Roxy Theatre and Radio City Music "About Mrs. Leslie," a very unusual
one on "Seven Brides for Seven
Brothers" and a piicture - of - the •
Philharmonic
TV
month ad on "Seven
Brides."
{Continued from page 1)
Columbia's "On The Waterfront"
reaps the benefit of a very interesting
single concert, will be seen in Para- article written for the August issue
Fabian, Loew's
and Stanley- of "Holiday" by Budd Schulberg about
Warner mount,
theatres
in 29 cities.
things he saw and heard when he
Already included among the cities the
was on the docks of the New York
to present the Philharmonic opening waterfront and in the taverns used by
are : Los Angeles, Chicago, Philadelphia, Richmond, Minneapolis, San the longshoremen, as social centers
Francisco, Miami, Houston, Dallas, and commands posts for their different
factions. The entire picture was made
Pittsburgh, Indianapolis, Detroit, Bos- in these places.
•
ton, Omaha, Albany, Asbury Park,
"Redbook's" cover girl on the
Salt Lake City, Milwaukee, Washington, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Dayton August issue is Judy Garland, the
and Toledo.
Warner's "A Star Is Born."
DuMont Television's production lead inwears a pink and red dance
facilities will be utilized in the proj- Judy
costume which helps make the issue
ect, Dorfmann said. The average
a very attractive one for the newsprice of a ticket to a theatre goer stands.
will be $2.00, he said.
WALTER HAAS
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27
'The

{Confbutcd from page 1)
"The Female," "Bhowani Junction,"
"Charlemagne," "Blaickboard Jungle,"
"Digby" and "The Power and the
■ Prize."
'Ben Hur' Included

Vanishing
Prairie^
(Continued from page 1)

presented, the skillful photography and the capturing of nature's cast in its
natural environment are the ingredeints that hold the attention of the viewer.
The home life of the prairie dog, for example, is a rare sight. Somehow the
camera was placed underground, permitting, mysteriously, a cutaway view o!

the
Whereas
who saw
Living resemble
Desert''
still little
talk animal's
about thedomicile.
fight between
two those
tarantulas
whose"The
struggles
In addition M-G-M's program in- a square dance, with square dance music, the new audience probably will find a
cludes such works as "Ben Hur," Sir highlight in the fight between a pair of Rocky Mountain sheep who smash
Walter Scott's "Quentin Durward," head-on against each other to the background music of "The Anvil Chorus.'
Other scenes that are standouts are the birth of a buffalo calf and its
■■'Green Mansions" and "In Missouri,"
based on Mark Twain's "Huckleberry efforts to stand up a few minutes after it is born ; the cougar hunting food
for her young ; a cloudburst during which the animals seek safety ; a prairir
Finn."
First of the eight pictures scheduled fire and the scramble of the animals to escape it ; the courtship antics of
for the two months' period is "Bad prairie birds, and the struggle for survival of other animals and birds.
Day at Black Rock," which starts
The color by Technicolor offers a fitting background and adds much to the
filming at the studio next week, after
two weeks on location. The others scenic grandeur which covers the primitive areas and national park reserves
in South Dakota, Montana, Wyoming, Colorado and Washington.
are "The Prodigal," in CinemaScope
An intelligent and vivid narration written by James Algar, Winston Hible
with Lana Turner and Edmund PurTed Sears, and narrated by Hibler, helps the viewer to follow the drama
dom ; "Hit the Deck," starring Jane and
Powell, Tony Martin and Walter tic incidents of the wildlife. An excellent musical score has been provided
Pidgeon ; "Moonfleet," with Stewart by Paul Smith. But the major credits must go to the photography and those
Granger, Viveca Lindfors, George who made it possible ; they are Tom McHugh, James Simon, N. Paul KenSanders and Joan Greenwood.
worthy, Jr., Cleveland Grant, Lloyd Beebe, Herbe Crisler, Dick Borden.
Also "It's Always Fair Weather," Warren Garst, Murl Deusing Olin Sewall Pettingill Jr. and Stuart Jewell.
featuring Gene Kelly, Dolores Gray Ben Sharpsteen was the associate producer, the direction was bv James Algar
and Michael Kidd, and "Love Me Or an Lloyd Richardson did the editing, each one turning in a creditable job. A11
Leave Me," the story of Ruth Etting, others associated with the production also can take a bow.
starring Doris Day and James Cag"The Vanishing Prairie" serves a dual purpose : excellent entertainment
ney.
and instructive enlightenment ; the combination confirms the usefulness and
dignity of the motion picture.
Two of Nine Still Shooting
Running time, 75 minutes. General classification. For August release.
Of the nine pictures started since
April, two are still shooting. They
A 20-minute musical cartoon fantasy, "Willie, the Operatic Whale," is beare : "Jupiter's Darling," starring Esing booked as a companion subject with "The Vanishing Prairie." This can
ther Williams, and "The Glass Slip- rate with Disney's finest contributions in the field of short subiects.
AL STEEN
per," with Leslie Caron and Michael
Wilding.
Pictures slated to follow the eight
set for almost immediate start are ''The Gambler
from Natchez''
"The Cobweb," "My Most Intimate (20th Century-Fox)
N spite of an obvious and contrived gambling story of 19th century New
Friend," "The Scarlet Coat," "BlackOrleans, this picture has the love and revenge ingredients that should
board Jungle," and "The Long Day."
it a fair share of business wherever this sort of adventure is in
Also "Mail Order Bride," "Diane," guarantee
demand.
"Highland Fling," "The Tea House of
Dale Robertson, Debra Paget and Thomas Gomez head the cast of this
the August Moon," "St. Louis
attractive
production by the late Leonard Goldstein. Period sets, including
Woman," "Bhowani Junction," "Green
Mansions" and "Robin Hood."
hotel and restaurant interiors plus some handsomely dressed ladies and gentlemen seen in frequent street scenes, enhance the proceedings.
And "Quentin Durward," starring
Robert Taylor; "The Female," with
Henry Levin's direction cannot disguise the mechanical story, but it does
Ava Gardner ; "The Marauders" and succeed in stimulating some of the perilous moments for all they're worth.
"Forbidden Planet."
Officer Roberston, just returned to New Orleans after serving with Sam
Houston, learns that his gambling shark father was shot because of supposedly
crooked playing. Knowing that his father never played a crooked hand in
'Susan' High in L.A.
his
life, he swears vengeance on the killer, Kevin McCarthy, and his two
RKO predicts a $105,000 gross for
cohorts, Douglas Dick and John Wengraf, who plotted the shark's death
"Susan Slept Here," now approach- because
his gambling excellence threatened to cost McCarthy his share of
ing the end of a week's run at 10 a riverboat operation which the two had worked out.
theatres in the Los Angeles metropolThe first of the three scoundrels (listed on a playing card) to go is Dick,
itan area.
who falls to his death from a decrepit hotel ledge in flight from Roberston.
The second is Wengraf, who gets his in a gun duel with the hero. And the
third is McCarthy, run through by Roberston in a rapier duel started by the
killer after losing his plantation plus his share of the riverboat in a card
bet. Miss Paget as a fuming French girl and Gomez as her gambling father
are river travelers who help Robertson to gain his aim. Miss Paget gets her
iTipn. Gerald Drayson Adams and Irving Wallace wrote the screenplay from
flyB'HC
Adams' story.
Running time, 88 minutes. General classification. Release date, not set.
Ampex
ARISTOCRAT

OF THE AIR

Direct
New York • London
BRITISH OVERSEAS
AIRWAYS CORPORATION
Reservations through your travel agent
or call B.O.A.C. at 342 Madison Ave.,
New York 17. N. Y.. tel. MU 7-8900

Has

a Stereo

Speaker for Drive-in
The Ampex Corp. has turned over
to equipment manufacturers the drivein loudspeaker design for which tests
^nd experiments have been concluded,
Philip L. Gundy, Eastern regional
manager for the high fidelity stereonhonic sound organization, stated here.
Gundy, while not naming which
eciuipment companies will manufacture
the stereophonic sound loudspeaker,
disclosed that he has been appointed
to head the Audio Division of Ampex
with headquarters in Redwood City,
Calif. He also revealed that Jim
Mahon, head of theatre sales for the
organization, has shifted his offices
from Redwood City to Los Angeles.

Ross

Sales

Head

for

BOT
Circuit Division
Wallace A. Ross, founder of television's Ross Reports, has been appointed national sales manager for
Box Office Television's closed circuit
conference division, it was announced
here yesterday.
Ross, who is already in his new
post,izedisrat" nreparing
first standard'^-'rd to be the
issued
bv a closedcircuit TV organization and it is expected to be ready within the next
two weeks. He will also act as sales
manager for the Sheraton closed circuit network, an operation which links
28 hotels in the U. S. and Canada.
BOT is the exclusive agent for the
Sheraton Hotel circuit.

cSESIr

WHY

DO

YOU NEED
WIDE-ARC

?

A, RCA Wide- Arc Lamps
give more light per ampere than
any other projection lamp! Their
low carbon-burning rate also helps
hold down operating costs — and
special design holds maintenance
costs to an absolute minimum.
And for extra-efficient operation
. . . "Instant Acting" ventilation
keeps reflector cool and free of
carbon dust, water circulator
keeps overall temperature low.
High speed reflector distributes
light better . . . high speed positive
carbon rotation provides greater
arc stability. Wide-Arcs illuminate
just as efficiently with either standard or Hitex carbons. They're
ideal for wide screen and 3-D..

Wide -Arc's extra effican show RCA
WHO
in terms
ciency
of an actual
lation?

Q«
instal

A,-• Your local independent
RCA Theatre Supply Dealer can
prove to you that RCA Wide-Arc
Lamps will give all-around
superior illumination in yoMr specific
wide-screen or 3-D installation.
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CORPORATION

of AMERICA
THEATRE EQUIPMENT
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NO. 25

Filmakers

NEW
Plan

Lands

Para.

YORK,

U.S.A., THURSDAY,

Booking

First major booking in Filmakers' recently inaugurated "exhibitor guarantee" plan was set for Sept. 3 at the New York
Paramount, where the recently completed "Private Hell 36"
will world premiere during the Labor Day holiday weekend.
Deal to place this latest Filmakers release was set in a transcontinental phone conversation yesterday between Edward L.
Hyman, vice-president of American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres, and Harry L. Mandell, vice-president and domestic
sales manager of Filmakers.
NT

Net

Income

Keeling

39

Weeks

$1,884,636
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 4.— Consolidated net income for National Theatres, Inc., for the 39 weeks ended
June 26, 19S4 (the first three-quarters
of the current fiscal year) was $1,884,636, or six cents per share on the
2,769,486 shares of stock outstanding,
Charles P. Skouras, president, reported yesterday to stockholders.
This is approximately the same as
the consolidated net income for the
corresponding 39 weeks ended June
27, 1953, which was $1,873,521,
Skouras stated.
For the 13 weeks ended June 26,
1954, the consolidated net income was
$577,586, or 21 cents per share. This
compares with a consolidated net income for the corresponding quarter of
1953 of $414,992, or 15 cents per share.
Net profit, less applicable income
taxes, from dispositions of theatres
and real estate were $57,000 in the
(Continued on paije 6)
Kerasotes

Asks

Exhibitor

Support

For

Reade

Policies

ROCKFORD, III, Aug. 4.— All exhibitors should support TOA president Walter Reade, Jr., in his efforts
to encourage independent film production and should endorse his criticism
of the "exhorbitant" film rentals and
the alleged unfair sales methods now
being practiced upon theatre owners,
George Ke^-asotes, v'ce-pres'dent of
the United Theatre Owners of Illinois,
declared at a regional meeting of the
g'roup held at the Faust Hotel, here.
The Illinois association, a TOA
affiliate, under Kerasotes, assisted by
George Gaughan of Memphis, Tenn.,
TOA field representative, is conducting a series of meetings throughout
the state.
In an open forum, the theatre
owners discussed the problems confronting exhibition and voiced deep
(Continued on page 7)

UK

Major

NY

TEN

5, 1954

Fraction

Issue

THEATRES

WIN

PARTIAL

VICTORY

City

Collecting

Tax;

Enjoined
Stay

From

Affects

CENTS

Only

Five

Over

5%

Theatres

Local exhibitors won a partial but significant victory yesterday in their
legal battle against the New York City tax when Supreme Court Justice
Nicholas M. Pette signed a temporary injunction order enjoining the city
law insofar at it attempts to impose
LONDON, Aug. 4. — Sir John
Keeling is to become chairman of the
or imposes a tax in excess of five per
cent on admissions.
state-sponsored National Film. Finance 20th Sales Heads
The order affects only the five
Corp., and also of the new company
which is to be formed to take over Here for Parleys
Queens theatres which instituted the
the functions of the British Lion Film
action against the city and the tax
last month.
Corp. This was announced in the On New Product
Others May Join
House of Commons.
It was reported early in June that
However, other exhibitors in the
the NFFC, which has a £3,000,000
may become parties to the action
20th n, Century-F
Al Lichtman,
will city
today ox's
of distributio
interest in British Lion, had appointed director
and may join it by showing cause why
a receiver and manager of that com- open a important two-day division and they are affected by the law and by
meeting in New
pany and that a new company would branch managers
York at which posting
a be
bond.
All exhibitor
be formed to take over the film distiffs will
reciuired
to post a plainbond
merchandis i n g
tribution functions and organization
of $250 each in connection with the
of British Lion.
plans will be order.
developed for
Exhibitor attorneys yesterday said
In making the announcement the
D a r r y 1 F. they would attempt to ease such action
Board of Trade spokesman stated that
(ConHmeed on page 6)
Zanuck's "The on the part of city exhibitors and act
Cinema S cope as a "clearing house" in order to
i n facilitate proceedings.
Egyptian"
Senate Okays Funds
reand other
leases through
In addition to enjoining the tax's
For Film Census
the end of 1954. "breakage provision" which oversteps
Assembled at the state enabling act, it further enWASHINGTON, Aug. 4. — The
joins the defendants from requiring
the conclave are exhibitors
Senate voted to appropriate $8,430,000
in the case to turn over
heads
of the
to take a comprehensive census next
to
the
city
"so much of the tax hereyear of the film industry and other
American businesses. The census
tofore
or
hereafter
as based
Al Lichtman
company's
do- on fractional parts collected"
one cent,
until
mestic and Canwould be the first since 1948. The
(Continued onof page
7)
adian
sales
orHouse has refused the funds, however,
ganization, home office executives and
and the matter must finally be decided field exploitation representatives who
(Continued on page 7)
in a House.-Senate conference.
Supreme
Court Told

Film
For

Heads

On

AUGUST

Finance

Corp.

Poster
Oregon

Despite

Confident

Rain^

of

Future

Strikes^

TV

PORTLAND, Ore., Aug. 4. — Despite several adverse trends, which
spelled new low grosses for Portland theatres, the leading exhibitors in
the Portland trade area are among the most optimistic on the Pacific
Coast. Their operations, on the whole,
have been 'streamlined' with the big
increase in population in this area, and
BOT
Setting Up TV
their activities are expanding.
Floor Show
Circuit
The month of June, which was cold
and
rainy, was one of the factors that
Box Office Television is now engaged in establishing a $1,000,000 cut deeply into the theatre grosses.
closed-circuit television network across This, in addition to numerous summer
the U. S. to service restaurants and attractions, increased television and a
night clubs with large-screen floor strike in the lumber mills throughout
Oregon, brought some operators close
shows, it was announced here yester- to
their financial backlogs.
day by William Rosensohn, executive
The continued bidding on big picvice-president for BOT.
tures,
meant furtheronuncertainty,
espeThe venture, marking the first at(Continued
page 6)
(Continned on page 7)

Bars

Settlement

New

Action

WASHINGTON, Aug. 4.— National
Screen Service and eight major distributors told the Supreme Court that
the willingness of the Independent
Poster Exchange to settle an earlier
anti-trust suit and to live under that
settlement barred it from bringing a
new suit.
Charles Lawlor and Mitchell
Pantzer, partners trading as the Independent Poster Exchange, have appealed to the high court their antitrust suit against National Screen and
all major distributors. The partners
charge National with a monopoly in
the poster and trailer field, and declared that the major distributors
aided NSS maintain this monopoly. .A
U. S. District Court judge and later
the Third Circuit Court of Appeals
unanimously
ruled onagainst
the part(Contimmd
page 6)
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3

Months

Attack
Ban

Mention

president of
JOHNSTON,
ERIC
the Motion Picture Association of
America, returned to Washington yesi terday from Spokane.
•
Peter and Sperie Perakos, president and general manager, respectively, of Perakos Theatre Associates, were in New York yesterday
from New Britain, Conn.
•
Emery Austin, M-G-M exploitation head, and Mitchell Rawson, of
the pubHcity department, will return
to New York Monday from their vacations.
•
John Murphy, in charge of outof-town houses for Loew's Theatres,
and Harry Shaw, division manager,
were in Hartford yesterday from New
York.
Herman Levy, general counsel of
Theatre Owners of America, and his
family, will leave here next week for
Hyannis, Mass.
•
Dan S. Terrell, M-G-M publicity
head, will leave here tomorrow for
a vacation in the Southern area.
•
Stanley Hawes, Australian producer, is scheduled to arrive here by
plane today from Lxindon.
•
Esther Williams was in New
York yesterday from Hollywood, enroute to Florida.
Columbia

Is Winner

In Plagiarism Suit
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 4.— Federal
Judge James M. Carter today ruled
in favor of Columbia Pictures in a
plagiarism suit filed by Errol Aubrey
Jones last January seeking $1,400,000
on the grounds that Coiumoia's "Anna
Lucasta," which the jurist viewed
before rendering his verdict, had been
plagiarized in part from Jones' "Sin
Sister."
Judge Carter ruled there is "no
substantial similarity" between them.
See

$11,000

for

'Obsession* Bow
"Magnificent Obsession," the UniversalInternational
picture which
opened at the Loew's State here yesterday, had grossed $4,000 by 5 P.M.
with an estimated return of $11,000
for the day.
This tops the opening figure for
"The Glenn Miller Story" at the Capitol— and beats all U-I openings on
Broadway since "Naked City" played
at the Capitol in 1947.
News

Guild

Members

Studio Guests Today
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 4. — The
major studios tomorrow will be hosts
to 150 members of the American
Newspaper Guild who are attending
that organization's
21st Hotel.
annual convention at the Statler

Placed

at

39,000,549

Plan

to

Filming

Feet

Hearings
feature imports : Canada, two ; Mex- Of
ico, 32 ; Falkland Island, one ; Sweden,
one. United Kingdom, 44; Hong
WASHINGTON, Aug. 4.— SpokesKong, 19 ; France, five ; West Germen for television networks and other
many, one ; Poland, two ; Spain, one ;
broadcasters today attacked proposals
Italy, nine; Japan, 13 — total, 130.
to ban or restrict filming and teleFebruary Imports, 128
casting of Congressional hearings.
The February breakdown on U. S.
They testified before a Senate Rules
feature imports : Mexico, three ; Swe- subcommittee studying committee
den, two ; United Kingdom, 58 ; hearing procedures. The proposals inSwitzerland, one; U.S.S.R., four;
cluded a complete ban on TV and
British Malaya, one ; French Pacific radio coverage of hearings, a ban on
Islands, one ; British East Africa, one ; commercial sponsorship and a proNetherlands, two ; France, three ;
posal that no witness should be teleAustria, two ; Czechoslovakia, two ;
vised or photographed if he objects.
Italy, 10;128.Hong Kong, 19; Japan, 19 Witnesses attacking the proposals in—total,
cluded officials of CBS, NBC, ABC,
March imports were: Mexico, 19;
and the the National AssociDuMont
Falkland Islands, one ; Sweden, one ;
ation of Radio and Television BroadApril Figures Not Available
United Kingdom, 38; Netherlands,
casters. The TV witnesses argued
Commerce Department figures on one ; France, three ; West Germany, they were entitled to the same access
linear footage exported in April were four; U.S.S.R., one; Italy, 14; India, to news afforded other media.
not listed but the government bureau one ; Philippines, 21 ; Hong Kong, 22 ;
To Study Network Regulation
Japan, 21151.
; Austria, one ; Egypt, three
reported the import of 124 overseas —total,
films during that month for American
Meanwhile, the Senate Commerce
distribution.
England Top Importer
Committee voted to hire two special
During the initial four months of
investigators to study the question of
April imports on overseas product : Federal Communications Commission
1954, the United Kingdom exported
Canada,
one
;
Mexico,
13
;
Bahamas,
162 feature-length pictures for the
regulation of the networks. Committee
U.S. market with Hong Kong export- 12 ; Ecuador, one ; Uruguay, one ; Chairman Bricker (R., O.) has served
United Kingdom, 22 ; France, four ;
ing 90 for the same period. In Janu- West Germany, nine ; Austria, one ; notice he will press for such a bill
ary, British imports here totaled 44,
year ; at present, networks are
Hong Kong 19. In February, British, Switzerland, one ; U.S.S.R., one ; next
free of direct FCC control.
58, Hong Kong 19. In March, British, Italy, nine ; India, one ; British Malaya, one; Hong Kong, 30; Japan, 15;
38, Hong Kong, 22. In April, British,
British East Africa, one ; Union of One-Man-in-Booth
22, Hong Kong, 30.
South Africa, one.
The January breakdown on U. S-.
For a While in Hub
WASHINGTON, Aug. 4.— U. S.
film companies exported during the
first quarter of this year 39,000,549
linear feet of 35 mm. positive prints
valued at $1,422,879 while importing
533 foreign films for American distribution during the first four months
of 1954, according to Commerce Department reports.
A breakdown by months shows that
in January, 15,217,659 feet of 35 mm.
positive prints were exported at a
value of $613,156 while 130 overseas
product were imported. In February,
the film companies exported 12,921,519
linear feet of prints while importing
128 foreign features. In March, 10,861,371 linear feet of prints were exported with 151 features imported.

BOSTON, Aug. 2. — Exhibitors
may run their projection booths with
one man until further notice, accordNot Yet Perfected
ing to a bulletin from Independent
From Overseas Trip
Exhibitors, Inc. and Drive-In Association of New England.
CinemaScope pictures, which have
Charles Einfeld, 20th Century-Fox been
exhibited
thus
far
in
only
35mm.
On
July
12, the exhibitor group
vice-president, will return to New
York from Europe on Tuesday, versions, have been satisfactorily re- received an order from the Commissioner of Public Safety stating that
duced by 20th Century-Fox techniaboard the "Queen Mary" following
two men are required in a projection
cians so that the medium can be ex- booth.
a six-week trip to the continent sethibited in 16mm. form, it was learned
ting international premieres of Darryl here yesterday.
The association is in the process
F. Zanuck's "The Egyptian" in CinA representative of the company of securing an injunction against this
emaScope.
Meeting with leading exhibitors, stated that "while CinemaScope has recent order, so there will be no action
been satisfactorily reduced to 16mm., on the part of the Commissioner in
government officials and representa- Bausch & Lomb has developed several the meantime.
tives of the company's international
of 16mm. anamorphic lenses
corporation, Einfeld developed a pro- versions
but not one has produced the desired
gram launching the multi-million- tinuing.
$66,776 First Week
dollar picture in principal cities of perfection,"
but experiments are con- 'Waterfront' Gross
Europe shortly after its gala world
By the close of business on Tuesday,
Bell & Howell, which has been expremiere for the March of Dimes
perimenting with CinemaScope 16mm. Columbia's "On the Waterfront" had
in New York on Aug. 24.
home films, has developed a lens set a new house record for the 1,050Gala Premieres Planned
which, it is claimed, can be used for seat Astor Theatre here, topping the
Premiere plans set on the produc- projection or photography of Cinema- previous record-holder by more than
tion are expected to surpass world$7,000, Columbia said yesterday. The
Scope films.
record for the 28-year-old house had
wide
openings
on
"The
Robe"
because
of the greater total of theatres now Senate Passes FBI
been
set by "Battleground" in 1949.
equipped to present CinemaScope.
Playing to virtually capacity audiOpenings will be attended by heads Film Taboo Bill
ences at all shows, "On The Waterof governments, state officials and
front" turned in $66,776 for the first
week.
dignitaries from every field of endeavor.
WASHINGTON, Aug. 4.— The
In addition to charting advertising, Senate has passed a bill to prevent
publicity and exploitation programs motion picture companies, television Mrs. Spodick Killed
for "The Egyptian," Einfeld further producers and other entertainment
HARTFORD, Aug. 4.— Mrs. Robert Spodick, 32, wife of the partner
attended exhibitor and press demon- firms from exploiting the name of the
Bureau of Investigation with- in Sampson & Spodick Theatres, was
strations of "The Advancing Tech- Federal
out specific FBI authorization. A
niques of CinemaScope" where he dis- similar bill has been approved by the killed in an auto accident at Fairfield, Conn. Her husband, Robert,
cussed technical and production advances effected in the new medium in House Judiciary Committee and is 32, and their son, Peter, 8, were not
awaiting House action.
seriously hurt.
the past year.
Einfeld

Returning

16mm.

'Scope

Lens
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Seen

Motion

at

Picture

Premiere

^lN exciting- world premiere was held last night at New
l\ York's Rivoli Theatre for Paramount's Alfred
Hitchcock production, "Rear Window," with hundreds
of business, civic and social leaders joining with celebrities from stage, screen and radio-television at the gala
event. Held for the benefit of the American-Korean Foundation, the opening of the Technicolor suspense
was sponsored by 83 distinguished Americans.
Seen arriving at the premiere

thriller

were, left to right, first

of

Daily

*Rear

3

Window'

photo: Mrs. Howard A. Rusk, Dr. Rusk, president of the
American Korean Foundation; Mrs. Spyros S. Skouras,
and Mr. Skouras, president of Skouras Theatres Corp.
Second photo: Russell Holman, Eastern production manager. Paramount Pictures, and Mrs. Alfred Hitchcock,
wife of the producer-director of "Rear Window." Third
photo: Henry Luce III; Ambassadress Clare Booth Luce,
Allen Grover and Montague Salmon, managing director
of the Rivoli Theatre.

Alfred Hitchcock's latest suspense film, "Rear Window," had its world
premiere in a benefit performance at the Rivoli Theatre here last night,
with more than 2,000 social, civic and business leaders, celebrities and
members of the general public attendMr. and Mrs. Maxwell A. Kriendler.
mg.
Also, Mr. Chester La Roche, Mr.
The proceeds from the Paramount
for Gov't Technicolor film, starriiig James and Mrs. Madison H. Lewis, Miss
Move
Stewart and Grace Kelly, have been Monica Lewis, Col. Ben C. Limb, Mr.
turned over to the American-Korean Joshua Logan, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
Film
Action
Foundation for relief work in Korea. A. Lincoln, Mr. Henry R. Luce and
One of the leading sponsors of the Ambassadress Luce, Dr. and Mrs.
Demand by individual units of Al- sell-out event was Korean president, Leonard W. Mayo, Mr. and Mrs.
lied States Association for a Congres- Syngman Rliee. The picture starts David Y. Namkoong, Mr. and Mrs.
sional investigation of alleged unfair its regularly-priced run today.
Whitelaw Reid, Mr. and Mrs. David
sales policies by exhibitors may force
Among the notables at the pre- Rockefeller, Mr. and Mrs. Emil
the national organization to take such
miere were : Mr. and Mrs. Henry C. Rogers, Dr. and Mrs. Howard A.
steps unless terms are modified, it Alexander, Miss Elizabeth Arden, Rusk, Mr. and Mrs. George P.
was indicated here yesterday. Three Miss Janet Blair, Mr. and Mrs. O. Skouras, Mr. and Mrs. Spyros P.
units — ^Wisconsin, West Virginia and Roy Chalk, Maj.-Gen. and Mrs. Charles Skouras.
Ohio — already have passed resolutions W. Christenberry, Mr. John Daly,
Also, Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Stancalling upon national Allied to press Mr. and Mrs. Roland R. DeMarco,
ton, Mr. and Mrs. William S. Stevens,
for Congressional action if conferences Mr. and Mrs. George K. Garvin, Mr. Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hays Sulzby a special Allied committee and and Mrs. William German, Mrs. Julia
berger, Mr. and Mrs. Martin Sweegeneral sales managers fail to reach Giles, Mr. and Mrs. Bernard F. Gimney, Jr., Miss Carolyn Trippe, Mrs.
satisfactory conclusions, it was said.
bel, Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Gimbel, Mr. Wendell L. Willkie, Ambassador and
It was said that each Allied unit and Mrs. Ira Haupt, Dr. and Mrs. Mrs. You Chan Yang, Mr. and Mrs.
planned to pass similar resolutions Henry T. Heald, Mrs. Alfred Hitch- Robert R. Young and Mr. and Mrs.
prior to the summer board meeting
cock, Miss Emily Kimbrough and Adolph Zukor.
scheduled for later this month in
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va. The
meetings with the sales heads have Mutoscope
7 Pictures Start; 7
Films to
been scheduled tentatively for the
Others Completed
week of Aug. 16, but they will depend Edinburgh
Festival
largely on whether there will be a
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 4.— Start of
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 4.— Films
sufficient number of sales managers made
from Mutoscope pictures of seven pictures and completion of seven
in town to warrant the trip here by Pope Leo XIII in 1894 and 1898 ^yill spurred production at the weekend.
several of the Allied leaders.
supplied by the Academy of Motion
Beginners : "Black Prince," CinemaOne of the most forceful blasts be
Picture Arts and Sciences to the
Scope
; Technicolor
; "Ketchikan,"
came from Rube Shor, Cincinnati ex- State Department for exhibition at "Dynamite
Anchorage
(A-A) ;
hibitor, who called for damage suits, the forthcoming Edinburgh Film Fes- "Women's Prison" (Col.) ; "Mad at
tival, Academy president Charles the World" (Filmakers) ; "Prodigal,"
stating, "Let us file suits upon suits,"
CinemaScope Technicolor (MGM) ;
and adding that "it's time to join in Brackett has announced.
a united buying combine" or in a
Mutoscope was originally a card- "Eddie Foy and Seven Little Foys,"
national boycott.
flipping device, using five-by-three VistaVision, Technicolor (Para.).
inch photographic representations
Enders : "Atomic Kid," "Hell's Outwhich gave the illusion of motion
IFE Release Honored
post" (Rep.) ; "Carmen Jones," Carwhen flashed in rapid succession.
lyle, CinemaScope ; Technicolor (20thPrimrose Productions, under con- Fox) ; "Black Tuesday," Goldstein;
"Bread, Love and Dreams," the Titanus production, has been named the
tract to. the Academy to transfer the "Stranger on Horseback," Goldstein ;
best foreign film shown in North process to film from paper prints filed
(U.A.) ; "Man Without
Africa by the Algerian Union of Film with the Library of Congress, re- aTechnicolor
Star," Technicolor (U-I) ; "Trail of
Critics, Italian Films Export ancently devised means of transferring the nerCat,"
Color) .Batjac, CinemaScope, Warnounced.
Mutoscope material to film.
Allied

Units

in

Defer

Talks

Arbitration

Few

on
for

Weeks

The next meeting of the joint eightman distribution-exhibition committee
here, from which a satisfactory system
of arbitration for the industry is expected to be evolved, has been put off.
for a few weeks, due to vacations and
activities of the group's repbusiness
resentatives.
The "sub-committee" is composed
of Al Lichtman, A. W. Schwalberg,
A. Montague, Adolph Schimel, Herman Levy, Simon Fabian, Max A.
Cohen, and Leo Brecher, with Charles
Feldman, alternate.
Lichtman and Feldman are busily
involved in preparing for home office
and foreign sales meetings which will
be held shortly. Schwalberg, Schimel,
and Levy are on vacation or will be
within the next few days. Cohen and
Brecher are closely working with the
exhibitor committee which is fighting
the New York City five per cent tax.
Ceylon Official Calls
Films Democracy
Aid
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 4.— Ceylon
Ambassador Raetnakirti Gunewardine
today told the Association of Motion
Picture Producers that both ancient
and modern cultures must stand as
a barrier against Communism. The
Ambassador said "religions, customs
and conventions should be strengthened, for all are deterrents to this
invader, but I would like also to
emphasize importance of films, literature and radio — Ceylon does not have
television — as strong weapons in the
hands of Democratic nations."
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Motion

News

Roundup
Sochin 'U' Shorts
Irving" Sochin, short subjects sales
manager of Universal Pictures is conferring this week with U-I production
executives on the company's short subject program for 1954-1955.

Philipson to Aid Selznick
William Philipson has been appointed executive assistant to producer David O. Selznick on Light's
Diamond Jubilee TV show scheduled
for Oct. 24.

Picture

Editorially
N.O. Paper Praises Product
NEW ORLEANS, Aug. 4.— The following editorial from the
Times-Picayune here adds to the feeling that the motion picture
industry has reason for optimism these days — that it is far from
breathing its last gasps. Here it is :
"Maybe it's a renaissance, or maybe the critics who said the
motion picture industry was dying were wrong.
"Whatever the explanation, New Orleans' largest theatres
have been doing record business at their box offices the past
couple of weeks.
" 'Gone with the Wind,' on another of its farewell engagements, has been packing them in — as have 'The Caine Mutiny,'
'The High and the Mighty' and, now, 'About Mrs. Leslie.'
"Perhaps this experience simply reaffirms what many veterans
of show business have insisted all along, 'Give 'em good pictures
and you'll draw good crowds.' "
Posters
(Continued from page 1)

Schine May
Negotiations
Schine-owned,
Hotel Albany,
reported under

Sell Ten Eyck
for the sale of the
400-room Ten Eyck
to Sheraton Corp. are
way in Ntw York.

Tent Show Blocked
The Toronto Variety Tent No. 28
may have, to change its plans for a
benefit show next fall in the Maple
Leaf Gardens because of the fight between the American Federatio^T of
Musicians and the American Guild of
Variety Artists. Judy Garland and
Donald O'Connor were lined up to aid
the benefit for the Variety Village
School for handicapped boys.
Keeling Heads
{Continued from page 1)

ners in LP.E., throwing out their case.
In a brief filed today. National
Screen and the distributors pointed out
that in April, 1942, Independent and
other poster companies filed a similar
anti-trust suit against National Screen
and settled that suit about a year
later ; the complaint was dismissed.
Sub-License Arranged
Under settlement. Independent entered into a sub-license with National
Screen to get posters which National
Screen had under exclusive license
arrangements and also any which the
company might get under such arrangements inthe future. More than
six years later, the new anti-trust suit
was filed, the brief asserted
The crux of the case, the high court
was told today, "is the factual identity
of the present claim with the prior
one." The brief declared that the District and Circuit Courts were correct
when they dismissed the suit because
it was based on "essentially the same
course of wrongful conduct of which
they complained" earlier. Under wellestablished legal rules, the brief continued, the matter must be considered
to have been adjudicated by the earlier
settlement and dismissal, and the new
case ruled out.

NT
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{Continued from page 1)

People

Samdent ofRosen,
executive
vice-presithe Stanley
Warner
Corp.,
is on an extensive tour of Western
Europe to survey additional cities
for Cinerama exhibition not included in the recent announcement
of Cinerama openings later this
year. His itinerary includes Stockholm, Oslo, Copenhagen and Dublin.
Before returning iiome lie will have
a look at motion picture production
in London and Italy. Mrs. Rosen
has accompanied him.

Bert Lytell, president emeritus of
Actors' Ecjuity, has left New York
on a 22 city tour of the U.S. and
Canada in conjunction with the
forthcoming release of 20th Century-Fox's CineniaScope production,
"The Egyptian."
n

39-week period ended June 26, 1954,
of which $31,000 is applicable to the
third quarter, Skouras reported. Comparable amounts included in last
Elmer F. Lux, head of Elmart
year's earnings are $168,000 for 39 Theatres and president of the Comweeks and $104,000 for third quarter
mon Council in Buf?alo, will be masalone.
ter of ceremonies, and Richard T.
Skouras noted that attendance dur- Kemper, zone manager, Dipson
ing the 39 weeks ended June 26, 1954 Theatres, will be ring master at the
was 13.6 per cent less than in the annual stag outing of Buffalo Bill
corresponding 39 weeks last year, Tent, Circus Saints & Sinners, on
with one-third of the decrease due to Monday at the Cherry Hill Country
a reduction in the number of operat- Club.
ing theatres to 359 at June 26, 1954,
24 less than last year. The remainCecil B. DeMille is planning to
der of the decrease was due principally to television opening in new leave Hollywood for Egypt on Sept.
areas of National Theatres' opera- 19 to start filming "The Ten Comtion, and to a relative shortage of picmandments," which ' he will direct
tures, itwas pointed out.
and produce for Paramount in
VistaVision.
Actual shooting of this
11.
Northwest Purchases Cited
Technicolor picture will begin Oct.
Skouras also called attention to National Theatres' recent purchase of
certain subsidiary companies operating 25 theatres in Oregon and Washington, previously owned approximately 55 per cent, making the present ownership almost 100 per cent.
The aggregate cost, he said, was approximately $900,000.

the composition of the board of the
new company had not yet been settled as there were a number of complicated issues still to be resolved by
the NFFC and the receiver.
The president of the Board of Trade
had agreed with the NFFC that it
was desirable that the chairman of
NFFC should also be chairman of the
'Accepted All These Benefits'
Moreover, National Screen and the have accepted all these benefits," their
new company. The present chairman
brief argued, "and are therefore subof NFFC, R. J. Stopford, while agree- distributors declared, the partners not
ject to the familiar principle that
ing to this, had indicated that it would only accepted the sub-license from na- one may not accept the benefits of an
tional Screen but also renewed it, and arrangement and then later attack its
not be practicable for him personally
to assume the additional burden.
in fact, still have it. "The plaintifl:svalidity.

Blake McVeigh, publicist, ' has
been assigned to handle the weeklong program of special events preceding the premiere of W. R.
Frank's CinemaScope film, "Sitting
Bull," at the Elk Theatre in Rapid
City, S. D., on Aug. 19. The picture
is a United Artists release.
lATSE
Over

Local

*Red'

Sued

Charge

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 4.— A libel
suit, asking $250,000 damages, was
filed today in Superior Court by
Oregon
Views
Future
With
Confidence
Howard Costigan, public relations
counsel and labor consultant formerly
{Continued from page 1)
box offices. He predicts a good fall
tinued prosperity of the industry in assistant to Roy M. Brewer during
this section.
business,
but
has
no
plans
as
yet
for
the latter's regime as international
cially among the heads of large thearepresentative of lATSE in Hollytre chains, uncertainty regarding the the Greater Movie Season, formerly
Managers
and
salesmen
along
Portwood, against 11 officers and members
sum to bid for big features, and fear put on for the fall months. It is his
land's film row cite their potential
that competitors would top their previ- belief that when the Orego" unit of sales outlets at from 160 to 212, and of lATSE Local 80, who are deleous bids ; thus making it necessary to the Theatre O^^'ners of America is the fact that there have been very few
next week's lATSE conventiongatesin toCincinnati.
fully organized all exhibitors will
substitute mediocre or old pictures.
closings among the small Oregon theaThe
suit
is based on a letter issued
tres during the past three months.
Al Forman, head of United Pic- benefit by affiliating with the orto
lATSE
locals July 12 in which
tures, reports that his theatres, for ganization.
These statements are corroborated
Art Adamson, of Favorite Theatres,
the
plaintiff
was referred to as a perthe most part, have held up well durby Oregon Film Service of Portland,
son "who as late as 1953 was listed
ing the first half of the year, except small circuit operator in Oregon and which is making deliveries to far-flung
in the Bend, Ore. area, where the Southern Washington, is most opti- points in spite of continued bad in an un-American activities report as
mistic for the future of the business
still belonging to Communist front
lumber strike struck heavily at their
and continues to make improvements weather.
Manager Holland of B. F. Shearer
The complaint says the statement
in his theatres, including new CinemaEquipment
that in the first organizations."
Scope in his Canyon Theatre Drive-In. four monthsCo.ofadmits
was
"false, defamatory and libelous"
1954 equipment sales and was
Russell Brown, Oregon general
made "with intent and design
FILMACK
ALWAYS
\630 Nhth Alt. manager for Evergreen Theatres, cites were very slow, but he notes a pick-up to injure, disgrace and defame the
the past 30 days, with more
cooor
FOR BETTER Htm York, N.Y. the big increase in population in the during
orders for fall and winter delivery
The suit, filed through attorneys
Portland area, the million dollar con- than during the last quarter of 1953. Mable Walker Willebrandt and D. L.
AlWAYS
tracts
on
roads,
highways
and
hotels
SPECIAL . l321SW>baik
ON
In addition to Oregon all leading Clark, demands $50,000 general damespecially their new Fox million^hicn« B< III- and
dollar theatre, scheduled for early fall Portland exchanges serve the. exhibi- plaintiff."
ages and exemplary and punitive
^
*
TRAILERS
tors in Southwestern Washington.
damages aggregating $200,000.
opening, as their answer to the con-
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{Continued, from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
concern for the future, if distribution the final disposition of any appeal to set the case down for trial on
Sept. 13, subject to the approval of
does not try to understand the prob- taken from the order.
the justice presiding.
lems of exhibitors and to assist them.
However, the order also proThe document eliminates for the
The theatre men were vociferous in
vides that the preliminary intime being any question as to whether
their complaints about the. 40 per cent
junction can be stayed if the
the city will use tokens in order to
and 50 per cent rentals and stated that
city files a notice of appeal
collect the breakage. An appeal from
such high rentals are "threatening
"with all reasonable expedition."
the order must be taken to the Aptheir subsistence and very existence."
If the city fails to file a notice
pellate Division, Second Department,
Among the specific complaints regof
appeal
on
or
before
Aug.
11,
istered were :
in Brooklyn, by city attorneys.
the stay against the injunction
The shortage of prints: One theais automatically lifted. Stanley
Consent by Corporation Counsel
tre owner reported that he had purBuchsbaum, City Assistant CorThomas Bress, representing Leopold
poration Counsel, yesterday
chased six features for a Sunday playFriedman,
attorney for Loew's signed
date, but when attempting to book
stated that the city will defithe consent to the order for the plainthem, was told in each instance that
nitely file a notice of appeal
tiffs' attorneys and Isidore Friedman,
before that time.
"no prints are available."
tax counsel associated with BuchsEven after the notice of apForced sale of blocks of pictures:
baum, signed for the city in Judge
peal is filed, the city must
Exhibitors reported that group sales
Pette's chambers. As signed by Judge
"prosecute the appeal with all
Pette, the order was consented to by
"of an entire group, or none" was
being practiced by some distributors.
reasonable expedition" or the
the Corporation Counsel and the atexhibitors
may
apply
to
vacate
Forcing of shorts with features:
torneys for the operators.
the stay, attorneys for the
A number of theatre owners reported
suing circuits said.
doubling of the cost of shorts and
BOT
Circuit
the forced inclusion of them in feature
The order signed by Justice Pette New {Continued
from page 1)
deals.
is based only on the decision from
High terms retard new improve- the exhibitor motion for a temporary tempt to provide an actual floor show
ments: The theatre men concurred injunction filed last month. It does
by TV, will make it possible for clubs
that the excessive rentals now being not dispose of the various other ques- of moderate size to feature top name
tions local exhibitors raise as to the
charged for current product deprives
entertainment, Rosensohn stated. The
theatre owners of the revenue nec- invalidity of the tax law.
new network is expected to be in
essary to modernize their theatres for
operation shortly after the beginning
Trial Will Settle Issues
the new mediums.
of 1955, he said.
These include an alleged conflict
They were unanimous in their support of the development of any prac- with another provision of the Ad- 'Men' Bows on Aug.
11
ministrative Code and the Federal and
tical plan the TOA leadership could
promulgate to increase the product state constitutions. These issues, moM-G-M's "Her Twelve Men" will
supply.
tion picture counselors emphasize, will open at the Trans-Lux 60th Street
Other regional meetings will be. held be decided upon at a full dress trial. Theatre here on Aug. 11. The color
The order directed the calendar feature has Greer Garson and Robert
in Champaign, Aug. 16 ; Springfield,
Sept. 13 ; Mt. Vernon, Oct. 4.
clerk of the Queens Supreme Court Ryan in the leading roles.
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{Continued from page 1)
will hear first an address of welcome
from president Spyros P. Skouras.
Following Skouras' remarks, the
meeting will devote itself to the
handling of Zanuck's first personal
production in the new medium, with
discussions led by Lichtman and executive assistant general sales manager V/. C. Gehring, assistant general
sales manager Arthur Silverstone,
Eastern sales manager Glenn Norris
and Western sales manager Alex
Harrison.
Representing vice-president Charles
Einfeld at the meeting are Rodney
Bush, exploitation manager ; Edward
Sullivan, publicity manager ; and
Abe Goodman, advertising manager.
Emanuel Silverstone vice-president of
20th Century-Fox's International Corporation, and Leslie F. Whelan, director of foreign advertising and publicity, also are in attendance.
'Egyptian' to Be Screened
Deliberations will be culminated bv
ascheduled
special screening
"The Egyptian"
for this ofafternoon
in the
company's home office little Theatre.
Other pictures to come up for discussion will be "A Woman's World,"
Walter Wanger's "The Adventures
of lajji Baba," "Desiree," "White
Feather" and Irving Berlin's "There's
No Business Like Show Business."
Panoramic Production's "A Life In
The Balance," "The Raid," "The
Gambler From Natchez" and "Princess of the Nile," all standard releases,
also will be covered at the sessions.
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Columbia Pictures presents
MARLON
BRANDO
"ON
THE
WATERFRONT
An Eiia Kazan Production co-starring Karl Maiden • Lee J. Cobb with Rod Steiger- Pat Henning
and introducing Eva Marie Saint Produced by Sam Spiegel screen Play by Budd Schulberg
Music by Lsonard Bernstein Directed by Elia Kazan
,
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Exhibitors
Two

Will
More

'Scope

Reels
To Describe Sound, Lens

And

Forthcoming

Films

Two specially-produced CinemaScope reels soon to be available, without cost, to exhibitors, are being prepared by 20th Century-Fox, it was
disclosed yesterday by Al Lichtman,
director of distribution, at the opening session of a two-day sales meeting
here to develop a merchandising program for company features to be released between now and the first of
the new year.
Addressing domestic and Canadian
sales heads, field exploitation representatives and home ofifice executives,
the sales head stated that the first
reel will run for nine minutes and
deal with the advantages of high fidelity directional magnetic stereophonic
sound. The reel, portions of which
{Continued on page 3)
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Films

WASHINGTON, Aug. 5. — Rep.
Donald Jackson (R., Calif.), in another attack on the film "Salt of the
Earth,'' warned the House that there
will "quite likely be additional productions forthcoming in the near future
from the same sources."
Jackson, a member of the Un-American Activities Committee, said that
despite favorable reviews of the film
in papers in some cities, it still remained "Red propaganda" and "not
in the best interests of the U. S."
He pointed out that the film had
{Continued on page 6)
RKO's Milton Maier
Resigns Post Here
Milton L. Maier, general manager
of the real estate department of RKO
Theatres and an officer of the circuit,
yesterday announced his resignation
effective today.
Maier has been with the RKO organization for 26 years, having joined
the B. F. Keith Corp. as a legal staff
member. For 21 years he was counsel
to the real estate department, ultimately becoming general manager. He
was active in negotiating many of the
RKO real estate properties.
After a brief vacation, it is expected
that he will announce his future plans.

Installation

Figures on 'Scope
During the first day's session
of 20th Century-Fox's two-day
division
and yesterday,
branch managers'
meeting here
director
of distribution Al Lichtman declared that as of the end of
July, 6,643 theatres in the U. S.
and Canada were equipped for
CinemaScope projection.
Of the 6,643 houses now
equipped, Lichtman said, 3,293
were utilizing four-track magnetic stereophonic sound; 368
were playing CinemaScope pictures with sound mixtures; 128
were equipped for one-track
magnetic sound, and 5,925 were
equipped
cal sound.with single-track opti-
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CENTS

N.Y.C.

TNT

Theatres
May
Plans for a closed-circuit telecast
of the Sept.' 15 Marciano-Charles
championship fight direct from Yankee
Stadium to theatres throughout the
Tax
Suit
country were completed at a meeting Join
yesterday by James D. Norris, head
of the International Boxing Club, and
Circuit Lawyers to Meet
Nathan L. Halpern, president of Theatre Network Television, Inc.
This telecast is the 70th major Today to Discuss Issue
sports, entertainment and business preWith an injunction order signed,
sentation byTNT. It is also the 11th
in a series of championship bouts to
temporarily
the city's
power
collect thecurbing
amusement
tax over
its
televised by the company in coopera- five per cent limit, attorneys for five
tion with the I. B. C.
suing Queens theatres will meet with
The presentation, according to Hal- City Assistant Corporation Counsel
pern, will probably establish a new Stanley Buchsbaum today to pave the
world's record for paying spectators
to any sports or special event. It will way for other exhibitors who wish to
not be seen on home television sets. join the suit.
JFE's First Sales
At present the temporary injunction
The number of theatres subscribing
barring collection of the disputed porMeeting on Today
to
the
telecast
has
not
hzen
determined.
tion of the tax affects only IxKO's
I.F.E. Releasing Corp.'s first naThe original encounter between the Flushing Theatre, Loew's Willard
tional sales convention will get under
way today at the Hotel Edison, where fighters was shown in 61 theatres Theatre, Century circuit's Community
home office executives will welcome located in 45 cities from coast to Strand
Theatre.theatres, and Brandt's
and Queens
division managers, district managers coast, with only metropolitan New
Other
city operators may become
and salesmen.
York and New England blacked out.
parties to the action and may join it
Daily meetings and screenings will
by showing cause to the Supreme
be held through Tuesday. Highlighting the screening schedule will be the Allied Artists Parley Court, Queens, why they are affected
by the law and by posting a $250 bond.
The motion picture counsels today
showing of "Aida," "Hurdy-Gurdy" Slated Here Aug, 20
{Continued on page 3)
and "Theodora, Slave Empress."
Among those attending the convenMorey Goldstein, vice-president of
tion will be Seymour Schussel, Phil Allied Artists, will hold a sales meetLevine, Sal Di Gennaro, Mike Siegel,
ing here on Aug. 20 to perfect sales Decca Six-Month
Net
Al Herman, Dave Leff, Alex Cooper- plans for "Human Jungle" and other
man, Joseph Nercesian, John Jarvis, forthcoming releases. Attending will
David Williams, Glenn Fannin, S. B. be Edward Morey, P. R. Goldham- Up to $1,204,288
Zimmerman, Mark Goldman, Murray mer, James Prichard, Harold WirthConsolidated net earnings of Decca
Baker, Bernard McCarthy and Sam- wein, John C. Flinn and Harry Records, Inc., for the six months
uel Chernoff.
Goldstein.
ended June 30, including the company's share of undistributed earnings
of its subsidiary. Universal Pictures
New Media, Better Product
Co., Inc., amounted to $1,204,288,
equal to 75 cents per share on
1,602,501 outstanding shares of capital
stock. On June 30, Decca owned
Public
Interest
in Films
718,585 shares of Universal common
representing approximately 73 per
Increases
in N.O.
Area
cent
of the common
motion picture
outstanding
stock. company's
In the{Continued
corresponding
period6) of 1953,
on page
NEW ORLEANS, Aug. 5. — Theatre business in the New Orleans
trade territory, which covers Louisiana and parts of Mississippi, Florida,
Alabama and the city of Texarkana, Tex., is on the upswing, with the
increase particularly apparent in the Here in 67 Days
theatres that have converted to the
$400,000 for 'Wind'
Grainger, Raftery
new techniques. The reduction in the
"Gone With the Wind" completed
admission tax and the better quality a 67-day continuous performance at
Upheld in Shea Case
of product are given as the reasons Loew's State on Broadway with a
for the improved conditions.
gross of approximately $400,000, acBronx Surrogate Court Justice
Producer-advertising in the national
cording to M-G-M.
Christopher McGrath yesterday magazines is given credit, too, for the
The only
other film to run that
handed down a decision in the Shea spurt in public interest, especially by
long at the State was "Annie Get
estate case awarding the defendants those exhibitors who have not yet in- Your
Gun," which in the same tenure
stalled CinemaScope or other new
Edmond C. Grainger and Edward C.
grossed about $100,000 less than "Gone
Raftery the sum of $60,000 in com- techniques. They report that patrons With the Wind," M-G-M said. The
missions.
them such questions as, "When latest gross figure is an all-time mark
In addition, the trustees of the estate ask
are you going to show all these new for the theatre for that amount of
{Continued on page 3)
{Continued on page 6)
time, it was said.
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First

Personal
Mention

HAL WALLIS, president of Hal
Wallis Productions, will leave
New York today for England on the
i "United States." •
Paul Richrath, home office assistant to John P. Byrne, M-G-M
Eastern sales manager, has returned
to his office following an illness of
several weeks.
•
Sol Schreiber and Leonard Pollack, of the
Loew's
home office,
have
returned
from
vacations
in upstate
New York.
•
Harold J. Mirisch, Allied Artists
vice-president, will sail for Europe
today aboard the •"United States."
Ernest Emerling, Locw's Theatres
advertising-publicity head, is in London, Ont., from New
York.
•

Greenfield, Loew's atIrving torney,H.has returned
to New York
from a trip to Europe
and Israel.
•
Judy Garland will arrive here tomorrow from Hollywood enroute to
Parts.
•
Henry Ehrlich, producer, arrived
in New York yesterday from Mexico
City.
•
. Ben Shrift, president of MacDon-old Enterprises, is due in New York
~ Monday from England.
Dave Blum, head of publicity for
Loew's International, is in Mexico
from New York.
Richard Burton
York for Hollywood.
MoNA Freeman
from Hollywood.

has left New
has arrived here

Thelma Ritter has returned to
Hollywood from New York.

To

Show

Pathe's

'Eager Minds*
"The Eager Minds," a 27-minute
color film on electrical progress produced for the Light's Diamond Jubilee
Committee by RKO-Pathe studios,
will have three preview showings for
newspaper and trade paper representatives on
'
Tuesday afternoon at the
Johnny Victor Theatre in the RCA
Exhibition Hall, here.
Produced for showings throughout
the country this year in celebration
of the 75th anniversary of Edison's
invention of the electric light, "The
Eager Minds" presents both the past
achievements and the future promise
of electrical living. Starting- with
Edison's invention of the electric light,
the film's coverage includes such developments as the solar battery announced by Bell Labs only a few
months ago. Some of the electrical
devices shown in the film are said to
be presented on the screen for the
first time.

Makelim
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Oregon Exhibitors
Hal Makelim will present his
production plan to the Oregon
Theatre Owners at its first annual meeting to be held in Portland on Monday at the Benson
Hotel.
Makelim last week explained
the setup for the production of
12 pictures to exhibitors in the
Seattle territory.

26 Years

in Portland

PORTLAND, Ore., Aug. 5.— The
new Fox Theatre, first motion picture
house to be opened here in 26 years,
and the first to be built specifically
for CinemaScope, will have its invitational christening Thursday, with
Charles P. Skouras and a number of
film celebrities on hand for the official ceremonies.
The size of the screen for the million-dollar theatre is 32 feet high and
63 feet wide, the second largest in
the country. The equipment includes
Greek Church
Film
four stereophonic sound channels,
three sets of directional stage speakers
To Bow
on Sunday
and 16 auditorium speakers. VistaHOLLYWOOD, Aug. 5.— "Divine Vision and Magna can reportedly be
shown with no distortion. The theatre
Liturgy of educational
St. John Chrysostom,"
45-minute
religious filma
has 1,536 seats and a huge cooling
in sound and color produced by Hellenic Orthodox Youth, and scheduled
for showings throughout the nation
plant.
under the auspices of the Greek Or- Name
Charles Moss
thodox Youth of America, will be
given a benefit premiere Sunday after- To Epilepsy Board
noon and evening at the Carthay
Charles B. Moss, president of the
Circle Theatre. Use of the house has
B. S. Moss Corp. and of Macon
been donated by National Theatres Amusement Corp., operators of the
president Charles P. Skouras for the Criterion Theatre here, has been
occasion.
elected to the board of directors of
The film, in which the seven
Sacraments of the Greek Orthodox the Variety Club Foundation to Combat Epilepsy, according to an anChurch are treated briefly, was photonouncement made yesterday by Wilgraphed in the St. Sophia Cathedral.
liam J. German, president of the
Foundation. The board now consists
of George Brandt, Russell V. Down'Apache's' 45-Date
ing, Edv\'ard L. Fabian, German, Mrs.
Seymour D. Hesse, Dr. H. Houston
Gross, $220,000
Walter Reade, Jr., and Rich"Apache," the Hecht - Lancaster Merritt,
ard Walsh.
Technicolor Western, grossed $220,000
The Foundation supports the Vain the first three days of a 45-theatre
riety Club Clinic for Children with
saturation run, reported to be the
largest gross ever coined by a United Epilepsy at the Columbia-Presbyterian
Artists release in the Chicago area, Medical Center and is conducting a
according to William J. Heineman, continuing educational campaign for
a better public understanding of
vice-president in charge of distribution epilepsy.
for UA.
Key houses where the film has set
new marks include the Mayfair in
New York, the Roosevelt in Chicago, Legion Reviews 14;
the Mastbaum in Philadelphia, the
United Artists in San Francisco, the
'A'
Fourteen
in
2 'B;are11reviewed
'C; pictures
One
Palms in Detroit, Loew's State in the latest listing of the National
New Orleans, Loew's Penn in Pitts- Legion of Decency. Of this group, the
burgh, Loew's Orpheum and State in
Boston and Loew's Poli in Hartford. Danish film, "We Want a Child,"
was placed in Class C, and two pictures: "Susan Slept Here" and
Says 'No' to 'Flat Look'
"Ugetsu," were listed in the "B" cateFashion
editors trade
of woman's
maga-at gory.
Of the remaining 11 productions, all
zines and apparel
papers met
the Hotel Delmonico here to meet placed in Class A, seven are in Section
Universal-International fashion de- 2 and four in Section 1. In Section 2
signer Bill Thomas, who is touring are "Apache," "Dawn at Socorro," "A
key cities on behalf of the advance Day out of Life," "Garden of Evil,"
"King Richard and the Crusaders,"
promotion
of "Magnificent
Asked about
the challengeObsession."
presented "The Law and Billy the Kid" and
to American fashions by the Christian "The Little Kidnappers." "Garden of
Dior "flat look," Thomas took the Evil" had previously — and erroneously
position that the style would definitely — been placed in Class A, Section 1.
not appeal to American women, who
The four pictures in Class A, Sechave been "figure-conscious" too long
tion 1,of the current listing are "The
to accept a design that ironed out Littlest
Outlaw," "The Malta Story,"
natural curves.
"Return from the Sea" and "Two
Mrs. Helen Brandt, 45
Funeral services will be held here
today for Mrs. Ruth Brandt, sister
of William, Harry, Louis and Bernard
Brandt and Mrs. Jack Heyman, who
died Wednesday night. Mrs. Brandt,
who was 45, was active in many industry charities. A daughter, Joyce
Helen, also survives.

Guns and a Badge."
'U\Sets New Title
"High and Dry" will be the American release title of the J. Arthur
Rank film which was originally titled
"The M aggie" and subsequently
changed by Universal Pictures, the
U. was
S. distributor,
"Tale Of A Tub,"
it
announced toyesterday.

New

Sales

National

Setup

for

Carbon

Co,

In Eastern

Division

National Carbon Co. has announced
the following sales organization appointmentswith
afi'ecting the
F^astern division offices
headquarters
in
New York.
H. V. Baker, formerly manager of
the Atlanta sales district, will become
Eastern regional manager, automotive
products
sales, in charge of the New
sions.
York, Pittsburgh and Atlanta DiviD. K. Harrison, formerly assistant
manager of the Pittsburgh sales district, will become Eastern regional
manager, battery products sales, in
charge of the New York, Pittsburgh
and Atlanta divisions.
Summerell Moving to New York
G. C. Summerell has been appointed
division manager in charge of automotive products sales. Summerell
comes to New York from Boston.
C. A. Lovgren, formerly assistant
district manager, is now division manager in charge of carbon products
sales.
H. J. Harlow, formerly assistant
district manager, will become division
manager in charge of battery products
sales.
Neil Croarkin, formerly assistant
district manager in New York, has
been appointed Mideastern division
manager in charge of battery products
sales. Croarkin will have his new
headquarters in Pittsburgh.
Chapman
Sales Head
Of National Carbon
National Carbon Co., has announced
the appointment of C. J. Chapman to
the position of general sales manager
of industrial products. Chapman will
be located in the company's general
offices in New York, and will direct
sales bonactivities
the company's
carand graphiteon electrodes,
projector
carbons, carbon brushes, signal cells
and chemical and metallurgical carbon
products.
He joined National Carbon in 1936
as a salesman in the Eastern district.

NEW

YORK

THEATRES

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
, Rockclcller Ceoter.
"SEVEN BRIDES FOR

BROTHERS"
inSEVEN
CINEMASCOPE
starring
JANE POWELL - HOWARD KEEL
Color by ANSCO STAGE
- An M-G-M
Picture
and SPECTACULAR
PRESENTATION
STARTS TOMORROW
WARNER BROS, "isini .V^^
JEANNE
DANA
DAVID
iGRAIN « ANDREWS « FARRAR
Colo byTECHNICOLOR

• a MOUUN paoouctiw

BROADWAY at 43rd ST.
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{Continued from page 1)
i big-screen pictures?" Those exhibitors
[i say that their patrons have become
aware, tlirough newspapers and magazines, that something bigger and better
is being offered by the theatres than
has been offered in previous years.
I Theatre supply dealers report that
orders for new medium equipment are
increasing by "leaps and bounds."
Berenson Criticize Terms

Abe Berenson, president of Allied
Theatre Owners of the Gulf States,
however, declared that "even though
the business is increasing, it isn't as
profitable for the exhibitor as it should
i be because of high percentage terms,"
adding that "we are keeping our fin. gers crossed, looking forward to an
amicable deal with the distributors."
Asa Booksh, manager of the RKO
Orpheum here, said that the reduction
i in admission taxes is bringing in more
j entire families than were seen last
i summer. Teen-agers have told him
j that they are bored with "old-time
i movies on television" and that they
are re-acquiring the theatre habit.
Max Connett, who operates a string
of theatres in Mississippi, said that
his patrons stayed home during the
period that they were paying for their
television sets, but that now that payments apparently were completed, the
people were coming back to the theatres to see the pictures they've been
hearing about.
'

Optimism Seems General
Others who confirmed the opinions
of their fellow-exhibitors were A. J.
Broussard, veteran exhibitor of the
area ; Don Stafford, head of Dixie
Theatres Corp., and Page Baker, head
of Theatres Service Co.
Only a few of the neighborhood
exliibitors have complained about
business this summer being below that
of last year.

'Scope Reels
{Continued from page 1)
were contained at the full-hour demonstration picture, will show to audiences how the new sound proceess is
. being utilized in CinemaScope productions. It further contains side-by-side
comparision between four-track stereophonic sound with regular optical
sound. Prints of the first clip will be
available the end of August, Lichtman
said.
The second reel, running time of
which is 20 minutes, deals with the
new designs of camera "taking" lens
developed by Bausch & Lomb and its
use in the company's upcoming release
line-up. Greater clarity of screen
image and depth of focus will be
shown in the reel, narrated by 20th
Century-Fox production head Darryl
F. Zanuck.
I'
Product to Be Described
I: A detailed roster of upcoming reBleases, numbering several property aciiquisitions not featured in the recent
'"The Advancing Techniques of CinemaScope," will be described in the
'subject.
Filming a third reel, an educational
subject designed expressly for theatre
Iprojectionists and describing the best
Iways for presenting CinemaScope,
also was announced by Lichtman. This
clip will suggest methods of proper
handling of sound levels, focusing and
related aspects of CinemaScope projection.

PHILADELP'HIA, Aug. 5.— Exploitation Productions, Inc., new company for the. distribution of motion
pictures on a national basis, has been
formed here.
EPI will be devoted to the handling
of special films produced both here
and abroad, every one of which will
be packaged with both national and
'ocal promotion campaigns geared to
top
grosses, company officials announced.
Named as officers for the new production company were : Lxjuis W.
Kellman, president ; Jack H. Harris,
vice-president ; and Michael Freedman, treasurer.
Kellman Heads Laboratory
Kellman heads News Reel Laboratory, aproducing organization serving
newsreels and TV networks. Freedman, former circuit operator, heads
Comprehensive Service. Harris, now
EPI sales manager, guides his own
distributing outfit in Philadelphia.
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Daily
Futter

Birdo 'Leslie
EarlyBuffal
For
Ladies'

To

BUFFALO, Aug. 5. — "About
Mrs. Leslie," will open here
tomorrow at 7 A.M. for a special Ladies Early Bird Show.
Doors will open at 6:30 A.M.
Free taxi service for patrons
has been arranged. There also
will be a free breakfast of
doughnuts and coffee, served in
the lobby before the show. The
show will be over at 8:40 A.M.,
so that those attending can get
to their jobs on time. The special show has been widely advertised.

For

Tax
{Continued from page 1)

Going

Contract

Abroad
Dealers

Vidoscope

Lens

In order to meet reported worldwide exhibitor requests for the Vidoscope anamorphic and wide-screen
lens, Walter Futter will leave New
York for Europe next week in an
effort to increase lens production in
Germany and to establish sales organizations in a number of foreign
territories.
Futter, who is the sole distributor
of Vidoscope lenses, stated here yesterday that over 2,000 pairs of anamorpliic lenses have been imported for
U.S. exhibitors. "Orders on hand at
present double my normal August
shipment
and my September allotmen," he said.
A

former
producer,
aim' director
ts 'Accl
Reporfilm
and writer,
Futter lenses
statedhave
that received
"Vidoscope anamorphic

will attempt to arrange with the city
for blanket ruling which would permit
all exhibitors, who express the desire, high acclaim from exhibitors throughto join the suit without a formal court
Besides
attempting to increase proout the duction
world."
ruling. The controller is empowered
of lenses in Germany, Futter
to issue such a ruling which would will also set up sales offices to handle
Bunch
Scenes From
circumvent the court action.
distribution of Vidoscope anamorphics
Whether or not the city agrees to wherever American-made projectors
Hits for TV Show
are installed. "I have received insuch an
plaintiffs' attorneys arearrangement,
currently considering
legal
quiries from equipment dealers
Titled "Bits from the Hits," a TV procedures which would facilitate the throughout the world asking for the
film subject showing clips from cur- entrance into the case by exhibitors sole sales rights to the lenses in their
rent top productions will be telecast throughout the city. They said they areas," he said. "During my trip, I
over WCBS' Channel 2 here next would attempt to ease such action on will meet with my correspondents and
Wednesday night under the sponsor- the part of city exhibitors and act as finalize distribution agreements," he
ship of the Hoffman Beverage Co. It
"clearing house" in order to facilitate said.
is believed to be the first time that a aproceedings.
large group of pictures will have been
Buchsbaum Move Expected
Ohio ITO Preparing
seen on a single television program.
Among the pictures from which
Meanwhile, Buchsbaum was mo- Censor Edict Appeal
mentarily expected to issue a notice of
scenes will be televised are "The
COLUMBUS, Aug. 3. — In the
Caine Mutiny," "On the Waterfront," appeal against the temporary injunction with the Appellate Division, Sec- wake of the 22-page decision by Ohio's
"Living It Up," "Rear Window,"
ond Department, in Brooklyn. The Judge Ralph Bartlett (Franklin
"Valley of Kings" and "Apache."
Cooperating in the program are Co- corporation counsel was in conference County Common Pleas) against an injunction aimed at the state censor board
lumbia, United Artists, Warner Bro- yesterday with his staff discussing the
hy
RKO
Radio Pictures, Independent
particulars
of
the
case
before
further
thers, Allied Artists, Paramount, Uniaction.
Theatre Owners of Ohio, Martin
versal, M-G-M and RKO Radio.
Smith and Horace Adams — a decision
upholding the constitutionality of
Ohio's censor laws — Robert Wile,
executive secretary of the Theatre
Review
Owners group, said that the Bartlett
decision will be appealed immediately
to the district court of appeals. It
''Duel in the Jungle'*
will be taken to the Ohio Supreme
{M oulin-W arners)
Court if necessary, he added.
ALTHOUGH the South African location filming in this latest jungle film,
which stars Dana Andrews, Jeanne Grain and David Farrar, is the picThe group
fight
judge's
conclusion
that will
neither
the the
40-year-old
ture's most attractive selling point, many will feel that it is rarely on a par law nor the collection of fees violates
with the visual magnificence of other recent safari adventures. And the
Federal
or state
constory chosen to move about in the foreground threaiens to outdo Pearl any provision
stitutions.ofThe fees
do not
constitute
("Perils of Pauline") White a good portion of the time.
a tax, he said, as claimed by plaintiffs.
However, the numerous thrills, turned on and off with mechanical swiftness,
The case may be heard in appeals
should provide a shiver and a shake for even the seasoned veteran, and at the court early in October, Wile revealed.
same time guarantee "Duel" box office success.
The greater portion of the script is spent in having Andrews, an insurance 'Sitting BuW
Stars
man, convince Miss Grain that her fiance, Farrar, is not dead as reported, but
To
Attend
Premiere
is a scoundrel cheating on his million-dollar policy. Since Farrar is biding
his time in the jungle, in between diamond-hunting expeditions, this serves as
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 5. — Dale
ample reason for a safari in Technicolor, all of which starts about 45 minutes Robertson,
J. Carrol Naish and Mary
after the film opens.
Murphy, Bull,"
the stars
will of
go United
to RapidArtists'
City,
Along the way, audiences will appreciate what it's like to/ have a pesty "Sitting
S.
D.,
to
headline
the
world
premiere
monkey in the back of the jeep, leaving a trail of one's belongings along a
dirt road. They will also witness a beautiful waterfall with a rainbow in ceremonies there on Aug. 19 for the
the spray plus a thundering elephant charge and a herd of loping kangaroos. CinemaScope color picture.
Add some brightly painted Africans who dance, but not too brightly this time,
The stars of the first independentlyas well as lions, leopards and snakes in triplicate — with a special feeling for produced CinemaScope film will make
Miss Grain.
appearances at the Elk TheaThings come to a climax when, after having found the diamond hunter, the personal
tre opening that will highlight the
hitter tries to arrange an accidental death for Andrews in a lion hunt. After
"Range draws
Days tourists
Celebration"
this fails, Andrews and Miss Grain attempt escape in the jungle, but Farrar four-day
which annually
and
closes in on the hero and a lion and a leopard close in on the lady. The visitors to Rapid City.
From Pierre, S. D., yesterday.
beasts are done in, Farrar is arrested and Miss Grain turns loving eyes to
Governor
Sigurd Anderson extended
Andrews. Mary Merrall does a delightfully daffy bit as Farrar's mother.
Produced by Marcel Hellman and Tony Owen, the film was directed by an invitation to Governor Norman
Brunsdale of North Dakota to attend
George Marshall from a script by Sam Marx and T. J. Morrison.
Running time, 102 minutes. General classification. For release, August 24.
the premiere of "Sitting Bull."
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• JEAN PETERS • RICHARD WIDMARK in BR(W
20th Century-Fox presents SPENCER TRACY • ROBERT WAGNER
LANCE in CinemaScope with KATY JLDRADO • Hugh O'Brian • Eduard Franz • Produced by SOL C. SIEGEL • Dird
by EDWARD DMYTRYK • Screen playj'by RICHARD MURPHY • Based on a story by Philip Yordan • COLOR BY DEU/
soft*
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I. J. Hoffman, theatre executive
in Boston, has agreed to head the
1954 "Jimmy Fund" campaign along
with Harry Feinstein of StanleyWarner Theatre.
n

Desire''
( Columbia)
Human
VIOLENCE, suspense and torrid lovemaking are contained in this niurder
yarn about a jealous husband and his wife's efforts to do away with him.
Desire" should satisfy the interests of
for adultin viewing,
Geared
side of human relations. Gloria Grahame gives
the sordid"Human
those interested
y consistently fine performance.
Co-starred with Miss Grahame are ISrodcrick Crawford and Glenn Ford,
Gerre Sue Zigmond, daughter of
Jerry Zigmond, western division with Edgar Buchanan and newcomer Kathleen Case in support. Crawford's
manager. United- Paramount, will role, as a rugged and degenerate railroadman, steals some of the limelight
marry Mitchell L. Gamson, assistant from Miss Grahame's adept performance, with Ford turning in a good
director at Columbia Studios, at her acting job, too.
home in Los Angeles in September.
The photography of Burnett Guffey, of working railroadmen on the road,
in the roundhouse and railroad yards deserves special mention for its realism
□
and occasional informational value. The shots of trains in action also serve

Marvin Johns of Belvedere, S. C,
is the new owner of the Booker-T
Drive-in at North Augusta, S. C.
Former owner was Eugene Phillips.
n
Norris McCollom, city manager of
the Martin Theatre, Dalton, Ga., has
resigned to take over the managership of the Empire Theatre, Daytona Beach, Fla., a unit of the Florida Theatre circuit. McCollom has
been with the Martin for 13 years,

as partial relief from the story's overall bitter and obvious tragic conclusion.
Ford is a returning G.I., back on the job as railroad engineer, who falls in
love with Miss Grahame, the wife of Crawford, an assistant yardmaster.
discovery by Crawford of one of his wife's
Their secret meetings and the
previous infidelities, set the pattern for the final outcome.
A bright note of the film is Miss Case, who falls in love with Ford. He
ignores the girl's attention until the film's conclusion, when Crawford, in a
after discovering his wife's affair, murders Miss Grahame.
of rage
fitAll
ends well however, as, with Miss Grahame out of the picture, Ford
the "right girl."
ahead with
his J.lifeRachriiil
plans
Lewis
produced and Fritz Lang directed from the screenplay
by Alfred Hayes. "Human Desire" is based on a novel by Emile Zola.
Running time, 90 minutes. Adult classification.
Release date
not set.
FRANCIS
BACKILMAN

n
Charles Gaudino has been named

Army and Air Force motion picture
service and recently of RKO.

manager
of Loew's Poli in Springfield, Mass.
n
Joe Bisdale, assistant to Oscar A.
Morgan, sales- chief for Paramount
short subjects and news, has become
engaged to Ines Passarella of the

BOX

Case

OFFICE

n
Georgette

Anys who has a top
featured role in Alfred Hitchcock's
VistaVision film, "To Catch a
Thief," will arrive in New York
today enroute
to Europe. Miss

BONANZA!

That's what they're calling Perspecta Stereophonic Sound!
Why? Because M-G-M and Paramount have standardized — and
are recording all productions with this single
optical track stereophonic sound.
LOOK AT THESE PRE-SOLD FIRST PRODUCTIONS!

STUDENT PRINCE -GONE WITH THE WIND
SEVEN BRIDES FOR SEVEN BROTHERS

WHITE CHRISTMAS- THREE RING CIRCUS
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND
And from other studios, too, are coming important
productions in Perspecta Stereophonic Sound.
Have you placed your order for the Fairchild Perspecta
Integrator — the miracle unit that puts Perspecta Sound to work in
your theatre? One Integrator serves all projectors in a booth.
Projector modifications are not required.
Better call, wire or write today for full information.

RECORDING.
EQUIPMENT
MOTION PICTURE SOUND DIVISION • WHITESTONE 57, N

Anys has just completed her assignKelly. ment in this Technicolor picture
starring Gary Grant and Grace
n
Harry F. Shaw, division manager,
Loew's Poli-New England Theatres, served as entertainment chairman of Ralph Raima's benefit revue
Wednesday at the Yale Bowl, New
Haven. All proceeds will be turned
over to the family of a police officer
killed in the line of duty.
n
Michael Redstone, president of
Redstone Drive-in Theatres, is voluntarily donating to the Jimmy
Fund all the opening receipts of
the new VFW Drive-in, West Roxbury, Mass.
n
Earl Blackwell, president of Celebrity Service and U.S. coordinator
for the Venice Film Festival, has
flown to Italy where he will host a
Venetian party Aug. 30. Guests will
impersonate celebrities of the 19001950 period.
n
Paul F. Harper, formerly of the
Western Electric Company's radio
division, is being transferred to Hollywood, where he will act as the
company's West Coast patent licensing representative.
n

have applied for a counsel fee of
$200,000 which is currently awaiting
Justice ously
AIcGrath's
decision.
He previ-to
awarded costs
amounting
$40,000 to Grainger and Raftery.
Before Maurice H. Shea died in
1940, he named Grainger and Raftery
as trustees of his estate for a period
of 10 years. After the period expired,
the Shea heirs in 1951 brought Surrogate Court proceedings against the
trustees charging them with mismanagement and fraud.
Extended More Than 2 Years
After two and one half years of
litigation, Judge McGrath handed
down the decision, which involves the
$3,000,000 Shea Enterprises Inc.
The judge's decision specified that
the estate was "administered with a
high degree of fidelity." It continued
"it is regrettable that the Shea heirs
have been led to make such unwarranted and unjustified accusations
against those executors and trustees.
After a complete review of their administration, this court must again
conclude that there has been an administration of the estate without a
trace of fraud or constructive fraud
The attorneys in the case were, for
by the executors."
Raftery,
firmGrainger,
of O'Brien,
& Rafterythe; for
the Driscoll
firm of
Dillon & O'Brien and for the Shea
heirs, Lawrence R. Condon.
Counsel Fees Requested
Driscoll has asked for $185,000 in
counsel fees while O'Brien is seeking
$175,000 counsel fees based on more
than two and one-half years of work.
The judge's decision
specifies that
compensation
of the attorneys
fgr
Grainger and Raftery will be determined after the submission of all
affidavits relating to the case.
^Salt(Continued
of thefromEarth'
page 1)
won prizes at the recent Prague Film
Festival, and praised film production
executives and film union officials for
fighting the film. Despite this opposition, however, he said, the film will
probably make money for its producers, and they'll likely make more
films soon.
Decca Net
{Continued from, page 1)
Decca reported earnings of $430,063
equal to 32 cents per share on 1,354,i58 shares of capital stock outstanding
Jn June 30, 1953. The 1953 earnings
did not include Decca's then proporLionaiutedshare
earnings.of Universal's undistrib-

'Queen'

Tour

Opens

Sunday
in Boston
"Welcome the Queen," the only
complete record of the recent Commonwealth tour of Queen Elizabeth II
and the Duke of Edinburgn, which
was filmed in color by Technicolor,
n
will have its premiere at the Exeter
Street Playhouse in Boston on SunDarwin L. Hull has been apday, it was announced yesterday here
pointed manager of the Starlite by Lester Schoenfeld, distribution
Theatre in Plant City, Fla. He was manager for British Information
formerly manager of the theatres in Services.
Lakeland and Tampa. He replaces
Sir Arthur Bliss composed the
Harold Hockett who goes to Cocoa, special march after which the film
Fla.
is named.

William Altman of New York has
joined the radio and TV department of Friend-Reiss Advertising,
New York agency. Altman was formerly with Donahue & Coe.
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Brewer,
Issue

For

'Blanket'

Ruling
Would

on

Permit

Exhibitors

Tax

All Other

to Join

Suit

Attorneys for the city and exhibitor
counsel will meet today in the Municipal Building in an attempt to iron out
procedure for permitting local exhibitors, who express the desire, to join
the five suing Queens theatres in the
anti-amusement tax case.
Meeting with Stanley Buchsbaum,
city assistant corporation counsel, will
be Edward C. Raftery of O'Brien,
Driscoll & Raftery, who will try to
arrange with the city for a blanket
ruling which would permit all exhibitors, who want to, to join the suit
without a formal court ruling.
Exhibitors not now included in the
suit must show cause to the Supreme
Court, Queens, why they are aifected
by the law and also must post a $250
(Continued on page 3)
Lichtman

Stresses

'Scope Presentation
The correct theatre presentation of
CinemaScope films and the efforts the
20th Century-Fox sales organization
must play in the advancement of the
new medium were underscored by distribution director Al Lichtman at the
close of a two-day sales meeting in
New York on Friday.
Emphasizing the need for creative
merchandising in the coming period,
the sales head stated that everyone in
the industry has a full responsibility in
maintaining the "huge gains" affected
in the past year by the introduction of
CinemaScope.
Audiences must be given the best
possible shows under the best possible
(Continued on page 5)

CENTS

\Overseas^

Holden
Declares
By LESTER DINOFF

Exhibitors throughout the world, many operating on a "shoe-string
budget," are enthusiastic over Paramount Pictures' wide-screen medium,
Vista Vision, actor William Holden stated at a trade press conference held
here at the weekend.
Concluding a two-month round-theworld tour in which he demonstrated
Japanese Seek
the wide-screen process in Tokyo,
Manila, Singapore and Bombay and
VV Licenses
told exhibitors in other areas about
After viewing the demonstraVista Vision, Holden stated that "due
tion of Paramount's wideto VistaVision's compatability and
screen medium, VistaVision, in
little or no cost involved in projection,
Tokyo in June, Japanese optical
foreign exhibitors were high in their
and camera equipment manupraise after seeing and hearing about
facturers have asked for the
Many overseas exhibitors expressed
right to produce the "Lazy
the
medium."
interest
in VistaVision because of its
Eight" camera on a large scale,
William Holden said in New
depth of focus and low cost, Holden
York at the weekend.
said. "They could not afford the high
installation and equipment bills of
Concluding a round-the-world
trip during which he demonother
media," he said. When an exstrated VistaVision to exhibihibitor presents a VistaVision picture,
tors, Holden disclosed that the
he does (Continued
not have toonbuypage
any 5)anamor"Lazy Eight" cameras, which
are utilized in VistaVision pictures, are now being manufacDecca Takes 45,589
tured by Technicolor, Bell &
Howell and Mitchell.
Additional
Shares

lA

Before

Convention

Election
Event

Walsh

Will Be Major

in Cincinnati

CINCINNATI, Aug. 8.— With
more than 1,000 delegates on hand, the
lATSE will open its 42nd biennial
convention here tomorrow. While
numerous
lems are onprobthe
cussion, they
agenda for disprobably
will the
be
eclipsed by
contest for the
presidency.
Roy Brewer,
former lA repr e s e n t a tive in Hollywood, will seek
the election in
Richard Walsh

Richard F.
opposition
to
Walsh, who has
held the post since 1941. Only once
since that(Continued
time has Walsh
on pagefaced
4) oppo-

WASHINGTON, Aug. 8.— Decca
Records in June acquired another
45,589 shares of Universal Pictures
Equitable Practices
common stock, according to the Report Some Houses
BALTIMORE, Aug. 8.— The Al- monthly report of the Securities and
lied Motion Picture Theatre Owners Exchange Commission issued Friday.
Here ^Hanging
On'
of Maryland has passed a resolution This brings Decca's holdings in UniMany local exhibitors have been
versal to 718,585 shares.
favoring the formulation of plans for
a more equitable distribution system.
SEC also reported the June pur- doggedly hanging on by the "skin of
chase by Jack L. Warner of another their teeth" and operating their houses,
It reads : "Resolved that at a special
meeting of the board of directors of 2,800 shares of Warner Brothers com- in the "red" since the New York City
the Allied Motion Picture Theatre
mon, bringing his personal holdings five per cent amusement tax became
Owners of Maryland on Aug. 4, 1954, to 277,699 shares, plus another 13,400 law on July 1, industry spokesmen
revealed at the weekend.
shares held in a trust.
(Continued on page 5)
When exhibition leaders went to
City Hall two months ago to argue
and plead against enactment of the
law, they predicted it would cripple
Compo
Ad Contrasts Films and TV
the local
industry on
andpage
wipe
( Continued
4) out at
Md,

Allied

Demands

Expanding a theme brought up in
a recent editorial in Editor & PubMississippi Drive-in
lisher that discussed the newspapers'
practice of giving free space to teleFiles Trust Action
vision programs while charging a premium rate for film advertising, the
NEW ORLEANS, Aug. 8. — The
24th
in
the series of COMPO ads in
Beach Drive-in Theatre Corp., Biloxi,
Miss., headed by Ernest V. Landaiche, that publication, which was published
filed a suit in Federal Court here un- on Saturday, points up the basic difference between the two media.
der the Sherman anti-trust act for
damages to property and business in
"Movies are supported entirely by
the amount of $650,000 which includes monejr the public pays at the box$600,000 damages and $50,080 attor- office," the ad says. "They get this
neys fees.
public support solely on their merits
The suit alleges violations of the as entertainment. If a picture pleases
act by Paramount Gulf Theatres Inc., the public, it succeeds ; if not it fails.
and Ed Ortee, doing business as the
It's as simple as that."
(Continued on page 4)
"Furthermore," the ad continues, "in

an effort to persuade the public to support its pictures, the motion picture
industry spends a considerable sum on
advertising, most of it in the newspapers. Thus the movies are a source
of newspaper revenue.
"Television, on the other hand, derives its income solely from advertising. In other words, it is an advertising medium, just like the newspapers,
magazines,
radio, out
billboards."
The ad points
that in a recent
trade paper one of the top executives
of the television industry predicted that
in 1956 television would get 20 per
cent of all advertising money spent in
all media. He contrasted this figure
(Continued on page 4) ;

IMPDA

Will

Hear

Eric Johnston Today
Eric A. Johnston, president of the
Motion Picture Association of America, will address a closed membership
meeting of the Independent Motion
Picture Distributors Association of
America taurant
at herea today.
luncheon at Sardi's ResJohnston will fully explain the recently concluded agreement between
the major American film distributing
companies
and the French
government,
the provisions
of which
may '
gravely affect independent distributors
in the United States.
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Daily
Irish

Personal
Mention

Plan

Perspecta

Nationally

Showings

During

August

Film

Favored
As

by

Benefit

Industry
Minister
to Nation

Aug. 8.— A film industry
Beginning today and continuing in Loew's State Theatre. A third is forDUBLIN,
Ireland was advocated by William
throughout August, a series of 13 scheduled
for Wednesday in Loew's Norton, Minister of Industry and
Palace, Washington.
when he officially opened a
"hear for yourself demonstrations" of
Details of the remaining ten demon- Commerce,
Perspecta stereophonic sound will be
new theatre here.
strations follow :
held in major cities of the. United
Norton said he was convinced that
On the West Coast : in San FranStates and Canada.
the country could build a motion picExhibitors, equipment dealers, pro- and incisco onLos
Aug.Angeles
17 in Loew's
Warfield
on Aug.
19 in
ducers and the press throughout the
ture industry of its own which "would
country will thus have an opportunity the Boulevard Theatre. Technical su- give our people some of the benefits
pervision will be. by personnel of the which have grown from the film into become acquainted first hand with M-G-M Studios.
the stereophonic sound system that
in other
countries."
ministerdustrysaid
he believed
such The
a move
In the Northeast : in Pittsburgh on
has been adopted by M-G-M, Paramount and Warner Brothers and for Aug. 17 in Loew's Penn ; in Cleveland would provide opportunities for adMitchell Rawson, of the M-G-M
ditional employment and allow the
which
active negotiations are under on Aug. 24 in Loew's Stillman ; and
Emery
and
ent,
departm
y
publicit
expression of creative talent.
Austin, of the field press staf?, will way for use by other major and in- in
Toronto
on
Aug.
26
in
Loew's
Uptown. These will be under the
dependent producers.
return here today from their vacasupervision of C. Robert Fine, presitions.
Standard Optical Track
Three Split Prizes
dent of Perspecta Sound, Inc.
•
Perspecta
uses
a
standard
optical
Windup in Cincinnati
Arnold M. Picker, vice-president
In Tan' Contest
of United Artists in charge of foreign track and requires only a single piece
In the South and Midwest : in New
distribution, has returned to New of equipment in the booth, the PerPrize money in the Walt Disney
York from Mexico.
specta integrator unit, to deliver full- Orleans on Aug. 18 in Loew's State;
•
"Peter
Pan" sales contest has been
range, multi-channel sound. The in- in
Louis
on Aug.
23 Aug.
in Loew's
StateSt.; in
Kansas
City on
25 in awarded to Bob Folliard, Eastern
tegrator
unit,
it
was
announced,
is
Ben Babb, Selznick Releasing Ornow manufactured by five licensees in Loew's Midland ; in Denver on Aug. district manager ; Al Kolitz, Rocky
ganization advertising-publicity directhe
United States : Fairchild Record- 27 at the R.K.O. Orpheum, and in Mountain district manager, and Len
tor, will leave New York by plane
Cincinnati on Aug. 31 at the R.K.O.
ing Equipment Co. ; Altec Co. ; South- Palace.
today for Philadelphia.
Gruenberg, Metropolitan district manwestern Industrial Electronics Co., of
•
ager, according to Charles Boasberg,
Dates will soon be announced for
Houston ; U.S. Gasket Co. of Camden
Carl Reardon, Universal-Interna- and Stelma, Inc., of Stamford.
demonstrations in Chicago, Detroit, RKO's general sales manager. Branch
tional branch manager in Cleveland,
Montreal, Philadelphia, Omaha and managers, sales managers, salesmen
has left there with his family for a
Today's demonstration will take Minneapolis, some of which may also and other district managers also are
sharing" in the prize money.
vacation in Seabright, N. J.
place in Atlanta in Loew's Grand. be scheduled in August.
•
Tomorrow's will be held in Boston
Branch Winners Announced
Ira Tulipan, 20th Century-Fox
Originally, it was announced that
metropolitan nevi'spaper contact, will Parking Meters Hit
Set Committees
for
district managers of the first three
return to New York today from New
leading districts would be awarded
Portland Opening
England.
•
By Maryland
Allied
prizes,
but when the contest ended
PORTLAND, Ore., Aug. 8. — last month
BALTIMORE, Aug. 8. — Parking
a three-way tie resulted.
Jean
Alley,
daughter
of Tom
special committees have Consequently, the top prize money,
Alley,
booker
for Ohio Theatre meters as proposed for various sec- Twenty-three
been
set
up
to
handle
the
plans
for
tions of Baltimore will be disawarded by Disney, was split three
Management, Cleveland, was married
astrous to motion picture theatre the formal, invitational opening of
there last week to Donald Brown.
•
patronage, according to the Allied Evergreen's new Fox Theatre here on
Other prizes went to Herb MacMotion Picture Theatre Owners of Thursday, and the public debut of ways.
Intyre, Western district, who was
Maj. Albert Warner, vice-presi- Maryland. At a meeting here, the the theatre on Friday.
dent of Warner Brothers, is in SaraThe motion picture industry regards directly behind the first three, and
group's president announced plans to the proposed festivities as the most trict.
to Morris Lefko, Eastern-Central distoga Springs from New York.
fight the proposal and a committee
Three- Way Tie
was named for that purpose. C. Elmer elaborate ever staged on the Pacific
Dan S. Terrell, M-G-M publicity Nolte, Jr., -has been named commit- Coast, according to Charles P. SkourThe branch winners, offices and
manager, has left New York for a
as,
president of the National Theatres
tee chairman.
chain.
vacation in Delaware.
managers, in the order of their stand•
ing are : Los Angeles, Seymour
Oscar Nyberg, a veteran manager
Johnston Is Host
of the Evergreen Theatres, will be Borde ; New York, Herman SilverPhil Isaacs, Paramount exchange
man ; Buffalo, Jack Chinell ; San
manager of the New Fox.
manager in Washington, has left there
Francisco, Joe Emerson ; Chicago,
for Charlotte.
To Tom O'Brien
•
Sam Gorelick ; Philadelphia, Charlie
WASHINGTON, Aug. 8.— Motion
Picture Association president Eric *Cross Swords' Set
Zagrans ; Washington, Joe Breecheen ;
Leonard Pearliman, United Artists
Boston, Hat Taylor; Salt Lake City,
manager in South Africa, has arrived Johnston was host at a dinner to- For Area Openings
Giff Davison ; New Haven, Barney
night in honor of Tom O'Brien, genin New York from there.
eral secretary of the National AssociaUnited
Artists'
"Crossed
Swords,"
Pitkin ; Indianapolis, Russ Brenttion of Theatrical and Kine Employees in Pathecolor, has been set for area linger
; Des Moines, Don Conley ;
John P. Byrne, Eastern M-G-M and British Member of Parliament. openings in St. Louis and Cleveland. Kansas City, Jimmy Lewis ; Cleve"Crossed Swords" will be unveiled
sales manager, left here yesterday for Guests included members of Congress
Jack Bernstein ; Detroit, Otto
Buffalo.
and officials of the State, Labor and at Loew's Orpheum in St. Louis on Ebert ;land,Minneapolis,
Fay Dressell ;
other government departments.
Aug. land14on Aug.
and Loew's
Ohio in Cleve- Pittsburgh, Dave Silverman ; St.
26.
Everett Olsen, theatre owner of
Louis, Ray Nolan ; Omaha, Max
Myrtle Beach, S. C, was in Charlotte Corrects Sound Figure
Greenblatt ; Seattle, Eddie Lamb, Cinfrom there.
cinnati, Lloyd Krause, and Denver,
Of the 6,643 theatres in the United New 'Waterfront' Mark
Marvin Goldfarb.
States and Canada equipped for CinColumbia's "On the Waterfront"
Elanore Sullivan, of the M-G-M emaScope projection as of July 31, set a new house record of $6,047 for
exchange in Chicago, is in New York announced Thursday by 20th Century- opening day, Thursday, at the Palms Services Today for
from there.
State Theatre, Detroit, the company
Fox director of distribution Al Licht- announced.
Paul Small, Agent
man, the number of theatres with
William Holden left New York single optical sound totals 2,854, not
Funeral services will be held here
Saturday for the Coast.
the 5,925 figure reported.
at 2:15 P.M. today at Riverside
Three thousand two hundred and
Memorial Chapel for Paul Small, 46,
ow'
well known talent agent, who died at
for 'Wind
43 Hitchcock's
ninety-three situations are using four- $11,3
Alfred
"Rear
Window"
'Gog' Here Aug. 13
track magnetic stereophonic sound ; grossed $11,343 opening day at the Mt.
Sinai Hospital of a heart attack
on Friday.
United Artists' "Gog," science-fic- 128 are equipped with one-track mag- Rivoli Theatre, in one of the biggest
tion drama in Eastman color, will
netic sound ; and 368 are employing opening days in the 37-year history of
Survivors are his wife, Lillian, sishave its New York premiere on Aug. sound mixers, bringing the total to the house. Paramount announced at
ter of Dore Schary ; a son, Edgar, and
the weekend.
13, at the Palace theatre.
6,643.
a daughter, Mrs. Gene Goetz.
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GRAINGER, president of
JR.
. RKO Radio, and J. H. McInTYRE, Western division sales manager,
have left Hollywood for San Francisco, Portland and • Seattle.
Frank I. D.wis. Jr., president of
Selznick Releasing Organization, and
Victor Hoare. vice-president and foreign sales chief, left here by plane at
the weekend for the• Coast.
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Van

Gen.

Heads

to
at

Sales
20tli

The revitalization of the film industry both at home and abroad
spurred by the introduction of eCin-of
emaScope, and the importanc
American fihns throughout the world
was discussed by General James A.
Van Fleet in an address before 20th
Fox's sales conference in
CenturyNew
York.
In a special appearance before the
company's domestic and Canadian
sales chiefs' meeting at the home office setting merchandising plans on
Darryl F. Zanuck's "The Egyptian,"
the General described the ever increasing importance of film entertainment
in spreading the philosophy of democracy to all corners of the globe.
New
Bows

French
in U.S.

Feature
Aug.

18

"Companions
of the Night,"
French
film introducing
the newa
French star, Francoise Arnoul and
featuring Bing Crosby's two discoveries from "Little Boy Lost,"
Nicole Maurey and Christian Fourcade, will be released in the United
States by Arlan Pictures. The film
premieres at the Los Angeles Four
Star Theatre Aug. 18. The picture
was directed by Ralph Habib from
an original screenplay by Jacques
Companeez.

on
'Bla
nket
(Continued
from
page 1)'

bond. The City Comptroller is empowered to issue ruling which would
circumvent the court action.
Attorneys for the plaintiff have expressed the desire of easing such action on the part of local operators and
act as a "clearing house" in order to
facilitate proceedings.
At the weekend, corporation counsel Adrian Burke, as expected, filed a
notice of appeal from the temporary
injunction order entered in the Supreme Court last Wednesday.
The notice of appeal was filed with
the Appellate Division of the Supreme
Court Second Department, in Brooklyn. It will not be acted upon, however, until Sept. 13, when the Appellate Division reconvenes.
Date for Trial of Suit
That date, incidentally, has been set
down for trial in the anti-tax suit.
Attorneys in the case feel that the
city's notice of appeal will receive a
decision first, even if it means pushing
back the date of the trial.
A problem arises from the wording
of the city-filed notice in that it named
the entire law and not the "major
fraction" section of the tax. Exhibitors
have been awarded an injunction only
against this section of the law, blocking the city from collection of taxes
in excess of five per cent. The move
by the city caused some confusion
among the ranks of exhibitor lawyers,
but Buchsbaum was not available for
comment about it.
In another development, the five
suing theatres posted their required
$250 bonds in the case covering any

You

are

cordially

of the

VARIABLE

on

Daily
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Fleet
Confer

Talks

Picture

Tuesday

morning,

at

the

Times

PROJECTION

Ruling

damages which might occur to the city
during the course of the action.
The city's notice of appeal read in
part: "To the Appellate Division oi
the Supreme Court, Second Department, for the order entered in the office
of the Clerk of the County of Queens
on or about Aug. 4, insofar as the said
order enjoins and restrains the defendants during the pendancy of this
action, from enforcing or attempting
to enforce against the plaintiff Local
Law No. 37 of 1954." The notice was
signed by Corporation Counsel Burke.
Meanwhile, operators must collect
the full amount of the tax, until a final
decision is handed down. However,
with the injunction in force, they are
onl}' required to return to the city
what amounts to about four per cent,
in addition to withholding any amount
above
the five per cent limit, pending
final ruling.

CHICAGO, Aug.
Parsons,
producer
of
"Susan Slept
Here,"
Tuesday at the Woods

Held

in

N.

Y.

IFE Releasing Corp.'s first national
sales convention opened at the weekend at the Hotel Edison here. Bernard Jacon, vice-president in charge
of sales ; E. R. Zorgniotti, executive
vice-president, and Jonas Rosenfield,
Jr., vice-president in charge of advertising,
and exploitation, addressed thepublicity
gathering.
A special
two-color,to 20-page
brochure was distributed
all delegates
at the meeting. The brochure will
have a national mailing of over 10,000
copies to exhibitors in the U. S.

8. — Harriet
RKO
which Radio's
opens
Theatre with

to

attend

10th,
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at
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eight-thirty

sharp
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• New
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Sales

1st
Meeting

sorship in a dozen cities where it is
already playing.
"If it has, I certainly haven't
heard
it," she
a pink palled
ticket,
said
Friday
"I'm
apand amazed at the action of
"Nowabout
I learn
that said.
the Chicago police
censorship
board
had considered
Chicago's
police censor
Miss Parsons,
angeredboard."
over the banning it altogether. No specific cuts
censorship of her film, which she were asked. No indication of what
called a good film for family audi- was considered wrong with the film
ences, including teen agers, pointed was given. W e had a complete OK
out that the film encountered no cenon the script from the Breen office."

superb

Square

Opens

ing'
'Liv
000 tin-Lewis
$93,
"Living
Itfor
Up,"
Paramount's
Marcomedy, opened
to a $93,000
first week at the Chicago Theatre,
Chicago, placing it among the top
three money making films in the history of nounced
theat thetheatre.
weekend.Paramount an-

Criticism of *Susan'
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with the nine percent of all media sition and that was in 1946 when he
defeated William Bennett for the top
revenue TV got in 1953.
position.
However, Brewer is re"From this it should be obvious,"
garded even by Walsh supporters here
S. D. Governor Sponsors Bow explains the ad, "that the purposes of
movies and television are far apart. as being a greater threat than BenGov. Sigurd Anderson of South Danett was. Brewer has been on what
Movies aim to please the public with
kota, who is sponsoring- the world entertainment the public pays to see. has been called a barnstorming tour
of the country, seeking pledges of
premiere of W. R. Frank's CinemaTelevision gives the public free enterScope vited
feature,
"Sitting
Bull,"
has
intainment
to
insure
an
audience
for
its
support.
the chief executives of MinneBackers of both Brewer and Walsh
sota, Montana, Nebraska and Wyom- advertising message."
appear
to be confident of victory. On
The public, the ad concludes, has the other
ing to attend the opening ceremonies
hand, Walsh backers admit
if it has that the margin
even
that
proof
ample
given
of victory may be
for the United Artists' release at the
theatres
to
Elks Theatre, Rapid City, S. D., on to pay money it will flock
small.
to see good pictures. Secure in this
Aug. 19.
Extension of the lATSE's jurisdicknowledge, the ad says, the motion piction in the field of television is exture industry is now making ^ better
pected to be one of the major issues
conis
and
before
pictures than ever
Fewer Canada-Made Shorts
tinuing to advertise these pictures in for discussion at the week-long convention. The stabilization of wages to
A total of 55 theatrical shorts of the newspapers.
conform with living costs also will be
five minutes or longer were produced
discussed, as will a clarification of the
last year, 18 fewer than in 1952, the
status of "A" and "B" locals as they
Canadian Government reports, while 6 More Distributors
relate to the national body.
shorts for TV and other non-theatrical purposes numbered 481, an in- For *Duel in Sun'
crease of 173.
Drive-in
from page 1)
Closely following the Boston and Miss.(Continued
New England territory key openings
Shaftel to Handle Own Story of David O. Selznick's "Duel In The Legion Theatre, Gulfport, and the producing and distributing companies
Frank I. Davis, Jr., SRO presiJosef Shaftel will produce and di- Sun," dent,
announced the signing of six Paramount Pictures Inc., Paramount
rect his own original story, "Hunted," additional territorial franchise distribFilm Distributing Corp., Loew's Inc.,
starting location production in Mautors for the picture.
Marcus Loew's Booking Agency,
nila, Philippine Islands, on Oct. 4.
In the Philadelphia territory. Screen RKO Radio Pictures Inc., RKO RaShaftel, with his associate producer, Guild Productions of Philadelphia,
dio Pictures Distributing Co., Warner
Daniel A'lilner, left last week for headed by Jack Engel and Jack H. Brothers
Pictures Distributing Corp.,
Manila to scout locations.
Greenberg, will handle "Duel," having 20th Century-Fox Film Corp., Columalready set the picture in the Mastbia Pictures Inc., Columbia Pictures
baum Theatre for August 27, to play
of
Louisiana
Inc., Universal Film ExJacksonville Empress Closes day and date with surrounding key
change Inc., and LTnited Artists.
cities.
The suit alleges that as a result of
The Empress Theatre, for many
In the Washington territory, Fred an unlawful scheme of conspiracy and
years the showplace of Jacksonville,
Fla., has closed its doors. John Sandy Film Exchange has been as- attempts to monopolize, the defendants
signed the distribution license.
have violated the rights of the public
Thomas, former manager of the theaThe Chicago territory goes to the to free choice of theatres in which to
tre, will become the new manager of Capital
Film
Co.,
headed
by
Max
see first run films.
the Imperial Theatre there.
Roth and Charles Lindau ; the Cincinnati
territory
to
Jay
Goldberg
of
E
Realart Pictures ; the Detroit terri- remaining are currently under negotiatory to Albert Dezel Productions, Inc.,
tions and will be set by mid-August,
Files Quebec Bankruptcy
and the Cleveland territory to Ber- following completion of a national
Notice has been filed in Ottawa that
sales analysis currently in progress
nard A. Rubin's Imperial Pictures.
Previously 10 other territories were under direction of SRO general sales
Continental Film Co., St. Therese,
Que., has made an assignment in set, according to Davis, who said the manager Budd Rogers.
bankruptcy and J. Roger Laferriere,
Shawinigan Falls, Que., has been appointed by the court as trustee of the
estate.
Some
Houses
'Hanging
On^
(Continued, from page 1)
Start Toledo Drive-in
least 83 houses, now operating on a temporary injunction is in effect
Al Boudouris, head of Theatre marginal basis. They further pointed
tax's "major fraction"
Equipment Co., Cleveland, and associ- out that 144 houses had closed in the against
breakage the
provision.
ates, are starting construction on a city since 1950.
CI The letup of high-powered network
1500-car drive-in theatre project to
In a survey taken here, it was television shows which have gone off
cost approximately $400,000. Location learned that but a handful of houses the air for the summer, and a spurt
is the northwest corner of Jackman in the Metropolitan area have shut of good product along Broadway
and Laskey Roads, Toledo, formerly their doors since the tax went into ef- which has set gross and attendance
used by the Toledo Gun and Skeet
fect a little over a month ago.
records in many first run houses,
Club. A corporation known as the
However, spokesmen named four d The number of theatres, both first
Glass Mile Drive-In Theatre, Inc., is specific reasons which have served to run and neighborhood, v^diich are inbeing formed as owners.
encourage New York City exhibitors
stalling new screen devices and techniques. They, exhibitor sources claim,
to keep their doors open and stay in
business. They are :
have helped to stimulate business in
Teen-Agers
in Drive d The hope that Governor Dewey the city and divert patrons from TV.
Many local exhibitors are banking
would ask the next scheduled meeting
For 35-Cent Ticket
of the state legislature to repeal the on the elimination of the city tax
MANSFIELD, O., Aug. 8.— A enabling act which empowers the city through legal processes, as well as the
petition protesting adult admission to levy a tax on amusements. Cur- balance of the Federal tax which was
scales of 50 and 70 cents, respectively,
rently, the Bird Commission is sur- cut in half. Last spring, legislatures
being charged juveniles here over the
veying local industry business condi- promised total elimination of the Fedage of 12, is being circulated by teentions
and the law's effect prior to dustry.eral ta.x as a stimulant to the inagers for presentation to theatre man- filing a formal
report with the Govagers.
An air of confidence is reported
ernor. The legislature convenes in
They ask that a compromise rate January and is expected to give among the ranks of Metropolitan New
of 35 cents, currently being maintained strong consideration to the matter,
York operators as legal action against
in other cities, be effective here for d The current suit being brought by the local tax, possible elimination of
juveniles between 12 and 16 years five Queens theatres against the city the levy by the State legislature and
of age. Mansfield teen-agers plan to and the tax. Trial in the action has the promise of further Federal assistbring the project to the attention of been set down for the Supreme Court,
ance, encourage them to keep their
the City Council in the near future. Queens, for Sept. 13. At present, a doors open.
Roundup
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Stephen E. Seadler, son of Silas
F. Seadler, advertising manager of
M-G-M, was married Saturday to
Ingrid L. Adolfsson, of Stockholm,
Sweden, in the Teakv^'ood Room of
the Hotel Pierre. After a reception
in the
left
for Sapphire
Europe. Room, the couple
n
Ben Ely and Ed Gall were elected
by the associate members of the
Variety Club of Dallas to represent
them in board meetings of Tent 17
at a general meeting. The election
followed the approval of an amendment by the general membership
authorizing the election of two associate members who shall be elected
at the yearly election meeting and
who will henceforth meet with the
board of directors and generally
represent associate members in
every way except for voting.
n
Lyman E. G. Suiter has been
named assistant to the vice-president of Fairchild Recording Equipment Corp. He was formerly with
the
radio Corp.
division of Wtstinghouse
Electric
n
Herman Stern, veteran exhibitor,
has taken over the Fair Theatre in
Jackson Heights, L. I. Berk and
Krumgold were the real estate
brokers in the deal.
n
Faye Emerson and Skitch Henderson have been named to head the
Benefit Committee for the formal
world premiere of Darryl F.
Zanuck's CinemaScope drama "The
Egyptian,"
will take
place All
on
Aug. 24 at which
the Roxy
Theatre.
proceeds
from
the
opening
will
go
P->ralysis.
to the Emergency Drive of the National Foundation for Infantile
n
William Moran, business agent
for the Fitchburg (Mass.) Local,
lATSE, has proved himself an ambassador of goodwill for the industry in and around his territory. A
member of the Central Labor
Council embracing all organized
labor groups in that area, he attends
the monthly meetings of the union
heads of the various locals, as they
get together to discuss their mutual
problems.

n

Lester R. DoUison, theatre executive of Amarillo, Tex., last week
became Pioneer Air Lines I,000,000th
passenger when he boarded Pioneer
Flight 22 in Austin for a return
flight to his home.
n
Henry T. Roberts has
vice-president in charge
mercial music division
cord. Inc., manufacturer
tape equipment.
n

been named
of the comfor Magneof magnetic

Lise Malkin has joined the television media and research department of Charles Schlaifer & Co., it
was announced by the president,
Charles Schlaifer.
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VistaVision
In

the

THEATRE

Picture

5

Daily

Popular

Abroad^

Says

Holden

contract with Paramount, Holden their actors today. Audrey Hepburn
formed his own independent company,
comes to life for people ; she's very
phic lenses or sound systems, the actor Touhica Productions, as the pact with real to them. The Barrymore brand
stated. "All the theatre needs is a the major studio allows him the right of glamour, great as it was, is out
appear in one outside film yearly. now. People such as the late Ernie
wide-screen and a wide-angle lens," he to
said.
His next film role, the actor said, Pyle, and his unvarnished picture of
In many cases, 16mm. exhibitors would be in "The Magnificent Devils," war just as it was, made people want
life more truthfully represented on the
expressed desires for VistaVision a Paramount release.
product, Holden said. "All a laboraLauds Taste of Public
tory has to do to reduce the 35mm. Holden Says Pictures Should
VistaVision print to 16mm. size is to Use Techniques of Theatre
Holden feels that 30 per cent of our
increase the amperage so the exhibitor
Screen actor William Holden films contribute to world understands
will
have
more
light
on
the
print,"
the
and that most people are distouched on the artistic side of film- ing
screen."
actor said.
criminating enough to tell how much
making as well as some of his own
in
them
is
true and how much is
untrue.
personal
views
on
the
subject,
at
a
Have 'Inaudible Track'
weekend
press
conference
here
during
Also, Holden stated, VistaVision
a roundtable discussion of the results
He is enthusiastic about actor participation infilm production and is all
prints are equipped with an "inau- of his trip as VistaVision ambassador
dible" sound track so that Perspecta
to
Europe
and
the
Far
East.
for
"pooling
talents
or any other type of sound could be
actor feels
there with
will percentages."
be more and
"I love the theatre and believe that The
added to the picture.
more
of
this
in
the
future.
Far East demonstrations of Vista- oftentimes the picture that makes use
Holden said that when he entered
Vision were so satisfactory, Holden of theatrical design and lighting, comes this tvpe of deal with Otto Preminger
stated, that the U. S. Army has al- nff tn wrnnrlprfiil arlv;intacrp " H^nlrlpn
lotted $1,500,000 for wide-screen and remarked. "Filming for vertical effect, and F. Hugh Herbert for "The Moon
Blue," all three agreed before the
wide-angle lenses in order to equip not just the horizontal, is an asset in is
military theatres in the Far East for certain pictures. Remember the use of picture even went into production that
the screenplay would not be submitted
VistaVision. "At present the Army the long, spiral staircase in both the
has 48 theatres equipped for 35mm. stage and film versions of 'A Street- to the Breen Office for approval. "1
car Named Desire', and the lighting didn't see anything unmoral about the
films in the Far East," he said.
VistaVision is a more "artistic" effects which expressed mood and in- picture," the actor added. "As pleased
about my contract with Paramedium than any of the others,
creased the dramatic force of 'Don as I am mount,
one good outside, participation
Holden said. "It gives an audience a
The actor feels that an American deal is more profitable to me than six
greater feeling of participation, enbe geared for maximum films for my regular studio," Holden
grosses aviewer psychologically, and film
in Hell'."
Juan must
additionally gives an exhibitor some- popularity in 13 major cities, followed
Calls for Quality
by good business in the next 31 in said.
thing to sell," he asserted.
line. If the product does well in these
The diminishing box-office of a
Sees Eventual Standardization
situations, "then what happens in couple of years ago was due to the
The final judgment on which me- Paducah doesn't matter too much. poor product distributed, bad story
dium is to remain has yet to come, If you make a good film, by and large and carelessness in production, Holden
Holden said. The actor, however, it'll be appreciated universally," he stated. "But if a film is good today,
added that eventually there will be a added.
the exhibitor has good business," he
standardization of all the new proc"People want more humanism from declared.
esses. He based his opinion on the
costs of production of films in different media and the costs to exhibition
in playing a film.
Holden, who returned to HollyBOX
OFFICE
BOilANZA!
wood over the weekend, will be seen
in three films which are not yet released by Paramount. They are "SaThat's what they're calling Perspecta Stereophonic Sound!
brina," "The Bridges of Toko Ri"
Why? Because M-G-M and Paramount have standardized — and
and "The Country Girl." Having comare recording all productions with this single
pleted just two years of a 14-year
optical track stereophonic sound.
LOOK AT THESE PRE-SOLD FIRST PRODUCTIONS!
Lichtman
(Coniinued from page 1)
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Refreshment
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MORE than 90 per cent of theatres
converted to CinemaScope have
installed Bausch & Lomb cylindrical
anamorphic lenses, according to an announcement byL. B. McKinley, vicepresident of Bausch & Lomb Optical
Company, Rochester, N. Y. Conversions are now running at well over
400 a week, he said.
•
"Message Repeater Junior" is the
name of a new instrument developed for several promotional uses
in theatres by the Mohawk Business Machines Corp., Brooklyn,
N. Y. Of very compact size, the
unit delivers a pre-recorded talk
from a magnetic tape cartridge
through a 5-inch speaker. It is designed for use as a "barker" in
front of the theatre, for placing behind lobby displays to lend voice
impact to advertising signs, to push
popcorn and candy sales, to deliver a message to patrons in the
parking lot or for crowd control
during intermissions. It can deliver messages up to two minutes
in length.
•

A prcviczv of the initial film in the
1955-56 official television series, "This
Is Baseball,"
the National
Baseball
Hallzvas
of held
Fameby and
Museum
at Coopcrstozmi, N. Y., Sunday night
for the press and Commissioner Ford
C. Frick. Jack Leahy of RCA Film
Recording Division loaned an RCA
portable projector for the occasion,
which zivs installed by Robert Bureschcr of the Visual Products Division
of RCA. The quarter-hour film series
is being directed and produced' by
Emerson Yorke, an active member of
the SMPTE and each zvill feature a
(Continued from page 1)
diamond star. Pathc Laboratories has
conditions, he stressed. In this behalf
a contract to process the films.
•
every effort must be expended to enhance CinemaScope by its exhibition
An automatic ice-making machine
designed to produce thousands of tiny in theatres having proper screens,
ice cubelets 5/8-inches in size has lenses and sound equipment. Constant
been marketed by the Frigidaire Divi- vigilance, he cautioned, must be maintained to insure that the name Cinemasion of General Motors Corp., Dayton,
Scope remain the hallmark of motion
Ohio. It is claimed that the cubelets
cool faster and last longer than picture entertainment.
Adding his conviction that produccrushed, chipped or flake ice. The
machine is said to make approximately
tions like "The Egyptian" offer the
200 pounds or 20,000 cubelets per day. greatest opportunities for showman•
ship in every theatre situation — large
small — Lichtman adjourned the conAs an accessory to its automatic or
clave.
soft ice cream freezers, the Sweden
? Freezer Mfg. Co., Seattle, has deAllied
' veloped a new portion control. The Maryland
unit plugs into the freezer like a
(Continued from page 1)
radio tube and electrically measures
: out exact-sized servings which have that the film companies be appraised
been pre-determined by the opera- of the unfair practices and pricing in
tor. It operates through a triple- the Maryland area with a view to
action footswitch which permits the formulating plans for a more equitable
serving of either of two sized por- distribution system, and "Be it further
tions or continuous serving. This resolved, that the national director is
is done by toe pressure on one end authorized to take what action he
of the switch for the small portion, might deem advisable at the national
on the other end for the larger por- board meeting of Allied States Association of Motion Picture Exhibitors
tion and on the center for continuous draw.
at White Sulphur Springs."

STUDENT PRINCE -GONE WITH THE WIND
SEVEN BRIDES FOR SEVEN BROTHERS

WHITE CHRISTMAS- THREE RING CIRCUS
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND
And from other studios, too, are coining importa,.'-.
productions in Perspecta Stereophonic Sound.
Have you placed your order for the Fairchild Perspecta
Integrator — the miracle unit that puts Perspecta Sound to work in
your theatre? One Integrator serves all projectors in a booth.
Projector modifications are not required.
Better call, wire or write today for full information.

RECORDING,
EQUIPMENr
MOTION PICTURE SOUND DIVISION • WHITESTONE 57, N. Y.
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State,

Detroit

MARLON

An Ella Kazan Production co starring Karl Maiden • Lee J. Cobb with Rod Steiger • Pat Henntn^^^
and introducing Eva Marie Saint Produced by Sam SpiegOl Screen Play by Budd Schulberg
Music by Leonard Bernstein Directed by Elia Kazan
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$1,02 Per

NEW

Share

Castleman

Is

$2,536,000
WB's

Net

for

Months

Nine

Compares with
In Same Period

$2,129,000
of 1953

Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc. (incorporated 1953) and subsidiary companies report for the nine months ending Mav 29, a net profit of $2,536,000
after provision of $2,250,000 for Federal taxes on income and after a provision of $300,000 for contingent liabilities. Included in the net profit for
the nine months is a profit of $772,000 from the sale of capital assets,
before provision for Federal taxes.
Film rentals, sales, etc., amounted
to $49,506,002. The net profit is
equivalent to $1.02 per share on the
2,474,337 shares of common stock outstanding or reserved for exchange at
May 29.
For the corresponding nine months
(Continued on page 6)
Scene
Bans

of Calf
Trairie'

Birth
Here

The New York State Education Department's Division
of banned
Motion Walt
Pictures announced
it has
Disney's "The Vanishing Prairie"
here on the objection that the film
contains a two-minute sequence showing the delivery of a bufifalo calf.
A spokesman for the Education Department's Division of Motion Pictures yesterday said that : "It has been
the policy of the Motion Picture Division over the years to take out views
of actual births."
An appeal on the ruling is afforded
Disney.
Screen

Writers

in

New Organization
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 9. —
Screen Writers Guild has called
a special membership meeting
for Aug. 25 at the Beverly Hills
Hotel to approve final details
of a reorganization and a constitution for a new organization
to be known as the Writers
Guild of America. Concurrent
meetings will be held by Radio
Writers Guild here and the
RWG, television writers group,
and Authors League in the
East.

YORK,

U.S.A., TUESDAY,

vs. RKO

File

AUGUST

TEN

10, 1954

Cross-Appeal

CENTS

Today

Suit Is Dismissed
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 9.— The
long-standing minority stockholder suit brought by Eli and
Marion Castleman against RKO
Radio, Howard Hughes and
others has been dismissed here
by Federal Judge Ben Harrison
on motion by RKO. Judge
Harrison pointed out that there
are parallel suits at the present
time in Nevada and New
Jersey.

Expect
To

Join

All

NYC

Tax

Suit

Theatres
Vs.

City

m
Virtually all exhibitors in the city who are not now involved in the
suit against the City of New York and the five per cent amusement tax,
are expected to intervene in order to derive the benefits of the temporary
injunction order recently signed by
Supreme Court Justice Nicholas M.
Pette here, according to attorneys for
Mexico
Buys
the plaintiffs.
They made their belief known to
Assistant Corporation Counsel Stanley Buchsbaum yesterday in a letter
Films
Azteca
Treble Damage
Suit
calling for a directive or statement
from the comptroller to the effect that
Filed by O. Exhibitors
during
the pendency of the action, he
MEXICO CITY, Aug. 9.— Pur- would make
no attempt to collect the
chase by Cinex, the company which
Against Carrier Firm the Government recently organized to tax's breakage amounts which exceed
distribute Mexican pictures abroad, of the five per cent limit set by law.
The lawyers told Buchsbaum that
COLUMBUS, Aug. 9.— The Hunt- Azteca Films, S.A., which, with Clasa
"unless
some sort of arrangement of
Mohme,
serviced
450
theatres
in
the
ington-Cincinnati Trucking Lines is the
target for a suit for treble damages U. S. with 104 Mexican films yearly, this kind is made," they suspect that
filed in Scioto County Common Pleas was announced by Eduardo Garduno, "substantially all operators of various
Court by several Southern Ohio thea- Cinex president, who also heads the motion picture theatres not parties
tres and drive-ins. The plaintiffs, rep- trade's own bank, the semi-official to the action will come in and intervene so as to get the benefits of the
resented by attorney Troy Feibel of Banco Nacional Cinematografico, S.A.
Columbus, seek damages for alleged Purchase price was $1,600,000, payable
If this occurs, the motion picture
overcharges during the past two years. in six years in semi-annual installattorneys
continued, it would mean a
ments.
Garduno
and
Alfonso
Rosas
After the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio decided that the word Priego signed for Cinex, and Roberto "multiplicity of plaintiffs and a tremendous amount of paperwork, par"shipment" meant all the packages, and Guillermo Calderon and Alberto
cartons and containers sent from one Sales Porras for Azteca. The deal
ticularly for the city."
order."
exchange to a theatre, the carrier involves 1,200 pictures.
They (Continued
expressed on
thepage
desire
6) to arThe transaction revealed that Mexcountered by filing an application asking that it be permitted to charge
ican producers obtain an annual gross
21 cents for the first pound of each income of $480,000 from U. S. exhibition. Theatres State-side playing Walsh and McDevitt
package. The Independent Theatre
Owners of Ohio promptly asked for Mexican pictures gross $1,440,000 ansuspension of this tariff and the
nually. But distribution takes $800,- Address lA Conclave
000 and making copies (eight per
PUCO quest.
granted
association's
reHearingsthe
before
the PUCO
picture), freight, publicity and sun(Continued on page 6)
CINCINNATI, Aug. 9.— Cincindries take $480,000 a year.
nati's Music Hall was the scene, this
morning, of the opening session of
the 42nd convention of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Tells IMPDA
No Subsidies, Johnston
Employes and Moving Picture Operators of the United States and Canada.
Principal
speaker was
James6) J. Mc(Continued
on page
The Motion Picture Export Asso- interest in developments in the international agreement field which could
ciation has no subsidy agreement now
with any government despite its hav- have a bearing on Italian Films Export operations here. Some expressed
ing been subjected
"great" pressure
to enter
into suchto agreements,
Eric the view that as long as there is an
Wide Screen Lens
I. F. E., independent distributors of
Johnston, MPEA president, told mem- foreign films will encounter difficulties
For $150 Claimed
bers of the Independent Motion Picture Distributors of America at a in obtaining distribution rights to topDENVER,
Aug. 9. — A lens
flight Italian films.
costing about $150, has been
luncheon meeting at Sardi's here yesterday.
In response to a question, Johnston
invented by Merf Evans, manJohnston had been invited by said that while he had no official inager of the Lakewood, who
formation, "rough estimates" of I. F.
.Arthur Mayer, head of IMPDA, to
claims that it can be placed perdiscuss provisions of the new film E.'s subsidy payments in three years
manently on a projection maagreements with Italy and France were that they amounted to between
chine, and by means of an axis,
for the benefit of IMPDA members $4,000,000 and $4,500,000. Johnston
can be used not only in the
who are especially wary of subsidy said he had no information regarding
projection
of CinemaScope but
provisions in American film export distribution receipts from Italian films
can be utilized in the projection
distributed
here
by
I.
F.
E.
He
also
agreements.
of any type of film. The lens is
to be manufactured here, and
Johnston assured the gathering that said he believed that the entire subwill be marketed nationally by
sidy payments under the agreements
there was no wish on the part of the
Western Service & Supply,
ending this fall had been used up.
organized American industry to interEvans said.
Johnston pointed out that he had
fere in any way with the importation
made
repeated
efforts
to
end
the
suband distribution of foreign films here.
(Confinued on page 6)
IMPDA members evinced particular
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Personal

CHARLES EINFELD, 20th Century-Fox vice-president, will arrive in New York today from Europe
aboard the "Queen • Alary."
DoRE ScHARY, M-G-M vice-president in charge of production, and Mrs.
ScHARY will leave New York tomorrow for the Coast.
•
Ben Kalmenson, Warner Brothers
vice-president in charge of sales, has
returned to New York from Hollywood.
•
Jerome Pickman, Paramount vicepresident in charge of advertising-publicity, has arrived in Hollywood from
New York.
•
EdWard C. Raftery, of the law firm
of O'Brien, Driscoll & Raftery, left
here yesterday by plane for Kansas
City.
•
Olin Clark, M-G-M Eastern story
head, will leave here Friday for a
vacation, which he will spend motoring.
•

Roger H. Lewis, United Artists advertising manager, left here yesterday
by plane for the Coast.
•
Shirley Ross arrived here yesterMonarch. day from London via B.O.A.C.
Charles Handel, New York news
contact for United Artists, has returned here from a vacation in upstate New York.

Vincente Minelli, director, has returned to the M-G-M studios from
Central and South America.

1st Weelc

For ^Obsession'
"Magnificent Obsession," UniversalInternational's Technicolor film which
opened at the Loew's State on Broadway last week, is headed for the biggest week's business of any U-I picture to play the house, the company
announced yesterday.
With an expected gross of $55,000
for the first week, the picture opened
to the biggest first day business of
any U-I production to play Broadway
first-run houses since "Naked City"
played the Capitol in 1948, according
to U-I.
Coast
By

Theatre

Meeting

Sued

Three Majors
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 9. — "Wilful, deliberate and gross fraud" was
charged against Sidney A. Kurstin,
Boulevard Theatre, Belvedere Gardens, by Columbia, Universal and
Paramount in a suit filed today in
Federal Court, seeking damages
"in excess of $3,000." The complaint
alleges Kurstin made "many false
statements" regarding admission prices
charged between Sept. 1, 1949, and
February of this year.

Tuesday, August 10, 1954

Daily
Allied

Today

Artists

Domestic,
C.E.A.

Mention

$55,000

Joint

Picture

Proposals

for

Eady

Sales

Plans

Overseas

Conferences

Sales meetings here and abroad
are planned by Allied Artists for this
month. Morey Goldstein, vice-president and general sales manager, has
By PETER BURNUP
called a session to be held in New
LONDON, Aug. 9. — Leaders of British trade associations will meet
here tomorrow to suggest a plan of settlement of the Eady levy dispute in York on Aug. 20 to set plans for
what is regarded as the first sign of definite progress toward an agree- "The Human Jungle." Norton Ritchey, president
Allied Artists
Inment to be observed in many weeks.
ternational,ofwill conduct
European
ence to the figures of production meetings in London and the South of
Scheduled to take part in the talks
are. for exhibitors : VV. R. Fuller, gen- profit-and-loss which they have hith- France later in the month.
erto demanded from producers.
eral secretary of Cinematograph ExExecutives to Attend
Up to now the latter have insisted
hibitors Association ; John W. Davies,
on
the
arbitrary
figure
of
iV/z
million
former president of C.E.A., and E. J.
Attending the New York meetings
as their minimum annual need from
Hinge, C.E.A. honorary treasurer.
will be Edward Morey, vice-president;
For distributors : Sir David Grif- the Eady Fund, but in the prevalent L. E. Goldhammer, Eastern division
fiths, Kinematograph Renters Society conciliatory mood there are strong manager ; James Pritchard, Southern
president, and an as yet unnamed rep- hopes that a compromise figure be- division manager; Harold Wirthwein,
resentative of American distributors.
tween the proposed £2.9 million and Western division manager ; John C.
£35^
million
will be arrived at.
Flinn, advertising-publicity director,
For producers : Robert Clark, British Film Producers Association presiDavies Seen Conciliatory
and Harry Goldstein, Eastern pubdent; Sir Henry French, B.F.P.A.
licity manager.
The attendance of John Davies at
Ritchey will leave here in about
director general ; John Davis, managing director of the J. Arthur Rank the talks may well occasion surprise in 10 days for Europe. He may be acOrganization, and Frank A. Hoare, many quarters, for Davies was the
companied bySteve Broidy, AA president, who is due here from the Coast
president of the Association of Spe- most vehement opponent of exhibitors
in
earlier
meetings
and
it
was
at
his
cialized Film Producers.
Aug. 17.
behest that the Rank Organization
Proposal Ready
pulled out from CEA membership. On
It is learned that the exhibitors will the other hand, well-informed persons Schwartz, Burrows,
propose as a basis for the talks an ad- look upon the Davies attendance as a
justed levy in the higher bracket of happy omen. They maintain that other Warner Add Holdings
seat-prices which, with the increased influential producers have approved
film-hire accruing to producers and CEA's proposal as a practical springboard for discussions.
arising from the tax remission, would,
WASHINGTON, Aug. 9.— Additions to stock holdings of three exAlthough
an extremely cautious atthe CEA's accountants estimate, yield
ecutives in their respective companies
titude isadopted by all parties there is
to producers £2.9 million annually.
Exhibitors are also prepared to a readily recognizable hope that settle- were reported by the Securities and
ment may be reached in time for ratifi- Exchange Commission.
guarantee a continuance of the volSol Schwartz, president of RKO
untary Eady levy for a period of three
cation by CEA's
General
Council
on
September
8.
The
revised
rates
of
Theatres,
purchased 5,000 shares in
years from whatever date settlement is
reached. They are prepared also to levy would in that case go into opera- July, increasing his direct holdings
tion on October 1.
to 10,000 shares.
proceed with the talks without referAlbert Warner, vice-president of
Warner Brothers, bought 500 shares
of common stock, increasing his direct
Hopes 0. Censor Law Lou Kravitz Named
holdings to 160,000 shares. He also
Filmack
Sales Head
bought 4,000 shares of common for a
Will Be Upheld
trust fund in which he is a beneficiary,
bringing the beneficiarv holdings to
Aug. 9.— Lou Kravitz 24,000 shares.
COLUMBUS, Aug. 9.— The "Cath- wasCHICAGO,
elected vice-president in charge
olic Times," official publication of the of sales
and a member of the board
George Burrows, executive viceColumbus diocese, editorially ex- of
directors of Filmack Trailer Co., president of Allied Artists Corp., purpressed the hope that the Court of
chased 3,700 shares of common in
at the annual stockholder meeting
Appeals will uphold Judge Ralph here.
July, increasing his direct holdings to
Bartlett's denial of an injunction
4,236 shares.
against the Ohio censor laws sought
Kravitz has been Filmack's adverby RKO Radio Pictures, Independent
tisingfor manager
and years.
editor of "Inspiration"
several
Theatre Owners of Ohio, Martin
Other
officers
elected
were : Irving
Smith of Toledo and Horace Adams
of Cleveland.
Mack, president; Donald Mack, vice- NEW YORK THEATRES
president; Bernard Mack, secretary;
The newspaper ' said that it hoped Joseph Mack, treasurer, and John
the Court of
Appealslicense
would and
"seefreethe Wenner of Daniel F. Rice & Co.,
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
difference
between
dom and will uphold the decision of member of the New York Stock ExRockefeller fienter
change, re-elected as a member of the
Judge Bartlett to protect the public
"SEVEN BRIDES FOR
board.
Tax

Dispute

Peace

morality."
Calls Arguments 'Specious'
The newspaper called the plaintiffs' arguments "specious," indicating
that censorship is not unconstitutional.
"If all restrictions were lifted in the
name of freedom, whether it be freedom of expression or freedom of action, itwould mean the end of society

Up

'Stories' Held

Over

"Three Forbidden Stories" has been
held over for the third week at E. M.
Loew's Center Theatre in Boston and
has been booked into all E. M. Loew's
drive-in theatres, the company announced yesterday.

BROTHERS"
inSEVEN
CINEMASCOPE
starring
JANE POWELL - HOWARD KEEL
Color by ANSCO STAGE
- An M-G-M
Picture
and SPECTACULAR
PRESENTATION
: WARNER BROS, rmim
JEANNE
DANA
DAVID
iGRAIN « MDREWS « FARRAR

as we now know and enjoy it."
The editorial said that Judge Bart- the decision "is an expression of the
lett's decision is "being applauded by freedom of people to protect themColo. byTECHNICOLOR • a MOUUN moucnoN
selves by law from poisonous infludecent-minded citizens throughout the
state," adding that prior censorship
The editorial was titled "In the In"in the interest of common morality is
BROAOWAY at 13n3 ST.
a necessity."
The paper added that
terest of Freedom."
MOTIQiN PICTURE DAILY, Martin Quigley, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher; Sherwin Kane, Editor; Terry Rarasaye, Consulting Editor. Published daily, except Saturdays,
Sundays and holidays, by Quigley Publishing Company, Inc., 1270 Sixth Avenue, Rockefellerences."
Center, New York 20, N. Y. Telephone Circle 7-3100. Cable address: "Quigpubco,
New York." Martin Quigley, President; Martin Quigley, Jr., Vice-President; Theo. J. Sullivan, Vice-President and Treasurer; Raymond Levy, Vice-President; Leo J. Brady,
Secretary; Al Steen, News Editor; Herbert V. Fecke, Advertising Manager; G'us H. Fausel, Production Manager; Hollywood Bureau, Yucca- Vine Building, William R. Weaver,
Editor, Hollywood 7-2145; Chicago Bureau, 120 South LaSalle Street, Urben Farley, Advertising Representative, Fl 6-3074; Sam Lesner, Editorial Representative, 400 West
Madison Sit., DE 2-1111. Washington, J. A. Otten, National Press Club, Washington, D. C. London Bureau, 4 Golden Sq., London W. 1; Hope Burnup, Manager; Peter Burnup,
Editor; cable address, "Quigpubco, London." Other Quigley Publications: Motion Picture Herald; Better Theatres and Theatre Sales, each published 13 times a year as a section
of Motion Picture Herald; Motion Pictura and Television Almanac; Fame. Entered as second-class matter, Sept. 21, 1938, at the post office at New York, N. Y., under the act
of March 3, 1879. Subscription rates per year, $6 in the Americas and $12 foreign; single copies, 10c.
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Jack

Lewis

President
At

Chicago

Motion

Picture

20th

Elected
of NAVA
Meeting

CHICAGO, Aug". 9.— Jack E. Lewis, Lewis Film Service, Wichita, Kan.,
was elected president of the National
Audio-Visual Association for 19541955 at its ninth annual national convention and trade show held here
at the Conrad Hilton Hotel. Voting
by mail were 179 out of 352 voting
members who are owners of audiovisual dealer and film library businesses.
Other new officers are : first vice
president, Alan B. Twyman, Twyman
Films, Dayton, O. ; second vice president, Ainslie R. Davis, Davis A-V
Co., Denver Col. ; secretary, Francis
J. Didier, Delta Visual Service, New
Orleans ; treasurer, William W.
Birchfield, Ala. ; directors, Ray
Swank, Swank Motion Pictures, Inc.,
St. Louis; Jerome W. Kintner, Photo
& Sound Co., San Francisco; regional
directors. Middle Atlantic states : L.
C. Vath, L. C. Vath A-V Aids,
Sharpsville, Pa. ; Midwestern states :
Harold Newman, Newman A-V Aids,
Kalamazoo, Mich. ; Southwestern
states : R. R. Riley, A-V Services,
Houston ; Canadian Region : Marvin
Melnyk, A-V Supply Co., Winnipeg,
Man.
Six Board Members Held Over
Six members of the 1953-1954
NAVA board whose terms do not
expire until July, 1955, will serve on
the 1954-1955 board. They are: directors. Lew Lash, Engleman Visual
Education Service, Detroit; W. G.
Kirtley, D. T, Davis Co., Louisville ;
regional directors, New England,
George Roghaar, New England Film
Service, Arlington, Mass. ; Southeast,
Bill Birchfield, Alabama Photo Supply Center, Montgomery, Ala. ; Plains
Region, Frank Bangs, Frank Bangs
Co., Wichita, Kan., and West, P. H.
Jaffarian, A-V Center, Inc., Seattle.
Film Library Assn,
Elects New
Officers
CHICAGO,^ Aug. 9.— New officers
of the Educational Film Library Association for 1954-1955 were elected
at
the
group's
11th annual
at the Conrad Hilton
Hotel conference
here.
They are : president, Garret Weathers, South Bend Public Schools : vicepresident, Mary Louise Alexander,
Stamford, Conn. Public Library ; secretary, Nelle Lee Kenkinson, St.
Louis Public Schools. Three new
members have been elected to the
EFLA board of directors : Erwin C.
Welke, University of Minnesota, for
the colleges and universities ; F. Edgar
Lane, Schools of Dade County, Fla.,
representing the schools, and Muriel
Javelin, Boston Public Library, for
the general and adult education group.
Agnew Farm to Sullivan
Ed Sullivan will take occupancy tomorrow of the 9S-acre Southbury,
Conn., farm of Neil Agnew, industry
executive.

'HOWARD E. STARKE
Brokers and Financial Consulfanfs
TELEVISION STATIONS
RADIO STATIONS
50 E. 58th St., N. Y.
EL 5-0405
Specialists tn Motion Picture Industry
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Daily
Exchanges

'Egyptian'
Televisinn
-ii^ifh

Pinky

—

Hadio

ff^rwnnn

T) OBERT W. SARNOFF has appointed Richard A. R. Pink-'■^ ham, director of the newly created Participating Programs
Department, in charge of NBC-TV's three Magazine Concept programs, "Today, "Home" and "Tonight." It is expected that in
1955 these three programs alone will produce an annual gross
revenue of more than $20,000,000. Which proves the sagacity of
the originators of the following proverbs : "No time like the present" (Today). "A rolling stone gathers no moss — stay (Home)."
"(Tonight) or never." (With this we'll Sarn Off). . . . Transfilm,
Inc., is making available to TV stations four telefilms, produced by
it for the TV-Radio Workshop of the Ford Foundation and which
have appeared on "Omnibus." Averaging 13 minutes in length, the
pix are, "The William Faulkner Story," "The Raymond Loewy
Story," "Tugboat" and "The Phillips Halsman Story." . . . "The
Conrad Nagel Theatre," produced by the Andre Luotto Productions for TV, will be distributed by Guild Films. The stories are
adaptations of works by such v^^riters as Guy deMaupassant, Balzac, Tolstoy, Chaucer and others.
Marking the first time so many first-run motion pictures
have ever been TVeed on one show is "Bits from the Hits,"
which will be WBCSeen tomorrow (10:0010:45 P.M.) and emceed by Dennis James.
The ambitious line-up includes "On the
Waterfront," Columbia Pictures, starring
Marlon Brando; "The Caine Mutiny," starring Humphrey Bogart and Jose Ferrer ;
Paramount's "Living It Up," starring Dean
Martin & Jerry Lewis ; Alfred Hitchcock's
"Rear Window," also Paramount, starring
James Stewart and Grace Kelly; M-G-M's
"Valley of the Kings," starring Robert Taylor and Eleanor Parker; United Artists'
"Apache," starring Burt Lancaster. Execs of
these major picture producing companies,
Dennis James
who cooperated to provide this top-flight replacement for the N. Y. City blackout of the
Archie Moore-Harold Johnson Pabst Blue Ribbon boxing
show for the light heavyweight world crown, are to be congratulated for a promotion stunt which can't help but whet the
appetite of the video audience.
ik ^
The Fred V andeventer-Florence Rinard TV- ABClover quisser,
"20 Questions/' is plugged not in one hut in TWO current flickers on
Broadway, Mickey Spillane's "The Long Wait" and "Duel in the
Jungle/' starring Dan<i Andrezvs and Jeanne Crain. . . . In a sked set
up by Herb Gordon Zin, veepee in charge of programming, the
star of the popular telefilm series, "I Led Three Lives/' Richard
Carlson, will make "integrated commercials" for sponsors zvho have
re-signed the series for another 52 weeks.
ik
ik ik
Radio Dead ? Not by a long shot. Over the weekend this reporter
hopped into our trusty chariot for a trip to Boston, via Hartford,
Where we exchanged pleasantries with old pals, Bertha Porter of
WDRC, Larry Kenfield of WTIC, Lou Brooks and Dick Fague
(pinch-hitting for Jack Downey) at WGTH, Bill Hennessey and Bill
Reed of WCCC. However, what we intend to portray as evidence of
radio's continued potential and importance in the scheme of things is
the following : Saturday morning around ten we happened to tune in
Alan Dary, WORL deejay, liked his easy-goin' personality and headed
for 92 State St. where the WORL studios are located. A few minutes of chatting with Alan and then said he, "Pinky, let me show you
an experiment. This brand new recording by Jerry Martin (Savoy
Records) of a new song titled 'Where Can You Be?' has never been
on any station in Boston, this being the first record left here in town.
I'll play it at 11 :00 o'clock and will ask my listeners to phone in for
just 10 minutes after the song has been played, asking whether in their
honest opinions, the song is a HIT or flop." Before the record was
finished the stations' switchboard was lit up like a Christmas tree.
The total number of phone calls that came through was 174 (many
could not be answered), proving that a good deejay not onlv has the
audience but can "SELL." P.S. Of the 174 votes, 157 said "The
song would be a HIT, 16 said 'Won't Be a Hit' and one over-cautious
listener said 'Maybe" " Multiply this situation by the several thousand
disk- jockey-radio salesmen all over the country and you can readily
see why RADIO is still as powerful a factor in America as it ever
was, despite the growth of its young brother, TELEVISION.

From

Map

Promotion

Coast

to Coast

Merchandising plans for Darryl F.
Zanuck's "The Egyptian" mapped last
week
at 20th Century-Fox's
sales meeting
in New York, two-day
will be
the subject at a series of special conferences to be held this week at the
company's 38 domestic and Canadian
offices.
To be conducted by division and
branch managers who attended the
home office parley called by distribution director Al Lichtman, the meetings will serve to provide detailed
information to sales and exchange
personnel on policy evolved for the
CinemaScope production.
Discussions will focus on territorial
handling of the film in DeLuxe color,
world premiering Aug. 24 at New
York's Roxy Theatre in a benefit for
the March of Dimes, and aspects of
the national promotional campaign.
Started Last Week
Among the items to be discussed
will be the billboard posting campaign
which started in some areas last week
and which will commence in a total
of 51 key centers by this weekend.
Other aspects of the campaign to
receive special attention will be the
trio of tours and exhibitions in progon "The toEgyptian."
Theress tours,
hit a combined total
of over 350 cities, include two public
relations junkets: one by Charles Le
Maire, head of women's wardrobe at
the studio and costume designer on
the picture; and a swing through 22
cities in the U. S. and Canada by
stage and screen actor Bert Lytell.
The third publicity effort for the
film is the transcontinental tour of
two huge trucks transformed into mobile exhibits. The truck tour currently is in its second month.
Plan Mass Openings
For 'The Egyptian'
One of the largest mass openings
of any CinemaScope production is
shaping
up on Darryl
"The Egyptian,"
scheduledF.to Zanuck's
debut in
200 situations around Labor Day.
Processing of prints has commenced at
De Luxe Laboratories in New York
on a stepped-up schedule to meet first
playdates being lined up in key cities
across the nation and in Canada.
Every section of both countries will
be represented in the early September
playdate roster, with all openings to
be given major advertising, publicity
and exploitation handling.

'DueV

in

W,

Starts

on

Aug.

Penn.
27

PITTSBURGH, Aug. 9. — Bert
Stern, Pittsburgh territorial distributor for Selznick Releasing Organization's "Duel in the Sun" announced
he would kick off his Western Pennsylvania saturation bookings on the
film at the Stanley Theatre here on
Aug. 27.
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lATSE

News

WB

Holdovers

Galore

in Cinci.

For the first time in Cincinnati's
local theatre history, all downtown
first runs are playing holdovers.
"Three Coins in the Fountain" is in
its fourth week at Keith's ; "Gone
With the Wind" is playing its third
week at the RKO Palace ; "Living it
Up" is enjoying a second moveover
week at the RKO Grand, following an
opening at the RKO Albee, while
"The Caine
at theit
Albee
for aMutiny"
second continues
week where
seems headed for an extended run.

Labor's
r of on,
l directo
Devitt,
who
al Educati
of Politic
League nationa
the
"all
in
the unions
thatEurope
declare
, outside of the
nationsd in
Iron Curtain, enjoy more freedom in
the field of collective bargaining than
States." by
in the United
do here
weThe
convention
was opened

Earle W. Wagner, president of Cincinnati's moving picture machine operators Local 327, and was addressed
by former Mayor Carl Rich, Chief
of Police Stanley Schrotel, Sheriff:
Daniel Tehan and Robert Sidell, president of Cincinnati Local No. 1 of
the American Federation of Musicians.
Toward the end of the session, the
convention gavel was turned over to
lATSE international president Richard F. Walsh, who supplemented
McDevitt's
remarks by calling upon
La. Theatre Destroyed
the members of the organization to
A pre-dawn fire swept through the pay close attention to labor laws being
Gay Theatre, Harvey, La. to destroy passed at the state level. Many of
it completely in an estimated $100,000 these, he declared, are becoming more
loss. The fire of undetermined origin vicious than the Federal statutes.
broke out about 3 :00 a.m. and five
hours later firemen were still pouring Predicts $35,000,000
water into the smoldering rubble.
Clarence Thomasie, owner of the the- IFE Gross in 1955
atre, is ill at home, but his son said

he didn't
the property
insured.think
The theatre
had beenwas
closed
awaiting new equipment.

Golf Match, $10 "Gate"
The Cincinnati Variety Club, Tent
No. 3, will hold its annual golf tournament at the Summit Hills Country
Club,
Aug.
30. The and
$10 amusements
"gate" includesin
luncheon, dinner
addition to golf and an admission prize
for every guest. Proceeds will go to
the club's charity fund.

A gross of $35,000,000 by IFE Releasing Corp. in 1955 was predicted
here yesterday by Bernard Jacon,
vice-president in charge of sales, at
a luncheon for delegates to the comhere. pany's first national sales convention
Jacon said that in addition to the
nine pictures screened for the convention, between five and eight additional
productions would be acquired by IFE
before Dec. 1.
E. L. Zorgniotti, executive vicepresident, said that "more important
pictures" would be released in 1955.
The delegates saw "Aida," "HurdyG u r d y," "Theodora," "Wayward
Wife," "Love in the City," "A Husband for Anna," "City Stands Trial,"
"Voice of Silence" "and "Too Young

Net

People

( Continued from page 1 )

(Continued from page 1)
Roundup
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last year, the operations of Warner
Brothers Pictures, Inc. (1953), for
the three months ending May 29, and
of the old Warner Brothers Pictures,
Inc., for the six months ending Feb.
28, 1953 (after eliminating net profit
from domestic theatre operations),
showed a combined net profit of $2,129,000, after provision of $3,034,000
for Federal taxes on income and after
provision of $150,000 for contingent
liabilities.
Exhibitors
Paid

STIC

in Mexico
Strikers

Mr. and Mrs. William Orr are the
proud parents of a son, born to
Mrs. Orr, daughter of Mrs. Jack L.
Warner,
at St.
Hospital,
Santa Monica.
Orr John's
is an executive
at Warner studios.
n
Herb Miller, editor of The Exhibitor, is in the Albert Einstein
Medical Center, Southern Division.
Philadelphia, for observation and
treatment for a glandular condition.
n
Harry Corlew, assistant manager
of the downtown Stanley Warner
Strand, Hartford, has been promoted

to managership of the circuit's newly reopened Commodore Hull Theatre, Derby, Conn. William Caplin,
Army veteran, replaces Corlew.
n
Walter Futter has appointed Bob
Greenblatt as his special sales reprepresentative for his Vidoscope,
pay increase.
anamorphic and projection lenses.
STIC accepted the Labor Minisn
try's plea to postpone for three weeks
— from Aug. 7 to Aug. 28 — the strike
Nat L. Lefton, of Cleveland, who
which it aims at 120 theatres, 30 here underwent surgery while vacationing
and the remainder in the provinces. in Hawaii, has returned home.
During these three weeks negotiations
n
will continue in an effort to avert
Zelda Cutler, RKO secretary in
a shutdown.
Cleveland, has announced her engagement to Herbert Diamond.
See $75M00 Opener
n
Edward Cutler, RKO booker of
For 'Window* Here
Cleveland, has resigned to enter the
Paramount's "Rear Window," is insurance business.
expected to reach the $75,000 gross
n
mark
tomorrow,
film's Theatre
seventh
Jack L. Gertz of Jack L. Gertz
day atby the
reopenedtheRivoli
on Broadway, the company estimated Enterprises, theatre business promotions, has opened a branch office in
yesterday.
The figure will place the film among Charlotte, N. C.
the top four attractions to play the
n
Rivoli in its 37-year history, ParaGeorge
Goodrow
has been named
mount said. The film in the first
four days of its engagement, grossed chief projectionist at the newly
in excess of $45,000. It also shattered opened East Hartford Family DriveIn, South Windsor, Conn.
the all-time Atlantic City boxoffice
mark recently set there by the new
n
Martin and Lewis comedy "Living
Judy HolHday is recuperating in
It Up," the company said.
the Harkness Pavilion here following a foot operation.
MEXICO CITY, Aug. 9.— Exhibitors here voluntarily paid their employes, members of the National Cinematographic Industry Workers Union
(STIC), $48,000 as wages during the
recent six-day strike, in which STIC
members had demanded a 35 per cent

"Pushover" Gets Push
Kim Novak and Phil Carey, young
Columbia stars, will be sent on a short
personal appearance tour by the studio for Love."
to Detroit, Milwaukee and Philadelphia in connection with openings of
See
All
Theatres
in Tax
Suit
"Pushover," in which they appear with
Fred MacMurray. Additional stops
are scheduled here and in Chicago for
(Continued, from page 1)
publicity through national media.
sire at this time to become parties to
range a meeting of counsels in an ef- the
case.
fort to eliminate what they called an
They may sign a petition, possibly
"unnecessary burden." Copies of the
letter were made available to Cor- through the Metropolitan Motion
50 More 'Apache' Prints
poration Counsel Adrian Burke and Picture Theatre Owners Association,
United Artists has ordered from
or the Independent Theatre Owners
City
Comptroller
Lawrence Gerosa.
Technicolor an additional 50 prints
At present the temporary injunction Association, becoming parties to the
of "Apache," to meet the reported de- order blocking collection of the tax action and subjecting themselves to
mand for the Hecht-Lancaster film. in excess of five per cent applies only the full force in effect of the order
The new print order brings to 450 to the five Queens houses which filed
the number of Technicolor prints on the original suit against the city.
signed by
Justice Pette, plaintiffs'
lawyers
explained.
"Apache."
Since the injunction was issued, a
Such a procedure might entail the
notice of appeal was filed by the city posting of a $250 bond by each addiagainst it. However, action on the
tional plaintiff, and would, the exhibCinerama
in London
notice of appeal as well as a pending
itor counsels said, create a great burden to all involved as far as cost and
trial of the suit will not be resolved
Starts in September
additional paperwork is concerned.
until September.
Meanwhile, exhibitor attorneys are
The contemplated cross - appeal
LONDON, Aug. 9.— Cinerama will
be installed in the London Casino drafting a cross-appeal, which may be which may be filed by the plaintiffs tohere in accordance with an agree- filed today with the Appellate Division
day, is prompted by the fact that
ment just signed by Sydney H. Mur- of the Supreme Court, Second De- Justice Pette's injunction order didn't
contain all of the grievances originally
ley on behalf of Robin International,
partment, Brooklyn. Both the city's alleged against the city and the tax
Inc. The contract will run for one
of appeal and the operators'
year. Present lessees of the Casino notice
cross-appeal will be judged on Sept. law.
are Tom Arnold and Emile Littler.
In addition to the breakage provi13 when the Appellate Division reconMurley has tentatively set Sept. 28 venes.
sion of the tax, operator lawyers aras the date for the opening of Cinegue that the tax is in violation of anAlternative to the city's waiving
rama at the Casino. In the meantime collection
of the breakage Dortion of
other section of the City Administrative Code as well as the Federal and
he plans to visit the Continent to close the tax would be a self-initiated petisimilar deals in France and Germany.
tion on the part of exhibitors who de- state constitutions.

Ohio

Exhibitor Suit
(Continued front page 1)

on the rate boost request of the carrier will be heard Sept. 10. The
carrier must then justify its application.
Robert Wile. ITOO secretary, said
that theatres serviced by the carrier
should not pay more than 21 cents
for the first pound for all items coming from one exchange.
"The carrier's subterfuge of designating trailers as coming from National Screen Service and accessories
from Advertising Accessories, Inc.,
is
also illegal,"
Wile.
are
advised
that you said
should
not "You
pay more
than the legal rates," Wile added.
Johnston
(Continued from page 1)
sid\' phase of the Italian agreement,
describing it as one of the worst to be
made. He recalled that he had succeeded in having the original subsidy
payment reduced from IZyi per cent
to 10 per cent and that it has been
eliminated entirely from the new
Johnston returned to Washington
agreement.
following the luncheon.
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TEN
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Will

Prepare

N.Y.C.

5%

Report
Meanwhile,
Ask

Tax

Shortly
Exhibitors

Breakage

Directive

The state commission appointed by
Gov. Thomas E. Dewey on June IS
to study the validity of the New York
City five per cent amusement tax and
its economic ramifications to the local
industry, will be assembled within a
matter of weeks to prepare its report
to the state's chief executive, Frederick
L. Bird, commission chairman, announced yesterday.
Bird yesterday revealed that because
commission members are scattered
throughout the state at the preseni
time, it would not be until after Labor
Day that they could assemble and prepare their findings for Gov. Dewey's
scrutiny.
In the event that their assemblage
{Continued on page 4)

*Hilux

VaP

Lens

Demonstrated

Here

The premiere trade demonstration
yesterday morning at the Paramount
Theatre of the new "Hilux Val" variable anamorphic lens received favorable comment by a cross-section of
technicians, projectionists, exhibitors
and supply dealers who saw the
demonstration.
Scenes from Warner Bros. "Lucky
{Continued on page 5)
Film

Shares

Set

New Highs for '54
Practically every motion picture
arid theatre stock listed on the
Big Board closed at new highs
for the year yesterday, reflecting good business reports from
theatres in most sections of the
country and good earnings prospects in consequence for production-distribution companies.
Issues setting new highs yesterday were: American Broadcasting -Paramount Theatres,
Columbia Pictures, Paramount
Pictures, National Theatres,
Stanley Warner Theatres, 20th
Century - Fox and Universal.
Those at or near their highs
for Warner
the yearBros.
included Loew's
and

Organization

90%

of

Larger

Circulation

Formation of International AffiliRates
Theatre
Hike
ates, designed to be active in the in- Papers
ternational field with emphasis on
motion pictures, was announced here
Almost 90 per cent of the nation's newspapers with circulations of
yesterday
more than 2SO,000 charge higher advertising rates for theatres than they
do for other types of advertisers, according to survey figures compiled
by John G. Mcby Howard Bryant and Dick Pitts
C a r t h y, forfor the Theatre Owners of America.
merly
vice-president in charge
It was emphasized that the survey
No 'Eady' Accord;
of international
was not conducted for the purpose
affairs of the
Meet Again Sept. 1
of planning an "attack" upon newsMotion Picture
papers charging premium rates, but
Association of
rather to obtain facts and figures that
LONDON, Aug. 10.— Leaders
America and
of British producer, distributor
might be of value to the local exhibiand exhibitor associations met
Motion Picture
lem. tor, since basically it is a local probhere today and submitted, withExport Association.
out reaching any final agreeThe report on the questionnaires
ment, figures estimating their
covered 224 newspapers in 154 cities
It will parminimum annual requirements
ti'cipate in the
in 36 states. In summary, the surof revenue from the Eady levy.
financing of
J. G. McCarthy
vey revealed that :
All
factions
agreed
to
meet
motion pictures,
Almost 80 per cent of newspapers
again on Sept. 1 in an effort to
with circulation of 10,000 or less
particularly co-productions aimed at
iron out their differences.
the international market, and will also
charged the same rate for theatres as
for others ; about IS per cent charged
serveAmerican
as producers'
in
more for theatre advertising and
the
market,representatives
McCarthy said.
less.
slightly more than 10 per cent charged
Public relations, promotion and pub- Canadian
Industry
licity, international trade and international currency transactions are also Girds for R.R. Strike
In the 10,000 to 25,000 circulation
category, about 35 per cent of the
included in the new organization's
scope of operations, he added.
newspapers charged more for theaArrangements
have already been
tres, 50 per cent the same and IS per
TORONTO, Aug. 10.— The stage
is set to meet the threatened strike cent charged less.
{Continued on page 5)
of 130,000 employes which would halt
Newspapers with circulation bethe railway systems of Canada, thus
tween 25,000 and 50,000 showed that
UA to Distribute
tieing up service for exchanges and approximately 55 per cent charged
exhibitors as well as others. Cabinet the same rates for theatres as they did
{Continued on page 5)
Title Bout Film
ministers have been called to a special
session
at
Ottawa
tomorrow
to
decide
United Artists has acquired the
world-wide distribution rights to the on government action in the crisis Walsh
Is Acclaimed
film of the forthcoming IS-round when the result of a strike vote across
world heavyweight title rematch be- the country is known.
Emergency measures have been As He Reports to lA
tween champion Rocky Marciano and
former title-holder Ezzard Charles organized by the film industry for the
at the Yankee Stadium here on Sept. handling of film shipments. The MoCINCINNATI, Aug. 10.— Richard
tion Picture Theatres Association of F. Walsh, president of the InternaIS, it was announced jointly by James
tional Alliance of Theatrical State
D. Norris, president of the Interna- Ontario has- planned regional film
tional Boxing Club, and William J. depots throughout the Province and Employees and Moving Picture Machine Operators, was acclaimed by a
Heineman, vice-president in charge executive secretary A. H. Jolley has
of distribution for United Artists.
sent out notices to exhibitors with long demonstration of convention deleInterest in the film of the initial instructions on where they are to
gates here today following a two-andMarciano-Charles bout, held at the pick up their prints and deposit a-half-hour summary of the union's.
{Co}itimied on page 5)
Yankee Stadium last June 17, was re- previously-used films.
ported so great that more than 5,000
theatre bookings were set for it. The
Salesmen
Ask
'White Christmas/
pictures of that set-to also were dis- IFE
tributed bv United Artists.
'Jacon Sales Drive'
Set for Music Hall
District managers and salesmen of
Irving Berlin's "White ChristIFE Releasing Corp., who gathered
File 3 Percentage
mas," first picture produced in
at
the
company's
first
national
sales
Vista Vision, will have its world
Actions in L,A,
convention here yesterday, introduced
premiere at the Radio City
a resolution calling for a sales drive,
Music Hall in the early Fall.
LOS ANGELES, Aug. 10.— Para- to be known as the Bernie Jacon TesAnnouncement that contracts
mount, Universal and Columbia filed
timonial Drive, as a tribute to the
had been signed for the world
separate percentage actions in Fed- IFE vice-president in charge of sales.
premiere were made jointly yeseral Court here against Sidney Kur- The drive would begin immediately
stin, formerly operating the Boulevard
terday by Russell V. Downing,
president of the Music Hall,
Theatre in East Los Angeles (Bel- and continue through Dec. 31, 19S4.
vedere Gardens).
In turn, IFE executive vice-presiand Barney Balaban, president
dent E. R. Zorgniotti, Jacon, and
Gordon L. Files of the Los Angeles
of Paramount Pictures, producfirm of Freston & Files signed each Jonas Rosenfield, Jr., vice-president
ers of "White Christmas."
of advertising, publicity and
complaint with Sargoy & Stein of in charge
{Continued on page 5)
New York appearing as of counsel.
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JAPANESE

FILM

INDUSTRY

IS

'BIG,'

SAYS

U.

S.

WASHINGTON, Aug. 10. — The
Japanese film industry is a big indus- 60% of Films Shown
try. According to a report by the U. S.
LEO JAFFE, Columbia Pictures Mexico on Dec. 31
Department of Commerce, gross re- In Finland Are U.S.
vice-president and assistant treasceipts in 1953 amounted to $167,000,urer, arrived in London yesterday
000, which were amassed from only
from New York.
WASHINGTON, Aug. 10. — AcWASHINGTON, Aug. 10.— As of 62 per cent of the domestic market
•
cording to the Finnish Motion Picture
Dec. 31, 1953, there were 2,459 thea- (foreign films accounted for 38 per
tres in Mexico with a total seating cent of gross receipts ) . There are now Theatre Owners' Association in HelP. T. Dana, Universal Pictures
sinki, there are 547 motion picture
Eastern sales manager, has left New capacity of 1,591,140, serving a popula- 3,734 theatres showing 35mm. films
tion of 25,809,964 people, Nathan
theatres in operation in Finland exYork for Pittsburgh, Detroit and
with a total seating capacity of 1,900,hibiting 35mm. films. These theatres
Golden of the U. S. Department of 000.
Cleveland.
The number of entertainment
•
Commerce revealed today. Insofar as films shown in Japan in 1953 totalled have a total seating capacity of 153,Jesse ICaye, in charge of M-G-Al can. be ascertained, all of these thea- 497 of which 302 were Japanese films
054.In 1953, there were 384 feature films
tres are equipped for the exhibition and 195 foreign films.
Records at the studios, returned to
shown in Finnish theatres, of which
Hollywood by plane yesterday from of 35mm. films.
233
or about 60 per cent were United
'Star
System'
Stressed
New York.
Censors Passed 1,334
•
States productions. According to the
Some idea of production costs is
The Mexican censorship board
association there are no 16mm. comRalph Martin, of the magazine
suggested by an estimate of a Japmercial motion picture theatres in
passed
1,334
films,
both
features
and
"Seventeen," has returned to New
anese producer that a low-budgeted operation in Finland. This report was
York from a tour of the Eastern short subjects, during 1953. The im- film costs
from $105,000 to $110,000
portation from the United States
states.
made by Nathan Golden of the U. S.
•
amounted to 333 feature films of to produce. Japan, because of the Department of Commerce.
Esther Williams and her husband, 35mm. and 474 shorts of both 35mm. shortage of competent actors, has almost inevitably developed the star sysBen Gage, arrived in New York Mon- and 16mm. This represents about 60
tem, which means that a large per- 20th Plans Biggest
day from Florida and will leave here per cent of the total films exhibited.
centage of the production costs go to
Mexican films accounted for about 32
today for San Francisco.
•
per cent of the films shown, with 77 stars' salaries. On the other hand, 'Egyptian' Campaign
less is paid for stories in Japan than
The largest national newspaper adFrank Ross, producer, and Joan feature films and 352 shorts, the de- in the United States, the Department
vertising campaign in the history of
Caulfield, his wife, arrived in New
partment figures show.
of Commerce said.
20th Century-Fox has been scheduled
There are no official figures availYork by plane yesterday
from
Europe.
At the present time, none of the
•
able giving the number of theatres
F. Zanuck's "The EgypJapanese producers are planning the for Darryl
that
regularly
exhibit
16mm.
films.
tian" in CinemaScope, which will have
Louis Feldman, of Du Art Laboraproduction
of
large
screen
or
three
some
200
openings
across the U. S.
tories, will leave here today with Mrs. Golden said. The Mexican censorship dimensional films. Television, because
and Canada around Labor Day, the
Feldman for the Coast.
board and the large distributors of
•
16mm. films state that all such films of the small number of sets, is still company announced yesterday.
not regarded as a serious competitor.
The advertising campaign will cenTom Gerety, of the M-G-M pub- are exhibited in schools, social cen- The attitude of the film companies
ter in 101 leading newspapers situated
ters,
churches,
universities,
public
licity department, returned to New
cooperation with tele- in 64 key cities of both countries
York yesterday from his vacation.
lets.
parks, and other non-theatrical out- toward visionpossible
is still negative ; however, it is
with full-page and page-dominating
anticipated that cooperation will come insertions,
Charles Bover will sail from New
according to 20th CenturyDistributor Figures Quoted
sooner than in the United States. With Fox.
York ' for Europe today aboard the
Kicking ofif the campaign will be
One large distributor of 16mm. films respect to co-production between
"Liberte."
•
estimates that his firm distributes to United States and Japanese film com- 800-line ads appearing tw'o Sundays
panies, Japanese film officials are not before openings of the film. The SunAnne Baxter will arrive in New some 700 exhibitors who in turn ex- enthusiastic,
pointing to discouraging
hibit on an average in three villages
day before playdates commence ads
York from the Coast on Saturday and
and
unprofitable
experience in the past, of 1,200-lines will appear calling atwill leave here the same day for Paris. each, making a total outlet of 2,100 it was said.
tention to individual playdates of the
places of exhibition. Another distributor reports that his firm sends films
Dearth of Capital and Writers
production.
to about 1,100 small communities.
In addition, the initial segment of
Heretofore the distribution of 16mm.
To Tie in Para.'s
The two major problems of the in- a record comipany total of 54 window
films was quite substantial ; however,
Shorts in Drive
dustry at the present time are short- displays in New York devoted to
since television is becoming available
ages of capital and good writers. Even "The Egyptian" gets underway today
after some remarkable achievements
Paramount Pictures is releasing 14 to many of the smaller towns, it is by the industry in recent years, banks with the unveiling of eight film-themed
beginning to cut into the 16mm. film
of its projected 60 short subjects set business, the report said.
are not willing to lend money to film windows
Ave. store. at Bonwit Teller's Fifth
for the 1954-1955 season to help
companies. Financing is accomplished
Leading Retailers to Participate
through personal loans and carry high
launch "A. W. Schwalberg Anniversary Week," marking the start of the
interest rates or heavy collateral reAiTiong the many organizations
MO 2nd Week
company's 40th anniversary sales drive. $61
participating in the overall campaign
quirements.
The "Week," in honor of the Para- For 'Waterfront'
are Tailored Woman, Gimbels, Lord
mount Film Distributing Corp. presiColumbia
Pictures'
"On
the
Water&34thTaylor,
Milgrim's,
Mr. John,
Saks
Hanna
on 30-City
dent will run Aug. 29 through Sept.
St., Franklin
Simon,
Doubleday,
front" will begin the third week of
its
Astor
Theatre
run
today
with
4, and the sales drive, tagged "A
Scribner's, Brentano's, Irene Hayes,
Salute to the Future," will continue the two greatest business weeks in Tour for *Contessa'
Christatos,
Tourfor 14 weeks through Dec. 14.
ist State Goklfarb's,
Office andEgyptian
Scandinavian
the theatre's 26-year history behind
Airlines.
The
coast-to-coast
publicity
camit, Columbia reported yesterday. On
Outlined by Morgan
paign for the forthcoming release of
the heels of the opening week in
Oscar A. Morgan, head of the
"The Barefoot Contessa" by United
short subjects and Paramount news which it topped $66,000, "On the Artists progressed yesterday with the Latady
to Equip for
Waterfront" registered more than
sales department, announced the fol- $61,000 for the second week, it was departure of David Hanna, publicity
Abroad
representative of Figaro Productions, Cinerama
lowing shorts' series and titles for claimed.
drive distribution.
for
Los
Angeles
as
the
first
stop
on
William R. Latady, vice-president
The second week mark was still
For the Cartoon Champion series :
a 30-city nation-wide tour in behalf of Cinerama, Inc., in charge of U. S.
ahead of the Astor's previous of the Technicolor drama that stars installations, will lead the way in
"We're In the Honey;" "Butter- $2,000
all-time high of $59,000, set in the
scotch and Soda," "Sudden Fried opening week of "Battleground" five Humphrey Bogart and Ava Gardner equipping for the medium IS to 20
the direction of Joseph L. Man- theatres in foreign cities to be opened
Chicken," "The Friendly Ghost," "The years ago, according to the Columbia under
kiewicz.
by Robin International, Inc., which
Bored Cuckoo," and "Santa's Sur- records.
Hanna, who headed "The Barefoot recently acquired the rights for distribution of the process abroad.
For the Headliner Champion series :
Contessa" publicity operations in
prise."
Latady, who was in charge of set"Speaking of Animals and Their Pacemaker — "Drilling for Girls in Italy throughout the location filming
of the picture there, will visit newsting up the first Cinerama exhibition
Families," "Speaking of Animals in
Morgan also announced that several
paper editors, radio and television at the Broadway Theatre here, plans
a Musical Way," "Stork Crazy," "The
shorts are now in pro- representatives in each city to pub- to set up five theatres before JanuTexas."
Lonesome Stranger," "Calling All VistaVision
duction
and
still others are in the
ary, 1955, with another eight to 15 to
Animals," and "Video Hounds."
licize
the^^United
vance of its
release.Artists' film in ad- follow during the year.
planning stage.
Sportlight — "Twin Riding Champs" ;
MOTIO'N PICTURE DAILY, Martin Qiaigley Editor-in-Cliief and Publisher; Sherwin Kane, Editor; Terry Ramsaye, Consulting Editor. Published daily, except Saturdays.
Sundays and holidays, by Quigley Pubhshmg Company, Inc., 1270 Soxth Avenue Rockefeller Center, New York 20, N. Y. Telephone Circle 7-3100. Cable address: "Quigpubco
New York. Martin Quigley, President; Martin Quigley, Jr., Vice-President; Theo. J. Sullivan, Vice-President and Treasurer: Raymond Levy Vice-President • Leo T Brady
Secretary; Al Steen, News Editor; Herbert V. Fecke, Advertising Manager; G'us H. Fausel, Production Manager; Hollywood Bureau, Yucca-Vine Building William R Weaver
Editor, Hollywood 7-2145; Chicago Bureau, 120 South LaSalle Street, Urben Farley, Advertising Representative, FI 6-3074; Sam Lesner,
Rep'resentative 400 West
Madison St., DE 2-1111. Washington, J. A. Otten, National Press Club, Washington, D. C. London Bureau, 4 Golden Sq., London W. 1; HcpeEditorial
Burnup Manager- Peter Burnup
Editor;
cable
address,
"Quigpubco,
London."
Other
Quigley
Publications:
Motion
Picture
Herald; Better
Theatres
published
'timesN a Yyearunder
as a the
section
of Motion Picture Herald; Motion Picture and Television Almanac; Fame.
Entered
as second-class
matter,
Sept. and
21, Theatre
1938, at Sales,
the posteachoffice
at New 13York
act
of March 3, 1879. Subscription rates per year, $6 in the Americas and $12 foreign; single copies, 10c.
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"Three in

(fO —

a row!"

I was

so proud

RESULTS
"Leading
a new

of that article in Film

FOR

THREE

NEW

the trio is 'SEVEN

2IV2 year record

Daily

M-G-M

BRIDES

under

ATTRACTIONS."

FOR

in its first week

last week

SEVEN

at Radio

the
To

quote

BROTHERS'

City Music

headline:
the

which

"TOP
article:

established

Hall. 'VALLEY

OF

THE

KINGS' in its first 23 engagements is outstanding and 'HER TWELVE
MEN' in its
world premiere week in Lincoln, Nebraska, finished with a gross greater than any
previous
"Brigadoon'
I love you

Wish

attraction

you

could

except those at advanced
*

have

seen

prices."

our Sales Execs

doing

hooplas

in the projection

room

at

1540 Broadway last week when "BRIGADOON"
was screened for the first time at the
Home Office. Better than the famed stage hit was the exultant unanimous opinion.
Predictions

are that this spectacular

musical

which means that the star, the producer
have done it again!
the most

most

the director

contender,

American

way for M-G-M's superb production of "BEAU BRUMMELL."
The little figure shown
to the left will be the Oscar of the well-dressed man, the award in national contests.
Just part of the ballyhoo that wiU tell the world about the magnificent drama whose
East

and

West

campaign

In Paris"

Brummell!"

Previews,

original promotion

of "An

Award

Probably

on enthusiastic

and

and
^

an Academy

I am a

fame, based

extensive

will be

precedes

of years is under

it.

★
A little bird whispered
'I started it!"

Christmas

it! The

grapevine

is carrying

it across the nation.

gift the screen will offer this year is a brilliant musical

the story and

singing the songs of Sigmund

Romberg.

and production has just finished. Those who have
in the tradition of the Ziegfeldian-type musicals.

It's "DEEP

seen it forecast

The

extravaganza
IN

MY

biggest
telling

HEART"

it's the Biggest

yet

My favorite award!"
In M. P. Exhibitor
year has won the
COMPANY
THAT

Magazine's

Laurel

Award

industry's top honor.
GIVES EXHIBITORS

Poll, M-G-M

again

for the 6th straight

M-G-M
has been voted again: "THE
THE
FAIREST
TREATMENT!"
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Brigadoon
(M-Cj-M)
(CinemaScope )

A boy, George Alexander, was
born to Mr. and Mrs. Spyros S.
Skouras, Jr., Saturday, at the Lawrence Hospital, Bronxville, N. Y.
Skouras is president of Skouras
Theatre Corp. Mrs. Skouras is the
former Barbara Jane Feldman of
Stamford, Conn.

ALL of the sprightly characteristics of previous M-G-M musicals which
were top audience attractions may be found in this Arthur Freed production which is based on the A. J. Lerner and Frederick Loewe 1947 musical
play, "Brigadoon," a fantasy which received acclaim during a long Broadway
run. Lavish production numbers, integrated with a romantic Scottish Highlands-Lowlands theme, make this CinemaScope picture fine entertainment,
enhanced by expert dancing by Gene Kelly and Cyd Charisse, plus music,
comedy, pulchritude and beautifully costumed lads and lassies.
The production numbers, which employ the lively Scottish airs, complete
with bagpipers and drummers in kilts, are magnificently done and are
Reade, Jersey-Bound
The offices of Walter Reade The- tremendously exciting. The tunes in this Scotch idyll, "Brigadoon," "Mac
atres are now located at Mayfair Connachy Square," "Waitin' For My Dearie," "I'll Go Home With Bonnie
House, Deal Road, Oakhurst, N. J. Jean," "The Heather on the Hill," "It's Almost Like Being In Love," "The
Gathering of the Clans," "The Wedding Dance" and "The Chase" are zestful.
The singing and dancing patterns are merely illustrations for the music and
transplant the viewer into a land of enchantment.
This is a film whigh should do top-notch business in all situations. "BrigaReviews "Waterfront"
doon,". filmed in color by Ansco, stands up as solid film fare with much
In an unusual move, the current entertainment
to offer. An audience should be exhilarated at its pace and
tom-foolery.
issue of McGraw-Hill's "Business
Week" carries a five-page pictorial
The story structure is built on a fable. Americans, Kelly and his cynical,
review of Columbia's "On the but realistic sidekick. Van Johnson, who turns in an excellent acting job
Waterfront"' under the title: calling for some singing and dancing, are vacationing in the Scottish High"Waterfront Film Dramatizes the
lands. While grouse hunting, they lose their way and are forced to spend
the night in the forest. As the dawn appears over the hills, the lifting mist
Real."
reveals the village of Brigadoon, which appears only once every 100 years.
The villagers are surprised to see the Americans and reveal their acceptance
in a colorful song and dance sequence. Kelly meets Miss Charisse while
"Susan" Aug. Miss Subways
wandering about Brigadoon as the village prepares for the wedding of Jimmy
RKO's "Susan Slept Here" has
been selected by the New York Thompson and Virginia Bosler. While Kelly and Miss Charisse are singing
subways as the Picture of the and dancing and falling in love, Johnson provides amusing comedy in ducking
the advances of an amorous Scottish sheep tender.
Month for August.
Kelly and Johnson are thunderstruck when they learn about Brigadoon's
status from Barry Jones. Kelly and Miss Charisse reveal their love for
each other, but due to the "miracle" of Brigadoon, part as the day ends
Levine to Host Makelim
and the village disappears into the morning mist. Back in New York City,
the cameras record a very amusing sequence in a downtown supper club
Joseph E. Levine, president of
Embassy Pictures Corp. is hosting in which Elaine Stewart excels as Kelly's sophisticated girl friend. _ Johnson
at turning in an amusing portrayal of a "highly soused" business man
a luncheon in New Haven Aug. 16 in
is adept
this scene. Kelly, still dreaming about Brigadoon, suddenly realizes in the
for Hal R. Makelim who will talk
supper club that he wants to see the Scottish villages once again to see if
on
his
"plan"
to
exhibitors
of
the
is real. Accompanied by Johnson, he flies back to the Highlands and as
it
area.
the mists rise over the village, Kelly runs to Miss Charisse, becoming a part

British Cite 'Suite'
M-G-M's "Executive Suite," now
in its eighth week in London's West
End, was the critics' choice in the
August issue of the British Fihn
Institute.

Hits
On

Radio-TV
Hearing

Ban

Report

WASHINGTON, Aug. 10; — The
broadcasting industry today backed up
the position of individual networks
with a strong protest from the National Association of Radio and Television Broadcasters against the ban on
radio and TV coverage of the forthcoming open hearings on the resolution to censure Sen. Joseph McCarthy
(R., Wis.).
In a telegram to Sen. Arthur V.
Watkins (R., Utah), chairman of the
select committee to study censure of
McCarthy, and other committee members, NARTB president Harold E.
Fellows recommended that the committee meet with a representative
group of broadcasters to discuss reversal of the ban.

the "miracle."
of Others
in the cast are Hugh Laing, courtesy of the New York City Ballet :
Albert Sharpe, Tudor Owen, Owen McGiveney, Dee Turnell, Dody Heath,
and diand Eddie Quillan. Arthur Freed and Vincente Minnelli produced Musical
rected this CinemaScope film from a screenplay written by Lerner.
direction was by Johnny Green with Kelly, who did the choreography.
Running time, 108 minutes. General audience classification. Release date.
Lester Dinoff
'
Sept. 24.
Bird

Commission

(Continued from page 1)
would be impracticable, Bird added,
the 11 commission members may be
asked to submit their findings by rnail
after studying the already compiled
statistics. For nearly two months the
group's statistical staff has been gathering statistics and economic data
about the new tax which went into
effect on July 1.
Dewey Will Get It in Time

• Three Channel interlock projection
• 17'2nim & 35mm tape interlock
• 16mm interlock projection
CUTTING & EDITING ROOMS AVAILABLE
MOVIEIAB THEATRE SERVICE, rNC.
619 W. 54fh St., N Y. 19, N Y. . JUdson 6-0367

the commission's
In either
report
to the event,
Governor will be ready
for his study before the next session
of the State legislature reconvenes in
January. At that time, is believed in
political circles, the legislature may
weigh repeal of the state enabling act
which empowers the city to levy the
amusement tax.
Dewey asked for the Bird Commission study in response to a plea for
him by exhibitors and mohelp sent"
tion picture industry union leaders in
the industry offiJune. At that time Dewey
it was felt
cials advised Gov.
would be
tax
the
of
passage
that
"tantamount to confiscation."
In addition to the estimated yield
from the tax which has been disputed

Report

After

by operators since its inception in
June, the Commission was asked to
determine the probable effect of the
law on the city's amusement industry
in terms of theatre closings, loss of
employment, etc., and whether the tax
is a sound source of local revenue.
In addition to Bird, the Commission is made up of 11 members, which
include four "citizen members," the
state comptroller, the state budget director and the president of the State
Tax Commission,
as well
as two
members each from the
State
Assembly
and House.
Meanwhile. City Assistant
Corporation Counsel Stanley
Buchsbaum yesterday received
a letter sent to him by exhibitor attorneys in the current local suit against the levy. They
called for a directive or statement from the City Comptroller
to the effect that during the
pendency of the action, he
would make no attempt to collect the tax's Breakage amounts
which exceed the five per cent
limit set by law.

n
Charles Schlaifer, president of
Charles Schlaifer" and Co., Inc., has
been designated one of the speakers
at the "Fifth International Congress
of MentalSaturday.
Health," to be held in
Toronto
n
Robert Newton and Connie Gilchrist, co-stars of "Long John
Silver," first CinemaScope film to
be made in Australia, will remain
there for several months to appear
in a series of special films set for
TV production.
Herbert B. Sabottka, well-known
Northwest theatre executive, has
been appointed a member of the
Board of Theatre Supervisors by
Seattle Mayor Allan Pomeroy.
Max Mink, manager of the RKO
Palace in Cleveland, and his wife
and son, are vacationing in the
Pennsylvania Mountains. Ed Pyne,
manager of the RKO East 105th St.,
Cleveland, is taking over in his absence.
n
David Polland, Universal Pictures
press representative in Washington,
is the father of twins, a boy and a

J. M. Totman, assistant to Harry
girl.
Feinstein,
New Haven zone marager
for Stanley Warner Theatres, and
Mrs. Totman are marking their 20th
wedding anniversary.

Labor
Day
he could not now give full study to
the idea because he is involved in other
work. But he did give evidence that
the city would weigh the proposal for
possible action as soon as he has the
time available.
Buchsbaum is well aware of indications which point to the joining of the
case by virtually all exhibitors in the
city not already a party to it. If this
occurs, motion picture counselors advised him, it would mean a "multiplicity of plaintiffs and a tremendous
amount of paperwork, particularly for
Cross-Appeal Due
another development, Thomas
theIncity."
Bress, Loew's attorney and one of the
legal leaders in the suit against the
tax, yesterday said that a cross-appeal
against notice of appeal filed last week
by the city,
may be filed either tomorrow or Friday.

The city's notice of appeal against
the recently granted temporary injuncblocking collection
"majortionfraction"
amounts, ofandthethetax's
exhibitors' cross-appeal, will not be
judged until Sept. 13 when the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court
Buchsbaum yesterday indicated that reconvenes.
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26 per cent ; fair, 43 per cent, and
poor, 30' per cent.
In e.xplaining the survey, Bryant
for others, 35 per cent charged more
and
Pitts said :
and IS per cent charged less.
In the 50,000 to 100,000 bracket, a
"Moves by exhibitors to obtain a
trifle more than 65 per cent of the reduction in rates have led to sevpapers charged more for theatres, 25
eral local adjustments, but a' few
per cent the same rates and less than of these reductions have brought about
10 per cent charged less.
the elimination of free publicity. HowA little more than 70 per cent of
ever, many exhibitors hold that news
of the theatre should stand or fall on
100,of
circulations
with
the papers
000 to 250,000 hiked the rates for its own rather than be charged to advertising.
theatres, 22 per cent charged the same
and five per cent charged less.
"Donald G. Borg, editor and publisher of the Hackensack (N. J.)
In brief, the survey showed that
newspapers in metropolitan areas Bergen Evening Record (52,000-plus
are now charging higher rates for daily paper), is reported to have said
theatres.
that while most newspapers throughIt also was determined from the
out the country still treat theatre adreturns to date, the percentage of -ertising as a high-rate, special classification, his newspaper feels this pracnewspapers that are cooperative with
tice is inequitable. He explained the
local exhibitors was as follows : Good,
(Conti)iiicd from page 1)

McCarthy
{Continued from page 1)
concluded far representation in the
U. S. of N. Peter Rathvon's motion
picture productions in Western EuBack,"at
Way prizes
rope, including
which last
month "No
won three
the Berlin Film Festival.
International Affiliates, Inc. is also
representing in the U. S. Georges
Lourau, trench producer, and is currently discussing distribution arrangements for several pictures in which
Lourau is producer or co-producer, in"The Wages
Fear,"
whichin
won thecluding
Grand
Prizeof at
Cannes
1953 and has recently broken all
records in England for a foreign language film, McCarthy said. Other pictures which McCarthy is handling for
Lourau and his associates are "The
Proud Ones," with Michele Morgan
and Gerard Philipe, which won the
Grand Prix Internationale at Venice
in 1953; "The Feast of Henriette,"
with Hildegarde Neff and Dany
Robin, and "Lucrezia Borgia," starring Martine Carol, which United
Artists has for distribution in this
country.
Tompkins Cartoon Included
Richard Tompkins' animated cartoon company in Mexico City, Dibujos
Animados, S.A., and Keki and Sohrab Modi, producers of "The Tiger
and the Flame," the story of India's
fight for freedom, which will be released this fall by United Artists, are
among other representations.
James Morton-Smith is vice-president and treasurer of the organization.
McCarthy will leave for Europe on
Tuesday to confer with Rathvon and
Lourau in Paris and Stuart Schulberg in Wiesbaden. He will also go
to Rome and to the Venice Film Festival for a few days and stop in London en route home around mid- September.

Walsh Acclaimed
{Continued from page 1)
progress during the past two years.
Much of the report was devoted to
television. In this field, Walsh declared, the lATSE now has more
members employed, including those
making TV films, than has any other
union covering production craftsmen.
He warned jurisdiction rivals that any
raids upon the alliance will be vigorously opposed.
Walsh enumerated the progress
lATSE locals have made in negotiating pension and welfare plans and predicted "more and more such plans as
time goes on." He noted that a study
which might have led to an over-all
plan had been rejected in 1946, but
made it clear that he stood ready to
move in that direction if the delegates
so decided.
Moving to forestall jurisdictional
problems within the alliance as the
Hollywood studios expand into the
areas of small California locals, Walsh
called for special discussions of this
problem — and of that of motion picture
filming outside the United States.
pointed out that the raThedio andreport
television department of the
alliance had grown considerably since
the last convention, and it also gave
details regarding new locals established in many parts of the United
States and Canada.
Roy M. Brewer, who is campaigning for the presidency of the union,
was overwhelmingly voted down in an
effort to obtain special consideration
of a resolution that the convention
substitute voting machines for the
regular ballot. Walsh did not oppose
this resolution.
Lester Isaac, managing director of
Cinerama, addressed the afternoon session and was high in his praise of
the work done by lATSE members
handling Cinerama in 13 cities of the
nation.
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Daily

National

Rates

feeling among newspapers has been Pre-Selling
that theatre advertising reciuires a
large number of editorial columns of
movie news, reviews, Hollywood and
INsome
contradistinction
to the
policy
segments of the
public
pressof
Broadway
gossip columns,
tre time schedules
and thatand
the theacost (which tends to seize upon every opfor this material should be levied
portunity to make sensational news
out of the occasional shenanigans of
directlytiser,against
benefiting ' adver- Hollywood personalities) is a feature
the theatretheoperator.
"In actual operation, he pointed out,
this thesis fails to stand as evidenced story, led off by a front page piccurrent issue
of "Look."
by readership reports gleaned from
In turea in the
full-colored
illustrated
article,
newspaper content studies. Mr. Borg "Look" brings to its readers the famalso stated that unless such amuseily story of Elizabeth Taylor, June
ment material is as much news as any
Allyson,
Jeanne
Lauren BastarsGrain
wereandphotographed
other type of reporting in the daily call. The
newspaper it should not be published. at home with their children. An inHe disputed the contention that runteresting phase of their family life is
ning Hollywood and Broadway news the fact the children do not know
their mothers are motion picture stars,
is equivalent
a publisher's
ing free readersto for
the benefit insertof the or what they do when at work.
This is the kind of thing that is
amusement advertiser."
helpful to the industry in building
good relations with the public
'Hilux-Val
through influencing their opinion of
Hollywood people.
•
{Continued from page 1)
"Women's Home Companion"
Me" and MGM's "Knights of the
Round Table" were used for the
demonstration. The new anamorphic
lens is manufactured by Projection
Optics Company of Rochester. Fred
Aufhauser, head of Projection Optics
and his consulting engineer, John R.
Miles, supervised the design of the
lens.
The company calls the lens a modernization of the entire concept of
variable anamorphic lenses. It is, according to Projection Optics spokesmen, equally effective for all systems,
foolproof in operation, excellent in
quality and reasonable in price.
The Hilux Val can be used with all
normal lenses and projectors, including speeds from f8 to fl.8. It can be
employed with either the standard
2 25/32" diameter lens or the anamorphic lens originally designed for use
with both standard and four inch diameter lenses, it is claimed.
The lens is variable in magnification
of horizontal spread from IX to 2X,
making it possible to project pictures
of aspect ratio all the way from 1.33:1
to 2.55:1, the latter being full magnetic sound track CinemaScope.
The price of the Hilux Val is $750
per pair.
R. G.
Osborne

to Fill

His

Late Father's Posts
BUFFALO, Aug. 10.— John G. Osborne of Wheeling, V. Va., native of
Batavia, N. Y., has been named to
four positions in theatrical businesses
formerly filled by his father, John R.
Osborne, who died June 16.
Osborne was named vice-president
of Genessee Theatrical Enterprises
with headquarters in Batavia, W. Va.
Theatrical Enterprises, Capitol
Amusement Co. and Wheeling Theatres Inc., all of Wheeling.
Osborne's late father and Nikitas
D. Dipson of Batavia were in the
theatre business together for many
years and were among theatre pioneers
in this part of the country.

Legion Sees 2 as 'B*;
in *A'
Seven
ces Desire"
Pla
*Jacon Sales Drive'
"Human
and "Naked Alibi"
{Continued from page 1)
the "B" classificahave been placed in listing
of the Nation in the latest
exploitation, decided to , cut a melon
tional Legion of Decency. The refor the sales force in the form of
maining seven films reviewed were
cash prizes amounting to $10,000, placed in Class A.
which would be awarded on the basis
To Film Theatre Opening
In Class A, Section 2, are "Beof sales, play-dates, and collections.
"Broken
Is
"Bullet
Lance,"
trayed,"
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 10. — Fox
The suggestions for the sales drive
honoring Jacon was one of the final Waiting," "Rear Window" and "The Movietonews will cover the opening
actions of the convention, which began Weak and the Wicked."
National Theatres' new house in Port"Living It Up" and "The Raid"
land, Ore., Thursday, NT president
last Friday morning and wound up were
categorized
as
Class
A,
SecCharles Skouras today disclosed.
tion 1.
yesterday afternoon.

recommends "Apache," "Seven
Brides for Seven Brothers," "The
Unconquered," "Victory at Sea"
and "Demetrius and the Gladiators"
to its readers in the August issue.
•
M-G-M's "Brigadoon" has the
benefit of a substantial plug in the
current
of "Life."two-page color
On anissue
attractive
spread, "Life" reports "M-G-M had
to construct indoors one of Hollywood's biggest and fanciest sets. Rolling moors, low-lying Scottish mists,
were made with dry ice, more buoyant
fogs with vaporized oil. A 75-foot
stream was turned up to gurgle musically through the glens.
"All this results in a visually delightful movie, which, like the Broadway show, has some pretty songs and
is strongest in its • dance department."
"Life's" research department reports that for the first six months
of 1954 "Life" has hit an all-time
high in both advertising revenue
and circulation.
•
"A Star Is Born" gets an excellent
send-off in the August issue of "Seventeen." Ed. Miller in a very interesting
article reports that "Judy
land has three-and-one-half
hoursGarto
display her magnificent talents as a
singing,
acting
star."photoThe
article isdancing,
illustrated
by seven
graphs taken on the production sets.
•
"Collier's" color camera made some
very amusing shots for the current
issue, of Tommy Tucker (the scene
stealing seal) and Kirk Douglas on
the set of Walt Disney's "Twenty
Leagues Under the Sea."
Thousand
These photos are a splendid manner
in which to pre-sell a picture and
many of the people who see these
photos are certain to want to see
the Walt Disney version of the
Jules Verne classic.
•
Louella Parsons has selected for the
August issue
of "Cosmopolitan"
mount's
"Living
It Up" as theParabest
comedy of the month, U. A.'s
"Apache" the best action film, U. I.'s
"Magnificent Obsession" the best proand Robert
in "Collier's"duction,
has "The
CaineFrancis
Mutiny" as the
best newcomer of the- month.
WALTER HAAS
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Allied -Sales

NEW
Heads

to

Meet

YORK,
Next

U.S.A., THURSDAY,
Week

Discussions relative to current trade practices between a special
committee of Allied States Association and general sales managers of major companies are expected to get under way here
next week. Print shortages, product shortages, rentals and percentage terms are slated to be on the agenda of the meetings
which will be held individually with each sales head.
Results of the discussions will be compiled and presented to the
Allied board of directors which will hold its summer meeting in
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va., during the week of Aug. 23.
With the exception of one or two sales managers who are on
vacation or out of town on business, virtually all the executives
will be available for the conferences.

Crescent

to

Cinerama
Brought

Reorganize
NASHVILLE, Tenn., Aug. 11.—
A meeting of the stockholders of the
Crescent Amusement Co. has been
called for next Wednesday, to vote
on the proposal to surrender the existing charter of the corporation and
to apply for a certificate of reincorporaton.
This would alter and amend the
present charter to include the increase
of the capital stock of the company
from 10,000 shares of common stock,
having a par value of $100, to 400,000
shares of common stock each having
a par value of $5.
- Kermit C. Stengel, president of
the amusement company, said other
changes proposed "provide that the
general nature of the businesses to be
transacted by the company shall be
an amusement company, a real estate
company and a holding company.
Stockholders also will be asked to
vote on the proposal to eliminate
certain
provisions
of Crescent's
charter which
has become
obsolete under

'Holders
Up-to-Date

Stockholders of Cinerama, Inc.,
were brought up to date on company
activities at a meeting in Oyster Bay,
L. I., yesterday by Si Fabian, president, and Louis de Rochemont, who
produced the newest edition of the
medium,
Holiday."
Fabian "Cinerama
explained that
there would
be only a few more cities in the
United States in which Cinerama
would be presented, pointing out that
because the medium is not competitive
there was no reason to rush into
cities. The sites to date have been
carefully selected in order to draw
from big potential surrounding areas.
De Rochemont, via a tape recording,
described the recent sneak preview of
"Cinerama Holiday" in Boston and
{Continued on page 3)
White

House

Gets

FBI-Films
Bill
WASHINGTON, Aug. 11. — The
House has passed and sent to the
White House for final enactment a
bill
to prevent "commercial exploitathe present corporation laws of the
tion" of the name of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation.
Henceforth, specific permission must
Plan Musical of
be obtained
fromname
the Bureau's
director before its
or the initials
'Lost Horizon'
"FBI" can be used in connection with
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 11.— A mus- motion pictures, broadcasts, telecasts
ical version of "Lost Horizon," one or publications in such a way as to
of Columbia Pictures' top hits, is indicate approval or endorsement by
planned as an "AA" production for the Bureau.
the forthcoming season, executive producer Jerry Wald has announced. All
motion picture rights to the James Flinn East Sun, for
Hilton novel are owned by Columbia,
which produced a version of the book A A Product Talks
in 1937.
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 11.— John C.
Jule Styne and Leo Robin, cur- Flinn, advertising-publicity director of
Irently at Columbia writing the score Allied Artists, will leave here by plane
for the musical version of "My Sister Sunday for Chicago and Detroit enEileen," will be assigned to the lyrics route New York for conferences with
Edward Morey and Morey R. Goldand
stated.music for "Lost Horizon," Wald
stein on national sales plans for
A prominent writer will shortly "Human Jungle," "The Bob Mathias
be assigned to prepare the screenplay. Story" and "Tonight's the Night."
Fred Kohlmar, who is producing Flinn will meet with Chicago branch
"Eileen," will also produce "Lost manager Nat Nathanson and Detroit
manager Nathan D. Levin.
Horizon."
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Covers

All

PLAN

Ever
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Segments

COMPO

Project

TEN

12, 1954

Said

Written

INSURANCE

PROPOSED
to Be

the Largest

If Industry

of Its Kind

Accepts

It

In what is called the beginning of one of the largest association insurance cases ever written, the Council of Motion Picture -Organizations
revealed yesterday a comprehensive insurance
plan of embracin
employerg officers,
paid group life
partners,
and employees of all segments of the
industry
affiliated with that association.
Decision on Ban
Robert W. Coyne, COMPO special
Of 'Prairie' Today
counsel, told members of the trade
press that informational questionnaires
Dr. Hugh Flick, head of New
on the plan have been submitted to
York State's Education Depart6,500 theatre employers throughout the
ment's Division of Motion Piccountry.
tures, was scheduled to review
Walt Disney's "The Vanishing
All Branches to Be Queried
Prairie" last night to determine
In addition, Coyne said, questionthe censor board's action in
naires will be circulated to the trade
banning the picture because of
a scene showing the birth of a
press, associations and equipment field
buffalo calf. Doctor Flick has
members of COMPO. The plan would
been on vacation and was not a
not be confined solely to small comparty to the
banning.
It
is
unpanies, Coyne added, but that exhibderstood that he has the final
itors, distributors, producers and all
say in deciding whether the
others in the industry associated with
scene should be cut from the
COMPO would receive questionnaires
as well. The returned questionnaires
picture for New York showings. An announcement from
would indicate the amount of interest
him is expected today.
in the plan.
In the questionnaires, COMPO
members are requested to indicate
whether they would be interested and,
13 U-I Pictures in
if so, to give the number of officers,
partners or employees in each of three
Stages of Editing
suggested salary classifications.
"The plan," Coyne said, "is the reHOLLYWOOD, Aug. 11. — With
sult of an inquiry made by me to Sam
the wind-up this week of principal Pinanski, a COMPO co-chairman,,
director of on
the page
John 3)
Hancock
photography on "Return of the Crea- who is a(Continued
ture," 3-D production starring John
Agar and Lori Nelson, UniversalInternational's cutting rooms will
have 13 productions in various stages Chamber lin Hails I A;
of editing .
This marks the largest number of Election Tomorrow
films U-I has had in its cutting rooms
CINCINNATI, Aug. 11.— Members
at any time this year and is due of the lATSE have done an expert
largely to the studio's production job in helping give a new look to mospurt of a month ago when seven
tion pictures and they should take
(Continued on page 3)
sharp issue with groundless reports to
the contrary, Merle Chamberlin, chairman of the Motion Picture Research
Hollywood
Premiere
Council's projection committee told the
union's convention here today.
A move to use voting machines in
For 'Star Is Born'
"A Star Is Born," Warner Broth- the election of officers this Friday was
ers' CinemaScope and Technicolor defeated because of the difficulty of obproduction starring Judy Garland, will
taining the machines in time, but the
have its world premiere performance delegates went on record as favoring
at the Hollywood Pantages on the use of such machines in future
Sept.
30. arrangements for the world elections.
Final
Tom O'Brien, M. P., general secpremiere were consummated yesterday
retary of the National Association of
via trans-Atlantic telephone by Jack Theatrical and Kine Employees of
L. Warner,
executive producer of England is scheduled to address the
(Continued
on page 3)
convention tomorrow.
' bar. ijjo.'-ioij;.
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HENRY GINSBP:RG is scheduled
to arrive here Sunday from
Hollywood.
•
Barney Balaban, president of Paramount Pictures, will return to New
York Monday aboard the "Andrea
•
Doria."
Maurice
Dassa,
manager for
M-G-M in Egypt, who arrived in New
York, recently from the Near East, left
here yesterday for Flollywood.
•
DdRE ScHARY, M-G-M production
head, and Mrs. Schary left here yesterday by train for Hollywood.
•

OMAHA, Aug. 11. — George
Hoover, international chief barker of
Variety Clubs International, will be
a special guest of the Omaha Tent
No. 16 Variety

Club

Club nual
at all-industry
its anfield day and
summer dinner
dance next
Monday,cording toacJ.
Robert Hoff,
chief barker of
the local tent

and vice-president of the Ballantyne
ComLou Hartford,
Cohen, and
manager
of Loew's
Heading
the
Poli,
Mrs. Cohen
will
pany
here.
leave there Monday for Los Angeles.
J. Robert Hoff
special events
The film industry in Europe is experiencing its biggest year in
slated for the occasion is a "new
history, Charles Einfeld, vice-president of 20th Century-Fox, said
Barry, Jones, British actor, left here
technique clinic," to be held at the
yesterday for London by B.O.A.C.
upon his arrival yesterday on the **Queen Mary'* from overseas,
Center Theatre at 10 a.m. The proMayflower.
where he set campaigns on "The Egyptian." Einfeld, seen, above
•
with his wife and daughter, described European film business as
gram will include screenings of Cin•~
emaScope features from 20th Century"phenomenal,"
crediting
CinemaScope,
the
high
quality
of
product
Norman
Fox and Warner Brothers, a demonfrom all companies and the cold, unseasonable weather. Most pictures branchJac'kter,
manager Columbia
in Albany; Pichas
stration of Perspecta sound, and a
tures, he said, are booked for indefinite runs, playing 12 or more
returned there from New York.
comparison of anamorphic lenses on
•
weeks where they used to play one or two weeks.
the market using duplicate prints of
Ray McNamara, of the Allyn
Einfeld said "The Egyptian" will open in most of the European
Fox's "Broken Lance."
capitals
immediately
following
the
premiere
at
the
Roxy
Theatre
Theatre, Hartford, has returned there
here Aug. 24. He added that the name of Spyros Skouras was
For the demonstration of anamorfrom Boston.
•
phic lenses the manufacturers are
"magic" in both England and on the Continent, where exhibitors
feel that he has done them the greatest service in introducing
sending special representatives to
Esther Williams left New York
CinemaScope.
supervise the showings, including the
yesterday for the Coast.
following : Bausch & Lomb, Tom
Mulroy, Syracuse ; Bell & Howell,
Mike Todd left here yesterday for
J . E. Debish, Chicago ; Panavision,
34 U, S, Pictures
London via B.O.A.C. Monarch.
Atlanta* s WOMPI
Inc., Seymour Jacob, Chicago, and
Now
in Production
Elects
Officers
"Superscope"
Joseph Tushinsky, HolGeorge Sidney, director, left New
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 11.— A total lywood.
York yesterday for the Coast.
ATLANTA, Aug. 11.— Women of
the Motion Picture Industry elected of 34 U. S. feature productions were in
Will Use 'Valley of Kings'
new officers for 1954-1955 at its progress at the weekend, here and
In addition, the Bausch & Lomb
Plans Completed for
monthly luncheon meeting here at the elsewhere, following completion of
four and commencement of camera "Super Cinephor" and "Cinephor"
Henry Grady Hotel. They are : presi- work
standard lenses will be demonstrated
on three others.
dent,
Nell
Adams,
Wilby
Theatres
;
^Egyptian'
Bow
Here
Gene Tierney will head a group
along
with new ones from the GenNew undertakings are "Moby Dick,"
of film celebrities who will attend first vice-president, Betty Rary,
eral Scientific Corporation, to be repMoulin
Prod.,
CinemaScope,
TechniUnited
Artists
;
Nell
Middleton,
Mthe world premiere of Darryl F.
resented by George Silvertsen, ChiG-M ; treasurer, Lois Cone, Martin
color (W. B.) ; "Annapolis Story,"
cago. The Perspecta sound integrator
Zanuck's CinemaScope drama, "The Theatres ; recording secretary, MilCinemaScope (A-A), and "Crashout,"
Egyptian," which will open at the
dred Castleberry, Martin Theatres, Hal Chester (Filmakers).
will be demonstrated with M-G-M's
Roxy Theatre here on Aug. 24. The
of the Kings"
by the Fairand corresponding secretary. CharFinished were "Seminole Uprising" "Valley
child Recording
Equipment
Co.,
opening" will be covered by radio, tele- line Jones, M-G-M.
(Col.)
;
"Unchained,"
Bartlett
(Ind.)
;
N. Y.
vision and newsreels, as well as by
"Black Pirates," Salvador, Ansco Whitestone,
On
the
executive
board
are
:
Marie
Other events scheduled for the field
a corps of still photographers.
Special trailers calling attention to Pinkston, Republic Pictures ; Juanita (Lippert) ; "Cattle Queen of Mon- day include a golf tournament betana"(RKO).
Bogeaus, SuperScope, Technitween Des Moines Tent No. 15 and
color
the premiere are being programmed Elwell, Bailey Theatres; Christine
starting tomorrow and continuing for Smith, City of Atlanta film censor, and
the Omaha unit in the afternoon and
a period of two weeks in theatres of Frankie English, Paramount Pictures.
a dinner-dance at night. Hoover will
Ontario Places 7
the RKO, Skouras, Randforce and
also be guest of honor at a reception
for Variety members and their wives
In Adult Class
Brandtarea.
circuits' in the greater New 'Baby' Acquired by
York
to be given Sunday night by Mr. and
Among the latest feature of an all- MacDonald
Ent,
TORONTO, Aug. 11.— Seven fea- Mrs. Hoff at their home.
tures have been classified as adult
out promotional campaign for the film
MacDonald Enterprises has acquired entertainment by the Ontario Board
is the plan of Gimbel Brothers, department store, to feature the sale of "That's My Baby," a Gina production, of Moving Picture Censors. The Canadian Dividend
jewelry in designs inspired by the fpr U. S. distribution, Ben Schrift, latest group comprises : "Mad MagiOTTAWA, Aug. 11.— Consolidated
president, announced here yesterday
Theatres, Ltd., has declared a dividend
20th Century-Fox production. The
cian,"
"Once
a
Sinner,"
"On
the
store also will feature window displays upon his arrival from London. Schrift Waterfront," "About Mrs. Leslie," of 13 cents on Class A common, payadvertising the premiere, proceeds of said that the film, which stars Shelley "The Big Chase," "Ring of Fear" and
able Sept. 1 to shareholders of record
Winters, John Gregson and Peggy
which will go to the National Founda"Daughter of Darkness." They can Aug. 2.
Cummins, had been completed in Eng- not be presented at performances for
tion for Infantile Paralysis.
; land except for the editing and the which juveniles under 16 years are
admitted without adult guardians.
scoring',
MacDonald will handle two other 'Raid'
'High' Here Aug. 30
FILMACK
Aug. 20
eooDi
(FOR BETTER S30 Nlilk All.
"High and Dry," the J. Arthur pictures this season, one to be made
in England and the other possibly an
N» Yeik, N.Y.
AlWAYS
Rank Organization's farce comedy, re- American production.
"The Raid," Technicolored Panleased in England under the title of
ALWAYS
I
SPECIAL
JI321
S Wibik
oramic Production, will have its New
Currently in release by MacDonald
"The Maggie," and starring Paul
York
premiere
at
the
Palace
Theatre
Douglas, will have its American pre- are "So Little Time," "IDirty Hands,"
on Aug. 20, instead of Aug. 13, as
miere at the Sutton Theatre here
"The Edith Piaf Story," "The Queen's previously announced.
Aug. 30, it was announced yesterday. Colors" and "Paris Express."
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News

Compo

Insurance

{Continued from page 1)
Mutual Life Insurance Co. followingseveral queries by theatre owners and
others as to whether such a plan
would be feasible for the motion picture industry.
"The details have been worked out
by group insurance specialists of the
John Hancock company after consultations with officers and administrative
personnel of COMPO. COMPO
would not incur any liabilities, nor
would it profit through the plan, "according to Coyne. "And needless to
say," he continued, "no officer or employee of COMPO will receive comvpensation of any kind if the plan isadopted.
Costs Would Be Absorbed

Plan

such a plan because of their size are
now able to do so at a very modest
The cost is expected to average
around $1.00 per month for each
$1,000
cost." of insurance, Coyne explained.
Principal Based on Salary
The tentative plan contemplates that
all active corporation officers and
executives of theatres receiving- annual salaries of $5,000 or more and
all active proprietors and partners
reg-ularly employed in the insured
business for at least 30 hours a -week
are entitled to receive life insurance
policies of $5,000 ; $1,000 for ushers
and all other employees, policies of

$2,500.
Other classifications may be set up
"All administration costs would be for trade papers and other charter organizations ifthey elect to come in
absorbed in the premiums, and the
small advance that COMPO would under the plan.
make to start the plan would be repaid
Advantages Outlined
from the first premiums. COMPO asThe chief advantages of the plan,
sumes no obligations of any kind," as set forth in an accompanying fact
corporate
a
provides
Coyne said, "but
sheet are :
entity so that individual firms not
in
It gives coverage to officers, owners
participate
to
otherwise eligible

Proposed

and employees regardless of age or
physical condition.
It strengthens employer-employee
relations.
It permits the writing of policies at "Crusoe" Promoted
low rates only available through a
A national co-op promotion to
group plan.
All employers with one or more em- drumbeat UA's "Adventures of Robployees can be covered under the plan
inson Crusoe," in more than 10,000
provided COMPO is able to obtain a drugstores and newsstands throughout the U. S. has been set with Gilminimum coverage of 600 lives. Tht
insurance will be available to COMPO bertson & Co., publishers of comic
member associations as well as in- books. Timed to coincide with local
dividual COMPO theatres, and can engagements, the promotions will
be superimposed upon any other group feature scene stills from the film.
in cooperation with Curtis
insurance presently carried by associ- Gilbertson,
Distributing Co., will spot displays
ation members.
of a 15-cent illustrated edition of
'Largest Association Case'
tions.
"Robinson Crusoe" at key sales locaCharles Wyatt, vice-president of the
Prudential company, voiced the opinion at the press conference that this
is "perhaps beginning of the largest
association
ever written."
Pinanski case
predicted
it will create Religious Drive-In" for Conn.
The first in a series of four "Chapel
good will and help the industry in
Under the Skies" services will be
general. He added that such a plan conducted
at the Pine Drive-in,
may motivate many employees to stick Waterbury, Conn., Sunday at 8 a.m.
with the motion picture industry.
to mark the initial use of a drive-in
theatre for religious programs in the
state this season.

Crescent
{Continued from page 1)

'Star
Is Born'
{Continued
from page 1)
state. Directors also will be named to
Mike Todd is off to Europe again serve until the next annual meeting
— this is the third trip in three of stockowners, the Crescent executive Warner Brothers, now in Europe, and
weeks.
said.
Ben Kalmenson,
vice-president in charge company's
of distribution,
and
He pointed out that the transfer
Sol
A.
Schwartz,
president
of RKO
books of the company will not be
Robert A. Seidel has been elected closed but only stockholders of record Theatres in New York.
Marking one
executive vice-president of Con- at the close of business on Aug. 6
sumer Products, RCA. Seidel joined will be entitled to vote on the sugof the most important motion
RCA as a vice-president in 1949.
gested changes. Letters were mailed
picture
eventsIs
several days ago to all stockholders
"A
Star
of the
season,
ng
forthcomi
the
of
them
notifying
meeting.
Born" will be
Claude Conlin, Sr., 74, former
ushered in with
Organized in 1907
known as "Alvaudevilleexandermagician
The Crescent Amusement Co. was
a "gala" prethe Great, the Man Who
miere claimed
organized
in
April,
1907,
by
the
late
Knows," died in a Seattle hospital
it
time
that
since
and
Sudekum
Tony
following an operation.
dented. Judy
to be unprecehas grown to become one of the
n
South's largest theatre owners, operatGarland will return from a vaing 79 playhouses, 22 of which are
cation abroad to
located
in
Davidson
County.
_
inphia
Philadel
Goldman,
William
been
has
,
Crescent's expansion outside of
dependent circuit exhibitor
attend the openJudy Garland
ing of "A Star
appointed chairman of the motion Nashville has been subject to Federal
picture committee for Pennsylvania Court approval for about eight years. Is Born" with her husband Sidney
How the proposed charter changes Luft, who produced the picture for
Week to be celebrated Oct. 10-17.
will affect Federal Court control will Warner Brothers.
n
following the stockbe determined
In addition to Miss Garland, "A
holders meeting.
Star Is Born" stars James Mason,
Jack Carson and Charles Bickford.
Tony Curtis, star of U-I's "Black
The picture was directed by George
Shield of Falworth," and the forthCukor, from a screenplay by Moss
RKO
Has
9
Films
be
coming "So This Is Paris,"ilwill
Hart, with new^ songs by Harold Arparty
cockta
a
guest of honor at
len and Ira Gersh-win.
tonight in the Chateau Room of the In Cutting Rooms
Savoy Plaza here.
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 11. — With
r" Cinerama
the completion of "The Conqueropic'Holders
{Continued from
page 1)
this week, RKO will have nine
tures in its cutting rooms. All picFred G. Sliter has been retired,
tures were filmed in color proc- said that audience reaction, as reflected
with pension, as 20th-Fox salesman
in 915 comment cards, revealed that
r" being
with "The
after 22 years with the company shot inesses,
ope
color
with Conquero
the CinemaSc
and 40 in the industry.
lens. The first of the nine pictures 66 per cent liked it better than "This
scheduled for release will be the is Cinerama," 28 per cent liked it
just as well and only six per cent
thought the first edition was better
Benedict Bogeaus production, "Pas- than
the second.
starring Cornel Wilde and
i Bill Bro-wer, U-I sales representa- Yvonne sion,"
De Carlo, which is set for
':tive in Atlanta, and his wife. Norma, Sept. 25.
' an ex-U-I girl, have a new baby girl.
"Cattle Queen of Montana," an- starring' Glenn Ford, Ursula Thiess
other Bogeaus production, starring and Frank Lovejoy; "The Big Rainn
bow," starring Jane Russell, Gilbert
Barbara Stanwyck and Ronald Reagan, went into the cutting rooms last Roland and Richard Egan ; "Son of
Sinbad," with Dale Robertson, VinMurphy McHenry has joined week.
cent Price and Sally Forrest ; "Jet
Other pictures being edited are :
Transfilm, Inc., here as an account
executive on TV commercial and
"This Is My Love," an Allan Dowl- Pilot," starring- John Wayne and
industry films. McHenry fornierh ing production, starring Linda Dar- Janet Leigh, and "x^frica Adventure,"
was with Paramount and RKO
Robert Ruark's story of an African
nell, Rick Jason, Dan Duryea and safari.
studios.
Faith Domergue ; "The Americano,"
People

Roundup

Drive-in Meet Aug. 22-24
Exhibitors of San Antonio will
meet at Yuse's Italian at noon Monday to give their all to the final plans
for ' Texas Drive-in Theatre Owners
Association convention to be held
Aug. 22-24. Arthur Landsman is general chairman of the statewide drivein theatres.

Indian Chief to See "Bull"
John Sitting Bull, 94-year-old deaf
and dumb, but hale and hearty son of
the famous chiefain, will be guest of
honor at the world premiere in Rapid
City, S. D. Aug. 19 of the CinemaScope story of his father, "Sitting
Bull," which will be distributed by
United Artists.

Fire in Canadian Theatre
A fire, caused by defective wiring,^
Thurso
to the
extent of
damagedneartheOttawa
Capitol
Theatre
in'
several thousand dollars.
13 U-I Pictures
{Continued from page 1)
pictures were actually before the
cameras simultaneously, the studio
announced.
Ten of the U-I productions now
being edited are in Technicolor, of
which two also are in CinemaScope.
In the latter category are "Sign Of
the Pagan," starring Jefif Chandler,
Jack Palance, Ludmilla Tcherina and
iv.ta Gam, and "Chief Crazy Horse,"
starring Victor Mature, Suzan Ball
and John Lund.
Other U-I films in the cutting
rooms, all suitable for various aspect
ratios up to 2 to 1, are "Man WithoutbottA and
Star,"
"Smoke
"AbCostello
Meet Signal,"
the Keystone
Kops," "Five Bridges To Cross,"
"Destry," "Four Guns To the Border," "So This Is Paris," "The Yellow Mountain," "Bengal Brigade" and
"This Island Earth."
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in 39- Week

Net

Profit

of

$1,494,900
Quarterly
After

U.S.A., FRIDAY,

Share
Allied

SW

YORK,

Net

Reported

'53 Period

Loss

Stanley Warner Corp. and subsidiary companies report for the 39
weeks ending May 29, a profit of
$2,694,900 after deducting depreciation
amounting to $2,328,100 but before
deducting provisions for Federal income taxes and contingencies. After
deducting $1,100,000 for Federal income taxes and $100,000 for contingencies, the net profit was $1,494,900'.
Included in such profit is a profit
of $80,800 arising from the sale of
properties.
The net profit for the 39-week
period is equivalent to 64 cents per
share on the 2,324,337 shares of common stock outstanding after deducting
stock held in the treasury on May 29.
For the 13 weeks ending May 29,
(Continued on page 6)

Lipton

Universal

Pact;

Reduces

Outstanding

Stock

WASHINGTON,
Aug. 12.— Revision of David Lipton's contract as
vice-president of Universal Pictures
and details on the reduction of Universal's
o u tstanding securities were reported to the
Securities and
ExchangemissionComtoday.

'Prairie^
Is

Ban

Lipton's
tract, condue to
expire on Dec.
31,
has
been 1955,
extended
to Dec. 31, 1958.
Under renthisdeal,curhis

Reversed

Dr. Hugh Flick, chief the New
York state censors, yesterday reversed
the decision of the censor board in
banning Walt Disney's "The Vanishing Prairie" because of a scene showing the birth of a bufl^alo calf. Doctor
Flick, who had been on vacation when
the board rejected the sequence, saw
the picture here yesterday morning
and immediately gave his approval to
the scene.
Upon being informed of Doctor
Flick's decision, Walt Disney stated
(Continued on page 6)
Films' World Scope
Is Compo
Ad Theme
The 2Sth in the series of COMPO
ads in.' "Editor & Publisher," which
will be published tomorrow points out
that just as the newspapers and press
associations comb the world for information, sothe film industry covers
the globe in search for talent and
locations to give realism to films.
Entitled "The Big Story," the ad
says "this globe-trotting of ours is
news in its own right, colorful, glamorous, human interest news.
"We think it's a big story, a con(Continued on page 6)

is to
increased
frombe
salary
David Lipton
$1,000 a week to $1,100 on Jan. 1,
1955.
The salary goes to $1,200 a
(Continued on page 2)
Bob
With

lA

TEN

13, 1954

Named

Rival

CENTS

Slates

Meetings

Wed. and Thurs.
The Allied committee set up to
meet with general sales managers on trade practices will
meet with the sales heads here
on Wednesday and Thursday.
The committee consists of Ben
Marcus, Abram F. Myers, Wilbur Snaper, Jack Kirsch and
Nathan Yamins. The sessions
will be held individually with
the sales executives. A report
of the meetings will be submitted to the national Allied
board at its meeting in White
Sulphur Springs, W. Va., on
Aug. 23-24.
New

AUGUST

Lynch
MGM

Retires;
37 Years

Retirement of Robert Lynch, Philadelphia district manager for M-G-M,
was announced here yesterday by the
company. The retirement becomes effective on Sept. 1.
Lynch was one of the first franchise
holders of the distributing organization and was the last to dispose of
his personally owned exchange to the
company. He has been with Metro
for a total of 37 years.
Nicholas M. Schenck, president of
Loew's, Inc., made the following statement :"Bob has served the company
well. Knowing his keen interest in
our company and our interest in him,
we will always be in contact with
each other in one way or another ;
(Continued on page 6)

O^Brien
Films

in

Seeks
U.

K.

Pact
for

to
U.

Make
S.

TV

CINCINNATI, Aug. 12.— Tom O'Brien, M.P., general secretary of the
National Association of Theatrical and Kine Employees, told lATSE delegates attending their convention here today, that there must be better
understanding between members of the
industry in the United States and
Britain. He said that eight out of
Wolfson
Warns
of
every 10 pictures shown in England
are American made, and added that
German
Inroads in
this has caused an unemployment condition there that sees more than G,000
motion picture people out of work.
Film Competition
He stated that an agreement might be
worked
out where more television picBecause of the step-up in West Gertures used in this country would be
man film production, American disproduced in Great Britain.
tributors will have to "work hard" to
maintain their position, especially in
O'Brien told the delegates
that he is going to Hollywood
the
an Scandanavimarket,
next week to discuss the situation with the people out there
Mitchell Wolfson, head of
and was confident that something could be worked out that
Wometco
Theatres of Florida
would be of equal benefit to
and a director
both the lATSE and his orof Theatre
ganization abroad.
Owners of
The
principal
act of business today
America said
was the nomination of two slates for
after returning
here this week
the top officers of the labor organization.
from a tour of
Richard
Walsh, Brooklyn,
N. Y., in(Contimied
on page 6)
the
Scandanavian countries.
Mitchell Wolfson
Westmany, Wolfson
Gersaid, is building up a strong film in- Goldstein
Unit
dustry and its product is making inroads into Holland, Sweden, Norway
and Denmark with alarming speed.
Those countries, he said, are still great
fans of American pictures, but West Stay s With
UA
German product appears to have its
Leonard Goldstein Productions will
foot in the door and is making the
most of it. He pointed out, however, continue functioning under its preseni
that Sweden, too, is developing its name and will fulfill its 10-picture
(Continued on page 6)
commitment to United Artists despite
the recent death of Goldstein, it was
announced jointly by Robert Goldstein
Denies Dismissal of
and independent
Robert Jacks,
vice-presidents
the
producing
company,of
Schine Trust Charge
and Arthur B. Krim, president of
United Artists.
BUFFALO, Aug. 12. — Federal
Judge John Knight today denied a
motion asking dismissal of criminal
contempt charges brought by the government against Council president
Elmer Lux and two officers of Schine
Chain Theatres, Inc.
Judge Knight also denied a motion
to dismiss several contempt charges
against the other individuals, the
Schine chain and eight other corporations. The contempt accusations arose
from government charges that the
Schine chain violated a 1949 anti-trust

The

announcement,
issued simultaneously in New York and Hollywood, followed conferences
(Continued
on page 6) in the

Majors

Named

in

Holiday Trust Suit
Michael Rose, owner of the Holiday
Theatre on Broadway, brought suit
yesterday against eight major film
distributors alleging discrimination in
the allocation of first-run pictures.
The action was filed in the United
States
District Court for the Southern
Attorneys for Lux and Howard N.
j udgment.
Antevil, attorney for the Schine chain, District of New York against, Loew's
Inc., Paramount Film Distributing
and Donald
G. Schine,
vice-president
(Continued on page 6)
(Continued
on page
6)
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Daily

Grainger
Personal
New
Mention

SCHWALBERG, president
Aw.
• of Paramount Film Distributing
Corp., and his wife, Carmel Myers,
will arrive here from Europe today
aboard the "Liberte."
Robert Coote, British actor, will
arrive in New York from Italy tomorrow, and will leave here Sunday
bv plane for Hollywood.
•
Ned

Marin, executive vice-president of Famous Artists Corp. of
California, will arrive in New York
today on the "Liberte."
Robert Shapiro, managing director
of the Paramount Theatre here, has
left on his vacation after having postponed ittwice.
Maurice Helprin, representative
for Korda film interests, has left New
York for London via B.O.A.C. Monarch.
e

Films

Warm

Up

A

Cold

Columnist

The current crop of pictures has convinced even such
miserly-with-praise columnists as Dorothy Kilgallen, syndicated Hearst newspaper writer, of their entertainment content.
Her column in the New York "Journal-American" Wednesday
was devoted in its entirety to praise for such films as "On the
Waterfront," "Seven Brides for Seven Brothers," "Broken
Lance" and "Rear Window," and the business they are doing
at Broadway theatres.
The columnist also mentioned the anticipatory pleasure
being stirred in film fans by news of the forthcoming release
of such pictures as "Brigadoon," "Sabrina Fair" and "A Star
Is Born." Miss Kilgallen concluded that if movies were not
better than ever when the industry was so asserting several
seasons ago, they are more than making up for it now.

RKO
In

Winding

Sales

Western

Up

Meetings
Division

PORTLAND, Ore., Aug. 12.— J.
R. Grainger, president of RKO, attended the inaugural premiere of the
new Fox Theatre here tonight as the
guest
of Charles
,-ind
tomorrow
will hold P.theSkouras,
final session
of a series of sales meetings he has
been holding for the past week on
his tour of the Western Division RKO
branch offices in San Francisco,
Seattle and Portland.
Accompanied by Mclntyre

Tomorrow's sales session at the
Multononah Hotel will include meetings with exhibitors in the Northwest
including: Art Admanson, Admanson
Circuit ; Moe Mesher, Paramount ;
Russ Brown, Fox Northwest Circuit,
and Maurice Saffle of Saffle's Theatre
Service, among others. Grainger is
Festival Awards
to
accompanied by J. H. Mclntyre, RKO
Western division sales manager on his
5 Documentaries
trip.
R. H. Lange, of the RKO PortWASHINGTON, Aug. 12. — Five
land exchange, is attending the local
documentary films entered by the meetings.
United States in the International
Grainger will return to the RKO
Film Festival at Venice, have received
awards, it was . announced today by Studio in Hollywood on Monday.
Andrew W. Smith, Jr., chief of the
U. S. Information Agency's Motion
Picture Service and official U. S. rep- Heavy Use of Video
resentative tothe exhibition.
Furthermore, Smith added, the For 'The Egyptian*
Television will be used in 160 doLibrary of Congress- Academy of Momestic and Canadian markets to pretion Picture Arts and Sciences presentation, "Early American Motion sell "The Egyptian," Darryl F.
Pictures," converted from the Li- Zanuck's personal CinemaScope production for 20th Century-Fox. This
paper print incollection
Primrose brary's
Productions
Hollywood,by will be the largest use of the sightalthough not officially entered, was and-sound medium for this purpose by
shown and received so favorably that the
Day. company. The drive will start in
it probably will be presented during about 10 days. The picture is schedthe entertainment feature section of
uled to open nationally around Labor
the exhibition, which begins Aug. 22.
A commensurate campaign on radio
also has been mapped by the company,
Claim Record Bows
together with newspaper and billboard

The lad who thought up the "Movies Are Better Than Ever"
slogan wasn't completely wrong, the columnist said. "He was
time."
Thebefore
time his
is NOW.
just

Interest

Mounts

in

'Sitting BulV Debut
United States Senators Francis
Case of South Dakota and William
Danger and Milton R. Young of
North
Dakota will join South Dakota
Marcel I-Iellman, producer, left
here yesterday for London by Governor Sigurd Anderson in celeB.O.A.C. Monarch.
brating the premiere of United Arte
ists' CinemaScope production, "Sitting Bull" in Rapid City, S. D. next
Michael Curtiz, director, is sched- Thursday.
uled to arrive here next Thursday
More than 100,000 tourists and
from the Coast.
visitors are expected to swell the
rximal 35,000 population of Rapid
Rex Ingersoll, M-G-M studio pub- City for the premiere at the Elks
licist, has returned to Hollywood from Theatre and the three-day Range
New York.
Days Celebration. Gov. Anderson will
officiate as master of ceremonies of
the celebration leading to the first
Universal
performance
of the W. R. Frank film
{Continued from page 1)
production.
week in 1956 and then to $1,300 a
Heineman to Attend
week for the balance of the contract.
William J. Heineman, vice-president
As of July 31, there were 988,574
shares of outstanding common stock in chai-ge of distribution for UA, will
of Universal Pictures, of which 118,- leave New York on Tuesday to attend
075 were in the treasury. This com- the world premiere on the 19th. In For 'Black Shield'
advertising'.
Faye Emerson and Skitch Henderwill map saturation dispared with 1,006,260 shares outstand- addition, he
son have been named to head a com"The
Black
Shield
of
Falworth,"
tribution
for
the
film
through
the
ing on Dec. 31, of which 59,000 shares
mittee which is spearheading many
Universal-International's
first
Cinemawere in the treasury. The company Sioux Indian territories, according to Scope production, which premiered at activities on television, radio and the
also has issued 41,389 shares for war- UA.
the Grand Theatre in Chicago Wednes- Broadway stage to publicize the prerants executed. Between July 1 and
day, shattered existing opening day
Following the South Dakota openmiere of the film, which will be held
July 31, Universal purchased 59,075
ing, Heineman will hold similar con- records there with a gross of $6,201, here Aug. 24 at the Roxy Theatre.
.
shares for a total of $1,343,375 The
ferences with key distribution person- according to Van Nomikos, head of
nel in Denver, Minneapolis and the circuit which operates the Grand.
company also decreased the number
of warrants outstanding. On June 30, Omaha. Heineman will also meet
The film also opened at the LTptown,
there were 64,658 and on July 31 there with circuit heads and independent Fairway, Granada and Esquire Theawere 59,858. The company purchased theatremen during his swing through
tres in Kansas City the same day with NEW YORK THEATRES
the key cities.
a combined gross of $3,894. The figure
The report also noted that the interest on a loan for $2,393,000 to retire
topped the recent opening of LI-I's
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
successful "The Glenn Miller Story,"
Rnrltpfpllffr Center
debentures was 3^^ per cent, the first Sees $2,500,000
the company arinouncd.
payment on which is due Sept. 1, 1955,
"SEVEN BRIDES FOR
amounting to $200,000, the same
for 'Susan*
RKO's "Susan
Slept Here" will IFE to Distribute
amount to be paid each September and Gross
gross over $2,500,000 in the domestic
March until 1959.
market, Charles Boasberg, general
BROTHERS"
SEVEN
in
CINEMASCOPE
starring
sales manager, predicted yesterday.
JANE
POWELL
■
HOWARD
KEEL
Fae R. Miske, 'Magic*
secretary-treasurer
Funeral on Saturday
The Technicolor comedy has run Burstyn's
of
Joseph
Burstyn,
Inc.,
announces
Color
by
ANSCO
An
M-G-M
Picture
up grosses of from 40 per cent to_ 85
and SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
have been comFor Murray
Kinnell
per cent above normal in every situ- that arrangements
pleted
for
I.F.E.
Releasing
Corp.
to
WARNER BROS, naoa .VA.'i
ation
in
which
it
has
played,
Boasberg
■ HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 12.— FuDAM
DAVID
neral will be held Saturday in Santa said.
distribute
"Green
Magic,"
a
Ferraniacolor record of an expedition across
Barbara for Murray Kinnell, 65, reANDREWS «FARRAR^
JEANNE
tired executive of the Screen Actors
South America's jungle country.
The feature-length: documentary took
Guild, who died there Wednesday. 'Dragnet' Here Friday
IGRAIN
awards
at both the Cannes and Berlin
HUElTiE^UNGLE
Kinnell came to the United States
"Dragnet," Warner Brothers fullCole, byTECHNICOLOR • a MOUUN pwduction
Film
Festivals.
Leonardo
Bonzi
proin 1911, and had a distinguished stage length WarnerColor production starand screen career before taking the
duced "Green Magic" and Gian Gasring Jack Webb, will begin its New
pare Napitano, a Rome film critic,
SAG post in 1937. His widow and a York engagement next Friday at
BROADWAY at 43rcl St
directed.
Victoria Theatre.
son survive.
the
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Old

style

new

shooting

style

. . .

showing

"Law

and lawless meet

script. . . new

on the street and shoot it out." Time-honored

style, wide-angle

handling — giant figures, cause-and-effect

in action, sense of depth — all in one. Made

for today's projection —

sound and picture — on today's wider screens. Technical problems,
there are . . . problems of film selection, processing and projection ...
problems

which Kodak

of the Eastman

is helping the industry solve through the facilities

Technical Service for Motion

Picture Film.

Branches are located at strategic cer\ters, inquiries invited.
Address: Motion Piihire Film Deporfmenf, EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N. Y.
Bast Coast Division
342 Madison Avenue
New York 17, N.Y.

Midwest Division
137 North Wabash Avenue
Chicago 2, Illinois

West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, California
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Motion

News

Stanley

Picture

Friday, August 13, 1954

Daily

39 -Week
Warner
(Continued from page 1 )

Net

the consolidated net profit amounted
to $643,500 after deducting depreciation amounting to $849,000 but before
Magnetic Heads for Sound
deducting provisions for Federal income taxes and contingencies. After
Six movieolas in tlie RKO cutting
rooms have been equipped with mag- deducting $315,000 for Federal income
netic heads to take care of stereo- taxes and $25,000 for contingencies,
phonic sound plus the special blister the net profit was $303,500. Included
lenses that give the cutter a true pic- in such profit is a profit of $60,200
ture of an anamorphic print. The arising frum the sale of company
equipment is now being used exclus- properties.
Stanley Warner Corp. commenced
ively on the Cinema Scope production,
business on March 1, 1953. For the
"The Conqueror."
quarter ending May 30, 1953, the company and subsidiaries reported a loss
of $360,600 after deducting depreciaTheatre Manager Saves Day
Arthur Donovan, manager of the
Kenmore Theatre, Boston, saved the Goldstein
day when 90 boys arrived at Fenway
Park from Attleboro to see the Red
(Continued from page 1)
Sox game and sudden showers canceled the event. Donovan proposed
New York home office of United
that the boys be his guests at a KenArtists
among executives of the remore matinee, the price being whatleasing company and Robert Goldstein
ever loose change the fans had in their
Jacks, who have since returned to
pockets. The total $25 went into the and
Hollywood.
Jimmy Fund.
Both vice presidents of the production company are long-time associates
of the late producer and were joined
with him' in Panoramic Productions,
Book to Exploit 'Battle Cry' as well as - in Leonard Goldstein Productions.■
Uris'
to Leon^
reprint
Thewhich
novel
will rights
be a Warner
CinemaScope release in November, have been
Will Make 10 in 1954-'55
purchased by Bantam Books, Oscar
Under terms of the original agreement with United Artists, Leonard
Dystel, new president of Bantam, reported. A SO-cent paper-bound version Goldstein Productions is to make 10
of the book, which Uris has screen- films in the 1954-1955 season with an
played, will be timed to coincide with estimated negative cost of $10,000,000.
movie exploitation in the fall.
Two of these, both produced by
Robert Goldstein, are finished and in

tion amounting to $656,300. Included
in such loss was a loss of $258,800
from sales of properties.
The net profit for the 13 weeks
ending May 29 this year is equivalent to 13 cents per share on the 2,324,337 shares of common stock outstanding after deducting the stock held
in the treasury on May 29.
The operating profit of International Latex Corp., which became a
wholly owned subsidiary of Stanley
Warner on April 30, has been included
in the operating profit of Stanley
Warner Corp. and subsidiaries for
the period May 1 through May 29.

Tuesday,"
; "BlackEdward
rooms starring
cuttingdrama
athecrhne
G.
Classics at Fifth Ave.
Horseon
"Stranger
and
Robinson,
back," aTechnicolor Western starring
The Fifth Avenue Cinema will unveil two rarely-seen films on Aug. 16 Joel McCrea and Miroslava. Both
be' delivered to United Art—Sergei Eisenstein's "Time in the filmsistswill
within the next few weeks.
Sun" and the satire of German milPlans are" 'being set in motion imitarism, "The Captain from Kopemediately toselect for production two
nitk." "Time," completed in 1939, is a
of the completed scripts in the hands
story of Mexican civilization.
organization. The deof the Goldstein
cision as to which stories will go
Wolfson
cameras first will be anbefore the
nounced shortly.
(Continued from page 1)

Holiday Trust Suit
{Continued from page 1)

Roundup

motion picture industry with fairly
good results and that other Scandinavian countries were producing- pictures primarily for their local markets.
Wolfson said that the personnel of
American companies in the foreign
countries is "excellent," but that the
distributors would be wise if they
brought over the managers and assistant managers to the United States
more often. Some of them, he said,
have never been here and others come
over so infrequently that they lose the
"touch" of the home offices and production. With competition become
more keen in the European countries,
the personnel should have closer personal contact with New York and
Hollywood, Wolfson said.
The overseas trip primarily was a
vacation, but Wolfson also conferred
with exhibitors and producers on mutual problems. He is scheduled to return to Miami tomorrow.

Compo
Ad
(Continued from page 1)

tinning story," the ad continues, "and
it's one your customers might like to
read. Next week in "Editor & Publisher" we expect to run an announcement concerning forthcoming pictures
that will be making news in the fall.
And as our admen often say — don't

O'Brien

at

lA

{Continued from page 1)
cumbent, was nominated for president.
His opponent is Roy M. Brewer,
Columbus, Neb. Also on the Walsh
ticket are: Harland Holmden, Cleveland, secretary-treasurer; James J.
Brennan, New York ; Carl G. Cooper,
Los Angeles ; Harry J. Abbot, Philadelphia Orin
;
M. Jacobson, Tacoma ;
Hugh J. Sedgwick, Hamilton, Ont. ;
Albert S. Johnstone, Akron, and
Louise Wright, Dallas, vice-presidents.
The Brewer ticket posts James W.
Sipe, Pittsburgh, for secretary-treasurer; Jerry Galvin, Boston; William
Bennett, Washington ; William J.
May, Spokane; George E. Raymond,
Miami ; A. L. Travers, Toronto ;
George B. Barrett, Kansas' City, and
Roy Ruben, Detroit, as vice-presidents.

Corp., L. C. F. Film Corporation,
Universal Film Exchange, Inc., RKO
Radio Pictures, Warner Brothers,
Columbia Pictures and United Artists.
Counsel representing the plaintifl:
were Aaron E. Koota and Irving Perlin and associated with them was the
firm of Gray, Anderson and Schafifer
01 Philadelphia.
Brought under the anti-trust acts,
the suit alleges that the dominant
position of the defendants in motion
picture distribution makes it impossible for any theatre to operate successfully without a supply of the motion
pictures distributed by the defendants.
Rose further maintains that the defendants have conspired to discriminate against his theatre in its operations by refusing it access to firstrun exhibitions of the higher grade of
motion pictures in favor of other theatres located in the same section of
New York City. The plaintifYs asked
that the defendants be enjoined from
continuing in the conspiracy and that
it be awarded appropriate damages.

People
H. L. Masterson, director and
comptroller; J. H. Somake, director,
secretary and legal adviser of Westtrex Corp.'s London subsidiary,
Westrex Co., Ltd. and R. W. Wight,
commercial manager of the Hollywood division of Westrex, are in
New York for conferences with
headquarter's personnel.
n
Sylvia Barbara Sternburg, daughter of Robert Sternburg, district
manager for New England Theatres, Inc., will marry George Lester
Spoil of Mt. Vernon, N. Y., Sept. 5
here at the Hotel Statler. The couple will make their home in Los
Angeles.
n
Robert A. Syvertsen, manager. El
that
city.
Rey Theatre,
San Francisco, died in
n
Lillian Gish is returning to the
screen after eight years, having
been cast in the role of Rachel in
"Night of the Hunter." Her last role
was in "Duel in the Sun."
n
Tamar Cooper, television, stage
and radio actress, will be tested for
a role in Stanley Kramer's "Not as
a Stranger" and will leave here for
the Coast on Aug. 25.
n
Belton T. Wellborn, widely known
Atlanta theatre man and former
manager of the Municipal Auditorium, illness.
is dead following a protracted
Schine
{Continued from page 1)
of the Schine subsidiary corporations,
maintained that their clients were not
parties to the original anti-trust
j udgment and, therefore, could not
be brought under its provisions.
Judge Knight ruled that they be added as "co-conspirators rather than as
Three other individuals and the
nine
corporations named in the crimdefendants."
inal contempt charge did not seek
dismissal.
The charge also names J. Myer
Schine,
Schine
tres ; hispresident
brother, ofLouis
W.,Theaand
John A. May, both officers in the
corporation ; Schine Chain Theatres,
Inc., Schine Theatrical Co., Inc.,
Schine Lexington Corp., Schine Enterprises Corp., Schine Circuit, Inc.,
Chesapeake Theatre Corp., Hildemart
Corp., Theatres,
Darnel Theatres,
Inc., and Elmart
Inc.
The civil contempt charges are
against all except Lux, Antevil and
Donald G. Schine.

"The 'coming attractions' at your
miss it !"
neighborhood
theatre," the ad points
out, "may at this moment be announcing the imminent arrival of a screenBritish novelby a distinquished
ist,playstarring
a Viennese ballet dancer,
and directed by a Kansan who graduated from Yale Drama School to Trairie' Ban
{Continued from page 1)
Broadway. The picture may have been
shot in Ceylon, Egypt, Peru, Italy,
was "gratified" that the cenKenya, Colombia or Holland — to men- that he
sors had seen fit to approve the setion a few of the more recent locaLynch
I
{Continued from page 1)
quence,that
adding that
the by
decision
"contions. All the world's our stage now."
curs with
reached
representative national organizations including no one deserves the rewards of good
'Billy'
Opens
Wed.
'
leading
religious groups who unanieets
TV Trailer for 'Str
Charles Reagan, general manager of
Transselected
has
Artists
mouslyasserted
gave the film
a the
family
rating."
United
"The Lawfilmvs.from
Billy
The_ Kid,"
service more."
Disney
that
birth
scene
Technicolor
Columbia,
will
assorted
six
produce
to
Inc.,
sales,
said : "Over the years Bob
film,
have its New York area premiere at "is presented as part of a life cycle Lynch has done a fine job in the dislength TV film trailers for "Down the Paramount Theatre, Brooklyn, on in the animal kingdom and is not
tribution of M-G-M product in his
starring Brod- Wednesday.
Three Dark Streets"
erick Crawford and Ruth Roman.
territory.
All of us wish him well."
dwelt upon sensationally."
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CENTS

Renamed

$271,952,000

WASHINGTON, Aug. 15.— Admission tax collections for the
fiscal year ended June 30 totaled $271,952,000, as against $312,831,000 for fiscal year 1953, according to an Internal Revenue
Service announcement issued on Friday.
No comparison can be made between the two figures, however, for two principal reasons: (1) the change from the monthly
to the quarterly basis for the filing of substantially all excise
tax returns, and (2) the reduction in the admission levy rate
which became effective April 1 of this year.

WALSH

lATSE
Defeats
Trustees,

Brewer
AFL

REELECTED

PRESIDENT
By

Margin

Delegates

of 798

Also

to 408;

Returned

CINCINNATI, Aug. 15.— Richard F. Walsh, president of the lATSE and
all other incumbent officers were reelected by overwhelming majorities at
the close of the union's 42nd convention
here onagainst
Friday.408 Walsh
798 votes,
for Roypolled
M.
Must Show Books
Is Estimated by
Brewer, who had resigned as an mternational representative of the union
Columbia
for Year
a year ago. The margin of victory
BUFFALO, Aug. 15.— In other de- Foreign Distribution
cisions on the Schine case, judge John
was virtually the same for general
to Be secretary-treasurer Harland Holmden,
in Federal Court here has di- Of Superscope
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 15.— Colum- Knight rected
the five corporations bearing
nine vice-presidents, three trustees and
bia Pictures is estimating its gross
two delegates to conventions of the
by RKO
income for the 1954 fiscal year ended the Schine name and Chesapeake The- Handled
American Federation of Labor.
atres to produce for the government
last June in excess of $75,000,000, acA total of 950 lA locals, with an
all journals and ledgers, stock certicording to
ficate books and corporate minute
HOLLYWOOD,
Aug.
15.
—
RKO
aggregate of 1,200 votes, were en'
a n announcetitled to participate in the balloting.
books covering the period 1939-54. In Radio Pictures, Inc., will handle the
ment
released
foreign
distribution
of
Superscope,
the
this same decision, he has also ordered
by Harry Cohn,
Reelected
as vice-presidents
Danell Theatres, Elmart Theatres and new wide-screen process invented by
president of the
were James J. Brennan, New
Joseph
and
Irving
Tushinsky,
it
was
the
Hildemark
Corp.
also
to
allow
the
company. This
York; Carl Cooper, Los Angovernment to inspect their books and announced at the weekend by J. R.
indicates a gain
records.
Grainger,
president
of
RKO.
geles; Harry J. Abbott, Philaof more than 25
delphia; Grin M. Jacobson, TaSuperscope distribution in the U. S.
per cent over
Judge
Knight that
said:
coma. Wash.; Hugh J. Sedgfrom
the petition
the "It
latterappears
three and Canada is being handled by Nathe 1953 fiscal
wick, Hamilton, Ont. ; Albert
tional Screen Service.
corporations have had such close conS. Johnstone, New Orleans;
firm's
nections or relations with the various
year, the record
Walter Branson, RKO general forprevious
William Donnelly, Minneapolis;
eign manager, accompanied by Joseph
Schine companies that it is presumably
high year, when
John A. Shuff, Akron and
necessary that the petitioner be per- Tushinsky, will leave New York in
the gross inLouise Wright, Dallas.
mitted to examine books and other early September for a series of Superc o m e reached
(Coniinued
on
page
4)
Returned to office as trustees were
(Continued
on
page
4)
$60,274,000.
William C. Scanlan, Lynn, Mass. ; R.
In his stateE. Morris, Mobile, Ala. and George
Harry Cohn
ment, which reviewed the
W. Brayfield, Denver.
A.F.L. delegates reelected were
rise of the company in the last 20 Despite ^Gripes'
Thomas V. Green, Newark, N. J., and
years, Cohn said : "We at Columbia
realize that throughout the history of
James
McNabb,
in Most
Exhibitors
U.S.
H. W.
LackeySeattle.
of Calgary, Alta.,
' great
the company's
growth,
the
occasional
picture or a grouping of good
was chosen delegate to conventions of
the Trades and Labor Congress of
pictures has made invaluable contribution not only to the gross income from
Canada, following his selection by a
of Mind
Frame
Optimistic
(Contimicd on page 4)
Canadian caucus.
The officers were installed by former international president William
Despite "gripes" over reported product and print shortages and soU-I Far Eastern
called "unsavory" film terms, U. S. exhibitors appear to be in the most Hanahan.
optimistic frame of mind over future business since the end of the World
War II.
Meet Starts Today
The recent survey by Motion Pic- Six-Picture UA
Deal
ture Daily field correspondents ol
TOKYO, Aug. 15.— The Universal- Md. Censors Reject
business conditions and prospects in
' International Far Eastern sales contheir respective territories reveals By Schenck-Koch
ference will convene here tomorrow 'Prairie' Birth Scene
that there is almost unanimous belief
A program of six pictures from
[with Americo Aboaf, Universal InBALTIMORE, Aug. 15.— A pro- among exhibitors that the fall season Schenck-Koch
Production for distritest has been filed by representatives
jternational vice-president and foreign
bution by United Artists by the end
.general manager, presiding.
of the Walt Disney organization will be the best in years, basing their
opinions on the current flow of strong of 1955 was announced jointly over
U-I's overseas department is addi- against the Maryland State Board of
tionally represented by Fortunat Motion Picture Censors' request for product and trade press announce- the week-end by Aubrey Schenck,
ments by the distributors of forthcom- president of the producing company,
Baronat, director of publicity, who ar- elimination of a sequence showing the
and Arthur B. Krim, president of
• rived here with Aboaf on Aug. 9.
ing programs.
of a buffalo from "The VanishWhile
the survey brought out that LTnited Artists.
Universal
Pictures vice-president birth
Schenck and his partner, Howard
and general sales manager Charles
ing Prairie." Sydney Traub of the cen- there are still many theatres that are
Chairman
J. Feldman, on vacation in the Far
sor board has asked for the cutting suffering from low patronage, it was W. Koch, have left for the Northwest
East, is also present as guest of honor of 27 feet of film lasting about 20 found that in a large number of cases to set up filming of the first picture
at the conference.
seconds on the screen. A similar cut the slump was due to local economic under the new contract, "Big House,
Representing the divisional head- was asked by the New York State conditions — and these appeared to be U.S.A.," to be set at McNeil Island
Federal Penitentiary, near Seattle, and
• quarters contingent at the sales meet Board of Motion Picture Censors last in the minority. Taking the survey in
Mount Rainier National Park.
are Far Eastern supervisor Arthur week but the ruling was reversed by territory by territory, optimism on
(Continued on page 4)
(Continued
on
page
4)
(Continued on page 4)
Dr. Hugh M. Flick, head of the board.
Gross

of $75M0M0

Schine

Companies
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Motion

Picture

Retail
Personal
Mention

ALFRED E. DAFF, executive
vice-president of Universal Pictures, left here over the weekend for
the Coast.
Joseph R.
Loew's, and
in New York
the "Andrea

Vogel, vice-president oi
Mrs. Vogel will arrive
from Italy today aboard
Doria."
•

Hit

Six-Month

WASHINGTON, Aug. 15.— Retail sales of television receivers in the
first half of tliis year were at a record
high while radio sales in June
reached their highest level this year,
the Radio - Electronics - Television
Manufacturers Association reported
on Friday.
In the six-month period, 2,805,760
TV sets moved through retail outlets compared with 2,775,900 sets sold
in the first half of 1953.
Retail sales of radios, excluding automobile receivers, were reported by
RETMA as 2,410,893 units in the first
six months compared with sales of
3,017,196
radios in the first half of
1953.

of the In- 'Dragnef Premiere
B. duMont
Jack Webb will make a personal
New York appearance at the Midwest premiere
the "He de of Warner Brothers' "Dragnet" at the
Chicago Theatre, Chicago, on Friday.
A four-day program of civic, police
and network functions has been arJohn C. Flinn, Allied Artists head ranged.
of advertising-publicity, left HollyWebb, star and director of the Warwood by plane yesterday for Chicago,
nerColor feature, and Richard Breen
Detroit and New York.
•
who wrote the screenplay, will fly to
Ben Babbi, Selznick Releasing Or- Chicago from the Coast Wednesday.
ganization advertising-publicity chief, Webb will appear at every show of
has left New York for a tour of Mid- "Dragnet" at opening day.
western cities.
Makelim in N. H.
Joan Greenwood will arrive in
HARTFORD, Aug. 15.— Joe LeNew York today from England and
vine and Joe Wolf of Embassy Picwill leave here tomorrow for Hollytures Corp. are hosting the Connectiwood.
cut film industry at a special luncheon
noon at Kaysey's RestauJack P. Byrne, M-G-M Eastern tomorrow
rant, New Haven, honoring Hal R.
sales manager, has returned here from
Makelim, who will discuss the MakeAlbany and Buffalo.
lim Plan.
•

'The Perfect Crime'
Nipped by Columbia
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 15.— A
plot as complex as most melodramas contain was thwarted
early Friday by Los Angeles
detectives (not including Jack
Webb) who raced to the Columbia Pictures cashier's cage
and to the studio cashier's home
in Sherman Oaks, where a
bandit was holding the cashier's wife at gun point after
forcing her to phone and ask
her husband to place the studio
cash where a confederate could
snatch it.
The cashier called police instead. The culprits escaped, but
without any loot.

Sales

Golf Tourney Here
The New York entertainment
industry's annual golf tournament, combining the motion
picture industry, radio-television
and the stage, has been set by
the committee to take place at
the Vernon Hills Country Club
in Westchester on Thursday,
Sept. 16. The film committee,
headed by Charles A. Alicoate,
consists of Marvin Kirsch, cochairman and treasurer, with
Edward L. Fabian, William
German, Edward Lachman,
Martin Levine, Bert Robbins,
Ted
stein. Sullivan and Max Young-

Ernest Marx, director
ternational Division, Allen
Laboratories, arrived in
from Europe Saturday on
France."

Ben Lyon and Bebe Daniels will
arrive in New York today on the
"Flandre."

TV

Set Sept. 16 for

Jerome Pickman, Paramount vicepresident in charge of advertisingpublicity, has returned to New York
from Hollywood.
•
On the radio and television
George Weltner, president of
committee are Orrin Dunlap,
Paramount International, left HollySyd H. Eiges, Dave J. Jacobson,
wood by plane at the weekend for
Robert M. Weitman, Chris J.
New York.
Witting and Francis X. Zuzulo.
•
Henry Ginsberg returned to New
York over the weekend from the
Coast.
Jack Webb to Attend

James Hayter, British actor, left
New York on Sunday for London via
B.O.A.C. Monarch.

Monday, August 16, 1954

Daily

To

Cite

Civic

Gregg

Elected

President
Westrex

of
Corp.

At a meeting of the board of directors of the Westrex Corp., Eugene
S. Gregg was elected president succeeding Frederick W. Bierwirth, who
retires Aug. 31, under the age retirement rule. Gregg since 1941 has
been vice-president and general manager of the corporation, a Western
Electric subsidiary.
_ Westrex handles the sales, distribution and service of motion picture
sound recording and reproducing
equipment for studios throughout the
world and theaters outside the United
States and Canada. The firm also distributes communication and related
electrical equipment.

During June, the Association report showed that 351,885 television
receivers were sold at retail compared
with 308,728 sets sold in May and
431,089 sets in June, 1953.
Retail radio sales were 537,494 units
in June, a sharp increase from the UA's New
Phila.
386,152 sets sold in May and 449,116
radios which were sold at retail in Branch
Soon Ready
June, 1953.
PHILADELPHIA, Aug. 15.— Construction ofthe modern, two-story exEPI to Release 6;
change building that United Artists is
erecting here is nearing completion.
'Jamboree' First
The brick and granite structure, dePHILADELPHIA, Aug. 15.— Resigned to accommodate the sales accently formed Exploitation Productivities of the film distribution comtions, Inc., announced today that it
pany, will serve as headquarters for
would make available to the theatres UA's Eastern district manager John
at least six packages a year.
Tu rner, Philadelphia branch manager
In the first move of this nature, Mort Magill, Mid-Eastern exploitation-publicity-promotion representative
EPI vice-president and general sales
manager Jack H. Harris, announced Max Miller and their staffs.
that all arrangements have been comCompletely air-conditioned and conpleted for the company to distribute
taining 3,348 square feet of floor space,
nationally.
exchange is lothe new color feature film "Jamboree" the newcated atPhiladelphia
the intersection of Juniper
Hollywood stars, in addition to 50,- and Vine Streets. Upon completion,
000 Boy Scouts from all over the which is scheduled for Sept. 15, the
world are seen in this George Murphy
building will replace United Artists'
production made in Hollywood with present Philadelphia quarters in the
an assist from Cecil B. DeMille, Dore Film Center Building.
Schary, Howard Hughes and Major
Albert Warner.
Fox Reports Strong
'Lance' Openings
Latest openings of 20th CenturyFox's "Broken Lance" in 10 key domestic situations show the drama outgrossing such previous CinemaScope
respective
Frank
Damis,
zone community,"
manager of the
JerseyJ. films as "Demetrius and the Gladiachain, said in speaking of the tributes.
tors," "River of No Return" and
"Our managers, averaging about 20 "Prince Valiant," the company reyears of service each, are as much a
neighbor of their patrons as any of
Five-day grosses for "Broken
their fellow merchants," Damis ex- Lance," as compared to the previous
Century-Fox
productions show $5,500
plained. "They live, work, play, at- ports.
tend church, send their children to at
the Victory in Evansville, as comschool and participate in the overall
pared to $4,850 for "River of No
activities of community organizations Return":
$12,400 at the Orpheum in
as do their patrons and other local Omaha, as compared to a $7,980 gross
for "Demetrius and the Gladiators" at
Managers of the Stanley Warner the same theatre.
businessmen."
theatres are listed on the membership
roles of such organizations as American Legion, Veterans of Foreign Academy
Names
4 as
Wars, the Lions, Kiwanis, Optimist,
Television Liaison
Rotary Clubs, Chamber of Commerce,
Retail, PTA, high school booster
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 15. — The
clubs, the Jaycees, Masons, Knights Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
of Columbus and other fraternal Sciences on Friday selected a fourman committee, headed by Young &
orders.
Damis recently made a study and Rubicam's Bob Hussey, to receive and
study all proposals from television
survey
the and
Jersey
zone managers'
service of
time
community
activi- quarters regarding Academy operations and interests.
ties.

Importance

The importance of the motion picture
theatre manager as a citizen and member of his community, will be pointed
up
a series of nights
managers'
tributes
and inappreciation
which
will
take place in the North New Jersey
circuit of the Stanley Warner Theatres during the month of September,
which marks the final month of a
three-month celebration of the 40th
anniversary in show business of Simon H. Fabian, president of Stanley
Warner Theatres.
The main purpose of these special
community salutes is to highlight the
significant service of the local theatre manager to the public and to show
that he really is a neighbor and
friend of his patrons and to his community.

Record

of

Managers

"With a total of 678 years of
service credited to the 34 managers
of the Stanley Warner Jersey zone,
it is easy to understand why these
local citizen committees regard the
Stanley Warner theatre manager of
their c\ty as a steadfast citizen of their
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Motion

Picture

Superscope
(Continued from page 1)

People
George Maurer, head of M-G-M's
sales development department here,
will be married in Buffalo on Sept.
25 to Joan Walden, ice skater.
Max Rosenberg has been retained
as producer's representative for
PhoenixArtists
Films' release.
"The Steel Cage,"
United

Stanley Gilson, Jr., has been
added to the New York staff of
Shaw Artists Corp., representing
performers in television, legitimate
and motion pictures.

Paul Harper of the Western Electric office here has been transferred
to the Hollyvi'ood office.
n

'Dream' Aug. SO
With Gina Lollobrigida and Vittorio De Sica co-starred, "Bread,
Love and Dreams," the new Italian
film produced by Marcello Girosi,
will have its American premiere at the
Paris Theatre here on Aug. 30.

fabulous

speed

LOS

ANGELES

Fly United's

DC-7

to

new

NONSTOP

''The Continental"
Leave at noon. Arrive before 5
p.m. on the nation's fastest airliner! Many extra comforts, fullcourse meals. DC-7 service also
to Chicago and San Francisco!
UNITED

AIR

LIIMES

Columbia

scope demonstrations in Europe. The
{Continued from page 1)
first three demonstrations of the new
variable anamorphic process will take year to year, but frequently was to
place in London, Paris and Rome. mark the difference between profit
Demonstrations in other countries are
and loss in particular years." The
now being arranged.
announcement added that each year
The European showings will inchide since 1934, when the gross income was
footage from several top unrelcased $11,178,000, has been a profitable one
RICO productions as well as selected in the operation of the company.
The statement went on to list the
footage from Walt Disney produc
tions.
productions that have become the comApproximately 1,000 theatres in the
pany's milestones during the past 20
U. S. already are equipped with the
years of progress, from "It Happened
Superscope lens.
One Night" in 1934 until last season's
"From Here to Eternity." Cohn listed
Standard Aperture Retained
the current "The Caine Mutiny" and
Superscope requires no functional "On The Waterfront" and the forthchanges in projection equipment on
coming "Phffft" as the company's
the part of the exhibitor, Grainger leading product
for this season.
pointed out, adding that the present
The list of milestone films in the
standard Academy aperture is re- announcement were :
tained, the present focal length pro"One Night of Love," 1935; "Mr.
jection lens is retained, and the height
Deeds
to Town," 1936 ; "The
of the exhibitor's screen remains the Awful Goes
Truth" and "Theodora Goes
same normal height previously used.
Wild," 1937; "Lost Horizon," 1938;
The only additions to present equip- "You Can't Take It With You," 1939 ;
ment are the Superscope variable an- "Mr. Smith Goes To Washington"
amorphic lenses which are attached to
and "His Girl Friday," 1940 ; "Penny
any projector and a wider screen.
Serenade" and "Here Comes Mr. Jor-

Bertram Lebhar, Jr., a director of
Loew's radio station WMGM, is
leaving the station at the termina- Schine Book
tion of his contract on Aug. 31 and
{Continued from page 1)
will be succeeded by Arthur Tolchin,
sales executive.
records of these three corporations."
d
Judge Knight has also' directed the
government to state more concisely in
Ralph Clark, United Artists West a bill of particulars the financial and
Coast district manager, will attend operating interest allegedly acquired
the premiere of "Sitting Bull" in by the defendants in the Pontiac theaRapid City, N. D., on Thursday. He
tre, Ogdensburg, and the Capitol Thewill be accompanied by F. J. Lee, tre, Oswego.
Midwest district manager; W. W.
Decree Filed in 1949
McKendrick, Salt Lake City manThe action stems from the decree
ager ;Bud Austin, Denver branch
handed
down by Judge Knight in 1949
manager, and Abbott Swartz, Minneapolis manager. William Heine- in an anti-trust action against the
man, UA vice-president, will repre- Schine interests. The agree ordered
the Schine organization to dispose of
sent the home office.
39 theatres in three years and to rerefrain from monopolistic practices in
the exhibition of motion pictures. The
Sig Mickelson has been appointed government charges that Schine has
vice-president of Columbia Broad- only 16 theatres covered in the decasting System in charge of CBS cree.
news and public affairs.
Exhibitors Optimistic
{Continued from page 1)
the local level dominated traces of
pessimism by a wide margin.
Some equipment people report a
current lull in orders for wide screen
and stereophonic sound installations,
but they regard the situation as temporary, pointing out that a saturation
point was being reached in the higher
and medium bracket theatres, while
those in the lower bracket were marking time to observe new developments
which might permit them to make
installations at lower costs.
One top distribution executive said
he had been reading the Motion Picture Daily survey reports carefully
and that they tallied almost 100 per
cent with his own statistics.

Mexican Revenues Drop
Revenue of the Federal and local
city governments from the theatres'
gross m Mexico dropped to $2,092,766
last year from $2,135,079— a $42,313
decrease in 1952, the Mexico City
Treasury Dept. reports. The ceiling
admission prices, of theatres starting
in December, 1952, from 35 to 46 cents,
were a factor in the lower tax yield
last year, the Department added. The
peso was worth 11.6 cents during both
years on and was devaluated to eight
cents April 19.
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the name
V-^ INEAIAPLASTIC"
of a new surfacing is compound
for drive-in screens developed by Protective Coatings, Inc., Tampa, Fla. It
is made from their plastic product
which has long been used for the
weather-sealing of buildings and also
employed by the U. S. Navy to prevent^ corrosion of ships taken out of
service for an indefinite period of time.
The material is described as a vinyl
plastic liquid, with aluminum and
white metallic oxide pigment. It has
been applied to the screens of several
dan," 1941 ; "My Sister Eileen," drive-ins in Florida recently.
1942; "The More The Merrier," 1943;
•
"Cover Girl," 1944; "A Song To ReThe appointment of C. J. Chapman
member," 1945; "Gilda," 1946; "The
position of general sales manJolson Story," 1947 ; "The Loves of to theager,
industrial products, has been anCarmen" and "The Fuller Brush
nounced by the National Carbon Co.
Man," 1948; "All The King's Men," Chapman, ivho
1949; "Born Yesterday," 1950; "Ten ivill be located
Tall Men," 1951 ; and Salome," 1952.
in the company's general
U-I Far East Meet
offices in Nezu
{Continued from page 1)
York, will direct sales activities on the
Doyle, managing director for Japan
Wally Orr — who also functions as firm's projector
carbons, carbon
Doyle's assistant — and head auditor
a n d graphite
Paul Fehlen.
Present from Japan are G. Naka- electrodes,
carbon brushes,
tani, general sales manager ; T. Osaka,
publicity manager ; M. Horii, chief signal cells
salesman; A. Hidano, assistant pub- a n d chemical
C. J. Chapman
licity manager, and K. Konishita, I. and metallurgic
a
I
carbon
Sawada, Y. Kibe and Y. Hirai,
branch managers.
products. Chapman joined the company in 1936 and zvas Chicago district
U-I managers from the Far East
who are attending the conference are : sales manager prior to his present
Q. S. Mariano, Burma ; C. Y. Zue,
•
Formosa ; G. Lao, Hong Kong ; W. appointment.
Broun, India ; G. Boret, Indonesia ;
Cretors Corp., Nashville, Tenn.,
H. Sayers, Pakistan ; M. Casey, Phil- and Chicago, is now demonstrating
ippines ;Y. K. Yao, Singapore, and in its distributors' showrooms all
over the country a new popcorn
L. De Jesus, Thailand.
The delegates have already screened machine for theatres created by
a number of U-I films which are
scheduled for release in the Far East Raymond Loewy, industrial designer. According to H. E. Chrisduring the coming year. These in- man, Jr., director of sales for Creclude "The Black Shield of Faltors, the new machine is "designed
worth" and "Sign of the Pagan" in to be a real traffic-stopper and provide
a glamorous new focal point
Technicolor and CinemaScope ; "So
layout."
To
This Is Paris," "Bengal Brigade," for
selectconcession
a name forstand
the new
machine
"Tanganyika" and "Dawn at Socorro"
the
company
is
conducting
a
contest
in Technicolor ; and "Francis Joins with a first prize of $500 in cash and
certificates good for $100 each on
the Wacs."
the purchase of one of the machines
United Artists Deal
to the second, third, fourth and fifth
place winners. Entry blanks are
{Continued from page 1)
available at all Cretors' distributors.
•
Filming
of
"Big
House,
U.S.A.,"
an
original screenplay by John Higgins,
Lyman E. G, Suiter has been apis scheduled to begin Sept. 15.
pointed assistant to the vice-president
by the Fairchild Recording Equipment
The five other pictures are "The
Whitestone, N. Y., according to
Swamp Fox," story of Revolutionary Co.,
Sherman
M. Fairchild, president.
War hero Francis Marion ; "Desert
Battalion," a Foreign Legion film, Suiter will assist in general manufactwo W esterns and a melodrama.
turing problems. •
Schenck and Koch have produced
four films for United Artists : "War
A new
in the "Charms"
lineflavor
is announced
by the
Paint," "Beachhead," "The Yellow candy
Tomahawk" and the recently-com- Charms Sales Company, Chicago.
Mint," it is pepperpleted suspense drama, "Shield for Called "Cane mint-flavored
and marks the 14th
Murder," starring Edmond O'Brien
package
for
this
line.
and co-directed by O'Brien and Koch.
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Hall: $700,000
M-G-M's "Seven Brides f6r
Seven Brothers" finished its
25th day at Radio City Music
Hall here Sunday night with
the largest take for that period
in the history of the theatre,
establishing at the same time a
new all-time high for M-G-M
product, the company said. Previous M-G-M high grossing picture for the period was "Rose
Marie" with "Ivanhoe" following. By last night, "Seven
Brides for Seven Brothers" was
expected to tally close to $700,000, with no end of the run in
sight.

LONDON, Aug. 16. — Independent
exhibitors in Britain who have installed Cinema Scope can be sure of
British quota product in the anamorphic medium in addition to the growing output of CinemaScope pictures
from Hollywood, according to J. F.
Sets Five-Month
Pattinson, managing director of 20th
Century's Fox's International Corp. Release Slate of 11
in Great Britain. He announced today
the first three British CinemaScope
Starting Sept. 1
productions which foreshadow ain conthe
tinuous flow of quota pictures
new medium.
Eleven major pictures, nine of them
in color of which two also are in
It is the object of 20th CenCinemaScope, will be released by Unitury-Fox to encourage indeversal-International durfng the fivependent British production in
month period starting Sept. 1, it was
CinemaScope by offering both
announced by Charles J. Feldman,
{Continued on page 8)
vice-president and general sales manager.
These pictures represent one of the
O'Brien to Make Plea
strongest boxoffice lineups ever released by U-I during a similar period,
To Film Council Wed.
Feldman pointed out. Said to be diversified in subject matter, they
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 16. — Tom include drama, comedy, adventure,
O'Brien, M.P., today told Motion
Picture Daily that he will present "spectacle" romance, music and action.
to the AFL Film Council, at a special And in virtually every case the casts
luncheon meeting Wednesday, the are headed by names with boxoffice
Feldman said.
same views on the need for agreement pull,
Included in the releases are two
unions
British
and
between American
productions from the J. Arthur Rank
that he expressed to the lATSE con- Organization.
said
He
week.
vention delegates last
The release schedule, as set forth
(Continued on- page 8)
by Feldman, is as follows :
"The Black Shield of Falworth,"
Technicolor CinemaScope production
Makelim Says Two
starring Tony Curtis, Janet Leigh,
David Farrar, Barbara Rush and
Will Be in Color
Herbert Marshall ; "Dawn At SocorNEW HAVEN, Aug. 16.— A
ro," Technicolor western starring
minimum of two of the initial
(Continued on page 8)
12 releases from Hal Makelim
will be in color and will be
St. Paul Paper to
available for wide-screen, but
not CinemaScope, Makehm told
Censor Film Ads
a meeting of Connecticut exhibitors here today. He said he
hoped to have the first picture
A "mild" form of censorship of
ready for release by the end of
motion picture advertising copy has
this year. More than $30,000
will be expended for national
been instituted by the St. Paul "Dispatch-Pioneer Press," this following
advertisng and promotion,
protests from readers over layouts
Makelim said, and he estimated
used to advertise RKO's "French
that 300 prints would be availLine"
able on his pictures, and that
in
the in
city.its one and only appearance
50 more will be stored in New
W. H. Roth, retail advertising manYork.
ager of the Ridder publications, said
(Continued on page 8)

Decision
Exhibitor

On

All-Inclusive

Tax

Suit

Near

Independent exhibitors and circuit operators are expected to seek legal recourse unless New York City Controller Lawrence Gerosa allows them to
join in the current suit pending against the five per cent admission tax, it
was learned yesterday.
The local exhibitors had asked City
Assistant Corporation Counsel Stanley
Tie
in Compo
Buchsbaum by letter if the City Comptroller would make no attempt to collect the tax's breakage amounts which
TV
With
Poll
exceed the five per cent limit which
is set by law.
Gerosa is expected to announce his
Discussions are under way to tie-in decision today or tomorrow in allowa series of industry television shows
ing other local theatremen to join
with the projected annual national au- Century Theatres, RKO Theatres,
dience poll of the Council of Motion Brandt Theatres and Loew's in their
Picture Organizations, it was learned suit against the City of New York,
here yesterday.
charging that the five per cent levy
Handling the recommended TV tie- is "unconstitutional and higher in
ups are erning
members
cases than the law allows."
triumvirate,of itCOMPO's
was stated.gov-A some
Supreme Court Justice Nicholas M.
COMPO spokesman, expressing the Pette issued in July a temporary inorganization's hope of kicking off the
the tax's it"major
annual poll this fall, explained that the
tion"junction
feature,against
declaring
illegal fracand
triumvirate is acting on the June rec- setting the case for Sept. 13 when a
ommendations calling for quarterly decision will be reached on whether
television shows, as well as television the injunction is to be made permacoverage of the annual awards by the
nent. The restraining order which was
Council.
issued by
Judge Pette
does 8)not halt
(Continued!
on page
Will Reflect Public's Choice
The June proposals, made by a special COMPO committee of theatre ad- Compo's Insurance
vertising executives, encompassed dePlan Gets Response
tailed plans to determine the public's
choice of the best picture of the preceding year, the best performances and
An encouraging response to the
the
ise. new young male and female per- group life insurance plan of the Counsonalities showing the greatest promcil of Motion Picture Organizations
was reported here yesterday.
It is understood that once significant
In a matter of a couple of days,
headway is made on the proposed TV COMPO has received approximately
shows with the networks, the plan will 300 responses to its questionnaire, sent
thereupon be submitted to member film to 6,500 theatre employers throughout
(Continued on page 8)
companies for their approval. Television in this instance, it is argued,
can augment the interest in theatrical
motion pictures evoked by the nationNew 1954 High for
wide poll.
Finds

Enthusiasm

High

in Hollywood

The atmosphere in Hollywood and
environs is charged with excitement
and enthusiasm again after an interval of inaction and uncertainty, Jerome Pickman, vice-president of Paramount Pictures Distributing Co., reported here yesterday following his
return from a studio visit.
The production and release of a
succession of exceptional box office
pictures has made the difference,
Pickman said, and the studios are
{Continued on page 8)

Republic Stock
Continued buying of Republic
Pictures common stock on the
New York Stock Exchange
yesterday,
following
heavy
activity in the
issue last
Friday,
again centered financial district
attention on the stock. There
have been intermittent reports
that both a Texas and a local
syndicate have been formed to
acquire sufficient shares to exercise control of the company.
Nearly 15,000 shares changed
hands yesterday with the issue
closing at a new high for the
year of 5%.

i

■
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Motion

Picture
UA

Personal

Free

Admissions

Celebrate
Mention

to

Birthday

HARTFORD, Aug. 16. — Sal
Adorno, Sr., general manager
of the M&D Theatres, Middletown, Conn., will mark his 75th
birthday and 50th year in the
motion picture industry tomorrow, with the M&D flagship,
the Palace, holding open house.
No admission will be charged
throughout the day, according
to Mike Adorno, assistant general manager, and candy will be
distributed to youngster patrons.
Adorno, Sr., will be in attendance to shake hands with
patrons
and
express appreciatury. tion of trade over
the half-cen-

of
C JOHNnSTON,re president
ERIthe
Association
Motio Pictu
of America, left Washington for Spokane yesterday. He is due to return
to the East on Sept. 1.
•
Barney Balaban, president of
Paramount Pictures, and Mrs. Balaban returned to New York from Europe yesterday aboard the "Andrea
•
Doria."
Spyros Skouras, president of 20th
Century-Fox,
left New
York last
night for Europe, •to be gone a week.
Sidney ScHREtBER, Motion Picture
Association general counsel, and Mrs.
ScHREiBER, now in Europe from New
York, are scheduled to return early Texas Drive-in Assn.
in September.
•
Meet Starts Monday
Edward L. Hyman, vice-president
of American Broadcasting-Paramount
SAN ANTONIO, Aug. 16. — The
Theatres, has left New York for a va- three-day
convention of the Texas
cation in Vermont.
•
Drive-in Owners Association, which
will be held at the Plaza Hotel here
William Brandt, circuit executive,
will return to New York today on the Aug. 22-24, will actually open, on
Sunday, Aug. 23, with the arrival of
"Queen Mary" following six weeks in a special convention train — The Katy
Europe.
•
— which will be followed by a "GetOscar A. Morgan, Paramount Acquainted Cocktail Party" as guests
short subjects and newsreel sales of thement Co.Southwestern Theatre Equipmanager, has returned to New York
A board of directors meeting on
from Albany and Buffalo.
•
Monday morning will be followed in
the afternoon by the addresses of
Stanley Donen, director, has re- .A.rthur
Landsman and Preston Smith.
turned to the M-G-M Hollywood stu- Election of officers will be held at
dios following a vacation in Ja- 2:15 P.M.
maica, B. W. I.
•
Concessions Forum Tuesday
Charles Lb Maire, head of womA concessions forum will feature
en's wardrobe for 20th Century-Fox
in Hollywood, has arrived in New Tuesday's proceedings and will be followed by a talk on tax relief by Hon.
York from the Coast.
Waggoner Carr, State Representative.
Collier Young, Filmakers execuLife memberships in the association
tive producer, will arrive in New
will
be presented at a luncheon
York today from the Coast.
•
Wednesday to Col. H. A. Cole, Claude
Burt Sloane, United Artists trade C. Ezell and Harley Sadler. The
press contact, has left here for Mon- afternoon's proceedings on that day
tauk Point, L. L
will be featured by a talk on "New
•
Processes" by James Skinner, in
George
Weltner,
president of which VistaVision, CinemaScope,
Cinerama
and other forms of media
Paramount International, has returned
will
be
discussed.
to New York from Hollywood.
Col. William McCraw will be the
•
toastmaster and John Ben Shepperd,
Robert Nashick, of Loew's Thea- Attorney General of Texas, the printres publicity department, has recipal speaker at the cocktail party and
turned from his vacation.
banquet
will bring the conven•
ning. tion to which
a close on Wednesday eveOlin Clark, M-G-M Eastern story
head, left here at the weekend for his
Special provisions for entertainment
vacation, which he will spend touring. of women delegates as well as the
wives of members have been made
for each day of the convention.
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Latin-America
United Artists will release 30 pictures, U. S. and foreign productions,
in Latin-American countries during
1955, the company announced yesterday. Of the films to be released, 29
are now completed and 16 of the 30
are in color.
The U.A. lineup is to be presented
in three-color posters in Spanish
wliicii will be siiipped in quantity later
tliis month to offices in Central and
South America for distribution.
Productions Listed

Edina Nostalgic over
20-Y ear-Old Theatre
MINNEAPOLIS, Aug. 16. —
An atmosphere of nostalgia will
permeate
Stein's
urban Martin
Edina Theatre
on subthe
20th anniversary of its opening,
which will take place Aug. 31,
with the showing of "It Happened One around
Night." for
Stein
is looking
a now
1934
newsreel and some 1934 shorts.
Admission will be free.
Edina merchants are participating in the promotion by
selling certain items of their
stock at 1934 prices.

The films to be distributed are :
"The Barefoot Contessa," "Summertime," now in production, "Vera
Meets Today
Cruz," "Sitting Bull," U.A.'s first MPEA
Cin'emaScope release, "Stranger on
Horseback," "The Beachcomber," On Italian Pact
"The White Orchid," "Gog," "Apache," "The Yellow Tomahawk,"
Discussion on the distribution of li"Khyber Patrol," "Capt. Kidd and the
censes under the new Italian- American
Slave Girl," "Conquest of Everest,"
"The Golden Mistress," "Romeo and film pact will highlight today's meeting here of the foreign managers committee of the Motion Picture Export
Also, "The Purple Plain," "Black
Tuesday," '.'Witness to Murder," Association.
In addition, the foreign managers
"Suddenly," "Twist of Fate," "The
Long Wait," "Down Three Dark will take up the issue of division of
Streets," "The Stranger's Hand," remittances from Italy. Other items
Juliet." Times," "Shield For Mur- on the agenda include a report on the
"Modern
der," "Malta Story," "The Diamond Far Eastern situation by Irving Maas,
Wizard," "The Lone Gun," "Battle donesia.
MPEA Far East director, now in InTaxi," and "Canyon Crossroads."
Eisenhower

Signs

rds
Recodow'
for ^Win
Head
Par. sSays

Tax

Alfred Hitchcock's "Rear Window"
is heading toward new gross records
in the three cities where it has opened.
New York, Los Angeles and Atlantic
City, Paramount announced. The picture will open tomorrow at two more
situations : the Arcadia Theatre, Philadelphia, and the Strand, Albany.
Strong in Los Angeles
At the Paramount Hollywood in
Los Angeles, the Hitchcock - Paramount picture in its first four days
grossed $23,500. At its present pace,
it is estimated that "Rear Window"
should top by at least $7,000 the alltime Paramount grossing champion at

WASHINGTON, Aug. 16.— President Eisenhower today signed into law
the omnibus tax revision bill, which
overhauls and recodifies the nation's
revenue laws. It is said to represent
the first complete revision of the internal revenue code in 75 years.

the theatre, "Sunset Boulevard."
At the New York Rivoli, "Rear
Window" is reported to be on the way
to achieving the mark of equalling the
first week's gross of $70,000 in the
second week.

Frank

Plea

to Dismiss

Bosketti,

Bill

69

BOSTON,
Aug.Bosketti,
16. — Funeral
services for Frank
69, veteran
theatre owner who has operated the
Star Theatre, Lawrence, Mass., since .
1913, will be held at the Holy Rosary
Church in Lawrence tomorrow. He is
survived by his widow, two sons and
two daughters. Burial will be in
Immaculate Conception Cemetery.

NEW
Deny

Revision

YORK

THEATRES

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Rita Hayworth
Suit
Rockefeller Center
Judge Edward Weinfeld in New
"SEVEN BRIDES FOR
York Federal Court yesterday denied
a motion by Columbia Pictures and
Columbia-International to dismiss an
SEVEN
BROTHERS"
in CINEMASCOPE
starring
action brought by Rita Hayworth for
an
accounting
on
four
pictures
which
JANE
POWELL
HOWARD
KEEL
'Companion' Plugs 'Star*
she made for Beckwith Corp. and for
Color by ANSCO - An M-G-M Picture
"A Star Is Born" receives a plug in Greenhlatt Resigns
release by Columbia. Miss Hayworth
and SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
an article on Judy Garland by Hedda
owns 450 shares of stock in Beckwith.
Hopper in the September issue of Lippevt Post
: WARNER BROS, mun .V^<
JEANNE
DANA
DAVID
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 16.— Arthur She seeks termination of the contract.
"Woman's Home Companion" due on
The judge also set Sept. 13 for the
the newsstands Thursday. A photo- Greenblatt has resigned as general
graph taken on the set showing Miss sales manager of Lippert Pictures, ef- date on which the plaintifT may exIGRAIN « ANDREWS « FARRAR :
amine B. B. Kahane, president of
Garland singing a blues song spreads
fective on the expiration of his contract. With Lippert for the past seven Beckwith and a vice-president of Colover a page-and-half and leads ofif
umbia, and other directors. Harry
Colo. byTECHNICOLOR • a MOUUN proouction
the story. Five pages in all are used years, Greenblatt formerly served with
by Miss Hopper to tell an intimate Monogram and PRC in the same ca- Cohn, Columbia president, may be examined on Oct. 5, possibly in New
pacity. Lippert said a successor will
story of Judy Garland and "A Star be announced
eROAOWAV at 43rd SI
later.
York.
Is Born."
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Yews

MPEA's
To

Roundup
)bserve 40th Anniversaries
Tlic 40th anniversaries of Si Fabian,
'''' resident of Stanley Warner Theatres,
' lid of the Regent Theatre, Paterson,
,'.J., ceremonies
will be observed
special
P ivic
at the with
theatre
on
" aig. 24. Following- the ceremonies,
reception for the press and guests
s, ill be held at the Alexander Hamilm Hotel in Paterson.

Picture

Johnson

Norway,

Denmark

A trouble-shooting trip to Norway
and Denmark will be made by G. Griffith Johnson, vice-president of the Motion Picture Export Association.
Johnson, who leaves for Europe on
Aug. 25 from here, is expected first
to visit Norway in an attempt to iron
out difficulties concerning remittances
on
"superpactpictures."
Under
the so-called
old MPAA
with Norway,
extended to Sept. 15, five "super pictures" with a remittance of 45 per cent
per year was allowed. In recent talks,
Norwegian officials have sought to
eliminate the 45 per cent category,
bringing all pictures down to the overall 40 per cent remittance category.
In Denmark, Griffith is expected to
seek a higher rental ceiling than the
30 per cent now prevailing.

3

Daily

Mexican

Talent

People
Gets

Pay

Boost

MEXICO
16.—first
All
picture
players,CITY,
except Aug.
stars and
supports, and models who' work in
films, will get an average 8.3 per cent
pay increase under a pact the Producers and Distributors Association made
with the Picture Production Workers
Union (STPC).
Stars, other than stellar ones who
can charge what they please — and get
it— continue receiving $880 per picture
and themainsday's
firstare
supports
at $26. pay
The forhikes
for : reSecond supports: $21.12 daily (five
per cent more) ; third supports, $17.25
a day (10 per cent hike) ; bits, $12.65
daily (10 per cent boost), and dance
mit members, $11.50 daily each — a 25
per cent boost.
The new daily pav of models is
$12.32 each— a $1.20-hike. The National Actors LTnion which supplies
models for pictures has limited its
number to 100.

" Egyptian' Press Screening
A screening of "The Egyptian,"
S )arryl F. Zanuck's
first personal
."inemaScope production, will be held
' jr trade press reviewers and staff
lembers at the 20th Century-Fox CBS 6-Month
Income
ome office on Thursday, followed by
buffet luncheon. The picture will Placed at $5,177449
. ave its world premiere at the Roxy
Consolidated net income of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc. was
,CJI "heatre here Aug. 24.
$2.21
per share for the first half-year
A
■
Film Put in 'B'
of 1954 as compared with $2.05 per One
share for the comparable period in As"City
Extend VC Deadline
4 'A'
Call
Stands
hass been
placed
onTrial"
Legi
Deadline for charter membership in 1953, it was disclosed at the meeting in Class B in the latest listing of the
of the board of directors by William National Legion of Decency.
tr; he reorganized Variety Club in Co- S. Paley, chairman.
The remaining four pictures reSept.
to
i)j umbus, O., has been extended
viewed by the Legion were placed in
Net income for the first half-year
Ills ,5 by Milton Yassenoff, treasurer of
tilt he tent. The first large club party of 1954 amounted to $5,177,449. For Class A, one in Section 2 and three
in Section 1. Placed in Section 2
as, vill be held in the new club rooms the first half-year of 1953, net income
was $4,793,377.
was the Italian film, "Voice of SiIII.')oned
n the from
SenecaAug.
Hotel18. on Sept. IS, postlence." The classification accorded
At the meeting, the board of directors declared a cash dividend of 40 this film, it was pointed out, appliescents per share on its Class A and only to prints shown in Continental
Class B stock. The dividend is pay- United States.
College Gets CinemaScope
The three films in Class A, Section
able on Sept. 10, 1954 to stockholders
Hiram College in Hiram, O., is of record at the close of business on 1, are "The Detective," "Duel in the
i- nstalling CinemaScope equipment Aug. 27, 1954.
Jungle" and "Khyber Patrol."
i« ;rom Ohio Theatre Supply Co. This
fli is said to be the first institution in
Columbia
Releasing
i! the Ohio territory to install Cinema- Connecticut 750'Car
Brazilian Picture
iit Scope. Work is expected to be finished
II- before the fall college season starts. Drive-in Is Opened
"Cangaceiro" ("The Bandit"); the
HARTFORD, Aug. 16. — The
South Windsor Realty Corp. has first Brazilian film to be shown in the
opened its newly-completed $200,000, LTnited States, will be presented by
Pathe Processes 'Bull'
750-car capacity East Hartford Drive- Columbia Pictures at the Trans-Lux
W. R. Frank's "Sitting Bull" is in Theatre, South Windsor, Conn. Normandie Theatre following the
'' being processed in Pathecolor by the Anthony Scavatto, resident manager, completion of the engagement of
' 'Hollywood Pathe Laboratories, as is said that car capacity would be in- "Robinson Crusoe." Winner of the
* Hall Bartlett's "Unchained," starring
1953 Cannes Film Festival award for
creased to 900 by next spring.
Elroy (Crazylegs) Hirsch.
The screen measures 102 feet wide the best adventure picture and produced by Vera Cruz Productions,
and 82 feet high.
is
■
d
Abe Bronstein of Hartford is cor- "Cangaceiro" is being released worldporation president.
wide by Columbia.
n Acquires 'Devil's General'
"The
The post-war German play,
- 'Devil's General," by Carl Zuckmayer,
■ has been acquired for independent pro- Mexico
Chamber
Moves
to
\ duction in 1955 by Charles Vidor. The
author
I , rights were purchased from the
' last year by Richard Gordon. Distrii bution and cast have not been set.

j Strike Hits Northwest
The film industry, as well as all
other businesses, is being hard hit by
the prolonged lumber
and sawmill
workers' strike in Oregon. Industry
• in general is reported to have suffered
■■ a loss of $38,000,000 to date.
'Miller' Mexican Hit
Universal's "The Glenn Miller
; Story" is reported to have scored
the highest gross of any American
picture to play in Mexico in its first
week. The picture pulled $23,846 in
its initial stanza at the Cine Roble.
The gross was at the rate of 32 centavos per patron, the ceilinged first1 run admission price in Mexico City.
It has moved over to the Cine Real
and is playing six shows a day.

Mrs. Eugene O'Brien, daughter of
Ted Sullivan, vice-president and
treasurer of Quigley Publications,
gave birth to a boy at New Rochelle
Hospital, New Rochelle, N. Y., on
Saturday.
n
Louis Lutz, supervisor for Gran
Enterprises in Milwaukee, has resigned to return to his former home,
Detroit, where he will manage the
Uptown Theatre. He will be succeeded in Milwaukee by Harold Janecky, who was the first manager of
Milwaukee's Warner Theatre and
who recently -was associated with
Standard Venders of Louisville.
n
J. Knox Strachan, who was publicity director for Warner Theatres
in (Dhio until the office was discontinued, is now in the advertising
business in St. Petersburg.
n
John
Loew's
married
Doherty

Di Benedetto, manager of
Poli, Worcester, Mass., -was
at the weekend to Patricia
of Shrewsbury, Mass.
n

Bob Weitman, vice-president in
charge of programs and talent for
ABC,
morrow.will celebrate a brithday ton
Peter A. Heller has been elected
cing.
vice-president of Walter E. Heller
& Co., -which is active in film finann
Fred Holzworth, one-time manager
of Loe-w's State in Clevelaiid and
more recently with Brown & Bigelow, is back in the industry again
as manager of the Beach Cliff Theatre in Rocky River, Cleveland suburb. He succeeds Robert Swanson,
who has been transferred to the
Clinton in Port Clinton, O., to take
over for the ailing Harry Callahan.
n
James F. McCarthy, Connecticut
district manager for Stanley Warner Theatres, has been named general chairman of the testimonial

honoring inLou
Cohen,slated
Loew's
Poli
manager
Hartford,
for Oct.
4
at
the
new
Statler
Hotel.
The
'Restore
Exhibitor
Rights '
MEXICO City, Aug. 16.— Appeal those workers he has selected, nor event will mark Cohen's 35th year
business and his 35th wedto the Labor Ministry and the Nation- in even the direction of his staff be- in show
ding anniversary. An arrangements
cause the direct chief of personnel is
al Cinematographic Industry Workers
Union (STIC) to satisfactorily and designated not by him but by syndical committee is being set up by McCarthy and Norm Levinson, assispromptly end the labor conflict that leaders.
"To correct this insufferable situatant manager of Loew's Poli.
stemmed from the recent six-day
tion, the Chamber has formed the
strike, which involved the 23 distribun
tors, eight of whom are Americans, Employers Association of Cinematographic
Distributors
and
Exhibitors
was made in a paid half-page adverArthur Silverstone, assistant gentisement which the Confederation of and has asked that there be a unificaeral sales manager of 20th Centurytion of the start and ending of labor
Industrial Chambers is running in the
Fox, has entered Mt. Sinai Hospital
contracts,
and
the
formulation
of
a
lay press here. The advertisement
rule to conveniently govern employee- in New York for minor throat sursays, in part :
He is expected to be away
employer
relations.
several gery.
days.
"The Cinematographic Industry
"As
the
employees
and
workmen
Chamber proposes to restore to motion
of these companies enjoy very high
n
picture exhibitors the right to administer their own businesses. Because of wages and, besides, the exhibitors are
Bill Reisman,
20th - Fox 16mm.
the accumulation of a series of obsta- disposed to grant pay increases, this
cles that have been imposed, an ex- Confederation calls upon the labor au- manager, announced yesterday the
thorities and the workers union to ' birth of his second child, Thomas,
hibitor now can neither intervene in
in New Rochelle,
N. Y. yesterday
■
the choice of his employees and work- exercise their good will and reach a ,' born
men nor in continuing in his service satisfactory solution of this conflict."
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Motion

Picture

Is Down

Fiscal
U pped

Says
Not

Year
Sales

REDWOOD CITY, Calif., Aug.
16. — Ampex Corp. sales rose S3 per
cent to a total of $5,418,000 during the
fiscal )'ear which ended April 30, according to the firm's
annual report.
Commercial
sales accounted
for 68
per cent of the total and sales to the
government accounted for 32 per cent.
In the previous year, commercial
sales had accounted for 42 per cent
and government sales for 58 per cent.
Working Capital Doubled
During the same period, Ampex net
working capital doubled; the number
of employees increased 63 per cent to
615, and net fixed assets increased 73
per cent, the company said.
Because of the company's policy of
charging developments to current expense, rather than amortizing them
over a long period, net profit before
taxes dropped to $70,000, from the
previous year's $302,000. Net earnings
after taxes amounted to $26,000, compared to $89,000. The research and
development program, considered necessary as a firm foundation for future
growth, despite increasing competition,
cost $369,000 in contrast to only
$119,000 spent developing new products for the previous year, A. M.
Poniatofif, Ampex president, said.
Active in CinemaScope Field
During the year Ampex entered the
theatre equipment field by introducing
theatre sound systems for the CinemaScope process.
More than $150,000 was invested in
new manufacturing equipment designed to increase production capacity
and efficiency, thus enabling Ampex to
meet the constantly increasing competition on even terms, the report said.
'Scope Installations
In Albany Reach 100
ALBANY, N. Y., Aug. 16.— CinemaScope installations in the Albany
exchange district have reached the 100
mark, according to the 20th CenturyFox branch manager, Nat Rosen.
There has been a steady increase during recent weeks in the number of
theatres adding CinemaScope with
single track optical sound systems.
The number of potential theatre sales
in the territory is 225.
Twentieth Century-Fox salesmen
currently are carrying a test reel to
check on new CinemaScope installations. There have been reports of
hasty eciuipping, with improper masking, in certain situations.
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Spct'iulists to Motion Picture

Herman,

T ANET BLAIR, in "The Beautiful Wife," will be the first to
'J star in "Armstrong Circle Theatre's" new series of TVehicles
when it resumes its schedule Tuesdays at 9:30' P.M. over NBC
starting- Aug. 31. Show will have a changed format with Talent
Associates, the package producer, with stories by top flight scripters,
different stars and supporting players each week with Ralph Nelson,
production supervisor, and William Corrigan, directing. Armstrong
Cork Co. has sponsored the program through BBD&O since June 6,
1950. . . . Vet film producer Sol Lesser has added TV to his chain
of activities and in collaboration with Tony Leader will produce a
series of telefilms based on the adventures of Robin Hood. . . .
Pretty, pert and personable Nita Norman, former voGAList with
Lou Brees' Ork, will be featured singer in the forthcoming TVariety show, now being prepared by producer Joe Berg and skedded for
its bow over WXEL, Cleveland, September 11.
ik ik
Joe Franklin, whose current ABC-TV series, "Memory
Lane" (featuring nostalgia in old time motion pictures and
music) and "Stories for You" week days from 2:00-4:00 P.M.
is easily one of the brightest shows in daytime TV, is readying still another program
which will hit the airwaves in the fall. One
of the first to recognize the natural tie-in
between motion pictures and television,
Joe has molded a very fine program idea
into a million dollar production. . . . According to word from our old friend Burton Bishop, KCEN-TV exec, there are
now about 86,000 receiving sets way down
yonder in the Temple-Waco-Central Texas
region. (And when they say that, stranger,
AND SMILE, smiles are in order.) . . .
Gary Stevens, the dynamic producer of
Joe Franklin
"Twenty Questions" and promotion whiz,
has forsaken Times Square and has hied himself westward to
greener pastures. He has taken over the radio-TV promotion
dep't for Warner Brothers, operating from Hollywood. Meanwhile Les Harris of CBS-TV Film.s, is ready to sign up
Rhondoll Fleming to star in a new TV series authored by
Stevens.
,
ik ik
After several seasons as female lark on the Garry Moore television CBShozvs, beautiful and talented Denise Lor has been ,
signed to warble on wa.r. Her platter of "If I Give My Heart to
You," on the Major label, is about the best
of all the discs of that tune on the air mid
can. well zoom La Lor to recording heights.
. . . Movie star Brian Donlevy has starred

Denise Lor
Sign Brando for 'Guys'
Marlon Brando has been signed by
Samuel Goldwyn to play the romantic
gambler role of Sky Masterson in
Goldwyn's forthcoming musical "Guys
and Dolls." In "Guys and Dolls"
Brando will again be working with
Joseph L. Mankiewicz who directed
him in "Julius Caesar."
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Daily

in a special telefilm, "The Judy Maxwell
Story," featuring Judy, a \7-year-old Mansfield, Ohio, Monngstcr zvho recently zuon a
four-year, $2,000 azmrd of the AMVET
National Serznce Foundation. The film, to be
released in October zuas co-produced by the
Anivets and Washington's National Video
Productions, Inc. . . . Joan Caidfield, TVCBStar of "My Favorite Husband," will be
honored zvith a cocktail party tonite by that
network
at the "Cottage" of the Hampshire
House.
ik

^

ik

After several years as director of the "Original Major Bowes
Amateur Hour" and later director of the "Stop the Music" and
"Name That Tune," T Variety clicks. Bob Reed, one of the most
talented pianists in the country, decided to once more become a performer. He went to Cleveland where he started a deejay and variety
program at WTAM and two years ago accepted a lucrative offer
by WRChieftans in Washington, D. C. Today Bob not only
spins platters, gives the news and brings the local citizenry up to
date on Hollywood and Broadway, but he is one deejay who intersperses his platter-chatter with Beethoven, Berlin or Bach, performed on the Wurlitzer and Steinway, by none other than Bob
Reed. . . . When "Your Hit Parade," TV series, resumes on the
NBChannel Saturday, Sept. 11 (10:30 P.M.) the Warner-Hudnut
(Home Permanents) will sponsor 26 weeks over a 50-week period
while the American Tobacco Co. (Lucky Strike cigs) will pick up
the tabs for 26 weeks over a 52-week season.

On

Industry
Fear

TV

Need
Effect

Attendance

CHATTANOOGA, Tenn., Aug. 16.
— Fears that television would make
deep inroads on theatregoing have subsided and the industry is on a "wonderful upsurge," declared Willis J.
Davis, of the Wilby-Kincey Service
Corp., addressing a business club here.
He described Cinerama as "limited
in its possibilities and too expensive
to install," 3-D as a "vogue" but still
with "dramatic possibilities", and
CinemaScope
as "highlywith
successful."
He credited drive-ins
creating
an "entirely new audience" and as
having added 4,000,000 additional
seats to the film industry.
AT&T
Opens New
TV E. Pathway
A new television pathway 2,400
miles long, linking stations in the
northeastern quarter of the nation,
was placed in operation recently, the
Long Lines Department of American
Telephone and Telegraph Company
announced. The network of television
facilities provides four video channels,
two in each direction, along a radio
relay route extending from New
York to Chicago via Bufilalo and back
via St. Louis, Pittsburgh and Washington. The new facilities are designed
to
_
transmissionmake
moreinter-city
flexible television
and to
make it possible for any station connected to receive programs fro'm any
station in the loop or to transmit to
the other stations with a minimum
of switching.

Mitchell
New

VV

Producing
Camera

_ The new VistaVision camera, designed and manufactured by the
Mitchell Camera Corp., is in production and will be delivered in the near
future, the company announced. First
deliveries of the camera will be made
to Paramount Pictures.
Mitchell Camera Corp, manufacturer of 35mm. and 16mm. professional
motion picture cameras, has in recent years been responsible for numerous photographic advances in the
motion picture and television industry through its line of equipment,
ranging from high speed cameras to
background projectors.
Educator
Lauds

From

Films

India

of U,S,

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 16. — Reports that India's theatregoers prefer
Soviet films to American are "wholly
without foundation," according to
Chapalakanta Bhattacharyya, heading
the Department of Journalism, Calcutta University, who was a luncheon
guest today of the Association of MoPicture Producers.
The tionvisitor
said claims ' that Indians
get a misconception of American life
from cowboy and gangster films is
totally erroneous.

FILMACK
ALWAYS
Timely
eOODl
ON
ALWAYS

FOR

BETTER

\630 NiBib An.
New York, N.Y.
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UK
'Scope
{Continued from page 1)
finance and world-wide distribution to producers of proven
merit, Pattinson said.
First of the British CineniaScope
pictures will be "That Lady" which
20th Century-Fox plans to pre-release
in the West End of London in November, and make available to Cinema-Sct)pe-ecjuipped theatres immediately afterward.
"That Lady" stars Olivia de Havilland, Gilbert Roland, Paul Scofield
and Dennis Price, and is produced by
Sy Bartlett and directed by Terence
Young in Eastman color.
'John Silver' to Follow
Following "That Lady," 20th Century-Fox plans to release "Long John
Silver",
now
shooting
the Pacific.
This drama stars
Robertin Newton
and
is being produced by Joseph Kaufman
and directed by Byron Haskin, and
co-starring with Robert Newton is
Connie Gilchrist. The company plans
to release "Long John Silver" during- the Christmas holiday period.
Twentieth Century-Fox has also
acquired the distribution rights of the
CinemaScope production, "The Black
Prince", which Allied Artists is producing at Elstree.
Twentieth Century-Fox believes that British studios should
quickly establish a continuous
flow of top-quality CinemaScope
product, so as not to remain in
the obsolescent 2-D field, Pattinson said. Therefore, it is its intention to stimulate British production in CinemaScope, and
by opening the door to world
markets it offers for the first
time a large dollar return to
British producers from the
United States. In other words,
British CinemaScope films will
not have to play the small capacity "art" houses in the
United States, but will have as
their market the 10,000 theatres
which will be equipped with
CinemaScope by the end of the
year, he added.
Among producers already preparing British pictures for CinemaScope
are Michael Powell and Emeric Pressburger, of "Red Shoes" fame, who are
at present in South America writing
the background story of the Battle of
the River Plate.
All prints of the 20th-Fox British
CinemaScope productions will be available with four-track magnetic stereophonic sound, single-track magnetic
and single-track optical sound.
Enthusiasm
{Continued from page 1)
anxious to continue their record of
quality achievement.
Pickman's trip was concerned primarily with plans for the launching
of "White Christmas," the first picture to be made in the company's
new Vista-Vision process. It will be
screened in Hollywood next Monday.
Pickman also discussed with studio
officials campaign plans for such other
forthcoming Paramount releases as
"Bridges of Toko-Ri" and "Country
Girl," and the recently released "Living It Up" and "Rear Window," both
of which are established already as
top box office attractions. Pickman
may return to the Coast at the end
of the week to wind up arrangements
for the campaigns.
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Slates
11 for
{Continued from page 1)

"Ricochet Romance," comedy starring Marjorie Main, Chill Wills, Alfonso Bedoya, Pedro Gonzales Gonzales and Rudy Valee ; "So This Is
Paris," Technicolor musical starring
Tony Curtis, Gloria DeHaven, Gene
Nelson and Corinne
Technicolor
western Calvet
drama; "Destry,"
starring
Audie Murphy, Mari Blanchard, Lyle
Bettger, Lori Nelson and Thomas

the Next
Five
Months
Frank G. Slaughter's novel of Biblical
Mitchell, and "The Seekers," J. Ar- days
which will star Jeff Chandler
thur Rank Organization film in Eastman Color and starring Jack Hawkins and for which the studio now is conducting asearch for a girl to portray
and Glynis Johns.
Mary Magdalene. "Tacey Cromwell,"
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 16. — In the Conrad Richter's novel of a frontier
with its announced policy of acquiring woman. "All That Heaven Allows,"
important story properties, revealed a novel by Edna and Harry Lee. Ben
recently by Edward Muhl, vice-presi- Lucien Burman's "Mississippi Landdent in charge of production, Univering," anovel of Mississippi River people which will be filmed in Technisal-International has bought "Dead
river. color in various locales along the
Man Pass," "Saturday Evening Post"
serial by Peter Dawson, which was
'To Hell and Back' on List
completed in last week's issue.
Purchase of "Dead Man Pass,"
which has been assigned to Howard
"New Heaven, New Earth," a reChristie to produce as a high-budget
cent novel by Arthemise Goertz. "To
western, brings to 11 the number of Hell and Back," Audie Murphy's book
of
his
own World War II experiences
novels and dramas now being prepared at U-I for early production or in which Murphy will star and which
currently before the cameras.
goes before the Technicolor CinemaScope cameras next week as one of
In addition to "Dead Man Pass,"
U-I's other 8 top story properties now the studio's biggest 1954 projects.
The two novels now in production
being prepared for production are :
"The Shrike," Joseph Kramm's are W. R. Burnett's "Captain LightPulitzer Prize winning play in which foot," which is being filmed in Technicolor and CinemaScope in Ireland
Jose Ferrer, who starred in the Broadway production, and June AUyson will with Rock Hudson, Barbara Rush and
star and which Ferrer will direct.
Jeff Morrow in the starring roles,
"Away All Boats," Kenneth Dod- and Anya Seton's "Foxfire," which
son's novel of the battle of the Pacific has Jane Russell, Jeff Chandler and
Dan Duryea as its stars.
in World War II. "The Galileans,"

St. Paul
{Continued from page 1)

Decision Near
{Continued from page 1)

Rory Calhoun, Piper Laurie, David
Brian and Kathleen Hughes; "Naked
Alibi," melodrama starring Sterling
Hayden and Gloria Grahame; "Bengal
Brigade," Technicolor, starring Rock
Hudson, Arlene Dahl and Ursula
Thiess; "Four Guns To The Border,"
outdoor Technicolor film starring
Rory Calhoun, Colleen Miller, George
Nader, Walter Brennan, Nina Foch
and John Mclntire ; "West of Zanzibar," J. Arthur Rank Organization
Technicolor film starring Anthony
Steel and Sheila Sim; "Sign of the
Pagan," Technicolor CinemaScope
story of Attila the Hun which stars
Tefif Chandler, Jack Palance, Ludmilla
Tcherina and Rita Gam.
'This Is Paris' Scheduled

Tom
O^Brien
the collection of the tax. Gerosa had
{Continued from page 11
told the exhibitors and others subject
to the major fraction of the tax that
he will point out to the council that
"any theatre owner who failed to col- Hollywood labor's stand against
lect the full tax from patrons would
be in danger of ultimately paying the American production abroad is "not
"We hope that the theatremen them- collected
equitable"
and threatens
tax out of his own pocket welfare
of both
industries. the future
selves will take care of this problem,"
Roth said, "but we intend to look at should the appellate court reverse the
every piece of copy that comes through
Pleaded for 'Understanding'
and reject those which we believe to
The New York City showmen, apAt
Thursday's session of the lATSE
injunction."
be unduly suggestive or bordering on
proximately 425, are anxiously await- convention in Cincinnati last week
ing Gerosa's statement. If the City
i)bscenity."
Controller directs that they are not O'Brien emphasized the necessity for
Nothing Drastic, Says
allowed to join the five theatres in better understanding between members of the industry in the United
Roth denied that the paper planned the suit, the exhibitors may institute
States and Britain. He said that eight
any censorship as drastic as that ap- separate legal actions causing addi- out of every 10 pictures shown in
plied recently in Chicago where some
England are American made, and
tional
and the
"headpapers refused to carry straight type
aches" indelays,
the paperwork
collection of
five added that this has caused an luiemadvertisements of "French Line" or per cent levy, it was said.
ployment condition there that sees
more than 8,000 motion picture people
theRoth
foreign
said import,
that one"La
of Ronde."
the protests would not call in representatives of
which prompted the new policy came outside pressure groups to pass on out of work. He stated that an agreement might be worked out where
from a woman representing herself as advertising. "It will be up to us to
more television pictures used in this
a member of the "Women's League decide what is proper and what is country would be produced in Great
Britain.
of Decency." He added that the paper not," he said.
O'Brien told the delegates at that
time that he would go to Hollywood
to discuss the situation and was conReview
fident that something could be worked
out that would be of equal benefit to
''Security Risk
both the lATSE and his organization
{Allied Artists)
Hollywood, Aug. 16 abroad.
D ILLING strength — John Ireland, Dorothy Malone, Keith Larsen — is the
prime showmanship value of this production by William F. Broidy con- COMPO
Insurance
{Continued from page 1)
cerned with communists, FBI agents and atomic formulae. It's a free-rolling
film, replete with killings, escapes, pursuits and captures, plus a spot of feminine
allure now and then to spice up the scenery, which is principally Big Bear, a
the country, it was learned. The dewinter-resort community in the mountains a half-day drive from Los Angeles,
gree of interest, according to a
horizontally, plus upwards to above the snow line. While the story never COMPO official, augurs well for the
waxes overwhelmingly convincing, it stays inside the bounds of possibility plan which also embraces associations
try.
and it does, of course, dramatize America's zealousness in protecting national and equipment field members of
secrets.
COMPO, in addition to the distribuThe story by John Rich was scripted by himself and Jo Pagano, and the
tion-production segment of the indusdirection is by Harold Schuster, with William Beaudine, Jr., as assistant.
These are craftsmen who know their business well.
In making the announcement last
Miss Malone and Dolores Donlon are good and bad sisters, respectively, week of one of the largest association
enjoying the skiing at Big Bear when the picture opens, and Ireland, an- insurance plans in the country, Robert
other guest, turns out to be an FBI agent when, in due course, an atomic W. Coyne, COMPO special counsel,
formula in possession of a vacationing scientist is filched by communists. The said that all employers with one or
deductions, killings and arrests, which make up the action of the picture, are more employes can be covered under
the plan provided COMPO is able to
of consistently level quality, and the outcome is standard.
obtain a minimum coverage of 600
lives.
Running time, 69 minutes. General classification for August release.
WILLIAM R. WEAVER
the advertising staff would act as a
board of review, rejecting advertising
layouts in which copy or illustrations
:ency. to be "over the line" of deseemed
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Loew's
Expect
Divorcement

By

Deadline

Officers and Directors
Be

Announced

to

in Week

The divorcement of Loew's is expected to be effected by the Aug. 31
deadline,
according to a top Loew's
official.
The Loew's executive, declining to
be quoted by name, said here yesterday that barring any last minute
hitches the revised divorcement plan
should be realized by the end of this
month. He went on to say that
Loew's
probablyandwill
announce
the
slate
of officers
directors
for each
of the projected companies in about
another week. Slated to head the film
company is Nicholas M. Schenck, the
current president of Loew's, while
Joseph R. Vogel, the present vicepresident and general Loew's theatre
{Continued on page 5)
Eastman
Net

Up

Decrease

YORK, U.S.A., WEDNESDAY,

Arrives

from

Sales

About

3%

TEN

18, 1954
New

Coast

Fires

of

New

Hughes^
Sale

CENTS

Policy

Perspecta
Arrival

Now

Aides

Reports

Royalty-Free,

The arrival here from the Coast of three top representatives of Howard
Hughes gave rise to a fresh crop of reports yesterday regarding the possible sale of RKO Pictures or RKO Radio Pictures assets.
Coming in from the Coast were
C. J. Tevlin, vice-president in charge
of the studio
; Thorn
Hughes'
personal
attorney,
and Slack,
Ross Hastings,
2,130
Sign
attorney and an assistant secretary of
RKO Radio Pictures.
Maleelim
Deal
Among the reports was the conjecture in trade circles that the three are
working on an appraisal of RKO PicSlightly more than 2,150 exhibitors
tures assets. The appraisal, it was
have signed for the so-called Hal said, might be in connection with a
Makelim plan, under which Makelim sale of assets or of the film library,
will produce 12 pictures on a pre-profor Corp.,
a dealpreviously
with Floyd
Odium's
.A.tlas
discussed
by
duction playdate agreement. The orig- or
inal quota was 2,500 contracts for a Odium and Hughes.
guaranteed return of $426,600, but
Ranking officers of RKO Radio
Makelim said here yesterday that the Pictures, asked to comment on the
contract cjuota may have to be in- visit of the trio, said they had no
creased in order to meet the dollar knowledge of its purpose.
figure.
Slack, asked to comment on the curMakelim, who has been touring the
rent crop of reports, said he was here
country meeting with exhibitor groups on personal business, explaining that
to explain the plan, has appro-ximately he represents clients other than
seven more introductory meetings on Hughes. He declined comment on de(Continued on page 5)
(Continiied on page 4)

Loew

Reveals

Says Policy Will Be of
Benefit to Industry
By MURRAY HOROWITZ
Perspecta stereophonic sound is now
available on a royalty-free basis to
motion picture producers in the U. S.
and overseas, it was yesterday
disclosed here
by
Arthur M .
Loew, president
ternational.
of Loew,
Loew's Inin
cement at a
making the nounantrade press ference,
con-said
that the new
at in sultation
conpolicy rivedwas
ar-with
Paramount and
Arthur Loew

24- Week
25%;

AUGUST

Switch Anglo-lJ.S,
TalJcs to Sept. 27
Negotiations for an Anglo-American film agreement will get under
way in Washington on Sept. 27 innounced.stead of Sept. 22 as previously anFrank Lee, undersecretary of the
Board of Trade, will head the delegation from Britain. Fayette Allport
will sit in on the negotiations for
the Motion Picture Association of
America and it is expected that the
Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers will be represented
by Ellis Arnall, president of that
organization, and others.

New

SDG

TV

Series

Will Seeic Sponsors
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 17. — The
Screen Directors Guild will offer for

Warnerers,' Broththe two
companies
that
joined
M-G-M
(Continued on page 5) in de-

To Confer on Plan
commercial sponsorship a "giant television series of one or two-hour programs utilizing the talents of members
of SDG," George Waggner, chairman Holding Off NYC's
of the organization's fund-raising subsidiary, Screen Directors, Inc., dis- 5% Tax 'Breakage'
closed today. The contemplated series
New York City Controller Lawrence Gerosa is awaiting the return
will conform, somewhat, in format, to
of
Adrian
Burke, Corporation Counthe radio series which the guild broadcast several years ago.
sel, today or tomorrow from vacation, to discuss with him the legality
Today's announcement stated that
the guild membership will be expected and feasibility of a plan whereby the
( Continued on page 5 )
city would not seek the collection of
the admissiontermination
tax
deof thebreakage
pendinguntil
appeal

ROCHESTER, Aug. 17.— Consolidated net earnings of the Eastman
Kodak Co. for the first half of 1954
(24 weeks ending June 13) were
$28,134,192, an increase of nearly 25
percent from $22,531,833 in the first
half of 1953, it was announced today
by Thomas J. Hargrave, chairman,
and Albert K. Chapman, president.
The net earnings are equal to $1.60
a share on 17,401,845 common shares
outstanding. This compares with $1.28
a common share in the first half of
1953 on 17,365,289 shares then outstanding.
The increase in net earnings was Allied Rental Parleys Under
Way
Here
{Continued on page 4)
Leaders of Allied States Association comprising a committee
to discuss film terms and trade practices with general sales manUpsurge
in Business
agers held their first session here yesterday, leading off the conferences with A. Montague, vice-president and general sales
manager of Columbia Pictures.
Seen by C. P. Skouras
The committee expects to confer with the sales head of each
company by tomorrow, although some of the parleys may have
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 17.— Charles
P. Skouras, president of National
to extend over until Friday. Because Charles Feldman, sales
Theatres, in addressing a special meetchief of Universal, is in Tokyo, Universal will be represented by
ing of circuit managers, forecast an
Ray Moon.
"upsurge in business" this fall and
Results of the meetings may be revealed in a general stateurged managers to take full advantage
ment by Allied on Friday, Ben Marcus, Allied president, said here
of the improvement in boxoffice conditions. Skouras based his forecast on
yesterday. The over-all conclusions will be presented to the
Allied board of directors at its meeting next week in White
the nature of product he said is forthcoming from the major studios.
Sulphur Springs, W. Va.

which is expected to be heard on
Sept.
13. is to inform Gerosa and City
I5urke
(Continued on page 4)
MGM's
Lynch's

Formato
Phila.

in
Spot

Louis Formato, for the past 11 years
M-G-M branch manager in Philadelphia, has been promoted to district
manager of that office effective on
Monday and William A. Madden, city
circuit sales manager in Boston, has
been named to succeed him as branch
manager, it was announced by Charles
(Continued on page 4)
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Motion
U.

Personal

S. Reports

Theatres

Mention
presiR. RAClKMIL,
MILTON dent of Univ
ersa Pictures, will
leave New York toda
» y for the Coast.

Frank Quinn, motion picture editor of the "New York Daily Mirror," and Mrs. Eleanor (Skegg)
Hollywood from
QuiNN will arrive inday.
New York on Satur
•
Ned Seckler, head of film sales
for RKO Radio in Brazil, has arrived in Hollywood from Rio de
Janeiro.
•
Mrs. George E. Landers, wife of
division manager of
the Hartford
E. M. Loew's Theatres, will leave
there Sept. 15 for• San Francisco.
HartLou Cohen, of Loew's Poli,
of Carey
Carey,
ford, and Tom
Theatrical Enterprises, also of that
cit)^ 'have left there• for Los Angeles.
Joseph Boyle, of Loew's Poli,
Norwich, Conn., has returned there
from a vacation.
•

Radio,

TV

Aid

355

in Egypt

WASHINGTON, Aug. 17.— There
are 355 motion picture theatres in
Egypt exhibiting 3Smm. films with a
total seating capacity of 343,049, according to the Department of Commerce. Of these theatres, 121 are in
suburbs and 46 are in AlexCairo and and
andria suburbs. In 1953, Egypt
feature films and an estiproducedmated62350 features
were imported.
About 70 per cent of the imported feature films were United States productions with the remaining films being
Italian, French, British, Greek, Spanish, and Indian.
About 35% U. S. Films
Outside the cities of Cairo and
Alexandria, the greater part of all
theatres show only Egyptian films or
double bills consisting of one Egyptian
film and one foreign film. It is estimated that not over 35 per cent of the
screen time in Egypt is devoted to the
showing of United States films.
Total receipts of motion picture
theatres in 1953 amounted to £2,700,000
Egyptian compared to £2,150,000 in
1952, while admissions to Egyptian
theatres in 1953 totalled 75,000,000
compared to 67,000,000 in 1952. In
1953 it is estimated that Cairo accounted for 56 per cent of motion picture receipts ; Alexandria, 28 per cent,
and the rest of the country 16 per
cent.

Tom Grace, of the Eastwood Theatre, East Hartford, Conn., has returned there following a vacation.
•
Kent Taylor left New York for
London yesterday via B.O.A.C. Monarch.
France
More

Picture

35mm.

Has

5,635

Theatres

WASHINGTON, Aug. 17.— As of
January, 1954, there were 5,635 motion picture theatres in France exhibiting 35mm. films with an estimated
seating capacity of 2,689,000, the Department of Commerce reported today.
During the year July 1, 1952, to June
30, 1953, about 38 per cent of the films
shown in these theatres were United
States productions with 49 per cent
being French films, and the other 13
per cent coming from other countries.
There has been a gradual decline in
the percentage of United States films
shown in the French market since
the 1949-50 film year when about 45
per cent of the films shown were of
United States origin. It will be recalled that screen time for United
States as well as other imported films
in dubbed version is limited by French
law to a maximum of eight weeks per
quarter, as French theatres are required to show French films for at
least five weeks each quarter.

For 'The Egyptian'
Several well-known radio and television programs and personalities have
been added to those participating in
the promotional campaign for "The
Egyptian," the Darryl F. Zanuck
CinemaScope feature of 20th CenturyFox. The film will open at the Roxy
Theatre here Tuesday, with all proceeds going to the March of Dimes.
Among those who will assist Faye
Emerson and Skitch Henderson,_ co-,
chairmen of the premiere committee
are Herb Sheldon, Barry Gray, Bill
Silbert, Jerry Lester, Maggi McNeills,
Nancy Craig, Virginia Graham, Mel
Allen and the McCanns.
Among the programs which will aid
in publicizing the premiere are "Band
of the Stars," "Hour of Champions,"
"Around New York" and "It's News
Me."
to Billboard
s announcing the premiere
are now going up in the five boroughs
of New York as well as Westchester
and New Jersey. Spectacular publicity Rank Overseas Firm
in this category is planned for the
To Have 2 Directors
Times Square area.
The control of J. Arthur Rank
Overseas
Film Distributors, Ltd., will
Sets
oss
£5,067^r
be shared by two managing directors
in accordance with a realignment just
'Them'
Marie forAug.
completed by the J. Arthur Rank
first
17.— In its
LONDON,
week at the Pavilon Theatre here, Organization. Joint directors will be
Air Commodore F. M. F. West, V. C,
rs' "Them!" has
Warner Brothe
and Harry Norris.
25
the
broken the house record for
The present service agreement with
operyears that United Artists has
West has been exated this 1,200-seat theatre, accord- Air Commodore
tended for a further term of years,
ad29,072
ing to W. B. A total of
while Norris, who joined Rank in
missions represented a "take" of £5,067
for the week, with the picture set for 1950, will take up his new duties as
an indefinite run.
joint director in the near future.
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Hospital
Asked

Benefit

of Drive-ins

ALBANY, Aug. 17.— Drive-ins,
numbering 54 in the Albany exchange district, have been urged by
Harry Lamont, local chairman for the
Will Rogers Memorial Hospital
Fund, to run a special midnight show,
before Labor Day. In a letter outlining plans for the outdoor effort,
Lamont said that the request is "further proof that drive-in theatres are
being recognized by the industry as
an important part." Conventional
theatres have done "a great job" for
the hospital, at Saranac Lake ; he
feels that "drive-in theatres should
do Because
their share."
the hospital is "available
to any theatre employees without
cost," Lamont believed "all employees should donate their services for

CARE

Will

'Contessa'
Here

Sponsor

Premiere

in October

Thefootworld
of "The
Contessa"premiere
will be under
the Baresponsorship of CARE and proceeds from
the Capitol Theatre opening on
Broadway will
be used
in CARE's
world-wide
program
of relief
and rehabilitation, itwas announced jointly
yesterday by Paul Comly French, executive director of CARE, and ArArtists.thur B. Krim, president of United
The premiere of the UA release,
scheduled for early October, will be
the first theatrical event sponsored
by CARE, non-profit, governmentapproved agency which operates in
nearly 40 countries of Europe, Asia,
Africa and Latin America.
Will Fill Immediate Needs

this
midnightfour
show."
Lamont's
drive-ins will give
Part of the funds collected from
a midnight show Sunday, Aug. 29.
Donation of "one dollar for the en- ticket sales for "The Barefoot Contessa" premiere will be used for
tire carload" is to be suggested : this,
through the purchase of two fifty-cent CARE food and clothing textile packages in overseas areas where immetickets for the full car, ''so there will
diate relief is urgent. The premiere
be no question about the tax not beof the Technicolor picture will be a
star-studded event in the tradition of
of the last United ArtAmended
Census Bill the opening
ists hit at the Capitol Theatre,
ing paid."
"Moulin Rouge." An announcement
Approved
by House
of where and when premiere tickets
WASHINGTON, Aug. 17.— The will go on sale to the general public
House today approved a compromise will be made shortly.
supplemental money bill which includes an appropriation of $8,430,000
for a census of business, manufac- Lopert, Dowling Here
turing and industry, including a com- On Richard HI Deal
pilation of all branches of the motion picture business. The Senate
Ilya Lopert, president of Lopert
is expected to concur promptly.
Films, accompanied by Robert Dowling, president of City Investing Corp.,
The Census Bureau study would be
completed by 1957, but the money in arrived in New York City from
this bill would cover only the first Venice, Italy, yesterday to confer with
industry executives regarding the
year's expenses.
The House had cut this item from process to be employed in the producthe bill, but it was restored by the
tion of "Richard HI," scheduled to
Senate and the House-Senate con- start in approximately two weeks on
ferees agreed to let it remain.
location
Spain.production,
"Richard inHI,"
Laurence inOlivier
whicha
NT

Cancels

For

TV

16 Orders

Installations

Lopert and Dowling have a financial
interest, will co-star Laurence Olivier,
Vivian Leigh, Claire Bloom, Sir Ralph
Richardson, Michael Redgrave, John
Gielgud and John Mills.
Lopert, who is presently producing
"Summertime," adapted from the stage
play "Time of the Cuckoo," starring
Katharine Hepburn and Rossano
Brazzi, currently shooting in Venice,
will return to Italy on Friday.

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 17. — The
National Theatres circuit today announced the cancellation of orders for
16 large-screen television installations
in that many cities, attributing cancellation todemands by Theatre Network Television for 50 per cent of
grosses on the impending CharlesMarciano fight. The circuit played the
first bout at its Fox Wilshire Theatre UA Acquires 12 Lantz
here. It is understood the 50 per cent
Cartoons for Abroad
demand is larger than the fixed perUnited Artists has acquired the
seat charge made in the former case.
worldwide distribution rights, except
Equipment
was
on
order
from
General Precision Equipment Company. in the U. S. and Canada, to 12 Walter Lantz cartoons which are availCities are Los Angeles, Detroit, Denable in color and black and white,
ver, Philadelphia, San Francisco, Long
Beach, Milwaukee, San Diego, Kan- the company announced here yesterday. The agreement which runs for
sas City, Oakland, Seattle, Phoenix,
Tucson, Kansas City, Kan., Spokane a term of years includes both theatrical and non-theatrical rights.
and Wichita.

The 12Koncert,"
cartoons are:
"Kiddie
"Wet "Bandmaster,"
Blanket Policy," "Wild and Woody,'" "Mad Hatter," "Pixie Picnic," "Playful PeliHARTFORD, Aug. 17. — The
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
can," "Scrappy's Birthday," "Banquet
Connecticut on Tuesday will hold its Busters," "Wacky Bye Baby," "Dog
annual golf tournament at the Race- Tax Dodgers," and "Drooler's Detrack Country Club, Orange, Conn.
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M-G-M presents in
CINEMASCOPE
And COLOR!
Starring
BRIGADOON
GENE
KELLY
CYD

VAN

• JOHNSON
CHARISSE

With
ELAINE STEWART
BARRY JONES • ALBERT SHARPE
Screen Ploy, Book and Lyrics by
ALAN JAY LERNER
Music by FREDERICK lOEWE
Color by ANSCO
Directed by VINCENTE MINNELLI
Produced by ARTHUR FREED
Available in Magnetic Stereophonic, Perspecta Stereophonic or Optical 1-Channel
NEXT AT RADIO

BOX-OFFICE

FORECAST

BY TRADE

PRESS:

"Topnotch business in all situations. "-Af. P. Daily
"Robust at box-office. "-M. P. Herald
"Sure of financial success. "Showmen'sTrac/e Review
"Theatre-goers will flock to the }piciure:'-Boxoffice
"Certain of a welcome at boxoffices."-Af. P. Exbihitor

CITY MUSIC HALL

{Although it seems that "SEVEN
BRIDES" will play forever!)
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Roundup
Canadian Labor Report
The Canadian government has
reported that there were 1,044
workers in theatres and theatrical
services who were affected by collective agreements in Canada during
1952 as compared with only 728 in
1951 and 280 in 1946.

due primarily to the removal of the
excess profits tax, Hargrave and
Chapman said. Consolidated sales
were $278,132,132, down about three
percent from the first half of last
year's record high. Earnings before
ta.xes were $59,919,674, down 15 percent from $70,338,544, last year's firsthalf figure.
The decrease in earnings before
taxes, Hargrave and Chapman said,
was due to a rise in costs and expenses resulting largely from lower
volume in some lines — and increased
wages, employee benefits, advertising,
and other expense.
The Kodak executives said that the
company's current forecasts, based on
present conditions, indicate that sales
for the year 1954 should approach the
1953 level. The company's net earnings should show a substantial increase

Grainger Lauds TV
In a tape recording at the opening
of the New Fox Theatre in Portland,
Ore., James R. Grainger, president of
RKO Radio, said that "television was
the greatest shot in the arm the movie
industry had since its beginning; it
woke us up and put us to work."
Grainger pointed to the new_ theatre
as a "new upsurge in optimism."
■
Hughes'
(ContinuedAides
from pageHere
1)
Albany Film Row Frolics
tailed questions. Slack is not stopping
In their first get-together in recent at the same hotel with Tevlin and
Hastings.
years, personnel of Albany's film row
Grove
Picard's
at
roast
Tevlin, also reached for comment,
steak
a
held
on Monday, the event drawing every- denied knowing of any deal involving
body from branch managers down. the assets of RKO Pictures. He added
Some offices closed early to stimulate that his short trip to New York is
attendance. Co-chairmen were Frank in connection with studio matters, linCarroll, M-G-M office manager, and
ing up story material and negotiating
Helen Wisper, M-G-M booker.
with a top independent producer whom
he declined to name. Tevlin went on
to say his trip is not connected with
the visit of Slack. The RKO studio
Models in 'Egyptian' Tieup
As part of the emergency March of head, asked about production plans,
Dimes drive, which will highlight the reported that the studio has just completed three pictures and has one
premiere of "The Egyptian" at the
Roxy here next Tuesday, celebrities production each month through Novand top models will parade before
ember scheduled for filming. "The
newsreel cameras at a party at Toots Conqueror" and "Cattle Queen of
Shor's tomorrow afternoon. The affair Montana" were listed by him as
is sponsored by Fay Emersoa. and among those completed.
Skitch Henderson.
Tevlin, basing his comment on Coast
trade reports, said as far as he knew
the "Odium deal" is dead. He said he
Extend TV Service
expects to return to Hollywood at
Bell Telephone System facilities the end of the week.
extended network television service
over the last weekend to four more 'Passion' Oct. 2
stations — WABI-TV, , Bangor, Me. ;
Benedict Bogeaus' "Passion," starWGR-TV, Buffalo; WCHS-TV,
ring Cornel Wilde and Yvonne de
Charleston, W. Va., and KTAG-TV, Carlo, has been set for release on
Lake Charles, La. With these inter- Oct. 2, it was announced yesterday
connections, network television programs now reach 308 stations in 198 by
Boasberg, RKO's general
salesCharles
manager.
cities in the United States.
AB-PT Granted FM Station
The Federal Communications Commission has granted American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres a license
for an FM radio station in San Francisco.

• Three Channel interlock projection
• 17'2mm & 35mm tape interlock
• 16mm interlock projection
CUTTING & EDITING ROOMS AVAILABLE
MoviELAB THEATRE SERVICE, inc.
619 W. 54th St., N Y. 19, N Y. . JUdson 5-0367
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Rise

in Film,

because there is no excess profits tax,
they said.
Total • preferred and common cash
dividends provided for in the six periods and paid on April 1 and July 1
were $15,846,273. The balance of earnings remaining after these dividends
was $12,287,919, which was added to
earnings retained and used in the business.
Expenditures for additions and improvements to plant and equipment
were $24,233,139. The total for 1954
is expected to be approximately $52
million.
Depreciation charged to earnings
amounted to $13,326,659, including
$1,084,543 representing the excess over
normal charged off under governmentissued certificates of necessity which
permitfensefive-year
amortization of defacilities.

Arthur C. Bromberg, president of
Allied Artists Southern Exchanges,
and Clarine Curtis were married
yesterday in Pascagoula, Miss. They
will make their home in Bayou La
Batre, Ala.
Ed Hays, for the last 24 years on
the Atlanta film row, has resigned
from the Lippert exchange there to
become sales manager of the Atkins Personal Service, placement
bureau.

E. M. (Emo) Orowitz has resigned as an executive of Savar
Theatre Corp. of Camden, N. J., and
will settle in Hollywood. His future
affiliation will be announced later.

Tony Landi has been appointed
executive producer for Imperial
World Films by president Russell
Assistant Corporation Counsel Stan- Davis. Imperial World, which headley Buchsbaum as to the intervention
quarters inChicago, is reported preof all metropolitan exhibitors in the
paring for the production of a program of pictures. Landi will leave
current suit pending against the legality of the five per cent admission Chicago today for the Coast.
levy. The plaintiffs in the suit at
n
present are Century Theatres, RKO
Theatres, Brandt Theatres and
Myer Beck, industry publicist, is
down with virus pneumonia.
Another proposal, which is not favorably viewed by attorneys for the
Loew's.York City exhibitors due to the
New
large amount of paperwork involved,
Mrs. Helen D'Amico and Wayne
would permit all theatremen to move
for intervention in the action and then Carignan are co-chairmen of the
enter a stipulation which would ad- annual
20th Century-Fox
Albany branch's
picnic at Pittsfield,
Mass.,
journ the application pending the de- next Tuesday.
termination of the appeal. In the
meantime, the city would make no attempt to collect the tax breakage.
Barbara Silver, daughter of Mr.
In July, Supreme Court Justice
Nicholas M. Pette issued a temporary and Mrs. Maurice Silver of Pittsinjunction against the New York City
burgh, has announced her engagement to Jacob Hersh Deutschmann
admission tax's "major fraction" fea- of Newton Highlands, Mass. Her
ture, declaring it illegal.
father is a member of the board of
Stanley Warner Theatres.
Mirisch Sells Stock
5%

Tax
{Continued
from page 1)

WASHINGTON, Aug. 17.— Harold
J. Mirisch, Allied Artists vice-president, sold 800 shares of common stock
belonging to his wife in July, decreasing holdings in the film organization
to 28,960 shares, the Securities and
Exchange Commission reported.

n
Kathleen Moore, secretarj' to A.
W. Schwalberg, Para Picture Distrib. Corp., is mourning the death of
her mother, Katherine Walsh.
Formato
{Continued from page 1)

Equipment

WASHINGTON, Aug. 17. — Preliminary statistics of the Bureau of
the Census reveal that first-quarter
1954 exports of motion picture films
and equipment amounted to $8,326,675,
some 33 per cent higher than the
January-March, 1953, exports valued
at $6,251,380. Noteworthy in this increase was the much higher exports
of motion picture equipment, however,
the value of exports of motion picture
films also increased.
Total exports of motion picture
equipment, including cameras, projection equipment, sound equipment and
studio equipment, were valued at
$3,479,091 in the first three months of
1954, about 55 per cent higher than
first-quarter 1953 exports valued at
$2,250,775. Prominent in these increased equipment exports were large
foreign shipments of theatre projection and sound equipment. There was

People

Exports

also a pronounced increase in exports
of 8mm. motion picture cameras and
projectors and 16mm. sound projectors.
Exports of exposed feature films,
both 35mm. and 16mm., totalled 68,666,099 linear feet valued at $2,586,064
in the first quarter of 1954 at about
the same level as January-March,
1953, exports of 69,164,619 linear feet
valued at $2,430,002. Exports of unexposed motion picture film (rawstock) were slightly higher in the first
three months of 1954 amounting to
81,106,350 linear feet valued at $2,261,520 compared to 77,222,510 linear
feet valued at $1,570,603 in the first
quarter of 1953. While exports of
35mm. positive rawstock film declined
in the first quarter of 1954, this was
more than offset by much larger foreign shipments of all other types of
unexposed motion picture films.

M. sales.
Reagan, Loew's general manager
of
Formato, who succeeds to the post
held by Robert Lynch, whose retirement has been announced, started his
motion picture career in the New
York office of Warner Brothers Theatres in 1933. In 1935, he was promoted to buyer and booker in Warner's Philadelphia office and early in
1941 joined M-G-M as a salesman.
He was promoted to branch manager
on July 26, 1943.
Madden joined
the Loew-M-G-M
organization
at the home
office in 1929,
serving in various clerical posts in the
contract department until he became
one of the supervisory personnel. He
was assigned to special field duty early
in 1939, travelling to most of the
branch offices in the course of a sixmonth tour. Following this he trained
as a student booker at Cincinnati, returning to New York to become a
sales manager's home office assistant.
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Pre-Selling
«0 ABRINA," the Paramount stari3 studded picture featuring Audrey Hepburn, William Holden and
Humphrey Bogart gets regal treatment in the September issue of
"Women's Home Companion."
, the "Companion"
Philip
r, Hartung
reviewe
devoted almost an entire
page to photographs and a review of
this new film. Hartung reports
"Sabrina" has an attractive cast, a
witty story and that this Paramount
comedy brightly shows you how to
catch a millionaire."

Royalty-Free:
sible patent infringement growing out
of the use of Perspecta.
veloping the Perspecta system and
Loew, in making the anutilizing it in their pictures.
nouncement, commented that
The royalty-free licenses will be
"Perspecta's new policy is for
granted on application to Perspecta
the benefit of all the industry.
Sound, Lie, headquartered in New
We hope it will result in uniYork, it was stated. The only condiversal adoption of this troubletions for licensing, it was added, are
free system by the world inagreement to use the trade-name, Perdustry." C. Robert Fine, invenspecta Stereophonic Sound, and adtor of the system and President
herence to the technical standards for
of Perspecta Sound, Inc., who
Perspecta
established
by Coast.
the industry's
research council
on the
also was present at the interview, voiced his belief in standPact with RCA, Westrex
ardization, too.
Previously, it was explained there
Loew added that there have been
was a producers' fee of $1,000 per
feature and $100 per reel of shorts. more than 40 Perspecta demonstrations in major cities overseas and
Loew acknowledged that no licenses
had been granted under the old set-up, more than 20 have been held or are
but explained that the situation was scheduled in the United States and
not due to a lack of interest. Rather, Canada. Between now and the end of
he vvent on, it was due to the delay the month, demonstrations were said
of RCA and Westrex to grant patent to be planned in the following cities
infringement insurance. This was in the U. S. : Los Angeles, Cleveland,
cleared up last week, he continued, New Orleans, St. Louis, Cincinnati,
when both RCA and Westrex agreed Denver, Chicago and Detroit.
to indemnify any producer on anv posThe "basic price" of a Perspecta

"Life" devoted considerable space
in the current issue to "Rear
Window," Alfred Hitchcock's production starring James Stewart.
On a two-page spread which leads
off the feature story, Stewart is
shown in a photograph which takes
up the entire upper part of a twopage spread. The lower part is
enhanced by a picture of "Miss
Torso," a ballet dancer, and a
couple who use the fire-escape as a
sleeping porch but are unexpectly Review
disturbed by a sudden storm.
•
Twentieth Century-Fox reports that
the largest national newspaper advertising and television campaign to presell a motion picture in the history of
the company has been planned for
Darryl Zanuck's personal CinemaScope
of "The
Ads production
of 800 and
1200 Egyptian."
lines are
scheduled in 101 newspapers in 64
key cities across the nation and in
Canada. Two or three newspapers
will be used in each situation.
Spot announcements of 60 and 20
seconds will advertise "The Egyptian"
in 51 key cities in the nation. These
will be used two weeks in advance of
opening playdates. A commensurate
campaign has been mapped by Fox for
radio and billboard advertising.
•
"Redbook" has reviewed and
recommended: "Seven Brides for
Seven Brothers," "Magnificent Obsession" and "About Mrs. Leslie" in
the August issue.
•

system.

Compares Costs

Besides the Loew's circuit, it was
estimated that there are from 100 to
200 theatres in the U. S. equipped for
Perspecta sound. Loew forecast that
when more theatres equip for Perspecta, that system will be adopted by
other studios. Contrasting the cost of
magnetic sound to the producer with
Perspecta optical sound, Loew said
that it costs from two to five cents
extra per foot for magnetic prints.
An expenditure of from $1,500 to $2,000, he added, is all that is needed
to equip a studio for Perspecta.

Divorcement
(Continued from page 1)

"The Little Kidnappers"
(Rank-United Artists)
THE presence of two appealing youngsters named Jon Whiteley. aged
eight, and Vincent Winter, aged five, lends some momentary glows to this
minor British film about the effects of an old Scotch farmer's self-righteousness in a hard-bitten Nova Scotian community. There are also some nicely
shaded shots of hills, lakes and streams, but unfortunately the story's slight
and familiar ingredients plus a tendency toward repetition, cause the 93minute picture to be over-long. If the sensitive attempts on the part of the
film's makers had been more successful, it could be heartily recommended,
but as it stands, the picture may have only limited appeal.
When the two lonely children ask their harsh grandfather, Duncan MacRae,
for a dog, he refuses. When his daughter, Adrienne Corri, reveals that she
is in love with the local doctor, he is outraged. The tots' solitude ends when
they discover a lone babe in the woods and take care of it. Grandfather is
finally softened after the older boy is arrested and then forgiven by the
baby's parents, former enemies of his.
The boys get a dog ; Miss Corri, a husband and grandmother, Jean Andersen, is happy too.
— R. G.
The Nolbanov-Parkyn production was directed by Philip Leacock from a
screenplay by Neil Paterson.
Running time, 93 minutes. General classification. For September release.

SDG
Video Series
Reporting on U-Fs "Magnificent
(Continued from page 1)
Obsession," "Look's" review says
"Lloydmakes
Douglas'
famous inspirational
in the series, rotating direcnovel
an eloquent
movie of a to assist
tors from program to program, and
man's
redemption
a woman's
policy of Screen Dito live.
Producer and
Ross
Hunter will
and states, "Itrectors,isInc., the
to refrain from entering
director Douglas Kirk have mounted into any activity in competition with
the Douglas story in an intelligent
and handsome production."
guild members."
•
28 Films in Work
Paramount's "Sabrina" has been
selected by Ed. Miller as the picture As One Is Started
of the month for "Seventeen's"
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 17.— Finish
September issue.
of shooting on seven pictures, offset
•
only by the start of one, dropped the
active-production level to a
"Coronet" reports "Seven Brides over-all
total of 28 in work at the studios as
for Seven Brothers" is a delightful of the weekend.
M.GM musical, sparkles with ingenious choreography, clever songs and
Started : "Strange Lady In Town,"
a bright cast, headed by Jane Powell, ner).
CinemaScope, WarnerColor (Warand "Coronet" selects it as the picture of the month for August.
Finished : "Target Earth" and "Dy•
namite Anchorage" (A-A) ; "Mad at
the World" (Filmakers) ; "New York
"Parade's" Aug. 22 issue will have Confidential," Greene-Rouse (Ind.) ;
a striking photo of Janet Leigh, star "We're
No Angels," VistaVision,
of MGM's "Rogue Cop." It takes Technicolor (Para.) ; "Conqueror,"
up the entire length of a full page.
CinemaScope, Technicolor (RKO) ;
WALTER HAAS
"Return of the Creature," 3-D (U-I).

Loew
integrator unit was put at $980. Loew
estimated that M-G-M, Paramount
and Warner Brothers have spent
$200,000 in the development of the
system. He blamed the British Board
of Trade for blocking the importation
of integrator units in England, but
added that negotiations are under way
in Britain for the manufacture there
of integrators. J. Arthur Rank, he
said, has expressed interest in the

executive,
is scheduled to head the
theatre company.
In anticipation of the divorcement,
offices of the theatre company in the
Loew's Building here are being moved
to separate floors, apart from the offices of the film company at the same
address.
Under the new plan recently approved by the Justice Department,
Loew's will set up the new theatre
company by Aug. 31, but will not
transfer to it the stock of the theatre
operating companies. Instead, the individual theatre operating companies
must meet the restrictions imposed in
the original decree on the new theatre company. Thus, one-half the
board of each operating company
must be approved by the court, the
operating companies can have no officers in common with the picture
company and the operating companies must be operated independently
of the picture company.

Makelim
(Continued from page 1)
his
"cleanup"
workschedule,
in cities inin addition
which he toalready
has
held sessions. Among the spots still
to be covered are Albany, Buffalo,
Philadelphia and Jacksonville.
Stories, directors and producers
have been lined up for the program,
Makelim said, but official announcement of the properties and personnel
will be withheld pending official signatures. It is expected that production
will be centered at the RKO Pathe
studios in Culver City, where Makelim
now maintains his headquarters, but
that decision is not final as yet.
Makelim is in New York to discuss
circuit deals with local executives. He
will return to Hollywood at the end
of the week.
'Cattle Queen' Nov. 18
The world premiere of RKO-Radio's "Cattle Queen of Montana" in
Butte has been moved up from Dec.
1 to Nov. 18, it was disclosed yesterday by Charles Boasberg, general
sales manager.
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Rubin

Leaving

M-G-M

Aug.

Negotiations
Rights

U.S.A., THURSDAY,

to Be

Post

31
on Residual
Delayed

J. Robert Rubin announced here
yesterday that he will resign as vicepresident of Loew's at the end of this
month, ending a 30-year association
which began in
the days when
Marcus Loew
acquired the
producing assets
of Louis B .
Mayer Pictures.
Rubin's
nation willresigtake
effect at the
same time as
the projected
Loew's divorcement on Aug.
31. The veteran
Loew^s executive, asked if
J. Robert Rubin
there was any
connection between his resignation and the divorcement, replied in the negative.
Rubin, saying he needed a "little
rest" after 40 years in the business,
added that he plans to have an office
in New York. He stated, however,
that he plans to form no new associations, stressing his desire to take it
{Continued on page 5)
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to Wind
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CENTS

SO

Up

Meets Here Today
(Picture on Page 5)
The three days of meetings
between distribution sales heads
and the Allied States Association committee, will be concluded late this afternoon, with
the results of the conferences
withheld until the exhibitor organization's executive board
meeting next week in White
Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
"The Allied group has conferred with A. Montague of
Columbia Pictures, Charles
Boasberg of RKO Radio Pictures, Al Lichtman of 20th Century-Fox, Charles Reagan of
M-G-M and Arthur Krim of
United Artists.
The exhibitors will meet this
morning with A. W. Schwalberg of Paramount Film Distributing Corp. and with Ray
Moon of Universal and Ben
Kalmenson of Warner Brothers
this afternoon.

BOASBERG

RESIGNS

FROM

RKO^POST

Will

Fred

Join

Walter

New

Branson

Schwartz

World

Wide

Organization;
Sales

Manager

The resignation of Charles Boasberg as general sales manager of RKO
Radio Pictures to become associated with a new company headed by
Fred Schwartz, president of Century Theatres here, was announced yesfrom
Coast
_
terdaythe
officially
$150,000
IBC

for

to
Bout

Grainger, RKO
by James R.
ter Branson,
RKO's general
president.
Wal-

foreign sales
manager, will
The International Boxing Club exbecome the
pects to realize from $125,000 to $150,000 on the upcoming theatre telecast
world - wide
of the Marciano-Charles heavyweight
company's
title bout, Ned Irish, vice-president of
sales chief, effective on MonIBC_ said here yesterday.
Irish was queried in the wake of
Group Insuring Plan National Theatres' cancellation of
resignation
beeffective
day.comes
Boasberg's
plans to take the telecast, with NT
Charles Boasberg on Oct. 30.
Of Compo
Is Wanted, contending that the terms were too
Boasberg will join the Schwartz or"onerous."
ganization, the American Production
Meanwhile, Theatre Network Tele- & Distribution
Questionnaire Shows
vision disclosed that 23 theatres already have signed up for the bout, Corp., on a
Virtual certainty that the group life
profit - sharing
will
be staged at New York's basis. Reports
insurance plan of the Council of Mo- which
Yankee
Stadium
TNT,
tion Picture Organizations will be put
{Continued onon Sept.
page 15.
4)
was resigning
that
Boasberg"to
into effect was expressed here yesterday by Robert W. Coyne, COMPO
join Schwartz
V.C. Epilepsy Unit
special counsel.
have been circulating here
Coyne made this forecast on the
basis of the replies to the COMPO In Merger Move
for the last several weeks.
questionnaire sent to various segments
of the industry. Approximately 10 per
The New York Variety Club Schwartz is ex{Continued on page 5)
Foundation to Combat Epilepsy has
pected toforanmerged with the Epilepsy Association
mat of nounce
histhe new
of New York and hereafter will be
Fred Schwartz
At Public Hearingknown as the United Epilepsy Asso- organization to
trade officiation. This was announced yesterday the
officially this week.
by William J. German and Carl
Grainger
announced
that a5)domestic
Marks, presidents of the former and
{Continued
on page
New
Mass.
Booth
Proposals
purThe
respective
latter groups,
ly.
pose of the merger, it was said, is to
broaden the services by eliminating
Draw
Blasts
and
Praise
Decree vs. Statute
duplication.
The officers
of
the
new
organization
{Continued on page 4)
Violations Ruled
BOSTON, Aug. 18. — Proposed amendments to rules and regulations
governing theatre booth requirements in Massachusetts were lauded and
condemned here today at a public hearing in the State House. In effect, O'Brien, Film Coun
cil In Anti-Trust Suit
the amendments would make the use
missioner had ruled out nitrate film In
of acetate (safety) film mandatory
Closed Meeting
and if the booth equipment is ap- in favor of acetate film for the conupholding
the distributors'
tion that a consent
decree can contenbe ensideration of safety measure, that it
proved by an inspector, only one operforced
only
by
contempt
proceedings
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 18.— Tom
ator would be required ; otherwise, two is not now necessary to have two
projectionists would be required. The men in a booth. "Careful and full O'Brien, M.P., general secretary of by the government, New York Federal Judge Lawrence E. Walsh yesamendments also restricted the length proof of this has been brought out in the National Association of Theatrical and Kine Employees, outlined
dismissed a plaintiff's second
of film on a single reel to 5,000 feet. the previous litigation," he said. "We
cause
ofterday
action
in an anti-trust suit
Richard Wait, Boston attorney and earnestly recommend supporting the to the AFL Film Council in a special for $450,000 damages.
counsel for representatives of 100 commissioner's proposed amendments." session today his plans for a workThe Ida Amusement Corp., operating agreement between American and
theatres who are members of IndeBenjamin Trustman, attorney repreing {Contin
the Fleetwo
ued odon Theatre
senting 129 theatre owners of Allied British film unions by which televipage 4) in the
pendent Exhibitors, Inc. of New Eng(Continued
on
page
4)
{Continued
on
page
5)
land, stated that now that the com-
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Al
STEVE BROIDY, president of eave
lied Artists, is scheduled to
here Aug. 30 for Europe.

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 18. — Increased use of syndicated television as
a vehicle for stars to secure stock
Robert Shapiro., managing director ownership of a business was predicted
of the Paramount Theatre here, has by Philip N. Krasne, president ot
returned to New York from his vaca- United Television Programs.
tion.
Addressing a luncheon meeting of
•
picture and television accountHiLLER Innes, assistant to Russell motionants, Krasne declared that the banks
HoLMAN, Paramount Pictures East- now appreciate the soundness of such
ern production manager, left here last ventures.
night for Hollywood.
"A pattern now exists where an in•
dependent television operation, propHarold WiRti-iwein, Allied Artists
erly established with a sound property
Western division sales manager, has and a star can borrow money based
returned to Hollywood from Salt on the distributor's guarantee of ultiLake City and Denver.
mate grosses," Krasne said.
•
One-Year Contract a Factor
Muriel Stoloff, of Paul Smollen
He pointed out that the most conAdvertising, agency for National
factor to banks has been the
Theatre Supply, has returned to New fact thatvincing
distributors now make firm
York from Nantucket.
contracts with stations for 52 weeks.
•
"This kind of deal," Krasne said,
John G. Moore, Paramount assist- "is tantamount to an account receivant Eastern division manager, reit." are
turned to Boston yesterday from
bankers
and mostthat
He able,added
such realize
contracts
Gloversville, N. Y.
collectable.
almost 100 per cent
•
"Even if the show is not sponsored
Jerome J. Cohen, industry insurance executive, accompanied by Mrs. for the entire 52-week period," Krasne
said, "the bank's position is guaranteed
still sound,
Cohen, has left New York for a trip because
the station has
through Europe.
•
The UPT president cited the Louis
Dr. Charles R. Daily, Paramount
Pictures' VistaVision technical ex- payment."
pert, has arrived in New York from Theatre Construction
Hollywood.
In Brazil Seen Near
Herb Coleman, associate producer
for Paramount, left New York last
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 18.— A big
night for the Coast.
surge in theatre construction is expected to start within a year in Brazil,
Beatrice Ross, Republic Pictures
to Ned Seckler, RKO
exploitation manager, will return here according
Radio sales chief for that country,
Monday from upstate New York.
who currently is conferring with J. R.
•
Grainger, president of RKO.
Joseph Conway, owner of the
In Rio de Janeiro there are apWayne Playhouse, Philadelphia, is in
proximately 100 theatres, while Sao
New York from there.
Paulo, another major city, has only
•
125 houses, said Seckler. The shortSteve
Forrest
arrived in New
age of seating capacity is becoming
York from the Coast on Tuesday and acute, he added.
There has been very little theatre
left here the same day for Paris.
•
construction in the past few years because admission prices have been
Dave Bartell, counsel for the
frozen
since
1946, and the rate of exColosseum of Motion- Picture Saleschange has not been favorable. Howmen, is in New York from Milwaukee.
ever, according to Seckler, there is_ a
general belief these conditions will
change this year.
Canada
Rail Strike
One theatre is equipped for CinemaScope in Rio and one in Sao Paulo,
To Affect Shipments
and attendance at both theatres has
TORONTO, Aug. 18. — According
to a statement issued by C. J. Appel, been record-breaking, Seckler says.
executive director of the Canadian
Motion Picture Distributors AssociaRobert Strickland, 56
tion, and A. H. Jolley, executive secretary of the Motion Picture Theatres
ATLANTA, Aug. 18. — Robert B.
Association of Ontario, theatres in 16 Strickland, 56, motion picture producer
regional centers of this province have and distributor, died at his home here.
been selected as emergency depots for He had been in ill health for several
the handling of film shipments if 145,- months. Strickland, along with his
brother, owned the Strickland Film
000
employes
of Canada's
on strike.
Theatres
will berailways
limited go
to Co. which produces and processes
two program changes weekly.
trailers for motion pictures throughThe 14 railway unions involved have
out the Southeast. Born in Birmvoted in favor of strike action but
ingham, Strickland graduated from
negotiations are continuing following the LTniversity of Alabama. He began
a conference with Prime Minister his career in the film business with
Paramount in Atlanta.
Louis St. Laurent at Ottawa.

by

Stars

In Rapid
City
Hayward "Lone Wolf" series as a
good example of what he had in mind,
because Hayward, in addition to being
RAPID CITY, S. D., Aug. 18.—
star of the series is also a partner
in the venture.
"Sitting
^ Bull,"release,
United will
Artists'
CinemaScope
have first
its
world premiere tomorrow at the Elks
Corporate Setup Planned
Krasne explained that a corporate Theatre here, accompanied by a celebration such as this community has
setup had been worked out to produce "Lone Wolf" with the star and rarely seen. The opening of the picture will coincide with the start of
Gross-Krasne
each holding substantial
shares.
the three-day Black Hills Range Day

This corporation, based on distribution undertakings by UTP, obtained
a commitment from the Chemical
Bank & Trust Co. of between $750,000
and $1,000,000 for production, the balance of the cost to be supplied by
Hayward and Gross-Krasne.
"Before this company drew on its
bank loan for the second 13 pictures
of the series," Krasne said, "UTP already had contracts in existence to
cover the total bank loan. Thus when
the production unit called on the bank
for finances for the third 13 pictures,
the bank in effect was only factoring

Celebration.
The opening ceremonies, planned by
William J. Heineman, UA vice-president in charge of distribution, and a
group of Eastern and Midwestern executives, all of whom are here for the
event, will be attended by Gov. Sigurd
Anderson of South Dakota and the
stars of the picture : Dale Robertson,
J. Carrol Naish and Mary Murphy.
They will head a huge parade through
the city, which will include 1,000
Sioux Indians as well as many civic
and veteran groups.
Barbecue Scheduled

Just prior to the actual premiere at
already existing firm contracts."
Close to 100 Markets
the Elks, there will be a buffalo barbecue at the Fair Grounds.
The "Lone Wolf" series, Krasne
Among
others who will attend the
concluded, is now sold in close to
premiere
are
: John Sitting Bull, 94100 markets, and is "just reaching the
year-old son of the famed Sioux chiefprime of its distribution."
tain, together with
granddaughters,
Nancy Sitting
Sitting Bull's
Bear
and
Nancy
Spotted
Horse
; Chief
Senate Passes Bill
Dewey Beard, 96-year-old Sioux, who,
with John Sitting Bull, is the only
On Compensation
living survivor of the Battle of Little
WASHINGTON, Aug. 18. — The
Senate has passed the bill extending
the unemployment compensation program, under which small theatre operators and other employers of four or
more persons for at least 20' weeks
a year would be included in the system. Currently an employer must have
at least eight employees in order to
be subject to unemployment compensation payments.
The Senate, however, approved an
amendment by Sen. Johnson (D.,
Colo.), under which the effective date
of the four-employee provision would
be Jan. 1, 1956, instead of a year
earlier, so the House, which already
has passed the measure, either must
accept the Senate version or send the
bill to conference.

ter's Last Stand,"
Capt.asGeorge
Big Horn,
popularlyandknown
"CusArmstrong Custer, III, 30-year-old
U. S. Army infantry officer who is a
grandnephew of the slain General and
who will smoke the pipe of peace with
John
Bull during the "Sitting
Bull" Sitting
ceremonies.
Announce
In SW

Winners

Contest

WASHINGTON, Aug. 18. —
George A. Crouch, general zone manager of the Stanley Warner Theatres
here, has announced the prize winners
for the recent six months "Real Job
Drive." Prizes were awarded to the
managers for outstanding effort in the
field of picture selling.

The winner of the "George A.
Crouch" award to the manager who,
Celebrities to Attend it was judged, did the best over-all
job was awarded to Edward Purcell,
^'Egyptian'^ Premiere manager of the Virginia Theatre,
Harrisonburg, Va.
Leadingcelebrities
industry figures
and wellknown
will attend
the
The other prizes awarded by the
film companies were as follows :
world premiere on 20th Century-Fox's
Lou Kusner, manager of the Tivoli
CinemaScope production, "The Egyptian," on Tuesday at the Roxy Thea- Theatre, Frederick, Md., won the Columbia Pictures prize ; Purcell, the
tre here, the film company announced.
The Darryl F. Zanuck-produced M-G-M prize ; Rodney Collier, manpicture proceeds of the premiere go
ager of the Stanley Theatre, Baltito the March of Dimes.
more, won the Paramount prize ; Sidney- Hoffman, manager of the MetroMore Canadian Imports
politan Theatre, Washington, the Republic Pictures prize ; Frank Shaffer,
Imports of films in Canada ad- manager of the Dixie Theatre, Staunvanced to $3,465,000 in the first five
ton, Va., the 20th Century-Fox prize;
months of 1954 in contrast to $3,324,- and George Payette, manager of the
000 in the same period last year, Maryland Theatre, Hagerstown, Md.
the Canadian government reports.
won
the Warner
Brothers prize.
except Saturdays,
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People

Review

Operators Win Trophy
The foursome of the Toronto Moving Picture Operators, Local No. 173,
won the low-gross competition and the
N. A. Taylor trophy in the third annual motion picture golf championships of the Canadian Picture Pioneers
at the St. Andrews course in Toronto.
The team consisted of Fred Gross,
Frank Cox, Andy Pura and A. Berford. The J. Arthur Rank organization team won second prize.

"Khyber Patrol"
( World- Uii itcd A rtists )
THIS average story of British Lancers fighting the troublesome tribes of
the Indian- Afghan border in 1890 — and how a roughneck soldier disgraces
himself but lives to regain his honor, should do moderately well. The cast is
headed by Richard Egan, Dawn Addams and Patric Knowles. Some good
color and bright Indian costumes occasionally help the proceedings.
Egan, an undisciplined Canadian, is disgraced after leading a section of
the lancers into an ambush led by would-be friend, Raymond Burr, chief of
the border patrol. The death of Knowles, Egan's rival for the hand of Miss
Addams, the general's daughter, adds to his disgrace. He pretends to join
the enemy consisting of Burr and a revolutionary prince, who plan to intercept
a wagon-load of army machine guns. Egan breaks away, joins his own men
and mows down the rebels as they charge through the Khyber Pass. The
soldier's honor is restored plus the love of Miss Addams.
Produced by Doc Merman, the film was directed by Seymour Friedman
from a story by Richard Schayer and a screenplay by Jack DeWitt. Running
time, 71 minutes. General classification. For release in September.

Award to 'Egyptian'
"Parents' Magazine" will present its
Medal Award of Special Merit to
Darryl Zanuck's CinemaScope production, "The Egyptian."

Film

Roundup

Council

(Continued from page 1)

sion-film production in England would
Industry Saluted
be expanded, with beneficial effect on
British studio employment, now at a
The "American W eekly's" third "mo- low ebb. The speaker warned of a
tion picture annual" will be issued on
Sept. 12. With the accent on glamor, British boycott of Hollywood films
the annual is timed to include the unless an agreement on the labor issue
forthcoming autumn releases from all can be reached.
Council members who attended the
companies.
closed meeting said that O'Brien has
misunderstood the council's opposition
to producing in London television films
designed for telecasting in America to
Air Force Honored
merchandise to AmeriAs they convene today in Omaha "sell American
cans
who
might
be put out of work
for their eighth annual convention and
reunion, 2,500 members of the Air by This
type of foreign production."^
this misunderstanding,
it was said,
Force Association will be presented
was
cleared
up
in
a
general
discussion
with special brochures prepared by
Paramount Pictures as a souvenir which followed the O'Brien address.
O'Brien will leave here tomorrow
marking the U. S. Air Force's co- for San Francisco and Canada, enoperation in the production of "Air route to New York and hence to
Command," recently completed Vista- England.
Vision picture starring James Stewart
and June Allyson.
Merger
(Continued from page 1)
Canadian Amusement
Taxes

at Peak

Mark

OTTAWA, Aug. 18.— Canadians attended motion pictures in larger numbers last year than ever before despite
the advent of TV broadcasting in some
areas, according to the latest nationwide survey of provincial collections
of amusement and admission taxes
now being levied.
Canadian government reports that
such amusement taxes accounted for a
net general revenue of $22,849,000 in
the past fiscal year ended Dec. 31,
1953, for all provinces. This compares with $21,000,000 in 1952 and
$20,000,000 in 1951.
Ontario in the Lead
Ontario theatres led the nation in
such collections with $10,691,000 and
this was followed by $4,690,000 for
Quebec, $3,459,000 for British Columbia, $1,400,000 Alberta, $1,215,0J0
Manitoba, $707,000 Nova Scotia,
$400,000 New Brunswick, $132,000
Prince Edward Island, $58,000 Saskatchewan, and $12,000 Yukon.

ALWAYS
COOD;
AlWArS
ON

IBC

Bout

(Continued from page 1)
which is selling the bout to
on the basis of a 50-50 split in
at the same time expressed
liningtresup
an all-time
high of
for the
event.

theatres
receipts,
hope of
70 thea-

Irish, in his statement, commented
bitterly on relayed complaints that
many circuit executives contend the
price of the fight to theatres is high.
"We can go to home television, anytime we want to . . . and get $300,000
from
without
On them
the other
side a ofgamble."
the fence, Sol
A. Schwartz, president of RKO Theatres, called
the terms
"excessive."
Schwartz
pointed
out that
theatres
have a costly investment in theatre
TV equipment and events have been
few and far between. RKO Theatres,
which have four houses TV-equipped,
has not signed up for the bout, he
added.
S-W, Loew Holding Out

It is understood that Stanley Warner and Loew's circuits, which have
15 TV-equipped houses between them,
are Marks, president ; Edward Fabian also are holding out on coming to
and Robert Berson, vice-presidents ; terms with TNT, opposing the 50-50
German, treasurer ; Spencer Witty,
Loew's asis
assistant treasurer, and Robert Horn, split.
seekingAccording
to have to
thereports,
event treated
secretary.
a vaudeville event, with the booker,
Among those on the board of di- in this case TNT, incurring some of
rectors are George W. Brandt, Rus- the expenses of putting on the show.
sell Downing, Mrs. Seymour D.
Irish,
declining
to state
IBC's 60terms
TNT,
pointed
out that
per
Hesse, H. Houston Merritt, M.D. ; with
Charles B. Moss, Waher Reade, Jr., cent of the money collected goes to
and Richard Walsh. Albert G. Gorson, the principals, the fighters. He indiwho was executive director of the
cated that IBC, acting on the complaints of the principals, changed its
Variety Club group, will continue in
the same capacity.
selling terms in the wake of the high
prices charged by theatres for the previous fight last June.
Decree
Radio Rights Sold
(Continued from page 1)

Bronx, had sued the J. J. Theatres,
operating the competitive Kent Theatre, and RKO Radio, Warner Brothers, Universal and 20th Century-Fox,
charging that the distributors had
given preference to the Kent. The
distributors have asked the dismissal
of the second cause of action, which
alleged that the defendants had violated the decree.
In granting the plaintiffs the right
to amend the complaint within 10
FILMACK
days. Judge Walsh said:
"It is not a violation of a decree,
9
___„J\6» Ni"H>
(for better Ntw York, N.Y. as such, which is actionable ; conduct
inconsistent with the decree is prima
1327 S Wabaik facie evidence of a violation of the
SPECIAL
^Chitago i. III. statute (the anti-trust law), but the
claim for relief must be for violation
TRAILERS
of the statute, not of the decree."

The radio rights to the projected
bout have been sold for $35,000 and
United Artists plans to distribute the
fight picture under a straight 35 per
cent deal. Irish estimated the domestic
gross sales of the previous title match
film at $250,000. The June 17 bout,
which was the most successful event
yet presented on the medium, drew
an estimated gross of $450,000 for 61
theatres in 45 cities.
Bonino

in New

Post

NEW ORLEANS, Aug. 18.— Alfred Bonino, former Warner Brothers
salesman in New Orleans, has been
appointed manager-salesman for the
D;xie Film Exchange, distributors of
Astor and other independent product.

Gerald Brown, who operates the
Brockville, Ont., drive-in, will be
busy during the hockey season, having signed a contract to coach the
Gait team in the Ontario Hockey
Association. Last winter he coached
the Quebec City Aces to championship honors.
Ernest Grecula has resigned as
office manager of the Symphony
Society of Greater Hartford. He
formerly vi'as advertising-publicity
director of the Hartford Theatre
Circuit and for nine years was manager ofTheatre.
the Hartford Circuit's
Colonial

Ginger Rogers and her husband,
Jacques Bergerac, will launch their
new film, "Twist of Fate," with a
six-city coast-to-coast personal appearance tour. They will leave New
York on Oct. 22.
n
Michael Curtiz has a heavy schedule here today. He arrives from
Hollywood at 7:15 A.M., starts immediately with TV and radio interviews, will attend a press buffet
luncheon following screening of
"The Egyptian," will attend a cocktail party and fashion show at
Toots Shor's in the afternoon and
will be on hand for another screening of his picture at night.
Claims
5%

Tax

No

Power

in

Intervention

City Assistant Corporation Counsel Stanley Buchsbaum has notified
attorneys Leopold Friedman and
Thomas Bress of Loew's that New
\ ork City Controller Lawrence Gerosa has no power to allow or make
any stipulation
permitting
localpending
theatremen
to intervene
in the
suit inasmuch as the city is making
no attempt to collect the tax breakage pending the determination of the
Bress and Friedman
appeal.
to
spearhead a call for
meeting within the next
discuss and plan future
Hearing Expected

are expected
an exhibitor
few days to
action.
Sept. 15

Supreme Court Justice Nicholas M.
Pette had issued in July a temporary
injunction against the New York City
admission tax's "major fraction" feature after hearing arguments by lawyers representing he plaintiffs. Century
Theatres,Theatres.
RKO Theatres,
Loew's
and Brandt
The city
appeal, which was filed after the injunction was issued, is expected to be
heard around Sept. 15.
Meanwhile, it was learned, that any
New York City theatre owner or operator who wishes to become a party
to the suit need only apply to the
court for permission to do so.
The City Controller's statement was
reached after discussions with Corporation Counsel Adrian Burke as to
the legality and feasibility of a plan
whereby the city would not seek the
collection of the tax breakage. The
exhibitors had requested Buchsbaum
by letter to sound out Lawrence E.
Gerosa, the New York City Controller, about such a plan.
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Rubin
(Coiiiiinicd from page 1)

AUied's

Committee

Studies

Film

Terms

easy. It is understood negotiations on
Rubin's residual rights on films will
be delayed until the vice-president's
resignation
goes into
Rubin's
contract
provides
for aeffect.
5.1 per
cent
share in the profits on the films of
M-G-M.
Mayer Arrangement Recalled
It is recalled that Mayer, after resigning as vice-president in charge of
production in 1951, received $2,750,000
from Loew's for his residual rights
on M-G-M pictures. Mayer's profitsharing, which was 10 per cent,
spanned a 27-year period, while Rubin's residual rights will span a 30year period.
Loew's, after acquiring the interests
of the Goklwyn Company in 1924, purchased the interests of Louis B. Mayer
Pictures, including the services of
Mayer, Rubin and Irving Thalberg,
changing the production unit's name to
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Rubin at that
time became vice-president in charge
of the Eastern offices.
A Native of Syracuse
Rubin, who is 72 years old, was
born in Syracuse, N. Y. A graduate
of Syracuse University, he initially
practiced law with Hornblower, Miller
and Potter. Following a stint as
deputy police commissioner in New
York in 1914, he resumed his law
practice in New York and then became associated with Mayer. In addition to holding down the post as vicepresident and general counsel of
Loew's, Rubin has been associated
with many civic and philanthropic
organizations, including the National
Conference of Christian and Jews and
the American and New York Bar
Associations.

States Association's special
ALLIED
. trade practices committee in a strategy session here in connection with its
meetings with distribution's sales managers tor the purpose of reaching a settlement of the controversy over film
terms. From left to right are Abram F.
Myers, general counsel and chairman of

the board; Nathan Yamins, board member from Fall River, Mass.; Wilbur
Snaper, former national president and
head of the New Jersey Allied unit; Ben
Marcus, national Allied president, from
Milwaukee, and Jack Kirsch, head of the
Illinois Allied unit and former national
president.
Boas

New

Mass.

Booth

Proposal
(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

Theatres of New England, stated that
all his members were in favor of the
amendments without any changes. Oze
Group Insurance
Tessier, New Bedford theatre owner ;
{Continued from page 1)
Arthur Preston, Western Massachusetts Theatres, and Ray Feeley, excent of the COMPO membership had
ecutive secretary of Independent Exreplied by noon yesterday, it was anhibitors, Inc., all spoke in favor of
nounced, indicating the wide interest the amendments.
in the plan, announced only last
The commissioner asked for
Wednesday to COMPO's 6,500 duesthe statistics of the use of
paying members.
nitrate film. Wait answered
The exhibitors and others who exthat two years ago 90 per cent
pressed interest listed employes totalof the film was acetate film but
ing slightly more than 3,000, it was
that today the figures from the
stated. Only 600 insured persons are
director of the technical servrequired to put the plan into effect,
ices of America show that less
it was added.
than one per cent of the film is
'Almost Certain,' Says Coyne
now nitrate. Leading manufacturers, including Eastman, are
Commented Coyne : "While it is by
no
longer
making nitrate film,
no means certain that all those exhe added.
pressing interest will sign contracts if
and when the plan is formalized, the
Those speaking in opposition to the
gratuitous comments of enthusiastic commissioner's proposed changes were
approval from many of those inter- Walter R. Donovan, counsel for all
ested make it almost certain that many locals of District No. 3, lATSE, who
times the minimum number of insured made a fiery address asking for the
lives required will be obtained. . . . retention of the current regulations
We will naturally await a further ex- with none of the proposed amendments. He stated that two men in a
pression of opinion from the balance
of our membership before taking any booth are necessary to avoid theatre
panic, stampeding and possible death
action."
Meanwhile, it was learned that an should a fire break out in the booth.
early fall meeting of COMPO leaders He charged that the proposed amendhas been tentatively scheduled to take
ments were wholly inadequate. Others
up a number of policy matters. It speaking against the proposals were
was considered likely that the policy Benjamin Hull, Boston operator;
matters will include plans for a new Walter F. Diehl, lATSE representadues collection campaign, a report of
tive ; Sidney Lebow, Lowell ; Jack
progress on the projected national Kanosky, Lynn ; Frank Sullivan, Bosaudience poll, and the position to be
ton ; Raymond Lamphier, Brockton ;
taken on the remaining 10 per cent James R. Laughton, Plymouth, and
Federal admission tax and local ticket Leo Normandan, New Bedford.
taxes.
The
commissioner
called for a

standing count of those who were in
favor ot the proposed amendments and
46 persons rose. Against the proposals there were 66 persons. At this
point, Trustman stated that he had
deliberately not asked his 129 members to attend the hearing, assuming
that it would not be necessary as he
was qualified to represent them all.
Wait concurred with . this statement
and said that he was representing 100
more theatre owners.
Perlman Reels 8,000 Feet
Sam Perlman, with Cinerama Corp.,
stated that as his reels are over 8,000
cet in length ; he would like to have
the commissioner make an exception
in his case referring to Paragraph 9.
The hearing ended when Commissioner Whitney said that he would
take the matter under advisement. At
present he is enjoined by a court
order from enforcing the present twomen-in-a-booth regulation.
'Waterfronf
Strong

at the

Is Still
Astor

Columbia's
"On the Waterfront''
continued
its record-breaking
pace at
the Astor, with the third week, ended
Tuesday, topping the business of the
previous week, thus registering the
three greatest business weeks in the
theatre's history, according to figures compiled by the company, which
stated that the opening week of the
Marlon Brando starrer turned in
$66,776, the second $61,000 and the
third came in $200 ahead of the second, thus again topping the former
one-week record of $59,000 set for the
Astor by "Battleground" five years
ago.

berg

and a foreign sales manager, to work
under
Branson's supervision, will be
ranks.
selected shortly from within the RKO
"The RKO

executives and family

reluctantly
Charles Boasberg's
resignation accept
and understand
his desire
to enter a business in which he will
directly participate in the profits of
the
wish corporation,"
him the best Grainger
of luck insaid.
his "We
new
tinued.
enterprise," the RKO

president con-

With Company 25 Years
Boasberg has been with RKO for
the past 25 years as salesman, district
and division manager, as well as in
his present post to which he was appointed in September, 1952.
Walter Branson, Grainger says, is
one of the most competent, well-liked
and internationally known film executives in the entire motion picture industry. Before becoming foreign chief,
Branson was assistant general sales
manager and has been associated with
RKO in various executive positions
for 24 years.

'Susan'

Is Booked

Heavily in Atlanta
"Susan Slept Here" has been
booked into 307 situations by 10 circuits in the Atlanta exchange area,
it was disclosed here by RKO Radio.
The circuits and the number of situations booked are : Martin, 63 ; Crescent, 59; Rockwood, 20; Wilby, 13;
Lucas and Jenkins, 14 ; ParamountGulf, 17 ; Theatre Service, 65 ; Florida States, 34 ; Para-Miami, 12, and
Lam Amusement, 10.
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CENTS

TERRY
Para.
RAMSA

YE

jN THE death of Terry Ramsaye in the quiet countryside
of Connecticut to which he was
so devoted there is ended the
career of a brilliant mind and an
unique personality. hHe will be
well-remembered by all those
with whom he had contact in
the course of a varied and adventuresome career — and this
is the best memorial.
As an individualist in thouqht
and action who fitted into no
conventional pattern, his work
as a writer and editor bore an
unmistakable imprint.
As a historian and commentator on the motion picture, its
affairs and its personalities, he
made a significant and lasting
contribution. hHIs history of the
industry is the classic work of
reference. His topical analyses
and discussions have become
permanently an important part
of the literature of the motion
picture. His lasting monument
shall be the penetrating understanding and the facile expression which he has enshrined in
many thousands of printed
words.
Terry Ramsaye had already
attained a legendary reputation
as a reporter in Chicago when
he first was encountered by the
writer of these lines. From the
vantage point of that early
meeting there was observed at
close range the Ramsaye career
through the various chapters of
advertising, publicity, historical
research and writing and finally
in 1931 the assumption of the
post of editor of Motion Picture
Herald.

AUied's

Board

The bid for a world-wide union of
exhibitor organizations, made by
the Cinematograph Exhibitors Association of England, will be taken up
at Allied States Association's board
meeting at White Sulphur Springs,
W. Va., next week.
This was disclosed here yesterday
by Ben Marcus, Allied president, as
the Allied committee concluded its
conferences here with distribution
sales heads. Marcus, queried on the
results of the conferences, said they
were "generally satisfactory."
The Allied president declined to
elaborate, explaining that the full
story of the conference will be made
public following the two-day White

is difficult to reconcile
{Continued on page 6)

CEA's

Reports

Bid

Sulphur Springs board meeting,
which kicks off on Monday. First,
and
he stressed, the board must consider Quarterly
the report on the conferences before
Gains
the contents of those discussions are 6-Month
made public.
In addition to the report on the con- 2nd Period, $2,558,000;
ferences, Marcus said the board will
discuss the British bid for coopera- Half -Year, $3,962,000
tion among dif¥erent national exhibitor organizations. The Allied
Paramount Pictures Corp. estimates
president, in response to a question
regarding his feelings on the proposal, the earnings of the corporation and
reiterated his position, maintaining its consolidated domestic and Canadian
second quarter
that many advantages might emerge subsidiaries for the ended
July 3 at
from unified action on such problems
as exhibitor policy regarding technical
$2,558,000 after
developments.
provision
for
United
States
and Canadian
income
taxes,

Report Big" Advance
TOA
Registration

SIMPP

to Join

U.S. -Anglo

in
Barney
Balaban,
president,

Talks

reported
yesterday.
earnings These
include
The
Society
of
Independent
Motion
The large number of advance regnet profit on
istrations for the 1954 TOA Con- Picture Producers has accepted a
vention and TESMA-TEDA-TOA- British invitation to participate in the
sale and adIPA trade show, Oct. 13-Nov. 4, at projected talks in Washington on a
justment
of inves
tments
the Conrad Hilton Hotel in Chicago, new Anglo-American film agreement,
in subsidiary
Barney Balaban
indicates the greatest attendance it was disclosed here yesterday by
and affiliated
ever, according to a TOA headquar- Ellis Arnall, SIMPP president.
companies
of
approximately
$832,000,
ters report.
Arnall said that he and James Mul{Continued on page 6)
It was pointed out that reservation
chairman
of SIMPP's
eastern
forms were mailed to the member- vey,
distribution
committee,
will represent
ship only two weeks ago and are the organization at the Washington Agreement
Reached
pouring back into the New York of- negotiations which get underway
(Continued on page 6)
(Conti)iued on page 6)
With
Terry
Trade

Ramsaye
Editor^

Dead^

Was

Historian

Terry Ramsaye, consulting editor to Quigley Publications and formerly
editor of Motion Picture Herald, died early yesterday in Norwalk General
Hospital, Norwalk, Conn. He had been under treatment for a cardiac ailment.
Funeral services will be held tomorrow at 2:00 VM. at the Hoyt Franklin Funeral Home in New Canaan,
Conn.
Ramsaye is survived by his wife,
Helene, and by his mother, who is 93
years old and resides in Tonganoxie,
Kansas.

At every step In the career
there was clearly In evidence an
indelible stamp of a rare talent, a painstaking effort for
perfection and enduring en|-husiasm for the potentialities of
the motion picture form of expression.
★
It

to Consider

Terry Ramsaye

Terry Ramsaye brought to his editorship of Motion Picture Herald
in 1931 an extensive background in
motion pictures and in journalism.
For a decade from 1905 to 1915 he enjoyed wide acclaim as a newspaper reporter. Subsequently he distinguished
himself as a newsreel and documentary feature editor and also as an author dealing with motion pictures
including the standard two-volume
history of the industry, "A Million
andTerry
One Ramsaye
Nights." was born in the
{Continued on page 6)

Council:

O'Brien

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 19.— On the
eve of his departure today for San
Francisco and Canada, Tom O'Brien,
M.P., tional
general
secretary
of the NaAssociation
of Theatrical
and
Kine Employees told Motion Picture
D.^iLY that he and AFL Film Council
( Continued on page 4)

Loeiv

Houses

Here

To Join Tax Suit
On behalf of the Marcus Loew
Booking Service, which services
metropolitan
New York Thomas
Loew's
theatres, attorney
Bress will prepare papers today
asking the court to allow all
theatres of the circuit here to
intervene in the current admission tax suit.
The papers are expected to
be filed on Monday or Tuesday.
The five theatres, currently
plaintiffs against the city, are
RKO's Flushing Theatre in
Flushing,
Loew's Willard
atre in Jamaica,
Century TheCircuit's Community and Queens
Theatres in Queens Village,
and Brandt's Strand Theatre in
Astoria.

2

Motion
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Daily
Outlying

Personal

SUMMER

- - THE

SEASON

OF

ERRORS

First

Mention

STARR, Tennessee exhibitor and former president of
the Theatre Owners of America, will
arrive in New York today from London via B.O.A.C.
•
Harry Fein stein, Northeastern
zone manager for Stanley Warner
Theatres, and Mrs. Feinstein have
returned to New Haven from Pittsburgh.
•
Mrs. Henry Lazarus, owner of
the Lazarus Theatre in New Orleans, has returned there from a tour
Continent.
of England and the
•
ALFRED

hy, Universal PicF. J. A. McCartand
Canadian sales
tures Southern
manager, will leave here Monday for
New Orleans.
•
Andy Hervey, of the Paramount
studio publicity department, is in New
York from Hollywood.
•
Harry Goldstein, Allied Artists
Eastern exploitation manager, has returned to New York from Hartford.
•
Johnnie Ray will come to New
York early next week from Hollywood.

EGASBERG

BRANSON

SCHWARTZ

Strange things can happen, as was demonstrated in yesterday's Motion
Picture Daily, when printers and compositors get that far-away look in
their eyes that means they are envisioning- themselves at one end of a fishing line and a 16-pound striper at the other on some sun-drenched stretch
of beach with just a whisper of a cooling breeze moving in off the ocean,
carrying the sea smell and the salt spray with it.
That's when Motion Picture Daily comes oS the press with the wrong
cuts on Page One and the wrong captions beneath the cuts.
Our sincerest apologies are extended for the error to those concerned —
Charles Boasberg, who is leaving RKO Radio to become associated with
the new American Production & Distribution Corp. ; to Walter Branson,
who is to become worldwide sales head of RKO Radio, absorbing the
general sales manager's duties formerly handled by Boasberg, and to Fred
Schwartz, founder and head of the new American P. & D. Corp.
At least, it was no miserly little single error. There were three opportunities tobe wrong and the compositor with summer-vacation stars in his
eyes achieved all three of them for a perfect score.
We endeavor herewith to make amends by publishing the correctly
identified (we hope) cuts of the three.
(Note to compositor: Please. This time, get it right.)

Harry Browning, vice-president of
New England Theatres, has returned
to Boston from Hartford.
Chicago
Ilya Lopert, president of Lopert
Films, will leave New York today
for Venice, Italy.

House

Pulls

Birth

Scene in Trairie'
CHICAGO, Aug. 19.— Unless there
is a last-minute change, Walt Disney's "The Vanishing Prairie" will
open here tomorrow with a cut of 27
feet of film in the sequence which
shows the birth of a buffalo calf.
Disney, angered by the action of
the Chicago Police Censor Board,
has authorized his representative in
Chicago to say, "We are prepared
to seek a ruling on such censorship

See

Full

Protection

In Copyright

Chicago

Re-Zoned
Run

for

Bidding

CHICAGO, Aug. 19. — Warner
Brothers and Columbia Pictures have
re-zoned the northside Vogue Theatre to permit the independent house
to bid on outlying first-run Warner
and Columbia films against the Century theatre, a Balaban & Katz
house.
ji
The action grew out of a restraint
of trade suit filed by the Vogue last
month after the theatre's management
petitioned the two film companies to
recognize its position as a "potential
first-run house."
Johnny Ray Heads
Mechanic
Salute
BALTIMORE, Aug. 19.— Singing
star Johnnie Ray will head a contingent
of show business personalities who will
join with local social, civic and business dignitaries in paying tribute next
week to Morris Mechanic, owner of
the New Theatre here, on the occasion
of his 25th anniversary as an exhibitor.
_ The salute to Mechanic, one of this
city's leading theatre owners, will take
place Wednesday in conjunction with
the Hollywood-styled opening of
Darryl F. Zanuck's personal CinemaScope
of "The Egyptian"
at
the production
New Theatre.
Following the showing of "The
Egyptian," Mechanic will hold a
special reception at his home for the
stars and a group of prominent Baltimore citizens.

Action

Industry Census Is
WASHINGTON, Aug. 19.— American film producers, broadcasters, Assured by Senate
telecasters, authors and others will
WASHINGTON, Aug. 19.— The
receive full protection under the re- undertaking next year of a study by
Sidney Jacobs, SW
cently ratified International Copy- the Census_ Bureau of all branches
Executive, Dead
right Convention.
of the motion picture industry — proContinuation of fair and equal
Sidney Jacobs, 60, veteran district
duction, distribution and exhibition —
treatment for American works of art has been assured with final clearance
manager for Stanley Warner Theatres
was assured with Senate clearance for by the Senate of
in the Pittsburgh zone, died at his
the supplemental
home in Pittsburgh, after an extended
the White House of legislation im- appropriations bill.
illness. Services will be held today,
The measure provides $8,400,000 for
plementing the convention by removing certain restrictions against the bureau to conduct a census of
with interment in Pittsburgh.
in Disney
the Supreme
Court."a statement in their foreign counterparts now con- business,
also released
manufacture and industry.
Jacobs began his theatre career in
tained in our copyright laws.
Philadelphia where he was a mana- which he said the action of the Chiger and later a district manager for
cago Police Censor Board "is very
the Stanley Co. of America, and for
Italian Films Gain in
"We have done all we could to
a short while operated independent surprising."
theatres in New Jersey. He later was avoid making the scene sensational Rome;
U.S, Still Top NEW YORK THEATRES
a manager in Pittsburgh and was in the film. Our reputation, achieved
Aug. 19. — Films produced
West Virginia district manager for by the efforts of nearly 30' years work in ROME,
Italy continue to show sharp gains
RADIO C!TY MUSIC HALL
Warner Brothers Theatres from 1936 does not rest on the cornerstone of
in the Italian market, particularly in
Rockefeller Center
until promoted to district manager of
Rome itself. During the first half of
"SE
notoriety."
VEN
Disney
added
that
he
did
not
inBRIDES FOR
the circuit's Pittsburgh neighborhood
tend to enter a controversy with the 1953, 28.44 per cent of all films shown
and metropolitan first-run theatres in
in
Rome
were
of
Italian
make
but
durChicago
Police
Censor
Board,
but
1952.
ing the same period this year 35.04
Surviving are his widow, Helen ; through his statement he wanted to
SEVEN BROTHERS"
per cent were produced in Italy.
in CINEMASCOPE slarring
a daughter, Mrs. Jay Reich, of Pitts- "clarify my position in this matter."
Of
the
total
of
214
motion
pictures
Earlier this week a Disney repreJANE POWELL - HOWARD KEEL
burgh ;two sons, Leonard and Robexhibited in Rome between January
ert ; his parents, Mr. and Mrs. O.
sentative said "we're fighting to have
Color by ANSCO - An JI-G-M Picture
and June this year, 75 were Italian
Jacobs, of Middletown, Pa., and five the clipped scene restored."
and SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
made. The remainder were divided
brothers, Herman, Harry, Joseph,
among 11 other nations. The United
STARTS BROS
TOMORROW
Louis and Michael. There are seven
. WARNER
mum .
Aid 'March of Dimes'
States is still the front runner.
grandchildren.
KANSAS CITY, Aug. 19.— Some
theatres in the metropolitan area have Fire Hits Rome Studio
KlNfiKlCMRD^CHBIRS
'"NO WarnerColor
been running screen promotion of the
'Sabrifia' to Criterion
March of Dimes emergency campaign
s..»»(w
REX
VIRGINIA
J
GEORGE LAURENCE
ROME, Aug. 19.— A fire swept
are planning participa- Cinecitta, Rome's studio center, here
Paramount's "Sabrina," starring whiletion others
in the drive in accordance with
Humphrey Bogart, Audrey Hepburn
HARRISOK-MAYO-^ANDERS-HARVEY
razing
Warnerwhich
Brothers'
of
and William Holden will be the next the campaign setup of their communi- today,
the city
of Troy,
was set
being
43rOal SI
B WA>
attraction at the Criterion Theatre
ties. Special plans are being made used for the production of "Helen
here.
by drive-ins for audience collections.
MOTION PICTURE DAILY, Martin Ouisley, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher; Sherwin Kane, Editor; Terry Ramsaye, Consulting Editor. Published daily, except Saturdays,
of Troy."
Sundays and holidays, by Quigley Publishing Company, Inc., 1270 Sixth Avenue. Rockefeller
Center, New York 20. N. Y. Telephone Circle 7-3100. Cable address: "Quigpubco,
New York." Martin Quigley, President; Martin Quigley, Jr., Vice-President; Theo. J. Sullivan, Vice-President and Treasurer; Raymond Levy, Vice-President; Leo J. Brady,
Secretary; Al Steen, News Editor; Herbert V. F'ecke, Advertising Manager; Gus H. Fausel, Production Manager; Hollywood Bureau, Yucca- Vine Building, William R. Weaver,
Editor, Hollywood 7-2145; Chicago Bureau, 120 South LaSalle Street, Urben Farley, Advertising Representative, FI 6-3074; Sam Lesner, Editorial Representative, 400 West
Madison St., DE 2-1111. Washington, J. A. Otten, National Press Club, Washington, D. C. London Bureau, 4 Golden Sq., London W. 1; Hope Burnup, Manager; Peter Burnup,
Editor; cable address, "Quigpubco, London." Other Qui.gley PubHcations: Motion Picture Herald; Better Theatres and Theatre Sales, each published 13 times a year as a section
of Motion Picture Herald; Motion Picture and Television Almanac; Fame. Entered as second-class matter, Sept. 21, 1938, at the post office at New York, N. Y., under the act
of March 3, 1879. Subscription rates per year, $6 in the Americas and $12 foreign; single copies, 10c.
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20th-Fox

Overseas

Business

Running

Ahead

of 1953

Motion
Hepburn

Picture

Wins

Audrey

Hepburn

3

Daily

Is

Top

MPA

Answers

Sen.

Desmond

Due to the rapid increase in
CinemaScope installations throughout
Attack
onFilms
'Star
of Tomorrow^
the foreign market, 20th Centurj'Audrey Hepburn, Academj' Award winner this year, has been chosen by
Fox's overseas earnings during the
New York State Senator Thomas
first 32 weeks of 1954 are approxi- exhibitors throughout the country as the number one Star of Tomorrow in the
C.
Desmond and his Joint Legislature
mately $1,000,000 ahead of the com- 14th annual poll conducted by "Motion Picture Herald."
The others in the top ten Stars of Committee on the Problems of the
parable period in 1953, Emanuel
Silverstone, 20th-Fox International
Tomorrow poll include : Maggie Mc- Aging have done a grave disservice
Namara, Grace Kelly, Richard Bur- to the sincere cause of America's
vice-president, said here yesterday.
U.S. Drops Only 5
ton, Pat Crowley, Guy Madison, senior citizens by harping on HollyAttributing the increased earnings
Suzan Ball, Elaine Stewart, Aldo Ray
to CinemaScope, foreign business of
Of 131 Trust Suits
wood as Association
the "heavy,"
the MotionsaidPic-in
ture
of America
and Cameron Mitchell.
the company will steadily improve
CHICAGO, Aug. 19. — Assisthis year as more and more theatres
Miss Hepburn's rise to the top a prepared statement yesterday. The
tant Attorney General Stanley
started at the end of 1951 when she statement read :
equip for the medium, Silverstone
Barnes said here today that
"In a blatant move designed to
starred on Broadway in "Gigi," picksaid. "By the end of 1954, about 6,000
after reviewing more than 130
houses overseas will be equipped for
focus
public attention on an otherwise
ing
up
last
year
when
she
won,
beFederal anti-trust suits which
sides the Academy xA.ward, the New probing report, they grabbed at an
CinemaScope
presentations,"
the
film
York Film Critics Award.
had been instituted by the preexecutive said.
old and traditional gimmick of blamvious Democratic administraThe Stars of Tomorrow poll, coning the woes of the world on Hollytions, he had found only five
Skouras Reported Rise
ducted since 1941 by direct-mail to the
wood," the MPAA said.
which could be dropped. Barnes
circuit and independent exhibitors, has
Spyros P. Skouras, 20th-Fox presiadmitted he had expected to
Points to Mature Players
accurately chosen for stardom such
dent,stockholder
reported atmeeting
the company's
ancurrent favorites as Rita Hayworth,
find
such cases" that
nual
in May, that
"Senator Desmond, in a desperate
could "many
be dropped.
Jane
Wyman, Gene Kelly, June Ally- play for publicity, obviously failed to
foreign and domestic earnings of the
Among the trust suits filed
son, Jeanne Grain, Robert Mitchum, check the long and respected list of
film organization during 1953 totaled
during the Truman administraElizabeth Taylor, Montgomery Clift,
$4,560,887 with film rentals totaling
tion and still pending in FedHollywood's own senior citizens, still
Marilyn Monroe and Tony Curtis.
going strong after many years of
eral court, Los Angeles, is the
$105,662,000
as
compared
to
1952's
entertaining
millions of people, young
rentals income of $93,167,000.
one which would reqioire film
distributors to sell their 16mm.
At present, Silverstone stated, Cinement read.
Mrs.Sudekiim,Baulch and old,
around the world," the statemaScope films in the foreign market
films to television.
are outgrossing pictures of the same
Crescent Directors
"Senator Desmond and his committheme. "The Robe" to date has
NASHVILLE,
Aug.
19.
—
Mrs.
tee obviously haven't joined these
grossed overseas about $5,600,000 as
Tony Sudekum, widow of the late millions in going to the movie theatres.
compared to the "Snows of Kiliman- AA to Release 6
Tony Sudekum, and Mrs. R. E. If they had, they would have seen
Baulch, widow of the late R. E. the many warm and sympathetic
asserted.jaro" which took in $1,400,000, he
In Sept. and Oct.
Baulch,
both former presidents of the
The 20th-Fox International viceof America's
older22 citizens."
company, have been added to the portrayals
The MPAA
reply listed
films in
president revealed additional compariAllied
Artists
will
put
six
films
into
of directors
of
Crescent
Amusesons between CinemaScope and regular national release during September and board ment
which
Hollywood's
own
senior
citizens
Company.
acted.
films. "How To Marry A Millionaire"
grossed $950,000 to date foreign as October, according to Morey R. Goldstein, vice-president and general sales
compared to the $370,000 for "Gentle- manager.
men Prefer Blondes." "Beneath the
Human Jungle," Gary Merrill12-Mile Reef" grossed $500,000 in the Jan"The
Sterling starrer, is to go out on
overseas territories as compared to
Warner Bros! Trade Shows AUGUST 25
Sept. 28, with "Jungle Gents," a
$175,000
for week,
"Anne about
of the
Indies."
As of last
2,600
foreign Bowery Boys comedy starring Leo
theatres were equipped for Cinema- Gorcey and Huntz Hall, and "Two
Scope pictures, Silverstone said, with Guns and a Badge," a Wayne Morris
RANDOLPH scon
mlHE BOUNTY HUNTER
about 230 houses located throughout starrer, to be released on Sept. 5 and
WITH
12, respectively.
the Far East territory.
SCREEN PLAr
MARIE WINDSOR-~ AWINSTON
MILLER
TRANSCONA
DOLORES
On Oct. 24, the Technicolor prow ARNERbOLOR
PRODUCED By DORN DIRECTED BY
ENTERPRISES
PROD.
ANDRE deTOTH
'Scope Reel Overseas
SAM
BISCHOFF
of "Tonight's
Night,"
starring duction
David
Niven, the
Yvonne
De
DISTRIBUTED BY WARNER BROS
"The Advancing Techniques of
Carlo and Barry Fitzgerald, will be
CinemaScope," an hour-long demonstration reel produced by 20th-Fox released. On Oct. 10 and 17, respecdealing with improved anamorphic
tively, "Ketchikan," Mark Stevens
DETROIT
ALBANY
Film
Exchange Building
lenses, improved four-track magnetic starrer, and "Target Earth," starring
Worner Screening Room
Richard
Denning
and
Virginia
Grey,
HON. Pearl Si - 12 30 P.M.
stereophonic sound and future com2310
Coss Ave. • 2 00 P.M.
OKLAHOMA
ATLANTA
INDIANAPOLIS
pany product, is being exhibited in will go into release.
20lh Century-Fox Screening Room
20th
Century.
Fox
Srreening
Room
20th
Century-Fox
Screening
Room
the foreign market now, Silverstone
10 North Lee St • 1 30 P.M
197WoltonSt N,W. • 2:00 P.M.
326 No. Illinois St • 1:00 P.M.
said. "Between the end of July and A A Has 4 Shooting;
OMAHA
JACKSONVILLE
BOSTON
20th Century-Fox Screening Room
the middle of August, in areas where
Florida Theatre BIdg. Sc. Rm
Metro Screening Room
1S02
Davenport SI • 130 P M.
the reel has been shown, Cinema- 2 More to Start
46 Cliurch Street • 2 00 P.M.
PHILADELPHIA
128
E. ForsythCITY
SI. • 2 00 P M.
KANSAS
Scope installations had increased from
BUFFALO
Warner Screening Room
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 19.— For the
20th Century-Fox Screening Room
1,420 houses to 2,250 theatres
Motion Picture Operotors Sc. Rm.
230
No. nth St. • 2:00 P.M.
first time in its history, Allied Artists
PITTSBURGH
498 Peorl St. • 8 00 P.M.
1 720 WyondotleSl. • 1 30 P.M.
equipped," he said. "However, do not this week has four films shooting at
LOS
ANGELES
CHARLOTTE
attribute this large increase in instal- one time and next week the number
20th Century-Fox Screening Room
Warner Screening Room
20th Century-Foi Screening Room
lations to the reel alone for a large will be increased to six.
1715Blvd. of Allies- 1 30 PM
2025
S.
Vermont
Ave.
•
2
00
P
M.
308
S. Church St. • 2 00 P.M.
MEMPHIS
PORTLAND
amount of orders on hand for equipCHICAGO
Slot
Sc. Rm.
Currentljr before the cameras are
20th Century-Fox Screening Room
Worner Screening Room
ment
were
filled
at
that
time,"
Silver925
N. W. 19th Ave • 2 00 P.M.
stone said.
151
Vance
Ave.
•
1215
P.M.
"The Black Prince," being filmed in
MILWAUKEE
1307 So Wobosh «ye. • 1 30 P.M.
SALT LAKE CITY
England and in CinemaScope with
CINCINNATI
20th Century. Fox Screening Room
Warner
Theatre Screening Room
Errol Flynn, Joanne Dru and Peter
RKO Poloce Th. Screening Room
316 East 1st South • 1:00 P.M.
212 W. Wisconsin Ave. • 2 00 P.M
Polocc Ih.Bldg. £. 6lh- 8 00 P.M.
SAN FRANCISCO
MINNEAPOLIS
Way
Is Cleared for
Finch starred ; "The Annapolis Story,"
in Technicolor with John Derek,
CLEVELAND
Warner
Screening
Room
Republic
Screening Room
Paramount Screening Room loom
Diana Lynn and Kevin McCarthy in
Compensation
Bill
221 Golden Gale Ave. • 1 30 P.M.
1000 CurricAve, • 2 00 P.M.
1735
E.23rd
St.
•
2
00
P.M.
DALLAS
NEW HAVEN
WASHINGTON, Aug. 19.— Con- the star roles, and "Ketchikan,"' a
SEATTLETheatre
gress has cleared for the White Mark Stevens starrer, and "Shotgun,"
Modern
Warner Theatre Projection Room
20th Century-Fox Screening Room
2400 Third Ave, ■ 10 30 A.M.
1803 Wood St. • 2 00 P M.
House legislation amending the Un- on location at Sedona, Ariz., with
70NEW
CollegeORLEANS
SI, • 2:00 PM.
ST. LOUIS
DENVER
employment Compensation Act to put Sterling Hayden, Yvonne De Carlo
Poromount
Screening
Room
S
renco Screening Room
20th
Century-Fox
Screening
Room
employers of four or more workers and Zachary Scott starred.
2100 Stout St. • 2:00 P.M.
3143
Olive St. • 1 00 P.M.
200
Liberty
St.
•
8
00
P.M.
On
Monday
the
cameras
will
be
for at least 20 weeks a year — instead
NEW YORK
WASHINGTON
DES MOINES
of eight as under present law — under turned on "Cry Vengeance," a Richard
Warner
Theatre Building
Poromount Screening Room
Home Office
its jurisdiction beginning in 1956.
Conte starrer, and on Thursdav film112SHighSl. • 12 4SP.M.
321W,44lh St. •2:15 P.M.
UthSE.SIs. N,W, -7:30 P M.
The House accepted a Senate
ing will be commenced on "The Big
change setting back the efl^ective date Combo," to star Cornel Wilde, JacK
of this provision for an extra year. Palance and Jean Wallace.
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"Dragnet"
{Warner Brothers)
yesment
leaders arrived at an agree
BIGGER,
better, longer and tougher on a motion picture screen in color
terday, when he addressed a special
rather
than
on a small television receiver in black and white, or on radio
work
to
,
zation
organi
that
meeting of
g up of a con- where it was born, "Dragnet" can be expected to reach the same measure of
out plans for the settin
sultative committee which would meet success that it has achieved in other media. Jack Webb and Stanley Meyer
periodically, here or in Britain, for have figured out a transition which provides top entertainment for the public
tand- and top box-ofiice for a theatre. Smart money, as always, will string along
the purpose of keeping an nunders
ing clear and cooperatio in effect with the champion to win again.
Jack Webb, as Joe Friday, and Ben Alexander, as Officer Frank Smith,
at all s.times for the benefit of both industrie
are in this expanded story, as in their half-hour radio and television stints,
O'Brien said he and the council central characters at all times. The cast includes a far larger number of
members appeared agreed on the prin- players and the action covers greater terrain. Similiarly, the screenplay by
ciple that American and British indus- Richard L. Breen, has wider range, contains more complications, and is never
tries "must work together or die sep- interrupted for sponsor's commercials.
of terms, this "Dragnet" compares
in the simplest
matters
to put
In short,
arately."
very
favorably
with
its television
counterpart as a Cadillac compares to a
Ford (Model T, that is.)
International Set
The story for the picture is an out-and-out gangster killing yarn, opening
with
gang
so outrightly
filmed that
the victim's
blood-spattered
face
takes a up
the killing
full screen
in the opening
scene.
The audience
knows from
'Egyptian' Bow
To
An international contingent from the start who committed the killing and the police are sure shortly afterward,
the Middle East and the Orient will but they can not prove it until the final sequence. Suspense rides on whether
join stars of show business, celebri- the police can prove the killer's guilt, rather than on his identity.
ties, social figures and sports chamStanley Meyer's production is thorough, painstaking, admirably accented
pions at the Roxy here Tuesday for and wisely spaced at proper intervals with humorous incidents that relieve
the benefit world premiere of Dar- the audience's tension without breaking it. Heading the large supporting
ryl F. Zanuck's lavish CinemaScope cast are Richard Boone, Ann Robinson, Stacy Harris, Virginia Gregg, Victor
Perrin and Georgie Ellis.
an."
production, "The Egypti
Led bv Her Royal Highness, PrinRunning time, 91 minutes. General audience classification.
WILLIAM R. WEAVER
cess Wi'rawan of Siam, a group of
student internes from the United Nations, clad in their native costumes,
A Bullet is Waiting
will be on hand for the debut of the
2'Oth Century-Fox picture, all proceeds (Welsch-Columbia)
of which will go to the Emergency
Drive of the National Foundation for SOME stunning Technicolor photography of life on a remote California
sheep ranch should help to hold the interest of general audiences in this
Infantile Paralysis. Among lands rep- film about a fugitive from justice and his love for a ranch girl.
rested by the UN party will be Egypt,
Despite a moderately paced story, the film contains much entertainment
Burma, India, Indonesia, Turkey, Iran
value for youngsters and adults alike, with interesting shots of farm animals
and Iraq.
In addition to the group from the and the rugged California country.
world organization, it was announced
Jean Simmons, Rory Calhoun, Stephen McNally and Brian Aherne make
that the Maharaja of Barata, cur- up the cast, with each turning in capable performances.
rently visiting New York on a globeCalhoun, as the fugitive, and McNally, as the revenge-crazed sherifif who is
girdling trip, will also attend the pre- transporting him back to Utah to stand trial for murder, enter the lives of
miere.
Miss Simmons and Aherne, father and daughter living in solitude on the
isolated ranch.
Love interest is introduced to the violence and intrigue which pervades the
'Richard IIV to
film's opening reels, when Calhoun and Miss Simmons become attracted to each
other. But complications in the romance arise when she learns that he is
Be Made
in VV
wanted for murder.
Sir Laurence Olivier's production,
After a great deal of discussion and several violent brawls between Calhoun
"Richard III," will be filmed in Vista- and McNally, Aherne returns to the ranch and decides the issue. At this
Vision in Spain within two weeks, it
was announced here yesterday by Ilya point ii is learned that McNally is seeking revenge for the death of his brother.
In the climax, Calhoun turns down an opportunity to shoot his adversary
Lopert, president of Lopert Films, and after
a gun battle and the sheriff decides to take his prisoner back in an
Robert W. Dowling, president of the
orderly manner. Aherne and Miss Simmons join the party as the film
City Investing Co.
The production had been considered concludes.
by Michael Todd of Magna Theatre
Howard Welsch produced and John Farrow directed "A Bullet is Waiting"
Corp. as the second picture to be from a screenplay by Thames Williamson and Casey Robinson.
Running time, 82 minutes. General classification. For release in September.
filmed in the new Todd-AO process.

stereophonic
sound!

Salesmen

Share

Profits:

Kerasotes
CHAMPAIGN - URBANA, 111.,
Aug. 19. — The "dictatorial" sales policies of the major film distribution
companies have lowered the standards
of business ethics and are destroying
equitable business relations with exhibitors, George Kerasotes, vice-president of the United Theatre Owners
of Illinois, TOA affiliate, declared in
an address before a regional meeting
of
the organization
Lincoln
Hotel here. at the UrbanaCalls Morale Low
Maintaining that the present sales
policies were disintegrating their own
sales organizations, Kerasotes stated
that "the present day film salesman is
nothing but a robot and that film sellKerasotes
that the morale of
ing has becomesaiddecadent."
the film salesman is very low. "They
are paid on the basis of tenure of
years with a company rather than
productivity and do not share in the
prosperity of their organization," he
said. "Young and intelligent men are
seeking other fields of endeavor which
are more lucrative and where they receive compensation which commensurates with their efforts and abilities," the exhibitor official said. He
added :
Sees Improved Cooperation
"The film companies can improve
the relations with their own salesmen
by giving them an opportunity to participate in the profits of their company. This would also establish a
better relationship with the exhibitor,
as the salesman would be interested in
the
welfare. He would
see theatre
to it thatowner's
the theatres
stayed open
and that the owners retained enough
of the revenue produced in his own
town so that he could improve his
theatre physically and have sufficient
funds for proper promotion of his
business. The net result of this policy
would actually increase the revenue of
the film company in the long run and
result in a healthy condition for all
parties concerned.
Since every closed
theatre or sick situation would reduce
the salesman's income and income to
the company, he would endeavor to
negotiate a compromise between the
demands of his company and the needs

of hisKerasote
customer
rather than
that !' "
s , emphasi
zed 'walk
"film companies should improve
the chaotic system of releasing
features by setting up their releases three or four months in
advance. The present practice
of announcing, selling, and releasing afeature all in a month
is wasteful and economically
unsound. Advertising material
is often not available and both
exhibitor and distributor suffer.
This system should be corrected
immediat
ely." Illinois exhibitors veIn
a forum,
hemently protested against 50 per cent
terms, vious
shortage
prints,
and the being
"obslow downof of
production
waged against them by the major film

REG. U.S. PAT. OFF

^l^jl^m^^SSI^SI!^ 161 Sixth Avenue
NewYork13NY
RS
KE
EA
SP
LOUD
;

"Specialists in Motion

Picture Sound"

The next regional meeting of the
LTnited Theatre Owners of Illinois
will
be held in Springfield, III, Sept.
companies."
13. Two previous regional meetings
were held in Peoria and Rockford.

For

writings
the

there's

Pulitzer

for

prize;

actings there's
the Oscar;

and

for

men

motion

in

the

picture

fields

exhibition

there's

Award

Quigley
for

Quoted

the

99

showmanship

in the house

organ of Famous

Players

Canadian circuit of 208 theatres — from a speech
by R. W. Bolstad, vice president and treasurer, at
a company

luncheon

Quigley Award

in honor of Charles Doctor,

winner.

At the luncheon in Toronto honoring Charles Doctor, winner of the Quigley Award: James R. Nairn, Charles Doctor, Bob Eves,
Mrs. Doctor, and R, W, Bolstad.
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TERRY
Johnston
RAMS

A

YE

{Continued front page 1)
one's thoughts to the passing of
such a vital personality. As a
long-time friend and associate
it is doubly difficult. But the
farewell that must be said
comes easier when it is so wellknown that he who has passed
would want "no moaning at the

■

in Tribute

_MARTIN

QUIGLEY

Ramsaye
{Continued front page 1)

, Novillage of Tonganoxie, KansasGeorge
vember 2nd, 1885, son of Mrs.
(Yates) Ramsaye and the late Lee M.
Ramsaye. He spent his school days
between Kansas and Massachusetts
institutions. His first work was with
the engineering department of the Bell
Telephone Company and the Western
Electric Company. In 1905, he joined
the editorial staff of the Kansas City
Star and Times, and was subsequently
connected with various newspapers as
feature writer and desk editor, including the Leavenworth Times, the
Omaha Bee, the St. Paul Pioneer
Press, the St. Paul Dispatch, the Associated Press, the Chicago Evening
American, Universal News Service
and the Chicago Tribune.
Founded Screen Telegram

To Ramsaye's Role
Eric A. Johnston, president of
the Motion Picture Association
of America, yesterday issued
the following statement from
MPAA headquarters here on
the death of Terry Ramsaye:
"The passing of Terry Ramsaye is a sad and great loss.
He always stood for the best
and fought for the best in the
motion picture. His leadership,
his gifted pen and his wise and
friendly counsel made ours a
better industry."
and Pathe Audio Review. He also
produced various adventure and topical films and participated in the development of techniques for applying
sound to film production. Concurrently with other activities during
1920-1940 Mr. Ramsaye also was consultant for Associated Screen News,
Ltd.

Keenly Interested in Nature
As editor of Motion Picture Herald 1931 through 1949, Terry Ramsaye was the most widely quoted writer on subjects pertaining to motion
pictures. His thought provoking comments had a marked and constructive
influence on motion picture industry
development.
Ramsaye's
interests
only
covered motion
picture
topics not
but
he was as well a keen observer of
natural life. His quaintly written observations on the world of plants,
flowers, animals and sun, wind and
stars, attracted considerable attention.
Ramsaye was devoted to the art of
verbal expression and cultivated a
keen
and colorful style of writing.
The Chicago Tribune's adoption of
the motion picture serial for circula- He sought not only to express a
tion exploitation brought Mr. Ram- thought but to do so in an entertaining manner.
saye into contact with the screen inIn addition to editing and writing
dustry. He became the advertising
and publicity director of the Mutual for Motion Picture Herald, he did a
Film Corporation in 1915 and there considerable amount of other writing
founded the Screen Telegram, a news- and also lecturing on motion picture
reel of conspicuous success in World topics.
War L During the war he produced Consultant Since 1949
and edited for the United States
Treasury Department various patriotic
Since May 2, 1949, he had been consulting editor of Quigley Publications
subjects and the feature film, "Price
and also wrote a weekly column of
of Peace.'' Subsequently, Mr. Ram- comment and observation entitled
joined Samuel
L. Rothafel's
at thesayeRialto
and Rivoli
Theatresstaff
on "Terry Ramsaye Says" for Motion
Broadway. In 1919, Mr. Ramsaye, as Picture Herald as well as feature articles and book reviews. Recently he
editor, launched the newsreel Kinocompleted the manuscript of a book
grams.
on motion pictures for publication by
Compiled History of Industry
Harvard University Press in a project
In 1920 Mr. Ramsaye broke con- sponsored by the Library of Connections with Broadway, and in the
gress. He was a member of the Naremoteness of a Long Island farm, entional Press Club, Washington; Silgaged in writing for various maga- vermine Guild of Artists (New Cazines, meanwhile carrying through to
naan, Conn.) and fellow of the Society of Motion Picture and Television
completion his two-volume history of
the motion picture industry — a labor Engineers.
of some five years. He incidentally
wrote and produced an array of adfor
venture and scenic pictures for the Set Committee
Associated Screen News, Ltd., of Canada, and edited various feature pro- Kans.-Mo, Meet
KANSAS CITY, Aug. 19.--The
ductions, principally expeditionary and
board
of directors of the Kansasadventure releases, including "The
Missouri
Theatre Assoication yesterCruise of the Speejacks" and "Grass"
day set up a committee for the orfor Paramount, "Martin Johnson's
ganization's annual convention here
African Hunt" for Metro, and the
Sept. 28-29, at the President
roadshow "Simba." One of Terry on
Hotel.
Ramsaye's
conspicuous
contributions to themore
endeavors
of the
screen
Earl Jameson, Jr., general chairman, will work with association presiwas in the oria:ination of tvpographical
dent Leo Hayob in coordinating the
treatments, which were of general influence on the typographical dress of plans of the several sub-committees
screen productions, particularly in the for the convention which will be
highlighted by presentations of the
printed titles of silent pictures.
In 1928 he joined Pathe Exchange. newest processes and equipment and
I"c., as editor-in-chief of Pathe News reports and discussions on vital topics.
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Paramount
{Continued from page 1)
after deducting applicable income
taxes. The earnings, including such
net profit on sales of investments,
etc., represent $1.16 per share and,
excluding such net profit, 78 cents per
share on the 2,217,036 shares outstanding and in the hands of the public
as of that date.
70 Cents Per Share

'Sitting

Bull"

Lauded

By Senator Mundt
WASHINGTON, Aug. 19.—
Sen. Karl E. Mundt (R., S.
Dak.) Indian
today paid
the
Sioux
Chief,tribute
Sitting toBull,
in connection with the world
premiere of the CinemaScope
the
Elk Theatre
in Rapid
City,
production
of "Sitting
Bull"
at
So. Dak.
Mundt, in a Senate speech,
said the film, produced by
W. R. Frank and released

Consolidated earnings for the quarter ended July 4, 1953, were estimated
through
at $1,617,000 and represented 70 cents
tribute to United
the manArtists,
himself,"pays
and
per share on the 2,325,465 shares then
portrays in vivid fashion the
outstanding.
life and times of the great
Consolidated earnings for the six
months ended July 3, after taxes, are
Sioux nation . . ."
estimated at $3,962,000 and include net
profit on sales of investments, etc., referred to above. These earnings, inTOA
cluding such net profit, represent
$1.79 per share and, excluding such
{Continued from page 1)
net profit, $1.41 per share.
Consolidated earnings for the six
months of 1953 were estimated at
the association in great numbers daily.
$2,991,000 and represented $1.29 per fice of
share.
early
interest,
two-and-ahalf"Such
months
before
convention
time,
Cites Telemeter Advances
the importance exBalaban, in his report to the di- clearly emphasizes
hibitors throughout the nation are
rectors, yesterday indicated that the
development of the Lawrence color attaching to this year's convention
television tube has proceeded to the and
giant
combined
trade show,"
deReade,
Jr.
clared
TOA president
Walter
point where color television sets using
it were ready for mass production.
"Plans are now being made for
Cost estimates indicate that the use
vital
and comprehensive business
of the Lawrence principles result in
a set which can be produced at a meetings, luncheons, evening entertainment and a full program of accost lower than now mentioned by
tivity and entertainment for the ladies.
any other concern. He also stated
Two Forums Stressed
that the Telemeter Corp. was continuing successfully in making Teleparticular interest and benefit
meter pay-as-you-see television equip- to "Of
all theatre owners will be the
ment available on a mass scale, and TESMA-TOA theatre equipment and
had undertaken, in association with new processes forum Wednesday
several well-known American comand the IPA-TOA concespanies, the application of its related afternoon
sions forum Thursday morning. The
electronic memory machines which
e-xperts in their repreduce the cost of complicated office nation's leading
resentative fields will form a panel
procedures and increase the efficiency at each forum to discuss latest deof large calculating machines.
velopments in their respective fields
and
to
answer
questions.
Para. 50c Dividend Declared
"The dollar-wise exhibitor will
Paramount yesterday voted a divi- make this year's convention and trade
dend for the third quarter of 50 cents
per share on the common stock, payable Sept. 14 to holders of record on show a giant 'must.' "
Anglo-U.S. Talks
Sept. 1.
{Continued from page 1)
Eleven Paramount
Sept. 27. The SIMPP head, alluding
Films Now
in Work
to his present tilt with the Motion Picture Association of America regardHOLLYWOOD, Aug. 19. — Proing
the subsidy issue, said that he will
duction at the Paramount studios con- be glad
to sit jointly with MPAA
tinued unabated here, with four Vista- delegates in the negotiations, as in the
Vision pictures, with color in Techni- past. With the exception of the subcolor, currently before the cameras
sidy issue, he described SIMPP's
and seven other major films, four of
which were shot in Vista Vision, in relationship with MPAA as "cooperavarious stages of editing.
Arnall went on to say that there
"Lucy Gallant," VistaVision ro- have been no new developments remance starring Jane Wyman, Charlgarding SIMPP complaints about
ton Heston and Thelma Ritter, is the subsidies to the government. He
latest to start shooting ; it went be- added that he expects no new developfore the cameras today. The others
ments until after September. Arnall
rolling at this time are Alfred Hitch- said he will be in New York a few
cock's "To Catch a Thief," starring days on routine business.
Gary Grant and Grace Kellv; the
tive."
William H. Pine-William C. Thomas
Angels," starring Humphrey Bogart
production of "Blue Horizons," star- and Peter Ustinov. All have color in
ring Charlton Hestc/i, Ered Mac- Technicolor.
Murray and Donna Reed, and Bob
Other films editing are George
Hope's "The Eddie Foy Story."
VistaVision pictures in the cutting Pal's "Conquest of Space," Techniat Toki-Ri,"
Bridges
color;
rooms include, "Air Command," star- Technicolo
r, "The
starring
William
Holden,
ring James Stewart and June AllyMarch and
Fredric
Kelly,
Grace
son ; "Run for Cover," starring James
Rooney, and "The Country
Cagney and Vivica Lindfors ; "Love Mickeyteaming
Bing Crosby, William
Is A Weapon," starring John Payne Girl,"
Holden and Grace Kelly.
and Mary Murphy, and "We're No
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Submit

Allied

Gov't
On

Agenda

Report

to

Senate

Mull

Relief

Film

National

NEW

Terms

Board

Has

for W.

Full

Va. Meet

WHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS,
W. Va., Aug. 22. — The question of
whether AIHed States Association will
go to the government for relief on the
exhibitor assocharge
of excessiveciation'sfilm
terms is expected to be determined at the
national board
of directors
meeting which
starts here tomorrow. Abram
F. Myers, general counsel and
chairman, will
preside.
Most of the Abram F. Myers
Allied units,
during the last month, have passed
resolutions demanding that the national body seek government relief if
no satisfaction was obtained from the
general sales managers at the individual meetings held in New York
{Continued on page 5)
^Cordiality'
Allied's
Sales

Marked

Talks

Heads

YORK, U. S. A., MONDAY,

Votes

to Ease

German, U.S. Taxes
WASHINGTON, Aug. 22.—
The Senate today ratified the
double taxation treaty with
West Germany which would
reciprocally free film rentals
earned in the two countries
from the double tax burden.
Thus, United States films
shown in West Germany and
West German films shown here
would not have taxes imposed
on
tion.them by the importing na-

RKO
TOversified'
Product Lineup Is
Listed

AUGUST

Seeks

23, 1954

TO A

Urges

U.S.

TO

Cordiality, rather than acrimonious
charges and counter-charges, appeared
to mark last week's round of talks
held here by Allied's special trade
practices committee with distribution
sales managers.
The air of goodwill, which may
have been somewhat guarded, was reflected by a number of distribution
sources who were canvassed on how
the meetings progressed. It also was
reflected by Ben Marcus, Allied president, a member of the special committee, who described the meetings as
"generally satisfactory" on the eve of
his departure for White Sulphur
Springs, W. Va., where the Allied
board convenes today.
Pending Allied's report on the
meetings, promised following board
action on the report, it was too early
at the weekend to tell whether the
general satisfaction voiced by Marcus
(Continued on page 5)

FOR

ASSOCIATION
Alliance

Representatives

First;

to TO A

CEA

May

Chicago

jiroduct which
it will ofifer exhibitors during
the coming
year, according
to J. R. Grainger, president
of RKO Radio
Pictures.
Foreseeing the
trend away
from trends in
picture making,
RKO planned
more than a
year
ago to
come up with product that would in no
{Continued on page 5)

41

Conclave

Tennessee exhibitor and former TOA presturnedwhoat the
ident,
reweekend to the
U. S. after a
two-month tour
of Europe.

Theatres

Sign

for

Bout

Forty-one theatres have signed up
for the telecast of the MarcianoCharles heavyweight title bout, it was
disclosed here at the weekend by
Theatre Network Television.
TNT, at the same time, disclosed
that six theatres in the Chicago area —
the greatest number of houses in Chicago to carry a theatre TV event —
have booked the bout. In Chicago, the
following theatres have been lined up ;
Balaban & Katz's Marboro, Tivoli
news.
and
Essaness
Circuit's
Crown Uptown
and a ;drive-in
and the
Tele-

Alfred Starr

TOA h e here,
ad quarters
stated that he
would recommend in a report at the
organization's annual convention in
Chicago this Fall that "an international alliance of exhibitors is an eventuality and that the TOA keep in
mind and further explore the feasibilItity ofissuch
the a plan."
hope of
the Cinemato(Contimied
on page
5)

Mark

Morgan's
With the

All-Time

'This

Is

Cinerama^
Big

ference conat the
trade press

Paramount

for

to

Starr, in a

It is understood that Loew's, RKO
Theatres and Stanley Warner Theatres have not joined the network as
yet, reportedly due to the opposition
to the 50-50
percentage
terms
( Continued
on page
4) sought

Heading

Grows

Send

By LESTER DINOFF
The proposal that national exhibitor organizations throughout the world
affect a cooperative framework by which common, mutual industry problems
and needs may be discussed will be recommended to the Theatre Owners of
fred Starr,
America
by Al-

With

Here

PUSH

by Grainger

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 22. — With
"The Conqueror" going into the cuting rooms this week, RKO has comits 1954-55 plans for "diversified'' pletedstory

CENTS

Approval

STARR

INT'L

TEN

Gross

to

Salute

40 Years
Company

Oscar A. Morgan,
manager for short
mount News and
will have a special

$12,683,000
_ ™

Paramount sales
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"This Is Cinerama" has grossed more than $12,683,000 in the 13 U. S.
cities now exhibiting the Cinerama process, it was disclosed here at the weekend by Stanley Warner Corp.
Services Held for
S-W, which owns the exclusive exhibition and distribution rights for the
anniversary with the
process, said the attraction seems
announced
by
company, it was
Terry Ramsaye
likely to challenge the records set by
"Gone With the Wind" and "The
Funeral services were held Satur- Robe." It was pointed out that the
A. W. Schwalday in New Canaan, Conn., for Terry grossing power of the picture will be
berg,
president
of Paramount
Ramsaye, consulting editor to Quigley heightened when plans for Cinerama
Filming DistributCorp.
Publications and former editor of exhibition abroad are effected, making
Oscar
Morgan
"Motion Picture Herald," who died the grossing potential for "This Is
Thursday in the Norwalk, Conn., Cinerama" in the neighborhood of beberg cstated
h w athat
1Oscar Morgan Week Swill
tween $20,000,000 and $30,000,000.
be the
General Hospital. The brief burial
(Cont
inued
on
page
4)
Cinerama will be in residence until
and committal rites were read by the
(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on page 4)
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{Continued front, piifjc 1)
one's thoughts to the passing of
such a vital personality. As a
long-time friend and associate
it is doubly difficult. But the
farewell that must be said
comes easier when it is so wellknown that he who has passed
would want "no moaning at the

■

_MARTIN

QUIGLEY

Ramsaye
{Continued from page 1)

, Novillage of Tonganoxie, KansasGeorge
vember 2nd, 1885, son of Mrs.
(Yates) Ramsaye and the late Lee M.
Ramsaye. He spent his school days
between Kansas and Massachusetts
institutions. His first work was with
the engineering department of the Bell
Telephone Company and the Western
Electric Company. In 1905, he joined
the editorial staff of the Kansas City
Star and Times, and was subsequently
connected with various newspapers as
feature writer and desk editor, including the Leavenworth Times, the
Omaha Bee, the St. Paul Pioneer
Jr^ress, the St. Paul Dispatch, the Associated Press, the Chicago Evening
American, Universal News Service
and the Chicago Tribune.
Founded Screen Telegram
The Chicago Tribune's adoption of
the motion picture serial for circulation exploitation brought Mr. Ramsaye into contact with the screen industry. He became the advertising
and publicity director of the Mutual
Film Corporation in 1915 and there
founded the Screen Telegram, a newsreel of conspicuous success in World
War I. During the war he produced
and edited for the United States
Treasury Department various patriotic
subjects and the feature film, "Price
of Peace.'" Subsequently, Mr. Ramjoined Samuel
L. Rothafel's
at thesayeRialto
and Rivoli
Theatresstafif
on
Broadway. In 1919, Mr. Ramsaye, as
editor, launched the newsreel Kinograms.
Compiled History of Industry
In 1920 Mr. Ramsaye broke connections with Broadway, and in the
remoteness of a Long Island farm, engaged in writing for various magazines, meanwhile carrying through to
completion his two-volume history of
the motion picture industry — a labor
of some five years. He incidentally
wrote and produced an array of adventure and scenic pictures for the
Associated Screen News, Ltd., of Canada, and edited various feature productions, principally expeditionary and
adventure releases, including "The
Cruise of the Speejacks" and "Grass"
for Paramount, "Martin Johnson's
African Hunt" for Metro, and the
roadshow "Simba." One of Terry
Ramsaye's
conspicuous
contributions to themore
endeavors
of the
screen
was in the oriaination of tvpographical
treatments, which were of general influence on the typographical dress of
screen productions, particularly in the
printed titles of silent pictures.
In 1928 he joined Pathe Exchanae.
I::c., as editor-in-chief of Pathe News

in Tribute

To Ramsaye's Role
Eric A. Johnston, president of
the Motion Picture Association
of America, yesterday issued
the following statement from
MPAA headquarters here on
the death of Terry Ramsaye:
"The passing of Terry Ramsaye is a sad and great loss.
He always stood for the best
and fought for the best in the
motion picture. His leadership,
his gifted pen and his wise and
friendly counsel made ours a
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Paramount
{Continued from page 1)
after deducting applicable income
taxes. The earnings, including such
net profit on sales of investments,
etc., represent $1.16 per share and,
e.xcluding such net profit, 78 cents per
share on the 2,217,036 shares outstanding and in the hands of the public
as of that date.

'Sitting

BuW

Lauded

By Senator Mundt
WASHINGTON, Aug. 19.—
Sen. Karl E. Mundt (R., S.
Dak.)
today paid
the
Sioux Indian
Chief,tribute
Sitting toBull,
in connection with the world
premiere of the CinemaScope
the
Elk Theatre
in Rapid
City,
production
of "Sitting
Bull"
at
So. Dak.
Mundt, in a Senate speech,
said the film, produced by
W. R. Frank and released

70 Cents Per Share
Consolidated earnings for the quarter ended July 4, 1953, were estimated
through
at $1,617,000 and represented 70 cents
tribute to United
the manArtists,
himself,"pays
and
per
share
on
the
2,325,465
shares
then
better industry."
portrays in vivid fashion the
outstanding.
life and times of the great
Consoliaated earnings for the six
and Pathe Audio Review. He also months ended July 3, after taxes, are
Sioux nation . . ."
produced various adventure and topi- estimated at $3,962,000 and include net
cal films and participated in the de- profit on sales of investments, etc., revelopment of techniques for applying
ferred to above. These earnings, in- TOA
cluding such net profit, represent
sound to film production. Concurrently with other activities during $1.79 per share and, excluding such
1920-1940 Mr. Ramsaye also was con- net profit, $1.41 per share.
{Continued from page 1)
sultant for Associated Screen News,
Consolidated earnings for the six
Ltd.
months of 1953 were estimated at
bers daily.
$2,991,000
and represented $1.29 per fice of the association in great numKeenly Interested in Nature
share.
early
interest,
two-and-aAs editor of Motion Picture Herhalf"Such
months
before
convention
time,
Cites Telemeter Advances
ald 1931 through 1949, Terry Ramclearly
emphasizes
the
importance
exBalaban, in his report to the disaye was the most widely quoted writhibitors throughout the nation are
rectors, yesterday indicated that the
er on subjects pertaining to motion
pictures. His thought provoking com- development of the Lawrence color attaching to this year's convention
ments had a marked and constructive television tube has proceeded to the and
giant
combined
trade show,"
deReade,
Jr.
clared
TOA president
Walter
influence on motion picture industry point where color television sets using
it were ready for mass production.
development. Ramsaye's interests not Cost estimates indicate that the use
"Plans are now being made for
only covered motion picture topics but
he was as well a keen observer of of the Lawrence principles result in vital and comprehensive business
luncheons, evening enternatural life. His quaintly written ob- a set which can be produced at a meetings, tainment
and a full program of acservations on the world of plants, cost lower than now mentioned by
tivity
and
entertainment
for the ladies.
flowers, animals and sun, wind and any other concern. He also stated
Two Forums Stressed
stars, attracted considerable attention. that the Telemeter Corp. was continRamsaye was devoted to the art of
uing successfully in making Teleparticular interest and benefit
verbal expression and cultivated a
meter pay-as-you-see television equip- to "Of
all theatre owners will be the
ment available on a mass scale, and
keen and colorful style of writing.
TESMA-TOA theatre equipment and
He sought not only to express a had undertaken, in association with new processes forum Wednesday
thought but to do so in an entertain- several well-known American com- afternoon and the IPA-TOA concespanies, the application of its related
ing manner.
sions forum Thursday morning. The
In addition to editing and writing electronic memory machines which
experts in their repfor Motion Picture Herald, he did a reduce the cost of complicated office nation's leading
resentative fields will form a panel
considerable amount of other writing procedures and increase the efficiency
at each forum to discuss latest deand also lecturing on motion picture of large calculating machines.
velopments in their respective fields
topics.
and to answer questions.
Para.
50c
Dividend
Declared
Consultant Since 1949
"The dollar-wise exhibitor will
Paramount yesterday voted a divimake
this year's convention and trade
dend for the third quarter of 50 cents
Since May 2, 1949, he had been consulting editor of Quigley Publications per share on the common stock, payand also wrote a weekly column of
able Sept. 14 to holders of record on show a giant 'must.' "
comment and observation entitled
Anglo-U.S.
Talks
Sept. 1.
{Continued from
page 1)
"Terry Ramsaye Says" for Motion
Picture Herald as well as feature articles and book reviews. Recently he Eleven Paramount
Sept. 27. The SIMPP head, alluding
completed the manuscript of a book Films Now
in Work
to his present tilt with the Motion Picon motion pictures for publication by
ture Association of America regardHOLLYWOOD, Aug. 19. — ProHarvard University Press in a project
ing the subsidy issue, said that he will
duction at the Paramount studios con- be glad to sit jointly with MPAA
sponsored by the Library of Continued unabated here, with four Vista- delegates in the negotiations, as in the
gress. He was a member of the National Press Club, Washington ; Sil- Vision pictures, with color in Techni- past. With the exception of the subcolor, currently before the cameras
vermine Guild of Artists (New Casidy issue, he described SIMPP's
naan, Conn.) and fellow of the So- and seven other major films, four of relationship
with MPAA as "cooperaciety of Motion Picture and Television which were shot in Vista Vision, in
various
stages
of
editing.
Arnall went on to say that there
Engineers.
"Lucy Gallant," Vista Vision ro- have been no new developments remance starring Jane Wyman, Charlgarding SIMPP complaints about
Set Committee
for
ton Heston and Thelma Ritter, is the subsidies to the government. He
latest to start shooting ; it went be- added that he expects no new developKans.-Mo, Meet
fore the cameras today. The others
ments until after September. Arnall
KANSAS CITY, Aug. 19.— The rolling at this time are Alfred Hitch- said he will be in New York a few
board of directors of the Kansascock's "To Catch a Thief," starring days on routine business.
tive."
Missouri Theatre Assoication yester- Gary Grant and Grace Kelly ; the
day set up a committee for the or- William H. Pine-William C. Thomas
Angels," starring Humphrey Bogart
ganization's annual convention here production of "Blue Horizons," star- and
Peter Ustinov. All have color in
on Sept. 28-29, at the President
ring
Chr.rlton
Hestr/.i,
Fred
MacTechnicolor.
Hotel.
Murray and Donna Reed, and Bob
Other films editing are George
Earl Jameson, Jr., general chair- Hope's "The Eddie Foy Story."
VistaVision pictures in the cutting Pal's "Conquest of Space," Techniman, will work with association president Leo Hayob in coordinating the rooms include, "Air Command," starcolor; "The Bridges at Toki-Ri,"
plans of the several sub-committees
ring James Stewart and June Ally- Technicolor, starring William Holden,
for the convention which will be son ; "Run for Cover," starring James Grace Kelly, Fredric March and
highlighted by presentations of the
Rooney, and "The Country
and Vivica Lindfors ; "Love Mickeyteaming
newest processes and equipment and Cagney
Bing Crosby, William
Is A Weapon," starring John Payne Girl,"
Holden and Grace Kelly.
reports and discussions on vital topics.
and Mary Murphy, and "We're No
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Film

National

NEW

Terms
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Has

for W.

Full

Va. Meet

WHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS,
W. Va., Aug. 22. — The question of
whether Allied States Association will
go to the government for relief on the
exhibitor assocharge
of excessiveciation'sfilm
terms is expected to be determined at the
national board
of directors
meeting which
starts here tomorrow. Abram
F. Myers, general counsel and
chairman, will
preside.
Most of the Abram F. Myers
Allied units,
during the last month, have passed
resolutions demanding that the national body seek government relief if
no satisfaction was obtained from the
general sales managers at the individual meetings held in New York
(Continued on page 5)

^Cordiality'
Allied's
Sales

Marked

Talks

Heads

YORK, U. S. A., MONDAY,

Votes

to Ease

German, U.S. Taxes
WASHINGTON, Aug. 22.—
The Senate today ratified the
double taxation treaty with
West Germany which would
reciprocally free film rentals
earned in the two countries
from the double tax burden.
Thus, United States films
shown in West Germany and
West German films shown here
would not have taxes imposed
on
tion.them by the importing na-

RKO

^Diversified'

Product
Listed

Lineup

Is

AUGUST

Seeks

23, 1954

TO A

Urges

U.S,

TO

PUSH

ASSOCIATION
Alliance

Representatives

First;

to TO A

CEA

Cordiality, rather than acrimonious
charges and counter-charges, appeared
to mark last week's round of talks
held here by Allied's special trade
practices committee with distribution
sales managers.
The air of goodwill, which may
have been somewhat guarded, was reflected by a number of distribution
sources who were canvassed on how
the meetings progressed. It also was
reflected by Ben Marcus, Allied president, a member of the special committee, who described the meetings as
"generally satisfactory" on the eve of
his departure for White Sulphur
Springs" W. Va., where the Allied
board convenes today.
Pending Allied's report on the
meetings, promised following board
action on the report, it was too early
at the weekend to tell whether the
general satisfaction voiced by Marcus
(Continued on page 5)

May

Chicago

product which
it will offer exhibitors during
the coming
year, according
to J. R. Grainger, president
of RKO Radio
Pictures.
Foreseeing the
trend away
from trends in
picture making,
RKO planned
more than a
year
ago to
come up with product that would in no
(Contimied on page 5)

Send

Conclave

By LESTER DINOFF
The proposal that national exhibitor organizations throughout the world
affect a cooperative framework by which common, mutual industry problems
and needs may be discussed will be recommended to tlie Theatre Owners of
America fred
by Starr,
Al41

Theatres

Tennessee exhibitor and former TOA presturnedwhoat the
ident,
reweekend to the
U. S. after
two-month
toura
of Europe.
Starr, in a

Sign

for

Bout

Forty-one theatres have signed up
for the telecast of the MarcianoCharles heavyweight title bout, it was
disclosed here at the weekend by
Theatre Network Television.
TNT, at the same time, disclosed
that six theatres in the Chicago area —
the greatest number of houses in Chicago to carry a theatre TV event —
have booked the bout. In Chicago, the
following theatres have been lined up ;
Balaban & Katz's Marboro, Tivoli
and
Essaness
Circuit's
news.
Crown Uptown
and a ;drive-in
and the
TeleIt is understood that Loew's, RKO
Theatres and Stanley Warner Theatres have not joined the network as
yet, reportedly due to the opposition
to the 50-50
percentage
terms4) sought
(Continued
on page

ference conat the
trade press
Alfred Starr

TOA h e a d quarters here,
stated that he
would recommend in a report at the
organization's annual convention in
Chicago this Fall that "an international alliance of exhibitors is an eventuality and that the TOA keep in
mind and further explore the feasibilItity ofissuch
thea plan."
hope of
the Cinemato(Contimted
on page
5)
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a n n i v e r "This Is Cinerama" has grossed more than $12,683,000 in the 13 U. S.
sary drive of
in
celebration
cities now exhibiting the Cinerama process, it was disclosed here at the weekhis - own 40th
end by Stanley Warner Corp.
Services Held for
S-W, which owns the exclusive exhibition and distribution rights for the
an n i V e r sary with the
process, said the attraction seems
announced
by
company, it was
Terry Ramsaye
likely to challenge the records set by
"Gone With the Wind" and "The
Funeral services were held Satur- Robe." It was pointed out that the
A. W. Schwalday in New Canaan, Conn., for Terry grossing power of the picture will be
berg,Paramount
president
of
Ramsaye, consulting editor to Quigley heightened when plans for Cinerama
Filming DistributCorp.
Publications and former editor of exhibition abroad are elTected, making
Oscar
Morgan
"Motion Picture Herald," who died the grossing potential for "This Is
Thursday in the Norwalk, Conn., Cinerama" in the neighborhood of beberg
S cstated
h w athat
1tween $20,000,000 and $30,000,000.
General Hospital. The brief burial
Oscar (Continued
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Week
will be the
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Cinerama will be in residence until
and committal rites were read by the
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Celebration
Only

Paterson^

N.J.^

to

Salute

CK, War- Fabian
on
Anniversary
BLUMENSTO-pre
MORT ner
sident in
Brothers vice
charge of advertising and publicity,
PATERSON, N. J., Aug. 22— There will be a double home town celebraarrived in New York from the Coast
tion on Tuesday evening, when the city celebrates simuhaneously the 40th
over the weekend.
•
anniversary of the Regent Theatre and pays honor to S. H. Fabian, president
of
Stanley
_
celebration have the excitement and
C. J. Tevlin, vice-president in Warner Corp.,
glamour of a Hollywood premiere.
charge of RKO Radio Pictures stu- which operates
dio ;Thomas Slack, personal attorLocal manager Peter Werner has arney for Howard Hughes, and Ross the
ranged attractions, as well as many
atre.Regent Thesecnt
assista
and
y
of the old time shorts that were shown
Hastings, attorne
It
was
at
the
York
New
left
retary of RKO, have
at the Regent in its 40-year history.
for Hollywood.
Regent
The•
atre some
40
Many of America's outstanding
musicians have made their start at
ago that
Mike Simons, director of exhibi- years
the Regent and have banded together
Fabian began
tor relations for M-G-M, will leave his career in
Springs,
to
in a "Dixie
Sulphur
White
here today for
the join
anniversary
date. jazz concert" on
the
motion
picDevisit
will
he
which
after
W. Va.,
t u r e industry,
troit and Hershey, Pa.
Mayor to Participate
•
starting to work
The stage ceremonies will be
for his father,
Alfred Starr, former president of who originally
handled by James Gleason, WATV
S.
H.
Fabian
has
the Theatre Owners of America,
announcer, who will present Mayor
built the theatre.
returned to Nashville from New York
Since then, Fabian has risen through Lester Titus of Paterson and Fabian.
following a European trip.
the ranks of the industry, inaugurating Many of the original stafif of the
•
opened in 1914 will para chain of theatres throughout North- theatre that
ticipate in the anniversary celebration.
William Ornstein, M-G-M trade
ern New Jersey, which were subse- Outstanding among these is Warren
quently merged with the Stanley Corp.
paper contact, left New York yesterM. Yates, the organist who played at
day for a vacation in the Grand Can- and today heads the corporation that the
theatre on its opening night. Many
yon country of Arizona.
operates
one
of
the
largest
theatre
e
chains in America, as well as being the dignitaries of the motion picture industry from New York and HollyEverett Olsen and Richard owners of Cinerama.
wood plan to attend.
The preparations for the Paterson
Eason, operators of O & E Theatre
chain in South Carolina, have returned
there from Charlotte.
Local Taxes Threat
•
Saturation Drive-in
John C. Flinn,ngAllied Artists diFaces Wise. Allied
rector of advertisi
and Dublicity, is 'Ribbon' Premieres
in Detroit from New York.
•
The first mass booking premiere for
MILWAUKEE, Aug. 22. — The
William
B. Zoellner, head of drive-in theatres has been set for threat of a state enabling act which
M-G-M shorts and newsreel sales, is RKO's "She Wore A Yellow Rib- would permit municipalities to enact
admission tax laws will be a major
in New Haven today from New York.
bon," which will begin its re-release
•
in more than 85 open air theatres in topic for discussion at the summer
session of the Allied Independent
Michael Curtiz, director, has ar- the middle of September, it was an- Theatre Owners of Wisconsin which
nounced
by
RKO
Radio.
rived in New York from Hollywood.
•
Throughout the New England area, will be held in Wausau on Aug. 31.
the Technicolor western drama will
It is understood that the state legislature will give serious consideration
Johnny Ray arrived in New Yoi'k open in over 75 drive-ins, with four
plane at the weekend from Holly- drive-ins in Kansas City, two in Min- to an enabling act at its next session
by
wood.
neapolis and other individual open and the Allied unit has been alerted
•
air situations around the country also to be prepared to combat it.
Lou Marks, assistant branch man- playing the John Wayne starrer day
ager in Detroit for M-G-M, will leave and date.
50-Theatre Opening
there today for New York.
•
New England Well Covered
Sid Zins, of the Columbia Pictures
Among those participating in the For 'Naked Alibi'
exploitation department, was in Char- mass debut date are : the Sky View
Universal - International's "Naked
lotte from Washington.
Drive-In, Brockton, Mass. ; the Quin- Alibi," starring Sterling Hayden and
•
tree, Braintree, Mass. ; Mohawk, Gloria Grahame, will be given a 50Michael Wilding arrived in New Gardner, Mass. ; Hyannis, Hyannis, theatre pre-release territorial saturation premiere in the Detroit territory
York over the weekend from the Mass. ; Van Buren, Van Buren, Me. ;
Coast.
Park Villa, Turners Falls, Mass. ; starting with a world premiere at
•
Capitol Theatre in DeRutland, Rutland, Vt. ; Sunset, Roch- the Broadway
troit on Sept. 2.
Leonard Allen, of the Paramount
ester, N. H.; Deer Park, North
The Broadway Capitol premiere and
exploitation department, was in Char- Woodstock, N. H.; Rustic, North
lotte from Atlanta.
Smithfield, R. I. ; Kansas City, Kan. ; the territorial openings which follow
•
Meadowlark and Terrace, Wichita ; will be backed by an integrated television, radio and newspaper promoCollier Young, producer, will leave West "O," Lincoln, Neb. ; Shawnee,
tional
campaign in the same manner
Shawnee,
Kan.
;
Gordon
Twin,
Sioux
here tonight for Chicago.
City ; 84th and Center, Omaha, and as the successful launching of "CreaWestvue, Des Moines.
ture from the Black Lagoon" in the
same territory early this year, UniSindlinger to Carolinas
versal announced. Large newspaper
Alfred E. Sindlinger, president of 'Living' Scores
ads will be used to list the participating theatres and, in turn, the television
Sindlinger & Co., has completed a
CHICAGO, July 22.— "Living It and radio time will direct attention to
field study in Bonham, Tex., and Up,"
closing a three-week engagement all the participating theatres, it was
has left for Fayetteville, N. C. Bon- tomorrow at the Chicago Theatre, has said.
ham was one of the five towns in- grossed more, than $90,000 in its first
"Naked Alibi," has been set for
cluded in Sindlinger's special "Small week at the Chicago and continued its an October release by Universal.
"fantastic draw" for the entire run.
Town, U. S. A." study.

Talking

Regarding

TV,

Selznick
Says
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 22.— David
O. Selznick has had interesting offers
from "important television interests,"
and discussions looking toward his
possible identification with some facet
of television are continuing, the producer said in a statement Friday confirming reports he had conferred with
Sylvester Weaver, of the National
Broadcasting Co., on such alignment.
But he has "no intention of substituting" such possible activity for his
plans regarding theatrical production,
the statement said.
Selznick's recently announced production of "War and Peace" is in
writing preparation, with Ben Hecht
drafting preliminary adaptation.
'Parade

of Stars'

for

'Egyptian
A "Parade of Premiere'
Stars," featuring
prominent show business stars, sports
champions and dignitaries from many
walks of life will provide an added
feature to benefit world premiere of
Darryl
F. Zanuck's
"The Egyptian,"
at the Roxy
here tomorrow
night.
Heading the roster of celebrities who
will participate are Michael Wilding
and Gene Tierney, starred in the
CinameScope film, and its director,
Michael Curtiz. Also here from
Hollywood especially for the occasion
are Johnnie
Ray, Judy Flolliday and
Rita
Gam.
Borough President to Attend
Hulan Jack, borough president of
Manhattan, will represent the mayor
at the premiere, all proceeds of which
are going to the Emergency Drive
of the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis. Also present will be
the city's former mayor, Vincent Impellitteri and Mrs. Impellitteri.
Among other personalities particin theMountbatten,
"Parade of Nina
Stars"Foch,
will
be Lady ipatingIris
Monica Lewis, Denise Darcel, Arlene
Francis, Tex and Jinx, Red Buttons,
Arnold Stang, Bambi Lynn and Rod
Alexander, Morey Amsterdam, Peter
Lind Hayes and Mary Healy, Paula
Stone, Lon McAllister, and Warren
Her Royal Highness, Princess
Hull.
Wirawan of Siam will head a contingent of United Nations representatives, clad in native dress.
Tennis Stars to Be Guests
The world of sports will be represented in the "Parade of Stars" by a
party
of
nationally-prominent tennis
names
Mulloy. including Don Budge, Billy
Talbert, Sidney Woods and Gardner

Flying here from Europe to attend
the film's debut, following completion
of a business trip, will be 20th Century-Fox president Spyros P. Skouras.
Theatre-front activities will be carried to Times Square throngs by a
public address system, with music
by the 42nd Division Band..
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Arthur Rose has been appointed
Northeastern sales representative
Louisville
for
Bonanza
A
for Buena Vista Distribution Co.
and will represent the Walt Disney
subsidiary in the Boston, Buffalo,
LOUISVILLE, Aug'. 22. — The combination of summer heat and good picNew Haven and Albany territories,
tures appears to be the reason for local theatres doing capacity business,
with temporary headquarters in
Boyd
Martin,
picture editor of the Louisville "Gourier-Journal," stated
Rochester. Rose formerly was with in a half-page motion
feature story. Holding
Universal.
attractions over for four or five weeks
m, where they could see a film new
is something new here and Martin to all, without troubling to change
gives some reasons. His article, in from shorts and T-shirt.
part, follows :
"Gonsequently, motion-picture com"Is summertime movie time? It
Helen Mourad, executive adminispanies tended to hold back their bettrative secretary of the Walter would seem so, judging by the unter films when summer came around
usual
of
films
these
days.
runs
Reade theatres organization, has reand offered theatre audiences a diet
" 'Gone With The Wind,' which
signed after 26 years with the cornpan}'. Her resignation stemmed from everyone knows is a revival and one of so-called 'hot weather' pictures.
the fact that the circuit had moved that has often been repeated, went into
"Maybe someone has discovfrom New York to Oakhurst, N. J. its fourth week Friday at Loew's.
ered that, if a theatre presents
Executive employes gave her a fare- 'The High and The Mighty' looks
aor good
film, 'hot weather
well luncheon.
good for more weeks, although this
not, audiences
will turn fare'
out
no matter what the temperature.
one is announced by the Mary Anderson as its fifth and final week. There
"As far as Louisville is concerned these last few months,
Norris L. McCoUum is the new is also Walt Disney's marvelous nathe weather has been more conture study, 'The Living Desert,' which
manager of the Empire Theatre, started another week, its fourth, at
ducive to motion-picture going
Daytona Beach, Fla., replacing Bob the Brown Thursday.
than doing anything else.
Corbitt, who has been transferred to
Films 'Above Average'
"People are relieved to find airJacksonville by Florida State Theatres.
"What's the answer? Are the films conditioning after a daily grind. If
unusually good? Well, they certainly their offices are air-conditioned, so
are above the average, if you consider much the better. They like to go from
average that was offered during one air-conditioned unit to another.
W. L. Hill is the new owner of the
the fall and winter months of 1953-54. This is especially true of those who
the Pendleton Theatre, Pendleton,
"There was a time when the sum- do not have air-conditioning at home.
N. C.
mer was considered a 'dead season'
Children 'Catching Up'
n
for the motion-picture industry. It
was believed, for various reasons, that
"Of course, summer being vacation
there are a lot of youngsters
Sid Reams, sales representative in audiences would not go to the movies time,
with
leisure
on hand and maybe they
vi'hen
the
days
became
long
and
the
Atlanta for Republic Pictures, is
nights
hot.
It
was
thought
that
peoare catching up on their movie-going.
back in the hospital after a previous
ple would go almost anywhere else. Many, naturally, are accompanied by
confinement.
Once a man got home from work in adults.
n
"This added business has made it
the summer he 'peeled of?' and could
not be budged from his screened porch
nice for the motion-picture theaNeil Gardner has been appointed and certainly could not be persuaded very tres,
so there is no wonder that a good
manager of the Atlantic Drive-in to re-dress and go back down town film is held over. Better to keep a
Theatre in Jacksonville, replacing Oh, he might have piled the family hit than speculate on an unknown
Daniel Bagbym who moves to the in the car and driven them to a drive
Neptune Drive-in, Daytona Beach.
Andy Sullivan moves from the Neptune to the Dixie Drive-in in
'Window'
Sets Marks
quantity."
Atlanta.
To Re-Book
'Caesar'
Following
Walter Betts of the Stanley Warner home office was married Saturday in Baltimore to Ethel Steinbruck.

Rudy Vallee, currently in summer
stock in Massachusetts, will leave
for London on Sept. 1 to play the
father of Jane Russell and Jeanne
Grain in "Gentlemen Marry Brunettes," aRuss-Field
and Sales
Voyager
Production
which Richard
will
direct.
n
Ava Gardner will come to New
York shortly for a three-week publicity campaign in behalf of the
benefit premiere of "The Barefoot
Gontessa."
Irving H. Levin, president of
Filmakers Releasing Gorp., and Mrs.
Levin became the parents of a baby
girl last week, born in Santa Monica, Gal.
n
Charles Le Maire, wardrobe
rector of "The Egyptian," is
-Portland, Ore., for appearance
connection with the picture. He
on a tour of the Far West.

diin
in
is

Vacation

Booking by M-G-M of "Julius
Gaesar" will be resumed next month
following the reopening of schools.
The filmed version of the Shakespearean classic was withdrawn from
circulation during the vacation season.
Playdates will be resumed around
Oct. 15.
The promotion and advertising
campaigns that were used in some 800
engagements prior to the summer
"recess" will be followed in the new
bookings, with emphasis on exploitation in schools and colleges. Student
attendance has accounted for a goodly
slice of the exceptional boxoffice results, according to M-G-M. Educators
have welcomed the film and given it
splendid cooperation, the company
said.
Nashville Drive-in
Is Sold to Colonial
NASHVILLE, Aug. 22.— Purchase
of the Bel-Aire Drive-in here by the
owners of the Golonial Drive-in,
Madison, from M. G. Morris and
Louis Leftwich has been announced,
with Gharles E. Kuertz continuing as
manager. The Bel-Aire was built in
1953 with a capacity of 640 cars.
Joe H. Hart, manager of Golonial
Drive-in, a stockholder, disclosed
plans for enlarging the screen and the
refreshment facilities.

At 3 More Theatres
Three more theatres have been added
to the group now doing exceptionally
heavy business with Alfred Hitchcock's "Rear Window," according to
compiled by the Paramount
figuresoffice.
home
The Arcadia Theatre, Philadelphia,
reports a new all-time record for an
opening day gross of $4,053, while the
first-day business at the Strand Theatre, Albany, N. Y., totaled $2,800,
topping by 25 per cent the opening
of "Shane."
dayThetake
Winfor "RearAtlantic
week Theatre,
at the Warner
dow" second
added up to $20,000, Para-s
J.,reported.
Gity, N.mount
The figure represent
the largest weekly gross for the house
in the last 10 years.
Swedish

Exhibitors

See 'Scope Film
STOCKHOLM, Aug. 22. — Twentieth Gentury-Fox's "The Advancing
s of
ope"here
received
Technique
ticGinemaSc
in a
reception
an enthusias
showing at the Rigoletto Theatre before an exhibitor and press audience.
The latest in a series of showings
being held throughout Scandinavia,
the demonstration brought out leading theatremen from all parts of
Sweden with many circuit heads
bringing entire staffs along for the
event.

'Riot' at Edinburgh

Festival

Walter Wanger's Allied Artists
production,
"Riot in
11,"
will be screened
at Gell
the Block
Edinburgh
Festival, marking what is said to be
the first time that a strictly entertainment picture has been shown at the
event. In the past, the festival has
concentrated on documentaries and
"experimentally realistic" film fare.
Wanger and his wife are in Scotland
for the screening.

Seeks 'Brummel' Bow
The Boston Chamber of Commerce
wants M-G-M to hold the world premiere of "Beau Brummel" in the Hub
because,
C of G claims,
"Boston
has more the
well-dressed
men and
more
chivalrous men, per capita, than any
other city in the U. S." However,
M-G-M has not decided yet where it
will unveil the picture.

'Camera'

in Germany

All the interiors of the film version
of "I Am a Camera" will be shot in
Germany by producer Henry Cornelius. Julie Harris and Shelley Winters, Larry Harvey and Ron Randell
have been engaged for top roles.
Shooting will start in Berlin in
October.

Kings to Make 'Hannibal'
The nival
King
who made
Story"brothers,
in Germany,
plan a"Carsecond film to be shot in Europe, this
time in Italy. It will be a Superscope
production, of "Hannibal," and will be
released by RKO Radio, which distributed "Carnival Story."
n
Roxy Closed Till 8 Tomorrow
In preparation for the premiere of
20th
Gentury-Fox's
tomorrow,
the Roxy "The
TheatreEgyptian"
will be
closed throughout the day, with the
doors opening at 8 P.M. A special
day. office for the sale of reserved
box
seats
the evening's
of Dimes
benefitto will
be open March
throughout
the

'Sitting Bull Day' in S. D.
More than 75,000 persons, from all
sections of the Black Hills country of
South Dakota, attended last Thursday's premiere
of "Sitting
Bull"City.
at
the Elks
Theatre
in Rapid
Mayor Harry R. Johnson proclaimed
"Sitting Bull Day" in honor of the
United Artists production, which stars
Dale Robertson, J. Carrol Naish and
Mary Murphy.

Fine Arts Adds 'Prairie'
An extra showing of Walt Disney's
"The Vanishing Prairie" has been
added to the daily program of the
Fine Arts Theatre here. The house
is now opening its doors at 10 :30
A.M., with the first show starting
at 11.
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CompoAdvertisement
In Editor
Opens

&

Fall

Publisher

in

Aided

Big Pictures Forecast
The COMPO ad points out that
while the film business is now a
twelve-month activity, a survey of
studios shows that big pictures are
coming. Producers taking ads in conjunction with COMPO are Columbia,
M-G-M, Paramount, RepubHc, 20th
UniCentury-Fox, United Artists,
versal-International and Warner
Brothers.
Columbia's ad pays a tribute to the
series of newspaper articles by Mal"Sun"
the New
colm Johnson inalong
New York
the York
on conditions
waterfront, which inspired Budd
Schulberg to write his powerful screen
the Waterfront," featuring
play
Marlon"OnBrando.
Stresses Five

ldwyn-Mayer's copy anMetro-Go
nounces the following forthcoming
: "Brigadoon," "Beau
productions
Brummel," "The Last Time I Saw
Paris," "Deep in My Heart" and
"Jupiter's Darling."
Paramount features the world's
first picture in VistaVision, Irving
Berlin's "White Christmas." Other
Paramount offerings listed are Alfred
Hitchcock's "Rear Window," "Sabrina," "The Country Girl" and "The
at Toko-Ri."
Bridge
Republic Pictures calls attention to
five forthcoming pictures : "The
Shanghai Story," "Trouble in the
Glen," "Hell's Outpost," "Timberjack" and "Magic Fire."
'Egyptian' Mentioned
Twentieth Century-Fox's features
text announcing "The Egyptian,"
"Woman's World," "Black Widow,"
"Desiree," and Irving Berlin's "There's
No Business Like Show Business."
United Artists lists three of its outstanding productions : "The Barefoot
Contessa," "The Purple Plain" and
"Vera Cruz."
The Universal - International ad
tells of the following new pictures :
"Sign of the Pagan," "The Far
Country," "The Shrike," "To Hell
and Back," starring Audie Murphy
and depicting his experiences in
World War II, and "The Benny
Goodman Story," described as "a
musical biography of the life of
America's King of Swing."
Warner Brothers calls attention to
the following coming productions :
"A Star Is Born," "Dragnet," "Drum
Beat," "Young at Heart" and "Battle
Cry," Freeman
with Vanand Heflin,
Mona
others. Aldo Ray,

Cinerama
{Continued from page 1)

Season

The opening of the fall and winter
motion picture season is heralded in
the latest advertisement of the Council of Motion Picture Organizations
current issue of "Editor and
the
in
r." and final advertisement in
Publishe
The 26th
the COMPO series is headed "Getting
Set for a New Movie Season," and is
accompanied by display ads of eight
producers listing their top pictures to
be released this fall.

M-G-M

Intimacy

Curtiz
VV:
or
^Scope
By
CinemaScope and VistaVision, the yet released, Curtiz stated that "the
latter not as yet seen by the general story is still utmost in a film."
"Both CinemaScope with its aspect
public, are not helpful in filming intimate stories, Michael Curtiz, director ratio of 2 :55 to 1 and VistaVision's
1 :oS to 1 are highly effective and will
of 20th Century-Fox's CinemaScope
production, "The Egyptian," declared bring audiences to the theatres," Curtiz said, "but I like VistaVision much
here during a Sherry Netherlands Hotel trade press interview at the week- more because of its height."
end.
Camera Area a Problem
Sees Demand for Stars
The filming of intimate stories in
Maintaining that the new media are CinemaScope or VistaVision is difficult due to the large area of territory
"wonderful for films and are quite efcovered
by the camera, Curtiz said.
fective in outdoor themes" Curtiz asserted that a major problem confront- "In some cases we had to round out
ing Hollywood production studios is a scene by putting in more background
the lack of leading actors and ac- props," he explained.
However, there is no definite rule
tresses. "The public is to blame in
this situation for they do not go to on how to make a good picture, Cursee a film unless there is a headliner,
tiz said. At present, it is difficult to
good stories
for "quality"
is more
top
name personality,
in the pictures," find
the veteran
director stated.
in demand
than quantity,
he said.
The
next
film
which
Curtiz
is to
"The studios should develop more
unknown talent because in Hollywood
work on is "The Vagabond King"
there is a lack of fresh material," Cur- which is to be followed by a remake of
tiz said. "An actor or actress can "The Covered Wagon," both VistaVision productions under his new
learn to act, but a person's personality,
pact.
The
director completed a threewhich
is inborn,"
said.
That is attracts,
what is needed,
Curtizheadded.
year contract with Warner Brothers
The star problem is very serious for where he had a 25 per cent interest
if a film is to do well at the box-office, in the eight films he made during that
a name actor or actress is needed and period. "I lost money under that
compensation for the role portrayed is agreement," Curtiz said.
Worked on Two at Once
high and, in turn, causes huge production costs, Curtiz said.
Talking
Egyptian,"
Curtiz
statedabout
that "The
he worked
on a
'Story Utmost'
Diplomatic in references to both straight salary deal for the studio. "I
CinemaScope and VistaVision since he started work on 'The Egyptian' while
has just completed directing "The I was completing 'White Christmas'
Paramount,''
said. he has not
Egyptian" for 20th-Fox and has just forCurtiz
revealedhe that
signed a five-year contract with Paramount Pictures and has completed di- seen the 20th-Fox production as yet
rectorial chores on the first Vista- due to producer Darryl F. Zanuck's
Vision film, "White Christmas," not rush to get the picture into release.
Oscar Morgan
(Confiniicd from page 1)
days from Oct. 24 to 30, inclusive.
Morgan joined Paramount in the
early fall of 1914 and has held sales
executive positions with Paramount in
both the field and the home office.
He has been general manager for
short subjects and newsreels since
1941, when this department was
created.
Drive Opens Sunday
The national sales drive, titled
"Paramount's 40tli Anniversary — A
Salute to the Future," will open next
Sunday and continue for 14 weeks
to Dec. 4.
Coast

Press

to See

'Christmas' Today
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 22.— More
than 300 members of the press, representing all of the major newspapers,
magazines, syndicates and networks,
will be on hand tomorrow when Paramount holds the first full-length showing of Irving Berlin's completely new
musical "White Christmas," the studio's first film to be produced in the
spectacular new system, VistaVision.
Two screenings of the Technicolor
musical, starring Bing Crosby, Danny
Kaye, Rosemary Clooney and VeraJackson Returns
Ellen with Dean Jagger, will be held
Wilfred Jackson, veteran cartoon in Paramount's newly-constructed
director for Walt Disney, has returned VistaVision Theatre, the former
from a three-month European tour to Stage 17, especially rebuilt for the
direct several subjects for "Disney- presentation of VistaVision on a recently installed high-wide screen.
land."

Terry Ramsaye
{Continued from page 1)

Sept. 30. First shown at the Broadway Theatre, it was transferred to the
Warner Theatre in June of 1953.
The film that created the technological revolution in Hollywood is expected to give way shortly, however,
to the second film made in the process, Louis de Rochemont's "Cinerama
Holiday." The specialized nature of
the presentation precludes the possibility of any substantial increase in
the number of theatres equipped for
the process in this country, according
to company executives.
Prospects Abroad Bright
Opportunity
widespread
over-it
seas exhibition,for
though,
is bright,
was
stated.Thomas
The film's
commentary
by Lowell
is currently
being
dubbed into Arabic for exhibition in
September at the International Trade
Fair in Damascus, Syria. Over 3,000
visitors from all parts of the NearEastern world are expected to be
nightly guests of the United States
Information Service in the large openair theatre now under construction.
Based on present total attendance
figures it is estimated 8,750.000 peowill have
"This
Cinerama"
just pletwo
yearsseen
after
the Is
first
showing
of the film and during its exhibition
in 14 cities.
Largely "Visitors
In New York, Chicago and Los Angeles, from 30 to 40 per cent of attendance consists of visitors to the
city, mostly from small communities.
Their word-of-mouth recommendations are expected to keep the show
going in present situations for some
time to come, it was said.
Title Bout
{Continued from page 1)

for the Sept. 15 event, to be staged
Rev. Merrill F. Clarke, pastor of the at New York's Yankee Stadium. All
RKO Theatres, Loew's and
Congregational Church of New Ca- told,
naan.
Stanley Warner have 19 theatre TVAmong industry figures who paid equipped houses among them.
Despite the hold-outs, TNT claimed
tribute to the industry journalist and
historian were William F. Rodgers, that it is far ahead in bookings as
compared to an equivalent period for
who said. "Terry Ramsaye has served
the industry well and it was my good previous fight telecasts.
fortune to enjoy his friendship for
See Music Groups Aided
many, ality many
years. He
personin this business
thatwas
will a not
soon By Telecast of Opera
Civic and music groups throughout
Tribute by Seadler
the U. S. will benefit from the closed
be forgotten."
Silas F. Seadler, advertising man- circuit theatre telecast of the Metropolitan Opera on Nov. 8 by Theatre
ager of M-G-M : "It is hard to believe
that so vital a personality is no longer Network Television, according to
with us. He made a major contribu- Mrs. Herbert Witherspoon, director
tion to motion picture journalism — but of the Opera Guild.
equally important he has left behind
Local Committees Participate
him the warmth of his friendship and
The large screen telecast of the
the impress of a wonderful peropening night of the opera will be
shown in theatres with local committees of Guild members supervising
sonality."
the sale of tickets.
Congress Approves
Some of the other groups particiSocial Security Bill
pating in this national event include
WASHINGTON, Aug. 22. — Con- the Denver Symphony and Denver
gress on Friday approved the Admin- Symphony Guild, the St. Louis Grand
istration's social security bill after
Allied Opera
ArtSenate and House conferees compro- Opera
ists Guild,
Corporation,Chicago's
the Richmond
mised a week-long deadlock over Guild, the Baltimore Opera Guild, the
variations in the two versions.
Opera Guild of Southern California
The bill would increase the "wage (Los Angeles), the National Opera
base" on which employers' and em- Guild of Washington, D. C. the Indianapolis Matinee Music Club and the
ployees' contributions
the old-age
and survivors
insuranceto program
are Pittsburgh Opera Incorporated. Negodetermined from $3,600 a year to
tiations with similar organizations in
other cities are currently under way.
$4,200.
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Starr

Urges

{Continued from page 1)
graph Exhibitors Association in Great
Britain for a global alliance, Starr
stated. "An exchange of information
regarding product, techniques, processes and equipment could be effected," he asserted. "However, before
a world-wide exhibitor group is
formed, it is logical and advisable that
U. S. exhibitor groups form their
own
theatrealliance
executivefirst,"
said. the Tennessee
"The film industry throughout the
world would be much stronger if all
exhibitors were united in a solid front
because their bargaining position with
distribution would be very much improved," Starr declared.
Starr revealed that at present
the TOA and CEA have developed liaison whereby viewpoints and mutual problems are
discussed. Bob
O'Donnell,
TOA board member, and Starr
were in London at the time of
the CEA convention and it is
expected that CEA president
Claude Whincup and Walter
Reginald Fuller, CEA secretary, may attend the TOA convention in Chicago on Oct. 31
to Nov. 4.
All exhibitors should know about

RKO

Product

(Continued from page 1)
way be overbalanced in favor of one
type of story, Grainger said.
"We can offer exhibitors the best
in comedy, drama, western, adventure,
and 'sock' action pictures," Grainger
said. "This trend away from trends is
evident in current big box office successes, such as 'Susan Slept Here,' a
comedy; 'Caine Mutiny," drama;
'Prince Valiant,' adventure; 'Apache,'
western ; 'Rear Window,' melodrama ;
'The High and the Mighty,' suspense
drama; 'Student Prince,' musical; and
'The Robe,' a spectacle. This wide
assortment of story material proves
the public is not trend minded.
Using Several Media
"Not only has RKO planned for
an assortment in picture appeal," continued Grainger, "but we are the only
studio making films in all types of
projection. 'The Conqueror' will be
in CinemaScope. 'Girl Rush," starring Rosalind Russell, will be in
Vista Vision. An undetermined number of RKO pictures will be in Superscope, the process developed by the
Tushinsky brothers at the RKO Studios. Ithink we have laid out a wise
plan this year that will pay off big for
the exhibitor at the box office because

MOTION

an

PICTURE

Association

Intl

product and equipment, new processes
and techniques, Starr said. At present
a British film, "Doctor in the House,"
is doing very good business throughout Great Britain and there isn't any
reason why it wouldn't do well in
U. S. theatres, Starr stated. "We pass
foreign pictures begood of
up many
cause of lack
knowledge about
them," the exhibitor official said.
Herman Levy Praised
Starr also mentioned that foreign
exhibitors were grateful to Herman
Levy, TOA general counsel, who on
his European trip last year, informed
them about theatre equipment for
stereophonic sound.
"A global exhibitor organization
can cause no harm ; it can cause good
feelings
Starr which
said. "Keep
in mind all
allaround,"
the benefits
could

5
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he understood that a theatre need not
buy additional eciuipment in order to
exhibit a film photographed in that
medium. "The rising theatre costs
are in the front of all exhibitor problems," he said.
Sees Foreign Business Good
Foreign exhibitors feel that the
new media have given the box-office
a "shot in the arm" even though Europe is quickly recovering from the
efi^ects of the war, Starr said. Optimistic about the foreign business
in general, the TOA board member
stated that "U. S. films are doing very
well in all situations." He revealed
that Columbia's "The Caine Mutiny,"
which opened in London last week, is
doing exceptionally
'No Fear well.
of TV

Asked about
British exhibitors'
reactions to commercial
television,
which is to start throughout the Britof information."
ish Isles early next year, Starr stated
Costs a Headache
that "British showmen have no fear
Commenting on his two-month tour of commercial television." Commercial TV will not make the same inthroughout Great Britain, Scandiroads in British exhibition as it has
navia, Holland, France and Germany,
Starr stated that European exhibitors made in the U. S., he inferred.
Starr stated that officials of CEA
had questioned him about CinemaScope and Vista Vision and were were concerned about the J. Arthur
mainly worried about equipment costs Rank theatres' withdrawal from the
for each medium. Starr said that he exhibitor organization over the Enghas not as yet seen VistaVision, but
lish government's tax issue.
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accrue from a U. S.-CEA exchange

NYC

Exhibitors

Meet

Today on Tax
New York City exhibitors, circuit officials and independent
operators, and their attorneys,
will meet
at theand
Loew's
home
officetoday
to discuss
plan
additional moves in their fight
against the five per cent admission tax.
A proposal to be discussed,
it is expected, is the enjoining
of the current suit by all exhibitors. The temporary injunction in effect at present is
expected to be heard around
Sept. 15.

Cordiality
(Continued from page 1)

would rule out the possibility at this
stage of Allied taking its trade practice complaints to governmental agencies for redress.
The print situation, film rental
terms, and production and releasing
plans were among the chief items discussed at last week's Allied meetings,
according to the canvass of distribution offices. It was further learned
', we are offering the widest assortment that due to a last-minute hitch in
plans the Allied committee was unable
I of hits in the history of RK^O."
f
Product Itemized
to confer with Ray Moon of Universal.
1; Listed among the "diversification"
Some Bottle-Necks Cited
' plan of RKO product are : "The Conqueror," adventure ; "Susan Slept
Distribution's views regarding the
Here," comedy ; "The Big Rainbow," print
situation were reported to have
underwater action drama; "Cattle
relayed to the Allied members.
Queen of Montana," western ; "Africa been
Adventure," documentary, filmed in One distribution head pointed out the
his company was having in
Africa ; "Girl Rush," comedy ; "Jet trouble
Pilot," dramatic air spectacle ; "Son clearing Technicolor prints with the
of Sinbad," romantic adventure story ; laboratories, necessitating at times a
"Americano," South American ro- hold-up in releasing plans. Another
mance, and "Passion," a western story distribution chief argued that the
of early day California.
quicker playoff time in today's market

Allied
(Continued from page 1)
last week by a special Allied trade
practices committee. The report of
those parleys will be submitted to the
national board here during the next
two days and will be the basis for
determining future action.
Aside from the protests over rental
prices, the board has other important
topics on the agenda. One of them,
closely connected with the rentals
situation, is a proposal to set up state
booking and buying combines. This
may be an off-shoot of a plan, projected last year by Jack Sharkey of
Detroit and Jack Kirsch of Chicago,
for a national booking organization.
Several meetings were held on the
plan but it appears to have been sidetracked. However, a revival of the
proposal
may
come at the board sessions here.
Will Discuss Makelim Plan
The extent of possible cooperation
with the Cinamatograph Exhibitors
Association of Britain also will be
considered at the board meetings, as
well as the progress made with Hal
Makelim in his production plan, which
was instigated by national Allied.
Another item on the Allied board
meeting's agenda may be the development of the plan whereby exhibitors
would buy stock in the major film
companies in an effort to have some
voice in distribution and production.
occasionally created bottle-neck print
conditions in some areas.
The everlasting difficulty of satisfying exhibitors on film rentals was
expressed by one distribution source,
who scoffed at the charge made by
exhibitor organizations that distributors today were using the print situation as a lever to obtain better film
rentals or discriminatory clearances.

J- prismatic
anamorphic
lensa new
(see
a^HE
HILUX
VAL" is
photo) made by Projection Optics Co.,
Rochester, N. Y., and distributed by
the Raytone Screen Corp., Brooklyn,
N. Y. The lens has an anamorphic
magnification spread from zero up to
the full 2:1 ratio for CinemaScope.
It is cylindrical in shape and screws
directly onto the objective lens without special attachments to the projector face or chassis. The variable
prisms in the lens are individually
adjusted trolled
by knobs.
two With
independently
conthe projector
aligned for normal projection, the two
knobs
the both
"Hiluxsides
Val"of are
turned onuntil
the merely
screen
are filled, it never being necessary to
shift the projector in any direction.
The "Hilux Val" can be used with
all standard projectors and lenses.
•
Roy Boomer, TESMA secretary,
sends us word that a large number
of projector and lens manufacturers
have reserved booths for the
TESMA trade show, being held in
Chicago at the Conrad Hilton Hotel
Oct. 31 through Nov. 4th, in conjunction with conventions of TEDA,
tOA, IPA, and TESMA. The projection companies who will exhibit
include Century Projector Corp.,
International Projector Corp. Motiograph. Inc., Paromel Electronic
Corp., RCA, Wenzel Projector Co.,
and others. Some of the lens manufacturers who will exhibit are
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., Bell
& Howell Co., Walter Futter Co.,
Kollmorgen Optical Corp., Projection Optics Co., Wollensak Optical
Co., and others. •
The Somennlle drive-in theatre,
Somermlle, N. J., has installed new
"Excelite 135" projection arc lamps
burning at 132 amperes to project a
picture 120 by 60 feet. The installation, zms made by National Theatre
Supply, Nezv York.•
David E. Feinberg has been elected
president of the U. S. Air Conditioning Corp., Minneapolis.
He was formerly vice-president
• of the firm.
A new series of adjustable and
non-adjustable circular diffusers in
its line of "Agitair" equipment has
been announced by Air Devices,
Inc., New York. Literature describing them is available from the company.
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Justice

SALES

Clears

Distribution managers will confer here this morning with
representatives of Theatre Owners of America on general industry problems, including the print supply situation.
The meeting, to take place in the Paramount board room, is
the third of its kind initiated by TOA president Walter Reade,
Jr., who will head the TOA delegation. It is expected that some
part of the discussion will be centered on industry advertising
and publicity methods. The agenda, it was stated, has been
loosely drawn, permitting the TOA group to advance almost any
general industry problem, exclusive of trade practices.
Heading the sales manager group will be Charles Boasberg,
soon to resign as chairman of MPAA's sales managers committee. Boasberg recently associated himself with the new Distribution Corporation of America and will resign as sales manager
of RKO Radio Pictures. The new RKO Radio sales manager,

SPG

Journal

Symposium
Revision

on

Airs
Code

Viewpoints

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 23.— Stressing the basic difference between "accepted" and "acceptable"
as terms
used
in reference
to customs and
morality,
Jack Vizzard, assistant to the director
of the Production Code Administration, pointed out in an article written
for the new edition of the "Journal of
the Screen Producers Guild," published at the weekend, that most advocates of changes in the code overlook the important fact that "it would
be an error to look to everything that
happens in society, even on a large
scale, as the measure by which the
code should adjust itself to keep pace
with the changing times. It may be a
positive
and long article,
step backwards."
The Vizzard
entitled
(Continued on page 7)

White Christmas'
In VV Demonstration
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 23.— Paramount's VistaVision process proved itself brilliant today. Although demonstrated previously with specimen
footage selected to show its versatility and capacity, . today's press preview of "White Christmas" was the
first time that VistaVision had been
seen in perfected application to a
completed release print of a finished
picture.
In its two hours of running time
"White Christmas" contains the widest possible variety of camera angles,
focal depths and photographic hazards, and VistaVision handled them
all handsomely.
Today's screening, on the sound
(Continued on page 8)

the
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Walter Branson, is expected to
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MAKELIM

NEW

PLANS

IN^FFING

Divorcement-Formed

Chains

Makelim

Competitive

Program

on

May

Now

Join

Basis

The green light for expanding exhibition-sponsored productions was
seen as having been given in the wake of the Washington announcement
ment.
concerning the Makelim plan as applied to circuits formed under divorceIn Washington, producer Hal R.
Makelim said he had been given apTheatres
proval to sell his 12-picture package
NYC
on a competitive basis to theatre circuits formed by divorcement of Parabe present at today's meeting.
mount-case defendants.
Entry
Plan
The approval given by the Justice
Celebrities to Attend
Department, was viewed here in Theatre Owners of America circles as
Suit
Tax
Into
opening "tremendous vistas" for simiTonight's Benefit Bow
lar plans. Projects to aid in the financing of new pictures will certainly
Plans are now underway to join all
be discussed at the fall TOA convenOf Fox's 'Egyptian'
New York City's motion picture theation, itwas stated, and the Justice DeThe world premiere of Darryl F.
tres as party plaintiflfs in the Queens
partment ruling, it was added, will
admission tax suit against the city surely stimulate
such projects.
Zanuck's CinemaScope production,
Motion PicMetropolitantion
"The Egyptian" at the Roxy Theatre through the
It was pointed out that such divorceand the
ture Theatres Associa
ment-formed circuits as American
here tonight, a March of Dimes benefit event, will be attended by a dis- Independent Theatre Owners Associa- Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres and
tinguished audience comprising top intion, it was learned yesterday_ follow- Stanley Warner Theatres are TOA
ing an exhibitor meeting which was members. It also was pointed out that
dustry figures, show business celebrities and dignitaries from all walks held at Loew's home office here.
the Justice Department rulof life.
It is expected that the MMPTA prioring to
such circuits may have felt they
which
briefs
e
prepar
will
The charity debut of the $5,000,000 and ITOA
could not join in such plans as that
(Continued on page 7)
ted to Supreme Court
presennued
CinemaScope picture will aid the Na- will be (Conti
7)
page
on
(Contiitued on page 8)
Sales

Meeting

Here

For A. A. Monday
Maurice Goldstein, vice-president
and general sales manager of Allied
Artists, has called an executive sales
meeting for next Monday, replacing
the conference which was to have
been held yesterday.
Attending
next on
Monday's
(Continued
page 8)meeting

Question
Rental

of

Gregory, Goldman
Form New
Company
PHILADELPHIA, Aug. 23.—
Theatrical producer Paul Gregory and
William Goldman, head of a Pennsylvania circuit of 20 theatres, have announced the formation of an independent company, named GregoryGoldman Enterprises, Inc., for the
major motion pictures
of ued
production
(Contin
on page 7)

Federal

Splits

Allied

Aid

on

Board

By JAMES D. IVERS
WHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS, W. Va., Aug. 23.— The grave and
thorny step of appealing for government intervention in the matter of
distributor sales policies occupied the sole attention of the summer board
meeting of Allied States here today.
In a heated and sometimes impas- form or wording of their recommensioned session which lasted all day until
dation to Allied's national convention,
well past the dinner hour, the national meeting Oct. 12 in Milwaukee. A
board of directors heard the report committee will thrash out the quesof a committee which last week intertion tonight and tomorrow morning.
viewed sales managers in New York,
The directors were unanimously
(Continued on page 8)
and then were unable to agree on the

Skouras
Lens

Studied

UK

Bottleneck

LONDON, Aug. 23.— The anamorphic lens supply situation in Britain
was given the personal attention of
20th Century-Fox president Spyros P.
Skouras during his visit here. He left
for New York by plane tonight.
J. Arthur Rank's British Optical
and Precision Engineers is the sole
supplier here of the lenses and delivery
date of current orders has now been
put back to January, causing a bottleneck. Installations of CinemaScope in
this country now number 461, but the
figure (Continued
undoubtedlyonwould
be much
page ^S)
In

This

Issue

The story of Paramount Pictures 40th Anniversary Drive,
the slogan for which is "ParaSalutes theand
Future,"
told in mount
pictures
text onis
Pages
through Picture
6 of today's
issue of4 Motion
Daily.
Turn to it now.
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Motion

Personal
Mention

SPYROS P. SKOURAS, president
of 20th Century-Fox, will return
to New York today from Europe.
•
Eugene J. Zukor, executive of International Telemeter Corp. and the
Paramount studio, will leave New
York with Mrs. Zukor tomorrow for
Hollywood.
•
AIarc Spiegel, European representative of the Motion Picture Export
Association, will return to Paris from
York aboard the "Liberte" on
New
Thursday.
•

Sam

E. Morris

Was

W.

Picture

Dead,

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 23.- Funeral
services will be held here tomorrow at
Forest Lawn for Sam E. Morris, retired Warner Bros, executive, who
died here on Sunday. Morris, who
was 73 years old, is survived by the
widow, one son and five grandchildren.
Before joining Warners, Morris
was vice-president and general manager of Select Pictures Corp., New
York, and had been an owner of the
Home Theatre circuit and others in
Cleveland. He was head of distribution for Warners and reorganized its
sales force when the Vitagraph company was acquired. In 1932 he was
head of sales for Warners-First National, and in 1941 was in charge of
the Warner theatre department.

David Hanna, publicity represen- Local H-63 Post
tative for Figaro Productions, will
David A. Cassidy, head of Paraleave New York today for Havana.
mount Pictures International account•
ing department and president of Motion Picture Home Office Employees,
William Zoellner, M-G-M short
subjects sales manager, will leave here H-63, lATSE, will resign from his
this week for Albany, N. Y.
film company position efl^ective Sept.
3 to devote his full time to the union
activities, according to Russell M.
Film Counsel Dead
H-63.
Moss, executive vice-president of
ALBANY, Aug. 23.— Charles J.
A successor to Cassidy, who has
Tobin, 72 years old, who was coun- been with Paramount for over 30
sel and secretary of the New York
State Catholic Welfare Committee for years, has not been named as yet.
34 years and its representative on censorship and other legislative matters
before state departments here, died Goldberg Is LF.E,
of a heart attack last Friday and was Publicity Manager
buried today.
Fred Goldberg, who has resigned as
vice-president of the Norton and Condon publicity firm, will rejoin Italian
William Carter, 45
Films Export as publicity manager,
LONDON, Aug. 23.— William J. the post he occupied before joining
Carter, manager of the export depart- Norton & Condon. Goldberg rement and accessories for United Artplaces Ben Kornzweig who resigned
ists here, died of a heart attack while to become a partner in the advertising
vacationing with his wife and five and publicity firm of Burstin & Co.,
children on Aug. 10. Carter, 45, has Inc.
been with UA for 24 years.
Brazilian

Film

Conn,

Film
Cite

Jack

Warner

B. Executive

John C. Flinn, advertising-publicity director of Allied Artists, arrived in New York yesterday from
the Coast and Midwest stopovers.
•
SPG Annual
'BalV
Leonard Perlman, manager for Tickets Now on Sale
Tickets for the New York Screen
United Artists in South Africa, and
Mrs. Perlman are vacationing in Publicists Guild second annual "Movie
Europe from Johannesburg.
Page Ball," which will be held on
Oct. 15 at the Hotel Pierre here, are
Joseph Shulman, attorney for now on sale. Tickets are $5.50 per
Shulman Theatres, Hartford, is in Los couple and can be purchased from
office SPG member.
Angeles from there with Mrs. Shul- anyThehome
Guild, sponsor of the show,
man.
•
decided after a successful 1953 fete
to make it an annual affair. A satirical
Roger Lewis, United Artists advertising manager, has returned to New blackout revue, "A History of the MoYork from the Coast.
tion Picture," written and acted by
SPG members received good notices
by the , trade press.
Leo Pillot, 20th Century-Fox special events director, has returned to
New York from the Midwest.
Leaving Para, for
•
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Golf

Today

For 'Battle Cry'
HOLLYWOOD,
Aug. 23.—
Col. Jack L. Warner was
honored today by the U.S.
Marines for faithful portrayal of
the Marine fighting spirit in
Warner Bros.' "Battle Cry."
An engraved plaque was presented to Jack M. Warner, who
accepted the citation in behalf
of
his father, who is now in
Europe.

Companies

Product
For

TOA

Set

Screenings
Convention

Major motion picture companies
will present important scenes from
their current and future product at a
special screening on Nov. 1, for members attending the 1954 Theatre
Owners of America convention and
TESMA-TEDA-TOA-IPA trade
show, Oct. 31 through Nov. 4, at the
Conrad Hilton Hotel in Chicago.
Columbia, 20th Century-Fox and
RKO Radio are preparing special
reels to give TOA delegates a picture
CBS Expects 81
of things to come. Other companies
are expected to do the same. All have
Color TV Stations
been invited by Walter Reade, Jr.,
With the color presentation of Ed
TOA president, to participate.
Sullivan's "Toast of the Town" from
Reade Praises Plan
the newly designed studio here Sunday
night, the CBS Television Network
"It is paradoxical, but true, that
launched its 1954-55 color program often our annual conventions exhibit
schedule of more than 76 productions everything but our chief stock in
which by January will be carried on
at
least 81 stations throughout the trade, motion pictures," Reade stated.
country.
"I am certain that all delegates will
welcome
this screening to see first
Known as CBS Television Studio
hand, well in advance, the kind of
72, the nation's newest color television
theatre will be the East Coast orig- product they may expect in the future. Also it will give the film comination point for more than 50 color
panies an excellent opportunity to
programs during the coming season. help erase some of the fear that many
Other major programs will emanate
exhibitors have concerning the quanfrom CBS Television City, Hollytity and quality of up-coming feawood, the first plant designed espetures," he said.
cially for television, which opened
Nov. 15, 1952, its four tremendous
stages already equipped with many of
the basic requirements for color protion
ribu
Dist
RKO
gramming. Its equipment includes the For
'
'Bow
Buys
Bogeaus
first major installation of the all-elecPurchase of Kenneth Perkins' Coltronic lighting system designed by
liers Magazine story, "Bow Tamely
to Me," and the signing of Barbara
George
C.
Izenour
and
acclaimed
"the
most important single development Stanwyck to star in the principal feminine role, was announced yesterday
that has been made in the theatre durby
Benedict
Bogeaus, who will proing the past 25 years" by such authorduce the feature for RKO Radio distribution.
ities
as
Jo
Mielziner,
world's
foremost
stage designer.
The story will be filmed in color
by Technicolor and Superscope. It is
Indonesia Problem
slated to begin on Oct. 1.
Before MPEA
Today
; The Indonesian situation and fur'ther talks on the Italian pact will
highlight today's agenda of the foreign managers meeting here at headquarters of the Motion Picture Export Association.
The MPEA meet is expected to
hear word on the action taken in the
Indonesian capital on the new proposed 663^ remittance tax, which
American film companies describe as
confiscatory. Regarding Italy, the
sales managers are expected to discuss the division of licenses among
MPEA member companies.

^Dragnet*
Radio,

TV

in Special
Tieups

Warner Brothers' "Dragnet" has
been set for radio and television promotion over all air shows which are
sponsored by Chesterfield Cigarettes,
the film company has announced.
A special television trailer, made
by Jack Webb, star-director of the
film, and radio and television show,
will be presented for four weeks at
the conclusion of each TV show, beginning Thursday. Radio plugs, also
recorded by Webb, will begin today

C. J. O'Connell Dead
OTTAWA, Aug. 23.— Cornelius J.
O'Connell, 52, manager of the Eastview Theatre here and formerly manager of the Centre and Westbor Theatres, died suddenly here today.

NEW

YORK

THEATRES

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center
'SEVEN BRIDES FOR
SEVEN
BROTHERS"
in CINEMASCOPE
starring
JANE POWELL - HOWARD KEEL
Cnlor by AXSCO - An M-G-M Picture
and SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
B'WAI
i WARNER BROS rnsin ■

HARTFORD, Aug. 23.— The annual golf tournament of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of ConnecKiNGltlCIIIIRD^CllllHRS
CiNBMASeePfE ixdWarnerColor
ticut slated for tomorrow at the Race•"">" REX
VIRGINIA , GEORGE LAURENCE
brook Country Club, Orange, Conn.,
is expected to draw a large group
HARRISON-MAYO-toERS-HARVEY
of contestants, according to Herman
^PARAMOUNT
M. Levy, general counsel of Theatre
Owners of America and executive following the radio "Dragnet" prosecretary of the state association.
gram.
except Saturdays, Sundays and holidays, by
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"Cangaceiro," (The Bandit), first
Brazilian film to be shown here, will
have its American premiere at the
Trans-Lux Normandie Theatre on
Sept. 2. The film, which won the
1953 Cannes Film Festival award for
the best adventure film, is being distributed worldwide by Columbia Pictures.
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THE slogan of Paramount's 40th Anniversary Drive vvhich
touches off its 1954-55 season is "A Salute to the Future."
For the year immediately ahead, Paramount is continuing
and intensifying its established policy of big pictures, with bigname boxoffice stars and, of course, with VistaVision, which will
make its bow in the near future.
Already in release in some parts of the country are three productions which have scored wherever they have opened: "Living
It Up," the Dean Martin-Jerry Lewis extravaganza based on the
Broadway stage hit, "hiazel Flagg;" "Knock on Wood," the
Danny Kaye comedy-romance, and "About Mrs. Leslie," Ftal
Wallis' production starring Academy Award winner Shirley
Booth and Robert Ryan.
Seven other big films will shortly be released. These are
headed by Alfred hiitchcock's "Rear Window," which stars
James Stewart and co-stars Grace Kelly, Wendell Corey and
Thelma Ritter.
Three Academy

Fair," stars three Academy Award winners — Humphrey
Bogart, Audrey Hepburn and William Holden. It was
produced and directed by Billy Wilder.

Award Winners

Following "Rear Window" will be "Sabrina," "The Country
Girl" and "Conquest of Space," with "The Bridges at Toko-Ri,"
"Mambo" and "Ulysses" following. "Sabrina" was adapted from
the Broadway stage hit, "Sabrina Fair," and co-stars three
Academy Award winners — hlumphrey Bogart, Audrey h^epburn
and William Holden — under the production and direction of
Billy Wilder.
In "The Country Girl," audiences will see a new Bing Crosby.
For a long time Bing has been justly hailed as one of the greatest
entertainers in America. Now he reveals himself as a great
dramatic star as well. Grace Kelly and William FHolden, who
are co-starred with him in the film, give equally wonderful performances.
New Science-FIc+Ion Film
"Conquest of Space" is a new science-fiction picture by
George Pal, who produced "The War of the Worlds" and
"When Worlds Collide". It is in color by Technicolor.
"Ulysses," based on Homer's Odyssey, has been produced
in color by Technicolor by Lux Films and stars Kirk Douglas and
Silvana Mangano. It was filmed entirely on location in Italy by
Dino de Laurentiis and Carlo Ponti.
"Mambo" is the story of two beautiful women fighting for
one man, and set in the romantic backgrounds of Italy, where it
{Continued on page 6)

"Rear Window," the Alfred Hitchcock production starring
James Stewart and co-starring Grace Kelly. Irving Berlin's "White C hristmas," below, as the entire industry
knows

by now, is Paramount's first VistaVision production. Starring Bing Crosby, Danny Kaye, Rosemary

Clooney

and

Vera-Ellen.
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PARAMOUNT PICTURES' executives who have mapped policies
and activities for the company's 40th Anniversary Drive and who
will direct their execution. At right, Barney Balaban, company president; above, from left to right, Paul Raibourn, vice-president; A. W.
Schwalberg, vice-president in charge of distribution; Jerome Pickman, director of advertising-publicity.

Story

First,

DeMille

Promotion

Says

Films

on

for

New

Intensive

BY CECIL B. DeMILLE
Paramount's promotion program
The first star of a motion picture for the coming year will continue
should be its story. If this star is along the same proved-successful
properly cast — with drama turning pattern as before, of intensive
upon drama in an ever-widening, concentration on the ticket-selling
a cce 18 ra ting
level, the company states.
orbit — its
This policy, established several
s p ectacula r
years back, has been based on the
productioncompany's realization that the movalue satellites
tion picture industry today is in a
fall logically
far more competitive position
into place.
than ever before, and that publicOnce the
ity, advertising and exploitation
course and
activity must be concentrated at
c h aracter
the level at which the American
of this firstfamily makes the actual decision
magnitude
as to exactly how to spend its
star have been
C. B. DeMillo
entertainment budget.
charted, it
In line with the Paramount proshould be surrounded by a galaxy
motion program, there is no such
of stars which fit properly into its
field. If their brilliance adds lustre thing as a "generalized selling approach." Each picture on the
to the main star, so much the
schedule is individually analyzed
better.
and examined for the specific
angles which suggest the most
Established Course
logical selling campaign.
A certain amount of national
This is the course I have followed
advertising in national and fan
for years — recently in "The Greatmagazines is of course scheduled.
est Show on Earth" and currently
But beyond this and trade paper
in preparing "The Ten Commandments" in VistaVision. While I advertising the actual' promotion
sometimes have used little-known campaigns follow a pattern of regional concentration hitting solidly
players if they fitted roles better
than established stars, I naturally the area surrounding each key city
Into which the film has been
prefer talent with names.
We have been fortunate in booked, and spreading outward as
the film Is booked into outlying
casting "The Ten Commandments"
to find players with both great areas.
Cooperative promotions are an
ability and boxoffice attraction —
Charlton Heston as Moses, Anne essential feature of the Paramount
Baxter as Nefretiri, Yul Brynner
Rameses II, Cornel Wilde
Joshua, Sir Cedric Hardwicke
Pharaoh Sethi and Vincent Price
the Master Builder.

as
as
as
as

Ability being equal, other roles
remaining to be cast will be filled
with players of star calibre.

Para.
Scale

Freeman

Quality

Cites

Need

BY Y. FRANK FREEMAN
concentration.
Vice President in charge of ProThe Paramount staff of merduction, Paramount Studios
chandising representatives Is augmented whenever necessary for
Paramount's confidence in star
specific picture promotions, so values on the screen goes back to
that each major playdate can have the Inception of the company.
ago, Adolph
individualized campaigns worked More than forty yearsZukor
began
out in collaboration with the local
theatre promotion staff.
with the sloIt's an ambitious program, and
Players
gan: "Famous
a good
program,
withpast
the successin Famous
ful results
of the
offering
sound assurance of equal success
adopting this
on the outstanding list of topPlays."
In
slogan it has
quality attractions due from Paraalways been
mount, the company asserts.
the position
of Paramount
that "Famous
Y.
F.
Freeman
made by good
Hartman
Says
Players" are
stories, good direction and good
production. It is therefore essenStars Wanted
tial, to maintain star value, that
they be coupled with good proBY DON HARTMAN
ducers, good directors, good writSupervisor of Production,
ers and a good production unit.
Paramount Studios
Paramount believes that this
We have been working under a
policy established some time ago
In regard to Paramount production. Stories are found and adapted and then
we set about
finding the
star who best
fits the role.
With a script

policy of seeking only the best
stories, writers, directors and producers obtainable, has made it
possible for the company to have
one of the most Imposing lists of
personalities in its history.

who are constantly searching for
roles of high merit.
So we are combining the
benefits
of having some top boxprepared
are
nearly we
al- office stars under contract and at
plan, for greatest concentration
ways ready to
within each area and each key city
start a picture the same time being able to mix
in minimum these with the big star names who
playdate. Radio and television are
.1
time
and if we are free-lancing. As a matter of
also set up on a localized schedule
fact v/e are constantly after stars
to give this type of promotion the
to combine with our contract stars
make
the
roles
to
able
^re
n
tma
Don Har
greatest specific ticket - selling
force, and posting Is scheduled to attractive enough, we can almost to make the best and most attraccoincide with greatest playdate always have our pick of the stars
tive picture.
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diversified

screen entertainment as, above left, "The Bridges at Toko-Ri," with
William H olden, and Grace Kelly, in color by Technicolor ; "Mam bo,"
with the internationally popular Silvana Mangano and Vittorio Gassman,
above center, and, at right, "Air C ommand," which will be Paramount's
second in V istaV ision ("White C hristmas" being the first) and will be in
color by Technicolor, starring James Stewart and June Allyson, with Frank
Love joy and Barry Sullivan.
New

Paramount

Releases

{Continued from page 4)
was produced. Silvana Mangano, Shelley Winters, Michael Rennie, Vittorio Gassnnan and Katherlne Dunham are starred.

Kerr; "Lucy Gallant," based on the "Good Housekeeping,"
magazine novel, filmed In VistaVision and Technicolor and star-

"The Bridges at Toko-Ri" is a William Perlberg and George
Seaton production, starring William hlolden, Grace Kelly,
Fredric March and Mickey Rooney in an adaptation of the
James A. Michener novel. It Is in Technicolor, and was shot
largely in Japan and the Far Pacific.
In the near future will come the release of the first picture to

ring Jane Wyman and Charlton Heston; "You're Never Too
Young," another VistaVision and Technicolor laugh-fest starring
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis.

be produced in VistaVision — Irving Berlin's "White Christmas."
Berlin himself has gone on record as saying: "This is by far the
greatest motion picture I have ever been associated with!" Its
stars are Bing Crosby, Danny Kaye, Rosemary Clooney and
Vera-Ellen. There are a couple of dozen songs — new ones which
prove that Berlin's genius has grown over the. years, and old
favorites of his which will always keep their charm.
All to Be in VistaVision
Following "White Christmas," every Paramount picture will
be produced in VistaVision.
Second and third VistaVision films will be "Air Command"
and Hal Wallis' "Three Ring Circus" both in color by Technicolor. "Air Command" is the story of the United States Air
Force's Strategic Air Command, starring James Stewart and
June Allyson with Frank Lovejoy and Barry Sullivan. "Air Command" wasLouis
filmedCardinals.
with the full cooperation of the Air Force and
of the St.
"Three Ring Circus," Is the new Martin and Lewis' with Joanne
Dru and Zsa Zsa Gabor. It was shot on location with the Clyde
Beatty Circus.
Following these comes Paramount's future line-up of great
pictures.
Big Schedule in Work
Included among those either completed or in production — all
in VistaVision — are "To Catch a Thief," produced and directed
in Technicolor by Alfred hHitchcock, starring Cary Grant and
Grace Kelly; "We're No Angels," VistaVision comedy-romance
In Technicolor starring Humphrey Bogart, Aldo Ray, Joan
Bennett and Basil Rathbone; "Run for Cover," VistaVision and
Technicolor dramatic smash starring James Cagney, Viveca Llndfors, John Derek and Jean Hersholt; "Love Is a Weapon," In
VistaVision and Technicolor, starring John Payne, Mary Murphy,
and Francis L. Sullivan.
Also: "The Eddie Foy Story," romantic VistaVision musical in
Technicolor and starring Bob Hope; "The Court Jester," in
VistaVision and Technicolor and starring Danny Kaye; "The Desperate Hours," William Wyler's VistaVision production starring
Humphrey Bogart; "The Vagabond King," Technicolor adaptation in VistaVision of the stage musical, starring Kathryn Grayson
and Oreste Kirkop, European romantic singing star.
Others are: "The Covered Wagon," in VistaVision, which will
star Alan Ladd; "The Magnificent Devils," starring Deborah

Also, "The Rose Tattoo," Hal Wallis' VistaVision production
of the Broadway stage hit by Tennessee Williams, starring Burt
Lancaster and Anna MagnanI; "The Loves of Omar Khayyam,"
VistaVision spectacle, and "The Mountain," based on the bestselling novel by Henri Troyat, starring Spencer Tracy.
"Ten Commandments" in Work
Meanwhile, production will be going on steadily on Cecil B.
DeMIIle's "The Ten Commandments," which the master moviemaker will be shooting on location In Egypt.
Heading the cast as Moses will be Charlton Heston, with Yul
Brynner port?raying his antagonist, Rameses II. Also starred will
be Anne Baxter, Cornel Wilde, Sir Cedric Hardwicke and Vincent Price.
In the field of additional show-builders. Paramount News will
continue to be produced twice each week, and the Paramount
shorts, which have proved so popular over the years, will continue to roll out at the same pace.
Add them all up — It looks like a great year ahead for Paramount— and for the exhibitors of the nation!

"The Country Girl" stars Bing Crosby, William H olden and
Grace Kelly. Top dramatic performances by all three distinguish the outstanding new anniversary release.
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Makelim

offered by Makelim, let alone formulate one.
Makelim conferred with Justice Department officials in Washington at
the weekend.
Confirming the discussion, a Justice Department spokesman said the
Government takes the position that
participation in the Makelim plan by
such circuit theatres would seem to
be permissible so long as the pictures
are sold on a true competitive basis.
AB-PT Official Attends
Attending the meeting with Maurice
Silverman, motion picture attorney of
the Anti-Trust Division, in addition
to the producer, were his Hollywood
attorney, Gordon Levoy, and Sidney
Markley, vice-president of American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres.
Abram F. Myers, board chairman
and general counsel of national Allied, was invited to attend, Makelim
noted, but was unable to do so. However, he added, Myers "declared his
complete accord and reconfirmed Allied's endorsement of the Makelim
plan."
Many of the theatres born of the
Paramount-case consent decrees have
expressed their desire to participate
in playing the 12 pictures to be produced, Makelim at
stated.
"As a resultof
of the conference
the Department
Justice they are now in a position to
do so."
Sees 4,000 to 5,000 on Roster
Predicting that he now would be
able to enroll some 4,000-5,000 theatres, Makelim said, "I am very much
gratified by the outcome of the meeting. Although I have approximately
2,400 theatres already signed and more
coming in daily, it has always been
my intent and purpose that all theatres have the equal, competitive opportunity of becoming participants in
theMakelim
Makelim returned
plan."
to Hollywood
from Washington yesterday.
Tax Suit
{Continued from page 1)

Justice Nicholas Pette asking permission for the exhibitor organization's
members to join the suit. It is anticipated that both organizations will
also be prepared to post the necessary
bonds.
In connection with the MMPTA
and ITOA efforts, theatre owners and
operators in New York City will
notify their patrons through lobljy displays and placards to save their admission ticket stubs. It is possible
that they may get a refund pending
the determination of the expected Sept.
13 hearing on the temporary injunction which Judge Pette has granted.
In attendance at the exhibitor meeting here yesterday were Harry
Brandt, Morton Sunshine and Adolph
Kaufman, representing ITOA, Emanuel Frisch and D. John Phillips, representing MMPTA, Eugene Picker,
Leo Friedman, Thomas Bress and
Donald Schiff , representing Loew's ;
Milton Rosenblum, attorney for RKO
Theatres, and Martin Newman of
Century , Theatres.
^HOWARD
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Television-'Hadin
,with

Pinky

Herman,

\\f OR and WOR-TV will devote its entire evening schedule Tuesday, Nov. 2, to results of the nation-wide general election which
will determine the 84th Congress. Starting with Fulton Lewis Jr.'s
regular 7 P.M. newscast from Washington, D. C, developments and
final election results will be aired by other WORdslingers, including
Henry Gladstone, Bill Henry, Gabriel Heatter and others. . . . When
Betty Hutton makes her television debut on Max Liebman's "Satins
and Spurs" Sunday, Sept. 12 (7:30-9:00 P.M.) she'll feature for the
first time on TV, songs from an original TV musical, cleffed by
Ray Evans and Jay Livingston, winners of two 'song Oscars' for
"Buttons & Bows" and "Mona Lisa."
"Dear Pinky," w^rites my old friend Burr Tillstrom from
Chicago, "according to some newspaper clippings . . . the
future oit "Kukla, Fran & Ollie" is pretty cloudy and confused.
I've read that we are to be a part of "Tonight," "Home,"
"Today," the "Spectaculars," or that we
wereon moving
to a...
localTo show
we'llup not
be
TV at all.
bringoryou
to

Burr Tillstrom

date and clear up the record from the
Kuklapolitan side of the story, at least :
A year ago we began our second season as
a half-hour show once a week. . . . but unfortunately this did not seem to satisfy us
or (it appeared) our audience. The success
of KFO has always been and always will
be dependent upon their believability. . . .
if Fran and I doubt their existence, the
whole illusion disappears and suddenly
Kukla and Ollie become puppets, not real
people. . . . "KFO" is not a spectacular,
nor is it situation comedy . . . not a

children's show nor a culture-conscious program for intellectual adults. It has a magic all its own. ... It seems to attract
all ages and all kinds of minds . . . meeting with Fran Beulah
Zachary, Lew Gomavitz, Joe Lockwood and others of our
production staff, I decided last April that "KFO" must somehow return to a daily spot on TV or else go off the air . . .
And so our position is this : if there is room for our kind of
entertainment on TV, then 'away we go' If not, then "KFO"
will not be on . . . friendly meeting held with Pat Weaver
and Ben Park (re: possible participation on "Tonight" or
"Home"), (since then) have heard nary a word. With John
Balaban, John Mitchell and Red Quinlan (WBKB execs)
we discussed the possibility of returning to that station with
our original format a daily fifteen-minute strip at 7:00 P.M.
... I feel that the understanding and spirit displayed by our
friends at WBKB will result in a very successful business
relationship.
Fran and the Kuklapolitans join me in all best wishes,
(signed) Burr. (Thanks for the enlightening epistle Burr and
the best to yourself and the 'Kuks.').
ik
Undoubtedly one of the most powerful single influences behind
the musical world's cjirtain is an energetic and kindly man named
Hirsch de la Viez, zuho owns about 720 jnke boxes in and around
IVashington, D. C. It is 'Hirsch" ivho is contacted and whose
advice is sought by the top recording artists and. A & R men
because of his astute and almost wizard-like ken of John Q.
Citizen's musical preference, whether boogie or classic. Hirsch
loves his 'kids," as he calls them, because they'll fly hundreds
of miles to help him entertain wounded vets on alternating Thursdays at the Walter Reed and Naval Hospitals in Wash. This
work he's been, heading since 1940, one of the many humane
endeavors regularly practiced by the Vcu'iety Clubs of America
(he's cJiairnmn of the entertainment
ik
ik &ik house committee.)
If a major label will sign up Claude Casey (WFBC-TV
star) and give him some national distribution, Claude will turn
out some Western HITS. The motion picture personality is
undoubtedly one of the most popular artists in the South. . . .
Jack Lacy's music WINSpieling in New York daily is so easy
on the ears. . . . Dave Stephens, musical director of WCAU,
and his beautiful wife, Ginny, heard regularly on her own
show, flew to Chicago to spend a vacation with former NBC
musical director Harry Kogen. Carl Robinson, formerly at
WUST, has moved over to WMAL in Washington, joining
a select group of record spinners including Milton Q. Ford,
Jim Gibbons, Jerry & Jinna Strong, George Crawford, Guy
Aylward, Bill Mayhew, Felix Grant and Bill Malone.

"Changing Times," is the central feature in a symposium entitled "The
Industry byandJerry
the Code,"
that F.includes
articles
Wald and
Hugh
Herbert, together with letters from
London and Memphis and a reprint of
Samuel Goldwyn's letter to Eric
Johnston suggesting a meeting among
producers to modernize the code.
Sees Good Films Untouched
Wald said in his article, "Dollars
and Sense and Censorship," after citing many instances and naming pictures, the "code has never, stood in
the way of good picture making or
showmanship. An honest and skillful
producer can tell every and any good
story that has ever been told."
In his article, "A Person Can dea Code,"experiences
Herbert recited
variousveloppersonal
and quoted
from personal correspondence making
again his standard assertion that the
U. S. Constitution has been amended
22 times and the "Production Code,
as originally drawn, could never be
rationally defended as a more perfect
instrument than the Constitution of
the United States."
Gregory,
(Continued Goldman
from page 1)
and attractions of the legitimate stage.
The initial picture which the new
organization will produce is Norman
Mailer's best-selling novel, "The
Naked and the Dead." Actual shooting on the film is expected to begin
next June and tentative release has
been scheduled by Gregory and Goldman for November, 1955.
Taking Over Legit Firm
The new corporation will also take
over the national theatre production
activities of Paul Gregory Associates.
This firm has been presenting stage
Broadway.
pl^ys
throughout the U. S. and on
Goldman, an industry veteran who
is a member of the Philadelphia City
Board of Censors for the legitimate
theatre and additionally serves on
other committees connected with the
stage and motion pictures, will be
president and sole stockholder of the
new firm. Gregory, a 33-year-old producer of stage plays, "Caine Mutiny
Court Martial," "John Brown's
Body," and others, and who is producing "The Night of the Hunter,"
his first film venture, will be vicepresident in charge of production
when the formal incorporation papers
are filed shortly.
Headquarters in Hollywood
The new organization's papers were
signed in Goldman's offices here. Takingliam
part in
the negotiations
WilZimmerman,
New York were
attorney,
and Samuel H. Levy, of the firm of
Wolf, Block, Schorr and SolidCohen, represented Goldman, and
Gordon Youngman, Los Angeles attorney, who represented Gregory.
Headquarters for Goldman-Gregory
Enterprises will be in Hollywood with
regional offices in New York and
Philadelphia.
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Roundup
K.C. Drive-ins Aid Polio Unit
Operators of drive-in theatres in the
Kansas City area have pledged their
participation in the emergency campaign of the Jackson County (Mo.)
chapter of the National Foundation
for Infantile Paralysis. Liaison between the theatre operators and the
Foundation was Arthur Cole, of the
Paramount branch in Kansas City,
who has been a hard worker for this
cause for many years.
■

stage where VistaVision was born,
used 185 amperes to proiect a picture
51 feet wide by 27 feet high on to a
seamless screen 185 feet away. A
2^-inch focal length Kollmorgen lens
was used.
Although the 1.85-to-l aspect ratio
favored by Paramount was used for
this screening, the same equipment can
produce
2-to-l. any aspect ratio from 1.33 to
It was clear to all observers tliat
the photographic advantages of the
VistaVision process could benefit proportionately any size and shape of
picture that any individual exhibitor
might choose for his particular theatre. VistaVision's utilization of two
and one-half times the standard film
negative area in photographing, followed by optical reduction to standard-proportions projection prints,
greatly minimizes the graininess generally associated with films projected
in extreme dimensions.
No Graininess Noted

Disney-TV Bows Oct. 27
Walt Disney, for the premiere of
his "Disneyland"
on the television
network of the American
Broadcasting
Co. starting Oct. 27, will take his
TV audience behind the scenes to
show the methods and processes by
which he and his photographers have
made such True-Life Adventure moToday's 51-feet screen image was
tion pictures as "The Vanishing totally free of grain or other blemPrairie" and "The Living Desert."
ishes. Its rich, Technicolor tones
were deep, firm and constant, and in
the many swift dancing sequences definition and clarity were outstanding.
Before the screening. Paramount
Traire' Grosses $22,400
Y. Frank Freeman menWalt Disney's True Life Adventure vice-president
tioned that the Paramount engineers,
feature, "The Vanishing Prairie," has under Loren
Ryder, set out to develop
established an all-time record in its
world premiere engagement at the a process that could be utilized in
Fine Arts Theatre here by grossing
every theatre
in thestrongly
world. that
Today's
suggests
they
$22,400 in its first weeK, it is reported. screening
have succeeded. W. R. W.

'Waterfront' Setting Records
Columbia's "On the Waterfront"
has topped the previous record week
gross of the Astor Theatre here for
the fourth consecutive week by taking
in excess of $60,500. In its first week
at the Broadway house, the film
grossed a high of $66,776 which was
followed by $61,000 and $61,200 in
the second and third weeks, respectively.

Skouras-UK
{Continued from page 1)
larger were it not for the lens supply
difficulty. Twentieth-Fox is understood to be casting its net wide in its
search for lenses, with the Phillips
concern in Holland being considered
i the likeliest source.
Meanwhile, reports come in from
I all parts of the country of successful
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Still Warm

On

Promotion

TV

{Continued from page 1)
ptian
Egy
American Broadcasting - Paramount tional
Foundation
for Infantile PaTheatres is just as interested today
ralysis. The premiere of the 20th
as it ever was in promoting the mo- Century-Fox presentation, in color
tion picture industry via the television by De Luxe, will be attended by such
medium,
Goldenson, AB-PT personalities as Michael Wilding,
'.-■resident,Leonard
said yesterday.
Gene Tierney, Michael Curtiz, Johnnie
Goldenson was queried on his posiRay, Judy Holliday and Rita Gam.
tion in the light
AB-PT's
project
On Two Television Stations
to develop
film oftalent
through
the
television medium and the American
Two metropolitan television staBroadcasting Co. plan to produce a
tions, WABC-TV and WPIX, will
show promoting the motion picture cover the opening with Faye Emerson
industry.
and Skitch Henderson chatting with
Reports Popularity in East
the personalities in a "live" show, 8
Both projects, Goldenson said, were to 8:30 P.M. on Channel 7, while
well received in the East but later in the evening Channel 11 will
floundered after encountering studio program kinescope highlights in andisinterest on the West Coast. The
other 30-minute show. Radio coverage of the opening will see celebrity
AB-PT president, commenting on how
the industry TV film project was interviews taped by NBC fo r programming on Sunday over the Dave
warmly welcomed by distribution
sales managers, said it was a mystery Garroway show. The Voice of America and the Armed Forces Radio
to him why the studios failed to
Service also will tape interviews for
cooperate in the endeavor.
Goldenson refused, however, to call rebroadcasting across the world.
the industry TV film project dead,
Among
the dignitaries
ties scheduled
to attend and
are celebriHulan
a project which was endorsed by the
Motion Picture Association of Amer- Jack, borough president of Manhatica. The AB-PT president, speaking
tan, representing Mayor Robert Wagabout this personal plan of developing
ner, and former mayor Vincent Imyoung film talent through TV, said as pellitteri and Mrs. Impellitteri.
Also, Helen Hayes, Eddie Fisher,
yet
stage.it has not gone beyond the talking
Ezio Pinza, Zsa Zsa Gabor, Sarah
Churchill, Lady Iris Mountbatten,
Nina Foch, Monica Lewis, Denise
New K.C. Building
Darcel, Arlene Francis, Tex and Jinx
McCrary, Red Buttons, Arnold Stang,
Bambi Lynn and Rod Alexander,
Opened For
KANSAS CITY, Aug. 23. — Uni- Morey Amsterdam, Peter Lind Hayes
versal's branch office, located in a new and Mary Healy, Paul Stone, Lon
one-story building on Film Row which McAllister and Warren Hull.
was opened here today by company
Skouras to Attend
officials, has 7,000 square feet on its
Flying here from Europe to attend
main floor and a large outdoor billboard atop the roof for promotional the film's debut, following completion
advertising.
of a business trip, will be 20th Century-Fox president Spyros P.
Skouras.
extended play-time of CinemaScope
product. The 3,678-seat Davis Theatre
in the London suburb of Croydon, for
example, had its highest take with
"The Robe" for five years. The film is
being retained for three weeks for the
first time in the history of the theatre.

Theatre-front activities on opening
night at the brilliantly kleig-lit Roxy
will be carried to Times Square
throngs by a public address system,
with music provided by the 42nd Infantry Division Band, under Colonel
M. Strauss.
AA

Allied

Board

{Continued from page 1)
agreed
that the
results
talks offered
little
hope of
of last
reliefweek's
from
what most Allied members and leaders
charge are "confiscatory" film rentals,
particularly for the smaller theatres.
Comments on the report ranged
from "completely unsatisfactory" to
"we've heard that before."
Divided Regarding Future Action
But they could not agree on
whether to recommend that the national organization should immediately organize a campaign to demand
a Congressional investigation of distributor sales practices — a course already recommended by Col. H. A.
Cole, Allied member of the Council
of Motion Picture Organizations' tax
committee which secured the reduction of the admission tax last spring —
or whether first to bring further pressure on the distributors to modify
rental terms.
Abram F. Myers, general counsel
and chairman of the board, speaking
for the committee which interviewed
the sales managers, told the board
that Al Lichtman,
Charles Reagan

Split

on

Rental

and Ben Kalmenson, for 20th Century-Fox, M-G-M and Warner Brothers, respectively, had told them that
any theatre grossing less than $1,000
a week could buy CinemaScope pictures flat if they were buying other
pictures flat. All of the distributor
representataives said they would adjust terms if they were shown a loss.
Faced with the fact that every Allied unit except Eastern Pennsylvania
has already polled its members and
voted for governmental intervention —
Ohio announced its vote last Friday
— the directors appointed Myers, Cole,
Ben Berger, Irving Dollinger and Ben
Marcus, to a committee to study the
question and submit a final plan to the
full board tomorrow.
Coles Would Contact House Group
Cole has urged that Allied lay the
facts before the House Ways and
Means Committee or the Senate Finance Committee on the ground that
exhibitors are being deprived of the
relief intended by Congress in the
tax reduction. Berger recommended
that Allied should seek legislation by
Congress declaring the motion picture
business a public utility and providing

Solution
for its regulation. It was this course
that was stressed by Myers in his
bulletin of last July.
Postponed in the hot debate over
"bread and butter" were discussions of
the progress of the Makelim Plan, a
project to produce certain theatre
equipment cooperatively, a proposal by
Wilbur Snaper to compile a handbook
on equipment for Allied members, a
discussion by Myers on subscription
TV and plans to combat it, and plans
for the national convention.
Ben Marcus in Chair
The sessions were presided over by
Ben Marcus, national president.
Attending the board meeting were :
Beverly Miller, Leo Wolcott, Morris
Finkel, Reuben Shor, Nathin Yamins,
Glen D. Thompson, Sidney Samuelson, Robert Wile, Harold Pearson,
Abe Berenson, Trueman Rembusch,
Hal Gilbert, Edward Sullivan, Roy
Kalver, Elmer Nolte, Sidney Goldberg, Leon Bach, Morris Adams, Alec
Shniderman and Frank H. Durkee.
Allied of West Virginia will meet
here tomorrow and Wednesday and
it is expected that members of the
national board will speak Wednesday.

Sales Meet
{Continued from page 1)

will be Steve Broidy, president, who
will come from the Coast for the purpose ;Walter Mirisch, executive producer, who will arrive from Europe
in time for the session ; Edward
Morey, executive vice-president in
charge of the New York office ; L. E.
Goldhammer, Eastern sales manager ;
James Pritchard, Southern sales manager ; Harold Wirthwein, Western
manager, and John C. Flinn, director
of advertising-publicity.
Among the subjects to be discussed
will be national sales policy for the
forthcoming "The Human Jungle,"
which will bow at the Joy Theatre in
New Orleans on Sept. 28, and the national sales convention of the company, for which time and place will
be chosen.
Five

Held

in Cleveland

CLEVELAND, Aug. 23.— Further
evidence of good business at downtown theatres here is the number of
holdovers : "Caine Mutiny," fifth
week; "Broken Lance," third week;
"Knock On Wood," third week ; "Seven Deadly Sins," third week and
"Seven Brides for Seven Brothers,"
second week.
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a Cost

$8,000,000

Cooper,
Denning
Parley

Bringing
City of Paterson

Gov't
to
Federal Control Over

Salutes

Asks an ''Emergency Defense Committee
To Discuss Shortages With Distributors

Fabian

of From

to $9,000,000

By MURRAY HOROWITZ
A two-year program of 10 releases
for the newly-formed motion picture
distribution company Distributors Corporation of America, was announced
here yesterday by Fred J. Schwartz,
DCA president.
Schwartz, who is also president of
the Century Circuit, at the same time
announced the appointment of Charles
Boasberg, former RKO Radio Pictures sales manager, as vice-president
and general sales manager of DCA.
DCA's program will be launched
(Continued on page 5)
Kerasotes,
Named

TOA

On

40th

Anniversary

PATERSON, N. J
AU£
Local dignitaries, civic officials and
industry leaders from New York and
Hollywood were here tonight as the
24.—
city of Paterson
celebrated the
40th anniversary of one of
its landmarks,
the Regent
Theatre, and
duly honored
S. H. Fabian,
president
of Stanley
Warner Corp.,
who began his
film career at
the theatre
some 40 years
S. H. Fabian
ago.Ceremonies at the Regent Theatre,

Co-chairmen

which
built by Fabian's
father,of
had thewas
showmanship
and glamour
premiere. Theatre manager
Three prominent exhibitors, Roy a top film
{Continued on page 4)
Cooper of Roy Cooper Theatres in
San Francisco; George Kerasotes of
Kerasotes Theatres in Springfield, Krim and Picker to
111., and Horace Denning of Dixie
Drive-In Theatres in Jacksonville, Far East in Sept.
Fla., have been named by Walter
Reade, Jr., Theatre Owners of AmerArthur B. Krim, president of
ica president, as co-chairmen of the United Artists, and Arnold M. Picker,
{Continued on page 2)
vice-president in charge of distribution, will make a month-long Far
Greenblatt to Head
Eastern tour next month to inaugurate
RKO

CENTS

Releases

Two

Set

TEN

25, 1954

Start
AUied

Ten

AUGUST

Domestic

Sales

Herbert H. Greenblatt, RKO Central division manager, has been promoted to domestic sales
manager, it was
announced here
yesterday
by Walter
, Branson, RKO
Radio worldw i d e general
sales manager.
G r eenblatt,
who joined
RKO as a salesman in the Chicago branch 22
years ago, will H. H. Greenblatt
assume his new
duties at the home office on Sept. 13.
Serving since last February as Cen(Continued on page 5 )
■

the comiJany's
3Sth onanniversary
{Continued
page 4) cele-

Industry
Sales Policy Urged;

By JAMES D. IVERS
WHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS, W. Va., Aug. 24.— The board of directors
of national Allied States Association will recommend that the organization's
national convention authorize the drafting of a bill to be submitted to Congress
calling for Government regulation of
motion picture sales policies.
The resolution approved by the
Texas Drive-in Meet
board tonight after two days of
stormy debate behind closed doors, .
Told of Progress
contains only the slightest hint of
compromise. It recommends the estabSAN ANTONIO, Aug. 24.— Frank
lishment of an "emergency defense
M. Tiller, dean of engineering for the
Lamar Research Center, reported to committee" which would be authorized
to discuss and consider any suggesthe Texas Drive-In Theatre Owners
tions or promises from distributors to
Association convention here on a sur- alleviate the product shortage, which
vey which he conducted for Julius Allied considers the crux of the emerGordon of Jefferson Amusement Co.
film2) rentals,
gency, or to ameliorate
(Continue
d on page
concerning problems affecting drive-in
theatres.
The survey was begun last year and
covered excessive heating of film in Roxy Theatre Packed
the projector; heating and air-conditioning of cars in drive-in theatres ; For Benefit Premiere
mosquito control ; improvement of outdoor screens, and development of new
parking arrangements for drive-in Of Fox's ^Egyptian'
theatres.
(Pictures on Page 4)
The survey shows. Tiller said, that
large losses in light occur from the
Darryl F. Zanuck's CinemaScope
typical outdoor screens of the white production, "The Egyptian," had its
matte type. In many cases lines which world premiere in a March of Dimes
appear are highly objectional and a benefit performance at the Roxy
new screen which is being developed Theatre here last night with about
may possibly eliminate the lines and 6,000 social, civic and business leadalso control the directions in which
ers, celebrities and members of the
light is reflected, he said.
general public in attendance.
A mosquito-control method deThe proceeds from the 20th Centuryveloped thus far. Tiller stated, has Fox presentation were turned over to(Continued on page 5)
the National Foundation for Infantile
Paralysis to aid its Emergency Fund
Raising Campaign.
Among
the manyon notables
(Continued
page 4) whose

''The
Egyptian''
{20th Century-Fox)
( CinemaScope)

DARRYL ZANUCK'S Cinemascope production of Mika Waltari's
best selling novel, "The Egyptian," is another king size spectacle
which holds forth convincing signs of returning king size grosses
wherever it is offered to the public.
Its impressive cast of stars and principals, ably directed by Michael
Curtiz, includes, for marquee purposes, such names as those of Jean
Simmons, Victor Mature, Gene Tierney, Michael Wilding, Bella Darvi,
Peter Ustinov and Edmund Purdom, among others too numerous to
mention.
The Philip Dunne and Casey Robinson screen play, photographed in
color by De Luxe, follows the essentials of the novel of romance, intrigue
and adventure in ancient Egypt quite closely. It is the story of an Egyptian foundling, taken from a tiny boat found adrift on the Nile by a
, , . .
(Continued on page 4)

Ad

Problems

TOA-MPA

Spark

Meeting

New means for motion picture advertising and publicity were discussed
at
yesterday's
betweenof
representatives meeting
of TheatrehereOwners
America, led by TOA president
Walter Reade, Jr., and members of the
sales managers committee of the Motion Picture Association of America.
According to a TOA announcement,
it was decided to hold further talks
on the (Continued
subject of onadvertising.
page 5) This
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(Continued from page 1)
Mention

E, Universal
OSCARres M. BLAK
Western sales manager,
Pictu
returned to New York yesterday from
Kansas City.
Milton Sperling, head of United
States Pictures, is the father of a boy
born yesterday to Mrs. Sperling at
Cedars of Lebanon Hospital, Los
Angeles. Mother is the daughter of
Harry M. Warner, president of
Warner Brothers.

Americo Aboaf, Universal International vice-president and general
sales manager, has arrived in Hong
Kong from Tokyo.

which Allied declares "harsh and opHowever, the resolution specifically
declares
pressive."that such discussion or consideration shall not be "inconsistent
with or in impairment of the positive
action provided for in previous sections." The "positive action" referred
to is the preparation of the resolution
for Congress.
On the other hand, spokesmen for
the board pomted out that the resolution merely authorizes the general
counsel, Aoram F. Myers, to draft
and present to the convention for final
approval a resolution calling for Government intervention.
Bitter in Tone

The resolution was bitter in its condemnation of distributor trade pracRobert Goelet, president of City
tices.
As
reported
by Motion Picture
Investing Co., will leave here for Daily yesterday. Allied leaders who
London today via •B.O.A.C. Monarch. talked to sales managers in New York
last week told the board of directors
Moiyus Keppner, of the Burnside that with one or twO' exceptions the
Theatre Corp., East Hartford, has interviews had been wholly unsatisfactory.
returned there from New York.
•
Headed a "Declaration of
Jack Cole, dance choreographer,
emergency" the introduction to
left New York for England yesterday
the resolution, which was in
by B.O.A.C. Monarch.
four parts, stated: "The companies' refusal to give the committee any assurance of relaxaTOA
Co-Chairmen
tion of the harsh and oppressive
{^Continued from page 1)
selling policies and practices
which
are fast making impos1954 TOA convention, combined with
sible the profitable operation
IPA
TOA
TEDA
the TESMA
of theatres of all classes, creates
Trade Show, in Chicago, Oct. 31 to
an emergency unparalleled in
Nov. 4.
the history of the industry and
Reade, in announcing the co-chairdemands the immediate adoption of effective measures for
men yesterday, stated that "I feel that
this departure from a single convendealing with (it)."
tion chairman to three co-chairmen is
Section one of the resolution recoma good move since TOA represents
mends that the Allied president be
almost every state in the U. S. and
authorized
to appoint an emergency
Westthe
that
Alaska, so it is fitting
ern, Central and Eastern states have defense committee to "formulate and
equal representation in leadership of express to Allied regional associations
for their information and guidance,
the 1954 convention."
Serving as advisers to the 1954 con- bona fide opinions and recommendavention committee, Reade said, will be
tions relative to the policies and practices of the several film companies
the TOA leaders who spearheaded the
1953 convention in Chicago: John either in general or in relation to parBalaban, David Wallerstein and Abe
pictures." units are to be rePiatt, all of Balaban & Katz.
The ticular
regional
quested to form committees to cooperate with the emergency commitGoldstein Heads
tee by collecting and supplying pertinent information.
MP A Sales Group
According to spokesmen for the
Morey (Buzz) Goldstein of Allied board this section would be an extension of the Allied caravan committee
Artists will succeed Charles Boasberg as chairman of the sales mana- which has been in operation for several years but it would amplify the
gers committee of the Motion Picture Association of America, it was function of that machinery.
announced here yesterday by Boasberg.
Eyes Next Congress Session
Goldstein will function as chairman
The second section recommends the
through 1955, Boasberg stated. Boasberg vacated the post in light of his drafting
troductionofin the
the bill
next "suitable
session offorConin
new association with Distributors
gress." This would be designed to
Corporation of America and his resig- "ai¥ord the minimum amount of regunation as general sales manager of
lation necessary in the public interest
RKO Radio Pictures.
to preserve the theatres of the
United States for the use and enjoyment of thealso
American
people."that
Postpone AA Meeting
The section
recommends
The Allied Artists executive sales the October convention be named the
meeting originally scheduled for Fri- "product convention" and that it be
day here has been postponed until "a gigantic exhibitor mass meeting
to determine once and for all whether,
Aug. 30.

Pictures Stock
judged by the conditions then prevailing, the film companies can curb
Corp. increased its holdings
their stupidity and continue free or ofAtlas
picture securities during
whether this industry must submit the motion
first
half
of 1954 by adding to
to Government regulation for its
5,000 800,000
shares of
Loew'sof
and portfolio
more than
shares
Section three declares that the its
board
is convinced that most of the RKO Pictures, the company's report
preservation."
to stockholders issued yesterday distrade practice problems of the mo- closes.
ment "stem from one basic evil, the
As of the first of the year, Atlas
artificial film shortage" and states held no Loew's stock and its holdings
the hope that this can be corrected. of RKO Pictures was 76,000 shares.
The board reaffirms its supAlso, in the first half of the year. Atport of the Makelim Plan and
las disposed of 10,000 shares of RKO
urges all members and units to
Theatres stock, representing its total
contribute all in their means to
holdings. There was no change durmake it a success. The emering theshares
periodofinParamount
Atlas' holdings
gency committee will take over
25,000
Picturesof
and
101,000
shares
of
Walt
Disney
the duties of the special committee on the Makelim Plan and
Prod., the other film shares in the inwill "promptly report to the
vestment trust's
Atlas had
an portfolio.
indicated net asset
board — any other plans for relieving the product shortage
value sion
offor$38.82
after
proviwhich may develop or come to
taxes, per
as share
of last
June
30,
compared with $37.82 per share on the
its
attention."
Section
four emphasizes that the same basis at the end of 1953, the reother steps provided for should be
por said.
carried
out without
delay
that "the
board feels
that the
doorbut should
be
RKO
Managers
in
kept open for the reception and consideration of any proposals the film
Session
companies, or any one of them, may CinemaScope
offer, or any reforms they may volA meeting of the Metropolitan area
untarily adopt for relieving the present intolerable conditions, especially managers of RKO Theatres has been
called by William W. Howard, viceas
they provides
afliect small
townaction
theatres."
It then
that no
taken president, for tomorrow at the home
screening room of 20th Century-Fox.
on such
proposals
"shall beof inconsisThe session will be held primarily
tent with
the campaign
positive
to bring the managers up to date on
The resolution was drafted in all- the latest developments in Cinemanight and early morning session by Scope presentation.
Earl Sponable and Herbert Bragg,
a committee consisting of Abram
chief
20th-Fox engineers, will address
Myers,
general
counsel
and
chairman
;
action."
Ben Marcus, national president ; Ben the group and answer questions. "The
Berger, Col. H. A. Cole and Irving Egyptian" will be screened.
Dollinger. It was not finally approved until late this afternoon.
Court Combines
Two
National Allied Resolution

Skouras

Suits

The two separate multi-million
Given W. Va. Unit's Board
dollar anti-trust suits of Skouras
WHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS, Theatres pending against distributors
West Va., Aug. 24. — Opening the first and others were consolidated here
day's
of its Hotel
annual here
convention
at
thesession
Greenbrier
before yesterday under an order of Federal
Sylvester J. Ryan. The total
the national Allied board had com- Judg
damages sought, representing the sum
pleted its stormy deliberations on the of the two suits, now stands at
question of Government regulation of
the industry, the West Virginia Al- $101,570,000.
At the same time. Justice Ryan delied unit held a brief introductory sesnied a motion to dismiss the RKO
sion this afternoon and then sat back
Theatres'
counter-claim against
to await action by the national board Skouras Theatres
for $42,250,000. The
of directors.
counter-suit of RKO Theatres, one
The national Allied resolution de- of the defendants in the Skouras action, was held to be logically linked
claring a "state of emergency" and
calling for the preparation of an ap- to the Skouras suits.
peal to Congress for Federal regulation of sales policies was formally preto Distribute
sented to the West Virginia board of RKO
directors tonight and will be reported
to the full convention tomorrow.
Presumably, West Virginia will be the Lesser' s 'Lost City'
Aug. 24.— "Quest
first regional Allied unit to endorse forHOLLYWOOD,
a Lost City," feature length Eastman color adventure film, will be disthe board's action.
Abram F. Myers, Allied general
tributed by RKO Radio Pictures, accounsel and chairman of the board,
cording to a joint announcement by
and Sidney Samuelson, of Pennsyl- J. R. Grainger, president of RKO,
vania Allied, are scheduled to address and Sol Lesser, head of Sol Lesser
a closed session of the convention to- Productions.
morrow morning.
The picture, which stars explorers
Election of officers is scheduled for Dana and Ginger Lamb, was two
years in the making.
tomorrow.
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M-G-M presents the year's
Starringdrama filmed
TOP suspense
in Holland in COLOR!
CLARK
LANA
VICTOR
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TURNER
MATURE

'^BETRAYED"
eo^storring
Play by
LOUIS ScreenCALHERN
RONALD MILLAR and GEORGE FROESCHEL
Photographed
Directed COLOR
by in
EASTMAN
GOTTFRIED REINHARDT
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A.vailable in Perspecta Stereophonic
or Optical 1-Channel
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'Egyptian

YORK'S 6,000-seat Roxy Theatre was filled to capacity last night for the world premiere of Darryl F.

Zanuck's CinemaScope production, "The Egyptian." Personalities from Broadway and Hollywood, civic officials, industry
executives and international society figures were prominent
members of the premiere audience.
All proceeds from the performance were turned over to the
National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis to aid its Emer-
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' Premiere

gency Fund Raising Campaign. Among those at the premiere
shown above are, left to right; first photo: Adolph Zukor,
chairman of the board of Paramount Pictures, and Mrs. Zukor.
Second photo : Skitch Henderson and Faye Emerson, cochairmen of the Celebrities Committee for the March of
Dimes, and Charles Einfeld, vice-president of 20th CenturyFox. Third photo : Gene Tierney, star of "The Egyptian," and
Michael Curtiz director of the film.

(Contimted from page 1)
presence at the opening was recored
by television, radio, Movietonews and
a battery of newspaper still cameramen were Spyros P. Skouras, president of 20th Century-Fox; Michael
Wilding and Gene Tierney, of the
film's cast ; Michael Curtiz, director
of the spectacle ; Johnnie Ray, Helen
Hayes, Eddie Fisher, Sarah Churchill,
Ezio Pinza, and Ralph Bunche.
Preceding the start of the picture
was a "Parade of Stars" in which
Faye Emerson and Skitch Henderson
introduced many of the luminaries to
the audience. Among the civic dignitaries present were Hulan Jack, borough president of Manhattan, representing Mayor Robert Wagner, and
former mayor Vincent R. Impelliterri
and Mrs. Impelliterri.
Sports World Represented
Among the stars appearing in the
parade were Lady Iris Mountbatten,
Rita Gam, Judy Holliday, Zsa Zsa
Gabor, Nina Foch, Monica Lewis,
Denise Darcel, Celeste Holm, Arlene
Francis, Tex and Jinx McCrary.
The world of sports was represented by Billy Talbert, Don Budge,
Sidney Woods and Gardner Malloy.
Theatre-front activities were carried to Times Square throngs by a
public address system, with music provided by the 42nd Infantry Division
Band under Colonel M. Strauss.

"SHOWPLACE

FOR

YOUR

OF THE EAST"

SCREENINGS

WIDE
SCREEN
U
flf^ flf^ (fliV (TP* tr**
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• IT'imm & 3Smm tape interlock
• 16mm interlock projection
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MOViELAB THEATRE SERVICE, iNC
619 W. 54th St., N.Y. 19, N.Y.. JUdson 6^0367
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The

^ page 1)
tian
Egyp
(Continued
from

physician and his wife, who raise the infant as their own and teach the
boy, as he grows up, the ancient craft of healing the sick.
As a grown man, played by Purdom, the Egyptian finds it difficult to
earn his living ministering, as he has chosen to do, to the poor. His friend
of school days, Mature, now a military man whose ambition it is to be an
officer in the Pharaoh's guards, introduces him to the night life of the city.
He meets, first. Miss Simmons as a tavern girl who falls in love with him,
and next Miss Darvi, Babylonian vampire, with whom Purdom falls in love.
Having few possessions with which to satisfy her greed, Purdom endeavors
to buy her favors with the titles to the home and sacred burying place of his
foster parents who, when they discover his faithlessness, commit suicide.
Despite the ill-gotten gifts, the girl spurns him. While burying his parents'
bodies secretly in a valley containing the graves of Egypt's kings. Miss
Simmons finds Purdom and confesses her love for him. Nevertheless, he
leaves Egypt with his self-appointed servant, played by Ustinov, and the two
in their travels eventually discover a plot of the Hittites, armed with
swords made of the newly discovered and still secret iron metal, for an attack
on Egypt. Purdom returns and warns Mature, now head of the Pharoah's
armies. He also re-encounters Miss Simmons who, in his absence, has born
him an illegitimate son.
Wilding, as the Pharaoh, is a religious fanatic and dedicated to peace. He
refuses Mature permission to launch a surprise attack on the Hittites.
MEANWHILE, the Pharaoh's ambitious sister, played by Miss Tierney,
learns that Mature plots the death of the Pharaoh and, by marriage to
her, plans to become Pharaoh himself. She prefers Purdom, knowing him to
be her half-brother, a victim of royal intrigue, and endeavors to persuade him
to poison both the Pharaoh and Mature, offering him herself and the crown in
return. She also ofl^ers him proof of his royal lineage. Believing the Pharaoh
to be of unsound mind and therefore responsible for persecutions which have
taken the life of Miss Simmons, Purdom gives poison to Wilding but spares
Mature, after first having put poison in the latter's cup also. Mature seizes the
Pharaoh's throne and sentences Purdom to exile.
The production is long and over its extended course it tends to lag a bit
from time to time. On the whole, however, it is rich in spectacle, impressive in its accoutrements and lavish in its use of strange, interesting or exotic
settings.
The CinemaScope camera, fortified with the new anamorphic lens, adds
to such effects, whether on the deserts, in the mountains or in the streets and
buildings of Egypt. It is most effective in such divergent presentations as a
lion hunting scene, court scenes, mob scenes, interiors of taverns or hovels.
It is clearly one of the top selling points of even such spectacular and costly
productions as this, even though "The Egyptian" is loaded with other selling
and exploitation material.
Aided by the intensive campaign which 20th-Fox is putting behind this production, and with the word of mouth its sensational as well as unusual ingredients iscertain to promote, "The Egyptian" is sure to be known to all and
sundry before long, if it is not already, and with hefty grosses accruing
everywhere in consequence.
Running time, 140 minutes. Adult audience classification. Release in
September.
SHERWIN KANE

{Continued from page 1)
Peter Werner had arranged the attractions and stage ceremonies which
were handled by WATV announcer
Jack
Gleason.
Fabian,
in a short address after accepting the tribute from the city, recalled some of his experiences as an
usher in the balcony at the Regent
when he first started his film career.
Since then Fabian has risen through
the ranks of motion pictures, inaugurating acircuit of theatres throughout
Northern New Jersey, which were
subsequently merged with Stanley
Corp. Today, Fabian heads one of
the largest theatre circuits in America, and is owner of Cinerama.
Krim, Picker
(Continued from page 1)
brations in Asia. They are scheduled
to leave New York on Sept. 11.
Krim and Picker will visit United
Artists' offices throughout Asia in
connection with the company's yearlong observance of its founding in
1919. They will begin their tour in
Tokyo on Sept. 13, moving on to
Hong Kong, on Sept. 21, Manila on
Sept. 23, Bangkok on Sept. 27 and
Singapore on Sept. 29.
After remaining in Singapore until
Oct. 2, Krim and Picker will separate,
with Krim flying to Bombay for a
three-day stay, beginning Oct. 3, and
another three-day visit to Cairo,
starting Oct. 6. He will arrive in
Rome on Oct. 9 for meetings in Europe with independent producers prerelease. paring films there for United Artists
Picker, meanwhile, will visit United
Artists' Indonesian headquarters in
Jakarta Oct. 2-5 and then will go to
Sydney, Australia, Oct. 6-14, and to
New Zealand Oct. 14-16, returning to
Los Angeles on Oct. 17. Picker's Far
Eastern
incidentally,
include hisswing,
first visits
to Tokyo,will
Hong
Kong and Bangkok.
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{Continued from page 1)
around Christmas with the release of
"Long John Silver," made on location
in Australia, and "Hunters of the
Deep," a documentary produced by
Alan Dowling.
Boasberg, present at the trade press
conference announcing the plans of
DC A, said that he owned a substantial stock interest in DCA, an interest
believed to be about 10 per cent.
Century Theatres Controls
Schwartz, who said that he would
devote about 80 per cent of his time
to DCA, explained that DCA has been
financed by about 30 exhibitors, with
Century Theatres owning "controlling" interest. He put the capitalization of DCA at about $1,000,000 at
the present time. Schwartz declined
to name the other exhibitors associated in the venture, explaining that
he is still awaiting clearance to use
their names.
DCA sales manager Boasberg emphatically declared that there will be

This is a reproduction of the front
cover of "Photoplay's October issue,
on the newsstands September 7. It
spotlights Janet Leigh and Tony
Curtis, stars of "The Black Shield of
Fahvorth"
and fashion
plugs thesection
picture.of the
The entire
issue is devoted to editorial and advertising tie-ups with "The Shield."
Lillian Lang, the fashion promotion
director of "Photoplay," has arranged
with manufacturers of dresses, lingerie,
handbags, accessories, jewelry and
other types of women's apparel to
adapt them to clothes worn by Janet
Leigh and Barbara Rush in the U.L
picture ; 600 department stores across
the nation will feature the apparel in
their windows, newspaper advertising
and in main floor displays.
As an additional aid for theatre
managers U.L's newsreel of September 7will feature a special fashion
subject showing Janet Leigh and
Barbara Rush wearing "Black Shield"
fashions.
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Daily

Ten

in

Two

Technicolor, produced by Joseph
Kaufman, and "Hunters of the Deep,"
described as a true-life documentary
in color, already have been completed.
It was further announced that negotiations have been completed for the
DCA release of "Lelia," the story of
George Sand, to be produced by Bernard Luber from the Andre Maurois
novel. In addition, it was stated that
DCA has secured the property rights
for "Finian's Rainbow," and has engaged E. Y. Harburg, Fred Saidy
and Burton Lane, the original authors
of the Broadway stage play, to do the
screen script.

Years

making of co-production deals with
producers in other countries, who "in
most instances" desire to retain national distribution rights. "Long John
Silver," as previously announced, will
be distributed by 20th Century-Fox
in the Eastern hemisphere.
Product Shortage Vital Factor
"The shortage of product," declared
Schwartz, "is essentially the reason
for bringing (DCA) into being. . . .
DCA will handle only authentically
'A' pictures, and each of them will be
sold and exploited in strictly custom-

He said that the Monroe Greenthal
made fashion."
Co. has been
DCA's
vertising retained
agency, whileas the
firm adof
Another production on which nego- Albert Margolies and Co. has been
tiations for DCA release have been
retained to handle the publicity and
completed is "The Viking," from the exploitation for the first two pictures.
novel by Edison Marshall, it was
stated. Acquired from Milo Frank, The respective heads of each firm,
this production will be made in color Monroe Greenthal and Albert Marand in CinemaScope, it was added, and ference. golies, were present at the press conwill be shot on location in Norway.
Physical distribution of prints,
"Pistolero," described as a Western
in both color and CinemaScope, will
Schwartz went on, will be handled by a private agency.
be produced for DCA release by
no preferential treatment to DCA's Philip W axman, it was announced.
Both Schwartz and Boasberg, at the
circuit owners. "The pictures will be
The producer-director team of John same time announced a tentative plan
booked," he continued, "wherever I
and Roy Boulting will contribute three to utilize exhibitor trade assocations
get the most money."
productions to DCA's schedule, "The
Schwartz said that the twofor distribution
in theassociation
"secondary"
Survivors," to be filmed in England market,
with the trade
beyear program of releases repbeginning next month, "Heather
resents aproduction investment
ing given a franchise for the particular
Mary"
of from $8,000,000 to $9,000,000,
be
filmedandin "The
Burma.Jacarand Tree," to picture and selling it at a flat rental.
an investment in which in some
Schwartz also announced that con- "Secondary" market selling, it was
instances DCA has procured
tracts are now being drawn for an explained, may occur following the
financing for the producer in
original screen play by Sam and Bella sale of the picture by DCA to the
addition
to putting up some
first 3,000 or 4,000 situations.
money.
Spewack, the authors of "Kiss Me
Minimum Participation $5,000

The co-production deals made with
foreign producers, Schwartz emphasized, will feature American stars, resulting in American pictures for the
U. S. market. DCA, Schwartz added,
plans to release only major motion
picture product and to concentrate its
distribution activities in the Western
Hemisphere markets. The releasing
schedule of DCA, Schwartz continued, will never be more than 10 or
12 a year.
DCA, Schwartz explained, has been
envisioned as a flexible organization
which can also operate on three or
Theatre managers can obtain names four films per year.
of stores in the "Black Shield" tie-up
Boasberg said that "Long John Silfrom Jerry Evans at U.L's home office
ver," in CinemaScope and in color by
or New
from York.
Dick Sheil at "Photoplay"
in
•
Ad
Problems
"The Women's Home Companion" recommends "On the
Waterfront," "The Vanishing
{Continued from page 1)
Prairie," Garden of Evil" "Living It Up," and "Mr. Hulot's
projected meeting, it was stated, will
j issue.
Holiday," in the September
include the national directors of ad•
vertising and publicity.
The problem of serving theatres
"Life's" current issue has a page
picture of a herd of elephants sprayed with sufficient advertising material
and press books, on early releases
with bright pastel paints for M-G-M's and on old pictures was discussed,
Esther with William Brenner, service manstarring Barnum
"Jupiter Darling,"
,, Williams.
This is something
ager, representing National Screen
; hadn't thought of and there isn't a Service. This problem will be studied
• pink one in the entire herd.
and discussed further at the projected
"Life'' reports a new circulation joint meeting.
i high of 5,600,000.
•
Insurance Savings Cited
"American Weekly's" third
TOA officials suggested specifically
annual "Movie Annual" will
that an exchange territory be used as
appear on the newsstands September 12. The name for the
a trial for the use of acetate film only,
starting at a convenient time. Reason
issue is 'You'll Be Seeing." It
will feature photos and stories
for this, it was pointed out, is the
of motion pictures which will
tremendous saving in insurance rates
be shown across the nation durfor theatres that would be able to take
ing the fall and winter seasons.
advantage of using only acetate film.
WALTER HAAS This matter has been taken under con-

'The Viking' in Color

In announcing the program,
Schwartz said that five branch
DCA offices will be established
in New York, Chicago, Atlanta,
Dallas and San Francisco.
Kate."

Minimum participation in the coni'
pany was said to be $5,000. Participants were said to have received preferred and common stock, both with
a par value of $100, at a ratio of five
One of the major functions of DCA, shares of preferred to three shares of
Schwartz continued, will be the find- common.
Century Circuit comptroller Martin
ing and financing of motion picture
production for independent producers. Newman was named treasurer of
Such financing will not be confined DCA and Herbert Schrank and
Mitchell Klupt, general counsel of the
to production in the U. S., he contin- company.
ued, but will extend to films being
Other ofl!icers, it was said, will be
made in other countries as well.
elected by the board of directors,
Confining DCA's distribution ac- members of which will include Leslie
tivities in Western Hemisphere mar- R. Schwartz of Century Theatres,
kets, Schwartz held, will put the company in a favorable position in the Fred Schwartz and Boasberg.

62 Theatres

Join

TNT Fight Network
A record-breaking 62 theatres
have signed up for the Sept. 15
telecast of the Marciano-Charles
heavyweight title bout, it was
announced here yesterday by
Theatre Network Television.
Among those participating, it
was stated, are theatres of the
Stanley Warner, RKO Theatres and Loew's circuits. The
previous Marciano bout was
booked by 61 theatres.
mittee.
sideration
by the sales managers com-

Texas

Meet

{Continued from page 1)
revolved around the complete airconditioning of the car in which static
pressure within the automobile is built
up to a value sufficient to prevent the
entrance of mosquitoes.
Tiller also reported that a modified
parking arrangement has been proposed in which cars are parked on
spirals instead of the conventional
circular arrangement. The proposed
parking system permits cars to pull in
at a 45 degree angle, and thereby
avoid the difficult 90 degree parking
of the present outdoor theatre, he said.

Representing TOA at the meeting Greenblatt
{Continued from page 1)
were Reade ; Leonard Goldenson,
president of American BroadcastingParamount Theatres ; Roy Martin, tral division manager, Greenblatt formerly was branch manager in CleveJr., of the Martin Theatres, Columbus,
land and Pittsburgh. In 1944, he was
Ga., and A. Julian Brylawski, president of the Motion Picture Theatre upped to Midwestern district manager
with offices in Chicago.
Owners of Metropolitan, D. C.
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rather

COMPANION-approved

go
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movie?"

On land, on the sea and in the air— people know that CoMPANlON-approved
good entertainment! Each month the Companion's
"the" guide by millions of movie-goers.
Wide-awake

Currently
in the
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About Mrs. Leslie
Brigadoon

approval, because

picture people add up the influence of Companion

readers

plus theater owners' experience— and do what comes naturally. They keep
right on spending more advertising money in the Companion than in

advertised

Seven Brides for Seven Brothers

movies offer

thoughtful movie review is considered

theater owners, too, watch for the films that win Companion
this practically insures a profitable run.
Hollywood

for

any other monthly magazine, just as they have done over the past 7 years.*
* Except J of course, the fan magazines.
MGM

Paramount
MGM

Companion

IHE CROWELL-COLLIER PUBLISHING COMPANY. 640 FIFTH AVE.,N.Y. 19, N.Y.- PUBLISHERS OF WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION, COLLIER'S, THE AMERICAN MAGAZINE, COLLIER'S ENCYCLOPEDl
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for

Sponsored

Production,
LivelySummer

Federal

At

The "general
unquestionably"
major topics at
Theatre Owners

Box-Office,

Circuits

Say

AB-PT, RKO and S-W
Report an Upswing

To

AUGUST

Back

TEN

26, 1954

Equipment

Research

Against
ALLIED

Regulation
shortage of product
will be one of the
the fall convention of
of America, Walter
Reade,
T O A
president, said
in an interview
here.
Reade, here
from his New

ADVANCES

REGULATION
Members
Are

of Emergency

Named;

Give

What's

the

Allied^s
Fox

Intervention

to Demonstrate

New Eidophor Lens
An improved model of the
Eidopher lens for wide-screen
television which has been undergoing laboratory tests by 20th
Century-Fox technicians will be
privately demonstrated within
the next few weeks, Spyros P.
Skouras, president of 20th
Century-Fox, stated here yesterday.
Efforts are underway to line
up a top Broadway stage show
for the first public demonstration, Skouras said.

Bid

Baffles

Defense

Committee

to New

D.C.A.

WHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS. _ W. Va., Aug. 25.— Allied States
leaders moved swiftly to give mobility to their resolution proposing
Federal regulation of distribution practices and terms prior to the departure of national directors and officers from here today for their homes.
In late action, the board appointed
W. Va. Allied Backs
members of an xMlied emergency defense committee which will collect and
disseminate information and recomFederal Regulation;
mendations on the policies of each
distributor, either in general or on
Elects
Officers
particular pictures.
The committee also would be auWHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS,
thorized, should distribution make
W. Va., Aug. 25.— West Virginia overtures, to receive proposals from
Allied, the first regional Allied States them, or to submit proposals to the
unit to formally propose that federal companies, as well as to give considlegislation to regulate trade practices
eration to "any reforms they may
and rentals be sought, today became voluntarily adopt" for relieving the
the first to endorse the action taken "present intolerable conditions."
Members of the emergency defense
by the national board toward that end.
Meeting in annual convention at the committee, chosen with care as to geoGreenbrier Hotel where the national
graphical distribution, experience and
board of directors had just concluded judgment are: Abram Myers, Washington Ben Marcus, Milwaukee;
a stormy two-day session which resulted in its "declaration of emer- Jack Kirsch of Chicago; Benjamin
gency," the regional unit unanimously Berger of North Central ; Abe Berenpassed a resolution supporting that son of Gulf States ; Irving Dollinger
{Continued on page 16)
action and commending the director
for taking the step.
Before the resolution was passed
the members heard Abram F. Myers, Box Office Receipts

Emergency*

GovH.

MOVE

Support

Jersey h e a d quarters, made
By MURRAY HOROWITZ
his declaration
ed
register
being
are
grosses
Lively
the
throughout the country in circuit
by way mentofon comtheatres this summer, according to a
Justice Department's ruling
poll of national circuit executives
here.
broadening the
Descriptions of the summer business
application
the M a k e 1 iomf
Walter Reade
ul" to "good,"
from "wonderf
variedmost
circuit executives keeping
vfith
to divorcement-formed theatre plan
circuits.
e
their eyes peeled on the tobox-offic
close
a
take as the summer draws
The TOA
president, commenting
for a harbinger of things to come in that he was heartened by the Justice
the fall.
{Continued on page 18)
of satisfaction with
Expressions
summer business came from spokesmen for American Broadcasting- 7 Sign to Standardize
Paramount Theatres, RKO Theatres,
Producer-Credits
{Continued on page 16)
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 25.— Seven
company members of the Association
20th-Fox Planning
of Motion Picture Producers today
adopted a standard practice agreement governing producer credits on
Newsreels for ^55
screen and in advertising. Although
cinematographers, directors and other
In 'Scope: Skouras
craftsmen have been billed on screen
and
in advertising in a manner conCinemaScope newsreels and 16mm.
forming with agreements stipulated in
CinemaScope films are now in the
contracts,
this is the first time any general counsel and chairman of the
planning stage and may be ready for
general exhibition by the end of the considerable number of companies board, and Sidney Samuelson, Allied
a single procedure for of Eastern Pennsylvania, president,
year, Spyros P. Skouras, president of have adopted
{Continued on page 16)
{Continued on page 16)
20th Century-Fox, said here yesterday.
Revealing that the film company's
research department has been mulling
said that "by
both
the endprojects,
of 1954 Skouras
an approximate 11,000
theatres in the U.S. will be equipped
(Continued on page 18)

CENTS

Distribution

Distribution spokesmen here yesterday expressed bal¥lement at what many
called the "drastic" measure proposed by the Allied board seeking government
regulation of motion picture sales policies.
Distribution executives, declining
the use of their names for fear it may which called upon the upcoming Allied convention to petition Congress
add fuel to the fire, wondered aloud
for
redress,
was scored in one disat the "national emergency" which
they saw in the recommendation made
tribution quarter as a "lot of talk," a
by the Allied board in White Sulphur means of "keeping the pot boiling."
Springs, W. Va. Most warned that This distribution executive, callingAllied, in proposing Government in- government regulation "unsound" in
tervention, was fishing in troubled principle, wondered whether Allied
waters unwary of the consequences proposed that the government go into
which may flow from such interven- motion picture production to ease the
tion.
product situation. Would the govern{Continued on page 16)
The Allied board's recommendation,

Up

as Result

Films,

Says

of Fine
Fabian

Box office receipts in Stanley Warner Theatres are increasing as the
result of the favorable impact of the
fine pictures in release, S. H. Fabian,
S-W president, stated in a report to
company stockholders yesterday.
"Considerable improvement in the
quality of motion picture product has
{Continued on page 16)
Press
For

to Gather

Balahan

Fete

A trade press luncheon in which
plans for a Barney Balaban
testimonial will be outlined will
be held here on Tuesday at the
Astor Hotel,, the Metropolitan
Council of B'nai B'rith disclosed
here yesterday.
The Balaban testimonial will
be in honor of his distinguished
efforts to aid in the building of
Israel.

2

Motion
Record

Ad

Picture

JEROME PICKMAN, Paramount
vice-president in charge of advertising-publicity, will return to New
ood.
York today from Hollyw
•

More

Campaign

Personal
Mention

Thursday, August 26, 1954

Daily

For *Star Is Born'
The largest national magazine and
Sunday supplement advertising campaign in Warner Bros, history has
been set to herald the forthcoming
CinemaScopeTe c h n i color
production
of
"A Star Is

Sidney Bernstein, managing di- Born," starring
rector of Granada Theatres of England, is scheduled to arrive here to- Judy Garland
morrow from London via B.O.A.C. and James Ma•
son, according
M. Wren Gabel, vice-president and to an announcement by Mort
assistant general manager of East- Blumenstock,
man Kodak Co., and Mrs. Gabel
arrived here yesterday from Europe W arners' vicep resident in
aboard the "Liberie."
charge of vertising
ad-and
William M. Levy, assistant man- publicity.
Scheduled to
aging director of Columbia Pictures,
M. Blumenstock
Ltd., of London, is scheduled to arrive begin at the end
here from England tomorrow via of September, to coincide with the
B.O.A.C. Monarch.
•
world premiere of "A Star Is Born,"
at the Pantages Theatre in HollyMarc M. Spiegel, European manwood, Sept. 29, and the New York
ager for the Motion Picture Associa- premiere early in October, the nation of America, and Mrs. Spiegel
tional ad campaign will reach a total
will sail today for Europe on the readership of 170 millions.
The national consumer advertising
"Liberte."
•
on "A Star Is Born" will
Francis Charles, salesman for campaign
run from September through the end
Universal Pictures in Boston, and of the year. Magazines scheduled to
Mrs. Charles announce the birth of carry the advertising include : Life,
their first child, a girl.
Look, Cosmopolitan, Time, Newsweek,
•
Collier's Woman's Home Companion,
Frances Cugat, color co-ordinator Redbook, Parents' Magazine, Sevenat the Technicolor studios, and Mrs.
teen, Scholastic Roto, Hit Parade,
Cugat will sail from New York to- Song Hits, Photoplay, Modern Screen,
Motion Picture and Television Magaday for France on• the "Liberte."
zine, Screen Stories, Movieland,
Milton Schwartz, manager of the Movie Life, Movie Stars Parade,
Criterion Theatre here, has left New Filmland and Screen Stars.
vacation-bound.
York with his family
•
supplements include AmeriSunday
can Weekly and This Week.
Michael Wilding left New York
In addition to the national magazine and Sunday supplement campaign,
yesterday by B. O. A. C. Monarch
for London.
"A Star Is Born" will also receive
•
an important day and date newspaper
Jeanne Grain, and her husband, ad campaign to coincide with national
Paul Brinkman, producer, will sail playdates on the production and
coupled with, a TV announcement
for France today oon the "Liberte."
campaign, Blumenstock disclosed.
Casey Robinson, producer and
writer, left here Tuesday for England
Mrs. Jack Pegler,
via B.O.A.C.
•
Robert Towater, of the United Wife of TV Official
Mrs. Mabel K. Pegler, wife of Jack
Artists office in Atlanta, has returned
there from a vacation in Florida.
Pegler, president of Television
A.
•
Zoomar Corp., died Aug. 24 at her
Peter Cusick, producer, arrived home in South Salem, New York,
here yesterday from Europe aboard after a long illness. Mrs. Pegler leaves
two sons, Arthur James Pegler, II,
the "Liberte."
Elia Kazan, will sail from here of Darien, Conn., and Westbrook
Pegler, II, student at the University
today on the "Liberte" for France.
of Arizona, Tucson; her husband and
four grandchildren.
Dismiss Suit Against
The remains will repose at_ the
RKO
and 2 Officials
Rosary Kanes funeral parlor. Ridgefield, Conn., tonight. A Requiem Mass
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 25. — The will be said for her tomorrow at
Superior Court suit filed April 14,
11 :00 A.M. at St. Mary's R.C._ Church
1953, against Howard Hughes, Ned in
Ridgefield. Interment will take
E. Depinet, RKO Pictures and RKO place at Gate of Heaven Cemetery,
Radio Pictures, by Milton Friedman, Pleasantville, N. Y.
charging Hughes and Depinet had
profited in excess from the sale to
Ralph Stolkin of their interest in Gaines Funeral Held
RKO, and demanding an accounting,
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 25.— Funeral
today was dismissed on stipulation services
were held here for Jack
with the right reserved to litigate
Gaines, 76, retired advertising execufor attorney fees.
tive long associated with Hollywood
Counsel for the plaintiff said no
trade
publications, who died on Sunmoney had changed hands.
day. His widow survives.

20th-Fox

Film

Has

Oil Well

2nd

Showmanship

Lot
Urged

LOS ANGELES, Aug. 25. —
The Universal Consolidated Oil
Co. announced that it has completed Well No. 2 on the 20th
Century-Fox 260-acre lot for
about 750 barrels per day.
Both this well and the first
discovery. Well No. 1, have
been shut in pending installation of necessary tankage and
pipe line facilities. Universal
will start drilling within 30 days
on a third site located in the
Beverly Hills oil field and on
20th-Fox property.

on

Drive-Ins

By R. J. O'Donnell
SAN ANTONIO, Aug. 25.— R. J.
O'Donnell, vice-president and general
manager of Interstate Circuit, was the
principal speaker at the luncheon yesPlaza Hotel
nthe
terdayi
here
closing the
Texas
Theatre
Owners
Ass'n. Drive-In
annual
O'Donnell
convention.
urge
grea
showdmans
on
hipter

Marks
Detroit

Named
Branch

Mgr.

The promotion of Louis Marks to
the post of M-G-M branch manager in
Detroit, succeeding Frank J. Downey,
who will retire on Sept. 1, has been
nounced by Charles M. Reagan, general manager of sales.
Marks has been assistant branch
manager for M-G-M in Detroit since
Jan. 3, 1949. He joined the organization in 1938, and the next year was
promoted to supervisor of the checking department at Washington. In
1939 he joined the sales force in
Cleveland. Following service in
World War II, he returned to Cleveland, where he remained for two years
prior to his assignment to the post
of assistant to Downey.
MPEA

Accepts

Plan

For Indonesia Pact
Member companies of the Motion
Picture Association have agreed to
accept a compromise proposal governing the 1953 remittances from Indonesia, aplan which was presented
by the Indonesian government.
The proposal involves the payment
by the companies of a 66% tax on
the royalty share of the remittances.
It also has been decided to liquidate
the Film Service Center in Indonesia.

'Shield'

Bows

the partexhib
of evitor
and ery
advise
d
them to rejoice

MGM

Friday

when their competitors
doareThis
well.
is a inghea
lth
y
condition, a n d
R. J. O'Donnell
instead of being envious each drive-in
operator should set his goal on improved merchandising of the good
product available, he said.
Asks Community Respect

"Great respect for the community
you serve and increased public relations activity will reflect in better
boxoffice
for your"Remember
drive-ins," that
O'Donnell continued.
the
drive-ins are a family form of entertainment," he said.
"A more cordial relationship with
your fellow exhibitors as reflected in
this convention will pay untold dividends to yourself and the community.
"With the fine product coming from
Hollywood you can merchandise these
pictures on a very high plane, creating greater respect in the minds of
your patrons for Hollywood and its
efforts to bring first class entertainment to the people in your community.
"No doubt many of you have been
heartened recently to see an upturn in
Texas theatre business. This reflects
an upswing that develops after television, and particularly after networks
have been in an area for about a year
and a half. The novelty wears off and
the time payments have been cleared.
Praises Ezell

"Shield For Murder" will have its
New York premiere at the Globe
Theatre here on Friday, it was announced by William J. Heineman,
vice-president in charge of distribution for United Artists, which is releasing the Schenck-Koch Production.

"I hope you will continue to be
guided by the splendid spirit of such
men as Claude Ezell, who here today
was awarded an honorary life membership in your organization ; together
with Col. H. A. Cole and Harley
Sadler. Such men including your retiring president, Preston Smith, will
Philomena Cavanaugh, 83 continue to be a source of information,
encouragement and excitement which
BUFFALO, Aug. 25. — Funeral cannot help but make your business
services were held here Tuesday for
O'Donnell concluded.
Philomena Cavanaugh, 83, for many prosper,"
Jack Parr of Houston was elected
president of the Association ; Dub
yearstivepublicity
and advertising
for Shea Theatres.
Intermentexecuwas
Lubbock ; Arthur Landsin Holy Cross Cemetery, Lackawanna, Blankenship,
man, San Antonio, and W. L. Peck,
N. Y.
Dallas, vice-presidents ; Charles Weisenberg, Dallas, secretary, and Tim
Ferguson, Grand Prairie, treasurer.
FPC Pays Dividend
OTTAWA, Aug. 25. — Famous
Players Canadian Corp., Ltd., has declared a dividend of 37!/^c for the
quarter ending Sept. 30, payable Sept.
20 to shareholders of record on

S. B. Collard

Dead

NEWBERG, Ore., Aug. 25.— Samuel Benton Collard, 72, veteran theatre operator, died here after a long
illness.
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Color

GRACE

starring
by CoTECHNICOLOR

KELLY

• WENDELL

THELMA

COREY

RITTER

with RAYMOND BURR • Directed by ALFRED HITCHCOCK • Screenplay
by JOHN MICHAEL HAYES • Based on the short story by CORNELL WOOLRICH
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Produced
Written for the Screen

HYER

• JOHN

WILLIAMS

• JOAN

VOHS

and Directed by BILLY
by Billy Wilder, Samuel

From the play by Samuel

Four

WILDER

Taylor and Ernest Lehman
Taylor

stars)

Academy

Award

winners

(Pro-

ducer Wilder and three "Oscar"
pool their talents in a richly

mounted

and

very

hilarious

com-

edy. It's all about The Chauffeur's
Daughter, The Big Business Man
and The Playboy— and it puts a new
glow

in that

old

word,

' ' love "...
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for and
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voyager

beautiful
he

fought
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Directed by MARIO CAMERINI . Screenplay by Mario Camerini, Hugh Gray, Ben Hecht, Ivo Perelli and Irwin Shaw
Based on Homer's Odyssey ' A LUX FILM • Produced by DINODeLAURENTIISanJARLOPONII
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action.
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Directed by
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• Keiko
Produced by
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issue of LIFE. . .

• WILLIAM

PERLBERG

GEORGE

SEATON

Screenplay by Valentine Davies • From the novel by James A. Michener
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traffic
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SILVANA

MANGANO

SHELLEY

WINTERS

VITTORIO

MICHAEL

RENNIE
Two women, battling
for one man
in the

KATHERINE

sultry,
GASSMAN

in

backgrounds of modern Italy! Glamorous Silvana Mangano
and those American
headliners, Shelley
Winters and Vittorio

• DUNHAM

MAMBO

Produced

by Dl NO

DeLAURENTIIS

Directed by ROBERT

romantic

Gassman.

and CARLO

PONTI

ROSSEN

II

CONQUEST

OF

Color
George Pal's new interplanetary thriller
dwarfs all the wonders of *'The War of
The Worlds" and "When Worlds Collide."
Dramatic effects never to be equalled —
or even imagined!

Produced

SPACE

by TECHNICOLOR

by George

Pal • Directed

by Byron

Haskin

Screenplay by James O'Hanlon . Adaptation by Piiiiip
Yordan, Barre Lyndon and George Worthington Yates
Based

on the Book by Chesley Bonestell and Willy Ley
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Attractions

Coming

COMPLETED

White

OR

Christmas

IN

PRODUCTION

3

Irving Berlin's score. Technicolor.
Bing Crosby, Danny Kaye,
Rosemary Clooney, Vera Ellen
Air

Command

Ring Circus
Hal Wallis Production. Technicolor.
Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis, Joanne Dru,
Zsa Zsa Gabor

To

Technicolor. James Stewart, June Allyson

Catch
A Thief
Alfred Hitchcock Production. Technicolor.
Cary Grant, Grace Kelly

We're
No Ang
els Bogart, Aldo Ray,
Technicolor.
Humphrey
Joan Bennett, Basil Rathbone

Run

For

Cover

Technicolor. James Cagney, Viveca Lindfors,
John Derek, Jean Hersholt

Love

The

Is A Weapon
Technicolor. John Payne, Mary Murphy,
Francis L. Sullivan
Court

Story
Technicolor. Bob Hope

Lucy

Gallant
Technicolor. Jane Wyman,

Desperate
Hours
William Wyler Production. Humphrey
Based on the famous novel

The

Vagabond
King
Technicolor. Kathryn Grayson, Oreste Kirkop

The

Covered

Wagon

Magnificent
Devils
Deborah Kerr and other important marquee
names

THIS

FOLD

Rose

Tattoo

Hal Wallis Production. From the play by
Tennessee Williams. Burt Lancaster,
Anna Magnani

The

Loves
of Omar
Khayyam
An exotic spectacle based on the career of
Persia's romantic adventurer

The

Mountain

Famed epic of America's pioneers.
Alan Ladd and star cast.

rm

Trouble
With
Harry
Alfred Hitchcock Production

Bogart.
The

TURN

Charlton Heston

You're
Never
Too Young
Technicolor. Dean Martin and Jerry
Lewis

The

The

Foy

Horizons
Technicolor. Charlton Heston,
Fred MacMurray, Donna Reed,
William Demarest

The

Eddie

Jester

Technicolor. Danny Kaye
Blue

The

Spencer Tracy heading topflight cast

i

\

■■;®

1IRVING
•

BERLIN'S
III

yiSTAflSION
starring

"White Christmas' is by far the neatest motion picture I have ever been associated withi"— /ruin; Berlin
I

BING

CROSBY-

DANNY

KAYE

- VERA-ELLEN
CLOONEY
Color by TECHNICOLOR
with DEAN JAGGER Lyrics and Music byJRVING
I
BERLIN produced by Robert Emmett Oolan
by Robert Alton
Directed by Michael Curtiz ■ Dances and Musical Numbers Staged
Written for the screen by Norman Krasna. Norman Panama and Melv.n Frank
ROSEMARY

"White Christmas" Will Be Immediately Followed By
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis in VISTaVisioN for the first
3 RING CIRCUS time! A Hal Wallis Production. In color by Techchnicolor.
AIR COMMAND Sky wide VISTaVision thrills! The jets that man our earth-circling peace
patrol. James Stewart teamed with June AUyson. In color by Technicolor.
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Motion
Rise

of

People

Filmed

Norton V. Ritchejr, president of
Allied Artists International Corp., is
aboard the "United States" enroute
to Europe, where he will spend six
weeks conferring with executives of
Associated British Pathe, whose
convention he will attend at Monte
Carlo.
n

Cited

Ted De Leon, executive producer
of Orion Film Productions, will
leave New York shortly for Israel,
where he will check final preparations for the filming of 52 half-hour
television shows which Orion will
start shooting late in September.
n
W. W. Lucas, stage manager of
the Stanley Warner Garde Theatre,
New London, Conn., is marking his
55th j'ear in show business.
n
Stanton Griffis, chairman of the
executive committee of Paramount
Pictures, has been named a trustee
of the American Shakespeare Festival Theatre and Academy of Connecticut. He has long been a resident of the state.
n
Ava Gardner will leave Havana
on Friday for Peru, Chile, Argentina, Uruguay and Brazil on her
two-week South American tour to
promote "The Barefoot Contessa,"
before returning here for the film's
premiere at the Capitol Theatre.
n
Frederick H. Frink, one-time Hollywood actor and a former publicist
at the 20th Century-Fox studios in
Beverly Hills, has been named manager of the Colonial Theatre in
Southington, Conn.
n
Scott Lett, Screen Guild exchange
manager in Charlotte, is handling
sales for the newly-organized National Television Films.
n
Seymour Moses, operations vicepresident of Fine Sound, Inc., and
Perspecta Sound, Inc., yesterday
announced his resignation effective
Sept. 1. For eight years previously
to this association, he was associated with Loew's International.
Following a brief vacation, Moses
will announce his future plans.
Bendick

to NBC-TV

\ AsRobert
'Today*
Producer
L. Bendick,
former executive vice-president of Cinerama Pro: ductions, has joined the National
Broadcasting Co. and will produce the
' NBC-TV program "Today," it was
announced by Richard A. R. Pinkham, director of participating programs for the network.
Bendick joined Cinerama Productions in 1951 and produced "This Is
Cinerama" and the recent "Cinerama
Holiday." Prior to joining that organization, Bendick was director of
news and special events for CBS-TV.

Theatre
Video

by

Picture

TV,

Shows

F aught

DANVILLE, 111., Aug. 25.— Network television as we know it today
cannot survive against the mounting
competition of theatre TV and the
growing trend toward spot programming by national advertisers, unless
subscription television becomes a commercial reality.
This prediction was made here toIday by Millard C. Faught, economic
consultant to Zenith Radio Corp., in
an address before Kiwanis International.
Points to Sporting Events
Faught said that the ability to make
instantaneous delivery of such major
events as championship prize fights
was instrumental in building broadcast networks for radio, but that
television networks are losing these
important events to theatre TV because home TV has no box office and
advertisers cannot bid successfully
against the theatres.
During the freeze on television
stations, networks became key sources
of the best television programs,
Faught said, because there are few, if
any, independent stations with money
enough to build programs that will
compete with network shows for
audience. However, he added, the
growth of filmed rather than live
programs is rapidly changing this
picture.
Faught pointed out that some of the
highest rated network shows today
are produced on film, and that the
majority of filmed entertainment
programs on TV are now produced
outside the networks.

Daily

Capacity
At

Ansco

Is Doubled
Laboratory

Ansco will double the capacity of
the processing facilities for its color
duplicating film, type 238, by contact and reduction (35mm to 16mm)
as a result of increased demands by
industrial and educational motion picture producers.
The new facilities being prepared
at the Union, N. J., laboratory of
Ansco, follow by only three years the
opening of the plant in 1951, at which
time it had been expected that the
high speed color processing equipment would be adequate for years to
come.
The new setup, with added equipment and multiple-shift operation, will
benefit both motion picture amateurs
and professional trade laboratories.
The service provided to the professional motion picture trade is offered primarily through the large
Eastern printing laboratories, which
have a country-wide clientele.

News
Roundup

'Dragnet' Grosses Heavy
Warner Brothers' release "Dragnet" has racked up record-breaking
grosses in its first three playdates
throughout the U. S. In New York,
the film grossed $25,874 over last
weekend aj the Victoria Theatre with
a $50,000 week expected. At the Chicago Theatre in Chicago, the first
three days' grosses totaled $58,079.
The Warner Theatre in Atlantic City
also registered a record three-day
gross of $20,749, with a new theatre
high expected for the week.
■
'Duel' in Saturation
Campaign

David O. Selznick's "Duel in the
Sun" is set for a saturation booking
in the greater Los Angeles area, beWindow'
Grosses
ginning Sept. 15, and will bow in
New York at the Mayfair Theatre at
High Across U.S.
the conclusion of the current attraction on Sept. 1. In metropolitan Los
Healthy grosses are being recorded
Angeles, the film will play the Warin the initial run of "Rear Window"
ner's Downtown, Wiltern, Hollywood
throughout the country, according to
and Pickwood Theatres and will be
reports to the distributor.
In its first week at the Arcadia, augmented by bookings in 10 drivePhiladelphia, the Alfred Hitchcock in theatres, plus day-and-date bookin surrounding communities. Hy
production has racked up a big $26,- Daab ingsvvill
handle the liaison for the
000, while the first week at Albany's Selznick Releasing Corporation with
Strand brought in $18,500, represent- Kranz-Levin Pictures, Southern CaHing the biggest gross of any Para- fornia distributors of the film.
mount picture to play the house in the
last 10 years.
Paramount Hollywood, in Los Angeles, reported a vigorous $26,000 for
its second week and the Stanley, in TV for Evergreen
Atlantic City, told of a neat $15,000
Theatres of the Evergreen circuit
for the first six days of its third week. in Oregon and Washington will be
In Utica, the Stanley reported a first equipped for theatre television as soon
week gross of $10,000, doubling the as facilities are available, Charles
box-office take on "Stalag 17" for a Skouras said in Portland during his
comparable period.
recent visit to that city.

Sees 'Common Sense' Trend
"Already," he asserted, "many of
these shows are being sold directly
to advertisers, who spot them on independent stations, at local rates, at
times of their own choosing. If this
trend develops, as common sense
economics indicates it will, the time Theatres Plan Poster
will come when the only advantage
the networks have to offer will be Display in Tax Suit
their ability to provide instantaneous
New York City exhibitor organizaprograms like news, major sports
tions are preparing placards for disevents, Congressional hearings, and
play in theatre lobbys throughout the
city asking the patrons to save their
Since
like."theatre TV already is taking ticket stubs, as a refund may be in
the
from the networks many instantaneous order pending determination of the
programs such as championship fights. temporary injunction against the five
Metropolitan Opera, etc., Faught said per cent admission tax suit which is
that subscription TV may become the to be heard on Sept. 13.
salvation of TV networks. As a
The Independent Theatre Owners
and the Metropolitan Mobasically new economic ingredient," Association
tion Picture Theatre Association are
Faught stated, "subscription TV
should be capable of introducing some engaged in printing lobby posters and
for: all New York City theawholly new and highly dynamic pat- placards
tres saying
terns of competition in the television
field.
"To our patrons ! This theatre is
fighting the 5% city admission tax.
Fears Wide Areas Without TV
Save your ticket stubs. You may be
As long as local television stations
remain primarily dependent on adver- entitled to a refund."
tising revenue alone for their financial
support and on network connections 'Sahrina' To Open
for their major program appeal,
Faught stated, hundreds of American At Criterion Theatre
Paramount's "Sabrina" will open at
communities will go without TV stations, even though a broadcast channel the Criterion Theatre here on Sept.
has been allocated to them.
15, it was announced yesterday by the
By contrast, he concluded, if home company and Charles B. Moss, executive director of the Broadway house.
TV sets were equipped with a box
office device so that viewers could pay
The picture stars Academy Award
for some new premium quality pro- winners Humphrey Bogart, Audrey
grams, then many more communities Hepburn and William Holden and is
could have TV stations and television Miss Hepburn's first Hollywood-made
could provide better service to all its production. She made her American
viewers, whether in large cities or film debut last year in "Roman
small.
Holiday."

G,P.E.

Declares

Stock Dividends
Directors of the General Precision
Equipment Corp. declared a dividend
of 50 cents per share on the corporation's common stock, payable Sept. 15
to stockholders of record Sept.
9, it
was announced following a meeting of
the board this week.
The directors also declared the following regular quarterly dividends, all
payable Sept. 15, to stockholders of
record Sept. 9: 72^^ cents per share
on the $2.90 cumulative convertible
preferred stock; $1.25 per share on the
:p5 dividend cumulative preferred stock,
series A, 1952; $1.25 per share on the
$5 dividend cumulative preferred
stock, series A, 1954; $1.25 per share
on the $5 dividend convertible preference stock, series B and C.
Ballantyne
Adjoining

Co,

Buys

Property

OMAHA, Aug. 25. — The Ballantyne Co. has purchased property adjoining its present location which will
triple the size of its plant, J. Robert
Hoff, executive vice-president and
general manager, has announced.
The company will remodel the addition to conform with its other building". Production facilities now located
in the north part of town will be
moved to the enlarged layout.
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{Continued from page 1)
explain the "declaration" and announce the strategy to be followed between now and Oct. 12 when the national convention opens in Milwaukee.
Others speakers this afternoon were
Colonel H. A. Cole, Ben Marcus,
Rube Shor, Truenian T. Rembusch,
Nathan Yamins and Bob Wile, all
here for the national board meeting
and as guests of the regional unit.
Before adjourning the unit approved
resolutions commending its officers for
the past year, and in particular giving
a rising vote of thanks to H. J. Gilbert, Jr., executive secretary and
treasurer and to his father, who is
alternate national director.
Matz Named Chairman
In the election of officers Max
Matz, president, became chairman of
the board ; Don Shultz, president ;
Donald Keesling, first vice-president ;
H. J. Gilbert, Sr., second vice-president; Gilbert, Jr., remained as secretary and treasurer and Rube Shor remained as national director.
Directors of the unit all reelected
are : L. R. Custer, C. D. Crawford,
Jr., Ross Filson, Roy Letsinger, G. B.
Lively, Joseph Raad, Woodrow
Thomas, L. E. Rogers, Lester Rosenfeld, Louie Shore.
The meeting concluded with a banquet Wednesday afternoon at the Golf
and Tennis Club of the Greenbrier
Hotel.
Summer
Box Office
(Continued from page 1)
Stanley
Warner,
and Skouras
Theatres.
TheirLoew's
sentiments
were
echoed to a large degree in earlier
Motion Picture Daily reports from
field correspondents.
Most top exhibition officials, as well
as some distribution executives, were
wary about making predictions for the
fall and winter. One distribution executive saw the summer business upswing as a return of the "moviegoing habit," while another forecast
a dip at the box-office this fall, a dip,
however, which he expects will not
be as great as that of last fall.
AB-PT president Leonard Goldenson attributed the "wonderful" summer upswing to the better pictures on
the market which, he said, began to
make their appearance in mid-June.
Si H. Fabian, Stanley Warner
president, also described business this
summer as "wonderful." Asked how
"This Is Cinerama" is doing, he replied it just "keeps rolling along"
chalking up good grosses.
RKO
Theatres president Sol
Schwartz also reported good business
over the summer months.
Like Goldenson, a Loew's executive
attributed the upswing to quality pictures, with the public being more
motion picture conscious. In addition
to an increased number of top pictures, the introduction and exploitation of new techniques such as
CinemaScop.e also was credited.
Circuit Owner's Wife
CLEVELAND, Aug. 25. — Mrs.
Delia Schwartz, 61, wife of Abe
Schwartz, prominent independent circuit owner here, died after an illness
of several years. Surviving, in addition to her husband, are two brothers,
Jack, who is in business with Abe
Schwartz, and Albert, an attorney.

Reaction

to

Picture

Daily

Allied

(Continued from page 1)
ment also make 1,600 prints per picture as suggested in some Allied
quarters ? he questioned.
That Allied would find trouble in
winning Theatre Owners of America
backing for its proposal was indicated
by TOA spokesmen. One top TOA
official expressed his conviction that
he thought it wise as a policy that a
particular industry should settle its
own problems without seeking governmental intervention. TOA president
Walter Reade, Jr., explaining that he
spoke for himself and not for TOA,
said he felt exhibition "never came
out on top" when it went to the government on an inter-industry dispute.
The sentiment against government
intervention in TOA circles was
matched by charges that present film
rentals in many instances are burdensome, especially for the smaller situa-

tions. The mandatory lengthened
running time for smaller situations
also was scored by a T(_)A spokesman.
One distribution official commented
on what he called the change of
temper of members of the Allied committee which visited him here, explaining that his talks with them were
"cordial." Another, commenting on
the fair rental dispute, warned that if
the government were ever to determine what a fair rental for a picis, many
Allied's
would turebe
payingofhigher
filmmembers
rentals
than they are now paying.
It was acknowledged in some distribution quarters that some film
rentals are high, but such rentals, it
was added, are for costly productions.
Distribution executives scoffed at the
concept that the picture or print
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Allied

Board

(Continued from page 1)
of New Jersey ; Horace Adams of
Ohio ; and Rube Shor of West VirThe board voted to give full
support to Distributors Corp. of
ginia.
America, the company announced in New York this
week by Fred Schwartz, and
while Allied will not participate
in the venture as an organization it was indicated that some
of
organization's
leaders
werethe
personally
interested.

The directors also voted to appropriate funds for a research study
by an independent agency of the quality and efficiency of various lenses and
sound equipment now being offered in
the new techniques.
Plans of the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations for an audience participation poll was endorsed
shortage is "artificially" created.
with the hope that details would be
completed soon but no formal action
Fabian
was taken on the group insurance
Producer-Credits
(Continued from page 1)
plan announced recently.
(Continued from page 1)
A spokesman for the board indicrediting producers. The agreement been noted and the studios have adcated that under no conditions would
was reached following meetings with
justed themselves to the new condi- arbitration be one of the proposals
tions arising out of competition and considered. "That's a dead issue," he
representatives of the Screen Prosaid.
ducers Guild, but is not contractual,
technological
FabianFabian
said.
as others are, because SPG is not a
The outlook changes,"
for the future,
the board's
pointfactor
that
formal bargaining agency.
stated, is promising for an imposing theEmphasizing
product shortage
is a key
Participants in the agreement are list of important pictures is being in the trade practice argument, MarColumbia, M-G-M, Paramount, RKO, prepared for presentation, both in
cus said, "Fewer pictures have made
20th Century-Fox, Universal and standard size and on the large screens. the distributors too greedy. That's
Fabian also notified the Stanley why we intend to push the Makelim
Warner Brothers. Republic, which
also is an AMPP member, does not Warner stockholders that the Cine- plan with every means at our disrama division is flourishing with 13
issue producer credits, but only associate-producer credits, and could not theatres in the U. S. in operation and
Goes to Coast Next Month
be a party to the agreement which more due to open throughout the
The Allied president is to go to the
was reached today.
world. The theatre executive reWest
Coast in late September to disCommittee to Be Formed
ported thatHoliday"
Louis dehasRochemont's
cuss final production plans with Make"Cinerama
completed
The companies also agreed to ap- shooting and is now in the final stages
lim. Production
_
on the first of the
point a committee to meet with a of cutting, scoring and the manufac- 12 pictures scheduled under the plan
SPG committee whenever SPG wishes
ture of Technicolor prints.
is now set for November instead of
to discuss matters of mutual interest.
The bulletin accompanied dividend September "because certain things
posal."
The exact nature of the handling of checks representing 25 cents per share,
have
to business
be ironedbefore
out." the board was
Other
producer credits could not be ascer- payable Aug. 2Sth to stockholders of
record Aug. 4.
tained immediately.
referred to committee or tabled in the
debate over th grand strategy. There
was brief discussion of the plan to
buy stock in a production company
Review
in order to stimulate more films. No
final action was taken on this nor
on any other plans including cooperative buying of equipment and a study
"High and Dry"
of
the
dangers of subscription televi(Rank-Universal)
sion and ways to combat it.
THE light, unlabored, sophisticated humor which has so happily characterized many of the British productions during recent years is present
here in full measure, ofTering, in "High and Dry," 93 minutes of genuine SSA Bolts SWG,
pleasure for the discriminating audience. The seemingly incongruous combination of a grizzled old steamer captain pitting his salty shrewdness against
an American business tycoon results in dialogue and situations delightfully Joining lATSE
different. Paul Douglas, as the executive, provides the one real marquee name,
but his excellent performance is easily matched by the rest of a talented and
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 25.— The
Screen Story Analysts Guild has
well-chosen Ejiglish cast.
It is not so much narrative structure as the wealth of humor, character- voted to disaffiliate from the Screen
Writers Guild and join lATSE.
ization and credible irony that endows William Rose's screenplay. Douglas
The change in affiliation was agreewants a valuable cargo shipped out of London to one of the western Scottish
able to the SWG, whose president exisles. Through some mistake, the cargo is assigned to a battered, old "puffer"
pressed his best wishes to SSA folboat that seems in the last stages of decomposition. What follows is a frenzied
lowing the voting. According to
attempt by Douglas to repossess the cargo and the zealous efforts by the
SSA
business
agent Kay Lenard, the
skipper and crew to deliver the cargo to its destination. The trip, is marked
with incident, excitement and surprise, better seen than described.
change was made because "analysts
Alex Mackenzie is a delightful study of a skipper and there is always are wage-hour employees and can best
something fresh and imaginative in the performances of James Copeland, be served in a craft union."
Abe Barker and Tommy Kearins, as the mate, engineer, and handy boy
respectively.
The story is enhanced by a surprise ending that would have delighted Jap Film to Open Here
O. Henry. An Ealing Studios Michael Balcon production, it was produced
"Ugetsu," Japanese film which was
by Michael Truman and directed by Alexander Mackendrick, with the origi- the co-winner of the 1953 Venice Film
nal story also coming from the pen of the latter. Other members of the cast, Festival, will have its American preeach of whom fits slickly into his assigned role, include Hubert Gregg,
miere at the Plaza Theatre here folGeoffrey Keen, Dorothy Alison, Andrew Kier and Meg Buchanan.
lowing the current attraction. Edward Harrison is releasing the import
Running time, 93 minutes. General audience classification. For September
here.
release.
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Reade

Heads

Department ruling, reaffirmed his
support of the MakeHni plan, sponsored by AlHed States Association.
Asked if TOA now would sponsor
such production, Reade indicated that
the matter is under study and would
be discussed at the convention.
Reade, queried on his sentiments
regarding- any exhibition organization
move to take its trade practices complaints to government agencies for
correction, said he could only express
his own position.
"I've never known exhibition to
come out on top when it went to the
government," he declared.
Reade was asked specifically what
he thought of proposals of Allied
States' officials, now meeting in White
Sulphur Springs, W. Va., to take
their complaints against the distributors to the government. In his answer, Reade made it clear he was
not speaking for TOA.

Convention
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Daily

Units
Resounding

On
(Continued from page 1)

of TOA

Picture

Plans

$23,000

Body

Heads of the 27 Theatre Owners
of America state and regional units
have been named to TOA's national
convention committee by Walter
Reade, Jr., president.
The convention committeemen will
serve under the championship of Roy
Cooper, George Kerasotes and Horace
Denning, were
whoseannounced
appointments
as The
cocliairmen
earlier.
convention will be held at the Conrad
Hilton Hotel, Chicago, Oct. 31 to
Nov. 4.

for the opening day of "The
Egyptian" at the Roxy here
yesterday.
William Moclair, managing
director of the theatre, reported
$7,300 had been chalked up by
3:00 P.M. yesterday. He said
that
opening
was the
three
times day's
that business
of any
CinemaScope picture at the
house with the exception of
"The Robe."
Name
TESMA

Two

20th

{Continued from page 1)

For 'Egyptian' Here
A resounding $23,000 was seen

All Sections Represented

Following
mit e men : are the convention comR. M. Kennedy, Alabama Theatres
Association ; Harry Lamont, Theatre
Owners of Albany and New York exchange area ; K. K. King, Independent Theatre Owners of Arkansas ;
James S. Carbery, Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Arkansas, Mississippi, and Tennessee ; L. S. Hamm,
Northern California Theatre AssociaPrint Situation 'Chaotic'
tion ;Pat McGee, Colorado AssociaThe TOA president described the
tion of Theatre Owners ; George H.
He
"chaotic."
as
situation
print
added, however, that he thought that Wilkinson, Jr., Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Connecticut ; Horace
distribution is attempting to solve the
Denning
(co-chairman).
print shortage the best way it knows
ture Exhibitors
of Florida.Motion Pichow.
J. H. Thompson, Motion Picture
A. Julian Brylawski, of Washing- Theatre Owners and Operators of
ton, who came here to attend this
Georgia ; Edward G. Zorn, United
week's TOA meeting with sales man- Theatres of Illinois ; J. Leo Hayob,
agers, also commented on the print
situation. In the Washington area, he Kansas-Missouri Theatre AssociaR. R. Livingston, Nebraska
said, it is no longer a ciuestion of Theatretion;Association
; Maurice Miller,
whether you can buy the picture, but
can you get a print once the picture New Jersey Chapter of TOA ; George
J. Gammel. Motion Picture Theatre
is purchased.
Owners of N. Y. State ; Howard Anderson, Theatre Owners of North and
South Carolina ; Morris Loewenstein,
150 at Conn. T, 0.
Theatre Owners of Oklahoma ; Edward M. Fay, Theatre Owners of
Golf Tournament
Rhode Island; Lewen Pizor, United
HARTFORD, Aug. 25.— 'Some 150 Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
persons representing the film industry Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New
throughout the northeast attended the Jersey and Delaware ; Lester Kropp,
annual golf tournament sponsored by Missouri-Illinois Theatre Owners.
Theatre Owners of Connecticut and
held at Race Brook Country Club,
Bylawski for Washington
Orange, Tuesday.
Stacey Wilhite, Tennessee Theatre
Herman M. Levy, executive secre- Owners
Association; Henry Reeve,
tary of the MPTO of Connecticut, Texas Theatre
Owners Association ;
served as toastmaster for the banquet,
A. Julian Brylawski, Motion Picture
awarding prizes in various classifica- Theatre Owners of Metropolitan
tions.
Guests included John Murphy, in D. C. ; J. C. Shanklin, Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of West Virginia ; J.
charge of out-of-town theatres for
J. Rosenfield, Theatre Owners of
Loew's, Inc. ; Ray Moon and Joseph Washington, Northern Idaho, and
Gins of Universal International Pictures ;John Moore and Arnold Van Alaska; Tom Ribble, New Mexico
Leer, Paramount Pictures ; and Harry Theatre Association ; Al Forman,
Browning, New England Theatres ; Oregon Theatre Owners Association ;
Anderson, Montana TheaHarry Feinstein, Stanley Warner CarletresE.Association.
Theatres ; and Harry F. Shaw.
Loew's Poli New England Theatres.
RKO
Drops Cleve,
Revives Stage Shows
Neighborhood
House
CLEVELAND, Aug. 25. — Esther
CLEVELAND, Aug. 25. — The
Williams and her Esther Williams RKO 105th St. Theatre here changed
Revue will open at the Palace Thea- hands today when the 105th Corp.,
tre here on Oct. 7 for an engagement headed by Bernard Rubin of Imperial
of one week. It will be the first stage Pictures and his associates takes over
show at the Palace since 1951, when
lease.remainder of the theatre's 99-year
Spike Jones and his group appeared the
for a week.
Originally
called
Keith's
105th
St.,
the theatre
opened
in East
November,
1921, as a vaudeville house. In recent
years its policy has been subsequent
run double features. Operation of the
FILMACK
AlWArS
NOONIilkAft. 2800-seat house is uninterrupted by
COODf
FOR BETTER N»Y(rk,II.Y. the change of ownership. However,
replacing Edward Payne, who has
ALWAYS
SPECIAL . l327 SWikitk been manager for many years, is Lou
OM
^Ckkai* S, Ul. Holland, who came here from Detroit
where he was associated with the DeTRAILERS
troit Uptown Theatre.

of

to Head

Committees

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 25. — V. J.
Nolan, of National Carbon Co., and
Mrs. Elizabeth Wagner have been
named by Fred C. Matthews, president
of the Theatre Equipment and Supply
Manufacturers Association, to act as
committee chairmen for the TESMATEDA-TOA-IPA convention to be
held at the Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago, which will be held from Oct. 31
to Nov. 4.
Nolan will head the open forum
committee representing TESMA. Assisting him will be Clarence Ashcraft,
Lee Jones and Nash Weil. The forum
will be held on Nov. 4.
Mrs. Wagner has agreed to act as
chairman of the ladies entertainment
commjittee which will function throughout the convention. She will be assisted by Mrs. Bea LaVezzi, Mrs.
Marie Wendt and Mrs. Matthews.

for CinemaScope." As of Aug. 14,
the film executive said, there were
6,848 installations in America, 3,783
theatres having magnetic stereophonic
sound and 3,065 houses equipped with
optical sound.
The film organization has been
deluged, it was learned, by inquiries
from overseas 16mm. exhibitors as to
when they could expect CinemaScope
product in that version. Skouras confirmed that Bell & Howell had developed an anamorphic lens for photography and projection of 16mm.
home pictures but would not state
what progress has been made thus far
by 20th-Fox technicians.
A representative of 20th-Fox a
short time ago reported that the company had satisfactorily reduced CinemaScope to 16mm. form, but Bausch
& Lomb, which has developed several
types of 16mm. anamorphic lenses, has
not been able to produce one that has
the desired perfection, it was indicated.
The release of CinemaScope newsreels is dependent upon the demand
for them from theatres which have
said.
equipped for the medium, Skouras
Pickets

Restrained

DETROIT, Aug. 25.— Judge Louis
E. Coach in Lansing has issued an
order restraining Flint Motion Picture
Projectionists Union, Local 72, from
picketing the Skyway Drive-In, east
of Owosso. W. F. Rice, the owner,
has been picketed a week in a hiring
dispute.

ENTERTAINMENT
annual
GOLF
NEW

INDUSTRY'S
TOURNAMENT
sponsored by
YORK

VARIETY

CLUB

The. Vernon Hills Country Club will be the scene of the Entertainment Industry's Golf Tournament to be held Thursday,
September 16th and from all indications this Tournament is
expected to be the greatest of them all.
Reservations should be made in advance and it will facilitate
matters for the committee if you will fill in the coupon below
and mail it with your check for $20. Entrance fee includes green
fee, lunch and dinner (cost will be $25 if not paid before the
day of the Tournament) .
We promise you one of the finest times you've ever fiad.

Count

Me

In

Here is my entry and $20 for the Entertainment
Industry's Golf Tournament to be held Thursday,
September 16th, at the Vernon Hills Country Club,
Tuckahoe, New York.

THE COMMITTEE
Chas. A. Alicoate, Chairman, Marvin Kirsch, Co-Chairman, Treas.; Orrin Dunlap,
Sid H. Eiges, Edward L. Fabian, Wm. German, Dave I. Jacobson, Edward
Lachman, Martin Levine, Burt Bobbins, Ted Sullivan, Robert M. Weitman,
Chris I- Witting, Max Youngstein, Francis X. Zuzulo.
Fill in and mail to Marvin Kirsch, Treasurer, Golf Tournament,
ISOl Broadway, New York 36, N. Y.
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Mass.

Hit

by

Censors

RKO

BOSTON, Aug. 25.— RKO Radio
Pictures has filed three suits in U. S.
District Court here pertaining to the
Line."
"Theis French
censorship
The firstof suit
directed against
Commissioner of Public Safety Otis
M. Whitney and the Mayor of Boston, John B. Hynes, and attacks the
constitutionality of the Sunday law
in existence throughout the Commonwealth.
The second suit is directed against
Arthur Frawley, Mayor of Lynn who,
several weeks ago forced the withdrawal of "The French Line" after
the first day of its showing at the
Capitol Theatre, under a statute' purporting to give him authority to revoke an exhibitor's license "at pleasure."
Boston Mayor a Defendant
The third suit is directed against
Mayor Hynes of Boston, Thomas F.
Sullivan, police commissioner, and
Daniel Sargent, a member of the Art
Commission. The three make up the
censorship board for Boston which has
the power to revoke or suspend a
theatre license on the grounds of morality or indecency. This board refused to approve
"The city.
French Line"
for showings
in this
In all three cases, the complaints
charge, this is a violation of freedom
of speech, as all censorship of motion
pictures is unconstitutional, and that
the standards for the censors are too
vague and indefinite to serve as constitutional guides for their decisions.
"The French Line" has played in
Springfield, Mass., and other cities in
the Commonwealth, but not on Sundays, and not in Boston.
George H. Foley of Hale & Dorr,
attorney for the plaintiff, stated that
"This case in three parts is directed at
the censorship laws as they stand today." Continues Foley: "Should these
suits be brought to the U. S. Supreme
Court, and should we win them, the
censorship laws in this state could be
wiped out, at least until the legislature
passes a new set of statutes."
Ruling Called Indefinite
To play films on Sundays, each exhibitor must first have the approval
of the two men who give the authority
to grant Sunday licenses. The statute
reads in part "in keeping with the
character of the day and is not inconsistent with the due observance thereof." RKO charges the wording is too
vague and indefinite and is a violation
of freedom of speech."
Hedda
Hopper for
Fawcett Publication

Motion

Picture

Reviews

Boston

Houses

''The Bounty Hunter"
{Warner Bros.)

Hollywood, Aug. 25 Jubilant
Over
RANDOLPH SCOTT'S great personal drawing power, which has been
Parking
placing him in Top Ten position in Quigley Publications' annual Money- Free
Making
Stars
poll
for
a
good
spell
now,
is
a
showman's
principal
assurance
with respect to this Scott vehicle. For in it he plays a bounty hunter, a
decidedly unadmirable type of citizen whose means of making a living used to
BOSTON, Aug. 25.— Downtown
be tracking down and bringing in law-wanted badmen with prices on their theatre
managers here are jubilant
heads which could be collected on delivery dead or alive. And in Winston
over the Metropolitan Transit AuMiller's rough-riding screenplay and under Andre de Toth's loose-rein directhority's decision to offer four of its
tion the actor is made to look worse, a good deal of the time, than even the largest parking
spaces to be thrown
baddies in most Westerns are made to look ; for this reason, anybody who open for free parking three nights a
misses the single line of dialogue which indicates he's animated by revenge week.
(a dubious motive itself) can have a hard time distinguishing between hero
The parking areas are on the
and heavies.
fringes of the downtown section and
The bounty hunter, it is explained in a foreword, was a man without legal would be available to car owners both
authority, and himself neither an officer of the law nor a criminal, who north and south of the city proper
roamed the old West looking for bandits for whom rewards had been posted. and would have facilities for a total
The picture opens with Scott winding up a lengthy pursuit of a wanted man of 2,150 cars. Thus film-goers and
an 1 bringing him to town dead, collecting the $500 reward and buying himself shoppers are afforded an easy accoina shave before accepting a proposition from a Pinkerton agent to undertake modation into Boston with the elimination of the present congested parkcapture of three outlaws of unknown identity and whereabouts for a price of
$5,000, plus as much more for return of their loot if recovered. In the course
ing problems.
Attendant on Duty
of making good on this assignment he shoots up a considerable number of
citizens, bangs up some others fistically, disdains a dance hall girl and
At present there is- a 25 cents parkfascinates a doctor's daughter, goes to church on Sunday and trades bullets
charge in effect in these parking
with all comers the rest of the week. He gets his three men, one of whom lots.ing Under
the new plan, not only
turns out to be a girl, and wins the doctor's daughter, of course, but not so will the lots be free to riders in the
convincingly that any save the very youngest of his fans could be expected to subways, but the MTA guarantees to
believe it.
keep an attendant on duty from 5 :00
Others in the cast are Marie Windsor, Dolores Dorn, Howard Petrie, Harry P.M. to midnight on these three
Antrim, Robert Keys, Ernest Borgnine and Paul Picerni.
nights.
A spokesman at the MTA stated,
Sam Bischoff produced and cinematographer Edwin DuPar did a nice War"complaints have been aired that the
nerColor job on the terrain.
Running time 88 minutes. General audience classification. Release date, reason fewer people are coming into
the city proper for an evening of the
Sept. 25.
theatre, dining and shopping, is that
WILLIAM R. WEAVEK
it is difficult to find easily accessible
and safe parking areas for their automobiles. In an effort to assist in
''Naked Alibi"
remedying this situation, we will try
(Universal)
the experiment of providing free atmold of crime film, "Naked Alibi" is
tended parking at four of our largest
FASHIONED from a standard
Haydei,
Sterling
by
topped
cast
a
and
polish
favored with good production
parking
lots three evenings a week
of
out
forced
and Gloria Grahame. Hayden, as the chief of detectives who is
for the next three months.
.his job by a charge of police brutality, turns in an effective performance which
Near Rapid Transit
hall singer" ano
"is matched by Miss Graham's characterization of a "dance
baker
respectable
a
as
one
"All these lots are directly beside
Gene Barry's portrayal of a man with two careers,
and the other as a gang leader and killer. Suspenseful and taut throughout, the rapid transit stations. If the trial
picture of murder and love is fast moving and should hold an audience's is successful, it will be made a perthis
interest.
manent feature of the MTA service,"
Hayden he concluded.
Barry is picked up on a robbery charge but lack of evidenceheforces
the
threatens
brawl,
a
to release him. As he leaves, previously injured in
One theatre manager of a downtown first-run house speculated that
officers who arrested him. Three detectives are ultimately slain, but Hayden
the new service could easily produce
can't pin the rap on Barry. Due to the brawl injuries and a photo of Hayden
and Barry in a tussle, the detective chief is forced out of his job, but Hayden a 15 per cent gain in his boxoffice take
on those three nights.
vows to bring Barry in as the murderer of the three officers.
to
town
leaves
Barry
Frightened by the constant trailing by Hayden,
assume his true identity, that of a gang leader and killer, but Hayden follows New
CinemaScope
him. Hayden is waylaid and knifed in an alley and learns during his recuperation that Miss Grahame, his nurse, is Barry's girl. Hayden learns that Popular Overseas
Barry beat up Miss Graham and sets out to arrest him and in turn is beaten
Enthusiastic exhibitor response to
and shot at. In the final sequence, Barry escapes, but after killing Miss
CinemaScope's newly-improved phoGrahame, he is shot and killed by police bullets in a rooftop chase.
tographing lenses and full four-track
Others in the cast are Casey Adams, Marcia Henderson, Chuck Connors magnetic stereophonic sound is redirected
and
Hunter
Ross
by
produced
and Billy Chapin. The picture was
ported in latest German demonstraby Jerry Hopper from a screenplay by Lawrence Roman. The original story,
tions
of
20th Century-Fox's "The Ad"Cry Copper," was written by J. Robert Bren and Gladys Atwater.
vancing Techniques
CinemaScope"
in Hamburg,
Munich,of and
Nurnberg,
Running time, 86 minutes. Adult classification. Release in October.
according to advices received at the
home offices.

Hedda Hopper's
column will
appear
regularly
and exclusively
in Fawcett
s 2 'B\
on 9Rate
Legies
Plac
in Class A
Publications' "Motion Picture" magaTwo films have been classified as
zine, it was announced here yesterday
"B"
in the latest listing of the Naby editor Jack Podell. Miss Hopper's
column, "Under Hedda's Hat," will
tional Legion of Decency. The reappear regularly starting with the
maining nine pictures reviewed have
November issue, he said.
all been placed in Class A. "City
Stands Trial" and "Gambler from
Natchez" are the two productions in
Hartford Art to Reopen
Class B.
HARTFORD, Aug. 25.— The Hartford Theatre Circuit will reopen its
850-seat Art Theatre here, first-run
foreign film outlet, on Sept. 10. Widescreen facilities are being installed.
The theatre has been closed since last
Spring.
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Daily

Ice Revue to Feature
Dallas VC Derby Day

In a wire from R. A. Ivreier, man-

ternational
Germany, Inhe
aging director,
20thCorporation,
Century-Fox's
discloses that many exhibitors conDALLAS, Aug. 25.— Details have
templating installing CinemaScope
been completed for an Ice Revue with regular
optical sound have
which will be staged through the
switched
to
the
magnetic system fol-ourt^sy of the Dallas Figure Skating
lowing showings of the demonstration
Club at the State Fair Ice Arena in reel.
connection with the 15th Annual
Laudatory press reception to the
Variety Turtle Derby to be held subject
also is reported, with many
Sept.
11.
Arrangements for the event wore
praisingdescribed
20th Century-Fox's
product line-up
by producIn Class A, Section 2, are "Down made by Al Reynolds, chief barker ; reporters
tion
head
Darryl
F. Zanuck in the
Three Dark Streets," "Three Hours lack Bryant, executive director; C. A. film.
of Silence."
"Voice
andfilms
Kill"six
to The
in Class
A, Section Dolsen, chairman of the Turtle Derby
Next showings of the reel in GerCommittee, and Dorothy Franey,
many will be held in Stuttgart and
1, are "Brigadoon," "The Detective," president of the Dallas Figure Skating Hanover.
"Dragnet," "Duel in the Jungle," Club.
I "Khyber Patrol" and "Great Tobor."
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40th

IT MUST
BE
TRUE-'JOURNAL'
SEES
THEATRE
BUSINESS
RISING
The Wall Street Journal, known on numerous occasions in
the past to have worked hard to find and publish downbeat
news of the motion picture and theatre world — to report it
almost gleefully and to feature it prominently — startled its
readers in the industry yesterday by publishing an upbeat
story on current theatre business on Page One.
Yesterday's story goes into no such details and length as
the "Journal" devoted to several pessimistic surveys of production and exhibition in the past several years but it is,
nevertheless, symptomatic of a trend in financial circles that
{Continued on f^ijc 6)
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Anniversary

Para

TEN

27, 1954
Big

Jump

Begins
$3,096,545

3

Month

Drive

CENTS

Sales

Sunday

Earnings
Weeks

Net

in

for

26

Fox

Paramount's 40th anniversary sales $1.17 Per Share Earned
drive,decades
which of
marks
the company's
four
achievement
in the
entertainment field, will open Sunday Compares with 6c in '53
with the start of "A. W. Schwalberg
Consolidated net earnings of $3,Anniversary Week" in honor of the 096,545 for the 26 weeks ended June
president tributing
of Corp.Paramount Film Dis- 26, last, was reported here yesterday
Name
3 Directors for
Tribute to Balaban
by 20th Century-Fo.x. This amounted
The drive, termed "A Salute to the to $1.17 per share on the 2,644,486
Slated for Sept, 26
Loew's Subsidiary
Future," will continue through Dec. 4. shares of common stock outstanding,
"Schwalberg Week" will be one of the company added.
WASHINGTON, Aug. 26.— Three several identified weeks in the drive.
Comparable operations for the 26
By N.Y, B'nai B'rith
directors of the new Loew's theatre- Another will be "Paramount Week," weeks of 1953 showed net earnings of
The tribute to Barney Balaban, operating subsidiary — ultimately to be$158,309 which amounted to six cents
5-11.Morgan Week," in celebra- on the 2,769,486 shares of common
come the new theatre company — which Sept.
"Oscar
president of Paramount Pictures, by
tion of the 40th anniversary with the stock then outstanding. In the 1953
will come into being when the dithe MetropoUtan Council of B'nai corcement provisions of the consent
company
Paramount's
man- 26-week period, it was pointed out
B'rith for his leadership in business,
ager forof
short
subjects, sales
Paramount
that no tax provision was required.
as a humanitarian and a champion of decree become effective Aug. 31, have
News
and
special
features,
has
been
been approved by the New York
Comparable earnings before taxes
democracy, will be held at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel here at a dinner Statutory Court, a Justice Depart- set for Oct. 24-30. To help launch this year amounted to $5,696,545
ment spokesman said today. Under the the drive, the company is releasing against which the tax provision
(Continued on page 6)
on Sept. 26, the council disclosed yes(Continued on page 6)
amounted to $2,600,000.
terday.
The net earnings for the second
A luncheon at which plans
quarter ended June 26, 1954 amounted
for the dinner will be discussed
to $1,048,515
as compared
is to be held next Tuesday at
"White
(Continued
on page with
6) a net
Christmas
the Astor Hotel here with trade
. . . in VistaVision
in attenpress
dance. representatives
Six More Months
for
[Paramount']
Hollytvood, Aug. 26
Large advertisements placed in New
Divestiture
York newspapers yesterday by the '•'•TX 7 HITE CHRISTMAS" is a failure-proof picture if there ever AB-PT
Y/V/ was one. It has everj'thing any tip-top-grossing musical is
Council announcing the testimonial reexpected to have, plus one thing no other attraction ever had.
ferred to Balaban as one of B'nai That one thing is VistaVision, and VistaVision is destined to be a magBy Staff Correspondent
B'rith's "most distinguished members.''
WASHINGTON, Aug. 26.— The
The Council's announcement read :
netic word on theatre marquees henceforth. "White Christmas" is Justice Department has agreed to give
"The Metropolitan Council of B'nai scheduled to world-premiere at Radio City Music Hall in mid-October. American Broadcasting - Paramount
B'rith, representing 50,000 members This picture is likely to play right on through winter and into spring. Theatres another six months in which
in Greater New York, takes pride in
to complete the divestiture of its 774
sponsoring this tribute to Barney Paramount calls it the "most costly and biggest musical" in its histor}' — theatres required by the Paramount
Balaban — in recognition of a life of and the public is sure to pronounce it also to be Paramount's best.
picture is termed Irving Berlin's "White Christmas," and it has consent decree.
selfless service dedicated to the wel- 13 The
The Sept. 3 deadline has been
Berlin songs in it, including the title song, now an American classic.
fare of his country, his fellow man
and the State of Israel. Not only as It also includes "Count Your Blessings," which is probably the best pushed ahead to March 3, 1955, a
president of Paramount Pictures, but among Berlin's new ones, and sure to lead the Hit Parade. Memory has Justice official stated. AB-PT has
disposed of all but 47 of the theatres
trouble digging up a past musical so well equipped musically.
(Contimied on page 6)
The picture also has five money names for the billing: Bing Crosby t equired to be divested, he added.
Danny Kaye, Vera-Ellen,(Continued
Rosemary onClooney
page 3)and Dean Jagger — names Allied Artists Plans
WG A- W Constitution,
Red

Ban

Approved

By WILLIAM R. 'WEAVER
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 26.— The
Screen Writers Guild membership last
night approved a constitution for the
newly-formed Writers Guild of America West, Inc., by a vote of 325 to 12.
In a separate session, the Radio Writers Guild members voted 73 to 23
to approve. Following separate meetings, the respective memberships
joined in the appointment of oiificers
and directors to serve during the interim period between now and No(Continued on page 6)

Pittsburgh
Reviewer's

Note

on

Exchange

VistaVision:

In its two hours running time "White Christmas" contains the widest
possible variety of cannera angles, focal depths and photographic
hazards. The VistaVision process proved itself brilliantly. It was clear
to all observers that the process could benefit proportionately any
size and shape of picture that any individual exhibitor nnight choose
for his particular theatre. The screen image was totally free of grain
or other blemishes. Its rich Technicolor tones were deep, firm and
constant, and in the many swift dancing sequences definition and
clarity were outstanding. — W. R. W.

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 26.— Following a meeting of the board of Allied
Artists, president Steve Broidy announced that the company will pay
13->4 cents per share as a second quarterly dividend on the 5^ per cent cumulative convertible preferred $10 par
value stock, payable Sept. 15 to holders of recordofficers
Sept. of
3. the
l"he corporation
board also
authorized
to take the necessary steps toward
listing . the
stock ofon the
(Continued
pageorganization
6)

2

Personal
Mention
ENRY GINSBERG will leave
H
here for the Coast over the weekend.

Motion
Sept.

Hearing

Mass.

Censor

Picture

for
Suit

BOSTON, Aug. 26.— Three federal judges will hear RKO Radio
argue the constitutionality of the existing censorship laws in Massachusetts next month pending the determination of the issuance of preliminary injunctions which would prevent interference with the exhibition

Louis Weitz, secretary of the
Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors
Association, and Mrs. Weitz, are the of Date
"The for
French
the Line."
hearing remains to
parents of a daughter born this week be set.
Cleveland.
at St. Anne's Hospital,
•
Three Suits Filed
Mrs. Marie M. Eddy, member of
RKO Radio filed three suits in
the Paramount 25-Year Club in Al- U. S. District Court here pertaining
bany, N. Y., has returned there to
her duties as cashier following an to the censorship of the film. The
suits were directed against Commisoperation.
•
sioner of Public Safety Otis M. Whitney
and John B. Hynes, mayor of
dent
vice-presi
,
Redstone
Edward
Boston,
Arthur Frawley, mayor of
of
of the Redstone Drive-in Theatres
Lynn, Thomas F. Sullivan, Police
Boston is the father of a girl born Commissioner
of Boston, and Daniel
to Mrs. Redstone at Beth Israel
Sargent of the Boston Art CommisHospital there.
•
sion as censorship official.
Each
suit attacks the constitutionalE. S. Johnson, film carrier of
ity
of
the
Sunday law in existence
visCleveland, and Mrs. Johnson are
throughout the state. The complaints
iting their son, Lt. Charles Johnis a violation of the freeson, training to be a jet pilot at Big chargedom ofitspeech,
as all censorship of
Spring, Texas.
•
films is unconstitutional, and that the
Leonard Allen, Southern publicity standards for the censors are too
vague and indefinite to serve as guides
representative for Paramount, with for their decisions.
there
offices in Atlanta, has returned
from Charlotte.
Damages Asked
•
RKO is also asking damages for
Bill Simpson, of the Kay Ex- whatever the court deems is justifiable
a
of
change, Charlotte, is the father
interference by the defendgirl born this week to Mrs. Simpson. for past
ants in not allowing the film to be
It is their third child.
exhibited in Boston and Lynn and on
•
throughout Massachusetts.
Gil Williamsi, of Van Praag Sundays
"The French Line" has played in
Productions, is the father of a daugh- Springfield. Mass., and other cities in
ter born to Mrs. Williams at Flower
the Commonwealth, but not on SunHospital here.
•
days, and not in Boston.

John E. Petroski, of the Palace
Theatre, Norwich, Conn., has returned there with Mrs. Petroski
from a vacation.
•
Maura Jane Roche, switch board
operator at the United Artists exchange in Boston, was married in
Wolaston, Mass., to
e Alfred Jago.
Charles Simpson, theatre owner
in Chattanooga and Knoxville, is the
new owner of the War Eagle Theatre
in Auburn, Ala.
•

'Egyptian'

Tops

1st

'Robe'
of 26.—
BALTIMORE,
A record
Gross Aug.
Day
opening day gross of $4,000 was set
by "The Egyptian" here at the New
Theatre, topping the previous opening
day record of $3,000 set last year at
the same theatre by "The Robe."
The bow of "The Egyptian" also
marked the celebration of the 25th anniversary of Morris Mechanic, owner
of the New Theatre, as an exhibitor.
Joining in the double event were a
Harvey Cohen, Universal-Interna- distinguished number of personalities,
tional lawyer, has left New York for including Johnnie Ray, Supreme
London via B.O.A.C. Mayflower.
Court Justice Joseph Carter and
•
others.
Mrs. Charles Boyer, the former
the "Liberte"
is aboard
Pat Patterson,
enroute
from New
York to France. $18,000 for 'Egyptian'
•
A healthy $18,000 was estimated for
C. L. Strickland, vice-president of the second day of "The Egyptian" at
Strickland Films, Atlanta, has re- the Roxy Theatre here, William Moturned there from Birmingham, Ala. clair, managing director of the house,
•
disclosed yesterday, bringing its twoN. E. Savini, special representa- day gross at the theatre over the
tive of Astor Pictures, was in Atlanta $40,000 mark.
this week from New York.
•
Odeon Renovating House
TORONTO, Aug. 26. — Odeon
Lou Cohen, of Loew's Poli, Hartford, will return there from Los Theatres (Canada) Limited has
Angeles around Labor Day.
started extensive improvements, in•
cluding new projection and sound
Irving Levin, president of Filmak- equipment, in its 2,250-seat Capitol
ers, Inc., will leave Hollywood by Tlieatre at Hamilton, Ont., which was
fitted with CinemaScope last spring.
plane Sunday for New York.
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Daily

Near

Credits

$1,000,000

For 'Seven' at Hall
"Seven Brides for Seven
Brothers" is approaching the
$1,000,000 mark at the Radio
City Music Hall here, with
$902,000 racked up at the boxoffice over a five-week period.
The picture began its sixth
week yesterday, with business
good as usual, the Hall reported.
Corkery
On

U.

to

Brazil

S. Film

Debt

In light of the current unsettled
state of affairs in Brazil, Robert J.
Corkery, assistant vice-president of
the Motion Picture Export Association, is expected to visit the Brazilian
capital shortly, it was learned here
yesterday.
Corkery, now in Argentina, was
said to be scheduled to visit Brazil
before his return to the U. S. Brazil
still owes American distribution interests several million dollars, an indebtedness which was being paid off
by the former Vargas government.
Ala.

Film

Seen

on

Business
Increase

ATLANTA, Aug. 26.— Based on
Alabama state tax collections, the film
business in that area is definitely on
the upgrade, according to figures compiled by the Bureau of Business Research of the University of Alabama.
Tax returns for May of this year
were up 19.4 per cent over those of
April, the bureau disclosed, and also
pointed out that receipts for May
were 10.1 per cent more than for the
corresponding month of 1952

For

^Scope

Upswing

The introduction of CinemaScope
in the past year was cited yesterday
as "a key reason" for the current
business upswing in the film industry
by Sol A. Schwartz, president of
RKO Theatres.
Schwartz, speaking at a special
meeting of RKO theatre managers
from the greater New York area,
paid tribute to Spyros P. Skouras,
president of 20th Century-Fox, for
his efforts in launching the new medium, citing the courage and foresight
taking.
necessary for such a vital underThe meeting, held at the 20th Century-Fox home office, was called especially to discuss with theatre managers suggested ways of improving
the presentation of CinemaScope pictures, and for a special showing of
"The Egyptian."
Other Officials Heard
Careful attention to proper focusing and the handling of sound levels
was urged by Schwartz in his remarks, following which W. C. Michel,
20th Century-Fox vice-president, Earl
I. Sponable, research director of the
film company, Herbert Bragg, his assistant, and Charles Horstman, head
of maintenance and installation for
the circuit, also addressed the theatre
heads.
At the conclusion of the talks, "The
Egyptian" was screened.
Goldberg

to Build

Theatre,Development

OMAHA, Aug. 26. — Ralph D.
Goldberg announced the purchase of
tW'O lots for an indicated price of
$70,000 in a residential area here to
build a theatre-apartment-mercantilegarage project.
"For 40 years I've dreamed of
'Apache' to Open at
building the finest theatre in town,"
he said "The purchase gives me room
44 Theatres in NYC
for parking, essential for any opera"Apache," a Hecht-Lancaster Protoday," he said. Goldberg also
duction which is being released by owns tion
the Blackstone garage, stores
United Artists, will open next Wednes- and parking lot adjoining the propday in 44 theatres, 29 of the houses
being Loew's theatres, throughout the erty.
metropolitan New York City area.
Winding up an eight-week run at
the Mayfair Theatre here Tuesday,
the film will be paired with Ivan NEW YORK THEATRES
Tors' "Gog," another United Artists
distributed film.
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center
Fox Declares Dividend
"SEVEN BRIDES FOR
A quarterly cash dividend of 40
cents per share on the outstanding
BROTHERS"
SEVEN
common stock of 20th Century-Fox
in CINEMASCOPE
starring
was declared, payable on Sept. 30 to
JANE POWELL - HOWARD KEEL
stockholders of record at the close of
business on Sept. 10, at a meeting
Color by ANSCO - An M-G-M Picture
and SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
of the board of directors here yester— ^— WARNER BROS >.iu« —
a^—
day.

KiNGltlCEIlRDfSSCRmS
Republic Dividend Set
kno WarnerColor
jT»ii« REX
VIRGINIA , GEORGE LAURENCE
A dividend of 25 cents per share on
preferred stock, payable Oct. 1, to
HARRlSOK-MAYO-toERS-HARVEY
stockholders of record as of the close
of business on Sept. 10, was declared
yesterday by the board of directors
of Republic Pictures Corp.
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"White
See

Christmas
{Continued from page 1)

that belong to five people talented beyond competitive challenge in their respective categories.
Crosby, looking half his years, sings as young as he looks, and clowns in
For
Race
Open
pace with Kaye, the fastest living all-events entertainer — who reciprocates by
singing back at the master.
Miss Clooney handles the feminine singing opportunities potently, and Miss
Head
of TOA
Ellen dances fascinatingly and often.
Jagger, who is always coming up with show-stopping performanaces at
By LESTER DINOFF
unexpected points in Hollywood pictures, supplies here, unaided, an honest
Speculation as to the successor to pathos which made hardened press-previewers choke up and cry delightedly
Walter Reade, Jr., as president of during the final portion of the song-laden story about war-time buddies in a
Theatre Owners of America, already post-war world.
has begun with the election at the
1954 TOA convention in Chicago, IN rich color by Technicolor, fortified by VistaVision, the picture opens on
Christmas Eve close behind the battle line, with soldiers singing their
Oct. 31 to Nov. 4 at the Conrad Hilton Hotel, still two months away. loyalty to Jagger, who is being relieved by another general. It jumps ahead
The names of a number of promi- then to peace time and follows Crosby and Kaye, as ex-soldiers, to stage and
nent exhibitors active in TOA af- nightclub fame, and through diverting personal adventures that land them,
fairs have been mentioned in con- finally, at a Vermont resort now owned by Jagger, and going broke due to
nection with the presidential race — delay in the annual snowfall and hence, in patronage. They figure out what
Pat McGee, Denver ; George Kera- to do about putting his business on a firm foundation, and do it, which is how
sotes, Springfield, 111. ; Roy Cooper, the heart-tug gets into what is otherwise a light and funny musical.
San Francisco; Albert M. Pickus,
As written by Norman Krasna, Norman Panama and Melvin Frank, three
Stratford, Conn., and Reade, who top-talented writing men, the story plays far better than the synopsis suggests.
may be drafted for a second term, it
Production is by Robert Emmett Dolan, his first producing assignment and
is said.
mighty well discharged by any and all standards. Direction is by that most
Look to Midwest
versatile and dependable veteran, Michael Curtiz.
Past presidents of TOA were Ted
Robert Alton rates high praise for staging the dance and musical numbers
R. Gamble, 1947, Arthur H. Lock- in an extraordinary and magnificently colorful fashion.
wood, 1948, Samuel Pinanski, 1949Musical direction and vocal arrangements are by Joseph J. Lilley, and
50, Mitchell Wolfson, 1951, Alfred orchestral arrangements by Van Cleaves. Troy Sanders was music associate.
Starr, 1952, Reade, 1953.
Some observers feel that a repreLoyal Griggs, whose "Shane" won him last year's Academy Award for
sentative from the middle U. S. may cinematography, gave "White Christmas" the full benefit of his camera skill.
Running time, 120 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
be named by the TOA membership
WILLIAM R. WEAVER
as president due to the many theatre not set.
organizations located in that area.
Logical exhibitors for the position
would be McGee, a vice-president Five Hartford Houses Ulinois Allied Signs
of TOA, or Kerasotes, member of
Six More for Buying
the TOA executive committee.
Drive'
'Courtesy
CHICAGO, Aug. 26.— Jack Kirsch,
McGee, general manager of Cooper Aid
HARTFORD, Aug. 26.— As an president of Allied Theatres of IlTheatres in Denver, has been very
first-run
five
service,
to community
linois, Inc., today disclosed that
active in the lowering of the Federal aid
theatres here are participating in a
excise tax from 20 per cent to 10 radio-station-sponsored "Courtesy of Charles Lindau, a director of the organization, has enrolled his Kedzie
per cent, effective April 1, 1954, the Road" campaign. The participatand Louis theatres in the Allied buythrough the COMPO Tax Repeal
ing and booking department.
ing theatres include Loew's Poli, PalCommittee. Many TOA members feel
Other recent additions to Allied
and E. ofM. theLoew's,
Strand drivers
this may attract the nomination to with ace,
week
courteous
18 Allyn,
membership and the buying and bookhim.
given theatre passes.
ing department include the Holiday
Kerasotes Popular
The radio station plugs _ traffic Theatre,
Park Forest ; Lans Theatre,
Kerasotes, vice-president of United safety throughout the day, with _ sta- Lansing ; Elm Theatre, Wauconda,
tion representatives selecting drivers and the Holly Theatre, Chicago.
Theatres of Illinois, has been very
active in exhibitor affairs in and and awardmg both tickets and gifts
around the midwest area. Reade has from the program sponsor, a soft
named him, along with Cooper and drink bottling concern.
Horace Denning of Dixie Drive-ins
Two 'A'
Two Latestand
Legion List
in Jacksonville, Fla., as co-chairman regarded as a vehicle for bringing a In
of the 1954 convention. Kerasotes
Two films in Class B and two in
"dark horse" to the front.
recently attacked the distribution comCooper, a vice-president of TOA, Class A comprise the latest listing
panies in a speech stating that "the and head of a West Coast theatre of the National Legion of Decency.
sales policies of the major film com- circuit bearing his name, was in at"The Egyptian" and "Shield for
panies have lowered the standards of
tendance atthe TOA executive board Murder" are the two pictures rated
business ethics and are destroying meeting in Los Angeles early this as Class B, while in Class A, both
equitable business relations with ex- summer and sat in on conferences in Section 1, are "African Adventure"
hibitors."
between TOA and Hollywood pro- and "Bengal Brigade."
In some quarters, the speech was
duction heads, gaining some national
prominence thereby.
Pickus also was in attendance at Kane to Handle 'Luther'
John Kane has been appointed sales
the West Coast TOA conclave this
Broidy to Reveal
summer and was named by Reade representative for "Martin Luther" in
A-A Plans to Press
a few months ago to represent the the St. Louis exchange territory, it is
Plans for future production
theatre organization here when inde- announced by Cresson E. Smith, general sales manager of Louis de Rochependent producer Hal Makelim told
and other important corporate
New York, Connecticut, New Jersey mont Associates. Physical distribution
activities of Allied Artists will
and Pennsylvania theatre owners of the film continues through the Nabe outlined to trade press repand operators about his film produc- changes. tional Screen Service branch exresentatives by Steve Broidy,
president, at a luncheon at 21
tion plans. Pickus is a vice-president of TOA and is owner of the
Club here next Wednesday.
Stratford
Theatre, Stratford, Conn.
Broidy is scheduled to arrive
in New York from the Coast
It is not known what Reade's feel- Normandie Gets 'Africa'
ings are concerning a second term,
Robert C. Ruark's "Africa Advenon Sunday. He will attend the
but in some quarters it is felt that
ture" has been booked into the Norcompany's sales meeting startmandie Theatre here, it was anhe could be prevailed upon to continue
ing here on Monday, and is
nounced yesterday by RKO Radio,
in
his
capacity
as
TOA
head.
Howscheduled to leave for Europe
ever, the precedent heretofore has which is distributing the RKO-Pathe
Wednesday.
The opening date will
been to elect TOA presidents for one- production.
be announced soon.
year terms only.

UA

Establishes

Close
With

Liaison
Producer

A close liaison between United
Artists and independent producers releasing through the company, has been
established whereby an advertiisng
and promotion campaign on a UA release ispletion,
begun
prior toUAa film's
comRoger Lewis,
advertising
manager,
reported in a statement issued yesterday.
Recently returned from a two-week
trip to Hollywood where he conferred
with producers alligned with United
Artists,
Lewishave
said nothatideas
"a number
of
film makers
as to the
requirements for an advertising camViews Exchanged
Some producers are unaware of the
needs, requirements and anticipations
of advertising in regard to setting up
a campaign, he said. "During my trip,
I discussed with producers the preproduction
paign." planning of a promotion
campaign, told them what is needed in
the way of promotion and in turn,
the producers, in some cases, informed
me as to what they would like to
see in, ads and promotion," Lewis
said. "Both producers and myself had
an opportunity, in a general way, to
discuss the tentative advertising plans
on Among
product,"thehe film
said. producers whom
Lewis conferred with were Paul
Gregory, who is producing "The
Night of the Hunter" for UA release,
Stanley Kramer, Ivan Tors, Jane Russell of Russfield Productions, and
representatives of Hecht-Lancaster
Productions.

Projectionist

Cracks

Up

TORONTO, Aug. 26.— A 36-yearold projectionists of Tillsonburg, Ont.,
Herbert McLuhan, is recovering from
injuries, including a fractured leg,
awhich
fog. he sustained when his plane, in
which he was flying solo, crashed in

U, A. Heads
Trade

Press

to Fete
Sept. 8

A party to celebrate the contining business progress of United
Artists and to fete members of
the trade press, who are
credited with having contributed "in no small measure"
to that progress, wdll be given
by company executives on Sept.
8 at the New York home of
Arthur Krim, president.
Invitations promise that
"there will be no speeches, no
press releases, official statements, production data, annual
grosses, long-run records or
progress reports. We just want
to get together with you for a
Krim and Arnold Picker,
U. A. vice-president in charge
of foreign
distribution, will
time."
good on
leave
a trip to the Far East
Sept. 11.
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Business

Up

Pre-Selling

has been increasing in recent weeks as news of the nationwide
improvement in theatre attendance circulates.

"Coronet's" editor, Fritz Bamberger, selected "Seven Brides for
Seven Brothers" as the best picture
of the month for August.
•

Following is the "Journal's" report, published under the
heading "Business Bulletin:"
Movie Palace Crowds pick up, cheering theatre operators.

A full color picture of Clark Gable
cover of "Look's"
the front
dominates
current issue.
In the same issue six
pages are devoted to a photo and text
career in the thestory of
atricalGable's
world dating from 1928 to the
present time. His next picture will be
"The Tall Man." •

John Wayne star of RKO's
"The Conqueror," and his two
sons will be spotlighted on the
front cover of the August 29
issue of "Parade." A very interesting personality story of
Wayne appears in the issue, accompanied by photos taken on
the Utah desert during the filming of "The Conqueror."
Three

Releases

Entered

by

"Way above a year ago," is the way William Goldman, head
of a 20-theatre chain in eastern Pennsylvania, describes current
business. Dallas exhibitors report "a hefty increase" in attendance this summer. National Theatres, Inc. — it operates 359
flicker houses in the Midwest and West — notes attendance
started up in June and "looks good from now on." An official
of Loew's Cleveland theatres says there's been a good pick-up
since spring.

Behind the upturn: More attractive pictures. "Give the public
topflight movies and they'll turn out," says a Philadelphia operator. Adds the manager of a 13-unit chain in Texas: "Patrons
are showing an especially strong liking for wide screen fare."
Bright note for moviegoers: The Cleveland Motion Picture
Exhibitors Association finds that installation of zvide screens is
eliminating the double feature.
Balaban
(Continued frmn page 1)

UA

as an outstanding figure for years
in the motion picture world and as
In Two Festivals
a driving force in advancing democracy for the benefit of all mankind,
United Artists has entered three re- Barney Balaban has combined the
leases in two film festivals taking highest traditions of American life
loftiest humanitarian prinplace in Europe this week. 'Rebellion and the ciples. In this and in his devoted
of the Hanged" and "Adventures of efforts to build and strengthen the
Robinson Crusoe" have been entered
and conin the Venice Film Festival. "Little State of Israel, he has nobly the
aims
sistently put into practice
Fugitive" was screened on Tuesday
for official recognition at the Edin- and ideals to which B'nai B'rith is
burgh Film Festival.
dedicated."
Paramount
Drive
Guild Films Opens
(Continued from page 1)
Office in Detroit
Guild Films has opened its seventh 14 of its projected 60 short subjects
branch office, located in Detroit, Reub set for the 1954-55 season.
"Paramount has never been better
Kaufman, president, announced. The
new office will be under the super- equipped with top-drawer product for
vision of W. A. Pomeroy, Guild sales conducting a major sales drive,"
representative for the Midwest terri- Schwalberg said yesterday. He cited
tory.
"Living It Up," "Knock on Wood,"
In addition to its main office in New "About Mrs. Leslie," "Rear Window,"
York, Guild has offices in Holly- and "Sabrina," among others.
wood, Portland, Kansas City, Chicago,
Many Awards Lined Up
Cleveland, and Toronto.
Monroe R. Goodman, assistant to
Schwalberg and drive co-ordinator,
has announced that many valuable
'Buir Grosses $5,371
prizes will go to branch managers,
salesmen, bookers and other drive
At Rapid City House
winners.
RAPID CITY, S. D., Aug. 26.—
W. R. Frank's CinemaScope producTORONTO, Aug. 26.— Appointed
"Sitdng Bull,"
United premiere
Artists
releasetion,which
had itsa world
by general manager Gordon Lightat the Elks Theatre here on Aug. stone to lead the Dominion-wide campaign, Win Barron, of the Canadian
19, grossed $5,371 during the first
four days of its engagement and $575 Paramount head office here, has lain
the preparatory foundation for the
during
the first
day of
run
at the Bell
Theatre
in the
Bell film's
Fourche,
company's 40th anniversary sales drive
a representative of the distribution of 14 weeks which opens Sunday with
a special week dedicated to A. W.
company said.
Schwalberg, president of Paramount
Film Distributing Corp.
1,122-Car Drive-in
'Streets' Here Sept. 3
Opening in Omaha
OMAHA, Aug. 26.— The 1,122-car
"Down Three Dark Streets," starring Broderick Crawford and Ruth
Sky View Drive-In Theatre will open
Roman,
will have its New York pretomorrow with "The Long Wait."
miere at the Palace Theatre Sept. 3,
Owners Ralph Blank and William
Miskell, who built the $225,000 out- it was announced by William J.
door house, claim the screen is "the Heineman, vice-president in charge
largest all-steel curved screen in the of distribution for United Artists,
world."
They plan to install electric which is releasing the Edward Small
car heaters.
presentation.

20th

Net

(Continued from page 1)
loss of $865,656 for the second quarter of 1953. The net earnings for the
first quarter of 1954 were $2,048,030.
Amortization of film costs has been
taken on the same basis as in previous
years, the company stated.
A comparison of the 26 weeks of
1954 with the 26 weeks of 1953 shows
the following : income from film rentals was $47,829,420 for the 1954 26week period compared to $48,415,246
for the 26-week period in 1953 ; other
operating income for the 26-week
period in 1954 was $3,985,009 against
$2,998,502
in 26theweeks
1953 ended
period.
dends for the
JuneDivi26,
1954, were $635,079 compared to $101,256 in the 1953 period. Income from
all sources for the 26-week 1954 period was put at $52,449,508 compared
to $51,515,004 for the same period the
previous year.
Allied Artists
(Continued from page 1)
on the American Stock Exchange.
Broidy also said the present 10
members of the A. A. board were
designated as the management's
choice for the next year's board, subject to a vote of stockholders at the
annual meeting Nov. 10.
Negotiations are being completed,
Broidy said, for the purchase of a
Pittsburgh exchange, effective Sept. 30.
Broidy will fly to New York Sunday enroute to Monte Carlo for the
Associated British-Pathe sales convention opening Sept. 4.

Loew's Subsidiary
(Continued from page 1)
decree, three of the six directors must
be cleared by the court. The Justice
official declined to name the other
three, whom Loew's may select.
The three court-approved directors
are : Frank Pace, Jr., former Secretary of the Army and now executive
vice-president of General Dynamics ;
Thomas J. Connellan, retired vicepresident of the National City Bank,
and Thomas Lowell Norton, dean of
the Bernard Baruch School of Business and Public Administration, College of the City of New York.

People
Herrick Herrick, composer and
writer, has arrived in New York
from Hollywood to spend three or
four weeks with friends in Connecticut before leaving for India for
production work. He reports that
he has completely recovered from
the recent accident in which he suffered the loss of one eye.
n
Bil! Theatre
Elder, in
manager
of for
Loew's
Penn
Pittsburgh
the
past eight
has been
transferred to Sanyears,
Francisco
as manager
of the Warfield Theatre there. He
will be succeeded at the Penn by
Frank Arena, who has been manburgh.ager of the Granada Theatre, Pittsn
Henry S. Herschman, formerly
advertising and sales promotion
manager for several Chicago mail
order houses, has been named advertising head at Radiant Manufacturing Corp., Chicago makers of
projection screens for homes,
schools, institutions and industry.
n
Jack Bunker, assistant to Harold
Lyon, manager of the Paramount
Theatre in Kansas City, a Tri-States
house, has been named manager of
Tri-States' Rocket Theatre in Rock
Island, 111. He will be succeeded in
the Kansas City post by William
Rudolph.
WGA-West
(Continued from page 1)
vember, when formal elections will
be held. WGA West will affiliate
with WGA East, which also held a
formulating meeting last night in New
York.
The SWG meeting voted virtually
unanimously that the constitutional
amendment barring Communists from
membership be submitted to the entire
membership of the Writers Guild of
America at its first official meeting.
The resolution was offered by Borden Chase and seconded by Kay
Lenard, president of the Motion Picture Industry Council, Valentine
Davies and many others, and is considered the strictest anti-Communist
stand presented to any similar organization's membership to date.
The resolution, which necessarily
remains in recommendation status
until presented to the full membership, reads in part :
"No person shall be a member of
the Writers Guild of America West,
Inc., who is found by any legally constitutedmaintaining
agency of the membership
U. S. Government to be
in,
knowingly promoting the special interest of, or rendering aid and assistance bylending his name or talent
to the Communist party or any organization known to him to be portion, branch or sub-division thereof,
or any organization established by
due Federal process legal or judicial,
to be subversive.
"Furthermore, no person shall be
a member of WGA West who refuses
to cooperate with any legally constituted agency of the U. S. Government
whose function it is to investigate or
legislate concerning subversive activi-
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N.Y.

for

Fight

Walter Reade's St. James Theatre in Asbury Park, N. J., will be
the nearest theatre to New York to
present the Sept. 15 Marciano-Charles
fight telecast, it was disclosed by
the circuit president.
Like the first Marciano-Charles
title fight, this will be blacked out
from all theatres within 50 miles of
New York's Yankee Stadium. In
addition to the St. James, Reade announced that his circuit's Lawrence
Drive-in, Trenton, also will carry the
bout.
The St. James, which can accommodate about 1,800 people, has been
scaled at $4.40 and $3.30, Federal
taxes included, with tickets placed
on sale at all Walter Reade theatres
in Monmouth and Middlesex counties. The Lawrence Drive-In, which
has a 1,000-car capacity, will sell
tickets at $3.30, tax included, but
will place a minimum of four admissions per car. Bleachers will again
be erected in the front of the drivein for pedestrian admissions.
Special Equipment Needed
In the case of the Lawrence Theatre, several thousand dollars worth
of special equipment will again be
involved, with a 100-foot tower to be
constructed near the theatre's 40 by
60-foot screen, Reade said. A portable RCA projection unit will be
utilized to project the television picture which will fill the screen. The
St. James installation will likewise
represent several thousand dollars of
special equipment.
The St. James, which has presented every fight made available to largescreen theatre television, has virtually
sold out for every event, Reade says.
Lawrence Drive-In, which brought
theatre television to the Trenton area
for the first time with the first Marciano-Charles fight, had an audience
of nearly 4,000 for the July event,
he said.
Meanwhile, Reade announced that
contracts had just been signed to
present the "Opening Night at Carnegie Hall" telecast with Dimitri
. Mitropoulos conducting the 109-piece
Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra of
New York at the St. James Theatre,
Asbury Park, on Oct. 7.
Metropolitan Opera Scheduled
This will be followed on Nov. 8,
at the St. James by the "Opening
Night"
^telecast
the City,
Metropolitan
Opera in
New at
York
with a
special program arranged by Rudolph
Bing, general manager of the Metropolitan.
Both presentations will be exclusive,
according to Reade, with no other
theatre in New Jersey scheduled to
participate. Neither event will be
on home television.
The St. James' Trad projection
unit will be utilized to bring the
events
to the
large
This will
marktheatre's
the first
timescreen.
two
such musical events will be made
available to New Jersey audiences
via theatre television.

•HOWARD

E. STARKi
Brokers and Financial Consultan'fs
TELEVISION STATIONS
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50 E. 58th St., N. Y.
EL 5-0405
Specialists to Motion Picture Industry

Television-'Hadio
iWith

Pinky

Herman^

'VJOW completing- the lead role (we predicted months ago in this
pillar that he'd be named by Rodgers & Hamnierstein 2hd) in
the forthcoming Todd-A-O film production of "Oklahoma," Gordon
MacRae will be seen as permanent host on the
new "NB Colgate Comedy Hour" the week following its resumption Sunday, Sept. 19 (8:00
P.M. EST). Gordon, who started his fabulous
career as an NBC page boy will sing-host 20
programs of the 'C.C.H.' schedule. . . . For a half
hour of light, easy-to-listen-to-musical fare, tune
in Thursdays 9:00-9:30 P.M. to the "Sammy
Kaye Show," TVia ABCoast to coast, sponsored
by Brillo. . . . Inspired by an article in Walter
Winchell's column dealing with the courageous
work of William and Clarita Haast of the Miami
Serpentarium, where for several years they've
flirted with death, Emerson Yorke's 15-minute
"King Cobra" telefilm, distributed by Sterling
TV, Inc., is easily one of the most exciting, entertaining and informative subjects in video.
Pinky Herman

^ York,
-t^
After knocking around New
singing and playing
piano on local radio then appearing with Francie Lane on an
NBC-TV series, "Easy Does it," talented Johnny
accepted an offer to hie himself to WTAM
in Cleveland two years ago. Not only has

Andrews

Johnny
become
the town's
hottest young
entertainer
on WTAM
and WNBK
(TV)
but his contract has just been renewed.
With the aid of two stalwarts. Bud Ford,
producer, and Mort Fleischmann, assistant,
Andrews is headed for national recognition
and stardom. . . . Charming Peggy Moran,
switchboard operator at WTAM, local sopranotable whose thrilling trilling has filled
many a theatre in the Middle West should
1
be behind the microPHONE not the telePHONE. ... A friend just back from
Johnny Andrews
Rome tells us the hilarious story that is
taking place there. Bruce Cabot who was signed and brought
to Rome by Errol Flynn to appear as the 'heavy' in the latter's
production of "William Tell," hasn't been paid and has attached Errol's car and other belongings. Meanwhile E. F. has
fled and is in hiding 'somewhere in Europe.'
^
^
Vaughn Monroe launches another phase of his meteoric career
Monday, Sept. 27th when he takes over as permanent commercial
announcer for all RCA radio and. TV programs, NBTeeing off on
the "Sid Caesar Shozv" (8:00 P.M. EST). He'll also do the RCA
"Spectaculai-" spot annotmcements and will often also do a little
vocalising. . . . Leonard Goldenson, president of ABC-Parmnmint,
Robert H. O'Brien, exec. v.p. ABC, and Edward Petrie were
among the big-ivhigs who attended the three-day shindig tossed by
WEST Coast ABChieftains to introduce the net's greatly expanded fall operating sched^de. A special 30-minute film, emceed
by Art Baker and highlighting KABC-TV's key personalities o/iid
top programs, zvas enthusiastically received and shoivs great promise of elevating ABC to imprcssiz'C heights in the television national
picture.
Jim Mills, who looks like Buddy Rogers used to look in the early
thirties, and one of Chicago's most listened-to disk jockeys (he's
heard daily via WGN and WIND), has just returned from a month's
tour of Europe where he became the first American deejay to tape
interviews with Europe's top-flight personalities, which were flown
back to the U.S. and beamed daily. . . . Archie Bleyer has a hit combo
in the clever Tophatters, whose vocal-instrumental pairing of "Dim,
Dim, Dim the Lights" with "It Should Have Been Me," on the
Cadence label, is winning the attention of platter spinners all over the
country. . . . And while on the subject of disk jockeys, we had been
missing Norman Wain's WNYClever platter chatter these past few
months and have just learned he's known as "Big Chief" and doing
a fine job on station WDOK Cleveland.

Appeals

Court

Rules

Against

Code

System

Of

Theatre

Tickets

LOUISVILLE, Aug. 26. — The
United States Court of Appeals for
the Sixth Circuit has unanimously
affirmed a lower court decision which
held that the coded system of admission tickets known as the "Standard Cryptix of
Numbering
was
in violation
Treasury System"
Regulations,
according- to the Monthly Law ReInjunction Denied
Federal Judge Swinford of the
Kentucky District Court had held in
port.
June, 1953, that the Hiland Amusement Co., operating the Hiland Theatre in Fort Thomas, Ky., was not
entitled to an injunction to restrain
orders by the Director of Internal
Revenue
to requiring
destroy the
tickets, and
the "Cryptix"
exhibitor
to end his use of such tickets.
Judge Swinford's decision also upheld the Treasury Regulation requiring the use of serially numbered
tickets with Arabic numerals as provided in the Treasury Regulations, according to the Law Report.
Six

Films

10 Are

Finished;

Started

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 26.— While
six pictures finished this week, 10 new
pictures went into production, raising
the total number of pictures in work
to 34.
Those started : "Shotgun," John
Champion, Technicolor (Allied Artists) ;"Riot on Pier Six," (Columbia) ; "Moonfleet," color, CinemaScope (M-G-M) ; "Lucy Gallant,"
Technicolor, Vista Vision ( P a r a mount) ; "Tarzan's Hidden Jungle,"
Sol Lesser (RKO) ; "Carolina Cannonball," (Republic) ; "Prince of
Players," color, CinemaScope (20th
Century-Fox) ; "Night of the Hunter," Gregory Prods., and "The Gabriel
Horn," Hecht-Lancaster Prods., Technicolor, CinemaScope (United Artists) ;; "The Looters," (UniversalInternational).
Those finished : "Women's Prison,"
(Columbia) ; "Bad Day at Black
Rock," Technicolor (M-G-M) ; "Desiree," CinemaScope, Technicolor
(20th Century- Fox) ; "Captain Lightfoot," CinemaScope, Technicolor
(Universal-International); East of
Eden," CinemaScope, WarnerColor
(Warner Bros.).

'Dragnet'
Chi,,

Held

Atlantic

Here,
City

Warner Brothers' "Dragnet," with
Jack Webb as its star-director, has
drawn new all-time high opening day
grosses in Milwaukee and Albany, according- to reports received by the
distributors. At the Warner Theatre,
Milwaukee,
picture
"took"
record
$4,603 the
for first
day and
rackeda
up a high of $3,340 at the Strand
Theatre, Albany.
Following exceptional first-week
business, the picture enters its second
week today at the Victoria Theatre
on Broadway, the Chicago Theatre in
Chicago and in Atlantic City it moves
over from the Warner Theatre into
the Stanley Theatre.
The full length film, based on the
award-winning TV and radio show,
was produced by Stanley Meyer as a
Mark VII production for Warner
Bros.tion over
It Labor
goes into
Day.national distribu-
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Tradewise
By SHERWIN KANE

NEW

...

IN the latter 1930s exhibitors were
finding things somewhat difficult
and a segment represented by
Allied States complained long,
loud and bitterly about trade practices of the day and rental terms
then being asked by distributors
for their better films.
The
vocal
exercises changed
nothing.
Allied's leaders threatened to
and ultimately did go to Federal
agencies urging action be taken to

Hearing

YORK,

U.S.A., MONDAY,

Thuvs.

AUGUST

Release

30, 1954

Board^s

TEN

CENTS

Report

Buchsbaum
Allied
Sees

N.Y.

Tax

SuitSettlement

20th,

Sees
RKO;

Hope
Hits

Section

MGM^

WB,

Col.

Allied States' directors, in their recent meetings with sales heads in New
York, found some promise of relief from Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 20th CenturyFox and RKO Radio Pictures, but "hostility"
and "callousness"
at Columbiato
and Warner
Brothers, according

By LESTER DINOFF
New York City exhibitor attorneys
were notified at the weekend by As- Extended
UK
sistant Corporation Counsel Stanley
Buchsbaum that the pending five per
cent admission tax suit against the
Sought
city can be disposed of without a court Pact
trial.
obtain "relief" for the independent
exhibitor.
Buchsbaum, in serving the exA one-year extension of the present
hibitor lawyers with motion papers
The result was the filing of the for a summary judgment returnable on Anglo-American film pact, with some
government anti-trust suit which, Thursday in Queens County Court, modifications, reportedly will be satisfactory to American film circles.
of course, ended In consent de- claimed that here are "only questions
Negotiations, which get underway
{Continued
on
page
4)
crees effecting affiliated theatre
in Washington, D. C, on Sept. 27,
divorcement and other restrictions
may include an American bid for free
convertibility of sterling balances but
upon distribution and exhibition.
O'Brien, Walsh Meet
{Continued on page 4)
To all intents and purposes, that
should have constituted an Allied Tuesday on TV Films
1 1 . I II
S-W
Will Dispose of
victory.
Tom O'Brien, M.P. and general
secretary of the National Association 3 Houses by Aug, 31
of Kine Employees, will meet here
Bv Staff Correspondent
Today, more than 15 years after tomorrow with ]R.ichard Walsh, presiWASHINGTON, Aug. 29.— Standent of the lATSE, to discuss the
ley Warner will meet its Aug. 31
the filing of the government's antiproduction of films in Eng- deadline for the divestiture of three
trust suit, and with the Loew's the- matterland of
for television use in the United theatres in a special category, Justice
atre divorcement about to conStates. O'Brien, during his present Department officials announced at the
clude that phase of it, the inde- visit to this country has frequently weekend.
pendent exhibitors, particularly stated that his purpose has been to
When Fabian Theatres took control
{Continued on page 3)
that segment of their ranks repre- clear the way for such production.
sented byAllied States, are once
again complaining of difficult times
M-G-M
CALLS
PRODUCTION
MEET
and onerous practices and terms,
A three-day conference of M-G-M sales and promotion
albeit most distribution companies
executives will open at the Culver City studios on Sept. 7 with
are reporting record profits on
Dore Schary, vice-president in charge of production, heading
their fewer but costlier and better
a
group of studio officials who will discuss
productions.
the recently announced plans for increased
And with them, also, is a large
production.
and very important section of exThe home office group will be headed by
hibition, freely conceding that a
Charles M. Reagan, vice-president and dismost significant upturn In theatre
tribution head, who left New York for the
attendance has occurred and is
Coast over the weekend in order to make
a stopover in San Francisco. He will be
continuing, and with credit given
jointed by E. M. Saunders, assistant sales
to the new product and new screen
manager,
later.
techniques — all the result of proOther M-G-M sales executives who will
ducer resources and resourcefulattend the meeting are: John P. Byrne,
ness.
Eastern sales manager; Rudolph Berger,
Charles Reagan
Southern sales manager ; John J. Maloney,
Yet Allied's board met last week
Central sales manager; Burtis Bishop, Jr.,
and, with 15 years of Intimate exMidwest sales manager; John S. Allen, Southwest sales
perience with government inter{Continued on page 4)
{Continued on page 2)

—

in

commencing

on

page

5

the text of the Allied' s board of directors' resolution, released here at
the weekend.
Wilbur Snaper, a member of the
Allied committee which visited distribution sales managers before the
board acted last week in White
Sulphur Springs, W. Va., released
the text of the resolution.
The resolution, which, in part, proposed governmental intervention to
correct what Allied termed abuses,
began with the following opening
paragraph :
"While not unmindful of the few
grains of comfort on certain details
of their{Continued
selling policies
and 3)
practices
on page
Admission
Year

Taxes

for

at $11,338,000

Bv Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON, Aug. 29. — Admission taxes levied on various types
of amusement places, including theatres, by 31 states netted $11,338,000
in revenue during the fiscal year ended
{Continued
on page to4) the anJune 30,
1954, according

Luncheon

to Honor

Savini Tomorrow
A testimonial luncheon will be
given anniversary
in honor ofin Bob
Savini's
SOth
the industry
by
Schroeder
Schroeder Harry
Associates
at theof Vesuvio
Restaurant here tomorrow.
Among those invited to attend are Ned Depinet, James
Mulvey, Sam Dembow, Harold
Wondsel, Jack Berkson, Jack
Cohn, Monty Salmon, Russell
Downing,
Al Jr.Young and Martin Quigley,
Schroeder handles the distribution in all foreign countries for Savini's Astor Pictures.

2

Motion
Kodak

Develops

Daily

Five

Reade

Managers

Win

Drive

Awards

Two

Personal
High-Speed
Mention

ROBERT WEITMAN, vice-president of American BroadcastingParamount Theatres in charge of talent and programming for ABC, will
return here today from his vacation.
•
Sidney Bernstein, managing director of Granada Theatres of England, left New York Friday for
Toronto shortly after his arrival here
from London.
•
William M. Levy, assistant managing director of Columbia Pictures,
Ltd., of London, left here for Connecticut shortly after arriving from England.
•
Edward L. Hyman, vice-president
of American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres, has returned to New York
from Vermont.
Richard Todd is scheduled to arrive
here today from London via B.O.A.C.
Monarch.
•

Films

ROCHESTER, Aug. 29. — Two
new high-speed motion picture films,
designed for use under extremely poor
lighting conditions, such as those frequently encountered by newsreel,
sports, educational, and industrial
photographers, have been developed
by the Eastman Kodak Company.
One of the new films equals the
quality and speed of the newest and
fastest sheet films. Both films must
be processed
by the user or a commercial laboratory.
The other development represents
a film manufacturing triumph over the
problem of increasing graininess in
high-speed films. It is expected to
have wide applications in filming
newsreels, in photographing scenes on
dark days and exteriors at night, and
in picturing large interior areas under
existing light conditions when it might
be impossible to set up auxiliary lighting units.
^Egyptian'

Monday, August 30, 1954

Picture

Grosses

Topping *The Robe'
F. Zanuck's "The Egyptian"
Jack Shaindlin, film musical con- in Darryl
CinemaScope is off to one of the
ductor, was married here last week to
strongest starts in the history of 20th
Natalie Epstein.
•
Century-Fox with first situations reporting grosses
topping at"The
Robe,"
Michael Todd left New York Fri- the company
announced
weekend.
B.O.A.C. Monvia
London
for
day
Openings
on
Thursday
in
three
key
arch.
houses showed it to be outgrossing
the first CinemaScope production by
Betty Scott, of the United Artists substantial margins to set new house
Atlanta exchange, has been married to records. Reports from the Warner
Theatre, Atlantic City, gave it a $4,000
John Dill, also of Atlanta.

OAKHURST, N. J., Aug. 29. —
Managers of five Walter Reade Theatres, in New Jersey and New York
won cash prizes in the second week
of the circuit's five-week "President's
Drive" honoring Walter Reade, Jr.,
it was announced at the weekend by
Edwin Gage, circuit vice-president.
George Kemble, manager of the
Strand Theater in Perth Amboy,
N. J., won top honors and the main
cash prize while Joseph Sommers,
city manager for Reade Theatres in
Kingston, N. Y. took second prize,
and Harry Burke, city manager for
Reade theatres in Saratoga Springs,
N. Y., third. Savings bonds were
awarded to John Balmer, city manager in Plainfield, N. J., and Frank
Dean, manager of the Woodbridge
Drive-In
Theatre in Woodbridge,
N.
J.

Academy
New

Names

Two

Committees

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 29.— Two
committees for the forthcoming year
have been appointed by the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences,
it has been announced by president
Charles Brackett.
The 27th Awards planning committee, under the chairmanship of
Johnny Green, will include John Aalberg, John Boyle, Daniel Cathcart,
Teet Carle, Hal Elias, Samuel Engel,
William Holden, Y. Frank Freeman,
Francis D. Lyon, George Seaton, Sol
C. Siegel, and Charles Brackett, exofficio.

Tradewise

. . .

(Continued from page 1)
vention in the industry part of the
directors' own business life, asked
for what as a solution of their
More government
problems?
in
the industry!

intervention

Wasn't there an old saying that
wise men learn from experience?
Also strange to some observers,
this department among them, is
the Allied board's stand last week
in opposition to further effort at
repeal of the remaining 10 per
cent Federal admission tax.
It is probably a good guess that
more exhibitors across the land if
invited to say on which mission
they would prefer to approach
Federal authorities would choose
admission tax repeal to sales practice regulation.
Experience has shown that the
chances of accomplishing something of tangible benefit are
greater with the former than with
the latter.
Only 15 Booths Left
For TESMA
Show

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 29.— Only 15
exhibition booths are still available for
the TESMA-TEDA-TOA-IPA trade
show to be held at the Conrad Hilton
gross compared to $2,400 for "The
Serving on the forum and screen- Hotel, Chicago, from Oct. 31 to Nov.
Robe"mas Day.
which opened there on Christing committee, chaired by Hal Mohr,
'Egyptian' Film Clip
Roy Boomer, secThe Shor Theatre, Wildwood, N. J., will be Buddy Adler, Maxwell Ar- 4, it is reported by
retary-treasurer ofTESMA here.
Makes
85 TV Spots
announced an opening day gross of now, Arthur Freed, Field Gray, WilBoomer on Friday released the
National TV coverage of the world
liam Lyon, Sol C. Siegel, Harry names of seven additional companies
$2,504 for "The Egyptian" against
premiere of Darryl F. Zanuck's "The $408 for "The Robe"; while at the Tytle, and Charles Brackett, ex- which have contracted for booth space.
Egyptian" in CinemaScope was Village Theatre, Ocean City, N. J. officio.
They are: Romar Vide Co., Chetek,
achieved by 20th Century-Fox via the "The Egyptian" grossed $1,678 to $479
Wise. ; Capitol Stage Lighting Co.,
programming this weekend on 85 key- for "The Robe."
New York; Knei.sley Electric Co.,
Jack
Bernstein
to
AA
city stations of a film clip highlightToledo, Ohio ; Fairchild Recording
ing last Tuesday's gala opening at
Co.; Sweets Co., Hoboken, N. J.;
In Canada
Sales Post
New York's Roxy Theatre.
Switzer's Licorice Co., St. Louis ;
The publicity feat was accomplished Filmakers* Heads to
Reese's Peanut Butter, Hershey, Pa.
by the airmail special delivery servic- Be Hosts at Party
Jack Bernstein, formerly Cleveland
ing on Thursday of a two-minute and
Collier Young, president of Fil- branch manager for RKO Radio, has
15-second premiere clip to video sta- makers Prods., and Irving H. Levin, been named sales manager of Allied
tions across the nation for immediate president of Filmakers Releasing OrArtists Productions, Ltd., of Canada.
showings on news, chatter and perganization, will be hosts at a cock- The appointment was rnade by Nat
sonality programs. The 16mm. clip
tail party to the press and other in- Taylor, president of International
was edited from newsreel footage
vited guests at the Hotel St. Regis
taken at the opening.
here tomorrow. They will also hold Film Distributors, Ltd., which recently
7 DAYS IN
-the Allied Artists Canadian
A script for local commentators de- a press conference in the American acquired
franchise. The association of Bernstein
scribing the theatre activities and in- Broadcasting - Paramount Theatres with AA was announced Friday by
HAWAII
$469
troducing several of the leading show- home offices tomorrow morning.
Edward Morey, vice-president.
business personalities seen arriving at
Filmakers' new release, "Private
Bernstein will take over his new
the theatre for the benefit premiere ac- Hell 36," is to open at the Paramount duties on Sept. 6.
companied each film clip. The opening Theatre here.
(from New York), including
of the CinemaScope spectacle aided
round-trip transportation
the March of Dimes Emergency Fund
and hofe/ accommodations
Scotch
Unit
Sponsor
Title Fight Radio
Raising Campaign.
Fly United DC-6 air tourist
Programming of the premiere clip
Of *High* Premiere
serviceover onall
with ifstopaugments a record TV advertising Rights to CBS
the the
Westway,Coast,
you
Thistle
Gildry,
Inc.,
an
organizacampaign in progress backing 200
The radio rights to the Marcianotion comprising Americans of Scottish
like. Only United features 2Labor Day openings of the picture. Charles heavyweight title bout on
abreast seating and wide cendescent, will sponsor the American
ter aisles on all planes.
Sept.
IS
have
been
acquired
by
ColumSpot announcements on "The Egyppremiere
of
"High
and
Dry,"
the
new
bia Broadcasting Co., it was an- J. Arthur Rank comedy, which will
tion" currently are being shown in
UNITED AIR LINES
nounced at the weekend.
stations blanketing 160 domestic and
be held tonight at the Sutton Theatre
Fare plus tax.
Canadian markets. The saturation
The bout, blacked out on home tele- here for the benefit of the Caledonian
vision, will be telecast to theatres
campaign is realizing an average of
six spots being programmed daily throughout the country, with 62 thea- Hospital of Brooklyn. The film stars
Paul Douglas, aided by an otherwise
tres already having been lined up for all-English
bracketing key networks and local
cast.
the telecast.
COMPARE THE FARE AND YOU'LL
GO BY by
AIR
programs in all parts of the nation.
holidays,
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Sundays
Saturdays,
except
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Films:

BOSTON, Aug. 29.— A spectacular
tliree-alarm fire in the heart of the
fihn district last Thursday evening
caused damage of over $100,000.
The fire, of undetermined origin,
is believed to have started in the shipping room of Embassy Pictures Corp.
It was not until 11 P.M. that the
conflagration was under control.
Shortly after the start, an explosion
shot flames high into the air. It is
believed that there were some nitrate
prints stored in the Embassy vaults
which could have caused the explosion.
In the shipping room $75,000 worth
of film was destroyed, including many
prints of "Duel in the Sun," which
were ready for shipment to theatres
in New England.
Service Uninterrupted

Special to The Daily
WASHINGTON, Aug. 29. — The
U. S. Information Agency's film program in the first six months of this
year concentrated on production of
anti-Communist motion pictures, particularly for the Far East and South
America, director Theodore C. Streibert said in his second semi-annual
report to Congress.
Through Cecil B. DeMille, its chief
consultant in Hollywood, Streibert
said, the USIA has obtained the services of the
pro-a
fessionalindustry's
and technicaltop-level
staffs at
minimum cost. He cited as examples
the production at Paramount of
"Poles Are a Stubborn People," a
documentary of life in that country

Joseph E. Levine, president, announced Friday that every theatre
booking the film would be properly
serviced and that not a booking would
be cancelled because of the fire. Extra
prints were rushed to the city by
plane, motor and rail.
The buildings near Embassy were
severely damaged by water and smoke
or by the flames. The Massachusetts
Theatre Equipment Company's second
floor repair shop was ruined. The
windows of the Film Exchange Transfer Co. were cracked and smoke filtered into the office but the flames
did not reach the storage of film there.

S-W

Plan

Dedication

of

Edison's Film Studio
WEST ORANGE, N. J., Aug. 29.
— A full-scale replica of Thomas Alva
Edison's "Black Maria," the world's
first motion picture studio, will be
dedicated on Sept. 22 at the Edison
Museum here. As part of the ceremonies, the premiere of Jules Levy's
"The Story of Thomas Alva Edison"
will be held in the "Black Maria" for
invited guests.
Edison's 1889 strip-kinetograph, the
first motion picture camera, will also
be on display in the museum of the
Thomas Alva Edison Foundation.
Israeli

Film

Stressed

Fire;

Is Heavy

Censors

(Continued from page 1)
of the theatre company formed under
the Warner Brothers consent decree,
the Government directed the new
Stanley Warner circuit to dispose of
one theatre in each of three cities
where, because of the merger, Stanley
Warner would have owned both firstrun theatres — Albany-and-Troy, New
York and Johnstown, Pa.
Cinerama
Hit

in N.Y.

to

$4,000,000

Cinerama's third birthday in New
York on Sept. 30 will be marked with
an estimated gross of nearly $4,000,000 here, covering the two-year take
of "This Is Cinerama," it was disclosed at the weekend by Stanley
Warner Theatres.
The attraction's holding power has
pushed back the opening date of the
second Cinerama feature, "Cinerama
Holiday," already completed, it was
pointed out.
According to S-W, "This Is Cinerama," since its opening at the Broadway Theatre and its move-over to the
Warner Theatre had grossed an estimated $3,857,211 as of Aug. 20 in
New York. For the same period, it
was estimated that 1,930,000 people
had viewed the picture which led to
the widespread application of new
techniques in the industry.
The staying power of "This Is Cinerama" in New York is indicated by
comparing the first and second year
gross of $2,097,378 for the first year
and an estimated $1,902,622 for the
second. Initially it was planned to
open "Cinerama Holiday" in New
York in early fall, but the plan is
now in abeyance.

Approve 'Salome' Cut
JERUSALEM, Aug. 26 (By Air
Mail). — ■ Previously banned on the
grounds that it might hurt religious
feelings here, Columbia's "Salome," a
picture which was filmed in Israel, has
been re-edited and has received the
censors' authorization for exhibition.
The re-editing of "Salome" involved
the elimination of some sections of the
film. The ban, which was imposed on
"Salome" by the censors almost a year
ago, caused Columbia to discontinue
arrangements for the shooting of two
other pictures here. The film produc- 'Contessa' to Bow
ers had asked the Israeli Cabinet to
At Capitol, Sept. 29
look into the banning of the film.
Joseph L. Mankiewicz's "The Barefoot Contessa" will have its world
premiere
at the Capitol Theatre on
'Susan' in 10 Circuits
Broadway
on Sept. 29, it was anOf N,Y£.
Tomorrow
nounced at the weekend by William
"Susan Slept Here" will open to- J. Heineman, vice-president in charge
morrow in 73 houses of Metropolitan of distribution for United Artists, disNew York theatre circuits, it was
tributor of the picture.
announced on Friday by RKO Radio.
The premiere of the film will benefit CARE and will be the first theaThe circuits are RKO, Loew's, Skouras, Fabian, Randforce, Century, J. J.,
trical event sponsored by the worldCinema, Island and Brandt.
wide relief and rehabilitation agency.
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Streibert

under the Communist regime, and the
Warner- Pathe production of "Rape
of the Baltics," the record of the
Soviet seizure of independent Latvia,
Lithuania and Estonia.
Streibert also noted the increased
volume of theatrical distribution
abroad through commercial distributors of USIA films, pointing out that
its
film
on Far
Vice-President
Nixon's
tour of the
East and Near
East

Levy,

TOA

Counsel,

Finishes

First

On

Arbitration

New

Draft

A preliminary draft for a proposed
industry arbitration system has been
completed under the aegis of Herman
Levy, general counsel of Theatre
Owners of America, it was learned
here at the weekend.
The draft will form the basis of
discussion, it is undertood, when the
arbitration committee convenes sometime after Labor Day. The meeting
of
the arbitration
committee
has been'
delayed
due to summer
vacations
of
various distribution executives.

was placed with Paramount for overseas distribution through regular
theatrical channels.
Streibert also cited the stepping-up
Ends Three-Dav
of distribution of television films to ABC
24 stations in 19 countries of Europe, Film Sales Meeting
Latin
Africa. America, the Far East and
The three-day ABC Film Syndication national sales conference, which
was concluded here at the weekend,
Allied
Sees
was _ termed by George T. Shupert,
president
, as the "most informative
and successfu
l of any ever attended
{Continued from page 1)
ABC executives from all parts of
given by several of the major com- the U. S. attended conferences and
panies' sales executives to the Allied previously."
film committee during the interviews screenings in which extensive promoadvertising and merchandising
in New York last week, and while plans tion,
were discussed. Attending a
expressing appreciation of the encouraging statements made by Messrs. screening of "Mandrake the MagiLichtman, of 20th Century-Fox, presidencian" were Leonard H. Goldenson,
t
American BroadcastingReagan, of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Paramountof Theatres
, Walter Gross,
and Boasberg, of RKO Radio Pic- AB-PT vice-president and
tures, on the subject of fair and equi- counsel, and producers John general
table prices for motion pictures, im- Robert Mann and John Allen. Gibbs,
plying thereby that an exhibitor is
entitled to a profit as a reward for his
investment and efforts, the board of
Film Syndicate
directors nevertheless is shocked and ABC
amazed by the insensitive attitude of Opens 2 New
Offices
the sales heads toward the exhibiors'
Due
to
increased
business,
the Amercritical problems and especially of the
ican Broadcasting Co. Film Syndicaapparent hostility of Mr. Montague,
tion division is opening two new sales
of Columbia, toward Allied, the com- offices in Dallas and Atlanta this week,
mittee and exhibiors in general, and it was announced
the utter callousness of Mr. Kalmen- George T. Shupert, at the weekend by
president of ABC
son in rejecting the just complaints
Films, following the closing of a threeday national sales conference here.
against his company's policy."
Endorsement Needed
Howard Anderson, former Southwestern account executive
At the same time Snaper said that Pictures for Television, willfor Motion
head the
the attitude of the Allied board on Dallas office while
G. Joseph Porter,
the group insurance plan proposed by
Southeastern representative for
the Council of Motion Picture Or- former
World Broadcasting (Torp., has been
was unfavorable. Allied's
manager of the Atlanta ofendorsement,ganizations
it was pointed out, is appointed
fice.
needed if the insurance plan is to be
put into effect.
Snaper also stated that the Allied 'Leslie' Doubles L,A,
board felt that no all-out industry
drive against the remaining 10 per 'Sfieba' Multiple Run
cent Federal admissions tax should be
LOS ANGELES, Aug. 29.— A fine
inaugurated at this time.
$10,000 has been registered by "About
Mrs. Leslie" in its seven-theatre firstrun opening here.
'Scope Reel Pleases
The second Hal Wallis production
Singapore Industry
doubled the multiple first-run opening
SINGAPORE, Aug. 24.— (By Air day gross of $5,000 at the same theaMail)— An audience of 1,200 exhibtres of "Come Back, Little Sheba."
itors and press representatives ex- The theatres are the Orpheum, Hawaii
and Picwood, and Century, Gage,
pressed marked enthusiasm for "The
Advancing Techniques of Cinema- El Monte and Van Nuys Drive-in
Scope," which was shown here at a theatres.
special demonstration at the Odeon
Theatre.
The hour-long 20th Century-Fox Japanese Society to
subject in color presenting latest
technical and production advances in
Bow
CinemaScope was viewed by news- Sponsor
The American'Ugetsu'
premiere of the
Jappaper publishers, editors and reporters
anese film, "Ugetsu," will be held
and leading circuit and independent Sept. 7 at the Plaza Theatre here
theatre owners, many of whom at- under the sponsorship of the Japan
tended with their complete staffs. The Society. The Honorable Jun Tsuchiya,
demonstration here was one of a series consul-general of Japan in New York,
beingEast.
held currently throughout the will participate in the premiere cereFar
monies.
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THE
Cretors Corp., Nashville,
Tenn., has announced the names
of the judges who will select the
prize-winning model name for the
company's new
popcorn machine. Suggestions for the
model name are
being submitted
by theatremen
after they view
the unit, which
is now on display at Cretors
dshowrooms
i s tributors'
all
over the counRaymond Loewy
try. Comprising the panel of judges are the
following : Walter Reade, Jr., president of the Walter Reade circuit and
president of TOA ; Fred C. Matthews,
vice-president of Motiograph, Inc.,
Chicago, and TESMA president ;
Trueman T. Rembusch, secretarytreasurer of Syndicate Theatres and
past-president of national Allied States
Association ; Raymond F. Loewy,
famed product designer who styled the
new Cretors machine ; J. J. Fitzgibbons, Jr., president of Theatre Confections, Ltd., and president of the
International Popcorn Association ;
and Clark S. Rhoden of Kansas City,
an official of E. C. Rhoden Enterprises and the Popcorn Institute.
•
The "Sani-Dry" is a new and improved model of a semi-recessed
electric hand dryer made by the
Chicago Hardware Foundry Co. of
North Chicago, 111. It is equipped
with a new circuit-breaker designed
to prevent damage to the dryer if
Fomeone places his hand on the air
intake or nozzle. It does that by
shutting off the heating element.
Other features include instant operation by means of a starting switch
and a simplified timing device
which shuts the machine off automatically.
•
The Typhoon Air Conditioning Co.,
Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y., has acquired
additional factory space near its present building there. The neiv section
zvill allozu space for a \,QQQ-joot assembly line and more than doubles the
company's amount of floor area for
nmnufacturing. Expectations of a record year made the additional space
imperative, according to Mark E.
Mooney, vice-president in charge of
sales. At the time the nezv building
zms purchased it zms also reported
that James F. Dailey, chairman of the
board, is this year celebrating his AQth
anniversary zvith the company.
•
A vacuum cleaner hose of vinylcovered nylon for heavy-duty institutional use has been marketed by the
Flexaust Co., New York. This material makes for an extremely light-
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(Continued, from page 1)
manager, and Goerge A. Hickey, West Coast sales manager.
Also: Si F. Seadler, advertising manager; Dan Terrell, publicity manager, and Mike Simons, in charge of customer relations.
Ten pictures will be screened during the meetings. Discussions will cover business affairs, merchandising and marketing
of the new product.

Sees

Tax
on
Agreement
{Continued from page 1)

Beatrice Ross, Republic Pictures
exploitation manager, was reported
at the weekend to be resting comfortably at her home in Woodhaven,
L. I., following
an automobile
dent near Saranac
Lake, N.acciY.,
while on vacation. Miss Ross suffered a fractured jaw in the accident, while her husband, attorney
Walter Klein, suffered a broken

pelvis.
Dr. Giulio Andreotti, former Italian Llndersecretary of State; Comm.
Binghamton,
he
said.
"If
the
tax
in
of law and no question of fact involved New Yc^rk City is held to be illegal, Italo Gemini, honorary president of
it would likewise apply to those cities, the Italian General Association of
the suit." for the theatremen, acin Attorneys
Show Business, and Dr. Vinicio Delparticularly
Bress
asserted.as to the breakage,"
of Loew's,
cording to Thomas
m
with Buchsbau
to agree Bress
are inclined
general
of Rome's
Cinecitta
Film manager
Studios, will
arrive
The attorneys for the exhibitors leani,
and propose to make a cross-motion are not as yet decided as to whether here tomorrow aboard the "Cristofor summary judgment so that the
permissible within the Civil Pracsuit can be disposed of without trial. it is tice
Act for the Metropolitan Motion
Will Cancel Hearing
Picture Theatres Association and the foro Colombo."
Theatre Owners AssociaDavid L. Quaid, color photograThe motion which is returnable be- Independent
tion to intervene in the pending suit
pher, has joined Transfilm, Inc., as
fore Justice Percy D. Stoddard in on behalf of all of their members.
chief cameraman. At the same time,
Queens County Supreme Court is exIntervention Seen Permissible
Harry Yingling, who has been assopected to cancel the Sept. 13 hearing
ciated with Quaid for three years,
temThere seems to be no doubt, at- also joined transfilm as assistant
of Judge Nicholas M. Pette's
porary injunction against the admistorneys say, that with respect to the- cameraman.
sions tax's "major fraction" feature.
atre circuits, that a service corporation
If Judge Stoddard rules in favor of may intervene on behalf of all the
the New York City exhibitors, Buchsbaum is expected to seek a determina- theatres within the circuit. "However,
Joseph H. Moskowitz, 20th Cention from the higher Court of Appeals, as individuals, all of New York City's
tury-Fox vice-president and Eastern
430
theatres
can
join
the
case,"
Bress
Appellate Division.
studio representative, will return tosaid.
Among the affidavits supporting the
"At the same time that the attorday to New York on the "He de
New York City motion for summary
neys for the New York City theatre France" after a business trip to
iudgment is one by Claire A. Lacy, a
circuits make their cross-motion for London, Paris and Munich in con'eputy city chamberlain of the City of summary judgment, motions will be
nection with the production of formade for leave to intervene by indeeign films.
A meeting of members of the
pendent theatre operators," Loew's
counsel stated.
Metropolitan Motion Picture
Will Meet Today
Theatre Association and Independent Theatre Owners AssoJohn H. Rugge, who was associated with Warner Bros, and its
ciation will take place tomorrow
A meeting of attorneys for exhibitors is scheduled to be held at subsidiary, Ace Film Laboratories,
afternoon at 4 P.M. at the
11:30 A.M. today in the offices of for more than 20 years, has been
Loew's projection room here,
Leopold Friedman, general counsel
Loew's attorney Thomas Bress
appointed studio production mansaid.
for Loew's Theatres. It is expected
ager of Filmways, Inc. The latter is
that Mitchell Klupt, attorney for the a producer of TV spots, industrials
Elmira, where similar regulations to Century Circuit ; Cecelia Goetz, at- and other films. Rugge also will
torney representing the Brandt Cir- head Cinema Sound Stage Corp.,
those of New York's had been adopted,
cuit,
and Milton M. Rosenblum, rep- new studios on East 95th Street
'Iso under the New York State
the RKO Theatre circuit, here, in the near future. The stages
Enabling Act of 1947. An affidavit to will be in resenting
attendance.
in the new studios are said to be
'h- same effect was submitted by Jack
the
largest independent facilities in
the
of
Valada, Deputy Comptroller
the East and are scheduled to be
City of Binghamton, which also has U.K. Pact
an admission tax enacted under the
{Continued from page 1)
ready for production in October, according to Edwin T. Kasper and
provisions of the Enabling Act of
Martin Ransohoff of Filmways.
1947.
no large area of disagreement is expected to evolve from such a bid.
'Not Controlling,' Says Bress
It was pointed out that the current
Bress, after reading the affidavits, basic agreement authorizing $17,000,Olin Evans is the new owner of
declared that "the mere fact that the 000 in remittances yearly, plus the
cities of Binghamton and Elmira have transfer of dollars based on such items the Moonlight Drive-in Theatre,
enacted laws and regulations which in as film production in England, has Evergreen, Ala., formerly the propeffect exact more than the five per proven on the whole satisfactory to
erty of Bert Gorum. Jack Rudd will
cent authorized by the state ruling is U. S. film interests. As of today, it be manager.
not controlling as to the legality of the was further pointed out, the film companies have no blocked sterling in
A determination in the New York England, making the issue of free conE. A. Goller, whose Star Theatre,
vertibility largely an academic one.
affect"
"definitely
willlaws
tax suit tax
Cityadmission
A source close to the upcoming Deshler, O., has been closed- for the
'he
of Elmira
and
is preparing the house for
negotiations said the present restric- asummer,
Labor Day reopening.
tax."
tions are not severe and as a practical
weight hose, the manufacturer points matter convertibility does exist.
^ut. It is available in black, yellow or
orange colors, and others on quantity
orders.
Admission
Taxes
•
{Continued from page 1)
Sanford Leavitt, of the Washington Circuit, Cleveland, and Mrs.
The Fischman Co., Philadelphia,
Leavitt recently celebrated their
nual
Census
Bureau
survey
of
state
has a new "bobtail" soda fountain tax collections.
15th wedding anniversary.
designed for volume dispensing of
The
36
states
which
impose
license
bulk ice cream, sodas, sundaes and
theatres and other entertainBT-4'9," taxes on
"Model long
Called9 inches
milkshakes.
ment operations garnered $4,845,000
it
is 4 feet and
and
Kenny Sears has been appointed
is used in conjunction with an ice from this revenue source during the
cream cabinet installed on either 1954 fiscal year, the Census Bureau manager of the Movie Garden
Drive-in at Eustis, Fla.
the right or left side.
reported.
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UST turned 68, Robert M. Savini, genial head of Astor
Pictures Corp., is not the only 50-year veteran in the
industry who is still at work, but he has an excellent
claim to being the youngest such veteran. Savini is observing hisgolden jubilee in nnotion pictures this month.
A native of New Orleans, it was in August, 1904, that
the then 17-year-olcl Bob Savini went to work for Herman Fitchenberg with instructions to make himself generally useful, interpreting that literally, Savini soon devised
an Ingenious method of bringing new business to Fltchenberg's Dixie Films Co.
Despite his tender age, it seems Savini also had a finger In city politics In New Orleans. When a local
exhibitor would receive a summons for violation of municipal safety, sanitary or other ordinances, word somehow would reach the culprit, who probably had far more
<;erious offenses at the time than license infractions to
worry about, that the only way of getting the summons

R. M. Savini with William Farnum
and William S. Hart at the Vogue
Theatre, Hollywood. Savini and
Hart were friends of long standing.

"taken care of," as the quaint expression of the day had
It, was to "see that new young man at Dixie Films."
When they followed this advice, they found themselves confronted by an unsympathetic If not resentful
young man behind a desk too small for him at the film
exchange.
"Why," he was In the habit of replying to their approaches, "should I do anything for you? What have you
ever done for us? I can't find your name on any of our
books.
You've never done business with Dixie."
(Some thought It peculiar, too, that the summons for
license infractions seldom, If ever, were Issued against
regular customers of Fltchenberg's exchange.)
The upshot of such interviews inevitably was that Dixie
Films had Itself a new customer. This occurred often
enough to convince Fitchenbeg that he had a useful
hunk of manpower on the premises and he set about to
teach him the business in earnest.
How Savini happened to go to work for Fitchenberg
In the first place is a bit of a story, too. Among the
elder showman's New Orleans operations was a Canal
Street bright spot called Wonderland. The owner's
wife was counting and stacking pennies with which to
make change for the arcade's patrons one day when a
flirtatious young buck chucked her under the chin and,
{Continued nii page 6)

With Pat Starling and Sunset
Carson preparatory to starting
six new Westerns for Yucca
Pictures featuring Carson.
With Admiral
B y r d and
ton opening
of
"Withat Byrd
guest
Bosat the South

With Mrs. and
Harry Carey,
andPole."
Frances
Farmer at the
Carey ranch,
Sardis, Cal.

BOB

S
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50th

ANNIVERSARY

theatres and

(Continued from- page 5)
In the knowing jargon of the
day, gave her a look that meant
much and none of it any good.
Savini, a strapping youngster
who had been on his own since
leaving grammar school and
who In the course of
events had found it useful to
learn how to use his "dukes,"
remonstrated with the masher,
who unhesitatingly threw a
punch at the young defender
of womanhood.
With that, Savlnl is said to
have let loose his Sunday punch
and the chln-chucker stretched
himself out at the feet of the
diminutive but appreciative
lady's husband, who hired Sa-

Robert

M.

Savini

THESE pages are published in commemoration of and in tribute
to the fiftieth anniversary as a showman of a colorful veteran
of the industry — Robert M. Savini.
As these pages attest, the fifty years that Bob Savini has played
as a showman of many parts in this business have been adventuresome and fruitful. They have been particularly fruitful in that
requisite of a happy career — the building along the way of timetested friendships.
Bob Savini, always in the midst of varied and purposeful activities,
has been a very real friend to many, and many there are who have
cherished that friendship and in the natural order have returned
it many-fold.
At his significant anniversary occasion a legion of friends and
associates in the industry whose pathways through the years have
brought them In contact with Bob Savini now join in chorus in an
expression of hearty congratulations and good wishes to a forceful
and colorful personality of this colorful industry — Bob Savini.
—MARTIN OUIGLEY

know of Consolidated Film,
which operated an exchange in
Atlanta. Oldknow then bought
out E. T. Peters of Dallas and
San Antonio and all became

Debut at two
vini on the spot.
On the second floor above
the Wonderland arcade was
the Inevitable vacant space of
the period and, just as Inevitably, Itbecame an emporium
for the exhibition of the onereel films of the day. The general Idea was to avoid having
the space stand Idle, to lower
the nut for the arcade and,
maybe, to make a few bucks
from the passing fad — movies
— before the public tired of
them.
To the amazement of the
showmen of the day, films not
only increased In popularity but
soon were grossing enough for
the arcade operators to eye
the income with respect even
after the early ticket sellers
had palmed their cut.
This development had led
FItchenberg into distribution
and the founding of Dixie Films,
to which he sent our young
hero, Savini. They took to each
other and grew side by side.
Came the time when FItchenberg was ready to sell, hie
made a deal with William Old-

ing to deliver to him 2! reels
of film a week.
Powers was feuding with
Laemmle at the time but, unfortunately for Savlni's plans.

Consolidated Films Corp. Later he opened a Memphis office.
In the Dallas office there was
discovered an aggressive
young film manager out of
Erie, Pa., name of Ned E. Depinet. hie was brought Into
Atlanta where Consolidated set
up its headquarters.
Later, Oldknow sold to Carl
Laemmle. Depinet was moved
to New York as salesman for
Universal. Savini left Dixie and
joined Warner Brothers. It was
then about 1909. The Industry
was advancing from one and
two-reelers to three-reelers.
Change was the order of the

At 4. A job-hunter
day. Pat Powers was acquiring control of Warner Brothers. He sold Savini the franchises for New Orleans, Atlanta and Memphis, guarantee-

stores. Things

were going well until in 1926
a hurricane struck the Miami
area and wiped out the Savini
day.
tent shows and improved properties.
hie woke up broke the next
It was the era when motion
pictures, already a great Industry, were bent upon expansion

1951— With Dr. Teltelbaum and the
late Peter Shamray
In both production and exhibition, but especially In the latter. Over the years Savini had
befriended many, helped them
personally on the way up.
Some

of them were In important positions with the big expanding companies with home
offices In New York. Confident
that those he had helped would.
In turn, help him, Savini decided to go to New York and
make a new start.
To his surprise, but not to
Film veteran at 22
Laemmle and Powers made up
one night and, tipped off to
the development, Savini, who
knew Powers would liquidate
United Program Films and the
would be without weekly releases, hastily threw his United
Program Film Service into a
friendly receivership and lit out
for Atlanta, hie was soon back
In business there as Savini
Films, and operated out of the
Georgia capital many years.
Savini began to expand his
interests, adding road shows
and tent shows (carnivals)
which toured the southeast.
Among

his roadshows was the

Atlanta premiere of "Birth of
a Nation." The traveling operations took him to Miami, an
up and coming town at the
time, where he picked up some

his chagrin, no help was forthcoming from the old acquaintances Inhigh places. No one
had a job for Savini. The experience apparently did not
embitter him. He speaks of it
now without emotion, always
standing.
with a smile and with underHe was living at the Hotel
Astor the day he rented an office on 9th Avenue for his return to distribution, so It was
natural that he named his new
company Astor Pictures. He
specialized In three-reel Westerns, produced In Hollywood
by William Berke. They were
tailored to simulate feature
length films and were sold as
support for the main feature
and a substitute for a second
feature.
The new company prospered
for a time but eventually the
three-reelers lost out to im{Contmued on page 27)
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Robert M. Savini visiting
with Loretta Young on set
at Hollywood studio.

Highlights

from
Back

'Vfay
Vihen

Above, Savini with Ollie and
Jimmy Hodges, musical comedy performers and friends of
long
workedin
with standing.
Savini in The
roadtwoshows
the 1920s.

Savini with his mother, Mrs. C. W. Savini,
to whom he was especially devoted
throughout her lifetime. She entertained
many of his business friends at her home
in New Orleans and was widely known
to many in the industry in consequence.

Members of the Motion Picture Club of Atlanta as they
entertained for the "Little
Colonel," Henry B. Walthall,
prior to the Atlanta opening
of "Birth oF a Nation." Walthall is at center of head table,
Savini at extreme left, far side
of table, next to Wallace
Walthall, brother of Henry.
-Pi-.,
./L .

Active throughout his business career in many private and industry causes, Savini's friends
Dallas Variety Tent (above), entertain at a dinner in his honor in recognition of his help in
a success of the annual Turtle Derby staged by the Tent to raise funds for its principal
endeavor, the Boys' Ranch. Among those at table (Savini at head) are Louis Charninsky,
Bourgeois and the late John Jenkins.

M

of the One of the high points of Savini's business career was his
making work in re-selling "Hell's Angels" and other Howard Hughes'
charity productions earned him the title "Father of the Reissue."
O. K. He is shown above with campaign material for several of the
films he reintroduced to the market.
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Motion

HEN Bob Savini wants
to reminisce about his
long and colorful career
in the industry, he can draw on
his nnemory with amazing accuracy as to dates and places.
But just in case he wants to back
up his facts and figures, he keeps
manila folders, each bulging
with clippings, old contracts,
product announcements and miscellaneous documents that go
back to those frenzied days
when the industry was in its
toddling clothes. There also are
trade paper stories of his various
activities and newspaper features relating to his fabulous success in the field of reissues,

"Many long and lasting friendships were created by Bob
Savini through his more than
usual goodness to everyone. He
had no easy beginning but
through ability and determination gradually worked up to
what he is today. Beyond any
question of a doubt he was
the originator of reissues in our
industry." — C. G. EzELL.
which he is credited with having
originated.
Savini still gets a kick out of
a herald he put out in July,
I 922, under the banner of Savini
Films of Atlanta. To the first 50
small town exhibitors who responded to the ad, Bob offered
a contract for 52 five-reel programs, consisting of two-reel
Westerns, two-reel comedies,
one-reel Westerns and one-reel
comedies. The service cost $7 a
program with the privilege of
cancelling two pictures. In addition, each subscriber received
"free and without charge" each
week a "Pictorial Life" reel.
Even back In the I920's, Bob
realized there was a market for
reissues. He

managed

to ac-

quire 12 of Charles Chaplin's
1 most successful two-reelers and
did a landoffice business. Among
his souvenirs Is a letter from E.
J. Sparks, dated April 30, 1923,
who had contracted to play the
Chaplin classics for $50 each,
stating that he did such good

;
;
i

"I first knew Bob Savini as a
fugitive
from
New Orleans
(here in Dallas). No one in the
motion
picture
industry has
created more friends and good
will than Bob.
He has always
had a kindly and honest spirit
and a deep appreciation of the
work that has been accomplished bythe Variety Clubs,
and anything fine in our industry."—R. J. O'DONNELL.

Picture

TELLING

OH

A

FEVf

Sc^

By AL

business
with he"Easy
Street"
he thought
should
pay that
$60
instead of the contracted rental.
About the same time, Savini
acquired the reissue rights to
"The Heart of Texas Ryan," a
five-reeler starring Tom Mix. Bob
splashed the entire Southeast
with broadsides, heralds and letters, claiming that the picture
was
reputed
to be the
"best
Western
production
featuring
Tom Mix during the season of
And when It came to adjectives and superlatives. Bob could
1920."
put some of our present-day
press agents to shame. As the
saying goes, get a load of this
masterpiece paragraph from
"Booking Tips," which apparently was a combination trade
paper and house organ for
Savini product back In the
I920's:
"Nerves tingle In quivering
harmony with the emotional
thrill of 'The Great Reward.' An
action sizzler with a cyclonic
finish at each episode. It grips.
It thrills, it holds, it make sthem

"No finer person deserves the
applause of the motion picture
industry for his sincerity of purpose and interest in the industry. Bob Savini has made many
friends because of his forthrightness and his understanding
of his fellow man." — Nathan
D. Golden.
come

9

Daily

back, one smashing episode after another, trust, fear,

hope, terror follow In rapid succession so as to make the viewer
fiery hot and freezing cold In
rapid order. It stimulates. Invigorates and holds captive the
Interest." It came to "gimmicks"
to When
get business, Savini knew all
the angles. Bob kept a file of
mailing list cards which, once a
week, he would toss Into a hat,
shake them up and draw out a
card. The exhibitor's name on
the drawn card would get a onereel comedy free of charge.
Needless to say, every exhibitor
In the Atlanta territory wanted

STEEN

to be on Bob Savlnl's mailing list.
lookreveal
through
alsoA will
that Bob's
Savini folders
could
out-Barnum Barnum. The success
of "When Knighthood Was In
Flower" In 1922 was the springboard for an unidentified producer to bring out a travesty of
the picture under the title of
"When Knighthood Was In
Flour." In screening red type on
a mailing piece measuring 12 by
18 Inches, Savini boldly told exhibitors that this two-reeler

the boy had utilized two butter
tubs, some sewing machine cable
running to a small motor and a
shaft which had been squared
at one end to make an automatic drive for the projector.
The smaller tub ran faster and
was used for action pictures; the
larger ran slower for the more
emotional dramas. Bob was skeptical about its effectiveness, but
later he mentioned the contraption to the Powers projector
people and an engineer was sent
to look at the device. Eventually, Powers brought out a
motor-driven projector, but the
". . . In my humble opinion
Bob Savini has contributed as
much to the advancement of
motion pictures as any other
individual. He is the most
unselfish and loyal individual I
have ever met." — NoAH
TRICH.

DIE-

would "pay all of your 1923
taxes." He further claimed that

aurel experiment, as far as Savini knows, was the first power-

"I have known Bob Savini
nearly all of the 50 years (that
he has been active in the motion picture industry) and

projector anywhere.
Most people In the Industry
know of Savini's success In the
field of reissues, but the publlcat-large
didn't
know
about
until a staff
writer
on the
Newit

happy of the privilege of paying my respects to him on the
occasio
his golden
—
Ned n E.of Depine
t. jubilee."

It was a "heavy meal ticket for a
pace-setting theatre executive."
Savlnl's "memory books"
would be a gold mine of information for a person writing a
history of the industry. Some of
the Items and clippings probably are of Interest only to himself, but most of them have a
universal attraction.
One of the many stories written around him tells of a crude
experiment In motor-driven projectors. Ithappened 'way back
when a booth had only one
machine and between reels, the
operator threw on a slide saying, "One Moment Please" or
"Just a Moment While We
Change Reels." And the projectors were cranked with a handle. Bob once owned a theatre
In Laurel, Miss., and one evening
he was out front talking with
some friends. All of a sudden he
saw his 16-year-old projectionist
join the party on the sidewalk.
Savini did a double-take and
practically screamed, "Who's
running
projector?"
"It's the
motor
-driven," replied
the youth.
Bob choked back an impulsive
reply, swung around and made a
bee-line for the booth. He found

York "World-Telegram," Elliott
Arnold, wrote a feature story
about him titled, "Savini Finds
a Gold Mine in Movie Graveyard." Ittold of his experience
in
resurrecting
other
epics that"Scarface"
had been and
put
on the shelf and regarded dead
weight In the vaults. The story
was picked up by other newspapers throughout the country
and Bob has them all.
There are a lot of good books
In the libraries, but for an evening of sheer enjoyment Savlnl's memory folders have few
Incidentally, some of the nosequals.
talgic material is burned around
the edges, a reminder of a fire
that once swept Bob's exchange
In Atlanta. Maybe he lost some
things of more material Importance, but he managed to save
those books that have a sentimental value.

"Bob Savini and the late Mr.
Tony Sudekum, my father-inlaw, had been friends for years
(before I met Bob) and many
were the interesting accounts I
heard of their early association.
Mr. Bob is one of the kindest
and most thoughtful of men. I
have known the fine quality of
his friendship in sorrow and in
success." — Kermit G. Stengel.
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BOB SAVINI reintroduced Howard Hughes'
"Hell's Angels" (below) to the market and
garnered another $500,000 for it. That was the
beginning of the reissue practice.

ACTION

ASTOR Picl-ures, in Its long business life, has
handled films starring some of HoHvwood's
biggest names. A for-instance, "The Birth of
a Star,"
with Danny Kaye, distributed by
Astor
in 1945.

stories have formed a

large part of the product handled
by Astor. Above is a scene from
its current release, "Captain Scar-

face."

AT RIGHT, is a scene
from a current Astor
space epic, "CatWomen
of the Moon,"
with Sonny
Tufts,
Marie Windsor and
Victor Jory.

THIS SHOULD give you an idea of
how long Bing Crosby has been in
"Road" pictures. That's The Groaner on the podium above, enthralling
the dancers with his vocals. Astor
distributed it in the '30's under the
title of "The Road to Hollywood."

"SCARFACE"

was another of the box office hits

of the early '30s that Bob Savini acquired for redistribution after its first time around through
United Artists in 1932. Astor Pictures garnered
several hundred thousand dollars more for the film,
further establishing the values of reissue rights.

"TURN THE KEY SOFTLY" is a
J. Arthur Rank presentation currently released by Astor. It features Yvonne Mitchell, Terence
Morgan, Kathleen Harrison and
Joan Collins.

"SKY

DEVILS"

(above) was another of the

successful Astor reissues of the early I930's.
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'ROBOT MONSTER' pertains to the currently popular
science-fiction type of story. Produced by Al Zimbalist,
it was photographed in the True-Stereo process and features George Nader and Claudia Barrett. It typifies the
wide diversity of subject matter in the current Astor
Pictures offerings.
'RIDE A RECKLESS MILE' is a
W. R. Frank production starring
Dennis O'Keefe, Gail Russell, Ruth
Warrick and Charlotte Greenwood, with Henry Hull, John Hoyf,
Arthur Hunnicut, Clarence Muse.

'BORN TO THE SADDLE' Is a
color production by Hall Shelton. In the cast are Leif Erikson, Donald Woods, Chuck
Courtney and Rand Brooks.

'IT STARTED IN PARADISE" is a J. Arthur Rank
presentation with Jane Hylton, Ian Hunter, Terence Morgan, Muriel Pavlow and Martita Hunt,
in color by Technicolor. Fashion show sequences,
of which the above is a scene from one, should
prove popular with female audiences.

'LOVE ISLAND' offers a South
Seas romantic adventure tale in
Cinecolor. Featured are Eva Gabor, Paul Valentine, Malcolm Beggs.

'GIRL

ON THE RUN.' an exploitation feature of the traveling
carnivals, with Richard Coogan,
Rosemary Pettit, Frank Albertson
and Harry Bannister, and introducing Renee De Milo.
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IT has been our pleasure to
know and work with you for
the past 1 5 years . . . We love
you and are looking forward
to many more happy, healthy
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the Astor Family
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Savini

Get Together
When Good Fellows

Story

{Contimned from page 6)
proved short subjects, cartoons
and newsreels. Astor began to
specialize in exploitation features, which to this day are the
mainstay of its schedule.
One

of

Savini's typical

"Bob Savini is really one of
the pioneers in the motion picture business and he can take a
great deal of pride in the part
he has played in it. I first met
Bob when he became associated
with me 'way back in the very
early 1930s. From the beginning Ihad a high admiration
for his knowledge and his very
sound judgment. Bob is one of
the very few men In this industry
who is glad to acknowledge
when anyone has helped him
achieve success. He has no false
pride to weaken his character.
1 did not always follow his advice, and on several such occasions Ideeply regretted I had
not." — Earle W. Hammons.
strokes of shownnanship is responsible for a huge new source
of income for the industry.
He is the father of the reissue.
Some of the most profitable
distribution that Astor has engaged in, if not the most profitable, has been reissues. Notable among these were "Hell's
Angels," "Scarface," and other
Howard Hughes productions,
as well as "Rain," "Street
Scene" and "Let 'Em Have It."
Incidentally, Savini's handling of the Hughes' reissues
earned him the lasting respect
and friendship of the owner of
RKO Radio and the latter's associate, Noah Dietrich.
Savini likes to recall that his

Best

JFishes

50th

SAVINI'S

BOB

and

career in the industry afforded
him the opportunity of seeing
every major phase of development the modern film and theatre Industry has experienced.
He recalls the days when projection machines were operated
with acetylene lamps; when aspect ratios were determined by
holes cut In the tops of
grooved butter tub bottoms
with a motor and sewing machine belt, a device originated
by a forgotten exhibitor of
Laurel, Miss., and which became a forerunner of the

ANNIVERSARY

Bob Savini's Broadway Theatre in New Orleans 'way back in
1909 was really a "family theatre"— the Savini family, that is.
The names on the payroll were
as follows: Manager, Robert M.
Savini; operator, Emile Savini;
pianist, Vivian Savini; cashier,
Ruby Savini; doorman, Charles
W. Savini (Bob's father); singer,
Lolita Savini; public relations,
Alice Savini; electrician, Charles
A. Savini, and the owner was
Bob's mother, Matilda Savini.

motor-driven Powers projector.

"If Bob Savini hasn't kept
every nickel he ever earned, he
has certainly retained every

Among others whose early
careers in the industry Savini
recalls are Y. Frank Freeman,

friend he ever made. I'm probably one of his latter day

vice-president and head of the

things
himmean
but thing
I can't
think ofabout
a single
to

A

PHOTOSTAT PRINTS t
>1 WEST 4StH ST. N. Y. U, M. t. .\
^

-I

Salute!

Monty
Salmon.
isn't one."
say. There —just

Congratulations

6B, after Savini had called it
to the manufacturer's attention.
hie observed exhibition titans
such as S. A. Lynch, R. B.

Good

Luck

Cardinal

To

to

Films

Limited,

Toronto

BOB
Sincerest

BOB

Bob has countless friends all
over the Americas and Europe
and Is still adding to them.

Wilby and H. F. KIncey, and
E. V. Richards build their theatre empires in the South. He
was in the room when Adolph
Zukor paid Lynch $8,000,000
for the latter's Southern Enterprises.
"It has been most interesting
and reasonably profitable to
have known Bob all these years.
Your hard-boiled factual attitude towards things is greatly
admired by me. I hope that
you extend that 50 years into
more than anybody else ever
has."— R. B. WiLBY.

friends, since I've only known
him for a mere 30 years. It
would be fun to tell some nasty

Paramount Pictures studio, who
was an alumnus of Southern Enterprises, Atlanta, and Sam
Dembow,Corp.
head of Producers
Service

Savinis Ran Real
'Family' Theatre

Congratulations,

SAVINI
and

many

more

Anniversaries

Louis Scheingarten

WILLIAM
from.

M.

PIZOR

Manufacturer and distributor of a complete line of
MOTION PICTURE ADVERTISING ACCESSORIES
148 GREENE

STREET, NEW

YORK
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Doodle-Doo!

Motion

Picture

Daily does not resort to

that out-moded

journalistic

gimmick,

that editors

be selective

actually newsworthy.
Daily does not abuse

as to what

Motion

is

Picture

reader-confidence

"This Is An Exclusive Dispatch" in
clamorous imitation of the noisy fellow of the barnyard. We know that
readers are not interested in brash

by printing trivial "exclusives" to
serve only the purpose of a competitive cackle.

competitive crowing. We know that
readers do not want our concise and

We

well-written

is not

with

news

any such

Motion
Picture

irrelevant

picture

comprise

the

Daily

to know

that

stories interrupted

industry
readership

are not

commercial.
people
of

who

Motion

so naive

all newspapers

as not
of any

enterprise inevitably print a certain
number of exclusive stories. News
coverage,

intelligently

written

and

in-

telligently displayed, is the value-test
of a newspaper.

Trivial

"exclusives"

are a test only of a reader's
Motion

Picture

patience.

Daily s most

prized

asset is reader-confidence.

Main-

tenance of that

confidence

requires

believe, too, that reader-confidence

paper
hence

maintained

to

frequently
value

believe
save

news
With

a daily trade

in this field when stock headlines are repeated monotonously and

the news
We

in

bear little relation to

of the stories reported.

in brevity and

the

reader's

conciseness

time.

We

have

to print — not space to fill.
the

personnel

the largest national

and
and

i

facilities of
international

news-gathering organization in the industry at its disposal Motion Picture
Daily s news coverage, day by day, is
unexcelled.
FIRST

If it is NEWS

in Motion

Picture

you
Daily.

see it

MOTION

PICTURE

DAILY
VOL. 76.

NO. 43

Meeting

NEW
Drive-In

Today

To
NYC

Theatres

YORK,

Exhibits

Feature

Trade

U.S.A., TUESDAY,

Show

Is Dead

Funeral services were held here
Sunday at Riverside Memorial Chapel
for Louis Weinberg, Columbia sales
executive, who died suddenly at his
home in New
York last Saturday.
A veteran of
almost a halfcentury in mot i o n pictures,
"Uncle Lou,"
as he was aff e c t i o n ately known to
thousands,
] Ilined Columbia in 1928 in
the position he
held until his
Louis Weinberg
death. He entered the industry prior to World
(Continued on page 6)

Greene-Rouse
Deal

with

Under

Consent

CENTS

Decree

in Oct.

ELECT

VOGEL

HEAD

For

Plans

Executive,

Last

TEN

31, 1954

Allied

MILWAUKEE, Aug. 30.— Sixtyeight booths on the convention floor
of the Schroeder Hotel here, will comprise the Silver Anniversary Trade
Show to be held in conjunction with
Joining
Suit
national Allied's Silver Anniversary
Convention, scheduled for Oct. 12-14.
A feature of the trade show will be
Intervenors Set for
a post season drive-in exhibit, which
All Circuit Theatres
will include the latest developments in
large dimension projection for driveCircuit officials, independent ex- ins ; such as new ratio screens, lenses,
hibitors and exhibitor attorneys will sound and mixer amplifiers. Coming
at the close of the drive-in season, it
meet at the Loew's projection room gives
the exhibitor time to plan for
here this afternoon to discuss intervention in the current suit against changes in his operations next spring.
the New York City five per cent Vending arid other equipment and
services for drive-ins will also be feaadmission tax by the service corpora- tured.
tions of the local circuits on behalf
For conventional theatre operators
of all circuit theatres, Loew's attorney there will be new developments in new
Thomas Bress said here yesterday.
Lidividual theatre owners through- ratio screen projection, new seats,
out the city are invited to attend, vending and various other types of
Bress said, to discuss the possibility equipment and services on exhibition.
Edward E. Johnson is chairman for
(Continued on page 6)
the year book and exhibits for the
convention.
Lou Weinberg, CoL
Map

AUGUST

Sign

Small

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 30. — The
producer-director-writer team of Clarence Greene and Russell Rouse have
signed an exclusive deal with Edward
Small to produce a minimum of four
high-budgeted features a year for the
next three years.
Small will finance the pictures, for
which no release dates have been set
in advance. The deal does not affect Small's non-exclusive deal with
United Artists covering 18 features.

OF

LOEW^EATRES

New
Theatre Company* s Board Selects
Officers; Divorcement
in Effect Tonight

Joseph R. Vogel was elected president of the newly-organized Loew's
Theatres, Inc., yesterday, on the eve of tonight's effective date of the Loew's
divorcement plan separating the domestic Loev>''s theatre company from the
•
■
1
production - distribution comAlternative Scale
The election
pany.
of Vogel took
For Title Bout
place
first
boardat the
meeting
An adjusted scale, considered more
attractive by some television-equipped
of Loew's
Theatres. A meettheatres, has been offered by Theatre
ing of the board
Network Television for the Sept. 15
of
directorsInc.,
of
Loew's,
Marciano-Charles heavyweight title
bout, it was learned yesterday.
the production
The adjusted scale begins to deviate
and distribution
from the 50-50 division of the boxcompany, will
office take above the $3 per ticket net
Joseph R. Vogel
That
take placemorrow.tofigure charged for a ticket. The previous scale, as reported in Motion nieeting is scheduled to fill the vacancies created by the resignations from
Picture Daily, was a straight 50-50
Towering $135,000
percentage deal.
the board of Vogel and Leopold
Friedman, both of whom have taken
Adjusted Scale Outlined
For 'Egyptian' Here
positions with the theThe adjusted scale, it was learned, top executive
atre company and will serve on its
A towering $135,000 is estimated is as follows : tickets of $3 and under board of directors.
for the first week of "The Egyptian" call for a 50 per cent division with
on page
at the Roxy here, pacing Broadway TNT; tickets from $3 to $3.30 proOther (Continued
officers elected
by the
6) Loew's
grosses this week.
vide a revenue of $1.50 to TNT ; from
William Moclair, managing director $3.31 to $3.50, $1.60 goes to TNT;
of the theatre, called the $135,000 a from $3.50 to $4.00, $1.75 goes to NCA
Okays Federal
record box-office mark exceeded only TNT; and on tickets of $4 and over
$2 goes to TNT. All the figures Control Over Rentals
by At"The
the Robe."
Radio City Music Hall, a quoted are exclusive of the tax, it was
fine $167,000 is seen for the sixth stated.
special to THE DAILY
The general pattern of the scale, it
week of "Seven Brides for Seven
MINNEAPOLIS,
Aug. 30.— The
was
explained,
allows
the
theatre
to
Brothers,"
bringing onthepage
total6)gross of
(Continued
(Continued on page 6)
board of directors of North Central
Allied, meeting here today, unanirnously approved the resolution of national Allied calling for Federal legResumes
Dividends After 5 Years
islation regulating tlie distribution of
motion pictures. The vote of approval
followed a report from Benjamin N.
Berger, president of NCA and a reRank^s
Odeon
Continues
gional
vice-president,on who
(Continued
pagewas6) present

Strong

Fiscal
By PETER

Recovery
BURNUP

New

to Fruchtman;

to Retire
Mechanic
LONDON, Aug. 30.— Net profit of J. Arthur Rank's Odeon Theatres,
Ltd., parent company of his motion picture interests, for the fiscal year
tion.
BALTIMORE, Aug. 30.— One of
ended June 26 last amounted to £1,383,226 after deductions for depreciataxation and other adjustments.
Baltimore's
_ leading
Mor-of
ris Mechanic,
owner exhibitors,
and operator
The result compares with net profit
ties experienced by the Rank comthe
New
Theatre
here
for
the
past
25
panies in 1949.
for the preceding fiscal year of £1,463,395. (The pound is valued at $2.80
Gross profits of Odeon before de- years, and_ Jack Fruchtman, Maryductions amounted to £7,704,084 for the
at the official exchange rate.)
land exhibitor, announced jointly today that the latter will take over
The continued improvement in past fiscal year compared with £6,837,496 for the preceding year.
active operation of the New on a longOdeon's earnings made possible the
declaration of a 15 per cent dividend
The company's consolidated balance term basis effective Sept. 1.
At that time, in celebration of his
sheet will show a reduction in bank
(Continued on page 6)
on the company's ordinaries, the first
(Continued on page 6)
such dividend since the fiscal difficul-

Motion
Cinerama

Personal

Picture

Equipment

On

Overseas

Phase

Mention

Of

Operations

will return to
BERLIN
IRVING
York from Hollywood on
New
Thursday.
•
Eric Johnston, president of the
Motion Picture Association of America, is due to return to Washington,
D. C, today from the Coast. He
plans to fly to Europe tomorrow to
attend the Venice Fihn Festival, returnino- in about two
• weeks.

Seven tons of electronic equipment
will be loaded on a Pan-American
DC-4 Clipper here today. In 16 hours
upon arrival in London the international phase of Cinerama's experience
will start.
The plane contains a virtually complete Cinerama installation. By the
end of September, when the Cinerama
process celebrates its second birthday,
the London Casino Theatre will be
ready for the first showings of the
"This Is Cinerama" program in Europe.
Technicians of Robin International
Inc., the company that owns international exhibition rights, and Cinerama,
Inc., the manufacturers and owners of
all Cinerama equipment, have been at
work for three weeks readying the
theatre. Fifty major components, including the 65-foot-wide screen containing 1100 louvres, and the three
projectors with film magazines over
three times conventional size, will be
fitted into place.

Now

Cpl. George Gross, son of William Gross, Columbia Pictures salesman in Cleveland, will return on Saturday from France, where he has been
in the Ordnance Department since December.
•
Murray Silverstone, president of
20th Century - Fox's International
Corp., will return here today from
Europe aboard the "Cristoforo Co•
lombo."
Louis De Rocihemont, and Mrs.
De Rochemont will sail from New
Building Codes Revised
York for Europe today on the "MauChanges in London's building and
•
retania."
theatre codes were effected to accomHiller Innes, assistant to Russell
modate the demands of the film process. The three projection booths and
HoLMAN, Paramount Eastern production manager, returned to New York the size of the film reels have required revision of fire regulations for
yesterday from Hollywood.
•
conventional film presentations.
Pan American Airline officials arBernard Menschell, of the Manranged with Robin International to
chester Drive-in Theatre Corp., Bolton Notch, Conn., has returned there minimize the crating and disassembly
of the equipment. In addition to the
with his family from Cape Cod.
•
projectors and screen, special CineWalter Wanger, producer, and
rama sound equipment, including sixMrs. Wanger will return to New foot amplifier racks, a control console
for coordination of picture and sound,
York tomorrow from Europe.
•
all specialized rewinding, splicing and
equipment and spare parts
Alice Goodman, of the M-G-M checking
will be shipped.
Eastern story department,
has left
here for a vacation on Fire Island.
•
Greenthal to Handle
Robert Wilby, president of Wilby
Theatres, Atlanta, has left there with
Ad Series
Mrs. Wilby for a Caribbean cruise. 2nd Compo
The Monroe Greenthal Co. has been
Gregory Ratoff, producer, arrived chosen as the advertising agency to
here Sunday from England via handle the second series of 26 ads
B.O.A.C. "Monarch."
which COMPO will publish in "Editor & Publisher," it was announced
Foster M. Blake, Universal Pic- yesterday by Robert W. Coyne,
tures Western sales manager, will COMPO special counsel.
leave here today for Chicago.
The first group of 26 ads, the last
of which was published last week,
Billy Wilder, producer-director, was handled by Donahue & Coe under
will arrive here today from the an arrangement that called for the
Coast.
work to be rotated among the advertising agencies serving the industry.
The second series of COMPO ads
Dick Edge has resigned as the
Sweet Home (Ore.) manager for the will appear in "Editor & Publisher"
every other week, instead of weekly.
Jesse Jones circuit.
New

Para.

House

Organ

The first issue of "The Paramounteer," new Paramount Pictures house
organ, will make its appearance tomorrow. Vista Vision, Paramount's
new production and screen presentation process, and Irving Berlin's
"White Christmas," the first VistaVision production, are featured in articles in the first issue. "The Paramounteer" will be published monthly
by the company.

Mass

for

Veteran

Collins,

STIC
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Daily
Withdraws

Demands

Pay

in Mexico

Mexico's

Cinex

17 Columbia

Buys

Films

For World Booking
MEXICO CITY,_ Aug. 30.— Due to
the bi-annual revision of labor contracts between the National Cinespecial to THE DAILY
matographic Industry Workers UnMEXICO CITY, Aug. 30.— Cinex,
ion (STIC) and exhibitors and dis- the Mexican Government's company
tributors, ademand for higher wages for distribution of films abroad, has
by industry workers has been with- acquired 17 pictures that Columbia
drawn averting a strike against the Pictures International undertook to
130 theatres here and in the Mexican world-book for Mexican producers.
Among the 17, seven of which are
provinces.
Secretary General Salvador Car- completed and 10 are in production,
rillo of the STIC withdrew the unfeaturing "Cantinflas," Mexion's demand for a 24 per cent increase are films
ico's top moneymaking star.
in wages because of the proximity of
the revision of labor contracts on
$250,000 to Columbia
The deal was made for Columbia
Sept. 15 between the labor organization, exhibition and distribution.
by Joseph A. McConville and Lacy
W. Kastner. Representing Cinex,
Received 10% Hike in 1952
which paid Columbia $250,000 for the
It is expected that the matter of rights, were Eduardo Garduno and
higher wages will be a major feature Alfonso Pulido Islas. The Mexican
when the new contracts are to be ne- agency has already paid, it is reported,
gotiated. The last pay increase was $100,000 with the remainder to be
a 10 per cent hike in 1952.
The union had recently asked for paid within two years.
As part of the pact, Columbia cana 35 per cent increase, but in late
celled its arrangement with Posa
July reduced its demand to 24 per
cent. While the Federal Board of Films, producer of "Cantinflas" pictures. Posa is reported to have reConciliation and Arbitration was
funded to Columbia payments made
mulling the STIC demand, distributor on future product.
offices
per cent
of days.
Mexico's
theatres and
were97 closed
for six
Mexican
Pay Hikes
WOMPI
Elects at
Up Production Costs
MEXICO CITY, Aug. 30.— Pay
First Annual
Meet
increases which were recently granted
ATLANTA, Aug. 30.— The Wom- to players and technicians have inen of the Motion Picture Industry
creased production costs by an apelected new officers at their first anproximate 20,000 pesos, the Mexican
nual banquet which was held at the Producers Association has announced.
Atlanta Variety Club last week with
Prior to the devaluation of the peso
Mrs. Ann Aiken Patterson, former
the film producers republisher of the Southern film journal, on Aprilported, the19,
average cost of making a
The Weekly Film Review, attending film was 600,000 pesos or $69,770.
the dinner as guest of honor.
Now production costs per film are up
The newly elected officers of about 20,000 pesos or $1,600, the association stated.
WOMPI are: Mrs. Nell Allen,
president ; ' Mrs. Betty Rary, first
vice-president ; Mrs. Nell Middleton,
second vice-president ; Mrs. Lois
Cone, treasurer ; Miss Mildred Castleberry, recording secretary ; Mrs. NEW YORK THEATRES
tary.
Charline Jones, corresponding secreRADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Master of ceremonies at the banquet
Rockefeller Center
was Nat Williams, veteran Georgia
showman.
"SEVEN BRIDES FOR
Findley,

N.

England

Exhibitor, Retiring
HARTFORD, Aug. 30.— Mary
Jane Fox has leased the Strand Theatre, Mystic, Conn., effective Sept.
1, from John Findley, veteran operator of the independent theatre, who
is retiring.
Findley, also co-owner of two
Westerly, R. I. theatres, the Central
and United, will sell his interests in
these situations to Morris Pouzzner,
his partner.

SEVE
N BROTHERS
"
in CINEMASCOPE
starring
JANE POWELL - HOWARD KEEL
Color by ANSCO - An M-G-M Picture
and SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
— — WARNER BROS mat •>ia>^_____
KnGRKHRD^CMSilDEIIS
AND WarnerColor
REX
VIRGINU J GEORGE LAURENCE
HARRISON-MAYO'SANDERS-BARVEY

Director

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 30. — Requiem mass will be celebrated here
tomorrow for Lewis D. Collins, 56,'
veteran film director who died Friday
night of a heart attack. Collins, who
began his career at Universal in 1926
directing short subjects and Westerns,
is survived bv his widow, Alfa, two
sisters and a brother.

ers' 21
Broth
ck for
SchenSet
Fete
Nov.
HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 30. — The
previously announced fourth annual
Milestone Dinner of the Screen Producers' Guild which will honor industry pioneers Nicholas and Joseph
Schenck has been set for Nov. 21 at
the Statler Hotel here.

FILMACK
AlWAYS
eoool
AlWAYS

"for
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V 1327 S WikMk
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In
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Sheckman
171
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Daily

U.

K.

Controls
Theatres

LONDON, Aug. 27 (By Air
Mail). — Sol Sheckman, chairman and
governing director of Essoldo Circuit
(Control) Ltd., has bought a 65 per
cent interest in S. M. Associated

People

I. Gold, has been appointed advertising manager of
Filmack Trailer Co., Chicago. He
fills the position left vacant by the
I Colosseum to Meet Nov.19-20
recent promotion of Lou Kravitz to
The Colosseum of Motion Picture
Cinemas,in Ltd.,
latter's
65 vice-president in charge of sales.
Salesmen of America has voted to hold
theatres
Londonwith
and the
several
NorthGold, who already has assumed his
duties at Filmack, formerly was
its annual convention at the Drake
country industrial areas.
Sheckman now controls 171 thea- with the Brown Advertising Agency
Hotel, Chicago, Nov. 19-20.
tres, the largest independent circuit of Columbia, Mo. His duties will
in the country.
include editing the Filmack house
Purchase price is not revealed, but
Budd in Pa. State Post
it is known that the "S. M." circuit — organ, "Inspiration."
n
C. Robert Budd, Lykens theatre
a private company owned virtually in
owner-manager of Harrisburg, Pa.,
its entirety by Southan Morris — has
has been appointed Dauphin County
Clyde N. Moulin, general manaassets in excess of £2,500,000. Morger of Eastman Kodak Stores and
controller by Hon. John S. Fine,
ris,
it
is
announced,
will
remain
with
the company.
associated with the company for
Governor of the state. Budd will take Univ. to Have New
over his new duties tomorrow and will
nearly 50 years, will retire Jan. 1.
Walter C. Mosher, now manager of
serve until the first Monday of Jan- Minneapolis Building Ocean Documentary
Eastman Kodak Stores, Boston, will
uary, 1956.
MINNEAPOLIS, Aug. 30.—
succeed Moulin.
Ground was broken last week for a Set for D.C.A. Here
new building to house the Minneapolis
n
"Hunters of the Deep," full-length
L. & G. Hikes Admissions
branch of Universal Pictures, LeRoy
film portraying life and adventure
Miller,
branch
manager,
announced.
Lockwood & Gordon has increased
the sea, has been selected for
Harold Hecht, producer and coThe 50x150 structure will be one- under
the adult admission price from 70 to
showing at the current Edinburgh owner of Hecht-Lancaster, will arstory
in
height
on
the
front
and
two
80 cents for its first-run Norwalk stories in the rear with a parking Festival in Scotland as the outstandrive in New York from Hollywood
Drive-in, Norwalk, Conn. Drive-in area and loading facilities.
tonight to complete distribution and
ing
documentary
feature
of
the
comprices in the territory have ranged
ing year.
The new property is owned and the
from 60 to 70 cents.
promotion plans for "Vera Cruz."
Produced by Alan Dowling, "Hunt- He will be accompanied by Walter
building is being constructed by UniSeltzer, advertising-publicity direcversal and will replace the smaller
ers
of
the
Deep"
will
be
released
here
tor of the firm. Hecht will remain
quarters now occupied under lease a at the end of the year by Distributors
block to the north. Miller said that Corporation of America, the company here till Sept. 8 to supervise initial
Portland Theatre Suspends
announced last week by Fred J.
expects that the branch will move Schwartz.
filming of "Marty," on location in
ing.
Giving as her reason the insuffi- he
the Bronx, and then goes to Kenciency of top quality pictures available, about Feb. 1.
Airs. J. J. Parker, president of the
tucky where "The
Kentuckian,"
in
CinemaScope,
is being
filmed with
J. J. Parker Theatres, has announced
Burt Lancaster starring and direct'Duel*
the temporary closing of the United Wis. Allied Meets on
dles
l Han
Beze
, for
Selznick
Mich
In
Artists Theatre in Portland, Ore. Re- State Legislation
n
opening isexpected later this fall.
David O. Selznick's "Duel in the
MILWAUKEE, Aug. 30.— Mem- Sun" will be handled in the Michibers of Wisconsin Allied will meet
Joseph L. Mankiewicz will arrive
gan territory by Albert Dezel Pro- here today from Europe on the
at Wausau tomorrow to draft plans to
ductions, in accordance with a conHartford State Reopening
combat threatened state legislation entract just signed by Dezel and Budd "Cristoforo Colombo" to aid preparations for the world premiere of
ablingtaxes.
municipalities to enact* theatre Rogers, sales manager of Selznick
Connecticut's largest combination admission
his "The Barefoot Contessa" at the
Releasing Organization.
film-vaudeville theatre, the 4,200-seat
Several members of the legislature
State, Hartford, closed since last
The picture will open for an ex- Capitol Theatre here Sept. 29, for
have
already
indicated
they
may
initended run at the Broadway-Capitol the benefit of CARE.
spring, will resume weekend operatiate such legislation at the forthcom- Theatre, Detroit, on Sept. 16, daytions on Sept. 10, with Esther Wiling session and Allied plans to set up and-date with 31 Butterfield key Start 4 on Coast,
liams, MGM contract player, headlina campaign to oppose it.
theatres.
ing a stage revue.
Three Completed

\Roundu

p

Panorama Pictures' "Jesse James'
Women," which was produced by a
group of Mississippi theatre owners
headed by exhibitor A. L. Royal and
businessman Tom Garraway, will have
its vi'orld premiere at the Royal
Music Hall in Jackson, Miss., on
Thursday, it was announced here yesterday by William J. Heineman,
United Artists vice-president in
charge of distribution. U. A. will
distribute.
Leading state and city officials and
business leaders will participate in
the premiere activities.

Re-Equip Spokane House
Review
The Garland Theatre, leading suburban house of Spokane, Wash., will
be closed temporarily for the installaHell 36"
' tion of new equipment, including Cine- "Private
(Filmakers)
, mascope, wide-screen stereophonic
sound, foam rubber seats, and new IN ADDITION to being another film which has been fashioned from a
furnishings throughout. Reopening is
popular crime formula, Filmakers' "Private Hell 36" has the added drawscheduled for Sept. 3.
ing power of five top marquee names, Ida Ltipino, Steve Cochran, Howard
Dufif, Dean Jagger and Dorothy Malone, who turn in convincing performances. It has all of the ingredients essential to saleable stofies about police
officers who turn greedy at the sight of money and a beautiful woman.
Adorno Building Drive-in
A ready-made public, well indoctrinated into the ways of crime and police
Sal Adorno, Jr., building a drive-in detection, will enjoy this Filmakers production. It opens with a successful
theatre at Middletown, Conn., has dis- murder-burglary in New York and closes with an unsuccessful attempt by
closed plans for a penthouse-type pro- Cochran to kill his police partner. Duff, and keep the loot.
jection booth, atop the theatre's conA "hot" $50 bill turns up in a Los Angeles drug store robbery and
cession building. The concession building, measuring 80 by 65 feet, will con- detectives Cochran and Duff trace it to nightclub singer Miss Lupino. She
' tain refreshment stands, community can offer only a general description of the customer who gave it to her,
but the police captain, portrayed by Jagger, persuades her to help run down
; rooms and manager's office. The pro- the criminal. They haunt the local race track after more of the bills appear
' jection booth will measure 20 feet there. Miss Lupino finally spots her man, who races out of traffic along a
' square.
mountain road and is killed hurtling over an embankment.

Marvin

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 30.— Four
pictures were started during the past
week and three others were finished,
for a total of 35 pictures now in production.
Started were : "The Big Combo,"
Theodora,-Security Prods. (Allied
Artists) ; "Dance in the Sun," PaalArion. Prods., Klang Stereo ; Gevacolor (Independent) ; "Boulevard in
Paris," (CinemaScope, Technicolor,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayor) ; "Lady Godiva of Coventry," veTechnicolor
(Unirsal-Interna.tional )
Completed were : "Riot on Pier
Six ; (Columbia) ; "Crashout,"
(Filmakers) ; "Blue Horizons,"
mount).
Vista Vision, Technicolor ( P a r a Brewer
In Next

to Tell
Two

Plans

Weeks

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 30.— Having
returned from a vacation which he
Duff and Cochran find beside the criminal's body a tin box broken open,
his defeat in his camspilling money to the breeze. Cochran stuffs some of the money into his took following
; EPI Meeting in Chicago
paign for the lATSE presidency, Roy
pockets
while
Duf¥,
who
is
thinking
of
the
security
which
he
could
have
with
M. Brewer today said he would make
PHILADELPHIA, Aug. 30.—
Midwest area distributors for Exploi- his wife. Miss Malone, keeps silent. After much thought about the situation, a decision on his future plans within
Duff
decides
he
wants
to
tell
Jagger
about
the
money
which
Cochran
lifted
the next two weeks. He refused to
tation Productions, Inc., will meet in
Chicago tomorrow and Thursday to and Cochran pretends to agree with him. They go to their cache in trailer comment on a report that he was renumber 36. There Cochran attempts to kill his partner but in turn is killed
turning to the Allied Artists post
■| discuss plans for EPFs "Jamboree," by Jagger, who had followed both police officers when he learned about the
made in cooperation with the Boy
which he resigned to enter the race
against Richard F. Walsh for the
Scouts of America. Jack H. Harris, large amount of money missing from the tin box.
Running time, 81 minutes. General audience . classification. Release, in presidency of the union.
EPI sales manager, is now in Chicago for conferences with franchise September.
Walsh won the election by a vote
LESTER DINOFF of 798 to 408.
holders of the Midwest.

6

Motion

N.Y.C.

Tax

(Continued from page 1)
of their joining the plaintiffs in the
pending- suit against New York City.
The plaintiffs, who were awarded a
temporary injunction curbing the
city's
powerits tofive
collect
tax over
per the
cent amusement
limit, are
Century Theatres, RKO Theatres,
Loew's and Brandt Theatres.
Will Consider Cross-Motion
The exhibitor attorneys, who were
served last week with motion papers
for a summary judgment returnable on
Thursday in Queens County Court,
will discuss a cross-motion for summary judgment so that the suit can be
disposed of without trial.
The counsellors for the theatremen,
Bress stated, decided against the Independent Theatre Owners Association and the Metropolitan Motion
Picture Theatre Owners Association
intervention in the suit on behalf of
each organization's members. "The
situation may be jeopardized if the
groups intervene on behalf of all
members," he said.
Poster Offered
The exhibitors who attend the meeting will be given lobby display posters
and placards, Bress stated. The poster
and placard read : "To our patrons !
This theatre is fighting the 5% city
admission tax. Save your ticket stubs.
YouAlso
may mimeographed
be entitled to aforms
refund."asking
for intervention by all New York
City theatres will be passed out, Bress
said.
North Central Allied
(Continued from page 1)
at the White Sulphur Springs session
of Allied a week ago. Berger later
reported to a Twin Cities exhibitor
meeting.
He described proposed legislation
as "a public utilities measure which
would guarantee that every theatre in
the country can play the top pictures
on a live-and-let-live basis."
Criticizes Columbia, Warners

national Allied's
Berger said
interviewed sales exwhich that
committee
ecutives ofmajor distributors on sales
and percentage policies was very
much encouraged by the treatment received from most of the majors, particularly M-G-M and 20th CenturyFox. He criticized Columbia and
Warner Brothers, terming Columbia
"arrogant" in its claim that it was
not only entitled to the terms of 7030-10 with a 50 per cent minimum but
also to a share in concession profits.
Allied Meet in Des Moines
Pledges Fight on Taxes
DES MOINES, Aug. 30.— The Allied regional meeting at the Hotel
Fort Des Moines today unanimously
agreed to back the recently-formed.
Distributors Corporation of America
and to fight efforts to impose city
amusement taxes. The 50 persons
attending agreed to block attempts for
an Iowa enabling act at each local
level. The group condemned what it
called "phoney print shortages that are
being
used to high
set upfilm
illegal
clearances"
and attacked
rentals.
Three additional regional meetings
will be held in September to explore
further the tax and the distribution
issues. They will be Sept. 7 at Mason
City ; at Omaha on Sept. 9 and at
Parkston, S. D. Sept. 10.

Picture
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Tobor
(Republic)

the

Heads
Vogel
(Continued from page 1)

Great

Theatres board include : Friedman,
vice-president and treasurer ; Harold
should be intrigued by "Tobor the Great," J. Cleary, vice-president and compparticularly,
set,
younger
THE
a reasonably entertaining, standard-made production, the latest addition
troller ;Eugene Picker, vice-presito the science-fiction group of films. Other pictures of the type have been
well received ; there seems no reason why this Dudley Pictures production,
dent; John Murphy, vice-president;
directed by Lee Sholem, should not find an enthusiastic, albeit limited, Eliot Rosenthal, secretary ; Archio
Weltman, assistant secretary ; Leonard
audience. Richard Goldstone produced.
Pollack, assistant treasurer ; Matt J.
Tobor — tlie name is merely "robot" spelled backward — is a man-made Madden, assistant treasurer ; and
creature produced by Taylor Holmes, a scientist, for the purpose of operating
a space ship, thus removing the risk of sending human beings on the Jacob Stillman, assistant treasurer.
Executive Roster Unchanged
dangerous missions undertaken. Tobor is a mechanical giant of metal and
electronic impulses, and proves to possess such tremendous potentialities that
The executive line-up for the proa foreign power attempts to capture the secret of its construction and operaduction-distribution company, led by
tion.
Nicholas
M.
Schenck,
president, is
Besides the spy angle, the screenplay by Pliilip MacDonald has worked in
expected to remain relatively una love element between Karin Booth, the scientist's daughter, and Charles
changed, except for the retirement of
Drake, assistant to the scientist. When the spies fail to capture the secret
of Tobor by frontal attack, they try the different device of kidnapping the J. Robert Rubin, vice-president and
scientist and his grandson. But apparently the conspirators do not reckon with general counsel, previously disclosed.
Tobor. He turns on the villains with a vengeance. Billy Chapin plays the
The composition of the six-man
youngster in the film. One of the more interesting sequences occurs when Loew's Theatres board is Vogel,
Tobor suffers what is equivaknt to a nervous breakdown, and goes beserk Friedman and Cleary, in addition to
the three earlier announced governfor a fev^' moments.
Others in the cast include Lyle Talbot, Hal Baylor, Alan Reynolds, Norman
ment-approved directors as required
Shield and Helen Winston.
by the company's consent decree :
Running time, 77 minutes. General audience classification. For September Thomas J. Connellan, retired vicepresident of the National City Bank ;
release.
Thomas L. Norton, dean of the
Bernard M. Baruch School of BusiWeinberg
ness of the College of the City of
New York ; and Frank Pace, Jr.,
former Secretary of the Army and
(Continued
from
page
1)
'
now
executive vice-president of Genptia
'Egy
eral Dynamics.
(Continued
fromnpage 1)
ff

War I as manager of the Bunny and
Burland Theatres in New York. He
joined Fox Film in 1917 as a salesman, changing to Select Pictures before coming to Columbia.
for its fourth week. "Magnificent ObIn tribute to Weinberg's memory,
session" at Loew's State is expected
to hit a fine $27,000 for its fourth every Columbia employee in the comweek.
pany's offices the world around — about
15,000 in all — paused at work at 3
"The Barefoot Contessa" replaces P.M. yesterday.
"The Caine Mutiny" at the Capitol on
Surviving are his wife, Cora; a
Sept. 28. For its tenth week "The son, Arthur of Boston, Assistant
Caine Mutiny" expects a good $28,000.
General for Massa"Private Hell 36" will have its pre- U. S. Attorney
chuset s ; a daughter, Mrs. Bernard
miere at the Paramount on Friday as
Lovner of New York ; and five sis"KingoutRichard
and the fair
Crusaders"
ters, Mrs. Celia Picker, Mrs. Sam
bows
to an estimated
$35,000.
Goldstein, Mrs. Robert Lowenberg,
Mrs. Eva Goldfield and Mrs. Lillian
'Egyptian' Continues
Langley, all of this city.
Pickers Are Nephews
'Robe'
Outgrossing
"The Egyptian" continues to outAlso surviving are six nephews, all
gross "The Robe" in many first-run
situations throughout the country, field
known
in the motion picture indusreports disclosed yesterday.
try.
: Arnold Picker, viceOpening last Friday at the Fox president Theyof areUnited
Artists ; Leonard
Theatre, San Francisco, "The Egyp- Picker, attorney for United Artists ;
tian" grossed $7,700, shattering a recEugene Picker,
executive
Loew's ;
Theatres
; Sidney
Picker, for
producer
"The Robe."
set by Atlantic
of $6,200
ord
At the mark
Warner
Theatre,
City, Arnold Grant, attorney ; and Gene
"The Egyptian" in its initial three Grant, well-known artist.
days is doubling the mark set by the
first CinemaScope production, $13,200
to $6,500.

the picture at
Other films
include
Rivoliwaywhich

the theatre to $1,000,768.
doing well along Broad"Rear
V/indow"
at the
is forecast
to do $38,000

Fruchtman
(Continued from page 1)

Rank's

silver anniversary, Mechanic will divert his business interest along various other lines and to his extensive
realty holdings.
Fruchtman takes over the first-run,
downtown house, bringing with him
25 years of varied experience in the
motion picture industry as an exhibitor and in the distribution of films.
He began as an office boy with
Paramount Pictures in New York
City in 1929. In 1937 he went to
Paramount's Washington branch
where he remained until 1941. Thereafter he was with Universal Pictures
for a short period.
In 1940 he purchased his first theatre in Greenbelt, Md., and in succeeding years acquired his other theatres.

indebtedness during the year of £637,199 which with reductions achieved in
the four previous years makes a total
reduction of over £11,000,000 for the
five-year period.
In addition, £622,690 in loan capital
was repaid by Odeon in 1954. Also,
£1,000,000 was transferred from income account to general reserve.

Last to Separate Holdings
Loew's, the last of the productiondistribution companies which had to
separate its theatre holdings under
consent decrees, the first of which
went into effect in December of 1949
with the reorganization of Paramount,
deadline.
completed its divorcement by today's
In an announcement, the company
stated that ownership of the stock of
the present theatre subsidiaries will
remain with Loew's Inc. until the
stock of the new theatre holding company is distributed
the time
Loew'scomes
Inc.
stockholders.
When to the
for this distribution, it was added,
ample notice will be given to the
stockholders.
Bout Scale
(Continued from page 1)
keep more than 60 per cent of the take
on tickets above the $3 price.
TNT, in its last announcement, disclosed that a record number of 62
theatres has signed up for the bout.

Odeon
Earnings
(Continued from page 1)

Reflecting
the financial
community's
view
of the improved
situation,
Odeon
securities rose from 15 to 24 shillings
per share today, compared with the
year's low of 10 shillings. They were
at seven shillings three pence after the
1949 reversal.
The Gaumont British financial results were hardly less spectacular. The

group's trading profit with other subsidiaries, including the important Cinematelevision, Ltd., had net profit of
£753,742 after deductions for depreciation, taxation and other adjustments,
compared with £596,811 for the previous year. Profit before deductions
was £3,627,052, against £3,124,347.
G-B pays a 125/^ per cent dividend
on its ordinaries and Class A ordinaries against a seven and one-half per
cent dividend last year.
Rank's production and studio group,
namely, British & Dominions Films,
shows a reduction in net profit from
£129,056 to £100,539. The ordinary
dividend, however, is maintained at
five per cent.
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Expanding

Discloses

for

Mos.
Tells of

Market

Hope

1956;

3 Finished

By LESTER DINOFF
With three low cost films currently
completed and set for national release
before the end of 1954, Collier Young,
president of Filmakers, and Irving H.
Levin, president of Filmakers Releasing Organization, jointly announced here yesterday plans to produce and distribute an additional
seven pictures by 1956.
Young, who has charge of all Filmakers production, stated at a trade
press conference held at the United
Paramount Theatres home office projection room that "Private Hell 36,"
"Mad at the World" and "Crashout"
will be domestic releases by January
1. "Before the close of this year, we
will produce one more film and the
company has plans to produce six
pictures during 1955," he said.
Although not revealing what prop(Contimied on page 5)

By MURRAY HOROWITZ
Forty Italian films, 10 of exceptional merit, for the American market
over a 12-month period are foreseen
by Italo Gemini, a director of Italian
Films Export, who arrived here yesterday aboard the "Cristoforo Colombo" from Italy.
Gemini, interviewed at the IFE offices, was asked about the future of
IFE. He expressed hope that the
organization would continue to grow,
with the American people becoming
more appreciative of Italian films.
a V.-P.
Questioned concerning revenues Zimmerman
earned in the American market, he indicated through an interpreter that in Of Gregory-Goldman
his opinion no monies are being
(^Continued on page 4)
PHILADELPHIA, Aug. 31.— William Zimmerman, former vice-president and general counsel for RKO
Solve Impasse on
Radio Pictures, has been elected a
vice - president
Italian Permits
of GregoryEnterThe impasse over the division of Goldman prises,
Inc., by
Italian film permits was solved here the board of directors of the
yesterday at a foreign sales managers'
meeting of the Motion Pictuie Exi n d e p e n dport Association.
ent production
The solution was reached by grant- company, it was
ing Universal two additional permits, announced here
one coming from RKO Radio Pictures yesterday
and the other from the Italian gov- by William
ernment which boosted the number of
Goldman,
presi(Continued on page 4)
dent.
L. I., New

England

Hard Hit by Storm
Damage to theatres resulting
'from
yesterday's
reported
to havehurricane
been ex-is
tremely severe, particularly in
Suffolk and Nassau counties
and New England, where the
resultant loss and inconvenience
is said to have been greater
than in any storm since 1938.
Theatres were hardest hit by
interruption of electrical power
following breakage of wires, by
flooding of portions of their
prernises and by damage to advertising signs and marquees.
Incidentally, of course, attendance fell away to a minimum at practically all houses.
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Testimonial

of 10 Films

Films
To

in

YORK, U.S.A., WEDNESDAY,

Plan

$1,000,000

Tribute

Dinner

Israel
for

Bond

Balaban

Plans for a $1,000,000 Israel bond tribute to Barney Balaban, president
of dedicated
serviceat toa trade
B'nai
of Paramount Pictures, for his "35 years
disclosed
here yesterday
B'rith and to his fellow man" were
press
at theluncheon
Astor
Hotel.
The tribute,
S-W, Fabian Divest
Albany,

Troy

Houses

sponsored jointsentatives ofthe
film industry
ly by top repre-

special to THE DAILY
ALBANY, N. Y., Aug. 31.— Operation of Fabian's Grand here and
of the Stanley Warner Lincoln, Troy,
changes hands tomorrow when manager Paul Wallen takes over the
Grand on a 10-year lease and manager Joseph Stowell takes over the
Lincoln Theatre on a lease of similar
length.
Under the terms of the court approval to the purchase by Fabian
Theatres of a 26 per cent interest in
Stanley Warner, Fabian Theatres was
required to divest itself of a theatre in
Albany and S-W in Troy by Sept. 1.
The court's
consent onalso
the
(Continued
pagerequires
4)

- Astoria
26 at dorfthe
WalHotel here. Participation in the
tribute, it was explained, will be by
purchase of $1,000 in State of Israel
Development Bonds.
At the same time, it was disclosed
that Jack
Cohn, executive
dent of Columbia
Pictures,vice-presiand Si
(Continued on page 5)

AA's

Meeting

Emerling,

Oct.

Compo

Sales

In Chicago

15-17

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 31.— The
Allied Artists annual sales meeting
has been set for Chicago, Oct. 15-17,
according to Morey R. Goldstein, AA
vice-president and general sales man-

and the MetroCouncil
of B'nai politan
B'rith,
will be in the
form of amonial
testidinner
to be held Sept.
Barney Balaban

Golden

Press

on

Group

Ernest
Emerling
of Warner
Loew's BrothTheatres and Gil
Golden of
ers Pictures will serve on the COMPO
press relations committee, it was announced yesterday by Robert W.
Coyne, COMPO special counsel.
Harry Mandel, chairman of the
The meeting
place will be announced later.
ager.
press relations group, has named them
During the three-day session, to be as a special
copy committee
(Continued
on page 4) responattended by company representatives
Z i m m e r - Wm. Zimmerman from all over the country, concentration will be on selling and promotional
man will assume his new
Film Officials at
plans for "The Human Jungle," "Toposition immediately with duties em
night's the Night" and "The Bob
(Continued on page 5)
Savini Testimonial
Mkthias Story."
Top industry officials yesterday
joined in honoring Robert M.
PARAMOUNT
DIVISION
MANAGERS
Savini, president of Astor Pictures, who is marking his 50th
anniversary in the industry at a
START
3 -DAY
MEET
HERE
TODAY
testimonial luncheon held at the
Vesuvio Restaurant here.
mount pictures, will address one of
A three-day Paramount sales con- the sessions.
Among those at the luncheon
ference to be devoted principally to
in addition to trade press repreSchwalberg will deliver the meetsentatives were: Russell V.
Vista Vision and Irving Berlin's
keynote address this morning.
"White Christmas," will open this Other ing's
Downing,
Ned E. Depinet,
addresses will be made by E.
morning at the home office, with A.
Montague Salmon, Sam Dembow, Martin Quigley, Jacques
W. Schwalberg, president of Para- K. (Ted) O'Shea, distribution vicepresident, and Jerry Pickman, vicemount
Film
Distributing
Corp.,
preKopfstein, Al Young, Leon
siding.
president in charge of advertisingBamberger, Harold Wondsell,
The conference marks the midpoint publicity-exploitation, with the marWalter Titus, Harry Schroeder,
keting and merchandising of forthcomin "A. W. Schwalberg Anniversary
Jack
bins. Berkson and Bert Robing pictures as their topics. Oscar A.
Week,"
opening
Paramount's
40th
Morgan, sales manager in charge of
anniversary sales drive.
(Continued on page 5)
Barney Balaban, president of Para-
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Annual
Personal
Mention

A. McCarthy, Universal
FJ.
• Pictures Southern and Canadian
sales manager, is in Dallas from New
York.
•
Jay Bonafield, executive vicepresident of RKO Pathe and producer of Robert C. Ruark's "African
Adventure," will be interviewed here
tomorrow on the ABC radio program,
"Park Sheraton Luncheon With
Frank Farrell."
•

Walsh-O'Brien Talks
To Conclude Today
Exploratory conferences betwreen Tom O'Brien, general
secretary of the National Association of Theatrical and Kine
Employees of England, and
Richard Walsh, lATSE president, are expected to be concluded today with a "gentlemen's understanding" in effect
as to the future production of
films in England for television
use in the U. S.
O'Brien, who is planning to
return to England tonight after
a month's tour of this country,
said yesterday that "the talks
with Walsh are proceeding sat-

Jack Levine, son of Herman LeviNE, Stanley Warner real-estate
head in Philadelphia, who graduisfactorily."
ated from Temple University in June,
will enter the U. S. Army on Friday.
•
Forms
New
Firm for
Charles E. Skinner, executive
producer of Charles E. Skinner Pro- US-German
Trade
ductions, will leave New York today
for Detroit.
•
Munio Podhorzer, distributor of
Lawrence Lapidus, Stanley War- German-language films in the U. S.,
ner booker, and James Bracken, has formed United German Film EnInc. as an organization to
S-W contact manager, were in Al- look after terprises,
the American interests of
bany, N. Y., from New Haven.
a number of German and Austrian
•
production, distribution and export
John Calvocoressci, of the Com- companies, he announced yesterday.
munity Amusement Corp., Hartford,
The new company, of which Podhas returned there with his family
horzer is president, was formed to
from Bermuda.
•
"form a bridge between the re-born
Allen M. Widem, motion picture and rapidly expanding German film
industry and the American market
editor of the "Hartford Times," will which has yet to feel the impact of
return there from a New Hampshire
vacation on Sept. 7.
many of Germany's and Austria's out•
standing post-war productions," he
said.
Herman
Wobber, 20th CenturyFox Western division manager, was
Deals on Co-production Basis
in Portland, Ore., from San Francisco.
•
UGFE will negotiate co-production
Bert Gamble has been named man- arrangements between German and
interests in both the theatager of the Oriental Theatre, Ever- American
rical and TV fields, Podhorzer said.
green circuit house in Portland, Ore.
UGFE also will make distribution
deals for outstanding German and
Austrian box office attractions and
Brandt and Miller
will arrange for American re-makes
To Operate Palace
of certain German productions, he
STAMFORD, Conn., Aug. 31.— said.
Harry Brandt, president of Brandt
The new company will provide information concerning the German and
Theatres, in conjunction with New
York exhibitor Melvin Miller, has Austrian film industries which curassumed operational control of the
rently produce some 115 pictures in
2,000-seat Palace Theatre here from the two countries annually, Podhorzer
Mrs. Mary Vuono and her son, Wil- said.
liam, it was announced.
Will Also Sell for TV
Brandt and Miller, operators of the
Plaza and Ridgeway Theatres in
UGFE also will function as a proStamford, will completely refurbish
ducer's representative in the U. S. for
the Palace. They also recently ac- various German production affiliates
quired the 700-car Portland Drive-in and will undertake the sale of German
and Austrian features and shorts to
Theatre at Middletown, Conn.
television, he said.
M'G-M
Cartoon Staff
On Annual
Vacation
CULVER CITY, Aug. 31.— The
entire M-G-M cartoon staf¥ headed
by producer Fred Quimby has started
on annual vacations and will return
on Sept. 20.

VSIA

Picks

5 Films

For Edinburgh
Fete
WASHINGTON, Aug. 31. — Five
U. S. government films have been
selected for showing at the current
International Edinburgh Film Festival,
according to the U. S. Information
Agency today. Two of these will be
USIA cartoons.
Also to be shown at the festival are
the early motion pictures reconverted
to film from the Library of Congress
paper print collection by the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.
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Goldwyn

In UCLA

Gift

Competition

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 31. — An
award of $1,000 for the best creative
writing submitted in the Annual Campus Competition of the University of
California
in Los Angeles
has been estabby Samu e 1 lished
Goldwyn
and accepted by
the board of regents of UCLA,
it was today
a n nounced
by Chancellor
RAllen.
a y m o ndTheB.
award will be
presented each
Samuel Goldwyn
mendation
of
a
year upon comboard of judges consisting of Robert
E. Sherwood, playwright ; Prof. Kenneth Macgowan, of the theatre arts
department at UCLA, and the presidents of the Screen Writers Guild and
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences.
In 1953 the Samuel Goldwyn Foundation established a four-year scholarship at the UCLA medical school,
which awarded $2,000 annually to an
incoming student.
U.S,

Rights

Col.

Deal

Only

with

in

Cinex

A dispatch from Mexico City published in Motion Picture Daily yesterday conveyed the impression that
the reported sale by Columbia International to Cinex, the Mexican government's distribution company, of
certain rights to a number of Mexican pictures, was concerned with
Columbia's
world distribution of such
films.
A Columbia International spokesman said here yesterday that only the
United States rights to the films had
been sold to Cinex, with Columbia
International retaining all other world
distribution rights to the pictures, including those starring Posa Films'
star comedian "Cantinflas."
Fisher

Named

Odeon

Director, Rank V-P
TORONTO, Aug. 31.— Leonard W.
Brockington, president of Odeon Theatres (Canada) Ltd. and Odeon Theatres Ltd., has announced the appointment of Frank H. Fisher as a director
of both companies and the appointment of Fisher as a vice-president of
J. Arthur Rank Film Distributors
(Canada) Ltd.
Fisher since 1947 has been general
manager of the distribution companies
handling J. Arthur Rank films in Canada including Eagle-Lion Films of
Canada, Ltd., later changed to J. Arthur Rank Film Distributors.
'3 Hours'

Set for Globe

Legal

Steps

Outlined

By Loew's Attorney
In NYC
Tax Suit
Legal steps which will be taken by
New York City exhibitor attorneys
for intervention in the five per cent
admission tax suit against the city
were outlined yesterday afternoon by
Loew's Theatres' attorney Thomas
Bress at a strategy meeting of some
60 theatremen at Ljew's home office
])rojection room.
Bress, along with Harry Brandt,
president of the Independent Theatre
Owners Association, and Emanuel
Frisch, president of the Metropolitan
Motion Picture Theatre Association,
addressed the local theatremen and
circulated among them mimeographed
forms for intervention in the case.
Refund Cited as Possibility
The exhibitors at the meeting also
were presented with lobby and box
office posters and placards for display.
The posters direct theatre patrons to
save their ticket stubs as there may
be a refund pending determination of
the court hearing.
An interesting angle was injected
into the afternoon discussioiLs by an
operator of a theatre which uses
turnstiles, Bress stated. "Theatres
which allow patrons to enter via turnstiles should distribute some sort of
ticket evidencing the amount of tax
paid," he said. In case ,i refund is
in order, the theatre will Icnow what
amount is to be refunded by the ticket
which is submitted by the patron, he
said.
N.E.

Allied

Parley

Names

Chairmen

31.— and
Melvin
SafnerBOSTON,
of RhodeAug.
Island
Herbert
Brown of Greenfield, Mass., have
been selected as co-chairman of the
Independent Exhibitors of New England convention to be held at the
Hotel Bradford here on Dec. 7, it
was announced following a meeting
of the unit's board of directors.
Topics which were discussed during
the lENE board meeting were the
Allied film committee's
distribution
heads in Newmeeting
York, with
the
recent national Allied board meeting
in White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.,
plans for the coming December convention, and general industry problems.
Feldman

on Coast

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 31.— Charles
J. Feldman, vice-president and general
of Universal-International,manager
arrived here
today from Tokyo,
where
attended
the company's
Eastern hesales
conference.
He will Far
remain for several days at the studio before continuing to New York.

Broidy Off for Europe
Extra Holiday Show
Steve Broidy, president of Allied
"Three Hours to Kill," Columbia Technicolor drama starring Dana Artists, will leave here by plane toTo accommodate holiday audiences.
Andrews and Donna Reed and coRadio City Music Hall here will open
day for Monte Carlo, where he will
starring Dianne Foster, will have its attend the annual sales convention of
its doors at 7:45 A.M. on Labor Day,
New York premiere at the Globe Associated British-Pathe. He will
with extra performances of "Seven
return in 10 days.
Theatre here on Friday.
Brides for Seven Brothers" slated.
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Roundup

''Rogue Cop''
(M-C-M)

Theatremen to See 'Bull'
Fifty-four leading exhibition executives of the New York area, representing 23 circuits and major theatres,
have been invited by United Artists
to attend today's screening of "Sitting
Bull" in the Warner Brothers projection room. Among those expected to
attend are Joseph Vogel, George Skouras, Harry Kalmine, Fred Schwartz,
Sam and Harold Rinzler, Russell
Downing, William Moclair, Eugene
Picker, Sol Schwartz, Harry Brandt,
Robert Shapiro, Spyros Skouras, Jr.,
Abe Fabian, Walter Reade, Jr., Donald Rugoff and Irving Dollinger,
among others.
MGM Group to Rome
George Cukor, M-G-M director
whose next assignment will be "Bhowani Junction," which will be filmed
in Rome, will leave New York Sept.
12 for the Eternal City, to start preliminary work on the picture. Cukor's
departure will follow by two days that
of Gene Allen and George Huene,
cameramen, and Mel Ballerino,
M-G-M casting director.

'Duel' Openings This Week
David O. Selznick's "Duel in the
Sun" will open today at the Mayfair
Theatre here, tomorrow at the Knickerbocker, Nashville ; Paramount, Atlanta, and United Artists, San Francisco, and on Friday at the Warners
Downtown Wiltern, Hollywood. A
large group of drive-ins and satellite
dates will follow during the week of
Sept. 15.
Dr. Terman to Ampex Board
Dr. Frederick E. Terman, Dean of
School of Engineering, Stanford University, was elected to the board of
directors of the Ampex Corp., manufacturer of magnetic recording equipment, at the annual stockholders' meeting held in Redwood City, Cal. He
replaces Charles McSharry.

FLY B O A

OF THE AIR

Direct
New York • London
BRITISH OVERSEAS
AIRWAYS CORPORATION
Reservations through your travel agent
or call B.O.A.C. at 342 Madison Ave.,
New York 17. N. Y.. tel. MU 7-8900

People

Hollyzvood, Aug. 31

M-G-M's entry in the parade of pictures about jiolicemen sports a trio of
money names — Robert Taylor, Janet Leigh, George Raft — and tells a
sordid story badly. It is a story about a crooked cop, in contrast to the
steady flow of constructive films about honest police, and it contains items
of business, particularly with regard to the treatment of women, both by
the crooked cop and his racketeer bosses, that add nothing to the force of
the story and subtract a good deal from its general desirability as entertainment. The names figure to give the picture a stronger pull, sight unseen,
than is par for melodramas in kind, and the professional quality of the
production
in its
favor from
critics' or
point
of view.
But material,
it's decidedly
unpleasant is
stuff,
unrelieved
by the
humorous
other
offsetting
and
totally unsuitable for the young.
"Rogue Cop" is from a serial story and novel by William P. McGivern
which may have made a more useful point than Sydney Boehm got into his
screenplay. The picture opens on a 'phone booth murder of a shifty citizen
apparently engaged in collecting payment for a small packet of contraband
that looks like dope (but of course couldn't be, in view of the PCA seal on
the main title) and moves swiftly to the capture of the killer by the crooked
cop (a detective sergeant, no less) and his honest brother, a harness bull.
The genuinely dirty work begins a little later when a gangster played by
Raft (back on the wrong side of the law again, incidentally) tells Taylor,
the crooked cop, that he's got to persuade his brother, with $15,000, to pretend
he can't identify the killer. Taylor tries, but the brother refuses, and gets
killed for it. Then Taylor, who meanwhile has ignored all the efforts of
everybody on the right side of the law to make him see the folly of his
felonious ways and turn honest, goes after the murderer of his brother,
animated by revenge to perform a duty he's accustomed to defaulting for
pay, and bests him in a shootin' finish such as hasn't been seen since Bogart,
Cagney and Robinson played gangsters. Nearly everybody's dead when it's
over, but not the crooked cop. Looks, at the close, as though he'll live,
although nothing in the script has provided a reason for his having become
a crooked cop in the first place, nor an extenuation for anything crooked he
does in the picture.
Miss Leigh plays a relatively uncomplimentary role in straight-away fashion, and Raft lives up to his oldtime racketeering portrayal. Steve Forrest
is adequately honest-looking as the honest cop who gets knocked off, and
there'll be a good deal of writing done about Anne Francis' enactment of
a gangster's drunken mistress (the word is used in the dialogue), to whom
the production apportions a liberal share of the running time.
Nicholas Nayfack produced the picture and Roy Rowland gave it the
benefit of his extremely proficient direction. The veteran John Seitz' photographic wizardry makes it look better than it probably is.
Running time, 92 minutes. Adult audience classification. Release date
October 8.
WILLIAM R. WEAVER
Italian Films
( Continued from page 1 )

Italy Permits
(Continued from page 1)

drawn out of the American market
at this stage. He further indicated
that the monies earned by IFE have
been reinvested, thereby precluding
remittances.
The IFE board member, who is one
of Rome's leading exhibitors in addition to heading a film distributing
company, arrived in this country with
Dr. Giulio Andreotti, former Italian
undersecretary of state, and Dr.
Vinicio Delleani, general manager of
Rome's Cinecitta Film Studios.
Gemini, in response to a question
regarding Italian production, said that
Italy is producing more than 140
pictures per year. Of these, he went
on, there are
10 "very
the
American
market
and 30good"
others for
which

permits under the new Italian film
pact from 189 to 190.
At the same time, the meeting allocated among member MPEA com.panies exclusive of United Artists
and Allied Artists, 90 per cent of the
total licenses, namely 171. Permits
for United Artists and Allied .Artists, it was explained, are dealt with
individually as in former years. It
was further agreed that the balance
of 19 permits will be allocated not
later than May 1, 1955.
In a spirit of cooperation, it was
reported, RKO Radio yielded one permit while Universal pared dawn its
claim for 26 permits. The procurement of one additional permit from
the Italian government was negotiated in Rome by Eugene Van Dee,
MPEA representative in Italy, for
MPEA president Eric Johnston.

will be of interest to U. S. audiences.
ARISTOCRAT
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Sees 1,000 'Scope Houses
In reference to new techniques, he
forecast that there will be 1,000 CinemaScope equipped theatres in Italy
by the end of- the year in comparison
to the estimated 100 now so equipped.
He spoke enthusiastically about new
media, including CinemaScope and
VistaVision, but added that the last
word on new techniques has not yet
been had. Gemini added that in his
opinion the story rather than the system is what makes a good picture.
Gemini, who is also honorary president of the Italian General Association of Show Business, said that he
plans to be in New York about 10
days before returning to Italy.

Oscar W. Wieggel has been
named technical service supervisor
in the Midwestern sales division of
Eastman Kodak. In other appointments announced by Theodore F.
Pevear, Kodak general sales manager, Philip Sydney, who has been
a professional technical representative in the
company's
Northeastern sales
division,
has assumed
new
duties as fessional
manager
of Kodak's
sales studio,
and JohnproT.
Groet has been named manager of
the industrial studios in addition to
his present duties as manager of the
graphic arts studios.
n
Ava Gardner today will leave Santiago, Chile, for Buenos Aires, the
mid-point on her two-week promotion tour through South America for
her new film, "The Barefoot Contessa," in which she stars opposite
Humphrey Bogart. Miss Gardner,
who has already visited Lima, Peru,
on her tour, will also call at Montevideo and Rio de Janeiro.

Herman King, of King Brothers,
who recently toured the German
free zone, Italy, Denmark, Norway,
Sweden, France, England and Ireland, returned to New York yesterday on panied
theby his
"United
accommotherStates"
and nephew,
Lawrence Segal, who acted as official photographer for King Brothers
at the Berlin Film Festival.
n
Edward Lurie, veteran exploitation man, has been added to the exploitation staff of United Artists by
Francis M. Winikus, UA national director of advertising-publicity.
S-W, Fabian
(Continued from page 1)
divestiture of a Johnston, Pa.,
theatre by Fabian.
A telegram received here on Menday stated that the Department of
Justice had approved the leases to
Wallen and Stowell. It was reported
that both men, industry veterans, had
paid cash and also agreed to pay a
percentage of the weekly gross. The
houses, accommodating 1,550 and
1,000 respectively, will continue to be
first-runs.
Stanley
Warner inwill
haveandoneFabian
theatre still operating
Troy,
is left with two in Albany, the 3,650seat Palace and the smaller Leland.

Compo
Group
(Continued from page 1)
sible for the copy of the new series of
26 ads which COMPO will begin publishing shortly in "Editor & Publisher." They replace Harry Goldberg
and Oscar Doob, who will continue
as members of the main press relations
committee, Coyne said.
Golden and Emerling will meet
Sept. 8 in the COMPO offices here
with representatives of the Monroe
Greenthal Company, the advertising
agency that will handle the second
E. & P. series.

• Three Channel interlock projection
• IT'jmm & 35mni tape interlock
• 16mm interlock projection
CUTTING & EDITING ROOMS AVAILABLE
MOVIELAB THEATRE SERVICE, iNC
619 W.54th St., N.Y. 19, N.Y. . JUdson 6-0367
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{Continued from page 1)
Pre-Selling

erties are owned and ready for production, Young said that Filmakers
would like to produce at least one of
No More Tears for Judy —
their future films in Vista Vision and
is the title of a storj- written by that overseas production is being
Hedda Hopper about Judy Garland, considered.
No Outside Productions
the dancing and singing star of "A
Star Is tember
Born,"
appearing
in
the
Sepissue of
"Our general plans do not include
"W Oman's
the release of outside productions,"
Home CompanYoung said. "Filmakers has released
ion." "A Star Is
a few films in the past that other proBorn" will also
ducers have given us," he said. Hal
benefit from a
Chesters' "Crashout" is the only film
series of other
at present which Filmakers is disbreaks such as
tributing, the producer said.
k's"
Levin,
who
has charge of all Filo
o
b
"R e d
makers distribution, stated that the
August issue
color cover and
exhibitor guarantee plan, under which
a two-page perall of the organization's product is
sonality story.
distributed, is very successful.
This issue of
Notification Via Trade Ads
"Redbook" is
Judy
Garland
Filmakers notifies exhibitors by
virtually a sellout. "Seventrade ads that a property is available
teen" has a feature story and full-page for booking prior to the start of the
layout ; "Collier's" two-page story with film's production. Levin said. "Our
color camera photos ; "American Week- plan in contracting with an exhibitor
; "Pageant" even before a film is in production is
pictureonlayout
colorlayout
ly" full ge
Judy Garland; two-fold — it is a means of financing
four-pa
"Look" four-page picture story; the production and it helps feed prod"Vogue" full-page story with photos.
uct to the market," the executive said.
Newspapers in key cities across the
"If an exhibitor is interested in our
nation will carry many personality
of Judy Garland and newsstories on
breaks
the picture.
Balaban
"Life" in the current issue has a
composite photograph on the^ two{Continued from page 1)
showing "dumpage center spread
acan
du-dum-dum" Jack Webb as
H. Fabian, president of Stanley Wartor, director, part-time writer and
ner Theatres, will be hosts at a special
editor working on his Warner Bros, industry luncheon on Sept. 9 at the
"Dragnet." "Life" reports: Astor to plan for all out participation.
picture
" 'Dragnet is a tense, understated, Announcement of the luncheon was
run-through of a true-life crime, made yesterday by Samuel Markle,
and like the TV shows, will prob- New York attorney and chairman of
the Barney Balaban Tribute Comably be a howling• success."
mittee, and Al W. Schwalberg, viceParamount's "Sabrina" has been se- president of Paramount Film Distribfor
lected as the picture-of-the-month
uting Corp., and co-chairman of the
testimonial committee.
" magazine.
September by "Coronet
•
Besides Cohn and Fabian, other
members of the tribute dinner cabinet
"Seventeen" has an interesting
include: Robert Benjamin, Harry
personality story of Edmund Pur- Brandt, George F. Dembow, Emil
Prince"
dom, star of "The Student
Friedlander, Emanuel Frisch, William
and "The Egyptian," in the Sep- J. German, Leonard H. Goldenson,
tember issue. Three features: "The James R. Grainger, Harry Hershfield,
Vanishing Prairie," "VaUey of the Abe Lastfogel, Al Lichtman, Arthur
"Hobson's Choice" reKings"ceiveand
laudatory reviews in the issue. L. Mayer, Joseph J. Newman, Louis
Also in the September issue there Nizer, Charles L. O'Reilly, Walter
Reade, Jr., Samuel Rinzler, Herman
ad on Paramount's
is a striking
"Sabrina"
directed to the teen-age Robbins, Billy Rose, Samuel Rosen,
Manie Sacks, Adolph Schimel, Fred
readership of "Seventeen."
•
J. Schwartz, George Skouras, Spyros
P. Skouras, Solomon M. Strausberg,
"Redbook" selected MGM's "Briga- Michael Todd, Major Albert Warner
doon" as the Silver Cup Candidate for and Herbert J. Yates.
September. For the same issue Lloyd
Goal Set at $1,000,000
Shearer has written a very interesting personality story about Cyd CharMarkle, tribute chairman, told representatives ofthe trade press that the
isse, dancing star of "Brigadoon."
Cyd is quoted as saying, "Never de- testimonial committee had set a goal
flate your husband's ego." She is of $1,000,000 in State of Israel Bond
married to Tony Martin, who apparently has hit the marital jackpot. sales for the dinner. "This tribute,"
•
he continued, "will be a lasting tribute
to Barney Balaban in that it will play
"Cosmopolitan's" full color front a major role in helping Israel to decover for September is adorned by
velop her industry and agriculture and
Pier Angeli, whose next picture will to strengthen her vital economic debe "Two Girls from Bordeaux."
Louella Parsons selects in the
Meanwhile, it was announced that
fenses." of congratulations and greetmessages
same
issue:
"Valley
of
the
Kings"
as the best film of the month for
ings to Balaban have already arrived
September; "Sabrina," the best com- from President Ben-Zvi of Israel,
edy; "The Vanishing Prairie," the Governor Dewey, Senators Lehman
best documentary, and "On the and Ives, Mayor Wagner and notables
of the film, radio, TV and theatrical
Waterfront," the best melodrama.
WALTER HAAS worlds.
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Planned,

by

Filmakers

properties after reading synopses of stated. The picture will have its
the stories he could contract for the world
premiere at the Broadway
showcase on Friday.
product
on
a
percentage
basis,"
Levin
said. Filmakers received over 2,000
Levin cited some cities about
requests from theatres throughout the
the country, Yuma, Chicago,
U. S. for "Private Hell 36" and the
Salt Lake City and New York
company has contracted with about
where exhibitors have contract1,000 exhibitors, "who liked our ared to play& "Private
36."
"Balaban
Katz hasHell
assured
rangements," he said.
120 Days to Pay
us of playoff time in some of
their first-run and subsequent"We do not play favorites in awardrun houses," he said. The film
has been booked in Salt Lake
ing bookings. A circuit or an independent could get our commercial,
City in two situations, one of
which is a drive-in, he said.
highly exploitable product. If we enter into a contract with an exhibitor,
Levin said that "The Bigamist," the
a theatre has 120 days to pay for the first
Filmakers picture to be offered to
film," Levin said as he explained the exhibitors under their plan, has
company's method of booking product grossed some $700,000 during the past
and distribution. "Distribution of seven months and has had between
prints is handled in some cases by
Filmakers and in certain territories expect
5,000 to the
6,000film
U. toS. gross
bookings.
"We
$1,000,000
by franchised dealers," he said.
within the near future," he said. The
Opening at Paramount Friday
Canadian distribution of "The Bigamist" is being handled by Columbia
Much credit to the Filmakers suc- Pictures,
he said.
cess is due to Leonard H. Goldenson,
Says Bankers Are Watching
president of American BroadcastYoung, concluding the conference,
ing-Paramount Theatres, who induced
other major circuits about the U. S. revealed that the Chemical Bank &
to enter into agreements with us, Trust Co. is keenly watching Filmakers due to its arrangements with exLevin and Young stated. "Private
hibitors. "It seems that we may
Hell 36" is the first independent film
to ever open at the Paramount Thea- be establishing" some innovation in
tre here, we believe," the executives banking," he said.
Intermountain
Lauds

Meet

CinemaScope

Praise for CinemaScope and its introduction by 20th Century-Fox is
contained in a wire to Spyros Skouras,
company president,
from convention
the Fox Intermountain Theatres
in
Denver.
The circuit, headed by Frank H.
Ricketson, Jr., currently is celebrating its 25th anniversary and a conclave marking the event was held late
last week.

Para.

Meet

{Continued from page 1)
short subjects. Paramount News and
special features, who this year is
celebrating his 40th anniversary with
meeting.
the company, also will address the

Division managers in attendance
will include Howard G. Minsky, MidEast, Philadelphia ; Buck Stoner,
Central, Chicago ; A. M. Kane, South
Central, Dallas ; George A. Smith,
Western, Los Angeles, and Gordon
The wire to Skouras read : "To you
and your associates we send with all Lightstone, Canada, Toronto. Assistant division managers who will atthe force and enthusiasm at our comtend are : John G. Moore, Eastern,
mand our appreciation for Cinema- Boston ; Gordon Bradley, Southern,
Scope and the great array of Fox
Atlanta, and H. Neal East, Western,
product presently making our boxoffices hum. Without your courage, Los Angeles.
foresight and resourcefulness, our in- Home Office Executives Expected
dustry would have withered and died.
Also attending will be Hugh Owen,
We know this and so do our families
and loved ones.
executive
assistant sales
to O'Shea;
ney G. Deneau,
assistantSidto
"Therefore, we have resolved to
O'Shea;
Monroe
R.
Goodman,
execuaggressively and imaginatively hantive assistant to Schwalberg ; Sid
dle this superb flow of product in a Blumenstock, advertising manager ;
manner that will demonstrate tangibly
our gratitude and our responsibility to Herb Steinberg, national exploitation
manager, and Robert J. Rubin, assistant to Balaban.
you and to 20th Century-Fox."
It is expected that Balaban ; Adolph
Distributors Deny
Zukor, board chairman ; Paul Raibourn, vice-president ; Russell HolSmalley Trust Charge man, eastern production manager, and
other home office executives will atALBANY, N. Y., Aug. 31.— Gentend the luncheons to be held in coneral denials have been filed by dejunction with the meetings.
fendant distributors in the $250,000
treble damage anti-trust suit brought
by Smalley Theatres, Inc., and
Smalley Norwich Theatre Corp. Zimmerman
against Schine Chain Theatres, Inc.,
{Continued from page 1)
other Schine companies and distributors, involving the Smalley Norwich bracing business policy, administration
city.
Theatre and Schine's Colonia in that and production matters.
The directors of the company, which
The Schine companies were granted is to produce major motion pictures
another extension of time to file their and attractions for the stage, also
reply to the complaint registered by elected : William Lodermilk, treasurattorney Leonard L. Rosenthal of Aler ;Dorothy OIney, assistant treasurbany in U. S. District court at Utica
er ;Sam Levy, secretary ; A. Frederic
and Bernard Wolfman, ason behalf of the Smalley theatre cor- Leopoldsistant
secretaries.
porations.
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IT!

"I think it should be run in
every theatre equipped for
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Sound

and

— Lloyd Wineland, Sr., Wineland
CinemaScope."
Amusement Co., Washington, D. C.
STEREOPHONIC

"I would like to run this
film in each of my theatres
I Kvool, Standard
Theatres,
for our— Apatrons
to see."
Milwaukee, Wis.
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— R. L. Stanger, Windsor,
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Melnicker,

New

Firm

Loew's
Board

Artists

Groomed

As

Reagan
of

V-P

New
Balaban

Source
Sees

Includes
Rubin

Also

Charles M. Reagan, general sales
manager, was elected a vice-president
of Loew's Inc. and a member of the
board of directors at a meeting here
yesterday, marking the first day of
operation of Loew's, Inc. as a separate distribution-production company
in accordance with the consent decree
requiring the divorcement of its theatres.
The board, at the same time,
elected company attorney Benjamin Melniker as a director.
. Reagan and Melniker replace
Joseph R Vogel and Leopold
Friedman, who resigned as directors to head up the new theatre company.

Upturn

The motion picture business "is on
the threshold of a new upturn," Barney
Balaban, president of Paramount Pictures, said yesterday in an address at
the opening of a three-day sales conference at the home office.
Balaban said the present high industry prosperity and the even more
auspicious days he sees ahead are
wedded to Hollywood's new attitude
that "everything will be added to a
picture that will help make it a good

$15,000,000
Loan

for

Col.

Eady

Dispute

special to The Daily
LONDON, Sept. 1.— Subject to the
ratification of the Cinematographers
Exhibitors Association at next
Wednesday's general council meeting,
the Eady dispute was settled at toindustry meeting.
The day's
settlement
took the form of increasing the levy of two shillings and
seven pence per seat by one farthing
(Continued oh page 6)

Says

Wilder

Projects

Top

More

Deals

for

F. Rodger s to Be

Like

Nine

Films
Wyler,

Features

Distribution

Huston,
Coming;

Consultant

Continued expansion of the quality production program of Allied Artists,
' AA here
alongton and
theBilly
lines Wilder
established
company's
William
Wyler,
JohnBroidy,
Huspresiden
t.
deals,with
was the
forecast
yesterday
by Steve
In line with the expansion program,
Broidytion ofalso
acquisithe announced
services ofAA's
William
F.
Rodgers, former vice-president and director of Loew's Inc., now president
of Amalgamated Pictures. Rodgers
will act as a consultant and advisor
on
said.AA's distribution problems, Broidy
Speaking at a trade press
luncheon here, Broidy voiced

Balaban said that among the factors
picture."
that
keep Paramount's
star careful
rising
are will
VistaVision,
continued
W. F. Rodgers
Rodgers

Steve Broidy
Sees

Big

his conviction that AA's overall expansion program should
be a "great contribution to the
cries and complaints of exhibitor groups" for more quality
pictures. He then went on to
outline the specific projects of
Wyler, Huston and Wilder.

Wyler's first production will star
Gary Cooper in a picture to be made
The likelihood of Allied Artists ex- by Cooper's independent production
with AA acting as worldIjanding along the same lines as the company
wide distributor. Huston, he con"original"
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
was
tinued, has concluded arrangements
Up Loew's Quarterly
seen here yesterday by William F. with Humphrey Bogart to star in
Dividend to 25 Cents
Rodgers, whose appointment as dis- "The Man Who Would Be King,"
tribution adviser and consultant for
An increase in Loew's Inc., quarterly dividend from 20 to 25 cents was AA was announced yesterday.
based
on Rudyard
Negotiations
with two Kipling's
other top story.
stars
Rodgers,
speaking
at
an
AA
press
voted
here
yesterday
by
the
Loew's
for
the
Huston
production
are
schedboard of directors, meeting on the luncheon, said the present production
uled to be concluded shortly, he went
first day of the separation of Loew's plans of AA were similar to those on, adding that Huston will start proTheatres from the distribution-produc- of L. B. Mayer in "the original
duction on the picture
about 6)the first
tion company.
(Co)itinHed
on page
days of M-G-M." Rodgers, at the
The dividend is payable Sept. 30 to same time made it clear that his as(Continucd on page 6)
stockholders of record Sept. 24.
Fox Foreign Gross

Columbia Pictures announced yesterday the completion of a new fiveyear term loan of $15,000,000 at 3>4
per cent, negotiated with berge Semenenko, senior vice-president of the
First National Bank of Boston.
The proceeds of the new loan will
be used to pay off the existing 3^2
per cent loan of $9,000,000. The balance of the funds will be used by
Columbia to take care of its expanded Operations
production and distribution require(Coiiliiiiicd on page 6)
Settlement

of

Broidy
W.

New

planning to make certain that each
picture gets top consideration, tlie
spending of money properly and
Also elected a vice-president of wisely and continued close coordination between the sales and advertisingLoew's Inc. was comptroller Jesse publicity
departments.
(Continued on page 6)
"But most important to our good
reputation,"
he addedon "is
the 3)fact that
(Contimied
page
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Meeting
Allied

See

SEPTEMBER

New

Potential

in A-A

To

Resuming

England

Theatres

Hit

Gain

$2,000,000

Twentieth Century-Fox's foreign
gross at the end of 1954 will be about

$2,000,000 despite
higher athan
year'sin
$38,353,000
sharp last
setback
the English market, Murray SilverHard
By
Tues.
Hurricane
stone, president of 20th-Fox International Corp., said yesterday at a trade
Theatres in the path of Hurricane Carol were severely hit, particularly in press conference at the home office.
Providence, R. I., and Boston where the loss and inconvenience is said to
Silverstone, who has been abroad
have been greater than in any storm ever felt in New England and on since June visiting in England,
France, Germany, Israel, Greece and
Long Island.
All theatres in Providence, the reported that the New England house, the Scandinavian nations on CinemaLoew's RKO Albee and Comerford the only one in the circuit to have Scope's progress, stated that "this
been damaged, closed its doors because
Circuit's Majestic, were reported yes- of power failure in the city and flood year's foreign gross will set a record
high which will be topped by trementerday
by
circuit
officials
as
"recuperating from too much water and power waters which swept into the theatre.
dous business
for 1955."
Income
for foreseen
20th-Fox
Harry Mandel, national director of
(Continued
on pagein 3)England
(Continued on page 3)
John Murphy, Loew's vice-president,
failure."
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Motion
TOA

Picture

Welcomes

Personal
DCA's
Mention
TAMES A. MULVEY, president of
" Samuel Goldwyn Productions, is
expected to return to New York over
the weekend from • the Coast.
Tom O'Brien, M. P., general secretary of the National Association of
Theatrical and Kine Employees, left
here for England yesterday via
B.O.A.C. Monarch.
•
Lew Schreiber, executive manager
of the 20th Century-Fox studios, and
Mrs. Schreiber, left here yesterday
the "He de France" for Engaboard
land.
•
Albert E., Sindlinger, president of
Sindlinger & Co., analysts, has left
Ridley Park, Pa., for Lake of the
Ozarks, Mo.

Arrival

Congratulations and encouragement
on behalf of Theatre Owners of
America to the newly-formed Distribution Corporation of America was
offered here yesterday by Walter
Reade, Jr., president of TOA.
In a letter addressed to DCA president Fred J. Schwartz, Reade spoke
of the "shortage" of product and
DCA's plans which would ease the
situation. Continued Reade : "I wish
to assure you personally of every bit
of cooperation and to advise you that
the general membership of the Theatre Owners of America are anxious
to be helpful and to encourage you in
the kind of productions you have anMeanwhile, it was announced that
nounced."
Schwartz left for Hollywood yesterday to aid in the negotiations for the
stars of "The Survivors," a DCA
planned release.

of
John C. Flinn, Allied Artists ad- Costa Winner
vertising-publicity manager, is scheduled to leave here for the Coast today. S-W 'Fabian' Contest
•
NEWARK, N. J., Sept. 1.— Frank
Merrill Ballerino, casting director Costa, manager of the Warner Theatre in Ridgewood, N. J., was selected
for M-G-M, left New York yesterday for London by •B.O.A.C. Monarch. as the first prize winner for the month
of July in the "Fabian's Fabulous
Forty" national manager's contest, it
Will J. Conner, executive vice- was
announced here yesterday by
president of Hamrick Theatres, Sethere.
from
Ore.,
attle, isin Portland,
Stanley Warner's New Jersey man•
ager Frank J. Damis.
Among
Costa's special promotional
Maurice Bergman, Universal Eastern studio representative, is back in activities was included home airconditioners awarded 'to patrons, counNew York from a European trip.
•
try store nights, free ice cream for the
kiddies each week and a local art
Elizabeth Taylor left here yester- exhibit in the lobby.
day for London via B.O.A.C.
Second and third prizes were
awarded to Al Barilla and Adolph
Martha Hyer, featured player in Finkelstein, respectively. Equal
"Sabrina," will arrive here next Mon- awards for fourth, .fifth and sixth
day from Hollywood.
place were shared by managers Fred
Dressel, ^ Capitol, Newark ; Andy
Garofalo, Royal, Bloomfield ; and
Coast Bank Sues on
Bernie Silverman, Branford, Newark.

'The
To
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Animal

Start

World'

at WB

O'Brien

and

Now

Reach
I-IOLLYWOOD, Sept. 1. — With Walsh
the return of Irwin Allen from New
York today, the producer and his
Windsor Productions Co. will move to
Warner Bros, studios tomorrow to
greement
begin production of "The Animal AComplete
understanding in regard to
World," to be presented by Warners.
In New York, Allen met with Ben labor union problems involved in fuKalmenson and Mort Blumenstock,
ture production of films in Great Britain for television and motion picture
Warner Bros. vice-presidents in
charge of distribution and of adver- theatre use in America has been
tising and publicity, respectively, to reached here following two days of
map advance sales and exploitation conferences between lATSE president
plans for the production. The unique Richard Walsh, and Tom O'Brien,
approach to pre-selling will result, general secretary of the National AsAllen said, in the production being
sociation ofTheatrical and Kine Emshaped
to a great extent to the policies
ployes, O'Brien stated here yesterday
ing.
arrived at during the New York meet- prior to his departure for England.
"Walsh and I have reached an
"The Animal World" will be filmed agreement in principle on the film proin all parts of the globe. A feature
duction problems," O'Brien said. The
length, documentary production, sched- lATSE head will leave for Los Anuled for wide-screen filming in color,
geles "within a fortnight" to inform
it will trace the development of ani- the Hollywood Film Council of the
mal life from the time of creation to progress made in the talks and later
O'Brien month he will go to England
the world of today. Naturalist pho- on in the said.
to
meet with British labor officials,
tographers throughout the world will
shoot footage for the picture.
Allen, who last year won an AcadSees 'Difficulties Over'
emy Award for writing and producing
The
immediate difficulties concern"The Sea Around Us," has been
ing television and feature film producpreparing
Animal World" for
the
past 10 "The
months.
tion problems
are executive
"over and stated.
removed,"
the British
labor
"My talks with Walsh were highly
satisfactory and we both agreed that
Detroit Peeps at
some sort of an international labor
'Naked' Premiere
council between Great Britain and

America should be formulated to handle future problems on an individual
DETROIT, Sept. 1. — "Naked
Alibi," new U-I film starring Sterling
Hayden and Gloria Grahame, will basis,
GreatO'Brien
Britain said.
and America have two
have its world premiere at the Broad- choices in this matter — to reach agreeway-Capitol Theatre here tomorrow,
ment on a voluntary basis where mulaunching more than 50 pre-release
tual problems could be discussed or
openings in the Detroit territory.
have the individual governments step
A feature of the territorial saturation promotion campaign has been the in and impose conditions and regulations,
O'Brien matter
stated. will
Future
participation of Peggy Burke, stand-in
sions
on this
takediscusplace
for Gloria Grahame, who had been in
when
Walsh
meets
with
English
labor
Detroit for several days for television officials, he said.
and radio appearances and for participation in a series of promotional
Expects 2-Way Pact
'Joan of Arc' Loan
events including a Gloria Grahame
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 1. — The 'High' Take Is
Some
practical pact concerning the
$2,041
Security First National Bank has
look-alike contest sponsored by tele- present problems will be worked out,
vision station WXYZ-TV. Miss O'Brien said, prior to the beginning
filed foreclosure action in Superior On Stormy First Day
Burke
is
currently visiting a series of of commercial television in Great BriDespite
the
hurricane
which
lashed
Court against "Joan of Arc," produced by Walter Wanger with Ligrid New York and the East ;gene rally on Butterfield Circuit towns to aid in
tain next year. The agreement will
their promotional campaigns on
Bergman as star and released by
work
both ways — U.S. produced films
Monday
evening,
and grossed
Dry," "Naked AHbi."
RKO Radio in 1947, charging $1,463,- the
J. Arthur
Rank"High
comedy,
will be presented on British television
000 unpaid on a $3,487,000 loan made $2,041 at its American premiere at
The premiere and territorial pre- and British produced films will conrelease has been backed by Universal
to Sierra Pictures, under whose ban- the Sutton Theatre here. Universal
tinue to be exhibited here in the U.S.,
ner the film was made. The bank seeks Pictures, the distributor, reports this with an integrated television, radio he said.
and newspaper advertising campaign.
all rights to the film. It named as dean opening day's record for the
fendants persons having an interest in as
house. The premiere was held as a
National Openings
picture, including RKO, Wanger and benefit for the Caledonian Hospital of
Miss Bergman, Sierra, Pathe Indus- Brooklyn.
Many
Prizes Donated
tries, First National Bank of Boston,
"High and Dry" stars Paul Douglas For Film Golf Event
Maxwell Anderson, David O. Selz- with an otherwise all-English cast.
Set for 'Suddenly'
A coast-to-coast kick-off for "Sudnick. Consolidated Film Industries
Cups, trophies and prizes, donated
which stars Frank Sinatra,
and DeLuxe Laboratories.
by industry organizations, will be will get denly,"
under way this month with
Nassours
to Produce
awarded to winners of the entertain- key territorial premieres beginning
ment industry golf tournament spon- Sept. 16, it was announced yesterday
Canada Industry Deaths
Feature in Yugoslavia
sored by the New York Variety Club
by William J. Heineman, vice-president
OTTAWA, Sept. 1.— Two industry
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 1.— William at Vernon Hills Country Club, in charge of distribution for United
members of this city have died. Cor- and Edward Nassour, producers, have Tuckahoe, N. Y., Sept. 16.
Artists.
Among the companies which have
The Robert Bassler production will
nelius Joseph O'Connell, 52, manager completed arrangements for the proof the Eastview Theatre, dropped dead
duction in Zagreb, Yugoslavia, of a donated awards are : William German,
while attending the Central Canada feature, "Lum and Abner Abroad," Inc. ; Paramount Pictures ; Universal open Sept. 16 at Loew's State. Cleveland, and Loew's theatres in Houston
Exhibition there.
and three pilot telefilms starring Nor- Pictures ; United Artists ; Coca Cola ; and Syracuse, followed the next day
James P. Doyle, 77, a charter mem- ris Gof? and Chester Lauck, 'veteran Broadcast Music, Inc. ; National by openings at the Wisconsin Theatre,
of Ottawa Local No. 95, lATSE, radio team. James V. Kern will direct Screen Service ; Film Daily ; RandMilwaukee,
Rochester,
died after a short illness. He had both feature and telefilms, using the force Theatres ; Radio & Television N.
Y. Thereand
willLoew's,
be openings
Sept.
worked at many theatres until a few facilities of Jadran Films, Yugoslav Daily ; Warner Brothers, and Unity 23 at the Circle, Indianapolis, and
years ago.
company, starting Sept. 10.
Films.
Sept. 29 at the Fox, Phoenix, Ariz.
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Expects

25

Picture

CinemaScope

(ConfiiiHcd from page 1)
this year will be lower than the 1953
income mainly because of the small
number of theatres equipped for CinemaScope and stereophonic sound, Silverstone said. "However, the 12month period beginning with November should increase company earnings
by SSYj per cent because a vast percentage of 600 orders on hand for
CinemaScope equipment will be
filled," he said. As of last week, 575
theatres, including the J. Arthur Rank
circuit, were equipped for CinemaScope.
CinemaScope equipment is slowly
being delivered to English exhibitors
by Western Electric, whose basic projection equipment is in use in the
majority of British theatres, Silverstone said. "Once all orders are filled,
20th-Fox will have its biggest income
from England since 1947," he predicted.

3
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Features
in Europe
by '55
A minimum of 25 CinemaScope productions will be made during the com20th-Fox to Mark
ing year by independent European
producers, Joseph H. Moskowitz,
'Scope Anniversary
20th Century-Fox vice-president and
Tvirentieth Century - Fox will
Eastern studio representative, stated
celebrate the first anniversary
here yesterday following his return
from a five-week visit on the Conof
introduction
withCinemascope's
a series of special
events
tinent.
and
an
advertising
and
publicity
European producers have expressed
campaign which is to begin on
tremendous interest in CinemaScope
or about Sept. 16.
and most of the aggressive ones wish
to produce films for local and world
consumption,
Moskowitz
stated.
ever, even though
more
and "Howmore become financially interested in the
films are being produced in Europe production, Moskowitz stated.
each year, there is a definite lack of
At present 20th-Fox is financially
story material, especially in Ger- interested, in part, in six films which
many," the 20th-Fox executive said. independent producers are preparing
Moskowitz said that many produc- in CinemaScope for exhibition. They
ers want to utilize CinemaScope for
are : "The Black Knight," "Long
local productions due to the increas- John Silver," which the company will
Acquiring British Theatres
ing installation of CinemaScoiJe equip- distribute world-wide ; "That Lady,"
ment in theatres throughout England,
for 20th-Fox release, "River Platte,"
Silverstone revealed that 20th-Fox
France and Germany. "As more and a temporary title for a Cal Pressis taking over the operation of a num- more theatres are equipped for the burger story, and an untitled story
ber of theatres throughout Great medium, more producers are coming which Yves Allegrate will direct in
Britain so that its product would have to 20th-Fox seeking CinemaScope CinemaScope in Morocco. The studio
better distribution. At present the
is also associated in a French producfranchises," he said.
In some instances, if a subject and
company jointly operates with indetion, "Fortune Carrie," but has not
pendent first-run exhibitors six houses conditions are right, 20th-Fox will invested in it, he said.
in key towns throughout Great Britain and four houses in London alone,
he said.
Hurricane
Balaban
English theatremen do not give a
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
picture a chance, Silverstone said. A
film may be booked in a community
we have good product. A good repu- advertising and publicity for RKO
for one or two weeks and then • it is
tation and good product are insepar- Theatres, reported that the circuit's
houses in Providence and Boston had
shelved, Silverstone said. "There is
able in this industry."
no word-of-mouth advertising on a
to
close during the day of the storm
The three-day conference to be defilm," he said, "so the company feels
voted principally to VistaVision and but were operating normally yesterthat by taking over theatres we could
day.umbiaRKO
Theatres'
StrandL. and
Irving Berlin's "White Christmas,"
in Far
Rockaway,
I., Colhad
the first picture in the new production
receive the grosses that are due."
The 2'Oth-Fox executive revealed and screen presentation process, was to close down for a while due to the
that theatres have been acquired in
storm, but reopened, he said.
at its opening as "the most
Manchester, Sheffield, London and described
important
meeting
in
the
history
of
Four Century Houses Close
Edinburgh and that only one house
has been built since the end of World our organization" by A. W. SchwalFour theatres of the Century Cir-,
berg, president of Paramount Film
War II.
cuit, located on Long Island, had to
Distributing Corp.
Silverstone explained that with the
close down due to lack of power. The
rapid expansion in the Middle East,
theatres are the Huntington, Shore,
Sees Bright Future
20th-Fox will build 10 theatres seatAllen and Baldwin.
Balaban, reminding the meeting of
ing from 1,500 to 3,500 patrons. The
Associated Prudential Circuit, with
company is to build three theatres in the enthusiasm and praise with which many theatres on the storm-swept porIsrael, two in Turkey, two in Egypt, the industry and press greeted the retion of Long Island, reported that at
cent first showing on the Coast of least 21 of its theatres were hit, with
one in Cyprus, and two in Greece, he
said. The international organization "White Christmas," said the future damages varying from power failure
already operates .three houses in India, holds even greater VistaVision to flood.
he said.
It was too early to assess the extent
achievements. "Paramount," he said,
"will go ahead with the production of the damage in dollars and cents at
Two Will Start Next Month
pictures
and w'ill
the this stage, a spokesman said. PracTwo new houses, in Tel Aviv and of
besttop-flight
producers,
directors
and get
actors
tically all of the 21 Prudential houses
in Istanbul will open in October with
were not operating on Tuesday but
for every picture."
"The Robe," he said.
Balaban said that "when a picture some were able to put on a show durCommenting on the newsreel busi- does business, you can be certain that
ing the evening, the circuit official
ness, Silverstone said that 400 prints there is a lot of effort and added said.
weekly are utilized in the French show ideas behind that picture." He
Drive-ins Hardest Hit
market and that newsreels are viewed
cited
as
an
example
"Living
It
Up,"
More than half of the drive-in theain the Far East by 100,000,000 weekly. and said that the extra production
tres in Massachusetts were closed be"We are making money on newsreels quality in the Dean Martin-Jerry
cause of lack of power caused by the
Lewis picture represents the addition
overseas,"
he said.
Silverstone
stated that while in of many costly elements over what hurricane which in some cases blew
England, he conducted some research was spent on previous individual down screens, fences and signs.
The hardest hit was the Weymouth
on the producer's earnings of British Martin and Lewis pictures.
Drive-in, an American Theatres house,
films. "In a three-year period, 1950
which was so badly damaged that it
Top Executives Attend
to 1953, 202 attractions earned £10,P5,000 domestically and £5,026,000
Among the executives present at the is expected to be closed for the remainder of the season. Drive-ins, looverseas. The average income for a first day's sessions were Adolph
British film in the overseas market Zukor, chairman of the board ; Paul
cated in exposed positions, were hardest hit and some will be closed for
Raibourn, vice-president; E. K. (Ted) days. Film deliveries were reported
was £24,881," Silverstone said.
O'Shea, vice-president of Paramount going through and no closings were
Film Distributing Corp. ; Jerry Pick- known to have been caused by failure
man, vice-president in charge of ad- to get a show.
'3 Dark Streets' Opening
vertis ng-public ty-exploita ioRusn;
"Down Three Dark Streets," starring Broderick Crawford and Ruth
sell Holman, Eastern production manwhich will also discuss other major
Roman, will have its New York
ager, andmanagers
others.and
Theassistant
company'sdivision
division
premiere at the Palace Theatre toproductions in addition to "White
morrow. United Artists is releasing managers are here from all sections Christmas," to which two days will
be
devoted.
of the country for the conference
the Edward Small presentation.

People
Cresson E. Smith, general sales
manager of Louis De Rochemont
Associates, who has just returned
from an extensive European trip
and several months in California, is
preparing a statement outlining
future plans of the organization.
The company recently acquired by
subcontract from Rodgers and
Hanmierstein the large Times
Square advertising sign at 45th
Street and Broadway for a minimum period running through Nov. 1.
n
Arch H. JoUey, secretary of the
Motion Picture Theatres Association of Ontario, has resumed his
speaking tours in behalf of the film
industry. He was guest speaker this
,veek at the Rotary Club dinner at
Aurora, Ont.
□
Danny Kaye will arrive in New
York over the Labor Day weekend
for a series of special interviews
keyed to VistaVision and Paramount's first musical in that medium, "White Christmas," in which
Kaye is starred with Ring Crosby,
Rosemary Clooney and Vera-Ellen.
n
Joseph Di Pietro, editorial associate of the "Ladies Home Journal,"
is aboard
the "He de France"
bound
for Europe.
n
Leonard Spinrad, film industry
consultant of this city, has been
named American representative for
two of India's leading news, commercial and documentary motion
picture producers : Rane Film Field
and Eastern Movies. The companies
are offering their service to American firms doing business in India.
Use
On

Radio
'DueV

Campaign
Date

Here

Radio spot saturation over a 48-hour
period on stations WNEW, WINS,
WMCA, WMGM and WNBC here
aided the New York campaign for
David O. Selznick's "Duel in the
Sun," which
opened at the Mayfair
Theatre
yesterday.
Beginning at 7 A.M. Tuesday, every
available spot was purchased on the
five stations
on a amounting
"play-as-available"
basis,
ultimately
to over
300 spots within the 48-hour period.
In other key cities the campaigns
have relied heavily on TV, using 12
16mm. trailers produced by Terry
Turner and Don Thompson. However, those campaigns were rigged
toward a multiple day-and-date opening of the film, while in New York
it opened solely at the Mayfair, the
TV cost running too high for a single
theatre.
Jeffers

vs. SEG

Suit

Given to Coast Jury
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 1.— A jury
in
Judge to
Allen
Ashburn's
courtSuperior
today retired
consider
their
ver lict in $200,000 libel suit brought
against the Screen Extras Guild by a
former member, Michael D. Jeffers,
after hearing eight weeks of testimony
by prominent industry figures.
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Motion

Allied

Artists

{Continued from page 1)
of the year following his coinpletion
of "Moby Dick."
Wilder's first picture for AA will
be "Ariane," based on the Claude Anet
love story, Broidy stated. Preparations for "Ariane" will get underway
as soon as Wilder completes his current assignment "The Seven Year
Itch" for 20th Century-Fox.
All told, Broidy said, the three producer directors
have contracted to
make nine pictures, three each, for
AA. The company president, at this
point, disclosed that AA has concluded
negotiations with other producerdirectors of similar caliber for product. These plans, he explained, will
be announced with the signing of contracts, which, he added, is expected
to take place soon.
AA's production line-up for
1955, Broidy said, is 34 pictures.
This line-up, he went on, includes AA's regular feature program, in addition to the pictures
produced under special deals.
With the exception of Wyler's first
production, the remaining eight pictures of the three producers are
financed 100 per cent by AA, Broidy
stated in response to a question. The
AA president added, however, that
under new deals some may be financed
wholly or partially by AA and in addition, Broidy stated, there may be
participation deals with stars.
Broidy said his company believes,
with others, that the current accent in
the exhibition market is on top-budgeted quality pictures, but nevertheless, in his opinion there is no reason
to believe that other than big pictures
will not endure. He said the market
has changed and will continue to
change.
Leaves for Europe
Allied Artists, Broidy continued,
recognized the change 18 months ago,
sensing that if it continues to confine
its output to its regular type of product, that product would not endure.
For this reason, he explained, AA
made the "jump" to top-level quality
production, seeing the grossing impact of big pictures on the box-office.
Other A A executives who attended
the meeting were G. Ralph Branton,
Walter Mirisch, Morey Goldstein, Edward Morey, Harry Goldstein and
John C. Flinn. Broidy left for Europe
by plane shortly following the press
conference.

Picture

Dismissal

Elect

Reviews

Reagan

{Continued from page 1)
*'Down Three Dark Streets''
(Edifurd Siiiall-L'iiitcd .Irlists)
DEVOTEES of mystery and suspense films will be well pleased with this
Edward Small production starring Broderick Crawford and Ruth Roman.
Based on the novel "Case File, F.B.I.," "Down Three Dark Streets" is well
produced and directed and should be wholly suitable for a single feature program or at the top of a double bill. It is readily exploitable and will stand
up to good advertising claims.
As the story gets underway, a special F.B.I, agent, working on three separate cases, is killed. Crawford, a team-mate, takes over. It seems the answer
to
the murder
lies somewhere in the maze of three cases the agent was
working
on.
The first case in the screenplay by the Gordons and Bernard C. Schoenfeld
concerns the search for a gangster and killer, one of the F.B.I.'s "10 most
wanted men." The second revolves around an auto theft ring and the third
case is an attempted extortion. Thus Crawford starts methodically on case
one and soon removes it as the answer to his quest. The same goes for number two. Remaining to be solved is the extortion-kidnap case. Crawford goes
about tracking down the culprit. The extortionist has arranged a rendezvous with Miss Roman who is to turn over to him the ransom money she has
collected as insurance after her husband was killed in an auto accident.
The bristling climax sees a trap set and the killer captured. Arthur Gardner
and Jules V. Levy produced while the direction by Arnold Laven is striking.
Lending to the effect of the story are strong background details.
Running time, 84 minutes. General audience classification. Release, in
August.
Shield for Murder
{Scliciick-Koch — United Artists)
<iOHIELD FOR MURDER" is another addition to the rapidly accumuO lating current supply of films about policemen who end up breaking
instead of enforcing the lav^r. This Aubrey Schenck production, directed by
Edmond O'Brien and Howard W. Koch, rates well with those in the same
story category being offered to theatre owners.
It is packed with suspense from start to finish ; filled with breath-takingaction and startling violence. It's a thoroughly professional job, well handled
and well presented.
Co-director O'Brien stars as the hardened police detective, caught in his
own trap on -his first transgression. Supporting him are John Agar, as another detective and O'Brien's protege, and pretty Maria English, here making
her film debut as O'Brien's sweetly ineffectual fiancee. Filling out the cast
are a host of excellent character actors who bring into sharp focus such
varied types as policemen, barflies, petty thieves and gun molls.
O'Brien's trouble starts when he knocks off a small-time bookie carrying
$25,000 to a big client. It first appears that the dead man was killed in the
line of duty but when the client lets it be known that he knows the bookie
was carrying so much lettuce, suspicions are aroused. Wanting to beat down
the rumors about his friend, Agar starts checking the case, and eventually
and unhappily
establishes
guilt. The
is a hair-raising
chase
through
the night
streets O'Brien's
of Los Angeles
withclimax
the paranoiac
killer finally
mowed down by his buddies' guns.
Such does not quite do justice to the picture. The directors have utilized
big city backgrounds for excellent effect and staged one gun battle in an
indoor swimming pool that's a real thriller.
Prominent in the supporting cast are Carolyn Jones, as a mixed-up martini
drinker, and Emile Meyer, as the laconic detective chief. Fine performances
are given by the entire cast.
Running time, 80 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
not set.
Rodgers Sees
(Continued from page 1 )

sociation with AA will in no way influence his functioning as president
of Amalgamated Pictures. He said,
Of Cusick Suit
however, he would undertake no other
Federal Judge Walsh here has de- distribution advisory work.
nied a motion for dismissal of a damAA president Steve Broidy, in
age suit by Chesapeake Industries for
making
the announcement of Rodg$30,000 against Cusick International
ers' appointment, stressed his comFilms, Inc.
pany's realization of its new responsiThe motion for dismissal on a sumbilities. In order to better meet the
mary judgment was made by Cusick
challenge,
Broidy continued, the servInternational and other defendants.
ices of Rodgers, a former general
The suit involves two Cusick films,
sales manager for M-G-M, were re"Long Dark Hall" and "Pardon My tained.
Rodgers, the AA president continFrench."
ued, "will coordinate with Morey
Goldstein, our vice-president and general sales manager, on all matters of
FILMACK
sales policy. I know that exhibitors
everywhere will warmly and sincerely
GOOD!
(FOR BETTER IN.W York, N.Y, share our enthusiasm in our good fortune in having acquired the services
ALWAYS
|l32TSWibaik
,SPECIAL
ON
of this important executive."
Rodgers paid warm tribute to Goldstein whom he recalled he had been
TRAILERS
associated with previously.
Denies
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Eady Dispute
{Continued from page 1)
and on all seats from two shillings and
eight pence upwards by one halfpenny.
The long-drawn out Eady dispute,
the subject of today's meeting of Britain's four trade associations, arose out
of
the
producers'
for a larger
share in
the Eady demands
pool.
The proposed increased levy, it was
learned, is payable for the next three
Following today's conference, the
years.
producers association ratified the
agreement, with CEA ratification
virtually assured.

^^wT/rjr^s Ontario

House

TORONTO, Sept. 1.— The Plaza
Theatre, Tilbury, one of several houses
operated by Harland Rankin in Western Ontario, has been acquired by
Fred J. Campbell of Tilbury. The
Plaza has been closed for some weeks.
Rankin has retired from the theatre
business.

Thurston Mills. In addition, Irving
H. Greenfield was elected secretary,
succeeding Friedman, and Marvin
Atlas, assistant secretary, replacing
Greenfield.
J. Robert Rubin, who resigned as
vice-president, continues on the board
of directors. All other officers, led by
president
Nicholas M. Schenck, remain unchanged.
Other officers are : vice-presidents,
Dore Schary, Edgar J. Mannix, Howard Dietz, Charles C. Moskowitz, who
also is treasurer, Benjamin Thau,
Marvin Schenck, Louis K. Sydney,
Joseph J. Cohen ; comptroller and assistant treasurer, Jessie T. Mills ; assistant secretary Nicholas Nayfack,
and assistant treasurers Dolph Schadler and Charles H. Phelan.
Eleven on Directorate
The board is composed of the following :George A. Brownell, G. Rolland Colling, Dietz, F. Joseph Hollaran, Eugene W. Leake, Melnicker,
Reagan, Moskowitz, William A.
Parker, Rubin and Schenck.
The divorcement of Loew's into
separate distribution-production and
exhibition companies represents the
last divorcement under the Paramount
consent decree, inaugurated in December, 1949 with the reorganization of
Paramount which was the first to
complete divorcement. Other companies which have completed divorcement are RKO Radio, 20th CenturyFox and Warner Bros.
Col.

Loan
{Continued from page 1)

ments and for additional working capital, the company said.
The banks involved in the term deal
are The Plrst National Bank of Boston, Bank of America National Trust
and Savings Association, Bank of the
Manhattan
Company and Bankers
Trust Company.
Dividends

Set

by FPC

And
Marcus
TORONTO,
Sept. Loew's
1. — Famous
Players Canadian Corp. has declared
a dividend for the third quarter of
1954 of Z7]/2 cents, equal to the annual
rate of $1.50, on the common, payable
Sept. 24 to stockholders of record
Sept. 9.
Marcusronto,
Loew's
Ltd., ToannouncedTheatres
the regular
$1
quarterly dividend payable Sept. 30,
to holders of record Sept. 10.
Report

UATC

to Buy

Loew's

State, L.A.

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 1. — A
deal by which United Artists
Theatres Circuit would acquire
from Loew's the Los Angeles
Loew's State Theatre and office
building is reported close to
consummation. Purchase price
is said to be $2,500,000.
The State has been operated
by UATC under lease from
Loew's since Dec. 1, 1949, when
Fox West Coast turned it back
to the owner in the breakup
resulting
from the consent decree.
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The searing heat of the high-powered, long-throw, widescreen projector is a tiger that could quickly ruin film.
It couW— but it doesn't.
Because— today this tiger's teeth have been drawn.
Reflection devices let light rays through, hold heat rays
back; water-cooled gates and air jets give added
protection.
To help solve problems such as this, Kodak maintains
the Eastman Technical Service for Motion Picture Film.
Branches at strategic centers. Inquiries invited.
Address: Motion Picture Film Department
EASTMAH

KODAK

COMPANY,

East Coast Division
342 Madison Avenue
New York 17, N.Y.
Midwest Division
137 North Wabash. Avenue
Chicago 2, Illinois

Rochester

West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, California

4, N.Y.
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A six-month drive with $50,000 in
Upcoming
SMPTE
Meet
prizes to be awarded, in honor of At
Robert
S. Benjamin,
chairman of
Color in motion pictures, as well as in television, will return to the
United Artists' board of directors, will
N.Y.
Tax
Case
fore
as the spotlight topic of a convention of the Society of Motion Picbegin on Sunture and Television Engineers when it meets in its 76th semi-annual
day, it wasnouncedanhere
session, Oct. 18-22, at the Los AnExhibitors Are Allowed
geles Ambassador Hotel.
yesterday.
In the joint Film Selling Today
An SMPTE spokesman, exOne Week to File Papers
a n n ouncement,
plaining the resurgence of interWilliam J.
est in color as contrasted to
Must Match
Studio
By LESTER DINOFF
that in new screen techniques,
Heineman, vicestated that CinemaScope now
p r e s i d e nt in
Supreme Court Justice Percy D,
Progress: Zukor
Stoddart of Queens County General
is pretty well stabilized, while
charge of disVista Vision presents no new
Court yesterday reserved decision in k
Merchandising
of
pictures
today
technical problems.
the five per cent admission tax suit B^ • ^^ijj*
and
tribuQtion,
.^.^J^
*'^ B_
Kranze,
must be in step with the sweeping
against the City of New York pendOn the other hand, he pointed out
technological changes at the studios,
ing further examination of affidavits
s
sale
l
genera
that there are many current technical
^^^^^
ve
will
dri
the
Adolph
Zukor,
board
chairman
of
said
r,
manage
and motion papers for summary judg^ ^^^^
problems, both in motion picment which Assistant Corporation
Paramount
Pic- color tures
t the
orof
and in television. There probpp
tures,
declared
su
in
jam
Ben
ert
Rob
-up
imline
Counsel Stanley Buchsbaum and exably
will
be papers on stereophonic
t
ced
produc
ntly
oun
t
by
rece
ann
portan
yesterday
at
a
hibitor attorneys recently filed for
P a ramount magnetic sound and optical sound,
president Arthur B. Krim.
hearing.
he added.
The salute to Benjamin, which will
ence.
In announcing that his decision will
sales confer{Continued
on
page
4)
be withheld, a verdict which in one
Plans Outlined for
way or another can determine the leZukor, explaining
the
gality of the New York City levy
under the State Enabling Act of 1947, ABC, Rank Circuits
need for lined
streamthinking 'Scope 1st Birthday
{Continued on page 4)
and planning in
Raise Prices Sunday
the current
CinemaScope's first anniversary, on
Agree to Bar B.O.
market,
pointed Sept. 16, marking the introduction uf
By Staff Correspondent
the new entertainment medium with
out that
con- "The Robe" last year, will be celeLONDON, Aug. 31 (By Air Mail).
cepts in vogue
Figures in Paid Ads
— The two major circuits — ABC and
as
recently
as
brated by 20th Century-Fox and leadAdolph Zukor
five years ago,
J. Arthur Rank's combined Odeon and
ing industry figures and organizations
Agreement not to include box-office Gaumont-British — announce that the
next two-weeks in an interfigures in paid motion picture ad- price of certain seats will go up by are completely outdated today. Para- during the national
series of commemorative
mount's merchandising of pictures, he
vertisements or company releases was one penny from Sunday next.
events,
the
film
company announced
in step with the adreached here yesterday at a meeting
The lowest prices (Is. 6d.) and went on,vancesismadenow
at the studio, which, he yesterday.
of the advertising-publicity commit- highest (4s. od.) are unaffected, but
The CinemaScope progress will be
tee of the Motion Picture Association prices of the 2s. 3d., 2s. 8d. and 3s. Id. added, is "dedicated to production of
saluted on its first birthday in special
of America, it was learned.
will go up by one penny each.
quality pictures exclusively."
theatre ceremonies, on television and
The new scale of prices will be
The MPAA ad-publicity committee
Speaking
to the
company's
home and
of- radio and in the press.
fice
executives,
division
managers
{Continued on page 4)
{Continued on page 5)
Plans have been completed to stage
assistant division managers, Zukor exfetes
in every country where Cinemapressedtechnological
enthusiasm for "Paramount's
outstanding
contribution
Scope films have been exhibited, ac45 LOEWS
THEATRES
COLLECT
tivities which will include the parof recent years. Vista Vision." "(It)
ticipation of government officials and
is a medium,"
he
continued,
"that
{Continued on page 5)
civic and business leaders.
$25,277 IN NYC
TAX
BREAKAGE
Film industry celebration plans embrace{Continucd.
all segments of
on publicity,
page 5) adverTheatre Directory
While New York City anticipates an income of $16,000,000
to $17,000,000 yearly from the five per cent admissions tax,
Harold J. Cleary, vice-president of Loew's Theatres, reported
in an affidavit filed yesterday in Queens County Court that
"for the period beginning July 1 up to and including Aug. 17
(six weeks and six days), 17.09 per cent or $25,277.31 of the
gross amusement tax collected constitutes the tax breakage
at 45 Loew's theatres throughout the city.
"Furthermore, an analysis of the records for the same period
discloses that the total tax collected amounts to
5.18 per cent
of the admission charges made by Loew's Theatres."
RKO Theatres comptroller Harold E. Newcomb, in his affidavit, stated that "financial records disclose that the tax breakage during July, 1954, amounted to approximately 15 to 19
per cent of the gross admissions tax collected."
The state permits the city to collect a maximum five per cent
tax. Exhibitors are suing to prevent the city from collecting
"breakage" in excess of the authorized five per cent.

For

N.Y.

Area

Out

The new theatre directory for the
metropolitan area was made available
to purchasers yesterday by the New
York Film Board of Trade.
The directory lists circuits of theatres and individual theatres situated
in New York City, Long Island, all
of New York State south of the City
of Kingston, as well as New Jersey,
north of Trenton.
The seating capacity of the theatres,
the names of the owners, telephone
numbers, as well as the population of
towns, are listed. There is also a
separately indexed list of drive-in
theatres.

Hall Signs Pact
With Local 802
A new two-year contract with
Local 802 of the American Federation of Musicians has been
concluded by the Radio City
Music Hall, it was learned here
yesterday.
Settlement was reached after
protracted negotiations. The
new agreement which ensures
the continuance of a vital area
of the Hall's traditional stage
show, runs to September, 1956.
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Personal

Could

Be Useful

If Business
Mention

MAN, UniCHARLES J. FELDversal-Internati
onal general sales
manager, is scheduled to return to
New York over the weekend from the
Far East.
•

Picture

Dies

MEXICO CITY, Sept. 2. —
The Brothers Arrangoiz, local
morticians, are the first of their
trade to enter Mexican exhibition. They have purchased
stock in the new first-run theatre here, the Cine Paris, which
features French films.
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'Egyptian'
Continue

Grosses
Fast

Pace

No Paper Monday
MOTION PICTURE DAILY
will not be published on Monday, Labor Day.

Roundup

"The Egyptian" continues to roll up
impressive grosses in first engagements with opening-week figures top-

ping or equalling those set by "The
At the Orpheum. Theatre, Madison,
Wisconsin, it scored a $1,750 opening
day against $1,655 notched by the first
Cinema Scope production. At the
E. K. O'Shea, Paramount distribuMetropolitan,
Houston, it grossed
Robe."
tion vice-president, became a grandfather again when his daughter, Mrs. 'Dragnet' Hitting
Top $4,410 opening day to $5,001 for "The
Thomas J. Worthington, gave birth
Other first day gross comparisons
to
falo.a son at Children's Hospital, Buf- Opening Day Grosses are: Capitol, Little Rock, $1,400 for
•
"The Egyptian," $1,614 for "The
; and the Strand, Portland,
Warner Bros.' "Dragnet" set a Robe"
Frank I. Davis, Jr., president of
Robe."
Selznick Releasing Organization, and new all-time house record at Keith's Maine, $1,175 for "Egyptian," $1,492
Theatre, Syracuse, with a $4,259 for "The Robe."
Victor J. Hore, vice-president, will
arrive here today from Hollywood.
•
opening
TV Extended
to
Openingdayday"take."
receipts have been top- Weh
Robert Fellows, president of
ping grosses of "The High and the
Batjac ProductionSj will arrive in Mighty." Typical opening day busi- 17 Cities y 3 States
New York from Hollywood next Allenness Theatre,
registered by "Dragnet"
Network television service is schedCleveland,includes
$4,804; :
uled to be extended this month to 17
week.
Norva Theatre, Norfolk, $4,015; additional cities and into the states
Hartford, $2',652 ; Capitol, of North Dakota, New Hampshire
Foster M. Blake_, Universal Pic- Strand,
Springfield, Mass., $2,202; Warner, and New Mexico for the first time,
tures Western sales manager, will re- Memphis, $2,633 ; Midwest, Oklahoma
to the Long Lines Departturn to New York today from Chi- City, $2,582; Orpheum, Des Moines, according
ment of the American Telephone and
cago.
$1,966; Capitol, Madison, Wise, Telegraph Co.
$2,134; Lincoln, Trenton, $3,128;
Plans call for 28 television stations
Charles Vidor, director, and Mrs. Golden Gate, San Francisco, $5,548. to be connected to the Bell Telephone
ViDOR will arrive in New York toWarner's Downtown and Warner's System's nationwide facilities during
morrow from England via B.O.A.C. Wiltern, L. A., $8,171; Stanley, Jer- the
month.
•
sey City, $4,008; Fabian, Paterson.
Long Lines, which provides the naEttore Giannini, producer-direc- $2,260; Rialto,_ Allentown, $1,863;
tionwide network of television pathtor, will arrive in New York from Colonial, Harrisburg, $2,077 ; Orways, said this represents the largest
Italy on Monday.
pheum, Minneapolis, $3,253 ; Orstations to be intercon•
pheum, St. Paul, $2,161 ; Colonial, number nectedoffor any
one month this year.
Mort Nathanson, United Artists Richmond, $2,145; Rivoli, Toledo, At present some 309 stations in 198
publicity manager, is vacationing at $2,164; Embassy, Fort Wayne, $2,- cities in the United States are linked
156; Civic, Portland, Me., two days, for network television.
Montauk, L. I.
$3,306; Warner, Erie, $2,590; and the
Warner, Bridgeport, $2,800.
Zoning Study Holds
Dallas Variety Club's
55 N. F. Theatres
Up Mpls, Drive-In
Golf Tourney Oct 2-4
MINNEAPOLIS, Sept. 2.— Three
DALLAS, Sept. 2. — At a meeting
applications for licenses to build a
of Variety Club Tent 17 this week
second drive-in theatre in Blooming- DoRKO's
Right
"Susan By
Slept 'Susan'
Here" grossed Chief Barker Al Reynolds disclosed
ton, south Minneapolis suburb, have $86,884 on its opening day Tuesday details of the forthcoming golf tourbeen rejected by municipal officials in 55 of the 73 circuit theatres which
nament which will be held Oct. 2, 3
pending the completion of a zoning are showing it in the New York and 4 at the D. A. C. Country Club.
study of the area.
Metropolitan area, it was announced Special parties are being arranged
Applications were from the Sky-Vu yesterday by Walter Branson, world- for Oct. 2 and 4.
Theatre Company, headed by the
wide general sales manager.
As previously announced, the "Ice
All theatres participating in the Revue"
Karatz interests ; Minnesota Enterof the club, conducted in
tainment Enterprises, owner of the ex- mass day-and-date engagement haven't collaboration with the Dallas Figure
isting Bloomington drive-in, and Otto reported opening day figures at the Skating Club, will be held here on
Kobs, owner of the Oxboro Theatre, present time.
Circuits whose houses contributed Sept. 11.
a four-wall house.
It was indicated by the municipality to the announced gross are : RKO,
that after the survey is completed all
Skouras,tury,J.Randforce,
J. Brandt,
Loew's, Bronx
Cen- Japan's Ambassador
applications must be resubmitted.
Combined
To Attend Premiere
and Fabian.
His Excellency, Sadeo Iguchi, Ambassador of Japan to the United
'54 Amusement
Taxes
States, and John D. Rockefeller III,
Rise in Connecticut
Ohio Chain's Trust
Universal will be among the guests at the preHARTFORD, Sept. 2.— Amuse- Suit Names
miere of "Ugetsu," Venice Festival
ment taxes in Connecticut for the fisCINCINNATI, Sept. 2.— Mid- prize-winning Japanese film, which
cal year 1954 increased slightly over Cin.,
Inc., with headquarters here, will be held here Tuesday at the
the preceding period, it is reported by operating a chain of area subsequent Plaza Theatre under the auspices
William F. Connelly, tax commission- run houses, has filed suit in U. S. of the Japan Society.
er, who has disclosed that the tax District Court for $20,000 against
The "Voice of America" will cover
total rose from $108,547 in 1953 to
premiere
Universal-International charging dis- the
and
Europe. for broadcast to Japan
$108,683 in 1954.
crimination in selling product away
from the Colonial Theatre, in Middletown, O., and other houses in the
chain.
The plaintiff also seeks a permanent
injunction to compel the distributor
to maintain the same availability as
granted other houses in the equivalent
zones.

News

New

I.F.E.

House

Organ

Settle Buffalo Schine Suit
A suit in Buf¥alo Federal Court
asking $450,000 damages from Schine
Chain Theatres and seven distributors has been settled for a reported
$35,000. The suit was filed by Carl
13. Moore, owner of the Motion Theatre, Van Wert, Ohio, who charged
that the defendants conspired to deprive his theatre
of first
run features
in favor
of and
the secondSchine
circuit's houses in Van Wert. A
stipulation discontinuing the action
has been filed by Federal Judge John
Knight.
Schwartz in Hollywood
Fred Schwartz, Century Circuit
head and president of the new Distributors Corp. of America, arrived in
Hollywood yesterday to arrange for
casting
of two
stars features
for "Theto
Survivors,"
first top
of three
be made in England for DCA by
Boulting Brothers. Schwartz is scheduled to remain there until Tuesday.

Tauf ener to NSS

in Buffalo

Ralph Taufener, well known in the
industry of the Buffalo area for some
17 years, including eight with the
Basil circuit in managerial positions,
has been engaged as a sales representative at the National Screen Service
Buffalo office, according to an announcement by Harold Bennett,
branch manager. Taufener will split
the Buffalo exchange area territory
with Jack Goldstein.
Cinerama

Shown

Abroad

The first overseas showing of Cinerama was held last night under the
sponsorship of the U. S. Information
Service at an open-air theatre at the
International Trade Fair in Damascus, Syria, the company announced.
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Tax

Suit

(Continued from page 1)
Judge Stoddart allowed exhibitor attorneys until Wednesday to enter additional briefs supporting their argument for consideration.
Buchsbaum and plaintiff attorneys
were in accord as to the disposal of
the suit without a court trial. In the
motion papers for summary judgment,
Buchsbaum claimed that "only questions of law and no question of fact
is involved in the suit." The exhibitor counsellors incline to agree
with this stand, attorney Thomas
Bress of Loew's stated, and in their
cross-motion papers, asked that the
temporary injunction issued in July
by Supreme Court Justice Nicholas
M. Pette be upheld.
Effect Would Be Widespread

Picture
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"Cangaceiro"
{Columbia)

People

(The

Bandit)

THE first Brazilian-madt' motion picture to be distributed in the United
States, "Cangaceiro" is unusual film fare, having not only its unique
characteristics to recommetid it, but also its authentic dramatic merits. Having Portuguese dialogue with English subtitles, it will naturally appeal mostly
to selective audiences, so should prove a good attraction for "art" theatres.
In addition to its interest-holding story of banditry among Brazilian outlaws, it has excellent cinematography, good performances, fine Brazilian folk
music and unusual locales to recommend it.
The chief protagonist is a young member of a band of Cangaceiros who
rescues a pretty school teacher kidnapped by his fellows. Practically the
entire film is the record of their flight through the wild bush country, pursued by the band, and climaxing in a final, desperate struggle between the
renegade and the other bandits who still maintain their own peculiar brand
of justice and honor. The guts of the film, however, is not in the story but
in the manner in which director Lima Barreto has put it together, combining
raw violence with pure romance and a touch of humor. Although fond of
occasionally self-conscious character closeups, not without a bit of eyeball1 oiling, and studied, dramatic long shots, Barreto has paced the film so it
moves with gratifying swiftness and economy of detail to its inevitable end.
The performances are generally fine, even more efifective, perhaps, because
Judge Stoddart's
be
tantamount
to a trialdecision
by court,will
Bress
the faces are new. Alberto Ruschel is the sensitive renegade bandit whose
said following yesterday's hearing". love for the girl is equaled and overshadowed by his love of the bush country
"The determination, if in favor of from which he fled. Milton Ribeiro is the cruel, pious bandit chief with a
the plaintiff's. Century Theatres, penchant for rings, and Marisa Prado is the pretty school teacher. Gabriel
Migliore orchestrated the lovely score which adds the romance to what
Loew's,
Theatres
Theatres, RKO
will upset
the and
New Brandt
York otherwise might seem a pretty bleak tale. H. H. Fowle is responsible for
City, Binghamton and Elmira admis- the carefully composed photography. Barreto also contributed the story and
sion ta.x levies, and the sales tax screenplay. The film is a Vera Cruz production.
rulings in four other cities and two
Running time, 92 minutes. General audience classification. Release, not set.
counties in the state," Bress said.
The attorneys for the theatremen,
Bress, George Raftery, representing
RKO Theatres, Mitchell Klupt, repQueen*'
the
Iiiforiiiation
Service)
e
Welcom
resenting Century Theatres, Cecelia (British
H. Goetz, representing- Brandt Theatres, andInc.,
Eliot secretary,
Rosenthal,joined
Loew'sin
Theatres,
asking Judge Stoddart to uphold his
colleague's temporary injunction on
the grounds that the admission tax's
"major fraction" feature is illegal
and unconstitutional by violating the
State law which allows an admission
tax up to five per cent.
"New York City has the right
to tax what the State law allows," Klupt said. "A determination may embarrass the
city and cause new legislation
to be enacted, for under the
framework of the Enabling Act
of 1947, an admission levy has
a limitation of five per cent and
is not to exceed the five per
cent," the Century attorney said
in addressing the bench.
Bress informed Judge Stoddart that
a temporary injunction was issued
solely on the merits of the case. "The
city levy falls heavily on the small
ticket prices and the public which
pays the tax," the Loew's attorney
said. "The legislators when enacting
the Enabling Act wanted to give the
public a break on the major fraction
feature, but the city admission tax
doesn't
allow theatres to do it," Bress
said.
"At one time, the city thought that
a token or stamp provision for the
collection of the tax breakage could
be put into effect, but the cost of administering such a plan would cost
New York more than the $16,000,000 or $17,000,000 which the whole
five per cent admission tax would
bring in yearl3^" Bress said. "The
theatres throughout the city do not
like handling tokens or stamps, but
it would be better than overpaying the
tax with its major, fractional feature," he said.
Judgment Asked
Raftery stated that "every single
fact heard today has been argued
before Judge Pette. We ask that the
court answer and direct that judgment be entered in favor of the plain-

THE
Queen of
of severalresults.
months ago again is made
the subject
of aEngland's
travelogueroyal
withtour
satisfactory
For those who are Anglophiles or dote on travelogues, this is a welcome
addition to the films about the Queen since her coronation. . It is no better
or worse than the others and will please those not surfeited with the subject.
Fdmed in pleasant Eastman Color with print by Technicolor, " W elcome
the Queen" begins with the royal couple leaving by plane for the British West
Indies. The picture then jumps quickly from one country to another, from
the Fiji Islands to New Zealand, to Australia, Ceylon, Africa, Malta, Gibraltar and finally back to London. It stays in each territory only briefly and
gives
a cjuick
glimpse ofA aparticular
few of thepoint
Queen's
activities
someandinteresting
facet of
each country.
is made
of the and
loyalty
devotion
that all of Great Britain's subjects have shown for their reigning monarch.
A great deal of footage is given over to the reuniting of the Queen and her
children and of their return up the River Thames and through the streets of
London. Finally on the balcony of Buckingham Palace the royal family is
greeted ecstatically by the teeming thousands below.
"Welcome the Queen" has the advantage of being short and to the point.
Its scenes of faraway lands are interesting and its lesson in loyalty is touching. But its appeal is definitely limited to very specialized audiences. Howard
Thomas produced, John Pudney wrote the commentary which was spoken by
Edward Ward and British Information Services is distributing it in the U.S.
Running time, SO minutes. Release, in September. General audience classification.
tiffs on the ground that there is no
defense to this action, or that a judgment be entered in favor of the plaintiffs on the pleadings, and for such
other and further relief as to the
court may seem just and proper, together with the costs of this motion."
Buchsbaum, in presenting the city's
argument to Judge Stoddart, contended that ".the five per cent admission tax is legal under the State
Act and under a 1917 city Administrative Code act which allows admission taxation. The major fraction
issue is similiar to those utilized in
banking, corporate business and other
types
taxation,"
he contended.
He of
asked
the court
to view the
entire proceedings as a hearing on
tax construction, not as a "political
issue" between Mayor Robert Wagner and Governor Thomas Dewey.
Next move in the suit, Bress said,
would be the filing of intervention
papers by service organizations on behalf of all circuit theatres and individual theatres. "The first of these
intervention papers is expected to be
filedsaid.
in Queens Court on Tuesday,"
he

UA

Sales Drive
{Continued from page 1)

place emphasis on a drive for billings
and collections, will be divided into
four laps among UA's 32 competing
branches ; the first lap from Sept. 5
to Oct. 16; the second from Oct. 17
to Nov. 27; the third from Nov. 28
to Jan. 1, and the last from Jan. 2
to March 5.
The branches will compete in three
groups of equal grossing potential.
Cash prizes will be awarded to the
winning exchanges in each group at
the end of each lap and again ?.t the
compLtion of the drive.
Esther

Williams

Booked

Ernest Hemingway has signed an
agreement in Hollywood with William Lowe, McCarthy,
former editor
"Look,"
and Frank
20thofCenturyFox studio executive, to lead an
African safari next year, which will
be used as the basis of a feature
which Hemingway will write and in
which he will appear. No release
date has been set.
n
Marvin Fish has been named
traffic manager in the advertising
department of United Artists here.
Francis M. Winikus, UA national
director of advertising-publicity, in
making the appointment, stated that
Fish also will serve as assistant to
Nat Lax, production manager.
n
Ace Herman, veteran supervising
film editor, has been named executive assistant to WilHam F. Broidy,
head of William F. Broidy Productions, Hollywood, and will supervise
all
phases
company's TV and
theatrical of
filmtheproductions.
n
Howard Browne, editor of the
Ziff-Davis fiction group: "Amazing
Stories," "Fantastic" and "London
Mystery Magazine," has sold the
film rights to his recent novel, "Thin
Air," to McEvoy Productions, Hollywood. The book was published by
Simon and Schuster last June. It is
a suspense story with a Madison
Ave. advertising agency background.
n
William J. Devaney, M-G-M
branch manager at Chicago, reports
good progress in booking "Julius
Caesar" in subsequent run theatres
in that city. The first 25 neighborhood houses have been set to play
day-and-date starting Sept. 24th. A
promotion campaign to precede th'^
engagements, with considerable accent on school and college cooperation, will be sparked by Norman
Fyie, Chicago press representative.
ABC, Rank
Circuits
{Continued from page 1)
operated also by Granada, most of
wncse theatres are in the London area,
in which lies the principal strength of
the two major groups. It is anticipated
that me pOiicy will be adopted by firstrun houses throughout the country.
It is stated that the increase has become necessary by reason of- rising
coses, not only in employees' wages
and transport charges but in the cost
of re-equipping for new techniques.
By virtue of the incidence of the
entertainment tax scale the increased
prices will result in an increase ot
%d on the net receipts of each of the
seats concerned. The tax on a 2s. 3d.
seat, for example, is 10j4d. Whereas
that on a 2s. 4d. seat is lO^d.

ALBANY, N. Y., Sept. L — Esther Williams will head a stage show
at Fabian's Palace here for three per- Name Kupferman
formances Sept. 8. The unit, which
Theodore R. Kupferman, general
includes the M-G-M star's husband, counsel for Cinerama Productions
Ben Gage, and Arthur Lavv-rence,
television comedian, is touring princi- Corp.. has been nominated for president of the Federal Bar Association
pal cities of the country.
It will be the first live show at the of New York, New Jersey and ConPalace since August, 1953.
necticut.
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tising and exploitation among leading
theatre circuits, independent exhibitors,
manufacturers of CinemaScope lenses,
screens and stereophonic sound equipment and all groups connected with
the development of the system.
Among the events to highlight the
campaign will be a tribute to CinemaScope on Ed Sullivan's CBS-TV
"Toast of the Town," Sept. 12, as
part of a two-program salute to
Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th-Fo.x vicepresident in charge of production.
Other national TV programs also set
to salute CinemaScope are "Today,"
INBC-TV; "The Home Show," CBSTV ; and "The Morning Show,"
CBS-TV ; with other program tributes
planned by Tex & Jinx, NBC-TV and
radio; Maggie AIcNellis, ABC-TV;
Nancy Craig, ABC-TV ; Frank Farrell, ABC radio ; and Bill Leonard,
CBS radio.
Editorials Planned
Editorials commenting on the progress of CinemaScope and hailing its
revitalization of boxoffices will appear
in newspapers across the country in
the coming weeks, along with special
features and news stories highlighting
CinemaScope events during the past
12 months, the company said.
The first anniversary also will be
celebrated by the presentation of
awards and scrolls to theatres which
first exhibited CinemaScope in many
areas. Marquee and lobby decorations
are being readied in many theatres
where day-long activities will be held
Sept. 16.
Another important event planned
v^^ill be the presentation of the first
anamorphic lens developed by Professor Henri Chretien to a leading museum. A display of CinemaScope
equipment, including the latest designs
in camera lenses developed by Bausch
& Lomb and models of stereophonic
sound equipment, is planned at the
Roxy Theatre here, the site of the
first CinemaScope playdate.
Localities to Celebrate
A special press sheet containing
news and feature stories and pictorial
material is being prepared ; while the
company's 38 domestic and Canadian
offices are setting up local celebrations
during tne week of Sept. 16, the company said.
International celebrations also will
dramatize the impact of CinemaScope
during the past year. All overseas
offices of the company are planning
campaigns which will include the issuance of government proclamations,
presentation of awards at first theatres
showing CinemaScope, and radio and
newspaper salutes to CinemaScope.
B.O.

Figures in Ads
{Continued from page 1)

acted on complaints expressed at the
meeting, it was stated.
The committee, at the same time,
appointed a three-man committee
composed of Gil Golden of Warner
Brothers, Si Seadler, of Loew's, and
Jerry Pickman of Paramount, to reexamine the thorny question of advertising credits. The committee, it
was learned, was formed after an inconclusive discussion on the relative
credit size and listing of producers,
directors and writers.

Television-'RadiD
.with

Pinky

Herman-,

A BC-TV, which is making rapid strides forward on the national
TV scene, will announce at a special news conference next
Tuesday plans for the biggest advertising campaign in its history.
With the array of stars and other talent in its roster and with the
experience of showmen such as Leonard Goldenson, Bob Weitman
and others at the helm, how can this net miss???? . . . Every so often
a fellow runs across new talent that amazes. Browsing around we
happened to see a preview of the first Guy Lombardo telefilm which
will be syndicated in October (New York TV programs are live) and
thrilled to the singing of The Beachcombers — three boys and a
beautiful Hawaiian girl. This act did a great job on the Tommy
Dorsey Show last month and followed with an even better performance on Orson Bean's Blue Angel broadcast. With their talent and
top-ranking choreography, the Beachcombers rate a TV show of their
own. . . . Jack Lord has been signed for an important role in the
Playright's Company Broadway production of Horton Foote's new
play, "The Traveling Lady," with Kim Stanley and Lonny Chapman
which will open the week of Oct. 18 under Vincent Donehue's
direction.
^
f(
Some few weeks ago we ran an item listing the names of
several luminaries of the screen-Tv and radio firmament who
launched their careers at WLW Cincinnati.
We should like to hear from other stations
around the country where current national
favorites first got their respective starts.
Back in 1941 at WITH, Baltimore, the announcing staff included the following stars :
Ernie Simon, WGN, Chicago; Ed Hubbard, WIND, Chicago ; Gene Rayburn and
Dick Dunham, NBC, N. Y., and Freddie
Robbins, host on Eddie Fisher's "NBCoke
Time." . . . Barbara Britton, movie and
TVision of "Mr. & Mrs. North," wants to
do a Broadway play this Fall. (Line forms
on the right — no crowding please.) . . .
Freddie Robbins
Noah Beery, Jr., youthful cinema star of
several major flickers including "The Black Dakotas" (Columbia), "The Yellow Hawk" (United Artists), son of Noah and
nephew of the unforgettable Wallace Beery, has been signed
to make a series of telefilms, "The Adventures of Noah Beery,
Jr." for Jerry Courneya Productions. He'll portray a "trouble
shooter at large" with the whole world his oyster.
ik ik
What's this we hear about Ted Hming once again being set for
big time sportscastsf Ted, who's been doing a wliale of a job
spinning records and ya/rns at WMGM belongs at the mike of amy
sports event. . . . Betty Hutton's dance routines for her starring
debut in Max Liebman's first NBC Spectacular "Satins & Spurs,"
zvliich will be telecast Sept. 12, zvill be supervised by Betty's exhusband Charles O'Curran. Incidentally, O'Cnrran has signed
d-ancer Nancy Campbell to a personal management contract. . . .
Jimmy Rich's daughter Selma (lie's the famous Tin Pan Alley
coach and original Dinah Shore mentor) zvill be married Sunday,
Sept. 12, to Mary Ross. Selma is with Compton Advertising, Inc.
. . . Singin' Sam Green, w.k. radio pioneer, back in town after 11
years zuith the USOverseas, will do a. series of quest shots on Joe
Franklin's "Memory Lane," W ABC-TV shozv.
ik
ik ik
Dave Sutton, veepee in charge of MCA-TV Ltd. has just
returned from England and the Continent and feels that with
the recent passage of a bill by Parliament making commercial
TV legal in Great Britain there is also keen interest in the
establishment of a second TV Channel (said to start operations in 1955 with a three-to-five hours daily sked). Sutton feels
that the TV Program Brokers may not flood BBC or the second Channel with American telefilms but nevertheless will welcome some of America's better product. Steve Allen's new
Musicomedy series, "Tonight," a five times a week TVer, will
NBCommence Monday, Sept. 27, and will occupy the 11:30
P.M.-l :00 A.M. slot. A mobile unit ready at a moment's notice
to transport Steve to any part of Manhattan will be a feature
of the new program and Gene Rayburn will act as the bespectacled comic's "man Friday." Eadie Gorme and Steve
Lawrence will handle the vocals, Stan Burns & Herb Sargent
will co-script, Dwight Hemion will direct. Bill Harbach is
producer under the supervision of Mort Werner.

{Continued from page 1)
gives every picture in which it is made
an opportunity to be a better picture,
whether in close-ups or in panoramic
The three-day sales meeting was
called by A. W. Schwalberg, president of Paramount Film Distributing
Co.,
principally to discuss VistaVision
scenes."
and Irving Berlin's "White Christfirst picture to be made in
the newmas," theprocess.
The industry pioneer, in his address,
said this about the current need for
what he called showmen-salesmen :
"Selling, exploitation and publicizing
motion pictures no longer can be individual operations in light of the industry's advances and accompanying
new concepts. They must now be
rolled into one so that each salesman
becomes,
in truth,
a showman."
He urged
Paramount
salesmen to
work "hand-in-hand" with exhibitors
so that mutual problems can be intelligently solved.
The final meeting today, over which
Schwalberg will preside, will hear discussions of forthcoming product, merchandising and promotion plans and
sales policies. Among the speakers
vvill be E. K. (Ted) O'Shea, distribution vice-president ; and Jerry Pickman, vice-president in charge of advertising-publicity-exploitation. Pickman will report on his recent product
preview trip to the studio and advertising-publicity plans in work for various pictures,
including
Christmas," "Sabrina," and "White
"The Country

'Scope

Lens

Makers

At Lance' Premiere
ROCHESTER, Sept. 2.— Rochesterians who played an important role
in the development of the CinemaGirl."Scope photographic and projection
lenses, were guests at the recent
opening
of "Broken
in theis
Palace Theatre
here.Lance"
The film
the first photographed by the new
Bausch & Lomb wide-field CinemaScope photographic lens designed by
that company's scientific bureau.
The lens development was under
the direction of John D. Hayes, head
of the Bausch & Lomb photographic
lens division and nationally known
lens designer. Joseph F. Taylor,
president of Bausch & Lomb, Carl
S. Hallauer, executive vice-president,
and the scientists who worked on
the project were among the guests
of Jay Golden, district manager, RKO
Theatres and Frank Lindkamp, Palace manager.
Ontario's

Theatres

Hit by Crime Wave
TORONTO, Sept. 2. — A crime
wave has hit a number of theatres in
Ontario. In this city, the cashier of
the Bay Theatre reported to the police
a holdup at the boxoffice by an unknown person, the loss being $134.
At Hamilton, Ont., the Delta Theatre was entered and the candy counter, soft-drink dispenser, ice-cream
cooler and vending machine rifled.
Two rural theatres had break-ins.
An attempt was made to smash the
safe in the Winchester Theatre, Winchester, and office equipment was damaged. At the Piccadilly Theatre, Williamsburg, burglars failed to break
into a safe but a loss was sustained in
the breaking open of desks and cupboards.
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STEVE BRO
ments of last
nnore and better product soon File
to Join
Portion
of Time
to D.C.A.
to emanate from Allied Artists,
rs
ce
bito
y
©f man exhi
was the choi
special to THE DAILY
to whom this department talked in NYC
Tax
Suit
HOLLYWOOD,
Sept.
6.—
Fred J. Schwartz, head of Century Theatres,
g
the days followin as the most
of New York, and president of the recently formed Distributors Corp. of
ant
e
y
ific
trad news stor of the
sign
By LESTER DINOFF
America, which is being financed as a production-and-distribution organizaweek. Naturally, it was so apNew York City exhibitors, operatI
tion by 30 of
praised and treated by The Daily.
ing 54 circuit and independent thea- Record Campaign
exhibitors, said
tres, put another stumbling block in
the
herecountry's
at the
With many of the nation's exhibitors, representing all types of the city's efforts to dispose of the
weekend that
current temporary injunction against For 'Christmas*
operations, so concerned with in- the collection of the five per cent adhe would
devote 80 per cent
creasing sources of product supply
mission tax by filing" intervention Set By Pickman
of
his
time
in
that they are engaged actively in papers in Queens County General
the future to
"White Christmas,"
production, such as Fred Schwartz Court at the weekend asking permis- VistaVision
D.C.A. while
production, Paramount's
will receive
sion to become participants in the
his brother,
and others; or are guaranteeing current suit.
the biggest advertising and publicity
exhibition contracts for increased
Leslie, would
The intervention papers were filed campaign in the 40-year history of
take over active
production, such as the thousands on behalf of SO theatre operators Paramount Pictures, Jerry Pickman,
operationchain.
of the
New York City who are vice-president in charge of advertistheatre
of exhibitors in support of Hal throughout
{Continued on page 5)
ing, publicity and exploitation, told
Soon to join
Makelim, or are engaged in prothe
sessionhereof ontheFriday.
company's
Fred Schwartz
sales final
conference
duction financing, such as United
D.C.A. as a disPickman, in making the announceArtists Theatre Circuit and Stanley Walker Heads Films'
tribution executive,
along
with
Charles
Boasberg,
ment, stressed that promotional camWarner Theatres, or are encourag- Travelers Aid Drive
paigns on current and forthcoming who resigned from RKO Radio, is
Paramount pictures are being designed another top film sales figure, according
ing the importation of more quality films from abroad, such as
J. Miller Walker, vice-president of to match the "quality and bigness" of to Schwartz, who declared that the
announcement of the new affiliation
Leonard Goldenson and Alfred RKO Pictures Corp., has accepted these attractions.
will be made within a month.
In
his
address,
Pickman
also
outthe
chairmanship
of
tiie
motion
picStarr, the exhibitor
interest in
Schwartz, who has been here for
lined in detail the big promotional
tures committee
several
days setting details of the
of
the
TravelAA's plans is understandable.
•
campaigns for "Sabrina" and "The initial 10-picture program of D.C.A.,
ers Aid Society
Country
Girl."
In
addition,
he
described the intensive research that has which will cost from $8,000,000 to
of New York.
Broidy's further news that Wil- Industry execubeen conducted over the past several $10,000,000, also disclosed that the
{Continued on page_Ji)
liam F. Rodgers, former distribufirst release of the new organization
tives will be action vice-president of M-G-M,
would be at Christmas time and would
tive in the Sowhose sales policies did much to
c i e t y ' s cambe either Joseph Kahihau's "Long
paign which
Saville Signs Aldrich
John Silver," starring Robert Newjustify that company's slogan "The seeks to raise
3)
ton,{Continued
or "Haunters onof page
the Deep,"
a
To Produce Two
Friendly Company," will be asso- $360,000 to carciated with Allied Artists as conry on urgent
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 6.— Victor
sultant and adviser on marketing work in the
Saville has signed Robert Aldrich to Youngstein
to Head
of new top quality productions, transportation
produce and direct "Kiss Me Deadly"
centers
of
the
and "My Gun Is Quick," both Mickey Cinema Lodge Drive
also is good news for exhibitors.
Spillane novels, for United Artists
Walker
Those who have dealt with Rod- city.
release.
reports that
J.
MUler
Walker
Max E. Youngstein, vice-president
gers in the past, and they are more than 230,Saville is occupied now with "The
legion, know him to be fair and to 000 persons received assistance from Silver Chalice." which he is produc- of United Artists and a vice-president
B'nai Lodge
B'rith has
{Continued on page 5)
ing for Warner Brothers release.
of New York's Cinema
of
have employed policies which assured the exhibitor as well as the
been appointed
chairman of the
distributor of a fair profit.
•
'SEVEN
WONDERS'
BY
THOMAS
Lodge's princi1954
fund
Allied Artists is to be congratuproject
—raising
thepalsale
of
BE FOURTH
FOR
CINERAMA
lated on having aligned with it a TO
recognized authority in distribu5 0 0 contribution share
tificates atcer$25
tion, as well liked as he is well
A deal by which Lowell Thomas will produce "Seven Wonders of the
known, and Rodgers is to be con- World" in the Cinerama process was disclosed here at the weekend by Si H.
per share with
gratulated on his association, if Fabian, president of Stanley Warner Theatres.
one of thechaserspurto be
The Thomas deal will provide the
awarded a„ 1954 .
only in an advisory capacity, with fourth Cinerama production. The first story line. The third production, prea company whose plans for the "This Is Cinerama," is still being exviously announced, is "Lewis and
four-dopr
Cad-it
illac sedan,
future and whose manpower with
hibited and is the only one now in re- Clark," to be made by Warner Bros. Max Youngstein
was announced .
lease. It is understood that the second
Commenting on the most recent
which to carry out those plans
Cinerama feature, Louis DeRoche- deal, Fabian said in part: " (Thomas )- yesterday by Burton E: bobbins,
mark it as a strong candidate for
It was- his president of Cinema Lodge.
mont's "Cinerama Holiday," filming is a Cinerama pioneer.
In announcing the appoiiitment of
and courage which launched
the biggest of the "big time" in on which has been completed, is being vision {Continued
on page 5)
the not too distant future.
{Continued pn pag^ql''^^
treated to strengthen the narrator's
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BLUMENSTOCK, Warner Brothers advertising - publicity vice-president, left here for the
nd.
Coast over the weeke
•
Arthur Rosson, Loyal Griggs,
Chico Day, Danny McCauley,
Robert Goodstein, MartinallPendleof the
ton and Harry Arnold,
B. DeMille's
production staff of Cecil
ments," will ar"The Ten Commandby
plane tomorrow
rive in New York
enroute to Cairo, •Egypt.
H. L. Marste,rson, director and
comptroller of Westrex Co., Ltd.,
British subsidiary of Westrex Corp.,
and J. H. Somake, secretary and
counsel, have returned to London from
New York.
•
Walter Mieisch, Allied Artists
executive producer, returned to Hollywood over the weekend from New
York.
•
Gene Allen and George Huene,
M-G-M cameramen, have arrived in
New York from the Coast and will
leave here Thursday
• for Italy.
Doris Johnson, secretary to Philip
Smith, of Smith Management Co.,
Boston, will be married there on Sept.
19 to Walter Bamberg.
•
Don Wenger, general manager of
the Pekin and Ritz theatres, Montgomery, Ala., has returned there with
Mrs. Wenger from Havana.
•
Andrew Marton, M-G-M director,
will arrive here from Hollywood on
Sept. 14 and will leave the same day
for Bombay, India.
•
Pat Purcell, traffic manager in
Paramount's Paris office, is expected
in New York today from Montreal.
•
Gregory Ratoff will leave here today for London via B.O.A;C. Monarch.
•

BONN, Germany, Sept. 6.— The
rebirth of a government-controlled
UFA film combine here is being
watched with growing concern by
American film representatives in this
country.
Recently, the MPEA representative
in Germany participated in a conference with key officials of the U. S.
High Commission Office here. The
subject was the application of the
UFA Decartilization Law and what
the impact of the regrowth of UFA
would have on a free German motion
picture industry and on American imports into Germany, it was learned.
Major stress was said to have been
placed by the MPEA representatives
upon the continued existence and expansion of the UFA theatre group and
on the unusual liquidation arrangements which were said to give the
custodianship over UFA script, music
and other artistic properties to this
UFA theatre group.
Unfair Pressure Feared

MORT

Samuel

Interests

Personal
Challenge

Tuesday, September 7, 1954

daily

in

Germany

It was indicated that through this
device and discriminating booking of
films, those responsible for the growing rehabilitation of UFA were able
to exercise unfair pressure on German
opponents of UFA and to retain control over the one link welding the
various production facilities into a
single combine.
The fact that the UFA theatre
group would control all of the German newsreel theatres by the end of the
year was pointed out. Also explained
by the American film representative,
it was learned, was the disproportionate power of this comparatively small
number of theatres by analyzing the
effect which their large percentage of
key first-run houses had on the fate
of a new picture.
It was understood that representatives of the High Commissioner's Office recognized that the current developments constituted serious violations
of the spirit of the original Allied directives and indicated that they would
take action on the matter.

Due

Berns

Named

from

Italy; May Go West
Eric Johnston, president of the
Motion Picture Association of
America, is due to return here
on Friday from Europe, where
he has been attending the Venice Film Festival.
Upon his return, it is expected that he will continue
on to Hollywood on another of
his periodic visits to the studios.

Fox Sets 2nd 'Scope
Reel Release in Oct.
"The CinemaScope Parade," 20th
Century-Fox's sequel to "The Advancing Techniques of CinemaScope,"
will be available to exhibitors in October for general showings to acquaint
the public with, the major innovations
effected in the new medium, the ..film
company announced.
The 20-minute subject in two-reels,
presents highlight scenes from 20thFox CinemaScope pictures scheduled
for release by the company during the
last quarter of 1954 and the first part
of 1955.
Narrated by Darryl F. Zanuck, vicepresident in charge of production, who
describes the properties being lined
up for filming in the coming months,
the reel includes footage from "Desiree," "There's No Business Like
Show Business," "Untamed," "The
Racers," and "Prince of Players."
The subject will be made available
to exhibitors both in full four-track
magnetic stereophonic sound and regular one-track optical sound.
The first CinemaScope reel, titled
"The Miracle of Stereophonic Sound,"
describes the operation of four-track
high fidelity magnetic stereophonic
sound, contrasting it with regular optical sound. The 11-minute reel currently is available to theatremen for
showings in regular theatre programs.
Advertising slugs in one and twocolumn sizes also are being made
available free by the company for
theatre announcements of showings of
"The Miracle of Stereophonic Sound."

Quigley

Publications

Hollywood

Manager

Samuel D. Berns has been appointed manager of the Hollywood
Bureau of Quigley Publications, effective September 7.
Berns joins
the Quigley organization for
sentation
general
repre-in
Hollywood o f
Motion Picture
Herald, Motion
Picture
Daily,
Motion Picture
and Television
Almanac and
Fame after a
wide experience
in motion
picture journalism,
exhibition and

Samuel Berns

production.
Following a series of home office
conferences with department heads of
Quigley Publications Berns returned
to Hollywood prepared to institute
plans to amplify and extend the services of the publications to readers and
advertisers.
In the furtherance of the new plans
Berns will be associated with William
R. Weaver, Hollywood editor.
Rubin

Heads

ASCAP

N,Y. Area Division
Clarence Rubin, New York district
manager of ASCAP, has been promoted to the newly-created post of
New York area division manager, it
was announced at the weekend by
Jules M. Collins, ASCAP sales manThe new division in New York, it
was
ager. explained, includes the district offices of New York, Newark and Philadelphia. Itwas further announced that
George Kopp, division manager of the
Chicago and Minnesota district, will
also have the Detroit office under his
supervision. Sam Feldman, assistant
sales manager, will be in charge of
the Eastern district field offices.

Alfred Hitchcock, producer-director, will arrive in New York today
Margolies Signed for
^American
Weekly'
from the Coast.
•
'Harry* Promotion
NEW YORK THEATRES
Film Issue Sept. 12
CoMMDR. Ian Murray^ technical
Albert Margolies and Co. has been
The annual motion picture issue of engaged to do special publicity on the
adviser on "Brigadoon," arrived in
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
New York yesterday from the Coast.
Rockefeller Center
forthcoming
Alfred
Hitchcock
Vista"American
Weekly,"
to
be
published
•
Sept. 12, will feature a full color pic- Vision production, "The Trouble with
"SEVEN BRIDES FOR
Ali Ipar, producer, left here Sunture layout with a story by Liza Wil- Harry," it was announced by Jerome
day via B.O.A.C. for London.
Pickman,
son under title "You'll Be Seeing."
•
in
charge ofParamount's
advertising, vice-president
publicity and
' The color pictures used in the story
SEVEN
BROTHERS"
in CINEMASCOPE
starrins
on the studio sets of exploitation.
Spencer Tracy has arrived in New were made
Hitchcock arrives here today from
York from the Coast.
JANE
POWELL
■
HOWARD
KEEL
"White Christmas," "Brigadoon," Hollywood to complete casting on the
"A Star Is Born," "The Little OutColor
by
ANSCO
An
M-G-M
Picture
and SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
and to start location shootlaw," "The Barefoot Contessa," "The production
ing in Northern Vermont.
Egyptian,"
"So
This
Is
Paris,"
Loew*s Capitol, D, C,
"Three for the Show," "This Is My
Takes Sept. 15 Bout
Love," "Bengal Brigade," "20,000 'Egyptian' Gross Higli
WASHINGTON, Sept. 6. — The Leagues Under the Sea," and many
others.
CLEVELAND, Sept. 6.— Despite
IDA LUPINO
3,432-seat Loew's Capitol here has
In addition, pictures of the five a rain and hail storm, 20th CenturySTEVE COCHRAN
signed up for the closed-circuit Marmost
beautiful
motion
picture
stars
HO WARD DUFF
ciano-Charles Sept. 15 telecast, accordFox's CinemaScope production, "The
DEAN JAGGER
DOROTHY MALONE
ing to Orville Crouch, Loew's Eastern selected by leading commercial artists Egyptian," racked up a one-performdivision manager. Tickets, on a appear on a two-page spread.
ance gross of $3,100 at the Hippodrome Theatre here on opening day.
In the same issue Anita Loos has
non-reserved basis, will be set at $3.50
for orchestra and balcony and $4.00 written a personality story of Audrey "The Robe" recorded a $3,789 gross
for the mezzanine, tax included.
for one performance at the theatre.
Hepburn, star of "Sabrina."
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Earle Hendren, owner of the
Capital Amusement Co., Erwin,
Teryi., was guest of honor at a dinner in the Farragut Hotel, Atlanta,
given by his friends in celebration
of his 40 j^ears in the entertainment
industry. Hendren has operated
theatres in several of the smaller
communities of Tennessee.

Roundup
"Suddenly"
{Robert Bassler-Unitcd Artists)
FRANK SINATRA continues in "Suddenly" the distinguished, earnest
work which marked his last previous performance, that in "From Here to
Eternity" which won him an Academy Award. That fact should add to the
picture's draw as word gets around, and it will.
The role, that of a self-centered, criminal killer, is even farther from the
original Sinatra-type than was the one in "Eternity." It is a wholly unsympathetic character that he plays. He gives it conviction and refuses to condescend to win even a modicum of audience sympathy. It is a standout performance.

Paramount-Convair

in Tieup

An advertising tieup to promote recruiting for the U. S. Air Force is
being worked out by Paramount Pictures, producers
of "Air
and Convair,
builders
of theCommand,"
huge B-36
inter-Continental atom bomber featured in the film. The campaign will
The story of "Suddenly" is a provocative one although all of its possibili- break early next year and will be
Carroll L. Puciato, president of
ties
are
never
fully
realized.
A
killer
is
hired
to
assassinate
the
President
of
Carroll Pictures here, is in Italy
tied in with release of the Vista Vision
negotiating for a group of films the United States as he is passing through a sleepy California town. The
picture. A number
the nation's top
which he will add to his program of assassin and his aides find the perfect setup for their activities in a house magazines
will be of
used.
releases for 1954-55. For the same overlooking the railroad station. They bluff their way in and make prisoners
including a former Secret Service man, his widowed daughpurposes, he will also visit Paris and of its occupants
ter-in-law and her son.
London.
Meanwhile, a group of Secret Service men, together with the town's
sheriff, makes detailed plans for the protection of the President. When the
sheriff
a government man come to inspect the house, the former is
Leo F. Samuels, president of wounded and
and also taken prisoner and the latter killed. The rest of the picture
Buena Vista, the Walt Disney dis- deals with the tensions and emotions of the people caught in the bizarre situatribution subsidiary, has appointed
tion. The eventual demise of the killers is brought about logically if a bit
Leonard Mintz to the company's obviously.
sales staff. A 20-year veteran in the
Aside from Sinatra's brutish assassin, none of the characters are develindustry, Mintz was formerly assooped sufficiently to arouse much interest in them although Nancy Gates as
ciated with 20th Century-Fox and the young widow is effective through her hours of anguish. The rest of the
United Artists as a salesman and
branch manager. He will make his cast, including Sterling Hayden as the sheriff and James Gleason as the
headquarters in Philadelphia and old man, is adequate.
"Suddenly" was directed by Lewis Allen and written by Richard Sale. It
cover the exchange areas of Washington, D. C. and Pittsburgh.
is producer Robert Bassler's first independent effort and he can thank Sinatra
the actor for endowing it with quality. Running time, 77 minutes. General
audience classification. Release in September.
n
Clyde Vaughan, veteran RKO Radio salesman in the Atlanta exchange, has resigned to become
manager of the War Eagle Theatre,
Auburn, Ga. Vaughan had been with
RKO for more than 18 years.

''The French Touch'*
( Times Film)
THE broad Gallic situation comedy for which many films imported from
France have been noted, together with Fernandel, France's top comedian,
in the stellar role, classify "The French Touch" immediately for those situations and audiences which have sampled the brand before and are prepared
to do so again.
Bingf Crosby has become a lifeIn this, Fernandel is a rustic sheep clipper who progresses to the sheartime member of Washington-Kaming of dogs, dolls and ultimately Parisian women who bring their troubles
loops, Inc., an organization to de- to his hair dressing salon. Due to his touch, which some women find irresisvelop big-time fishing in the vicinity
tible, and also to his pretensions, he becomes the most celebrated hairdresser
of Kettle Falls, Montana.
in France. Eventually he carries his talents from the beauty parlor into the
private lives of his customers. He makes middle-aged women young again,
thus turning straying husbands into jealous suitors of their own wives. At
NCA
Says It Will
the same time he becomes intoxicated with his own success and plots to rid
himself of his own lovely wife and take on a younger partner till scandal do
Picket Col. Branch
them
part. life,
The represented
not very surprising
denouement
is best
the hero's
realization that
the simple
by his realistic
mate, is
after all.
special tn THE DAILY
What is eventually a moral tale is told almost entirely in boudoir terms.
AHNNEAPOLIS, Sept. 6.— North Perhaps not since "Getting Gertie's Garter" has there been such running in
Central Allied plans to throw a picket and out of bedrooms and confrontations by jealous husbands and lovers. Some
it is funny and some plain tedious. That it never quite runs over into bad
line around Columbia Pictures' Minne- of
apolis exchange tomorrow in protest taste is due primarily to the screen personality of the star whom audiences
know as a good hearted buffoon incapable of real skullduggery.
against what NCA calls "Columbia's
Jean Boyer directed from a script co-authored with Serge Veber and based
high rental policies," according to
Benjamin N. Berger, NCA president. on a comedy by P. Aumont and M. Gerbidon. Times Film Corporation is
Berger said on Friday that he had the U. S. distributor. Among the women whose lives are changed by a hairappointed
Martin
Lebedoff, Twindo are Renee Devilliers, Fernandel's understanding wife ; Arlette Poirier, a
Cities independent exhibitor, as chair busy demimondaine, and Blanchette Brunoy, the hero's most appreciative cusman of the picketing committee and tomer.
Running time, 86 minutes. Adult audience classification. Release date,
Lebedoff was to confer over the weekend with Stanley Kane, NCA execu
Sept. 1.
tive counsel, on the wording of plac
ards.
Studio Wages Set
Kane said it was NCA's intention 'Dragnet* Openings
to hire persons outside the industry to
New High in July
carry the signs and said that he was Capture Big Grosses
satisfied that a protest such as that
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 6.— Average
"Dragnet" continued accounting for
planned by NCx\ was entirely legal strong opening day grosses, topping re- weekly earnings for motion picture
employes (which includes telefilming)
He added that he had "no idea" how
on "The High and the Mighty,"
long the picketing would be continued in 14 ceiptsmore
key city openings last during July rose to $132.20, an alltime high, according to the Division
indicating that the "next move is up to week.
of Labor Statistics and Research of
At
the
Paramount
and
Fenway,
Columbia."
Lebedoff could not be reached at Boston, it did $6,515; Albee, Cincin- the California Department of Indus
home or at his theatres for comment.
nati, $5.023 : Palace, Columbus, trial Relations.
This is an increase over the $130.38
The Columbia exchange, headed by $3,269 ; Mary Anderson, Louisville,
H. Chapman as branch manager, is $2,729 ; Metropolitan and Ambassador, average of June, 1954, and a considerlocated on a Currie Avenue corner in Washington, D. C, $6,509 ; St. Johns,
able hike over the July, 1954, $116.91
The average hourly earnings were
the middle of the two-block-long Jacksonville, $1,612; Strand, Akron,
Minneapolis Film Row. Chapman told $1,425: Ohio, Canton, $1,153; Stan- $3.01, down one cent from June, up
the Motion Picture Daily correley, Utica, $2,371 ; Troy, Troy, $2,069 ; 34 cents from July, 1953. Average
Garde,
New London, $1,236, and the hours worked per week number 43.9
pondent that he "had not heard a
Warner, Reading, $1,696.
up slightly.
thing about the picketing."

'Embarrassed';

No Damages

A $25,000 damage suit filed against
the Johnson City Enterprises, Johnson
City, Tenn., by Mrs. Mabel Trolson
was decided in favor of the defendant.
A similar suit brought by Mrs. Trolson's daughter, Mrs. Faye Bloomer,
had been thrown out earlier. The two
women charged they had gone to the
Majestic Theatre and that, after an
argument with the assistant manager,
Mrs. Trolson was requested to leave
the theatre. They claimed that they
suft'ered "embarrassment and humiliation" because of the incident.

Boston Meeting Postponed
Because of the hurricane of Aug. 31,
which made transportation into Boston
diflicult, the regular fall luncheon
meeting of Independent Exhibitors, ^
Inc. of New England was postponed
until Tuesday, Sept. 14 at the Hotel
Bradford.

Ends Tour for 'Egyptian'
A nine-week trip as advance man
for "The Egyptian" has just been
completed by Edward Feldman, of the
20th Century-Fox publicity department, who returned on Friday from
Rocky Mount, N. C, his last stop on
a Coast-to-Coast trip across Southern
states.
Schwartz
[Continued from page 1)
Dowling.
documentary produced by

Allan

Schwartz said that production of
the last of the planned pictures would
start within a year and that additional story properties for long-range
future production would then be
sought.
At the same time, Schwartz disclosed that his exhibitor-financed organization would call for bids in
competitive situations, but would not
force them, reiterating, hov^'ever, that
none of the backers of the company
would receive any favored position
insofar as the acquisition of product
is concerned.
At least two of the eight pictures
to be made under the present schedule, said Schwartz, will be produced
in
Hollywood.
These Rainbow."
will be "Pistolero"
and "Finian's
The
other six, he said, will be made
abroad in locales required by their
story content.
Schwartz plans to open D.C.A. offices here in about four weeks.
''
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New

Theatre

Loew's

Theatre

Firm

Against

in

Picture

Censorship

Mass.

BOSTON, Sept. 6.— Brattle Films,
Inc., operators of the Brattle Theatre in Cambridge, Mass., have filed
censorship papers in Middlesex Superior court attacking the constitutionALBANY, N. Y., Sept. 6.— Loew's
Theatres, Inc., the new company reality of the Commissioner of Public
suhing from the Aug. 31 Loew's Safety's granting Sunday licenses in
divorcement, has registered a certifi- the Commonwealth.
cate of incorporation to conduct a
The Commissioner turiled down an
business as theatre proprietors, mana- application by Cyrus Harvey, Jr., and
gers and directors and in a number of
other show business hnes, including Bryandt Haliday, Brattle Theatre officials, to exhibitThe
the picture
film "Miss
real estate.
on Sundays.
has Julie"
been
Authorized capital stock is $3,000,- playing the house on weekdays.
000, consisting of 3,000,000 shares at
Otis M. Whitney, commissioner of
public safety, and John J. Curry, city
$1 par.
Class one directors, who will serve manager for Cambridge, who has jufor a year, are : Archie Weltman and
risdiction in the matter, have been
Gilbert Walerstein ; class two, serv- named in the suit.
ing for two years, Harold J. Cleary
Permit Refused in February
and Matt J. Madden ; class three,
The Brattle Theatre in February
holding- office for three years, Joseph
R. Vogel and Leopold Friedman.
had applied for a license to show
"Miss Julie" on Sundays but the
Three-Year Terms Set
for a license was reThe certificate provides that at the house's fusedrequest
by the Department of Public
expirations of their terms, successors Safety. The plaintiffs again applied
shall be elected for a term of three for a Sunday license in June and once
years, so that one-third the number again were rebuffed.
of directors shall be elected annually.
The plaintiffs claim that these reCumulative voting for directors is aufusals constitute restraints of freethorized.
dom and the rights of the petitioners
Loew's, Inc., a Delaware company which are protected by the First and
which filed a statement designating 14th Amendments to the U. S. Conits New York State offices for constitution and also by Article 16 of
duct of a general theatrical and the Constitution of the Commonwealth
amusement business, in December, of Massachusetts.
1919, is still active, according to
They are asking the court for a
declaratory judgment to establish the
records
at
the
Secretary
of
State's
office here.
rights of all parties involved and to
Is

Chartered

EVERYBODY who is ANYBODY
will be at the ...

in the amusement

ENTERTAINMENT

GOLF

NEW

INDUSTRY

TOURNAMENT
sponsored by

YORK

VERNON

world

VARIETY
at the

HILLS

TUCKAHOE,
THURSDAY,

CLUB

COUNTRY
NEW
SEPT.

CLUB

YORK
16th

P R I Z E S — F U N — A N D MORE
PRIZES
is the order of the day
ENTER NOW!
Only 200 Can Play!

Sunday

Me

In

□ Golf-Lunch-Dinner $20.00 □ Lunch & Dinner $15.00
□ Dinner $10.00
Here
is
my
entry
for
Entertainment
Tournament to be held the
Thursday,
SeptemberIndustry's
16th, at Golf
the
Vernon Hills Country Club, Tuckahoe, New York.

Address

•
The Committee
Chas. A. Alicoate Chairman, Marvin Kirsch, Co-Chairman, Treas. ; Orrin Dunlap,
Sid H. Eiges, Edward L. Fabian, Wm. German, Dave J. Jacobson, Edward Lachman,
Martin Levinc, Burt Robbins, Ted Sullivan, Robert M. Weitman, Chris J. Witting,
Max Youngstein, Franeis X. Zuzulo.
Fill in and mail to Marvin Kirsch, Treasurer, Golf Tournament,
1501 Broadway, New York 36, N. Y.

Suit

In

the

THEATRE

Law

specifically decide whether the commissioner has the authority to refuse Equipment
the license. The theatre also is ask- &
Refreshment
ing the court to order the respondents
to grant the license.
The issue involved is the constitu- World
tionality of the two sections of the
law, Chapters 140 and 136. Chapter
• wUh RAY GALLO
140 permits the Mayor "upon such •
terms and conditions as he deems reasonable to grant licenses which he
may revoke or suspend at pleasure."
Chapter 136, regarding public enterletters for usecopyin
interchangeable advertising
tainment on the Lord's Day "must be FLUORESCENT
in keeping with the character of the displays will be exhibited by Wagner
day and the due observances thereof." Sign Service, Inc., Chicago, at
Three Suits Filed Earlier
TESMA-TEDA-TOA-IPA Trade
These charges are the same as Show in Chicago, Oct. 31-Nov. 4.
those filed earlier in the U. S. Dis- Called "Glo-Flo" letters, they are
made of clear plastic and processed
trict Court here by RKO Radio Pic- with a newly developed fluorescent
tures in three suits against the Com- material. By the use of black light,
missioner of Public Safety, Mayor
John B. Hynes of Boston and Mayor each letter becomes a separate light
Arthur Frawley of Lynn and other source not dependent on transmitted
visible light or the translucence of the
state officials.
The Boston law firm of Peabody, sign face. It is pointed out that they
Koufman and Brewer, attorneys for create colored light rather than lighted
Brattle Films, filed the case. In his color.
"Glo-Flo" letters are processed on
office, filing
Koufman
saidthat
"Wethe decided
before
this case
proper the back and do not pass the ultraviolet rays of the sun, which is said to
remedy was in the state court rather
than in the Federal District Court and make them fade-resistant. They are
therefore we filed in Middlesex Su- slotted for wind-proof mounting, like
other Wagner letters, and are adaptable, with slight modification, to all
Answers, have been filed by both
Court." Curry. Whitney stated present Wagner display frames.
Whitneyperiorand
that he acted pursuant to the duty imposed upon him in Chapter 136, SecFigures now available on June
tion 4, and that his refusals were in
good faith and not arbitrary or capri- candy sales show^ that month to
have been 8% over the same period
tional. cious and that the statute is constitu- last year. The first four months of
this year turned in declines from
Needs Approval of CPS
1953. Sales of manufacturers of
Curry answered that under Chapter candy and related products during
136, Section 4, he is not empowered June 1954, are estimated at $60,to grant an efifective Sunday license 780,000.
without the prior written approval of
the Commissioner of Public Safety.
He admits he is without knowledge
Installations of equipment for presentation ofCinemaSeope productions
of the propriety and character of the
film "Miss Julie" as he has never had are being made at Phe rate of about
occasion to view it. The case will be
400 per week, reports L. B. McKinheard in late September.
ley, znce-president of Bausch & Lomb^
In the case of RKO vs. state offi- Rochester. Of the theatres showing
cials, motions to dismiss the case CinemaSeope pictures, he said, more
from the Federal Court have been filed than 90% use B & L cylindrical
by the defendants. Judge William anamorphic lenses.
McCarthy is the first of the three
judges to be assigned to hear it and
the two other judges will shortly be
A toilet bowl cleaner said to dischosen by Calvert Magruder, Chief
solve readily all kinds of organic
Judge of the Circuit Court.
matter, has been marketed by Huntington Laboratories, Inc., Huntington,
Record
Now

Count

Tuesday, September 7, 1954

Daily

Players

List

Ind., under
trade-name
"Sani-to
Tate."
The the
product
is alsoof said
act as a deodorant.

at Universal

RCA has issued a new brochure
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 6. — More
than 60 stars and featured players on its "Stereoscope" sound systems.
supplementing Universal Interna- Components of the systems are described and pictured, and specificational's regular talent roster under
tions for the magnetic soundhead
term contract, are now represented in
publication is identiU-I films ready for release or sched- are given.
fied as FormThe2R8932.
uled for production, the studio announced.
This figure was reached with the
signing of Charlton Heston to play
You Get All 3
in "The Private War of Major Ben^HEN GOOD-OLE-DEPENDABLE M
Speed -^H^j^ym^paMffi^^ A
The list includes such players as
James Stewart, June Allyson, Jose
FILMACK
I
Ferrer, Jane Russell, Kirk Douglas,
MAKES YOUR
Jane Wyman, Dana Andrews, Gloria
SPECIAL
TRAILERS
1327 So. Wabash Chicago
III
Grahame, Jack Palance, Janet Leigh,
MO Ninth Ave New York
and many others.
son."
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Cinerama on its remarkable public
career and I know of no man who
has a better understanding of the
power of the Cinerama camera to entertain an audience."
It was learned that Thomas plans
to use some of the footage shot earlier by Merian C. Cooper, the former
head of Cinerama production, before
the Stanley- Warner take-over. Cooper, at the time, planned a Cinerama
picture bearing the same title.
Will Circle the Globe
It was announced that Thomas will
supervise a five-month expedition
which will circle the globe to photograph "a series of dramas involving
the peoples of the earth. The expedition will number upward of SO people, and will include a production
crew, cameramen, writers, sound engineers and an administrative staff —
headed bv Hollywood director Ted
TetzlafT."
Tax Suit
{Continued from page 1)

members of the Independent Theatre
Owners Association and Metropolitan
Motion Picture Theatres Association.
The papers are returnable on Sept. 13.
Assistant Corporation Counsel Stanley Buchsbaum was reported as
"very much annoyed" at the exhibitor
move on the eve of the Labor Day
holiday weekend and is expected to
oppose the move for joining Century
Circuit's Community and Queens
theatres, RKO's Flushing Theatres,
Loews' Willard Theatre and Brandt's
Strand
Theatre,
Buchsbaum
and all
the Queens'
exhibitor houses.
attorneys are awaiting a decision from Supreme Court Justice Percy D. Stoddart on motions for summary judgment which were heard last week.
Stoddart reserved decision on the five
per cent admission levy's legality
pending further examination of affidavits.
Decision Could Be Vital
Stoddart's
decision whether
in one
wayJudge
or another
can determine
the New York City amusement tax
is legal under the State Enabling Act
of 1947. Under the law, an admission
levy has a limitation of five per cent.
Breakage on the present tax exceeds
that percent.
The temporary injunction which
was issued in July by Supreme Court
Justice Nicholas M. Pette curbs the
collection of the tax breakage by the
city. A hearing on whether the injunction should be made permanent
is set for Sept. 13, but Judge Stodneed fordart's
it. decision could eliminate the
Speakers Stolen
BUTTE, Mont, Sept. 6.— Some 17
speakers were cut loose and stolen
from the Bridgeport Drive-In Theatre here last week. A liberal reward
has
been return.
off^ered by the management
for their

■HOWARD

E. STARK!
Brokers and Financial Consul-fanfs
TELEVISION STATIONS
RADIO STATIONS
I 50 E. 58th St., N. Y.
EL 5-0405
SpecinHsts to Motion Picture Industrv
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Daily
Pickman

Wonders
(Continued from page 1)

NYC

MOTION

(Continued from page 1)
Television-'Radio
iwith

Pinky

Herman,

'npHIS
be remiss
in its news
obligations
wereof it
confined
solely pillar
to TV would
and radio
happenings,
and data
things
and
people in and around New York. Being a national — rather, an international trade journal of the motion picture, television and radio
industries, the writer feels and has practiced the theory that our
scope, if not entirely international, at least be national. Hence, anything that pertains to TV, motion pictures, radio, Broadway stage,
etc., is considered within the domain of this scribbler and often finds
its way into this space. With that in mind, we often journey thru
the hinterlands to meet some of the people who are or make news
and print what they say or do. Last week, we airlaned to Cleveland
and Chicago and returned to our cubby hole on the 30th floor of
the America's Building in Radio City, with our head brimful of
human interest yarns and our heart grateful to the many radio and
TV artists, producers, disk jockeys, station execs and press room
staffs, for having made our short stay among them so pleasant.
We shan't attempt to inject into this one column any of the yarns
we picked up, nor shall we attempt to single out any particular or
singular talent but shall try to recall the names of those we met.
^

^

^

TISr Cl^^ICAGO we went first to WGN to greet old friends
Claire and Saxie Dowell and while there renewed acquaintance with Ernie Simon and Buddy Black. Buddy introduced us to deejays Dick Coughlan, George Bauer. Sorry
we missed saying "Howdy" to Jim Lounsbury but we'll do
that next trip. At WBBM, our old pal music chief Caesar
Petrillo chatted with us on the phone and introduced us to
Lenny Kaye, record librarian and pianist Bob Acri. Over to
WIND where we exchanged a few pleasantries with Howard
Miller (we'll write about him, his talents and achievements
in a subsequent column), Jim Mills, Ed Hubbard, Jay Trumpeter, Bernie Allen, Bill Guthrie (Bill also is heard ree:ularly
on "The Breakfast ABClub"), Lorene Younglove. At WGFL
we met Don Sorkin and his associate Jim (see, we forgot his
surname) and librarian Margaret Murray. Of course no visit
of ours to the Windy City is complete until we've met ork
pilot and songwriter Harry Kogen and sampled Naomi
Kogen'swe culinary
From
Ave. where
Kogens
dwell
taxied toartistry.
NBC at
the Lunt
Merchandise
Martthewhere
we
chatted briefly with Shan, pop deejay who got his radio start
at WWRL
right here in Woodside, L. L, and then we went
to WJJD to see Ralph Blank, thence to WAAF and a pleasant
-t^ ik
chit-chat with Myron Schultz.
TN CLEVELAND zve zvalked in on Johnny Andrews' program
'* at WTAM and thrilled to one of the pleasautest morning prograins zue'z'c ever heard.. His "Morning Bandbox," prodnced by
Bud Ford and featuring lovely Frankie Lynn and Henry Leznne's
ork. is justifiably one of the most-listened-to
of that
city's zms
morning
programs.sojourning
At WEREin
Bill
Raudle
on vacation
Bermuda but zve did get to see and knozv
Phil McLean, his charming zuife Pat and
her tzvin sister June, Carl Reese, Richard
Reynolds, Joe Miyasaki, one of the most talented artists and photographers in that z'icinity. engineers Nick amd Roy. At WJW zve
spent several qnippy minutes ztfith young
Todd Purse (formerly zvitli ABChicago) .
Thence back to WTAM for a chat about
old times with Glenn Rowell, half of one of
the most famous early radio tea>ms (Gene Henry Levine
& Glenn), zvho is once again making people
happy via his WTAM shenanigans. Gene Carroll is doing a great
job as the top banana at WEWS (TV). Course we can't leave
Cleveland zvithoiit dropping in to see "The Millionaire Songwrit ei'" Carl Lani.pl, among whose hits are "Close to You" and
the current "Lonesome." Before zve left for home we went to
see Joe Mulvihill at IJ^TAM, zvho had to leave in the middle of
his program due to a sudden attack of the flu. Yet, sick as he was,
he gave us ten minutes zvhile zve zvere waiting for his car to
drive him to his home. (We checked and he's okav nozv.) We
missed naming many others (oh, yes, Morey Davidson, w.k. songzvriter, his beautiful wife Lilly and his three adorable children).
Those we missed naming here , please forgive the^nnihtentional
omission and. remember we'll be back soon.

months in setting up campaigns to
achieve the maximum ticket-selling
penetration. Extensive and complete
market surveys of the 400 most important situations were completed in
time for distribution at the meeting.
These covered all the local newspaper, radio and television media.
Will Aid Local Promotion
It was stated that the survey data
made possible for the first time complete coordination between sales and
advertising, so that each can properly evaluate the manner and degree
of penetration, and the facts can be
utilized in the proper booking and
local promotion of Paramount pictures.
Walker Heads
(Continued from page 1)

the Society's workers last year, an
increase of over 10 per cent. A special friend to all persons in trouble
while in transit. Travelers Aid has
maintained its unique service in New
York for nearly 50 years. The agency's trained social workers meet every
ship arriving in the city to assist new
arrivals while standing ready to assist
any traveler, regardless of race, color,
or religion, at the major terminals of
New York.
More than 150 key civic and business
leaders have joined with Walker to
encourage urgently-needed support for
Travelers Aid. He expressed confidence that the motion picture industry,
which has been one of the strongest
sponsors of the agency's good work
in the past, will again be one of the
leaders in aiding Travelers Aid.
Youngstein
Aids
(Continued from page 1)
Youngstein and the decision of the
Lodge's executive committee to make
the contribution share certificate sale
an important part of the 1954 fundraising campaign of the Lodge on behalf of the B'nai B'rith agencies, including the Anti-Defamation League,
tlie Hillel Foundations and the B'nai
B'rith Youth Services, Robbins pointed to the success of last year's sale
and urged all those in the industry
who had participated to renew their
purchases this year.
Youngstein will announce the merr|bers of his committee in a few days,
according to Robbins.
Drive-in

to Wometco

MIAMI, Sept. 6.— Wometco Theatres here has taken over the Coral
Drive-In of this city from E. J.
Alillicker.

MITCHELL

MAY,

Jr.

CO., INC.
INSURANCE
•
Specializing
in requirements of the
Motion Picture Industry
75 Maiden Lane, New York
3720 W. 6th St., Los Angeles
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Rank's
New

WASHINGTON, Sept. 7. — Government regulation by an agency such
as the Federal Trade Commission is
recommended by Harry C. Arthur,
Jr., president of the Southern California Theatre Owners Association, in
a letter to Abram F. Myers, general
counsel of Allied States Association.
Pointing out that the SCTOA had
been "toying" with the idea of asking government assistance for some
time, Arthur said that his association
had come to the conclusion that government regulation by the FTC "would
be far superior to the regulation that
we now are suffering from by the
film companies."
Stating that he had noted with interest Allied's contemplated action
for government intervention, Arthur
wrote, in part :
"For many years the railroads operated in as high-handed fashion as the
film companies do ; they were warned
repeatedly. Finally legislation was introduced making them subject to the
regulation of the Interstate Commerce
{Continued on page 5)
Plan

BOT

Broadway

Signs

BOPE

Flexible

Squeeze

Print

Has
Use

A supply of the lenses will be availpair.
{Contimted on page 4)

SJiows

Pact

GOVTAID^EED
20th-Fox

Covering

Pay

Sales

Head

on Allied's

Gives

Company's

Committee

with
Scale

The first agreement covering payment schedules and working conditions for theatre telecasts of Broadway shows has been reached between
Actors' Equity Association and Box Office Television, Inc., it was disclosed here yesterday by William P,
Rosensohn, executive vice-president of
AA
Sets 10 Releases
BOT.
In its announcement, BOT said the
Sept. Through
April
agreement makes it possible to proceed
immediately with plans to bring a series of at least three Broadway shows,
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 7.— Allied
Artists production is being scheduled
kicking
off probably with "Seven
so that at least one top calibre picture
Year
Itch,"
to theatres
across the The
nawill be released each month, Walter
tion via closed
circuit television.
Mirisch, executive producer, said here present pact, it was added, covers a
today upon return from England, three-show series and will serve as a
where he recently spent several weeks basis for renegotiation when the results of the series are determined.
supervising "The Black Prince," the
Some
of the principal provisions of
company's first multi-million dollar
film and its first in CinemaScope.
the pact are :
The minimum payment to each actor
The release of the company's big
(Continued on page 5)
(Continued on page 4)

?

*

Report

In reply to Allied States Association's sales policy committee's report to
its board of directors, Al Lichtman, director of distribution for 20th Century-Fox, asserted that he did not believe tliat tin- ui >vt.-rnment or any of its
agencies couldas
accomplish

N.Y.

Lively

Hit

Pace

Grosses, aided by the Labor Day
weekend, hit a lively pace this week
at most New York first-run situations,
with "Seven Brides for Seven Brothers,'' "The Egyptian," "Rear Window" and "On the Waterfront" doing
outstanding business.
At the Radio City Music Hall, a
big $170,000 was forecast for the
seventh week of "Seven Brides for
Seven Brothers," bringing the picture's total gross at the Hall up to
$1,235,000, a record for the house for
a seven-week period.
At the Roxy, a smash $105,000 was
seen for the second week of "The
Egyptian,"
second
figure
which
ranks ahigher
than week
any other
at
(Continued on page 5)
Top

much bleas business
"sensimen who have
been dependent

Holiday

Grosses

Stars

Balahan
Equity

DOUBTS

Lens

By PETER BURNUP
LONDON, Sept. 7. — J. Arthur
Rank's British Optical and Precision
Equipment Co. today announced the
development of its new "Varamorph"
flexible lens, claiming that it will enable exhibitors to project "squeeze"
prints in any "squeeze" ratio which
producers may adopt between 1.3 to 1
and 2 to 1.
It will also cover ratios from those
of CinemaScope and VistaVision
standards downward to 1.78 to 1 with
a standard aperture plate. BOPE also
claims the lens will suit other anamorphic ratios which may possibly be
adopted by other producers later.
The new lens is being offered at a
price of £390 ($1,092) per pair, compared with the current CinemaScope
lens price here of £550 ($1,540) per

1st

CENTS

to Myers

LICHTMAN

Stand

Proposes
Myers

TEN

Office

HOLLYWOOD,
Sept. 7. —
Sam Nathanson, veteran industry figure, has resigned as sales
manager for Hal R. Makelim to
open his own distribution offices
here. He was with Columbia
for many years and handled the
road engagements of "Hamlet."

by

8, 1954

Opening

Distribution

Regulation

Harry

SEPTEMBER

Reply
Nathanson

FTC

U.S.A., WEDNESDAY,

Join

in

Tribute

Top stars of Hollywood and the
rest of the amusement world will join
leaders of the industry and its allied
trades in making arrangements for the
"$1,000,000 tribute." to Barney Balaban, president of Paramount Pictures,
to be held Sunday, Sept. 26, at the
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel here, it was
announced yesterday by Samuel
Markle, chairman of the tribute committee^
The tribute, which is being sponsored by the Metropolitan Council of
B'nai B'rith, will salute Balaban for
his "35 years of dedicated service to
B'nai B'rith and his fellow man." Reservations for the testimonial will be
by purchase of $1,000 in State of
Israel Development Bonds.
The most recent additions to the
dinner cabinet for the tribute, Markle
reported,(Continued
are Jack Benny,
on pageEddie
5) Can-

Al Lichtman

upon one anIn a letter to
Abram
F.
M y e r s. Allied
general counsel,
Lichtman said
that
he sincerely
"without
any
believed that
other."

attempt at disparaging anyone's efforts to do what
they
think is ' right, that the former
so-called
'victories' that were obtained
through the courts have possibly done
as much harm as good for those who
were instigators of the litigation that
resulted in divorcement and the elimination ofn's
blockletter
booking."
Lichtma
to Myers, in part,
read as follows :
"While it is difficult to set forth a
sales policy that fits every condition
of every theatre in America, in general our policy is based upon mutuality. Both parties must be successful
to remain in business.
"My preference in dealing
with exhibitors in general, except in very small situations, is
on the sliding scale basis wher(Continued on page 4)
Rank
Opened

Export

Unit

to Outsiders

LONDON, Sept. 7.— A significant
step forward in the overseas marketing of British films is seen in the
announcement that the resources of
J. Arthur Rank Overseas Film Distributors Ltd. are to be made available to all independent producers here.
George Minter's Renown Pictures
is the first to make an arrangement
with the Rank Organization. Minter's
rising
line of product will be released
by J.A.R.O.F.D. throughout the world,
except in the U. S. and Canada where
Renown Pictures of America, Inc.
already operate under Richard Gordon.

,
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French

Film

Poll

Reveals

Mention
Up^

Attendance

Off

RACKMIL, presiMILTON dent of R.
Universal Pictures, has
WASHINGTON, Sept. 7— The results of the first nation-wide pubHc
returned to New York from the opinion
poll on motion pictures in France has been published by the
Coast.
Centre National de la Cinematographic, according to the U. S. Department of Commerce. The poll was conJay Hawksworth, producer for
ducted during February and March, emerge as a familial, social center of
Facett Films, Ltd., of England, and
and
purports
to reveal the theatre- entertainment. The "average" specPhillip Glenville, art director, will
tator is accompanied by 2.3 persons
arrive here tomorrow from London joing habits of the French, according and looks forward to meeting friends
to
income
group,
age,
sex,
geographic
via B.O.A.C. Monarch.
location, and size of community, and at the local cinema. The intermission
•
thereby furnish guides to remedying time is favored by three-fourths of the
Robert Burton, vice-president of the "general crisis" of the French film patrons. A majority are more favorBroadcast Music, Inc., will sail from industry. Film attendance in France
ably impressed by high standards of
production than the comhere aboard the "Queen Mary" today has shown a consistent tendency to de- soundfort and
and decor of the theatre.
cline after having reached a 1946 peak
for Europe.
•
of 419,000,000, while prices of adPrefer Own, and Italian Films
mission continue to rise, the poll
Rodney Bush, 20th Century-Fox shows.
The
French tend to go to pictures
exploitation manager, has returned
through
specific choice of films rather
here following a vacation at Cape
Stay-aways Total 36%
than habit. Color does not exercise a
Cod.
The following are some of the high- significant attraction to most spectators. The most popular types of films
lights of the study. Of the potential
Leo Pillot, 20th Century-Fox special events director, has returned to film-going populace, 64 per cent at- are detective, light romance, musical
tend an average of 29 times a year, and historical. The quality of French
New York from the Middle West.
and 36 per cent do not attend at all. films is placed first with Italian films
Olivia De Havilland will arrive Reasons given for not attending pic- second.
One criticism of the poll has been
tures include : lack of time, lack of
in New York Saturday by Royal Scot
interest in current films and financial the shortcomings of the statistical
of B.O.A.C.
•
inability. The price of admission is sample. From a total population of
Irving Beiilin returned to New considered too high by 23 per cent of 43,000,000, those under 15 years of age
and all inhabitants of communities of
York over the weekend from Holly- those tested. Most of the theatre-going less than 2,000 were excluded, leaving
public do not consider any other form
wood.
•
of entertainment as competing seri- a base of about 19,000,000 people from
ously with films. Motion pictures which only 3,578 were interviewed.
Jane Russell will arrive here today from Hollywood.
MGM
Today

Coast

Booking

For 'Duel' Sept, 15
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 7.— David
O. Selznick's "Duel in the Sun" has
been booked day and date for Sept. 15
by 33 first run theatres in Los Angeles
and other Southern California key
cities, according to Frank 1. Davis,
Jr., president of Selznick Releasing
Organization. The theatres include
14 drive-ins. Local houses playing it
include the Stanley Warner Downtown and Wiltern, Hollywood and
Picwood.
Pallette

Funeral

Two

for

Joseph (7. Priore
Funeral services will be held here
this morning for Joseph G. Priore,
critic and stafT writer for "The Film
Daily," who died Sunday at the Lenox
Hill Hospital. He was 40 years old.
Priore had served on the staffs of
"Boxoffice" and Motion Picture
Daily before joining "The Film
Daily." He was vvith the 82nd Airborne Division during World War II.
He is survived by his parents, a
brother and three sisters.
Services will be held at the Walter
B. Cooke Funeral Home, 180 E.
85th St.
Heavy

Testing

Held

Tackage'

Projects

M-G-M will have two packages of
reprints, each package to be made up
of two pictures which were previously
outstanding
in situations
their class.
Loew's
Theatres in five
will test
the
packages on Oct. 7 or Oct. 8 and
based on the results further distributions will be decided.
The first group will consist of
"Father of the Bride" and "Father's
Little Dividend," the package to be
showntres inday-and-date
in Loew's
TheaAkron, Reading,
Harrisburg,
Syracuse and Hartford. The second
due will comprise "Battleground" and
"The Asphalt Jungle" and will be
shown simultaneously in Cleveland,
Canton, Memphis, St. Louis and
Evansville.
Warners

8,000 Re-release
'Luther' Contracts

Acquires

'Old Man
of Sea'
BURBANK, Sept. 7. — Jack L.
Warner has announced completion of
a deal with Leland Hayward for the
production of Ernest Hemingway's
"The Old Man of the Sea," with
Spencer Tracy in the starring role.
No date for starting of the production has been set, because Producer
Hayward is now on Midway Island
where his "Mister Roberts" is before
the cameras for Warner Brothers.

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 7.— Funeral
services were held here for Eugene
Schenck Hospitalized
Pallette, 65, character actor who retired from films in 1945. Services
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 7.— Joseph
were followed by cremation. The de- M. Schenck is in the Cedars of Lebanon Hospital, Los Angeles, for a
ceased is survived by his widow and
periodical checkup.
a sister.

About 8,000 contracts for the rerelease of "Martin Luther" in October
at popular prices are expected throughout the world, Cresson E. Smith, general sales manager for Louis de Rochemont Associates, and Henry Endress,
chairman of the administrative committee of Lutheran Church Productions, jointly stated here yesterday
during a conference for members of
the trade press.
The religious picture, which de
Rochemont produced in Germany on
a $500,000 budget for Lutheran Church
Productions, has already brought in
$3,000,000 in film rentals from 3,000
U. S. bookings and about $200,000 in
rentals from Canadian showings.
Smith said.

Rates

More

$8,400,000
Prices

Services

Yield

Eady

Will

Than

Annually

By Staff Correspondent.
LONDON, Sept. 7.— At the present
rate of business here the new Eady
levy scales agreed upon last week and
scheduled to be approved by the
Cinematograph Exhibitors Association's general council tomorrow will
have an estimated yield slightly in excess of £3,000,000 ($8,400,000) annually, as compared with the present
£2,750,000.
The new rates will become efifective
Oct. 24 and will remain in force for
three years.
At the four trade associations' meeting last week the producers had tendered revised figures showing that unaided production resulted in a loss last
year
_ of £2,200,000.
Theyentitled
claimedto
additionally
that they were
£1 million as a "nominal" profit on
their capital investment at 10 per cent.
Moreover, it was urged that costs
were rising on account of wages and
the greater number of pictures being
made in Technicolor.
Future Deficit Estimated
In all, producers estimated that on
past figures their future deficit was
likely to run in the neighborhood of
£4 million. They agreed, however,
that their share of increased rentals arising in the recent remission of
tax
would amount approximately to
£400,000.
Eighty per cent of theatre admissions throughout the country are related to seats at prices less than
2s. 7d. Major circuits therefore will be
called upon to bear most of the increased levies.
Dowling to Head
'Contessa' Premiere

Robert W. Dowling, president of
City Investing Co., chairman of the
American National Theatre and
Academy (ANTA), and New York
philanthropist and civic leader, will
serve as chairman of the premiere
committee for the benefit opening of
"The Barefoot Contessa," it was announced by Paul Comly French, executive director of CARE, the relief
and rehabilitation agency which will
benefit from the premiere of the
United Artists release.
The opening, the first theatrical
event ever sponsored by CARE, will
Heavily Booked in Germany
take place at the Capitol Theatre here
Exhibited during its initial presen- on Sept. 29. "The Barefoot Contation at advanced prices, the picture
tessa" will begin its regular, continuhas had 845 theatre dates throughout
ous performance engagement at the
West Germany with runs from one to Capitol the following morning.
10 weeks, Endress stated. Europa
A starting budget for advertising,
Films is handling the German distri- publicity and exploitation of $500,000
bution, he said.
has been set for "The Barefoot ConThe picture, which de Rochemont
tessa," Francis M. Winikus, national
director
of advertising, publicity and
is distributing in the U. S., England,
for United Artists, anNorway, Sweden, Denmark, Finland, exploitation
'U' Divide
nd
Switzerland, Holland and Iceland, and nounced.
which 20th Century-Fox is releasing
in other areas throughout the world,
will open at the Guild Theatre in New
York on Oct. 15 at popular prices.
The board of directors of Universal
Smith said. " 'Martin Luther' had a Pictures, at a meeting held here yes14-week run at the Guild during its
terday, declared a quarterly dividend
initial presentation with ticket prices of 25 cents per share on the common stock, payable on Sept. 28 to
scaled up to $1.80," the executives
said.
stockholders of record on Sept. 17.
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SHARE

THE

SUCCESS!^

MASS

STUDENT
You

can

do

it too,

with

M-G-M's

monumental
APPEAL!

APPEAL!

Tried and proven schoo

Life Magazine says: "As
sliarp a study of violence

JULIUS

tie-ups. You get surefire materials to bring

CAfc:^AK

and intrigue as any

out large student
trade!

popular melodrama
today!"

M-G-M's
JULIUS
CAESAR
IS
COMINGI

THIS

KIT TELLS

YOU

HOW

THEATRES

USE

800

THE

THEY

SELL

DID IT I

so complete

Flailing
and

CONTENTS
(With actual samples enclosed)

Y

I

Starring
CAESAR
MARLON BRANDO
ot MARK ANJOHr
JAMES MASON
at BRUTUS
JOHN GIELGUD
at CASSIUS
LOUIS CALHERN
as JULIUS CAESAR

3. NEWSPAPERS
AND
PUBLICITY:
Ad mats,
publicity mats, everything you need. Actual mats in variety
of sizes included in kit.

EDMOND
oj CASCA
andO'BRIEN
GREER GARSON
o« CALPUKNIA
DEBORAH
KERR
OJ PORTIA
AN M-G-M PICTURE

special, exciting, inexpensive display materials.
PACKAGE:

proven. It's in the bag when
treatment."
FLASH!

Hail

DRAMATIC MASTERPIECE
M-G-M's
OF WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE'S

2. SPECIAL SCHOOL
MATERIALS:
Study Guides,
educational 1 -sheets; captioned 11 x 14 stills; bulletin
board placards; student discount coupons (extremely important).

5. COMPLETE

in

JULIUS.

The complete record. How to put on
from start to finish. Reproduction of

successful campaigns, ads, stories, tie-ups, experience from
many cities.

4' LOBBY:

passions

violence
ALL

!• PRESS BOOK:
your engagement

TICKETS

a

campaign based on
successful engagements, with proven
materials to work with.

Here's Your
CAMPAIGN On
A GREAT
Picture!

ADS!

(Sample ad below)

Never have showmen
had

ACTION

to traitors and heroes . . . killings and conspiracies . . .
power and glory of an infamous empire !
Blood-feuds. ..spectacle. ..golden-haired beauties in a pogon londl
Ruthless men and their goddess -like women in a sin-swept era ! K

No guess-work. Tried and

you give it "the Julius Caesar

.

PROMOTION!

ENJOY THE DRAMATIC HIGHLIGHTS IN THE M O M RECORDS ALBUM!
Directed by
Produced by
JOSEPH L. MANKIEWICZ
• JOHN HOUSEMAN

1. Contact Women's Clubs, Kiwanis, Rotary, etc. (See Federation of Women's Clubs letter in Press-book). 2. Book windows.
3. M-G-M Record dealer window tie-ups. 4. The Greer Garson
recording. 5. How to distribute tabloid newspapers. 6. Library
displays. 7. Lobby door panels. 8. Radio commentators. They
like to discuss the picture.

20 weeks

HOT

Boston, Toronto, Chicago. 18 weeks ("R") in San
Francisco. 5 weeks ("R") in Cleveland, Cincinnati. In

TIP!

FOR

SUBSEQUENT

RUNS!

LONG-RUN
,

New
No matter how long "Julius Caesar" ran in its first-run, downtown engagement, there are BIG box-office possibilities left

SENSATION!

("R" designates Reserved Seats)
("R")

in Los

Angeles.

9 weeks

("R")

in

York — 5V2 months ("R"), then 6 months "Continuous." Because "Continuous" proved successful inDayton

Most of your high-school students are waiting for it in their

(held over) and Nashville, new policy sta.rted. "Continuous" for 15 weeks Philadelphia and Washington,
8 weeks Detroit. In small towns 2-day runs became

nearby neighborhood

4-day, and 4-day runs became

for neighborhood sub-runs. After one year downtown "Julius"
did Great business in N. Y. neighborhoods. Ditto other cities.
theatre. Go get 'em!

week

runs.

I

4

Gov^t

Aid

Urges

Policy

Based

Upon

'Mutuality'
(Continued from page 1 )
ever it is possible to secure accurate expense figures to calculate the scale on, and the expenses are not out of line with
grossing possibilities. We cannot underwrite white elephants
or excessive rentals to landlords
any more than we can insure
against competition or poor
showmanship.
"While I prefer the sliding scale, it
has always been my policy to try to
do business with an exhibitor the way
he likes to do business so long as the
deals, whether they are worked on a
straight percentage, sliding scale or
flat rental, are fair to both parties.
"We ence.have
of experiWe alsomany
haveyears
records
in our
possession on hundreds of pictures
played by all of the theatres we do
business with. We know pretty well
from those figures what should be a
fair deal and what is not a fair deal.
"In launching CinemaScope (which
incidentally has been a great boon to
the industry — many exhibitors feeling
that we saved the business by introducing itand developing it) we practically created a new business.
"Increased costs of production and
increased costs of prints on the part
of the distributor and the equipping
of theatres on the part of the exhibitor entailed large investments so that
both the exhibitors and ourselves had
to hope and pray that the additional
costs would be justified by increased
income to the theatres and greater film
rentals.
Sees Investments Justified
"Fortunately, for both the exhibitors and ourselves, the added investments have been justified by greatly
improved grosses in theatres. So, basically, our selling policies have not
changed. They have been, and are now
and will continue to be patterned upon
each exhibitor's ability to pay, with a
view that both of us shall earn a reasonable profit on our respective investments.
"This does not make it possible for
either the exhibitor or ourselves to
make a profit on each and every picture because sometimes we do not gain

• Three Channel interlock projection
• 17< 2m'n & 3Smm tape interlock
• 16mm interlock projection
CUTTING & EDITING ROOMS AVAIIABLE
MOViEiAB THEATRE SERVICE, inc.
619 W. 54th St., N Y. 19, N. Y. . JUdson 6-0367
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Not
Needed^
Says
Lichtman
always a source of great argupublic acceptance of a picture no matment with such exhibitors. It
ter how much we may invest therein.
Wants
Quality,
also entails checking which is
In that case we must take a big loss
done at a prohibitive cost in
and, usually when we do that, the exsuch small situations.
hibitor too takes a loss, but in any
Not
case proportionately small compared
Quantity,
"I would also like to comment on
to ours.
the statement in your report which
describes the shortage of film. Our
Answers 'Scope Rental Query
company cut down the number of pic- In Production
tures to that we now produce from
"The committee asked this important question : Are CinemaScope pic- the number we produced in 1952 partly
tures barred from being sold at flat because of the conversion to Cinemago out and patronize the motion picture theatres when there is a fine
rental in small towns where the grossScope, but principally because we
ing possibilities are not more than found that the public is no longer in- picture. Our company recognizes this
$1,000 per week?
terested in just motion pictures in fact and we are trying to the utmost
"This question also applied to small quantity. They are very selective in of our ability to produce nothing but
subsequent runs with small grossing
the kind of pictures they will pat- the best within our power.
possibilities.
"We feel that this is a better policy
ronize.
than the one we pursued prior to the
"My answer, without hesitaSays Public Wants Good Films
middle of 1953 when this company retion, was squarely
'No'.sell
We such
are
leased as many as 42 pictures in one
perfectly
willing to
"Today, as we all know, we have year and
when a large percentage of
theatres flat rental. As a mata very formidable competitor in home
ter of fact, in these situations
television, where the public can see those pictures proved to be losers for
shows that can be turned out in great ourselves as well as most of our cuswe prefer to sell flat rental betomers, the exhibitors. Since the adcause playing percentage in
quantity. Rather than to see an ordivent of CinemaScope every one of the
these small possibilities entails
nary film, they stay at home and watch
television. However, they will and do pictures produced in the manner above
preferred playing time. This is
described has been a profitable picture
for most theatres and for ourselves.
Points to Outside Producers
Review
"However, recognizing the plea of
the small exhibitor for more product
we did contract with outside producers
"Sitting Bull"
Hollywood, Sept. 7 to produce some conventional pictures
{Frank-United Artists)
during
this period of transition to
CinemaScope.
[CinemaScope]
PRODUCER W. R. Frank, a long-time exhibitor, proves that he knows
the needs of his fellow showmen in this spectacular western in which
CinemaScope is utilized to tremendous advantage. Filmed mainly in Mexico,
"Sitting Bull" logically uses the great outdoors for most of its action. It
combines the superb landscapes with the literally hundreds of extras used
to cover them to a degree that is overpowering and sometimes sensational.
"Sitting Bull" is the story of that noted Indian leader around the time
of Custer's much-dramatized last stand. While the accuracy of some of its
history might be questioned, the writers, Jack DeWitt and Sidney Salkow,
have come up with several interesting departures from the usual cavalryand-Indian story. Custer, for instance, is not painted as prettily as in the
past, but more realistically as a demoted colonel, who through his egotistical
disregard for orders was indirectly responsible for the infamous battle which
bears his name. And the love story, though unnecessary, presents a triangle
that is handled intelligently if unexcitingly. And though the climax of the
picture shows someone arriving in the nick of time, it is not the cavalry
charging with trumpets blaring but a lone Indian trying to prevent his white
friend's execution. These dramatic assets augment the physical ones and add
up to a very good picture indeed.
Dale Robertson stars in the film as a young cavalry officer who resents
the unemotional, at times inhuman, treatment that the conquered Indian is
receiving. His efforts on their behalf only result in his demotion twice and
in losing his fiancee. When President Grant intervenes to prevent his being
court-martialed, Robertson convinces him that he can talk to Sitting Bull
who is the spiritual leader of all the Sioux nations. Many of the Sioux factions want war, but Sitting Bull wishes to keep the threadbare peace because
he knows another bloody outburst can only mean death and eventual defeat,
even in victory.
Robertson and Sitting Bull come to an understanding that the President
will meet the Indian leader in the latter's territory. But before Grant arrives,
Custer, who was sent for protection, disobeys his orders to hold fire and the
decimating battle begins. This holocaust is one of the longest, loudest, most
overwhelming things of its type to be seen on the screen in years. It leaves
the spectator breathless.
Robertson manages to escape, reaches Sitting Bull in time to convince
him that peace is better for all and then leads the Indian's men through the
Army lines. When he returns, he is sentenced to death for helping Sitting
Bull and for being a traitor. It is then that Sitting Bull comes forward on
his behalf just as he is about to be shot.
Robertson is convincing as the man who wants to help the oppressed Indian. Mary Murphy as his sometime sweetheart and John Litel as her father,
the general, are both competent. J. Carrol Naish, the actor of many nations,
plays Sitting Bull and manages to inject a fresh note in the now-standard
role of the Indian who wants peace. A particularly ingratiating part is played
by Joel Fluellen as the former Negro slave, befriended by the Indians, who
helps Robertson in his chores. The rest of the cast is unknown and barely
adequate.
Frank co-produced the picture with Tele-Voz de Mexico and Salkow directed. The Eastman color is generally good and the CinemaScope photography by Charles Van Enger and Victor Herrera is excellent. "Sitting Bull,"
equipped with more than the standard necessities of the western could easily be
one of the big grossers of the year in that category.
Running time, 105 minutes. General classification. Release date nit set.
WILLIAM R. WEAVER

"Most of those pictures we find very
difficult to sell and it looks as if we
may lose money on most of them. I
am sure, if it shall eventuate that we
will lose money, our customers will
not have done very well with them
either. So, this subject of numbers
should be carefully looked into by your
committee because I don't believe that
just numbers of pictures is going to
solve the problem of our business.
Asks for Harmony
"I want to assure you and your
committee that there is no one in your
association who has greater concern
for the welfare of our business than
the officers of this company. I believe
that with the distributors and exhibitors working together in harmony,
with
an appreciation
of each
other's
problems,
we have a better
chance
for
success
than
if
we
are
at
each
other's
throats and threatening one another
with this, that or the other thing."
Rank's Lens
(Continued from page 1)
able in November from GB-Kalee.
Meanwhile,maScopea lenses
limited
number
of Cineis being
imported
by
the latter to meet urgent requirements
pending the commencement of delivery
of the new Varamorph lens.
Trade circles here, believe the development clearly will aid in relieving
the present bottleneck in supplying the
here.
demand
for anamorphic type lenses
A.A.

Releases
(Continued from page 1)

pictures is set as "The Human
Jungle," September ; "Tonight's the
Night," "Danger Point," "Target
Earth," October; "The Bob Mathias
Story," November ; "John Brown's
Raiders," December ; "The Big Combo," January; "Shotgun," February;
"The Annapolis Story," March; "The
Black Prince," April.
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Pre-Selling
The

"Brigadoon"
campaign

THE
for a"Brigadoon"
gets
underbuild-up
way on
comprehensive
scale this month. Following is an out
line which indicates the diversified
character of the advance promotion
for this picture.
IN MAGAZINES — Full - color
page ads in "Life," "Look," B&W
page in "Christian Herald," and onehalf-page ad in the Metropolitan edition of "New Yorker." Also, "Pic
ture of the Month" ads will appear in
"Woman's Home Companion," "Redbook," "Seventeen," "True Story,'
"Look," "Cosmopolitan," "Parents,'
"McCall's," "Collier's," "Good Housekeeping" and "American Magazine,"
in addition to the Lion's Roar column
in "Saturday Evening Post."
TIE-UPS— Greta Plattry, sports
clothes manufacturer, will feature special tie-ins at 100 department stores
across the nation. These stores are
listed in the August issue of "Harper's Bazaar," in conjunction with four
full-page ads in color. Scandinavian
Airlines is offering five free flights to
Scotland to the store heads who create the best "Brigadoon" co-op ads,
window displays and fashion shows.
Also tieing in with "Brigadoon" are :
McGregor Sportswear, Libby Glassware, Paris Shoes, and Pioneer Suspender Co.
MUSIC— M-G-M Records sound
track album in all record speeds, for
local disc jockies, can be obtained by
theatre managers from Sol Handwerger, M-G-M Records, 701 Seventh
Avenue, New York, N. Y.
TV — On Dave Garroway's network
show "Today," Sept. 9, live models
will wear Greta
Plattry's
"Brigadoon"
fashions.
TV cards
for use
on local

wound
up its five-week
Loew's
State yesterday,
bowed run
out atwith
an
the house with the exception of "The estimated solid $27,000. "Betrayed" is
the State's current attraction.
Both the Hall and the Roxy, as well
"This Is Cinerama" continued to attract the tourists as well as native
as a number of other Broadway
Robe."
houses, had extra performances on New Yorkers, with a fine $30,338
Labor Day to accommodate the holi- estimated for its 6Sth week, which
ends on a Saturday, at the Warner.
day crowd.
"Rear Window" at the Rivoli, now
The seventh week of "Living It
in its fifth week, is expected to do a Up" at the Criterion is due to show
neat $48,000, while a great $57,000 is a very good $21,000, while a fair
forecast for the sixth week of "On $9,500 is seen for the first week of
the Waterfront" at the Astor. A nice "Three Hours to Kill" at the Globe.
$32,000 is indicated for the 11th week
Among off-Broadway houses, "High
of "The Caine Mutiny" at the Capitol. and Dry" at the Sutton opened strong,
"Dragnet" at the Victoria is ex- with an estimated $18,000 seen for its
pected to hit a healthy $35,000 for its first week. Another strong opener
third week. Also doing well is "Duel was "Little Kidnappers" at the Transin the Sun," the re-issue, which is Lux 60th Street, with a first week
expected to rack up a fine $35,000 for gross of $11,000 indicated.
At the Fine Arts, a big $14,700 is
its initial week. At the Paramount, a
pretty good $40,000 was seen for the forecast for the third week of "Vanfirst week of "Private Hell 36."
^ ishing Prairie." The long-standing
"Magnificent
Obsession," which i "Lili" at the Trans-Lux 52nd Street

Harry

Arth

ur

{Continued from page 1)
Commission. Much protest is being
registered by the presidents of the
various railroads who feel tliat they
would like to operate unhampered by
any such regulation.
"I have noticed some advertisements, particularly in an issue of 'Time Magazine three
weeks ago, where the presidents of the various railroads
complained of this regulation.
The packers were in a similar
situation. They operated in a
very high-handed manner. Finally after repeated warnings
they were put under the regulation of the Federal Trade
Commission.
"It seems to me that the motion picture distributors are
ignoring the storm signals and
will probably continue to operate in such a high-handed manner that they will eventually
have regulation. The purpose
of this letter is to suggest to
you that that might be the
form that would do the industry the most good. Not that
you need any suggestions from
us but I thought I would acquaint you with the trend of
our thinking.

Balaban
{Continued from page 1)
tor, Bing Crosby, Bob Hope, Grace
Kelly, Janet Leigh, Jerry Lewis, Dean
Martin, Sophie Tucker, General John
Reed Kilpatrick, president of Madison
Square Garden Corp., and Nat Lef
kowitz, of the William Morris Agency.
The committee planning the dinner
to Balaban for his contributions to
patriotic and humanitarian causes is
made up of industry leaders, as well

Grosses

is expected to do a lilting $7,300 for
its
78th week.
"Cangaceiro"
the
Normandie
is slated
to hit aat very
good $9,000 for its first week, while
a nice $5,000 was seen for the 12th
week, which ended Saturday, of
"Hobson's Choice" at the Paris.
'Egyptian' Grosses Climb
Nationally at Weekend
"The Egyptian" continued its strong
box-office pace across the nation,
racking up outstanding Labor Day
Weekend grosses.
Over the holiday weekend, at the
Hippodrome, Cleveland, a resounding
$27,000 was realized, while at the
Palace, Dallas, a big $15,990 was
registered. At the Worth, Ft. Worth,
Texas, $13,211 was chalked up by the
picture for the weekend.
In Miami, at Carib's Miracle, Carib
and
Miami
theatres, total
"The ofEgyptian"
amassed
a combined
$35,000.
BOT

Signs

(Continued from page 1)
shall be $342.50 or the contractual
weekly salary involved, whichever is
higher, for a telecast to 40 or fewer
theatres.
~The minimum payment to each
extra as defined by Equity shall be
$83.50
theatres.for a telecast to 40 or fewer

Payment shall be made to each
member of the company for each theatre in excess of 40 theatres in which
the closed circuit telecast is shown,
at a pro rata of the original fee in an
amount to be negotiated at a later
date.
The audience shall be so arranged
as to allow free movement of the
cameras so as to give due regard to
Tribute, Also, to Israel
the artistic results.
Other provisions govern rehearsal
TV stations for 10 or 2'0-second spots
The tribute committee's decision to
can be obtained from the Q. Q. Title
sell $1,000,000 in Israel bonds in honor charges for actors and extras and
Card Co., 1243 Sixth Avenue, New
of Balaban is in keeping with the a clause bars any kinescope being
used for other than reviewing purYork, N. Y.
Paramount executive's deep interest
and desire to help the young nation
Under the agreement, a BOT
of Israel in its struggle to attain eco- spokesman estimated production costs
nomic independence. Balaban is a
poses.a theatre telecast at $10,000 and
member of the board of governors of for
the State of Israel bond organization, up. varying with the talent being emand he is also a trustee of the Guardians of Israel, an honor organization
of Americans dedicated to the eco- ployed.
nomic defense of Israel.
Proceeds from the sale of State of
Israel Development Bonds provide the
"It is certain that we wouldn't be major source of investment capital for
any worse off if we did have regulaFLY B O A
tion bv the Federal Trade Commis- the building and expansion of Israel's
new
industrial
and
agricultural
projsion. One thing it would do would be
ects. The bonds, redeemable in United
to prevent the unconscionable admis- States currency, are of two types :
sion prices for pictures which do noth- dollar coupon bonds, maturing in IS
ing except increase the rentals.
4 per cent interest pay"The gimmick which they have now years, yielding
semi-annually ; and dollar savings
of 70-30-10 sounds well on paper be- bonds,abledue
in 10 years and yielding a
cause it appears as, though the ex- maturity value of 150 per cent of the
I NXO ( Alii , 1. lis TAKI- A Tl
hibitors are guaranteed a profit. But issue amount.
ARISTOCRAT OF THE AIR
when they put that 50 per cent floor
under it for the second and subsequent weeks they are guaranteeing the 'Norman'
Title Role
distributor against loss.
The current issue of "Life" Maga"When the exhibitor raises his ad- To Jack Palance
zine devotes a three-page picture and
mission prices he is giving the distribDirect
text feature to the achievement of imHOLLYWOOD, Sept. 7.— Jack
utor at least 70 per cent and in some
portant stardom by Rock Hudson in cases more of what his price increase Palance has been signed by directorNew York • London
Universal - International's "Magnifi- is. He is also draining his patrons of writer Charles Marquis Warren to
their
amusement dollar, causing them star in "The Norman," a story of
cent Obsession." With "Life" thus
BRITISH OVERSEAS
devoting important space to "Mag- to skip the pictures that do not hap- William the Conqueror, to be proAIRWAYS CORPORATION
duced next spring by Commander
Reservations through your travel agent
nificent Obsession," it gives Universal nen to be outstanding. Soon the exa complete round of national magazine
hibitor finds himself running outstand- Films, Warren's own company. Waror call B.O.A.C. at 342 Madison Ave.,
coverage on the picture which is enren vvill direct from his own screening pictures limited to a 10 per cent
New York 17, N. Y.. tel. MU 7-8900
joying excellent business throughout profit and losing money on all the
play in England and France in color
for wide screen.
the nation. WALTER HAAS
rest."

as Atophigh
figures
B'rith. to make
point inofB'nai
the effort
the Balaban tribute an outstanding
success will be a luncheon for the industry to be given by Jack Cohn,
executive vice-president of Columbia
Pictures, and Simon H. Fabian, president of the Stanley Warner Corp.,
Friday, at the Astor Hotel.
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Start

275

Monday

Theatres

Here

Tax

NEW

Join

in

Hearing

67 Independent Affidavits
Now Filmed With. Court
New

York City attorneys, representing ail approximate 275 circuit and
independent theatres, will appear in
Queens County General Court on
Monday morning, seeking permission
to join the four circuits, Loew's, RKQ
Theatres, Century and Brandt Theatres, in cent
their admission
suit against
five per
tax. the city's
The local theatre operators have
served New York City Assistant Corporation Counsel Stanley Buchsbaum
with 67 independent affidavits to date
asking permission to become participants in the suit. Loew's, RKQ,
Skouras Theatres and Century are ex{Continued on page 5)
Wolfberg
Coast

Sells

Houses

Makelim

as

Three
to Join
Official

RULING

YORK,
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REQUESTED
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TV
BY

FILM

SEPTEMBER

LICENSING

ROGERS,

AUTRY

By J. A. OTTEN
WASHINGTON, Sept. 8.— Roy Rogers and Gene Autry have asked the
Supreme Court to bar Republic Pictures from licensing their old films to
television against their wishes.
In separate appeals, Rogers and
Autry asked the high court to reverse
a ruling of the Ninth Circuit Court of
Majors
Favor
Appeals which gave Republic the right
to license these films as it saw fit.
Su itDismissa
I Separate appeals were filed since the
issues differed slightly in the two
cases. The District Court had found
■ special to THE DAILY
for Rogers but against Autry, while
\yASHINGTON, Sept. 8.— The the Circuit Court found against both
major distributors told the Supreme stars. Involved are some 80 Roy
Rogers films and 57 Gene Autry
Court today that lower courts were features.
correct in throwing out an anti-trust
case against them by the owner of the
Court Is Now in Recess
Bryn Mawr Theatre in suburban
Philadelphia.
The high court will probably indicate whether or not it will take the
F. E. Harrison, owner of the
cases
soon after it resumes sitting
theatre, sued eight major distributors,
early
next
month. The court is presWarner Brothers Circuit Manageently in recess for the summer.
ment Corp. and Stanley Co. of
In his appeal, Rogers contended
America, charging a conspiracy to
make the Bryn Mawr Theatre play that his contract with Republic spefilms behind the Warner Theatre in
cifically reserved to him all 'rights
the area. The District Court threw for commerical exploitation of his
out the suit and the Third Circuit films. The Circuit Court had nlled
Court of Appeals sustained the de- that these rights were limited to his
cision.
name, picture and voice outside of the
Miss Harrison appealed to the high films but did not include his name,
court, arguing that the lower courts picture and voice in the films, and that
therefore Republic could freely license
were in error in refusing to allow the the
films.
Paramount suit consent decrees as
prima facie evidence of the alleged
The case is of "of vital imunlawful motives of the distributors
portance to the entire motion
and in refusing to direct a verdict for
picture
and
television
{Continued
on page world,"
5)
{Continued on page 5)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 8.— John M.
Wolfberg, veteran exhibitor and member of the board of Allied States, has
disposed of his local theatre interests
Will Vote
to join Hal R. Makelim in his organ- Branch Units Now
ization of the Makelim Plan. Wolfberg will take over fuUtime executive
duties immediately, and will appoint
additional salesmen at once.
New
Eady
Plan
Payment
Wolfberg, who was one of the members of the original committee appointed by Allied States directors to Schedule
Okayed
by
CEA
{Continued on page 4)
NT
To

Leases
TNT

Theatre

for Bout

special to THE DAILY
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 8.— National
Theatres, which last month had refused to carry the Rocky MarcianoEzzard Charles heavyweight championship bout on Sept. 15 at the original 50-per-cent-guarantee terms, has
leased its Fox Wilshire Theatre, its
only house equipped for theatre television to Theatre Network Television,
which is close-circuiting the bout on
that night.
National Theatres last month canceled 16 theatre-TV equipment installation orders reportedly because
of TNT's increase in its terms for
the heavyweight contest.
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Names

CENTS

3 Majors

Offer

to

Adjust

Terms

Cited

Allied

Group

But

Special

by

Committee

Finds Otliers 'Wanting*
The policy of possible hardship adjustments inthe sales terms of 20th
Century-Fox, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
and RKO Radio Pictures received the
guarded praise of the Allied Special
Committee which visited distribution
sales managers here last month.
The disclosure was enclosed in the
13-page bristling report of the committee, released here yesterday, the
report which had in a measure formed
the basis of Allied's proposal to take
its complaints to the government for
redress.
The committee report held that
20th-Fox, M-G-M and RKO Radio
Pictures felt "that an exhibitor is entitled to earn a profit as his contribution to the joint enterprise" on the
basis of{Continued
its interviews
with Al
on page
5) Licht-

Indiana
To

Asks

Collect

Out-State

Tax

Right
on

Rentals

By Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON, Sept. 8. — The
State of Indiana asked the Supreme
Court to rule that it could levy its
gross income tax on film rentals paid
by
exhibitors to out-of-state
film Indiana
exchanges.
The case appealed to the high court
involved an attempt by Indiana to
the tax on film rental income
LONDON, Sept. 8. — The general council of Cinematograph Exhibitors levy_
received by the Chicago exchange of
Association at its meeting here today endorsed the plan for settlement of the Warner Brothers Pictures from ex~
{Continued on page 5)
new Eady levy dispute which had been agreed to by its officers last week.
Details of the settlement have been
published earlier in Motion Picture
Eyman
Named
Ohio
NCA
Halts Picketing Daily.
Since the CEA constitution requires Chief Film Censor
Columbia
Excfiange
formal ratification of such actions by
the branch organizations throughout
country, the latter have now been
COLUMBUS, O., Sept. 8.— R. M.
MINNEAPOLIS, Sept. 8.— North the
instructed to vote on the settlement Eyman, assistant state superintendent
Central Allied has postponed "at plan and make their replies known to of education for nine years, was apleast until Monday" any decision on CEA before the next meeting of the
pointed state education director and
its plan to picket the Columbia Picchief film censor by Gov. Frank J.
tures exchange here as a protest general council on Oct. 13.
However, ratification by the branches Lausche. Eyman succeeds Dr. Clyde
against the company's rental policies,
Stanley L. Kane, executive counsel, is assured in view of the government's Hissong, who has resigned to return
said today.
strong hint that a statutory schedule to Bowling Green State University.
Eyman is 59 and a former teacherKane would give no reason for the is inevitable if the trade fails to come administrator
and Fairfield County
delay in carrying out the protest dem- up with its own plan. Provincial ex- school superintendent.
He holds a
hibitors here want no more of the
onstration which was first announced
versity. degree from Ohio State Unidoctor's
in
their
business
than
they
for early this week and which ap- government
have already.
{Continued on page 4)_
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Daily

Market

Johnston
Over

Mention
IRVING MACK, head of Filmack
1 Trailer Co., Chicago, is visiting in
New York from there.
•
William Zimmerman, industry executive and attorney, accompanied by
Irwin Wolfson, realtor, and Floyd
McKee,Co.,vice-president
Trust
will leave hereof onBankers'
Friday
for Andros Island, in the Bahamas,
on business.

British
Asks

Board

of

Techniques

Trade
Review

By PETER BURNUP
LONDON, Sept. 8. — Turning its eyes momentarily from the Eady Fund,
the Anglo-American monetary agreement and allied matters, the Board
of Trade wants to know what is happening to CinemaScope and other new

techniques
this has
side.addressed
The Board's
Films Division
an offi- the
situation,"
Robert
Clark. says BFPA's president
cial letter to the British Film ProCertain American companies, notaducers' Association asking for a rebly 20th Century-Fox, are interested
view of the situation, particularly as
m CinemaScope production here emGvvEN Verdon, who will play in it afifects overseas markets.
The association will inform Whiteploying British untis. "That's an ad"Gentlemen Marry Brunettes," to be
made in England, left here yesterday
mirable
getting experience,"
comments
Mr.way ofClark.
Asks
to
Be
Kept
Informed
via B.O.A.C. Monarch for London.
•
hall that the matter is kept under
Meanwhile, American disGeorge Cukor, director, will arrive urgent and continuous consideration
tributors here are giving conand
that
its
members
have
been
asked
in New York from the Coast tomorcerned consideration to a numrow, and will leave here Sunday for to report their experiences and views
ber of matters arising out of
Paris enroute to Bombay.
of developments to date. There will,
wide screen developments inhowever, be no immediate spate of full
cluding, in particular, printing
Elizabeth Taylor and Michael CinemaScope or VistaVision projects
costs. It is estimated that a
Wilding are scheduled to arrive here in the near future.
Technicolor print of a Cinematoday from England via B.O.A.C.
It is pointed out that conditions preScope subject costs from £350
Monarch.
vailing inthe U. S. do not obtain here.
to £400. Fifty prints might orAmerican-made CinemaScope pictures,
dinarily service the present deGene Allen and George Huene, it is claimed, can be absorbed readily
mand, but, in a situation where
in
their
own
domestic
market.
British
more than one aspect ratio and
M-G-M cameramen, will leave New
producers want to be assured of a
sound system require to be
Y'ork today for Europe.
market before embarking on the conmet, up to 100 prints will be
siderable capital investment involved
needed.
Olin Clark, M-G-M Eastern story
head, has returned to New York from in re-tooling for new techniques.
The majority of exhibitors claim
Conventional Grosses Good
England.
that a screen ratio of 1.85 is
Moreover, British films in conven- the maximum their theatres can acL. P. Dudley, British cinematogracommodate. They maintain also their
tional ratio-aspects have lately been
pher, arrived here yesterday from chalking-up remarkable grosses. A vigorous resistance to stereophony and
England.
number of them now in distribution insist on optical sound tracks. It
are taking as much as and, in some seems likely that two versions of all
Spencer Tracy will leave New cases, more than CinemaScope sub- wide-screen subjects will continue to
be necessary here in the foreseeable
jects. So long as that situation per- future.
York on ' Saturday for Europe.
sists, producers see no reason for
One inescapable circumstance clearMarilyn Monroe will arrive here rushing into revolutionary changes.
ly emerges, however, in the current
Most
of
them,
however
—
so
their
assoby plane today from Hollywood.
ciation will inform the Board erf confused situation. That is that
Trade — are making their films to
cover wide but not "excessively" wide
screens and certainly not in stereophonic sound. They claim that the
Company's
Progress
cost of making two versions would be
United Artists executives were hosts prohibitive.
"We are keeping well abreast of
at a party at the New York home of
Arthur Krim, president, yesterday at
which trade press publishers, editors
and other representatives were guests. Loew's UATC
Talks
The party celebrated the continuing
progress of LI. A. and served as an Held Progressing
acknowledgement of trade press cooperation during its recent period of
Negotiations looking toward the digrowth.
vorcement ofjoint interests in six theKrim and Arnold Picker, U.A. viceatres
held
by Loew's
TheatresTheatres
Circuit and
are
president in charge of foreign dis- United Artists
tribution, are scheduled to leave here
progressing,
it
was
learned
here
yesSaturday on an extended tour of the terday.

U.

A.

Party

Marks

Stops

in Germany

Eric Johnston, president of the
Motion Picture Association of
America, has stopped off in Germany for talks on film problems
before returning to the U. S., it
was learned here yesterday.
Johnston, in Europe where he
attended the Venice Film Festival, is expected to return to
the U. S. on Sunday, flying to
Paris before his departure from
the Continent.

*Romeo'

Is Winner

Venice;

'Waterfront'

Is 2nd;

'Suite'

at

Cited

VENICE, Sept. 8.— The Golden
Lion of St. Mark, grand prize of the
15th International Film Festival heldhere, was awarded to "Romeo and
Juliet,"
the Italian-British
co-filming
of the Shakespearean
tragedy.
The American film, "On the Waterfront," won one of the four second
place Silver Lions. The other three
winners in this category were the Italian film "La Strada" and two Japanese pictures : "The Seven Samurai"
andTwo
"Functionary
consolation Sunsho."
awards also went
to "On the Waterfront." These were
citations of the Italian Motion Picture Journalists Association and the
International Catholic Film Office.
The tojudges
awarded
"special
prize"
"Executive
Suite,"a produced
by
M-G-M
and
directed
by
Robert
Wise.
Seventeen nations entered a total
of 25 films in the competition.

'Romeo'

to Premiere

present "barring" practices will be
completely changed in the transition At Christmas in L.A.
to wide-screen, which will lead in turn
to the unsnarling of the release pat"Romeo and Juliet," the Technicolor
tern which Spyros Skouras and Murray Silverstone have never ceased to film which won the grand prize at the
15th International Film Festival in
demand.
Venice, will be released in the U.S.
for the Christmas season and will open
in Los Angeles it was announced yesBroadway
Assn. to
terday by William J. Heineman, vice
president of United Artists in charge
of distribution.
Cite Skouras, 20th
The U.A. release was awarded the
Golden Lion of St. Mark in Venice as
Spyros P. Skouras and 20th Cen- the best motion picture shown at the
tury-Fox will be honored by the
Broadway Association here with a 16-day Film Festival.
"Romeo and Juliet" is a J. Arthur
special citation marking the first anniversary ofthe launching of Cinema- Rank Organization presentation being released by United Artists. Filmed
Scope on Sept. 16.
The award, which will be presented in Verona, Italy, and at locations mentioned in the original play, the picture
by Robert K. Christenberry, president
was
adapted
for the screen and diof the Broadway Association, to Skourected by Renato Castellani.
ras in ceremonies next week, reads :
"The Broadway Association salutes 'Sabrina'
Sept. 22
Spyros P. Skouras and Twentieth
Century-Fox Film Corporation on the
"Sabrina," Paramount comedy, starfirst anniversary of CinemaScope, the
revolutionary motion picture process
ring Academy Award-winners Humwhich has brought new prosperity to
phrey Bogart, Audrey Hepburn and
William
Holden, will open at the
the theatres of New York and the
Criterion Theatre here on Sept. 22.
Produced and directed by Billy Wilder, "Sabrina" is based on the recent
also the projection booths at the Blue Broadway hit by Samuel Taylor, who
Mouse,
Liberty and Coliseum theatres collaborated with Wilder and Ernest
' in
Seattle.
Lehman on the screenplay.
' world."

company's outposts in the Far East.
Loew's Theatres, under terms of its
Among
those at
social consent decree, is required to divest
event
in addition
to yesterday's
Krim and Picker
itself of the jointly owned theatres in
were : William Heineman, Max E.
the following cities : Louisville, PittsYoungstein, Robert Benjamin, Milton
burgh, Columbus, O., and Baltimore.
Cohen, Leon Goldberg, Martin Quigley, Mori Krushen, Francis Winikus
and Al Tamarin.
James High, 79
PORT ANGELES, Wash., Sept. 8.
Decca Pays ITYzC
— James Jack High, 79, veteran motion picture operator, died at his home
Directors of Decca Records, Inc.,
yesterday declared a regular quarterly at East Stanwood, Wash., of heart
dividend of 17^^ cents per share on attack. He was a native of Columbus,
O. For many years he was chief
the cornpany's capital stock payable on projectionist
at the Orpheum Theatre,
Sept. 30 to stockholders of record on
Sept. 20.
Seattle.
He designed and installed
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Re-Release

Roundup
Six
Productions
by
Easter
Industry Philatelists Active
Leon Bamberger, president of the
A slate of six top films, including we have no definite schedule of reCinema Stamp Club, has announced "Duel in the Sun" which is currently
lease dates," he said.
that the club has resumed its activ- playing key U. S. situations, will be
Budd Rogers, general sales manager
ities and will hold meetings on the re-released by Selznick Releasing Or- for Selznick Releasing Organization,
second and fourth Wednesday of each
ganization by Eastertime, Frank T. said that "each film which we are remonth.
Davis, Jr., president and general man- releasing is getting a fresh advertising
ager for S.R.O., stated here following campaign and new prints. We orighis return from Hollywood.
inally ordered 100 prints for 'Duel'
"Duel in the Sun," which is said to but had to increase our print order to
Take Atlanta Exchanges
have grossed close to $10,000,000 in 400 due to the flood of bookings."
All of S.R.O. product is distributed
Joy Houck and Harold F. Cohen, regular release in the U. S., has had
of the Lippert Pictures New Orleans 317 bookings throughout New England through franchised dealers in the U. S.
branch, and Francis White, of the already with a total of 500 expected and the company maintains its own
Lippert Charlotte office, have taken shortly, Davis said. " 'Duel' will gross foreign set-up, Davis said. "The New
over the Mangham and Lippert ex- in its re-release an additional $2,500,- York office also approves or disapchanges in Atlanta. Roy Nicaud has 000 to $3,000,000, bringing the film's
proves all contracts," he said.
been named manager.
world-wide gross total to about $15,2 SRO Pictures Set
000,000," the S.R.O. head stated.
For N.E. Territory
The Selznick organization is planning to re-release "Notorious" and
7.— "Notorious"
"Farmer's_ Sept.
Daughter"
will open
"Farmer's Daughter" in November as andBOSTON,
Film Board Spending Rises
Oct. 21 at the Paramount and Fenway
a double bill with "Tom Sawyer" set theatres here and in all other theatres
Budgetary expenditures for the Na- for Easter re-release, Davis said. "Betional Film Board of Canada for the
tween November and Easter, we plan belonging to the New England Theatres circuit, Joseph E. Levine, presiApril-July 31 period this year were to re-issue 'Spellbound' or 'Rebecca,' "
dent of Embassy Pictures, announced
$696,000, an increase over the $594,000 he said.
for the same period of 1953.
"All of Selznick's better known yesterday following the completion
films, about 20 in all, will be re-re- of negotiations with the Selznick Releasing Organizations.
leased," Davis stated.
"At present,
FPC

Meetings

Scheduled

A series of regional managers' conferences of Famous Players Canadian
Corp. will be held in Western Canada starting with a two-day conclave
at Winnipeg on Sept. 13-14. J. J.
Fitzgibbons, president of FPC, will
head a group of top officials leaving
Toronto on Saturday for the meetings,
which will be held also in Regina, Calgary, Edmonton and Vancouver.

Kupferman
Elected
Carroll Board Head

Theodore R. Kupferman, vice-president and general counsel of Cinerama
Productions Corp., has been elected
chairman of the board of Carroll Pictures, Inc.
Kupferman, former member of the
legal department of Warner Brothers
and National Broadcasting Co., has
just been nominated for the presidency
of the Federal Bar Association of
New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut.
Canada Exports Decrease
In addition to being chairman of the
Canadian exports of films dropped board of Carroll Pictures, Kupferman
to $2,306,000 in first seven months of will act in a consulting capacity to
1954 compared with $2,694,000 in Carroll L. Puciato, president.
same period of 1953, the Canadian
Government reports, adding that such M-G-M
Product Meet
exports have been declining steadily
in recent months. Film shipments to Ends Today on Coast
other countries dropped to $211,000 in
Sept. 8.— Stepped
July in contrast to $302,000 in June, upHOLLYWOOD,
advertising and promotion plans
$351,000 in May and $532,000 in July
for M-G-M's new product will be dislast year.
cussed with studio heads following
the windup tomorrow of a meeting
of company sales executives. Silas
Seadler and Dan Terrell, of the New
Alberta Assn. OK's Drive-ins York advertising-promotion staff are
According to notice received by the delaying their departure from here
National Committee of Motion Pic- until next week. Charles Reagan,
ture Exhibitors Associations in To- vice-president, and regional executives
ronto, the Alberta Theatres Associa- will leave tomorrow following the
tion has decided to admit drive-in close of the sessions, during which 10
owners to membership as in Ontario of the company's latest productions
and Manitoba. The basis for the mem- were screened.
bership fee is automobile capacity at
the rate of five cents per car.
Essantee Acquires
5 N.C. Theatres
CHARLOTTE, Sept. 8.— Essantee
Theaters here, which operates a chain
New Hamilton, 0. Drive-in
of theaters in the Carolinas, has acThe first drive-in theatre in the
quired five theaters in Kings Mounvicinity of Hamilton, O., to be
tain, Mount Holly and Cramerton,
N. C.
equipped with CinemaScope and faciliThe theatres were sold by C. E.
ties for reception of closed circuit
televised programs of sports events, and D. E. Cash in Kings Mountain.
will be built a few miles north of here
The theaters are the Dixie and Joy
by Holiday Theatres, Inc., of Cincin- in Kings Mountain ; the Gaston and
nati. Marc Cummins is president of Mt. Holly in Mt. Holly, and the Victhe organization.
tory in Cramerton.

Executives

Active

In Stock Trading
WASHINGTON, Sept. 8.— Sol A.
Schwartz bought 5,000 shares of RKO
Theatres Corp. common in July, boosting his holdings to 10,000 shares.
The purchase was recorded in the
latest monthly report from the Securities and Exchange Commission on
trading in company stocks by officers
and directors. The report also indicated that Arthur E. Bell and Louis
Joffe had purchased 200 and 400 shares
of RKO Theatres common, respectively, their total holdings.
Burrows, Mirisch Buy A.A.
George D. Burrows bought 3,700
shares of Allied Artists Pictures common, boosting his common holdings to
3,736 shares, and also purchased 500
shares of the firm's Syi per cent cumulative convertible preferred. Harold J.
Mirisch sold 800 shares of Allied Artists common. He now holds 520 shares
in his own name and 28,440 shares
through holding companies.
Harry M. Warner bought 4,000
shares of Warner Brothers Pictures
common through trust accounts. He
now owns 106,150 shares in his own
name and 12,000 shares in trust. Jack
L. Warner bought 10,500 shares,
boosting his holdings to 288,199 shares
in his own name and 13,400 in trust
accounts. Albert Warner bought 500
shares in his own name, for a total
of 160,000, and bought 4,000 shares in
trust accounts, for a total of 24,000.
Barney Balaban sold 800 shares of
Paramount Pictures common, dropping his holdings to 22,700 shares.
$388,862

Gross

For 'Susan' Here
RKO's "Susan Slept Here" grossed
$388,862 during its run in 65 circuit
theatres throughout the New York
Metropolitan area, it was announced
yesterday by Walter Branson, worldwide general sales manager. Most of
the runs were from Aug. 25 to
Aug. 28.

LouTheatre
Cohen,in manager
Poli
Hartford, ofandLoew's
Mrs.
Cohen will be honored at a testimonial dinner on Oct. 4, marking
their 35th wedding anniversary and
Cohen's 35th year in show business.
J. F. McCarthy, Connecticut district
manager for Stanley Warner, is
serving as general chairman. Event
will be at the new Statler in Hartford.
n
Philip Larschan, Transfilm editor,
was married recently to Jacquelyn
Foote.
n
Everett C. Callow, advertising
manager of Cinerama Theatres,
Inc., is in London from here to
supervise
of "This
Cinerama" the
at opening
the Casino
Theatre.Is
He is accompanied by Cliff Giessman, who will train the house stafiE
on the group ticket selling policy.
n
Kenneth Bilby, Davidson Taylor
and Richard A. R. Pinkham have
been appointed NBC vice-presidents
in charge of public relations, public
affairs and participating programs,
respectively.
n
Irving Stern, who has been with
the J. Arthur Rank Organization
in Canada since its inception 10
years ago, has been named branch
manager in Toronto, succeeding
J. S. McPherson, who recently resigned.
n
L. J. Duncan, head of the Duncan Amusement Co., West Point,
Ga., is the new owner of the Valley
Drive-in Theatre in that town.
n
Richard Kirkland, who recently
acquired the 200-seat Community
Theatre in Cadiz, O., also acquired
McCoy.
a wife last week, marrying Alma.
n
Lloyd Salsbury, a newcomer to
the industry, has acquired the longclosed Port Theatre in Freeport,
O., and has reopened it.
n
Frank Roehrenbeck, Raymond
Katz and Sam Faust have been
designated as the executive group
n ■ ■; Radio Station
which will manage
WMGM, the MGM station here.

Dick Pitts, public relations director for Theatre Owners of America,
became the father of a baby boy
yesterday. New arrival has been
named Richard Lee. The Pitts now
have three children.
n
Ed Sullivan, on "Toast of the
Tov^'n," will salute another of Hollywood's personalities when he presents the "Darryl F. Zanuck Story,"
on Sundav over CBS-TV from 8 :009:00 P.M., EDT. The program will
be broadcast live from Hollywood.
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Wolfberg

NCA

United

Artists

Realigning
(Continued f7- om page 1)

(Continued front page 1)

Its

Staff

in

Foreign

Sales

study the Makelim Plan, said, in connection with assuming the new post :
United Artists is expanding and sales staff. His successor in Puerto "Never before in the history of the
strengthening its sales force through- Rico is Sam Jones, a newcomer to motion picture industry has one man,
background of ex- or group of men, put forth the energy,
out the world to give the company's UA, withperienceainthebroad
foreign market, having financial investment and unceasing efline-up of top product the maximum
been
associated
with
Warner Brothers
in distribution opportunities, Arnold
forts to bring to the motion picture
as
general
manager
in
Indonesia and, exhibitors of America a plan so fundaM. Picker, vice president in charge
of foreign distribution, yesterday stated before that, as general manager for
mentally sound and beneficial to exUniversal in Thailand.
hibitor and producer alike as the
after announcing a series of merit promotions and key appointments.
In addition to these executive ap- Makelim Plan. I am happy to become
pointments, Picker announced that
John Neal, with UA in Australia
for the past 10 years, recently serving Morton Raven and John Stephens, two
Kingsley Colton, in addition to activities as assistant to Makelim will
as branch manager in Adelaide, has "trainees" at the home office during
a
part of
it."
been appointed manager in Thailand, the past year in preparation for active handle
distributor
correspondence on
careers
in
the
foreign
field,
have
been
with headquarters in Bangkok. He re"Man of Conflict," "Stolen Identity"
given overseas training assignments to and
places Harry Wilhoit, resigned.
other pictures being distributed
gain
on-the-spot
experience.
Raven
Neal's successor in Adelaide is Ron
Atlas Pictures Co., forJessup, who joined the Australian has been sent to the UA office in by Makelim's
merly handled by Sam Nathanson,
Hy Chapman, manager for Colum- organization in 1935 as office boy and Sydney, Australia, and Stephens will who recently resigned.
bia in Minneapolis, said that he had progressed through the sales ranks to work out of the UA branch in SanIn joining Makelim, Wolfberg disreceived no instructions from his his present post.
posed of leases on three theatres ; the
tiago, Chile.
home office on what steps to take if a
H. F. Gribble, formerly branch manMarcal and Newsvievv, both HollySees
Training
Vital
picket line is placed around the buildager in Auckland, New Zealand, and
wood Boulevard houses, and the Iming.
Underscoring the need for developa veteran of 16 years with the comperial, Inglewood. Murray Gould took
pany, has been named acting manager
over the Marcal, and Fanchon and
ing
new
manpower,
Picker
said:
"The
in New Zealand, succeeding Harry S. training of young men to meet the Marco got the Imperial. An exhibitor
Withers, who resigned.
special requirements of the foreign view.
ITOO State Meets
market is an absolute necessity. We syndicate now forming took the Newsparentlyof had
the blessing of NCA's
board
directors.
Benjamin Berger, NCA president
and a national Allied vice-president,
said earlier today that further conferences were planned with other legal
counsel to determine whether such a
picket line would be within the law
and on the wording of the placards
to be used.
There were some indications that
some Twin-Cities exhibitors were cool
toward the plan, questioning whether
it would have any effect in influencing
Columbia's policies. They pointed out
that only a small percentage of exhibitors in the Minneapolis film area ever
visited Film Row.

To Start on Monday
COLUMBUS, O., Sept. 8. — The
schedule of meetings charted by the
Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio
will start Monday.
The lineup is as follows :
Monday, Cleveland, Theatrical
Grille, 12 :30 ; Tuesday, Columbus,
Neil House, noon ; Wednesday, Dayton, Variety Club, 1 :00 P.M. ; Thursday, Cincinnati, Netherlands Plaza
Hotel, 1 :00 P.M., and Friday, Toledo,
Secor Hotel, 1 :00 P.M.

Rysfeld Transferred
Ted Rysfeld, formerly manager in
Trinidad, has been transferred to
Hong Kong in a similar capacity, succeeding Arthur Solmson, who resigned. William Korenbrot has been
appointed manager in Trinidad. He
formerly served as sales representative
with Warner Brothers, MGM and
Film Classics in Panama.
Leon Feldun, formerly manager in
Puerto Rico, has been assigned temporarily to the home office foreign

Altec service men . . . 200 skilled,
MEN

AT

WORK

sound-wise field engineers . . .
Altec-trained technicians equipped
with Altec-designed precision tools
and instruments ... at work in
theatres from coast to coast . . .
installing stereophonic systems . . .
servicing . . . repairing . . . replacing
. . . counseling exhibitors . . . solving
difficult problems . . . assuring

q1

perfect performance day in
and day out . . .for 6,000
Altec-serviced theatres!
You can put an Altec service man
to work for you tomorrow. Let us show
you how. , . today!

SPECIALISTS IN MOTION PICTURE SOUS*
161 Sixth Avenue, New York 13, N.Y.

need men who are not only familiar
with the sales and promotional techniques of our business, but who are
equipped to think in world-wide terms
and who understand the political, economic and social institutions of other
areas of the world and the impact of
these important forces on our industry
in the international arena."

Paramount

Issues

Product Brochure
Three special brochures dealing
with forthcoming Paramount product,
with emphasis on the top stars, story
properties and new story lines in these
pictures, are being distributed to theatres throughout the country by Paramount's branches.
One of these brochures, printed in
black and gold, is devoted entirely to

'Business as Usual'
During, Filming Here
Despite a large gathering of motion
picture fans who were milling about Grace Kelly, "Hollywood's Golden
the RKO Chester Theatre in the
Another brochure being received by
Bronx watching producer Harold the exhibitors is the 12-page multicolored insert spotlighting product to
Hecht of Hecht-Lancaster Productions
be
released
in conjunction with the
film
for the
"Marty,"
Unitedlocation
Artistsscenes
release,
manager a
40th anniversary celebration this year.
of the East Bronx theatre reported company's
The third is also multi-colored and
that "business was normal" even
though police lines stopped theatre draws attention to the "great story
goers from entering the theatre for properties that are being converted
awhile.
into Girl."
top-drawer productions." These
include "We're No Angels," "Global
Hecht,
who
is
utilizing
the
theatre's
front in a sequence which he is shoot- Mission," "The Desperate Hours,"
ing in the Bronx, had New York City
"The Magnificent Devils," "To Catch
police set up lines and stanchions to
a
Thief," "The Mountain," "The
keep the crowd from interfering with
Trouble With Harry," "Lucy Galthe work of the location crew.
lant," "The Vagabond King" and
A number of persons who wished to "The Rose Tattoo."
go into the theatre had to pass
through the police lines, but after 2 AB-PT Dividends
awhile, all traffic into the house was
Leonard H. Goldenson, president of
stopped due to the many onlookers
who attempted to get closer looks at American Broadcasting - Paramount
Theatres, Inc., announced yesterday
Hecht's cast, crew and equipment.
Hecht will continue shooting scenes that the board of directors declared
lor "Marty," a television story which dividends of 25 cents per share on the
has been rewritten for the screen, this outstanding preferred and 25 cents
week with the picture to be completed per share on the outstanding common
stock of the corporation, payable Oct.
in Hollywood after "The Kentuckian," 20 to holders of record on Sept. 24.
Hecht-Lancaster's first CinemaScope
production, is completed in Kentucky
under the direction of Burt Lancaster.
End Depositions
In Mass. Case
Walters Promoted
By RCA
Division
. ,:Election of Albert F. Watters as
vice-president and operations manager
of the RCA International Division
was announced by Meade Brunet, vicepresident of the Radio Corporation of
America and managing director of the
RCA International Division.
Watters has been director of associated company operations for the
RCA International Division since
February, 1954.

BOSTON, Sept. 8.— George S.
Ryan, Boston anti-trust attorney, states that depositions
have been completed in the
$3,000,000 suit of the Victoria
Theatre, Lawrence, Mass.,
against the distributors and
various other circuits. The case
is set for trial on Oct. 25 in the
U. S. Federal District Court
before Judge Sweeney.
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Offer

to

Adjust

Motion

Terms

Cited

Picture

by

Warner Brothers and Paramount, the
report continued, also felt that they
man of 20th-Fox, Charles Reagan would "adjust only in cases where an
of M-G-M and Charles Boasberg of exhibitor could show a loss . . . indicating that adjustments would not be
RKO. The committee found the sentiments of other sales managers in made in order to yield the exhibitor
"wanting" in
on an unprofitable deal."
adjustments
regard tonaming
contrast,
Abe Montague, of a profit
The document, as previously reported, was most bitter in its criticism
Columbia; Benjamin Kalmenson, of
Warner Brothers; Al Schwalberg, of of Columbia's sales policies.
Paramount, Bernard Kranze, UA.
Regarding the possibility of flat rentals for CinemaScope pictures in small
Speaking for UA, according to the
report, Kranze pointed to his com- situations, the report relayed Lichtpany's deals with producers which, man's sentiments that "he saw no reason, so far as 20th-Fox is concerned,
in effect, ruled out adjustments. However, the report went on that Kranze why an exhibitor who grossed $1,000
said that he would recommend an ad- a week or less should not buy Cinemajustment if an exhibitor proved he
pictures theflat."report went on.
suffered a loss with a UA picture; Scope
"Reagan,"
(Continued jrom page 1)

Indiana
(Continued jrom page 1 )

Majors Defend
{Continued jrom page 1)
her on the basis of the Paramount
decree and other evidence.
In urging the court to turn down
the appeal, the distributors today argued that the District Court had fully
explained the Paramount case to the
jury — at least as fully as the judge
in the Crest case, where the high
court ruled for the distributors. They
said there was 'ample evidence that
each distributor had acted independently, for its own proper business
purposes. Finally, they declard that
Miss Harrison had for the past 20
years leased the theatre to operators
and had retained no control over its
operation, had never transacted business with the distributors and therefore had no cause of action against
them.

hibitors in Northern Indiana. The
Indiana Supreme Court found that
films transmitted to Indiana exhibitors
directly from out-of-state exchanges
constituted interstate commerce and
that rentals paid on these films were
therefore not subject to the Indiana
Gross income tax.
Warners operates a film exchange
in Indianapolis, serving all but the
Northern part of the state, and pays
the Indiana tax on the income of that
exchange. Exhibitors in Northern Indiana are serviced from a Chicago
Exchange ; however, Warners challenged Indiana's
to tax
these
rentals, and
won inright
the State
Supreme
Court.
In. appealing the case to the high
court, the state of Indiana urged that
exhibition of the films in a state Sheldon Gunsberg
breaks the flow of interstate commerce To Reade Circuit
and that the property then becomes
Appointment of Sheldon Gunsberg
subject to the taxing laws of that
state. If the Indiana Supreme Court as managing director of specialized
is correct in its holding that the film theatre operations for the Walter
rentals are in interstate commerce, Reade Theatres has been announced
by Walter Reade, Jr., circuit presithen the receipts of the Indiana ex- dent.
hibitor are also tax-exempt, the brief
Gunsberg, former member of the
argued.
publicity, advertising and exploitation
staff of Universal Pictures, will make
his headquarters temporarily at the
Cartoonist Mullin
Baronet, the circuit's art theatre here.
He will assume his new position on
Monday.
To Aid TOA
Meet
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Daily

Allied

Group

"made a somewhat similar statement,
the gist of which was that, as the
smaller theatres converted to CinemaScope he saw no reason why M-G-M
should not sell such pictures flat to
those exhibitors who customarily buy
M-G-M's 2-D pictures flat."
Decision Awaited
Kalmenson

of WB,

the report

added,
ageed to"tobuytheflat
ideashould
that
theatres finally
accustomed
be permitted to buy CinemaScope picIt was indicated in the report retures flat."
garding the possibility of flat rentals
for CinemaScope pictures that distribution executives made reservations about outstanding pictures.

Tax

Hearing

{Continued jrom page 1)
pected to file separate intervention
briefs on behalf of all theatres in their
circuits.
With the first payment of the local
amusement levy due within two weeks,
additional affidavits are expected from
exhibitors who wish to intervene.
A Monday hearing on Supreme
Court Justice Nicholas M. Pette's
temporary injunction which curbed
New York City from collection of the
tax breakage has been put off due to
city and exhibitor appeals. New York
City had
July.
The appealed
attorneys Pette's
for the ruling
plaintiffsin
also filed an appeal because they felt
that Justice Pette did not go far
enough. "Justice Pette should have
called the city's five per cent admission tax illegal
and stated.
null and void,"
one circuit
attorney
Says Kalmenson

Agreed

Meanwhile, both sides in the suit
are awaiting a decision from Supreme Court Justice Percy D. Stoddart as to the motion papers for summary judgment which were argued
last sion
week.
JusticetheStoddart's
can determine
legality ofdecithe
New York City levy under the State
Enabling Act of 1947. Additional
briefs supporting the exhibitor stand
have been filed by the New York City
theatre attorneys.

Willard Mullin, sports cartoonist
for the New York "World-Telegram
and Sun" for the last 20 years, has
been engaged by Theatre Owners of Rogers^
Autry
Seek
Ruling
America to prepare special promo{Continued jrom page 1)
tional material for its 1954 convention, combined with the TESMAreputation, particularly with reference
TEDA-TOA-IPA trade show, Oct.
the Rogers' appeal stated.
"There
must
be
any
number
of
to
31 through Nov. 4, at the Conrad HilInhishisyouthful
appeal, fan
Autryaudience."
said he did not
contracts between motion picton Hotel, Chicago.
ture stars and producers condispute
Republic's
right
license his
Mullin is drawing a series of carfilms for television but tothat
he did
taining the same or similar
toons depicting the convention slogan,
reservations to the artist that
challenge
the
company's right to use
"It Is Time for the Grass Roots to
or license his name, voice or likeness
are contained in the Rogers
Share in the Harvest," and the growth
in
commerical
advertising. He pointed
contract. If the present decision
of TOA as a national exhibitor assoout that the appeals court had deciation.
of the Court of Appeals is to
stand, those reserved rights are
clared that Republic's rights were not
The cartoons will be used in conunrestricted
and that the company
vention literature sent to the TOA
meaningless and of no value to
could
not
"make it appear that the
membership.
the artist."
artist actually edorses" a specific
product,
but that the court had not
Rogers argued that the pictures
might be used to indicate that he was spelled this out in detail. "Autry will
You Get Ail 3
J endosing the articles advertised and have to police the actions of Republic
I Speed
DABLE
'WHEN GOOD-OLE-DEPEN
A in this way greatly damage him — as, and its many licenses throughout the
for example, if the pictures were used country," the appeals brief declared.
FILMACK
to indicate an endorsement of ciga- "This will result in a multiplicity of
MAKES YOUR
rettes or beer "or any number of other actions in different courts." The origsuit was brought specifically to
J5PECIAL TRAILERS
products which Rogers might con- avoid inal^such
an eventuality, the court
1327SO. Wabath Chicago III
sider
to
be
detrimental
or
prejudicial
630 Ninth Ave New York
to or inconsistent with his position and was told.

WHATS
Q

STORY

THE
ON

PROCESSES

BIG

NEW
?

A. Ifs RCA''s all-new plan to
bring wide screen and stereophonic
sound to many more houses just
as fast as possible! Through the
successful adaptation of these new
processes, the motion picture industry is showing its determination to continue as a dynamic part
of American life. Major studios
already are supporting these
advances wholeheartedly. RCA
believes that widespread and foresighted applications of the new
techniques will lead toward everincreasing industry growth and
progress.
RCA's tonewstimulate
plan is therefore designed
wide
screen and stereophonic sound to
a greater degree than ever before.
WHO
can supply all
the details on this big
new RCA
A.
RCA

plan?

Your local independent
Theatre Supply Dealer is

ready
with to
the industry
full story.progress
You'll
contribute
and to your own best interest
by investigating this major
RCA development. Talk to your
dealer now.

RADIO CORPORATION
of AMERICA
THEATRi EQUIPMENT
CAMDEN, N. J.
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$3-$5

Leading circuits are charging from
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 8. — Four
pictures
were
started
during
the
week,
$3
to $5, tax included, for tickets to
Nation for Medium
and eight others were finished, for a the Marciano-Charles heavyweight titotal of 31 pictures before the cameras.
tle bout telecast, set for next Wednesday, it was learned here yesterday.
Started were: "Dead Pigeon" (CoA
spokesman for Stanley- Warner,
lumbia)
;
"Hit
the
Deck,"
CinemaA "color television caravan," comwhich has 10 theatre-TV equipped
pletely equipped to produce on-the- Scope, Eastman (Metro-Goldwyn- houses carrying the event, said field
spot programs to introduce color tele- Mayer) ; "Timberjack," Trucolor reports indicated that prices would
vision to audiences at fairs, expositions (Republic) ; "Mister Roberts," CinemaScope, WarnerColor (Warner range from $3.30 for general admisand other large public gatherings, has Bros.).
sions to about $5 for loges.
been constructed by the Radio CorRKO Theatres, it was stated, will
poration of America, Charles M.
Completed were : "Danger Point"
Odorizzi, executive vice-president, (Allied Artists) ; "End of the Affair," charge $3 for all admissions in Cleveland and Cincinnati and $3.50 in DayRCA corporate staff, announced.
David Rose (Columbia) ; "Tarzan'i
Describing the color caravan as an Hidden Jungle," Sol Lesser (RKO
ton,
Loew's from
in its
three
situationswhile
will charge
$3.50
to $4.00.
important step in RCA's plans for the Radio) ; "There's No Business Like
nation-wide introduction of color tele- Show Business," CinemaScope, Tech^
vision, Odorizzi said that the unit nicolor (20th Century-Fox) ; "Foxwill make its public debut on Sept. 25
Sets Distillers
fire," Technicolor (Universal-Inter- TNT
at the Mid-South Fair, Memphis.
national) "Silver
;
Chalice," CinemaFollowing the Memphis fair appear- Scope, WarnerColor; "Helen of Closed-Circuit Meet
ance, the caravan will be ready for a Troy," CinemaScope, Technicolor,
nation-wide tour. In addition to fairs and "Land of the Pharoahs," CineTheatre Network Television will telemaScope, WarnerColor (Warner
and expositions, the RCA unit will Bros.).
cast Frankfort Distillers Company's
also bg available to conventions, de"Television Festival" via closed-cirpartment stores and other business and
cuit to more than 20,000 distiller inservice organizations.
dustry members on Sept. 23.
on
Heart of the RCA color television Para's Holman
The
large-screen showing will be
Fall Overseas Trip
caravan
is 'a specially-designed
the first presentation of its kind in
foot
streamlined
trailer. It contains32-a
Russell Holman, Paramount East- the distilled spirits industry, Nathan
complete control room and technical
ern production manager, has left on Halpern, president of TNT, stated.
equipment to originate any type of his annual
fall trip to Europe, making
The "Festival" will be telecast
program, "live" or film. Other equip- Rome his first stop.
simultaneously by TNT to 27 theatres
ment included is a quantity of RCA
In the Italian capital, Holman will located in 20 cities across the country.
Victor color TV receivers, two RCA
meet with Pilade Levi, Paramount
color TV cameras, a color TV film- Italian general manager, to discuss It will reveal Frankfort's retail trade
scanner and microwave apparatus. A
complete staff, including engineers, story and talent possibilities, and program.
technicians and program production check on progress with the English
experts, has been assigned to the color versions
"Ulysses"
and to"Mambo."
Holmanof will
proceed
London, ^Anything Goes' in
caravan. In the equipment carried by where
he will confer on production VV for Paramount
the mobile unit is a color TV pro- matters with Richard Mealand, manjector showing color programs on a
"Anything Goes," the Cole Porter
aging director of Paramount British
15- by 20-foot screen.
Productions, Ltd., and then to Paris, musical, will be brought to the screen
Richard H. Flooper, manager of where he will meet with Edouard De
by Paramount
as one of the
studio's
RCA Shows and Exhibits, whose
important
VistaVision
productions
Paramount French produc- planned for 1955. Bing Crosby, Jeanheadquarters are in Camden, N. J., Segonzac,
representative. He will return to
will supervise the operations of the New tion
maire, the noted French ballerina, and
York in about three weeks.
another outstanding male star still to
new color unit under the general direction of Julius Haber, director of
be chosen, will head the cast.
community relations.
Robert Emmett Dolan, responsible
Toronto Has 21 'Scopes
TORONTO, Sept. 8. — This city for producing Irving Berlin's "White
now boasts 21 Cinema Scopes with the Christmas," will function in a similar
installation of the new equipment in capacity on "Anything Goes" with
Jury Awards
$35,000
five local units of Bloom & Fine Thea- filming slated to start in January. A
To SEG
Ex-member
tres, the first for this circuit, which director will be announced shortly.
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 8.— A jury is an affiliate of Famous Players Can- Sidney Sheldon has been signed to do
the screen play.
adian Corp.
in Superior Court of Judge Allen
Ashburn here has returned a verdict
of $35,000 in favor of Michael D.
Jeffers, former member of the Screen
Plan
Extras Guild, who charged that the Distribution
for
Films
guild libeled him in its newsletter of
April, 1950. The verdict was returned
against the guild, its executive secre- Unchanged
in Philippines
H. O'Neil
Shanks,
and Harris.
its public tary,
relations
director,
Buck
While the Philippine film industry policy has been concentrated on scenes
The defendants are appealing.
continues to make strides in producing considered immoral, and on excessive
Ijetter quality pictures, there has been brutality, gunplay and violence.
Estimates of theatre, gross receipts
little change in the film distribution
are
not available. It is reported that
pattern
in
that
market,
a
U.
S.
De*Neivsiveek' Lauds New
partment of Commerce report reveals. Philippine distributors of United
Production Quality
Philippine films were able to attract States films collected approximately
little, if any, of the regular English 14,000,000 pesos in 1953, Philippine
"Not since prewar times has
language patrons which accounts for producers received some 5,500,000
Hollywood put together so
about 70 per cent of the market. Al- pesos, while films from other counmany indisputably good films,"
tries took in only 700,000 pesos. (One
though new sources of films were
the Sept. 13 issue of "Newsfound in the past few years (Spain, Philippine peso equals 50 cents.) It is
week" magazine says in a story
Japan, and India), practically no ad- estimated that the earnings of distribextending over three pages of
verse effects were felt by United
utors and producers represent about
the publication with illustraStates films, which dominate the 45 per cent of the gross receipts of
tions.
Philippine market for imported mo- theatres all over the country. In the
Headed "Comeback — and
tion pictures, according to the depart- Philippines, it is very common to see
Why," the article begins with
ment's report.
houses packed to the limit when an
the quotation attributed to
In
the
first
six
months
of
1954,
a
appealing
or well-advertised motion
Nicholas M. Schenck, president
total of 213 full-length films were picture film is being shown. Importers
of Loew's, Inc., that "There's
passed by the Philippine Board of Re- of foreign motion pictures are allowed
nothing wrong with the indusview. Of this total, 154, or about 72
remit 72 per cent of the producer's
try that a good picture won't
per cent, were United States films, 40 to
share of their earnings for the curwere Philippine films, 12 Chinese, six
rent year or for the year 1949, whichcure."
ever is lower.
Spanish, and one Indian. Censorship

SPRINGFIELD, 111., Sept. 8.
to 'Brides'
—Plug
President
Eisenhower, on his
visit here recently, personally
plugged M-G - M's "Seven
Brides for Seven Brothers" during its run at the Senate Theatre at a luncheon given at the
executive mansion by Gov. and
Mrs. William G. Stratton. The
President spent some time chatting with the daughters of U. S.
Senatorial Candidate Joseph T.
Meek.
"If you haven't seen the
movie 'Seven Brides for Seven
Brothers'," suggested the President to the girls, "you should
see it. You will enjoy a lot of
The item was picked up by
good
Smith, editor of the IlliEmillaughs."
J.
nois State Journal and the item
received wide attention, resulting in hold-over business.
USIA

Distributing

Catalog

of Films

WASHINGTON, Sept. 8. — The
U.S. Information Agency announced
it is distributing abroad an up-to-date
catalog of American films and film
strips for use by educators, scientists
and other foreign users of audio-visual
educational material.
The catalog lists and describes some
2,600 pictures and film strips available for use abroad on a sale, rental
or loan basis. The 1954 supplement,
together with earlier editions, altogether list about 6,000 films and film
strips available from American sources
for use abroad.
U.S. I. A. director Theodore C. Streibert said the catalog was put together
with the cooperation of film distributors and producers, education specialists and government and private organizations.
Podhorzer
Atlantic

Joins

Pictures

George Roth has announced that
Munio Podhorzer has become his associate in Atlantic Pictures Corp.
Roth is president of Atlantic, which
was formed last June to import and
distribute foreign pictures.
Podhorzer has been concentrating
on the distribution and handling of
German films. His new association
does not affect Casino Film Exchange which he heads and which
releases German pictures in this
countrv. He also recently announced
the formation of United German Film
Enterprises which will work towards
a wider circulation of German films in
the U. S., and will also arrange coproduction deals between German and
American interests.
Roth also is handling the distribution in the U. S. of "Mr. Hulot's
Holiday"
for G.B.D. International
Releasing Corp.
Official
Address

of India

to

the MPIC

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 8.— Mohun
Bhavnani, head of the film division
in the Ministry of Information and
Broadcasting for the Government of
India, will be guest speaker Wednesday at a meeting here of the Motion
Picture Industry Council.
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Labor

Asks

^Adviser'
Foreign

on
Pacts

MPEA's Johnston Has
Proposal Under Study
By LESTER

DINOFF

A proposal that a "labor adviser"
be allowed to join in on all future
film negotiations between the Motion
Picture Export Association and other
nations is being
consi d ered
by Eric Johnston, M P E A
president,
it was revealed
here yesterday
by Richard F.
Walsh, international lATSE
president, who
also stated at a
trade press conference that "an
understandRichard Walsh
ing has been
reached with
Tom O'Brien, British labor official, as
(Continued on page 10)
Heavy
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CENTS

as Precedent

Is Considering

'Scope Resolution
An lATSE
tion to have delegate's
the crafts resoluunion
press for CinemaScope newsreels, short subjects and trailers
is being mulled by the international office, lA president Richday. ard F. Walsh said here yesterThe resolution, which was
posed at the lATSE convention
in Cincinnati last month, had
been referred to the international office for further consideration and discussion, Walsh
said.

Dividends

Up

'33
Over
10%
WASHINGTON, Sept. 9.— Publicly reported cash dividend payments
of film companies during the first
seven months of 1954 were about 10
per cent ahead of 1953 payments,
the Commerce Department reported.
The Department said payments
from January through July of this
year totaled $13,551,000, compared to
$12,375,000 in the comparable period
last year. Julv, 1954, payments were
put at $1,834,000, compared to $1,267,000 for July last year. Commerce
officials said the July increase was
due to the fact that several companies
paid dividends in July this year which
were paid in August last year.

COURT

ON
District

SEEKS

LIMIT

TRUST^HARGES
Court

Moves

to 'Particularize'

And

Formulate
*Bounds
of Discovery'
By MURRAY HOROWITZ
What was regarded as a precedent-making anti-trust decision for the
U.S. District Court of New York was rendered here yesterday when
Justice Archie O. Dawson formulated moves to "particularize" complaints and set the "bounds of perJustice Dawson
formulated what
, ^ ^
"''f^}.^ discovery."
^ew
procedure
in
striking
the com-a
some industry attorneys considered
of the New Dykman Theatre
plaint
corp. against RKO Theatres, RKO
Radio Pictures, Warner Brothers Pictures, Stanley Warner, 20th CenturyWASHINGTON, Sept. 9.— The Fox and
Universal Pictures.
Treasury Department will probably
Justice
Dawson, finding a large
ask Congress in January to continue
portion of the complaint irrelevant,
for another year the 52 per cent cor- give the plaintiff 30 days to file an
porate income tax rate, according to
the thinking of top Treasury officials. amended complaint and at the same
time ordered an "informal pre-trial
Under present law, the rate is sched- hearing
so that the issues as set forth
uled to drop to 47 per cent on April
1. It was originally scheduled to drop in the amended complaint and answers
may be particularized and the bounds
to 47 per cent April 1, 1954, but Congress extended it until next April 1 at of permissible discovery formulated."
The pre-trial hearing as set forth
the Treasury's request. Treasury officials want the additional extension un- by Justice Dawson was considered
til April 1, 1956 in order to keep by some industry attorneys as without precedent and, according to these
federal revenues high and achieve a
attorneys, may become the regular
balanced budget.
(Continued on page 10)
To this end, the Department will
(Continued on page 5)
Greenblatt to AA;

Expect Request to
ljA.ieilU \j%JLyKJX HIK:
■C'Y-fpnrI CfWnCiYH'tf^
T> 4-,^ 4m1 ax Jttaie
to lyOO

The Allied Theatre Owners of New
After 1st Quarter Drop
Jersey has announced that the reservations for its annual convention,
which is being held at the Concord
Hotel, Kiamesha Lake, N. Y., on Admission
Price
Index
Up
Sept. 21-22-23, exceed the original
estimation of attendance.
The Concord, one of the most faSecond
Period
of 1954
mous hotels in the country, will make In
(Continued on page 5)
By Staff Cm-respondent
Johnston to Coast
WASHINGTON, Sept. 9.— The Bureau of Labor Statistics' city admission price index rose again in the second quarter of 1954 after a drop — the
first in almost two years — during the first quarter of the year.
After Return Here
The rise was due entirely to a sharp
mcrease ni adult admission prices.
WASHINGTON, Sept. 9.— Motion 67 Theatres Cleared
Children's admission prices dropped in
the second quarter, BLS said.
Picture Association president Eric A.
Johnston is scheduled to return to the
The BLS admission price index is
based on data collected quarterly in
United States Saturday or Sunday, For TV Title Bout
MP A A office said.
18 cities, weighted to represent conditions in the 34 largest U.S. cities.
Johnston was due in Paris today
Sixty-seven theatres throughout the
The combined adult-child index has
from Frankfurt, where he has been U. S. have been cleared for the closed
discussing the film situation with offi- circuit telecast of next Wednesday's been rising steadily since the middle
cials of the West German government. heavyweight title fight between Rocky of 1952, except for the dip in the
Earlier he represented the U.S. at the Marciano and Ezzard Charles at Yan- first quarter of this year. In SeptemVenice Film Festival.
kee Stadium, Nate Halpern, president
ber, 1952, the combined index was
MPAA officials said that Johnston of Theatre Network Television, said 74.1 per cent above the 1935-39 base
would be in New York for some here yesterday.
period, and according to BLS, it rose
days and would then leave for a week
More than 70 theatres are expected steadily to a high point of 92.8 per
(Continued on page 5)
(Continued on page 5)
or more in Hollywood.

Nathanson

Upped

Arthur Greenblatt, former Lippert
Pictures, Inc., general sales manager,
has joined Allied Artists as home office special sales representative,
announced it was
by
M o r e y Goldstein,
vice-president and
general sales manAt the same
time, Goldstein
ager.
disclosed
that
Nat Nathanson,
manager of the
change,
Chicago who
exjoined panythe
comtwo years
elevated
to
ago, has been
Arthur 'Greenblatt manager.
Midwest district
In his position, Greenblatt will supervise the Boston, New Haven, New
York, Albany and Buffalo branches,
and will be contact man for some of
(Continued on page 5)
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Personal
Mention

LYNCH, general manGEORGEager of the
Schine circuit, visited
here yesterday from Gloversville,
N. Y.
•
Victor Hoare, vice-president and
foreign sales manager of Selznick Releasing Organization, will leave New
York for England today via B.O.A.C.
Monarch.
•
Alfred Katz, United Artists assistant foreign sales manager, left
yesterday for Bogota, CoYork
New
lombia. He will also visit Panama,
Cuba, Puerto Rico• and Trinidad.
Elizabeth Taylor and Michael
Wilding, who arrived in New York
by plane yesterday from London, will
leave here today by plane for the
Coast.
•
Arthur C. Bromberb, president of
Allied Artists Southern Exchanges,
Atlanta, has left there with Mrs.
Bromberg for Alabama.
•
Richard Carroll, office manager
and head booker for Paramount in
New Haven, is marking his 25th year
with the company.
•
Dr. Renzo Rufini, manager of the
Rome office of Italian Films Export,
will arrive in New York by plane today from Italy.
•
Sidney Levine, office manager at
the Warner Brothers exchange in
New Haven, has returned there from
Chicago.
•
Arthur Rosson, associate director
on "The Ten Commandments," left
New York yesterday for Cairo, Egypt.
•

MOTION
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Co-Production

Members

Will
National

12th

Council

Film-

of

Reviewing

The National Council of Women of
the United States, representing 5,000,000 members, will become the 12th
national organization to preview and
rate theatrical motion pictures for the
ship.
film-going guidance of its memberThe announcement was made
jointly by Mrs. Robert F. Leyden,
president of the National Council, and
by the Film Estimate Board of National Organizations whose appraisals
in "Joint Estimates of Current Entertainment Films," (the "Green Sheet")
have been published semi-monthly for
the past 20 years as a voluntary service to American families.
The National Council's decision to
join in the film preview project brings
to over 45 million the aggregate membership represented by the organizations which participate in this service.
Benefits of Films Recognized

Women

Group

able the means and facilities through
which a group of people outside the
film industry can impartially and objectively appraise, analyze and classify
motion picture films.
"We wholeheartedly subscribe to the
view shared by the Film Estimate
Board that freedom of choice in the
selection of films or any other entertainment must never be traded in our
country for the coercive dictation of
municipal or state censors."
National Chairman Named

Krim

Be

Studied

in Far

Deals
By

East

Artliur B. Krim, president of United
Artists, and Arnold M. Picker, vice
president in charge of distribution,
leave New York by air tomorrow on
a month-long Far Eastern tour to inaugurate the company's
sary celebrations
in Asia.35th anniverKrim, who will be on his first visit
to UA offices in the Far and Middle
East, will investigate the possibility of
arranging international co-production
deals in Japan, India, Malaya and
Egypt on the pattern of past co-production arrangements in which United
Artists has participated in Italy,
France, England, Mexico, Samoa and
elsewhere.

Krim and Picker will visit United
Artists' branches throughout Asia in
connection with the company's yearlong observance of its founding in
1919. They will begin their Far Eastern visits in Tokyo on Sept. 13, moving on to Hong Kong on Sept. 21,
Manila on Sept. 23, Bangkok on Sept.
27 and Singapore on Sept. 29.
Will Separate at Singapore
After remaining in Singapore until
Oct. 2, Krim and Picker will go separate ways, with the United Artists
president flying to Bombay for a threeday stay, beginning Oct. 3, and another three-day visit to Cairo, starting on Oct. 6. Krim will arrive in
Rome on Oct. 9.
Picker, meanwhile, will visit United
Artists' Indonesian headquarters in
Jakarta Oct. 2-5 and then will go to
Sydney, Australia, Oct. 6-14, and to
New Zealand Oct. 14-16, returning to
Los Angeles on Oct. 17.
King Sees Bigger
Krim has been instrumental in arranging for the production in Europe
and Latin America of a number of
European
Market
independently-made films on the United
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 9. — Ex- Artists releasing schedule. Among the
pressing the opinion that big Ameri- most prominent, not yet released, is
can films will do even bigger busi- "The Barefoot Contessa," Joseph L.
ness in the next few years in Europe Mankiewicz's Technicolor production
tlian current American product is starring Humphrey Bogart and Ava
doing today in the lush European Gardner, which was filmed in Italy
market, Herman King, vice-president and will have its world premiere on
in charge of sales for King Brothers Sept. 29, at the Capitol Theatre in
Productions, Inc. returned to Holly- New York for the benefit of CARE.
wood this week from a three-month
business tour of Europe.
"Big American productions are
playing to standing room only audi- NEW YORK THEATRES
ences throughout Europe — outside the
Iron Curtain," King said. "Every
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
type of big American film is finding
Rockefeller Center
favor with the European public.
'SEVEN BRIDES FOR
There's no trend the Europeans are
favoring in American film product.
If it's big and has substance, they're
SEVE
N BROTHERS
"
paying their money. But you can't
in CINEMASCOPE
starring
give away small American films. NoJANE POWELL - HOWARD KEEL
body wants to see them," King added.
King disclosed, as an example of
Color by ANSCO - An M-G-M Picture
and SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
the kind of business American films
are doing, the gross of his own company's "Carnival Story," which RKO
is distributing world-wide and which
will gross an estimated 2,500,000
marks (approximately $600,000) in
IDA LUPINO
STEVE
COCHRAN
West Germany alone.
HOWARD DUFF
King visited Germany, Italy, SwitzDEAN JAOOER
DOROTHY MALONE
erland, France and the United KingB WAT
dom on his three-month tour. The
at
43rtSt
King Brothers will shortly begin

Serving on the "Green Sheet' committee as national motion picture chairman for the National Council will be
Mrs. Dean Gray Edwards, who, for
several years, served in a similar capacity for the General Federation of
Women's Clubs.
The 11 national organizations which
now participate in the preview operation are : the American Association of
University
Women ; American Jewish
In a statement announcing the action, Mrs. Leyden said:
Committee ; American Library Asso"We are pleased to join with other
ciationChildren's
;
Film Library
Committee
;National
Society,
Daughters
national organizations which recognize
motion pictures not only for their of the American Revolution ; National
vital contribution in providing enter- Federation of Music Clubs ; General
tainment but also for their limitless Federation of Women's Clubs ; Girl
capacity to broaden the horizons of Scouts of the U.S.A. ; Protestant Momankind.
tion Picture Council ; National Congress of Parents and Teachers ; and
"Eric Johnston and the Motion
Picture Association of America are the Schools Motion Picture Committee.
to be congratulated for making availSet

Plans

Balaban

Today

for

Testimonial

Jack Cohn, executive vice-president
of Columbia Pictures, and Si Fabian,
Harry Browning, home office ex- president of the Stanley Warner
ecutive for New England Theatres, is
Corp., will be hosts at a luncheon for
in Hartford from Boston.
members of the motion picture and
•
amusement industries today at the
Sidney Box, British producer, ar- Astor Hotel here to set plans for
rived here from London yesterday via
industry-wide participation in the
B.O.A.C.
•
forthcoming
monial dinner. Barney Balaban testiEvelyn Keyes will leave here today
The Sept. 26 dinner for Balaban,
for London via B.O.A.C. Monarch.
president of Paramount Pictures, is
iDeing sponsored by the New York
Lippert Coming
East
Metropolitan
B'nai B'rith
and
leaders ofCouncil
the filmofindustry
as a
Enroute to Europe
testimonial to his "35 years of dedicated service to B'nai B'rith and his
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 9.— Robert
L. Lippert, president of Lippert Pic- fellow man."
Stars and top industry leaders are
tures, will leave here Monday by plane
for New York, where he will attend serving as officers of the committee
the Sept. IS Eastern sales meeting at sponsoring the Balaban dinner, which
the Sherry-Netherland Hotel before aims at raising $1,000,000 for the economic development of Israel through
flying to Europe for the final editing
the
sale
of State of Israel development
of "They Were So Young," starring bonds. Reservations
for the event are
Scott Brady, Raymond Burr and diby minimum purchase of a $1,000
rected by Kurt Neumann.
Lippert will bring back the film for State of Israel bond.
showing at the Midwest sales meeting
Oct. 7 in Chicago.
'Jones' to Rivoli

"Carmen Jones," Carlyle Productions' CinemaScope film version of
Oscar sicalHammerstein's
Broadway
muhit, will be the next
attraction
at the Rivoli Theatre here following
completion of the current run of production on "The Syndicate" with
an all-star cast for RKO Radio.
"Rear Window."
MOTION PICTURE DAILY, Martin Quigley, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher; Sherwin Kane, Editor. Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays and holidays, by Quigley
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Henigson Returns
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 9.— Henry
Henigson returned to Hollywood today after six months in Europe on
M-G-M foreign production liaison
work.
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News

Motion
Franchises
For

Roundup
'Liberie' Rights to Burstyn
American distribution rights to the
Rene Clair film classic "A Nous, La
Liberte" has been acquired by Joseph
Burstyn, Inc., it is announced here by
Fae R. Miske, treasurer of the Burstyn company. Now in the final stages
of preparation, the film will open in
New York on a date to be announced
shortly.

WOMP Officers Are Guests
The officers and Committee of
"WOMPI" (Women of the Motion
Picture Industry) were entertained by
Mrs. Martha Chandler at her home
in Atlanta. This was followed by the
regular monthly and executive board
meetings, at which Mrs. Nell Allen,
president, presided. Plans were made
for the
thefirst
Atlanta
Chapter's
delegation
to
national
convention,
to be
held in Dallas, Sept. 18-19.

'Brunettes' Crew in Paris
"Gentlemen Marry Brunettes," the
big-budget motion picture musical in
CinemaScope and color, begins production in Paris shortly, with Jane
Russell. Jeanne Crain, Alan Young,
Scott Brady and Rudy Vallee heading
the all-star cast. Eighty per cent of
the United Artists release will be
filmed on location there and at Monte
Carlo on the Riviera.

Rose Completing 'Affair'
David E. Rose, executive producer
of "The End of the Afifair," co-starring Deborah Kerr and Van Johnson,
has cabled his American representatives that final shooting on the picture
will take place this week. Based on
the Graham Greene novel and produced by David Lewis, with Edward
Dimytryk directing, the film has been
shot at Shepperton Studios in London.

*Duer

Picture

Complete
Sales

Altec
Coast
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Daily
Companies

End

People

Conferences

■ Curtis Miller, general manager of
A series of policy conferences called the Claughton circuit in Tampa,
by the president of the Altec com- will take a similar post for the companies has ended with the return of
pany in Miami, replacing A. W.
various executives attached to the
Corbett who will handle an execuorganization's New York headquarters.
tive post at the Urmey Hotel in
Miami, recently taken over by the
Attending the meetings at the Al- Claughtons. Robert E. Morales has
The following new exchanges hantec offices and plants in Beverly
dling the re-release of the picture now
Hills were H. M. Bessey, executive been named manager in Tampa.
gives the picture 100 per cent distri- vice-president of Altec Service Corp.,
Sun." bution throughout the United States
n
D. C. Collins, vice-president ; L. D.
and Canada, he said.
Albany & Buffalo territory, Realart Netter, general sales manager ; E. O.
Herman (Dusty) Rhodes, owner
Pictures of Upstate N. Y. ; Des Moines Wilschke, operating manager ; Marty of drive-ins in Columbus, Ga., and
and Omaha territory. Triangle Films ; Wolf, assistant general sales mana- Montgomery^ Ala., is recuperating
ger, and H. S. Morris, product sales
Indianapolis territory, Realart Pic- manager
from a heart attack in the Crawof Altec Lansing Corp.
tures of Indianapolis ; Memphis terriford Hospital, Atlanta.
tory. Colonial Pictures of Tennessee;
Minneapolis and Milwaukee territories, 'Contessa' Debut
n
Independent Film Distributors ; New
In L.A, Oct 28
Stanley Buchsbaum, New York
York territory, Principal Film Exchange San
;
Francisco territory, PaEnabling "The Barefoot Contessa" City assistant corporation counsel
cific Releasing Co., Inc. ; St. Louis ter- to qualify for this year's Academy and active in the current admission
ritory, Realart Pictures of St. Louis ;
tax situation, announced the birth
L. starring
Mankiewicz's
Charlotte territory. Screen Guild Pro- Awards,
Technicolor Joseph
production
Hum- of his first child, Joel Stephen.
ductions of the Carolinas, Inc. ; Denphrey Bogart and Ava Gardner will
ver-Salt Lake territories, Dimension have its Los Angeles premiere on
n
Pictures Ltd. ; Los Angeles territory, Oct. 28, at the Fine Arts Theatre, it
Esther Williams and her husband,
Kranz-Levin Pictures ;. Seattle-Port- was announced by William J. Heineland territories, Northwest Releasing man, vice-president in charge of dis- Ben Gage, opened a national theatre
tribution for United Artists, which is tour at the Fabian Palace in Albany
Corp., andnationalCanadian
territory.
Film Distributors
Ltd. Inter- releasing the recently completed Figthis week and will play a three-day
aro presentation.
engagement
at 4,200-seat
State today,
Theatre in Hartford
starting
The Academy of Motion Picture
Stars to Appear on
Arts and Sciences requires that a marking the resumption of operaZanuck
TV Salute
picture be shown in a Los Angeles
tions at the latter house.
theatre during the given year to be
An array of show business personn
for Academy Award nominaalities, including top film stars, will eligible
tion.
appear on the hour-long TV salute to
Jim DeBerry, Columbia Pictures
Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th Century-Fox
sales representative in Charlotte,
production head, on Ed Sullivan's
'Angelika*
"Toast of the Town," on Sunday eve- Set
Joseph
Brenner Associates has and Mrs. DeBerry became the parents of a baby girl this week.
ning. The show, a CBS-TV network completed a deal with Leo Brecher
presentation, will emanate live from
Hollywood.
Theatres for the premiere of "Ann
Among the personalities set to gelika" starring Maria Schell. The
feature, formerly titled "The Affairs
Richard R. Montgomery has been
appear on "The Darryl F. Zanuck of Dr. Holl," will open at the 68th
Story" are Jack Benny, Tony Mar- Street Playhouse in September in the appointed manager of the Ritz
tin, Tyrone Power, Clifton Webb, German language version with Eng- Theatre, Ocala, Fla., having gone
Shirley Temple, Dan Dailey, Dick
there from Palm Beach where he
lish sub-titles.
Powell, Ruby Keeler and Gloria
managed
the Carlton.
DeHaven.
W anger Back on Coast
n
The program will highlight ZanHOLLYWOOD, Sept. 9.— Walter
uck's contributions to the building of
Martha Hyer, one of the newer
20th Century-Fox into one of the Wanger, Allied Artists producer, has
returned
from
Edinburgh,
Scotland,
luminaries
of Paramount Pictures, is
leading motion picture producing companies, introducing some of the stars where his film "Riot in Cell Block in New York for a series of radio
associated with and presented by the 11" won the Award of Merit at the and television appearances, as well
meetings with the press. In her
producer in the course of his distin- eighth annual Film Festival which as
brief career she has made films in
ended this week.
guished career.
Japan, Australia and Africa, as well
as in Hollywood.
Budd Rogers, general sales manager of Selznick Releasing Organization, has announced the final signing
of territorial distribution franchises
for David O. Selznick's "Duel in the

Suit Depositions Taken
OHIO
THEATRE
George S. Ryan, anti-trust attorney
has returned to Boston from New
JULY,
AUG.; SEE
York City, where he completed taking
depositions from the distributors in
the $800,000 damage suit of Meyer
Stanzler, Rhode Island exhibitor, inCOLUMBUS, O., Sept. 9.— Business in Ohio theatres climbed in July
volving the Casino Theatre, Narragansett Pier, the Community, Wake- and August and is expected to confield, the Wickford, Wickford, and
tinue high throughout the fall and
the Greenwich, East Greenwich, all winter, said Mardo Williams, Columin Rhode Island. The suit is set for
bus Dispatch business writer, in a
trial early in November in the U. S. column titled "Movie Attendance Up,
District Court, Boston.
TVWilliams
No Longer
a Threat."Robert Wile,
interviewed
secretary of the Independent Theatre
Heller Dividend
Owners of Ohio, on reasons for the
CHICAGO, Sept. 9.— Directors of current revival of public interest in
Walter E. Heller & Co. have de- pictures. Wile said that hit films
clared regular quarterly dividends on made their appearance just as the
the company's common and two magnetism of TV began to wane. He
classes of preferred stock. The divi- added that wide screens and new techdends are 30 cents a share on the
niques proved a curiosity-factor and
common stock, $1 a share on the 4 that tax relief permitted needed imper cent cumulative preferred, and
provements inequipment and furnish$1.37^ a share on the SYi per cent
ings. Drive-ins became an accepted
cumulative preferred stock. All three part of the industry and began booking better programs.
dividends are payable Sept. 30 to
Williams said that films now being
stockholders of record on Sept. 20.

BUSINESS
FURTHER

UP

IN

RISE

made for wide screens are not adapted
for the small TV screen. He said

n
Harold Fellows, president and
board chairman of the National
Association of Radio and Television
Broadcasters, will be the guest

speaker
the organization's
first
luncheon at
meeting
of the new season
at
the
Hotel
Roosevelt
here
next
that pictures like "Dragnet" "may
point up the tertainment
difference
the two
media and incause
TV en-to Wednesdav.
stick to crime probes, committee hearn
ings, vaudeville or stunts in which
Aaron Seidler, of the New Albert
films cannot compete."
The picture isn't all bright, Williams
admitted. Neighborhood theatres have Theatre, Baltimore, and Mrs. Seidler
been battling all the other problems are receiving congratulations upon
the birth of a son, Marc, at Johns
plus a limited-parking area factor, he
Hopkins Hospital.
said. "Most of those neighborhood *Ja
zz' Bow Set
houses which closed in Ohio during
the past few years blame parking
limitations in various degrees," he
said. "Some insist it is the sole cause
The featurette "Jazz Dance" will
of their woes." Williams said there have its American premiere on Sept.
were 1,038 indoor Ohio houses open 20 at the Paris Theatre, together with
in 1948 and 620 at the present time. that of the Italian feature "Bread,
Most of the casualties were neigh- Love and Dreams," its producer-diborhoods. Drive-ins climbed from 115
rector, Roger Tilton, announced here
yesterday.
in 1948 to 192 this year.
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(Continued from page 1)
"Three Hours
to Kill"
^
(Cohwibia)
THE desperate attempts of a man to clear his name and reputation from
the stigma of a murder of which he has been falsely accused brings to
this film an atmosphere of high moral quality and mood that is both attractive and stimulating. Against a background of a frontier town, Dana Andrews
faces the wrath of the community populace and escapes from a lynching to
vindicate himself, finally, in a dramatic succession of events highly reminiscent of "High Noon."
In color by Technicolor, the film has Andrews doing a creditable job in
the lead, with support coming from Donna Reed, Dianne Foster and Stephen
Elliott. The focal figure in the screenplay by Richard Alan Simmons and
Roy Huggins has been created with intelligence and imagination, but most
of the other characters in the screenplay are stereotyped. Thus there are moments that are top-grade and others that are routine. Commercially the picture should easily do better than the average.
Tired of running away, Andrews returns to the town to smoke out the
Of course, a lot will depend on real murderer. The girl he loved and was to marry, Miss Reed, has married
economic conditions between now and another, thinking Andrews guilty. Furthermore, Andrews discovers, she had
January and on which party controls become the mother of his child. Andrews is given three hours to get out
of town by the sheriff. In those precious hours he proceeds tO' single out
the new Congress.
While the Treasury will oppose any suspect after suspect in an attempt to uncover the real murderer. Fights, taut
sweeping tax cuts, it will recommend moments, shootings and suspicions emerge as Andrews presses toward his
some relief provisions, according to objective. Finally the least suspected, the sheriff, is bared as the killer. A
present plans. One such provision wild break for freedom followed by a climactic battle brings the story to its
Once slandered and villified, Andrews is now the hero. Although
which the Treasury will likely recom- conclusion.
mend is relief for foreign earnings of the town wants him, he decides to start life afresh elsewhere. Harry Joe
U. S. companies. The Treasury made Brown produced and Alfred Werker directed.
Others in the cast include Richard Coogan, Laurence Hugo, Arthur Fox
such a recommendation this year, and
the House approved it, but the Senate and Francis McDonald.
Running time, 77 minutes. General audience classification. Release date
vetoed it. Film companies attacked
the House version because it did not not set.
afford the proposed relief to film distributors, and Treasury and congresTwo
Guns and a Badge
sional tax officials are understood to
Hollywood, Sept. 9
be at work to see if the new recom- (Allied Artists)
mendation can meet some of the ob- VINCENT M. FENNELLY'S production for Allied Artists combines excellent action and suspense in an off-beat western which will more than
jections against this* year's proposal.
please the customers in houses playing this type of film. Utilizing the old
premise of mistaken identity, screenwriter Dan Ullman has the chief character
67 Theatres for Bout
really an ex-convict who becomes regenerated by being on the right side
{Continued from page 1)
of the law for the first time in his life. Wayne Morris, known for his rugroles, plays it to the hilt, as the only marquee-value personality of the
to carry the telecast which will be the cast, gedwhich
consists, in the main, of Morris Ankrum, Beverly Garland, Roy
largest closed-circuit hookup on large
William Phipps, Damian O'Flynn and Stanford JoUey.
screen ever undertaken, Halpern said. Barcroft,
Fennelly and the director, the late Lewis D. Collins (this was one of his
Virtually every theatre equipped for last efforts), aided by cinematographer Joseph M. Novae, achieve a gloss
closed-circuit big screen television, ex- far above what one might expect in this category of picture. It was precept thoie blacked out in metropolitan
viewed in Hollywood in an aspect of 1 to 1.85 (black and white), which
New York and New England and
most
effectively
showed off the action-crammed sequences.
those for which private lines are not
The plot is simple, although at times, unfortunately, it gets tangled up in
available, will carry the fight, the inept
dialogue. Morris is mistaken for a gunman hired by the lawful element
TNT head reported.
of a small Arizona Territory community to rid the area of rustlers. Exposed
The first Marciano-Charles encounhe owns up to his past, does the job for which he was
ter, telecast by TNT last June 17, as an ex-convict,
becomes the sheriff and finds romance.
established the previous high for the employed,
Running time, 69 minutes. General audience classification. For September
closed-circuit TV field. For this event, release.
the largest audience ever to watch a
big screen telecast assembled in 61
Jesse James Women
theatres located in 45 cities from coast
to coast. •
(Panorama-U A)
also fight any requests for major excise tax cuts, the Treasury officials
say. Film industry ofiicials so far have
shown little enthusiasm for a new
fight next year to obtain further admission tax relief. The Treasury attitude on excise tax cuts generally indicates that the film industry officials
are right in their feeling that another
admission tax relief campaign right
now would face rough going. Congressmen, too, are likely to feel that
any excise cuts next year should go
to industries that were slighted this
year.
Economic Situation a Factor

PRODUCED
by famed
local theatre
"Jessewith
James
deals with the
outlaw men
and inhisMississippi,
entanglements
the Women"
opposite
sex. The emphasis is placed on the women in his life, although there are
Real Estate Post
enough brawls, riding and shooting to satisfy the western fans.
Jesse and his gang go to a town in Mississippi where they are known only
Milton L. Maier, former general
by
His firstforconquest
is the ofbanker's
daughter
manager of RKO Theatres' real estate the reputation.
bank in return
a promise
marriage.
Alsowhoon helps
handhimis loot
the
department, has been named to the
post of general manager of real estate proprietress of the local saloon whose crooked partner James runs out of
for the Columbia Broadcasting Systein town, leaving him all the money. Between kisses, she hounds him throughout
the picture for her share.
here.
Maier resigned from RKO Theatres
The third female on his list is the saloon's singer who charms him into
last June after 26 years with the com- a boxing match with a professional. He loses the fight and all his money only
pany in various capacities including to regain the latter as he robs the two of them leaving town. The final lady
that of house counsel and real estate of his life is a woman known as Cattle Kate whom he once swindled. He
counsel.
manages to do it again, leaving her behind bars.
Despite his wandering eye, all of these young ladies manage to fall in
his arms at the slightest provocation. However, he leaves them all behind
Safer to Represent
when he departs from this interesting town.
The story line of "Jesse James' Women" is somewhat weak and presents
Filmakers Org,
the outlaw as a glorified combination of Robin Hood and Beau Brummell.
Harry Mandell, general sales man- There's a rough-and-tumble hair-pulling match between two of his lady
ager of Filmakers Releasing Organi- loves that's fun to watch and a few other emotional outbursts, but for the
zation, has appointed Jack Safer as most part, it's fairly tame stuff.
Donald Barry stars as Jesse James and performs with a smile throughout.
Mid-Central states sales representative. He will headquarter in Indian- Jack Beutel as his brother Frank and Peggie Castle as the saloon owner
apolis and will also supervise Cin- are the only other names. The rest of the cast is undistinguished.
Barry also directed from a screenplay by D. D. Beauchamp. The producers
cinnati and Memphis territories.
Mandell planes this weekend for were Lloyd Royal and T. V. Garraway.
The picture was photographed in
a three-week swing of New York, color and it is its greatest asset.
Running time, 83 minutes. General classification. For September release.
Chicago, Atlanta and Dallas.
Maier

to CBS

in

cent above at the end of December,
1953. It dropped to 90 per cent above
the base period in March, 1954, but
was back to 92 per cent above at the
end of June.
The adult index reached an all-time
high of 97 per cent above the base
period at the end of June. From a
reading of 77.9 per cent in September,
1952, it rose steadily to 95.3 per cent
at the end of December 1953, dropped
to 93.7 per cent at the end of March,
and then climbed to the June record
figure.
The children's price index went
from 49.4 per cent above the base
period at the end of September, 1952,
steadily up to 72.5 per cent above the
base period, at the end of December
1953, It dropped to 65.8 per cent in
March and dropped further to 63.3
per cent at the end of June.
N. J. Allied
(Continued from page 1)
available all of its resources for the
guests of the convention, the unit said.
EiTtertainment has been arranged for
each night as well as a cocktail party,
golf tournament and special entertainment for the ladies.
Business sessions will revolve
around
the report
recent visit
with ofthenational
generalAllied's
sales
managers. Directions to the national
delegate for his guidance at the next
national board meeting will be decided
The convention will be brought to
upon.end with a banquet.
an
Greenblatt
(Continued from page 1)
the important circuits headquartering
in New York.
Nathanson's promotion gives him
supervision over Chicago, Indianapolis,
Des Moines, Omaha, and Milwaukee.
He also will retain direct charge of
the Chicago branch. Before joining
Allied Artists he was with United
Artists in a sales executive capacity.
The new sales appointments, Goldstein pointed out, are in keeping with
the expansion plans of Allied Artists
and will enable the sales department
to maintain a closer contact with exhibition.
Set

Release

Dates

For RKO
Shorts
The first three Screenliners in
RKO's 1954-55 short subjects release
schedule ^have been announced by
Sidney Kramer, short subjects sales
manager.
"House of Knowledge," the behindthe-scenes story of the Smithsonian
Institute in Washington, will go into
release on Sept. 17. "Alpine Fortress," astudy of Switzerland as one
of the world's oldest democracies, is
scheduled for Oct. 15, while "Just
Pets," a subject showing how the
love of pets has grown in this country, is set for Nov. 12.
Rob Springfield House
SPRINGFIELD, Mass., Sept. 9.—
Thieves entered B&Q's Bijou Theatre here, taking about $1,000 in small
bills and silver from the house safe.
On the theatre's program is "Ptishover," billed as "a story of tempta-
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— NEW YORK TIMES .
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PARAMOUNT'S
PREVIEW
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ISION
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BING

STARRING

CROSBY-
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DEAN

"Paramount

DANNY

by

KAYE

VERAELLEN

JAGGER
• Lyrics and Music by IRVING BERLIN
• Produced by Robert Emmett
Directed by Michael Curtiz • Dances and Musical Numbers Staged by Robert Alton
Written for the screen by Norman Krasna, Norman Panama and Melvin Frank
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"Added to the photographic excellence of VISTAVISION
is the 'big stage' effect in the
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on VISTAVISION
is better than its pre-publicity plugs! VeraEllen dances like a dream. Danny Kaye is a surprise both as a dancer and actor.
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(Continued from page 1)

practice of the Southern District of
New York, in addition to having
ramifications outside the New York
District.
Heretofore,
one attorney pointed
out, the common practice had been that
be submitted
interrogatories would
after a complaint had been filed or
answered, or sometimes even before
the complaint had been answered. An
answer to these interrogatories would
have to be filed or objected to within
ten days, it was explained. In this
instance, the attorney went on, the
judge in effect will act as a "policeman" limiting the extent of the interrogatories and the area of "discovery."
In his ruling, Justice Dawson
stated "the plaintiff in this case
/ is not content with a short and
plain statement of the claim, but
includes
in the complaint a
series of allegations of all the
misdeeds of the motion picture
the 1920's to
from
industry
date,
the relevancy
of which to
this particular complaint is hard
to fathom. . . ."
: "The
Contin
extent
toued
whichJustice
certainDawson
types of cases
acsuch as triple damage anti-trust
tions have consumed the time of the
courts has been a matter of great concern to those charged with the administration ofjustice. . . ."
Justice Dawson in his opinion then
refers to a "significant observation" of
the Report of the Judicial Conference
regarding anti-trust litigation, citing
this paragraph of the Report :
" 'It is not practical to proceed in these cases as in a law
suit of ordinary complexity and
bulk; that is, to let the parties
exhaust the cross-fire of pleading, to conduct open court pretrial hearings, or to let the
counsel try the case as they
please. The potential range of
issues, evidence and argument
is so great, and the necessities
of adversary representation so
compelling that the activities
of counsel will result in records
of fantastic size and complexity
unless the trial judge exercises
rigid control from the time the
complaint is filed.' "
"This admonition," Justice Dawson
added, "should be taken seriously by
the bench and bar. A complaint
should not be allowed to wander far
afield. . . ."
In the complaint, a "national conspiracy" was alleged with the situation at the Dykman Theatre described
as "local manifestations." In addition,
it was further charged that the distributor defendants and their theatre
affiliates conspired in various U. S.
cities, listing New York, Chicago and
Kansas City among them.
$324,000 Asked
The anti-trust suit, filed by the
plaintiff's attorney, William Gold,
sought $324,000 in treble damages
and injunction directing distributor
defendants to serve the Dykman Theatre as a non-exclusive neighborhood
first-run theatre. Plaintiff, among
other things, alleged a conspiracy favoring the RKO Coliseum and RKO
Marble Hill.
Plaintiff attorney Gold, asked to
comment on yesterday's decision, declined, explaining he had not read the
full opinion as yet.
George Raftery, of O'Brien, Dris-

Foreign-Pact
lA head stated "friendly arrangements
have been made as to the discussion of
to the production of films in Great any mutual problems which arise beBritain for television and theatre use
they become aggravated."
An fore
understanding
has been reached
S."
U.
the
in Walsh,
recently reelected to the I A with O'Brien as to the production of
presidency for his eighth term of of- films in Great Britain for U. S. exhe said. "This television
thatall "a
labor between
adviser problem ishibition,affecting
us here because
should fice,
sitstated
in on
meetings
Johnston and foreign film representa- film producers find that costs are lowtives when negotiating new agree- Walsh eredsaid.
when they produce overseas,"
ments to study and advise on pact pro"The
U.
S. makes at least 80 per
posals which may have some effect on
cent
of
the
world's films and the lA
the industry labor movement."
is
prevailing
on producers to conReply Now Awaited
tinue to make their product in this
Preparing to leave for Los Angeles country," he said. "It is quite a problem to stop this runaway production.
on Sunday to meet with the Hollywood Film Council and to attend the If some sort of an assembly-line procAFL convention, beginning on Sept.
ess for producing product could come
20, Walsh said that the proposal has into existence, costs would be lowbeen presented to Johnston, but an
ered, producers would continue to utilanswer from the MPEA head has not
ize U. S. technicians in production,
been received as yet.
and a solution to the problem would
A representative of the MPEA said be at hand," the lA president asserted.
here yesterday that there has been no
Walsh Not Going Abroad
recent communications between Johnston and Walsh on this subject.
O'Brien, prior to leaving New York
Commenting on the recent talks for England on Sept. 2, revealed that
would come to England in the
which were concluded with O'Brien, Walsh
M.P. and general secretary of the Na- near future to meet with British labor
tional Association of Theatrical and officials concerning mutual production
Walsh yesterday stated
Kine Employees early this month, the problems.
Asks
LA.
(Cbntinued fro'iii page 1)

St. John

Office

Wins

RKO
Sales Drive
St. John, N. B., won the Jack
Labow sales drive for the six RKO
exchanges throughout Canada, it was
announced yesterday by Walter Branson, world-wide general sales manager. Combined billings of all exchanges hit 110.3 per cent of the quota
for the six-week drive, tops for Canadian sales in RKO history.
The St. John exchange, headed by
Ken Snelgrove, was followed by Calgary, managed by Arthur Elliott, and
Toronto, with Myer Nackimson as
manager.
Other exchanges, with managers,
finished in the following order : Winnipeg, Barry Myers ; Montreal, Harry
Cohen, and Vancouver, Jim Davie.
Six

Holdovers

Denver;

A

in

Record

Marilyn
Front

Monroe

Pages

Cops

Here

A Page One sweep of New York's
metropolitan newspapers was registered by 20th Century-Fox's Marilyn
Monroe, who arrived in New York
from California by air yesterday for
filming
of "The Seven Year Itch" in
CinemaScope.

Adviser^
that he has no present plans to go
to England.
Walsh informed the trade
press that the lA is surveying
union and production problems
in other foreign countries besides Great Britain. "We are
studying these labor problems
to see how they would concern
us
here,"
he said. "There
have
been
communications
between
the Italian labor leaders and
Hollywood
Walsh
said.
The lA officials,"
is also watching
the increasing film production
in Spain and other countries,
he stated.
Commenting on the lA entering into agreements with foreign labor organizations, Walsh said that "it may
be
possibility
future." with
The
lA awill
enter intoin notheagreements
Communist-influenced labor groups in
foreign nations such as in Italy, the
labor head flatly stated.
Asked about the union's August
convention and the anti-administration slate, Walsh replied that there
"was no bitterness shown on anyone's
part and the week-long meeting was
that one."
the I A is about to
a He
very stated
enjoyable
enter into contract negotiations with
film company exchanges throughout
the nation and that an answer is expected from exchange heads as to how
the negotiations will take place. "It
is hoped that the November negotiations will take place on a national
basis instead of an individual basis,"
Walsh said. "If they are conducted
industry-wide, the results will be more
beneficial
to exchange members," he
stated.

Front-page pictures of the blonde
Sees Small Locals Aided
screen beauty, plus inside photos and
stories v^'ere carried in the Post, JourCommenting on the special departnal-American and the World-Telement situation, Walsh said that the
gram & Sun, following a mass press
welcome for her held at the Idlewild smaller lA locals were getting aid
and more consideration than has been
Airport.
More than 60 newspaper reporters revealed. "The Motion Picture Home
Office Employees, H-63, was offered
and photographers, wire service rep- an
'A' charter a short time ago, but
resentatives, newsreel cameramen and
crews of TV lensmen were at the they turned it down," the lA president
said.
field covering
H-63 officials, prior to the August
morning
arrival. Miss Monroe's early
convention in Cincinnati, were seeking
an "A" charter from the lATSE and
full union autonomy to aid them in
File $2,475,000 Suit
concluding agreements.
In Utica, N. Y.
Walsh said that within a short time,
the lATSE will conclude contract
UTICA, N. Y., Sept. 9.— J. Steven
Kolt and the Central Avenue Amuse- talks with Altec and RCA covering
ment Co., Inc., both of Albany, filed all employees in both concerns.
an anti-trust suit here seeking $2,475,Asked about the CIO-AFL nonraiding agreement, Walsh said that
000 in damages against major distrib- the
lA will not become a party to
utors and others.
The plaintiffs charged that they that agreement because "it is not prachad been discriminated against through 'ica', because many of those participants do' not have any jurisdiction in
an alleged conspiracy and tl'at they
had been charged higher prices for
the film
industry."
their product.
Seeks
B.O.T. Conference

DENVER, Sept. 9.— With "Dragnet" showing the way by running up
a record $32,000 at the Paramount,
six films were holding over in Denver,
which is a record. Others holding are
"Vanishing Prairie," into its fourth
week
at the
Aladdin
Lance" ;
into its
third
week ; "Broken
at the Centre
"Rear Window" into its third week
at the Denham ; "On the Waterfront"
at the Denver, and "Seven Brides for
Seven Brothers," at the Orpheum.
Another unusual feature, as far as
Denver is concerned, is that eight of
the nine first runs were single-billing,
and the Vogue, usually single bill, 2 More Drive-ins
double billed the past week.
In Denver Territory
DENVER, Sept. 9. — Two more
coll & Raftery, counsel for RKO drive-ins are being readied for early
Theatres, argued the motion seeking opening in the territory, with one of
to strike the complaint. The other de- them opening a new town to films.
fendants were represented by R. W. R. H. Daniels is building a 350-car
Perkins, of Warner Brothers ; Dwight, drive-in, planning on a year-round
Royall, Harris, Koegel and Caskey, op' ration, at Hollywood, N. M., which
for 20th Century-Fox ; Donovan Lei- will give the town its first film estabsure Newton and Irvine, for RKO lishment.
Radio Pictures, with James V. Hayes
Schumour Theatres is building a
of Counsel, and Everett Frohlich of 350-car drive-in at Craig, Colo., where
Schwartz and Frohlich, represented they also operate conventional theatres
in the town.
Stanley Warner.

The lA president, commenting on
Box Office Television's agreement
with Actors' Equity Association covering nayment schedules and working
conditions for theatre telecasts of
Broadway legitimate shows, said that
he had been informed some time ago
about BOT's operation but the theatre TV organization will have to come
in to talk with him over the pay
scales for technicians.
BOT officials, who are now concluding negotiations with New York
unions of all crafts involved in the
telecasting of legitimate shows, are
shortly.
expected to meet with top lA officials

tmmmm
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PHO

Biggest

lOver 3,000,000

talWokth

Film

Fashion

's !
omotion
Pr
Magazine

readers

are being told about this fine film and
exciting merchandising

tie-up in the

current issue of PHOTOPLAY!

600 leading department
and specialty stores from coast-to-coast,
involving 18 notional manufacturers

of

feminine apparel are tied in on this
promotion. These stores have been supplied by
PHOTOPLAY

with this attractive promotion kit ^

containing dealer helps and material
to aid them tie up with local exhibitors
showing the film.

FULL DETAILS

about this project are also

included in a special bulletin available from
Exploitation Department, Universal Pictures
Company Inc., 445 Park Avenue,
New York 77, New York

Be sure
to pick-up
the October
issue of
PHOTOPLAYon sale
at all
newsstands now!

starrmg TONY CURTIS ' JANET LEIGH
DAVIOFARRAR-BARBARARUSH- HERBERT MARSHALL
with Toiln Thatcher • Daniel O'Heilihy ■ Rhys Williams ' Ctalg Hill
Directed By RUDOLPH MAIE • Screenplay By OSCAR BRODNEY
Produced By ROBERT ARTHUR and MELVILLE TUCKER
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Stronghold

Anniversary

Cities

This

Week

NO.

CENTRAL

TOA

ShowProduct

Celebrations and activities honoring
IN
PROSPECT
Cinemascope's first birthday will be UNIT
held on Wednesday in many cities of
the United States, Canada and capital
cities of the world in which exhibitors Group Invites Association Leaders to a
will be joined by local government
officials, business, civic and social Meeting; Levy, Reade, Kerasotes Accept
figures.
Commemorative ceremonies such as
special to THE DAILY
the unveiling of plaques and birthday
MINNEAPOLIS, Sept. 12.— A movement to launch a Theatre Owners of
parties are planned for Wednesday at America unit in this North Central Allied stronghold area was reported
scores of theatres. CinemaScope birth- in industry circles to be under way here at the weekend.
day cakes will be cut by local mayors
Harold Field of Pioneer Theatres
in the presence of notables from all
was said to be the leader of the dissiwalks of life and the press. Proclamadent exhibitor group reportedly
October Hearing for
tions designating Sept. 16 as "Cinemaangered at the "radical" steps proScope
Anniversary
posed by NCA president Ben Berger
be
issuedFirst
in many
localities. Day" will Hillside Appeal
calling
for "picketing"
the policies.
ColumMuch Cooperative Advertising
bia exchange,
as well as ofother
The "price discrimination" case
Field, who left Minneapolis for
Slugs in theatre ads calling atten- brought by the Hillside Amusement Iowa at the weekend, could not be
tion to the anniversary are planned Co. of Hillside, N. J., against the reached for comment. Harold Kaplan,
by a large number of circuit and in- major companies and Warner Brothers Theatres will be heard by the Field's partner, said he understood
dependent exhibitors ; while tributes
that TOA planned to set up a unit
to CinemaScope are being readied by Second Court of Appeals here next here,
but did not know whether a
month.
leading department stores and other
meeting
had been scheduled, or for
The Hillside company, operating the what purpose.
merchants in local newspaper ad insertions.
Mayfair Theatre, had charged that
Meanwhile, it was learned that
Editorials, special layouts showing the distributors were charging higher
TOA officials, including TOA presifilm
rentals
for
the
Mayfair
than
for
dent Walter Reade, Jr., Herman
pictorial highlights of CinemaScope's
initial year, and interviews with the- comparable theatres of the Warner
atremen on their experiences intro- circuit and sought to apply the Robin- Levy, general counsel, and George
have accepted an invitaducing CinemaScope to their patrons son-Pattman Act, which prohibits Kerasotes,
tion to meet with Field.
are planned by general and film trade price discrimination of commodities.
Harry(^Continned
B. French, onpresident
newspapers all over the world.
page 6)of MinThe case was dismissed and the plainTelevision and radio also will play tififs filed an appeal. It was said to
an important part in the celebration have been the first industry action
with leading network and independent seeking an application of the Robin(Continued on page 4)
son-Pattman Act.
MGMAdds
6

At

Due

Push

Sale

of

Israel

Bonds

Seek Wide
As Tribute

Participation
to Balaban

Top industry leaders launched an
all-out campaign to obtain industrywide participation in the $1,000,000
tribute to Barney Balaban, president
of Paramount Pictures, pledging
themselves to $250,000 by filling a
minimum of 25 tables at the Sept. 26
testimonial dinner at the WaldorfAstoria Hotel here.
The industry officials acted at a
luncheon meeting at the Hotel Astor
on Friday which was called by Si
Fabian, president of Stanley- Warner
Corp., and Jack Cohn, executive vicepresident of Columbia Pictures.
The tables to be filled by the motion picture industry at the Balaban
testimonial will represent a minimum
of $250,000 in Israel Bond sales.
The testimonial is being sponsored
by the Metropolitan Council of B'nai
B'rith in recognition of Balaban's "35
years of dedicated service to the B'nai
B'rith and to his fellow man." Par(Contimted on page 6)

TO

A

Meet

to

Network

Programs

Many distributors will show samFilms
for
TV
ples of upcoming product at the an- Theatrical
nual convention of Theatre Owners
of America, in Chicago, Oct. 31 -Nov.
4, it was disclosed at the weekend by On
Decline;
Flow
Ebbing
Walter Reade, Jr., TOA president.
Reade said he was heartened by the
A stalemate has developed in the television market for theatrical motion
response of the film companies to his
pictures,
a relatively small number of theatrical films entering the market
invitation that they show their up- and the alloted
time for such films on TV diminishing, according to one
coming product at special screenings
distributor of films for TV.
at the convention. Among those comThe distributor, who declined the
(Contimied on page 6)
Altec, RCA
Sign
use of his name, explained the diminishing market and supply, with few
lATSE
Pacts
exceptions, this way : On one hand,
Elect Layman RKO
he pointed out, the maximum a producer can realize on a picture in the
Sound service engineers employed
by Altec and RCA will receive higher TV market is about $50,000 in the
Financial V-P
wages and shorter hours under terms U.S. once distribution and print costs
Sol A. Schwartz, president of
of a new contract announced jointly
are deducted. Such "peanuts" dissuade
RKO Theatres Corp., anat the weekend by the companies and vitually
all producers with the excepnounced that at a meeting of
the lATSE.
the board of directors Dudley
of those
who hand,
want the
to "liquidate."
The new agreement is retroactive to
On tion the
other
distributor
G. Layman was elected finanAug. 22, the date the old one expired, pointed out, there is more network and
cial vice-president. Layman is
and provides a five per cent pay in- local programming currently than
also a director of the company.
crease, bringing the basic weekly scale heretofore, limiting the time free for
(Continued on page 6)
(Contimced on page 6)

To

Schedule

M-G-M has completed its releasing
schedule for the calendar year by adding six new pictures and four reprints to the number previously announced for release between January
and September. The six new pictures
and four reprints will make a total
of
exclusive ofwhich
"JuliusareCaesar"
and 29,"Brigadoon,"
being
(ContiniKd
on pageOf6) the six
given "special
handling."
ABPT

Annual

Meet

Set for Sept. 21
Approximately 100 executives of
American Broadcasting - Paramount Theatres and its affiliates
will convene Sept. 21-23 for
A'B-PT's annual meeting in
Shawnee-on-the-Delaware, Pa.
Leonard Goldenson, AB-PT
president, will act as chairman
at the meeting.

2

Motion
29 Stars

Personal
Mention

On

Picture

Leaders

See Film on Pope
WASHINGTON, Sept. 12.— Archbishop Patrick A. O'Boyle of Washington, apostolic delegate Amleto
Cicognani and various leaders of
Catholic groups in Washington were
guests at the Motion Picture Association's Academia Theatre Friday for a
showing of "The Story of the Pope,"
a short made here by Capitol Film
Laboratories.
After the showing, the print was
given
Archbishop
O'Boyle
who Pius
will
presenttothe
print to His
Holiness
XII when he makes his official visit
to Rome later this month.
Start Work
Sept. 17
On New SDG Plant
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 12.— Groundbreaking ceremonies for the new
$300,000 Screen Directors Guild headquarters building and theatre will be
held Sept. 17 with Mayor Norris
Poulson and George Sidney, guild
president, as principal speakers.
Construction will start immediately
on the building, which will contain
guild offices, library, exhibition gallery, and 43S-seat theatre equipped to
show all processes.

Johnston

Appeared

Zanuck

Salute

Twenty-nine personalities appeared
last night on the hour-long salute to
Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th Century-Fox
J. FELDMAN, UniCHARLES
versal Pictures vice-president and production head, over Ed Sullivan's
"Toast of the Town."
general sales manager, left New York CBS-TV
Stars were : Susan Hay ward, Jack
over the weekend for Omaha.
•
Haley, Arlene Dahl, Sheree North,
Cesar Romero, George Raft, Robert
W. R. Fkank, producer-exliibitor,
is scheduled to arrive here from the Stack, Jean Hersholt, Tyrone Power,
Webb, Ruby Keeler, Cameron
Coast next Monday to discuss with Clifton
Mitchell,
Sonja Henie and Katy
United Artists home office officials
campaign plans for his latest produc- Jurado.
Also Edward G. Robinson, Hertion, "Sitting Bull."•
bert Marshall, Jimmy Durante, James
Gleason, Thomas Mitchell, Eclmund
Jack Gordean, vice-president of
O'Hara, Dan
Jane Dailey,
WithFamous Artists, Beverly Hills, and Gwenn,ers,Maureen
Charlton Heston,
Mrs. Gordean sailed from New York Gloria de Haven, Jack Benny and
Saturday aboard the "Liberte" for Tony Martin.
Europe.
Zanuck, who appeared on the show,
returned from Europe on Friday esWiLiAM Levy, assistant general
pecially for the Sullivan telecast
manager in Europe for Columbia Pic- which emanated live from Hollywood.
tures, left here Saturday for London
via B.O.A.C. Monarch.
Maurice Segal to
'U'
Publicity Dept.
Emery Austin, M-G-M exploitation manager, Mrs. Austin and their
Maurice Segal, who recently reson Emery, Jr., were in Har1:ford
signed as an account executive with
from New York over the weekend.
the Norton and Condon public rela•
tions organization, will join the home
Mrs. Ilene Botwick, secretary to office advertising and publicity department of Universal Pictures today to
Arthur C. Bromberg, president of
Allied Artists Southern Exchanges, work under Jef¥ Livingston on pubAtlanta, is in New York from there.
licity for the J. Arthur Rank Organ•
ization film productions, it was announced over the weekend by Charles
Fortunat Baronat, Universal's Simonelli, Eastern advertising and
foreign publicity director, has returned
publicit)' department manager..
to New York from Tokyo.
Segal replaces Sheldon Gunsberg
who has resigned to join the Walter
William L. Taub, theatrical pro- Reade Theatres enterprises. Before
ducer, has left New York on the
his association with Norton and Con"Liberte" for Europe.
don, Segal was trade press contact
for
RKO
Radio Pictures and ParaDarrin McGavin, British actor,
mount and before that he was assoarrived here Friday from London via
ciated with Century Theatres and 20th
B.O.A.C.
Century-Fox..
Catholic
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Columbia

Honors

Wormser,

Astor

Two of
Columbia's
home
office
executivesveteran
were
honored at a reception on Friday. The two executives, Mortimer Wormser, assistant treasurer of Columbia and vice-president of Columbia International,
and sales executive Louis Astor,
each have been with the company 25 years.
More than 100 home office executives, department heads and
veteran employees were present as executive vice-president
Jack Cohn thanked both men
for their service to the company
and presented them with gifts
commemorating the occasion.

Trip
Until

Postpones

to Hollywood
Next

Month

By Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON, Sept. 12.— Motion Picture Association president
Eric A. Johnston has postponed plans
to go
or
later.to Hollywood until next month
Johnston, who is scheduled to return to New York from Europe today, had planned to go to the West
Coast for a lengthy visit after several
days in New York. MPAA officials
said Johnston instead would attend an
MPAA board meeting in New York
tomorrow and then return here.

The possible inclusion of TV revenues as a base for determining a film
company's share in foreign revenues
is expected to be among the items
RKO
Sales, Studio
discussed at today's scheduled meeting of the Motion Picture Association
Heads Meet Today
of America board of directors.
Other items slated for discussion
and
possible action include proposed
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 12.— RKO
modifications of the Production Code,
Radio arrive
Pictures'
top echelon sales
staff recommendations which have evolved
will
in Hollywood
tomorrow
from New York headquarters for a over the course of years, a title dispute and an appeal by Warner Brothfour-day series of production and distribution conferences with J. R.
ers regarding
The
title "Battle
disputeCry."
was said to
Grainger, president of RKO, and C. J
Tevlin, vice-president in charge of revolve around J. Arthur Rank's
studio operations.
"Romeo and Juliet," to be distributed
Heading the sales contingent will be by United Artists in the U. S. Rights
to the title are being claimed by
Walter Branson, world-wide general David O. Selznick. Warner Brothers
sales manager ; Herb Greenblatt,
domestic sales manager, and Nat Levy, was said to be appealing Production
Eastern-Southern division sales man- Code Administration's objection to the
ager. Herb Maclntyre, Western divi- use of "hell" and "damned" in "Battle
sion sales manager, headquartering in
The TV revenue issue was said to
Los Angeles, will join the sales execu- revolve around a proposal that film
tives' sessions.
companies be allowed to include their
The RKO sales executives will re- TV billings in the U. S. in assessing
turn to New York on Thursday of
their share of foreign revenue remitthis week.
tances in certain areas of the world.
The proposal, at this stage, would
Disney Officials to Coast
For Sales Conferences
only affect Columbia, which has a subsidary TV company. Screen Gems,
Leo F. Samuels, general sales man- and Republic, which has sold some
UA Lists Four For
ager for Walt Disney Productions,
films to TV, it was pointed out.
accompanied by Irving Ludwig and of itsCry."
Release in October
Ned Clarke, has left New York for
"The Barefoot Contessa," Joseph L. Hollywood over the weekend to meet Shooting Starts on
Mankiewicz's Technicolor production with studio heads on release policies 'Wonders' Tomorrow
starring Humphrey Bogart and Ava
concerning "20,000 Leagues Under the
The Lowell Thomas expedition
Gardner,
and film
"Sitting
Bull," first
United Artists
in CinemaScope,
Sea," CinemaScope feature, and "The
head the list of October UA releases feature
Lady andcartoon.
the Tramp," a CinemaScope starts shooting "Seven Wonders of
the World" tomorrow in Cardiff,
announced by William J. Heineman,
During the week-long conferences, Wales. This is the beginning of a
vice-president.
Samuels will meet with RKO sales
five-month shooting schedule for "a
"The Little Kidnappers" and "Op- executives concerning the release poli- series
of dramas involving the peoeration Manhunt" also will be released
cies to be adopted for both Disney
ples of the earth," which will take the
in October, the United Artists announcement said.
expedition
around the globe for Cinerama.
productions.
"The Barefoot Contessa" will be
A group of key members of the
launched at the Capitol Theatre in Lippert, Jr., to Mexico
production staff flew out of Idlewild
New York with a world premiere on
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 12.— Robert here yesterday to be on the ground
Sept. 29, for the benefit of CARE.
The regular, continuous performance L. Lippert, Jr., left over the weekend for the first "take," including Harold
for' Mexico City, where he will super- E. Squire, first cameraman, who has
engagement will begin next day. .
vise editing and scoring of "The Black been around the world with a camera
Pirates," filmed in Ansco color in nine times and who has been with
El Salvador with Anthony Dexter, Cinerama since its inception ; RichBroidy, Mirisch Sail
Lon Chaney and Martha Roth starred.
ard J. Pietschmann, Jr., sound engiFor N. Y. on Sept. IS
neer also of the original Cinerama
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 12.— Steve AA Borrows Debra Paget crew ; Robert M. Herndon, veteran
assistant director, cameramen John S.
Broidy and Harold Mirisch, of Allied Artists, will sail from London
and Harvey Genkins and
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 12.— Allied Priestley
Martin Philbin, Michael J. Mahony,
Artists
on
Friday
borrowed
Debra
Sept. conferences
16 aboard the
Mary"
H. Marshall, Jr., and James
after
with "Queen
John Huston.
Paget from 20th Century-Fox to co- Mahlon
R. Morrison.
Before returning to Hollywood, they
will confer in New York with Edward star with Raymond Massey in "John
Ted Tetzlaff, director and other
Brown's Raiders," the Vincent FenMorey, Morey Goldstein and William nelly production which Charles members of the expedition are already
abroad.
F. Rodgers.
Marquis Warren will direct.
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Reviews
''Uget
su

{Daic'i-Harrison)
THE last Japanese picture to be treated with critical acclaim on these
was "Rashomon." The latest Japanese import, "Ugetsu," is at
Benefit for Old North Church least shores
as good and in many respects superior. Its commercial appeal probably
to art theatres.
limited
be
will
Paramount Pictures is offering a
combines reality and fantasy, fact and legend, into a composite
of "Sabrina" of "Ugetsu"
showingBoston
pre-vueTheatre,
special
cinematic beauty. It takes place in that period of Japanese history when
at
the Astor
with all
proceeds to go to the restoration feudal lords and their armies roamed the countryside terrorizing the villagers.
It is the story of four of these peasants, their dreams, their emotions, their
Steeple Fund of the Old North frailties.
Church. The famous steeple was
One of the men is a potter whose greatest ambition is to sell his wares
blown down by the recent hurricane.
The pre-vue evening is set for Sept. in the city. His wife merely wants the joys of a wife and mother. The
22, while the regular run for the film other man is a farmer with ambitions of becoming a warrior with men at
starts the following day at the Astor. his command to which his wife objects. When an army arrives at the
village to begin its looting, the four escape toward the city loaded with
pottery. Because of the danger involved, the potter insists his wife and child
return.
Once in the city they begin to make some money. The farmer takes his
TV Set Production Declines
share and runs off to become a warrior, leaving his wife who eventually
Television set production underwent becomes a geisha girl. The potter meets a wealthy and beautiful young girl
its usual seasonal decline in July, the under whose ghostly spell he falls. The tragedy which encompasses them
Radio - Electronics - Television Manu- all is delicately and touchingly portrayed.
facturers Association has reported. A
Machiko Kyo and Masayuki Mori, both of whom starred in "Rashomon,"
total of 306,985 sets were manufactured play
the wealthy girl and the potter. They, and the rest of the cast, all unknown, are remarkably adept at conveying emotions even to those whose
in July, a four-week reporting period,
RETMA said. This compared with knowledge of Japan, her people and history is remote and practically nil.
544,142 sets in the five reporting weeks
The picture was produced by Masaichi Nagata and directed by Kenji
in June and 316,289 sets in July 1953. Mizoguchi. The screenplay was adapted from the classic stories of Akinari
Ueda. Special mention should be made of Kazuo Miyagawa's photography
much of which resembles fine painting. "Ugetsu" is a Daiei Film Production being released here by Edward Harrison.
Running time, 96 minutes. Adult classification. For September release.
Canadians Eye Court Case

Roundup

Organized exhibitors in Canada are
watching the outcome of a case before
the Supreme Court of the Dominion
which is expected to clarify the jurisdiction of the federal copyright appeal
board in determining the annual fee
schedules for the performance of musical works. The test case actually involves the Radio Station CHML at
Hamilton, Ont., and the Composers,
Authors and Publishers Association of
Canada. The resulting judgment could
affect the system of performing-right
fees for all users, including theatres,
under the government - board procedure. The board normally sits at
Ottawa in January to pass upon proposed charges.

it
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People
William L. Clark has been appointed assistant director for Europe
for the United States Information
Agency. He formerly was assistant
director for the American republics.
Frank Oran, Jr., Clark's deputy, has
been named assistant director for
the American republics.
n
Charles Oppenheim has been appointed director of press information for CBS Television.
n
Michael Emanuele, Transfilm optical cameraman, was married here
yesterday
to Emily
Moran of Transfilm's animation
department.
n
Ellis L. Reddin of the Magnavox
Co. is the new chairman of the public relations and advertising committee of the Radio-Electronics -Television Manufacturers Association.
□
Ellis Moore has been named director of the press department of
National Broadcasting Co.

The Black Dakotas
n
{Columbia)
AN EMISSARY of Abraham Lincoln bearing a peace treaty to the Sioux
Frances Beck has been appointed
Indians, as well as a gift of $13Q,000 in gold, forms an attention-com- to handle fashion promotions on
pelling opening sequence for "The Black Dakotas," a standard outdoor action
drama featuring a cast that includes Gary Merrill, Wanda Hendrix, John United Artists' long-range advance
Bromfield and Noah Beery, Jr.
campaign for "Romeo and Juliet."
Merrill, the head of a Confederacy spy ring, seeks to filch the gold that goes
n
with the treaty. The screenplay by Ray Buffum and DeVallon Scott has
woven a slight romantic element into the story between Miss Hendrix and
Tom Harmon, of football fame,
Bromfield. The latter two become involved together in maneuvers to get at
the bottom of the skullduggery and find themselves entangled in the machina- will narrate the foreword to RKO's
tions of Merrill. There is the customary riding, gunplay and fisticuffs as the "Quest For a Lost City."
n
story proceeds.
Toward the climax, Merrill, tempted by the money, forgets all about the
Confederacy he is supposed to espouse, and schemes out a way to get the loot
Myer Bebchick, father of Benfor himself. This involves the killing of his own men, including Beery, Jr.
jamin Bebchick, M-G-M sales manThe inevitable ending sees the fist fight between the hero and villain and the
ager in Boston, died last week.
capture of the latter.
ASCAP Bows to Decca
Wallace MacDonald produced and Ray Nazarro directed.
n
Supporting the principals in the cast are Howard Wendell, Robert Simon,
ASCAP's Softball team helped to
celebrate Decca Records 20th anni- John War Eagle, Jay Silverheels and Frank Wilcox.
Daniel Walsh, of American Broadversary by losing to the Decca team,
Running time, 65 minutes. General audience classification. For September
release.
casting-Paramount to
Theatre's join
mail de11
to
2.
ASCAP's
next
game
is
with
the
U.S. Army.partment, has resigned
Victor Records here tomorrow at
5 :00 P.M. at Diamond No. 2 in Central Park at 64th St.
Airline Reports Film
n
A A Booking 'Jungle*
In Over 300 Houses
A Top Cargo Item
•
!•
Motion picture film was among the
George Hoffman, ASCAP comp"The Human Jungle" will be
troller, this week is celebrating his
launched by Allied Artists under 10 top cargo items carried by United
fabulous speed fo
saturation bookings involving more Air Lines during the first eight 25th year with the organization.
than 300 theatres, it was announced by months of 1954, according to a survey
^ LOS
ANGELES
Anniversary
Morey R. Goldstein, vice-president taken by the company.
Ranked by total weight flown, the
and general sales manager. The Gary
(Continued from page 1)
Merrill-Jan Sterling starrer will be 10 leading air freight commodities
world-premiered on Sept. 28 at the shipped by United in the period were
Joy Theatre, New Orleans. More machines and machine parts, cut stations programming salutes to the
than 50 other theatres in the South flowers, electrical equipment, wearing medium, which will be showing in
will open the film the following day. apparel, auto parts and accessories, over 11,000 theatres in more than 40
Fly United's new
On Oct. 6, it opens at the Roose- printed matter, aircraft parts and nations on the natal day.
velt Theatre in Chicago and 55 other accessories, film, nursery stock and
DC-7
NONSTOP
Exhibitors planning large-scale
local campaigns are being aided by
theatres in the Illinois area. The fol- live animals.
"The Continental
lowing day at the Broadway-Capitol,
R. L. Mangold, superintendent of
kits containing an assortDetroit, and the Paramount and Fen- cargo sales, said 1953 marked the first specialmentpress
of news and feature stories plus
Leave at noon. Arrive before 5
way, Boston, the openings will spear- year film was included in the top a CinemaScope chronology which 20th
head saturation engagements in the tonnage bracket. He attributed its Century-Fox has prepared and airp.R}. on the nation's fastest airmailed to the field.
Michigan and New England areas.
liner! Many extra comforts, fullhigh standing to the wider use of film
The film's kick-off in the Wisconsin by television stations throughout the
Wires and letters from exhibitors,
course meals. DC-7 service also
area will be made at the Towne Thea- nation and releases of many new
producers tributors
andof CinemaScope
manufacturers equipment
and disto Chicago and San Francisco!
tre, Milwaukee, where it is set to open feature films.
on Oct. 8.
also are being sent to 20th CenturyThe New Orleans premiere of the
P. Skouras confilm
will
be
attended
by
members
of and Emile Meyer. Producer Hayes Fox presidentgratulatingSpyros
UNITED
AIR LINES
him and the company for
the cast, headed by Merrill and Miss will
Goetzattend.
and director Joe Newman also
bringing CinemaScope to theatreSterling and including Regis Toomey
goers in the past 12-months.

• Given the best projector carbons made, the "rest" of perfect projection
lies in the projectionist's skill and the service rendered by his supplier.
National Carbon's nationwide advisory service has featured prominently in every phase of projector-lighting progress from the discovery
and development

of new and better carbon-arc materials right down

to

their firing-line application in theatres.
Not only do "National" carbons excel in brilliance, color-balance and
uniformity, but they give you all these features at the lowest cost per unit
of light and per inch of carbon consumed.
Call on "National" carbons and National Carbon
ultimate in picture quality, at least overall cost.
THE PICTURE IS LIGHT...
GIVE IT ALL YOU CAN
with "NA TIONAL" CARBONS

service for the

The term "National" is a registered trade-mark of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
A Division of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation • 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N.Y.
District Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City, New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco
IN CANADA: Union Carbide Canada Limited, Toronto
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Hold
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Extension

Temporary

Today
of

Tax

Stay

Opposition to the extension of the
temporary injunction, which curbs
New York from collecting the five
per cent admission tax breakage, to
include all of the city's circuit and
independent exhibitors is expected to
be registered this morning before Supreme Court Justice Charles S. Colden
in Queens Supreme Court by Assistant Corporation Counsel Stanley
Buchsbaum.
Five Theatres Plaintiffs
Five Queens theatres belonging to
the Century,
Brandt, RKO
Loew's
circuits
are plaintiffs
in theandsuits
and
are affected by the injunction order
which was issued in July by Supreme
Court Justice Nicholas M. Pette on
the grounds that the New York City
admission levy "attempts to impose a
tax in excess of five per cent."
In addition to enjoining the tax's
"breakage provision" which allegedly
oversteps the State Enabling Act of
1947, the Pette injunction further enjoins New York City from requiring
exhibitors in the case to turn over to
the city "so much of the tax heretofore or hereafter collected" as based
on fractional parts of one cent.
Exhibitor attorneys representing
over 275 theatres have filed 67 affidavits seeking court permission for intervention. The first payment of the tax
levy, due within 10 days, is to be
paid by all theatres located within
the boundaries of New York City except the plaintiffs, who are exempt
from paying the tax breakage by the
injunction order.
Circuits File Affidavits
It was learned at the weekend that
Skouras Theatres, Fabian Theatres,
Stanley-Warner Corp., United Paramount Theatres, Interboro Theatres
and United Artists Theatres have filed
affidavits seeking intervention permission.
The exhibitor lawyers will ask
Judge Colden to enlarge the temporary
injunction order to include all New
York City theatres because they are
affected in the same manner as the
plaintiffs by the admission levy. A
circuit attorney stated on Friday that
the city may seek the posting of $250
bonds by each exhibitor who wishes
to become a party to the action.
In the meantime, both Buchsbaum
and exhibitor attorneys are in accord
as to the settlement of the suit without court trial. Both plaintiffs and
defendant are anxiously awaiting word
from Supreme Court Justice Percy D.
Stoddart as to a decision on motion
papers for summary judgment which
were heard in Queens Court two
weeks ago.
See Injunction Upheld

M-G-M

Adds

Picture
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TOA

{Continued fruin page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

Elizabeth Taylor, Van Johnson and
Donna Reed. Both are in Technicolor. There also will be two reprints,
This compares with a total of 46, "Tarzan and the Ape Man" and
year.
including the general release of "Quo "Tarzan Escapes," both starring JohnVadis,'' for the 1953 calendar. Of this van. ny Weismuller and Maureen O'Sullitotal, 19 were in color.
In the 1954 schedule, four pictures
For December, there will be "Crest
are in CinemaScope as compared to of the Wave," starring Gene Kelly
two 3-D pictures released in the pre- and Jeff Richards, and "Deep in My
vious year.
Heart," in Technicolor, starrmg Jose
Ferrer, Helen Traubel, Merle Oberon
Starting in October, "Rogue Cop,"
starring Robert Taylor, Janet Leigh and an all-star guest cast.
The reprints scheduled for October
and George Raft, will head the list of
and November are definite releases,
releases and will be followed by "Beau while the company continues to test
Brummell," starring Stewart Granger
and Elizabeth Taylor, in Technicolor. two other packages, namely "Father
Two reprints definitely scheduled for of the Bride" and "Father's Little
both pictures starring
this month include "A Woman's Dividend,"
Spencer Tracy, Elizabeth Taylor and
Face," starring Joan Crawford and
Melvyn Douglas, and "Dr. Jekyll and Joan Bennett, as one unit, and "Battleground," with an all-star cast, and
Mr. Hyde," starring Spencer Tracy
and Ingrid Bergman.
"Asphalt Jungle," starring Sterling
For November there will be Hayden, Marilyn Monroe and Jean
"Athena," starring Jane Powell, Deb- Hagen, as another combination. Each
bie Reynolds, Edmund Purdom and package will be tested in five different
Vic Damone, leading off the list, and Loew's situations starting on Oct. 7
snd 8.
"The Last Time I Saw Paris," with

nesota Amusement Co., asked to comment on the reports, said that Field
had called him relative to TOA matters, but had not discussed his plans
with him. French is now a member of

new pictures, four are in Technicolor,
making a total of 20 in color for the

lATSE
{Continued from page 1)
of sound men up to $136.50, while the
salary of those covering more than
one geographical area is raised to

TOA.
Meanwhile, there was speculation,
based on reports from Washington,
that Abram F. Myers, Allied general
counsel, may, too, visit Minneapolis.
From Washington it was learned that
Myers plans a trip to the Midwest
this week and it was held possible
here
thatto Myers
maygroup.
present AUied's
position
the Field
Walter Reade, Jr., president of
Theatre Owners of America, reached
at his Oakhurst, N. J., circuit headquarters, confirmed that he had been
invited by Harold Field, of Pioneer

Theatres, Minneapolis, to discuss "exAsked hibitor
to problems."
comment on the reported
TOA invasion of North Central Allied territory, Reade said it is not
TOA's policy to impose units. Rather,
he declared, the policy is to have the
unit formed in the field. The TOA
president said he would visit MinneTV Films
apolis sometime following his planned
{Continued from page 1)
trip to Montana later this month.
TOA in the last year has added
theatrical motion pictures on TV. This units
in the Pacific Northwest and in
has occurred, tlie distributor conis reported to be intended, due in a large measure to the Montana terestedand
inobtaining representation in
realization by the TV industry that other territories.
entertainment specially designed for
the TV media is needed.
Old theatrical films now being Product
shown throughout the country on TV,
(Continued from page 1)
it was explained, are usually allotted
to the late evening hours. Another panics which have accepted the bid,
factor diminishing the market, it was
are 20th Century-Fox, Coadded, is that smaller stations, the he said, lumbia,
RKO Radio Pictures and
new ones included, now are getting Allied Artists. United Artists and
more network programming.
Loew's, he added, declined.
The major item on the agenda,
Despite the spate of new TV stations, he continued, the only good TV Reade reiterated, will be the product
markets for theatrical films remain situation and for the first time, he
m the large centers.
added, convention delegates will be
With the films for TV market
given an opportunity to see what the
stabilizing itself in the current fashion, product line-up actually is, rather than
the distributor saw little, if any likeli- just talk about product possibilities.
hood, of any of the majors becoming
Asked when the next TOA meetinterested in the TV field. Rather
ing with advertising-publicity executhan looking to TV, he contended, the
tives of the Motion Picture Association of America will take place, Reade
motion picture companies have expanded their market through the use replied that he is waiting to hear from
of new techniques.
the MPAA committee.

$159.43.
It is also provided that the work
week will be cut from 48 to 44 hours
for a two-year period, after which it
will be further reduced to 40.
The agreement runs through 1958,
with a reopening for renegotiation of
wages provided at the beginning of
the last two years.
The new pact calls for the company
to furnish automobiles when they are
needed. However, in an emergency,
not to exceed 30 days, a sound man
will be paid seven cents a mile for
use of his car.
The agreement was reached following talks which extended over several
months. Representing the union at
these sessions, on appointment by international president Richard F.
Walsh, were general secretarytreasurer Harland Holmden, International vice-president Harry J. Abbott
and international representative Joseph D. Besson. Representing the
employers were W. L. Jones, vicepresident of RCA Service Co. in
charge of the technical products divi- $250,000
sion, and H. M. Bessey, executive
vice-president of the Altec Service
Corp.

Is

Pledged

(Continued from page 1)

ticipation in the tribute is by the purchase of $1,000 in State of Israel
'Passage^ Starts Wed,
Developments Bonds.
Fabian and Cohn took the leads in
"Southwest Passage," starring Rod
Cameron, Joanne Dru and John Ire- spearheading the campaign by each
land, will begin its first Brooklyn en- purchasing a $10,000 bond in honor
gagement at the Brooklyn Paramount of the Paramount president.
Stoddart's decision, it is expected, Theatre on Wednesday.
Attending the Astor luncheon were :
will uphold his colleague's temporary
injunction order causing Buchsbaum
William Brandt, of Brandt Theatres;
theatres are only collectors of
to file an appeal in the Appellate DiviGeorge F. Dembow, National Screen
the five per cent admission levy,
sion in Brooklyn, the next higher
Service ; Leopold Friedman, M-G-M ;
court.
he said.
William J. German, W. J. German,
Inc. ; Leon Goldberg, United Artists ;
Thomas Bress, Loew's atThe Loew's attorney cited a previtorney, said at the weekend,
ous court suit, Kesbec Case 278 New Herbert Hahn, ABC-Paramount TheYork Court of Appeals which, he
atres ;Julius Joelson, J. J. Theatres ;
that "it is the intention of all
theatre operators to refund to
Harry Kalmine, Stanley Warner
said, is applicable to the present suit.
the public all of the tax which
"By having placards and posters Corp. ; Martin Levine, Brandt Theatres ;Arthur L. Mayer ; Charles G.
the courts may declare was
displayed in all theatre lobbies and
boxoffices, exhibitors are showing Moskowitz, Loew's-M-G-M ; Charles
illegally imposed." The city extheir intention to refund the monies B. Moss, B. S. Moss ; Samuel Rinzler,
pects to get the windfall of the
alleged illegal tax breakage if
instead of having to turn the tax Randforce Amusement ; Herman Robthe amusement levy is termed
breakage over to the city for public bins, National Screen Service ; J.
illegal, on the grounds that the
use," Bress said.
Robert
Rubin,
Loew's - M-G-M ;

Adolph O. Schimel, Universal Pictures ;Alfred W. Schwalberg, Paramount Pictures ; Sol Schwartz, RKO
Theatres; Ben Sherman, ABCVending Corp ; Solomon Strausberg, Interboro Theatre ; and Herman Gelber,
president of Local No. 306, Motion
Picture Operators Union.
The cisiontribute
committee's
deto sell $1,000,000
in Israel
Bonds in honor of Balaban is in
keeping with the Paramount
executive's interest and desire to
help the young nation of Israel
in its struggle to attain economic independence. Balaban is
a member of the board of governors of the State of Israel
Bond Organization, and he is
also a trustee of the Guardians
of Israel, an honor organization
of Americans dedicated to the
economic defense of Israel.
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Jackson

Park

2-Week
Is

NEW

YORK,

U.S.A., TUESDAY,

Decree

1st

Removed

SEPTEMBER

Resigned

Run
in

Limitation

TEN

14, 1954
in

UNITED

1947

ARTISTS

Chicago

By Staff Correspondent
CHICAGO, Sept. 13. — Permanent removal of the two-weeks' limitation on
first runs in the Loop became effective today when Federal Judge Michael L.
Igoe signed an order striking the restriction from his original 1947 Jackson
Park decree.
Judge Igoe granted a six-month suspension of the limitation in December,
1953,
and last June continued the order
Extend
5% Tax
until Sept. 13.
Attorney Alfred B. Teton, representing Balaban and Katz, told Judge
Order
to All
Igoe he and attorney Thomas C. McConnell, who brought the original suit
for the Jackson Park Theatre, had
NYC
Theatres
met during the summer and worked
out the arrangement.
The court action brings to a halt
By LESTER DINOFF
any further legal skirmishing between
The temporary injunction order the Jackson Park Theatre and the dewhich curbs New York City from
fendants named in the original suit
collecting the five per cent admission but retains in the decree the general
tax breakage was enlarged yesterday prohibition against conspiritonal acby Supreme Court Justice Charles S.
tion on the part of the defendants.
Colden in Queens Supreme Court to
No objection to the modification of
include some 300' circuit and inde- the decree was voiced.
pendent theatres throughout the city
whose operators filed about ISO affiExpanding
davits seeking intervention permission. Levin
Justice Colden, in granting the
(Continued on page 4)
Certified Reports

m'.A.A.

REJOINS
Association Board
Technical Changes

Approves Long-Pending
in Production Code

United Artists Corp. rejoined the Motion Picture Association of America
yesterday after a seven-year absence. The MPAA board of directors at a
meeting in the Association's New York offices approved the membership
The MPAA board also approved
application.
Col. Takes

Legal

Ds on Pickets
Columbia Pictures yesterday
instructed its legal counsel in
Minneapolis, David Shearer, to
take full legal action to halt the
picketing of its exchange there
by North Central Allied. Columbia claims that the picketing is illegal.

Area

Columnists

Picket

MPAA
Eyes Dewey
Columnists for several New
York newspapers have published reports that New York's
Governor Thomas E. Dewey
is scheduled to join the Motion
Picture Association of America, presumably after the first
of the coming year.
The reports, which cropped
up after Dewey announced that
he would not be a candidate for
reelection, have not been very
specific about the nature of the
Dewey affiliation with MPAA,
if any. Association officials profess no knowledge concerning
the reports.

FOR

SOUTH

I. Breen, Production Code administrator.
Welcoming U.A. back into the
MPAA
membership fold, Eric Johnsaid
:
ston, president of the Association,

Col.
Gov't

Minn.

Branch

Again

Report

several amendments to the industry's
Production Code, consisting of technical or clarifying changes, many of
which were first proposed as long ago
as three years.
recommended toThe
the changes
board bywereJoseph

"The vigorous and vital management of{Continued
United Artists
represents
the
on page
4)

Jack H. Levin, president of CertiSpecial to THE DAILY
fied Reports, is in Los Angeles for a
MINNEAPOLIS,
Sept. 13.— Two
two week stay to confer with proHit by Hurricane
ducers, distributors and exhibitors.
hired pickets having no connection
Levin, whose national checking and with the motion picture industry,
New England theatres along the survey organization is undergoing ex- their enthusiasm somewhat dampened
Atlantic Coast, still reeling from the
pansion, indicated that his conferences by a cold drizzle, took up positions in
damage caused by the Aug. 31 hurri- are directly tied in with a further front of Columbia pictures exchange
cane, suffered new setbacks last Sat- widening of his operations.
today. Although they were placed
urday as a second storm swept the
Following his West Coast visit, there by North Central Allied as a
area from Cape Cod into Maine and Levin will tour the United States. He
the Canadian Maritime Provinces.
on page 4) alleged
protest {Continued
against Columbia's
{Continued on page 4)
Again drive-ins suffered the great(Continued on page 5)
THEATRES
TO
HOLD
COLLECTION
N.E.

CENTS

KOREA

RELIEF

In response to a request made on June 29 by President Eisenhower to a
number of theatre men at a luncheon in the White House, an audience collection will be conducted by theatres throughout the country during the week
of Oct. 4 for the benefit of the people
of South Korea.
Samuel
Bischoff, AA
Announcement of the collection was
made yesterday by Robert W. Coyne,
special counsel of the Council of MoSign 3- Year Pact
tion Picture Organizations, coordinator to the industry effort.
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 13.— SamA feature of the drive will be a
uel Bischoff Enterprises, Inc., will
produce two pictures annually for trailer especially made by the President for use by theatres. Declaring
the next three years for Allied Artists,
A A executive producer Walter that the rehabilitation of Korea must
Mirisch has announced. Bischoff will not be permitted to lag, the President
handle each production personally. says :
"Last {Continued
year the ontheatre-goers
of
The first will be "Phoenix City
page S)
Story," starring Glenn Ford.

Put

16mm.

Over

Case

to Oct.

4

By Staff Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 13. — The
Government's 16mm. case against 12
defendants today came up before Federal Judge Harry C. Westoper and
was put over to Oct. 4 in order to
give the Government and defense
counsel time to negotiate an agreement
on a pre-trial
order,on concerning
{Continued
page 4) docu-

Financial
Notes

Service

Better

B.O.

taken byof "Trends,"
aNotice
weeklyis analysis
economic
developments and tendencies,
prepared by the staff of Press
Association, Inc., for Chemical Bank & Trust Co., of a
"strong increase" in theatre
attendance, nationwide, since
early in the summer.
The Sept. 9 number of the report asks: "Has the motion picture industry found a formula
to lure the public back to the
movie house in large numbers?
Many of its leaders think so.
Wide screens, which tend to
eliminate the double feature —
and a run of intrinsically better
pictures^ — are believed to share
the credit."

2

Motion
Weitman

Picture

Mention

Continue
Program

Robert M. Weitman, vice-president
and director of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, has been apHARLliS M. REAGAN, M-G-M
c vice-president and sales manager ;
pointed chairman of the entertainment
and program
Silas F. Seadler, advertising mancommittee for
sales
assistant
Saunders,
M.
ager; E.
the testimonial
manager; John P. Byrne, Eastern
dinner honoring
sales head, and Mike Simons, in
Barney B al a cliarge of customer relations, returned
ban,
president
to New York yesterday from the
of Paramount
Coast.
P i c t u r es , on
•
Sept. 26, at the
Susie Clark Turner, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Turner, was
Waldorf -Astoria Hotel
married Saturday to Robert Kenhere.
neth Weiss. The bride's father is an
executive of General Teleradio and
In announcformer exploitation chief of RKO
ing his
ance acceptof the
]\adio Pictures.
Robert
Weitman
•
chairmanship, Weitman
MoRT Meyerson, Herman Raush- reported that actress Grace Kelly
and
ER and Jack ThompsO'N, of the Walt singer Eddie Fisher will take part in
Disney organization here, left New
the program.
York yesterday for the Coast to parThe industry, in honoring the Paraticipate in conferences under way at
mount president, is proceeding in its
the studio.
efforts to obtain a large turnout for the
•
Lew Schreiber, executive assistant dinner, designed to raise $1,000,000 for
the economic development of Israel.
to Darryl F. Zanuck, vice-president of Sponsor of the testimonial is the Met20th Century-Fox, has arrived in LonCouncil of
don, from where he will start a EuroProceedsropolitan
from
the B'nai
sale B'rith.
of State of
pean tour.
Israel Development Bonds provide
•
the major source of investment capJohn Cicero, Paramount producital for the building and expansion of
tion manager in the home office ad- Israel's vast new industrial and agrivertising department, left here yescultural projects.
terday for Shelter Island, L. L
•
Pat Purcell, traffic manager in Hold Giannini Rites;
Paramount's Paris office, will leave
New York tomorrow on the return Was Industry Banker
trip to the French capital.
•
LOS ANGELES, Sept. 13.— Funeral services were held here for
L. D. Netter, Jr., Altec Service Bernard Giannini, vice-president of
Corp. general sales manager, has left the Bank of America, executive hanNew York for a tour of the South and
dling many film industry loans and
Midwest.
accounts,
Hospital atwho
the died
age ofin42.St.HeVincent's
was the
Joseph H. Hazen of Hal Wallis nephew of the late A. P. Giannini,
Prods, is scheduled to arrive in New founder of the bank.
York tomorrow from the Coast.
Giannini, born in San Francisco,
was educated at Fordham University
in New York and at Loyola UniverLippert Publicists
sity in Los Angeles. He is survived
by his widow, his mother and five chilForm Own Agency
dren.
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 13.— Marty
Weiser and George Thomas, Jr., who
have headed the Lippert Pictures pub- Mother of Sullivan,
licity and advertising departments for
the past four years, have established Q,P, Officer, Dies
independent offices to supply publicity
CHICAGO, Sept. 13.— Funeral services for Mrs. Francis P. Sullivan,
and promotion services for motion picture and television producers and mother of T. J. Sullivan, vice-presidistributors, under the name of
dent and treasurer of Quigley PubWeiser & Thomas. The new firm relications, will be held at St. Ignatius
tains Lippert Pictures as a client, in Church here at 11 A.M. tomorrow.
addition to Filmakers, Scribe Pro- Death occurred Friday night. The
ductions, Hall Bartlett Productions body reposes at the John E. Maloney
and Tele-Pictures.
Funeral Parlor, 1359 West Devon St.,
Chicago.
Krim, Picker Tour
TOKYO, Sept. 13. — Arthur B.
Krim, president of United Artists,
and Arnold M. Picker, vice-president
in charge of foreign distribution arrived here today on the first leg of
their Far Eastern tour in connection
with the company's 3Sth anniversary
celebration. They were welcomed by a
group of industry officials, headed by
Milton Schneiderman, U. A. managing
director in Japan.

Jack

to Head

Personal
Balaban

Tuesday, September 14, 1954

Daily

German

Pact to Next Fall
The renewal for one year of the
present film agreement with
Germany was disclosed here
yesterday by Eric Johnston,
president of the Motion Picture
Association of America.
Johnston, reporting on his
trip to Germany, told the meeting tors
of MPAA's
boardagreement
of directhat the new
extends to September, 1955,
continuing the present voluntary import quota of 200 U. S.
films. The MPAA president,
following the MPAA meeting,
left for Washington.

^Contessa'

Group

*New

Warner
Era'

Sees

in Films

Jack L. Warner yesterday cabled
from Rome a report that with the
completion of "Helen of Troy" and
"Land of the Pharaohs," a new era
has been written in the motion picture
industry's presentation
of
the spectacle
drama.
Warner
viewed the two
multi - million
dollar pictures,

Jack L. Warner

just completed,
in Italy before
returning to the
United States
for the world

premiere
"A Star
Is Born."
In his ofcable
to studio
executive
Steve Trilling, Warner cited the two
films as among the most important
A special meeting of the premiere
ever delivered by Warcommittee of CARE will be held this achievements
ner Bros, or by any company.
afternoon at Toots Shor's Restaurant
here to plan the ticket-sales campaign
for the benefit world premiere of
"The Barefoot Contessa," a United Speedy Service on
Artists release, which opens at the
Fight Film Set
Capitol Theatre on Sept. 29.
The meeting will be under the
chairmanship of Robert W. Dowling,
The Marciano-Charles fight film
chairman of the Premiere Committee, will be sped to every exchange area
with radio-television commentator of the North American continent by
than Thursday, it was anMaggi McNellis as associate chair- no later nounced
man.
here yesterday by William J.
Heineman, vice-president in charge of
Members of the Committee expected distribution
for United Artists.
at the meeting are : Comptroller LawThe contest, to be held tomorrow
rence Gerosa, Commissioner Howard S. Cullman of the New York night at Yankee Stadium here and to
Port Authority, Walter P. Chrysler, be televised to theatres across the nation, will be showing in New York
Jr., Rear Admiral Howard A. Flani- Metropolitan area theatres on Thursgan, Waher S. Mack, Jr., J. Malday afternoon, within less than 24
colm Muir, Lazarus Joseph, Phelps
hours
after completion of the conPhelps, Joseph A. Martino, David H.
test, it was added.
Marx, Peter Grimm, Col. J. R. ElyPrinting- of the Marciano-Charles
acher, Carroll B. Merritt, L. Boyd
Hatch, A. L. Hammell, Joseph P. motion pictures, which will be lensed
Binns, Clarence J. Michalis and by four standard and two slow-motion
cameras, will begin immediately after
others.
the end of the battle and will be completed by Thursday morning. Prints
Col. Protests Md.
will be rushed by coordinated airbookings.
ground express schedules to service

Maps

Sales

Plans

Cut in Waterfront'
BALTIMORE, Sept. 13.— The Baltimore City Court has been asked by
counsel for Columbia Pictures to re- NEW YORK THEATRES
verse afinding of the Maryland State
Board of Motion Picture Censors that
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
it is "indecent" to tell someone to "Go
Rockefeller Center
to Hell" in the film "On the Water'SEVEN BRIDES FOR
The Maryland censors ordered deletion of the dialogue in which Father
Barry is told "You go to Hell." The
front." ruled the language was "indeBoard

The appellants contend the word
"Hell," as used, helps create a climax
which stops one man from murdering
another. They allege the word is not
used as flippancy or vulgarism, and
ch'
'Toufor
elimination of it would diminish
Box-office
receipts
the first full that
000 for
cent."
$11,
week of "The French Touch" at the the effectiveness of a powerful moral
World Theatre here were the highest lesson.
recorded by that house in the past
Columbia Pictures declares Maryyear and a half, the management anland's censor board is the only one
nounced. Business for the seven-day of seven state boards ordering deletion
initial period totalled $11,000, out- of the word "Hell." Noting that boards
in five cities also have approved the
grossing "Rome, 11 O'clock," last film, the board is given until Oct. 1 to
.year's biggest
money-maker for the answer the suit.
World,
it was said.

SEVEN
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{Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

kind of forward-looking leadership
which has made America great. I
think the strength and the vision and
the leadership which United Artists
brings to the Association will help all
of us to increase the stature and the
status of the motion picture industry
at home — and all around the entire

theatremen permission to become
parties to the action in an off-thebench ruling, notified the exhibitor
attorneys and Stanley Buchsbaum,
assistant city corporation counsel in
charge of the Excise Tax Division,
that a mutual agreement should be
reached by both sides in the immediate
future as to the manner in which the
tax breakage fund should be handled.
"The theatre attorneys and Buchsbaum should get together as soon as
possible and work out a mutually acceptable plan of handling the tax
breakage fund — posting of a bond,
putting the so-called pennies in escrow,
or what, pending the determination
of the injunction appeal by the higher
court," the
asserted.
tiationsbench
between both
sides"Ifarenegonot

world."

Benjamin 'Delighted'
Robert S. Benjamin, chairman of
the board of United Artists, said in
a statement that "we are delighted
to participate once again in the services and activities of the Motion
Picture Association."
"While we have participated in international activities as a member of
the Motion Picture Export Association," Benjamin said, "we are now
happy to join in its domestic activities
as well, including the support of the
Code for screen presentations.
"We have always made it clear that
■we are in favor of self-regulation by
■voluntary agreement as the best
method to promote good taste in motion pictures. At the same time, we
are interested in the constant growth
of the motion picture as a medium of
entertainment.
"We believe this can be accomplished within the framework of the
Code and we intend to bend every
effort to ensure this. If we find it cannot be done, we are free to resign
from the Association, which is the
privilege
all of had
its members."
United of
Artists
resigned from
the Association in 1947, before the
present management took over operation of the company.
Changes Not Related to UA Move
The AIPAA board's approval of
changes in the Code was entirely unrelated to the U.A. membership renewal, Association officials stated.
One amendment lifted the prohibition on the treatment of miscegenation
and instead included it in the Code
section that lists screen subjects to be
treated "within the careful limits of
good
The taste."
board also approved a revision
placing the use of liquor on the screen
in the same section calling for treatment "within the careful limits of
good taste." In the past, this subject
had been included under a Code section dealing with "crimes against the
Eliminated
as no longer necessary
law."
from the "crimes against the law"
section of the Code was a paragraph
stating that "methods of smuggling
should not be presented."
The board also approved the elimination of several words from the Code
section dealing with profanity. Words
and subjects eliminated were "hell,"
"damn," "fanny," "hold your hat" or
"hats," "nerts," "tom cat (applied to
a man)," "traveling salesman and
farmer's daughter jokes."
Qualification Written

satisfactorily concluded, this court is
to be notified and the court will fix a
bond
Colden which
said. will be paid," Justice
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Theatres

also open to other parties, outside posters in box-ofiices asking patrons
film exhibitors in New York City, to save their ticket stubs in case of
who are liable under the admission
The city attorney countered, saying
levy.
business
whichseekis
liable "Any
under place
the of
local
law may
that "theatres may lose a penny in
agiving
refund."out refunds to patrons who
court
to intervene,"
Bress save ticket stubs in order to get the
said. permission
The New York
City admission
levy has been opposed solely to date windfall. How many theatregoers
save ticket stubs?" he asked. Buchsby exhibitors.
baum asked that the exhibitors turn
Buchsbaum, in opposition to
over all of the tax collected to date,
the numerous applications to
including the breakage, for an eightintervene in the suit, declared
or nine-month period during which a
that "everyone's rights will be
determination of the temporary infully protected by any determijunction should be handed down by
nation which may be ultimately
the Appellate Division.
granted." If all of the exhibitors
Bress Questions Procedure
are allowed to intervene, Buchsbaum stated to the bench,
A humorous note was injected into
"there will undoubtedly be simithe court proceedings when Bress
lar applications by innumerable
asked "how a patron could get a tax
other persons who are subject
refund if the ctiy has the money.
to the tax in addition to those
Imagine a theatregoer appearing in
by
motion
picturesmay
operators."
These
applications
well run
into the thousands, the New
York City attorney said.
Buchsbaum charged that the theatre

the corporation counsel's office seeking a refund on a ticket. The only
time New York City gives someone

money
by a legal
directive." yesterIn a istelephone
conversation
day with Buchsbaum, the assistant
operators
seeking
a "windfall"
hoping
thatare
should
the fraction
of a corporation counsel said that the exhibitor attorneys will submit to him
cent provision be ultimately invalidated, they will be able to retain in writing all plausible ideas as to
for themselves the portion of the tax the disposition of the tax breakage
for consideration by himself and
collected from patrons to date. He fund
his staff.
maintained that the New 'York City
theatres are only collectors of the tax
Exhibitors' Attorneys Present
and have no right to hold on to any
tax breakage.
Besides Bress, other exhibitor attorneys in court were : Cecelia H.
Bress, in replying to the city corGoetz, representing Brandt Theatres ;
lawyer, stated
York Cityporation
theatres
do notthat
want"New
any George Raftery, representing RKO
of the tax breakage collected to date Theatres ; Louis Weber, representing
Bress, attorney
Loew's said, fol- for themselves and have shown their Skouras Theatres, and Mitchell Klupt,
lowing the court for
session.
The temporary injunction order is intentions by placing placards and representing Century Theatres.

The Supreme Court decision
now opens the doors for any exhibitor, circuit or independent,
to become exempt from paying
New York City the allegedly
illegal tax breakage. The first
payment of the New York City
five per cent tax on amusements
is due next Monday.
A theatreman who has not to date
applied to the court for intervention
permission will have to file a separate motion which will be granted by
the court as a matter of form, Thomas

Levin
{Continued from, page 1)
is arranging regional parleys with the
managers and field staffs of each oi
his seven divisional offices. Purpose
of these subsequent meetings is to set
up regional offices to be located in additional exchange centers.
Levin stated his operations have
purposely been kept flexible to be able
quickly to adjust themselves to the
fast-changing conditions in the industry.

Confirms
Bid

TOA

to Northwest

MINNEAPOLIS, Sept. 13.—
Harold Field, Pioneer Theatres,
admitted today that Walter
Reade, Jr.,
other invited
TOA executivesand
have been
to
Minneapolis for a luncheon
meeting -with exhibitors to discuss "exhibitor
problems"
but
said that
no definite
date has
been set. He added that he did
not believe that it would be
until the middle of October.

Gov't 16mm. Case
{Continued from page 1)

Distributors

ments and admissability, which they
will present for consideration at that
time. Government attorney James McGrath told Motion Picture Daily
this does not, however, indicate that
any agreement has been reached between the Government and defendants
looking toward a settlement of the
case.

Arbitration

proved changing the title of the Code
section previously headed "Repellant
With regard to the words "hell" Subjects" to one entitled "Special
and "damn," the board approved a Subjects." Elimination of the previous
qualifying paragraph that states :
bans on "branding of people or ani"It should also be noted that the
mals" and "apparent cruelty to children or animals" from this section also
words 'heir and 'damn,' if used without moderation, will be considered was approved. Breen reported that the
offensive by many members of the question of "branding people or aniaudience. Their use, therefore, should
mals" no longer presents a Code
be governed by the discretion and the problem, and the admonition against
prudent advice of the Code adminis- portraying cruelty to children or animals is adequately covered by other
tration."
In another revision, the board ap- provisions of the Code.

Study
Draft

The tentative arbitration draft, prepared under the direction of Herman
Levy, general counsel of Theatre
Owners of America, is now being
studied by distributor members of the
Arbitration Conference.
According to one distributor member, the distribution arbitration subcommittee may meet today to discuss
the proposed draft. Following what
was called the projected "informal
get-together" of distributor members,
a meeting of the full arbitration conference, including exhibition delegates, will be called, probably sometime within the next two weeks.
Participating in the planned meeting of distributor members will be
Adolph Schimel of Universal, counsel
for the group ; Al Lichtman of 20th
Century-Fox, Abe Montague of CoM-G-M. lumbia and Charles M. Reagan of

Pickets
{Continued from page 1)
high rental policies, there was no indication that the organization was the
sponsor. The placards carried a simple
message, "Columbia is unfair to the
independent
It was not theatre
apparentowners."
that the pickets
created any great stir on film row.
With the exception of a few photographers from local newspapers, the
pickets did not attract any attention.
Out-of-town exhibitors crossed the
line freely to transact business in the
exchange. H. J. Chapman, branch
manager, said that he had notified
Ben Marcus, Columbia district manager at Kansas City, of the pickets
but received no instructions.
There were definite indications that
there was no complete agreement between exhibitors themselves on the
picketing and other activities sponsored by NCA.
Party for LoUohrigida
Dr. Goffredo Lombardo, president
of Titanus Films, Rome, and E. R.
Zorgniotti, vice-president of Italian
Films Export, will be hosts at a
cocktail party for Gina Lollobrigida,
Italian actress, at the Savoy Plaza
Hotel here on Thursday.

'Sabrina'

Bows

Sept. 21

Paramount's "Sabrina" will have
an invitational premiere at the Criterion Theatre here on Sept. 21 in
honor of William Holden, who is costarred in the picture with Humphrey
Bogart and Audrey Hepburn.
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est physical damage but many other
theatres experienced damage to equipment from water, scores were forced
to cancel shows because of power failures and hundreds, even those in New
York City's Times Square area, reported exceptionally poor attendance
on Saturday due to the unfavorable
weather conditions.
According- to field reports in the
Boston area, the most serious damage
generally was the loss of power on
Saturday.
Although there was less destruction
by winds of Hurricane Edna, there
was more water damage caused by the
heavy rains which flooded several
areas in Maine and Massachusetts.
The Coastal section of Maine felt
the full brunt of the storm, forcing
the closing of several theatres on the
Bath to Rockland route due to flooded
property and loss of electricity. In
Massachusetts, the Cape Cod and
South Shore areas were not as hard
hit as in the first storm although
there was a general loss of power.
Order was restored the following day.

'Scope

Theatres

5

Daily

Korea

Hit

{Continued from page 1)

11,100

Picture

Now

Equipped

Eleven thousand, one hundred theatres located in more than 40 nations
throughout the world are equipped and
showing CinemaScope pictures as the
new medium reaches its first birthday on Thursday, 20th-Fox announced
here yesterday.
Of the installation total, 8,100 theatres are in the U. S. and Canada and
3,000 situations are in principal cities
abroad, the film company noted. By the
end of 1954, the domestic total of
CinemaScope installations is expected
to pass the 10,000 mark as exhibitors
about the world are installing the
medium at an average rate of 200
weekly.
Achievement of this 11,100 total
in the brief span of 12 months has
been at the investment of $100,000,000.
Of this total more than $10,000,000 has
been expended by 20th-Fox ; $66,875,000 by theatremen in the U. S. and
Canada; and $16,500,000 by international exhibitors. Theatre costs include
new screens, CinemaScope lenses and
stereophonic sound equipment.
Many Records Broken
The impact of CinemaScope, from
the debut of "The Robe" to the current release of "The Egyptian," has
resulted in the shattering of previous
gross and attendance records, 20th
said. In 4,051 domestic engagements,
the initial CinemaScope release has
returned $15,127,557 in film rentals,
while in the foreign market the film
to date has grossed more than
$5,000,000.
Ensuing CinemaScope productions
from 20th Century- Fox have resulted
in $40,000,000 earned by the company
in film rentals from the first 12 anamorphically-lensed pictures. It is expected that rentals will hit $62,000,000
for 17 releases bv the end of 1954.

—HOWARD
E. STARK
Brokers and Financial Consulfanfs
TELEVISION STATIONS
RADIO STATIONS
50 E. 58th St., N. Y.
EL 5-0405
Specialists to Motion Picture Industry

Relief

(Continued from page 1)
Television
iWith

Pinky

—

Radio

Herman^

/^UY LeBOW, one of the most prolific sportscasters in the country, who recently resigned from WPIX to freelance, has been
signed to handle the chores of a new weekly sportscast-quiz show,
"Touchdown," which will be a TV feature every Saturday over
WABC, just prior to the telecast of the NCAA football games, kicking off Saturday.
The mantle of "disk jockey to the world" has gently draped
itself about the husky shoulders of Martin Block, the recording industry's ABChamp. As of yesterday the "Martin Block
Show" will be beamed daily to over 90,000,000 Usteners overseas via the full Armed Forces Radio
Service's 72 stations scattered all over the
face of the globe. Nope — those are definitely NOT flying saucers you see, Abercrombie, old fellow; those are flying disks,
originating within the Martin Block Orbit.
... A low bow to Eileen Mack, Marty
Hogan's (WCFL) public relations director, who is now taping interviews with
celebrities visiting the Windy City, the
taped entertainment thus being sent to
VA hospitals in the U. S. And, of course,
a round of applause for the show folk who
donate their time, talents and often times
money to this and similar worthy endeavors. . . . Henry L. Luhrman, formerly with

Martin Block

Ziv, will head MCA TV, Ltd.'s new St. Louis headquarters.
Chuck Lewis has moved into the firm's sales office at Beverly
Hills, after heading publicity there for several years. . . .
^
The Sid Caesar staff personnel has been completed and includes
Lee Morgan, producer, ivith George Charles, assistant producer and
Clark Jones and Boh Hartung, director and assistant, respectively;
Robert Daniels, technical director; Herb Andrezvs, scenic designer,
zfitli Lou. Eisele, costume designer; Robert Daz'is, lighting engineer,
and Hank Gerling, audio engineer; Ed. Hugh and George Lazvrence
zvill act as co-stage managers ; Frank Wilson zmll proznde graphic
art for "Caesar's Hour," Bernie Green is musical conductor, Boris
Runanin, choreographer, and Hal Janis zvill be executive supervisor
for NBC. The shozv ztnll NBTee off Monday. Sept. 27 (8:00-9:00
p.m.) and zvill be seen tliree Mondays out of four. . . . For the fifth
straight year, Harry Wismer, ace MBSportscaster, emceed the Annual Dapper Dan Charity Golf Jamboree held last Saturday in Pittsburgh. . . . The Ingo Preminger Agency has sold Norman Jacobs
original story, "Payments In Kind," to JVarren. Lezvis zvho zvill
produce it as a z'idcofilm for the "The Star & The Story" TV series,
emceed by Henry Fonda. Film zvill be shot at the RKO-Pathe
Studios.

America, in response to a request from
mo, contributed more than $1,000,000
to relieve sulTering in war-torn Korea.
This evidence of American generosity
was a heart-warming demonstration of
our ing
people's
sympathy
and sacrifice
borne for
by the
the sufferpeople
of South Korea. It is my earnest hope
that all exhibitors will again place in
motion the facilities of their theatres
in behalf of this humanitarian underMeetings of exhibitors in nearly all
the country's exchange cities will be
held
starting next week for the purtaking."
pose of obtaining exhibitor pledges to
conduct the collections. National
Screen Service will distribute prints
of the trailer and also the press book
which has been produced for the collection.
Coyne said yesterday that many
theatres had already promised to conduct the collections at all performances during the week of the drive.
Last year more than 5,000 theatres
participated.
Connecticut Drive-in
Files Trust Action
HARTFORD, Sept. 13.— Eleven
industry concerns are charged with
unfair practices in a suit filed by the
New Haven Drive-In Theatre, Inc.,
North Haven, Conn., in New Haven
Federal District Court.
The complaint, filed by Attorney
Bernard P. Kopkind, alleges that the
defendants have failed to provide the
drive-in with a fair share of pictures
in comparison with other outlets in
the area.
The suit was brought under provisions of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act,
permitting filing of a civil action for
claimed injury due to unfair competition, monopoly practices and the like.
No specific sum is asked for damages, with the complaint requesting
the court to grant triple damages in
whatever amount may be awarded by
a jury's decision.
Defendants include Loew's, Paramount,
Bros.,
necticutWarner
Theatrical
Corp.,RKO,
and ConNew
England Theatres, Inc.
Para.

If there's a more popular musical figure in the city of brotherly
^ yet -Mlove than Bob Horn, we haven't
found him. Bob's daily program, seen TVia WFIL, is the mecca for thousands of Philadelphia's teenagers, who religiously attend the festivities at the
studios located at Market & 46th Sts. to thrill
to the "Horn filled with plenty of fine music"
and to meet their favorite recording stars.
This scribbler, of late, has been flying about
the country and agrees whole-heartedly with
Bob Horn, Norm Prescott (WORL, Boston) Howard Miller— WIND-WBBM-TV
Chicago) Phil McLean, Bill Randle-Carl
Reese (WERE Cleveland), Ed McKenzie
(WXYZ Detroit) and Martin Block (ABC
New York) that the juvenile delinquency
problem can be solved by filling the 'teen age
hearts with music, giving them opportunities
of meeting each other at radio and TV staBob Horn
tions where they can meet and dance to the
music of their favorites and practise the art
of clean living, clear thinking and devotion to American ideals.
^
With two platters on "Where Can You Be" by Jerry Martin
(Savoy) and Bill Darnell (Label X) already the buzz-buzz of
the record world, major label execs are assigning their top
artists to hop aboard and wax the new waltz sensation. Jerry
Martin's platter which was released a scant four weeks ago
can't miss zooming the handsome youngster into the big time.

Will

Withhold

HOLLYWOOD,
Sept. 13.— Under
of 'Hours*
Release
an agreement with Joseph Hayes, author of the novel, "The Desperate
Hours," Paramount will be unable to
release the film version before the end
of 1956. Hayes, who wrote the screenplay, has also written the play version
which he will co-produce for Broadway with Howard Erskine later this
Humphrey Bogart and Eredric
March are already set for the leads in
the film slated to roll in November,
year.
which William Wyler will produce
and direct.
Hayes closed a deal with Robert
Montgomery to direct the Broadway
version.

pictures
built

LIFE'S

great
audience

LIFE'S

audience
can
build

your
pictures

Here are a few examples of LIFE's tremendous
impact in city after city across the
Seatingcountry:
No.
of
Market Area
Houston
Milwaukee
New

Orleans

Providence

Theaters*
53
59
63

Capacity*
47,791
68,369
57,686
39,436

LIFE'S
Audience'\
129,800

LIFE

135,860
71,890
143,950

38
♦Source: 1954 Film Daily Year Book.
tSource: LIFE Accumulative Audience in 696 Local Markets
{1950), by Alfred Politz Research, Inc.

9 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.
First in magazine

circulation

First in magazine
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By J. A. OTTEN
'WASHINGTON, Sept. 14.— The Census Bureau expects to develop great
quantities of new information about the motion picture industry in a comprehensive industry census to be taken early next year.
Schimel Will Talk with
In addition, the survey will bringup to date other statistics that are
Levy on 'Refinements'
now
more than five years old.
Theatre Leaders in
Some 25,000 questionnaires will go
The first step to resume work on a
out late in December to practically
Secret Sessions
proposed arbitration system was taken
every theatre owner, producer, distributor and film service organization.
distributors'
CHICAGO, Sept. 14.— Indepenwhen the
here yesterday
arbitration
committee
began
its study
dent exhibitor leaders gathered
Census Bureau officials are now putin secret session declined for
of the tentative arbitration draft preting the finishing touches on the quespared under the direction of Herman
the second consecutive day to
tionnaires. The questionnaires, which
Levy, Theatre Owners of America
are to be returned early next year, will
make
any
statement
concerngeneral counsel.
be based on 1954 business activity.
ing the purpose of their meetWith the vacation period over, a
ing or to identify those in atInformation developed in the quesdistributor spokesman forecast steptendance, although the group
tionnaires should be ready for release
ped up activities on arbitration. The
is known to include Allied
by the Bureau sometime next summer.
spokesman was queried following a
States national officers. A stateFor the first time, exhibitors
(Continued on page 14)
ment is expected tomorrow.
will be asked to supply such
information as this: the number
of showings during the year and
Col. May Ask Federal
the number of double features;
{Continued on page 14)
Trade
Stay Against Pickets Pliable
special to THE DAILY
MINNEAPOLIS, Sept. 14.— H. J. Show
Policy
Chapman, branch manager of Columbia Pictures, today was conferring
A flexible policy of holding trade
with David Shearer, Columbia's Minneapolis attorney, on plans to seek a screenings when desired by exhibitors
Federal court injunction to halt the is maintained by most major distribuexhibitor-sponsored picketin'? of the
tors, a poll of film companies disclosed here yesterday.
{Continued on page 15)
The poll was taken in the wake of
M-G-M's abandonment of formal
25th Anniversary
trade shows with the picture "Rogue
Cop." M-G-M, however, like other
(Continued on page 15)
For Fox Midwest
KANSAS CITY, Sept. 14.—
Fox Midwest Amusement Corp.
is celebrating its 25th anniversary this week with a silver
anniversary convention at the
Elms Hotel in Excelsior
Springs, Mo. Elmer Rhoden,
president, 28 managers and 11
home office executives have
been with the circuit since its
inception.
Charles Skouras, president of
National Theatres, of which
Fox Midwest is a subsidiary,
will attend the convention,
opening tomorrow with other
NT officials from the Coast.
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THEATRES

SHOW

TITLE

IN

Corwin

FIGHT

CITIES

TONIGHT

Seventy-one theatres in 55 cities throughout the U.S. will carry tonight's
closed circuit telecast of the Rocky Marciano-Ezzard Charles heavyweight
championship fight at Yankee Stadium to an audience of 235,000 fans. Theatre
Television reported yesterNetwork
day.
round championship get-together tomorrow evening.
The weather bureau indicated that
the skies over Yankee Stadium would
TNT
reported that the advance
be partly cloudy and the air would be ticket sale for tonight's bout has been
cool. If the title bout is rained out, "very good" with three houses in
and theatres in Philadelthe International Boxing Club, pro- Pittsburgh,
(Continued on page 14)
moters of the go, will hold the 15-

Ope

to

Dividend
Charles

Air

Role

Skouras,

To Address

Stock

Others
Group

Policies of National Theatres management and loan conditions affecting
dividend payments are scheduled to be
explored at a meeting of the Security
Analysts here Sept. 23 which, it is
expected, will be addressed by Charles
Skouras,
N.T.company.
president, or other officers of the
The meeting was requested by representatives of downtown brokerage
houses which have acquired an estimated 250,000 shares of N.T. stock in
the market in recent months, and has
been agreed to by Skouras, who is
scheduled to arrive here Friday from
the Coast after a business meeting
with Fox(Continued
Midwest Theatres
officials in
on page 15)

Altec

Leaving

to Join

Fine

Resignation of Elmer O. Wilschke,
operating manager of Altec Service
Corp., to become vice-president in
charge of operations for Fine Sound,
Inc., effective Sept. 20, was announced
jointly (Continued
by G. J. on
Cardington,
page 2) Altec

'Brides'
Week

TO

23

Theatres

Wilschke

to Hollywood

In New MPEA
Post
The appointment of Alfred F. Corwin to work on a Motion Picture Export Association overseas information
program was announced yesterday by
Eric Johnston, MPEA president.
Corwin, who has served as information director of the MPEA's New
York office, will take over his new
post in early October in Hollywood.
Corwin(Continued
will work with Clarke H.
on page 15)
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Sept.

CENTS

Breaks

Hall

8

Record

A record-breaking eight-week
run of an estimated $1,352,000
is seen for "Seven Brides for
Seven Brothers" at the Radio
City Music Hall. The eightweek record breaker will complete its engagement at the
theatre tonight.
"Caruso" was the only pic-

ture to outgross "Seven Brides
for Seven Brothers," but its run
was longer. "Caruso" grossed
$1,391,000 over a ten-week
period.

FSOFV

BEGINNING

ON PAGE 4
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Motion
Skiatron

Personal
Mention
WalHs
HAL WALLIS, ed ofto Hal
New York
Prods., return
from Europe yesterday aboard the
•
"Independence."
George Murphy will arrive in New
York today from the Coast and will
leave here next week for Washmgton
where he will confer with President
Eisenhower regarding the Chief Executive's appearance at the Hollywood
Bowl on Sept. 23. •

Foster M. Blake, Universal Pictures Western sales manager, will
leave here today on a trip to the
Middle and Far West.
•

OK

for

Asks
UHF

Picture

FCC
Shows

WASHINGTON, Sept. 14.— Matthew Fox, president of Skiatron
TV, today petitioned the Federal
Trade Commission for permission to
start "pay-as-you-see" broadcasting to
homes as the best and most immediate
method of solving the Ultra High
Frequency problem.
Skiatron TV is the holder of an
exclusive world-wide franchise to operate a system of coding and decoding television programs known as
"Subscriber-Vision."
that "teleIn hisvision petition.
has yet to Fox
for
a system
evolvesaid
the distribution of entertainment competitive with the older systems of distribution presently in existence. It
has no paying box-office to supplement
or even supplant those now in operation, which Skiatron will now pro-

Film

Council
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To
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Producing

{Continued from page 1)

Abroad

Bv Staff Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 14.— Circulated reports that the AFL Film
Council has relaxed its stand against
"runaway production" were sketched
today in an official statement issued
following the organization's weekly
ir.eeting. That portion of the statement read, "the Council takes this opportunity to refute a statement to the
effect that the Council is backing
down on its opposition to American
producers who make pictures abroad
to take advantage of foreign subsidies,
lower costs and other unfair inducements. The Council will continue to
watch and police this situation, and
will continue discussions on foreign
production problems with union representatives inother countries."
The statement outrightly disavowed
The FCC was asked to modify its
the "unauthorized attack against Gregregulations to permit broadcasting of
ory Peck" attributed to the chairman
"pay-as-you-see"
for a maximum of of the Council's foreign production
vide."
such
limit
to
and
35 hours a week
committee and added, "all unions in
permission to UHF stations only for
are active in fighting unthe next three years to help overcome the Councilnecessary
runaway foreign production
their present economic plight.
by lATSE
Americanpresident
producers."
Richard Walsh
attended the meeting.
Theatres, City Mull

Hugh J. Campbell of the Central
Theatre, West Hartford, Conn., has
returned there with Mrs. Campbell
from Cape Cod. •
Henry Cohen, general counsel of
Universal-International, is expected to
return to New York from Europe
early in October. •
Phil Pemberto'N, Paramount trailer
production manager on the Coast, will
return there todav • from New York.
Tax Bond Proposal
David E. Rose, of Coronado ProExhibitors attorneys have indicated
ductions, arrived in New York this
week from England• via B.O.A.C.
to New York City Assistant Corporation Counsel Stanley Buchsbaum that
William Bltrnham, Transfilm they are willing to go along with a
vice-president in charge of sales, is proposal which would have the local
theatremen, who are covered by the
visiting Casco Bay,• Maine.
temporary injunction order, post a
Ethel Merman is scheduled to bond for the July and August tax
leave Hollywood for New York early breakage.
next month.
Pending a determination of the
•
legality of the New York City five
admission tax by the AppelEmery Austin, M-G-M exploita- per cent
late Division and the motion papers
tion head, has returned to New York
for summary judgment by Supreme
from Hartford.
•
Court Justice Percy D. Stoddard, the
R. M. Savini, president of Astor attorneys for the theatre circuits and
Pictures, has left New York by plane independent operators will post a bond
for Florida.
for the tax breakage and it will in•
crease with each tax quarter, until a
Wanda Hale, film critic of the court ruling is announced.
"New York Daily News," is en route
to Europe.
Set Furtlier Plans
•

Astor
Savini

Wilschke

Exchanges
Sales

in

Drive

The 50th anniversary drive honoring R. M. (Bob) Savini, president of
Astor Pictures, has been launched by
Astor exchanges throughout the U. S.
and Canada, with Harry Goldstone as
captain. Goldstone, head of Famous
Film Exchange,
Astor's has
franchise
exchange in New York,
announced
that Astor exchanges have set aside
Sept. 1 through Nov. 30 for the drive
to honor the pioneer independent distributor and producer on his half century in the film business.
Goldstone this week will name his
associate captains. Accessories and
prizes will augment the drive.
MacDonald

Service
ert Fine. Corp. president, and C. RobFine Sound, Inc., which operates
one of the largest commercial recording studios in the east, developed the
Perspecta stereophonic sound method
of recording, invented by Fine, and
now being used by a number of major
studios in Hollywood and elsewhere.
Wilschke, piin the
field ofoneersound,
joined ERPI
( Electrical Research Inc.)
Prodin
1928, ucts,
following
an a s s o c i a tion ern
with
WestElectric
Co.
During the
early days of
sound motion
pictures he
E. O. Wilschke
in varioserved
u s capacities
in this country and abroad. Upon formation of Altec Service Corp., in 1937,
he became manager of the companjr's
division office in Philadelphia. From
1941 to 1946, during the course of
World War II, he was plants manager of Altec Lansing Corp., in Los
Angeles. Wilschke returned to Altec
Service Corp. in 1946 as assistant to
the vice-president. Since 1948, he has
been
vice. operating manager of Altec SerAnnouncement
Wilschke's
successor as Altec of
operating
manager
will be made within the next few
weeks.

'Window'
A

Huh

4th

House

Week
Record

BOSTON, Sept. 14.— Alfred Hitchcock's "Rear Window" has been held
for a fourth week at the Metropolitan
Theatre here, marking the first time
in eight years that any film has been
held at that house beyond the threeweek mark.

Promoted

By Allied Artists
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 14.— George
AvA Gardner will arrive in New- For Balahan Dinner
York by plane today from Caracas,
Burrows, executive vice-president of
Venezuela.
George Jessel and Philip H. Klutz- Allied Artists, today named Andrew
nick, speak
national
B'nai B'rith,
will
at apresident
luncheon ofmeeting
today MacDonald as assistant comptroller.
With A A since 1946, MacDonald was
at
Toots
Shor's
Restaurant
here
to formerly with the Shea circuit in New
Katz Touring L-A
spark city-wide participation in the York.
$1,000,000 tribute to Barney Balaban,
Offices for U -A
Alfred Katz, assistant foreign sales president of Paramount Pictures.
The luncheon is in connection with
manager for United Artists, has ar- a testimonial dinner to be held Sept. Blackstone Hotel for
rived in Bogota, Colombia, on the first
Allied Artists Meet
26 at the Waldorf Astoria Hotel, honstop
of
a
tour
of
the
company's
Latin
oring
Balaban.
America offices.
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 14.— Morey
Danny Kaye and William Holden R. Goldstein, vice-president of Allied
Katz, who will return to New York
within a few weeks, will also visit have accepted invitations to serve on Artists, today announced the Blackcompany offices in Panama, Cuba, the dinner cabinet which is arranging stone Hotel, Chicago, as headquarters
the dinner under the sponsorship of
Puerto Rico and Trinidad.
the New York Metropolitan Council for the company's annual sales meeting Oct. 15-17.
of B'nai B'rith and leading industry
Wolf berg to New York
figures.
Golf Tourney Today
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 14.— John
The annual film-radio industry golf
Wolfberg, vice-president of Atlas Pic- 'World' Bows
Sept. 28
tournament will be held today at the
tures Co., the Makelim plan and Hal
R. Makelim Productions, left here by
"Woman's World," 20th Century- Vernon Hills Country Club, Tuckaplane today for conferences with offi- Fox CinemaScope production, will fol- hoe, N. Y. The number of donated
cials of major theatre circuits in New
low "The Egyptian" into the Roxy prizes is said to be the greatest in the
historv of the event.
Theatre here on Sept. 28.
York.

MGM
'Delighf
Planned Buys
as a starring
vehicle for
Jane Powell, MGM has purchased
the Torrey Hood novel "Saturday
Night Is producing,
My Delight."
Pasternak
MGM With
plans Joe
to
film the story as a comedy-drama with
music.
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PUBLICITY

"BREAKS"

that seldom

come

as

a windfall for a movie is hitting M-G-M's new color production of
"Beau Brummell" a month before release date. ... At the moment,
it is still snowballing around the country. ... A "feud" between cities
as to which has the most well-dressed and chivalrous men has developed, resulting in "Beau

Brummell"

publicity that already

has

piled up some 600 clippings on Howard Dietz' desk. . . . The spontaneous stunt started in Boston when the head of the Chamber of
RIGHT: This gold
statuette will be used
as an Award in 200

Commerce
be staged

there wrote to Dietz asking that the pic's world-premiere
in the Hub because Boston has "more well dressed men

and more chivalrous men" than any other city. . . . No sooner had
this been printed in Boston newspapers, than the Houston Press took

cities by "The American society of BEAU
BRUMMELLS."

up the defense

of Houston,

Texas, to the tune of a four column
T
T
T

•

THE

HAVEN,

•

•

THEN

with front page

NEW

Chamber

stories, declaring,

among

of Commerce

story.

chimed

other things, that Yale

in,
has

the best dressed campus. . . . This not unnaturally started repercussions in other colleges. . . . Next, the Washington Board of Trade
Get

ready

threw in its gauntlet and pointed to the nation's leading Beau Brummells in the White House (Eisenhower and Nixon). That resulted in a
400-word

for

wire story by the Associated

printed the story. . . . Milwaukee's

M-G-M's

got into the
in baseball;
Association
carried the

BEAU

and

Press. . . . Some

Association

500

papers

of Commerce

quickly

act, deriding Boston's claims. "We put Boston to shame
we can do it in the Beau Brummell field, also," said the
head— in the newspapers. . . . The New York Mirror
AP story and the New York Association of Commerce

Industry roared

its pride for New

York

as the one

and

only city

of well-dressed men. . . . The Chicago American gave the yarn a
four column head and named local Beau Brummells. . . . Springfield,
Mass.

BRUMMELL!

papers

are giving page

one

space

to the debate.

. . . The story

is still rolling, and bids fair to make "Beau Brummell" one of the
most-read-about movies in years. . . . And M-G-M may wind up with
a simultaneous 10-city world premiere
feud from becoming a United Nations

THE

NEXT

Meanwhile
of Beau
GET
have

Brummells."
READY

a giant

publicity. The

Brummell

STEP!

a Charter

A sensational

just to keep the Beau
problem.

Committee
Watch

FOR

attraction

of prominent

this group

"BEAU
launched

advertising

and

"The

American

Society

go into action with local chapters in 200

cities.

BRUMMELL"!
by an unprecedented

promotion

picture has tremendous

field of promotion with
known title of the year!

people has formed

the Men's

campaign

merchandising

Wear

advance
to

campaign!

will

the

terrific advance

tie-ups, including

an entirely new

industry. "Beau

climax

M-G-M

Brummell"

will be the best

★
M-G-M
PETER

presents "BEAU BRUMMELU'
starring STEWART GRANGER • ELIZABETH TAYLOR
USTINOV • with ROBERT MORLEY - Screen Play by Karl Tunberg • Based on the play written
for Richard Mansfield by Clyde Fitch • Photographed in Eastman Color • Print by Technicolor
Directed by Curtis Bernhardt • Produced by Sam Zimbalist
(Available

in Persepcta

Stereophonic

or One-Channel

Sound)
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Confidence

First

for

Future

Anniversary

THE first anniversary of CinemaScope finds Twentieth CenturyFox looking back with pride and satisfaction on the medium's
infancy, and looking ahead with vigor and assurance to Its
Its product output from "The Robe" to "The
bright future.
Egyptian" has already marked a twelve-month milestone unchallenged byany other era in motion picture history.
Even before the now legendary launching of "The Robe" on
September 16, 1953, the studio had already completed production on two other features which were destined to be among
the company's biggest hits. These were "How to Marry a
Millionaire" and "Beneath the 12-MIIe Reef," the former marking the first CinemaScope appearance of Marilyn Monroe — as
well as Betty Grable and Lauren Bacall, the latter embarking
CinemaScope on a round-the-world tour of on-the-spot location
trips.
The picturlzation by Frank Ross of Lloyd C. Douglas' modern
classic, "The Robe," established CinemaScope for spectacle;
"Millionaire" quickly proved the point of CinemaScope's efficacy
for Intimate, revealing close-up; and "12-MIIe Reef" stated the
case for the ability of the revolutionary anamorphic process to
transport an audience to actual far-away places, in this instance
Key West and Tarpon Springs, Florida.
Maintained Production and Release Pace
The dozen successive CinemaScope

First day's business for first CinemaScope production. Lines
waiting for admittance to Roxy Theatre, New York, where
"The Robe" had its world premiere one year ago.

productions from Twen-

tieth Century-Fox completing the first year's output Included
"King of the Khyber Rifles," starring Tyrone Power; "Hell and
High Water," starring Richard WIdmark; "New Faces," the first
musical In CinemaScope; "Night People," starring Gregory Peck
and filmed In Germany; "River of No Return," photographed in
the Canadian Rockies; and the spectacular re-creation of the
world-famed subject, "Prince Valiant."
Also, "Garden of Evil," filmed in Mexico and starring Gary
Cooper, Susan Hayward and Richard WIdmark; the ambitious

sequel to "The Robe," "Demetrius and the Gladiators"; "The
Royal Tour of Queen Elizabeth and Philip," a documentary; the
much-acclaimed "Broken Lance," starring Spencer Tracy; and
the immensely popular "Three Coins In the Fountain," with an
all-star cast and largely filmed In Rome and Venice.
Rounding out the line-up was Darryl F. Zanuck's first production in CinemaScope, and his first personal offering in two years,
the MIka Waltarl best-seller, "The Egyptian." Fully employing
significant new improvements In the anamorphic lens — allowing
greater clarity, flexibility, range and depth, "The Egyptian" has
(Continued on page 8)

Spyros Skouras, ZQth-Fox president, and Earl Sponable, research
director, display new Bauscli &
Lomb
CinemaScope camera lens.

Prof. Henri Chretien, inventor of
CinemaScope anamorphic lens, receives Cannes Film Festival award
from Olivia DeHavilland.

The men

and the screen. Al Lichtman, left, director of distribution for 20th Century-Fox, and Spyros P. Skouras, president, before one of the first CinemaScope screens.

Type of spectacular advertising used on Broadway theatre
fronts which sold early CinemaScope productions to millions.
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SITTING
CinkmaScopE

BUL

' in Eastman Color

Starring Dale Robertson • Mary Murphy

• J. Carrol Naish • Directed

by Sidney Salkow • A W. R. Frank and Tele-Voz De Mexico Production
Presented by W, R. Frank

GENTLEMEN
MARRY

BRUNETTES

CinemaScopE

%mmm

- in Color

Starring Jane Russell ' Jeanne Crain • Directed by Richard Sale
Assoc. Prod. Robert Waterfield

THE
HOW
SHOOTIHG

• Produced by Robert Bossier

KENTUCKIAN
CinkmaScopE

' in Color

Starring Burt Lancaster with Diana Lynn • Dianne Foster
Directed by Burt Lancaster • A Hecht-Lancaster Production
Produced by Harold Hecht
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CORPORATION

WESTREX

IS

to

extend

its felicitations

Spyros

to

Skouras

and

Twentieth

on

the

first

Century-Fox

anniversary

The courage that introduced CinemaScope

of the

has won

introduction

enthusiasm

and box office

response from movie-goers the world over.
Westrex is pleased to have contributed to the success of CinemaScope
the development

through

of the stereophonic equipment to record, print, and reproduce

multi-track sound for the new

screen presentations. In addition Westrex

engi-

neers have installed the new picture and sound projection equipment throughout
the world except the United States and Canada.

Westrex

Corporation

111 Eighth Avenue, New
Hollywood

Division: 6601 Romaine

York

11, N. Y.

Street, Hollywood

38, Calif.

theatres

showing

use

oii

of

90%

Over

drive-ins

and

CinemaScope...

Bausch

&

Lomb

anamorphic

cylindrical

attachments

Here's

why:

• Highest light transmission of all anamorphic
for clearest, most enjoyable screen picture.

attachments

• No blur, no distortion! Detail is sharp, magnification
is pleasing throughout screen area.
• Matched

—

is uniform, picture

lens design, for perfect pairing with B&L

//1. 8 Super Cinephor, world's fastest projection lenses.
• Complete

line, including the only anamorphic

lens

specially made to match 4" projection lenses
without vignetting.
• Easier to install — lenses screw right into perfect alignment
• Minimum
• Dependable

maintenance — completely

factory service for full life of lens.

• Recommended
,

sealed unit.

by CinemaScope

producers.

Ask your dealer for a private demonstraHon on
your own CinemaScope screen. (In Canada:
General Theatre Supply — Main Office, Toronto.)

BAUSCH
SINCE WlW

&

LOMB
1853

SINCE^^P^1853
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They did the work. Spyros Skouras, at far right, who discovered the Chretien anamorphic lens after its years of oblivion in Europe and recognized its potentialities at a
critical period in motion picture business history. His faith and enthusiasm in the
device inspired Al Lichtman, left, above, to embark on an indefatigable selling campaign, aided by the merchandising and publicity impetus engineered under the direction of Charles EInfeld, above, center, which not only made a success of CinemaScope
but also brought new prosperity to thousands of theatres around the world. At right,
above. Earl Sponable who overcame many of the technical problems involved and
contributed to perfecting the needed devices.

CINEMASCOPE
ANNIVERSARY
( C ontiinicd from page 4)
already begun to duplicate the reception accorded "The Robe"
a short year ago. The newly-perfected lenses were first utilized
on "Broken Lance," but for "The Egyptian" in its entirety.
With "The Egyptian" a fitting observance of the first anniversary of CinemaScope, Twentieth Century-Fox is already
engaged In product plans for a second year and beyond.
Among the films It will release during the balance of 1954,
teeing off the second year of CinemaScope, Is "Desiree," from
the best-selling novel, co-starring Marlon Brando, as Napoleon;
Jean Simmons In the title role; Merle Oberon, Michael Rennie
and Cameron Mitchell.
Other late 1954 releases include "Woman's World," comedydrama with Clifton Webb, June Allyson, Van hHeflln, Lauren
Bacall, Fred MacMurray, Arlene Dahl and Cornel Wilde; "The
Adventures of FHajji Baba," produced by Walter Wanger,
and "Black Widow," starring Gene TIerney, Ginger Rogers, Van
Heflin and George Raft.
Climaxing this period will be the company's greatest musical
effort, Irving Berlin's "There's No Business Like Show Business,"
starring Ethel Merman, Donald O'Connor, Marilyn Monroe, Dan
Dailey, Johnnie Ray and MItzI Gaynor.
Productions Planned for 1955
Early 1955 will see such promising CinemaScope

offerings as

"The Racers," filmed in Italy and starring Kirk Douglas, Bella
Darvi, Gilbert Roland, Cesar Romero, Lee J. Cobb and Charles
Goldner; "Untamed," filmed in South Africa and starring
Tyrone Power and Susan FHayward; "Carmen Jones," the Broadway stage musical by Oscar Hammerstein, starring Harry
Belafonte, Dorothy Dandridge and Pearl Bailey; and Richard
Burton as Edwin Booth in the best-selling book, "Prince of
Players," In which Maggie McNamara, Raymond Massey, Charles
Bickford and Eva Le Galllenne also appear and John Derek plays
John Wilkes Booth.
The months ahead will bring Marilyn Monroe in the Broadway
comedy "The Seven-Year Itch," co-starring Tom Ewell In his
stage
role, with
Keyes
SonnyCaron
Tufts, in
under
Bill Wilder's
direction;
Fred Evelyn
Astaire
andandLeslie
a new
musical

Highlights

of

CinemaScope

the

First

Year

1953
SEPT. 16 — The first CinemaScope production, "The Robe," opens
at the Roxy Theatre, New York.
SEPT. 24 — The first week's gross at New York's Roxy Theatre is a
world record for any theatre, any time, any policy. The figure
is $264,428, exceeding by almost $100,000 any previous show
business mark.
OCT. is 22
— The Canadian premiere of "The Robe" in CinemaScope
held.
OCT.

29 — Columbia Pictures announces its intention to produce
major films in CinemaScope.
NOV. Scope.
4 — Warner Brothers announces it will produce in CinemaNOV.

9 — 20th releases its second production In CinemaScope,

"How to Marry a Millionaire."
NOV. 19 — London is the first European capital to premiere "The
NOV.Zealand.
27 — "The Robe" premieres simultaneously In Rome and New
DEC. 3 — Paris greets "The Robe."
DEC. 9 —obe"The
Robe" opens In Australia.
."
DEC. R16 — A third CinemaScope attraction opens In New York,
20th's "Beneath the 12-Mile Reef" at the Roxy Theatre.
DEC. 22— "King of the Khyber Rifles," the fourth 20th-Fox production in CinemaScope, has an auspicious premiere at the
Rivoli, New York.
{Continued on page 10)

comedy version of "Daddy Long Legs"; James Stewart and
Jane
RussellNorth,
in "Jewel
of Bengal";of the
stardom
of Sheree
the sensation
the introduction
Martin and toLewis
film
"Living It Up," in "Pink Tights," a much-publicized musical; the
best-selling biography of her beloved husband, Peter Marshall,
entitled "A Man Called Peter," to star Richard Todd and Jean
Peters; the two-year Broadway musical "Can-Can," by Cole
Porter and Abe Burrows; and the Rodgers and hiammerstein
musical play, "The King and I," which has been running on
Broadway and on tour for almost four years.
For its second anniversary of CinemaScope a year hence
Twentieth Century-Fox hopes to have completed its forthcoming
production of Fulton Oursier's "The Greatest Story Ever Told."

Prof. Henri Chretien

Darryl F. Zanuck

FAIRCHILD

ANSWERS

A.
6

at the lowest
Q,

About

How

installation and

soon should

in your community.

smioPHom

som

A.

Only

one! A

Sound

really

It sure is! M-G-M, Paramount and Warners are releasing all future productions with

Q, Will
to come?

Other

install it?

now!
Perspecta

single Fairchild

IntegraPerspecta

studios are following.

it be the industry standard

for years

through

any three-channel

system of standard-make.

Q,

What

A.

The

about

costs and installation time?

Fairchild

$990. A complete

Sound.

cost.

Integrator serves all projectors in a booth and

A FRANK DISCUSSION OF THE FACISI

Perspecta

Order

How many Fairchild
tors does a theatre need?

sound

A.

theatre owners

Q,

controls the sound

Stereophonic

operating

A, The sooner, the better. All Loew's theatres
are being equipped now and hundreds of
others here and abroad have ordered! Be first

Pimm

Q, Is Perspecta
here?

the producers'

viewpoint, it's the compatible system — yet
offers exhibitors the finest stereophonic sound

Pointed

Questions

Yes, it will — because, from

Perspecta

Integrator

costs

installation can be made

less than a day — without

loss of showing

in

time

and, incidentally, without continued maintenance and replacement of magnetic heads!
Q,

W here do I go to find out more?

A.

See your dealer or — call — write — or wire

Fairchild.

We understand exhibitors' problems—can answer your questions immediately.
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Progress Cited
Today, throughout the United
States and Canada, there are over
8,000 theatres equipped for CInemaScope. A year ago there was
only one.
Today, In Europe, Asia, Africa,
South America and Australia there
are 4,000 theatres equipped for
CInemaScope. A year ago there
were none.
Today, in theatres throughout
the world there are 24 CinemaScope features from all companies
entertaining audiences of all ages
and nations. A year ago there was
only one.
A year ago there were only ten
pictures on the drafting board,
and a majority of these were from
one company, 20th Century-Fox.
Today, there are I 14 films awaiting release. In production or in
preparation for 1954-55 for all
companies.
Boosted Grosses
The CInemaScope

process has

rolled across the nation's screens,
and audiences have found a new
entertainment and a new vitality in
their theatres.
They have saluted "The Robe"
by flocking to it in such numbers
that In its first year of release It
grossed over $30,000,000 and is
fast approaching the records of
"Gone with the Wind."
CInemaScope productions for
the coming months include such
films as "Deslree," "There's No
Business Like Show Business,"
"Woman's World," "The King and
I," "Prince of Players," "The
Greatest Story Ever Told," "A
Star Is Born," "Moby Dick,"
"Brlgadoon," "Ben hHur," "Sign of
the Pagan," "The Long Grey
Line," "Joseph and His Brethren,"
"That Lady," "20,000 Leagues
under the Sea," and many others.

e

Year

DEC. 25 — 84 neighborhood theatres in the New York area join in
showing "The Robe" in CinennaScope complete with stereophonic sound. The holiday run, for an unprecedented two
weeks in many houses, rolls up hitherto unheard-of grosses.
All the circuits involved agree that such grosses would have
been unknown without CinemaScope.
1954
7— "Knights of the Round Table," MGM's first production
in CinemaScope, opens at Radio City Music Hall, New York.

JAN.

15 — Paramount Theatre, New York, becomes Broadway's
sixth major first-run to show the new medium. Film is "The
Command," Warner Brothers first CinemaScope production.
JAN. 27 — It is announced that the Ford Motor Co. has Inaugurated commercial use of CinemaScope. Two 35-JTninute films,
in CinemaScope, made by the industrial film company Wilding
Pictures at a cost of $225,000, are being shown to auto dealers,
salesmen and mechanics in theatres rented for morning and
afternoon showings.
FEB.
5 — Chicago's neighborhood theatres, completing runs of "The
Robe" in CinemaScope with stereophonic sound during January, duplicated the experience of the New York circuits a
month earlier.
FEB.
17 — Nicholas M. Schenck, president of MGM, avers that
"CinemaScope is great and stereophonic sound is part of its
greatness," in confirming that "Knights of the Round Table,"
its first CinemaScope release, will be licensed only to fully
equipped theatres.
FEB. 19 — Laboratory processing work on "Prince Valiant," 20th's
Easter attraction, has been spread out over five laboratories,
to insure a minimum of 215 prints for Easter dates, the company announced.
MAR. 4— 20th approves a new stereophonic sound speaker suitable
for drive-in theatres, the Ezell stereophonic sound speaker.
Model AR, the discovery of Claude Ezell, leading southwest
drive-in operator.
MAR. 15 — The Ampex Corp. demonstrates a new stereophonic
sound device for drive-in theatres. Unit consists of three
three-inch speakers, manufactured of light plastic.
MAR. 25 — Special Academy Award to 20th Century-Fox for
CinemaScope.
MAY

7 — Industry forum held at Fox home office for theatremen.
Resolution passed ending the policy requiring use of full stereophonic sound in exhibition of CinemaScope productions.

JUNE 18 — "Demetrius and the Gladiators," sequel to "The Robe,"
premieres at the Roxy Theatre, New York.
JUNE 22 — New advances in CInemaScope techniques and high
fidelity stereophonic sound demonstrated simultaneously in
New York and Los Angeles by means of special reel highlighting scenes from six forthcoming pictures. Screenings
follow in key cities across the U. S. and throughout the world.
AUG. 6 — Director of 20th-Fox distribution Al Lichtman announces
two specially-produced CinemaScope reels to be made available free to exhibitors, one dealing with advantages of high
fidelity directional magnetic stereophonic sound, and a second
lenses.
depicting
the effectiveness of new Bausch and Lomb "taking"
AUG.

Aids

Production

{Continued from page 8)

JAN.

Lens

First

of

Cinemabcop
One year ago, a distinguished
group of invited guests packed the
5,886 seats of the Roxy Theatre In
New York. They were present at
the birth of a new motion picture
medium — and their reactions and
applause hailed it as a vital force
in film entertainment.
The picture was, of course,
"The Robe." The new medium
was CInemaScope.
The year has passed quickly and
In that brief time, 20th CenturyFox, the company which pioneered
with CInemaScope and brought It
to fruition, has seen a revolution
come upon the industry.
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24 — "The Egyptian," Darryl F. Zanuck's first personal production inCinemaScope, has world premiere at Roxy.
AUG. 25 — Spyros P. Skouras announces that CinemaScope newsreels and 16mm CinemaScope films may be ready for exhibition by the end of the year.
AUG. 26 — 20th-Fox declares a quarterly cash dividend of 40^'
per share, up from previous 25^.
SEPT. 16 — CinemaScope marks its first anniversary.

Just one year since the introduction of CInemaScope at the
premiere of "The Robe" at New
York's Roxy Theatre, the medium
not only has revitalized the motion
picture industry, but has brought
a newer and easier way in the
production of motion pictures.
Ever alert to the continuing
need for Improvement In the techniques of CInemaScope, Spyros P.
Skouras, president of 20th Century-Fox, and the optical firm of
Bausch and Lomb instituted a
broad development program for
the production of Improved anamorphic camera lenses.
The results of these improvements are shown In 20th CenturyFox's new Darryl F. Zanuck production, "The Egyptian." This Is
the first motion picture to wholly
make use of the anamorphic lenses
which have the following important attributes:
^ Very markedly Improved
ing power;
^ Better depth of field;
^ Better flatnes of field—
better relative definition
edges of the field;
^ Improved corrections of
aberrations,
particularly
distortions;
^ A

resolvthat Is,
at the
optical
lateral

very much improved mechanical mounting which makes

the objective lens and the anamorphic components simultanecontrol; ously adjustable from a single
^ A very extended assortment of
focal lengths (or field angles),
making for complete flexibility of
choice on the part of the cameraman and director.
The first four Items listed need
no elaboration. The fifth Is aimed
at simplification of operation, and
contributes a substantial improvement In overall picture quality,
since it reduces the possibility of
error by cameramen in setting the
lens for distance, and this reduces
production costs in eliminating ex- ■
pensive retakes.
The sixth pertains to a complete
range of lenses which have been
designed by Bausch and Lomb.
These range In focal lengths from \
13 mm. to 152 mm. Inclusive (or |
In terms of horizontal field angles,
from 122 degrees to 18 degrees).
The use of these lenses is now
opening new vistas of entertain- |
ment for the motion picture public I
and the results of this new free- [
dom and scope may now be seen '
In "The Egyptian."
j
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why
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CScope

Sparks

[n

the

THEATRE

Showmanship
Thank

mr.

You

The

exhibitor

revltalization of the industry sparked by the introduction

of
with "The
Robe"
on CinemaScope
Sept. 16 last year
has led
also
to a rebirth of showmanship.
When 20th Century-Fox opened
the Biblical spectacle at New

Equipment
Mteireshwnent

World
•

•

with

RAY

GALLO

York's Roxy Theatre, the picture was proclaimed the greatest
pre-sold picture of all time. Newspapers across the nation in the
first year of CinemaScope, joined

COP

VIDOS

ANAMORPHIC

. . . Your
more

wonderful

than

1,000

ANAMORPHIC
ing to us.
at your

many

over-all

LENSES

kind

of

in buying
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is indeed

pleasure

is even

expressions

satisfaction

ANAMORPHIC

response

pairs

But— our

LENS

with

gratifygreater

of complete
VIDOSCOPE

LENSES.

$895 per pair
Complete with Special
Carrying Case

WALTER

THE
motioncertain
pictureperiods
businessof can
recognize
its
history in the names of some pictures,
such as "The Great Train Robbery,"
by leading magazines, the trade "Queen EHzabeth," "The Birth of a
press, TV, radio and all other Nation," and "The Jazz Singer."
media, have carried the dramatic
Now we can add "The Robe," which
word that movies were back in introduced CinemaScope. In the year
since
the premiere of that production
the headlines.
at the Roxy Theatre in New York,
CinemaScope has proved itself in picBig Campaigns
ture after picture to be one of the
industry's great technical achieveThe promotional drive which ments.
The effect of CinemaScope has been
propelled
"The Robe"
to all-timein felt throughout the business during its
boxoffice records
was followed
first year of public exhibition. It has
the 12-month period with cam- stimulated attendance at thousands of
paigns of equal merit. The sequel theatres equipped for it, and it has
to the first CinemaScope produc- helped to revive lagging public interest in motion pictures generally. Its
tion, "Demetrius and the Gladiaown technical requirements have
tors," also was bulwarked by a brought about installation of better
massive drive embracing virtually projection and sound equipment, and
that has improved presentation of
every key outlet with the public.
other kinds of product.
Such productions as "Prince
So the first anniversary of CinemaValiant," "Three Coins in the
Scope is more than an event to be
Fountain," and "Hell and hHIgh noted by 20th Century-Fox. It is an
Water" also benefited by broad, occasion of significance to the induscomprehensive campaigns, all of
try as a whole.
•
which saw strong grosses achieved
The Bell Engineering Co., Lynn,
in all types of playdates.
Mass.,
has added a new counter
Climaxing the year of showman- model infra-red
rotisserie to its line
ship has been the all-out efforts of refreshment equipment. The unit
pre-selling "The Egyptian," Darryl has a two-section spit designed to
F. Zanuck's first personal produc- barbecue 40 frankfurters in a few
minutes and over 300 per hour. It
tion in CinemaScope.
is called the "Barbe-Cutie, Jr.," and
National Tour
is constructed of glass and stainless
steel.
•
More than three months prior to

its world premiere in New York, a
6,000 mile two-pronged truck tour
was begun to include over 200
cities in the United States.

FUTTER

625 Madison Avenue,
New York 22, N. Y.
Tel.: MU 8-8757 Cable: WALFUTTER New York

A new lightweight portable machine
for cleaning upholstery and stair
carpeting has been announced by the
Multi-Clean Products Co., St. Paul,
Minn. The nezv machine is called the
To supplement this tour, Bert "Professional." It is hand-sized,
only six pounds and is said to
Lytell, the stage and screen actor, zveighs
maneuver in aivkzvard corners where
went on a public relations tour, even hand cleaning is difficidt.
•
addressing organizations on the
Arc lamp rectifiers for both standsubject of Egypt and "The Egypard and wide-screen projection, as
tian," and Charles Le Maire,
produced
the McColpin-Christie
wardrobe director at 20th Cen- Corp., Los byAngeles,
are described in
tury-Fox, went on an extensive a new brochure just issued by the
personal-appearance tour.
company. arcKnown
as the "C
C"
selenium
lamp rectifiers,
they& proFashion tie-ups, magazine breaks,
vide continuous d.c. power from one
newspaper stories and the giant
television and radio campaigns kilowatt to the "high candescent"
•
were Inaugurated. The greatest types.
The
Ballantyne
Co., Omaha,
national poster campaign In the
makers of sound and projection
history of the industry was aimed
has expanded its plant
at reaching every eye. Each and equipment,
facilities there by the purchase of
every exploitable source was con- new buildings adjoining its quarters.
tacted and taken advantage of. The acquisition virtually triples the
The exhibitor campaign book pre- company's space, according to R. S.
Ballantyne, president, in addition to
pared by 20th Century-Fox gave bringing all manufacturing operathe exhibitor a tremendous amount
tions under one roof so that procof material to work with.
essing control may be improved.
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'Robe'

Motion

Three

Then,

'Egyptia

Sound

In One Optical Track
With CinemaScope productions
available in prints carrying the
sound in a single optical track,
rather than four magnetic
tracks, three screen speaker
systems can still be employed
to achieve a stereophonic effect
by means of the Perspecta
Sound System, which became
available early this year. Developing from research of C.
Robert Fine, in association with
engineers of the Fairchild Recording Equipment Company,
Whitestone, L. I., the Perspecta system employs a special
type of variable gain volume
control
calledthean signals
"Integrator"
to distribute
of the
optical track to three screen
speaker channels. This is done
in accordance with control frequencies superimposed on the
track.

Now

n'
The release of Darryl F. Zanuck's
production
Egyptian"
coincides of
almost"The
to the
week with
the first anniversary of CinemaScope, for it was on Sept. 16,
1953, that "The Robe" opened at
the Roxy Theatre in New York and
ushered in a new period in the
history of motion pictures.
"The Egyptian" is a fitting anniversary attraction. Darryl F.
Zanuck's first personal production
since "The Snows of Kilimanjaro"
was more costly than "The Robe"
and has been acclaimed by many
as one of the greatest spectacles
ever filmed. hHis decision to undertake the film in 1954 was prompted by the fact that with the advent of CinemaScope he finally
had the medium which could do
the picture justice. This decision
was strengthened by the knowledge that the book told a great
spiritual story — the awakening of
the Pharaoh Akhnaton to the concept of one God.

Speaker

Picture

3

Our

in

CScope

for

Going

Anamorphic Lenses
In Futter Line

UA

With the recent start of production in Paris of "Gentlemen Marry
Brunettes," a multi-million dollar
comedv musical in color starring
Jane Russell, Jeanne Grain and
Alan Youno, United Artists now
has three CinemaScope features
either ready for release or before
the cameras.
W. R. Frank's spectacle "Sitting
Bull," which stars Dale Robertson,
Mary Murphy and J. Carrol Naish,
goes into national distribution next

Sound
For

Equipment

CinemaScope

Complete equipment for reoroduction of CinemaScope's fourtrack stereophonic sound is offered by the Magnasync Manufacturing Comnany, North
Hollywood, Calif., with audio
systems ranging from those for
theatres having previously installed no stereophonic equipment at all, to those having the
necessary power amplifiers alreadv. Basic to all systems is

ways been regarded as one of the
great cradles of civilization. In
making film in CinemaScope, he
saw an opportunity of bringing to
life a colorful era from civiliza-

tion's infancy. He knew it had to
be done not merely as a "costume" picture, but as a picture
Aside from the story of Akhna- which would interpret Waltari's
ton himself, Zanuck felt that the understanding of an Egyptian as
entire era would interest others as a man and transmit it to a theater audience.
it did him, because Egypt has al-t-t-l-i Minn
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the "Magnaphonic P-435" button-on reproducer which features adual flywheel known as
the "Synkinetic" film transport.

Anamorphic projection lenses
of cylindrical type produced in
Europe for the exhibition of
CinemaScope productions, are
available in the United States
through Walter Futter, New
York. Futter, for many years a
prominent figure in motion picture production and distribution, is sole sales representative
for a complete line of projection lenses, including regular
objective lenses as well as
anamorphic attachments.

month

following a premiere in

Rapid City that outdrew some of
UA's all-time moneymakers.
"The Kentuckian," Hecht-Lancaster's first film in CinemaScope
and their third for United Artists,
Is now on location in Kentucky.
Shortly following the completion of shooting In Paris, "Gentlemen Marry In
Brunettes"
will set ItupIs
for location
Monte Carlo.
being directed by Richard Sale,
who shares producing credits with
Robert Bassler. Featuring a score
of all-time hit tunes by George
and Ira Gershwin and Richard
Rodgers and Lorenz hiart, "Gentlemen Marry Brunettes" marks
Jane Russell's first appearance in a
United Artists film.
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Add

Prismatic

Type

To "Hilux" Lens Line
Prismatic type anamorphic attachments have been added to
the line of the Projection Optics Company, Rochester, N. Y.,
which long has been a producer
of lenses for motion picture
projection. The c o m p a n y's
"Hilux Val" anamorphic lenses
have an expansion spread from
zero to the full 2:1 ratio for
CinemaScope and therefore
may be used in the projection
of anamorphic prints in a wide
range of compression ratios.
"Hilux Val" attachments screw
directly onto the objective lens
without special attachments for
the projector face or chassis.

Title

Bout

{Continued from page 1)
phia and Chicago sold out. Prices for
tickets range from $3.30 per seat to
$5.50, tax included.
The Columbia Broadcasting System
will broadcast the bout.
United Artists will speed prints of
the bout to every exchange area of the
North American continent by no later
than tomorrow evening. Pictures of
the bout are expected to be exhibited
in Metropolitan New York theatres
in less than 24 hours after the winner
is announced in the ring.
A UA spokesman revealed yesterday that more than 5,000 bookings will
be had for tonight's bout.

Need a WIDE

Screen?

Be sure to see the NEW

Census

Picture

Bureau
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Seeks

Data

{Continued from page 1)
the date of construction for any
theatres put up after 1945; car
capacity of drive-ins; receipts
from theatre television events;
receipts from advertising films;
separate totals for federal, state
and local admission tax payments.

owners. Census officials said they
would get information on these firms
from income tax returns.
The questionnaire going to
exhibitors will ask for such information as the following:
form of ownership; receipts
from admissions; receipts from
sales of merchandise; total payroll for the year; payroll in
representative weeks; number
of proprietors or partners or
unpaid family workers; other
business operations on the
premises; federal, state and local admission taxes; rentals or
commissions; receipts from advertising; receipts from theatre
television shows; total number
of paid admissions during the
year; total number of performances during the year; number of performances of two or
more features; seating or car
capacity as of Dec. 31, and
year theatre opened for operation if after 1945.

For the first time producers will be
asked to furnish the number of films
supplied for television, receipts from
this source, and other information indicating the effect television is having
on film production.
All these and other new queries will
be in addition to the standard census
questionnaires on profits, payrolls, investment, etc.
The last comprehensive census of
the film industry was taken as part of
the census of all U.S. businesses early
in 1949, based on 1948 business. One
was to have been taken this year,
based on 1953 business, but Congress
didn't put up the money. Just before
quitting, however, Congress did vote
funds for a census of all businesses, to
The form going to producers, disbe taken early next year based on
tributors and service companies asks
1954 business. Since 1949, there has
been no census data developed on pro- these questions : form of ownership ;
duction and distribution, and only a total payroll for the year, broken down
few figures developed on exhibition, between foreign and domestic and between administrative and production
based on a theatre sampling.
workers ; number of proprietors or
Two Questionnaires in All
unpaid family workers ; rentals separately for features, serials, shorts,
When the 1949 census was taken,
production firms were considered part newsreels and non-theatrical films,
of the Census of Manufacturers and separately for the U. S. and overseas ;receipts from film sales to telewere asked to answer one questionvision receipts
;
from rental and sale
naire, while distributors were conof
accessories
;
receipts
from sale of
sidered part of the Census of Business and asked to answer another. merchandise ; receipts from sale of
This year, for the first time, one prints ; number of productions released, including feature, shorts and
questionnaire is being worked up to
cover producers, distributors and ser- non-theatrical films ; number of foreign films imported ; number of U.S.
vice organizations, with a separate
questionnaire for exhibitors. The films exported ; receipts for use of
studio facilities or laboratory work ;
questionnaires will go out to all in- details
of all film production expenses ;
dustry firms except those who have
detailed
figures on the number and
no employes — that is, where the busi- cost of films
for television.
ness is carried on exclusively by the

ULTRA
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"Used for CinemaScope and all
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Lobby
Stereo

Device

to

Sound

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 14.— D. J.
White, president of Magnasync Manufacturing Co., today announced an
"all-industry plan aimed at selling the
public on CinemaScope stereophonic
sound" on his return from New York,
where he conferred with executives
of 20th Century-Fox. His plan centers
around a lobby installation called
"Stereoette," which encompasses a
three-speaker demonstration of dimensional sound, and dispenses a brochure
explaining stereophonic sound operation.
"Stereoette" does not bear the Magnasync trademark, according to White,
who explains, "We think Stereoette
is an excellent way to sell the public
on stereophonic sound, and we want to
see one in every theatre, regardless of
which brand of sound system may be

Carolina
Set

for

Conclave

Nov.

14-16

CHARLOTTE, N. C, Sept. 14.—
The annual convention of the Theatre
Owners Association of North and
South Carolina will be held here on
Nov. 14-16.
Mrs. Walter Griffith, executive director of the association, said the convention is being held a week earlier
this year in order not to conflict with
plans for Thanksgiving week.
Cleveland

to Have

1,000-Car Drive-in
CLEVELAND, Sept. 14.— The
Pearl Road Drive-In Theatre, Inc.,
has been formed by James J. Barton,
state representative of Cuyahoga
County ; Herbert Ochs, head of Ochs
Management Co., and Ben L. Ogron
of Ohio Theatre Supply Co. to build
and operate a 1,000-car drive-in at
Pearl and Fowles Roads. Entrance to
use."
in
the theatre will be directly from the
'Ugetsu' Grosses $10,500
new Ohio turnpike.
The Japanese
film "LTgetsu,"
currently at the Plaza
Theatre here,
The Pearl Drive-In will have complete CinemaScope and steretophonic
grossed $10,500 during the first week
of its engagement, the theatre re- sound equipment. Ochs will be in
ported yesterday. The gross is said charge of operation, Ogron will supply the equipment and Barton will be
to be the highest since M-G-M's theatre
manager. Project is estimated
"Julius Ceasar," which held the house
record.
to cost $150,000.

Pioneer in Lenses
Of Prismatic Type
In the "Super
Panatar"
morphic attachments
for anathe
projection of CinemaScope and
other squeeze type motion picture prints,facturing
the Radiant
ManuCompany, Chicago,
distributes lenses representing
one of the earliest applications
of adjustable prisms to the expansion of compressed film
photographs.
The "Super
Panatar" attachments
were developed by Robert Gottschalk of
PanaVision, Inc., Hollywood.
They are adjustable from zero
to a compression ratio above
the 2:1 employed by CinemaScope. "SupertoPanatar"
lenses
are attached
the projector
frame
rather
than
the
lens
mount.

Arbitration
(Continued from page I)
brief meeting here of the distributors
committee, attended by Adolph Schimel, of Universal ; Al Lichtman, of 20th
Century-Fox ; Abe Montague of CoM-G-M.
lumbia, and Charles Reagan of
Draft Submitted Yesterday
Schimel, counsel of the group, submitted the tentative arbitration draft
at yesterday's meeting, it was stated.
The draft, it was explained, will be
studied by other distributor committee
members
for possible
and "suggestions."
Schimel"refinements"
is expected
to confer with TOA general counsel
Levy next week in preparation for a
full meeting of the arbitration subcommittee, to be attended by exhibitor and
distributor members.
Margolies

to Disney

On a Term Basis
Albert Margolies and Co., has been
named special publicity and public relations consultant for Walt Disney
Productions, it was announced by Leo
F. Samuels.
The association is on a term basis
and supersedes the picture-to-picture
campaigns on which Margolies has
been operating in the past for more
than a year.
Bi&L

Lenses

CinemaScope

for All
Needs

Figuring at the outset in the
development of CinemaScope
technique was the Bausch &
Lomb Optical Company, Rochester, N. Y., whose technicians
worked with Earl Sponable, director of technical research for
20th Century-Fox, and his staff
in the calculation of the anamorphic lens formula based on
the data of Dr. Henri Chretien.
From this work came the original CinemaScope anamorphic
lenses for both cinematography and& projection.
then
Bausch
Lomb has Since
developed
a complete series of anamorphic camera lenses to give CinemaScope
production
a comprehensive
selection of
focal
lengths.
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(Continued from page 1)

Missouri slated today and tomorrow.
Nub of the questioning of Skouras
at the Sept. 23 meeting is expected to
be the trust indenture of N.T.'s loan
agreement with Metropolitan Life
which regulates dividend payments by
N.T. Under the indenture, if N.T.'s
earnings by definition are less than $1
per share in any fiscal year, then in
the ensuing year its dividend cannot
exceed one-half of the earnings for
that year.
For the first nine months of the
current fiscal year N.T.'s earnings
amounted to 68 cents per share. Earnings m the final quarter ending this
month could bring the net to more
than $1 per share. In that event,
N.T.'s dividend payments in the ensuing fiscal year would be unrestricted.
If, however, the earnings by definition
amount to less than $1, the restrictive
trust indenture would apply.
Indications are the investing groups
sought the meeting with Skouras next
week to obtain information on dividend policies in prospect and whether,
if necessary, the loan agreement could
be renegotiated to amend the condition governing payment of dividends.
A general exchange of views between management and the stockholder groups also is in prospect with a
view to discovery of the objectives of
each, how similar they are and whether their realization is in view.
No question of a proxy contest has
been raised by the investment groups
in advance of the Sept. 23 meeting
with Skouras.
Corwin
{Continued from page 1)

(Duke) Wales, secretary of the Studio Publicity Directors Committee of
the Association of Motion Pictiire
with the studios' inProducers and
ternational committee.
A native of Boston, Mass., Corwin
is a graduate of Harvard University.
Percentage

Actions

Filed in S. Carolina
COLUMBIA, S. C, Sept. 14.—
Paramount's, Loew's 20th CenturyFox, Warner Brothers, RKO and
Universal each filed a percentage action in the Federal Court here against
Kathleen H. Dobson Garber, operating the Ritz, Starlite Drive-In and
Sweetwater Drive-In Theatres in
Barnwell, S. C, the Williston and
New Era Drive-In Theatre in Williston, S. C. and the Blackville Theatre in Blackville, S. C.
The Columbia law firm of C. T.
Graydon represents the distributors
with Sargoy & Stein of New York of
counsel.
Saturation

Dates

For 'Sitting BulV
W. R. Frank's "Sitting Bull,"
United Artists' first release in CinemaScope, has been set for eight saturation regional premieres which will
place the picture in 110 key showcases
within a period of four weeks, it was
announced by William J. rieineman,
vice-president in charge of distribution.
The day-and-date bow of "Sitting
Bull" at the Paramount in Denver and
12 top houses in the area will lead off
the slate of multiple bookings.
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Grainger
Reproducers

for All

CinemaScope

Prints

Complete theatre sound systems for both four-track magnetic prints and multi-channel
reproduction of single optical
track prints of CinemaScope
pictures are provided by the
Westrex Corporation and its
subsidiary companies in 36
countries abroad. For the
former there is the "R9 Reproducer," which features a hydro
flutter suppressor; a tight film
loop and double fly wheels.
For multi-channel optical sound
Westrex can supply Perspecta
"Integrator" equipment.

Trade

Shows

{Continued from page 1)

Heads

and

East

Picket-Stay

Sales

Today

{Continued from page 1)
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 14.— J. R.
Grainger, president of RKO Radio
protest
Pictures, leaves here tomorrow for branch
allegedlyinhigh
rentalagainst
policies.Columbia's
Shearer
said
early
this afternoon
New
York accompanied
by RKO's
sales heads,
who have been
at the that he expected to file his application
studio for the past four days for a for a temporary injunction late today
series of production and distribution and that he hoped that Judge Gunnar
conferences.
H.
for Nordbye
hearing. would set an early date
Accompanying Grainger are : WalMeanwhile, the independent theatre
ter Branson, world-wide general sales
manager ; Herb Greenblatt, domestic owners' protest against Columbia's
sales manager, and Nat Levy, East- rental terms was failing to create any
ern-Southern division sales manager. stir on film row. Chapman said that
A board of directors meeting may more than the usual number of exhibitors crossed the picket line yesterday.
be held in New York on Monday.
Twin Cities newspapers have ignored
the dispute completely. There seemed
RKO Film Oct. 27
to be some question on the part of
The Allan Dowling Pictures pro- Twin Cities independent exhibitors
duction, "This Is My Love," will go
was officially sponinto release Oct. 27, it was announced whethersoredpicketing
by North Central Allied or
yesterday by Walter Branson, world- whether it was being financed by memRadio. wide general sales manager of RKO
bers of the organization as individuals.
Allied officials refused to comment.

major distributors will continue trade
screenings if requested by exhibitors,
especially
in competitive bidding territories.
Twentieth Century-Fox, according
to a spokesman, generally does not
hold trade screenings for each 20thFox picture. However, the spokesman
added, in some areas, especially competitive bidding territories, trade
screenings are held. The discretion
whether or not to hold a trade screening usually is up to the branch manager who acts on exhibitor requests
and the availability of prints, it was
added.
RKO Radio Pictures, like M-G-M,
has found that trade screenings usually
are not well attended by exhibitors,
an RKO spokesman stated. RKO, he
went on, only holds trade screenings
on important pictures.
Universal, according to a company
spokesman, has no regularly scheduled trade screenings, although prints
are available in branches if screenings
are sought by exhibitors. For extra
special Universal pictures trade
screenings are scheduled, it was added.
A Columbia spokesman said prints
are available for trade screenings if
requested. Warner Brothers, with the
exception of its CinemaScope pictures,
usually holds trade screenings, it was
stated. Paramount, which for a period
discontinued trade screenings, has reinstituted the policy, especially for its
big pictures, it was reported.
Europe

Eager

"

/

Heartiest

Congratulations
to

20th

CENTURY-FOX

on
First

your

Anniversary

CinemaScope

to Get

Cinerama;
Rosen
An awareness of the advantages of
Cinerama exists in all the leading
countries of Europe, even in many
areas where the medium has not yet
been introduced, it was stated by Sam
Rosen, executive vice-president of
Stanley Warner Corp., following his
return here on the "Queen Elizabeth."
Rosen, with Mrs. Rosen, had visited
London, Paris, Stockholm, Oslo, Copenhagen and Dublin.
The smaller communities, said Rosen, are looking forward to the time
when an accumulation of product will
justify the opening of Cinerama theatres in those areas.

and

Stereophonic
00000°°

D.

J. White,

MAGNASYNC

MOTION

PICTURE

president

Manufacturing

Company,
mamifacttirers

'Hulot' Sets March
A new, all-time house record for
the Exeter Street Theatre, Boston,
was
by "Mr.
Hulot's
which setopened
Sunday
to a Holiday"
gross of
$1,943, according to G-B-D International Releasing Corp., distributor.

Sound

Ltd.
of fine

SOUND

EQUIPMENT

tomorrow

IS

one

Cinema:
first

annual.

REPORT
Number

of CinemaScope

theatres, United States
and Canada

year

8,100

Number of CinemaScope
theatres, worldwide . . .11,100
Estimated theatre investment
in CinemaScope equipment

yo
n
The sunshine u
of hope and
confidence
g
has dispelled

the fear and

over

the motion
the advent

gloom
picture

that hung
industry

before

of CinemaScope.

Domestic

$66,875,000

Foreign

16,500,000

Nviml)er of CinemaScope
Nowpictures
in release, in production
or preparation
84
To be produced

abroad. ... 10

Already produced

abroad. - 3

TOTAL
Have

you looked

at your

boxoffice

receipts lately?

97
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Rank

To
Capitals

to

President

Sails Sept. 30;

U.S. Studios

to Get

Show

Buy

TEN
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U.S.

CENTS

Theatres

British

Fihns

See

Superscope
Tushinsky

to

SEPTEMBER

Lens

Film
Korea

Thanks

Industry
Itelief

for
Aid

Says He's
American
Units

Determined
Audience;

When

to Show Films to Mass
Will Acquire 50 or 100

Sterling
By PETER

Convertibility

Comes

BURNUP

LONDON, Sept. 15. — An invasion of the American theatre field "as soon as
free
convertibility of sterling" has been achieved was promised here today
In a letter to Al Lichtman, Wilbur
by
J.
Arthur Rank in order to ensureBritish
what films
he termed
"fair play"
for
in the aAmerican
market.
Snaper and Sam Pinanski, co-chairmen of the Council of Motion Picture
Rank said that John Davis, managOrganizations, President Eisenhower
ing director of the J. Arthur Rank
Mystery Meet Ends;
has e.xpressed his gratification of the
Organization, would go to America at
that time and will acquire whatever
Mistier Than Ever
motion
industry's
decision
to
conduct picture
audience
collections
in the
theatres are necessary for the purpose
INDIANAPOLIS, Sept. 15.—
theatres of the country the week of
— -"whether it's 50 or 100 doesn't
The two-day secret meeting of
Oct. 4 for the benefit of the people
independent
exhibitor
leaders
of the Republic of South Korea.
"Before leaving this business," Rank
continued in that category toThe letter, which was sent from the
said, "Davis and I are determined
day
as
Allied
States
officials
that the American mass audience will
' Tushinsky's newly-perfected ^ ana- Summer White House in Denver, is
returned to their homes without
morphic photographing lens will be as follows :
have an opportunity to see British
issuing a statement and declinmade available to studios here following
to
answer
questions.
"I
am
delighted
to
know
that
matter."
ing his return from Europe.
Rank {Continued
claimed thaton itpage
is of6)supreme
One added to the mystery by
(Continued on page 9)
saying that an announcement
would be made in due time but
Injunction Hearing
Seplowin, Dudelson
that meanwhile secrecy must be
Telephone Hookup
to
maintained for the good of the
industry.
To Halt Columbia
films."
In New Rep. Posts
Launch
Will Rogers
Picketing Friday
The appointment of Sam Seplowin
Christmas Salute
special to THE DAILY
as manager
of Republic's
of- Johnston Pays
fice and of Morris
Dudelson Chicago
as Detroit
MINNEAPOLIS, Sept. 15.— Hear- branch manager was announced yesAbe Montague, president of Variety
ing on an application for a temporary
terday by Richard W. Altschuler, 'Scope Tribute
Clubs-Will Rogers Memorial Hospital
injunction to halt picketing of Colum- world-wide director of sales.
of Columbia PicSeplowin has been associated with
bia Pictures' Minneapolis exchange
Eric Johnston, president of Motion and vice-president
tures, in announcing dates for the 1954
will be held before Judge Gunnar H. Republic since its inception, and moves Picture Association of America, joined
Salute disclosed plans for
Nordbye in Federal District Court to Chicago from Detroit, where he other industry representatives through- Christmas
a national closed circuit telephone
here on Friday.
had held the post of branch manager.
out the world in sending congratula- broadcast conference on Sept. 30. The
The application was filed by David His appointment follows the resignatory messages to 20th Century-Fox on telephone broadcast will originate in
tion of Herbert Kaufman.
Shearer, Columbia's Minneapolis! counand will be picked up and
Scope.
today's
first anniversary of Cinema- New York
(Contitwcd on page 6)
{Continued on page 6)
Morris Dudelson, formerly district
manager for United Artists, has been
In Paris,
meanwhile,
20th-Fox
(Continued
on page
9) presappointed Detroit branch manager. ;
^Waterfront' Passes
Heavy Buying of N.T.
$400,000 at Astor
Census Bureau Statistics
Stock Continues
Columbia's "On the WaterNational Theatres stock confront" went into its eighth
tinued in heavy demand on the
week yesterday at the Astor
New York Stock Exchange
Theatre here following a
Theatres^
Receipts
Down
yesterday, as it has been for
seventh week which saw the
some
101/4. time past, and ended the
picture pass the $400,000 dolday with an advance of % to
lar mark, topping, by what
In
1933
from
1948
Totals
set a new high for the year of
theatre officials described as
'
By Staff Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 15. — Three
European capitals will see demonstrations of Superscope during October, Joseph Tushinsky, co-inventor
of the,, system, today told Motion
Picture Daily. Tushinsky stated that
he will sail for Europe on Sept. 30
for a showing in London on Oct. 12.
This will be followed by demonstrations in Paris on Oct. 19 and in Rome
on Oct. 26.

"tens of thousands of dollars,":
the highest gross ever recordedj
for a similar period by the
Broadway showcase.
Best single week for "On
the Waterfrorit" was opening
week, when the production
grossed $66,766, beating the
previous record holder, "Battleground," which had grossed
$59,000.

WASHINGTON, Sept. 15.— In a service trade report by the U.S. Bureau
a Census, it is revealed that as of Dec. 31 there were 15,504 indoor theatres
in the U.S., compared with 17,689 on the same date of 1948, a decline of
12.4 per cent
The 1953 figure compares favorably Bureau were carried out by means 'of
with the latest report of total four- a special appropriation for making
wall theatres prepared by 20th Cen- "spot'' checks of business in lieu of a
tW^-Fox which estimated 16,079 in complete census of business originally
operation. The U.S. survey did not scheduled for last year.
include drive-ins.
The report
whichon also
re{Continued
pagecovered
9)
The data prepared by the Census

Downtown brokerage houses
which already have acquired an
estimated 250,000 shares will
hear Charles Skouras,. N.T,
president, discuss dividend policies and prospects at a meeting with the Security Analysts
at the Waldorf-A'storia Hotel
here Sept. 23. Skouras is scheduled to arrive here tomorrow.
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Balaban

Luncheon

as

President

The membership of tiie Independent
DONALD A. HENDERSON, 20tli Theatre Owners Association reelected
Century-Fox secretary and treas- Harry Brandt as association president
urer, will leave here tomorrow with
Mrs. Henderson for Europe.
and five other New Y'ork City ex•
hibitors as vice-presidents and treaDarryl Turnmyre, Michael terday. surer at a general meeting held yesSeminerio, Victor Jones and Walter
The ITOA reelected Brandt to his
Taylor, Paramount Pictures technicians, arrived in New York from 2Ist year of office. Also reelected were
the Coast this week and left here vice-presidents David Weinstock, Max
A. Cohen, William Namenson and
yesterday for Montpelier,
Vt.
•
Julius Sanders with Leon Rosenblatt
Robert L. Lippert, president, and reelected as treasurer. Elected as secretary was Edith Marshall with John
William M. PizOR, vice-president in
Bolte, Jr., elected sergeant-at-arms.
charge of foreign distribution of Lip- C. The
exhibitor group also elected
pert Pictures, left New York yester- board members. They are : Richard
B.O.A.C. Monarch. day for London via
Brandt, Samuel Einhorn, Norman El•
son, Sam Freidman, J. J. Goldman,
Mary Nicoletti, of the M-G-M Jack Hatten, Ben Knobel, Larry Kurspecial service department, on Oct. 30 tis, Murray LaBoss, Abe Leff, Martin
will be married to Henry W. Bode, Levine, Martin Lewis, Al Margolies,
Jr., at the Church of Our Lady of Walter Neithold, Irving Renner, Ray
Rhone and Jack Rochelle.
Perpetual Help in • Richmond Hill.
Approve Korean Relief
Howard Young, contributing editor
The membership, after hearing the
of "This Week" magazine, has re- latest moves in the New York City
turned to New York from Martha's per cent admission tax fight by exVineyard, Mass.
•
hibitors byattorney Cecelia H. Goetz,
Dan McCauley, assistant director approved a plan for audience collections for Korean Relief under the
of "The Ten Commandments," has
of the American-Korean
left New York by plane for Cairo, sponsorship
Relief Agency.
Egypt.
They also recommend that application by membership by the College,
Audrey Lurie, of the M-G-M stu- Rosedale and Symphony Theatres be
dio publicity department, is visiting in forwarded to the ITOA membership
New York from the Coast.
committee.
•
Petter Glenville, British director,
left here yesterday by B.O.A.C. Small Houses Object
Monarch for Europe.
•
To Bond for 5% Tax
Mrs. Kate Treske, of the Lenox
Theatre, Hartford, has returned there
The smaller theatre circuits and infrom Miami.
dependent operators are expected to
go along with whatever plan the major
Rock Hudson is scheduled to ar- New York City circuits adopt in hanrive in New York from Europe on
dling the tax breakage fund pending
Tuesday.
the
determination
of the city's appeal
•
which is pending- in the Appellate
Division court, it was learned yesterJoseph Hayes, writer, has returned day.
to New York from Hollywood.
The exhibitor attorneys have been
Edmund Gwenn will arrive here mulling Assistant Corporation Countomorrow from Hollywood.
sel Stanley Buchsbaum's proposal of
posting a bond for the tax breakage
collected during July and August and
RKO
Theatres Sells
increasing the bond in each tax quarter until a court ruling on the temBrooklyn Orpheum
porary injunction is handed down.
RKO Theatres has sold the 1,715Most Appear in Favor
seat Orpheum Theatre and three-story
The attorneys for some of the small
building at Flatbush Ave. and Fulton
St., Brooklyn, to a syndicate headed theatremen, and a number of circuit
lawyers, are against the posting of a
by Max HofTmann, attorney.
The house was operated for years bond or putting the tax breakage fund
on a vaudeville and film policy and in escrow, a plan which was proposed
more recently on a film policy only. in Queens Court by Supreme Court
Justice Charles S. Colden. However,
E. M. Simon Co. was the broker.
it was learned that most of the exhibitor attorneys are for going along
Branton East to Meet
with
Buchsbaum's
proposal.fund is not
If the tax breakage
Broidy, Mirisch Here
turned over to New York City on
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 15.— Ralph Monday, along with the rest of the
Branton, vice-president of Allied Art- tax, the local exhibitors are subject
ists, will leave here at the weekend to fine and penalty by the city pending
for New York, where he will confer the determination of the appeal which
with president Steve Broidy and vice- Buchsbaum has filed and the crosspresident Harold Mirisch following appeal which exhibitor attorneys have
their return from London.
filed.

At Shor's Today
A luncheon meeting at Toots
Shor's Restaurant here at which
George Jessel and Phillip H.
Klutznick, national president of
B'nai B'rith, will speak in order
to spark city-wide participation
in the $1,000,000 tribute to Barney Balaban, will take place today. The Motion Picture Daily
inadvertently reported the
luncheon as taking place on
Wednesday.

May

Add

Theatres
Bout

More
to

Telecast

The Rocky Marciano-Ezzard Charles
heavyweight championship fight at
Yankee Stadium, which was postponed
last night due to rain, will take place
tonight, weather permitting, with
Theatre Network Television presentingsionthetobout
via closedincluding
circuit televi71 theatres,
eight

Mayer, Gelber Join
In Balaban
Tribute
The appointment of Arthur L.
Mayer, president of the Independent
Distributors of America, and Herman
Gelber, president of Local 306, Motion Pictures Operators Union, as
chairman of a special motion picture
industry committee planning the $1,000,000 testimonial to Barney Balaban, president of Paramount Pictures
Corporation, was announced yesterday
by Samuel Markle, chairman of the
Tribute Committee.
The testimonial, which will take
place at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel on
Sept. 26, will honor Balaban by providing $1,000,000 for the economic development of the republic of Israel
through sales of State of Israel Development Bonds.

drive-ins, in 55 cities across the nation.
A spokesman for TNT stated that
postponement of the fight may allow
the closed circuit organization to present the fight in more than the 71
theatres as additional AT & T long
lines and equipment may be available
in certain areas.
Skies Cloudy

Film

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 15. — Due
to the time difference between the
East and here, local theatres were
able toto get
notices
added
their"fight
ads inpostponed"
afternoon papers,

The weather bureau indicated late
last night that the skies over the
Yankee Stadium would be partly
cloudy with temperatures ranging
from the middle sixties to the lowseventies. If the bout is rained out
again, the International Boxing Club,
which is promoting the event, will
seek to have the match take place
early next week or possibly Saturday.
Theatres across the nation, which
will enable an estimated 235,000 fans
to view the proceedings at prices ranging from $3.30 to $5.50, are expcted to
Appeal Libel Verdict
exhibit motion pictures up to an
Against Extras Guild approximate half-hour before the start
of the fight so that persons holding
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 15. — H. tickets purchased in advance can come
O'Neil Shanks, executive secretary of into the house and claim their seats.
the Screen Extras Guild, and publicist
Buck Harris have filed a motion in In other situations, theatres will show
up to the start of the teleSuperior Court to set aside the ver- films castright
as patrons will be allowed to see
dict against them, Sept. 4, in the case
the film and the fight for the advanced
brought by Michael Jeffers, screen ex- ticket price.
tra, charging libel.
The TNT spokesman reported that
Eight grounds were cited for setting
aside the verdict and a new trial was 98 per cent of all U. S. closed circuit
asked. Grounds included irregularities installations have been signed to carry
the bout with the New York and New
in jury procedure, abuse of discretion
by the court, errors in law, passion England area blacked out by mutual
and prejudice, among others.
agreement with the bout's promoters.
To Be Aired by CBS
The
Columbia
Broadcasting System
Will Make Film From
will broadcast the fight to some 300
stations.
Gottlieb TV Series
United Artists, which had 5,000
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 15.— "My bookings for the June 17 title fight,
One and Only," based on characters expects to increase the number oi
in Alex Gottlieb's television series,
"Dear Phoebe," and co-starring that bookings for tonight's fight providing
series' Peter Lawford and Marcia they are able to secure a good film,
Henderson, will be produced as a fea- of the action.
The IBC expects to gross close to
ture picture for theatrical distribution
next spring following completion of $800,000 from the bout, it was learned.
A gate of $500,000 is expected with
the first 39 "Phoebe" television shows, theatre
television contributing $200,000
Gottlieb announced.
and radio $35,000.

MPIC

Official
Dinner

of India
Guest

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 15.— Mohum
Bhavibani, India Minister of Motion
Pictures and Radio, was the guest thus reducing somewhat general confusion caused by deferment of the
speaker tonight at the regular monthly meeting of the Motion Picture In- Marciano-Charles bout. All theatres
dustry Council. The talk touched on were prepared to refund money to
financing production in India, quota ticket holders unwilling or unable to
production, censorship and other mat- attend tomorrow night. Theatres were
ters, and was followed by a question- nearly sold out and figured capacity
business would be had.
answer period.
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PHILADELPHIA

AREA

CLAIM

BEST

■
Baker Wins Dallas 'Derby'
Arthur Baker was winner of the
grand prize in the 15th Annual Turtle
Derby held recently by the Dallas
Variety Club under the general chairmanship of C. A. "Pappy" Dolson.

EXHIBITOHS
IN

YEARS

PHILADELPHIA, Sept. 15. — Exhibitors in this area regard this past
summer as the best in years from a business standpoint and the general feeling
is that the "lost audience has been found." While there have been some complaints over inability at times to book
product, because of the apparent revival of interest in pictures to both
shortage, there have been very few good pictures and air-conditioning. '
Lester Krieger, an executive of
"gripes" because of a shortage of Stanley Co. of America, states that
attendance.
William Goldman, prominent ex- "better pictures seem to be the
hibitor here, claims that a "new fever answer for the improvement in receipts this summer." Krieger claims
has
gripped
the public"giving
insofar
as that this
situation points out the truth
pictures are concerned,
credit
to strong product and the new tech- of the old adage in the trade that "the
niques. The public, he said, is being public will buy a good picture."
Some drive-in operators have been
■'reconditioned" to become theatre-goers.
very happy about business that they
Melvin Fox, independent theatre op- have enjoyed this past season. The
erator, confirms the reports that the reason for this "phenomenal" business
summer months are becoming the best at the drive-in was the hot weather
for the business.
He attributes the and the almost complete lack of rain.

Early
Terre

'55 Trial of
Haute Action

Grosses Fair Despite Storm
Connecticut grosses were not affected too strongly by the recent storm
warnings resulting from the visit of
WASHINGTON, Sept. 15.— The
Hurricane Edna. Business was re- government's anti-trust suit against
two companies operating theatres in
ported at near-normal.
Terre Haute, Ind., is expected to come
to trial early next year, according to
the Justice Department.
At a pre-trial conference held
Re-equip UA Screening Room
The home office screening room of earlier this week, parties to the case
United Artists here is being equipped were told that the trial would probably be set for January or February.
for anamorphic film projection. Work
The case was brought some time
will start today and is expected to be
ago against Alliance Theatre Corp.
completed some time next week.
and the Fourth Avenue Amusement
Co., which were operating six first-run
theatres in Terre Haute under a poolPrints Lost in Mexico Fire
ing agreement. The government's complaint alleged that the pooling agreeApproximately 400 prints and trailment violated the Sherman Anti-Trust
ers of RKO, Warner Brothers and Law and that the combined operation
Republic, as well as Mexican distrib- of the Alliance and Fourth Avenue
utors, were destroyed in a Monterrey theatres monopolized the first-run
fire reportedly caused by an electric theatres in Terre Haute.
current short circuit. Loss resulting
from destruction of the warehouse is
estimated at $80,000.
Miami
$9,450,000
Trust
UK Sending Nature Shorts
The amazing secret lives of animals
and birds, when they feel safe from
prying or hostile human eyes, have
been recorded on film and brought to
this country from England by Noel
Meadow in a series of short subjects
that will be distributed on the basis
of entertainment value alone, to theatres, television and 16-mm outlets.
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Sl>ccial to THE DAILY

Roundup

Buttolph for 'Silver'
David Buttolph, composer, has been
engaged by Joseph Kaufman, producer, to create the musical score for
"Long John Silver." Buttolph has left
by plane for Australia to view rushes
of the picture, which was photographed on location there and now is
being readied for Christmas release.

SUMMER

daily

Trial

Starts

MIAMI, Sept. 15.— Trial of E. N.
and Lillian Claughton's $9,450,000
anti-trust suit against Paramount,
Warner Brothers, 20th Century-Fox,
Universal, Columbia and United
Artists is under way here before Federal Judge George W. Whitehurst.
The Claughtons, who operate a
circuit of theatres in this area, filed
the action in December, 1951. They
charged that the distributors conspired
to keep the circuit from obtaining
first-run product.
Outdoor Ads for Disney
Originally, RKO Radio and Loew's,
Using outdoor advertising for the as well as the Wometco circuit, were
first time, Walt Disney will cover named as defendants. The charge
national markets from coast to coast against Loew's was dismissed shortly
during September for his first full- after the case was filed. RKO and
length live-action Technicolor film, Wometco were dismissed last week.
"20,000on Leagues
the Sea,"
based
the Jules Under
Verne classic
and
starring Kirk Douglas, James Mason, Four Pitt. Holdovers
Peter Lorre and Paul Lukas.
PITTSBURGH, Sept. 15.— Paramount's "Rear Window," opening
Thursday in the Stanley, represents
the only new picture downtown. Else'Animal Farm' Completed
where, it's a record number of holdovers with "Seven Brides for Seven
Louis de Rochemont's Technicolor
production of "Animal Farm," based Brothers" at the Penn, "Broken
on George Orwell's modern classic, Lance" at the Fulton and "Magnificent
has just been completed by John Halas Obsession" at the Harris, all going
and Joy Batchelor in London. Dis- into their fourth weeks, and "This Is
tribution policy for the film will be Cinerama" entering its 41st week at
announced Nov. I.
the Warner.

Dollinger
New

Allied

BOSTON, Sept. 15.— Irving Dollinger of New Jersey, regional vicepresident of national Allied, addressed
the first fall meeting of Independent
Exhibitors, Inc., of New England at
a luncheon yesterday at the Hotel
Bradford, presided over by Irving
Isaacs, president.
More than 40 members heard Dollinger propose liaison officers for more
closely knit operations with the national office in the fields of general
film and legislative problems. He
urged all members of the New England gToup to watch closely for the
possibility of additional theatre taxes
in the municipalities in the individual
states. The names of the liaison officers will be selected shortly.
At the board of directors meeting
which preceded the luncheon there
was a discussion of the plans for the
lENE annual one-day convention to
be held at the Hotel Bradford on
Dec. 7.

Party for Rock Hudson
Universal will be host at a cocktail party for Rock Hudson at the
Savoy Plaza Hotel here next Wednesday following his return from Europe
aboard the "Queen Mary." Hudson
has been abroad for the past three
months, completing his latest film,
"Captain Lightfoot," while in Europe.
Dual

Horace C. Gable, Jr., operator of
the Azalea Drive-in in Orangeburg,
S. C, was awarded third prize in an
essay contest sponsored by the
James P. Lincoln Arc Welding
Foundation of Cleveland.
n
Adele Harris, daughter of Ted
Harris, partner in the State Theatre, Hartford, is engaged to Avram
Levinson of Bristol
, Conn.

M. B. Horwitz, head of the Washmgton circuit, Cleveland, who was
the first tenant to move into the
Film Bldg. 34 years ago, is moving
to the Warner Bldg.

Weber Howell has returned to
his position of office manager of the
Paramount exchange in Charlotte.
Caspar^ Urban, who took over in
Howell's absence, has returned to
Boston.

n ■
Helen Davey has been appoin
ted
manager of Tri-States' State Theatre m Cedar
, la., succeeding
Robert
KenneyRapids
.

Leonard Edelen, upper Midwest
n .
manager for United
Film Service,
has resigned to take over time sales
for Joe
televisionFloyd's
station. Sioux Falls, S. D.,

Honored

Montague Salmon, managing director of Broadway's Rivoli Theatre,
was the guest of honor at a testimonial luncheon at Sardi's yesterday.
Luncheon was arranged by the 20th
Century-Fox Family Club. Salmon,
an honorary member of the club, was
presented with a plaque for his work
with the club's membership. Jack
Miller, club president made the presentation assisted by Leo Israel, vicepresident,
ex-officio. and Ulric Bell, president

UA

Steve Nowalski is turning his
Heights Theatre, Cleveland, over to
the residents of the community for
a series of theatre parties to raise
funds for the emergency polio fund.
The parties will be held next Sunday, Monday and Tuesday.

Addresses

England

Salmon

People

Ray Edwards, former office manager of Lippert and Realart exchanges in Atlanta, has taken to
the road again as a salesman.

Joe Krenitz, Republic salesman in
Cleveland, and his wife are recovering from a car accident on the
Pennsylvania Turnpike. Mrs. Krenitz suffered internal injuries. Krenitz suffered from shock.
n
Lou Brown, advertising-publicity
director
of Loew's
PoH-New
land Theatres,
and Mrs.
Brown Engare
versary.
celebrating their 21st wedding, anni-

Vivian

Blaine

Is Cast

to RKO

A United Artists double-bill—
"Down Three Dark Streets," starring
Broderick Crawford and Ruth Roman,
and "Shield for Murder," starring
Edmond O'Brien — opens next Wednesday at the 26 theatres on the
RKO circuit in the New York metropolitan area.

For
'Guys and
HOLLYWOOD,
Sept.Dolls'
15.— Samuel Goldwyn today disclosed that
Vivian Blaine, who starred in the
Broadway and London productions of
"Guys and Dolls," will enact the same
role in his film production, now beingwritten by Joseph L. Mankiewicz,
who will also direct the picture.

■
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Rogers

Salute

(Continued from page 1)

amplified in the exchange area offices
of the branch managers who are serving as distributor chairmen on the
1954 Christmas Salute Drive.
All Branches of Entertainment
The distributor chairman will invite
to the meeting the local exhibitor
chairmen, the branch managers, radio
and TV executives. Variety Club chief
barkers and the equipment and accessory dealers who make up the exchange area committees. Preliminary
plans call for the participation of
Montague; Charles J. Fleldman of
chairUniversal, national distributor
man for the Salute, and Moe Silver of
who is national exWarner,
Stanley hibitor
chairman.
To meet the increasing demands on
the hospital for tuberculosis healing
within the Amusement Industry, arid
to further its active research work, in
which it is seeking an anti-tuberculosis
year's Salute
of this sigiiatures
vaccine,
has been the
set goal
at 200,000
on
carnThe
$250,000.
and
the scrolls,
paign will open on Oct. 1 and will
run through Jan. 15.
Distributor Chairmen Selected
Exchange area distributor chairmen
for the 1954 Will Rogers Hospital
Salute are:
Albany, Norman Jackter, Columbia ;
Atlanta, C. T. Jordan, Jr., Warner
Brothers; Boston, E. Myer Feltman,
Universal; Buffalo, Nat Marcus,
Warner Brothers ; Charlotte, R. D.
Williamson, Columbia ; Chicago, J. H.
Stevens, Paramount ; Cincinnati, F.
Schreiber, Universal ; Cleveland, I. J.
Schmertz, 20th Century-Fox; Dallas,
W. C. Hames, United Artists; Denver, Mayer H. Monsky, Universal;
Des Moines, Byron Shapiro, Columbia Detroit,
;
Mike Simon, Paramount ;
Indianapolis, Bernard Brager, Republic ;Jacksonville, Fred G. Hull,
Loew's ; Kansas City, J. W. Lewis,
RKO Radio; Los Angeles, M. Sudmin, 20th Century-Fox ; Memphis,
R. V. Reagin, RKO Radio; Milwaukee, Harry Olshan, Columbia ;
Minneapolis, S. Malisow, 20th Century-FoNew
x;
Haven, Sidney Cooper,
United Artists ; New Orleans, C. R.
Ost, Universal ; New York, Abe
Dickstein, 20th Century-Fox ; Oklahoma City, C. H. Weaver, Paramount ;Omaha, Vincent_ F. Flynn,
Loew's ; Philadelphia, Charles Beilan,
Warner Brothers ; Pittsburgh, Ralph
Pielow, Loew's ; Poftland, R. H.
Lange, RKO Radio; St. Louis,
Thomas E. Bailey, Loew's ; Salt Lake
City, F. H. Smith, Paramount; San
Francisco, George Mitchell, Republic ;
Seattle, Vete Stewart, Warner
Brothers, and Washington, J. B.
Brecheen, RKO Radio.
Hollywood

Pantages

Will

Rank
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as the complete financial accounts of
■ the Rank Organization were issued tocomplaints
against the
interest to Britain and America that I (^ay. The
'
American
market
for
British
films
picthe latter play fair with British
tures. He doesn't blame distributing have been made by the two periodically over a long period of time.
companies for
They asserted that while 50 per
the existing situ a t i o n as he
cent of the earnings of British productions are derived from overseas
sees it, nor does
nevertheless
this is less than one perhe suggest that
cent of the playing time in American
there is behind
theatres, contrasted with the 70 per
it any sinister,
cent of British playing time devoted
organized boyto American films.
cott of British
films, but he
Citing examples, Davis said "The
does say that
Queen Is Crowned" earned less than
the deadlock
$600,000 in America, although every
American man, woman and child was
must end.
Rank referred
entranced with even the least detail
to the current
of television pictures of the Queen and
coronation.
visit to AmerJ. Arthur Rank
'Genevieve' Profitable
ica of Britain's
Chancellor
of the Exchequer to promote a better financial understanding.
Britain's biggest money-making
He complained that American exhibi- film, he continued, was "Genevieve,"
tors were featherbedded until the ad- which accounted for spectacular
vait of television and now need to grosses in Canada also and was aclearn the lesson that British pictures
corded high praise by non-trade newsalso can be made to pay.
papers. It earned less than $500;000
Rank and Davis resumed their in the States, he said.
vehement attack on the experience of
On the Rank Organization's break
British films in the American Market with
20th Century-Fox, Davis claims
(Continued from page 1)

Name

Glaser

Mgr,

Of Disney Music
Appointment of Abe Glaser as general professional manager of the Walt
Disney Music Co. has been announced
by Jimmy Johnson, executive vicepresident of the organization. Glaser
has been with the Disney firm for the
past four years.
Glaser's appointment is in line with
the stepping up of the Disney Music
Co.'s activities as a result of the full
schedule of Disney feature releases
coming up. Four features will be in
release in the next seven months, each
of which has a music potential. "The
Vanishing Prairie," "The Littlest Outlaw," "20,000 Leagues Under the Sea,"
and
"Lady
and the Tramp" are on the
schedule.
Columbia
Three

to Release

in October

"On the Waterfront" will be placed
in general release by Columbia Pictures in October.
Another October release by Columbia will be "Three Hours to Kill," an
outdoor melodrama in color by Technicolor. Dana Andrews and Donna
Reed are starred in the film, which
also stars Columbia newcomer Dianne
Foster. Alfred Werker directed for
producer Harry Joe Brown.
In addition, Columbia will release
a reprint of "Miss Grant Takes Richmond," one of its hits of recent years.
Hurok

*Star'
Prepares
HOLLYWOOD,forSept. 15. — The
RKO Pantages Theatre here is undergoing a complete face-lifting job in
preparation for the world premiere
of Warner Brothers' "A Star Is
Born," which will take place on
Sept. 29.
The theatre will not shut down; but
between daily closings and openings
workmen are installing a new CinemaScope screen, a stereophonic sound
system with 21 speakers, a complete
new set of carpets, new covers for all
seats, and down lights in the foyer.

Picture

Arrives

Impresario Sol Hurok, co-distributor with I.F.E. Releasing Corp. of the
Ferraniacolor
operafrom
film,Europe
"Aida,"aboard
will
arrive here today
the liner "He de France." He is carrying the Americanized version of the
film.

*Khyher^

Here

Saturday

United Artists' "Khyber Patrol"
will begin its first New York engageday. ment at the Globe Theatre on Satur-

that the American company is the
only loser. Spyros Skouras, 20th-Fox
president, and Otto Koegel, counsel
for the company, are here from New
York but are understood to be discussing planned amendments to the Gaumont-British charter which would
permit it to make loans and give
guaranties, among other things. 20thFox has a large investment in G-B
through a parent holding company.
The stockholders' meeting to vote on
thescheduled
proposed for
changes
in G-B's charter
is
Oct. 8.
Wary
Regarding
'Stereo'
Davis
contended
that all
tests have
shown that the public is not interested in stereophonic sound and that
Skouras entirely misjudged the public
sense thereon. He said Rank is investing £1,500,000 re-equipping for
the new techniques but that the Organization still is feeling its way in
that field.
The Organization can now cope
with any known system, it was stated,
but Rank will not commit himself to
any one exclusively. Two VistaVision
productions are now planned by the
company
with some others likely to
follow.

Customs
Injunction
(Continued from page 1)

Privileges

To 'Beaver Valley'
WASHINGTON, Sept. 15.— Walt
sel, shortly before the close of court Disney's "Beaver Valley" is the
yesterday afternoon. Listed as de- 5000th U.S. film to be certified by the
fendants are North Central Allied government as an educational film entitled to special customs privileges in
and its officers and directors. Included
in the list of 30 individuals are Ben- foreign countries, the U.S. Information Agency reported.
jamin N. Berger, president; Stanley
L. Kane, executive counsel ; E. L.
In order to facilitate foreign distribution of U.S. educational films,
Peaslee, vice-pf esident; Al Lee, secretary ;and Sim Heller, treasurer. All, filrn strips, kinescopes and other audiovisual materials, the U.S. I. A. issues
with the exception of Kane, are indecertificates which entitle the film mapendent exhibitors.
Meanwhile, the two pickets placed
terial to duty-free entry into a number of countries and to other customs
before Columbia's film row offices as
privileges. Twenty-four governments
arental
protest
against
the "Caine
Mutiny"
ficates.recognize these U.S. I. A. certiterms
continued
to plod
their now
soggy way through the third day of a
steady drizzle.
Hartford Reopening
Starr Fights Forced
HARTFORD, Sept. 15. — The
Hartford Theatre Circuit will reSale of Theatre
sume operations at its first-run foreign
NASHVILLE, Term., Sept. 15.—
the 850-seat Art, the latAlfred Starr, former TOA president, film teroutlet,
part of the month, according to
back from a lengthy European tour,
C. J. Lawler, general manager. The
has reiterated his determination not theatre
is being remodeled.
to permit, even by condemnation, the
taking of his Bijou Theater property
as part of the site of the Nashville Katz Leases House
Housing Authority's
A corporation headed by David
development project. Capitol Hill reHolding that such a condemnation Katz, formerly managing director o!
the Roxy Theatre here, has leased the
is unconstitutional,
statedproperty
: "The 800-seat Island Theatre, Hollis, L. I.,
attempt
to condemnStarr
private
from the Interboro circuit. The deal
not for public use but for resale to
private individuals at a profit in which was set by Berk & Krumgold, theatre
brokers.
I will not participate exceeds the extent of the Federal law." Starr owns
the Bijou in partnership with his
Thousands Watch
brothers, Milton, of Washington, and
Michael, of Louisville.
Marilyn Monroe
Lowell Thomas Cited
Thousands of spectators watched
Marilyn Monroe go through
At its annual dinner here last night,
her
acting paces here yesterday
the Society of Illustrators presented
at the Trans-Lux 52nd Street,
to Lowell Thomas its special medal in
a site used in the filming of
recognition of his "outstanding con"The Seven Year Itch." Every
tribution to the visual arts." Thomas
vantage point, including roofs
is the co-producer and co-sponsor of
and fire escapes across the
"This Is Cinerama," and has just bestreet, was crowded with press
gun production of a new picture in the
people
and spectators.
multi-dimensional process, to be called
"The Seven Wonders of the World."
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Publicists

To Select 'Queen'
Finalists for the title of "Mowill
reign vieatPage
theQueen,"
Screen who
Publicists

JUDY GARLAND is the cover girl
Guild (New York) annual getoil "Life's" current issue under the
together on Oct. 15, will be selected on Monday at the Hotel
caption "Judy Garland takes off after
Pierre by six SPG judges.
an Oscar."
The caption was inspired by the reThe publicist judges are
view of Warners' "A Star Is Born,"
Harry Hockfeld and Ira TuliJudy's new starring vehicle, which appan of 20th Century - Fox,
George Nelson of United Artpears in the issue. "A Star Is Born,"
ists, Al Mendelsohn of Unireports the movie,
reviewer,
most
worrisome
has "the
turnedyear's
out to
be
versal, Joe Hyams of Columone of the best. In it, onetime teenbia, and Hal Segal of Warner
Brothers.
age star Judy Garland, now 32 and
out of the movies for four years, not
only makes a film comeback almost
without precedent but puts herself
TV Set Sales Hit
right in line for an Oscar."
Four full pages are devoted to the
picture.
Record in July
Ann Higginbotham, editor of
"Photoplay," wrote a very informative editorial for the October issue
under the title "Hollywood's Golden
Age." More than four million readers of "Photoplay" are told of the
numerous fine pictures now in release and those being readied for
release. In naming the films. Miss
Higginbotham placed them in six
classifications. Musicals, Comedies,
Romances, Thrillers, Dramas and
Adventure pictures.
She closed her editorial by quoting an average man who said "that
there is nothing like a good movie
to provide a completely satisfying
evening of entertainment."

WASHINGTON, Sept. 15.— Retail
sales of television receivers in July
increased from the number sold in
June and were at the highest July
level on record, the Radio-ElectronicsTelevision Manufacturers Association
has reported. July sales of radios,
excluding automobile sets, were at
the highest point for that month since
1951.
For the first seven months of this
year, the association reported that retail television set sales established a
new record for the period.
During July, RETMA reported that
368,634 television sets were sold
through retail outlets. This compares
with 351,885 sets sold in June and
340,406 sold in July 1953.
Retail sales of radios were reporter'
"Look's" feature review in the cur- as 411,197 units in July compared witl
rent issue is on "Rear Window" — a 537,494 sets sold in June and 366,666
two-page spread with the lead page radios sold through retail stores in
carrying full-color pictures of James July a year earlier.
Stewart and Grace Kelly in action
Cumulative sales of television sets
scenes taken on the production set of in the first seven months were rethe picture.
ported by RETMA as 3,174,394 units
•
compared with 3,116,306 TV receivers
sold at retail in the same 1953 period.
"Woman's Home Companion"
The retail sales of radios, excluding
has a full-color ad in the September auto
sets, totaled 2,822,090 units in
issue, sponsored by Lustre-Creme the first seven months of this year.
Shampoo, that features Elizabeth
In the same 1953 period, the associa■Taylor and plugs her next starring
tion had reported 3,383,862 radios
picture, "The Last Time I Saw sold.
Paris."
Ed Miller of "Seventeen" selected All Except Reds Like
"Valley of the Kings," "The Vanishin Syria
ing Prairie," and "Hobson's Choice" Cinerama
for reviews in the September issue.
WASHINGTON, Sept. 15. — A
Each review is illustrated by a photo highly successful showing of Cinetaken on the production set during
rama in Damascus, Syria, is reported
shoo^ing of the film.
by the United States Information
Agency, which stated that the popularity of the film with the people as ?
The "Parents' Magazine" Special whole has prompted the local ComMerit Award for September has
munists to hurl the charge of "unfair
been awarded to MGM's "Briga- competition" against the Americans.
doon." The presentation of the med- Rumors have been heard that operaal will be made to Howard Dietz by
tors of a large — but not so well atPhil Willcox of "Parents'."
tended— Soviet exhibit would attempt
to halt the showing of Cinerama by
sabotage.
The American and Soviet demon"Collier's" color camera made some
beautiful photos in Rome on the sets
strations are features of the Damascus
International
Trade Fair.
of Warner's "Helen of Troy" for the
current issue. They are displayed on
a two-page center spread. The entire
sequence of the Greek warriors inside Krushen in Midwest
the wooden horse was photographed
Mori Krushen, United Artists exat night by both Warners and "Colploitation manager, has been in Chilier's."
cago and Milwaukee this week to set
campaigns for the forthcoming open"Sabrina" has been selected by
ings there of "Sitting Bull," first UA
"Coronet" as the best picture of the release in CinemaScope, and "Sudmonth for September.
denly." He will return to UA's home
WALTER HAAS office today.

Turn the page
and you'll see why

is the word for the business
it will do for you . . .

HUMPHREY

AUDREY

tops

success

HOLDEN
outdoes

surpasses

Award

in "African

WILLIAM

HEPBURN

BOGART

his Academy

Because

Because

Because

Winning
Queen"

in

the role of the "Big Wheel."

her "Best

Actress

of the Year"

triumph

in "Roman Holiday"
the role of "Sabrina."

his "Best
in

Actor

of the Year"

performance in "Stalag
the "Playboy."

17" as

i

i

Produced and Directed by
Academy Award winner
BILLY

WILDER
. . . the chauffeur^s daughter who learned her stuff in Paris!
WALTER HAMPDEN - JOHN WILLIAMS • MARTHA HYER • JOAN VOHS
Written for the Screen by BILLY WILDER, SAMUEL TAYLOR and ERNEST LEHMAN
From the play bv SAMUEL TAYLOR • A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

EAST-WEST
PREMIERE

MAKE

YOUR

"SABRINA
New

York — Criterion, Sept. 21.

Los Angeles — Paramount,

Sept. 22.

CALL

DATE

WITH

" TODAY.

PARAMOUNT!

LARGE
NATIONAL

AD

SCALE
CAMPAIGN

headed by Life — issue of Sept. 24 i
and Look — issue of Oct. 5.
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"The Human
Jungle
ceipts from major sources, number of {Allied Artists)
Hollyzi'ood, Scpl: 15
admissions and seating capacities fol- BOX-OFFICES will respond happily with bookings of this outstanding,
lows, in part :
action-packed, realistic account of a police capatin's campaign to clean
up his precinct. Told in near-documentary fashion, the Hayes Goetz producReceipts Down 25.7%
tion offers appreciable authenticity by moving in on actual and exciting
Estimated total receipts from cus- backgrounds. A handpicked cast headed by Gary Aterrill, who handles his
tomers of regular motion picture hard-fighting police role with strength and sincerity, and Jan Sterling, who
theatres in 1953 amounted to $1,200,- turns in a noteworthy job as a blonde strip dancer, will give the fans plenty
000,000, a decrease of 25.7 per cent to talk about. Chuck Connors, a former baseball player, who switched to a
from 1948 total receipts. When compaint career, responds beautifully to Joseph M. Newman's direction.
parisons are made in receipts from grease
His performance, characterizing a cocky hoodlum, should set him up for
admissions the decline shown amounts
to 28.1 per cent, a reduction of more filmdom's major league.
Newman's direction and the smart editing of Samuel Fields, gives the film
than a third of a billion dollars.
a pace that will leave you breathless at the finish. The action is well bridged
with moments allowing the development of characters that gives the film
Lower receipts from admissions were offset somewhat by
its appropriate title. Have a credit sheet handy for the patrons who will want
to know the names of Pat Waltz, George Wallace, James Westerfield and
an increase of 16 per cent (apFlorenz Ames, who back up Paula Raymond and Regis Toomey in the
proximately $14,000,000 in difeatured spots.
rect receipts from customers
from such sources as the sale of
Punctuated with a stirring musical score by Hans Salter, the William
candy, popcorn, etc.; however,
Sackheim — Daniel Fuchs screenplay drafts Merrill into the job of cleaning
it should be kept in mind that
up a section of the city infested with juvenile delinquents, petty larcenists
these figures do not include
and blackened with the recent murder of a strip tease dancer. Merrill,
sales of similar items by inderecognizing the la.xity of the precinct's previous management, takes over to
pendent concessionaries operatfight
a cops' war on crime. He paraphrases a cops' war to be the same as
ing in theatres owned by others,
a soldiers' war, except that "people hate cops." He finds himself the target
nor theatre revenues from such
of anhisattack
by newspapers
andthetheunfortunate
racket leader's
attorney
rough bystander
demands
concessionaries, or receipts from
on
department
as well as
killing
of an for
innocent
rental of stores, offices, or
by one of his rookies. Almost broken, he makes one last effort to crack
apartments.
the unsolved murder case. In a thrilling chase through a brewery at night,
Large circuits during 1953 operated we find Merrill tracking Connors, who in turn has been trying to do away
25 per cent of regular theatres ; their with Sterling for supposedly putting the finger on him as the killer. Coimors
receipts amounted to $600,000,000, or is captured and confesses, naming the power behind the petty mobsters.
52 per cent of the total receipts of all
Ellis Carter's camera work was sharp, with proper key lighting to sustain
such theatres ; data for large circuits the interest and mood.
The film offers much exploitation opportunity with police and newspaper
for 1948 are not available.
cooperation.
Greatest Change in Northeast
Running time, G2 minutes. General classification. Release, in September.
SAM BERNS
A comparison of trends in number
of motion picture establishments and
revenue between 1948 and 1953 reveals significant differences by region,
Roogie's Bump
especially with respect to volume of
receipts. The Northeast region shows {Republic)
your patrons are baseball-minded or not, they should enjoy
the greatest change from 1948, with WHETHER
the number of theatres down by 15.9
this Republic film, "Roogie's Bump," which deals with a nine-year-old
per cent and a decline in total re- miracle kid from Brooklyn who is kidded by his friends, but achieves his
ceipts from customers of 40.1 per cent. ambition to be a major league baseball player. Aided by film clips of games
In addition, the number of admissions between the Brooklyn Dodgers and the New York Giants and New York
in the Northeast region declined by Yankees, producer John Bash insures his production's value at the box-office
48.4 per cent, approximately one-half by using Dodger stars Roy Campanella, Billy Loes, Russ Meyer and Carl
billion fewer admissions during 1953 Erskine in speaking roles.
This picture is one of general appeal, but its greatest attraction will be
than in 1948. The North Central region shows decreases almost as great for followers of baseball, especially Dodger fans. In building up the story,
in the establishment and the admis- the camera records much of the locale in Brooklyn and provides a touch of
sions counts and in receipts. A down- sentiment and a dash of romance which should interest everyone.
ward trend is also reflected in the
Newcomer Robert Marriot turns in a deft performance as the boy who
South and West regions ; however, the bowls Campanella over with his blazing, bullet-like overhand fast ball which
decreases are considerably smaller. In
acquires
a "miracle."
Laughed at by
terms of the distribution of total re- he
Marriot
seeksthrough
consolation
from his grandmother
who his
tellsneighborhood
him about a friends,
former
ceipts by region, the per cent of the
player, who is in baseball's Hall of Fame.
market accounted for by the North- ballMarriot,
following a fight with another boy, meets the baseball immortal
east and North Central regions de- and afterwards achieves a fabulous throwing arm. He tests his pitching
clined from 60.9 to 52.5 between 1948
and 1953. During the same period, strength by throwing the ball through a brick wall, knocks off a chimney top
the per cent of the market accounted across the East River and bowls over Campanella with a pitch. He is given
by the Dodgers and receives much hero acclaim by a radio, telefor by the South and West regions a contract
and newspaper buildup. In a big league game which comes along to
increased from 39.1 to 47.5 per cent. decide vision
the pennant race, Marriot loses his prowess as a pitcher and returns
Average charge for admission
to being a normal nine-year-old boy.
to regular motion pictures in
Others in the cast are Ruth Warrick, Olive Blakeney, Robert Simon and
the United States in 1953 was
William Harrigan. The film is produced by John Bash and directed by
41 cents. This average includes
Harold Young from a screenplay which was written by Jack Hanley and
children and adults, matinee and
Dan Totheroh. Original story was by Frank Warren and Joyce Selznick.
evening, weekday and Sunday
Running time, 71 minutes. General audience classification.
ReleaseDINOFF
not set.
LESTER
admissions. This was 13.6 per
cent higher than the average
admission charge in 1948. Regionally the increase in price
admissions receipts. Total receipts per was within one per cent of the average
ranged from 10.5 per cent in the
customer were 17.3 per cent higher in reported in 1948 ; however, a compariWest region to 19.4 per cent in
son by regions indicates that theatres
1953 than in 1948. The difference by
the South region. For large
region is quite marked, with the South in the South increased their average
circuits, the average admission
registering the greatest increase, 23.2 size by 9.7 per cent while average
charge in 1953 was 46 cents; no
per cent. Total receipts per customer size of the theatres in other regions
comparable data are available
was highest in the West, where such declined. Average seating capacity
for 1948.
receipts amounted to 64.9 cents ; the ranged from 602 in the South to 868
average
for large circuits, operating in the Northeast. Seating capacity of
A comparison of total receipts per
customer indicates receipts from throughout the United States, was theatres operated by large circuits was
greater than normal. The average
sources other than admissions in- 61.6 cents.
here was 996.
creased at a greater rate than did
Average seating capacity in 1953

Eisenhower
{Continued from page 1)
this year many motion picture
theatres will give their patrons
an opportunity to contribute
funds for the relief and rehabilitation of the Korean people
through the American-Korean
Founaation. Voluntary contributions byour people to this
cause transcend by far in importance any relief afforded
through governmental sources.
The person-to-person demonstration of sympathy and faith
through this private activity is
a great help in welding a warm
link of friendship between the
American and Korean peoples.
"I hope you will express to
your colleagues in the theatre
industry my very best wishes
to them in their fine endeavor."
Robert W. Coyne, special COMPO
counsel, coordinator of the industry
effort, announced that a pressbook for
the American Korean Foundation
Collection has been completed and will
be ready for distribution among theatres throughout the country through
National Screen Service.
Johnston
{Continued from page 1 )
ident Spyros P. Skouras prepared to
celebrate the occasion with Professor
Henri Chretian, the French inventor
of the process. At today's planned reception and party, Skouras and Albert
Cornfield, managing director for 20thFox in Europe, will greet exhibitors,
the press, distribution and producing
executives and other well-wishers.
Johnston, in his message commemorating thehere
opening
"Thecommented
Robe" at
the Roxy
last ofyear,
on the "new interest" and "enthusiasm" for motion picture theatres and
films
engendered by the launching of
CinemaScope.
Many Wires Received
Other congratulatory wires were
received from Myron N. Blank, president of Central States Theatres Corp.,
Des Moines ; Anderson Zetland, Cinema Richmond, Yorkshire, England ;
Vasco Valerio, an Italian exhibitor,
and other industry officials throughout the world.
Meanwhile in New York, the occasion was marked by Marilyn Monroe
cutting a CinemaScope birthday cake
on
set ofin 20th-Fox's
YeartheItch"
New York. "The Seven
Union

Birthday

TORONTO, Sept. IS. — Claiming
to
the oldest
projectionists'
union
in be
Canada,
Hamilton,
Ont., Local
#303 has started its 51st year of
operations. Present officers include
president Harry Thornberry and business
W. Usher. A prominentmanager
member H.
is Hugh J. Sedgwick,
international vice-president for Canada of the lATSE, who is also a dineers. rector of the Canadian Picture Pio-
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Motion

RETMA

in 3-Day

Meeting

in N.

At

the

Roosevelt

York City, following a conclave of
tube manufacturers and engineers in
Atlantic City this week.
The New York meetings will include sessions of the RETMA board
of directors, with chairman Max F.
Balcom presiding, and of the radiotelevision industry committee and the
electronics industry committee, both
committees of the board.
Fiscal Setup May Change
Proposals for establishing new
classifications of RETMA members in
recognition of recent expansions of the
electronics industry and for revising
the association's financial structure
will be reviewed by appropriate committees and the board ot directors.
Only three of the five divisions will
hold meetings in New York. These
meetings will be of the set division
executive committee, under chairman
Robert S. Alexander; the parts division executive committee and section
chairman, under chairman Herbert
W. Clough; and the amplifier and
sound equipment division executive
committee and section chairmen, under
chairman A. K. Ward.
The fall quarterly tube division
membership meeting will be held tomorrow under chairman John Q.
Adams, at the Chalfonte-Haddon Hall
Hotel, Atlantic City, in connection
with the annual conference of the joint
electron tube engineering council.
Divisional Meet on Coast
The technical products division executive committee and section chairmen, under chairman James D. McLean, will meet on Oct. 14-15 at the
Miramar Hotel, Santa Monica, Calif.
The transmitter tube section and other
technical products groups and the government relations department also will
meet concurrently at Santa Monica.

For

Due

MPEA
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Celebrities
Review

'Sabrina'

Y.

WASHINGTON, Sept. 15— Opening a busy fall season, members of the
Radio - Electronics - Television Manufacturers Association will hold their
first ■ fall
industry
conference
21-23
at the
RooseveU
Hotel, Sept.
New

Monaco

Picture

Here
Talks

Eitel Monaco, president of Italian
Films Export, is due to arrive here
on Sept. 24 from Italy for talks with
officials of Motion Picture Export
Association and other industry repre
sentatives.
Monaco, it was stated, will be ac
companied by Franco Penotti, a mem
ber of IFE's board of directors and
head of the distributor section of
ANICA, the Italian producer-distributor organization.
Talks with MPEA officials reportedly will be on the question of M-G-M
ioining ANICA, the only American
major film company not represented in
the organization. M-G-M reportedly
declined representation on ANICA in
order to maintain a free hand in the
Italian market and Metro's contention,
a contention shared with other American companies, that American film
companies are not adequately represented on ANICA's board of directors.
While here, Monaco and Penotti
also are expected to review the operations of IFE.

''Hello
{Arlan)

Here

Elephant"

on

to Attend

Premiere
Tuesday

Celebrities of show business, pubDe Sica, who is one of Italy's most versatile
Elephant,"
"Hello and
INdirectors
stays strictly to performing, proving that he is a
actors, Vittorio
lishing, society and of the business
talented actor. In fact, he makes the picture appear better than it really is. world have accepted invitations to the
Actually, it is a bit of Italian whimsy that, in efiect, is split into two distinct
black tie
of "Sabrina,"
Paramountpremiere
comedy, which
will open at
the
how
and
teacher,
school
a
Sica,
De
of
tells
film
the
of
Criterion Theatre next Tuesday eveThe first portion
parts.
ning. The premiere will be held in
he struggles to keep his wife and four children in rent money and clothes.
He's always dreaming of the day when Parliament will increase the salaries honor of Academy Award-winner
of school teachers and thus make life more endurable for them. And the William Holden, who is co-starred in
the Billy Wilder production with
scenes which comprise this homey charm are tender and enjoyable.
Then the picture veers off into a fable-like tale of an Indian prince Humphrey Bogart and Audrey Hepvisiting Italy who is aided by De Sica. in return for this, he is given an burn.
Holden will attend the opening.
elephant which promptly upsets the laiuilord, the tenants and the neighborhood. He is obliged to take tne elephant away only to discover that it has Among the personalities who have
come back "home." They momentarily solve their financial and animal accepted to date are :
problem of selling their baby pachyderm to the zoo. Then they go right on
Joey Adams; Main Bocher ; James
dreaming of a salary increase.
L. Caddigan, DuMont Television ;
There are several delightfully incongruous scenes wherein De Sica leads Ceil Chapman ; John Cleary, NBC ;
the elephant quietly down the stairs of his apartment house and through the Ted Cott, NBC; William Dozier,
streets of Rome. But generally the picture's greatest asset is the star himself. CBS;
Francis,Jessica
NBC Dragonette;
Home Show Arlene
; Hy
Sabu, speaking English throughout, appears as the Indian prince and Maria
Gardner, Herald Tribune; Robert M.
Mercader is De Sica s long-suhering wife. The picture is a Rizzoli-De Sica Gillham; Margalo Gillmore ; Lester
Gottlieb, CBS; Ted Husing; Jackie
production,
written by Susi
Cecchi
D'Amico
Cesare
and directed
by Gianni Franciolino.
Arlan
Pictures,
Inc.,and
is tne
U.S.Zavattini
distributor.
A good Leonard; Robert D. Levitt; Mario
set of English subtitles accompanies the Italian dialogue.
Lewis, CBS; Leonard Lyons, New
Running time, 78 minutes. General classification. For September release. York Post columnist ; Charles B. McCabe, Daily Mirror ; Tex and Jinx
McCrary; Maggi McNeills, and R. D.
Glowmeter
Screens
Two Atlanta Houses
Mockler of the William Esty ComTo

Chattanooga

Co.

CHATTANOOGA, Tenn., Sept.
15. — Control of one of the leading
cheaters in the South, the Rialto m
Atlanta, has been acquired by a group
of Chattanooga theater executives, according to an announcement by Moses
Lebovuz, president of Independent
Theaters, Inc. Lebovitz also revealed
tnat management control of the Central Theater in downtown Atlanta has
been acquired pending completion ol
negotiations for the purchase of that
theater.
No changes in policy or personnel
for the two Atlanta houses is planned.
Lebovitz said that Bob Moscow, who
has been manager of the two Atlanta
theaters since August, 195U, would be
treasurer and general manager of a
newly organized corporation. Independent Iheaters of Georgia, Inc.,
which will operate the two houses.
Officers of the firm are Lebovitz,
president ; Abe Solomon, chairman ot
the board; Jay Solomon, vice-president ;Robert Lebovitz, secretary ; and
Charles Mion, member of the board
of directors. Lebovitz, in addition to
being president of Independent in
Chattanooga, is vice-president ot
WDEF Broadcasting C o m p a n y
(WDEF-AM-TV) in Chattanooga.
Abe Solomon, a pioneer in motion picture exhibition m the South, is also
chairman of the board of Independent
Theaters in Chattanooga. Jay Solomon is secretary and general manager
of Independent in Chattanooga and
Robert Lebovitz is treasurer.
Set

Initial

Dates

For 'Adventure'
InitiaJ dates of Robert C. Ruark's
"Africa Adventure" were announced
yesterday
Walter sales
Branson,
RKO's
world wideby general
manager.
During the last week of September
the RKO-Pathe production will open
at the Normandie Theatre, N. Y., and
the Hyde Park, Cincinnati. At the
beginning of October, "Africa Adventure" will debut at the Duke City
Drive-In, Albuquerque, and the Little
Theatre, Washington.

To

Be

Reorganized

BUFFALO, Sept. 16.— Glowmeter
of North Tonawanda, N.Y., on the
outskirts of Buffalo, manufacturers of
motion picture screens, which had to
close down its operations because it
lacked working capital, has filed a reorganization inFederal Court here.
A company spokesman calls the
plan
a "proposal
arrangement"
with creditors
underfor
Chapter
Two of
the Bankruptcy Act.
Judge John Knight has set a meeting of creditors for Sept. 30 in Federal
Court. The company has listed debts
of $973,558, assets of $408,329 and
cash on hand $19,109.
Harold Tracy, Norwich N.Y. business man, has taken over the management of the company from president Agis Mihalakis, founder of the
five-year-old company. Tracy is the
principal in the group which is putting new capital into the business. He
has been elected executive vice president of Glowmeter and will be its
general manager.
New capital will be put into the
business gradually, a Glowmeter
spokesman said. About $25,000 will be
available immediately.

Rackmil to Attend
pany.
Also, Geraldine Page ; I. S. V. Patcevitch, Conde-Nast ; Cole Porter ;
Milton R. Rackmil, president of Universal ;Mrs. Ogden Reid, Herald
Tribune ; Fred Robbins ; Billy Rose ;
Henry B. Sell, Town & Country
Magazine ; Toots Shor ; Louis Sobol,
Journal-American ; Ed Sullivan, columnist and TV personality ; William
S. Todman of Goodson & Todman
Productions ; Danton Walker, Daily
News ; James Wechsler, editor of the
New York Post, and Edward A. Wolpin of Famous Music.
Canada
Goes

Music

Fight

to Government

TORONTO, Sept. 15.— The prolonged jurisdictional dispute between
the International Musicians and the
American Guild of Vaudeville Artists
reached the government level this
week when the Casino Theatre here
took first steps for an order by the
Ontario Labor Relations Board in connection with the walkout of the orchestra members last week. Manager
Murray Little of the Casino claimed
the
musicians had launched an illegal
strike.

The Toronto Musicians Union continued to play for AGVA and other
performers during the life of its conBy Fabian Upstate
tract signed a year ago but the orALBANY, Sept. 15.— Richard C.
chestra failed to report for work folMurphy, former manager of the Plaza
lowing expiration of the agreement.
in Schenectady, has been appointed
The Casino had been the last of the
managing director of Proctor's in combination theatres here and Little
Troy, also a Fabian theatre. He suc- continued v^fith an all-film policy Sept.
ceeds Larry Cowen, who is taking
leave for an indefinite period because 10 featuring "Companions of the
of sickness.
Managers

Shifted

Cowen managed
Proctor's
since his
discharge
from the Navy
as lieutenant
commander in 1946. Murphy had
charge of the Plaza for the same
length of time, following discharge
from Army service in the Pacific area.
Before
the war, he managed Proctor's
in
Schenectady.
Louis Rapp has been transferred
from the Erie, Schenetady, to the
Plaza as manager. His brother, Phil,
is now managing both the Erie and
the State in that city.

Para.

Editing

Cutting

Dept.

8 Films

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 15.— Paramount Pictures film editing departNight."
ment is currently operating at capacity
with eight major productions in the
cutting rooms, the studio said yesterday. Six of the eight are VistaVision
pictures in Technicolor, one is in color
by Technicolor alone, and one is in
black and white.
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KEirUA
HAVE

CUITS
JILREAD

PIIIYA1

UNITED-PARAMOUNT THEATRES
RKO THEATRES
STANLEY-WARNER THEATRES
WALTER READE CIRCUIT
FABIAN THEATRES
FLORIDA STATES THEATRES
WILBEY KINCEY CIRCUIT
MARTIN THEATRES
NEW ENGLAND THEATRES
AMERICAN THEATRES
E. M. LOEW CIRCUIT
JAMESTOWN AMUSEMENT CORP.
BALABAN & KATZ THEATRES CORP.
PUBLIX-GREAT STATES THEATRES
INTERSTATE THEATRES
COOPER FOUNDATION
FOX-INTERMOUNTAIN THEATRES
TRI-STATE THEATRES
UNITED DETROIT THEATRES
FOX MID-WEST THEATRES
ARIZONA-PARAMOUNT CORP.
FOX WEST COAST THEATRES
ROBERT L. LIPPERT THEATRES
MINNESOTA AMUSEMENTS CORP.
PARAMOUNT GULF THEATRES
CENTURY THEATRES
RANDFORCE AMUSEMENT CO.
CO-OP THEATRE SERVICE, PITTSBURGH
L.A. DRIVE-IN THEATRES
REDWOOD THEATRES CORP.
EVERGREEN THEATRES CORP.
JOY HOUCK THEATRES
NORTHIO THEATRES
TEXAS CONSOLIDATED THEATRES
ALLADIN DRIVE-IN THEATRES CORP.
NEVADA THEATRE CORP.

''T-B

£Ar

WM/C
rACT!"

"

pn Oaiiy

MAD
AT THE WORLD

look

who^s

BRANDEIS,

PALACE,

Omaha

Cleveland

ALHAMBRA,

WEST

BOYLESTON

CAPITOL,

PARAMOUNT,

COLONIAL,

•

• EMPIRE,

Des Moines

Syracuse

Providence

Los Angeles

• ROGER

■ REGENT,

FRANCIS,

San

- PLYMOUTH

and

•

Erie

COLONIAL,

• RODEO

Baltimore

Drive-ln,Tucson

■ EMPIRE,

SHERMAN,

Grand

Rapids

Francisco

Portland, Me.

• CENTER.Charlotte

Drive-ln, Worcester

• MAYFAIR,

Allentown

ST.

M,

• STATE,

• STRAND,

Trenton

Memphis

• ORPHEU

Milwaukee

RIVOLl.Toledo

Dayton

• MALCO,

da.ting

•

Fall River

New

Haven

• COLONIAL,

COLONY,

Raleigh

starring
JEAN

SIMMONS

• RORT

CALHOUN

Screen Play by THAMES
Music Written and Conducted by DIMITRI TIOMKIN

A JOHN FARROW PRODUCTION

HITS

• STEPHEN

WILLIAMSON

• Produced by

• a Columbia

THE

McNALLY-

BRIAN

AHERNE

and CASEY ROBINSON
HOWARD

picture

WELSCH

• Color

TARGET

• Directed by JOHN FARROW
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U.S.A., FRIDAY,

SEPTEMBER

Denies

TOA

GOV'T
Any

TEN
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INVITES

BID

Parleys

YORK,

WASHINGTON, Sept. 16.—
Officials of the Motion Picture
Association of America said
today that to their knowledge
New York State's Gov. Thomas
E. Dewey was not being considered for any position with
tlfe association. "It's a rumor
without
foundation," was
the MPAAany opinion.

Allied

*United

AID

ACTION

Starr, Kerasotes Attend
Parley in Chicago; TOA

to Dewey

CENTS

Allied-Sponsored
Delegates to Relay

Fronf

Sentiment

By MURRAY

HOROWITZ

to Board

Theatre Owners of America support in Allied's proposed campaign
for Government action to end alleged trade grievances was sought at
the hush-hush Allied-sponsored meeting in Chicago last Monday and
Tuesday, it was reported here yesterday in usually well-informed trade
Representing TOA
quarters.

at the meeting, which was held at the Blackstone
Hotel, were Alfred Starr and George
Kerasotes, it was stated. Allied presiThree for Paramount
dent Ben Marcus and general counsel
Abram F. Myers headed the Allied
'Wonderful,* Skouras
delegation.
From
Wallis in '55
The need to present a united
Says of G-B Meeting
exhibitor front in order to win
Three top-budget films will be produced
for
Paramount
release
during
effective Congressional support
On Charter Changes
1955, it was revealed here yesterday
for Allied's position is said to
underlie the Allied proposal. If
by independent producer Hal B. WalBy PETER BURNUP
lis, who also
TOA support cannot be enstated that the
LONDON, Sept. 16.— The new
listed, apledge of neutrality at
articles of association proposed for J.
three pictures,
least is asked of TOA, it is
one of which is
Arthur Rank's Odeon and Gaumont
reported.
British companies were discussed by
slated
to be
made
in
Europe,
It is felt, an informed source said,
Spyros Skouras, 20th Century-Fox
that if exhibitor ranks are split on the
president, and Otto Koegel, 20th-Fox
may
be filmed "going-to-the-government" issue, with
in VistaVision.
counsel, with the G-B board here,
following which Skouras declared
Wallis, who the possibility of TOA taking a stand
himself to be "highly delighted with
to Allied's,
the chances
rturned
e c e n 1 1 yfrom
re- in
of opposition
Allied winning
legislative
support
Europe,
theThe
outcome."
would
be
diminished,
if
not fatally
proposed new amendments will
be submitted to Odeon and G-B
said that the weakened.
{Continued on page 4)
Starr {Continued
and Kerasotes,
it was5)said, inon page
Tennessee Williams' screenHal B. Wallis
Picketing
Justice Dept. Interested
Off
play for "The
has been completed. "I am leaving
for
Tattoo"
Key West early next Rose
week to seek
out locations for the film which I will
Trade
Welcomes
Idea
of
start
shooting
in November,"
he lead,
said.
Anna
Magnani,
the feminine
At Col. ^ Minn.
{Continued on page 5)
Rank
in
U.S.
Exhibition
special to THE DAILY,
Theatres to Post
MINNEAPOLIS, Sept. 16. — Two
pickets who have been staging a proWhile the reaction of American industry leaders to J. Arthur Rank's
Tax
pronouncement that he will acquire as many theatres in the United States as Bonds for NYC
test demonstration against allegedly
may be necessary to bring British films to the mass American audience was
high film rentals in front of the Columbia Pictures exchange here were
uniformly a cordial albeit skeptical
Supreme Court Justice Charles S.
voluntarily
withdrawn today.
one, the Department of Justice in
Colden
of
Queens
General
Court
is
ducer-distributor Rank's operation of
It was understood, however, that
Washington took a somewhat more theatres here "would not be illegal expected to sign an order by Monday
sober view of the prospect, saying per se." Whether or not Rank would whereby all of New York City ex- Columbia would go ahead with its aphibitors who have filed intervention
plication for a temporary injunction
that if Rank followed through on run afoul of the anti-trust laws, they
his announced intention it would as- said, would depend upon the number papers would become parties to the order at a hearing tomorrow morning
suredly be subject to the anti-trust of theatres he purchased, the location current action against the city's five in Federal District Court.
of the theatres and other factors as per cent admission tax and in turn
laws of this country.
The defendants
{Continuedin onColumbia's
page 4) action
{Continued on page 4)
{Continued on page 4)
They declared, however, that pro-

The round of conferences with circuit executives was begun here yesterday by John Wolfberg, vice-president
of MakeHm Productions, in an attempt
to Hne up at
least an additional 500 theatres, especially
larger houses in
key cities for
the Makelim
program.
Wolfberg,
who arrived
here from the
Coast, said that
already 2,500
theatres have
subscribed t o
the Makelim
John Wolfberg
plan, making
playing time commitments for 12
Makelim productions over a year
{Continued on page 4)
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Personal
Mention

JACK L. WARNER is scheduled
to leave here for the Coast over
the weekend.
pAYErrE W. Allport, European
manager for the Motion Picture Export Association, has arrived here
from London via B.O.A.C.
•
Dorothy Jenkins and Adele
Baulkens, Paramount Pictures wardrobe designers, and Clem Jones, assistant director^ left here yesterday for
Cairo, Egypt.
Dorothy Yutzi, Paramount Pictures script supervisor, and W illiam
ScHUR, cameraman, will arrive here
from Hollywood today enroute to
Montpelier, Vt.
Mary M.cBride, of the M-G-M
Eastern story department, has left
New York with her family for a vacation in Grand Rapids, Mich.

Motion
Fight

Picture

MPEA

Cancellations

Give 'Headaches'
Booked
Theatres

to

The second postponement of the
Rocky Marciano - Ezzard Charles
heavyweight championship fight at
Yankee Stadium here "due to atmospheric conditions" was termed by exhibitors who .contracted for the closed
circuit telecast of the event as a "pain
the neck."
in The
second meeting between the
contenders for the world title will
take place tonight at 11 p.m., EDST,
instead of 10:30 p.m., because of a
tie-up of AT & T lines on another
home televised fight, Nate Halpern,
president of Theatre Network Television, said yesterday.
The bout cancellation on two consecutive evenings inconvenienced the
71 exhibitors in 55 cities about the
nation, one showman said, because
the theatres did not have a chance to
advertise that a regular film performance would take place instead of the
bout.
Advance Sale Not Too Good

Friday, September 17, 1954

Daily

Okays

RKO Twin-Billing
Monroe Pictures
Cashing in on Marilyn Monroe's current location shooting
in New York and the resultant
publicity, RKO Theatres has
booked twro of her pictures for
twin bill showings in New York
and Westchester neighborhood

Agreement
Tariff,

on

Trade

By Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON, Sept. 16.— The
Motion Picture Export Association
went on record today in support of
the general agreement on tariffs and
trade and at the same time asked for
Explain FCC Petition
changes in two Gatt provisions affecting the industry.
In a letter to Samuel C. Waugh,
To Skiatron 'Holders chairman of the American delegation
In a report to stockholders, Arthur to the forthcoming Gatt conference
and Assistant Secretary of State, Eric
Levey, president of Skiatron Electronics & Television Corp., called the at- Johnston, president of MPEA, asked
tention of the stockholders to the peti- that the delegation propose the limitation of Article IV to provide that
tion just filed by Skiatron TV Corp.
with the Federal Communications screen quotas should be permitted
Commission for an amendment of its
in accordance with the "infant
rules to permit subscription television. only
industry" principle and should not be
He pointed out that it differs radi- permissible "when a local film procally from other petitions relating to
ducing industry has in one way or the
subscription television in that it pre- other attained a viable status." He
sents asolution to the problem of the pointed out that Article IV had been
survival of the UHF stations with
"reluctantly agreed to in 1947" as
which the Commission and the Con- representing "the least objectionable
gress is presently deeply concerned.
type
of quantitative
restriction,"
and
said that
MPEA believed
its present
'Sound Financing' Claimed
application in some cases "has gone
The Skiatron plan would provide beyond the bounds of necessity or
UHF stations with a sound method
Dislikes Import Quotas
of financing top-quality programs
which will enable them to compete original intent."
The MPEA head also urged that
effectively with the existing VHF staXII, which provides for estabtions and quickly induce wide-spread Article lishing
and maintaining import quotas,
conversion of the millions of sets now
houses. They are "Niagara"
and "Don't Bother to Knock."

The operator stated that with the
Herbert E. Fletcher, RKO Radio postponements, the advance sale for
manager in Venezuela, has arrived in tickets, ranging in price from $3.30
New York from Caracas.
to
wasn'toutvery
good ofas the
patrons
did $5.50,
not come
because
rain.
The
weather
bureau
reports
that
the
Joseph Barbera, M-G-M cartoon- skies would be partly cloudy tonight
ist, has returned to Hollywood from
New York.
with temperatures in the low seventies. If the bout, for some reason or
Claudia Franck, dramatic coach, another is postponed for a third time,
will arrive in Hollywood today from it will take place tomorrow.
Halpern said that the IBC wanted
New York.
to have the fight take place tomorrow capable of receiving only VHF broadcasts, Levey said.
evening originally, but was persuaded
Sam Spiegel, producer, will leave
Levey made clear that subscription
to hold the bout tonight when "TNT television via UHF stations would
London shortly for Germany.
informed them that long-lines clearance could be had until after the take nothing away from the existing
Marilyn Monroe has returned to Gillette Safety Razor sponsorship system of so-called "free" television,
but would actually supplement present
Hollywood from New York.
television by enabling the public to
receive, for a small fee, programs not
Howard Keel left New York last Cantor Will Head
now available for television, consistfights."
night for England.
ing of top entertainment, outstanding
Balahan
Program
sports events, etc.
Eddie Cantor will head the program
Sees Large Areas Well Covered
'Brides' Sets Hall
at the $1,000,000 testimonial for BarParamount
of
Levey stated that the availability
president
ney
Balaban,
Record: $1,346,000
Pictures Corp., it was announced yes- of UHF channels is such that New
terday by Samuel Markle, chairman York City and all large city areas can
M-G-M's "Seven Brides for Seven of the Barney Balaban tribute com- be well covered so that commercial
Brothers" established a new eight mittee.
telecasting of subscription TV should
The testimonial, which will take proceed with every possible dispatch
week gross record at Radio City Music Hall, garnering better than $1,346,- place at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel once the FCC gave the industry the
000 for the 56-day run.
on Sunday evening, Sept. 26, will green light to go ahead. This appliNew high grosses were also estab- honor Balaban by providing $1,000,000
cation of subscription television for
lished in out-of-town openings where for economic development of Israel
the
relief
of the UHF stations, he bethe color musical in CinemaScope
lieved, would be welcomed by that
of State of Israel Decontinues. In each of the six sales through sales
velopment Bonds. The Metropolitan industry and would definitely be a
divisions, the picture ran far ahead
Council of B'nai B'rith is sponsoring matter of major public interest in the
of such outstanding M-G-M attrac- the tribute to the Paramount executive promotion of television as a whole.
tions as "Band Wagon," "Show Boat," in recognition of his "distinguished
"Long, Long Trailer," "Executive humanitarian service."
Joins
Joining Cantor at the testimonial C. J. Bachman
Suite," and "Mogambo," M-G-M said.
The picture definitely looms as M-G- will be many of the top stars of
M's high grosser for 1954, it was said. Hollywood and Broadway. Among Fairchild Company
On the basis of the first 152 openings, those to attend are Eddie Fisher,
71 situations held the picture over for Grace Kelly and William Holden.
C. J. Bachman has joined the Faira week
or more.
The picture's
est results
were obtained
in thestrongSouth 'BS' to RKO
child Recording Equipment Co. as
theatre
equipment products manager.
and the Southwest where, in some inBachman
was employed for over 20
Harry
L.
Mandell
of
Filmakers
anstances, "Seven Brides" almost doubled
the Stanley Warner Theasome of M-G-M's previous outstandnounced yesterday that "Private Hell years treswith
as chief engineer. He recently
ing attractions released within the 36" will play the entire RKO circuit
past two years, the company stated. of 73 houses from Oct. 6-10. This is supervised 32 CinemaScope installations and was, in addition, responsible
Yesterday "Brigadoon" opened at the first time that the company has
had a picture play top feature on the for the physical plant of 52 chain
the Music Hall as the eighth consecu- circuit.
theatres.
tive M-G-M film this year.

be
films, "since
theymade
<iifferinapplicable
in importantto respects
from
the normal commodity in import
trade." The claim is technically made,
Johnston said, "that such quotas are
necessary to meet an emergency balance of payments situation, although
the circumstances of the case make it
clear that such quotas are predominantly or wholly for protectionist
He urged the government to give its
full support
Gatt, calling
it "a cor-in
nerstone ofto
paramount
importance
theThe
economy
the freeindustry
world." relies
motion of picture
purposes."
heavily on its foreign business, Johnston said, and consequently its economic health is directly dependent on
foreign trade.
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The ten branch managers who operate the exchanges in St. Louis for the
major distributors will be the recipients of the awards to be presented for
obtaining the most theatre bookings
of any exchange area in the U. S. on
"The Price of Liberty," in comparison
to the number of theatres operating in
the territory.
The competition for the awards
started with the release of "The Price
of Liberty," Department of Defense
featurette concerning women in the
armed services and distributed under
the auspices of COMPO, on March 1
and ran six months until Aug. 31.
Thomas Bailey Chairman

managers'
branch has
The St.
e ofLouis
committe
the MPAA
as its
chairman Thomas E. Bailey of Loew's,
and the other members whose combined efforts resulted in the showing
that was made throughout the territory were : Maurice Schweitzer, Allied
Artists ; Clarence D. Hill, Columbia ;
Harry Haas, Paramount ; Ray V.
Nolan, RKO; Raymond McCafiferty,
Republic ; Gordon F. Halloran, 20th
Century-Fox; D. J. Edele, United
Artists ; Harry Hynes, Universal, and
Lester Bona, Warner Bros.
This group was successful in having
"The Price of Liberty" played in 501
conventional theatres and drive-ins
out of a total of 521 operating as of
Sept. 1, thus reaching a saturation
booking percentage of 96.2 per cent.
The designation of the winning area
was made at a meeting on Wednesday of the short subject sales managers of all the participating companies.
Honorable Mention to Four
This committee has also accorded
honorable mention to all the exchanges
in four other areas where they succeeded in playing "The Price of Liberty" in over 90 per cent of the conventional theatres and drive-ins during the same period. These included :
New Haven with 94.9 per cent (Sidney Cooper, United Artists, chairman) ;Buffalo— 92.9 per cent (Nat
Marcus, Warner Bros., chairman);
Cleveland — 91.4 per cent (I. J.
Schmertz, 20th Century-Fox, chairman), and New Orleans — 91.2 per
cent (C. R. Ost, Universal International chairman).
The short subject sales managers'
committee, of which Sidney Kramer,
RKO Radio Pictures, is chairman,
and which spearheaded the campaign
and contest, further announces that a
national total of 11,457 theatres had

Industry

Picture

Welcomes

{Continued from page 1)
well. The spokesman then pointed
out that the Supreme Court in the
Paramount case did not find that integration of production-distribution
and exhibition was illegal per se, but
that the district court decided that
divorcement was necessary at the
time in order to eliminate monopoly
conditions within the industry.
Rank was quoted as having said
that his chief lieutenant, John Davis,
would be over here as soon as free
convertibility of sterling is authorized
to buy "50 or 100 theatres or as many
as may be required" to give British
films what Rank regards as a "fair
deal" in this market.
Some observers pointed out that if
Rank as a producer-distributor initiated his theatre acquisition program

Skouras-G

B

(Continued from page 1)
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Rank

Theatres

it would provide the interesting spectacle of an alien corporation doing
what the Justice Department and Federal courts here, by means of the
Paramount case consent decree, prevented native corporations from doing.
It might well, some said, start a
movement for amendment of the decree and the reentry of American
producing-distributing companies into
theatre operation.
Most of the industry leaders here

I am a merchant constantly in need
of inventory — pictures, that is. I will
sell what the customers will buy, re-

*Duer

Tax

gardless of itssuch
place as
of the
origin."
Comments
following
were typical
distribution's
reactions : "Rankof has
a worldwide
reputation as an exhibitor. He would
be very welcome in United States

"The more the merrier. He will
find that there are plenty of theatres
exhibition."
willingmenttodeclined
comment
on Rank's
stateto permit
their names
Some skeptical observers said they
to be used. However, in virtually all recalled that both the Park Avenue
Winter Garden theatres here had
instances the reaction was friendly if and
available."
not genuinely warm.
been leased exclusively for the showOne national circuit operator said :
ing of Rank product a number of
"My screens are open to all good
product, regardless of its label. By years ago. "If his product couldn't
keep those theatres open," it was
'good product' I mean pictures that asked, "now does he expect it to keep
are tailored to the American market ;
50 or 100 theatres running?"

Banned

and

*James'

in Memphis

Dispute

{Continued from page 1)

special to THE DAILY
post bonds as security for the tax
MEMPHIS, Sept. 16. — Lloyd T.
Assistant Corporation CounBinford, 88, chairman of the Memphis breakage,
sel Stanley Buchsbaum said yesterday.
Board of Censors, today said the board
The exhibitor counsels have prohas banned a Jesse James picture and
posed two methods by which the tax
putatively
bringing
the companies'
charters
in line
with recent
legislation declined to see again a changed ver- breakage fund should be handled since
sion of "Duel in the Sun."
here. Twentieth-Fox owns a substanthe first payment of the admission tax
The refusal to again preview "Duel is due on Monday, Buchsbaum said.
tial interest in G-B through Metropolis & Bradford Trust, the holding in the Sun" was made despite a reOne alternative would be the postquest by Mayor Frank T. Tobey that
company.
a bond for the tax breakage,
the picture be seen again by the whiching ofthe
exhibitors collected in July
"It was a wonderful meeting,"
Skouras said before departing for censors, said Binford.
and August, and for the breakage
Mayor Tobey said he had not collected in each succeeding tax period,
Paris to discuss new production deals. ordered
the picture seen again, but
"Nothing likely to affect 20th-Fox had called Binford and requested that Buchsbaum said. The other proposal
would be for the exhibitors posting a
interests
adversely has transpired," he the board pass on it again, as he bond four-and-a-half times the amount
added.
a number of changes had of the tax breakage collected to date,
There was no immediate comment understood
been made.
from the Rank office.
the city attorney said.
Mayor Tobey said he made the reSkouras said he may return here
The bonds would be posted until a
quest for Blanchard Tual, attorney.
around Oct. 15. The G-B stockhold- Tual represents Lippert Pictures, Inc., ruling by the Appellate Division in
ers meeting is scheduled for Oct. 8.
Brooklyn is handed down on the apis distributing "Duel in the
Twentieth-Fox presumably will be which
Sun'' for David O. Selznick.
peal of Justice Nicholas M. Pette's
represented by its alternates, Alfred
It became known today that the temporary injunction order which
Cornfield and B. Litchfield, representcurbs
the city from collecting the taxing board members Skouras and W. board had banned "Jesse James breakage, Buchsbaum said.
C. Michel. Lawrence R. Kent also is Women" when it was announced that
it would be shown at the Sunset Drive,
a 20th-Fox representative on the G-B in West Memphis i n place of the Minn. Picketing
board.
{Continued from page 1)
Marciano-Charles fight, postponed.
The film will start a regular run at
the Sunset after the fight, along with include 30 officers and directors of
'Contessa' Campaign
"Act of Love." The picture will be North Central Allied. Although Allied
Launched
by UA
shown again tonight, as the fight was has never officially admitted sponsorAn advertising and poster campaign postponed a second time.
ing the pickets, Stanley Kane, execuChairman Binford told United Artto promote the world premiere oi
tive counsel, pointed out this afterists, distributors of the film, that he
noon that the picket withdrawal was
United Artists' "The Barefoot Convoluntary
and not court-ordered.
tessa" at the Capitol Theatre here on found it "sacrilegious and rough."
Sept. 29, will roil into high gear on
Sunday with a full-page msertion in
The New York "Times."
Makelim
for
The campaign for "The Barefoot Wolf berg
Here
Joseph
L.
Mankiewicz
proplayed "The Price of Liberty" as of Contessa,"
{Continued from page 1)
duction starring Humphrey Bogart and
Aug. 31.
Ava Gardner, is said to be the biggest
sentatives of other leading theatre
ad-poster program ever mounted by period. The former exhibitor and Al- circuits.
Coast Editor Honored UA.
lied official on eve of meetings with
Wolfberg, asked if the Makelim plan
The full-page "Times" display, fea- circuit executives expressed optimism
turing adrawing of Ava Gardner by at the prospects. He hailed the De- hinges upon the success of his trip
By Studio Publicists
partment of Justice opinion allowing to New York, replied on the contrary,
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 16. — The Simeon Shimon, will be followed by a
studio publicity directors committee full-page color insertion in the New divorced-operated theatres to join in that "we're going ahead, if I could not
today gave a luncheon in honor oi York "Post" and similar big-space on the plan.
units that will blanket all New York
He upacknowledged
that some theatre
one more theatre."
Shooting on the first Makelim pro- sign
John B. T. Campbell, retiring managduction, he went on, will begin in owners, due to the newness of the
on a sustained schedule carrying editor of the "Los Angeles Her- papers
ing through the opening.
about another six weeks. The pictures Makelim plan, were reluctant to join,
ald-Expres ," at the Statler Hotel.
will
be top productions, featuring top
The
New
York
"Times"
is
providing
The honor guest paid tribute to pubfearful of "blind booking." He
licists for the great part they have co-operative support for the CARE- stars, he added. An announcement on stressed, however, the merits of the
the
titles
and
stars
will
be
made
had in bringing about the present sponsored benefit bow of "The Bareplan which he called a "new form of
box office resurgence by constructive
foot Contessa" by mailing hundreds of shortly by Makelim on the Coast, distribution," highlighting the profitproofs of the display to exhibitors and Wolfberg stated.
sharing provisions under which the
concerning the industry's circuit heads, as well as trade paper
publicity
It was understood that Wolfberg exhibitor and distributor share 50-50
new
techniques.
Y. Frank Freeman, board chairman publishers and editors. The "Times" was scheduled to confer with officials in the residual profits of the pictures,
of the association of Motion Picture ad will also be run on a full page of of Stanley Warner, American Broad- the profits garnered from the foreign
casting-Paramount Theatres, RKO market and from non-subscribing theProducers, and David Hearst, pub- this Sunday's International edition,
atre bookings.
distributed throughout Europe.
lisher, attended.
Theatres, Brandt circuit and represtockholders for approval
forthcoming meetings. They
mit the companies to engage
ing and employee benefit

at their
will perin financactivities,
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New York's Roxy Theatre yesterday marked the initial anniversary of
the entertainment medium in ceremonies at which a special birthday
cake was cut by the theatre's managing director William Moclair and
Audrey Simpson, "Aliss CinemaScope."
A large cake on which was inscribed "CinemaScope First Anniversary" was cut in the lobby of the
theatre as patrons attending the first
showing of Darryl F. Zanuck's "The
Egyptian" looked on. Following the
ceremony patrons were treated with
pieces of birthday cak€ cut by "Miss
CinemaScope," a New York model
and TV personality.
Debut Just a Year Ago
A year ago today, the Broadway
showspot introduced CinemaScope as
20th Century-Fox's "The Robe" had
a gala invitational world premiere.
Some three and one-half millions have
seen CinemaScope at the Roxy in the
past 12 months, setting new attendance
and gross records at the famed theatre.
'Mathias Story' Cited
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 16. — "The
Bob Mathias Story," produced by
William Selwyn for Allied Artists, has
been listed by the Production Code
stafT
here be
among
that will
calledtheto month's
Motion pictures
Picture
Association of America president Eric
Johnston's special attention with regard to their worldwide impact.

Picture
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{Continued from page 1)
formed the top echelon Allied commit- first conference held by Allied since
the "go-to-the-government" resolution
tee that
proposal they
to the would
TOA relay
board,Allied's
explaining
was passed at last month's Allied
that they lacked the authority to board meeting in White Sulphur
Springs, W. Va., following a special
pledge TOA to any position.
committee's conferences with general
Other Allied officials attendsales managers here.
ing Monday's
Chicago
meeting
The White Sulphur Springs resoluincluded
Trueman
T. Rembusch,
tion carried the recommendation that
of Indianapolis, and Rube Shor,
Allied's national convention authorize
of Cincinnati, it was learned.
the drafting of a bill to be submitted
Jack Kirsch, president of Allied
to Congress calling for Government
of Illinois, was invited but could
not attend due to the illness of
regulation of sales policies. The convention will be held in Milwaukee next
a close friend, it was added.
month.
The lessons of the recent Compo
Allied's concern over TOA's possible position was seen here as an out- drive against the Federal admissions
growth of a number of factors, chief tax, it was held here, pointed to the
among
them being that many of
united "grass-roots" camTOA's members are known to be re- need ofpaign ifasought-after
legislation is to
luctant to invite governmental regula- be successful.
tion ;believing that industry problems
can be worked out in arbitration and
other ways.
Three from Wallis
TOA president Walter Reade, Jr.,
{Continued from page 1)
when asked recently what he thought
of Allied's ernment,
proposal
to gospeaking
to the govto arrive here from Italy somereplied that
for is due time
next week, the producer said.
himself he was against governmental
"I
am
not certain whether 'Rose
regulation. Reade, at the time, added
Tattoo'
will
filmed in Vista Vision
that he was speaking as an individual, as the story be
at this time lends itself
rather than for TOA.
to black and white," Wallis said.
Leaders Uncommunicative
"However, I plan to utilize the
Both Allied and TOA leaders have medium on my other forthcoming
repeatedly refused comment on the productions which will keep me busy
two-day meeting or else have pro- for a year," he said.
Wallis said that after the first of
fessed to know nothing about it.
The avoidance of possible embar- the year. Dean Martin and Jerry
rassment if TOA takes an opposite Lewis will make "Martin and Lewis
tack was seen as the strongest motive in Paris" for his organization. That
for keeping the conference under picture will be followed in the Spring
wraps. The Chicago meeting was the by a Shirley Booth vehicle, he said.
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'Purple Mask' in 'Scope
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 16. — Universal's "Purple Mask," starring Tony
Curtis, will be filmed in CinemaScope,
the studio has announced. It will be
the company's sixth feature in that

Fal worth ... starring

Tony

Curtis

... in Technicolor

and families)

Picture -of- the-

and

and

Shield

Janet

Of

Leigh

CinemaScope.

. . . the maga%ine that sends girls and their
seventeen

East

the first completed print of "Adventures of Hajji Baba," in CinemaScope,
which he produced at Allied Artists
for 20th Century-Fox release.

2V2 million

Black

Coming

With 'Hajjr Print
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 16. — Producer Walter Wanger will leave here
at the weekend for New York with

. . . sends

Universal- International's

CinemaScope

Wanger

Seventeen

October

Firm

20th by
Century-Fox's
World"to
•set
Glen Raven "Woman's
Hosiery keyed
the October release of the CinemaScope production.
Believed to be one of the most important tie-ups of its kind. Glen
Raven's large-scale fall advertising,
publicity and exploitation drives will
be directly linked to the picture.
A program, including advertising
in national magazines, local newspapers and local radio, plus storewide
promotion in thousands of Glen Raven
outlets is planned to achieve a penetration estimated at upwards of 35,000,000 persons.

money.

friends,

Hosiery

"Everything Comes Alive in CinemaScope" isthe theme of a national
promotion-merchandising campaign for

process.

A

in Tieup

friends and their families to more, movies.

In support of President D wight D. Eisenhower's spirited appeal to the exhibitors
of America to hold a Theatre Audience Collection on behalf of the brave and
war-ravaged

South

Koreans,

on or about

the week

of October

tisement isinserted, 'without charge, as a patriotic and
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By SHERWIN

KANE

WHAT surprised by the
SOME
enthusiasm within the trade
's
d J.Ar
ete
whic
n h ingre
don
that
weekRank
lastthur
Lon
assertio
he would acquire theatres here to
bring British pictures to the mass
American audience as soon as his
government will permit him to convert some of his pounds sterling
into purchasing dollars, this department asked some of its exhibitor friends what was so pleasing to them about the announcement.

YORK,

U.S.A., MONDAY,

Action
Republic Acquires
'The She-Wolf

Pickets

Current
New

special to THE DAILY
MINNEAPOLIS, Sept. 19.— Pickets who paraded in front of Columbia
branch here for three days last week
in an exhibitor-sponsored protest
against the company's terms on "Caine
Mutiny" will be withdrawn pending
final ruling on temporary injunction
proceedings before Judge Gunnar H.
Nordbye in Federal District Court.
The delay in a ruling on Columbia's
application was granted by Judge
Nordbye at the weekend to permit
John Davis, Rank's managing di- Stanley L. Kane, executive counsel
rector, would be well advised to for North Central Allied, additional
(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on page 2)
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By MURRAY HOROWITZ
Current developments and future prospects in the field of subscription
television are said to have constituted the main subject of discussion at the
off-the-record meeting of exhibitor leaders from many sections of the country
at the Blackstone Hotel, Chicago, last
week.
Participants in the meeting, most of
MGM
to Ho
ld whom had refused previously to comment on the session or on reports
concerning it, denied widely circulated
trade reports that Allied States Association sought a working agreement
'Workshops'
with Theatre Owners of America on
M-G-M plans to conduct a series of the former's program for government
in and regulation of in"ticket-selling workshop" meetings for intervention
trade practices and selling
exhibitors. Theatre owners and man- terms at dustry
the meeting.
agers in each branch office territory
However,
no formal statement was
will be invited by the company to attend one-day round-table sessions in issued by anyone and those making the
denial refused to permit use of their
exchange cities. The sole topic of dis- names.
cussion will be ways to sell theatre
In addition to Allied and TOA
tickets, according to a joint announce- officials previously reported at the
ment by Loew's vice-presidents Charles
M. Reagan, general sales manager, meeting, it was ascertained that a
of Metropolitan Motion
and Howard Dietz, director of adver- representative
Picture Theatres Association, New
tising, publicity and exploitation.
York, and sociation,
of the
Dallas, Texas
attended.Drive-in AsWherever practical the "ticket-selling workshops"
willstate
be
The secrecy surrounding the session
held in connection
with
was
attributed by one source to the
or regional exhibitor association
"delicacy" of the subscription-TV isconventions.
Several organizasue, now before the Federal Communitions have already asked to cocations Commission.
According
to
(Continued
on page
4)
sponsor the events to give their
members an opportunity to participate in the business-building
(Continued
on page 4)
Gorelick N,W. RKO
Bout

Branch

now current here — receive a hearty
welcome and ready bookings from
hundreds of American theatres in
a position to sell them in this day
of fewer and bigger pictures, of
reissues and print shortages on top
of product shortages, and stiff
asking terms for everything.
If the public will take them, the
theatres will buy them.

in Abeyance

SUBSCRIPTION

at Columbia

Minneapolis

TEN CENTS

20, 1954

EXHIBITORS

"The She- Wolf," starring Kerima, will be released in the
United States by Republic Pictures, it was announced at the
weekend following the conclusion of negotiations by Richard
W. Altschuler, director of
world-wide sales for the company, and Jules Levey.
A publicity and promotion
campaign, including radio, television, and newspaper coverage,
is now being formulated for
special premieres which will
launch the production in October, with general domestic release scheduled for Nov. 1st.

Not one but several replied that
they had eight or ten dark theatres
they would be glad to lease or sell
Net
to Rank and, since he intended to Universal
dedicate his American theatres to
British screen fare, he would be
In 39
Weeks
doubly welcome because his houses
would inject no new competition
either for product or for customers.
•
$2,636,415
These exhibitors had no intention
Universal Pictures Co., and subsiof being humorous. Theirs was an
diary companies report earnings for
honest reaction. They do have the 39 weeks ending July 31 of $2,636,415 after providing $250,000 for
closed houses. They do need prod- contingent liabilities and $3,400,000 for
uct.
Federal taxes on income. After dividends on the preferred stock, this is
If Rank's product would reopen equivalent
to $2.49 per share on the
and keep lighted any dark theatre
988,574 shares of common stock outstanding at July 31.
in this country,
there isn't
exhibitor with a closed
housean who
For the 39 weeks ending Aug. 1,
would not have been doing for 1953, adjusted earnings were $2,051,(Continued on page 4)
months what Rank proposes to do
at some future time.
Await Final Edict on
And as for the open theatres,
the good pictures from any country— even Japan and India, China,
Mexico and Brazil, to name a few

SEPTEMBER

Grosses

Despite

District

Good

Refund:

Other

TNT

Business in the 70 theatres throughout the U.S. which presented the
closed circuit telecast of the Rocky
Marciano-Ezzard Charles heavyweight
title fight on Friday evening, was
termed by a spokesman for Theatre
Network Television as "very good,"
despite ticket refunds which were
given in some situations.
The International Boxing Club promotion, which was postponed twice
due to rainy weather last week causing theatre
operators
inconvenience
(Continued
on page
5)
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Promotions

1

Sam manager,
Gorelick,hasRKO's
Chicago
branch
been promoted
to Midwestern district manager, it
was announced by Herbert H. Greenblatt, RKO's domestic sales manager.
Other promotions concerning the Chicago, St. Louis and Cleveland offices
were announced also by Greenblatt.
Gorelick, who takes over the post
recently held by Greenblatt, is being
succeeded as Chicago branch manager
by Ray Nolan, present St. Louis
branch manager.
(ContinuedTheon latter
page 4)post will
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Daily

Tradewise
Personal
Mention

SOL A. SCHWARTZ, president of
RKO Theatres, and Thomas
O'Connor, vice-president and treasurer, left here yesterday for a tour oi
ies in the Midy'sthepropert
'the compan
west and on
Coast.
•
Walter Branson, RKO Radio
world-wide sales manager, and Nat
Levy, sales executive, returned to
New York Friday from Hollywood.
James R. Grainger, president, and
Herbert Greenblatt, domestic sales
head, were due here from the Coast
over the weekend.

Dedicate
Edison

Rebuilt

Museum

'Maria'

at

Wednesday

. . .

{Continued from page 1)
pigeonhole the statistics he has
been quoting and conne over here
and spend a few months talking to
exhibitors and to theatre patrons
in all parts of this country.
Chances are he would learn
something his home office sales
sheets don't reveal.

The birthplace of the motion picZukor Honor Guest
tures, West Orange, N. J., will again
have a film studio. On Wednesday, a
At Edison Festival
full-scale replica of the first motion
Adolph Zukor, chairman of the
picture
studio, atthethe
"Black
Maria,"
will
be
dedicated
Edison
Museum,
board of Paramount Pictures
in West Orange. After a luncheon
and "dean" of the motion picserved on the grounds of the museum,
ture industry, will be guest of
honor and principal speaker at
Vice Admiral Harold G. Bowen, exPresident Advised
ecutive director of the Thomas Alva
ceremonies on Wednesday in
Edison Foundation, will welcome the
the dedication of the "Black
Of Collection Plan
invited guests to the dedication cereMaria" Building in West Ormonies. There will be three addresses
ange, N. J., where Thomas Alva
For S. Korean Aid
by nationally known speakers describEdison's experiments with the
ing the contributions of the motion
first motion picture camera met
with success.
picture to technology, to education
President Eisenhower has been offiTheNational
,
through visual aids and to the enterCharles Skouras
cially notified by the three co-chairmen
tainment field. A memorial plaque will
atres president, is scheduled to arrive
of the Council of Motion Picture
here from the Coast today after a be dedicated paying tribute to Edison
Organizations that theatres have been
as the founder of the motion picture comes alive again for audiences of to- urged to conduc
stopover in Kansas• City.
industry.
t audience collections
day through the medium of one of his
durmg the week of October 4 on beown
creations.
Harmon Jones, Warner Brothers
half of the people of South Korea
'Edison' Film to Be Shown
In 1887, Edison began his first exIn a letter Al Lichtman, Wilbur
director ; Oren Haglund, his assisAs part of the dedication ceremonies,
tant, and Edwin Dupar, cameraman,
periments on an apparatus "which Snaper and Sam Pinanski have inwould do for the eye what the phonohave arrived in Colorado Springs
formed the President of COMPO's
the
premiere
of
Jules
Levey's
color
from Hollywood. •
plans for the collection.
film, "The Story of Thomas Alva
graph
does forOrange,
the ear."
In
his laboratory
in
West
he
developed
the
The letter is as follows :
Edison," will be held for guests. This
Carroll L. Puciato, president of documentary film, which has no actors, first motion picture camera, called the
"We wish to than you for your
Carroll Pictures, Inc., arrived in New tells the story of Edison's life by Kinetograph, and opened a new field letter of September k9 regar
ding the
of
entertainment
and
education.
from Europe. showing not only his inventions but
York by plane Saturday
audience collection which the country's
•
Edison
constructed
the
first
studio
the places where he worked and lived.
motion picture theatres will conduct
Edward Muhl, Universal studio It depicts his life from his birth in in the backyard of his West Orange during the week of October 4 for the
head, will arrive in New York today Milan, O., through his early experi- laboratory in 1892. A frame building benefit of the people of South Korea.
from the Coast.
ments to his world-wide success and covered with black tar paper, the
•
'In Answer to Your Appeal'
fame as one of the greatest inventors "Black Maria" was built on a circular
track,
with
a
roof
which
opened
to
"All
exhibitors have been urged to
Harry Goldstein and Irving Shif- who ever lived. By narration and exundertake collections in their theat
frin, of Allied Artists, are in Boston
pressive photography, Thomas Edison allow the sunlight to enter.
res
from New York.
in answer to your appeal for assistance
m this worthy cause. The motion picMMPTA
Will Elect
ture industry has in the past responded
t
Trus
direc0,000
Artists
$1,50
Allied
Newman,
Joe
wholeheartedly to anv appeal made
by
tor, left Hollywood yesterday for New
Directors Thursday
the President of the United States,
Orleans.
Suit in KC Begins
and we feel confident that in this
important instance, all exhibitors will
The
annual
membership
meeting
of
special
to
THE
DAILY
William Selwyn, producer, left
Motion Picture The- place in motion the facilities of their
Hollywood at the weekend for New
KANSAS CITY, Kan., Sept. 19— the Metropolitan
atres
Association
will be held here on theatres so that the maximum amount
York.
Trial of the $1,500,000 treble damage
Thursday
at
the
Hotel St. Moritz. of money may be contributed to ease
suit brought by the Electric Theatre
the sufferin and hardships of the
here against six film companies got Emanuel Frisch, president, will pre- brave, courgageo
us South Korean
side.
underway here on Friday.
May Form New
TOA
The nominating committee has selectThe six defendants, accused of coned theoffollowing
for MMPTA's
Unit in No. Illinois
people.
spiring to restrict competition, are board
directors,slate
members
of which Sup
reme Court Gets
Loew's, RKO Radio Pictures, War- will be elected at the meeting:
ner Brothers, United Artists, ColumThe formation of a new Northern
Herman Becker, Leo Bracher, Rusbia and Paramount.
Illinois exhibitors association may be
sell V. Downing, Harry Goldberg, Rep.-Autry Issue
A
similar
action
several
months
ago
effected as Herman Levy, general
William J. Moclair, Eugene Picker,
counsel for Theatre Owners of Amer- was settled when the Electric Theatre Samuel Rinzler, Samuel Rosen, LesBy Staff Correspondent
ica, and Albert M. Pickus, member of reached an agreement with 20th Cenlie Schwartz, Sol A. Schwartz, RobWASHINGTON, Sept. 19. — Retury-Fox. Fox Midwest and Univer- Strausberg.
the TOA executive board, meet with
ert K. Shapiro and Solomon M.
public Pictures asked the Supreme
sal, terms of which enabled the Elecexhibitors of that area in Waukegan,
Court over the weekend to uphold an
tric to show first-run pictures at the
111., this week.
Officers of the association will be Appellate Court
decision giving ReLevy and Pickus, who left New same time such pictures were avail- elected by the newly-chosen board.
able in downtown Kansas City.
public the right to use Gene Autry's
York over the weekend, for a series
name, voice
and g. likeness for commercial advertisin
of meetings in Springfield, 111., and
'Du
el'
Ban Confirmed
in Syria
Chicago, have been invited by a num- Cinerama
Autry Had Asked Review
ber of unaffiliated Illinois theatre
operators to attend meetings from
Autry had previously asked the high
^Tickets' Faked By Memphis
Censors court
which the new exhibitor group may Free;
to review a Ninth Circuit Court
WASHINGTON, Sept. 19.— The
evolve.
demand for tickets to the Cinerama
special to THE DAILY
of Appeals decision which gave ReGeorge Kerasotes, president of exhibit in Damascus, Syria, has crepublic this right, and Republic's brief,
MEMPHIS, Sept. 19.— The Mem- filed over
United Theatres of Illinois, had asked
ated a rash of counterfeiting, the
the weekend, asked the court
phis
boards
of
censors
on
Friday
took
Levy and Pickus to sit in on regional United States Information Agency reto
deny
Autry'
s petition. Republic told
meetings of his organization which
a second look at "Duel in the Sun" the court that
ported over the weekend. Tickets to and
Autry's employment
unanimously banned it a second contracts
will take place during the week. Kera- the Cinerama exhibit at the Interna- time. Four of the five members of
provided that Republic
tional Trade Fair in Damascus have
should have the right perpetually to
sotes' organization is the sole TOA
board attended. The picture was
exhibitor organization in Illinois.
been printed and distributed free at the
use the cowboy star's name, voice and
The TOA counsel, along with the rate of four thousand a day since first banned in Memphis in 1946.
likeness for the purpose of advertising
Mayor Frank Tobey of Memphis the pictur
Pickus, are also expected to meet Sept. 2nd, but this has not sufHced.
e and, for a limited time and
this week asked censor chairman
with John Balaban and Dave WallerUSIA reported that the Syrian po- Lloyd T. Binford and his board to subject to various conditions, the
stein of Balaban & Katz in Chicago
lice have arrested a group of counter- look at a changed version of the right to use his name and likeness to
advertise other products.
to set additional groundwork for the
feiters who were printing Cinerama
Oct. 31 convention of TOA.
tickets and selling them.
picture.
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enterprising showman is going to win an all-expense-paid, three
trip for two to Zanzibar and other fascinating countries in Africa,

^

for the best promotion

campaign

on WEST

OF

■ ■'■iVSkm I

ZANZIBAR.

WRITE, WIRE OR PHONE FOR FULL DETAILS
AND BIG CONTEST CAMPAIGN PACKAGE TO:
Mr. Charles F. Simonelli, Universal Pictures Company,
445 Park Avenue, New York 22, New York.

finery conf esfanf

ivi'// mn

an exciting

prize!

Starring
ANTHONY

STEEL

SHEILA

SIM

story and Direction by HARRY WATT- Produced by LESLIE NORMAN • Screenplay by MAX CATTO and JACK WHITTINGHAM
A MICHAEL BALCON PRODUCTION - A J. ARTHUR RANK ORGANIZATION PRESENTATION -A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL RELEASE
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INCREASE in export sales of
its solid plastic screens is reported by the Williams Screen Co.,
Akron, O., for the month of August.
In that period 38 screens were
supplied in Canada alone. The company has two plants in Akron devoted
exclusively to producing the "all-purpose" screens, and distribution is
direct as well as through the Ballantype Company, Omaha, and other
authorized dealers. Exports to other
countries are made through Streuber
& LaChicotte, New York.
o
AN
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to Reorganize
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Daily

Playdates

Production
Dwindle

special to THE DAILY
MEXICO CITY, Sept. 19. — Alarming decrease in playing of Mexican
pictures in Central and South America, where playdates have dwindled to
two or three days, has prompted the big four of distribution and financing,
the trade's own bank, the semi-official Union (STPC) for fewer pictures, by
Banco Nacional Cinematografico,
convincing it that though at the outS.A., Cinex, the new semi-official comset there will be less work for its
pany for foreign distribution, and
Peliculas
and
members,
who include players, directMexicanas
Peliculas
ors and technicians, eventually better
Nacionales, to form a committee of
pictures will spell prosperity and they
are also distributop producers towho
reorganize production will be better off than when they
tion experts,
worked in a lot of box office failures.
to stress quality.
Should STPC oppose this proposiFalling business in Central and
tion, the big four, within a year, will
South America, the big four ascertained, results almost entirely from not be financing any picture production. It now provides money for
mediocre and worse pictures. They
warn that unless Mexico can do much making most of the pictures produced
better on those markets, they will be in Mexico.
As the committee is so stone-cold to
replaced almost totally by American
and European films. The committee the "quickies" program that some
comprises Eduardo Garduno, the producers enthusiastically embraced
this summer, expecting films
bank's director general ; Mario Zaca- early
rias, Gregorio Wallerstein, Pedro made in two weeks each to swiftly
Galindo, Juan Bandera and Bias Lo- fetch them cash, it is expected that the
"quickies" proposition will die. The
pez Fandos.
committee has decided not to finance
The reorganization aims at marshalling key companies for quality any "cjuickies' as it does not believe
making. The committee is convinced that a really good picture can be
that with quality predominating pic- made in a fortnight, especially on the
tures, annual production must be ceil- mass production basis.
inged at 70, because that number
"Quickie" producers had been getting a$27,200 per picture anticipatory.
would be ample for present markets.
However, the committee admits, when As each of these pictures costs $25,markets improve, it will be safe to 600, there was an immediate $1,600
increase yearly production.
profit. The trade considers it doubtThe committee hopes to arrange
ful that producers will venture "quickwith the Picture Production Workers
ies'' out of their own pockets.

"The Professional" is the name
of a new lightweight portable machine for shampooing upholstery
and stair carpeting in theatres made
by Multi-Clean Products Co., St.
Paul, Minn. Weighing only six
pounds, the unit is said to maneuver in awkward corners where even
hand cleaning is difficult. Nylon
bristles help to make it safe for the
most delicate fabrics.
•
Lippert
Another big popcorn promotional
campaign, which will include special
stunts for theatres, is being planned
for October and November by the
Popcorn Institute. For the "Popcorn
Animal Fair" theatre operators can
secure material kits containing fourcolor posters to be placed around the
snack bar and in the lobby. In addition coloring contest materials will be
available for theatres wishing to sponsor a promotional contest among their
patrons.

Group

Picture

To

Rubin

Franchise
in N. Ohio

special to THE DAILY
CLEVELAND, Sept. 19.— Bernard
Rubin, head of Imperial Pictures, announces that he has acquired the
Lippert Pictures franchise for the
Northern Ohio territory. The deal
becomes effective next week, when all
Lippert properties will be moved to
the Imperial offices in the Film Bldg.
With the elimination of the Lippert
branch. Imperial now becomes the
only independent exchange in this
area. Bernard Gardner, Paramount
sales manager in Columbus until that
city was added to the Cincinnati territory, has joined
Imperial's
enlarged
organization
in a sales
capacity.
Leo Gottlieb, who has managed the
Lippert office, will shortly announce
his future plans. Academy Pictures,
distributors of non-theatrical films
which shared space with Lippert and
16 mm equipment will remain in its
present location on Payne Avenue
under the direction of Blair Mooney.
Recently Rubin and associates purchased from RKO the 1,200-seat RKO
lOSth St. Theatre.

Jack

Arthur

Named

Canadian
Tioneer'
St^ccial to THE DAILY
TORONTO, Sept. 19.— "Pioneer of
the Year," annual honor of the Canadian Picture Pioneers to an individual who has contributed importantly to the advancement of the
motion picture theatre as national
entertainment, is Jack Arthur, it was
announced by N. A. Taylor, president.
Arthur, show veteran whose career
reaches back to the Primrose Minstrels and the show boats of the early
1900's, was chosen by a committee
headed by J. J. Fitzgibbons, who received the award last year. He will
be honored in November at a special
dinner, which will be attended by film
and theatre people from all parts of
Canada.
Composed in 1916

News
Roundup

Buffalo Safe Rifled
Weekend receipts were stolen from
a safe in an office of the Elmwood
Theatre, Buffalo, recently. Albert A.
Pierce of Ashland Avenue, Niagara
Falls, who now operates the house, is
conferring with the police. The safe
had contained "three or four days'
receipts," said Captain William H.
Schneider of the Cold Spring station
after a personal investigation.

Fire in Batavia Theatre
Fire broke out during a matinee
performance in the Dipson Family
Theatre in Batavia, N. Y., recently
and about 60 patrons, mostly children,
were ushered quickly from the building by employes. The damage was
estimated at about $10,000. Manager
John M. Oberle said the 30-year-old
theatre was damaged so badly that it
may be necessary to rebuild. It is
owned by M. & D. Theatres, Inc.

Reeves Offers New

Tape

A new long-playing, magnetic recording tape called Plus 50 has been
introduced by Reeves Soundcraft
Corp. It sells for less than standard
acetate-base tape, yet is stronger and
has a full-depth magnetic oxide coating, the company stated, pointing out
that it will play 50 per cent longer
than standard tape since each reel
will hold 50 per cent more tape.
4 Reade
Win

Managers

Drive

Prizes

Managers of Walter Reade Theatres in Plainfield, Trenton, Perth Amboy and Woodbridge, all in New Jersey, were the prize winners in the
fifth and final week of the "President's Drive" being conducted by the
circuit, it was announced Friday by
Edv/in Gage, ■ vice-president.
Top award for the fifth week went
to Ann DeRagon, manager of the
Paramount Theatre in Plainfield, and
second to Michael Dorso, manager of
the Lawrence Drive-In in Trenton.
Special awards were given to Ted
Davidson, city manager for Reade
Theatres in Perth Amboy, and to
Frank Dean of Woodbridge Drive-In
Theatre.
The circuit will award more than
$4,000 in cash prizes to its managers,
in this special drive designed to honor
Walter Reade, Jr., president. Weekly
cash prizes have been given since the
drive started in early August ; final
grand prizes will be awarded within
a few weeks. Gage said.

In 1916, when the screen had neither
sound nor color, Arthur introduced
symphonic accompaniment, much of
which he composed himself, for the
Features of the most recent sound
moods of the film on the screen.
control product created by OwensThrough special stage prologues to
Corning Fiberglas Corporation,
films and other live presentations he
brought life and color to theatres. The
"Stria" acoustical tile, were exscene of this activity was the Regent
plained by George Cook (left) manFirst Runs for 'Key'
ager of the company's international
"Turn the Key Softly," a J. Arthur Theatre, Toronto, an old legitimate Ruark Film Opens
division to Ben Schlanger, New Rank
production released by Astor house known as the Majestic, which
York architectural theatre consult- Pictures, is getting first run dates. had been acquired by N. L. Nathanson
ant, at the "Acoustarama" show Following its run in New York, the and his associates in 1916 and re- Here on Sept. 28
presented in the Fiberglas building ■icture played first run in Boston,
city's
first deluxe
Robert C. Ruark's "Africa Adventheirinto the
initial
venture.
in New York recently. Included in Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Chicago, Los cinema as furbished
ture" will have its world premiere on
the demonstration were close-up Angeles, Washington and San FranTwenty-seven years ago he was Sept. 28 at the Trans-Lux Normandie
musical director of the Toronto Hip- Theatre here, it was announced yesviews of all the company's acous- cisco.
tical products as they appear
podrome and 70 other Famous Players
terday by Walter
Branson,
RKO's
houses across the country. He directed world-wide
general sales
manager.
after installation. "Stria" is a tile 'Dakotas' to Palace
with a grooved face, and because
orchestras and presentations at the
Producd in Pathecolor by Jay Bonareflections of light vary with the
"The Black Dakotas," Columbia's Majestic, Loew's, Winter Garden, field for RKO-Pathe, the feature has a
position of the tile in its setting, Technicolor frontier film, will have Regent, Hippodrome, Uptown, Im- narration written and spoken by Ruark.
a wide variety of design combina- its New York premiere at the RKO ■oerial, and' back to the Uptown as "Africa Adventure" is an account of
manager.
Palace on Oct. 1.
tions are made possible.
Ruark's recent safari.
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Rank's Davis Coming
Here in November

Disney
To

By

Lineup
Handled

Be

Vista

Buena

Announcement
RKO

Will Not

Reveals
Distribute

Feature product of Walt Disney
Productions during- the next two years
will be distributed through Buena
Vista, it was disclosed yesterday by
Roy O. Disney, president of the producing organization, thus eliminating
from the Disney distribution picture
RKO Radio, which previously had
handled Disney features. Buena Vista
is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Walt
Disney Productions.
In other areas of the world, distribution will be handled by nationals
of all important countries in Continental Europe, Australasia and Japan. Disney has called all Buena
(Contiimcd on page 6)
New
All

Haven
Films

MPAA

May

Ban

Lacking

Approval

LONDON, Sept. 20.— Further
talks concerning the J. Arthur
Rank Organization's complaints
that its pictures are given inadequate playing time in American theatres are expected to be
held when John Davis, JARO
managing director, goes to New
York in early November.
Rank said last week that
when there is free convertibility
of sterling Davis will be sent
to the States to acquire as many
theatres as may be needed to
bring British films to the mass
American audience.
Juvenile
Proposed

Extends

Stock-Buy

Two

Deadlines

The board of directors of RKO Radio Pictures has extended until Dec.
31 the period within which stockholders may exercise their privilege of
tendering stock to the corporation for
redemption at $6 per share.
The board also authorized an extention until Dec. 15 of the period in
which Howard R. Hughes may accept the offer previously made by the
corporation to purchase from him, at
$6 per share, all or any portion of
(C 0)1 finned on page 6)

in Phila.

YIELD

CIRCUITS:
Two-Month
Falls

Collection

Paramount,

'Star
Scale^

is

New

5

NYC

$494,000
Indicates

Estimate

of City's Hope of $5,500,000
By LESTER DINOFF
In a move to inform New York City officials that the five per cent
amusement tax collected during July and August is not indicative of the
year-round business, five major theatre circuits with 143 representative
houses in the five boroughs reported
yesterday to the City Tax Collector
amusement taxes totalling approximately $494,000, including the tax
IVew
Contract
breakage of $87,600 which the local
exhibitors withheld pending determinof the legality of the city levy
b^' the ationcourts.
For
Johnston
Exhibitor spokesmen, reflecting on

Victoria

Born

OF

Short

special to THE DAU.Y
PHILADELPHIA, Sept. 20. —
Councilman Paul D'Ortona has proA four-year extension of Eric Johnposed an ordinance to establish an
ston's contract with the Motion Pic11 :00 P.AI. curfew on Sundays through
ture Association of America has been
Thursdays and after midnight on Fri- reportedly tendered and accepted, it
days and Saturdays for juveniles
was learned
under 17 years of age so that they
here yesterday.
The extension
would not be permitted in "public
places" — including streets, playwas said to
grounds, vacant lots and places of
bring MPAA
public amusement.
Fines ranging from $5 to $100
presidentston'sJohncontract
{Continued on page 8)
expiration date
from 1958 to
U-I Sets Coast Meet
1962. His present contract exOn Promotion
Plans
pires reported
in 1958.
The
Universal-International advertising,
publicity and exploitation executives
acceptance of a
new contract
will gather at the Universal-Internaextension came
tion Studios next Monday for a series
Eric Johnston
in the wake of
of conferences with vice-president
Thomas
Dewey,
David A. Lipton on promotional plans denied reports that
on U-I pictures to be released during retiring Governor of New York, had
the next few months and on long been offered the top MPAA post. The
(Continued on page 8)
(Continued on page 8)

HARTFORD, Sept. 20.— Connecticut film industry attention is focused
on New Haven this week, with the
state's second largest city scheduling
a hearing for Wednesday night on a
petition asking for banning of all films
not approved by the Motion Picture
Association of America.
The hearing will be held by the
New Haven Aldermanic Committee
on Ordinances.
A similar petition, specifically mentioning RKO's "French Line," was
heard in July, but by the time the
hearing was held, the attraction was At
no longer showing in New Haven, and
the proposal was killed by committee.
RKO

Curfew

TAX

' in

Record

Policy

Here

City Budget
Director
Russell Beanie's
expected
revenue
of $5,500,000
from
New York City theatres yearly, stated
that "the yearly tax on theatre admissions will be in the neighborhood of
$4,000,000. The 143 theatres include
houses on Broadway and in neighborhoods. The remaining 290 theatres
should at least eciual or be near
$400,000 in taxes for July and August.
One important exhibitor stated that
business always booms
during the
summer months with air-conditioning
and vacationers
(Continued boosting
on page box-offices.
8)
Postponements
Refunds
Gross

Plus

Marred

of Title

TV

Bout

The closed circuit telecast of
the Rocky Marciano-Ezzard Charles
heavyweight title fight did not set any
theatre business records because the
Theatre Network Television presentation was hindered by mechanical
failures about the country and by ticket refunds due to the two postponements of the International Boxing
Club promotion.
Despite
the technical
difficulties in
■ (Continued
on page
11)

Skouras Here for
By MURRAY HOROWITZ
Wall Street Meet
A twin Broadway engagement for "A Star Is Born" has been set here,
with record admission prices slated to be charged at the Paramount and
Victoria, the two theatres which will begin the run of the picture on the
Charles P. Skouras, president of
National Theatres, accompanied by
■
12.
Oct.
of
night
Ben Kalmenson, Warner Brothers
ing -Paramount Theatres, disclosed NT executives, has arrived here from
vice-president in charge of distribu- Paramount plans for the picture. He the Coast for a meeting with repretion, announced that the formal New stated that admission prices will be
sentatives of Wall Street brokerage
York two-theatre premiere will take hiked to a $2.30 high for weekend eve- firms.
place the evening of Oct. 11.
nings, representing the highest price
The meeting, which will be held on
At the same time, Edward Hyman, ever charged for a film by the Para- Thursday,
was requested
(Continued
on page by8) officials
(Continned on page 8)
vice-president of American Broadcast-
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J. HEINEMAN,
WILLIAM
United Artists vice-president in
charge offromsales has arrived in HollyNew York.
wood
•
E. S. Gregg, president of Westrex
Corp. ; H. B. Allensmith, vice-president, and R. O. Strock, commercial
engineering manager, have arrived in
York.
Hollywood from New
•
Jules Lapidus, Warner Brothers
Eastern and Canadian division sales
manager, is in Pittsburgh today from
New York and will be in Buffalo
Thursday.
D. A. DoRAN, executive assistant to
Don Hartman, Paramount Pictures
executive producer, left New York
by plane last night • for London. Morton Schwam, of the 20th Century-Fox exploitation department, has
returned to New York from a 12-week
cross-country tour. •
Joseph Shulman, attorney for
Shulman Theatres, Hartford has returned there with Mrs. Shulman
from Los Angeles.
•
Sidney Schreiber, Motion Picture
Association of America general counsel, is due in New York from Europe
on Thursday.
John Ireland and his wife,
Joanne Dru, will arrive in New
York from Europe today aboard the
"Queen Mary."
Harry Fellerman, manager of
Universal's special films division, will
leave here today for Boston, returning
FridaJ^
Technicolor
Building

Starts

in France

Construction of the first buildings
for the French Technicolor plant has
started on ground broken at Joinville,
France, just outside of Paris.
Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, president
and general manager of Technicolor
Motion Picture Corp., reported that
several Technicolor Hollywood engineers are at Joinville. They are cooperating in the construction of the
new plant and in the design and installation ofits equipment.
Doctor Kalmus said that it is anticipated that the new plant being
erected by the Technicolor affiliate,
Societe Technicolor, will have an
annual capacity of at least 70,000,000
feet of positive release prints. Release print production is expected to
commence some time in 1955 and will
represent a further contribution to
Technicolor world-wide service.
Business arrangements for the new
French plant are patterned after the
Technicolor Company's British affilia_te,_ Technicolor, Ltd. and should
similarly contribute to the earnings
of the parent company. Technicolor,
Inc., Kalmus said.

SPRINGFIELD, 111., Sept. 20.— "The distributors should exert all their
efforts to assist exhibitors in selling their product in a showmanship manner to the theatre-going public, rather than exercising all their efforts to
secure unreatributors are deviating from sliding
sonable and unscale
deals
in the present market. Disequitable film
tributors are announcing changes in
rentals," declarscales with 35/40' per cent minimum,
ed George Kerand new split figures so they can earn
a s o t e s , vice
50 per cent on their features, notwithpresident of the
standing that the unfair rental will
United T h e eventually destroy their source of revatres of Illinois,
enue— the theatres.
at a regional
meeting of the
Restates Three Factors
group held at
"A successful motion picture thethe Leland Hotel here.
atre is a combination of three important elements. These are elementary
"Higher rentals result from
George Kerasotes but must be re-stated as they are too
easily overlooked or forgotten by some
higher grosses.
However, securing high percentage of our over zealous sales executives.
terms does not necessarily or ulti- A successful motion picture industry
mately result in high film rentals. The must first have good product in suffidistributor has erroneously reasoned
cient quantity. We are grateful for .
that he has completed his performance the better product that our producers
of contact by selling the exhibitors a are supplying us. However, production has miscalculated the market by
valuable motion picture at high terms.
reducing the supply of features. ToAsks Full Cooperation
day, there is only sufficient product to
"Paradoxically as it seems, the dis- supply their needs. One hundred more
tributor has another important func- pictures of good quality could easily
tion to perform. He must co-operate be absorbed by the theatres. The second important factor, necessary for a
with the exhibitor in selling his pictures to the public, not only on the successful industry, is showmanship.
national level, but also on the local This has been sadly neglected by both
level.
exhibitors and distributors. They have
Kerasotes said that no exhibitor not understood or used to its fullest
si>ending 40 per cent to 50 per cent of extent the new medium of TV. Notwithstanding, Long Long Trailer and
his gross for film rental should be expected to spend 100 per cent of the Dragnet have to our surprise and becost of advertising, claiming that the vi'ilderment performed outstandingly.
exhibitor's margin of profit is too "Roman Holiday" and "Stalag 17" did
small to risk a large advertising ex- more business after the telecast of the
penditure. "We have all played mo- Academy Awards, which had to be
tion pictures that our patrons enjoyed, sponsored by General Motors, an outsider as far as our industry is conbut only a few attended," he said, addcerned. The third factor is : an inviting that "possibly this could be averted
ing and comfortable theatre with the
by carefully planned showmanship."
latest innovations in equipment and apCites Exhibitors' Disappointment
pointments.
"Many exhibitors," he continued,
Welcomes Innovations
"disappointed in the terms they have
"Theatre-going must be an event.
paid for product, are reluctant to exert any effort to exploit properly a Good courteous service, comfortable
high percentage picture. No exhibitor seats, and good projection and sound
will complain about high rentals if his are essential to a successful theatre.
gross is high enough to cover his ex- We are desirous of more realism and
penses and return him an equitable welcome any new innovation that will
profit. The only fair method of sell- stimulate our business. However, the
ing motion pictures on percentage is theatre must be able to earn sufficient
the sliding scale, equitable to distribu- income to afford these innovations.
tor and exhibitor, and the scale should Many are deterred from purchasing
apply to all percentage features and new equipment because of the high
not just the mediocre ones. Most disfilm rentals asked."
Saratoga
New

Village,

Frederick,

Md.,

Has

Name

for special
a Week:
Ifs *Brigadoon*
to THH DAILY
WASHINGTON, Sept. 20.— Residents of Saratoga Village, in Frederick, Md., will change the name of their community to Brigadoon
this week.

When M-G-M sent out a call for the "happiest village in the
U.S.A.," as part of its pubHcity program for the picture "Brigadoon,"
Saratoga Village decided to answer it. M-G-M promptly decided that
Saratoga Village fit the bill and the name-changing ceremonies will
take place on Wednesday.
After the ceremony the "Brigadoonites" will celebrate with a barbecue and a trip to Washington to see a private showing of
"Brigadoon."

Israel

Head

Lauds

Balahan

for Service

To

Relations

InVl

President Itzhak Ben-Zvi of Israel
has asserted that the people of his
country
were "reassured
as to
our
future relations
with the
United
States" due to the efforts of American
communal leaders such as Barney Balaban,
tures. president of Paramount PicThe Israel President expressed his
views in a cable to the Metropolitan
Council of B'nai B'rith, which is sponsoring atestimonial in tribute to Balaban next Sunday at the WaldorfAstoria Hotel. The testimonial will
honor Balaban for his "35 years of
dedicated service to B'nai B'rith and
to his fellow man" by providing
$1,000,000 for the economic development of Israel through sales of State
of Israel Bonds.
"I extend my warm greetings to
Barney Balaban on the occasion of the
B'nai B'rith dinner in his honor,"
President Ben-Zvi declared in his
cable. "Mr. Balaban's efforts on
behalf of the cause of Israel have been
of great benefit to the State and the
people of Israel.
'I Am Reassured'
"I am reassured as to our future
relations with the United States and
its Jewish community based as they
are on achievements of such an outstanding leader.
"The role of B'nai B'rith in deepening the understanding of the values of
Judaism in the American community
is of vital importance for continuation
heritage.
of a free Jewry proud of its eternal
"In commending Mr. Balaban and
B'nai B'rith, I extend my warmest
wishes for continued success in the
future in our building together of a
free and independent Homeland for
our people."
Mrs.
Mildred

Madden,

SO

BOSTON, Sept. 20.— Mrs. Mildred
Madden, 30, wife of William Madden,
newly appointed branch manager of
M-G-M in Philadelphia, died at New
England Baptist Hospital here of
toxemic poisoning. Funeral services
will be at Waters Funeral home in
New York on Wednesday.
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Motion
President

People
Sam Pinanski, president of American Theatres Corp. of Boston, has
been reappointed a member of the
board of trustees of the Lowell
Technological Institute. The appointment for three years marks
the fifth term to which he has been
named by G. C. Harter.

For
In

Aid
Compo

Picture

in Appeal
to

Koreans

Trailer

Starting the week of Oct. 4, from
theatre screens. President Eisenhower
will personally ask the theatre audiences to contribute whatever they can
afford to help the Koreans to help
themselves.

Name

DisTuesday,
neySeptember 21, 1954

Daily
Committee

Testimonial
Honoring

for

Dinner

Lou

Cohen

(Continued from page 1)
Vista officials and sales personnel to
the Disney studio in Burbank today
for a sales convention. The entire
feature product of the Company will
be screened. In this group of films
vyill
Disney's
highest
budgetedope,
all
live be
action
feature
in CinemaSc
Jules Verne's "20,000 Leagues Under
The Sea" featuring Kirk Douglas,
James Mason, Paul Lukas and Peter
Lorre. The Verne classic is scheduled for release at Christmas time.
Next on the release schedule will
be "LadyCinemaS
and the
allcartoon
copeTramp,"
feature first
to come
out of Hollywood. It is scheduled
for release at Easter time.
"Sleeping Beauty,"
's second
all-cartoon feature inDisney
CinemaScope
now well into production, is the third
top-rated film scheduled for distribution by Buena Vista under the arrangements just concluded.
Buena Vista Film Distribution Co.
was organized about a year ago as a
wholly owned Disney subsidiary to
distribute Disney's first feature length
True-Life Adventure, "The Living
Desert." Currently Buena Vista is distributing "The Vanishing Prairie,"
second True-Life Adventu
re feature.
Third in this series of outstanding
nature features due for release by
Buena nearing
Vista is
"The African Lion"
now
complet
ion after three
years of filming in the African wilds.
Increased activities by Buena Vista
will eventually necessitate the enlarging of its forces throughout the country, but this will be done gradually,
it was said. National Film Service
with offices in all key areas in the
United States will continue to handle
the physical distribution of the Dis-

HARTFORD, Sept. 20. — J. F.
McCarthy, Connecticut district manager for Stanley Warner Theatres and
general chairman of the Oct. 4 testimonial dinner, honoring Lou Cohen,
Loew's Poli manager, and Mrs.
n
The President's
appeal is in
con- Cohen, has disclosed the following
nection with the nationwide
theatre
working committee :
Kenneth Cooper has been ap- audience collection being conducted
Johnny Anderson, H. V. Anderson,
pointed Ontario sales manager of beginning the week of Oct. 4, or there- Elliott Barnett, Lou Brown, Harry
after, under the sponsorship of the
Associated Screen News of Canada.
Browning, Tom Carey, Robert CarCouncil of Motion Picture Organizaney, James F. Clancy, Frederick R.
"Reader's
tions.
with
was
Cooper formerly
Coles, John DiBenedetto, William A.
The trailer, which was made by Fox
Digest."
n
Dower, Jack Downey, Harry FeinMovietone News, is being distributed stein,
Hy Fine, Russell Grant, Michael
Godfrey, Fred R. Greenway, Sam
Jack Bernstein, who recently re- by the National Screen Service, to- J.
with press books. Robert W. Harris, Lee Isenberg, Sidney Kleper.
signed as branch manager of RKO Coyne, gether
special
counsel for COMPO, George E. Landers, C. J. Lawler, AlRadio Pictures in Cleveland, will be
bert S. Lessow, Norman Levinson.
described
the
President's
appeal on
to
dinner
a
at
honor
of
the guest
behalf of the Korean people as an
Herman M. Levy, Reuben K. Lewis,
be held there on Oct. 11.
inspired, sincere and direct message. William Linnane, Clem McCullum,
It is as follows :
n
Ray McNamara, Bernie Menscliell,
Henry L. Needles, Charles North,
Alfred N. Premo, Andrew E. Reilly,
Called 'Heart-Warming'
Walter Griswald, booker for ReIrving S. Richland, Michael C.
been
public Pictures in Atlanta, has
"Last year, the theatre-goers of
Rose, Morris Rosenappointed office manager for Howco America, in response to a request from Rogers,thal,Harry
Jack Sanson, Matt Saunders,
Film Exchanges in that city.
me, contributed more than $1,000,000 William M. Savitt, Harry F. Shaw,
to relieve suffering in war-torn Korea. Maurice W. Shulman, Bob Steele,
n
This instance of American generosity John Sudarsky, Henry Thomas, James
was a heart-warming demonstration of M. Totman, Allen M. Widem, Thomas
Horace Shock, pioneer drive-in our people's sympathy for the suffer- S. Wilson.
ing and sacrifice borne by the people
operator in the Lima, O., area, has
Event, slated for Statler Hotel,
sold his Lima, Sharon and Gloria of Korea. Moreover, these dollars,
drive-ins to Wick Theatres, Inc. freely given, are much more important will mark Cohens' 3Sth wedding anniversary and Mr. Cohen's 35th year in
Shock will devote his time exclu- than any tax dollars that might be show business.
sively to the construction and oper- granted by the Congress, for this
voluntary gift establishes a personal
ation of super-markets in Lima.
bond with the Korean people that is Robins Acquires Theatre
n
based on goodwill rather than on
DETROIT, Sept. 20.— Ben Robins,
governmental obligation.
former manager of L^niversal International Pictures here, has taken over
"The rehabilitation of Korea has
William (Snake) Richardson, presthe
lease
of the Alhambra Theatre
only
started.
We
must
not
permit
it
exCapital
and
ident of the Astor
changes in Atlanta, is a new grand- to lag. It is my earnest hope that all from Kilbride & Hiller and will perney product.
sonally manage it. Extensive alterason's wife having given of you will again contribute generfatheV,to his
RKO
Extends
tions
and
changes
have
been
made
in
a baby girl.
birth
ously to the American-Korean Foun(Continued fromi page 1)
dation so that the vital work of re- the theatre, including the installation
n
building Korea, and the restoration of of Cinemascope. Robins will announce
hope and dignity to Korean lives, may the acquisition of one or two more the 1,262,120 shares of stock owned
theatres shortly.
P. J. Buchieri, manager of the
a statement to its stockholders,
transby Inhim.
Lyric in Hartford, is being
the
company
pointed out that there
Theatre
d
Hartfor
the
ferred by
have been tendered by stockholders for
go on."
Circuit to its Art Theatre, 850-seat
redemption a total of 951,810 shares,
foreign film outlet, which will re- Review
leaving still outstanding 2,963,103
been
open on Friday after having
shares of the company, including the
closed for the summer.
1,262,120 shares registered in the name
''Four Guns to the Border"
n
of Hughes and 884,900 registered in
( Uniz'crsal)
the name of Atlas Corp.
making westerns which appeal to the general public, UniNeither Hughes nor any other
and Paul Tolis SKILLED versal hasinhere
Nick Kounaris
a good piece of merchandise which should entice the loyal
stockhold
er, the statement said, is retheir
of
opening
the
ed
have postpon
customers. In addition to the always-imminent threat of Indian attack, the
quired to tender his shares to the com$150,000, 950-car drive-in at Meriden, real villain turns out to be the hero, after a fashion.
Conn., until next spring.
pany, and may refrain from so doing.
He is Rory Calhoun, a young and daring gunslinger, who heads a small
Neither Hughes nor Atlas Corp.,
n
outlaw team that depends on their living from other people's earnings. Needing the statement revealed, has indicated
money, the little band picks as their next target the town of Cholla. His
boyhood friend, now sheriff, once chased him out of town and he plans to to the company whether they will tender any stock, but Atlas, it was
Charley Lester, Southern district decoy the planned bank robbery by deliberately planning a fight with him.
stressed, has given the company asmanager of National Screen Serv-a
surances that it will refrain from
The ensuing fisticuff's are wild and lusty and end up in a draw, but not
ice, is back home in Atlanta after
before Calhoun's cohorts have looted the bank. Their problems would seem tendering stock for redemption to the
siege in the hospital.
to be solved, temporarily at least, except for the fact that they encountered a extent necessary to avoid any impairreformed gunslinger and his daughter heading for home in Shadow Valley.
n
ment of the capital of the company
Calhoun and the girl get involved in a romance which is quickly squelched which might result from the purchase
by papa. But when the two of them are ambushed in Indian country, Calhoun of stock from Hughes.
J. P. Byrne, M-G-M Eastern sales and his men join them in warding off the attack.
-A. posse, hard on their heels, scare the Indians away, but not before Calhoun Title Changes
manager, is holding a series of oneday meetings with branch mana- is wounded badly and the other men are dead. The rest of the picture details
exchange
gers and salesmen at their
the
girl's pleas for him to reform and his stubborn resistance until the final TORONTO, Sept. 20.— A memooffices.
showdown.
randum of the Ontario Board of
The best performance is turned in by the veteran Walter Brennan as the Aioving Picture Censors has noted
erstwhile outlaw. Newcomer Colleen Miller (featured recently in "Playgirl") the change of title of five features as
"Outcast' to Baronet
plays the girl and George Nader, John Mclntire and Jay Silverheels are seen follows : "Clouds Over Europe" to
"Outcast of the Islands" has started
the other gunslingers. Nina Foch, in an effective bit, plays the sheriff's "The Spy" ; "Four-Sided Triangle" to
a limited engagement at the Baronet as
"Monster and the Woman" ; "Home
Theatre as the third film in the wife while Charles Drake is properly stalwart as the sheriff.
The color by Technicolor is as delightful to behold as ever and Richard at Seven" to "Murder on Monday" ;
current Carol Reed Festival. Starring
Carlson, the actor, directed it, balancing the violence and romance nicely. 'Mistress of Treves" to "Captain of
Sir Ralph Richardson, Trevor How- William Alland produced and George Van Marter and Franklin Coen wrote
ard and Kerima, the Technicolor film
the Crusaders,"
"The have
Net"beento
"Rossana."
The and
last two
by Joseph Conrad had its American the script from a story by Louis L'Amour.
classified Adult Entertainment.
premiere in New York in 1952.
Running time, 82]/^ minutes. General classification. For November release.
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M-G-M presents "BRIGADOON" in CinemaScope • Starring Gene Kelly • Van Johnson
Cyd Charisse • with Elaine Stewart • Barry Jones . Albert Sharpe • Screen Play,
Book and Lyrics by Alan Jay Lerner ♦ Music by Frederick Loewe • Color by Ansco
Directed by Vincente Minnelli . Produced by Arthur Freed
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{Continued jroin page 1)
'^However, for the rest of the year,
New York City exhibitors will have
slack business except at the Easter period and the Christmas-New Year vacations," he said.
circuits, Loew's,
The five major
RKO, Skouras, Century and Brandt,
have forwarded an approxnnate $400,400 to the city tax office and withheld
$87,600 as allowed by the temporary
injunction which was issued by Supreme Court Justice Nicholas M.
Pette and enlarged to cover all theatres seeking to become parties to the
current suit against the city by Supreme Court Justice Charles S. Colden. The theatre circuits, collectors of
the tax for the city, have posted bonds
as security for the tax breakage per
court instruction.

$188,400 from Loew's
The Loew's Theatres circuit with 45
houses around New York City reported atotal tax on admissions during July and August, a 62-day period,
totaling $188,400. Computed against
an undisclosed gross, the admission
tax was 5.2 per cent, an official of the
circuit said, Loew's forwarded $157,000 to the city tax collector retaining
$31,000 as the tax breakage amount.
RKO Theatres, 25 in all, reported a
total tax of an approximate $125,000,
retaining $25,000 as the tax breakage
and forwarding $100,000 to the city
coffers. The 21 Skouras Theatres forwarded to the city $39,800 and kept
$8,200 as tax breakage. The 21 Century Theatres in New York City forwarded a tax of $38,600 and held a
tax breakage of $8,400 by posting a
bond. Brandt Theatres, 31 in all within the city boundaries, reported a total
tax of $85,000 and returned $70,000 to
the city tax office.
Most of these circuit theatres, playing first, second and third runs on
films, have had an excellent summer
business but usually slack off considerably during the remaining 10 months
of the year.
Confirms Exhibitors' Estimate
Beame, in late June prior to the five
per cent amusement levy become law,
stated that the 430-odd theatres about
the city should return to the city in
taxes an estimated $5,500,000 yearly
with all amusement sources turning in
a yearly revenue of about $17,000,000.
New York City exhibitors, at that
time, notified Mayor Wagner and
other city officials that the revenue
from theatres alone would total $3,500,000 to $4,000,000 yearly.
A summary prepared this week by
City Treasurer George M. Bragalini
showed that the amusement tax, which
became effective July 1, yielded only
$78,183 in the first two months. These
collections are from transient amusement operators. No indication of the
normal yield from the tax, due yesterday, will be available until sometime
next week.
Postpone Council Meet
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 20. — The
AFL Film Council has postponed its
regular Tuesday meeting in order that
its members may attend the AFL convention in progress here.
Godfrey to Direct 'House'
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 20. — Stirling Silliphant and John Bernwell has
signed Peter Godfrey to direct their
"Five against the House."

Is Born'
for ^Star
Policy
Price
New
adopt a similar policy, a spokesman attend the annual meeting of AB-PT
{Continued from page 1)
at Shawnee-on-the-Delaware, Pa., is
said.
mount and the highest ever charged
proceed to the Coast folJudy Garland, the star of the pic- exnectedlowingtothe meeting.
ture, will be on hand for the premiere
on Broadway other than the $2.50 general admission price record set by the at the Paramount, it was stated. Lobby
interviews will be staged at the Vic"The Robe."
Big TV and News
Roxy
The forVictoria
will have the same
toria, itwas learned.
price scale as the Paramount, it was
Scale
of
Prices
Set
learned.
HOLLYWOOD,
Sept. coverage
20.— Extenfor 'Star'
Settelevision
and press
has
The tentative admission scale for the Play sive
To Open at Dawn
3,650-seat Paramount and 811-seat been set for the world premiere of "A
Tickets for the premiere night will Victoria was said to be as follows : Star Is Born" which is scheduled to
from opening to 1:00 P.M., $1.50; be held at the RKO Pantages Theatre
be priced at $5.75 each. The Para- from 1:00 to 3:00 P.M., $1.85; from here on Sept. 29.
mount will begin its advance sale of
A new Northern California TV
premiere night tickets at the weekend. 5 :00 P.M. to closing $2.00 and $2.30
hook-up for the first time will effect
Following the premiere, the Para- on holidays and weekends.
Both theatres, it was stated, plan as state-wide coverage of a film premiere.
mount plans to open its doors at 5 :00
A.M. to handle the expected crowds many performances as possible, with In order to accommodate newsmen, a
press room in the theatre has been
earlier openings slated.
and keep open 24 hours through Collumbus Day. The Victoria Theatre may
Hyman, who left here yesterday to
provided.
UI

Meeting

U.K.

Sends

Film

Pact

2 for
JohnstonPact
Talks

{Continued from page 1 )

range promotional planning on pictures currently in production.
The promotional planning will include "Sign of the Pagan," U-Fs
second CineniaScope picture in Technicolor;the Technicolor musical "So
This Is Paris"; the J. Arthur Rank
Organization-Schlesinger Organization Technicolor film, "West of Zanzibar" ; the new James Stewart
starrer, "The Far Country" in Technicolor ;"Destry," the Technicolor
remake of the James Stewart-Marlene
Dietrich film, and "Six Bridges to
Long-Range Plans for Four
Cross."
Long range planning will be developed on "The Shrike" starring
Jose Ferrer and June Allyson; "To
Hell and Back" in CinemaScope and
Technicolor, based on Audie Murphy's
novel of his own World War II ex" in Technicolor
;
periences "Foxfire,
starring Jeff Chandler and Jane Russell, andor,
"Manstarring
Without
a Star"
Technicol
Kirk
Douglasin

and Jeanne Grain.
Attending from New York will be
Charles Sinionelli, Eastern advertising and publicity department manager ;Philip Gerard, Eastern publicity
manager ; Jeff Livingston, Eastern
advertising manager ; Herman Kass,
Eastern exploitation manager ; John
Horton, Washington representative ;
Ben Katz, Midwest field exploitation
representative, and Robert Gillham
of Cunningham and Walsh, Universal's advertising agency.
The studio group will include Clark
Ramsay, executive assistant to Lipton ; Sam Israel, studio publicity director ; Jack Diamond, assistant
studio publicity head, and Archie
Herzoff, studio advertising and promotion manager.
Skouras Here
{Continued from page 1)
of brokerage firms which have acquired an estimated 250,000 shares of
NT stock in recent months. Skouras
is expected to discuss NT policies and
loan conditions affecting dividend payments at the meeting.
Following the meeting, the NT
president plans to hold a press conference.
Accompanying Skouras east are
John Bertero, NT general counsel ;
Edward Zabel, NT general manager,
and John Lavery, assistant to Skouras.

By Staff Correspondent
LONDON, Sept. 20. — Board of
Trade delegates to the Anglo-American film agreement talks in Washington beginning next Monday are
Sir Frank Lee, permanent secretary
to the board and Mrs. P. B. M. James
of the Board's Films Division and
secretary to the Cinematograph Films
Council.
Sir Frank is in the States now.
Mrs. James will fly direct to Washington on Friday.
F. W. Allport,
Motionmanager
Picture here,
Association of America

{Continued from page 1)
MPAA here would not officially confirm that Johnston's contract had been
extended another four years, but indications were that official confirmation
will be forthcoming in another few
days in the form of an MPAA board
announcement.
It was understood that the new contract was offered to Johnston shortly
after the Sept. 13 MPAA board meet
here and was accepted by him thereafter although the papers still have to
be signed.

also is in America from here to at- Juvenile Curfew
tend the talks. He will be away from
( Continued from page 1 )
London for about two months in all.
would be imposed on parents who
permitted their children to violate the
Film Council to Map
curfew law after having received
formal notice of one violation.
Festival Plans
Police Commissioner Thomas J.
Dr. Paul A. Wagner, president of Gibbons has come out in favor of the
the Film Council of America, will dis- proposed law. He has pointed to the
cuss plans for the American Film success of such a curfew during World
Assembly and the "Golden Reel Film War II which was enforced in the
Festival" at the monthly luncheon center city area as a police regulation.
meeting of the New York Film It had been put into effect to prevent
Council tomorrow.
youngsters from congregating in allThe festival and assembly meetings night
theatres, barrooms, amusement
will be held at the Waldorf-Astoria places and similar centers.
Some civic leaders, including former
Hotel here on April 4-8. The best
non-theatrical motion pictures of the Judge Nochem S. Winnet, chairman
year will be selected. The New York of the Crime Prevention Association,
Film Council will serve as host to
the law.
these meetings, according to J. R. oppose
Hearings
on the proposed ordinance
Bingham, president and its members will begin before the Committee on
will serve on the various sub-commit- Public Safety on September 28.
tees responsible for the assembly and
festival functions.
'Angelika' Sept. 24
The New York Film Council is an
"Angelika," starring Maria Schell,
organization of producers, distributors
and users of educational, industrial will have its American premiere Friand entertainment films in the metro- uting.day at the 68th St. Playhouse, here.
Joseph Brenner Associates is distribpolitan area.
U,K, Special Films
Labor Pact Reached
LONDON, Sept. 20. — An agreement has been reached here settling
the dispute between the Association
of Specialized Film Producers and the
Association of Cinematograph and Allied Technicians.
Under the agreement, announced by
the Ministry of Labor, ACT withdraws immediately its ban on overtime work imposed last Aug. 2, and
ASFP agrees to pay, retroactive to
Aug. 9, salary increases in accordance with its offer of July 20. About
55 producers of shorts and documentaries and 1,000 employes are affected.

Kramer

Hates

It

But Ifs Business
Although a Yankee fan, the
showman in Sidney Kramer,
RKO's short subjects sales
manager, has come to the surface. So, the RKO-Pathe Sportscope, "Bat
Boy,"
revolves around
the which
Cleveland
Indians is being hurried into
immediate release with instructions to branch staffs to plug
the exploitation potentials for
World Series time.
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In response to President Eisenhower's request, I will play the trailer
containing his plea for contributions to the American Korean Foundation
to "help Koreans to help themselves" and will conduct audience collections for this cause at all performances in my theatre during the week
beginning Monday,

October
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date that suits your convenience best
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*lf a Theatre Circuit, please list theatres on a separate sheet of paper
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Motion

Cinema

Lodge

Committee
By

Fund

A committee of 31 persons in the
home offices of the fihii companies,
New York exchanges, circuits, independent theatres and the other
branches of the entertainment industry
has been named by chairman Max E.
Youngstein, vice-president of United
Artists, to aid in the 1954 fund-raising
drive of New York's Cinema Lodge
of b'nai B'rith — the sale of 500 contribution sliare certificates at $25 each
with one of the purchasers to receive
a 1954 four-door Cadillac sedan.
The committee from the home
offices of the film companies consists
of Leo JafTe, Columbia ; Irving H.
Greenfield, M-G-M ; W. C. Gehring,
20th Century-Fox ; Monroe Goodman,
Paramount ; Bernard Goodman, W arner Brothers ; Milton Livingston, UniversalLeon
;
Bamberger, RKO Radio,
and Bernard Kranze, United Artists.
New York exchange representatives
are Joseph Sugar, UA; Myron Sattler, Paramount ; Len Gruenberg,
RKO ; Abe Dickstein, 20th-Fox ; Saal
Gottlieb, M-G-M; Saul Trauner,
Columbia, and Ben Abner, Warners.
Radio, TV Represented
Circuit and independent theatre
representatives on the committee are
Harry Goldberg, Stanley-Warner ;
Robert K. Shapiro, United Paramount Bob
;
Sherman, RKO Theatres ;
Paul Behrke, Skouras ; Sam Goodman, Century ; Harold Rinzler, Randforce ; Lou Wolff, Brandt Theatres ;
Sol Strausberg, Interboro; Bernie
Brooks, Fabian, and Harold Klein,
J. J. Theatres.
Other representatives are Jack
Hoflfberg, independent and foreign
film distributors ; Irwin Young of
Du-Art, representing the laboratories ;
George Hornstein, the supply houses ;
Al Wilde, the talent agencies, and
Dave Gordon and Dave Savage, radio
and television.
Gulf

Opens

Shreveport House
SHREVEPORT, La., Sept. 20.—
Shreveport's newest theatre — the
Saenger — latest link in the Paramount
Gulf chain was dedicated here in preshow ceremonies with the entire receipts of the opening performances
donated by the owners to the Shrine
Hospital for Crippled Children at
Shreveport.
The new Saenger, erected on the
former site of its namesake, which was
one of the first motion picture theatres to open here in 1911, was the
first and forerunner of the Southern
group of houses following successive
ownership that passed to Paramount
Gulf Theatres, Inc. Officials of the
latter here for the opening were H. G.
Plitt and Maurice F. Barr of New
Orleans.
C Scope

Tells
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Gehring

Showmen

For

Named

Youngstein

Para,

Schlanger

Picture

for British

Army
in Germany
DETMOLD, Germany, Sept. 20.—
The British Army Kinema Corp. here
ajid in other German garrison towns
is going- for CinemaScope in a big
way. Four theatres in this area already have been equipped, 12 more are
underway and at least 20 others will
be surveyed with a view to conversion.
A sharp increase in attendance followed the installations, AKC reported.

Ws

That

Pays

Off

Extra

at

Effort

That

the
Box-office
PHILADELPHIA, Sept. 20.— The higher grosses attained on current
attractions over those of comparable quality last year by Stanley Warner
Theatres can be pin-pointed to greater showmanship on the part of the S-W
, staffs, Ted
tiveness to the amusenient-seeking
Schlanger, Philadelphia zone
manage r for public. Urges Continued Effort
S-W, said here
"Our task is to continue to call the
following a tour
public's
attention to the attractions of
of thetres59undertheahis our merchandise like we are doing
during the drive, and not revert back
jurisdiction.
to that lethargic state that formerly
Speaking of existed wherein we went through the
the so - called
"Fabian Fabul- same routine on every picture with an
aid in the newspapers and 40x60s in
the front of the theatres, and waited
Forty"
drive inousparticular, and of for the customers to come in.
showmanship in
"We can draw an analogy
Ted Schlanger
betwreen what has gone on in
general, Schlanour business and what is now
a meeting of the managers in hisger told
zone
that
happening in the automobile
business. The automobile people
"there is plenty of motion picture business to be gotten if the entire organhave had six to eight years of
ization makes a concentrated effort to
customers waiting to get every
car they had, and now that the
it."
is true,"
Schlanger said, "that
after
market for selling cars has bego"It
we
have been blessed with a number
come competitive, many are
of good pictures this year, but there
falling by the wayside. You see
also were good pictures last year. Picnew evidences daily of automobile agencies folding up, just
tures like 'Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,'
'Moulin Rouge,' 'Bandwagon,' 'Stalag
like many theatres have fallen
17,' 'Scared Stiff' and 'Shane' were
by the wayside since the close
just as big as any we have played
of hostilities, but those dealers
this year and the fact that we were
who are alive and on their toes,
able to exceed last year's grosses by
and
going after their cussuch a wide margin, to me, repretomers, are selling cars and still
sents two things :
making plenty of money."
Sees TV Novelty Waning
At the conclusion of the meeting

"First, the extra effort put in by the
organization as a whole in connection
with the 'Fabian Fabulous Forty
Drive' and, second, the further regression of the hold that television is
exerting on the people, particularly in
these saturated areas where television
has long since ceased to be a novelty.
Until television can come up with
some new formula, or until possibly
some such time as color gives it another shot in the arm, the amount of
time that people in an area such as
this will spend in front of their television sets, will continue to diminish
and our merchandise, properly presented and properly exploited, will
correspondingly increase in its attracToronto
Await

Musicians

Conciliation

TORONTO, Sept. 20. — After an
absence of 10 days the orchestra went
back into the pit of the Casino Theatre today for, the resumption of its
combination policy following a hearing of the Ontario Labor Relations
Board of the application of manager
Murray Little for a ruling that the
musicians were engaged in an illegal
strike.
While the government board did
not pass upon this motion directly,
it ordered the union and theatre to
go to conciliation procedure, thus
bringing back the musicians pending
a decision which might not be handed
down for six months. The contract
between the Federation of Musicians
and the Casino had expired this
month despite negotiations.
The bone of contention is the refusal of the AFL musicians to play
for members of the American Guild

Of

to Boston

Clarification
Sales

Policies

A g^eneraltury-Fox's
clarification
of 20th Censales policies, including
the
possibility of flat rentals for small subsequent run situations, will be made
in Boston today by William C. Gehring, executive assistant general sales
manager.
Gehring will be accompanied by
Glenn Norris, Eastern sales manager,
to the one-day Boston meeting of the
North-East sales division.
The sales policies, to be clarified by
Gehring, were recently explained by
sales director Al Lichtman. In addition, the meeting will discuss the handling of such forthcoming CinemaScope releases as "Women's World,"
"Carmen Jones" and "Desiree."
Chicago Trip to Follow
Following talks in Boston, Gehring
will go on to Chicago. He will be
joined there by Western sales manager Alex Harrison, for a meeting tomorrow with the Midwest sales division.
The meeting in Chicago also will
center on developing regional distribution plans on company releases during the last quarter of 1954.
DeMiUe

Arriving

Enroute to Cairo
Producer-director Cecil B. DeMille
and a staff of 19 aides and technicians
will arrive in New York tomorrow
from Hollywood enroute to Egypt,
where DeMille will start work on his

film, "The release
Ten Commandments,"
a70thParamount
in VistaVision
and Technicolor.
Henry Wilcoxon, star of many DeSchlanger announced that Bill MorMille productions and now his execugan, manager of the Warner Theatre,
tive aide, is among those arriving
Atlantic City, was selected as the first
prize winner for the first period of the with DeMille. The party will join a
"Fabian's Fabulous Forty" national large location unit already at work in
south of Cairo, where prepmanagers' contest. Four equal awards the desert arations
have been underway for
for second place were shared by Larry
a year on huge sets.
Graver, Mastbaum, Philadelphia ; Lew nearly
DeMille will sail for Egypt on
Black, Warner, Wilmington ; Chester
Woerner, Lansdowne, Lansdowne, and
Thursday aboard the S.S. "Constitution," scheduled to arrive in AlexanDominick Lucente, Broadway, Philadria on Oct. 6. The others will leave
delphia. Four equal awards for third
place were won by Dave Fishman, New York tomorrow by plane.
Manor Theatre ; Birk Binnard, Warner, Reading; Ray Powell and Vince 'Sahrina' to Bow at
Olanin, Warner, West Chester, and
Ben Blumberg, 69th St. Theatre, Criterion Tonight
Upper Darby.
The fall entertainment season gets
underway here tonight with the preFriedman
Joins UA
miere of Paramount's "Sabrina" at
the Criterion Theatre. Celebrities, inPublicity Staff
cluding Grace Kelly, Gina Lollobrigida, Fredric March, Maurice Evans,
Samuel J. Friedman has been ap- Cole Porter, Hildegarde Neff, Steve
pointed to the United Artists publicity
Wally Cox, Eva Gabor, Red
staff, succeeding Charles Handel, who Allen,
Buttons and Janis Carter, will attend
has resigned, it was announced by
opening in honor of William
Francis M. Winikus, national director this
H olden.
of advertising and publicity.
Holden, the 1953 Academy AwardFriedman, who served as publicity
director of the Phoenix Theatre, is a winner, is co-starred in "Sabrina" with
legitimate theatre press agent who has two other "Oscar" recipients — Humphrey Bogart and Audrey Hepburn.
represented Billy Rose and the Shuberts. Friedman also has done special The picture, based on the recent
publicity for motion picture compa- Broadway hit, was produced and directed by Billy Wilder, also an Acadnies, having worked on "Moulin
emy
winner.
Rouge" and "The Thief" for United
Artists, among other assignments.
Car Capacity Upped
of Variety Artists but under the conHARTFORD, Sept. 20.— Car capaciliation order the orchestra will play
city of the Mansfield Drive-In, Wilfor any acts, it was conceded by
one ventures,
of Connecticut's
Walter M. Murdoch, Canadian ex- limantic,
est outdoor
is beingnewinecutive officer of the Federation.
creased from 725 to 900. Unit is
The Casino is the last stronghold owned by General Theatres, Inc., of
of vaudeville in Eastern Canada.
West Hartford.
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Net

Up

Slightly

in National

Closed Circuit Meet
Through closed circuit video facilities arranged by Box Oflice Television, more than 5,000' physicians in
23 cities from coast to coast will
attend a session in postgraduate medicine on Thursday from 6 to 7 p.m.
This- marks the first time in the history of the profession of medicine
that a nationwide session in postgraduate medical education will be
held via closed circuit television,
according to the American College of
Physicians.
The doctors will gather to observe
and participate in a one hour symposium on the management of hypertension.
Named

Head

of U.K,

Commercial
Video
LONDON, Sept. 20.— The Independent Television Authority has appointed Sir Robert Brown Fraser as
its director-general. Sir Robert who
is 49 has been director-general of the
Government's Central Office of Information since 1946. The salary in
his new ofifice will be around £8,000 a
year.
Sir Robert told newsmen he has
not owned a television set heretofore
but plans to purchase one now.
600 Fight Prints
Six hundred prints of the pictures
of the Rocky Marciano-Ezzard Charles
heavj'weight championship fight have
been shipped to theatres throughout
the country, it was announced by B. G.
Kranze, general manager of United
Artists, which is releasing the films

iHOWARD E. STARK^
Brokers and Financial Consultants
TELEVISION STATIONS
RADIO STATIONS
50 E. 58th St., N. Y.
EL 5-0405
Specialists to Motion Picture Industry
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(Continued from page 1)

'53;

Although sales increased slightly
during the first 24 weeks of this year,
net profits of Allen B. DuMont Laboratories showed a decrease under the
comparable 1953 period, the company
announced.
Net earnings for the 1954 period
amounted to $479,000, compared with
$913,000 in 1953. Sales totalled $41,590,000 for the 24 weeks ended June
20, while sales for a corresponding
period last year amounted to $41,395,000. Common shares outstanding in
both periods were 2,361,054. The per
share profit after preferred dividends
this year amounted to 18 cents, compp'-ed with 36 cents in 1953.
Profits for the 24 week period have
been adversely afifected by the extremely competitive prices prevailing
in the cathode-ray tube and television
receiver markets, the company said.
In addition, development, research and
tooling costs pr:-paratory to the introduction of color picture tubes and
color receivers are reflected in the
profit figures, it was explained. The
profit-to-sales ratio for the remainder
of the year is anticipated to be at a
considerably higher level, the report
stated.
Doctors

Picture

24-Week

Is Under

Sales

Motion

Televisian--Radio
iivith Pinky

Herman.

/"\NE of the most poignant (and what should be unforgettable) tales
of heroism and self-sacrifice that took place during World War
II seems to have been forgotten — but of course, never to be forgotten
by the four families who lost their respective fathers, husbands and
sons. We refer to the story of the four magnificent chaplains, who
gave their life-preservers to sailors and with a single prayer on their
lips, carved indelibly into history the beautiful story of man's love for
his fellowman — gracefully bequeathing their lives to their Maker, then
hand in hand going down into the turbulent sea with the doomed
U.S.S. Dorchester. The book, "The Sea of Glory," by _ Francis
Beauchesne Thornton, published by Prentice-Hall, Inc., which deals
with the early lives of the Four Immortals, George Lansing Fox
(Protestant minister). Father John P. Washington (Catholic priest),
Alexander D. Goode (Hebrew rabbi) and Clark V. Poling (Protestant minister) is easily one of the finest stories of our time and we
cannot understand how come this thrilling and inspiring bit of glorious living (and dying) hasn't yet been transferred to the screen to
perpetuate their memory and to teach all of us to love Peace and
practice Good Will to All Men.
We have often written about some of our friends in the city
of Chicago including Eddie Hubbard, Jay Trumpeter, Jay
Mills, Lorene Younglove, Jim Mills, Bill Guthrie, Bernie Allen,
Don Sirken, Lee Petrillo, Caesar Petrillo,
Margaret Murray, Chan, Saxie and Claire
Dowell, George Bauer, Lenny Kaye, Jim
Lounsbury, Buddy Black, Ernie Simon,
Eddie Ballentyne, Cliff Petersen, Fran
Allison, Burr Tillstrom, Harry Kogen, Don
McNeill, Ralph Blank, Norman Schultz,
Dick Coughlan, Arch Levington (we know
we left out some, of course, and next time
we're in that great Mid-western Metropolis
there will be several who'll remind us of
our faulty memory). However, we want
to print something about a great little
puy there named Howard Miller, whose
Howard Miller
WINDy chatter about people in show business in general and the Music Business in particular, is avidly
listened to with respect by both artists and John Q. Public
alike. He doesn't hesitate to call his shots as he sees them
and yet has often gone out of his way in order to help numerous youngsters by giving of his time, savvy and friendly advice.
Two weeks ago he launched another new series over WBBMTV (CBS Chicago) and this, together with his daily radio
series over WIND, makes Howard the town's MILLER-diller
for fair.
^
ik
After several years as publicity director for MCA and later^
MCA-TV Ltd (before then he luas associated with Peck Adv.
Agency, Kenyan & Eckliardt, International Artists and TV Programs, Inc. and was feature writer on several Long Island newspapers), John Newman has resigned to become director of advertising, sales promotion and press relations head of Official Films,
one of TVs largest indie distributor-producers. . . . Centiiriaii
Productions, headed by Robert Siegel, has signed Burgess Meredith to host-emcee a ueiv half-hour series of vidfihns, "Most Likely
to Succeed" scripted by Ed Adamson and Richard Berg, skedded
for production in the East. . . . Mart Fleiscliniann is in Nezv York
setting up plans zuith NBChieftains to
third year as emcee of the popular Bud
Bandstand," over IVTAM. Cleveland
popular in that beautiful Lake Erie
mayor . . . almost !
■i?
-ir

high-light Johnny Andrews'
Ford production . "Morning
this Thursday. John is so
city that he can be elected
^

Prexy Leonard H. Goldenson of ABC-Paramount is all smiles these
days. Not only is his network copping some real talent and blue chip
sponsors these days, but his pet charity (he is the national head oif
the United Cerebral Palsy Fund) last Saturday and Sunday, in telethons conducted at WDTV Pittsburgh, WSTV, Steubenville, Ohio,
and WABT, Birmingham, Ala., emceed respectively by Capt. Video
and Maria Grever, Chico Marx and Judy Johnson and John Reed
King, raised more than a quarter of a million dollars in cash and
pledges and just about has made it possible for the goal of $8,500,000
for the year to be reached. . . . Over at WJAR in Providence, there's
a fellow named Bill Sharpe, newscaster and deejay, who not only is
a ringer for Dave Garroway but talks like Dave and possesses the
charm, gentility and innate humanitari'anism of D. G.

five situations of the 70 theatres which
were on the coast-to-coast hook-up, a
spokesman for TNT declared yesterday that "reports received here thus
far indicate that business was very
Patrons Incensed
In Chester, Pa., Albany, N. Y.,
Huntington Park, Calif., New Orleans and San Francisco, patrons were
highly irked and some on the verge
of rioting when the closed circuit telecast blacked out due to burned out
tubes, picture and power failure. The
manager of the Stanley Theatre in
Chester, J. Feldhun, promised his
patronsood."
refunds of $3.60 to ticket holders. In Albany, the Grand Theatre
management promised refunds for the
$3.30 admissions.
Prior to the defense of the heavyweight title on Friday evening by
Marciano, a spokesman for IBC estimated that theatre television returns
would be about $200,000. An announcement from
the that
boxing
organization
yesterday
stated
the Theatre
TV '
returns are not wholly in, but are expected to reach about $125,000 with
$35,000 from radio.
An official of the Stanley Warner
Corp. reported that in 10 situations
where the bout v/as presented, the
audience was 85 per cent of capacity.
At the State Theatre in Baltimore,
only 700 of the 1,800 seats were occupied by fight fans while in two Los
Angeles theatres, attendance was at
75 per cent.
Concessions Hurt
In Cleveland, fight attendance at
both the Palace and Hippodrome was
reduced some 25 per cent with concessions sales also being seriously affected, mainly due to the late hour of
the beginning of the telecast and the
two postponements. Both theatres had
to refund money to patrons when the
fight delays did not give the theatres
an opportunity to advertise in the
newspapers.
In Washington, the Loew's Capital
with a seating- capacity of 3,432 had
close to 400 vacant seats. All mezzanine seats in the house were sold
out at $4 each.
The Lincoln Theatre, which is
owned by District Theatres, a circuit
serving Negro patrons primarily, sold
out all but some 35 tickets out of a
1,500-plus capacity at $3.50 tax included. Morton Gerber, District Theatres president, said that the TroyCartier middleweight bout in Washington may have hurt business for the
title event as that middleweight bout
was also telecast.
Jimmy Powers Narrator
The U.A. fight film, 21 minutes of
pictorial reporting, opened briskly and
sliowed knockdowns and clinches. The
IBC
production is narrated by Jimmy
Powers.
Despite the technical difficulties, theatres in Houston, Los Angeles, Denver and Miami reported that the reception of the TNT telecast was excellent, aTNT spokesman said.
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MONTICELLO, N. Y., Sept. 21.—
The subscription television issue was
one of the highlights of the opening
Distribution
session of the New Jersey Allied convention at the Concord Hotel.
Wilbur Snaper, New Jersey Allied
Broidy Says Goal Is to
president, who attended the recent exnibitor meeting in Chicago on toll
Keep Pace with U.S.
television, rendered a report at a
closed meeting, it was stated.
In addition to subscription TV, the
In order to keep pace with the domestic growth of Allied Artists, presi- product outlook was discussed and a
dent Steve Broidy, who returned yes- hearty welcome mat was spread verterday from a 16-day trip to Europe,
bally for such new companies as Disdisclosed here at the Warwick Hotel
tributors Corporation of America,
that the film company is considering Makelim Productions and Filmakers.
three alternate plans for foreign exFilm
of Allied's
reportvisited
Today, e thewhich
pansion.
on
distributi
Committe
Revealing that a final decision con- sales directors in New York will be
cerning overseas development for Al- discussed in addition to the White
lied Artists production and distribuAllied's
of governtion will be made when Norton board
Sulphurof Springs
calling for
directorsresolution
InternaAA
Ritchie, president of
ment regulation of sales policies. Electional, returns from Europe shortly,
tion of officers will be held Thursday.
Exhibitors as far as Connecticut
Broidy stated that at present :
"Company officials are considering and upper New York State were said
opening Allied Artists own branches to be in attendance.
and exchanges abroad. South America is the sole continent where AA
IFE to Release 11
maintains its own offices.
"Investigating the possibility of distributing AA product through the for(Continucd on page 6)
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to
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Further exhibitor stock ownership participation in Distributors Corporation of America, the newly-forme d distribution company headed by
Fred J. Schwartz, will be ofifered at the forthcoming Chicago convention
of Theatre Owners of America, it was
learned here yesterday.
The offer, it was stated, will be
Questions Right of
made for the purpose of lining up
hundreds of theatres, large and small,
FCC
to Control Air
which would have a stake in playing
DCA releases. DCA, it was pointed
And Not Pictures
out, has sufficient financing at present.
However, having a large exhibitor
WASHINGTON, Sept. 2L — Fed- ownership in the company, it was exeral Communications Commissioner
plained, isan added plus factor in procuring films from producers and in
Robert E. Lee said he did not see howCongress could enact legislation giv- the financing of pictures.
It is understood that the present
ingtrol
the Commission
to contelevision and authority
radio networks
stock ownership of DCA represents
without also giving it authority to con- well over 100 theatres, foremost of the
trol motion picture companies, talent
participating circuits being the Cenagencies and other groups.
tury Circuit, the president of which
In a speech to a group of broad- is Schwartz. Explaining DCA's posicasters at Virginia Beach, Va., Lee
tion at the TOA convention, which
came out strongly against giving the
begins on Oct. 31, will be DCA presCommission any such authority. A
ident Schwartz, it was learned. Charles
Senate Commerce Committee is now Boasberg, vice-president and general
{Continued on page 6)
sales manager of DCA, also may be
on hand for the Chicago meet.
Following the TOA convention, it
Cooper, 2 Others, in
is understood that DCA expects to
make public
the on
list page
of 6)
exhibitors
{Continued
New
Producing Firm

Eleven pictures, five of them in
color, will be released in the United
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 21. — Gary
States by March, 1955, it was announced here yesterday by Bernard Cooper, Paul V. Shields and I. H. G. G. Johnson Heads
Independent Jan. 1
Jacon, vice-president in charge of Prinzmetal today announced the forsales and distribution for I. F. E.
Europe Div.
mation of the jointly-owned Baroda MPEA
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 2\. — Ed- Releasing Corp., at a trade press con- Productions , Inc., to "produce several
mund Grainger, top producer at the
ference held at the Savoy Plaza Hotel films each year, some of which will
RKO Radio Pictures studios here, in honor of Gina Lollobrigida.
The appointment
of G. ' Griffith
Johnson,
Motion Picture
Export
Shields is an eastern capitalist. Association vice president, to head the
resigned today to become an indeBesides the announcement of prod- star
Cooper."
{Continued on page 6)
pendent with a planned program of
(Continued on page 6)
association's European division was
two pictures a year for the next five
announced by Eric Johnston, presiyears. He will start his new enterprise
dent.
shortly after Jan. 1. The new company
In the new post, Johnson will be in
will be called Edmund Grainger ProSchenck, On Behalf of MP A A Board,
direct charge of the European opera•ductions. Inc.
tions under the overall supervision of
Grainger, who has been with RKO
Hails Johnston's Extended
Contract
Ralph
Hetzel, MPEA vice president
for the last five years, has several
Nicholas M. Schenck, president of Loew's, Inc., on behalf of the
and head
the association's
important story properties, among
board of directors of the Motion Picture Association of America,
tionalofdepartment.
Heretofore, internaHetzel
which is "Oh Promised Land," for
had
included
direct
supervision of the
made
the
following
comment
on
Eric
Johnston's
which he paid $40,000 for the screen
new seven-year contract, which has now been
European division of the association
{Continued on page 6)
officially confirmed.
among his duties.
"We are pleased that Mr. Johnston has agreed
Johnson is expected to divide his
to continue his present office until Oct. 15, 1951.
time between Washington and New
Canada
Sets Dates
His services have been exceptional and the board
York, with trips to the field as the
has voted unanimously for the new contract.
For Trade Shows
situation demands.
His talent and leadership have guided the inTORONTO, Sept. 21.— Dates have
been slated for the annual meetings
cisions. dustry toward many important policies and deKalmine
to London
and social gatherings of important
"Recent uptrends in motion picture attendFor Cinerama
Bow
trade organizations for "Convention
ance at home and abroad, due to the improveWeek" at the King Edward Hotel
ment
in
the
quality
of
the
attractions
from
all
Harry M. Kalmine, vice president
here, with which will be staged the
companies, should be noted. The renewal of Mr.
and general manager of Stanley
second annual trade exhibition of
Warner Corp. yesterday planed out to
Johnston's
is an indication
thathave
the politheatre equipment and confectionery.
cies of the contract
Motion Picture
Association
been
N. M. Schenck
London to oversee the preparations for
The schedule is as follows : Nov. 22
progressive in trade relations and in all matters
National committee. Motion Picture
the opening
first Cinerama
atre outside ofthetheLTnited
States at thethe
Exhibitors Association of Canada:
which serve the public as far as motion pictures are concerned."
{Continued
on
page
6)
(Continued on page 6)
Ed

Grainger

to Be

2

Motion
Balaban

Picture

to Receive

Personal
B'nai
Mention

B'rith

Award

Barney Balaban, president of Paramount Pictures, has been selected as

f R. GRAINGER, president of
*J • RKO Radio Pictures, left here for
Hollywood last night.

the first recipient of the president's
"Medal for Humanitarianism" by the
Supreme Lodge
of B'nai B'rith,
it was
announced
yesterday
by Samuel

Harry Mandell, Filmakers vicepresident and general manager, will
arrive in Chicago today from Hollywood. He will be in Denver tomorrow
and in Memphis on Friday.
•
Mike Simons, director of customer
relations for M-G-M, will leave here
shortly for Missoula to attend the convention of the Theatre Owners of
Montana.
•
Anthony Milotte, chief cameraman for Walt Disney Productions, arrived here yesterday from England via
B.O.A.C. He had been in Nairobi,
Africa.
•
Charles
Levy, Lou Gaudreau,
Jesse Chinick and Howard Hein, of
the Walt Disney office here, are in
Hollywood for company meetings.
•

Markle, chairman of the Barney Balaban tribute committee.
The medal, the first to be awarded
B'rith,
of B'nai here
in thebe111-year
will
presentedhistory
to Balaban
by

John P. Byrne, Eastern M-G-M
sales manager, was in Philadelphia
yesterday from New York and today
will go to New Haven.
•
Richard Heermance, assistant to
Walter Mirisch, Allied Artists executive producer, will leave Hollywood
on Friday for London.
•
Spyros P. Skouras, president of
20th Century-Fox, is scheduled to return to New York from Europe on
Tuesday.
•
August Lowman, Allied Artists
special effects technician, left here yesterday for London via B.O.A.C.
Monarch.
•

Philip M. Klutznick, national president of B'nai B'rith, at a testimonial
evening, at the Waldinner Sundaydorf-Astoria
Hotel at which the film
executive will be cited for "35 years
of dedicated service to B'nai B'rith
his fellow man." The testiand to monial
will pay tribute to Balaban by
providing $1,000,000 for the economic
development of Israel through sales of
State of Israel Development Bonds in
his honor.
Called 'A Fitting Tribute'
"The selection of Mr. Balaban to
of the President's
the first
be
Medal
forrecipient
Humanitarianism
is a
fitting tribute to his distinguished
record of achievement devoted to the
of American life,"
highest traditions
Markle
said. "Few men have done
more to earn the accolade of B'nai
B'rith through years of selfless service devoted to the welfare of free men
everywhere. He exemplifies the finest
of the noble ideals to which B'nai
B'rith is dedicated."
20 Theatres

to Carry

BOTV

Telecasts

Grid

An estimated 20 theatres throughout
the U. S. will receive the closed circuit telecast of the Oct. 16 Notre
Dame-Michigan State football game
when the Box Office Television presents the first of a seasonal series of
Philip N. Krasne, president of
United
Television
Programs, will gridiron
000 fans. contests to an estimated 250,leave the Coast today for New York.
•
William Rosensohn, BOTV vicepresident, stated that while a total of
Miles Storms, manager in Vene- 15 theatres received the closed cirzuela for Westrex Co., Caribbean, has
cuit telecasts of Notre Dame football
arrived in New York from Caracas.
games in 1953, it is expected that for
•
this coming season over 20 theatres
James L. Fallon, executive pro- coast-to-coast will be signed.
ducer for Mathlon Prods., has arrived
The contests last year were witin New York from the Coast.
nessed by closed circuit television
•
audiences
of 150,000 who paid an adOscar Homolka and his wife, Joan
mission of $1 to $2.40 at each session.
Tetzel, will arrive here today from
Europe aboard the "Caronia."
Gable to Col. Film
Mike Todd, president of Todd-AO,
Clark Gable will star for William
has returned to New York from Eu- Goetz Productions in the title role of
rope.
•
"Captain Calico," original story by
Norman S. Hall, which will go before
Anne Francis is scheduled to ar- the Technicolor cameras next year as
rive here tomorrow from the Coast. a Columbia Pictures release, with
location work tentatively scheduled
Ezra Stern, industry attorney, is for San Francisco, Texas and New
Mexico.
in New York from the Coast.

Philip A. Waxman, producer, will
leave here today for the Coast.
Robert Breen, director, has left
here by plane for Venice.
•
Rock Hudson has arrived here
from England.

Mrs.

Hattie

Elelman

Mrs. Hattie Elelman, mother of
Milton Elelman, who is in charge of
the production of trailers in the New
York office of National Screen Service, passed away Monday. Funeral
services will be held in Riverside
Memorial Chapel here today.
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Publicists
Movie

Select

Page

Queen

The New York Screen Publicists Guild selected Sally Wile
of New York City as "Queen
of theday atMovie
PagePierre
Ball" judging.
yestera Hotel
The six SPG judges also named
Spring
Mitchell and Elaine Tyler as runnerups.
The annual affair of the film
publicists will take place at the
Hotel Pierre on Oct. 15 with
tickets costing $5.50, tax included, per couple.

Officers
Meet

of Int'l

at French

Friday

and

V.C.
Lick

Saturday

Miami, Sept. 21. — International
Variety Club head George Hoover of
South Miami has completed plans for
the annual midwinter meeting of the
showman's
organization to be held at
Saturday.
French Lick, Ind., on Friday and

The meeting, which will bring
international officers from all over the
country and some parts of Europe, has
been called this year for the purpose
of discussing the strengthening of the
local charity drives which are made
in the name of Variety throughout the
Showmanship
Prizes
world.
To Odeon Managers
Last year, $2,597,000 was distributed
by local Variety tents benefiting 495,Local Variety organizaTORONTO, Sept. 21.— Featuring 284 persons.
tions have pledged an increase of
the two-day Ontario regional con- almost $500,000 for the present year,
ference of Odeon Theatres, Ltd., in and the midwinter meeting will be
the Royal York Hotel was the "Big devoted primarily towards perfecting
Show Award" luncheon when prizes
planning necessary to meet the
were presented to winners in this the
increased budget.
province of the 1954 showmanship
competition for approximately 100
managers across the Dominion.
Set Dec. Hearing on
Amid acclaim from the gathering of
some 150 people, including officials
from Canadian film distributing com- Kans. *Moon' Case
panies, Odeon's champion showman,
TOPEKA, Kans., Sept. 21. — A
Nick Langston, manager of the Capi- hearing
on Dec. 7 has been granted
tol Theatre, Hamilton, received $300
cash, the championship trophy and by the Kansas Supreme Court on the
question of whether the state board of
miniature
and one week's extra vacation with pay.
review has the authority to ban "The
Moon Is Blue" or any other film.
Gauld in Second Place
The case grew out of the appeal
filed
by the board objecting to the
The second-prize winner, Don
Gauld, Odeon, Fort William, received Wyandotte County District Court decision granting a permanent injunction
$100 and one week's extra vacation prohibiting
the board from banning
while Ken Davies of the Odeon Thea- the film.
tre, Guelph, won $100 for the best
The State Supreme Court, in setting
improvement over 1953.
District prize-winners, each of a hearing date, also granted a stay
whom received $200, were Vic Nowe, order on the district court's injunction
Odeon Theatre, Toronto ; Ralph Bart- against the board.
lett, Odeon, Sarnia ; Ed Burrows,
Odeon, Brantford, and Charles Mason,
Goldwyn
Completes
Roxy Theatre, Brampton.
In observance of the celebration,
president L. W. Brockington and
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 21. — Jean
other Odeon circuit executives and 37
'Dolls'
of the
Casting
will play
role of Sarah
theatre managers in Ontario were in Simmons
attendance.
Brown in Samuel Goldwyn's film production of "Guys
and Dolls"
on
the famous
Broadway
hit. Inbased
aigning
Miss
Simmons
for
what
will
be
her
Trans-Lux
85th StJs
first musical, Goldwyn completed castAnniversary
Contest
ing the principal roles for the motion
version of the Broadway musiThe Trans-Lux 85th Street Theatre picture
cal show.
here will observe its anniversary on
Oct. 30 with special events including
The starring lineup for "Guys and
a contest for patrons with a first Dolls" now has Marlon Brando as
prize of a trip to Bermuda. Richard Sky Masterson, Frank Sinatra as
De Bow, manager, said the contest Nathan Detroit and Vivian Blaine,
will be based on correct identification who will repeat her Miss Adelaide
of stills from old motion pictures to role which she made famous in the.
New York stage production.
be displayed in the lobby.
Joseph L. Mankiewicz, four-time
Academy Award winner, is currently
writing the screenplay in New York
2 Films to Leon Brandt
and will also direct the picture.
The Leon L. Brandt Organization
has been retained to handle advance
Pathe to Process
iniblicity for L^nited Artists' "Romeo
and Juliet" and "Summertime."
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 21.— Pathe
Laboratories will process Universal
International's CinemaScope feature,
Duchin Story to Col.
"To Hell and Back," starring Audie
"Music by Duchin," the story of Murphy, O. W. Murray, vice-presiEddie Duchin, the pianist, will be
dent in charge of West Coast operations, announced. The picture is being
brought to the screen by Columbia
Pictures.
photographed in Pathecolor.
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Holden

Is

Motion

Honored

Picture

at

Premiere

ABRINA," Paramount's Billy Wilder production, opened
here last night at a gala invitational premiere in the
Criterion Theatre. An audience of celebrities, civic and business
leaders and film executives gathered to welcome the picture and
to pay tribute to one of its stars, William Holden, who was
present. Arriving at the premiere above are, left to right, first
"Sabrina" opened last night at the
emy Award atmosphere," since three
director, Billy Wilder, are former "O
Hepburn, Humphrey Bogart and WilSupport of Theatres
liam Holden. Holden
attended the
premiere
as
guest
of
honor.
Korea Collection
In addition to the capacity crowd
attending the premiere, thousands of
spectators gathered in the vicinity of
Joining in President Eisenhower's
rs to con- the theatre to witness the arrival of
to American exhibito
appeal duct
theatre audience collections in the guests, many of whose voices were
behalf of the South Korean people, aired on the Mutual network.
Gen. James A. Van Fleet, former
"Sabrina" begins its regular popucommander of United Nations forces
in Korea, has urged all showmen to
do their utmost toward utilizing the Belles Named
RKO
facilities of their theatres to permit
the American theatre-going public to
contribute to this cause during the Cleveland Mgr.
week of Oct. 4 — or a date thereafter
suitable in each situation.
CLEVELAND, Sept. 21.— Morris
Lefko, RKO Radio district manager,
Gen. Van Fleet stated :
"Whatever we raise in behalf of has announced the promotion of Frank
the needy South Korean people E. Belles from the rank of salesman
through the theatre audience collec- to branch manager, succeeding Jack
tions will be a great demonstration Bernstein, who resigned to join Allied
that we of the free democracy do not Artists of Canada as general sales
forget our friends in need. There is manager.
Belles started in the industry when
so much that we can do for so little
he
was a youngster and worked weekin Korea." Amplifying his statement
ends at the Main Theatre. Out of
of "so much for so little," General school Frank joined the Universal
Van Fleet quoted the following statistics :
booking department, then moved to
M-G-M as office manager and later
Outlines Donation Possibilities
joined Standard Film Service as salesman. He joined the local RKO sales
Fifty cents will provide complete personnel
12 years ago.
care for an orphan for a day ; $1 will
maintain a hospital bed for a day ; $4
will pay for a year's schooling for a
child; $100 will provide an artificial Seattle Landmark
leg for an amputee veteran and train To Be Torn Down
him for useful work; $1,000 will send
SEATTLE, Sept. 21.— Hugh Becka student through four years of medical school; $5,000 will establish an et, operator of the Metropolitan Theatre here, announces that the pioneer
orphange ; and $10,000 will establish
landmark will be torn down early in
a school of nursing.
November.
"I feel
confident that
man in America
vvill every
answershowthe
Replacing this house for legitimate
will be the Moore Theatre,
President's appeal to conduct a thea- attractions
which has been closed as a showhouse
tre audience collection."
since 1949. It will reopen in November with Helen Hayes, appearing in
Empire Renovated
"What Every Woman Knows."
A major renovating and refurnishing job of the M-G-M Empire Thea- 'Wa
terfront; $445,000
tre, London premiere showcase in
Great Britain for M-G-M pictures, has
Columbia's "On the Waterfront"
been completed for the opening of concluded the eighth week of its indefinite run at the Astor here yesterM-G-M's "Rose Marie," in Cinemaday, having grossed in excess of
Scope with Perspecta stereophonic
sound.
$445,000 the company reported.
Gen.

Van

Fleet

Asks

3

Daily

of

'Sahrina

photo: Mrs. J. H. Owen; film star Arlene Whalen and
Owen, executive assistant to the Paramount distribution
president. Second photo: Holden; Mrs. Barney Balaban;
ban, president of Paramount Pictures, and film star Grace
Third photo : Leon Rosenblatt, head of the Rosenblatt &
circuit, and Mrs. Rosenblatt.
Criterion Theatre here in an "Acadof the film's stars and its producerscar" winners. The stars are Audrey

Hugh
viceBalaKelly.
Welt

People

lar-priced engagement at the Criterion
Leon J. Bamberger, sales promotoday. The film also features Walter
tion manager of RKO Radio, beHampden, John Williams, Martha
came a grandfather for the fourth
Hyer, Joan Vohs, Marcel Dalio and time this week when his daughter,
Marcel Hillaire. It is based on the
Mrs. Sheldon Kaplan of MinneBroadway play by Samuel Taylor,
apolis, gave birth to a son.
who collaborated on the Paramount
screen
version
with
Wilder
and
Ernest
Lehman.
Don Summerville, manager of the
Prince of Wales Theatre in Toronto, has announced his candidacy
New Perspecta Fund
for the Toronto City Council in the
civic elections scheduled for Dec. 6.
For M-G-M
Overseas
M-G-M has set up a special fund
Barbara Greene, daughter of
of more than $2,500,000, in addition to David J. Greene, a director of RKO
its regular advertising budget, in the Theatres, will be married in June
international market to promote its to Richard A. Greenberg.
new season's product and Perspecta
stereophonic
sound.
announcement was made
hereThis
yesterday
by
Syd Samson, for 20 years manager
Arthur
M. Loew,
Loew's
International
Corp.,president
who saidof that
the of the Fox exchange in Buffalo, and
money will be spent overseas for the Mrs. Samson have been visiting
benefit of M-G-M exhibitors, from friends on Film Row there. Samson
first run on down, in small cities as now lives in Los Angeles.
well as large. The project will be
known under the name of PEP,
Matyas Seiber, composer, has
initials for "Perspecta Exhibitor
been signed to write an original
score for Louis de Rochemont's
All Films Have Perspecta
"Animal Farm."
The new global policy, Loew
explained,
stems from the fact that
Emrich Nicholson, formerly art
Plan."
this
is the first full season in which
director
for Universal-International,
all M-G-M pictures in international has joined
markets will be released with Per- in Chicago. the Leo Burnett agency
specta stereophonic sound tracks.
n
Thus, theatres in all parts of the world
will get their first chance to play a
Firth Ullman, art director ; James
steady stream of M-G-M stereophonic
sound pictures and to cash in on the Wong Howe and Ray June, cameramen, and Christian Nyby, director
distinct plus values of the Perspecta
have been signed by David O. Selzsystem.
Loew said that his company has nick for his four-network TV show
several new ideas for publicizing and on Oct. 24 in celebration of the 7Sth
advertising the big ones through vari- anniversary of the electric light.
ous media. However, the multiplicity
n
of selling approaches in the different
countries necessitates leaving details
Dan Ensel, 20th Century-Fox
of operation in the hands of the indivi- cashier in the Cleveland branch, is
dual M-G-M managers who together the Cuyahoga County winner in the
with their staffs are in the best posi- "Caine Mutiny" — Mainline dramatic
tion to know the special requirements contest, making him eligible to comof each country, he added.
pete in the national contest.
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Film

Tlie Human

BOXOFFICE
Pic

Fine Craftsmanship
"THE (Allied
HUMANArtists)
|UNCLE"
Bristling with rugged action and the
kind of taut suspense that leaves the
viewer chewing his fingernails, "The
Human Jungle," aided by a highly exploitable title, is bound to be a huge
grosser for Allied, possibly its biggest
to date. Superbly acted, and given magnificent direction by Joseph M. Newman, it races along at a breakneck pace
that will leave the customers limp at
the finish. In recent weeks there has
been a flood of police stories, of varying degree in quality, dealing with cops
going wrong. This one, refreshingly,
goes back to the cops-vs. -crime theme
and, as creatively produced by Hayes
Coetz, is the best such tale since "Detective Story."
The screenplay by William Sackheim
and Daniel Fuchs, based on Sackheim's
story, is hard - hitting, with realistic
dialogue tinctured with ironic humor
that at times explodes into brief hilarity. The setting is the tough section of
a big city. When a strip-tease dancer
is murdered, police chief Emile Meyer
puts Gary Merrill in as precinct captain. From then on the theme becomes
double-barrelled, with emphasis divided between the solution of the crime
and Merrill's problems with his men,
who resent both- his hard-driving tactics and his replacing James Westerfield.

Film is loaded with highlights,
among which is a priceless strip tease
pulled by Jan Sterling, who turns in
what might well be her best of many
fine performances. As a weary, decep-:
tively shrewd blonde who is covering
killer Chuck Connors with a fake alibi
she is brilliant. Her strip act and her
of Max Rich's "It
singing
toneless
Ain't
Gonna
Be You" make an uproarious travesty on all the burlesque
queens who ever murdered a tune while
flouncing their charms. Merrill is
dynamic and forceful as the police captain. By avoiding any oratory on his
part, the underlying theme of the film
comes out all the stronger: that cops
are very human beings honestly trying
to live up to their jobs despite the
lethargic resentment of a passive citizenry and the sniping of a press looking for headlines.
Newman's megging keeps the tempo
taut and performances consistently
good. He keeps the camera moving,
utilizing, Ellis Carter's fine photography
to achie've intriguing angles. Newman
and Goetz also deserve credit for giving comparative newcomers a real
chance. The result is a couple of genuine discoveries in Pat Waltz and Lament Johnson, two personable and talented actors who can definitely be
marked as coming stars. Chuck Connors as the killer also comes into his
own with an outstanding performance.
He proves once arid for all that he's no
longer an ex-baseball star dabbling in
acting, but a fine actor who used to
play baseball. Special praise also goes
to Florenz Ames as the underworld
boss, James Westerfield as the bighearted but inefficient police captain,
Paula Raymond as Merrill's wife, Emile
Meyer as the police chief. Regis Toomey as a detective and Claude Akins as
a hood.
—Milton Luban.

Review
Jungle

"The Human Jungle" is a sock
big-city police story to which Allied Artists legitimately can give
the same type of heavy exploitational campaign in backing saturation bookings — already planned —
as was accorded its "Riot In Cell
Block 11" earlier in the year. Film
packs sex as well as violence and
excitement in the yarn of a new
police captain taking over the
toughest precinct in town, and
should be a hefty grosser for A A,
particularly in situations leaning
toward strong melodrama.
This Hayes Goetz production is
a ■welcome switch from the current
bad-cop cycle, and is an authoritative piece of picture-making right
straight through. The politics of a
metropolitan police department
backdrop an almost documentary
narrative imaginatively directed by
Joseph M. Newman with punchy
overtones. William Sackheim and
Daniel Puchs' hard-hitting screenplay also carries femme appeal
through the important presence of
Jan Sterling.
Feature is marked by standout
portrayals of a hand-picked cast
who insert forceful realism into
natural characters. Gary Merrill, a
police captain who has passed his
bar exams and is about to leave
the force, is prevailed upon to head
the notorious Heights district of
the €ity, where crime conditions
have reached the danger point. In
his revitalization of his department and attempts to solve a murder he meets with opposition both
from some of his own men and
those above him, but finally cracks
the case and whips the district into
shape.
Merrill gives meaning to his
part and Miss Sterling belts over
the role of a tough blonde who is
used as an alibi for Chuck Connors, excellent in his characterization of the murderer. Actress
stages
clever
can be aused
for strip-tease
promotion. which
Regis
Toomey, as
Merrill's
second-incommand.
Lament
Johnson,
as a
vet detective at first antagonistic
to his new captain, Pat Waltz, as
a new plainclothesman who accidentally shoots an innocent bystander, and Emile Meyer, the police chief, score heavily. So, too, do
Paula Raymond as Merrill's patient wife, Florenz Ames as underworld leader and James Westerfield,
police captainWhit.
succeeded byaging
Merrill.
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{Continued from page 1)
holding stock ownership in the company, in addition to the composition
of DCA's board of directors.
Kaufman, Schwartz
To Confer Monday
Having completed production of
"Long John Silver" on location in
Australia, Joseph Kaufman will fly to
Hollywood for a 10-day stopover prior
to arriving in New York on Monday.
Kaufman will remain in New York
for approximately two weeks to confer
with Fred Schwartz and other executives of the recently established Distributors Corp. of America on the
Christmas launching of the picture.
"Long John Silver," in CinemaScope
and Technicolor
is Kaufman's
first independent
production
since he
resigned his post as managing director of theatre operations for Cinerama.
Previously, as an independent producer and in association with film
companies, Kaufman produced "Sudden Fear," "Pandora and the Flying
Dutchman" and other films.
Ed

Grainger
{Continued from page 1)

rights to the James Street novel. Richard Maibaum is now completing the
script and Grainger is discussing a
starring contract with Alan Ladd.
Grainger is negotiating with RKO
for an arrangement under which he
will continue to headquarter at that
studio and use its production and distribution facilities.
Sees Independents as Vital
In announcing his new plans,
Grainger declared that the present
picture shortage is the most serious
in years and that the independent production field is in a fundamentally important position with relation to the
industry's future. "Good films are running up all-time grosses and there is
definite scarcity of top product. I feel
that stepped-up independent production will be the solution to this problem for the industry," he said.
Among Grainger's productions in
the past were "Flying Leathernecks,"
"One Minute to Zero," "The Racket,"
"The French Line," "Second Chance"
and "Devil's Canyon."

Most

Films,

Free

Popular

Picture

in Ceylon,

Jurist

Allied

FCC
Queries
{Continued from page 1)
i..u^^aig tne question of whethv;r the
FCc snould have clhect control over
J. V networks.
Lee said he felt the Commission
already has enough control over networks indirectly through its authority
over the individual stations. "In addition to my general belief that the
Commission ah^eady has sufficient authority to control the networks indirectly," he declared, "I do not see
how direct legislation couid do this
without including such outlets as advertismg agencies, talent agencies,
program packagers, motion picture
companies, etc. Any other course
would be inequitable and unfair." Lee
warned that a little government control of networks would inevitably lead
10 a lot of government control, anti
therefore should be avoided at the
start.
Lee also urged the radio and TV
industry to a do a better job of
policing "bait" advertising, exc'ssive
advertising and distasteful advertising
;f they expect to avoid "corrective
.egislation and restrictive regulations."
He said the Federal Trade Commission in 1953 received over 173,000
complaints on fraudulent radio advertising and 60,0G0 on television advercising, with nearly 10,000 of sufficient
weight to warrant being marked for
legal action.
Kalmine
{Continued from page 1)
Casino Theatre in London on Sept.
30.He was accompanied by Wentworth
Fling, vice president in charge of engineering of Cinerama Inc., who will
check the engineering side of the
Cinerama installation. Kalmine will
return home after the opening.

OF THE AIR
Texas Drive-ins Set
Personnel Service

New Ywk • London
BltniSH OVERSEAS
AIRWAYS CORPORATION
Reservations through your travel agent
or call B.O.A.C. at 342 Madison Ave.,
New York 17. N. Y.. tel. IVIU 7-8900

Says

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 21.— American product leads all others in
Ceylon "because of its freedom from propaganda and because it is
just what it is supposed to be — entertainment," Associate Justice
E. F. N. Gratianen of the Ceylon Supreme Court said today as guest
of the Association of Motion Picture Producers and Universal
International. The jurist added, "Installation of new wide screen
and your magnificent sound in Ceylon's theatres will make American
films more popular than ever before."

Prinzmetal is Cooper's attorney. Eve
Ettinger, former Columbia Pictures
story department head, has been engaged as associate and story consultant to the new production organization.

Direct

IFE

of Propaganda,

Cooper in New Firm
{Co)itinued from page 1)
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DALLAS, Sept. 21.— The Texas
Drive-ln Theatre Owners Association
has opened a new business office at
1710 Jackson Street, here. An employment service has been set up at this
address and projectionists and theatre
managers desiring occupation in the
drive-in field are encouraged to leave
their applications at the new association office.
Technical information of all kinds
will be available.

Artists

{ Continued from page 1 )
cign branches and exchanges of major
film distributors.
"Considering the continued distribution through independently owned exchanges in each president
foreign nation."
The Allied
stated that
while he was in London, Paris and
Monte Carlo, where he attended a
sales convention for Associated British Films, he saw rushes on his company's CinemaScope production, "The
Black Prince." The first print of this
film should be here in America by
January, Broidy said, and "from what
I saw of the picture, it is very good."
Broidy, accompanied on his return
to this country by Harold J. Mirisch,
AA vice-president, said he plans to
meet with Eastern Allied officials concerning plans for the 34 productions
which are scheduled for 1955. It was
learned that William F. Rodgers,
former vice-president and director of
Loew's, Inc., and now president of
Amalgamated Pictures, will also sit in
on the AA meetings. Rodgers is to
act as a consultant and advisor on
AA's distribution problems.
Canada
Sets Dates
{Continued from page 1 )
Nov. 23-24 — Motion Picture Industry
Council of Canada ; Nov. 23-25 — theatre equipment exhibition ; Nov. 25 —
annual meeting and luncheon, Motion
Picture Theatres Association of Ontario Nov.
;
25 — annual awards dinner,
Canadian Picture Pioneers.
The Toronto Variety Tent will
entertain at a dinner on Nov. 23 in
the clubrooms while all delegates will
attend a luncheon of the Canadian
Motion Picture Distributors Association tentatively scheduled for noon on
Nov. 23.
Set 'Iron Fence'
"The Iron Fence," a series of true
stories of escapes from behind the
Iron Crtain, will go into release on
Oct. 8 as the first of eight specials in
RKO-Pathe's 1954-55 line-up, it was
announced yesterday by Sidney
Kramer, short subjects sales manager.

{Continued from page 1)
uct release, Jacon, along with I. F. E.
executive vice-president E. R. Zorgniotti, stated that U. S., Canadian and
Far East distribution rights to "Bread,
Love and Dreams," Miss Lollobrigida's
filmhas
currently
at the Paris
Theatrelatest
here,
been acquired
by
I. F. E. from Titanus Films.
Among the 11 films which will be
released by I. F. E. are "Madame
Gobette,"
"Green
andexecutive
"Aida,"
Jacon
said.
Also, Magic"
the film
revealed that four more films starring
Miss Lollobrigida will be released by
the organization by the Fall of next
They are : "Wayward Wife," an
English language film due for November distribution
: "Times
By,"
currently
playing
some Gone
key U.S.
year.
situations ; "Woman of Rome," set for
release in the spring, and "Bread,
Love and Jealousy," sequel to "Bread,
Lovetheand
for
Fall.Dreams," which is planned
Free of Hughes Deal
Commenting
on her head
exclusive
contract with RKO
Howard
Hughes, Miss Lollobrigida stated that
"I am now free of that contract and
would like to make a film in Hollywood if the story offered me was
right." The Italian actress also revealed that in the past she has had
participation deals- with producers.
"If the
producer suffers, I suffer also,"
she
commented.
The Italian thespian revealed that
in her only two American films in
which she has appeared, "Crossed
Swords" and "Beat the Devil," she
had to learn English, but in the former
film, her voice was dubbed in.
Jonasdent inRosenfield,
F. E. vice-presicharge ofI. advertising
and
publicity, informed the trade press that
Miss Lollobrigida's picture will be
on the cover of every major national
magazine in the United States within
the next two months.
Jacon added that immediate bookings are available for "Bread, Love
and Dreams."
Lieheskind

Joins

Times Television
Nat Lieheskind has taken over as
general manager of Times Television
Corp. This company is the exclusive
distributor for television for all product produced by the National Film
Board of Canada.
Lieheskind, a veteran in the motion
picture industry, has specialized in
distribution, not only in the U.S.A.
but in
and Latin-America Europe,
where he Asia
established
offices for
some of the major film companies.

'Go See' to 'Egyptian'
Ten thousand subway and car cards
are on display throughout the New
York Subway system naming Darrjd
F. Zanuck's "The Egyptian" in CinemaScope the "Go See Picture of the
Month" for September-October.
Belmont

Joins

UA

• Three Channel interlock projection
C. G. "Jerry" Belmont, for the past • ITljnim & 3Smm tape interlock
ten years with RKO Radio's foreign • 16mm interlock projection
division, has resigned to join the same CUTTING & EDITING ROOMS AVAItABtE
division of United Artists. During
World War II Belmont was with the , MoviELAB THEATRE SERVICE, inc.
1619 VJ. 54th St., N Y. 19, N.Y.. JUdson 6-0367
U. S. Navy for about two years.
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Pre-Selling
The

build-up

for

"Barefoot Contessa"
FOR most of the public throughout
the nation, interest in "The Barefoot Contessa" was started through
the attention accorded it in national
magazines. Included were a five-page
feature in "Life," front cover and twopage story in "Collier's," color-page in
"Redbook," picture-of-the-month in
"Coronet," multiple-page layouts in
"Tempo" and "Cue" and coverage in
all the fan magazines.
Advertising tie-ins include a "Contessa" sweater promotion in fashion
magazines by Boepple Sweater Co., a
"Contessa" letter writing contest by
the Italian Line with free round-trips
to Italy as prizes, window displays
with stills at Pan American Airways,
also shoe campaign sponsorships by
I. Miller, Dave Evins, Herbert Levine
and Delman. Music promotion of
UA's "Song of the Barefoot Contessa"
by Chappell & Co. also is an important
factor, with recordings set by Victor
and Mercury.
TV and radio breaks are also part
of the build-up : a statue of Ava
Gardner, flown from Italy appeared on
the Dave Garroway network show and
on Bill Leonard's network program ;
producer Mankiewicz is slated for another Garroway program ; Humphrey
Bogart will appear on the Tex and
Jinx, Garroway and Martha Deane
shows. UA is making available to exhibitors a TV spot film featuring
special art of Ava Gardner.
An attention-compelling full page
ad for the picture was a feature of the
theatrical section of the N. Y. Times
last Sunday.
•

W

CINEMA

ike loMcm

time that a motion picture has been
given the first news story position
in "Life."
One of the ace photographers of
the Luce organization traveled to
Egjrpt to photograph the making
of "Land of the Pharaohs," near
the Pyramid of Khufu and in the
shadow of the great Sphinx. As
many as 9,270 Egyptian extras were
used ascreate"pyramid
builders,"
rethe work their
forebearsto had

HILUX

"Look," gave "Brigadoon" a splendid send-off in the current issue. Beautifully colored pictures illustrate the
review, which appears on a two-page
spread.
WALTER HAAS

VARIABLE

VAL

Ammphk

£m!

<

PROJECTION

actually done centuries ago. Seven
full pages, including a two-page
spread, are devoted to this picture.
•

A beautifully colored photograph
from "The Egyptian," which
spreads across twoi pages, introduces the condensation of the novel
of the same name in the October
issue of "Woman's Home Companion." The complete condensation appears on 12 pages of the
current issue.

E

SCREEN

The photographing of "Land of
the Pharaohs," a Warner Bros,
picture directed by Howard Hawks,
has been selected by the editors of
"Life,"
as the
leadThis
newsis story
in
the
current
issue.
the first

"Rear Window," "Broken Lance,"
and "Betrayed," are reviewed in the
October issue of "Seventeen."
•

I D

Since the advent of Wide

LENSES

Screen and CinemaScope

of progressive theatre operators have equipped

thousands

their

projectors with Hilux and Super-Lite projection lenses —
for use as prime lenses with, their anamorphic attachments.
Your

patrons, too, will appreciate the superior quality that over

30 years of lens craftsmanship
$270

up

have engineered

per pair at your Theatre

into the Hilux //l.8.

Supply Dealer.

PROJECTION
OPTICS
COMPANY,
330
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Levy

Cinerama will celebrate its second
SPRINGFIELD, 111., Sept. 22.violations of decrees in the U.S. vs.
anniversary here next Thursday evening. The showing that launches its areas, Herman M. Levy, TOA gene
third year on Broadway will have
Says Untapped American as special guests 150 mayors of cities
and towns within a radius of 100 miles Dedicate Restored
Field Must Be Explored
of New York, invited as guests of
S. H. Fabian, president of the Stanley
Broadening the potential market for Warner Corp., which controls the *Black Maria' of
films in the U.S., irrespective of where process and its theatres.
Thomas
A. Edison
Cinerama has achieved the longest
the picture is produced, will be explored at the forthcoming Chicago run of any motion picture on Broadconvention of
By SHERWIN KANE
way. On Oct. 26, it will set the allTheatre OwnWEST ORANGE, N. J., Sept. 22.
time record of first runs by passing
ers of America
the 108- week record of "Red Shoes" — An exact replica of the "Black
by Alfred Starr,
at the Bijou Theatre, which is a Maria" building built and used by
TO A board
small legitimate house.
Thomas A. Edison as the world's first
member, Starr
In honor of Paul Mantz, Bendix motion picture studio was dedicated on
disclosed here
trophy winner and flyer of the air the grounds of Thomas Edison Industries here today.
yesterday.
travel sequences that comprise the
Starr made
Approximately
100 members of the
"America the Beautiful" climax to the
the disclosure
Lowell Thomas-Merian C. Cooper Thomas Alva Edison Foundation,
when asked to
presentation, a large delegation of members of the motion picture induscomment on the
uniformed pilots of the Air Line Pilots
try and representatives of the press
contention of J.
Association will attend the birthday attended the dedication ceremonies folArthur Rank
lowing aluncheon on the grounds and
showing. Thomas will join Mantz and
Stanley Warner heads in greeting the
that British pica screening of Jules Levey's documentures are not
Alfred Starr
tary color film "The Story of Thomas
guests.
Other
honors
in
the
form
of
scrolls
being given sufAlva Edison" in the reconstructed
ficient playing time on United States and plaques will be accepted for "Black Maria" building.
screens.
Adolph Zukor, industry pioneer and
Cinerama from the General Federachairman of the board of Paramount
In his reply, Starr held there are
tion of Women's Clubs, the National
millions of people in the U.S. who are Board of Review and Audio Maga- Pictures, unveiled the plaque affixed
zine.
{Continued on page 6)
not being reached by the present "avenues of communication." His contention, Starr he^d, is true for all pictures, Hollywcod-made product as NJ.
ALLIED
DEMANDS
ACTION
well as foreign films.
New avenues of communications
must be explored if the large untapped ON
'CONFISCATORY'
RENTALS
{Continued on page 6)
special to THE DAILY
MONTICELLO, N. Y., Sept. 22.— Acting on the premise that the
MPEA
Okays New
distributors' policy of pricing films is confiscatory of the benefits derived from the reduction in the Federal admission tax. Allied Theatre
Norway
Film Pact
Owners of New Jersey today recommended that the issue be submitted to on easing their policy toward exhibitors. There was considerable resent_A new one-year film pact with Allied's national board of directors as
ment at the remarks of some of the
Norway has been approved by the a subject for Congress to investigate, the theory being that Congress sales managers that customers were
Motion Picture Export Association,
granted theatres relief which they are dishonest. The exhibitors said the
it was disclosed here yesterday.
film companies themselves refused to
The new pact, negotiated by MPEA not receiving.
This topic held the spotlight today check exhibitor overhead to determine
vice-president Griffith Johnson while
in Oslo, continues the 40 per cent at the annual convention of the New equitable deals.
rental ceiling. However, it revises the Jersey unit at the Concord Hotel now
They also talked about print shortages, reporting that many shows were
exceptions from the 40 per cent limi- in session here.
tation from five for all companies unMany of the exhibitors present re- advertised but not played and some of
ported that sales representatives and them reported that even trailers that
der the old pact, to two films per
company which are freely negotiable. managers with whom they negotiate they had booked were not available.
The MPEA approved the pact at did not pay attention to, or did not There were suggestions that pictures
{Continued on page 6)
receive orders from, their home offices
a late meeting Tuesday.
Film

CENTS

-"Shocked" at the many apparent
Paramount case in this and in other
ral counsel, declared that "violations
reported at exhibitor meetings concerning certain distributors, mainly in
the field of conditioning the sale of
one picture upon another or others

any

— from Joseph L Mankiewicz's 'THE BAREFOOT
— ■
-■^'•'"-i't^'%»#»'<Hfar' I' 'i>ii 'II ■ -I ,'i-(r if

Says

dishearte
were
Speaking
at ning."
the regional meeting of
the United Theatre Owners of Illinois
at the Leland Hotel here. Levy stated
that "I am heartened by the fact that
the exhibitors concerned have agreed
to put their complaints in writing, giving the time, place, name of sales
representative, and the demands made
by him, so that appropriate action
Wantsbe Details
could
taken." Sent to New York
Levy asked the exhibitors at the
UTO meeting to forward to TOA
headquarters in New York all such
information regarding violations of
the decrees.
Other complaints voiced by the excluded : hibitors attending the meeting inCI Shortage of prints. It was stated
that as high as 18 prints on a single
picture were available a iew years
ago to serve the St. Louis area, and
that this has now been reduced to four
or five, and that many prints were sent
out without inspection.
CI Some theatres now have to wait
at least a year in order to get
product at a price they can afford to
CI The distributors owe it to the
youth of the nation to keep the small
{Continued on page 6)
pay.
Group

to Aid

Names

MPRF

Its Leaders

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 22.— Motion
Picture Exposition, cross-industry organization formed to promote activities beneficial to the Motion Picture
Relief Fund, met last night to name a
board of directors, elect officers and
appoint an executive committee.
The organization embraces, in addition to the Motion Picture Relief
Fund, the Association of Motion Picture Producers, AFL Film Council,
Screen Actors Guild, Screen Producers Guild, Publicists Guild, Society
{Continued on page 6)
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Ambassador
Personal

Todd^s

Distribution

in

Italy

Mention

To

ALFRED E. DAFF, Universal
Pictures executive vice-president,
will leave New York today for Hollywood. Edward Muhl, vice-president
in charge of production, who has been
here for conferences, will return to
the Coast today.
•
Carol Mendelsohn, daughter of
Irving Mendelsohn, United Artists
exchange manager in New Haven, has
resumed her studies at Brandeis University, Waltham, Mass.
•

nections with the Joseph P. Kennedy
Distribution of films of Michael
Todd Productions will be handled in organization.
It was learned that Reisman plans
Italy by Robert Haggiag, Italian dis- a trip to England in connection with
tributor-producer, itwas disclosed
here yesterday.
the production of Jules Verne's
The disclosure was made by Hag- "Around the World in 80 Days,"
giag at a reception honoring the ap- the property purchased by Todd while
pointment of Phil Reisman as presi- in London from Sir Alexander Kordent of Michael Todd Productions, da's London Films.
Todd, accompanied by Haggiag, was
the organization which will handle
scheduled
to leave here today for the
the production and distribution of
films made in the Todd-AO wide Coast, reportedly to line-up an addiscreen process. Reisman, in accepting
ization. tional property for the Todd organthe appointment, has severed his con-

Be

Handled

Weinberg, writer, accompanied by his wife and daughter, will
leave New York by plane today for Ask Civic Groups
Switzerland.
•
To Aid Korea Drive
Sidney S. Kulick, of Bell Film
Exchange, was in Albany, GloversRobert W. Coyne, special counsel
ville and Syracuse from New York.
for the Council of Motion Picture Organizations, revealed yesterday that
Cecil B. DeMille will leave New
local civic, patriotic and religious
the "Constitution" leaders of many communities have
today aboard
YorkAlexandria,
for
Egypt.
been asked to cooperate with theatre
•
in making a success of theaWalter Wanger and his wife, Joan managers
tre audience collections for Korean
Bennett, will arrive here by plane relief during the week of Oct. 4.
today from the Coast.
•
Coyne also urged motion picture exhibitors to alert local veteran organMona Freeman will arrive here
izations, fraternal brotherhoods, wotomorrow from the Coast on her way
men's clubs, better business bureau,
to England.
school, church and municipal groups.
•
The collection is set for the week
Mori Krushen, United Artists exof
Oct. 4, or anytime thereafter suitploitation manager, is in Philadelphia
able to each local situation, explained
from here.
Coyne. It is being sponsored by
•
COMPO in answer to the President's
Jules
tive, leftLevey,
here forproducers'
the Coastrepresentaby plane appeal to American exhibitors.
last night.
•
Sebum
Is Named
Sam Wiesenthal, producer, will
leave here today for Hollywood.
To New
UPH
Post
•

by

Haggiag

Max

Of

Israel

At

Balaban

Eban

to Speak
Dinner

Ambassador Abba S. Eban of Israel ! I
and Philip M. Klutznick, national
president of B'nai B'rith, will be the
principal speakers at a testimonial
dinner for Barney Balaban, president
of Paramount Pictures, on Sunday
evening at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
it was announced yesterday by Samuel Markle, chairman of the Barney
Balaban Tribute Committee.
The testimonial will honor the film
executive by providing $1,000,000 for
the economic development of Israel
through sales of State of Israel Development Bonds.

Will Voice Israel's Thanks
Ambassador Eban wU convey to
Balaban the thanks of the people of
At RKO
Coast Studio Israel for his leadership in the effort to strengthen Israel's economy
special to THE DAILY
through the State of Israel Bond
Issue.
Balaban has been a member of
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 22. — Two
staff producers, four publicists, the the board of governors of the State
make-up department head and four of Israel Bond Organization since the
secretarial workers are known to have inception of the Israel Bond drive in
been discharged by the RKO studio 1951.
today in a general paring down of
The Israel Ambassador will transpersonnel on orders from the top
mit to Balaban the greetings of Presmanagement.
ident Itzhak Ben-Zvi of Israel, who
The reduction, which may be more has sentclaring : a cable to the committee deextensive than today's dismissals indicate, follows by 24 hours producer
"Mr. Balaban's efforts on behalf of
the
cause of Israel have been of great
Edmund
Grainger's
announcement
his
intention
to enter
independentof benefit to the State and people of
production at the year's end, and by Israel. I am reassured as to our future relations with the United States
48 hours Roy Disney's announcement
that the wholly-owned Disney subsi- and its Jewish community based as
diary, Buena Vista Distributing Co., they are on achievements of such an
would handle all Disney features.
The studio has no pictures in shoot- outstanding
Starsleader."
to Participate
ing stage at the present time.
The testimonial for Balaban is being sponsored by the Metropolitan
Kintner Shifts 5
Council of B'nai B'rith along with
representatives of the motion picture
in ABC
Radio-TV
industry. Reservations are by purHOLLYWOOD, Sept. 22. — SteFredric March will leave here toA series of executive promotions
phen
Bosustow,
president
of
United
chase of $1,000 in State of Israel Deday for Hollywood.
Productions of America, announced and departmental consolidations withvelopment Bonds.
in the ABC Radio and Television netParticipating in the program at the
that Ted Seburn has been promoted
works were announced by Robert E. testimonial will be many of the outto assistant to the president. Seburn
J. J. Anti-Trust Suit
Kintner, president of the American
standing stars of Hollywood and the
was formerly in UPA's film editing Broadcasting Co.
department.
Set for Trial Feb. 7
world including- Eddie
The departmental consolidations and entertainment
Before coming to UPA two years
Cantor. George Jessel. Eddie Fisher,
ago, Seburn was music editor at executive promotions,
all effective im- Grace Kelly and William Holden.
mediately, are :
Federal Judge John C. Knox yes- Paramount Studios for 13 years.
terday set Feb. 7 as the trial date for Prior to that time, he was assistant
Consolidation of the news and spethe anti-trust case filed by J. J. Thea- director at the Walt Disney Studios,
cial events departments of the ABC Brandt, Miller Lease
tres, operators of the Luxor Theatre
set designer at Universal Studios and radio-TV into one department with
in The Bronx, against Spyros and drama professor at the University of John Daly as vice president in charge Palace, in Stamford
The Palace Theatre, Stamford,
George Skouras, Skouras Theatres Minnesota.
of the department and Thomas Ve- Conn., has been leased by Harry
and 20th Century-Fox. The plaintiffs
lotta named vice president and admin- Brandt, president of Brandt Theatres,
charged that the Skouras houses
istrative officer of the combined de- in association with Melvin Miller, for
were favored over the Luxor.
'Star* in B&K
partment. Included in the functions
House
The case first went to trial in Febof the consolidated news and special a long term from Mrs. Mary C.
ruary, 1953, when it was dismissed Without Stage Show
Vuono, pioneer Stamford operator
events department will be religious who
built the house in 1920, at which
by the court. In May of this year,
CHICAGO, Sept. 22.— "A Star Is and educational programming.
time
it was one of the largest theatres
the Circuit Court of Appeals reversed
Robert F. Lewine, eastern program
Born"atre will
go into& the
the decision.
of Balaban
KatzChicago
on Oct.The-15 director of the ABC Television, was in the state.
for an extended run. The house will promoted to director of the television
Berk and Krumgold were the brokers in the deal.
dispense
with
stage
attractions
during
program department. Don Durgin,
Frank Petraglia to
the showing of the film.
who has been director of network tele- Daniel Burns Dies
Walt Disney Staff
vision sales development, was named
Frank Petraglia has joined the staff
director
of sales development and reALBANY, Sept. 22.— A Requiem
Hayden Here
search for the radio and television
of Walt Disney Productions.
Mass
was celebrated today in CatheRussell Hayden, who has teamed up networks.
Formerly with RKO Radio as head
dral of the Immaculate Conception for
of television, radio and merchandise with Marion Davies in the production
Gene Accas, director of sales pro- Daniel J. Burns, retired theatre elecmotion for the ABC radio, will head
trician and former Proctor manager
tie-up activities, Petraglia will handle of a TV comedy series, "Meet the
music exploitation for the Disney or- Family," starring Arthur Lake, co- a newly constituted advertising, pro- in New Jersey. Burns, who had been
motion and publicity department for a member of the Catholic Actors
ganization under the supervision of star of the "Blondie" series, is in New
Abe Glaser. Petraglia will also be York from the coast, for conferences the combined ABC radio and televi- Guild in New York City, last served
active in the national publicity and with Screencraft Pictures, which will
sion networks, serving as director of at the Madison from 1937 to 1950.
handle the package in the East.
exploitation of Disney film product.
His widow survives.
the department.
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'Beau BrummeV for
Royal Performance

LONDON, Sept. 22.— M-G-M's
"Beau Brummel" has been
chosen for the annual Royal
Film Performance to be held
this
year Theatre
on Nov. here.
15 at Metro's
Empire
Poll
On

Branch

Locals

Negotiations

I.A.TSE locals, especially those located in the New York area, prefer to
negotiate new exchange contracts on
an individual basis because conditions
are different in each area of the U.S.,
Russell Moss, executive vice-president
of Motion Picture Home Office Employees, H-63, lATSE, said here yesterday.
A poll is being taken by the International of all exchange locals as to
whether they prefer to negotiate contracts by themselves or whether they
desire to have the International negotiate pacts on a national basis. Moss
said.
Many Prefer Local Deals

Many locals, including H-63, desire
to discuss new contracts with exchange officials individually in each
official said. "Negoarea, the union
tiations on a separate basis also
strengthens each local within its
area," Moss said.
The lATSE office is seeking information as to the locals' preference in
respect to negotiations for a new exchange contract to be dated Dec. 1,
1954, since the current pact expires
Nov. 30, 1954, he said.
Reporting on pertinent H-63 problems. Moss said that a membership
meeting of Deluxe Laboratories, Inc.,
personnel will take place tonight in
order to learn what the union should
seek for its members from management when negotiations commence for
a new one-year agreement. The present contract covering union members
expires Sept. 30 and H-63 officials are
planning some
to "sit down with Deluxe officials time next week to discuss
the new agreement. Moss said.
H-63 to Elect New Head
The entire membership of H-63 will
be asked to vote for a new union
president shortly as David A. Cassidy, president, has resigned his Paramount Pictures home office position
to
become
a unionis office
staft'er. as
Moss
said.
Cassidy
to function
an

Motion

Picture

'WALL
STREET
JOURNAL'
CITES
BETTER
THEATRE
BUSINESS
Confirming a Motion Picture Daily survey of business conditions in
the field, the "Wall Street Journal" yesterday summed up its 10-city roundups with this head : "Long Suffering Theatre Operators Report Best Business
from the blues movie exhibitors almost
in The
Years."
"Journal" story, in part, said:
" 'This will be our best year at the everywhere were singing less than
box office since we opened the doors a year ago.
''It doesn't mean, of course, that
12 "That
years clieerful
ago.'
forecast comes from movie houses in the aggregate are
Sol Krim,
owner
Detroit's
Krim again doing the hurlyburly business
movie
theatre.
Mostof movie
exhibitors
iliey enjoyed after the war in 1940-47.
In those days some 90 million persons
contacted in a "Wall Street Journal" were lining up at box offices each
10-city survey agree current business
is the best in several years.
week. Today's estimated weekly
" 'Business so far this month is patron total of about 50 million is little
more than half the big-boom figure —
iibout 40% ahead of a year ago,' re- but it's more than 107c above the low
Penn ebb of 45 million weekly reached in
for Loew's
ports a spokesman
Theatre
in downtown
Pittsburgh.
1951-52.
'It's the best since 1949.'
Points to Closings
"Fred Stein, California general
manager for United Artists Theatre
"The slump in attendance put many
Circuit, has this to say: 'Our grosses theatres out of business. There now
are reaching those of 1946, our best
are around 13,500 indoor theatres in
post-war
year.'
" 'Our September
business is only a the nation, compared with 19,000 in
little ahead of a year ago, but figures 1947. The number of drive-ins has
lor all 1954 are running 25'% over increased, of course. There now are
4,000 outdoor theatres,
1953,' declares J. O. Cherry, manager approximately
compared with a mere 300 seven years
of 10 Dallas theatres.
"This happy refrain is a big change
Art House, Drive-in
Set for Columbus

Disney Shorts Will
Continue Under RKO
RKO Radio will continue to
distribute the Walt Disney
short subjects, according to
James R. Grainger, RKO president. Grainger said the present
contract under which the Disney subjects are released by
RKO has about three years to
run. Disney announced this
week that his company's subsidiary, Buena Vista Distributing
Co.,
will release forthcomtures.ing Disney
feature-length pic-

Albany
Elect

on

Tent

to

Oct.

23

special to THE DAILY
ALBANY, Sept. 22.— The Variety
Club, at its first meeting of the fall
and winter season, voted to elect a
new crew and to have the crew choose
new officers on Oct. 23. The new
group will assume direction of Tent
No. 9 on Nov. 1, according to present

Decision as to dates for the annual
plans.
drive on behalf of the Variety-Albany
Boys Club Camp Thatcher and other
details will be made by the new officers and crew, chief barker Jules Perl$1,500 By Drive-ins
mutter stated. A "kickoff" dinner is
expected to take place sometime in
ALBANY,
Sept. ^Dime
22.— A s'
group of
Albany
To
area drive-ins raised more than $1,500 November. General James A. Van
ago."emergency March of Dimes Fleet, S. H. Fabian and Col. William
for the
McCraw were the principal speakers
campaign, in a week-end distribution
and collection of donation envelopes, at last year's affair.
chairman Alan Iselin, of the AutoA report showing considerable reVision, East Greenbush, announced.
duction in the club's debt is slated for
He said the total was the largest submission at the Oct. 18 session.
raised by any segment, and that the Tent No. 9 will almost be in the
clear by then, Perlmutter prophesied.
cooperation
unexcelled. by drive-in owners was

COLUMBUS, O., Sept. 22.— Second
local art house and a new $250,000
drive-in equipped for year-around operation soon will be added to the
Columbus film scene. Louis and
Maury Sher, local restaurant operators, will operate the dark Bexley,
fLast Side neighborhood, as an art
theatre in association with Ed Shulman, Detroit theatre operator.
The Bexley, opened originally 19
Jack Goldberg, Metro manager,
years ago by Theodore Lindenberg, served
as distributor chairman. Iselin
Sr., and his son and later acquired by
had
charge
of the local drive for the
J. Real Neth, has been dark for about motion picture
in the regulai
two years. The only other local art March of Dimesindustry
last January.
house is the World, operated by
Charlespacity Sugarman.
Bexley'sabout
cais560. It will The
be opened
Oct. 1.
The Mainview Corp. of Chicago is
erecting a $250,000 drive-in in suburban Whitehall, to be opened about
Jan. 1. The drive-in will have in-car
heaters. Marshall Holleb of Chicago
and Sol Morton Isaac, local attorney,
are representing the Chicago corporation.
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'Mutiny*
Week

in Last

at Capitol

Start
At

6 New

Coast

Films

Studios

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 22. — Six
new pictures starting and only two
pictures finishing increased the total
number of pictures in work this week
to 32.
Started were : "Interrupted Melody," CinemaScope, color (MetroGoldwyn-Mayer) ; "The Trouble With
H a r r y," VistaVision, Technicolor
(Paramount) ; "The Seven Year
Itch," CinemaScope, color (20th Century-Fox) ;"Not As A Stranger,"
Stanley Kramer, and "Gentlemen
Aiarry Brunettes," Russfield- Voyager,
CinemaScope, Technicolor (United
al).
Artists) ; "Justice Comes to Tomahawk," color (Universal-Internation-

"The Caine Mutiny," Columbia's
Technicolor version of the best-selling
novel, will begin the 14th and last
week of its Capitol Theatre engagement here on Thursday. The picture
has been the third longest-running
film in the 35-year history of the
Broadway showcase.
assistant to tlie executive vice-presi- 'Hajji Baba' Bow Set
Only "From Here to Eternity," 20
"The Adventures of Hajji Baba," a weeks and one day, and "Moulin
dent, business representative and statistician. The new president is to be Walter Wanger presentation in Cine- Rouge," 15 weeks, stayed on longer
CompletedTechnicolor
were : "Prize
of Gold," ;
elected for the balance of Cassidy's maScope, produced by Allied Artists than "The Caine Mutiny." "Gone Warwick,
(Columbia)
and released by 20th Century-Fox, With the Wind," which had been the Fox).
term. Moss said.
will have its world premiere at the record holder for 15 years, is now in "White Feather," Panoramic, CinemaGlobe Theatre here on Oct. 8, the fourth place with its mark of 11
Scope, Technicolor (20th Centuryfilm
distribution company announced. weeks and two days.
Keith's, Baltimore,
To Jack Fruchtman
Lease 2 in Watervliet
BALTIMORE, Sept. 22.— In a
ALBANY, Sept. 22.— The Grand
CinemaScope
Newsreel Development
change
active
Keith's
and Strand in Watervliet have been
Theatre ofhere
has management,
been taken over
by
Jack Fruchtman, who recently added
leased b}' Jules Perlmutter to Peter
Depends on Theatre Installations
Holcomb. Perlmutter still buys and
the New Theatre to his chain which
Test prints of CinemaScope newsreels in color which were
includes several houses in Southern
books the houses. They are the only
screened here privately have received favorable comment from top
Maryland. The New was acquired last
theatres in that city, across the Hudofficials of 20th Century-Fox and Movietonews, it was learned
son River from Troy.
month from Morris Mechanic.
here yesterday.
An official of the newsreel organization reported that while
Keith's has been operated for more
than 25 years by J. Lawrence SchanCinemaScope newsreels have been developed and are still underberger and his brother, Fred SchanLaunch 'Waterfront'
going laboratory testing, the "wholesale" switchover from regular
berger, Jr. The former is now in
HARTFORD, Sept. 22.— Columblack-and-white prints to CinemaScope newsreels will depend on
bia's "On the Waterfront" has its
Atlantic City recovering from a heart
the installation of the medium in theatres throughout the world and
attack. The latter remains with the
equipment costs.
initial booking
the E.atM.the Loew's
Hartford
divisionon Friday
E. M.
new management in an executive
Loew's here.
capacity.

Now

all

seats

are

Wdtch an audience, as one of today's wide-screen
romances unfolds. There's a new feeling of reality— a
new sense of being right in the midst of things. And
everyone in the house shares it. All of this comes from
combined

new technics in picture-taking, processing and

projection — problems which the Eastman Technical Service for Motion Picture Film is helping the industry solve.
Branches

at strategic centers. Inquiries invited.
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Motion

Allied

(Conliiiucd from page 1)
not delivered within a reasonable time
be reduced in price.
Wilbur Snaper, president, reported
to the general membership on the visit
to the sales managers by the national
Allied film committee. Irving Uollinger, regional vice-president, asked for
closer liaison with the national organization through his office.
Officers of New Jersey Allied
elected lor the coming year are
.Snaper, president; Louis Gi)ld, first
vice-president, Northern New Jersey ;
Sidney Stern, second vice-president.
Northern N. J.; John Harwan, vicepresident for South Jersey ; William
Basil, secretary; A. Louis Martin,
treasurer ; Harry Sheer, sergeant-atarms ; Dollinger, national director and
board chairman.
Resolutions Passed

Report

Picture

Violations:

$10,200 for 'Kidnappers'
United Artists' "The Little Ki-lnippers," at the Trans-Lux 60th St. Theatre here registered a third-week
gross of !^ 10,200, which topped tn.second-week returns by ten per cent,
UA re;;orte'l.

Levy
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People

(Continued from page 1)
town house in operation, as an Antidote to juvenile dclinc|uency.

than' a
less trailers
withdrawnafter
CH Pictures
week
before playdate
were shown and advertising was out,
with the excuse by distributors that
"New York won't approve the deal."
<][ The abolition of the sliding scale
by the distributors works new hardships on small exhibitors who are
already having a hard time making
.?nds meet.
Edward G. Zorn, president of the
United Theatre Owners of Illinois,
admonished the theatre men to have
sufficient backbone to say "no" to
present "outrageous high tenns deby distributors."
He also
traced the manded
history
of the organization,
its value and purpose, recapping the

Following are resolutions passetl by Starr
the convention :
(Contmned from page 1)
Resolved that the sales policy of
Columbia Pictures as laid down by American market is to be nourished,
its general sales manager, Abe Mon- he argued.
Regarding domestic issues, Starr hit
tague, be condemned as insufi^erable
and unconscionable.
at tlie present trend in film rental
That this organization advise its terms, contending that if current practices are not halted, a 70 per cent tioor
members that before accepting this
policy, they carefully consider whether on him rental terms will become the
it will allow an equitable profit to the luture order of the day. At one time,
exhibitor.
lie stated, exhibitors balked at paying
That it is the opinion of all exhibi- 35 per cent to distributors for a film.
tors present based on years of experi- Now, he held, distributors have a
ence in exhibition that no picture can nigher percentage scale and, in addibe played at terms of 50 per cent oi lion, are demanding guarantees.
On another topic, Starr expressed
the gross and allow a fair and equitable profit to the exhibitor and there- hope that the TOA convention, which
fore that all 50 per cent pictures and gets under way on Oct. 31, will estabany distributor who asks 50 per cent
lish a liaison with exhibitor organizations of other nations. All exhibitors
of the gross as film rental be condemned.
Jiroughout the world,- he added, have
That this organization wishes to ac- a community of interest.
knowledge its appreciation to Al
Lichtman of . 20th Century-Fox and 27 Theatres to Carry
Charles Reagan of M-G-M for their
statements that exhibitors are entitled
TNT-Liquor
Telecast
to an equitable profit in their operMore than 20,000 package store opation. It is our earnest hope that this
erators carrying products of the
basic economic principle of business
Frankfort
Distillers Co. will gather in
will soon be recognized and put into
27 theatres today in 20 cities to witpractice by all distributors.
ness aclosed circuit, large screen Theatre Network Television presentation
of the Frankfort Television Festival.
Six theatres in the New York
One in 'By Six in 'A*
In Latest Legion List metropolitan area, two in Chicago
and two in Los Angeles are among
"Four Guns to the Border" has been
placed in Class B in the latest listing those being used for the TNT showing, beginning at 1 :30 p.m. EDST,
of the National Legion of Decency,
which rated the remaining six films according to TNT president Nathan
L. Halpern.
reviewed as Class A.
In Class A, Section 2, are "Private
Hell 36" and "Security Risk." The
four films in Class A, Section 1, are
"The Black Dakotas," "Operation
Manhunt," "Sitting Bull" and "Ricochet Romance."

Daily

Replica
Unveil
(Continued from page 1)
o the "Black Maria" building commemorating Edison as the "father of
-he motion picture industry."
Zukor Pays Tribute
Zukor stressed that the whole industry of today stems back to the
imaginative genius and vision of the
great inventor. The occasion, he said,
was an opportunity for the industry
to honor the man who built the first
motion picture camera and studio. He
recalled visiting Edison in the original "Black Maria" about 50 years ago.
Zukor cited the many contributions
of films to education, international information and entertainment. The industry, he said, always has followed
the "lead of invention and progress
which it inherited from Mr. Edison.

Harvey Appell, who for three
years has been Columbia Pictures
many valuable services it has per- salesman in Albany, N. Y., has been
formed for its members over the years. transferred to Boston, in a similar
.'\lbert M. Pickus, TOA vice presi- jiost, effective Monday. He will be
dent, ot Stratford, Conn., pointed up
succeeded in Albany by Jack Sussthe value of the strong national or- man, who has been shifted there
ganization of TOA and lauded the from Des Moines.
services now being rendered the group
n
by
the national
TOA president, Walter
Reade,
Jr.
Harold T. Bickford has been
Sixty-seven exhibitors were in at- named credit manager of Allen B.
tendance from the central Illinois area Du Mont Laboratories. He joined
art)und Springfield in this, the fourth J)u Mont in 1945 as a staiY member in the cost department and later
of such "grass roots" conferences conducted by George Kerasotes, UTOI was appointed head bookkeeper, a
vice president, assisted by George post which he occupied until his
Gaughan, TOA field representative, present promotion.
who has been personally interviewing
n
Illinois exhibitors during the last
Jean Peters and Richard Todd,
several weeks as to their individual
20th Century-Fox players, have arproblems.
rived in Atlanta for the filming of
"A Man Called Peter," biography
M. P. Relief Fund
of the late Rev. Peter Marshall.
The production unit consists of the
{Continued from page 1)
two stars and 32 members of the
of Motion Picture Art Directors, So- technical staff.
ciety of Independent Motion Picture
n
Producers, the Independent Motion
A. O. La Flamme, manager of
Picture Producers Association and the
City of Los Angeles, which has been the Strand Theatre, Albany, N. Y.,
pledged by Mayor Norris Poulson to who was recently elected chairman
of the Community Chest Drive,
cooperate.
which opens next month with a
Depatie President
goal of $650,000, has obtained the
Officers of the organization are : cooperation of local theatres and
Edmond L. Depatie, president ; Y. film exchanges.

f<"rank Freeman, first vice-president ;
Benjamin B. Kahane, second viceStan Kolfield, owner of the Starpresident ; Albert B. Hilton, third
light Drive-in Theatre, Chicago, has
vice-president; Alfred P. Chamie,
secretary, and George Douglas, treas- announced that he will operate
urer.
throughout the winter on a sevendays-week basis rather than on
weekends, as heretofore. Close to
New
Business Rises
the drive-in Kolfield is building an
ice skating rink for the use of the
patrons before the start of the
NBC-TV
$1,275,000 at
More than $1,275,000 in new busi- shows.
ness for NBC-TV's magazine concept
programs, "Today," "Home" and "ToMorrie Roizman in association
night," have been signed in the past
30 days, Richard A. R. Pinkham, vice- with Auerbach Film Enterprises has
president in charge of participating
a 30-minute color subprograms department, announced here completed
ject on Rembrandt which will be
screened for distributors shortly.
yesterday.
The sale includes spme 300 participations by 18 said.
advertisers, the television executive

'Suddenly'

Oct. 7

"Suddenly" will have its New York
premiere at the Mayfair Theatre on
Oct. 7, instead of Oct. 12.

7 Weeks for 'Susan'
RKO's "Su, Sept.has22.—
CHICAGO
san Slept
the
seventh
weekHere"
of its run gone
at theinto
Woods
Theatre, here. The Technicolor comedy is currently in its sixth week at
the Music Box Theatre, Seattle.

Maria'
^Black
of Edison's
Our industry's research laboratories visual education in modern schools.
are among the finest in the world ; our
Screening of the three-reel docuengineers and scientists are outstandmentary film "The Story of Thomas
Alva Edison" was in the newly
dedicated "Black Maria" building,
Admiral Bowen Presides
now fully
50-seat
theatre. The equipped
building, as
likea the
original,
\'ice Admiral Harold G. Bowen,
executive director of the Edison Foun- is on a circular track and has a roof
dation, presided at the ceremonies section which can be opened. By these
which also included addresses by Her- means, Edison was able to take advanbert Barnett, president of the Society
tage of direct sunlight at any time of
of ing."
Motion Picture and Television day in photographing his early films
Engineers ; John Edison Sloane,
grandson of the inventor ; Frank B. within the "Black Maria."
Industry Well Represented
Stover, assistant to the Commissioner
of Education, New Jersey State DeRepresenting
the Levey
industrywere
in addition to Zukor and
John
partment of Education, and Miss Rita
Hochheimer, assistant director in
J. O'Connor, vice-president of LTnivercharge of the bureau of visual instruc- sal-International ; and John McCultion. New York public schools. Both lough of the Motion Picture Association of America.
of the latter spoke on the role of
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LUMBIA PICTURES presents A WARWICK PRODUCTION

LA

co-starring
PATRICIA

MEDINA

Color byTechnicolor

^^^w

with PETER GUSHING • ANDRE MORELL • HARRY ANDREWS
story and Screen Play by ALEC COPPEL • Produced by IRVING ALLEN
and ALBERT R. BROCCOLI • Directed by TAY GARNET!
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Frisch
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Promised

by

Gehring

Allied members, as well as those of
Theatre Owners of America, will be
offered stock ownership participation
in Distributors Corporation of America, the newly-formed distribution
company headed by Fred J. Schwartz,
it was disclosed here yesterday.
Schwartz, it was stated, will be on
hand next month at the Allied States
Association national convention in
Milwaukee to apprise exhibitors of
DCA's plans. While there will be no
Gehring, introduced- by Jack Kirsch,
active solicitation of stock participa- president
of Illinois Allied, spoke at a
tion, it was stated, Allied members luncheon held
in the Blackstone Hotel
will be invited to join the exhibitor- here. When asked if all CinemaScope
participation DCA line-up.
(Continued on page 6)
Schwartz, who also is president of
(Continued on page 6)
John Harris Sought
Nathanson
Forms
For NCCJ
Campaign
Gibraltar Pictures
John H. Harris, head of Harris
Amusement Co. and other Pittsburgh
Sam Nathanson, former sales man- concerns, and founder and internationager for Hal R. Makelim, has formed
al Big Boss of Variety Clubs, is being
Gibraltar Motion Picture Distributors. asked
to head the 1955 campaign of
Inc., with plans to acquire films for the motion picture industry for the
domestic distribution.
National Conference of Christians and
Nathanson is also preparing a brochure for producer-distributor contract
Harris was a guest of the industry
commitments to establish another Jews.
(Continued on page 6)
source of product.
"A Love Story," the Eric Pommer
production which won the Berlin Film
Festival Award for photography, re- Meets Security Men's
cently acquired by Nathanson, is being subtitled for a New York premiere
Dividend
to coincide with the legitimate opening New
of Hildegarde Neff, star of the film,
in her Broadway debut "Silk Stockings."
Seen
for
NatH
Name

Theatres

Enter

By Staff Correspondent
CHICAGO, Sept. 23.— William C.
Gehring, executive assistant general
sales manager of 20th Century-Fox,
today told members of Allied Theatres
of Illinois that his company, effective
immediately, will grant to a theatre a
reduction in the gross cost of the
second feature when the house is playing a double bill. Fox, he said, will
allow
ture. a fair price for the second fea-
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Production
Skouras
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Reveals

Conferences

Officials

of Department

Amending

20th-Fox

Have

Decree

By MURRAY HOROWITZ
National Theatres is seeking government approval to enter the financing
and production of motion pictures, Charles P. Skouras, NT president disclosed
at a conference held here yesterday.
Skouras,
meeting the
N.J. Allied Members
press conference
prior to
his
with
brokers
and security
In Tighting Mood'
Following Conclave
analysts, told of
the first tiations
negoof a
New Jersey Allied members are in
major
a "fighting mood" and will follow
theatredivorced
circuit
through on their determination to obtain equitable film terms, it was stated
to initiate prohere following the adjournment of the
duction. Talks
on amending
unit's annual convention at the Concord Hotel, Lake Kiamesha, N. Y.
the 20th CenThe e-xhibitors must decide whethtury -Fox coner they are going to be on the distribsent decree, unutors' "payroll" or achieve the sucder which NT separated itself from
cess to which they are entitled in 20th-Fox, have been going on in
operating their own theatres, a N.J. Washington with Department of JusAllied spokesman said.
tice officials, Skouras added.
The convention ended yesterday afExpanding on the disclosure,
ternoon and the sessions were devoted
to a review of the discussions and
NT general counsel and vicepresident John Bertero, who
resolutions that were passed against
also attended the press confilm rental practices the day before.
ference, said that plans call for
The New Jersey unit's proposals for
NT
financing
or production of
rentals "reform" will be submitted at
two films per year.
the association's annual convention in
Milwaukee next month.
Bertero said that "we have reason
to believe" that Department of Justice
sentiment has changed since 1946,
when
the anti-trust judgment was first
Views
entered.
Describingon current
(Continued
page 3)talks in
Policies
Are
Questions
Theatres

By SHERWIN KANE
Security analysts of New York's financial community were informed yesTo Head MMPTA
terday by Charles P. Skouras, National Theatres president, at a meeting
at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel here that action is being taken to permit a
20 per cent greater dividend payment
Emanuel Frisch was reelected presiby the company than is now permitted
dent of the Metropolitan Motion Pic- RKO
Suspends
Own
ture Theatres Association of New
under agreements relating to funded
debt of the company.
York here yesterday, thus becoming
It is understood that such action
the first president to succeed himself Studio Production
meets satisfactorily one of a series of
since the founding of the organization
in 1946.
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 23.— RKO questions raised by the analysts who
Frisch was selected following the Radio has temporarily suspended all represent brokerage houses and cuselection of the new board of directors of its own production at its studios
tomers who have acquired a reported
at the annual membership meeting of here, planning to rent the stages to 250,000 shares of N. T. stock in the
the organization.
independent producers who will use market in recent months.
Another question they have raised
In addition to Frisch, the newly- the RKO distribution facilities follow(Continued on page 3)
(Continued on page 6)
(Continucd oh page 6)

Of

Midwest

Success
Drive-ins

The profit possibilities of drive-in
operation in the Midwest were questioned here yesterday by Elmer Rhoden, National Theatres vice-president
who heads
up the circuit's Fox Midwest Theatres.
Rhoden, in response to a question,
said that "we don't regard it as a type
of showbusiness that we want to engage in." Drive-ins in the Midwest, he
continued, are confined to a six-month
operation
which, he called, a short
season.
The question was asked by a newsman at the press luncheon here of
Charles (Confiniied
P. Skouras, onNTpage
president,
at3)
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Western
Personal

Pennsylvania

Mention

Declared

Censor

Unconstitutional

EDWARD L. HYMAN, vice-president of American BroadcastingParamount Theatres, will leave here
over the weekend for Chicago and
Los Angeles.
•

PHILADELPHIA, Sept. 23.— The
Pennsylvania censorship statute has
been declared unconstitutional in an
opinion by Judge Edwin O. Lewis
of Philadelphia Common Pleas Court
in reversing the ban of the State
Leonard Spigelgass, M-G-M writer, Board of Censors on "She Shoulda
is scheduled to return to New York Said No," distributed by Hallmark
from Paris on Monday and to leave productions. The decision was on an
here for the Coast next Thursday or appeal from a final order of the censor
Friday.
board dated July 30, 1953. This case
board's conis the first ruling
ality bya on
statethecourt in many
William A. Scully, former Uni- years. There stitutionwere
several Appellate
versal Pictures vice-president, is in
Court decisions upholding the validity
New York with Mrs._ Scully from of the state censorship law during the
.
Maine, enroute to Florida
•
years
1915. immediately after its passage in
Dr. Renzo Rufini, director of the
Rome office of Italian Films Export,
Judge Lewis said that his decision
will return to Italy from New Y^ork was based upon the "latest relevant
today by plane.
decisions" of the United States Supreme Court on the subject. From a
Richard Heekmance, assistant to public point of view. Judge Lewis
Walter Mirisch, Allied Artists executive producer, will leave here today Phila. Pledges 100%
for London.

Maurice A. Bergman, Universal
Pictures Eastern studio representative,
has returned to New York from the
Coast.
•

A. L. Pratchett, Paramount's
Latin American division manager, has
arrived in New York from Mexico
City.

unt's
s, Paramo
J. erPlana
Frank manag
branch
in Puerto
Rico, has
arrived in New York from San Juan.
•
James R. Grainger, president of
RKO Radio, will leave Hollywood by
plane today for San• Francisco.
Vieri Niccoli, publicity director for
Paramount in Italy, has arrived in
New York from Rome.
•
Joseph Tushinsky, co-inventor of
Superscope, will arrive here Monday
from Hollywood.
Johnnie Ray, singer, is expected
in New York from Hollywood over
the weekend.

To

Korean

Drive

PHILADELPHIA, Sept. 23.— Ted
Schlanger, Stanley Warner executive
and co-chairman of the local committee of the COMPO-Korean Drive
Fund, chairmaned a meeting yesterday, in the Variety Club headquarters
in the Bellevue Stratford Hotel.
In answer to President Eisenhower's appeal to the industry for help in
this cause, a 100 per cent participation
was agreed upon, including audience
collections the week of Oct. 4.
Max Gillis, branch manager, Allied
Artists ; and Stanley Goldberg, branch
manager, National Screen Service,
were named distributors' co-chairmen.
Attending the session were, in addition to Schlanger, Jay Emanuel, Lester Krieger, Mort Levine, William
Huffman, Lester Stallman, Lou Black,
George Reister, Norman Weiss, Herb
Lubin and Claude Schlanger.
Full cooperation was signified in
absentia by the up-state Comerford
Circuit ; the Paramount-Publix houses
in Philadelphia ; Al Boyd Enterprises,
and others.

Telecast
Symphony
Snarled by AT & T
The proposed closed circuit telecast
Hayes Goetz, producer, will leave of the Oct. 7 premiere performance of
the Coast at the weekend for New the New York Philharmonic SymYork.
Dor Theatre Telphony
becomeby snarled due to the
evision hasOrchestra
tie-up of AT & T long lines for home
Lothar Wolff, producer, has re- television, it was learned here.
turned to New York from Indonesia.
An official of the closed circuit organization reported that plans for the
Elaine Stewart will arrive here two-hour telecast
presentation in U.S.
today from Hollywood.
theatres have been delayed and tangled due to the lack of clearance by
AT & T for cables.
Rathvon Buys '1984'
Dor is seeking to ofifer the Carnegie
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 23.— N. Pe- Hall concert to patrons in theatres
ter Rathvon has purchased George which will not institute a reserved
seat policy
Orwell's novel, "1984," and will pro- official
said. for the performance, the
duce the feature in Germany in the
English and German languages, probIt is reported that the Balaban &
ably with Cornel Wilde starring in Katz Uptown Theatre in Chicago has
the former.
signed for the telecast.
Collier Young, Filmakers executive producer, left here yesterday for
Hollywood.

Law

Pa.

Allied

Hails

Invalidating

State

Censor

of

Law

special to THE DAILY
ruled the
"nothing
but harm
from
exhibition
of thiscan
filmresult
and
PITTSBURGH, Sept. 23.— The decision of Judge Edwin O. Lewis of
it is difficult to conceive of any reason
for its production other than the usual Philadelphia declaring the Pennsylvania board of censor code as invalid
desire for financial gain. However,
we are compelled most reluctantly to was hailed today by the Allied Motion
remove the ban upon the exhibition of Picture Theatre Owners of Western
the film in Pennsylvania. Judge Lewis Pennsylvania as "a signal victory for
said that the definitions of the statute theatre owners in this state, since our
industry has always taken an uncomfor the words "indecent" and "obpromising stand against state and
scene" are too inadequate and. vague
Federal censorship of films as well as
and are "too largely a question of
the imposition of state, city and Fedindividual opinion or judgment."
discriminatory signed
admission
Judge Lewis said that the decision
Theeral statement,
by taxes."
Harry
does not mean that the Commonwealth
Hendel,
AMPTOA
executive
secreof Pennsylvania cannot hereafter centary,
adds
"We
are
justly
proud
sor motion pictures "under a statute our record and the code under whichof
clearly drawn and designed and ap- our industry functions, embodying
plied to prevent the showing of films
that are obscene, indecent or that tend principles which have guided the making of movies for last 25 years. We
to The
provoke
of the
state breaches
will appeal
the peace."
decision to think the American people like the
code. They like to know they can
the Pennsylvania Supreme Court.
see a movie without being ashamed.
"However, motion picture theatre
ijwners of Western Pennsylvania must
3 N.E. States Stay
be cognizant of their moral responsibility to the community. Our organOn Daylight Saving
ization isbitterly opposed to the showing of indecent, obscene and immoral
BOSTON, Sept. 23.— With Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New Hampshire and four cities in Vermont
continuing on daylight saving time Full Arbitration
through the month of October while
other areas of the nation are reverting Meet
pictures." Seen in Oct.
to standard time, film carriers expect
to meet the problem without too much
The full arbitration committee, repdifficulty. The Maine legislature is
resenting distribution and exhibition,
undecided what time it will take in
is not expected to meet until late in
that state until the end of a special October at the earliest, it was learned
session which is now meeting in the here yesterday.
state capital.
arbitration draft, drav^'n under
At the Film Exchange Transfer Co., theThe
auspices of Herman Levy, general
general manager James Marshall counsel of Theatre Owners of Amerstated that the company will deliver
ica, is now being- studied by Adolph
and transfer film according to stand- Schimel,
chairman of the distributors
ard railroad time of which managers arbitration subcommittee. Schimel, it
and theatre owners must be aware to
was learned, expects to confer with
avert mixups. "It may cause some Levy next week, setting the ground
confusion at first," he said, "But it
a meeting of the full comis only for a short time and we are not work for
mittee late in October.
anticipating any real trouble.'
'James' Here Tuesday
Disney 16mm
Post
United Artists' "Jesse James' WoTo Rasch in East
men," will open at the Globe Theatre
on Broadway on Tuesday.
Edward L. Rasch has been named
Eastern manager of the Walt Disney
Studio 16mm film division. Rasch,
for a number of years, was in charge
of motion picture production and dis- NEW YORK THEATRES
tribution at the Institute of Life Insurance in New York City.
CITY MUSIC HALL_^
In his new post, Rasch will super- ^RAOIO Roclccfcilcr
Center
vise the Disney school leasing program for the Eastern states, as well
"BRIGADOON"
in Color and Cinemascope starrine
as handling the specialized use of
Disney theatrical films by industrial
GENE KELLY • VAN JOHNSON
and business firms.
CYD CHARISSE wilh ELAINE STEWART
An M-G-M Picture
and SPECMCUtHS STAGE PRESENTATION
EK's
Was

Thompson
Dies;
Media Buyer

ROCHESTER, Sept. 23.— Gordon
Thompson, media buyer for Eastman
Kodak Co., died at his home here following aprotracted illness.
Thompson had served in the Eastman advertising department for a
number of years.

Robert
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Janet Geoige
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Dividend

ings.
one-half of such defined earndenied there was any merit to the exceed
view, declaring that numerous able
That restriction applied to the first
Skouras
Seeks
executives
company's
management.comprised
Pressed the
further
as to year of N.T.'s operation and to the
who might succeed him as president, fiscal year now ending.
Skouras declined to name anyone.
Fiscal
Liaison
Expects Modification
Present
at
yesterday's
conferences
Skouras
said that talks have been
with him were several members of the
N.T. board of directors, including held with Metropolitan Life Insurance
With
New
York
VVillard Keith, Earle G. Hines, Rich- Co., with whom the N.T. loan agreement was made, with the result that
ard W. Millar and Graham Sterling.
Company officials present included there are "reasonable grounds for
{Continued from page 1)
Jonn Bertero, N.T. attorney, Rick stating that shortly this restriction
which also drew a favorable response Ricketson, head of Fox Intermountain will be modified to provide that dividends shall not exceed 70 per cent of
yesterday from Skouras and other top Theatres ; Elmer Rhoden, head of
Fox Midwest ; Ed Zabel, head film earnings" irrespective of the amounts
of sucn earnings.
members of N.T.'s management was
provision for closer liaison between buyer ; Allan May, treasurer, and
Skouras added that the desirability
Russell McCullough, Fox West Coast
N. T. officials on the one hand, and official.
of
a regular quarterly dividend policy
the financial community here as the
is recognized by the members of
Clarifies
Dividend
Situation
representative of company stockN.T.'s board of directors and he "is
holders, on the other.
On the subject of restricted dividend hopeful that the board will consider
Since the divorcement of National
payments by N.T., Skouras explained that conditions will permit the adopTheatres from 20th Century-Fox two tnat
tion of a regular dividend policy which
tiie agreements relating to funded
years ago
N.T.'s
head- debt of the company provide that if can be safely maintained under the
quarterstomorrow,
have been in Los
Angeles,
whereas formerly they were in New earnings, as defined in the agreements, fluctuation and changes now being exYork. The security analysts have are less than $3,000,000 in any fiscal
perienced in the business."
"Our company," Skouras told the
complained that this circumstance has year, then dividends declared or paid
m
the
following
fiscal
year
may
not
made it difficult to obtain information
financial specialists, "has now achieved
of the inner workings of the company
at times and in quantities required.
Skouras told the group, who were
OK
to Enter
Production
his guests at a cocktail party in the Ask
late afternoon, following" a luncheon
with the trade and financial press at
the same hotel a few hours earlier,
that he and other key members of
management planned to come to New
York at least once every six months
and meet with the security analysts to
exchange views and information.
'Control' a Factor
Presumably, the major question
which has not been answered to the
complete satisfaction of the financial
specialists is whether or not N.T.
represents too much one man control
for the best interests of the company
and the stockholders. At least, some
of them so indicated following their
meeting with Skouras.
The Wall Streeters have no
criticism of the company's management, its earnings record and prospects. On the^ contrary, they are individually enthusiastic on all such
counts. They wonder, however, whether the loss of Skouras's services
would be borne by the company without adverse effect. Skouras suffered a
heart attack one year ago and has
been continuously under the care of
physicians since, even though he remains active and has relinquished
none of his business responsibilities.
Asked by a reporter about the "one
man operation" of N.T. question posed
by the financial specialists, Skouras
Midwest
Drive-ins
{Continued from page 1)
tended by Rhoden and other NT executives. To bolster his argument, Rhoden cited an unnamed Midwest drivein circuit operator who still has not
earned the investment on his initial
drive-in after years of operation. Perhaps drive-ins on the West Coast and
South with more favorable all-yearround weather are more profitable, he
added.
"I don't see (them) in competition
with our theatres," he declared. In
the Midwest this summer, he argued,
it was so hot that patrons avoided
drive-ins and instead came to conventional theatres so that they could take
advantage of the air-conditioning.

3

Daily

Policies

Stability
Coast

of

the

Circuit

Emphasized
a solid foundation upon which to build
for the future, and we confidently look
forward
to an said
era of the
growth."
Skouras
company
estimates that for the fiscal
year ending Saturday earnings
will be "about a dollar per
share" on the 2,600,000 shares
outstanding. In the preceding
year, the company reported
earnings of $2,515,000, or 91
cents per share, and on a comparable basis in the year preceding
divorce, N.T.'s
earnings
were $1,877,000,
equivalent
to
68 cents per share.

Skouras reviewed the accomplishments of the company and its management since he and his brothers, Spyros
and George, entered its predecessor,
Wesco Theatres, in 1932 at the invitation of the Chase National Bank. It
was then losing about $100,000 weekly.
{Continued from page 1)
After it emerged from bankruptcy
and reorganization to 1952 when it
last year, Skouras conWashington
as "encouraging,"
the 29 per tinuedcent
in response to a question. He was divorced from 20th-Fox, Skouras
NT
general counsel
said that Justice
officials recognize the changed con- attributed the 1954 candy sales per- said, its aggregate earnings were $99,ditions in the industry, the need for
centage drop to the decrease in atten- 000,000. Including a dividend payment
of $14,700,000 to 20th-Fox in 1951 in
product, the advent of television com- dance.
The name of Charles Green, the anticipation of divorcement, its divipetition and other factors.
dends during the 16 years and nine
Bertero indicated that NT is seek- investment broker who led an unsuccessful minority stockholders months period aggregated $71,000,000,
ing Department of Justice permission
initially for film financing and then movement last year against the man- he said.
agement of 20th-Fox, entered into
Cites Growth of Circuit
"perhaps" production.
Skouras stressed the need for more Skouras' discussion with the press. In
He recalled that at the completion
good pictures and underlined that the response to a question, Skouras said
product shortage was the motive for his relationship with Green is excel- of the 1935 reorganization the comlent, acknowledging that he has had a
pany had 450 theatres and the number
NT seeking to enter the production
was increased to a maximum of 634
field. The president of NT, which number of meetings with him.
by the end of 1946. Under the consent
operates approximately 355 theatres
Questioned at Length
decree it was required to divest itself
at present, said that "we need from
of 185 theatres, of which all but 14
In
response
to
a
barrage
of
ques32 to 37 more good pictures" per
tions, Skouras stated :
have been disposed of now. About 45
year. By "good" pictures, Skouras exother theatres were sold for economic
That
there
"are
a
lot
of
very
he meant
"extraordinary"
films thatplained,will
successfully
compete important people" in NT to take over reasons. The company also lost its
with TV, that will pull people out of if he should retire.
interest in the Hoyt's circuit, Austheir homes.
tralia, through the divorcement, 20th€f That negotiations are now going Fox getting that asset. N.T. got the
on for NT purchasing an unidentified Roxy Theatre here which, Skouras
"You can't condemn the procompany in an unidentified field.
ducers today" for the product
said, was not a profitable operation
shortage, Skouras maintained,
then but has been made one now.
II
That
NT
has
a
$1,000,000
inexplaining that the film comSkouras described the economic and
terest in Magna Theatre Co.
panies have cut production in
competitive factors which confronted
order to turn out more expenCi That the Roxy now is making the new N.T. company in recent years
sive, better pictures. To those
money instead of showing a loss as it and said that even now effects of telewho wrould so condemn the
did two years ago, when NT took
vision's advent in small cities and
over operation of the house.
shortage on the producers, he
rural areas where it had not been
before is being felt.
challenged them to "go West"
and make pictures, adding his
^ That he is not "pleased" about
"However," he said, "there are
the film terms on "Caine Mutiny" but signs that the adverse effects of telecontention that it is "very hard
that he's "happy" to play the picture.
vision do not last as long as they
to produce good pictures."
Other NT directors ■ and officers
formerly did and that recovery of box
who
attended
the
press
conference
Skouras described business as "very,
: Willard Keefe, director ; office attendance is accelerated by the
very good," with grosses $1,200,000 included
more than last year, despite an atten- Earl G. Hines, director ; Richard W. release of outstanding pictures in
dance drop of 12,000,000 persons. He Millar, director ; Graham Sterling, CinemaScope and other new mediattributed the disparity between the director ; Frank H. Ricketson, viceThe day ofis the
ture,ums."
he agreed,
past."program" pichigher gross and the lower attendance president and director ; Russel Mcto the circuit dropping 60 theatres
Cullough, top technical advisor ; Allen
'Bidding Beyond Reason'
May,buyer.
treasurer, and Edward Zabel,
during the year, the increase in ad- film
mission prices, and the benefits deHe observed that curtailed producrived from the cut in the Federal
Skouras was scheduled to leave here
tion and increased competition for the
admissions tax. In commenting on the today for the Coast today, while Elnew product has led to "exhibitors
higher gross, he paid tribute to
mer Rhoden, NT vice-president also bidding beyond reason for product insufficient in quantity to satisfy the
CinemaScope, adding that NT has in attendance at the press conference,
equipped 250 theatres, complete with is due to return to Kansas City and needs of all." This, he said, has forced
stereophonic sound, at a cost of Ricketson to Denver. Other NT ex- increased admission prices, which is
ecutives were slated to visit Milwau- "the only way an exhibitor can pay
$5,500,000.
Candy sales accounted for 24 per
kee for a survey of NT operations in for his costly pictures and obtain a
cent of NT's earnings this year and that area.
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{Conlinwd from page 1)

pictures will be sold on percentage,
he replied that his company will seek
to sell all films on fair terms. He described its policy as one which strives
"to sell on a basis that the customer
to buy."
wants
Van A. Nomikos, vice-president of
Illinois Allied, cited the fairness of
the policy outlined and complimented
Fox for its step in bettering relations
between the exhibitor and the distributor.
112 Theatres Represented
Gehring spoke to representatives of
112 theatres in the Chicago area. He
told the group that his company
strives to make money for the people
who own it. Fox has "created a new
look" in CinemaScope, he said, to
help the industry, not just their own
company. Although the company supports a research program to develop
and improve the new medium, the
progress will be shared with the entire
industry, he said, and pointed out that
Fox is working hand in hand with
Bell & Howell and others to help
speed the improvements. The purpose
is not to outdate present equipment,
but to offer the exhibitor the best
chance to make a fair profit, he emphasized.
At the speakers table with Gehring,
Kirsch and Nomikos, were Alex Harrison, Western sales manager for Fox,
and Tom Gilliam, Chicago manager
for the company.
Electronics

Seen

As

"The Shanghai
(Rrpiiblic)
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Story'

DEPICTING life behind tlie Bamboo Curtain, Republic's "The Shanghai
which stars
Edmondaudiences
O'Brien, with
is fashioned
from Story,"
a somewhat
routineRuth
moldRoman
whichandprovides
average
entertainment. Producer-director Frank Lloyd has given this picture careful
treatment, and Seton I. Miller and Steve Fisher devised the screenplay, based
on an original story by Lester Yard.
In a lurid and present-day fashion of swift night raids by Shanghai's
police, all Westerners in the city are interned in a hotel under the guardianship of Philip Ahn. Because of her many friends in the city. Miss Roman
comestheand
goesareas held
she under
pleasesguard
while pending
O'Brien,thewho
portraysof aa spy.
China doctor,
and
others
discovery
The American spy, Whit Bissell, reveals himself to O'Brien and in his
attempt to escape from the hotel, is killed. O'Brien accuses Miss Roman
of telling secret police chief Marvin Miller about Bissell's activities. At a
great personal risk, Miss Roman, in love with O'Brien, helps him and sailor
Richard Jaeckel,
of "Guadalcanal
fame,of totheescape
and inform
the
American
authorities
of the illegal Diary"
internment
Westerners
and also
tell the military authorities of Bissell's discoveries. Believing that she is
alone, the film ends when O'Brien willingly returns to accept an uncertain
future with her behind the Bamboo Curtain.
Others in the cast are Barry Kelley, Basil Ruysdael, Yvette Dugay and
Paul Picerni. The film was produced and directed by associate producer
Frank Lloyd.
Running time, 90 minutes. General audience classification. Release in
September.
L. D.

Dave Golding, advertising-publicity head of Samuel Goldwyn Productions, will be
a week's
vacation from
the here
Coastfornext
week.
n
La Mar Sarra, vice-president of
Florida State Theatres, was honored
by hisville FST
associates
in Jacksonat a surprise
birthday
party,
honoring his 50th milestone.
n
Thomas A. Mote, for the last four
years with Paramount's Atlanta exhas joined asAl head
Rock'sbooker.
organizationchange,
in Atlanta
n
Joe Liss, district manager for
Stanley Warner in Massachusetts,
has reopened the Waldorf in Lynn
and the Modern in Lawrence for
weekends only. Both houses have
been closed for several months.
n

RKO

Studios
{Continued from page 1)

n of their product. Fiing productio
nancing of some of these producers
will be arranged by RKO, it was indicated here.
Recently announced cuts in personnel at the studios here will be followed
by more radical slashes, it is reported.

DCA

to Offer Allied
{Continued from page 1)

Century Circuit, will perform a similar function while attending the TOA
Chicago convention later in the month.
Irrespective of affiliation, it was explained, exhibitors will be invited to
participate in the ownership of DCA.
The offer, it was stated, will be made
for the purpose of lining up hundreds
of theatres, large and small, which
would have a stake in playing DCA
releases. DCA, it was pointed out
again, has sufficient financing at

RKO Executives to S.F.
For Exhibitor Meet
$12-Billion Industry
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 23.— J. R.
Grainger, president of RKO, accompanied by E. L. Walton, his executive
CHICAGO, Sept. 23.— Sales approaching $12,000,000,000 annually for assistant, and H. H. Greenblatt, RKO present.
the electronics industry by 1957 were domestic sales manager, leave Holly- 20th Launc
hing
Big
wood tomorrow for San Francisco.
forecast here today by Frank M. Fol'World
'
Campa
ign
som, president of the Radio Corpora- They will attend an exhibitors' sestion of America, in discussing the
sion at St. Francis Hotel, meeting
outlook of color television and other with approximately 40 Northern CaliReportedly one of the largest merchandising-promotion campaigns to be
fornia showmen.
promising components of what he deset for a CinemaScope film currently
dustry. scribed as an "utterly amazing" inis
in high gear
for 20th premiering
Century-Fox's
"Woman's
World,"
on
Folsom, who spoke at a meeting of Ag^ain Name
Frisch
(
Continued
from
page
1
)
Tuesday
at
the
Roxy
Theatre.
the Investment Analysts Society of
Involving leading manufacturers and
Chicago, reported on the results of a constituted board of directors elected
survey covering sales and estimated the following officers :
stylists
of woman's
modes, shops,
hundreds
of department
and specialty
and
sales of electronic products over a
Leo Brecher, chairman of the board ; leading record manufacturers, the
twelve-year period, beginning in the
Solomon M. Strausberg, first vice- campaign will penetrate an estimated
postwar year of 1946.
president ; Robert K. Shapiro, second
"Total annual sales of the elec- vice-president ; Russell V. Downing, audience of 92,000,0000 persons in
tronics industry," he said, "grew from
and Phillip Harling, assis- every section of the nation, the com$1,600,000,000 in 1946 to $8,400,000,000 treasurer,
tant treasurer.
pany announced.
in 1953. Further growth is projected,
The picture will get a send-of¥ in
The following were elected to the next
Monday
and Tuesday papers via
as follows— 1954, $8,800,000,000; 1955, board ; Herman Becker, Leo Brecher,
$9,500,000,000; 1956, $10,000,000,000; Downing, Harry Goldberg, William J. a series of double-truck ads sponsored
in five leading metropolMoclair, Eugene Picker, Sam Rinzler, by Gimbel's
1957, $11,800,000,000."
itan newspapers.
Samuel Rosen, Leslie Schwartz, Sol
Points to 400% Growth
The domain of electronics is so vast A. Schwartz, Shapiro and Strausberg.
and so rapid is its rate of development Picker was elected chairman of MM- 'Suddenly' Booked
PTA's executive committee, which
that it seems hard to believe that eight consists
of Becker, Rinzler, Rosen, Into 24 Loew Houses
years ago the industry was only one- Leslie Schwartz and Sol Schwartz.
fifth its present size, Folsom declared,
"Suddenly" has been booked into
adding :
Loew's theatres in 24 key cities, it
Campaign
was announced yesterday by William
"In those eight years, electronics has NCCJ
assumed a stature that commands high
{Continued from page 1)
J. Heineman, vice president of United
respect in all branches of finance, trade
Artists in charge of distribution.
and industry. It is the vital factor campaign committee at a planning sesThe Loew's theatres playing "Sudsion at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
in all forms of modern communicadenly" during September and October
tions ;all modem means of mass en- here yesterday. His decision on ac- include key houses in Atlanta, Nashcepting the invitation to lead next
tertainment depend upon it— radio, telville, Buffalo, Niagara Falls, Rochesevision, talking movies, tape sound year's campaign is expected shortly,
ter, N.Y., Syracuse, Columbus, O.,
systems, and phonograph recording it was stated following the meeting.
Dayton, Cleveland, Akron, Canton,
Among those present at the lunch- Toledo, Houston, Evansville, Ind.,
and reproduction ; modern transportaeon for Harris were : Dr. Everett R. Louisville, Bridgeport, New Orleans,
tion must have its controls and communicationsthe
;
military uses it in Clinchy of NCCJ; Charles M. Rea- Wilmington, Pittsburgh, St. Louis,
gan, Ned E. Depinet, George Skouras, Memphis, Washington, Norfolk and
myriad ways ; and even atomic deMax
Youngstein and J. Robert Rubin. Richmond.
vices depend on it."

Theona Brgant and Eddie De
Angelis, who have been touring the
West and Southwest promoting
"The Egyptian," have returned here
and are now covering nearby areas.
n
Earl Keate has been added to
United Artists' permanent field exploitation staff by Francis Winikus,
national advertising chief. Keate
will work under the supervision of
exploitation manager Mori Krushen
and will headquarter in Seattle.
n
George Maurer, head of M-G-M
sales development here, will be married tomorrow in Buffalo to Jane
Walden, professional ice skater.
They will honeymoon in Niagara
Falls, Detroit and Chicago.
n
Irving Sochin, Universal short
subjects sales manager, has his arm
in a sling — painful bursitis.
Set

Co-Chairmen

for

'Night
of Stars'
Mac Kreindler,
G. A. Lowenstein,
Rudolf G. Sonneborn and Abraham F.
Wechsler have agreed to act as cochairmen of the forthcoming 21st annual "Night of Stars," the United
Jewish
Appeal
benefit show,
will
be held
at Madison
Square which'
Garden on Nov. 22, it was announced by
general chairman Sylvan Gotshal.
year's to"Night
of Stars" will
be This
dedicated
the Tercentenary
of
Jewish settlement in America and as
a memorial to Theodore Herzl, founder of the world Zionist movement.
DeMllle Signs Three
Prior to sailing for Egypt yesterday
to begin production on his 70th film,
"The Ten Commandments," Cecil B.
DeMille signed Edward G. Robinson,
Nina Foch and John Carradine for
three of the key roles in this VistaVision production.
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Allied's campaign to restore profits to the theatres will reach its climax at this Convention, and its success depends
upon whether a thousand determined, resolute exhibitors are gathered here, whose voices cannot be ignored and whose
influence will be irresistible.

CONVENTION

HIGHLIGHTS
Co.)

BUSINESS
Labeled the "PRODUCT CONVENTION,"
sis will be placed on the following issues:
1.
2.
3.
4.

★ 2— ALL-INDUSTRY

great empha-

SOCIAL
COCKTAIL

PARTIES!

(Courtesy of National Carbon Co. and Pepsi-Cola

Excessive Film Terms that Deny Profits.
Artificial Print Shortage.
Government Control.
Unfair Trade Practices.

★ 2— EXHIBITOR

LUNCHEONS!

★ 2— LADIES' LUNCHEONS!
— One with a Style Show
— One with a Special Tour
★ NIGHT CLUB DINNER PARTY
with a breathtaking floor show, featuring the
"Crew-Cuts" and other top entertainers!
(Courtesy of the Coca-Cola Co.)
★ ALLIED'S "SILVER ANNIVERSARY" BANQUET
and a bevy of Hollywood Talent headed by:
esther williams

Open Forums and Frank Discussions to Precede Concrete
Action on Above.
Film Clinics for all Types and Sizes of Theatre Operation.
Complete Coverage, in Simple Form, of the Technological Advancement in Motion Picture Presentation.
A "SILVER ANNIVERSARY TRADE SHOW" Reflecting
25 Years of Progress in the Mechanical Operation of
Theatres.
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When projecting on the larger screen areas of the new wider screens
it is vital to have maximum light efficiency. Comparative tests have
demonstrated that with Super Panatar Variable Aspect Lens you get:
1.
2.
3.
4.

single

Greater light transmissions
Highest, sharpest definition
The finest color rendition
Elimination of distortion due to curved screens

"Gottschalk

Lens'

ratio
of

a

knob...

The Super Panatar can be converted to any aspect ratio
from standard to Vista Vision to Cinemascope by a twist
of a single knob. This easy instant switching affords wonderful opportunities for new exciting screen showmanship.
Super Panatar has been approved for use with all existing
systems — and will take care of any new systems that may
be developed in the future.

These are a few of the reasons why there are more Super Panaiars
installed than any other variable anamorphic lens.
*8
95
Also available for use with 4" dia.
SUPER PANATAR "100"
00
f 1.8 objective lens for both out.... only
door and indoor installations.
per pair

SUPER

PANATAR

MANUFACTURED

BY

PANAVISION,

INC.

Exclusive Distributors
RADIANT

MANUFACTURING
Phone:

CRawford

CORF.

• 1209

7-6300

S. Talman

Ave.,

Cable Address:

Chicago

RADMAFCO

8, 111.
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See

Of

NEW

YORK,

Wall

Changes
Renewal

Anglo-U.S.

Fiscal

Pact

Hope Negotiations Can
Be Concluded Tomorrow
By J. A. OTTEN
WASHINGTON, Sept. 26. — Industry officials who will open meetings here tomorrow with representatives of the British government to
renegotiate the Anglo-American remittance agreement expect a short and
relatively peaceful negotiation period,
a spokesman for the Motion Picture
Association of America said over the
week-end.
The American team anticipates "substantial renewal" of
the current agreement, with
possible minor changes on
(Continued on page 4)
Myers

to Keynote

Allied

Convention

SEPTEMBER

U.S.A., MONDAY,

MILWAUKEE, Sept. 26.— The selection of Abram F. Myers, general
counsel and chairman of the board of
Allied States, as keynote speaker at
Allied's national convention here, Oct.
12-14, was announced by Ben Marcus,
Allied president.
In accepting the assignment, Myers
{Continued on page 4)

Set
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MGM
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Streeters

Won

CENTS

Over

Dates

Workshop

Lively exhibitor interest in
M-G-M's plan to hold a series
of "Ticket-Selling Workshops"
for exhibitors was reported here
by the company at the weekend, with dates being set for
"workshops" in Pittsburgh and
Indianapolis.
Mike Simons, director of
M-G-M customer relations, who
will conduct the sessions, said
there will be a one-day meet on
Oct. 28 in Pittsburgh and another at Indianapolis, Nov. 16,
the latter in conjunction with
the Allied Theatre Owners of
Indiana convention.

NATL

THEATRES

MADE

FRJENDS

Charles Skouras' Frankness, Management,
Dividend Prospects Approved
by Brokers

By SHERWIN KANE
A marked improvement in National Theatres' stockholders-managenient
relationships was seen as a direct aftermath of NT president Charles, P.
Skouras's meeting with security analysts here last week. The improvement
was noted by a number of brokers
who attended the meeting.
News of a possible modification of
Nine Major Co.'s Aid
NT's dividend policy and the hope
Compo
Distribution
expressed by Skouras that regular
quarterly dividend payments might be
Rhyan
Elected V-P
were especially well reOf *Your Army' Film established
ceived, it was stated. The Thursday
Of 111. T.O. Unit
Nine major companies are co- meeting was said to have been attended by representatives of Wall
operating with the Council of Motion
Henry Rhyan, Times Theatre,
Street firms which own or vote about
Picture
Organizations
in
the
distribuWaukegan, 111., has been elected reshares of NT stock.
tion of "This Is Your Army," it was 750,000
gional vice-president of the Wauke- announced
Skouras
was lauded from the floor
at
the
weekend
by
Robert
gan district of the United Theatre
Owners of Illinois, Theatre Owners W. Coyne, COMPO special counsel. of the meeting for his appearance and
The picture, a feature length film in those of NT officers and directors,
of America headquarters announced.
Elected to represent the Waukegan color by Technicolor produced for the such as Elmer Rhoden, NT viceregion with Rhyan on the board of Department of Defense, will be re- president in charge of Fox Midwest
; Frank H.on Ricketson,
leased Dec. 13. To handle dis- Theatres(Continued
directors of UTOI were Joseph Sikes
page 4) vicev
(C on tinned on page 5)
of Zion and W. R. Catlow of Barrington. V. Quarta was named secretary of the local group.
Herman M. Levy, TOA general Set $7,500,000 Goal
counsel; Albert M. Pickus, TOA
vice-president, and George Gaughan,
TOA field representative, attended the Balaba
n
Honored
by
1^000
meeting along with George Kerasotes
of UTOI.
At an open forum discussion in
which all exhibitors present partici- At
B^nai
B^rith
Testimonial
{Continned on page 4)
More than 1,000 industry leaders, friends and admirers of Barney Balaban,
president of Paramount Pictures, gathered last night at the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel here to honor the film executive at a $1,000,000 testimonial dinner

The

Barefoot

Contessa

which was sponB'rith. sored by the
Metro politan

(Figaro-United Artists)
THE
advance advertising on "The Barefoot Contessa" has built the
picture up as a sexy, sensational production and while the climax
may be regarded as a delicate subject, it has been handled with
such good taste that it should not be considered offensive for adult
audiences. On the premise that the theme is slanted toward sophisticated
audiences, exhibitors should keep that in mind when making their pitch.
The climax referred to, and which might have caused raised eyebrows
if it had been presented in a less serious vein, is this:
Ava Gardner, portraying a Madrid night club dancer who is zoomed
to motion picture stardom both in Europe and the United States, has
kept herself aloof from men despite their adoration because, in a Cinderella fashion, she has been
waitingon for
(Conttnued
pageher
5) "dream man," who ulti-

and this huge gathering was also attended by Israel's Ambassador to the
U.S., Abba S. Eban, and heard Balaban cited for his "35 years of dedicated service to B'nai B'rith and to
his fellow man." High point of the
evening was when the Paramount

Council of B'nai
The Balaban
testimonial
din-a
ner launched
$7,500,000 camto providepaigninvestment
capital for
speeding the
economic development ofIsrael
through the
Barney Balaban
purchase of
State of Israel Development Bonds

president
awarded the President's
Medal for was
Humanitarianism
by Philip
M. Klutznick, national president of
B'nai B'rith — the first time this medal
was ever awarded ; a scroll for his
services to B'nai B'rith by William
Siegel, president of the Metropolitan
Council, and a plaque for his efforts
to aid Israel by Benjamin Abrams,
(Continued on page 4)
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'^Maria's
I tell

her

not
to

under
do,

contract

to

me.

I'm

not

in that

business.

But

she will do. . .with her shoes on, that is.^^
-from Joseph L. Mankiewicz's "THE BAREFOOT CONTESSA".
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Personal
Mention

SPYROS P. SKOURAS, president
of 20th Century-Fox, will leave
New York by plane today for Holl\wood.
•
William C. Gehring, assistant
general sales manager of 20th Century-Fox, has returned here following
a series of meetings vi^ith 20th-Fox
field sales heads.
•
Sol a. Schwartz, president of
RKO Theatres, left New York for
the Coast at the weekend, after a
week's postponement of his earlier
scheduled departure.
•
Steve Broidy, president of Allied
Artists, and Harold Mirisch and
G. Ralph Branton, vice-presidents,
returned to Hollywood over the weekend from New York.
•
EiTEL Monaco, president of A.N.I.C.A., Rome, and Dr. Franco Penotti, member of the board, arrived
from Italy Saturday aboard the
"Cristoforo Colombo."
•
Mitchell Wolfson, president of
Wometco Theatres, Miami, Fla., left
New York on Friday for Washington
and Charlotte.
Ray Moon, assistant general sales
manager of Universal Pictures, left
New York over the weekend for
Houston.
•
Lou Brown, advertising-publicity
director of Loew's Poll-New England
Theatres, was in Hartford from New
Haven, Conn.
•
Trevor Howard, British actor, will
arrive here today from London via
B.O.A.C. Monarch.
•
Harry Browning, New England
Theatres home office executive, has
returned to Boston from Hartford.
•
William Holden left New York
last night for Hollywood.
Mona Freeman left here yesterday
for London by B.O.A.C.
•
Harry Joe Brown, producer, was
married in Beverly Hills to Dorothy
Gray Mintz.

Motion

Picture

Loew's
1955

Edition

M.P.-TV

of

Almanac

Distributed

Today

Distribution of the 1955 Motion
Picture and Television Almanac, published by Quigley Publishing Co., will
get under way today. This is the 26th
edition for motion pictures and the
third year in which television has been
included.
Edited by Charles S. Aaronson, the
1955 Almanac is divided into 15 sections, each of which has complete and
revised materials on its particular subject. Each section is thumb-indexed,
permitting the most convenient form
for use by the reader. There is also
a complete table of contents, and a full
index cross-listed, which makes it that
much easier to locate quickly a particular reference desired.
'Who's Who' Unique

Sets
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Daily
International

Meet

in Tokyo

Century

Joins

Makelim Plan
The Century Circuit here has
joined the MakeHm plan, it was
disclosed at the weekend by
John
Wolfberg,
vice-president
of Makelim
Productions.
Century, headed by Fred
Schwartz, has agreed to have
its 35 theatres participate in
the plan, Wolfberg said.
Schwartz, in addition to being president of Century Circuit, also is head of Distributors Corporation of America,
the newly-formed distribution
organization.

M-G-M's top personnel in the Near
and Far East will convene in Tokyo
on Oct. 18 to 23 for the first sales
conference in that area in the company's history, it was announced by
Morton A. Spring, first vice-president
of Loew's International Corp.
Seymour
Mayer,
the Near
company's
regional director
of the
and Far
East will fly to Tokyo on Oct. 11 to
supervise arrangements for the conference over which he will preside.
He will be accompanied by Morris
Frantz, Loew's International advertising chief.
The
conference will be known as
the M-G-M PEP sales conference
for the Near and Far East, PEP
Would
Build File
standing for "Perspecta Exhibitor
Plan," the new $2,500,000 merchandising policy instituted on a global For Gov't's Eye
scale by M-G-M for its new season's
DALLAS, Sept. 26. — An invitation
product.
to exhibitors of Texas and neighboring States to relay complaints against
Branson, Tushinsky
distributors to the Texas Drive-in
Owners Association for possible subTo Europe Thursday
mission to governmental agencies was
Walter Branson, RKO Radio made here by Jack A. Farr, associaworld-wide sales manager, and Joseph
tion president.
Tushinsky, co-inventor of the SuperIn his bid, Farr contended that "the
scope lens, for which RKO has for- product and print shortage was another tool that was being used by the
eign distribution rights, will sail from
film
distributors
to put the small indehere Thursday aboard the "Constipendent owner out of business and
tution" for Europe, where they will
attend demonstrations of Superscope grab a quick buck on first-run
for exhibitors in various European
cities.
Sees 'Every Theatre' Hurt
Demonstrations of the lens are
scheduled for the Odeon Theatre,
"Every theatre," he said, "is suffering from a product shortage and
London, Oct. 12 ; the Rex, Paris, Oct. releases."
loss
of revenue except the key city
19, and the Capitol, Rome, Oct. 26.
Branson also will hold RKO sales first-run outlets and these are draining the last bit of revenue from the
meetingspeanwith
the company's
Euro- first-run attractions by holding them
representatives
in England,
over for an additional week or two of
France and Italy.

Included in the 1,100 pages of the
1955 Almanac is the only authoritative
"Who's Who" section in both motion
picture and television industries. Important executives, performers and
technicians, numbering many thousands, are included, and making this a
unique and important biographical
reference file.
With this edition, the Almanac is
designated with single-year dating,
rather than dual-year, as in the past,
since the calendar year now has
greater significance than the so-called
show season of years ago.
The 15 sections into which the Almanac is divided represent a crosssection of the vital information which
is provided for both industries, now
so closely related.
After the biography section are the
following departments, listed in the
order in which they appear in the Towler of Atlanta
book :
Branch Dies
Corporations, theatre circuits, drive- RKO
ins, television, pictures, award and
ATLANTA, Sept. 26. — Nelson
poll winners, service, motion picture Towler, 42-year-old RKO Radio sales
organizations, equipment and supplies, manager, died at his home in Decatur,
codes and censorship, world market, Ga. He had suffered a heart attack
the industry in Great Britain, the several months ago. Prior to his association with RKO, Towler served
press and non-theatrical listings.
in the same capacity with David O.
Selznick and Lippert and Realart
'Big Fist' to WB
Pictures and at one time was manager
Eagle-Lion.
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 26.— "The of Born
in Loganville, Ga., he had
Big Fist," an original screen play by
Bud Beauchamp and Don Barry, will lived in Decatur for 16 years. Funeral
services were held on Friday at Spring
be
filmed byforJohn
Wayne's
Productions
Warner
Bros. Batjac Hill.

Farr called upon every exhibitor in
the association to "write a detailed
letter
the organization when told
playingto time."
by a film company that they could not
book a picture on the proper availfor his theatre."
He said he
would ability
assemble
this information
at
the directors meeting of the association in December and ask for a vote
allowing him to submit the material
to the "Senate Small Business Committee and other branches of the
Federal government."
Upstate NY Houses
File

Trust

Suit

A $600,000 anti-trust suit was filed
to Feature
on Friday in Federal District court
Cinema
Stamp Club
here by the Salvay Realty and HoldGulf States Allied Approves
Federal
ers Corp. and Jack Zurich, owners of
In connection with the regular
N.
two Y.theatres in Salvay and Syracuse,
Control
and
Asks
State
Regulation
Also
weekly broadcast of "The Voice of
NEW ORLEANS, Sept. 26. — Besides approving unanimously NaAmerica" which takes place on TuesSalvay, which operated the Comdays at 11:00 A.M., the program
munitv Theatre, Salvay, until it burned
tional AUied's plan of seeking governmental regulation for film disbroadcast in English on October 19,
tribution, the board of directors of Allied Theatre Owners of the
down last May, ask $450,000 in treblewill feature a meeting of the Cinema
Gulf States last week proposed that the national group consider a
damages. Zurich, who has an interest
Stamp Collectors.
plan to ask state legislatures also to control film prices if necessary.
in the Salvay firm, seeks damages of
This program is beamed to Europe,
Meeting at the Jung Hotel here, the Gulf States board also enSouth Asia and the Near and Middle
$150,000
as operator of the Midtown
dorsed the Makelim plan and gave advance approval to any other
in Syracuse.
East and can also be picked up on
independent production that would alleviate a film shortage. Attendshort wave in the United States.
The suit charges that the eight maing the meeting were: Abe Berenson, F. G. Prat, Jr., Claude Darce,
jor film companies were engaged in a
The history, objectives, membership
Frank Ruffine, William Butterfield, William Sendy, I. M. Gauthier,
"conspiracy"
in restraint of trade,
resume and programming of the CSC
Locke Bolen, Ed Ortee, Lefty Cheramie, E. R. Sellers, J. A. Parker,
aided by Eckel Schine Syracuse Corp.
will be described and Leon J. BamL. C. Montgomery, and Frank DeGraauw.
and Kallet Theatres, Inc., also listed
berger will be interviewed with
as defendants.
respect to the club's activities.
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Complete
SMPTE
L.A.

Oct.

Plans

Motion

for

Meetings

Planning

Five

Picture

3

Daily

Films

People

in

18 to 24

The Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers has completed
arrangements to handle what is anticipated to be one of the largest conventions in its history, it was disclosed
by John W. Seryies, SMPTE's convention vice-president. The Society's
76th semi-annual convention is being
held at the Ambassador Hotel, Los
Angeles, from Oct. 18 through 24.
Recent technical advances in the
motion picture and television fields,
which have greatly stimulated these
industries during the year, was seen
as the reason for the anticipated increased attendance and activity, according to Servies. Of outstanding
interest, he noted, are recent developments in color television and color
cinematography.
Two Large Rooms Engaged
Indicative of the increased activity
is the sponsoring of an exhibit of
manufacturer television and motion
picture equipment. Announcement of
arrangements for the equipment exhibit has already resulted in more than
a dozen acceptances from exhibitors,
Servies disclosed. The large East and
West Gold rooms of the Ambassador
will be utilized as the exhibit area.
Technical sessions will be held
morning, afternoon, and evening, and
several concurrent sessions have been
scheduled to accommodate the many
papers planned for delivery. A luncheon get-together on Monday, Oct. 18,
will serve to open the convention. The
semi-annual banquet and dance will be
held Wednesday evening in the Embassy Room. Field trips to the color
TV studios of CBS and NBC, and
the Parato the Moody Institute and scheduled.
mount Studio Theatre are
Five awards for outstanding technical achievements by individuals are
to be presented at the convention this
year. They include the Samuel L.
Warner Memorial Award, the David
Sarnoff Gold Medal Award, the
Journal Award, the
SMPTE
Medal and the SoProgress
SMPTE
ciety's Fellow awards.
Big Eastern Group Expected
Herbert Barnett, SMPTE president,
will head up a large contingent from
the East coast to attend the convention. The ladies committee is headed
by Mrs. Philip G. Caldwell and Mrs.
John G. Frayne. Chairman of the local
arrangements committee is Philip G.
Caldwell. Members expecting to attend
the convention have been urged to
send in their reservations directly to
the Ambassador Hotel.
Partial list of exhibitors are : Bell
and Howell, General Precision Laboratory, Hollywood Film Co., Kling
Photo, Mole-Richardson Co., Producers sales Co., Radiant Mfg. Co.,
RCA, S.O.S. Cinema Supply Co., and
Westrex Corp.

Will Go 'All-Out'
WB
For 'Star' Premiere
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 26.— Warner Brothers has pulled out all stops
in planning the world premiere of "A
Star Is Born," which will be held
Wednesday at the Pantages Theatre
here. The company reports that 250
stars will join a representative gathering of top industry executives and
civic officials in welcoming the
picture.

Wanger
As

Sees

Quick

Subscriber

Revenue

TV

Source

By LESTER DINOFF
Subscriber television and what it offers to independent film producers
was described as a "dream" enabling quick returns by Walter Wanger,
who also revealed a 1955 production schedule of five films.
Speaking t
i^^^^^^h^b^m
^^^^ ^^^^ studios and producers have
a
completely new attitude in turning
cons
pres
e
trad
ference followout
business
ing his arrival
couldquality
be keptpictures.
alive by"Show
diversification,
here from the
Coast Friday,
not standardization as in the past,"
he stated. Wanger also said that the
Wanger, who
studios are looking for independent
productions, as producers today are
j ust completed
more
aware of making and merchanpe
aScosts'
e m Arti
i nied
CAll
dising product instead of turning out
a huge quantity of films which offer
product ion,
small returns.
•The Adven"Films today have achieved a new
i
of
tures Hajj
high in world influence. American
Baba," for 20th
product is showing, honestly and
-Fox
critically, the ways of democracy in
t r i b ution,
i s ury
dCent
Walter Wanger
action,"
Wanger said. "U.S. films have
stated that .
a better diplomatic impact on the
to
appeal
sole
'subscriber television s
people of foreign nations than our
film makers is the quick return on State Department," he pointed out.
Motion pictures are an international
costs business and it is best for the film
investm
ne getting your negative
Imagients."
back within a short time, Wanger producers and distribution companies
said. "Financing independent produc- to respect your clients abroad, Wanger
tions is difficult and the present re- said. "Adolph Zukor many years ago
turn to independent producers is a had the foresight to bring over top
"But foreign talent for use in American
said. public
ss," tohe the
proce
long
nted
film isoutprese
films so that our pictures would be
if a drawn
via subscriber television, the producer
welcomed abroad," he said. "Films
would get a large portion of _ the today that are made abroad, like
monetary return within a short period. 'Three Coins in the Fountain,' do
Speaking about his future plans, terrific business and stimulate our industry," he said.
Wanger said that "Yellow Knife, '
formerly titled "Buccaneer of the
Queried
on Producing Abroad
be
will
e,
aScop
Barrens," in Cinem
.
Asked about the Hollywood Film
given to 20th-Fox for release shortly
Stating that he works on a picture by Council's request to producers to make
picture deal with Allied Artists, films in the U.S. instead of going
Wanger said that he is to produce overseas, Wanger said that "the organization is only looking out for
"Mother, Sir!" with Joan Bennett
er its own best interests."
"Tangi
with
year,
the
of
first
the
by
Love Song" set for spring. By the end
Commenting on the present-day
of 1955, he said that he will turn out form of television, Wanger stated that
'Knights of the Sky,"_ "Queen of the "TV has a losing fight on its hands
in fighting films with live shows. Hol"1956."
Universe" and
lywood can help television more than
Wanger, who will be in New York
for a few weeks, said that conditions
television could help Hollywood."
in Hollywood "are better than ever"

^U' Ad-Publicity
Meet

at Studio

1,446

Advance

Dates

On 'Bengal Brigade'
A total of 1,446 theatres from Coast
Sept. 26— Uni- to Coast have advance-booked LlniverHOLLYWOOD,
ity
versal Pictures advertising, public
sal-International's "Bengal Brigade,"
and exploitation executives arrived in Technicolor starring Rock Hudson,
New
from
nd
weeke
here over the
Arlene Dahl and Ursula Thiess to
York, Washington and Chicago for a play the picture during November in
series of conferences starting tomor- what is said to be the biggest prerow with vice-president David A.
dating drive in the history of the comLipton on promotional plans on new
pany, it was announced by Charles J.
product. g from New York will be Feldman, vice-president and general
Attendin
sales manager.
Charles Simonelli, Eastern advertising
The 1,446 theatres are to be listed
and publicity department manager; in the two-one-one-half-page two-color
Philip Gerard, Eastern publicity man- advertisements being placed by U-I in
ager;Jef¥ Livingston, Eastern adver- the Nov. 2 issue of "Look" Magazine
tising manager ; Herman Kass, East- on the newsstands Oct. 19 and the
ern exploitation manager, and Robert
Nov. 12 issue of "Collier's" on the
Gillham, vice-president of Cunning- stands
Oct. 28, in reportedly the
ham and Walsh, Universal's advertis- largest listing of theatres in national
Univer- magazines since Universal started this
ing agency. John Horton,
sal's Washington representative, and type of advertising several years ago.
Ben Katz, Midwest field representative, are participating in the conferences.
Archie Herzof¥, studio advertising
Participating from the studio be- and promotion manager, and Jack
sides Lipton will be Clark Ramsay,
executive assistant to Lipton ; Sam Diamond, assistant studio publicity
director.
Israel,
studio
publicity
director ;

A. C. Zaring, of the Egyptiain
Theatre, Indianapolis, and Mrs. Zaring celebrated their 60th wedding
anniversary yesterday with open
house for friends inside and outside
the industry.
n
Jay Bonafield, producer of Robert
C. Ruark's "Africa Adventure," will
be interviewed on the Mutual network's "Luncheon at Sardi's" tomorrow, the day the RKO Radio feature has its world premiere at the
Trans-Lux Normandie Theatre here.
The radio program is heard from
12:45 to 1:30 P.M.
n
Samuel PinanskI, president of
American Theatres, will leave Boston this week for Los Angeles,
where he will represent the directors
of the John Hancock Co. at a series
of meetings to be held in conjunction with the insurance company's
opening of new quarters there. Incidentally, he will confer with a number of studio executives before returning East.
n
Arthur Gray, Jr., president of
Michael Myerberg Productions, has
planned a children's premiere party
to mark the opening of Myerberg's
feature musical fantasy, "Hansel and
Gretel," in color by Technic
at
the Broadway Theatre Oct.olor,
10, for
the benefit of the Mary MacArthur
Memorial Fund of the March of
Dimes. Tex McCrary, television and
radio personality, has accepted the
co-chairmanship of the March of
Dimes committee serving with Eddie Dowling, Broadway producer.
n
Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Nobarro announced the birth of a baby girl this
week. Nobarro is with Tkeatre Service Co. in Atlanta.
n
Ross Allen has been named booker
in M-G-M's Jacksonville exchange.

NTFcloHonor

Dr, Alfred Goldsmith
Milton Berle will act as toastmaster
at the testimonial luncheon for Dr
Alfred N. Goldsmith, as "Father
Television," which is being tenderedof
by the National Television Film
Council on Thursday at the Warwick
Hotel here, it was announced at the
weekend by NFTC president Melvin
L. Gold. The guest speaker at the
luncheon will be Arthur V. Loughren,
director of research for the Hazeltine
Electronics Corp.
The luncheon is the first of the fall
season for the N.T.F.C. and has been
dedicated to Dr. Goldsmith, who is
chairman of the board of the organizatiDr.
on. _
Goldsmith is consultant
to Radio Corporation of America,
National Broadcasting Company, Eastman Kodak, RKO Theatres, and
others.
'Sahrina'

Pulls

$9,200

Paramount's "Sabrina," opened at
New York's Criterion Theatre following the invitational premiere held
there the previous evening, to a gross
of $9,200.
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Pact

Industry
(Continued from page 1)
which both sides will agree
"without serious difficulty." It
is hoped, MPAA said, that the
negotiations will conclude on
Tuesday.

Joins

(Continued from page 1)

in

Tribute

Balahan

strengthening
Israel chairman
in this fashion."
Samuel Markle,
of the
Barney Balaban tribute committee,
who presided at the testimonial, told
those in attendance of the guest of
honor's achievement in the cause of
freedom and democracy, citing Balaban's origin of the Freedom Train
and his presentation to the Library of
Congress of one of the 13 original
copies of the Bill of Rights.
Abrams, in presenting the plaque to
Balaban, called attention to the fact
that the film leader "stands at the
top of; the list" of Americans who are
working to help Israel. He also read
the inscription on the plaque to the
audience.
In expressing his thanks for the
tribute paid him, Balaban said :
"We Americans have always been
proud to inspire others to fashion
their way of life in the pattern of
the same free institutions as ours.
Particularly during" these crucial days
of global conflict, Israel stands out
today as a welcome bastion of
freedom.
"I believe that Israel bonds represent a sound investment. They are
backed not only by the tangible and
increasing assets of the people of Israel but by the integrity of the State
and the honor of the Jews every-

president of the Emerson Radio and
Phonograph Corp., and chairman of
the Greater New York Committee for
State of Israel Bonds.
Eban, who also represents his counSir Frank Lee, permanent secretary
try at the United Nations, stated in
of the British Board of Trade, has
honoring
Balaban
that "his contribualready arrived in Washington and
tions have
set
will head the British team. He will an example
be assisted by Mrs. P. B. M. James, which all people
principal in the films branch of the
in IsBoard of Trade, who arrives here interested
rael's future
tomorrow. In addition, the British
Embassy and the British Treasury m i g h t follow.
The people of
delegation here may send other representatives along to confer with the Israel are gratefulbanto for
Mr.what
BalaAmericans.
he
Johnston, Allport Representatives
is doing
to
advance the cause
Eric Johnston, president, and Fayette W. Allport, European manager, of Israel's economic indepenwill represent MPAA at the negotiations. The Society of Independent
Klutznick, in
Abba S. Eban
Motion Picture Producers will be rep- presenting
the
dence."
resented bypresident Ellis Amall and
by James Mulvey, chairman of Paramount head with the President's
Medal, announced that "more than
SIMPP's distribution committee.
$1,000,000 in Israel Bonds has already
Under the terms of the current rebeen sold by B'nai B'rith towards this
mittance agreement, which expired goal
of $7,500,000 which we have set
yesterday, the industry may receive for ourselves. We can make no
$17,000,000 annually in remittances greater contribution to stability and
from Great Britain. The agreement
to peace in the Middle East than by
certain "bonus" dolalso provides
lars may be that
taken out of Britain if
American companies engage in production in the country or purchase the
Makes
N.Y.
Friends
rights to distribute British pictures N.T.
out of the country. This year, under
the current agreement, the industry
(Continued from page 1)
received between $4,000,000 and $5,000,000 in "bonus" dollars. In addi- president in charge of Fox Inter- least every six months participated in
tion, the agreement lists 28 permitted mountain ; John Bertero, vice-presi- by Coast executives.
dent and general counsel ; Ed Zabel,
ways in which American companies
One security analyst, commenting
may use their blocked sterling in film buyer, and other management on the meeting, drew the conclusion
Great Britain.
that as a result of the conference
figures.
brokers now are less apt to think of
The presence of the "NT team,"
NT stock as a "speculative football,"
accordingto to
broker,
and the
Skouras's
tribute
hisone
aides
during
course and more as an investment.
Myers Keynoter
Another participant commented on
of his discussion, was said to have
(Continued from page 1)
answered for some the contention that Skouras's reluctance to tell the meeting how many NT shares are held
said, in part, "the main theme of the NT is a "one-man operation."
by management, raising the question
convention is 'The Product ConvenOne Skeptical
tion' and all efforts will be concenof Skouras's reasons for withholding
Another who attended the meeting the information.
trated on the exhibitor's right to make
a profit on current evils that are grad- was more cautious, claiming that the
Queried Regarding TV
ually forcing the small theatre owner pressure on management must have
Some
questions put to Skouras were
been great to bring Skouras and his
out of business."
Marcus, in announcing tlie selection aides into New York for a meeting. said to have been concerned with the
■of Myers as keynoter for the silver He, too, conceded, however, that as impact of TV on the film business
anniversary convention, paid tribute a result of the session he would be and one informant lauded Skouras for
to the general counsel for "his wise more apt to advise his stockholder cus- giving those attending "the facts of
tomers to retain or to buy NT stock life" on TV's relationship to the film
and guiding hand" through the years.
industry, that the picture is not as
rather than to dispose of it.
as painted in some quarters.
Many of the questions from the bleak
There were said to be no demands
brokers' audience, estimated at 200, from the floor for new representation
concerned the new Magna Todd-AO
board of directors. The genprocess, questions which stemmed on NT's
eral tenor of the meeting was said to
from NT's $1,000,000 investment in have "pleased" most of those in attenMagna Theatre Corp., it was said. In dance.
7 DAYS IN
addition, it was stated, there were a
number of questions on depreciation
HAW
AH
and the relative market prices and Hecht 'Lancaster
dividend
policies of 20th Century-Fox
$469
and NT, which prior to divorcement
To
'Kitty
was a subsidiary of 20th-Fox.
The Film
first project
under Hawk'
the newly(from New York), including
announced
plan
put
forward by the
Hostility Absent
round -trip transportation
and hotel accommodations
independent Hecht-Lancaster motion
The questions put by brokers were picture producing company will be an
Fly United DC-6 air tourist
termed "sympathetic" to management association with Mel Shavelson and
service all the way, with stopand according to a participant there
over on the West Coast, if you
Jack Rose for the production of "Kitty
was no hostility or stockholder opposi- Hawk," the story of the Wright
like. Only United features 2tion expressed, presumably eliminating Brothers and the development of the
abreast seating and wide centhe possibility that a proxy contest science of aviation.
ter aisles on all planes.
might be in the making.
The Hecht-Lancaster Organization
UNITED AIR LINES
Also welcomed by many par- is embarking on an expansion of its
Fore plus tax.
operations to include the financing of
ticipants was Skouras's
that management
wouldannouncement
cultivate a "outside" producers and to provide
closer liaison between Wall Street in them with production assistance, story
the East and NT headquarters in the consultation, casting and exploitation
COMPARE THE FARE AND YOU'LL GO BY AIR West, and holding meetings here at service and arrangements for release.

where. These latter, intangible assets
— integrity and honor — never appear
on any formal balance sheet, but here
they exist, and are persuasive. It is
a fact that since Israel was created,
it has never defaulted by one day or
by one dollar on any debt it has incurred. There have been hundreds of
millions of dollars involved. The
recordIn isTribute
perfect."to His Country
In closing, Balaban told the gathering: "I am grateful to the good Lord
for having lived during these times.
I am grateful that He guided my parents' steps to these shores so that I
might enjoy the blessings of America.
I am grateful that He permitted me
to share in this wonderful adventure."
Among the film and entertainment
figures present at the testimonial
were: Robert Benjamin, Harry
Brandt, Edward J. Churchill, Jack
Cohn, George F. Dembow, Simon H.
Fabian, Eddie Fisher, William J. German, Ira Guilden, William Holden,
Arthur L. Mayer, Joseph J. Newman,
Samuel Rinzler, Herman Robbins,
Adolph Schimel, A. W. Schwalberg,
George Skouras, Rudolph G. Sonneborn, Robert M. Weitman, Eddie
Cantor, George Jessel, Grace Kelly,
Martha Scott and many others.

Rhyan
(Continued front page 1)
pated, there were many complaints of
attempts by some distributors to condition the sale of one picture upon
another, TOA said.
Among the complaints registered
were the allocation of cheaply made
pictures in the 50 per cent bracket and
the alleged enforcement of unfair
availabilities through print shortages.
Several theatre men charged that
though they had a set availability
there appeared to be a growing inability on the part of the distributor
to meet that availability because of a
lack of prints.
Reviews Problems
Levy reviewed the problems that he
had encountered in arbitration negotiations with the distributors. He also
discussed
problems outlined
on the national other
level. Kerasotes
the
organizational activities of UTOI and
TOA and lauded the services of
Edward G. Zorn of Pontiac, who has
led the Illinois organization for many
years, TOA reported.
The next meeting of the Waukegan
group will be held Oct. 26.
Role

of 16mm.

Theme

Film

of TestivaP

The role of the 16mm. film in
American industry and society will
be the theme of the 1955 American
Film Assembly and "Golden Reel
Film
1955. Festival" to be held at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel here April 4-9,
Paul A. Wagner, president of the
Film Council of America, speaking
at the monthly luncheon meeting of
the Council, stated that less than 10
per cent of the public has any real
knowledge or understanding of the
16mm. field, a situation which the
forthcoming festival will seek to
correct.
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(Continued' from page 1)

tribution of the special film the
major companies' general sales managers have divided the country into
areas with certain exchange territories allotted to each company as
follows :
Columbia — Milwaukee, Charlotte,
Albany, Des Moines ; Loews' — Pittsburgh, Jacksonville, St. Louis,
Omaha ; Paramount — Detroit, Oklahoma City, Chicago, Salt Lake City ;
Republic — Indianapolis, San Francisco; RKO — Washington, Memphis,
Kansas City, Portland ; 20th CenturyFox — New York, Cleveland, Minneapolis, Los Angeles ; Universal —
Boston, Cincinnnati, New Orleans,
Denver ; United Artists — New Haven, Dallas ; Warner Bros. — Philadelphia, Buffalo, Atlanta, Seattle.
250 Prints Available

niately comes into her life. He is a count who wins her love, marries
her and, on their wedding- night, reveals that an injury suffered in the
war has made him impotent. And that situation leads to the picture's
tragic ending.
What goes, before is a series of highly entertaining sequences, some bordering on broad comedy, others intensely dramatic. Joseph Mankiewicz, who
wrote and directed the picture, has injected many of his "touches" that have
made his previous ventures box-office successes. He has surrounded his costars, Humphrey Bogart and Miss Gardner, with capable support drawn from
both Hollywood and the Italian film scene and their performances are
outstanding.
Filmed in Rome and on the French Riviera, the backgrounds are appealing
and are further enhanced in color by Technicolor. All-in-all, "Barefoot Contessa" is a polished picture, high in production value and rich in sparkling
dialogue and vivid narration.
The story is told by principal characters, with the exception of Miss Gardner,
the pivotal figure on whom the narrative is based. It is the story of motion
picture production abroad by an American independent company, with a few
scenes centered in Hollywood. During a talent-hunting expedition in Madrid
Bogart, a washed-up writer-director on the road back ; Edmond O'Brien, a
press agent, and their boss. Warren Stevens, an heir to a Texas fortune who
Coyne said 250 prints will be avail- has decided to produce pictures, enter a Madrid bistro to watch the dancing
able. There will also be a trailer is- of Miss Gardner who has a terrific following. Although she is reluctant to
sue^ by National Screen. Press book try a picture career, Bogart is the one who sells her on Hollywood .and
and accessories, now being produced thereafter becomes a sort of father confessor and guardian.
by the 20th Century-Fox advertising
department under the direction of HER fame soon sweeps the world ; she is pursued by wealthy men and is
swept into international society, but no man can touch her and she falls
Charles Einfeld, will also be distribin love with nobody until she meets Rosanno Brazzi, an Italian count who,
uted by National Screen.
Although the distribution of the with his sister is the last of a noble family. He wants to perpetuate the
picture is being handled as a public family if only by a statue which he has made of her. Believing that he will
service without charge by any of the understand. Miss Gardner seeks to give her husband an heir, if in name only,
participating companies, Coyne said, by having a baby by another man. But the scheme backfires and the husband
the picture itself will be sold as a
her. There is just a trace of "Strange Interlude" in this ill-fated
regular feature, but at a price to kills
maneuver. Here again the story could become tawdry if not handled intellitheatres that will only recoup print
gently and with finesse.
The story opens and closes in a Roman cemetery during, the funeral
costs and other out-of-pocket charges.
If there is any money left over, services where the principal characters watch the proceedings and relate their
Coyne said, IS per cent will be paid parts in the episodes leading up to the tragedy.
into the U. S. Treasury, as provided
Miss Gardner gives an excellent performance as the disillusioned contessa.
by law, and the rest will be turned The title is derived from the fact that, during the Spanish civil war, she
over to the government for the Army learned to go bare-footed through the rubble and thereafter hated to wear
Relief Fund.
shoes. Bogart brings a believable characterization to the screen, while Brazzi,
the count, almost steals the picture. Strictly adult fare, neighborhood and
Dealt with Lichtman
small town exhibitors would be well advised to see this for themselves.
Coyne explained that arrangements
Running time, 128 minutes. Adult classification. For release in October.
for distribution of the picture were
AL STEEN
made with the general sales managers
committee of the Motion Picture Association ofAmerica by Al Lichtman,
Bread, Love and Dreams
one of COMPO's three co-chairmen. (l.F.E.)
Lichtman, in the letter he has prepared for distribution to area chair- TWO
of Italy's leading boxoffice attractions — Gina Lollobrigida and
Vittorio De Sica — contribute heavily toward making this one of the better
man,
"this is will
a wonderful
film that saidallthat
Americans
be most importations of the year. Miss Lollobrigida, who now is visiting the States
to one of the heavest journalistic welcomes ever given a foreign actress, plays
eager to see." ■
an impetuous, bare-footed young peasant girl, while De Sica, opposite her, is
a middle aged, respectable police marshal in a tiny Italian village. His object
2d COMPO
Ad Series is definitely, and carefully, matrimony.
The picture, briefly, is a comedy of love and manners in a poor, struggling
village.
the new
marshal,
a bachelor,
arrives
casts
Commences
in E-P
eye in theWhen
direction
of Miss
Lollobrigida,
but she
is inhelove
witha agentleman's
handsome
The first of the second series of 26
COMPO ads, which will appear in
"Editor & Publisher" every other
week made its appearance in the current issue of the trade magazine this
week headed "Thanks, Gentlemen, For
Agreeing With Us."
Several newspaper articles and editorials commenting favorably on the
excellent quality of current films are
quoted and the ad points out that the
editorials are confirmation of the recent COMPO advertisements in
"Editor & Publisher."
Cincinnati Enthusiastic
A quote from the Cincinnati "Enquirer" highlighted the fact that "no
new movie opened in Cincinnati during the past week because a halfdozen downtown pictures were drawing such crowds that there was no
point in changing." Similar sentiments were expressed by the Memphis
"Press-Scimitar," the Cleveland
"News" and the Atlanta "Constitution."

Notables

^Contessa'
In N.

to

Premiere

Y. Wednesday

Leading exhibitors and top film
production and distribution executives
will attend the world premiere here
Wednesday evening of "The Barefoot
Contessa" at the Capitol Theatre.
Announcement of acceptances was
made by Robert W. Dowling, chairman of the premiere committee for
CARE, the relief organization which
will benefit from the proceeds of the
bow.
Among industry members who have
accepted invitations are Spyros P.
Skouras, Harry Brandt, Jack Cohn,
Harry Kalmine, S. H. Fabian, Arthur L. Mayer, Walter Reade, Jr.,
Alfred E. Daff, James R. Grainger,
Joseph R. Vogel, Wilbur Snaper, A.
W. Schwalberg, Spyros S. Skouras,
Jr., Charles Feldman, Herman Robbins, Sol Schwartz, Robert M. Weitman , Eugene Picker and Emanuel
Frisch.
Also Ned Depinet, Charles Einfeld,
Harry Mandel, Charles Boasberg, E.
K. O'Shea, Samuel Rosen, Si Seadler, Edwin Fabian, Al Lichtman,
Louis Nizer, Samuel Rinzler, Ernest
Emerling, Roberto Haggiag, William
Brandt, Paul Lazarus, Jr., Oscar A.
Doob, William Brandt, George J.
Schaefer, Gus Eysell, James Mulvey,
William Gehring and R. W. Altschuler.
'Contessa'
UA Sets Tie-ups
on
Campaign
Two hundred and forty florists, 425
travel agencies and the 67-store Carvel ice cream chain have joined the
New York-metropolitan area co-op
campaign spotlighting the world premiere of United Artists' "The Barefoot Contessa" at the Capitol Theatre
on Wednesday, it was announced
Friday by Francis M. Winikus, national director of advertising, publicity
and exploitation for UA.
The point-of-sales promotion will
back the newspaper ad and poster program throughout the five boroughs
and in major suburban centers within
a fifty mile radius of New York.
Giants, Indians Will
See 'Contessa' Bow
Players of the New York Giants
and Cleveland Indians teams, following their scheduled afternoon carnage
at the Polo Grounds here Wednesday,
will be among those attending the

young lad under De Sica's command. Fortunately for De Sica, he also likes world premiere of United Artists'
Marisa Merlini, a village midwife. Thus after some complications everything "The Barefoot Contessa" at the Capitol Theatre. Leo Durocher and his
is straightened out, and Miss Lollobrigida gets her policeman, Roberto Risso,
and De Sica wins the midwife.
wife, Laraine
Day, will head the diamond contingent.
A Titanus production, it was directed by Luigi Comencini, from the screenProceeds of the opening will go to
play by Ettore Margadonna and Comencini. Marcello Girosi was executive
CARE,
world-wide
relief and reproducer.
habilitation agency.
Running time, 90 minutes. General classification. For September release.

^Desiree*

Africa
(RKO
Radio) Adventure'*
ROBERT C. RUARK, long a prominent and erudite newspaper columnist,
here takes a leave of absence from his journalistic chores to make a
pictorial record of his safari to Africa. The result is a down-to-earth documentary on the Dark Continent as it really is, with no attempt to unduly
dramatize or glamorize. It will be welcomed, and enjoyed, by the devotees
of pictures filmed in far-away areas.
As the safari proceeds from Nairobi, in Kenya, British East Africa, and
drives to the Northern frontier, it becomes a matter of meeting natives,
lingering over their exotic ways, and going on to hunt big game. The expedition wanders off in search for "the biggest bull elephant since time began."
They bag him and then go after a rhino. There is the hunting down of more
animals as the film proceeds between intervals of native dances.
An RKO Pathe presentation, it was produced by Jay Bonafield, and written
and narrated by Ruark. Color is in Pathecolor.
Running time, 64 minutes. General classification. For September release.

Nov.

to Premiere

9 in San

Fran.

Twentieth Century-Fox's CinemaScope premiered
production, at"Desiree,"
will be
world
the Fox Theatre
in San Francisco on Nov. 9, in a
benefit performance under the sponsorship of the San Francisco Newspaper Guild, it was announced here.
California Governor Goodwin Knight
and San Francisco Mayor Elmer Robinson will head a first-night audience
numbering
prominent
civic
and social leaders
from business,
the Bay area,
and a galaxy of motion picture stars
who will come on from Hollywood
for the premiere.

IS
"Brisk,

pungent

FBI mystery

drama ... rates

very well! Bristling climax!"-M.
"Not since 'VICE SQUAD' has there been
such a pleasant surprise! Suspense, action!,

"Should

Exciting, fast- paced !''-N. Y. POST

suspense

Exciting FBI melodrama! First-rate cast,
director has spun out the story skillfully,
creating

and sustaining

suspense! "-DAILY

''Tense!

Quick-paced

please mystery

mystery

completely

good

satisfy! Action

and

aplenty !"-BOXOFFICEi

" Readily exploitable

UP

P. HERALD

advertising

and will stand

up to

claims!"- M. P. DAILY

and

"Pulsating, thrilling! Holds all the way!
Stands up impressively and delivers!

NEWS

suspense,

fans! "-DAILY

Taut story gets into gear almost

should

at once!"- FILM

MIRROR

"Thrilling!

"Nifty bundle of excitement! Brisk
melodrama! "-WORLD -TEL & SUN

A fascinating

DAIL^

thing to see!

A series of brilliant incidents !'1
-HOLLYWOOD REPORTEI

"Excellent example of the FBI film!
Hair-raising climax high on a cliff!

"Pace fast, interest held tight all'
the way!"- HARRISON'S REPORTS

All very taut and well acted!'
-HERALD-TRIBUNE
\
\

"Suspensefully spun out!"
-JOURNAL-AMERICAN

"Good film-fare that should find
a satisfactory b.o. level! Well-

\

plotted story, suspenseful,
interest-holding!"-VARIETY

ALllV.

starring

BRODERICK

CRAWFORD
RUTH

MARTHA

HYER • MARISA PAVAN

• CASEY ADAMS

• KENNETH

TOBEY

• GENE

REYNOLDS

WILLIAM JOHNSTONE • Directed by ARNOLD LAVEN • Produced by ARTHUR GARDNER and JULES V. LEVY • Screen Play by The Gordons
jnd Bernard C. Schoenfeld • Based on the Novel "Case File: F.B.I." by The Gordons • An Edward Small Presentation
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Loew Buys Rubin's
Residual Rights
Tushinsky
Industry
To

Wide

Ties
Fate
Lens

Superscape Co-inventor
Sees Greater Progress

PICTURE

The purchase by Loew's of the
residual rights in M-G-M films
owned by J. Robert Rubin, reretired vice-president, was confirmed here yesterday by a
Loew's spokesman.
The Loew's spokesman said
the exact nature of the deal,
including the price paid by
Loew's, will be announced
shortly, perhaps in a week.
Meanwhile, trade circles speculated that the price paid by
Loew's was in the neighborhood of $1,500,000. Rubin, upon
his retirement on Sept. 1, had a
5.1 per cent share in the profits
on the films of M-G-M over
a 30-year period.

SEPTEMBER
Seeks

U.S.

Monaco
Industry

TEN
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CENTS

Product

Tells

of

Italian

Expansion
By LESTER

Plans

DINOFF

The I.F.E. Releasing- Corp. is now ready to accept for distribution
American pictures in the U.S. and Canadian markets, Eitel Monaco,
president of ANICA, stated here yesterday at a Hotel Sherry Netherland
trade
press
conference. Speaking
through an interpreter. Dr. Renato
New
Haven Plan to
Gualino, ANICA advisor on international affairs, Monaco also asserted
Restrict Pictures
that : press
"I.F.E. will continue to operate in
Attacked
by Levy
this country when the Motion Picture
Export
Association's
000
is fully
used up ;loan of $4,500,HARTFORD, Sept. 27.— A pro"The Italian film industry is willing
posed ordinance which would ban the
New Haven showing of motion pic- to work out co-production deals with
tures not approved by the Motion Pic- U.S. producers ;
ture Association of America has been
"Italian producers have formed an
referred to New Haven Corporation organization, UNIEF, similar to
Counsel George W. Crawford for an I.F.E., which will operate in territories not covered in I.F.E. operaopinion on its constitutionality, followtions. This organization
can conclude
if
necessary
ing
a
hearing
before
that,
city's
Aldistribution ;and exhibition contracts,
dermanic Committee on Ordinances.

A forecast that the industry's fate
over the next ten-year period is tied
up with anamorphic projection was
made here yesterday by Joseph Tush
insky, co-inventor of the variable
SuperScope anamorphic lens.
Tushinsky, here for conferences
with RKO Radio Pictures executives
prior to his departure for Europe, con- Free Convertibility
tended that anamorphic projection alread}^ has proven itself superior in
every way over the old-style method Asked As Anglo-US
of projection.
Reporting on the progress of pro- Pact Talks Begin
Speaking in opposition, Atty. Herduction of SuperScope lenses, Tushinsky said that production has been built
man M. Levy, executive secretary of
By J. A. OTTEN
WASHINGTON, Sept. 27. — The MPTO of Connecticut, and general
(Continued on- page 6)
renegotiation of the Anglo-American counsel of TOA, asserted that he had
remittance agreement opened here to- "never seen a proposal so obviously
Rank Production
day with representatives of the BritHe cited three Connecticut statutes
ish Government declaring that their unconstitutional."
Nearing New High
country was not yet ready for com- with penalties of up to $1,000 and a
plete convertibility of the earnings year in prison for showing indecent,
industry pictures exhibited in lascivious, sacrilegious ■ or immoral
Production activity at London's from
pictures, adding that if anyone feels
Pinewood and Ealing Studios is near- Great Britain.
British spokesmen
explained that aggrieved concerning interpretation of
ing an all-time high with seven major pictures currently before the their country had improved its eco- the New(Continued
Haven ordinances by the
on page 5)
(Continued on page 6)
cameras and three others scheduled
to start in the near future, it was
announced here by the J. Arthur Rank
Organization. An additional two re- AGREE
TO
SETTLEMENT
OF
SMPTE
cently complete films are awaiting
release dates.
This increase in both the number ANTLTRUST
CASE
AGAINST
UDT
and quality of pictures made at Pinewood and Ealing is regarded by the
The anti-trust suit brought by the Society of Independent Motion
company as tangible evidence of the
Picture Producers against United Detroit Theatres in 1948 has been
(Continued on page 6)
settled out of court and the parties have agreed to the discontinuance and
dismissal of the action
The complaint had alleged a com- Corp. that it is vital to the success of
Castleman vs. RKO
bination and conspiracy between UDT production, distribution and e?i:hibition
and Cooperative Theatres of Michi- of motion pictures that a free and
Suit Is Dismissed
gan in restraint of the licensing, sup- open competitive market be mainHOLLYWOOD, Sept. 27. —
ply and exhibition of pictures in the
tained in the distri'oution and exhibiThe minority stockholder suit
tion of motion pictures and that there
Detroit area. The allegations were
brought against Howard
be
no
artificial
restrictions on the disdenied by each of the defendants.
Hughes, RKO Pictures, RKO
In a joint statement announcing the
tribution or exhibition of motion picRadio Pictures and Chase Nasettlement, the parties stated :
tures. The parties to the litigation
tional Bank by Eli B. and
above
described
are in -complete agree"It is the view of the Society of
Marion Castleman today was
ment on these fundamental and basic
Independent Motion Picture Prodismissed with prejudice by
ducers and United Detroit Theatres
Federal Judge Ben Harrison,
who signed an order of judgprinciples."
ment, ending the long-drawnout case, on defense counsel's
motion for dismissal.
Plaintiff attorney Bernard
1954
Reich's
.denied. petition for fees was
5715

"Discussions will take place today
with representatives of the MPEA
concerning M-G-M membership in
ANICA, availability of U.S. product
for release in Italy by independent
Italian distributors, and to make
(Continued on page 6)
Disney
More

Adding

Sales

3

Offices

BURBANK, Sept. 27.— The first
sales convention of the Buena Vista
Film Distribution Co., which lasted
five days at the Disney Studio, has
been concluded after the representatives viewed up-coming features and
heard plans for the organization outlined by Roy O. Disney, president of
Walt Disney Productions.
In outlining the plans for Buena
Vista, Disney informed the sales
group that in addition to the five offices through which "The Vanishing
Prairie" and "The Living Desert" are
now being handled, three additional
offices will be opened shortly.
Buena Vista is currently operating
in New Yojrk, Chicago, Jacksonville,
anded Dallas.
Los Angeles
(Continu
on pageTo 5)this list

Order Schine Trial
For Nov. 22nd
BUFFALO, N. Y., Sept. 27.—
Judge John Knight has ordered
the Schine anti-trust case to
trial in Federal court here on
Nov. 22.

2

Personal
Mention

RUSSELL HOLMAN, Paramount
Eastern production manager, returned to New York yesterday from
Europe.
•
WnxiAM Madden, M-G-M branch
manager in Philadelphia, is in Boston from there winding up his affairs before settling in the Quaker
City.
•
RosALYN Hanfling, secretary to
Jules B. Weill, of Fortune Features,
Inc., will be married on Sunday to
Robert Papell at the Park Terrace
here.
•
Van Johnson and Mrs. Johnson
will arrive in New York aboard the
"Queen Elizabeth" today from Europe.
•
George Weltner, president of
Paramount International Films, was
in Washington yesterday from New
York.
•
Mike Simons, head of M-G-M exhibitor relations, and George Murphy left here yesterday for Missoula,
Mont.
•
Bernard Gates, Latin America
supervisor for Allied Artists International, has arrived in Hollywood from
Mexico City.
•
James L. Fallon, Allied Artists
executive producer, and William E.
Selwyn, producer, have returned to
Hollywood from New York.
•
Herman Cohen, producer, will
leave Hollywood today for New
York.
•
Pilade Levy, Paramount general
manager in Italy, has arrived in
New York from Rome.
•
Robert A. Pratchett, Paramount
manager in Cuba, has arrived here
from Havana.
•
Walter Fitzgerald, British actor,
will arrive in New York today from
England on the "Queen Elizabeth."
Jack H. Levin, president of Certified Reports, has arrived in Dallas
from New York.

Motion

UJA's
To

85

Picture

Citations
on

of
the and
UJA'sits three
films
radioHollywood-made
and television
campaign spots.
Stars receiving plaques for their
roles in the films were : Donna Reed,
Forrest Tucker. Eduard Franz, Robert Young, Thomas Mitchell, John
Derek, Gene Lockhart, Kathleen
Lockhart, Robert Mitchum.
Stars Honored
Those receiving recognition for
appearing in spot announcements included Joel McCrea, Bing Crosby,
Edward G. Robinson, Tony Curtis,
Jane Wyman, Robert Cummings,
Jef¥ Chandler, Piper Laurie, Rock
Hudson, Garry Moore, William Gargan, Celeste Holm, Helen Hayes.
Awards for excellence in film direction went to Nathan Juran for
"The Big Moment", Arthur Lfjbin,
for "The Year Nobody Gave", and
Otto
Lang, studio
for "Frontier".
Among
executives awarded
plaques were Y. Frank Freeman,
Jacob Karp, Samuel Goldwyn, Robert V. Newman, Ben Hersh, Spyros
Hits

Lampooning

Public

of

Servants

HARTFORD, Sept. 27.— The motion picture, stage and television are
doing great harm "by lampooning public servants," according to Congressman Thomas J. Dodd of Hartford.
The Democrat, addressing the New
England at
StateBanner
Employes'
Association,
meeting
Lodge,
Moodus,
Conn., asserted that this "lampooning
of government employes creates in the
public mind an attitude of animosity,
hostility and jealousy toward state

Harold Wirthwein, Allied Artists
He added that it not only lowers
Western division sales manager, is in employes."
San Francisco from Hollywood.
employes" morale, but it discourages
qualified persons from entering public
Jesse L. Lasky has arrived in
New York from the Coast.
service."
*HanseV School Tickets
Richard Thorpe, producer, has arrived in Paris from New York.
A New York metropolitan areawide coverage of schools, children's
Jack Rose, producer, has arrived groups and religious organizations has
been effected by Michael Myerberg
here from the Coast.
Productions in connection with the
Guy Croswell Smith, 74
PARIS, Sept. 27.— Guy Croswell
Smith, 74, United Artists general
manager in France for more than a
dozen years, died here following a
long illness. Smith, who joined UA
in 1921, is survived by his widow.

Awarded

Coast

Eighty-five personalities of screen
and stage in Hollywood and New
York have received awards for outstanding contributions to the 1954
United Jewish -A.ppeal campaign
through the medium of entertainment,
it was announced by Edward M. M.
Warburg, general chairman of the
United Jewish Appeal.
The awards which are for "outstanding service and devotion in
1954, to the work of saving lives,
building Israel and strengthening the
free way
life,"and
wereproduction
given to staffs
members of theof cast

showing
of "Hansel
Gretel"
the
Broadway
Theatreandhere
startingat
Oct. 10. Over a million discount
tickets are now in the process of being
distributed by educators, heads of
children's groups, civic, and religious
leaders throughout the New York
metropolitan area.

Daily

and

Here
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Symphony Telecast
Cancelled by Dor
The scheduled closed circuit
telecast of the Oct. 7 premiere
performance of the New York
Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra by Dor Theatre Television has been cancelled due
to difficulties in securing coaxial cable facilities, it was announced here yesterday by EdDor TV.mund Dorfmann, president of

Skouras, Ray Klune, William Gordon, and Morris Weiner.
Recipients of awards in other categories :Forproducer;
"The Big Irving
Moment" Talbot,
— Mel
Epstein,
music director; Bill Meiklejohn, casting director; Frank Bracht, film editor ; Lionel Linden, photographer ;
Mickey Moore, assistant director ;
Eddie Morse, casting ; James Rosenberger, assistant director ; Al Mann,
assistant director ; Henry Bumstead, Personnel Changes
art director ; Don Bender, Ray Galli,
Henry Harvey, cast.
For Loew's Theatres
Editors Recognized
In New
York Aera
For
"The
Year
Nobody
Gave"—
Herbert HofTman, music director ;
A number of promotions and transDouglas Dennis, film editor ; Budd
fers involving personnel of Loew's
Small, film editor ; Bob Vreeland, as- Theatres
in New York were ansistant director ; Joe Small, assistant
nounced Yesterday by Eugene Picker,
production manager ; Ira Stewart, vice-president.
dialogue director ; Ray June, photogMurray Lenekoff, manager of
raphy director ; Herman Selgrath,
Loew's
State, on Broadway, transfers
construction superintendent ; Fred to the home
office staff. James Bruno,
Bohanan, assistant film editor ; Olan
manager
of
Loew's
Paradise, Bronx,
Soule, Sydney Mason, Ken Peters,
Barbara Luddy, Jean Vander Pyl, flagship.
will take He
overwillthebecircuit's
Broadway
succeeded
by Sig
Anne Gwynne, Ann Spencer, Riza
Schwartz,
former
manager
of
Loew's
Royce, Anthony Sydes, Sharon Baird. Gates,
Brooklyn.
For "Frontier" — Sidney Peck, assistant editor ; Bernie Cooper, editor ; Valencia,
Henry Shamp,
assistant
at Loew's
Jamaica,
becomes
acting
Milton Krasner, cameraman ; Rose
manager
of
Loew's
x\venue
B,
while
Steinberg, script supervisor ; Dave
Inez
Groething,
assistant
at
Loew's
Silver, assistant director ; Ray Kel- American, becomes acting manager of
logg, special effects ; Leon Birn- Loew's Post Road. William Analante,
baum, music director ; Jimmie Gordon, Martin Cornica, optical effects ; former manager of Loew's American,
was appointed manager of Loew's
Al Woods, stock film selection.
Jersey City a few weeks ago. Robert
Also Les Carey, International Pic- Solomon, assistant at Loew's Orphetures ; Sidney Solow, Consolidated um, will become acting manager of
Laboratories, and Noel Madison.
Loew's Victoria during the illness of
Joseph McCoy, the regular manager.
When McCoy returns, Solomon will
Film Clinics to Pace
be permanently assigned.
Other managerial transfers include :
Allied Convention
Harold Graff from Loew's Coney
Island to Loew's Premier ; Ben Newman from Loew's Commodore to
Film clinics this year are expected to
play an important role in shaping the Loew's Delancey ; James Napoli from
action to be taken on the convention Loew's Avenue B to Loew's Commodore Al
; Gutterman from Loew's Defloor of the forthcoming "product conlancey to Loew's Coney Island; Miss
vention" of Allied States Association
scheduled at the Schroeder Hotel in Margaret Ernest from Loew's FairMilwaukee on Oct. 12 to 14. S. J. mount to Loew's American and JoBeck, from Loew's Premier to
Goldberg, president of Wisconsin Al- Loew'ssephGates.
lied, has been appointed co-ordinator
of the clinics.
This announcement was made by
Ben Marcus, president of national
Allied, who declared that it is through NEW YORK THEATRES
these clinics that the individual exhibitors can find the common ground
which he and his brother exhibitors in
.RADIO CITY MUSIC HALLRockefeller Center
a comparable situation, can use in discussing and deciding their problems.
''BRIGADOON"
The film clinics this year, Marcus
in Color and CinemaScope starring
stated, will be divided into seven cateGENE KELLY • VAN JOHNSON
gories, namely :
CYD CHARISSE with ELAINE STEWART
An M-G-M Picture
Small towns (3,500 or less populaand SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
tion), Leo F. Wolcott, chairman;
large towns (up to 20,000 population),
Joe Finneran, chairman; cities (20,0()0
to 100,000 population), Irving Dollinger, chairman; large cities (over
imjORLEIGHRAFr
100,000 population), Wilbur Snaper,
Geoige ,
Janet
^
.i??^
chairman ; key neighborhood and subsequent run, Leon Back, chairman ;
ROGUE
COP]
outdoor theatres, Julius Gordon,
chairman, and circuit buying and bidding, Sidney E. Samuelson, chairman.
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MOTION

Ulrich

Smith

Reade
Over

To

Be

Dined

PHILADELPHIA, Sept. 27.— Ulrich F. Smith, who has been in the
motion picture industry and with
Paramount Pictures for the last 40
years, will be honored at an industry
dinner celebrating his 40th anniversary at the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel
here on Nov. 8. He is branch manager.
George Beatty, film buyer for Goldman Theatres, Philadelphia, was selected as chairman in the committee
to honor Smith, and Jay Wren, city
zone manager for United Paramount
Theatres, was named co-chairman.
Also on the committee are : Norman
Silverman, chief barker of Variety
Club No. 13; Hugh A. MacGuire,
sales manager, Paramount ; Jack
Greenberg, Greenberg Theatres ; Alfred Davis, film buyer for the Fried
Circuit ; John Kane, office manager
of Paramount; Ted Minsky, film
buyer, Stanley Warner; Rox Palase,
general manager, Varablow Circuit ;
Ralph Pries, general manager, Berlo
Vending ; Bob Weber, assistant to
Howard G. Minsky, division manager,
Paramount Pictures.
The dinner will also honor Oscar
Morgan, Paramount short subject
general sales manager, who also celebrates 40 years with the company.
U.S. Rights to 4 UK
Films to Trans Lux
Trans-Lux Corp. has acquired the
American distribution rights to four
British films produced by George
Minter for Renown Pictures, it is announced by Richard Gordon, president
of Renown Pictures of America, who
negotiated the deal with Richard
Brandt, vice-president of Trans-Lux.
Included in the deal are three pictures in color ; namely, "Our Girl
Friday'' with Joan Collins and Kenneth More ; "Dance Little Lady" with
Mai Zetterling, Terence Morgan and
Guy Rolfe ; and "Trilby and Svengali"
with Hildegarde Neff and Donald
Wolfit. The fourth picture is "Grand
National
and
Moira Night"
Lister. with Nigel Patrick
Trans-Lux will not distribute the
pictures itself, but will arrange distribution through one or more major
companies. Negotiations are now in
progress with 20th Century-Fox for
the distribution of "Our Girl Friday."
Robust

$65M0

For 'Sabrina'
A robust $65,000 is seen for the
first week of "Sabrina" at the Criterion here on the basis of excellent
weekend business marked by a recordbreaking $14,287 for a single-day's
take which was racked up on Saturday.
Other first week estimates for theatres where "Sabrina" is playing are:
Astor, Boston, where it is out-grossing every other picture that played
the theatre, $23,000; the Chicago
Theatre, Chicago, where in three days
it outgrossed "Rear Window" by 20
per cent, $75,000 ; Hollywood Paramount, Los Angeles, $29,000 for a
new record ; Denham, Denver, $14,000;
Paramount,
Buffalo, $20,000;'
Paramount,
San Francisco,
where
"Rear Window" gross is being topped
bv 10 per cent, $25,000; the World,
Minneapolis, $10,000, and the World,
St. Paul, $7,500.
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U. S. Firms

to Make

Eight in Mexico
MEXICO CITY, Sept. 27.—
American film companies,
among them Wayne-Fellows,
Cosm.os Productions and Albert
Lewing, have arranged to produce at least eight pictures here
between October and January,
it is learned in local studio
circles. Four more may be
made by American companies,
it was added.
The Churubusco studio is
ready to handle five of these
pictures and is preparing for
the other three that will
definitely be made. Republic
Pictures is expected to start the
ball rolling with a picture in
October.

TRENTON, N. J., Sept. 27.—
Charging breach of contract, Walter
Reade, Jr., yesterday filed suit in New
Jersey Superior Court against William Scully, former vice-president of
Universal Pictures ; James J. Thompson, operating" administrator of Easter
Drive-in Theatres, and Monroe Stein,
industry anti-trust attorney.
The complaint alleges that in December, 1953, Scully, Thompson and
Stein agreed to sell six New Jersey
drive-ins to Reade and that after the
agreement had been reached, Scully,
Thompson and Stein breached their
contract and refused to accept payment in accordance with the terms.
Reade, alleging that he had tendered
the purchase and offered to comply
with the terms of the contract, is suing
for specific performance of the contract or, as an alternative, for mone- Concessions Experts
tary damages of $1,000,000.
The involved drive-ins are Totawa,
Conclave
Union, Morris Plains, Brunswick, At TOA
Shore and Sly.
The nation's top experts in all
fields of theatre concessions will offer
authoritative
advice and will answer
Rogers Program
questions from the floor at the InterSet for Thursday
national Popcorn Association and
Theatre
Owners
of America concesFinal arrangements have been comsions forum all day Thursday, Nov. 1,
pleted for the planned Will Rogers
Hospital nationwide closed circuit tele- at the Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chiphone broadcast to be conducted on cago.
The forum, which will climax the
Thursday, at 11 :00 A.M., EST.
The program will last about half 1954 TOA convention, combined
an hour and will originate in the with the TESMA-TEDA-TOA-IPA
Columbia offices of Abe Montague, trade show, will be moderated by
president of the Will Rogers Mem- Bert Nathan of the Theatre Popcorn Vending Corp., Brooklyn, first
orial Hospital. Montague will open
the broadcast and will officially launch vice-president of IP A and co-chairthe 1954 Christmas Salute throughout
tee. man of TOA's concessions committhe nation.
Following the introduction, Charles
Concessions leaders who will report on the latest developments in the
Feldman, national, distributor chairman ©f the Christmas Salute, and Moe various phases of theatre concessions
Silver, national exhibitor chairman, and will participate in a question-andwill outline the high, points of the answer period during the morning
Salute program objectives of their and afternoon sessions will be : Poprespective committees in all exchange
corn, Nathan Buchman, co-chairman
cities simultaneously. San Francisco TOA's concessions committee ; candy.
will not participate in the Thursday Van Myers ; ice cream, Lee Koken ;
broadcast, but will receive it by trans- beverages, Melvin Rapp, and drive-in
cription at a date to be announced.
operations, Melvin Wintman.
In addition to individual theatre
The New York exchange area receiving point for the broadcast will owners, the heads of circuits and
be in the 20th Century- Fox exchange, their managers and purchasing agents
where the local Salute committee, of concessions and equipment and accessories departments are expected to
comprising branch managers, exhibitors, and other industry executives be in attendance during the five-day
will be in attendance.
conclave.

Review
''Heat Wave''
(Lippert)
A PHILANDERING wife and her wealthy husband, older than she and
in poor health, form the two sides of a triangle in which the third side
includes a struggling writer and a young musician. This rather unpleasant
but dramatic situation promises more than the film delivers.
Alex Nicol, the writer, infatuated by the woman in the case, takes pity
on the husband, who is planning to cut off his wife in his will. Nicol's sympathy for the husband only induces the wife to turn on the charm entirely in
Nicol's direction, and he's caught.
While on a fishing trip in the fog, the husband has an accident which
encourages the wife to shove him overboard. Nicol covers up for her but
later discovers she's returned to the musician. This and his conscience bring
him to the police.
Nicol and Hillary Brooke, as the wife, play their roles with conviction
although little sympathy is evoked. Sidney James gives the best performance
as the unwanted husband and Susan Stephen is seen as his daughter by a
previous marriage. It's interesting to note that Alan Wheatley, as a detective,
is smug, unlikable and unbelievable.
Keii Hughes directed from his own screenplay which was based on his own
novel. With all this inside knowledge, he should have created a less obvious
film. Anthony Hinds produced this Hammer Production.
Running time, 68 minutes. Adult classification.

People

Harvey
Appell,forColumbia
man in Albany
the last salesthree
years, was presented with a bag of
golf clubs by Film Row colleagues
at a weekend party prior to his departure for Boston where he will
join
Columbia's
sales staff.
His
successor.
Jack Sussman,
reports
from Des Moines on Oct. 4.
n
Arthur Alperin has been named
manager of the Colonial Theatre,
Southington,
Conn., replacing Frederick Frink, resigned.
n
Dwight Hanson, of the Golden
Buckle Theatre, Rockwell City, la.,
and Mrs. Hanson announce the
birth of a baby girl who has been
named Nancy Beth.
n
Margery I. Tanney, daughter of
Joseph Tanney, president of S.O.S.
Cinema Supply Corp. here, has enCollege.tered her freshman year at Vassar
n
Albert Pickus, owner of the Stratford Theatre, Stratford, Conn., has
been elected to the board of directors of the Stratford Red Cross.
n
John Wilhelm, 20th-Fox salesman in Albany, and Mrs. Wilhelm
became the parents of twins last
week.
n
Maurice Bailey of Bailey Theatres has assumed the additional title
of managing director of the Shubert
Theatre, New Haven legitimate
playhouse
operated
ShubertHaven Corp.,
which byhe the
heads.
Ben
Segal, managing director for seven
years, is resigning to concentrate on
the Oakdale Musical Theatre in
Wallingford, Conn.
n
Joe Krenitz, Republic salesman in
Cleveland, who was in automobile
accident over the Labor Day weekend, is back at his desk, but Mrs.
Krenitz, with internal injuries, will
be confined to bed for several
months.
n
Ben Halpern, assistant to Sam
Cohen, United Artists foreign publicity manager, is the father of a
daughter, Nancy Susan, born yesterday to Lois Halpern at Lenox
Hill Hospital.

E. M. Loew's Joins
Makelim
Plan
The participation of the E. M.
Loew's Circuit in the Makelim plan
was disclosed here yesterday by John
Wolfberg, vice-president of Makelim
Productions.
Wolfberg concluded the E. M.
Loew's deal while in Boston at the
weekend. The Makelim Productions
executive, meanwhile, continued his
talks here with large circuit executives.
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{Continued from page 1)
will be added Boston, Denver and
either Cincinnati or Cleveland.
Buena Vista is a wliolly owned
Disney subsidiary and a week ago it
vv'as announced tliat it would distribute all future Disney products.
The delegates were shown roughcuts of "20,000 Leagues Under the
Sea", and "Lady and the Tramp," the
first all-cartoon CinemaScope feature,
and enthusiastically predicted they
would run up tiie greatest grosses in
Disney's history.
Disney told the group that "20,000
Leagues"
will open
in 60 States
key centers throughout
the United
at
Christmas time, and that in all instances theatres equipped for CinemaScope and stereophonic sound will be
selected for , the premiere showings.
Physical handling of the Disney films
as well as all accessories will continue
to be done through National Film
Service, Disney stated.
Home Office Officials Attend
Attending the convention from the
home oflice were Leo Samuels, general sales manager ; Irving Ludwig,
domestic sales manager ; Jessie Chinich, assistant domestic sales manager ;
Ned Clark, foreign sales manager ; Lou
Gaudreau and Howard Hein, home
office executives ; Charles Levy, Eastern publicity and exploitation director,
and Mort Meyerson and Herman
Rancher of this staff.
Other sales personnel present were
Wendell Bjorkman, West Coast representative and his aides, Peter Thorn
and Don Fuller ; Harris Dudelson,
Chicago ; William Murphy, Jacksonville; Douglas Descli, Dallas, and
Marvin Goldfarb, Denver.
Para.

Conducts

Plans

VV

Briefing in Minn.
MINNEAPOLIS, Sept. 27.— Paramount's
Minneapolis
host at the
weekend tobranch
district played
manager Buck Stoner of Chicago, a Hollywood studio representative and
members of the Milwaukee branch
sales staff to discuss the technical
aspects and Sales policies of VistaVision, the company's wide-screen
process which will be introduced this
fall with the musical "White Christmas."
The Minneapolis session was one
of a series being held for Paramount
sales personnel in the Midwest area
and follows meetings held in Chicago
and Indianapolis and preceded a final
session to be held this week for the
Des Moines and Omaha branches.
Here from Hollywood was Dr.
Dailey, a member of Loren Ryder's
research staff who has been working
on the broad-gauge photography process for the last seven, years.
Attending the sales conference were
Jesse McBride, Minneapolis branch
manager, and seven members of his
sales force ; Irving Werthamer, Milwaukee branch manager, and three
salesmen, Stoner, Herb Cohen, assistant to Stoner, and Dr. Dailey.

•HOWARD E. STARK!
Brokers and Financial Consultants
TELEVISION STATIONS
RADIO STATIONS
50 E. 58th St., N. Y.
EL 5-0405
I Specialists to Motion Picture Industry

TelevisiDn-'Hadio
iWith

Pinky

Herman.

SCREEN GEMS' "Ford Theatre," a top-ranking telefilm series,
will NBCommence its third season on Thursday (9:30-10:00 P.M.
EST) with a comedy-drama, "Tlie Trouble With Youth," featuring
film luminaries Paul Douglas, Constance Moore and June Vincent.
Series wliich features Hollywood personalities throughout, has
launched many a screen star into TV and is filmed in Hollywood and
produced by Irving Starr. . . . Vet manager of operatic and concert
artists Angelo Carlino has been named artists relations head for the
Penthouse Studios of V. J. Nola (Steinway Hall branch). . . . Lovely
Betty Mattson, recording star for Academy Records and better
(Danny Sorkin sez 'much better half) half of WCFL platter spinner
Dan Sorkin, has recovered from a recent operation and is ready for
another disk-cutting date.
Don't let the name mislead. Although the Ted Brown
(assisted by his charming frau Rhoda) Show, originates every
named 'Bellyachers,' their
Riverdale,
evening from his home
dailyinpatter
and chatter every evening via
WMGM
is one of the drollest on the airwaves and so easy to listen to. . . . Two
most interesting half-hour telepix, titled,
"Round The World By Clipper," originally
shot in color by Burton Holmes on a world
tour three years ago, are being scripted
and will be narrated by Newton Meltzer
for Pan-American World Airways with
Frederic Watson, the producer. Academy
Award Winner Jean Oser is currently editing the film which will be distributed both
in 16mm Kodachrome color and black &
Ted Brown
white. . . . Only in their domain for but
four weeks, MCA-TV, Ltd., has already
sold Tel-Ra's football series of telefilms, "Touchdown," in 73
markets around the country. (Nice goin' Dave V. S.). . . .
Sotto Voce to Ronald Reagan: With that fine array of talent
which includes filmland's toppers and of course Fred Waring's
wonderful musical aggregation, we can't see how the new TV
CBSeries, "General Electric Theatre" (with yourself as hostprogram supervisor and actor), can miss. . . . For her unselfish
work entertaining our Armed Forces overseas, Frances Langford on NBC-TV last week, the production "Operation Entertainment," was honored with the presentation of her 39th
award.

Against

Drive

Congress
Excise

Tax

Cli maxing a three-day industry conference at the Roosevelt Hotel, the
board of directors of the Radio-Electronics Television Manufacturers Association authorized RETMA president
Glen
to carryprogram
out ' a
three-point McDaniel
tax legislative
when Congress reconvenes.
President McDaniel was authorized by the Radio-Television Industry Committee, under chairman H. L.
Hoffman, to work for removal of the
10 per cent excise tax on all color
TV receivers and for the reduction
of the tax from 10 to five per cent
on black and white TV and radio receivers. He also was authorized to
cooperate with other trade associations in seeking administrative tax reforms, involving radio-TV and electronic communications products.
Competitive Basis Sought
The association will try to convince Congress that the excise tax on
color receivers should be removed,
at least for a few years, in conformance witli the policy of waiving the
tax for a limited period on new industries and products, McDaniel said.
Congress also will be told that a reduction in the tax on black and white
television and radio sets to five per
cent will place these products on a
competitive basis with household appliances on which the tax was reduced last spring and eliminate present discrimination.
Chicago
Fund

Community

Show

Oct.

3

CHICAGO, Sept. 27.— A group of
prominent film personalities will join
with representatives of unions, legitimate theatres, NBC, ABC and CBS
in tlie Community Fund show to be
held Oct. 3 at the Civic Theatre. It
will
P.M. be presented from 10:30-11:30

With pros and cons galore filling the immediate environs of
Radio City and likezvise the staid zncinity of Avenue M in Flatbush zvhcnce his NBC-TV productions originate, Max Liebmati himself diz'cs into the controversy on the "hozv, zvhat, zuhen and zi'hy"
of his efforts to produce original musical
shozvs for TV, zvith his own story zvliicli zuill
appear in next mouth's (out Sept. 28) issue
of Theatre Arts Magazine. . . . Formerly associated zjuith Brozvn & Bigelozv, Paul Miles
has been added to the Television- Programs
Of America staff as accoimt executive. . . .

Among the stars who already have
promised to appear are Jan Sterling,
Olsen and Jolmson, Duke Ellington,
Carol Channing, Tommy Bartlett,
Howard Miller, Ralph Meeker and
Irv Kupcinet.
Harry Bubeck and Lou Jacobsen,
of the Leo Burnett Co., advertising
agency, are producing the show.

Choreography for Ginger Rogers' TV debut
sked-ded for Monday, Oct. 18 in "Tonight At
8:30" zmll be under the direction of Richard
Barsiow, who zms responsible for the staging
of the musical mnnbers and dance sequences

police
matter. chief, he can go to court on the
Moreover, he said, the MPAA is an
organization of only producers and
distributors, and that theatre owners

in Judy Garland's forthcoming flicker, "A
les freres Warner.
ik
^
^

Max Liebman
Star is Born" for

Fred Fiske, the WWDClever disk jockey down in the nation's
Capital, during World War II, served as an aerial gunner on a
B24 Liberator as a member of the 8th Air Force (USAAF) and
participated in 30 bombing missions over Germany. Prior to his
entering the Air Force, he was a speech teacher in the New York
City Schools and after his honorable discharge from the military,
joined the staff at WW DC where he's been a top pop deejay ever
since. . . . Margaret Truman will Guestrill tomorrow on Steve Allen's
"Tonight," TVia NBC. . . . Watch WMGM now that Art Tolchin,
with two decades of radio experience, sales and management savvy,
is top banana there. Art has more personal friends in Radio than any
one we know.

New

Haven
(Continued from, page 1)

and
are not
members. "You
wouldoperators
be asking
an organization
on
44th St. in New York to determine
what New Haven can see." He termed
this method as "the worst kind of
censorship."
You Get All 3
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Anglo-US

Pact

{Contimted from page 1)

Italian

Cited
Expansion
{Continued from page 1)

nomic situation from the exchange representations on behalf of the Argentina and Spain and is discussing
standpoint but that they would still Italian film laboratories for color one with Mexico. Monaco said that
since 1949, French and Italian film
have to be cautious about convertimakers have turned out 105 films
bility. Industry negotiators expressed process
In work."
New York for the first
under co-production arrangements.
their hope that the British would be
time
since
1952, Monaco said
In territories of the world which
able to of¥er complete convertibility
that "I.F.E. is now ready to
are not covered by I.F.E., the film
of film earnings into dollars, but at
producers have formed an agency,
films for disaccept American
the same time they understood Brittribution in this country and
UNIEF, to operate and conclude if
ain's economic situation.
Canada." It was learned that
necessary agreements for the release
Details Not Released
I.F.E. officials and Michael
and exhibition of Italian product, he
said. UNIEF has already worked out
After giving these general stateMyerberg, producer of "Hansel
and Gretel," have held discusments, both sides presented their proan
with ofFrance's
Coframin
sions concerning distribution of
for agreement
the distribution
Italian films
posals. No details of the proposals of
this picture.
either side were released, but a
South America, Monaco said. It is
"The situation is now ripe for
expected that this new organization,
' Association
spokesman for
the Motion
Picture
U.S. and Italian co-production
of America
declared
that
which Monaco said was formed in
deals because relationships be1953, will set up offices in Central
neither side was "too far ofif" from
tween both countries and inthe other. It seemed likely, he said,
America, France, Germany, Spain and
South America.
that any differences in the positions
dustries are excellent," he said.
Elements in Italy and here are
of the two groups would be easily
Sees Continued Improvement
the same and films with Engreconciled and that the agreement
lish
and
Italian
versions
under
reached would probably resemble
"The general situation of Italian
co-productions deals could be
films will improve steadily under the
closely the one that just expired on
made, Monaco said. He also
Sept. 25.
present operational methods," Monaco
stated that I.F.E. films with
The two groups are scheduled to
said. "We also hope that the Italian
government will continue to allow the
dubbing have been very sucmeet again tomori-ow morning with
cessful.
industry representatives still feeling
present
conditionson tothe
exist,"
said.
that agreement might possibly be
Commenting
new heMPEA
Tracing the development of I.F.E.
reached by the end of the day.
and the Italian film industry since ANICA agreement which runs from
The negotiators were the guests of
Sept. 1, 1954, to Aug. 31, 1956
1950, Monaco said that "national
Ellis Amall, president of the Inde- production
of films has tripled the Monaco said that "the Italian industry
pendent Motion Picture Export Assobusiness so that Italy is sec- is entirely satisfied with the pact."
ciation, for lunch at the Statler Hotel. value ondofto the
U.S. in the world film At this point, Monaco was asked
Tomorrow evening, Eric Johnston,
about American companies not having
a complete vote in ANICA activities.
MPAA president, is giving a cockThe
three-year
relationship
between
tail party for the group at his home. the U.S. and Italian industries has
The Italian executive replied, "no important decision of ANICA matters
market.''
Four Represent Britain
been
most amicable, he said. "Ameri
have
been
taken up without U.S.
can companies which maintain their
Representing Great Britain are Sir own
facilities in Italy have increased
Frank Lee, permanent UN secretary their net revenue from $10,000,000 to
Asked how much money
knowledge."
of the Board of Trade ; Mrs. P. B. M.
I.F.E. has returned in dollars
$15,000,000
within
that
period
while
James, principal in the film branch in reducing their imports from 280 films
to Italy since the start of its
the Board of Trade; M. H. M. Reid,
operations in this country,
in
1950
to
220
in
1953,"
Monaco
said.
private secretary to Sir Frank, and
Reviews Four Years
R. L. Sharp, counselor in the British
Monaco replied, "The I.F.E.
earnings of $9,000,000 in 1953
Embassy here.
included about $900,000 from
Comparing the Italian business
Along with Johnston and Arnall on
growth from 1950 to 1954, Monaco
the industry team were James Multhe U.S. market."
vey, chairman of the distribution said, with Dr. Gualino interpreting,
Questioned
about the requested
"production has jumped from 60 MPEA accounting of the $4,500,000
committee of the Society of Indepen- that
films per year to 140 films annually ;
dent Motion Picture Producers : Fayloan, Monaco stated that "under the
ette W. Allport, MPEA European investments in films increased from last
agreement, a settlement of $150,manager, and George Welther, chair- $15,000,000 to $50,000,000 yearly; the 000 wiped out the loan. I.F.E. finances
gross
box-office
investment
in
Italy
man of the foreign managers com- has grown four times from $15,000,000 and data are confidential, but the
mittee of MPEA.
whole amount has not fully been used
to $60,000,000 in 1953; the volume of
export doubled and the gross revenue up. Much of the $4,500,000 has been
trebled — from 900 contracts worth spent in the promotion of Italian films
Rank
Production
in the U.S. and used as circulation
$3,000,000 in 1950 to 1,800 contracts
{Continued from page 1)
in 80 countries in 1953 for a net col- capital for I.F.E. Whenever an accounting of the loan was requested,
success of the long-range planning
lection of $9,000,000."
theActivities
request was
complied
program adopted by the J. Arthur
The huge improvement in the
of I.F.E.
herewith."
will conRank Organization to assure a conItalian industry was due to the
tinue long after the MPEA loan is
tinuingflow
.
of top-flight product
rapid growth of theatres —
from Britain.
used up, Monaco said. "I expect it
12,000 houses at the latest count
will take 99 years to use it up," he
The nine pictures now before the
— and the theatre going public
said. "I.F.E. has already started to
cameras are :
send dollars back to Italy, but a big
which purchased over 800,000,000 tickets last year for a
"To Paris With Love," a Technistumbling block which we hope to
color comedy starring Alec Guinness
$150,000,000 box-office gross as
overcome during 1955 is the U.S. tax
and Odile Versois. Robert Hamer is
compared to the previous $100,of 30 nacoper
said. cent on remittances," Modirecting for producer Antony Darn000,000,
"The
improved Monaco
Italian said.
production
borough ; "The Sea Shall Not Have
Will Discuss Three Points
Them," an adventure drama with a
and the governmental attitude
cast that includes Michael Redgrave,
in extending advances and
Commenting on what he will discuss
Dirk Bogarde, Anthony Steel, Nigel
financial aid to producers and
with MPEA representatives, Monaco
Patrick and Bonar Colleano. Lewis
the few restrictions on producsaid that three pertinent points need
Gilbert is directing for producer
tions have also tremendously
clarification. They are: the general
Daniel M. Angel; "The Night My
aided the industry," it was inrelationship of the American comterpreted.
Number Came Up," starring Michael
panies to ANICA and, as a subsidiary
Redgrave. Based on a Saturday Evening Post true story by Air Marshal
The development of the Italian in- of this, the question of M-G-M membership in that organization ; the
dustry will continue well into the fuSir John Goddard, the picture is beture, Monaco said, because of the availability of a certain number of
ing directed by Leslie Norman from
a screenplay by R, C. Sherriff ; and technical improvements and facilities American pictures produced by
MPEA member companies for release
"As Long As They're Happy," a for film producing, SO per cent of all
musical comedy in color starring films being in color, and the promo- in Italy by independent Italian distributorsand
;
to make representations
Jack Buchanan, Jean Carson and
tion of co-production deals with other
Jerry Wayne. J. Lee Thompson is the countries. Dr. Gualino said that at on behalf of the Italian film laboratories for a share in the striking of
director of the Raymond Stress pro- present, Italy has working co-producduction.
tion deals with France, Germany, mono-pack system color release prints

{Continued fruni page 1)
up sodersthat
delivery
on rate
ornow isimmediate
possible. He
put the
of production at between 800 and 900
lenses per month.
Tushinsky, who plans to leave here
on Thursday aboard the "United
States," said that SuperScope demonstrations will be held in London, Oct.
12; Paris, Oct. 19; Rome, Oct. 26;
and possibly sites in Germany.
He described his relationship with
RKO Radio Pictures, which sponsored the development of his lens, as
"wonderful." About 2,000 SuperScope
lenses already have been sold to exhibitors, he estimated.
Elaborating on his forecast, Tushinsky stressed his belief in the continuing development of the motion picture medium, with new avenues con'itantly open for further exploration.
These new avenues, he explained, include improvements in filming, projection, color and sound.
In this connection, he singled out
Cinerama for having set the pace and
predicted that due to the uniqueness
of the medium it will continue to set
the pace.
Hope
to ShowVV
'HorizontaV
Paramount, now experimenting with
horizontal projection of Vista Vision
pictures, hopes to demonstrate the
method within a few weeks at the
Radio City Music Hall, it was stated
here yesterday.
A Hall spokesman, confirming that
experiments have been conducted by
Paramount technicians, said the initial
demonstration would most likely be
limited for Paramount and Hall executives. There is a possibility, if the
special projectors are ready in time
and if Hall executives approve the
test, that "White Christmas" may be
projected horizontally through specially-constructed cameras.
The horizontal projector, it was explained, utilizeswith
the full
frame secured
the double-sized
VistaVision
camera, operating at double the normal rate to compensate for the doublesized image. Light, clarity and resolution is said to be improved with horizontal projection.
for Italian distribution of U.S.
Dr. Gualino, at this point, stated
that a number of U.S. films taking up
product.
Italian release dates have no comvalue in Italy.
also
ask the mercial
MPEA
not to"Wesendwillminor
films into the Italian market," he said.
Commenting on the threat of commercial television to the Italian inDr. Gualino
televisiondustry.
danger
is notsaid
verythat
big. "the
We
are now terminating an agreement
whereby five-year-old films were
made available to TV. ANICA and
TV officials are now discussing a new
Asked about the Italian film pact
with Russia, Monaco said that an exchange of four or five films each year
agreement."
has been agreed upon, with the Russians not making any modifications in
the editing of the films.
Also in attendance at the meeting
were Dr. Franco Penotti, president
of the Italian Distributors Association
and an ANICA vice-president, E. R.
Zorgniotti, I.F.E. executive director,
Jonas Rosenfield, IFF Releasing
Corp. berg,
vice-president,
Fred GoldI.F.E. publicity and
manager.
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Mayer

Rivoli

Theatre

Here

Skouras Lease on House
Has Three Years to Run
special to THE DAILY
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 28.— Louis
B. Mayer is reported here to have
purchased the Rivoli Theatre in New
York for a price that is understood
to have been in
the neighborhood of $1,000,000.
The RivoH is
under lease to
Skouras Theatres which has
a p p r o -x i mately
three years to
go under the
existing c o n tract. With a
seating capacity
of 2,094, the
Rivoli is slated
L. B. Mayer
to be the showcase in which "Oklahoma ! will make
its debut in the Todd-AO process, in
which Mayer is interested.
Whether Mayer will operate the
theatre personally upon the termination of the Skouras lease could not be
learned, although there are reports
that he is considering selling- or leasing the house to another large circuit.
Expect

Quick
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Is

Open

Changes

Born
British-U.S.

THERE are tremendous entertainment values of numerous varieties
in this important and distinguished production.
One of the finest
measures of its quality is that its running time of three hours and
two minutes does not seem overlong, fully attesting
to its ability to entertain and e'hgross the viewer
over its entire length.
An obviously costly film, it shows its btidget in
every phase of production investiture. It is a fittingframe for some outstanding performances by Judy
Garland and James Mason, either or both of which
easily might turn up, come Academy Award time,
as the best of the year. It is also set apart by the
validity of performances in support such as those
of Charles Bickford, Jack Carson, Tom Noonan,
and many others.
The fine direction of George Cukor, Moss Hart's
excellent screen play; the music of Harold Arlen,
Ira Gershwin's lyrics, Richard Barstow's dances,
the color by Technicolor, in fact, everything that has gone into this
(Continued on page 3)

Savings

CENTS

to U.S.

Technicolor

Upswing

Pact
For

Extended
One

Year

$2,250,000 of Eady Plan
Earnings Remittahle
By J. A. OTTEN
WASHINGTON, Sept. 28.— The
Anglo-American remittance agreement has been extended without
change for another year, the Motion
today.
Picture Export Association announced
The new agreement, carrying on the
terms of the former remittance agreement, will permit American companies to transfer out of Britain $17,000,000 a year from the earnings of
American Motion Pictures in the
United Kingdom plus between $4,000,-

000It and
in "bonus
was $5,000,000
further agreed
that money."
because
of the United Kingdom's improved
balance of payments position, AmeriTo Pay 2 Dividends
Activities Are Cited
can companies would be able to exercise their right to take out part of the
The board of directors of Techniearnings
accruing to
from the
{Contimied
on them
A study of the armed services' mopage 7)
color, Inc., at a meeting held here yestion picture and photographic proterday declared a dividend of 25 cents
grams which might save the government $17,000,000 a year was turned a share on the new $1 par common Futur
stock and 50 cents a share on the old
e, Not Present,
over to the Secretaries- of the three
services yesterday by Eric Johnston, no-par common stock not exchanged.
The dividend is payable Oct. 22 to Most Vital: Starr
president of the Motion Picture Asso- stockholders of record on Oct. 8.
ciation of America.
Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, president,
special to THE DAILY
Lhider Johnston's direction, a team further reported a sharp upturn in the
KANSAS CITY, Sept. 28.— A
of experts began the study five months
consolida
ted
earnings
of Technicolor, long-range view of the future rather
{Continued on page 7)
Inc., for the third quarter of 1954. than consideration of competitive adThe consolidated net profit after taxes
vantage today was urged upon exhibion income of Technicolor, Inc., for
tors here by Alfred Starr, member of
the three months ended Sept. 30, is the board of Theatre Owners of
estimated to be $767,560, equivalent America, in an address delivered at
{Contimied on page 7)
{Contimied on page 6)
Armed

Tax

Services

Film

Reported

by Kalmus;

Valid;

AB-PT

ASKED

PLAY

ART'

TO

SET

HOUSES

TO

Continue

New York Supreme Court Justice Percy D. Stoddart in Queens General
Court yesterday held that the five per cent city amusement tax was valid
but, pending an appeal, stated that local theatres should continue to collect the
tax but not pay to the city that part
of the tax which constitutes the break- against the tax had contended that
age over five per cent. He ruled under the entire administrative code
that the posted bonds should be con- provision, the city was forbidden from
tinued. In effect. Justice Stoddart levying a tax that would result in
granted a stay until the case can be theatre scales becoming higher than
carried to a higher court.
the established rates plus the U.S.
{Continued on page 6)
The plaintiff theatres in the action

AND

FOREIGN

FILMS

Theatre partners and circuit heads of American Broadcastii-ig-Paramount
Theatres have been asked to give consideration to a plan for establishing in
as many areas of their operations as they deem advisable a theatre which
will specialize in the showing of "art"
and foreign films "in a small way" as ware. nual
Pa. meeting- at Shawnee-on-Delaa beginning.
The plan was devised by Edward
Hyman pointed out that the plan
L. Hyman, AB-PT vice-president, serves several purposes apart from the
obvious {Continued
one of determining
and presented
by him
the recent
company's
on page 6)whether
theatre
associates
at to
their
an• More than
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Motion
Settle

Personal
Mention

ROBERT M. DOWLING, of City
Investing Co., will leave here toniorrou' for Paris by B.O.A.C.
•
Frank Westmdre, Paramount
make-up artist; Charles Whitmore,
photographer; Frank Delmar, costurner, and John Warren, cameraman, will arrive in New York from
Hollywood today enroute to Cairo,
Egypt.
•
Robert Cohn, European represen
tative for Columbia Pictures, will sail
for Le Havre today aboard the
"Liberte."
••
director for
publicity
NiccoLi,
ViERi
Paramount in Italy, wil leave New
York today for Hollywood.
Alfred Crown, of Moulin Productions, left here yesterday for London
.
via B.O.A.C. Monarch
•
Anna Magnani, Italian actress,
will arrive in New York from Genoa
tomorrow aboard the "Andrea Doria."

Suit

Okla.

Out

Picture

Trust

of Court

OKLAHOMA CITY, Sept. 28.—
An out-of-court settlement of the anti-trust suit brought against major
distributors by R. T. Braucht and
Robert D. Curran, former operators
of the now closed Home Theatre here,
has been announced.
No disclosure of the settlement
terms was made but it was stated that
a "substantial" payment had been
made to the plaintiffs. Tiieir action
sought triple damages in excess of
$2,000,000, alleging that first run product had been kept from the Home as
a result of a conspiracy, forcing it to
close.
Named as defendants in the action
were Columbia, Loew's, Paramount,
RKO Radio, 20th Century-Fox, Universal, Warner Bros., Warner Theatres, Cooper Foundation and State
Theatres, Inc. The suit had been
scheduled for trial in Federal District
court here this week. A dismissal
order has been signed by Judge
Stephen Chandler.
Vice-Pres,
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Coming

Pact

for

Talks

Eric Johnston, president of the
Motion Picture Export Association, is expected here from
Washington tomorrow to participate in the meetings under
way this week with Dr. Eitel
Monaco, president of ANICA,
on what the latter describes as
implementation of the new Italian-American film agreement.
The discussions started here
yesterday morning and admorning. journed at mid-day until this

of 3 Films

Is Explained

by Head

Of

Censors

Memphis

special to THE DAILY
MEMPHIS, Sept. 28. — Memphis
censors, through their chairman, Lloyd
T. Binford, today banned three pictures from Memphis screens without
seeing them. Binford refused to view
the films.
Dave Williams, representative of
Italian Films Export, said : "Mr. Binford told me 'The Greatest Love'
couldn't play Memphis because it
starred Ingrid Bergman, and that
'Sensualita' and 'Girls Marked Dangerous' could not play because they
had been given the 'C (condemned)
To Mark Cinerama's
rating
of the
of Decency." that
Binford
thenLegion
told newspapers
Third Year Advent
all Ingrid Bergman films are banned
in Memphis.
Binford said he was approached by
For the first time in Broadway film
a
representative for the three films in
history, a "third year" sign will go up
on a motion picture theatre here today question and that he told the agent
as Cinerama completes two years of
all three films have been given "C"
continuous showings on Broadway.
(condemned) classification by the Legion of Decency.
Samuel Rosen, executive vice-president of Stanley Warner Corp., the
"We never pass a 'C film," said
Cinerama exhibition company, will
Binford, and added, "I told the man
pull the rope hoisting the sign onto if
one of the reputable theatres agreed
the marquee. He will be joined in the to use one of the films, we would preceremony by the executive managers
view it,but we're He
not knows
previewing
of all the Broadway theatres.
for outsiders.
they films
are
This is planned as the first part of
a program of events climaxed by an low type films. He knew he didn't
evening performance of "This Is have a chance."
Cinerama" for an invited audience that
Bans Reports
'Jungle,'
Allied Artists
will include mayors of 100 near-by Memphis
cities, and a contingent of aviators
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 28.— Memfrom the Air Line Pilots Association.
phis censors have banned "The Hurnan Jungle" from exhibition in that
FPC
Officials Tour
city. Allied Artists executives learned
today from AA branch manager
Bailey Prichard, due to a dance done
For
'Christmas'
TORONTO,
Sept. 28.— Executive by Jan Sterling in the picture.
officials of Famous Players Canadian
Corp. are back at their headoffice posts
after touring Western Canadian key Goldf arb to Disney

Praises Hersholt
High praise for Jean Hersholt as
Nina Foch will leave here at the the true representative of the people
in the motion picture industry was
weekend for Hollywood.
•
voiced by Vice-President Richard M.
Danny Kaye will leave Hollywood Nixon at ceremonies dedicating the
Community Hospital in Indianapolis,
tomorrow for New York.
at which Hersholt was a guest of
honor.
Toronto Variety Club
Declaring that fewer than five per
cent of the picture industry personaliTo Elect on Oct. 26
ties in Hollywood were anything but
TORONTO, Sept. 28.— Sixteen the finest examples of American citimembers, including 10 present officers
zenship, the Vice-President pictured
and canvasmen, have been nominated Hersholt as a Hollywood personality
for the 1955 Crew of Toronto Variety who was more representative of the
Tent No. 28 for the elections to be industry than most of the film people
held at the next meeting on Oct. 26,
who were always in the nation's headunder the direction of chief barker lines.
W. A. Summerville.
Hersholt, who is president of the
The nominees : Ernie M. Rawley, Motion Picture Relief Fund, responded centres for a series of managers' con- Post in Denver
ferences to promote the "Famous Fall
Monty Hall, Lou Davidson, George briefly. The ceremonies were held Film Festival"
which will culminate
Altman, Herb Allen, Clare Appel, last week.
in
the
presentation
DENVER, Sept. 28. — Marvin
Dave Griesdorf, Harry S. Mandell,
mas" in VistaVision.of "White Christ- Goldfarb,
RKO branch manager here,
Dan Krendel, J. J. Fitzgibbons, Jr.,
The party included president J. J.
has
resigned
to become district superLondon
Marble
Arch
Joe Bermack, Ed Fitkin, Paul JohnFitzgibbons, vice-president R. W.
ston, Sam Glasier, Herman Heller
visor
for
Disney's
Buena charge
Vista organBolstad, Ben Geldsaler, booking deization. He will have
of the
Pavilion to Close
and Charles S. Chaplin.
territories
of
Denver,
Salt
Lake City,
partment
manager
;
J.
R.
Nairn,
diThe chairman of the nominating
LONDON, Sept. 28.— One of Lon- lector of advertising, and R. J. Eves, Omaha, Des Moines and Kansas City,
committee was Morris Stein, a former
don's earliest and most celebrated western division manager.
and will headquarter in Denver.
chief barker and Eastern Division "super" cinemas — the Marble Arch
Moving into the RKO managership
Next Meeting in St. John
manager of Famous Players Canadian Pavilion — will shut down in six
months.
Corp.
The next conference is scheduled here is Lee Roy (Bill) Hobson, who
The theatre was built by Israel for Oct. 4-5 at Saint John, N.B., and has been with the company several
Davis at a cost of £70,000 ($200,000)
years as a salesman.
Players' officers plan to atjust before World War I and iriany i^amous
Screen 'HanseV for
tend the annual meeting there Oct.
of the classics of the silent era — in- 5-6 of the Maritime Exhibitors AssoParochial Teachers
ciation under the direction of A. J.
cluding "Metropolis"
— had their first
A special preview screening of British screenings
there.
Mason,
Springhill, N.S., who is chairThe site has been acquired by a
Michael Myerberg's production of
man of the Motion Picture Industry
"Hansel and Gretel" will be held on well-known fashion house. Intention is Council of Canada.
the morning of Oct. 9 for some 2,000 to use it ultimately for the erection of
Arrangements have been made with
members of the educational staff of shops facing on Oxford Street. Cost
the New York Archdiocese of the of the site and development of the Gordon Lightstone, general manager
of Paramount Film Service, Toronto,
Roman Catholic Church, it was dis- property will be around £300,000.
closed yesterday by Arthur Gray, Jr.,
for the sending of a print of "White
Christmas" for a special screening at
president of Michael Myerberg ProdSaint John.
uctions.
Jack Gould Resumes
Private screenings were held in the
• Three Channel interlock projection
recent past for His Eminence Francis As 'Times* TV Editor
• niimm & SSmm tape interlock
Cardinal Spellman, Msgr. John J.
Jack Gould, who resigned last July Technicolor, Ltd. Dividend
• 16mm interlock projection
Voight, Archdiocese secretary for edu- as radio and television editor of the
LONDON, Sept. 28.— Technicolor,
cation Rev.
;
J. P. Haverty, superin- New York "Times" to become infor- Ltd., has declared an interim dividend CUTTING & EDITING ROOMS AVAItABLE
tendent of schools, and Rev. Harold
MoviELAB THEATRE SERVICE, inc.
mation adviser to Columbia Broad- of 10 per cent, less tax, on its ordinary
619 W 54ih St , NY 19, N Y . JUdson 6-0367
S. Engel, director of Catholic Youth
casting System, has returned to his stock here. The dividend is the same
Organizations.
former post on the newspaper.
as last year's.
MOTION PICTURE DAILY, Martin Quigley, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher; Sherwin Kane, Editor. Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays and holidays, by Quigley
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People

Graeme Fraser, vice-president in
Sidney Luft production has "sterling" stamped on it and gives ofif the rich,
warm glow that only the genuine article can impart.
charge of sales and public relations
Show business memories do not have to be especially sharp to recall the for Crawley Films, Ltd., of Ottawa,
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 28.— Wliat
is believed to be the first time that impressive busiiiess done by the picture of this title some seventeen years ago. has been elected chairman of the
;i motion picture premiere has been The new production, distinctively mounted in CinemaScope, and with stereo- Community Chest Campaign in the
phonic sound, far surpasses the original in entertainment content, in every Canadian capital.
televised from Coast to Coast is
|ilaiined for tomorrow night here when visual and technical property, and, obviously, in business possibilities. It could
well be among the top money makers of all time, for entertainment such as
"A Star Is Born"- will make its bow this will not soon be forgotten. It could be with us for a long, long time.
a
at the RKO Hollywood Pantages
James
F.
McCarth
y-, Connecticut
Tlieatre. The highlights of the debut THE original story by William A. Wellman and Robert Carson has been
district manager for Stanley Warner
will be seen and heard on the NBC
embellished and expanded, as well as modernized, in the screen play of Theatres, has
entered the Peter
television network for 30 minutes pre- Dorothy Parker, Alan Campbell and Carson, on which the Moss Hart screen Bent Brigham
Hospital in Boston.
ceding the start of the performance.
is based.
The American Network will broad- play
Miss Garland, as the dance band singer discovered, coaxed and coached to
cast a radio report of the premiere fame by the alcoholic film star, played by Mason, who marries him and goes
from Coast to Coast and the program on to the heights of popularity as his wife, while he sinks into oblivion and
N. A. Taylor, president of 20th
will be beamed to American outposts ends a suicide, gives an unerring performance in a demanding and widely
Century Theatres in Ontario, and
around the world by the Armed varied role. She is gay and winning as the song and dance star ; captivatin
other executives have concluded a
Forces Radio Service.
as a girl in love, and genuinely moving as the bewildered, helpless wife of the month of regional conferences with
Approximately 250 top Hollywood alcoholic ex-star.
managers.
personalities will attend the opening of
Mason, for his part, is equally convincing as the man who recognized the
the Warner Brothers feature starring
superior talent and aided and encouraged her, and who loved and mar
Judy Garland. Civic leaders of the girl's
ried her but could not renounce drink for her. His degeneration, the tragedy
area will be led by Mayor Norris of his weakness, acting to destroy a great talent and an essentially nice person
Eileen Barton, who stars in "ColPoulson of Los Angeles and the entire not to mention a happy marriage, is a graphically depicted transformation,
lege Capers," a short subject startcity council.
ing Friday at the Paramount Theareal enough to silence for a long time those who occasionally protest the
tre here, will autograph her newest
"glamor" which some Hollywood productions are alleged to bestow upon
records for the first 50 padrinking. His characterization is one which well might popularize the water Coral trons
on line at opening time.
*Mardi Gras' Note as
wagon as it has not been popularized since pre-prohibition times.
In Hollywood

'Jungle'

Bows

Today

in N.O.

NEW ORLEANS, Sept. 28. —
Thousands of New Orleans citizens
jammed the city's famed Canal Street
tonight to witness the world premiere
activities of Allied Artists' 'The Human Jungle," which was spearheaded
by the personal appearances of stars
Gary Merrill, Jan Sterling and Emile
Meyer, who enact top roles in the
film. Special police were detailed to
the area.
More than 1,400 chiefs of police
paraded into the theatre as special
premiere night guests. They are in
New Orleans for the Liternational
Police Chiefs conference being held at
the Roosevelt Hotel. The premiere
of the picture was on their official
agenda.
Mayor Issues Proclamation

ANOTHER
the the
picture's
assetsstudio
is itslot,Hollywood
Scenes all of
around
town, substantial
all over a major
the Malibu locale.
home
of the stars, at previews, at benefit i>erformances, at night clubs, even an
Academy Award presentation program are integral parts of the story and
audiences everywhere will get that something extra in viewing them. In such
material, quite obviously, there is an endless mine of exploitation ideas for
enterprising showmen.
Many 'of the picture's most enjoyable touches derive from frank kidding
of Hollywood idiosyncracies, from the publicity efforts and thinking of Jack
Carson, as the studio publicity chief, to more subtle glimpses of the way of
life of some Hollywood folk. In this vein and easily one of the highlights of
the production, is a sequence in which Miss Garland returns to her home after
work in a super-colossal
Mason's
enlightenment
abbreviated
song and danceproduction
numbers and
fromre-enacts
the film for
in their
living
room.

Elaine Stewart, featured in
M-G-M's "Brigadoon," will meet
with the Hartford regional press at
a dinner at the Statler Hotel tomorrow. Event was arranged by Loew's
Poli-Ne
w England Theatres. Harry
F. Shaw, division manager, will head
the circuit delegation.

Norman Zalkind, managing direcThe hallmark of quality is upon everything in this picture — and it will be
apparent to all who have eyes to see. No exhibitor need be apprehensive
tor of the Strand Theatre, Fall
about the running time. This film will bring people back to theatres who River, Mass., has been named to the
have not visited them for long and they will be richly rewarded in every executive board of the Durfee High
minute of its running time. Good showmen will recognize it for what it is — School Alumni Association.
something special, and so will audiences. Some equally special thought and
planning should go into its presentation. It will repay all such sagacious
showmen handsomely.
Korean Ambassador
Running time, 182 minutes. General classification. Release date, Oct. 16.
SHERWIN KANE
To Host Industry

Television, radio and newspapers
gave daily mention of the picture, and
Mayor DeLesseps S. Morrison issued
a proclamation for the city designating
Woman's
World
Holhnvood, Sept. 28
this week as Human Jungle Week (ZOfh Century-Fox)
as part of his overall campaign to (CinemaScope)
clean
districts.up the city's remaining slum <iTX TOMAN'S WORLD" is a big-money picture any way you look at it.
VV It's big in cast, and tremendous in commercial potential. It's sure
Adding to the premiere festivities
to earn basic
big money,
as "How
to Marry
a Millionaire"
and for
was the New Orleans Police Band, similar
reasons. just
It leaves
pleasant
memories
behind it as was,
it goes.
which marched from the Roosevelt
Nine strong names compete for precedence on any exhibitor's marquee when
Hotel to the Joy Theatre on Canal
Street, which had its name changed he plays "Woman's World."
for the evening to Human Jungle Dahl,
They Van
are, 'alphabetically
June Allyson, Technicolor,
Lauren Bacall.Clifton
CinemaScope,
Heflin, Fred : MacMurray,
Webb, Arlene
Cornel
Boulevard.
Wilde. The seven players handle with great dexterity seven evenly balanced
roles, with nobody especially favored over anybody else. The two processes
give
their customary perfect accounts of themselves. Professionally and tech'Barefoot Contessa'
nically, the film is impeccably executed, and it played equally well to a
At Capitol Tonight
preview audience at the \^illage Theatre in Westwood, which chuckled, laughed
Ava Gardner and Joseph L. Man- and sometimes roared its approval.
Three writers collaborated on the script for producer Charles Brackett,
kiewicz, star and writer-producer, respectively, of "The Barefoot Con- himself distinguished in that art, and came up with a remarkably unified
tessa," will be among those present at result. They are Claude Binyon, Mary Loos and Richard Sale. Additional
the world premiere of the United dialogue was furnished by Howard Lindsay and Russel Crouse, experts both.
Artists film at the Capitol Theatre The story was by Mona Williams.
here tonight. It is expected that a
The time is now, the place is New York, where Webb is a multi-millionaire
thousand notables from the fields of manufacturer of swank automobiles and has invited his three best division
government, entertainment, press, in- managers to town for a visit, bringing their wives, so he can decide among
dustry and the arts will attend the them for appointment as general manager. The camera follows each couple
event, which will start at 8 :30 p.m. separately and all principals collectively as they move through parties, jourand will be telecast over WABC-TV
neys and all types of social events, jockeying for advantage in their competition
of the American Broadcasting Co.
for the appointment. Sequence after sequence supplies smiles, laughs and
Other invited guests include former occasional serious observations, but the outcome is ably concealed until the
Postmaster General James A. Farley, ending. (Laughingest sequence is one in a women's wear bargain basement;
Alfred Gwynn Vanderbilt, U. S. Sena- the Westwood audience screamed over this one for minutes.) Jean Negulesco
tor John Kennedy of Massachusetts, directed, and his handling of this complicated assignment is superb.
Gina Lollobrigida, Italian film star,
Running time, 92 minutes. General classification.
October release.
WILLIAM
R. WEAVER
and Eddie Fisher, singer.

Colonel Ben C. Limb, Korean Ambassador to the United Nations, will
give a luncheon on Tuesday, at the
Hotel Astor here, in behalf of the
American-Korean Foundation, to
honor the motion picture industry for
its contribution toward rehabilitation
of South Korea, it was announced
yesterday by Major General Charles
W. Christenberry, chief executive officer of the American-Korean Fou^dation.
Held on the eve of a nation-wide
theatre audience collection drive "to
help luncheon
the Koreans
the
will tobehelp
an themselves,"
opportunity.
Ambassador Limb said, for him to
express the thanks of the Republic
of Korea to the men and women of
the American film industry.
The theatre audience collection
drive is sponsored by the Council of
Motion Picture Organizations at the
request of President Eisenhower.
Gates

Coming

East

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 28. — Bernard Gates, Allied Artists Latin:'\.merica supervisor, has left for New
York following conferences with Steve
Broidy, president, and will confer with
AA international president Norton V.
Ritchey before returning to South
America.
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specific theatres can be established forthcoming product and, also, less recent product which is still available
successfully as "art" and foreign film
showcases in areas where such thea- and which would interest a theatre
experimenting with the program policy
tres are not operating now.
Among the other purposes, he said, for the first time.
Hyman noted that with an increasare the encouring number of joint production deals
agement of new
being made for filming abroad by
sources of product from abroad
Hollywood companies with both
American and foreign stars, the latter
made in a temare being introduced to the mass
po acceptable
mass
Americanto
American audience under the best posaudiences and
sible auspices and that it is just possible that, with such films as an
using American
as well as forintroduction, the wholly "foreign"
product in both English and foreign
eign stars. Such
a formula was
dialogue, might be found to be acceptable now where it has not been
suggested to
before.
successful E u "The reluctance of the mass-type of
ropean
productheatre in the U. S. to play foreign
ers last
sumEdward Hyman
mer by AB-PT
films has been a bone of "contention
president Leonard Goldenson in the with foreign producers for a long
time and periodically our industry is
course of a trip abroad.
In addition, films already available the target of bitter criticism," Hyman
here which are suitable for trial pur- said. He pointed out that the experimental programs he suggests might in
poses in testing community reaction to
'Christmas' Color Stills
the program policy in theatres which some measure answer such criticism.
Trial Urged
A special line of new color stills never before have tried it, are suffithat point up the clarity and definition
cient to figure importantly in the
of VistaVision has been prepared for problems of such theatres arising from
Hyman
urged
a trial
on a "minimum" scale
"to avoid
disappointment,
the merchandising of Irving Berlin's current product shortages, Hyman
at first." He suggested the theatre on
"White Christmas," Paramount's first pointed out.
He listed 147 features of that type a split-week policy, which is most apt
VistaVision production. Available to
theatres through National Screen Ser- from eight major and 18 independent to feel the current product shortage,
vice, the "White Christmas" color distributors, including major company be selected for the experiment and
stills, featuring scenes from the Tech- product made abroad with both Ameri- cited a number of other factors which
can and foreign stars or players in should govern the choice of house in
nicolor musical production, were pretheir casts, and Hollywood product which to attempt the policy. He also
pared
in
conjunction
with
Paramount's
plans to vitalize the merchandising of which has been successful in "art" itemized numerous operating ideas
VistaVision films.
houses. The list included current and which have proved successful in theawhich specialize
foreigntreslanguage
films. in "art" and
He suggested one or two nights a
week for such films as a starter, with
the idea of increasing the playing time
in the event the policy caught on and
the community accepted it.
Significant
"It will take a showing of at least
six or eight art pictures and maybe
more before your audience of art and
foreign film fans can be expected to
HIT MOVIES
• . • MORE
Fact
expand," Hyman said. "But experience
•
have been made from
has shown that this patience will result in expansion in most instances."
"How you sell the art and foreign
•
stories originally published
picture is as important as what you
sell," he cautioned. "You must make
•
in COSMOPOLITAN
than is true
up your mind from your knowledge
of local preferences which of these
films (on the list) should be used to
•
'
of any other magazine . . .
kick off your policy and we suggest
that, in all instances, you contact the
distributor and obtain his advice as
•
This is significant
well," Hyman concluded. '

to 40 cents a share on the new stockoutstanding. This compares with
$495,500, or 25 cents per share, for the
same quarter of 1953.
Dr. Kalmus stated, "The favorable
showing in the third quarter of 1954
indicates that Teclmicolor has turned
the corner and has successfully
adapted its improved manufacturing
techniques tO' the new requirements
including Cinerama, Cinema Scope,
VistaVision, and other large screen
theatrical presentations.
"The research and development departments of Technicolor continue to
be unusually active and still further
improvements may be expected.
"Based upon current orders, the
earnings for the fourth quarter of
1954 are estimated to be approximately like those of the third quarter, and
the earnings after taxes for the year
1954 to be substantially in excess of
$1 per share which has been the customary dividend payment since 1949."

•

evidence

I

power of COSMOPOLITAN-

•

its long-lasting influence

•

on the movie-going

•
?

•
•

of the pre-selling

public.

★
''A STAR IS BORN"
will be advertised in the Nov. issue of

i

COSMOPOLITAN

.

where advertising is read and remembered

Lesner

on Chicago

Valid

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

{Continued fr^om page 1)

Tax

Radio

CHICAGO, Sept. 28.— Sam Lesner,
motion picture critic of the "Chicago
Daily News," is being sponsored each
Wednesday over radio station WNMP.
The program, entitled "From Silent
to Cinerama," is heard at 12:15 CST,
and traces the history of motion pictures from the earliest days to the
present.
"This Is Cinerama," the film of the
sponsor,
atre here.is playing at the Palace TheLippert Aide East
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 28. ~ Edmond Baumgarten, assistant to Robert
L. Lippert, president of Lippert Pictures, has left by plane for regional
meetings with Lippert distributors in
New York on Friday and Saturday
day.
and in Chicago on Monday and Tues-

government tax. The judge said he
felt on "first sight" this was a good
argument, but that the prior law does
not bar the imposition of an amusement tax by the city, adding that it
was eral
enacted
to prevent "ticket-gouglevy.
ing" when the only tax was the Fed"If the two local laws are inconsistent, then the earlier law will be
deemed
repealed
tice Stoddart
said.by implication," JusThe Opinion
later law, onhe 'Breakage'
pointed out, does
direct the collection of a tax which
strictly speaking appears to be in excess of the five per cent limitation imposed by statute. But, "when we consider," he continued, "the custom of
business and banking, the teaching
practices in schools of which judicial
notice may be taken and the administration of similar laws in this and
other states, it is not clear that the
legislature intended to prohibit the
practice of adding an additional cent
wherever computation results in a
fraction of one-half cent or more."
Justiceconsideration,
Stoddart said
that "after
careful
I believe
the
language of the statute does not reveal
a clear intention to prohibit the abovementioned general practice regarding
fractions of a cent. "Therefore," he
said, "I find the local law, No. 37 of
Theto injunction
1954
be legal." is to be continued
until there is an appeal heard from
the order.

'Discriminatory,' Says Bress
In Commenting
Judgeattorney
Stoddart's
decision,
Thomas on
Bress,
for
Loew's, said: "We will appeal from
this decision as soon as possible. The
amusement tax is morally and economically unsound. Any tax which
arbitrarily discriminates against a particular industry, in this case the
amusement industry, violates the
soundest principles of taxation and
In effect, the theatres are in the
same
position they were after Justice
economies."
Nicholas M. Pette issued a temporary
injunction in July against the collection of the breakage figure, except
that the theatres will be in a higher
appellate court and as appellants
rather than respondents.

Group to Befriend
Distributors Formed
Des Moines, Sept. 28. — A new
association of independent exhibitors in the Iowa-Nebraska,
Minnesota-Dakotas areas has
been formed to promote harmony between small theatre
owners and the film distribution companies and to combat
the "poison
pen" tactics
of Allied States nationally,
according
to Norman Merkel, operator of
the Time Theatre, Albert City,
la., who is serving as acting
tion.
secretary of the new organizaThe new organization is
known as the Midwest Theatre
Owners Association and is
open, without payment of dues,
to all small independent theatre
owners and managers in the territory, Merkel said.
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Pre-Selling
SKILLFUL

use of white

space distinguishes
"Star

Is Born"

Campaign

ago at the request of the Secretaries of
the Army, Navy and Air Force.
Purpose of the study of the armed
forces photographic activities was to
effect economies, avoid duplication and
to probe ways and means for private
industry to perform certain operations
with resultant savings to the government.
Headed by Agnew

ACHIEVING a fresh, clean effect
and focusing attention upon the
title and star — while still capturing a
feeling of the spirit of the picture —
the national ads for "A Star Is Born"
have excellent attention value.
The magazine advertising is scheduled to continue through the remainder of this year. In the largest
national campaign in Warner Bros,
history, the publications to carry this
advertising are : "Life," "Look," "Collier's," "Woman's Home Companion,"
"Redbook," "Seventeen," "Cosmopolitan," "Parent's Magazine,"
"Time," "Newsweek," "Scholastic
Roto" "Photoplay," "Motion Picture
Magazine," "Modern Screen," "Screen
Stories," "Movieland," "Movie Life,"
"Movie Stars Parade," "Filmland,"
"Screen Stars," "Hit Parade" and
"Song Hits."
•
"Woman's Home Companion's"
Philip Hartung, in a full page review of "Woman's World," reports
the basic theme in the picture is one
which almost all wives ask themselves: "Am I an asset or a handicap
to
my women
husband."readers
Many of
of the
the
12,000,000
"Companion"
that question.

will try to answer
•
"Look's" current issue has an interesting pictorial story of films whose
locale is Egypt. Scenes from "Land of
the Pharaohs," "The Egyptian" and
"Valley of the Kings," illustrate the
story.
•
"Sabrina" was selected as "Redbook's" Silver Cup Candidate for
October. In a full page review,
Florence Somers reports "Seeing it
is a perfect solution for those who
want to forget the cares and
troubles of the everyday world —
Miss Hepburn may well win another award for •this picture."
"Cosmopolitan's" cover girl for October is Jane Russell. In the same
issue a personality story of Miss
Russell is illustrated by many photos
including three full page pictures. Also
in the issue Louella Parsons selects

7

daily

Showmen

to Fete

DCA's Boasherg
Charles Boasberg, former RKO
Radio general sales manager,
will be honored at a luncheon at the Hotel Astor here
Oct. 21 hibitors
by on the
Eastern
states
occasion
of exhis
new association with Distributors Corporation of America.
Co-chairmen of the committee
on arrangements are Walter
Reade, Jr., circuit owner and
president of Theatre Owners of
America; Samuel Rinzler of
Randforce Circuit, and Joseph
Seider of Associated Prudential
Playhouses. Fred J. Schwartz
of Century Circuit heads D.C.A.

Headed by film executive Neil
Agnew, a committee of 10 experts in
various branches of the motion picture and photographic industries
visited more than 75 installations
across the nation during the study.
Although details of the report were
not made public, Washington sources
said its key recommendation is for Starr
the establishment of an inter-service
photographic board with a civilian
head and which would have full
{Continued from page 1)
authority over all policies, plans and
convention of the KanDepartment's the 36th annualsas-Missouri
of the Defense
programsphotographic
Theatre Association.
entire
services.
It is also reported that the estimate
Starr deplored the fact that so
of a possible $17,000,000 annual sav- many exhibitors appear to be unaware
ings is based on actual computed sav- of the potentialities of "subscription
ings on motion picture release printing television," which might, he said, afby industry services and a 20 per cent
fect drastically those small town exreduction in the number and size of
hibitors whose communities cannot receive from the present big system
still photographic laboratories ; the
elimination of the motion picture stations.
activities of the Orlando, Fla., Air
The morning program had exhibiForce Base installation ; centralization
tors telling of their own experiences
with
various phases of operation. Ray
of distribution facilities of training
and orientation films, and a reduction Holmes, city manager at Lawrence,
of Army, Navy and Air Force in ser- Kans., for Commonwealth Amusement
vice films and a greater use of regular gave a dramatic and illuminating porcommercial films which are available.
trayal of a film fan talking out loud in
a theatre about the unpleasant experiAsks Production Limitation
ences and poor service he met with.
The report also is said to have
A forum on public relations was introduced by Jack Hillyer, of United
recommended the limiting of services'
film production activities to fields and Film Service, describing means for
stations where it cannot be supplied keeping local business men and other
more economically and efficiently by leaders awake to the value of the
established commercial film producers. theatre to them personally and to the
In addition to Agnew the team of community.
experts consists of the following :
The convention will continue until
Drew Eberson of John and Drew noon tomorrow. Leo Hayob, presiEberson, architects ; Thaddeus J.
dent of the association, is presiding.
Gaski of Pathe Labs, Inc. ; Orton
Hicks of Loew's Inc. ; Grant Leenhouts, independent film producer ; Arthur Miller of Consolidated Film In- MGM
Workshop'
to
dustries Taylor
;
Mills, executive of
New Eng:land Dec. 6
MPAA ; Gen. Lyman Munson (retired)Joseph
;
Seidelman, president of
World Filin Associates, Inc. ; Ellis
M-G-M has set its third "Ticket
Smith of DeLuxe Laboratories, Inc. Selling Workshop" get-together, the
and Donald L. Velde of Donald L. new date being one of many that will
Velde Enterprises.
take place in the near future as a result of the many invitations arriving
at the company's hoine office, the company announced. Mike Simons, in
Frank Sinatra's performance in "Suddenly" as the best of the month, "Rear charge of customer relations for
Window" the best production and M-G-M, will conduct the sessions with
"Naked Alibi" the best melodrama of the assistance of home office and field
executives.
the month.
•
The latest exhibitor organization to
"Life's" current issue has some
schedule the "Workshop" talks is the
very interesting scenes made of Independent
Exhibitors & Drive-In
Marilyn Monroe while she was on Theatres Association of New England, which has set Dec. 6 at the
location here for "Seven Year Itch."
In the same issue there is a beau- Bradford Hotel, Boston, as the time
tifully colored full page photograph and place. Melvin B. Safner and
of a key scene in "The Adventures Herbert Brown, co-chairman of the
of
"Hajji Baba" starring Elaine annual convention of the exhibitor orStewart.
ganization set Dec. 6, a day before
•
the start of the convention itself.
Reg Pelpquin, Eastern advertising
Roy Kalver, president of the Allied
manager of "Parade," reports that his Theatre Owners of Indiana, Inc., remagazine shows a gain in advertising
cently received quick action from his
of 5.3 per cent for the first eight board on a Nov. lo date, in Indianapolis, and the Western Pennsylvania
months of 1954. "Parade" is now distributed in 47 newspapers across the and Northern West Virginia exhibitor
nation and has a circulation of group has scheduled Oct. 28 at the
William Penn at Pittsburgh, as the
6,454,762.
WALTER HAAS first of the forums.

Anglo-US
Pact
{Continued from page 1)
Eady Plan, with a limitation of $2,25O,0OO, for the coming year. Under
the Eady Plan the admission price to
British theatres was raised, with the
additional money going into a reserve
fund to aid producers and distributors of pictures in Great Britain. As
producers and distributors of films
in that country, American companies
were entitled to share in the reserve
money. Industry firms have waived
these rights during the past two years,
because of Britain's financial position.
The British team, along with representatives of the MPEA and the Independent Film Producers Export
Corporation, reached agreement after
two days of amiable negotiations.
'Bonus' Provision Clarified
American companies may take out
the $17,000,000 in the coming year
unconditionally.
figure
—
which has runThein "Bonus"
the past
from
$4,000,000 to $5,000,000 a year— is
based on the provision that industry
companies may take out of Britain in
dollars roughly one-third of the
blocked sterling which they spend on
producing pictures in Britain or on
purchasing
rig'hts
distribute
British films the
outside
the to
country.
The

new agreement also incorporated the section of the former
agreement which listed 28 different
methods American companies can use
to spend their blocked sterling within
the United Kingdom. These include
such things as hiring British stars,
buying the rights to British plays and
scripts, using British personnel and
making sound recordings in the
LInited Kingdom.
Mrs. James in British Group
Representing the United Kingdom
were Sir Frank Lee, permanent
under-secretary of the Board of
Trade ; Mrs. P. B. M. James, principal in the film branch of the Board
of Trade; M. H. M. Reid, private
secretary to Sir Frank ; R. L. Sharp,
counselor in the British Embassy.
The industry team was headed by
Eric Johnston, MPEA president, and
Ellis Arnall, IFPE president. Along
with them were James Mulvey, chairman of the distribution committee of
the Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers ; Fayette W. Allport, MPEA European manager ; and
George Weltner, chairman of the
foreign
managers committee of
MPEA.
Name

Five

to New

Posts With Eastman
ROCHESTER Sept. 28.— Five appointments atKodak Park Works of
Eastman Kodak Co., were announced
today by Ivar N. Hultman. Kodak
vice-president and general manager of
the plant.
Louis K. Filers, who was administrative assistant to the general manager, becomes an assistant general
manager of Kodak Park Works. He
succeeds Gerould T. Lane, who has
retired.
Austin J. Gould, formerly assistant
manager of the film manufacturing organization, isnamed administrative assistant to the general manager of
Kodak Park. Richard M. Wilson becomes assistant manager of film manufacturing. Lester C. Faulkenberry is
named superintendent of film emulsion
coating division. Carleton R. Sanford
becomes assistant superintendent of
film emulsion coating division.
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COMPANION-approved
The pulling power of CoMPANiON-approved

that praise on the Companion's

and

movie!"

movies is mighty! Millions of readers know

editorial pages means good entertainment in the theater.

Alert movie house managers are guided, too, hy the Companion's opinion of movies.
They know that "CoMPANiON-approved" means money in the hox-office till.
Spurred hy the enthusiasm CoMPANiON-approval evokes from
theater men, Hollywood picture people keep right on doing
Currently
in the

what they've found successful for the past 7 years. That is,
they spend more advertising money in the Companion than

advertised

COMPANION

A Star is Born

in any other monthly magazine.*

*Excepty of coursCt the fan magazines.

Warner Bros.

Beau Brummel

MGM

Brigadoon

MGM
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Bids
As

of Aug.

U.S.

ALLIED

1

Theatres

BILL

COMPLETES

FOR

GOVT

ITS

DRAFT

OF

REGULATION

WASHINGTON, Sept. 29. — A first session so that the assembled
draft of a bill to regulate interstate exhibitors will have ample time to
commerce in films has been com- study the bill before taking action
Total
18,351
for presentation
to will
Allied's
nationalpletedconvention
which
be upon
"Theit. convention committee reports
held in Milwaukee Oct. 12 to 14, ac- that a large crowd of exhibitors from
In Compo
Poll
cording to Abram F. Myers, general all sections of the country will be on
counsel. Drafting of the bill was hand to discuss the measure and decide whether to make an all-out efSindlinger Handled Job; directed by Allied's board of directors
fort to secure its passage in the ne.xt
at the White Sulphur Springs meeting in August.
Coincides With Almanac
Congress.
"It is amazing that the film com"Reconciling price regulation of so
panies by their confiscatory pricing
as films with conMotion Picture theatres operating varied a product
stitutional requirments posed the most policies have driven exhibitors to the
in the United States, both four-wall
contemplation of this drastic step. But
and drive-ins, as of Aug. 1, totaled difficult problem I have ever tackled," our appeals for a modification of those
Myers said. "However I believe this policies have for the most part fallen
18,351, according to a tabulation made has
certainly been solved so far as
public here yesetrday by Robert
the
integrated producer-distributors on deaf ears and the trade papers"
Coyne, special counsel of the Council
are concerned and probably as the admonitions that the distributors take
of Motion Picture Organizations.
action to avert the impending crisis
others.
The tabulation coincides almost ex"Copies will be distributed at the have beeii ignored."
actly with figures released last week
by the Motion Picture and Television
Almanac.
Ben Marcus
Says
The tabulation was made by Sind- Cooper Association
(C on finned on page 10)
Exhibitors Demand
With Cinerama
Ed

Harris

Kans.-Mo.

Heads

Is Terminated

^Drastic

Theatres

Termination of Merian C. Cooper's
employment agreement with Cinerama
St^ccial to THE DAILY
Productions was announced jointly
KANSAS CITY, Sept. 29. — yesterday by Lowell Thomas, president, and Cooper. It was pointed
Ed Harris, exhibitor of Neosho,
Mo., was elected president of the out that since Cinerama transferred its
Kansas-Missouri Theatre Association production functions to Stanley Warat the 36i:h annual convention at the
ner, the services of a production exHotel President here.
ecutive were not required.
Other officers elected were B. DoerCooper will now devote his full time
mg, Garnett, Kans., vice-president ; to his duties as president of Argosy
Pictures Corp.
{Contained on page 11)

Supreme
Docket

of

Court
Film

Faced

With

CENTS

Sought

RKO

May

Theatres

Liquidate
Miss.

West

of

Schwartz

Sifting

Of Prospective

Offers

Buyers

special to THE DAILY
DES MOINES, Sept. 29. — The
first phase of a possible eventual
liquidation of all RKO Theatres operations west of the Mississippi reportedly isin an advanced stage with
Sol Schwartz, president, conferring
currently with prospective purchasers.
Schwartz, on a swing of the Western operations, will receive and discuss bids for the properties, about 17
n number in seven Western states,
from interested parties.
Proposals regarded as deserving of
consideration will be taken to Albert
{Continued on page 10)

Action'

MILWAUKEE, Sept. 29.— Since
the publishing of Allied's "declaration
of emergency," letters have been
streaming into Allied's convention
headquarters from independent exhibitors all over the nation urging and
demanding that drastic action be taken
at the forthcoming national convention of Allied and that the agenda for
the convention business consider the
strongest action possible in backing
up
thepresident
stand ofBenAllied's
board,
Marcus national
stated.
Some of these letters endorse the
stand taken by Harry C. Arthur on
{Continued on page 11)

Record

Income

20th-Fox

for

in Quarter

Estimated third quarter earnings
jf 20th Century-Fox for the third
(uarter, ended Sept. 25, will be "close
:it $1 a share" on the 2,644,486 shares
lutstanding, Spyros P. Skouras, presi!ent, told company stockholders in a
message accompanying dividend checks
it the new regular quarterly rate of
iO cents per share.
{Continued
page
Earnings
for theonfirst
half10)of 1954'
9?

Actions

Carmen
Jones
(
CinemaScope)
By J. A. OTTEN
Hollywood, Sept. 29
WASHINGTON, Sept. 29.— The Supreme Court returns from its long {lOtli Ccntnry-Fox : Preuiiuger)
summer vacation next week to find — ;as usual — a docket crowded with film
with all mood elements
cases.
'TpHIS one wins its "E" for entertainment
tossed into a realistic all-Negro musical treat. If some music directors
The cases raise such important issues as whether films can be licensed ceived from exhibitors within Indiana. of opera companies would take a tip from this Preminger-Hammerstein
The justices will hold their first treatment there would be little cause for hat-in-hand donations to keep
to television without their stars' consent ; clearances growing out of a meeting of the new term on Oct. 4. But the music of Bizet, Verdi and Puccini alive.
conspiracy must be held illegal, even this session is only a formality ; the
"Long-hair" music can find a mass appeal, with the resultant big box
if reasonable; treble damage awards judges transact no business, merely office payoff, in the "cross-cut'' version of Bizet's "Carmen." "Carmen
collected by exhibitors are ta.xable ; saying hello to each other and then Jones" may be a satirical treatment of the original opera but it stacks
National Screen Service's alleged vio- quit for the week. The court really up as an unique piece of film artistry to stand on its own distinctive
lation of the anti-trust laws ; and gets down to business the followmg values. Fortified with the kind of music that will never leave the
whether Indiana can tax film ex- Monday, October 11. Then, at noon, operatic hit parade, the ear-tickling parodic lyrics of Oscar Hammerstein
changes in other states on rentals re{Continued on page 11) '
{Continued on page 11)

inSrSnia

Enters

Its

3rd

Yea
SEE PAGE 4

Motion
To
Personal
Mention
SI l-'ABIAN and Harkv KalminE,
of Stanley Warner Theatres, are
in London from New York for the
Cinerama European premiere there
tonight.
•
Art Arthur, executive assistant in
charge of public relations on Cecil B.
DeMille's "The Ten Commandments,"
returned to Hollywood yesterday from
New York.
•
Robert L. Lippert, president of
is scheduled to arLippert
rive herePictures,
tomorrow from London via
B.O.A.C. Royal Scot.
•
Jack Wrather, producer, and his
wife, Bonita Granville, left England
for New York yesterday aboard the
"Queen Elizabeth." •

Discuss

Picture

Undecided

Possible
Italian Award

TOA

Unit

Area

on

Thursday, September 30, 1954

Daily

in Minn.

Oct.

29

Sl'ecial to THE DAILY
MINNEAPOLIS, Sept. 29.— Walter
Reade, Jr., president of Theatre Owners of America, and Herman Levy,
general counsel, will address a luncheon meeting of upper Midwest exhibitors in Minneapolis on Oct. 29, E. R.
(Eddie) Ruben of Welwortli Theatres
announced here today.
Ruben said that the meeting has
been called to discuss exhibitor problems and to explore the possibilities of
organizing a TOA unit in the area.
He denied that it was being set up in
opposition to North Central Allied
headed by Benjamin N. Berger.
"If the exhibitors feel that there is a
need for such a group, it will probably
be formed," Ruben said, "but we are
not out to wreck any existing exhibi-

Three

to

And

on

Criminal

Civil
Issues

of Industry

The Italian government will
present an official award today
to George Weltner, president of
Paramount International; E. R.
Zorgniotti of IFE and Jean
Goldwurm of Times Film, Inc.
Dr. Eitel Monaco will make the
presentation on behalf of the
Italian government. The award
is known as "Ufficiale dell Ordine al Merito della Republica
Italiana."
Set Attorneys' Fees
In Shea Estate Case

In

Schine

Trial

special to THE DAILY
BUFFALO, Sept. 29. — United
States Attorney John O. Henderson
says it has not been decided whether
or not to try both the civil and criminal actions in the Schine anti-trust
case, trial of which has been set for
Nov. 22 by Judge John Knight in
local Federal Court.
The Justice
anti-trust
division
brought department's
the charges on
March
10. It accused the Schine theatre interests of violating a court order
handed down by Judge Knight against
the Schine chain in 1949.
The order directed the defendants
to dispose of 39 theatres in three years
and to refrain from alleged monopolistic practices in exhibition. The Government contends the Schine corporations and their subsidiaries still are
conspiring to deprive competitors of
first run films in violation of the
1949 order.
Among the defendants are Buffalo
Common Council Elmer F. Lux, J.
Myer Schine, president of Schine
Theatres, Inc., and his brother, Louis
W. Schine. Lux is charged only with
criminal contempt. Lux is associated
with Elmart Theatres, which the
Government declares to be a Schinecontrolled corporation.

Bronx County Surrogate McGrath
has set attorneys' fees at $125,000 in
the litigation involving legatees and
executors of the Estate of Maurice A.
Ruben
tor group."said that invitations would Shea, former head of Shea Enbe sent to all exhibitors in the ter- terprises.
ritory and that the meeting would be
The attorneys, Arthur F. Driscoll,
Jack H. Levin, president of Certified Reports, has left here for a tour open. Associated with Ruben in or- representing Edward C. Raftery, and
of four Midwest cities.
ganizing the luncheon is Harold Field Thomas K. O'Brien, representing E.
•
of Pioneer Theatres.
C. Grainger, the trustees, jointly asked
for counsel fees of $320,000. The
Richard Barstow, musical director,
Surrogate reduced this to $125,000.
has returned to Hollywood from New Managerial
Changes
Previously, Grainger had been allowed
York.
•
In RKO
Theatres
$30,000 as fiduciary commissions, and
Constance Carpenter, actress, is
$22,500, in addition to a previTwo promotions and several trans- Raftery
payment of $7,500. Referee Flynn
scheduled to arrive here tomorrow
fers in RKO Theatres personnel were was ous
made an allowance of $25,000, and
from London via B.O.A.C. Monarch. announced by William Howard, viceon Coast
$18,295 went for disbursements and 'Star' Bows
•
president.
costs,
making
total
allowances
of
Anna Magnani will arrive here
Howard Walstead has been proAt Pant ages Theatre
moted to manager of the RKO Pan
Subject to an appeal, the allowances
Doria" en- in Minneapolis and James Heuser, $220,795.
"Andrea
the
on
today
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 29.— With
route to Key West, Fla.
o
the lobby ceremonies at the Pantages
-the proceedings
in thehas
Surrogate's
who managed the Pan, has been trans- end
Court.
Grainger
still
pending
ferred to the RK Orpheum, Dubuque, elsewhere an arbitration claim alleging Theatre here televised from Coast to
Bob Hope, now in New York, will
leave here tonight for Cleveland.
replacing Raymond Langfitt, who be- breach of contract and improper bonus
Coast by NBC, Warner Brothers' "A
comes manager of the RKO Iowa,
computation, and there is pending in Star Is Born" opened here tonight in
Cedar Rapids. Andrew H. Talbot, for- N. Y. Supreme Court a motion by an atmosphere of festivity which
mer manager of the Iowa has re- Grainger to compel the Shea company chroniclers of Hollywood history
4 Industry Leaders
tired.
agree was one of the most impressive
In the New York Metropolitan area to proceed with the arbitration.
in the history of the industry. The
To 'Night of Stars'
Barney Balaban, Jack Cohn, Spyros Jerome Leige, former assistant at the
event also received a Coast-to-Coast
radio broadcast over ABC.
Skouras and Albert Warner have RKO Albee, Brooklyn, has been pro- Fabian to London
moted
to
manager
of
the
Marble
Hill.
accepted memberships as honorary
High spot of the foyer activities
Bow
chairmen of the advisory council for Ralph Le Marquand, assistant at the For Cinerama
was the arrival of Miss Garland herself and her introduction by George
RKO Castle Hill, replaces Leige at
S. H. Fabian, president of Stanley
the 21st annual "Night of Stars," the RKO Albee, and Frank Moccio,
United Jewish Appeal benefit show,
Warner Corp., yesterday planed by Jessel. Other celebrities were presented at the microphone by a team
which will take place at Madison assistant at RKO Pro^ctor's, Mount Pan American to participate in the
Vernon, transfers as assistant to
Square Garden on Nov. 22.
of mcees — Jack Carson, who served as
premiere
opening
"This Is
Cine- special guest m.c. and introduced JesThis year's edition of "Night of RKO Keith's in White Plains.
rama" at the
Casinoof Theatre,
London,
sel, George Fisher and Larry Finley,
Stars" will commemorate the tertoday. This is the first showing of
centenary of Jewish settlement in Oholer, Schulberg on "This Is Cinerama" to be conducted assisted by actresses Ann Robinson,
in Europe.
America and Theodore Herzl, founder
Dorothv Malone and Sara Shane.
of the world Zionist movement that New
Production Idea
Arthur Rosen, assistant to Nat Lapbrought about the establishment of
St. Francis Opens at 6:30 A.M.;
the State of Israel.
Arch Oboler, whose "Bwana Devil" kin, vice president in charge of prolanched the most recent tri-demenduction, who is the special representa- Breakfasts Free at 'Star' Debut
tive of his father, Sam Rosen,
As in the past 21 editions of "Night sional production and exhibition flurry,
SAN FRANCISCO, Sept. 29.—
of Stars," this year's show will pre- is currently working with Budd executive vice president of Stanley The St. Francis Theatre here will
sent stars from the stage, screen and
open its doors at 6 :30 A.M. on Friday,
television in a tribute to the United Schulberg on a new feature film Warner Corp. at the premiere, and
his
son,
Abe
Fabian,
executive
of
with the first showing of "A Star Is
project, Oboler's publicist, Ivan Black,
Jewish
Appeal's
work revealed here. The picture will be Fabian Enterprises, accompanied Fa- Born" to start at 7 A.M., running
in Europe,
Israelrehabilitation
and the United
through until 5 A.M. on Saturday. As
produced in Europe but other details bian.
States.
an extra service to the early birds,
have not been set yet.
the house will provide breakfasts to
'Sabrina' Breaks
the first 500 patrons to arrive, with a
William Jackie, 64
buffet set up in the lobby.
Award for 'Susan'
Criterion Record
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 29. — The
SAN FRANCISCO, Sept. 29.—
Southern California Motion Picture William Jackie, one-time silent screen
Paramount's "Sabrina" with a huge
Council announced that its "Two star and more recently a motion pic- $65,700 first-week gross has broken by New Col. Title
ture and television talent agency op- a considerable margin the all-time
Columbia has announced that it will
Star Award" was presented to RKO's
erator, died at Fort Miley Hospital house record at the New York Cri"Susan Slept Here." Produced for
release
as "The Bamboo Prison" the
RKO by Harriet Parsons, the film after a brief illness. He was 64. Until
terion Theatre, the company anBryan Foy production which was
nounced.
his
death,
he
and
his
wife
operated
the
was commended for its "production
filmed under the title, "I Was a
and entertainment values plus its Ruth Dwyer Agency at the Fairmont
The initial week's gross includes the Prisoner in Korea." Robert Francis,
Hotel,
San
Francisco.
The
agency
social and ethical qualities." Miss
new record for a single day's business Dianne Foster and Brian Keith are
the theatre, $14,287, taken in last starred and Lewis Seiler directed the
Saturday.
Parsons accepted the council's award will continue to function under direc- at
tion of Mrs. Jackie.
at a luncheon here j^esterday.
film.
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WITH
television beaming the Kleig-lighted festivities to
millions of viewers, Joseph L. Mankiewicz's "The Barefoot
Contessa" was accorded an impressive world premiere at the
Capitol Theatre last night. The gala bow of the United Artists
release, starring Ava Gardner and Humphrey Bogart, benefited
CARE, international relief organization, and drew 4,800 persons ;
Dr.

Rusk

At

Korean

At

the

Canada

to Speak
Luncheon

Astor

Oct.

5

A

to Aid

Govt,

DCA

May

Features

Dr. Howard A. Rusk, president of
the American-Korean Foundation, will
be one of the principal speakers at a
luncheon to be given by Col. Ben C.
Limb, Korean Ambassador to the
United Nations, on Oct. 5, in the
Hotel Astor here to honor the motion
picture industry, it was announced by
Major General Charles W. Christenberry, chief executive officer of the
Foundation.
Dr. Rusk is en route from The
Hague where he attended the 6th
World Congress of the International
Society for the Welfare of Cripples,
and consulted with the government of
Luxemburg on the development of
rehabilitation services there. He is
the director of the Institute of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation at
New York University, Bellevue Medical Center.
Held on the eve of the theatre audience collection drive, the luncheon
given by Ambassador Limb will afford an opportunity to pay due praise
and tribute to the motion picture theatre industry which has on previous
occasions, and presently, served as one
of the mainstays in support of the
American-Korean Foundation's program to rehabilitate Korea, Christenberry said.
The theatre audience collection
drive is sponsored by the Council of
Motion Picture Organizations at the
request of President Eisenhower.
ANT

Miss Gardner and Mankiewicz attended as guests of honor.
Arriving at the premiere of the Figaro, Inc., production above
^re, left to right, first photo: Samuel Rosen, executive vicepresident of Stanley Warner Corp., and Mrs. Rosen. Second
photo: Miss Gardner, Art Ford, M.C., and Maggi McNellis,
TV star. Third photo: Mr. and Mrs. Joseph L. Mankiewicz.

Release
by

Jos.

Fred Schwartz' Distributors Corp.
of America may release the next two
pictures to be produced by Joseph
Kaufman who recently completed
"Long John Silver" in Australia for
DCA, the producer said here yestersaid he with
was "delighted"
with day.
hisKaufman
association
DCA because such a company "gives independent producers the special handling
that their product deserves, especially
if it is a 'big' picture."
Sees 'Control of Expenditures'
A releasing firm such as DCA allows the producer control of expenditures at the "point of sale," something
which he found lacking with some of
the larger companies with which he
has been associated.
On his future production agenda
are
to be
made "Come
near theAway,
Great Pearler,"
Barrier Reef
in

the Coral Sea, and "Singapore," with
filming planned for Singapore and
Sydney.
His agreement with DCA on coming pictures is verbal, he said, but indicated hope of continued association.
Both sales chief Charles Boasberg
and Schwartz were "greatly impressed" with shots from "Long John
Silver" which he screened, he asserted.
He also added, in describing the technical difficulties and achievements in
filming, and the terrain, that his feeling that Australia was the place to
produce is paying off.
in
Has Leasehold in Sydney

Promoting
Art Tours
WASHINGTON, Sept. 29. — The
Department of State today announced
that it has engaged the services of
ANT A (American National Theatre
and Academy) to act as its agent in
encouraging and facilitating tours
abroad by American individuals and
groups in musical theatrical and other
fields.
The project is part of the department's international educational exchange service.

Kaufman has a lease on Pagewood
Studio, at Sydney, for the next two
and one-half years, and found it ideal
because of the ability to use English
speaking performers — he employed
some 300 — and the access to such
places as the National Forest and the
Genolan Caves, huge caverns. He replaced old equipment with the most
modern, at a cost of about $250,000.
Producing there has a corollary in
good-will, he noted. "We made
friends," he said, "in the only country

Next

Film

Imports

2

Kaufman

where they are genuinely friendly to
begin with."
of this,
dicted great Apropos
success for
the he
filmprein
Australia, where, he said, business is
"sensational" ; and he said 20th-Fox
will open the picture in Hoyts theatres
in December in Sydney and later in
Melbourne, and then in five or six
other cities.
It should gross at least $5,000,000
worldwide, he predicted. He also confirmed that director Byron Haskin,
actor Robert Newton, and writer
Marty Raskin, will share in the

Up $327,000
Government

in '54,
Reports

OTTAWA, Sept. 29.— The Canadian Government reports that imports
of films increased to $4,269,000 in first
half of 1954 in contrast to $3,942,000
in same period of 1953, showing a
definite upward trend in values in recent months.
Film imports advanced to $805,000
in June compared with $721,000 in
May, $563,000 in April and $617,000
in June last year.

Widow
Asks Share of
'Contessa' Profits
Kaufman also is thinking of proprofits.
The widow of a New York lawyer
ducing again in Hollywood, and is
considering several situations, he said. who allegedly was instrumental in
He had a good word for Cinema- obtaining the services of Ava Gardner
Scope's new lenses, and also for the for "The Barefoot Contessa" has filed
stereophonic sound in which the pic- suit in New York Supreme Court,
ture is recorded.
asking one-third of the producers'
profits in the picture. The plaintiff is
DCA will open Mr. Kaufman's pic- Ann Gill, widow of Howard T. Gill
ture in New York during the Christterday.mas season, a spokesman said yes- who died last year.
Mrs. Gill claims that producers
Robert Hagging and Angelo Rizzoli
asked her husband to help to obtain an
A A to Start Three
internationally known star to appear
in the picture. It is charged that
Films in October
Guido Orlando and George D. RanHOLLYWOOD, Sept. 29.— Three
agreed to pool their efi^orts with
films will go into production for Al- disch
Miss Gardner. Howlied Artists during October, according Gill toever, itobtain
is
charged,
Gill was not paid
to Walter Mirisch, executive producer. for his efforts. Orlando
and Randisch
The first to roll will be "High So- are the main party defendants, having
ciety," aBowery Boys comedy star- allegedly refused to join Mrs. Gill in
ring Leo Gorcey and Huntz Hall, on bringing
action.
Oct._ 15, followed by the William F.
Named as defendants, in addition to
Orlando and Randisch, are Miss
Broidy
production
"Sweet
Charity,"
to
be launched
on ofOct.
25 with
RichGardner, Hagging, Rizzoli and United
ard Conte starring.
Artists.
Lindsley Parsons late in the month
will cameras.
put "Tonight
Is Forever"
before
the
He now
is negotiating
Double Car Capacity
for a top star.
HARTFORD, Sept. 29.— The Manchester Drive-In Theatre, Bolton
'Hamlef to Baronet
Notch, Conn., will double its 500-car
Laurence Olivier's production of capacity this Winter, according to
"Hamlet" will begin an exclusive partners Bernard Menschell and John
limited New York engagement at the Calvocoressci.
The $100,000 project was opened
Baronet Theatre on Friday. Performances will be continuous.
early in the summer of 1953.
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of $17,000,000—

Begins

Its

Year

3rd

Noting on the second
anniversary of its first
public performance,
the remarkable career
of the film production
and projection process
which demonstrated to
the industry the advantages of a greatly expanded picture and
stimulated the technical effort resulting in
wide-screen.

I all started
_[t
1952. With the
r
30,
Septembe
dopening of Cinerama on Broa
way, the motion picture industry
found itself faced with a technological revolution, a new process that was to enjoy prosperity
wherever it went. Here, on its
second birthday, is the chronological story of the film and the
technique that :triggered it all —
This is Cinerama
1937: The idea is born. Fred
Waller, while devising displays for
the New York World's Fair,
makes his first test using eleven
combined 16mm cameras.
1938: Vitarama Corporation is
formed to hold the basic Cinerama
patents.
1941: Development is halted by
the start of the war. Cinerama
principles are applied to the Waller Gunnery Trainer.
1945: Cinerama demonstration
apparatus construction starts in
an indoor tennis court at Oyster
Bay, Long Island.
1948: The first test films are
shown.
August 1951: (Michael) Todd —

Fred Waller (above), inventor of Cinerama's
process; and (right)
Hazard Reeves, who developed its stereophonic
sound system.

S. I. Fabian (above, at left), head of StanleyWarner Theatres, which has sole exhibition
rights to Cinerama productions, in consultation
with Lowell Thomas, radio commentator and
explorer, who is vice-chairman of Cinerama
Productions Corp.

(Lowell) Thomas Productions is
formed to produce and exhibit the
first Cinerama feature film.

rama theatre opens in Hollywood.
Almost a $2,500,000 gross has been
recorded at this theatre.

August 1952: Cinerama Productions, Inc., replaces T-T, and calls
in Merian C. Cooper to co-produce "This iis Cinerama" with
Lowell Thomas.

May 5, 1953: "This is Cinerama"
moves to the larger Warner theatre on Broadway after 36 weeks.
July 29, 1953: Chicago becomes
the fourth city to show Cinerama.
September 16, 1953: The first
CinemaScope production, 20th
Century-Fox's "The Robe," has
its world premiere at the Roxy
theatre in New York.

September 30, 1952: Cinerama is
shown publicly for the first time
before an invited audience at the
Broadway Theatre in New York.
The completed film is seen for the
first time. Reserved seat roadshow engagements are planned for
other cities.
November 27, 1952: 3-D hits
Broadway. Capitalizing on audience demand for a new film "dimension," the 3-D feature picture
"Bwana Devil" is rushed to completion.'
March 23, 1953: The second
completion.
March 23, 1953: The second
Cinerama theatre opens in Detroit.
(Over a million people, to date,
have attended the showings.)
April 29, 1953: The third Cine-

September 30, 1953: First birthday celebration for Cinerama. In
New York alone, 1,080,000 people
had paid $2,097,378 to see "This
Cinerama."30, 1953: Louis deis October
Rochemont is signed to produce
the second Cinerama film, entitled
"Cinerama Holiday." Location
units start filming in New Hampshire and Switzerland.
November 5, 1953: Cinerama
opens in Washington, D. C.
December 8, 1953: Cinerama
opens in Pittsburgh.
December 25, 1953: Cinerama
opens in San Francisco.
December 31, 1953: Cinerama
opens in Boston.
January 1, 1954: By this date
3,500,000 people had paid $6,500,000 to see Cinerama in nine
cities.
February 10, 1954: St. Louis becomes the tenth Cinerama city.

Merian Cooper, who
was a co-producer of
"This Is Cinerama."

Paul Mantz, stunt pilot, with Robert L.
Bendick, co-producer of "This Is Cinerama,"
examining camera in production plane.

April 16, 1954: "Lewis and
Clark" is announced as the first
Cinerama film to be made in conjunction with a Hollywood studio
— Warner Bros.
April 19, 1954: Cinerama opens
in Minneapolis.

The

Beginning

. . .

"Whatever its ultimate place
in the industry's scheme," commented Better Theatres editorially following the first
public
showing,
has
made, at
least for"Cinerama
the moment,
a tremendous impact upon the |
public. And that very impact
suggests that the business take
notice of the dimensions and
optical range,
domination and usetheofvisual
peripheral
vision which achieve that imThat the business did is history— still in the making.

April 29, 1954: "This is Cinerama" becomes the first production in motion picture history to
maintain a continuous position
among the ten highest grossers in
first-run release for an entire year.
pact."
May ventor
18,of Cinerama,
1954: Freddies
Waller,
after inan
illness of several months.
June 21, 1954: Cincinnati becomes the twelfth Cinerama city.
July
Dallas. 1, 1954: Cinerama opens in
Augusttakes
20, fourth
1954: "This
Cinelama"
place isamong
the all-time top-grossing motion
pictures ever produced.
September 2, 1954: The International Trade Fair in Damascus,
Syria, opens with Cinerama as the
official exhibit of the United
States. In its first showing
abroad. (Continued
Cinerama is
"unfair
on called
page 8)

The
in

most

the

fabulous

history

of

story

telling

medium

entertainment!

All other productions come and go, but
THIS IS CINERAMA -one production -outlives
a whole studio program: continuing month
after month in the great cities off the nation!
Only CINERAMA'S three-eyed projection,
seven-voiced sound and wrap-around screen
can put YOU in the picture!
As of Today, this is CINERAMA'S record:
New York, Warner Iheatre 105 weeks Minneapolis, Century 23 weeks

★
And

the astounding

figure of over

9 million viewers in only 13 CINERAMA theatres acclaims CINERAMA
as the only really new wonder
the entertainment world!

of

Completed: Louis de Rochemont's

CINERAMA
In Production: Lowell Thomas'

HOLIDAY"

"SEVEN WONDERS OF THE WORLD"
In Preparation: Warner Bros. Studios
"LEWIS

AND

CLARK

EXPEDITION"

Boston, Boston Tlieatre 39 weeks
Chicago, Eitel's Palace 61 weeks
Detroit, Music Hall 79 weeks

San Francisco. Orpheum 50 weeks
St. Louis. Mo., Ambassador 33 weeks
Washington. 0. C. Warner 41 weeks

Hollywood. Warner Theatre 78 weeks

Dallas. Melba Iheatre

13 weeks

Philadelphia, Boyd

51 weeks

Cincinnati, Capitol

14 weeks

Pittsburgh, Warner

42 weeks

...and every run continues unbroken!

Never has there been motion picture entertainment with this
kind of impact! And now CINERAMA has its first overseas
showing — opening September 30, 1954 at the CASINO
THEATRE, in LONDON, ENGLAND!
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''Cinerama
Ready

LENSES

for

Second production is radically different from first
EXCLUSIVELV

FOR

in its presentation of narrative material and improvements intechnique.
The second production filmed in
the Cinerama process, "Cinerama
Holiday," which was produced for
the Stanley-Warner Cinerama Corporation by Louis de Rochemont, is
reported to be different from the
first production in two important
respects — the introduction of a story
line and improvements and modifications in the filming technique.
Where "This Is Cinerama" was
primarily a travelogue, the second
film tells the story of two young
couples on their honeymoons — one
American and the other Swiss — and

Plant: Nofthompton, Massachusetts

COKIMIKilTIOK
30 CHURCH ST., NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

New York Office:

Holiday
Showing

Switzerland where they (and the
camera) experience the thrills of a
carnival of ice, of ski-jumping, and
of making the lightning-fast descent
on a bob-sled run.
Meanwhile the young Swiss couple
tours America — visiting an Apache
reservation in Arizona, the gamingrooms of Las Vegas, the cable-cars
and nightclubs of San Francisco, the
jazz halls and churches of New Orleans.
At the end the two couples meet
in New York where they — and the
audience — share the most exciting
experience of all : a flight in a Navy
jet from the deck of an aircraft
carrier.
In the two years since Cinerama
was first introduced, the technique
is said to have undergone several
modifications and improvemer\ts, including faster lenses, which permit
greater flexibility in making interior
sequences, and perfections in the
sound system to extend still further
the range and fidelity of the audial
efifects. In addition there is said to
be even closer synchronization of
the three separate films that together
provide Cinerama's single giant image on the screen.
Lenard
Post

r

i

LOUIS
salutes

CINERAMA
on

Third
The

its

Anniversary

TERSON

screen

is also cele-

brating its 3rd Anniversary and can
be expected to celebrate many, many
more.

For screens

that satisfy, specify

de ROCHEMONT

records their reactions to various adventures that befall them. As the
first production was a picture about
places. Cinerama Holiday is said to
be about people.
Following- an extensive talent
search to find four young people
who had never ventured across the
ocean nor performed professionally
as actors to play the principals, Mr.
de Rochemont selected John and
Betty Marsh of Kansas City, Mo.,
and Fred and Beatrice Troller of
Zurich.
The film first follows the adventures of the American couple in
Paris. Among the sights which they
see, as recorded by the Cinerama
cameras, are the wonders of the
Louvre, the spectacle of "Les Indes
Gallantes" at the Paris Opera, and
the floor show at the Lido. In addition they take part in an artists' life
class, visit a famous sculptress at her
Montmarte atelier, and join in the

VINYL

RESIN

ATHOL
ATHOL,

MASS

COATED

FABRICS

MFG.
COMPANY
CHICAGO
NEW YORK

revelry of an artists' ball. Finally
they watch a children's puppet show,
attend a majestic high mass at
Notre Dame and are guests of
Jacques Fath at a private showing
of the couturier's latest collection.
From France the Marshes go to

in Ralph

as MPIC

Head

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 29.— Kay
Lenard, vice-president of the Motion
Picture Industry Council, has been
named president of the organization
to fill out the unexpired term of
Ed Ralph, who resigned the top post
due to business necessity.
Miss Lenard, who would have followed Ralph in, office under MPIC
procedure, will serve out her own
term as vice-president in addition to
her new duties.
To Close Drive-in
ALBANY,
Sept.Berlin,
29._— The
Dakin
Theatre
in New
Chenango
County, will close on Dec. 6. Woolsey Ackerman operates it.

^^New

Techniques^"

Explains

Cinerama

The development of
Cinerama, and its unique
triple-strip process, are
fully described in "New
Screen Techniques," edited
by Martin Quigley, Jr.
Seven chapters of the book
are devoted to Cinerama,
written by the persons
who developed it. The volume is available from the
Quigley Publishing Company, 1270 Sixth Avenue,
New York 20, at the price
of $4.50, postpaid.

Congratalations

and

best

wishes

Cinerama!

It's

mighty

pleasing

PROJECTION
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Distributed by

NATIONAL
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SUPPLY
Dtvitipn of National • Simplex • Bludworth, inc.
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Toledo. The projection lenses
used for Cinerama are KollmorIN

THE

THEATRE

Equipment
Wotid
with RAY

JACK

Louis

Direction

de Kochemont's

• 1

"Cinerama

Our

hats'

pioneer—

A 1/rilOL'GH it took more than
a dozen years to bring Cinerama
to the screen in a public exhibition,
there probably have been few innovations in motion picture entertainment which had less promise of
revolutionary effect upon the film
industry as a whole. On the evening
of September 30, 1952, Fred Waller,
who had basically developed this
method of producing and projecting
a panoramic picture, heard a packed
auditorium in the Broadway Theatre,
New York, applaud Cinerama as a
new and wonderful experience, and
if the industry had not previously
indicated definite interest in a panoramic picture, it began to do so soon
after that first performance of Cinerama.

SHAINDLIN

Musical

off

??

Holiday

to

another

CINERAMA

for its unique screen presentation system tiiat
thrilled the industry at its first opening
years

ago, and

throughout

continues

to thrill millions

the world today. '

42nd

STREET,

NEW

YORK

36, N. Y.

We have been servicing the theatre industry for
more than 35 years. As specialists in curtains,
drapes and stage equipment field, our service has
also been selected by the
CINERAMA

organization to supervise the first stage equipment
installation of "This Is Cinerama" which opened on
Broadway, New York, N. Y., two years ago.

NOVELTY

SCENIC
STUDIOS,
426-432 EAST 91st STREET
NEW YORK 28. NEW YORK

Continuing to be acclaimed by
audiences in New York, Cinerama
showed the way that motion pictures
could take to bring about a more
aggressive and entertaining performance. During the two years since,
the success of Cinerama in a dozen
additional cities has been paralleled
by the development of other methods,
adaptable to theatres generally, to
give the motion picture a similar
effect. The techniques now known
as wide-screen may be said to have
been sparked by the dramatic success of Cinerama on and since the
evening of September 30, 1952.
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NEUMADE
PRODUCTS
CORPORATION
Pioneer and Manufacturer of
complete motion picture booth accessory equipment
330 WEST

CALLO

INC.

Quite a number of persons and
organizations played a part in the
development of Cinerama and installation ofCinerama. One such
organization is the Century Projector Corporation, which collaborated, under the direction of
Larry Davee, with the Cinerama
organization in the design of the
special projectors. The unique
curved screen required a special
fabric, which was supplied by the
Athol Manufacturing Company of
Athol, Mass. The special screen
curtain control system, and stage
rigging necessary to give the
screen a proper setting, have been
variously supplied by the R. S.
Grosh Company of Los Angeles,
J. R. Clancy, Inc., Syracuse, N. Y.
and Vallen, Inc., Akron, Ohio.
The New York installation was
made
Inc. by Novelty Scenic Studios,
From the beginning, light for
simultaneous projection of the
three films employed in the Cinerama process, in all but a few installations has been produced by
arc lamps manufactured by the
Strong
Electric Corporation of

•
The triple-head cameras with
which Cinerama productions are
gan.
filmed, are equipped with Eastman
Kodak lenses, and film stock regularly used is Eastman, while color
is Technicolor.
In all of the installations, including
the latest one at the Casino Theatre
in London, where Cinerama opened
t(jday, such accessories as rewinding
tables, splicers and film cabinets have
been supplied by Neumade Products
of New York, while the oversized
magazines which Cinerama required
before 3D called for magazines of
similar footage capacity, were initially fabricated by the Wenzel Projector Company of Chicago. One
of the pioneers in the development
of magnetic sound on motion picture
film. Reeves Sound Studios, developed the sound recording and reproduction equipment used by Cinerama,
while the screen speaker systems are
Altec-Lansing.
•
With Cinerama now a StanleyWarner operation, the first production, "This is Cinerama," continues
to attract large audiences in 13
cities in the United States, and is
the production with which Cinerama today made its bow in London. Thus Cinerama begins its
third year with the identical program material which thrilled its
first audience. Certainly that is a
record of success seldom matched
in theatrical history.
And unique in the history of an
entertainment medium is its use as a
U. S. Government exhibit at an
international exposition, as "This Is
Cinerama" was employed to represent America at the recent Damascus
Fair in Syria. The free Cinerama
performances were so popular there
that Russia complained that they
were "unfair competition." Hazard
Reeves, president of Cinerama, Inc.,
has received a letter from Walter
Bedell Smith, Acting Secretary of
State, thanking him for this exhibition and congratulating him on its
success.

Cinerama

Begins

Its Third Year
(Continued from page 4)
competition" by the Communists.
September 6, 1954: Lowell
Thomas is signed to produce the
third Cinerama film, "Seven Wonders of the World."
September 30, 1954: "This is
Cinerama" is shown overseas commercially for the first time, at the
Casino theatre in London, as
Cinerama begins its third year.
More than 9,000,000 people have
paid almost $17,000,000 to see
"This is Cinerama" in thirteen
cities. In New York, 2,100,000
people
paid $4,000,000
to see "This
is
Cinerama"
in two years.
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THEATRE

OWNERS?
CENTURY scores again ... for
CENTURY PROJECTORS ore the
choice when performance demands the best.
CENTURY projection is the choice
for CINERAMA — the new "3rd
dimensional" motion picture.
Steadier pictures — Cooler apertures— Less film distortion — Better

CINERAMA
the

Screen

happy

^

that

the

CINERAMA

Wonder

We

Inc.

For theatres or drive-ins; large or small, projection.
use CENTURY PROJECTION
& SOUND for your own and customer satisfaction.
See yoor CENTURY dealer or write:

Century
Projector
Corporation
729 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.
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(Confimi-cd from page 1)
linger & Co., business analysts retained by COMPO for the compilation of statistics for COMPO's successful fight on the Federal admission
tax. Coyne explained that the figure
is the result of a constant check on
theatre operations over the last two
years. Although the 18,351 total is
an estimate, the report points out that
the Sindlinger estimate of theatre operations at the end of 1953 showed
a difference of only 240 theatres or
1.3 per cent from the total reported
later for that time by the U. S.
Census.
Coincidence Cited

Thursday, September 30, 1954

Theatres

(Continued from page 1)

Television--Radin
iWith

Pinky

Herman,

TN tills pillar of May 25 last, we itemed the following: quote — Frank
Farrell, columnist on the N. Y. World-Telegram and emcee of the
new "Luncheon at the Park Sheraton" a daily (1:00 P.M.) program
of WABChit-cfiat with celebrities, is the possessor of an easy-going
manner aided by beaucoup savvy on world and local news which make
this a breezy, informal and easy-to-listen-to show — unquote. Other
critics weren't as enthusiastic in their reviews so the fact that Frank
Farrell's Sheraton doings are now network as of last Monday, makes
this scribbler look pretty good and Frank pretty happy. . . . 'Bunked'
(as they say in Brooklyn) into Fred Allen yesterday, leisurely (Fred,
that is) strolling along Sixth Ave. towards Radio City to break bread

with Uncle Jim Harkins. Never saw the Squire of 'Allen's Alley'
The report noted the extraordinary
look so healthy and happy and yon can look for this great comic to
coincidence that the total of 18,351
guestar
for Aug. 1 is the same as the number
CBShow more
Oct. and
17. more frequently on TV starting with the "Omnibus"
listed in a theatre directory published
ik
in Alarch, 1948, by the Motion Picture Association of America. SindThere's a lot of good music, good listenin' and downright
linger emphasized, however, that
sensible spieling aired every evening from 6:25-6:45 and 7:00while the totals are the same, the
7:30 via WNBC
by a lad named Jim
August figure comprises 14,301 fourCoy.
.
.
.
Robert
S.
Samuels, gen. mgr. of
wall theatres and 4,050 drive-ins,
Attracciones Inter Americanas, S.A., is
whereas the 1948 total listed all operations as four-wall theatres.
currently in N. Y. setting up deals to inThe report makes clear that
terchange artists' bookings in the United
States and Canada and also to sell a telerecent publication of 23,000
theatres as the current total
film package starring Andy Russell which
was made in Mexico. . . . The Frawley Co.
took no account of 6,280 theatres closed between 1946 and
of Culver City, Cal., will share sponsorMarch 1, 1954. The report states
ship with the Toni Company of Art Linkthat to the 19,019 theatres active
letter's
"People Are Funny," audienceat the end of 1946, there were
participation series featured every Sunday
added, between that date and
(7:00 P.M.) over NBC-TV. . . . Tieing
March 1, 1954, 807 conventional
Jim Coy
the record with five consecutive wins singtheatres and 3,918 drive-ins, for
a total of 23,744. In the same
ing-accordionist Buddy Marlowe will try
period, however, the 6,280 verifor his sixth "Chance of a Lifetime" win next Sunday over
fied closings brought the overall
DuMont.
Show, produced by Bob Jennings, sponsored by
Lentheric & Old Gold, is emceed by Dennis James.
total of the country's theatres
to an all-time low of 17,464
active theatres on March 1 last.
With reduction of the admission
Harry Wismer, who introduced the baseball players named by
tax on April 1, the report shows that
there has been an estimated gain of
Look magaciue last Sunday night TVia the "NBColgate Comedy
887 theatre operations since last March
Hour, to the 1954 All-American team," rates a network show of
Jiis own tvliere he might interview interna1, bringing the Aug. 1 total up to
tional celebrities of the sports, theatrical and
18,351.
political
fields. Through the years Harry has
Explaining its figures, the Sindlinger report says that when the
emceed numerous spectacular shows and has
analyst organization was engaged by
announced more sports events of all types
COMPO in December, 1952, there
tlian any other of his contemporaries. . . .
were no trustworthy statistics on the
Bonn Tibbetts, prexy of the American Sofilm industry. COMPO accordingly,
ciety of Disk Jockeys and one of the most
the report says, made arrangements
popular in New England, has joined the staff
with various distributing companies
to provide Sindlinger with confidential
of WMUR-TV, Manchester, N. H., and his
video stint starts next month in addition, to
lists of their records on open and
closed theatres. COMPO also turned
his many radio programs. . . . David O.
over to Sindlinger a compilation of
Sehnick's two-hour, four-netzvork TV show,
3,214 closed theatres made by National
"LigJit's
Diamond Jubilee," climaxing the 75th
Harry
Wismer
Screen Service. These, used with the
anniversary
of Thomas
Alvaacross
Edison's
MPAA theatre directory compiled in
tion of the electric light,
zvhich will
be beamed
the inz'ennation
1948 and with statistics obtained from
over
a
310
station
hook-up
Oct.
24,
will
star
Helen
Hayes,
Joseph
other sources formed the foundation
Gotten, Walter Brennan, Thomas Mitchell, Brandon deWilde,
of the Sindlinger count.
Kim, Novak, brilliant young actress of "Pushover" and "Pfftt,"
Audit Is Continuing
and Guy Madison in a shozv scripted by Ben Hecht.
This count continued over the next
two years and is still going on. The
after being verified as being
report says that since 1952, through changes. Verification of changes has
open or closed.
COMPO, Universal-International, as been made by means of sending firstwell as other distributing companies class mail to theatres reported closed.
"Experience has shown, however,
have provided weekly lists of theatre
As to accuracy, the Sindlinger re- that on a national basis, a theatre
port says :
census at any given time is within
a few per cent of accuracy.
"With theatres changing
You Get All 3
"For example, at the end of 1953,
names, going from part-time to
Sindlinger & Co. reported 17,965 as
, Speed
full-time operations, or vice
WHEN QOOD-OLE-DEPENDABLE i
the total number of operating or active
versa, or opening or closing
for
short
periods
of
time,
it
is
obtheatres, including" both four-wall and
I Quality FILMACK
viously impossible for a theatre
drive-in operations. The U.S. Census
MAKES YOUR
census to be completely actotal figure for 1953 was 18,205, inSPECIAL
TRAILERS
1
curate for any duration of time.
cluding both four-wall and drive-in
Results
Actually, theatres sometimes
operations — a difference of 240, or
change their status immediately
1.3 per cent."

List, RKO Theatres board chairman
in New York, for further study and
possible eventual submission to the
company's
board of directors for action.
Whether or not acceptable proposals
are received for the Western theatres,
company officials have indicated that
all ofTers will be weighed by management for the information they could
provide on the current liquidation
value of the properties. It was clearly
inferred that any preponderance of
substantially acceptable ofYers could
speed up the liquidating process,
whereas any considerable number of
proposals deemed by management to
be way out of line with their ideas of
the true values of the properties concerned, could have exactly the opposite effect.
The properties west of the Mississippi include the local Orpheum and
houses in Cedar Rapids, Davenport,
Dubuque, Marshalltown, Sioux City
and Waterloo, la. ; the Hillstreet and
Pantages, Los Angeles ; Golden Gate,
San Francisco ; Brandeis, Omaha ;
Missouri, Kansas City, and the Minneapolis, St. Paul and New Orleans
houses.
Disposition of all of the properties
would reduce RKO Theatres to about
70 theatres, half of which are in New
York City and suburbs, the remainder
in Ohio, New Jersey, Massachusetts,
Illinois, Michigan, Rhode Island and
District of Columbia. Prior to divorce100. ment the circuit numbered well over
Efforts to reach RKO Theatres
officials yesterday for comment were
unsuccessful but it was recalled that
Albert List, board chairman, is on
record as having told a press conference following his advent in the company that unprofitable operations
would be trimmed and in line with this
some houses would be offered for sale.
Several theatres in the New York
metropolitan area since have been disIt is posedknown
in the trade that RKO
of. on Nov.
Theatres
1 will move to new
office quarters on a single floor in the
Mutual Life Building at 55th Street
and Broadway. For the past 23 years
it has occupied a minimum of three
floors in the RKO Building in Rockefeller Center.
Record Income
( Continued from page 1 )
of $3,096,545 were reported by the
company earlier. Third quarter earnings will not be definitely known until
November, Skouras reminded. Income for the third quarter, however,
set
new record
the company's
filma rentals
both for
domestically
and
abroad, Skouras said.
"The outlook for the fourth quarter
of 1954 is equally optimistic and we
approach 1955 with continued confidence," he told the stockholders.
McFadden

and

Eddy

Form Publicity Firm
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 29.— Frank
McFadden, former publicity director
of Panoramic Productions, and James
Eddy, former director of public relations for the J. Walter Thompson
Co., are now associated in their own
public relations organizations.

Thursday, September 30, 1954
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(Continued from page 1)

the justices start announcing on which
of the many appeals filed over the
summer they will hear argument. Following this they start hearing argument on cases accepted for review last
spring.
Chief Justice Warren and his eight
associates have already said they
would review a lower court decision
in one case which very indirectly affects the film industry. That's the
anti-trust suit
Department's
Justice
against the
Shubert Brothers, alleging
an attempt to monopolize the legitimate theatre business in major U.S.
cities.
Rejected by N. Y. Court
The suit was thrown out by a New
York district court on the" grounds
the Supreme Court's dethat under
cision in the baseball anti-trust case,
entertainment industries are not subject to the anti-trust laws. The Justice
Department, in appealing the decision,
said it did not think the baseball case
affected the legitimate theatre and
other entertainment industries, and
emphasized that the courts have sustained almost exactly parallel charges
against motion picture theatre ov\'ners.
The other film cases are all
newly appealed to the Court.
The justices must say — probably sometime this month —
whether or not they will review the lower court decisions
or whether they will let the
lower court decisions stand.
If the justices agree to review
the cases, argiunent will be held
later in the year, with a final
decision unlikely before sometime next year.
Probably the most widely publicized
of the other film cases are the two
cases in which Roy Rogers and Gene
Autry are asking the high court to
restrict the right of Republic Pictures
to license their old films to television.
The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals
gave Republic the right to license
these films pretty much as it saw
fit, and the Supreme Court's disposition of the Rogers-Autry appeals
could have broad ramifications for the
entire film industry, since many other
similar situations are known to exist.
Philadelphia Case Pending
Another pending appeal is from
F. E. Harrison, owner of the Bryn
Mawr Theatre in suburban Philadelphia. He's appealing a Third Circuit
Court of Appeals decision throwing
out his anti-trust suit against the
eight major distributors, Warner
Brothers Circuit Management Corp.
and Stanley Co. of America. Harrison
argues that the lower court erred in
not permitting his attorneys to give
greater
weight
the government's
Paramount
case to
consent
decrees and
also in not holding that clearances
growing out of a conspiracy must be
held illegal, even if reasonable.
Still another anti-trust suit involves
the National Screen Service Corp.
Charles Lawlor and Mitchell Pantzer,
partners charged National Screen
Poster Exchange, have appealed a
Third Circuit court decision throwing
out their suit against National Screen
and the eight major distributors. The
partners charged National Screen
with a monopoly in the poster and
trailer field, and declared the major
distributors aided National Screen to
maintain this conspiracy. The lower
courts held the suit was barred be-

Jones^^
(Continued from page 1)

could induce the disk jockeys and the juke boxes to swing the inevitable
new recordings into a musical puff on that certain cigarette-sponsored TV
program. Georges Bizet can certainly bow to Herschel Burke Gilbert, the
musical director, for pruning the musical field of voices that would possess
quality, yet match the character of the performer with a perfect marriage
of dubbing and synchronization.
Otto Preminger's production is executed in extremely good taste, and his
direction is flavored with intimate touches that will cause many an eyebrow
to curl into a question mark. His CinemaScoping of Hammerstein's Broadway
success is much more articulate and fluid than the legitimate offering, and will
certainly have teen-agers lying about their birthdays to fool smart managers
who post "for adults only" signs in the box office.
The lighting and camera work of Sam Leavitt channeled a perfect blend
for the color by DeLuxe to balance the various moods of the musical.
Selection of Dorothy Dandridge to give credence to the role of Carmen was
an expert choice. Possessing all the qualifications we could expect of a fiery,
sensuous Carmen, Miss Dandridge has a rare beauty and depth of character
that should inspire a search for other film material to suit her. Harry
Belafonte, a handsome, physical attraction for the part of Joe (Don Jose in
the opera) is likewise a fine, seasoned actor and a definite candidate for
fan clubs. Pearl Bailey, known to the theatre and night club crowd, handles
the comedy relief and a "Rhythm on the Drum" number with natural aplomb.
The voices of La Vern Hutcherson, Marilyn Horne and Marvin Hayes, used
to match those of the two stars and the prize fighter of the film, are commendable for their contribution.
In contrast with the opera. Carmen is a worker in a parachute factory,
instead of a cigarette factor.y, and Joe is a corporal in the Army. A boxing
match supplants the bullflglit arena of the original script. There Belafonte
makes his final plea to the superstitious Carmen to remain with him. When
she refuses, the tragic endmg follows.
Running time 107 minutes. Adult classification.
SAMUEL D. BERNS

"This
Is My
(RKO Radio)

Love''

A DOMESTIC story of love, hate, jealousy and murder, "This Is My
Love" is an engrossing picture aimed primarily for adult audiences.
In some respects it resembles a daytime radio drama. Linda Darnell, Dan
Duryea, Rick Jason and Faith Domergue are the stars.
Miss Darnell is seen as the older, frustrated sister of pretty Miss
Domergue, who is married to Duryea, a one-time promising professional
dancer who now, as the result of an automobile accident, is a hopeless paraplegic. Her extreme good looks notwithstanding, Miss Darnell is afraid of
life and lives with her sister and brother-in-law, working as a waitress in
their roadside restaurant and writing unsalable fiction on the side. Her life
is one of martyrdom (there are hints she had renounced Duryea so her sister
could have him), underscored by her long-time engagement to a buffoon she
doesn't love.
The tentative equilibrium is upset when into their lives comes dark-andsmooth Jason, a filling station attendant, with whom Miss Darnell falls in
love while he and Miss Domergue also fall in love. Miss Darnell's jealousy
eventually drives her to murder Duryea and frame her sister, supposedhleaving her free for Jason. The latter, however, spurns the mixed-up lady and
she just as promptly gives herself up to the police.
With such raw material, drama of power can be made. Scriptwriters
Hugh Brooke and Hagar Wilde, however, have their characters reacting to
extremely petty passions which seldom arouse compassion or sympathy.
Miss Darnell and Duryea succeed in putting some guts into the tale when
the action gets down to the fundamentals, especially in the long climactic
scene during which the antagonism between the wheel Chfi^^ case and the
unloved spinster come violently into the open. Miss Domej^e is effective,

(Continued from fagc 1)
government control and his statement
that government control would be a
lesser evil and far more satisfactory
than the "piratical" control as now
practiced by the distributors, Marcus
said. Commenting on this situation,
A. F. Myers, Allied States general
counsel and board chairman, stated:
"Last year the big headache was
CinemaScope and tne various kinds
of screens, lenses, and sound connected with it. But the exhibitors
at two Allied conventions demonstrated that through organized resistance and affirmative action they could
break through the monopolistic barriers with which CinemaScope had
been surrounded. As a result, exhibitors today may show CinemaScope pictures with lenses, screens,
choosing.
and- sound systems of their own
"The equipment problem is virtually
solved. All present day complaints —
exorbitant film rentals, oppressive
terms, lack of prints, and delayed
availabilities stem from one basic evil
— ^.the artificial film shortage,
"The product shortage and the resulting hardships resulting therefrom
can be cured by the exhibitors in the
same way that they broke the sound
barrier — by strong, aggressive, united
action at Allied's great 'product convention' in Milwaukee on . Oct... 12,
13 and 14, provided they turn out in
such vast numbers as to constitute a
gigantic exhibitors - mass nieeting
whose voices cannot be ignored and
whose influence will be irresistible."
Ed

Harris
(Continued from page 1)

Ken Winkleymeyer, Boonville, Mo.,
secretary and Virgil Harrison,
Tarkio, Mo., treasurer.
Directors elected from Missouri
were J. A. Becker, Independence ;
James Cook, Maryville (alternate to
C. E. Cook) ; Tom Edwards, Eldon ;
Harley Fryer, Lamar, and Earl Jameson, Jr., Kansas City.
Kansas directors elected were R. D.
Bisanj-o, Augusta ; Don Burnett,
Earned ; Marcus Landau, Horton ;
John Basham, Topeka, and Paul Ricketts, Holyrood.

Geiger to Represent
Bank of Amer. Here
Peter W. Geiger has been placed in
too, as the rather spineless wife, and so is Hal Baylor' as the buffoon,
while Jason is adequate as tw.o ladies' love object.
charge of the New York office of the
Co-scriptwriter Brooke produced from his t)wn- original story, and Stuart motion picture department of the Bank
Heisler directed. The color by Pathe Color is good. A title song, "This Is of America, N. T. & S. A.
My Love," sung by Connie Haines in a night club sequence, might be used as
Geigerrepresentative
was assistant into New
the bank's
effective exploitation. \special
York
Running time, 91 minutes. Adult classification. Immediate release.
for the past four years. Prior to that
he was associated with RKO Radio
pealing to the Supreme Court.
and Edward A. Golden Productions.
cause asimilar, earlier suit had been
The offices of the motion picture deThe Indiana income tax case indismissed after the parties worked ''out
partment will remain at 127U Avenue
a settlement. Si-s^Sfvolves immediately Warner Brothers, of the Americas.
The tax status of damages
but is undoubtedly a test case for all
distributors. The state attempted to
awarded in anti-trust suits is
to Handle
being tested in another case.
levy its gross income tax on rentals Weshner
William Goldman Theatres
'Contessa*
Sales
received by Warner's Chicago exchange from Indiana exhibitors. Warwort an anti-trust suit and was
ner pays tax on rentals received by
awarded $125,000 damages,
David E. (Skip) Weshner has been
its Indianapolis exchange from ex- appointed sales representative for "The
trebled to $375,000. It paid federal income tax on the first
hibitors in southern Indiana, but re- Barefoot Contessa" by Figaro, Inc.,
fused to pay on rentals received by its which produced the Lhiited Artists
$125,000, representing lost
Chicago exchange from exhibitors in Technicolor release.
profits, but refused to pay on
northern Indiana. The Indiana Suthe remaining $250,000. The
Weshner will represent the producInternal Revenue Service took
preme Court upheld Warners, declartion company in supervising the disthe matteiF court, but the
ing that the films., were in interstate
tribution of "The Barefoot Contessa,"
commerce and therefore not subject to which goes
Tax Court and the Third Cirinto national release imcuit Court ruled for Goldman.
mediately following its world premiere
Indiana's tax. The state thereupon
appealed to the U. S. Supreme Court. at the Capitol Theatre here.
Now Internal Revenue is ap-
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